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Bowdoin set for new century
Optimistic convocation emphasizes importance of history as College looks to the future
At the College's 192nd
Convocation, President
Edwards, Dean Chadwick,
and Senator William Cohen
addressed the importance of
Bowdoin's history with
glimpses of the past but
advocated working toward a
vision for the future.
By David Simmons
orient news editor
At its 192nd Convocation last week,
Bowdoin College Officially ushered in a new
era that will begin with the College's
Bicentennial inl994.AttheFirst ParishChurch
of Brunswick, a less-than-capacity crowd of
faculty, staff,adrninistrators,students,alurnni
andcommunity members were addressed by
President Robert H. Edwards, Dean of the
College Elizabeth Chadwick and Senator
William S. Cohen '62, who gave the
Convocation Address.
In his welcome, President Edwards
expressed his excitementabout theimminent
Bicentennial celebrations and his optimism
for Bowdoin's third century. In an address
that recalled the historical content of the
previous Convocation, Mr. Edwards quoted
past presidents Joseph McKeen and William
DeWitt Hyde as he looked forward to "new
beginnings." Mr. McKeen was the first of
Bowdoin's presidents, and Mr. Hydeheld the
position at Bowdoin's Centennial. It is
President Hyde's "Offer of the College" that
has been recalled and glorified as one of the
College's themes as it enters a new century,
and excerpts from the "Offer of tile College"
now appear in the College's viewbooks.
President Edwards also called the Cass of
1997 "exceptionally strong." He pointed out
that the book "SavageInequalities,"Jonathan
Bowdoin faculty entering the First Parish Church for the College's 192nd Convocation last Wednesday.
Erin Sullivan/Bouxtoirt Orient
Kozol's investigation into the persistent
inequalities between poorandwealthy school
systems, isalreadydirecting thenew students'
thinking to a crisis that will become a major
issue for all educators in the 21st century . The
book was required summer reading for the
first-year class.
More enthusiastically, he was pleased to
announce that Bowdoin will face a new
century with a balanced budget and looked
forward as well to the beginning of
construction of the new student center, due
forcompletion in September 1994. Buthe also
addressed the current crisis in higher
education, referring towhathe called "cracks
in the public trust." He finally encouraged
the collective Bowdoin community to take a
"fresh look atour design and methods" at the
beginning of a new era.
The President then introduced Elizabeth
Chadwick, thenew dean of die College, who
replaced interim dean of the College, James
Ward, after a search last spring. Ms.
Chadwick, who has a Ph.D. in Comparative
Literature from Yale and undergraduate
degrees in German and English from Bryn
Mawr, has served on the faculty of, or in
various administrative positions at the
University of Wisconsin, Pomona College,
Swarthmore College and the University of
/
Chicago.
Dean Chadwick recalled her experiences
with new beginnings at other institutions to
relatehow she feltas shebegan yetagain at an
institution undergoingmany fresh starts itself.
Continuing the theme set by President
Edwards, she stressed the "importance of
history to the present" and "the value of
careful planning."
"What will be tough about this college,"
she said, "is what was tough about the first
one and every subsequent college: There's
always more to learn, and whatyou know, or
Please see CONVOCATION, page 3.
Dean of Students office reorganizes
By D. Holton Hunter
ORIENT ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR
One of tiie changes with which Bowdoin
College is starting its 200th year is the
reorganization of the dean's office. This year
each class has its own dean. Elizabeth
Chadwick, the new Dean of the College, and
initiatorofthechange, explained to theOrient
that the change occurred for two reasons. The
first is a financial reason 'It was by virtue of
necessity that the change occurred," she said,
adding that "we (tine administration) have
taken cuts." The second reason for change.
Dean Chadwick stated, was "to try a
developmental model that has worked with
students at other schools such as Dartmouth,
Amherst and Wellesley."
The clean's office has one less person under
diereorganization process thathas taken place
this year. DougEbeling, sophomore classdean,
explained that there is "less administration
this year because Faith Perry's position, as the
assistant dean of students last year, was cut"
Under the new system there is a dean for
each class. The first-yeardean,RoyPartridge,
who isnew to Bowdoin this year, is responsible
forhalfoftheproctorsandthe ResidentialLife
Council. The sophomore class dean, Doug
Ebelmg, who was an area coordinator last
year, is responsible for the other half of the
proctors. He alsooversees the Creek Council,
which was known as the IFC last year. There
is no permanent dean of the junior class yet.
Dean Chadwick expressed herconcern about
this fact. "I don't want the juniors to feel
disempowered because they are central to
mis scheme," she said. For the first semester,
Betty Maier is handling some of the matters
concerning the junior class as well as the
Resident Assistants and the Thompson
Interns. Ken Lewallen, the former dean of
studentswho is back after taking a sabbatical
last year, is thedean of the senior class. Dean
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"Direct From Grower To You"
Old Kentucky Burley Tobacco is
the cream of the finest crops Ken-
tucky's bountiful soil can produce
—ripe, rich leaves, smooth and
mellow, with that rare old-fash-
ioned flavor and fragrance that
only proper "aging" can produce.
We bank on it you have never
tasted or smoked a finer flavored,








Rich, Ripe, Old-Fashioned Leaf
Our Old Kentucky Burley is no
more like manufactured tobacco
than day is like night—guaranteed
free from chemicals and all oth-
er adulterations that conceal
imperfections, delude the sense of
taste and undermina the health.
We use the same method our
grandfathers used in preparing
tobacco for their own use—every
trace of harshness leaves it
—
nothing to "bite" your tongue or
parch your taste. Thousands of
tobacco lovers the world oyer
swear by its inimitable smoking
and chewing qualities.
_. I We sell di-
REDUCE YOLR lt| rect £rora
TOBACCO BILL I the grow-
er, this eliminates the eighteen
cents a pound Revenue Tax—all
manufacturers' and middlemen's
profit, thereby effecting a saving
to you of 50% or more. No fancy
packages* no decorations, just
quality and lots of it.
MONEY SAVING PRICE
SMOKING 5 lbs. Send us One
OR for Dollar Cash
CHEWING $1.00 P- 0. or Ex-
press Money
Order (no personal checks) and
we will promptly ship you a five
pound package of "Burley To-
bacco."
Five pounds of Old Kentucky
Burley will make 40 large pack-
ages of smoking or 50 twists of
chewing.
C\ pm* Send 35 cents inmJ EL £* silver and we will
* 1« II ship Post-Paid—one
*-**-*V/ j^uml f Burley
Tobacco as a trial offer. A trial
will convince you.
We have thousands of requests
daily for "Samples"—our margin
of profit is so small we cannot
comply with these requests.
We do not ship C. O. D. orders,
to do so would require a large




Mel lure Bldg. Frankfort, Ky.
Progress Has Distinguished Fifteen
Year Administration OfPres. Sills
In 1918 a quiet, reserved man who
had been President Hyde's close
friend and capable lieutenant, suc-
ceeded to the chair as Bowdoin's chief
administrator. He was a Bowdoin
man to the core, his undergraduate
life being steeped in the traditions
and honors which go toward making
a jrreat man. Taking an A in every
cofarstTajul receiving the highest rank
ever given at Bowdoin, he was an
example of the well-rounded under-
graduate, for he participated in publi-
cations, in speaking.
Kenneth Charles Morton Sills, '01,
has been president of Bowdoin Col-
lege for fifteen years. During his de-
cade and a half administration, he has
sought to form a college for the un-
dergraduates, believing as he does
that "poor buildings and excellent
teachers are much to be preferred to
beautiful halls and wooden instruc-
tion".
Forward Looking Helmsman
The man who has guided Bowdoin
through prosperity and poverty dur-
ing fifteen long years is forward look-
ing, for he planned intellectual free-
dom for the brilliant individual, uni-
versality of athletics, an enlarged,
enlightened faculty.
An indisputably reliable authority
points out that the President plays
tive Prolegomena for a Forthcoming
Report of a Dean" last May, are a
series of benefactions and tactful
moves toward improvement.
For example, during President
Sills' fifteen year term, the endow-
ment fund leaped from $2,500,000 to
$6,500,000, giving the college one of
the largest incomes of any college of
its size in the country. $928,000 i s the
total, record- breaking sum received
during the course of a single year.
•Days' Founded Since 1918
Father's Day, which seems to have
become an almost permanent institu-
tion at Bowdoin since Its successful
inaugural a few years ago, and Vo-
cational Day, are fruits of President
Sills' policies. As are the Alumni
Reading Room in the Library, and the
Employment Bureau.
But along with all those material
achievements, including his instru-
mentality in procuring for Bowdoin
an organ for Chapel in VJ2H, the erec-
tion of. the magnificent Moulton
Union and Curtis Swimming Pool,
are other less evident ones. Dean Nix-
on sums these up in the frank words
that the "president, as Drofcssor and
dean and acting-president and presi-
dent, had been his (the Dean's) im-
mediate superior for nearly twenty-
five years without once-appearing to
be anything but his friends and col-
golf, bridge, tennis, and handbail,j league.
and that he is an enthusiastic onlook-i "That president, without once even
er at undergraduate contests. His
private life, and his public life would
remain private were it not for the
interesting disclosures that pop up in
such items as Dean Nixon's "Tenta-
seeming to mean to, had unconscious-
ly let him observe any number of
things that every professor and dean
and president and gentleman should
do and know and be."
The COLLEGE BOOK STORE
Good Books To Take Home With You
A GOODLY HERITAGE AS THE EAKTH TURNS
Mary Ellen Chase Gladys Hasty CarroU
The Name anH Nature of Poetry — A. E. Hou.sman
Down East - Wilhert Snow Hyde of Bowdoin - C. T. Burnett
Oxford Companion to English Literature — Harvey






•pBRTAINLY there is no better time
^ than the end of a college year to
take stock of what has transpired in
the nine months preceding. With many
alumni on the scene of action, so to
speak, it offers an unparalleled oppor-
tunity to review publicly the under-
graduate business accomplished, or to
consider the entire academic year
through undergraduate eyes. Perhaps
such an attitude would antagonize old-
er, and cooler-headed, men who also
know Bowdoin too well to be mere out-
siders.
Nevertheless, a recapitulation IS es-
sential.
UNDERGRADUATES call proudly
to witness their economies on sev-
eral matters, this year. Social expen-
ditures—which were criticized as too
high last year—fell off remarkably,
and in the junior class assessment was
seen a reduction of exactly 50%. And
thus with all student activities:
budgets have been scrutinized far
more carefully than usual, and all pos-
sible extravagances lopped off deci-
sively.
* * *
NOW THAT beer will be flowing
merrily in Maine after July 1,
Bowdoin looks questioningly toward
the administration as to the possible
course of action to be taken. Opinion
rife among undergraduates varies
from the thought that the Powers will
favor more - or - le~'; laissez - faire,
though the Union will purely not carry
the beverage. Or thai the Powers will
frown on all student imbibings as il-
legal judged by college rulings.
The matter of *wn3t the Btfttrtl of
Overseers will think of the matter, too,
has been worrying the undergraduates.
Certainly places in town will sell beer.
The Dean has already expressed
hearty disapproval of the project of
dealing with the "Pelusian potation"
at the Union. So there the matter
rests.
» * *
^TOWNSFOLK — pai ucularly the
* youngsters— will be grieved to
learn that Bowdoin's magnificent
swimming pool will be closed for the
summer. The electric heating facili-
ties, it is understood, were so expen-
sive as to cause the opening of the pool
to the public last summer to be a cost-
ly proposition. Young Brunswickians
who made merry in the warm Curtis
Pool waters during the hot months
were also taught swimming and life-
saving by competent college men.
REDMOND PLAYS
FOR SENIOR FROM
200 Couples Frolic in Blue
and White Setting at
Gym Tuesday
To the music of Don Redmond and
his Ethiopian band of Columbia
Broadcasting: fame some two hundred
couples danced from 9 to 2 at the an-
nual Senior Ball in the Sargent Gym
Tuesday evening.
The gym was attractively done in
blue and white, the class colors of '33.
Vincent Cobb, of Brunswick was en-
gaged by the Senior Committee to
decorate. Art Moyer '33, a member
of the committee, served as general
manager for the affair.
Patronesses for the evening were:
the Mrs. Sills, Ham, G. Wilder, F.
Brown, Nixon, Little, Gross, Means,
Chase, Gray, Bartlett, Cobb, Holmes,
Kendrick, Hartman, Koelln, Childs,
Helmreich, Sibley and Root.
As last year a reduction in the
ticket price was effected by the com-
mittee. The price was shaved from
four to three, plus a government tax
of thirty cents. A year ago it was
lowered from five to four.
BOWDOIN 50 YEARS AGO
Bowdoin Fifty Years Ago
President Chamberlain resigned
from office about the time of the
78th Commencement . . . Various
subjects of Comemncement parts in-
cluded: "Temperance Legislation" by
Howard R. Goodwin of Augusta, "Ex-
tradition with England" by Noah B.
K. Pettingill of Augusta, and "Re-
striction of Foreign Immigration" by
Frederic W. Hall of .Vallejo, Cali-
fornia.
Hon. Samuel Black, 1827, speaking
at the Commencement exercises, ad-
vised consolidation of Maine colleges
. . . Greek and Latin were eloquently
defended against modern languages





Last week both Colby and
Bates CoUegea announced that
they finished the academic year
"in the black", »nd that no re-
ductions would be made in salar-
ies. President Johnson of the
Waterville institution declared
that Colby had reason to be
proud, being one of the few small
coUegjes not operating under a
deficit.
Neither of the upstate colleges
will be forced to declare lowering
in faculty payrolls, both colleges
announced the receiving of mod-
erate benefactions.
This puts Bowdoin and Maine
behind in the matter of financies
for the yea*. The state uaiversitj*
received sharp reductions in their
appropriations, and giUwi were
slashed. Bowdoin professors au-
tomatically turn over 18% of
their paychecks to the Alumni
Fund.
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After seven years, Ana Brown bids farewell to Bowdoin
Today, sadly, is Ana
Brown's last day as Dean of
Students atBowdoinCollege.
Since her arrival in 1987, she
has not only done much to
improve the residential life
program, but she has also
created a rapport with
students that will be missed
when she is gone.
. By Charlotte Vaughn
orient contributor
In the midst of her seventh fall here at
Bowdoin, Dean of Students Ana Brown will
leave the East coast thisSaturday and move to
Portland, Oregon, the location of her
husband's new job.
Today is Brown's last day at Bowdoin as
Dean ofStudents, a position that will dissolve
with her departure. In 1987, when Brown
first arrived at Bowdoin, she worked as
Assistant Dean of Students. In 1990, she was
promoted to Associate Dean. At the start of
Dean Lewallen's sabattical in January 1993,
Brown assumed the position of Dean of
Students. This fall, Lewallen returned from
his saba ttical and currently holds the position
ofSenior Class Dean, oneofthe newly-created
positions which are a part of the new
administrative organization in the Dean's
office.
Brown came to Bowdoin with a degree in
Biology from Reed College, a small private
institution near Portland, Oregon. Brown's
background lies in Educational
Administration, however. She received this
graduate degree from the University of
Wisconsin. Before becoming Bowdoin's
Assistant Dean ofStudents, Brown worked at
Portland State University as the Student
EmploymentCoordinatorand atReed College
as DirectorofStudent Activitiesand Assistant
Director of Residential Lift
Drawing from her




after her arrival here in 1987,
she decided to double the
number of members in the
proctor staff, developed a
residential life budget that
included funds for
programming and activities
within the dorms, and made
it possible for the proctors to
receive a small raise. Brown
was also responsible for the
study away program.
Along with her promotion
in 1990, Brown assumed
responsibility for the
coordination of the Women's
Resource Center and
Volunteer Services. She also
served as the first-year
advisor. Her responsibilities
to the residential life program
lessened due to the hiring of
Area Coordinators Doug
Ebeling and Joan Fortin in
1991.
Before looking at possible job
opportunities in the Portland area, Brown
plans to take 1-2 months off to relax. Then,
she plans to investigate opportunities at
schools and businesses that promote
foundationwork witheducational programs.
Brown feels that sheaccomplished much for
herself and for students while at Bowdoin,
and she believes she is leaving behind a
rather accessible office where students feel
comfortable. Brown has also worked for
moving the Dean's office towards closer
alliances with other departments such as
physical plant and dining service, as well as
the academic departments. Although her
post will no longer exist after today, Brown
feels that the reorganization within thedean's
office will serve Bowdoin's needs better than
before.
Erin Sullivan/Bouidoin Orient
Ana Brown, doing what she does best: talking to a group of students outside Hubbard Hall.












Continued from page 1.
think you know, may not even reflect the
current position, let alone the best future
course. So what I don't know, I share with the
new students, and we begin today a process
of examining our assumptions."
Ms. Chadwick went on to applaud
Bowdoin's efforts toward inclusiveness.
"Bowdoin is courageous and correct in its
decisions about women and fraternities;
Bowdoin deserves praise for its commitment
to the students of rural Maineand to diversity
in admissions," she said. In regard to the
Bicentennial, she said, "This should not be
seen as nostalgia, but as an opportunity for
Bowdoin to take the measure of itself and to
gain in institutional self-confidence. ... Most
importantly, we will see the institutional
integrity of a place reflected in its ideas about
education, teaching and learning."
Ms. Chadwick also urged Bowdoin to
"celebrateitsconnections to thewiderworld."
Inconclusion, she remarked that "as Bowdoin
prepares to enter its third century, the College
has an opportunity for self-definition. On
such an occasion it is best to know your own
mind, and the College will need to define
itself in its own terms... We will need the
courage and intelligence to set our own
course."
The Convocation was punctuated by a
musical interlude. Jennifer C. Hand '94,
accompanied by Professor Robert Greenlee
on piano, entertained the audience with a
flawless flute solo before the Convocation
Address. Senator Cohen was introduced by
Merton G. Henry, chair of the Bowdoin
Bicentennial Committee. Senator Cohen, a
member of Psi Upsilon, studied Latin and
played basketball atBowdoin. Hewaselected
to the House of Representatives in 1972 and
became a Senator from Maine in 1978. He is a
published poet and has also written works of
fiction and non-fiction.
Senator Cohen gave an address filled with
poetic imagery and historical anecdotes from
his time at Bowdoin with the ease and charm
.
** i «r - ^ '
President Edwards invoked the words of
William DeWitt Hyde in his welcome to
the Convocation.
of a seasoned professional. Mr. Cohen also
referred to Hyde's "Offer of the College"
several times throughout his speech as
somethingwhose meaningand importance
he had grown to appreciate in the years
since he had graduated. He emphasized
the College's role in shaping character.
In his musings on the shape of things to
come in Bowdoin's future, Senator. Cohen
encouraged theCollege toexpand the scope
of the Liberal Arts education and provided
an anecdote that alluded to a need for
instruction in Asian Studies. Mr. Cohen
also made reference to various social
problems in the United States that will face
graduates in the upcoming century and
condemned materialism in particular. In a
concluding statement he criticized the
government, saying, "A rising tide of
materialism will not save a ship of state
piloted by narrow self-interest."
To receive your $25, full-year subscription, or your $18, one semester subscription, call (207) 725 3053.
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Who are these people?
Edwards calls Class of 1997 "truly remarkable"
I The new batch of first-
yearswho havebeen lured to
Bowdoin this year seem




By Paul C Rohlfing
ORIENT CONTRIBUTOR
In the last twoweeksyou may have noticed
a large number of strange people here on
campus. They look lost, they ask silly
questions, they take spots in the classes you
need, and they hold up the line in the dining
room. Just who are these people, and who do
they think they are?
The answer, of course, is that these people
a re the Class of 1997, the latest in a long series
of first-year classes to pass through the
President's Office to matriculate and sign the
Honor Code here at Bowdoin College.
There are 418 students in this year's First-
Year class; 218 women and 200 men. They
come from a total of forty-one states, the
District of Columbia and eleven foreign
countries.
One of the most positive statistics
concerning the class is the higher percentage
of students of color entering Bowdoin this
fall. A total of 61 students of color are in the
class of 1997. That works out to roughly 15%
of the entire class, a noticable increase from
the 46 students of color admitted in the class
of 1996whocomprised 10% of their class. The
largest jump came from a sharp increase in
the number of Asian-American students
entering Bowdoin this year. The number of
Latino students in the class of 1997 also
increased.
When asked what he felt was a
distinguishing feahire of the First-Year class,
Dean of Admissions Richard Steele pointed
to their leadership experience. "Leadership,"
he said, "is a Bowdoin characteristic." Steele
produced some remarkable statistics that
showed just how deeply that tradition of
leadership runs in the classof 1 997. Fully32%
of these new students were major office
holders in either student government, class
boards, judicial boards or honor societies in
their high schools. 93% of the class that was
ranked in high school were in the top 1 /5 of N
their class. More remarkable is the fact that
53% of these students were in the top 5% of
their class, and a hefty 23% of the entire class
were either valedictorians or
salutatorians of their classes.
But the commitment to
leadership and involvement
in the class of 1997 goes
beyond justgrades made and
offices held. 30% of the class
was heavily involved in one
of the performing arts, 68%
played on varsity athletic
teams, and a stunning 44%
of the class were captains of
one or more teams at their
high schools. "With all of the
rigorous academics that
thesestudentswereinvolved
with I'm impressed with
their level of leadership
outside of the classroom,''
said Dean Steele. Most
importantly, 75% of thenew
students were committed to
action in some form of
community service before
their admission to college.
In his speech to the first-year
class at one of the many
Orientation meetings, Steele encouraged the
class to continue their service activities while
in college. Later, Steele commented about
this level of service: "That's significant. I
Cnn Sum vmi/ Amaaoin Urttnl
President Edwards inspects an old ledger with a few
brand-new first -years at matriculation.
don'tthinkyoucould find a higherpercentage
of students involved in community service a t





Has the Best Movies in Town
The Best Prices
Boastful? • You Decide:





Foreign Films, British Hu-
mor, Cult Films -- and the
Newest Releases
97 Maine Street (Just
across from Ben ct Jerrx's)
^ ^^* • Yj yp
97 Maine Street Brunswick
i
First-years deemed
by many to be a good
match to the College
continued from page 4.
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any other college around."
Beyond the statistics, there are some even
more interesting tid-bits about this class. A
remarkablenumber of first-year students are
mountain climbers. Not just ordinaryhikers,
but real mountain climbers. This is intriguing
in metaphorical way. These are studentswho
are ready to confront the obstacles of higher
education head-on. The class of 1997 is truly
loyal to Bowdoin College. A record number
of students were admitted through the early
decision program and 41 students, justunder
10%of theentire class, gaveup theiradmission
and sometimes even costly deposits at other
schools to come to Bowdoin after being wait-
listed for admission here.
A record number of students also
participated in Pre-Orientation trips this year.
255 First-Year students went on the trips this
year, up from a healthy 240 last year.
Interestingly, the 255 students brokedown to
60% women and only 40% men. A sure
indication mat thewomen of the class of 1997
are an independent and adventuresome
bunch. There were a total of 26 trips offered
this year and each trip had, on average, ten
First-Year students and two upper class
leaders. Michael Woodruff, coordinator of
thePre-Orientation tripscommented that this
yearsaw, "thesmoothestPre-Orientation trips
yet."
And, ofcourse, the class of'97has survived
Orientation Week—that most exciting of
Bowdoin traditions. All of these students
read thebook"SavageInequalities—Children
in America's Schools" by Jonathan Kozol
before they came to Bowdoin this fall. The
book dealtwith the inequalities that still exist
between predominantly white schools and
predominantly African-American schools
almost forty years after the Brown decision
on school desegregation set aside the legal
justifications for the so called "separate but
equal" segregated schools mat had been the
norm since the Civil War. In a lecturebyJohn
E. Cawthorne, Senior Research Associate at
theCenterfbrtheStudyofTesting,Evaluauon
and Educational Policy at Boston College,
given in the Pickard Theater on Monday,
August 30, the class of 1997 was treated to
another expert view on the issues of race,
class and education that confront the United
States today. Other orientation events
included placement testing, a reception at
President Edwards' house for parents and
students, movies at the Moulton Union, a
Convocation that featured a speechbyMaine
Senator and Bowdoin graduate William S.
Cohen '62,andawonderful fluteperformance
by Senior Jennifer C. Hand, who was
accompaniedbyProfessorRobertK. Greenlee
on thepiano. The entireweekwas topped off
Erin SulHvan/Bowdoin Orient
Top: The Bowdoin book run takes fust-year runners right under the Bowdoin pines.
Above: Runners gather to get their numbers.
Erin Sullhran/Bomfai» Orit*
Ton Moore "95, admittedly not a first-year, obviously enjoyed die Lobster Bake anyway.
The lobster bake was a big success, as usual.
with the perennial Lobster Bake on
Wednesday, September 1.
Theword from all corners of thecampus is
that die first-year students and the College
are proving to be a good match. Mrs. Nancy
Estes, the head ofHousekeeping in Coleman
Hall, one of the dorms that houses mostly
First-Yearstudents,commented that this class
was a rather tidygroup, "This is die best I've
ever seen. I'm amazed. They sure make my
job easier."
Sherrie Bergman, librarian of die College,
described die First-Year students as "very
engaged. We've certainly seen them here in
die library right from the first day of classes,
and even on die first weekend, which
surprised me."
One upperclassman who wished to remain
anonymous observed that, in the great
Bowdoin tradition ofrigorous studyand more
rigorous recreation, the incoming class is "the
biggest group of partiers I've seen here at
Bowdoin."
First-Year student George Stratev of
Bulgaria reflected on his impressions of
Bowdoin from the unique perspective he
has asboth a college freshman and a foreign
student. "The class of 1997 is a great class.
The statistics speak for themselves," said
Stratev. "I believe that the intellectual
challenge of the college will be large and that
the competition between die students will
be conducive to progress for every member
of the Bowdoin community."
First Year student Bryan Knepper of
Owings Mills, Maryland added, "At
Bowdoin I'm not just a student—I'm also
given dieopportunity tobea full member of
the college community at large."
The attributes of the class of 1997 will
allow this class to fit inwell withthedynamic
environment of Bowdoin College and will
hopefully a llow this group to live up to the
high standards setby thenearlytwohundred
classes that preceded them here at Bowdoin
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Bowdoin in Brief
A Weekly Summary of Events on Campus
Former Gov. Board
member to preach
The Reverend Richard H. Downs '60,
a former member of the Board of
Overseers and Governing Boards at
Bowdoin, will bepriest-in-residencethis
fall at St. Paul's Episcopal Church, 27
Pleasant St., while St. Paul's rector, the
Reverend Jonathan B. Appleyard, is on
a three-month sabbatical leave.
Rev. Downes, who is chaplain and
chairman of the religious department at
the Lawrenceville School,
Lawrenceville, N.J.,wasmanagerofthe
swimming team and member ofseveral
choral groups while at Bowdoin. His
son, Richard F. Bland Jr., '95, currently
a t Bowdoin, is studyingaway this fall in
Florence, Italy.
Bowdoin students are cordially
invited to make themselves known to
Father Downes at a coffee hour which
follows both the 8 a.m. and 10:30 a.m.
Sunday services at St. Paul's.
By Clint Hagan,





nominated for membership in the
Bowdoin College chapter of Phi Beta
Kappa, the national honor society for
therecognitionandpromotionofscholarship.
The twenty-four were chosen on the basis
of their scholarlyachievement and sustained
superior intellectual performance during
thei racademic careers a tBowdoin, according
to James H. Turner, associate professor of
physics and secretary of the Bowdoin Phi
Beta Kappa chapter.
The newly nominated Phi Beta Kappa
members are: James C. Carenzo of
Chanhassen,MN;MarleneL. CastroofPuerto
Cortes, Honduras; Julia C. Clark of Orland,
ME; Michael L. Cohen of Waldoboro, ME;
NicholasM. Hass ofGorham,ME;Richard P.
Ginsberg of Maxblehead, MA;.Jennifer D.
Hockenbery of Columbus, OH; Karen M
KaliskiofManchester,NH;MaryE.Kennedy
of McLean, VA;Abby A. Levine of West
Hartford,CN;.MeredithH.LozierofPownal,
ME;.RichardE Lucas ofMarlboro,MA;.John
S. Peters of SanibeL FL;.Lisa M. Rasco of
Little Rock, AK;.Thomas M. Sablak of
Wallingford, CN;.Kevin C. Slep ofWayland,
MA;JRichard C Squire III of Rocky River,
OH;.Philip L. Thompson of Baltimore,
MD;JCevin J. Thomson of Wellesley Hills,
MA;.DylanT.TonryofSt Paul, MN;.Natalie
Troya of Fall River, MA;.Julia W. Vicinus of
Toledo, OH;.and Weihua Yan of Shanghai,
People's Republic of China.
Anonymous gift puts
Smith Union over top
A giftof$600,000from CharlesMLeighton
'57 put Bowdoin College over the top in its
one-year effort to raise nearly $5 million
from private sources to fund a new campus
center.
The gift, which brings the total amount
raised to $4.7 mill ion, came just days before
the College officially broke ground for the
David Saul Smith Union. The
groundbreaking ceremony took place on
Saturday, June 5, inside the Hyde Cage.
Remarks were made by Bowdoin President
Robert H. Edwards and Professor of Art
Mark Wethli, chair of the Union Planning
Committee.
TheHydeCage willbe renamed the David
Saul Smith Union in honor of David Saul
Smith of the Class of 1923. Thename change
is in recognition of a principal gift to the.
College for the facilitybyRobertP.Smith '62,






totalling more man $350,000 by die National
ScienceFoundation (NSF) for projects under
thedirection offourmembersoftheBowdoin
faculty.
The NSF grants will support projects in
anthropology, biology, environmental
studiesand geology.Theproject tides, project
directors and grant amounts include:
"RUI: Role of Peptides in Modulating the
Output ofa Small Neural System,"under the
direction of Associate Professor of Biology
Patsy S. Dickinson ($210,000).
"Bowdoin CollegeLabrador Archaeology
Project 1993-95," under the direction of
Associate Professor of Anthropology
and Director of the Peary-Macmillan
Arctic Museum and Arctic Studies
Center Susan A. Kaplan ($69,000).
"RUI: Collaborative Research: Role
of Localized Material RNAs in
Embryonic Patterning in Xenopus,"
under the direction of Associate
Professor of Biology Carey R. Phillips
($55,000).
"Chronostratigraphy of Pleistocene
Glacial and High-Sea-Level Deposits,
Northeastern Bristol Bay, Alaska,"
under the direction of Assistant








following the first week of students'
arrivaloncampus.The sunflowersand
-pumpkins grown by the two- and
three-year-olds intheToddlerProgram
were stolen from the garden. Betty
Spettel, Director of the Children's
Center, said that the Children's Center
wouldbedelighted toacceptdonations
of pumpkins and sunflower seeds.
Jonathan Steele
Compiled by Emily Churchfrom
news releases.
Grand Opening Celebration!!
Saturday, Sept. 11 • Noon to 6:00 p.m.
when Fashion Secrets welcomes Zaxs' Basement
Select Women 's Resale Select Men 's Resale
to its 66 Maine Street Location
With both stores offering...
•LIVE ENTERTAINMENT






Come Join the Celebration!!
Bowdoin Students











arsenal of test prep
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Ex-COnfaund On Pickard Kappa Sig on probation for fall semester





A security alertwas issued lastweek by the
Security Department when a man found
sleeping on the steps of Memorial Hall was found again on College property.
served his sentence, Bowdoin Security is
being extremely cautious. The security alert
asks that "all Bowdoin faculty, staff and
students review his description and the
procedures for reporting his presence
carefully." Mr. Hatch is subject to arrest if
Alpha Kappa Sigma has been put on
probation by the Dean of Students Office
until January 1 . The fraternity, located on the
corner ofHarpswell and College Streets, was
the scene of serious injury sustained by a
female student attending the organization's
May Day Festival last spring.
The Dean of Students Office cited two
discovered to have a criminal record.
According to the alert, the man, identified as
Raymond Hatch, was issued a trespass
warning by a Brunswick Police officer, as is
routine in such situations.
The alert, distributed to most students with
their information packets at the start of the
semester and posted all over campus, states
that "on August 18 at approximately 3:39
a.m., an individual was observed sleeping on
the front steps of Pickard Theater [Memorial
Hall], and Bowdoin Security was notified....
Because of this individual's conviction for a
violentcrime, Bowdoin Security is particularly
concerned that all members of the College
community be alert to and aware of this
incident."
Mr. Hatch was convicted in 1980 for the
murder of 19-year-old college student Eric
Wilson in Colorado. Wanted in Maine for the
theft of a car he stole in Brunswick in 1 978, Mr
.
Hatch was arrested in Pennsylvania in
possession of the vehicle. He was released
when Pennsylvania refused to extradite him.
Mr. Hatch fled to Colorado, where Wilson
picked up Mr. Hatch and a fellow drifterwho
were hitchhiking. Mr. Wilson was
overpowered when he stopped for gas, and
later the two men threw the studentout of the
car. Later, fearing that theyouth could identify
them, Mr.Ha tch and his accomplice returned,
and Mr. Hatch took the young man into the
woods and killed him.
Mr. Hatch then drove Mr. Wilson's white
Volkswagen van back to Brunswick, where
he was arrested for the previous auto theft.
Police identified Mr. Wilson's vehicle, but
were forced to release Mr. Hatch, lacking
even the proof to arrest him for theft of the
vehicle. Outraged, Mr. Wilson's family hired
a well-known private investigator, who
reconstructed thecrime. TheFBIlaterarrested
Mr. Hatch's accomplice, which led to the
conviction of Mr. Hatch in 1980. Sentenced to
26 years for manslaughter, Mr. Hatch was
released on parole after serving 12 and was
put on a bus back to Brunswick.
Raymond Hatch's name had appeared in a
Brunswick police log earlier this summer
when he was removed from a woman's
apartment. Although Mr. Hatch has already
OLD BOOKS







10:00 A.M. -5:00 p.m.





Packages). Earn cash & free
trip(s). Cancun - Bahamas - S.
Padre Island - Daytona. We
handle bookkeeping - you handle
sales. 1-800-336-2260 Monday
thru Friday (9 AM - 5 PM)
Spring Break '94
SELL TRIPS, EARN
CASH & GO FREE!!!
Student Travel Ser-
vices is now hiring
campus reps. Call 800-
648-4849
Mr. Hatch, 46, is described as
approximately 5'8", 185 lbs., with shoulder-
length dirty blond hair, balding severely on
top. He may be wearing jeans, gray pointed
boots, a plaid shirt, a brown jacket and a
bandana around his head. He may also
smoke hand-rolled cigarettes and carry an
old brown suitcase. If you see someone on
campuswhoyou believe fits this description,
call Bowdoin College Security at X3500
immediately.
and carry out a community service project
approved by the Dean of Students Office.
Douglas Ebeling, sophomore class dean and
co-fraternity advisor, will supervise the
probation.
For the lastfew years, collegeadministration
and the Alpha Kappa Sigma Alumni
Corporation have been concerned about the
popular MayDay Festival. Kenneth Lewallen,
who returned from his spring sabbatical as
senior class dean, observed that "even current
members are considering the validity of suchinfractions that resulted in Kappa Sig's
probationary status. First, the student was an activity in today's world of heightened
served even after she was considerably
intoxicated, a violation of Maine state law.
Second, Security found 11 kegs of beer after
the student was taken to the hospital. This
was well over the three kegs Kappa Sig
supposedly had registered on its party form.
The probation includes a complete ban on
the consumption, purchase and distribution
alcohol awareness."
While the student injured last spring has
returned to Bowdoin this year, and Alpha
Kappa Sigma has indicated to Ebeling every
intention of folowing the terms of the
probation, College officials arewaryof future
incidents involving alcohol abuseamomg the
fraternities. Says Ebeling, "I hope that the
of alcohol using either Kappa Sig funds or other houses learn from Kappa Sig's mistakes









Go U Bears Happy 200thAnniversary
Joshua's Restaurant & Tavern
Monday Night Football
22oz Lite Drafts for $2.25
Large Screen TV, Give-
aways, Sub Sandwiches
Tuesday Night




















Buy a Mug of
Beer at Regular
Price and Pay
$1.00 for a shot of]
Schnapps




Friday & Saturday Nights
9:00 - No Cover
Joshua's Wants to Make
Sure everyone has a safe
year...
"Spend a Nickel if you're
pickled"
-call a friend for a ride



























Come Celebrate the Kickoff to Bowdoin's
200th Year Anniversary Thursday, Septem-
ber 16th as 'Sam Adams' Rolls into Town!
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The Psychology behind
the Citibank ClassicVisa card,and the
emotional security of the Photocard. The citibank classic visa
instills in students feelings of safety, security, and general wellness not unlike those experienced
in the womb. Therefore, it is the mother of all credit cards. % Some experts attribute these feelings
to the Citibank Photocard, the only credit card with your photo on it. A voice inside says, "This
is me, really me." (As opposed to, "Who the heck is that?"— a common response to the photo
on one's driver's license.) It's an immediate form of
ID, a boost to your self-image. % Of course if your card is
ever lost or stolen and a stranger is prevented from using it.
Subjei t suffering from
Credit Canl Theft Nervosa.
Subject nfter receiving Citibank
Classic Visa I'hofoianl.
you'll feel exceptionally good (showing no signs of Credit
Card Theft Nervosa). % Other experts point to specific
services, such as The Lost Wallet Service that can replace
your card usually within 24 hours. Or the 24-Hour Cus-
tomer Service line, your hotline, if you will, for any card-
related anxiety whatsoever. % Further analysis reveals three
services that protect the purchases you make on the Citibank
Classic Visa card, at no additional cost. 1. Buyers Security can cover them against accidental
damage, tire or theft, for 90 days from the date of purchase 1 (preventing, of course, Insecurity).
2. Citibank Lifetime Warranty allows one to extend the warranty for the expected service
life of eligible products up to 12 years.' 3. And Citibank Price Protection assures you of the best
price. You need only see the same item advertised in print for less, within 60 days, and Citibank
will refund the difference up to $150' (hence no Post Purchase Depression).
<fl Special student
savings are particularly therapeutic. There's the free Citibank Calling Service from MCI to save
up to 267r on long distance calls versus AT&T. 1 (You're encouraged to call Mom and Dad regu-
larly preventing Parenta Non-Supportus.) And a $20 Airfare Discount4 on any domestic flight.
(Case studies indicate that a Fear of Flying is overcome when Spring Break in sunny Florida is a
possibility.) Not to mention the low variable interest rate of I5.49P and no annual fee for college
students. % Suffice it to say, you'll have a credit card you can depend on while building a credit
history. So call 1-800-CITIBANK, extension 19, to apply over the phone (students don't
need a job or a cosigner) or to have your photo added
to your Citibank Classic Visa card. % If we say that a
sense of Identity is the first component of theCitibank
Classic Visa card, a sense of Security the second, and







financial independence the third, don't be crazy...Call. Not just Visa. Citibank Visa.
'Certain condition', jnd exclusions apply Pica*: refer M your Summary of Additional Program Informal ion Buyers Security is underwritten by The Zurich International
UK Limited 'Certain restrictions and limitations apply Underwritten by the New Hampshire Insurance Company Service lite expectancy varies by product and is at
least the minimum based on retail industry data Details of cmeragc are available in your Summary of Additional Program Information 'Savings claim is
based on a 10 minute night/weekend call in the MM to IJXX) mileage band using MCls Card Compatibility rales vv AT&Ts standard calling card rates, effective
4/9.\ Citibank Calling Service long distance usage cannot be applied to obtain benefits under any other MCI partner program or offer, including travel award programs
'Offer expires fV.WM Minimum ticket purchase price is SHU) Rebates are for Citibank student cardmembers on tickets issued by ISE Flights only 'The Annual Percentage
Rate for purchases is 15.** JS (>f hW and may vary c|uartcrly The Annual Percentage Rale for cash advances is Nut*. If a finance charge is imposed, the
minimum is 50 cents There is an additional finance charge for each cash advance transaction equal to M of the amount of each cash advance transaction: however
it will not be less than S2IX) or greater than SUM*) Monarch* Notes are published by Monarch Prevs a division of Simon & Schuster, a Paramount Communications
Company Used by permission of the publisher Citibank credit cards are issued by Citibank (South Dakotai N.A. OIW Citibank (South Dakota). MA Member FDIC
The Monarch* Notes Version:
The Citibank Classic card gives
students peace of mind, protection
against Freud— or rather fraud—a
low rate and no fee. Apply today.
Call 1-800-CITIBANK, ext. 19
_
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Arts & Entertainment
"Dead thingsfloat downstream, mother. Life is up river!"- Harrison Ford " The Mosquito Coast





Dawn Bragdon is capturing
the artistic hearts and minds




The Lancaster Lounge in Moulton Union
is presently hosting a show ofwa tercolors
by prize-winning local artist Dawn
Bragdon of Harpswell, ME. These
paintings are the efforts of a woman who
has been recognized with awards in
Rockport, MA, at Marblehead Town
Shows, of Marblehead Festival of the Arts
(where she won the prestigious Edward
D. Carey Memorial Award) and at
Westbrook College, her alma mater.
Recently, one of Bragdon's paintings was
chosen for display at the Art and Antiques
Exhibition at the Prudential Center in
Boston for the Channel 2 Auction.
The nineteen paintings exhibited in
Lancaster Lounge at Bowdoin represent
natural subjects, ranging from still-lifes
to detailed examinations of birch trunks
to broader land- and seascapes.
Viewers familiar with Maine's natural
beauty may recognize the sources for
many of her paintings: a somber, late
autumn coastal scene entitled Tranquility,
a sloping stand of birches called Winter
Solstice, and even the stark, chilly, and
slightly abstract Franconia Notch.
Bragdon employs a variety of methods
in theway she manipulates the watercolor
medium. Poinsettia is a decqrative tri-'
color piece executed in crisply defined
segments of green, red, and blue. The
flowers stand out strongly from the white
of the untouched paper surrounding the
image. In contrast to this still life, Bragdon
creates a more subtly powerful work in
Snow Field. Two skeletal saplings stand
alone in the foreground, silhouetted by an
expanse of snow that gives way to a pine
forest. The perspective is distorted enough
to give the painting a dreamy quality that
is further emphasized by the use of a wash
over the trees. The wash technique allows
color to bleed freely across the paper in a
unique pattern.
Bragdon is a Maine-born artist who has
studied at the Montserrat School of Visual
Art in Beverly, MA, School of the Museum
of Fine Arts in Boston and Salem State
College. Watercolors first caught
Bragdon's interest while she lived in
Marblehead, MA.
This very accessible and portable
medium suits the needs of an artist who
chooses to paint directly from nature, as
Bragdon probably did on the
Massachusetts coast. Bragdon remained
an active member of Marblehead Arts
Association despite moving to Harpswell
four years ago. She is now also a member
of the Casco Bay Art League.
This collection of watercolors,
Bragdon's second exhibition at Bowdoin,
does not target the art majors and
outdoor enthusiasts. Visit Lancaster
before the show closes on October 10, to
experience this woman's intimate
connection with her environment and
to enjoy an excellent example of local
talent.
INSIDE:
"WITH SUPPERS OF PEARL AND WINGS OF LACE, ONE GRACES THE HEAVENSWITH A
r?itti-inr divine pacr.4 * - anonoymous^i
Bowdoin Prepares to Celebrate Two Hundred Years of Educational Distinction
Anniversary: The





and the student body.
By Catherine Snyder
orient staff writer
This year marks the 200th anniversary of
the founding of Bowdoin College. The
anniversary will not slip by unnoticed, but
will be celebrated all year long with a host
of activities and events organized by the
Bicentennial Committee.
The theme oftheanniversary celebration,
The College and the Common Good, was
decided upon in 1987when the Bicentennial
Committee was established by former
President Greason. It is a theme the
committee members feel represent a
commitment to which Bowdoin has held
true to since it's opening in 1802. (The
College was founded in 1794, but was not
opened until 1802). In his inaugural
address, the first Bowdoin President,
Joseph McKeen, laid the ground for the
college's commitment to the community,
stating, "Literary institutions are founded
and endowed for the common good and
not for the private advantage of those who
resort to them for education. It is not that
they may be able to pass through life in an
easy and reputable manner, but that their
mental powers may be cultivated and
improved for the benefit of society." This




commitment members of the Bowdoin
community, past and present, have shown
to thecommon good. The college will honor
seven alumni who have devoted great
portions of their lives to serving the
common good. Three "Common Good
Awards" will be presented at the
Bicentennial Inaugural on October 15th,
and the remaining four will be presented
at the Finale in the Spring. Says Kathy
Bunge, director of the Bicentennial
Committee, "Thesepeoplehaveneverbeen
recognized before. They are the people
working in the trenches doing really
remarkable things. This award is one of
the highest honors anyone can receive from
the College. It is almost the equivalent to
an honorary degree." The presentation of
Common Good Awards will become an
annual eveftt. Two alumni will be honored
each year.
The committee has designated the week
of October 16-22, the "Week of Common
Good". Bowdoin students and alumni
around the country are encouraged to take
an active role in their communities by
doing a t lea st one service. Bowdoin alumni
are urged to participate in the Bowdoin
ALIVE initiative. ALIVE (Alumni
Involved in Volunteer Efforts) is a program
which allows alumni all over the country
to participate in volunteer efforts.
The celebrations are not only dedicated
to the theme of "The College and the
Common Good." The Bicentennial
Committee, made up of 16 sub-committees
and over 125 planners, has tried to provide
a balance of activities- some carefree and
fun, some academic, some artistic and
some dedicated to the community.
Bowdoin students are clearly the primary
audience of the festivities, and the
committee is eager for a good turn out.
The real kick-off of celebrations is
scheduled for Thursday, October 14, with
the issue ceremony for the U.S. postal card
featuring Massachusetts Hall and with the
opening of "The Legacy ofJames Bowdoin
III" museum exhibition. Friday, October
15th, the Common Good Awards will be
presented at the Inaugural Convocation
and, later in the evening, the Bicentennial
Ball, organized by the Student Union
Center will be held. Saturday is THE
BOWDOIN FESTIVAL-a campus open
house with faculty and student
presentations, games for children, food
and drink and the entertainment of 16 live
groups. Five to six of these are Bowdoin
groups. There will be a range of music - -
jazz, folk , blues and children's
entertainment.
The first of the Bicentennial events is
this Wednesday, September 22. This
celebration, open only to the Bowdoin
community, will take place on the quad
from 3:30-4:30. Part of the festivities is a
birthday hat competition, (prizes will be
awarded for best hats). To further liven
the spirit of this day, all residence halls
and fraternities a re encouraged to decorate
their respective buildings. A framed
Bicentennial poster will be awarded to
the building judged best decorated.
Judging will take place at 1:30 p.m., and
results will be announced at the party on
the quad.
There are a plethora of interesting fun,
academic and social events lined up for mis
year. Students are encouraged to come.
To receive your $25, full-year subscription, or your $18, one semester subscription, call (207) 725 3053.
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The Sexual Necessity for Blood and the Desire for a Passionate Immortality




Title: The Vampire Lestat
Author: Anne Rice
The Gothic: With her
second book of The Vampire
Chronicles, Anne Rice has
woven a grand tapestry of
passion, emotion, death and
terror.
Armed with an intricately constructed
double-edged sword and a spiked mace taken
directly from the time of the Crusades, the
French nobleman, Lestat de Lioncourt, rides
outofhis medieval castleintoa barren, frozen
landscape in iearxrh ofa pack of timberwolves
that have been terrorizing the local villagers.
The intense battle between man and nature
ends as quickly as it begins; Lestat stands
wounded and haggard over the bloody
carcasses of the) wolves while the wails of his
dying mare ar4 the only thing breaking the
eerie stillness.
Lestat weeps— not because, like
Alexander, there were no more lands to
conquer, but rather arriving at the warped
epiphany that he, in order to survive, must
embrace terror battle,and the vampire's only
nutrient, blood.; Theopening sequenceofAnne
Rice'sTJie Vamplri lestat (Book II of the Vampire
Chronicles) sets tin* tone for a novel which is a
demonically fastpaced race through theworld
of the immortal encompassing an
apocalyptic bloodlust, the










reader into a gothic
setting in which
there is no good or










narrative as a mortal
French nobleman
who escapes to Paris,
with his friend
Nicholas, to work in
a theater. Through his bombastic and
passionate performances on stage, Lestat
unintentionally catches the attention of an
elder vampire searching for an heir. On one
macabre night, the elder vampire kidnaps
Lestat, transforms him into a vampire and
burns himself alive (the onlyform ofvampire
suicide) before telling Lestat anything of his
powers. From mispoint on, Lestat is ineffably
separated from the world of the mortal and
must, himself,search forphilosophicmeaning.
Even though Lestat is removed from any
realhumancontext(e.g. hecanno longervisit
Nicholas or his family), he soon discovers
great satisfaction with his newfound powers
and tasteforblood.Inhis first kilL forexample,
he takesthevictim, adrunken criminal, twirls
him around in mid-air, catapults him onto a
snow bank, leaps upon him and plunges his
fangs into the victims hot veins.
In this orgasmic description of sexual
bestiality, Rice has conveyed the narcotic,
sexual potency of blood. Lestat has
quintessential^ become the warrior who
stands with bloodied lipsabove the shattered
bodies of his victims, weeping in the light of
absolute ecstasy. It is only when Lestat is
faced with the death of his mortal mother,
Cabrielle, that this sexual elation turns into
something other than the joy of the kill, ~\
Asdescribed byRice, Cabrielle isa beautiful
woman who contains such grace, presence
and intellect mat Lestat feels nothing but
absolute love for her. She comes to Paris in
search of her lost son, only to fall deathly ill.
When Lestat hears of his mother's illness, he
breaks his separation from the mortal world
and visits her alone at her deathbed.
Surrounded by a sea of candles, Lestat takes
his mother's hand while she strokes his shiny
hair and smoothes his now porcelain skin.











night to swallow the world before she quits it
permanently.
At theend ofanevening ofsexua 1 revelation
and passionatedesire, it is clear that Cabrielle
has become the immortal lover of Lestat. Just
before sunrise, they return hand in hand to
the lair of Lestat, knowing mat this is just the
beginning of a very surreal journey.
The fascinating aspect of this book lies
within Rice's creation of several vampires
and their behavior in the face of immortality.
Shepresents these philosophic theories in the
form of 5 vampires.
Armand, the boy vampire and leader of a
Parisian cove, represents the belief mat the
undead are the children of Satan and must
dwell in destitutionunderground, risingonly
to feed on the living. Marius, one of the elder
vampires, embraces immortality as an
opportunity to absorb all the knowledge and
refinement the world offers. Nicholas, Lestat's
mortal friend, serves as a means to self-
destruction, burning himself alive in a
Beetovenesque "Ode to Joy." Cabrielle, the
wandering vampire, prefers natural solitude
and exploration to the company of otheri
immortals. The
Lestat, becomes so philosophically
perplexed by the whole idea of
immortalityand emotion that he abandons
all rules and regulations, vowing only to
be an anarchist of evil. They are all in
quest of meaning in a world that offers
nothing but thepure brutality ofexistence.
It is only Marius' story of "Those That
Must Be Kept," that Lestat discovers any
type of foundational knowledge.
Marius' story of Enkil and Akasha, the
respective Adam and Eve of the vampiric
tradition, provides the reader with some
insight as to the original nature of
vampires, mainly that, as with most things,
it was a mistake. Playing off the biological
notion that we, as humans, are alive only
because of an incredible combination of
atmospheric phenomena, Rice purports the
same to be true of vampires.














of son giving birth to mother, Cabrielle is
made into a child of darkness. In this scene,
Rice feels the reader should turn the literary
microscopetoone's self.Whowouldyou take
on your unending trip through immortality?
The ensuing night is oneofintense sensation
and, for Cabrielle, discovery. She leaps and
bounds over the high chimneys of the Latin
Quarter and runs through the dark alleyways
of Llle du Citie, taking her victims as she
finds than lying on the street. On her first
night in the world of the immortal, mere is a
strange sort ofurgency in Cabrielle's actions.
Sheexhausts Lestat in herdesire to seeanddo
everything. It seems that she is given just one
HI
Akasha, the ancient Queen of Egypt
(possibly reflecting the myth of Isis and
Osiris), was possessed by spirits and, in
turn, created a whole race of vampires that
all act as grapes upon her vampiric vine.
She gave Enkil the proverbial rib to create
the antithesis to human existence, a type of
being that never loses their thirst for blood.
Seen more clearly in the third book, Queen
of the Damned , Rice plays with the Judeo-
Western Christianity by reversing gender
and creating a powerful, almost tyrannical
role for women that the male vampires can
neither understand nor control.
Love, whether mortal or immortal,
becomes destructive. As seen in the end
of Lestat, Lestat is separated from all he
loves or ever had love (both male and
female). Reflecting almost a universal
human reaction to lost love, Lestat buries
himself in the ground, only to rise again
when some pulse of passion, some spark
of affection reverberates off his oaken
casket. Then, and only then, can love be
reawakened and rediscovered in any





f Brunswick's late night hot spot
J
Open 24 hours a day, 7 days a week
\j
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High-Tech thrills and Well-Plotted Chills Makes "The Fugitive" t*Jr*
Movie Review: Harrison
Ford steps into the role of a
prestigous doctor on the run
from a ruthless Tommy Lee
Jones.
By Alex Moore and Sara Ross
orient staff writers
In yet another wife-killing, on-the-edge-
of-your-seat, action-suspense epic,
Harrison Ford attempts to deal with more
chateclysms than anyhuman being should
rightfully have to face. The film faced
criticism from many sources that claimed
that it was riddled with discontinuities.
However, "The Fugitive" remained
decidedly the best thriller of the summer
and worked to tackle many serious issues.
,
The film portrays Harrison Ford as yet
another unfortunate casualty of the legal
system. In this case, we see him as a
prominent doctor who falls victim to a
deluge of circumstantial evidence, all of
which seems to proclaim his guilt in the
murder of his beautiful and wealthy wife.
Once convicted, Ford faces imprisonment
and the death penalty, as well as the
tremendous loss of the woman he loved.
However, en route to his doom, fate
would have it that he travels with other
prisoners who have escape in mind.
Through an incredibly complex and almost
fantastical sequence of events, Ford finds
himself on the run and completely
dependent upon hisown cunning and faith
in his innocence.
Along the way, Ford continually dodges
the law, most particularly as demonstrated
in the form of the wise-cracking, self-
satisfied, yet highly intuitive, marshal
played by Tommy Lee Jones.
In the technical arena, the film was a
minor masterpiece. The opening scene is
"In the technical arena, thefilm was
a minor masterpiece...with the
opening and waterfall scenes
displaying particular brillince.
while the plot centered on political
intrigue and revenge.
"
particularly brilliant. Here we are first
introduced to the doctor and his wife, at a
gala function, displayed in vivid
technicolor.
However, inter-spliced into this
montage, in black and white, we see the
brutal murder itself. The contrast produces
an even more powerful reaction in the
audience.
Also included in technical merit are the
extremely effective use of flashbacks. In
this instance, we see this filmatic
convention perfected. Lastly, the incredible
train crash sequence which was so realistic
as to be mind boggling.
In a sense, this film never gave the
audience a break both from the sheer
exhaustion of witnessing one long chase
and also from being catapulted from one
extreme emotion to another. We can only
describe the basic plot line, here, but, it
would not risk the element of surprise
to note that what has been discussed so
far in this article is merely the "tip of
the iceberg."
There are seemingly tfountless
aspects and dimensions to the plot,
including political intrigue, medical
self-interest and revenge.
It seems there has been a wide
spectrum of reactions to this film. For
the most part the film has received
praise, while others cite certain rather
superficial discontinuities such as the
less than believable dummies that were
used in various stunt sequences and
"convenient coincidences" as reasons
to consider the film un-noteworthy.
Regardless of these criticisms, at least
in the opinion of these two viewers, the
film was a real success. It is entertaining
and thought provoking in the grand
old style of film making.
For you new and old Brunswickians,
"The Fugitive", now playing at the
Tontine Mall, is highly-recommended
viewing for an entertaining evening!
Coming soon to the Tontine Mall will be
Bowdoin's promotional film, "Man Without a
Face," starring Mel Gibson and several extras
whodoremarkableimpersonationsofBowdoin
students. Reviewers, surprisingly, have been
positive about the recent release, even though
they have been critical of such films as "Air
America."
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If you know the answer
my only advice to you*
would be: move out of
your parents basement.
Come back to the pack,




The Student Executive Board will hold elections on
September 16th in the Moulton Union. There are six
positions open on Bowdoin's governing body. Students of
all years are encouraged to run. If there are any questions,
call Holt Hunter at 721-5461.
also
First-Year Class Elections will
be held in the Moulton Union
on September 17th
12 the bowdoin orient. ARTS AND ENTERTAINMENT Friday. September 10, 1993
Walker Art Museum Creates Seminar Room to Promote Study of Exhibits
The Visual Arts: In an
increased effort to encourage
the carefulexamination of the
valuable pieces contained
within the College'sMuseum
of Art, the Administration
recently decided to construct
a seminarroom to accomplish
such a long awaited task.
By Julie Johnson
orient staff writer
In an effort to meet the increased research
and study demands for objects in storage in
theWalkerArt Building, the Bowdoin College
Museum of Art has converted the Winslow
Homer Gallery into a seminar room until next
June.
During this trial period, students will be
able to use the space to study paintings,
drawings,prints,pnotographs/ sculpture,and
antiquities usually in storage, whilemembers
of the faculty will be able to schedule classes
in the new seminar space. A member of the
museum staff will be on hand to handle the
objects. The museum will consider the
establishment of a permanent seminar room
based on use of the room during the trial
period.
"Teaching from actual objects in a well-lit,
quiet room hasa far strongerand more lasting
impact than viewing slides in a dark
classroom," said Katharine J. Watson, director
of themuseum . "Students are directlyengaged
wi th the actual works of art as an integral part
of their undergraduate experience.
"As curators of a college museum with an
outstanding collection, members of the
museum staff support the teaching mission
of Bowdoin by collaborating with the
immediate audience, students and faculty.
The museum staff encourages and welcomes
"Teachingfrom actual
objects in a well-lit
,
quiet room has afar
stonger and more
lasting impact than




professors of dance, theater, music, classics,
history, religion, languages, creative writing,
science, and mathematics, and other
disciplines to learn more about thecollections
and how the art objects may serve their
curriculum," said Watson.
Faculty members or students who know
which objects they wish to use in classes or
study areasked to call RegistrarMa ttie Kelley
a t ext. 31 21 to schedule a class or independent
study in the seminar room. Those professors
who wish to leam more about integrating the
collection into their course work are asked to
call Helen Dube, coordinator of education
programs, at ext. 3064. The lion stands an ominous and brooding guard over








If you think you have
the explosive power
to write for Arts and
Entertainment, call




fall semester begins, ti
Dance Department warms'1
their shoes for another year*




Few students eveTvenrureup to the
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dance classeswill perform in the semester-
?ertd infostudio show *in Pickard Theater!
This show hasalwaysbeen one of the yegrs
1
ighlights forythe dance department, for as
fail notes* *£The Studio Show] is where we
:get to^showfjevervone whatlwey^lbeen
ipingalls
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(Bath Road, just beyond the
Bowdoin Pines)
Sun - Thurs 6:30am - 9pm




Just Plain Good Food
AS It Should Be Dalian Trattoria
Starting September 14th, well offer brick oven pizza!
Brick oven pi/za second to none. Homemade
sauce and specialty toppings."
10-...S3.50 14-...S7.00 16"...$8.00
Specializing in pizza, pasta and chicken dishes
76 Union Street, Brunswick 729-2826
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Documentary Film Portraying Horror of the Balkan Crisis to be Shown on Thursday
Current Affairs: The
horror of living amongst the
brutalcarnage of ethnic strife
and warfare are vividly
portrayed and emotionally
handled in thisdocumentary
that, when first shown,




should, therefore, try to remain for the
entirety of the presentation.
There will also be a show of children's
war art from the Balkan region. The few
drawings available will provide you with
frighteningly tangible evidence of the war
and a unique perspective of the war
through the innocent eyes of youngsters.
Warning: It will not be possible to walk
out of film and discussion without having
been thoroughly saturated with the
unpleasantly graphic images ofethnic warfare.
Please remember that in the past our
tendency to turn our heads in the face of
such atrocities has been in part what has
made many of them possible. As members
of a community dedicated to the principles
of education for the purpose of future
service, we all need to be present.
This Thursday, Sept. 16. at 7.00 in (If there are any questions, please contact
Kresge auditorium, Bowdoin students FredCobeybetweenll:00pmandl2:30amat
fVi^HJjs.tohJ ishii Srsdl&iii -»« '«?« ->»-.-' oiVt*a> iT
rFsrpn HViriTT TTOkII 'MMUlimMLllim lr9mM.1r>K4rlCTV.
ifinyrssav»jl€safc>e^^
f$!£ \p#% 0NjL$SgglE@Ctf 'ft* llfUte^te [fa
will be given the opportunity to
peer into the horrific reality of
the Balkan crisis through a
documentary film and follow-
up discussion of the history of
the conflict. Last Wednesday,
Sept. 1, the film was shown to a
small student audience of about
30 who found it potent enough
to draw tears. After numerous
requests, the film will be shown
a second time.
The film itself was designed
for an art gallery in Washington
D.C., so it is divided into various
sections in such a way that
people could come and go. The
most important of these sections
is the last, in which a "monster"
is given a 40 minute interview
and is asked not only to ci ?tail
how he killed people, but *\sc
about how he participated in















Ames Plaza, Route 1, Wiscasset • Bath Road, Brunswick
Shop Our Great Selection Of
• Apparel • Jewelry • Electronics • Furniture ft Lamps
• Bed ft Bath Fashions • Personal Care Electrics • More!
Find Everything You Need...At Super Low Prices!
Sale Starts Sunday, September 12 thru Saturday, September 18
25% OF ALL COVBt GIRL COSMETICS
Makeup, blush, eye shadow, lipstick, nail color,
skin treatment, much more. Reg. 2.02-5.36
CASK® PRINTING CALCULATOR
Two-color printing, AC/DC power #HR150 Reg. 34.99
Batteries not included
Case Calculator #SL200 Reg 9.99. 8.99
3-P0SITI0N CONVBTBLE FUTON
Full size solid pine frame. Converts easily from sofa to
lounger to bed Includes 53"x74" mattress. Reg. 199.99
BEAN BAG CHARS
Full size, durable double stitched seams.
In 8 solid colors Reg 18.88 ea.
Colore may vary by store
25% OFF BLANKETS
Choose from a selection including cotton thermal, acrylic
thermal, non-woven with nylon binding. Reg 8.99-29 99
18-oz. fill. Twin size. Nature's best source of warmth,
lightweight comfort. 230-thread down-proof cotton
cambric cover. Reg. 59.99
NEWRBEASECDs
Reg. 15.99-1 6.99 ea
NEW RBEASE CASSETTES
Choose from trie newest releases from favorite
artists. Reg. 9.89-10.89 ea.
IOn may vary by (ton
80% OFF All TOSS P1L0WS
Select from a wide variety of solids, prints and lace
pillows Assorted sizes, colors & styles. Reg. 3.99-12.99
ULTRA TOUCH® PttCALE SHETS
Solid color 1 80-thread percale. Twin flat or fitted sheet
Cotton/Trevira® 10 colors to mix or match. Reg 5 99 ea
AM/FM. dual alarms LED display #2776. Reg. 14.99












30% OFF ALL LADIES B0DYWEAR
Bike shorts, crop tops, t-shirts, leggings, leotards. Assorted
fabrics. Some styles available in plus sizes. Reg 9.99-19.99
LADIES CHIC SCHOONERS
COTTON PANTS
Belted with 2 pockets, pleats and cuffs Sizes 6-18
Petite and average lengths. Reg. 21 99 ea.
25% OFF MENS AND LADIES
HANES FASHIONS
Fleece crewneck tops & pants. Reg. .7.99-1 1.99 ea.
LADES GITANO DBm JEANS
5-pocket. relaxed styling 100% cotton in stonewash.
overdyed blue, overdyed black finishes 8-18
proportioned lengths. Reg. 19.99ea
LADIES COTTON SWEATERS
Cardigan and pullover styles. Choice of patterns
Sizes S,M,L Reg. 24.99 ea.
MM WRANGLH® DBM JEANS
Cut for freedom of movement. Reinforced, triple-stitched.
Preshrunk cotton Blue, black. 29-42 waist Reg 19 99 ea.
BY LEE®
Straight leg styling in 100% heavyweight cotton.










Comfortable acrylic Solid colors and rugby stripes
Sizes M.L.XL Reg 14.99 ea.
ALL RaiC WATCHES





With digital security & standby. #2-9510 Reg
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Polar Bears set out to repeat
Injuries to key players
may plague the team in the
early part of the its first




Since the women's soccer team finished the
1992-93 season as ECAC Division III
champions,onemight expect thisyear'ssquad
to embark on their first season as defending
champions with complacency. Certain factors
beyond the players' control have kept such
smugness from being possible, however, and
John Cullen, in his ninth season ashead coach,
has kept his players level-headed in light of
these factors.
The central problem the team currently
faces is injuries. Co-captain Katie Gould '94
injured her achilles tendon during her first
day of practice, and co-captain Heather
Mackay sustained a concussion during a
recent scrimmage. Nan Gorton '96 will also
miss the season-opener against Bridgewater
State due to knee surgery this past summer.
"It's a difficult situation to lose anyone," said
Coach Cullen, "let alone both captains."
In addition to these injuries, the team has
also lost several consequential players to
graduation. Alicia Collins '93, Julie Roy '93,
Carol Thomas '93 and goalkeeper Caroline
Blair-Smith '93 distinguished themselves
intcrcollegiately and nationally. The most
notable department in which the team comes
short due to these graduations is speed. As he
does every year, though, Cullen has
compensated for the inevitable graduation of
key players. "We've tried slightly different
formations to adapt to the people we have,"
The women's soccer team dances up and down the field in pursuit of a second straight championship run. Such athletic drills are
key to maintaining the physical and mental conditioning necessary for a competitive mindset.
he said. "The key is how fast we find the right The women's soccer team still remains a
people to fit in those positions." convincing contender to repeat, especially in
When asked about the sources of greatest light of its history of success. Last season,
challenge to the Bears this season, Cullen Cullen was named the National Division III
said, "Traditionally, you've got to look at Women's Soccer Coach of the Year. With
Plymouth State, Salem State, Bates and Conn assistant coach Ray Bicknell back for his 17th
College, but I guess the toughest opponent is year with the team, the coaching is as strong remarked before Wednesday's p<\u tice. "If
Bridgewater State." Strong play against these as ever. Since the program's inception, the the individuals set high goals for t hcmselves
teams will be key to Polar Bear success in two coaches have combined to generate an and for the team, we will realistically fulfill
1993. impressive record of 151-57-10. Furthermore, them as the year goes on."
theteamhas neverhad a losing season. History
seems to suggest that it should be an exciting
season for women's soccer.
"Given our success last year, some of our
players will plan for the long term, but we're
trying to go one game at a tim. " Cullen
Field Hockey
Bears gear up to meet Plymouth State
|A strong contingent of
returning veterans and a
promising crop of first-year
talent should help the field
hockey team build on the
success of its 1992 season.
by Amy Brockelman
orient staff writer
Behind a solid group of returning letter-
winners and eleven new players with the
potential to be major contributors, the
Bowdoin field hockey team is destined for
greatness during the fall 1993 season. In 1992,
the team started the season 9-0 and set a
school record for most consecutive wins on
its way to a 1 2-4 final record. The Polar Bears
advanced to the semifinals of the ECAC
tournamentbefore falling to a strong Williams
squad, 1-0.
Second-year coach Maureen Flaherty
knows the high-level of play of which the
1993 squad is capable. "We have a strong core
of returning players in defense, midfield, and
the forward positions," she says. What
Flaherty is more impressed with is the abilities
of the new players, whom she foresees
"providing much more depth off the bench
this year."
Returning atthe forward position areEmily
LeVan '95, who had a team-high 12 goals and
9 assists last season, and Alison Mataya '95,
who finished second in team scoring in 1992
with 18 points. Flaherty also sees potential in
the first-year forwards, particularly Shannon
Reilly'97.
At themidfield position, Flaherty willcount
onTaraBoland Wand second-yearco-captain
Rebel Smith '94 to control the field. On the
defensive end, second-year co-captain Jen
Bogue '94, Cathy Small '95, Krishna Setter
'96, and Sarah Blackwood '97 will comprise
an impenetrable line to confound the scoring
efforts of the opposing team. The stability of
the defense will also be enhanced by the
return ofgoalieSasha Ballen '96, who finished
the 1992 season with a 0.66 goals against
average.
Since the Bearsdo not face Williamsduring
the regular season, Trinity, Connecticut
Collegeand Wesleyan looktobe thestrongest
teamson theirschedule. Co-captainJen Bogue
'94 says of the team, "Everyone has a lot of
energyand spirit,and weareworkinghard as
a unit." The team's desire for a successful
season has been evident in their pre-season
double session workouts, which have aimed
toward establishing the work ethic necessary
to challenge their opponents and to expand
on the achievements of last season. On
Saturday, thewomen travel toPlymouth State
to compete against several teams in a round
robin, which will give them a chance to
experiment with lineups and will provide the
ideal forum for dazzling the other teams in
the league. The regular season begins on
Tuesday,September 14,when the field hockey
team faces UMaine-Farmington at 4:00 p.m.
Here,Bowdoin fans will undoubtedly witness
the beginning of the Polar Bear quest for a
championship season.
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Men's soccer faces UNE in season opener
Trying to rebound from
an unsatisfying 1992 season
in which they went 5-9 and
lost six straight games, the
Polar Bears are eager to get
underway for 1993. First-
years and sophomoresexpect
to be more influential than




The 1992 season was not one of the most
impressive seasons for the men's soccer team,
at least on paper. The team amassed a subpar
5-9 record in Head Coach Tim Gilbride's
eighth year patrolling the Bowdoin sideline.
After opening last season with two quick
victories, the team lost six heart-wrenching
one-goal games from which recovery was
nearly impossible. Having learned from last
season, Cilbride emphasizes that the key for
theimpending 1 993season is "onegoal games.
If there is one area of improvement that we
must achieve, it is to win the close games. We
have to win our share of these games in order
to have a successful season."
Blazing the way for the Polar Bears this
year willbethetwo co-captains, Chris Dayton
'94 and Justin Schuetz '94. Coach Cilbride
characterizes the two as "experienced and
hard-working leaders whose attitude and
performancehavebeen and will bekey factors
in motivating this year's team."
Midfielder Schuetz, who netted 1 1 points
for the Bears last season, has excellent vision
and passing skills. He will be the anchor of
Bowdoin's transition and attack game as he
looks to distribute the ball and add firepower
to the offense. Complementing Schuetz will
be second year players John Jacobs *96 and
Jake Van Dyken '96. Both players are coming
off excellent performances last year and have
now gained the experience necessary to have
a real impact. "Jacobs is a very intelligent
player who sees the field well and has an
excellent throw-in which wehope to exploit,"
said Cilbride. "Van Dyken is extremely
aggressive and excellent at winning 50/50
balls, especially those in the air."
Meanwhile, Dayton will be leading the team
in defense. On what coach Cilbride describes
as "a traditionally defensive tram," Dayton
will be instrumental in stabilizing a defense
composed ofyounger players. Amongst heavy
competition for the open spots in the defense
this year, the two players emerging as likely
starters areCraig Hopkins "95and EricStahura
'97. Both players have shown in preseason
workouts that they are capable of solidifying
Polar Beardefense and providing key minutes
for Bowdoin this season.
Backing up the defense will be a tandem of
goalkeepers. Returning netminderJan Flaska
*96 played 135 minutes last year, compiling a
.667 save percentage and 2.67 goals against
average. Cilbride says of Flaska, "Jan has
settled down and appears much more
confident this year. Hehas improved his skills
ai d is very strong." Complementing Flaska is
a transfer student from UMass-Amherst, Ted
Hall *95. 'Ted has a good feel for the game
and should be a nice addition to the team,"
~.iys Gilbride.
The all-important striker positions will be
manned by Rich Maggioto '96 and Rick
Toothaker '96. Maggiotto is the highest
returning scorer with a line ofthree goals and
two assists for eight points in the *92 season.
According to Gilbride, "Both have a good
nose around the goal, and work very hard on
the field"
This year is a special one for all Bowdoin
athletes. For the first time in its history, the
school has consented to let Bowdoin teams be
eligible for post-season play in national
tournaments. Previously confined to only
New England tourneys, men's soccer and the
other teams now have the opportunity to
shine in the national spotlight. As for league
Clin Suiuvan/ Bmamn Orient
In intense competition, co-captain Justin Schuetz '94 slides while trying to win the ball
from his opponent.
play, the Polar Bears compete directly in the
NESCAC conference and indirectly with
about 55 other teams inNew England . Cilbride
characterizes NESCAC as "a very strong
soccer conference each season." He goeson to
say, "It is the type of league where on any
and come out with a win."
Dayton is more cautious in his forecast.
"Last year we beat the University of New
England pretty easily," hesays, "but weeannot
take them lightly. In the preseason we were
shown how to play soccer by Salem State on
given day the bottom team could knock off only our fourth day of practice, but we
©
the. top team. This makes for exciting soccer
no matter what the situation."
Dayton is very enthusiastic about this year's
team. He says, "Last year, we lost a lot of
talent and had a letdown when we lost six in
a row. What I and Justin (Schuetz) have been
doing this year is keeping everyone pumped
recovered todefeat the UniversityofMaineat
Farmington 2-0 several days later. That was
an all-around good effort which we need to
build on. This week we fed that all the 50-50
balls will be ours and hopefully wt' > .in* ome
away with a shutout."
After today's game, the Bears h.. * . eek
wtfaj&fflw
ion TTT-
up for practice so that we are at 100% at all off until their first home game, which u II be
AAONDAY-FfilOAY: 7AM - 2PM THEN 6PM - MlDNl&Hr
=4 SAT VK PAY : 8AM - Midnight Sun ay . 9AM - 2Pn
times. If we can continue this throughout the
season, then I feel that we will be very
successful."
The first game of the season is today at 4
p.m. at the University of New England.
Bowdoin opened last year's campaign with a
against Babson College next Saturday at 1 :30
p.m . That week will give the Bears a chance to
fine-tune theirgameand sort out any problems
that might arise.
Dayton characterizes the team as a "quick,
small passing team." It seems that this quick,
2-0victoryoverU.N.E.,andGilbridepredicts small passing team has large things in store
alow-scoringgame."It'llbearealgoodopener for ^
for us in which we can go in and play our style
f
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Ultimate team enters second season with a bang
excel at this incrKisingly-popular sport* from all teams will split up and play casual ~Shaw hopes to eventually split the squad into
"l was surprisedat the large turn-out, and pick-up games under,the lights behind the Itwo teams, both of which will be entered in_ With a^ wave of ........ r .. ro ... ;I ........
Li.' _•„!.• vr
;'
n(T rilpnr ^pe^lly at the number of interested first- Afield house. Official tournament play begins ^eekend tournaments.Thenee
J J
UUI
t» ™* 7* years^says Shaw . tomorrow at 1030 a.rn: and will continue for^fa splitbecomes obvious when one considers
coniingon toreHeve theold^^^ . ,,
tAmnrc *Ar\-mr\ fVio^r rmt- t ri'r-»r1o^ squacLwill have a perfect showcase forthisf*teamswill enjoyalarge^clambakeon a farm in^|time;umerswntnmeygetwinata^^^
afterametoiiim^engtK^ "" " r " r ""' _1 " " " "
the Ultimate team can face|










The club ultimate frisbeeprogramTi
Bowdoin Collegebegan in the fall of 1 992. Fo;
the first few weeks of me* season, 20 mostly-
inexperienced players came to* practice^
consistently/eager to learn the increasingly-,
popular sport and excel at it. As the season'
'approached October, however, interes
curved off a bit, and the team steadily setti
into a solid core of 12 or 13 players.lWith th
coming of the spring season, thatnumber^
dwindled by a few more, until the team was;
left with just over the minimum number of
j
players, offering itself up for weekly sacrifi
to the likes of Bates and Colby, whowere a
in their firstyea r of existence but had twice as
1
3m«j-
that only seven players can take the field at a
As is, that would leave approximately
people cheerleading from the sidelines at
any given pointy
vLast spring, extra players were never the
roblem. Take for example the day an eight-
rson BUFF squad faced powerhouse f *•
ine in the.third of three games on a 90
^
egreeSaturday afternoon. After awhile, the
byerawerefightingharderformesubstitute
spoton the sideline,where theycould rest for
fat least one point, than they were fighting to
Jremain competitive in the game.*-'
\
^fAllithat has changed, and now 'Shaw
envisions a system in which players wouldst-
have- incentive to improve and to. stay in
?shapeunder threat ofdemotion to the lower- '
level squad. Competition for a spot on the
higher-level team may detractsome from the
relaxed atmospheregenerally associated with
the ultima te field, but if that's what it takes to
get a legupon Bates and Colby,Shaw willdo
it. The possibility of moving back and forth
would always be present," says Shaw.
v ( rf Ideally, the two-squad format would
improve everyone and the team in the long
Shaw feels that the Bowdoin squad will be run. Not only would there be enough
\
Ultimate players practice in preparation for the weekend's ev
many players. ultimate^squad is organizing and hosting a
This fall, the Bowdoin Ultimate Frisbee, two-day; 25-team tournament to be held on ;^ready for competitive play, tiwugh healmost substitutes for there to always be a fresh unit
Federation (BUFF) is ready for vengeance, the fields behind the Farley Field House.; wishes that Bowdoin could enter two teams ofplayersontheplayingfield,buttheplayers
Practices are ud from three davs a week to Twentvmen'sorco-edteamsandsixwomen'!p y
five. Todd Shaw '95, who has inherited the
reins from founder and 1992 captain Adam New York City and as far north as Ottawa,
' Shopis '93, plans to run a lot of drills instead .Canada,either tonight ortomorrow morning,
'of solely scrimmaging? Ancfoyer 30 mostly-^, % The weekend schedule of events combines;
experienced players have beeh consistently both hard work and post-work^relaxation.
. coming topractice, andmany ofthem already k Tonight from 7:00 p,m tol0:30 p.m., players
m
ntymen'sorco-e te d sbc n's intotoximamentplayinordertogiveeveryone wouldby necessity be in better shape, and so
teams will be arriving from as far south as a chance to get outon the field. With somany Avould not get winded and need a sub as
talented and enthusiastic players, Shaw will, .quickly as in the season past
! have to make some hard decisions on who
andhow manyplayers can participate in this
weekend's rare event.
ShouId attendance a t practice rema in high,
;
Shawsumsupbysaying,"I'm excitedabout
the attendance we've had so far, and I'm
excited about the possibilities that that
presents.
W o m c n ' $ C r o s s- C o u n t r y
Bears to do battle against UMPI
By Anita Pai
orient staff writer
When one thinks back to the 1992 fall athletic
season, it is hard to forget the women's cross-
country team and their outstanding season.
The team, which won its first New England
Small College AthleticConference(NESCAC)
championship in the history of Bowdoin
women's cross-country as well as the New
England Division III championship, had one
of the most successful seasons of any team
during the 1992-1993 year. This year, the
runners are eager to defend their title.
At first glance, it looks doubtful that the
team could win another NESCAC
championship. Last year's top two runners,
AU-Americans Eileen Hunt '93 and Ashley
Wernher '93, graduated. To make matters
worse, Darcy Storin '96, a 1992 top-five
finisher, is out for the season due to an injury.








7 South St.. Brunswick. Me. 0401
For Reservations, call (207) 729->
'95 and Anthea Schmidt '94 are back and are
ready to lead the team. "Eileen and Ashley
have passed on a tradition of leadership to
this year's captains, Muffy and Anthea," said
Coach Peter Slovenski. I'm confident that
they will be great captains for us this season
aswetry to stay at the championship levelwe
achieved last year."
Following them are Kristen Card *96 and
Janet Mulcahy '96, who made strong debuts
during their first year and earned varsity
letters. Coach Slovenski also predicts solid
performances from veterans Darcie MsElwee
'95, Rachael Cleaves '95,JenniferChampagne
'96 and Laura Kunzelmann '95.
This year's team has been lucky to benefit
from an unusually large group of first-year
runners. The squad boasts ten first-year
studentswho 'Hook very talented,'*according
to Slovenski. Jennifer Connor '97was an All-
Staterunner inConnecticut,andAllisonWade
'97 and April Wemig '97 werebom All-State
runners in Massachusetts. Although Wernig
is out for the season because of a high school
injury, she has the potential to be a strong
runner in the future.
Coach Slovenski is pleased with the depth
of the this year's team. The women are
relatively young and, with only one senior,
they could be dangerous for the next few
years.
The goal for this year's team is to repeat in
winning the NESCAC championships.
Slovenski thinks that theseason will be"much
more challenging than last year" and that
Williams College and Colby College could
stand in the way of the Polar Bears because
both teams appear to be as strong as Bowdoin.
In order to stay competitive in the conference
and division, Slovenski has declared that the
team has to be patient and stay healthy
Bowdoin students and fans will be able to
see the runners in action tomorrow when
they start their season at University of Maine
at Presque Isle. The women will be running
against Univeristy of Maine, St. Joseph's
College and Univeristy of New Brunswick.
Bowdoin Collegewon mis meet last year and
is hoping again to start its season with a
victory.
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Men's X-C gets underway for the f93 campaign
The 1993 Bowdoin College men's cross-
countryteam is hoping to match and improve
upon last season's 36-10 record. Last year, the
Polar Bears finished second in the New
EnglandSmall Athletic Conference(NESCAQ
Championships, and sixth in New England.
"Williams, Colby, Brandeis, and MIT are all
returning strong teams," according to Coach
Peter Slovenski. "We hope to be at the next
level with teams like Bates and Tufts."
Co-captains Cam Wobus '95 and Dave
Humphrey '94 will lead the way this season.
"Cam and Dave are excellent people to lead
this team," said Slovenski. "They work hard
and should have this team focused on
improving and meeeting our goals." Wobus
finsihed 26th at theNew England Division III
Championships last season.
The top runners returning this season are
Blaine Maley '96, an all-ECAC miler in track
last season, Pat Callahan '95, Dan Sacco "96
and Phil Sanchez '96. "Blaine has put in a great
summer of training and I think he is ready to
moveup tothenext levelofdistance running,"
said Slovenski. "I hope that Pat, Dan and Phil
will continue to work hard and improve to
make us stronger."
James Johnson '97 is "one of the best first-
yearcandidates we'vehad in cross-country in
the past few years," according to Slovenski.
Johnson finished second two years in arow in
the Washington State Cross Country
Championships. "I'm impressed with James'
attitude and work ethic," added Slovenski.
Slovenski himself will claim responsibility Erta Su""*""/ Bowdom <jn*d
for a certain amount of the team's success. First-year students eager to win a discount on their Shakespeare plays and biology textbooks compete in the annual Book Run.
Fortunately for the runners, his strength in Organized by Peter Slovenski and both cross-country teams, the run occurred just before lobster dinner on the last day of first-year
the leadership department has been well- orientation.
cocumented.
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Women's Tenn is
Tennis team hopes to build
on local, national success
After a successful first
season under coach Dan
Hammond in which the team
went 8-2 and several players
earned national recognition,
the team returns with all but
:wo of last year's players and
nopes to dominate again. The
1992 winning combinations
at #1 and #2 doubles have
lot been tampered with due
to graduation or study
abroad, and the top three
singles each have at least a




TheBowdoin College women'sten ni&team
s looking for another impressive season after
inishing its 1992 season with an $-2 record.
oach Dan Hammond sounds confident in
he abilities of his women, noting one
ldvantage very few teams can claim: "We
iidn't lose anyone from last year" A solid
:ore of veterans, led in singles by #1 Kristi
.eBlanc '96, #2Emily Lubin '95and #3 captain
Alison Burke '94, will be bolstered by Tracj
Boulter '94 (in her return from abroad) arte
up-and-coming Tara Dugah '97^ The state
champion doubles team of LeBlanc-Lubifi
who finished the year as the 20th rankec
doubles team in the nation, and the strong
combo of Amy Brockelman '95-Burke art
intact and ready to- repeat.
Burkewas optimistic n her outlook for tht
1993 season. "I like our depth/' she said
"Although welack a supersta r,every positior
is filled by a good player." Coach Hammonc
echoed these sentiments, and added, fTh<
only thing I am looking for is the righ
combinational #3 doubles,*' Returning letter
winners fill every singles slot, with
Brockelman playing #4, Theresa Claffey '9
at #5, and Boulter at #6.
A rigorous schedule, including Division
Big East Champion Providence College at
well as rivals Middleburyand Amherst (whe
combined to deal the team its only two losse;
of the 1992 campaign), awaits the Bears ir
1 993.Cla ffey sounded veryencouraged . "Oui
team looks stronger," she said, "even with
«
more competitive schedule/'
Bowdoin opens with twohome meets. Tht
StateofMainemeet will begin on theBowdoir
claytoday at330 p.m«and continue tomorrow
at 9:00 a.m., and the Bears will face Babson a
home on September 18.
Upcoming Women's Tennis'
-Babson, September 18, 1 :00 p Jtn.,home
-UMaine, September 22, 3:00 p.m.;away
-Middlebury, September 25, 11:00 a.m.,
home
Hunt '93 honored
Eileen M. Hunt '93 has been named the
State of Maine's NCAA Woman of the Year
Award Finalist. The award program is
sponsored by Champion Products. The
announcement was made on September 3 by
NCAA Director Richard D. Schultz.
Earlier this summer, Hunt was one of 497
women nominated by their colleges for the
1993 NCAA Woman of the Year award
program. A national panel selected 51 finalists
for the national award, one from each state
and the District of Columbia. In recognition
of Hunt's achievements, Champion will
donate$5,000 to Bowdoin's women's athletics
finalists' honor. Finalists willbe recognized in
November during an awards nrcsAitatioP in
Washington, D.C., where teh 1^3 N( • V
Woman of the Year award winner will be
announced. Champion will then contribute
an additional $5,000 to the institution of the
NCAA Woman of the Year.
Hunt is a four-time All-American, twice
earning that status in both cross country and
outdoor track. In cross country, Hunt also
earned All-New England and All-Maine
honors three times and led the team to its
first-ever New England title. In indoor track,
she was the 1992 Maine, NESCAC, and New
SCIENCE AND PRE-MED MAJORS
The University of Connecticut Immunology Graduate
Program offers highly qualified applicants the opportunity to
receive full tuition support for seven years of education toward
both the M.D. and Ph.D degrees at the University of Connecti-
cut Health Center in Farmington, Connecticut. The curriculum
combines four years of Medical School and affiliated hospital
training with a minimum of three years of stipend-supported
graduate training in Immunology. The training is designed to
prepare future physician -scientists for multiple leadership
careers in medicine, surgery, industry or research. Applicants
must qualify for admission to the University of Connecticut
Medical School with high MCAT and GRE rating and have
strong recommendations. For further information or an ap-
pointment to visit, contact Ms. Ruth Conrod at (203) 679-2619,
or write to Director, Immunology Graduate Program, Room L-
1036, UCONN Health Center, Department of Pathology,
Farmington, CT 06030-3105
Maya Khuii/tanfamOw*
Eileen Hunt *93 finishes one of her last races as a Bowdoin Polar Bear.
programs in her honor.
"Being recognized in this fashion is
wonderfulboth for herand Bowdoin College,"
said Athletic DirectorSidney J.Watson. "Eileen
certainly deserves this recognition of her fine
careeer both on the athletics fields and in the
classroom."
The award is given to a student-athlete
who hascompleted her athletic eligibility and
hasdemonstratedoutstandingathleticability,
academic excellence and a dedication to
community service. Hunt will be honored as
Bowdoin's and the State of Maine's NCAA
Woman of the Year at a ceremony with
Bowdoin President Robert H. Edwards on
September 23.
Later this month, a panel of national media
representatives and sports personalities will
select 10 finalists from the 51 state winners.
The 10 finalists' institutions will receive an
additional $5,000 from Champion in the
England Champion in the 3,000-meter run. In
outdoor track, she also was the 1992 and 1993
champion in the 5,000-meter run. Hunt was
the co-captain for the 1991 and 1992 cross
country, the I991-92and 1992-93 indoor track,
and thel992 and 1993 outdoor track teams.
Hunt was twice named a GTE National
College Division Academic All-
American.This was just one of her many
academic honors, including membership in
Phi Beta Kappa and the national honorary
society. Hunt was awarded the James
Bowdoin Cup as well as the Brooks-Nixon
Prize and the Almon Goodwin Prize.
"Eileen is the kind of student athlete a coach
is fortunate to haveevenonceduringa career,"
remarked Head TrackCoach Peter Slovenski.
"She pursued excellence in both athletics and
academics, and thrived in an atmosphere at
Bowdoin that allowed herto excel asa student
and as an athlete."
Do You Want VISA & MasterCard Credit Cards?
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I Three named to Athletic
Deparment in summer of
1993
John Campanale of Arlington, Mass was:
named assistant football coach of the
Bowdoin Polar Bears.The appointment is
for the 1993 season.
"We are fortunate to have added John to
our staff," said head coach Howard
Vandersea. "Although he is a recent
grad uate, healrcadyhastwoyearsof college
coaching experience that will serve him
well at Bowdoin."
Campanale is a 1993 graduate of
Middlebury College. For the past two years
at Middlebury he has served as a student
assistant football coach a primanly worked
with split ends and tight ends.
Kevin McCanagleof Charlestow n, Mass,
has been named the assistant men's ice
hockey coach for the championship Polar
Bears.
"We a re very pleased that Kevin will be
joining our staff/' said I lead Coach Terry
Meagher. "He has an excellent knowledge
of recruiting procedures and a sound
understanding of the game of ice hockey.
Kevin was a successful athlete in college
and has been an important factor in
successful programs as an assistant coach."
McConagle is a, 1992 graduate of
.Wesleyan College, and has assistant-
Golf, sailing and volleyball
gearing up for the fall season
SAILING
Head Coach: Abbott Fletcher
Captains: Christopher G. Lally '94.
S. Hoyt Peckham '95, Sacha M Bacro '94
Sept. 1 1 MIT Invitational 930
bept 1 1 True North I @ UVM 9:30
Sapt. 18 Trva North II 9:30
Sept 18 Hewitt Trophy @ UNH 9:30
Sept 25-6 Penobscot Bay Open @ MMA 9 30
Oct. 2 True North III @ UNH 930
Oct 10 Bowdoin Invitational 9:30
Oct 16 True North IV @ MMA 9:30
Oct. 23 Trva North V 9:30
Oct 30 Dixie Cup @ UNH 9:30
Nov 6-7 Horn Trophy @ Harvard 930
Craig Cheslog of Limestone, Maine was
named sports information intern for Polar
Bear sporting affairs.
"We are delighted to h.ve Craig working
with us;' said Alison M. Uodsqrt; director of
communications. "His understanding of
athletics at Bowdoin and his experience in
sports information as a student will be very
valuable in the year ahead."
Cheslog will serve as theprimary contactat
the College for sports irdormarion and will be
responsible for the compilation, promotion,
and disseminationof all sportsstatistics, news
and information- A 1993 Bowdoin graduate,
Cheslog fills a newly created internship after
being responsible for many of these duties as
a student during the 1992-93 academic year.
With more talent but a tougher v tudule-
for 1993, the Bowdoin golf team is ready for
the fall season.
"Wearehoping toimprove upon our results
oof last year," said CoachTerry Meagher."We
will be playing in some tournaments against
teams with good golfers. But, while we are
competing against better teams this season,
the potential is there for us tobe competitive."
The co<aptains for this season are John
Shuh *94 and Michael Lee '94.
The sailing team boasts one of its largest
rosters in recent years, whkh means strong
enthusiasm in the sport.
"A lot of talented sailors came out for the
team this year," said Coach Abbott Fletcher,
"My job is to helpmake this team competitive
and keep everyone excited about the sport."
Tri-captains for the 1993 season are Sacha
Braco '94, Chris Lee '95 and Hoyt Peckham
'95.
The women's volleyball team hopes to
rebound this season after its up-and-down
1992 season.
Although there does hot appear to be
"dominant" player, Coach Lynn Ruddy doej
hot see thisasa problem orenvi-" >n it causing
difficulties, "Now we willdeforced to spreac
the offense around to a variety of people, anc
white wemay not have a superstar this season
we have several players that are capable o
doing the job. This should make us less likel)
to have the ups and downs that affected u«
last season."
Laura Ursen '94 and Amv Aselton *94 arc
u~tapi<i msortne j:/^ squaa.
WOMEN'S VOLLEYBALL
Head Coach: Lynn Ruddy
( »ptilru: Amy E. Aselton '94,
Laura E. Larsen '94
Sept. 1
1
Conn. College Invitational 9:00
Sept. 17 Bates Invitational 6:00
Sept. 18 Bates Invitational 9:00
Sapt.21 St. Joseph' a, Thomas 6:00
Sept. 25 Bowdoin Invitational 9:00
Sept. 29 Colby 6:00
Oct. 1 Bates Round Robin 6:00
Oct. 2 Bates Round Robin 9:00
Oct. 6 @ St. Joseph's
(with Atlantic Union)
6:00
Oct. 9 Bowdoin Round Robin 10:00
Oct. 16 UMass-Oartmouth Invitational 9:00
Oct. 19 @ Thomas
(with Westbrook)
6:00
Oct. 24 Univ. of New Hampshire 1:00
Oct. 29 NESCAC@ Amherst 6:00
Oct. 30 NESCAC @ Amherst 9:00
Nov. 6 MAIAW Tournament 9:00
With this, you With these, you
can save for years, can save rightnow
:W-Wi\hB\
Apple Macintosh ^aWf* Apple PouvrBook" TiWl/80,
Color Classic* 4/80, Built in 10" Color Built in Keyboard & 10" Backlit SutK-r
Monitor andApple Keyboard 11 $998.80 Twist Monochrome Display. $1338. 10
Thatpennyjar onyour dresser




Now, you can get substantial savings on these Macintosh per-
sonal computers. You can also get special student financing with the
Apple Computer Loan*- to make owning a Mac even easier. To see
» > > In. * \ Iv
Apple Macintosh 4kWk> Apple Macintosh Wa\WW
LC 111 4/80, Apple Basic Color Monitor Cenlrism 610 4/80, Apf4e Basic Color Monitor
& Apple KeyboardU $1309 & Apple Extended Keyboard 11 $1558.70
just how affordable a Macintosh can be, visit your Apple Campus
Reseller today. And discover the power more college students
choose. The power of Macintosh. The power to be your best.
For more information contact Harry Hopcroft
Academic Computing, x3784
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Is Bowdoin truly "The Most Expensive Contraceptive?"
By Sara Schoolwerth, with photos by Michael Mansour
Background: Have you ever wondered why your parents encouraged you to apply to
Bowdoin? I bet you thought it was because of the "academic reputation." Wrong. It was
because they read in several college guidebooks that Bowdoin is the "most expensive
contraceptive." (Really, it's been published.)We asked several first-year students, after a week
at Bowdoin, if their experiences had shown this to be true.
I feel that there are, at least this year, some In general ... a college without sex? ! Send a I have to admit that when I visited last year,
gaping holes in this contraception. There child to a single sex college isolated from I would have agreed with the statement,
aremany beautifulpeople here at Bowdoin. any opposite sex and you will have However, there are some real cuties in my
"expensive contraception." Most of the class.
people I've made friends with so far have
experienced sex before Bowdoin. Where
did this catalogue get this idea? The true














Judging by my one-night visit last year, I This statement is false—Wheaton and This is not a very realistic comment—it's
wouldhave to disagree with this statement B.I.O.L.A. (Bible Institute of Los Angeles too one-sided.
Bowdoin is very much like any other that prohibits dancing, kissing etc.) are the
college—similaritiesbetween colleges (like most expensive contraceptives on the
fraternities) inevitably foster sexual market Bowdoin is just smart about it
behavior.
/
To receiveyour $25, full-year subscription, or your $18, one semester subscription, call (207) 725 3053.








Dear Bowdoin College students, alumni, professors,
administrators and friends:
In the past two years I have realized more man ever how
lucky I am to have received such excellent elementary school
education. Francis Parker provided me with all the support
and encouragement Ineeded to excel and pursuemy interests.
My teacherswere brilliant and enthusiastic. The small classes,
excellent resources, challenging academic environment and
caring teachers ensured me mat I had everything I needed to
succeed academically. Yet I took my whole private school
education for granted because it was the only system that I
knew. I continued to take my education for granted as I
graduated from Bowdoin Collegewith an A.B. in Spanishand
Latin American Studies, and then from Middlebury College
with an M.A. in Spanish. Yes, I took it for granted until two
years ago, when I began teaching in the inner city public
schools of Los Angeles, through the Teach For America
program. Teach For America is a highly selective national
teaching corps of outstanding recent college graduates who
commit a minimum of two years to teach in under-resourced
urban and rural public schools.
In August, 1991, I immersed myself in the Inglewood
School District for what I thought would be only a two-year
commitment. As I walked into my temporary mobile trailer
with boarded-up windows and thirty-three students at
Highland Elementary School, I never would have believed
that in July, 1993, 1 would enthusiastically and confidently be
starting my third year of teaching in Inglewood.
My trailer was dark and depressing, with nothing on the
walls and few books. I was told mere were no reading books
for my bilingual class. Soon, a tie-dyed sheet would act as a
divider between my class and another class of thirty-three
fifth graders in the same trailer. My students were hardly
surprised to see another teacher walk in, since they had
alreadybeen through four different teachers in the firstmonth
of the school year. Many of them slept in their living rooms
witn their parents, upon mattresses mat covered me floor.
More importantly, I realized that all ofmy students, of either
Latino or African-American descent, were the victims of our
failing national public education system.
I stopped looking around the room and began to look into
the eyes of these children. I decided right then that the
daunting limitations of the school system would not prevent
me from giving my thirty-three fifth graders the quality
education to which they were all entitled to and all deserved
.
I would empower these students and help them take charge
of and value their education. This is what I have strived for
and achieved with the two fifth gradeclasses I have taught for
the last two years.
My class was equally divided between Spanish-only
speakers, English-only speakers,and thosewhocould manage
somewhat in both. To further complicate things, I had no
teaching aide A Chinese proverb states that even a journey of
a thousand miles must begin with butone step; so undaunted,
I set about tackling the enormous task before me. I went to
public libraries and checked out over thirty books at a time in
order to implement an effective bilingual reading program. I
asked corporations for basic supplies and a computer for my
classroom, and all were donated to me with enthusiasm. I
organized the first bilingual coalition of parents to involve
them in and educate them about their children's education
and the system which operates it. After translating parts into
Spanish,my classput on a bilingual theatricalperformanceof
Dr. Seuss' "How the Clinch Stole Christmas" for our school's
holiday show. They memorized and performed Maya
Angelou's inaugural poem for the school and made posters
illustrating their interpretations of the poem that were
displayed in the windows of the book store, Children's Book
World. I devised an entire three-week curriculum on modern
art, which consisted of mapping out seven rooms of the
Anderson Gallery in the LosAngelesCountyMuseum ofArt,
and which culminated with a field trip of interactive and
reflective activities at the museum. The docents stared in
amazement as they watched my students independently tour
the gallery, creating and responding to questions on the
different activitysheets Ihad developed foreach ofthe rooms.
I was so proud as I observed my students starting up
conversations with people at the museum about Cubism.
I am currently a co-chair of the first Teach For America
Community Outreach Committee. We are in the process of
establishing a Speakers' Bureau-a list of leaders from diverse
cultural and ethnic heritages in the Los Angeles community
who would be willing to come into TFA corps members'
classroomsand give lessons, and/or speak about their careers
or fields of interest. Our students are in great need of positive
and inspiring role modelswho can open their eyes to a variety
of careers. They need to see tangible reasons to stay in school
and make their education a priority. The Speakers' Bureau
shows the importance and excitement of the learning process
in all aspects of life.
,
These past two years havebeen by far themost challenging,
frustrating and rewarding years of my life The fact that I have
decided to teach in Inglewood for a third year is not because
I have grown accustomed to an inept system, or numb to the
real needs of all students. I am continuing to teach because I
saw my students grow confident, responsible for their own
education, become intrigued by knowledge and turned on to
learning. I saw my students develop pride in themselves and
theiraccomplishments, andworkhard to reach their potential.
These children must have a quality education even if the
public school system does not directly deliver that to them
now. Although I may not be a teacher my whole life, I know
thatmy experience as a Teach ForAmerica corps member has
made me a true advocate for a better and more equitable
education for all students. The infuriating realities I have seen
inourunder researched schools combinedw ith the desireand
potential in all ofmy students, is what will lead me to pursue
systemic educational and policy reform, establishing charter
schools, and community development. We cannot afford to
ignore the fundamental needs of our nation's children.
"Still, there is this longing, this persistent hunger. People
look for beauty even in the midst of ugliness. 'It rains on my
city,' saidan eight-year-old *but I see rainbows in the puddles.'
But you have to ask yourself: How long will this child look for
rainbows?"(From Jonathan Kozol's "Savage Inequalities")
I ask all of you to think about the crisis confronting our
country today, and to think about what ideas you have
towards its salvation. No matter where your interests lie or
where your college major or career takes you, I ask that you
consider this reality. I see no greater injustice, no greater
threat to our nation's future than our country's failure to
provide a quality education to its children.
I have included for you two unedited autobiographical
poems that my students wrote. Their voices are much more
powerful than any of my words could ever be.
I am Superman.
I wonder if anyone hates me.
I hear things from miles around.
I see through walls.
I want a challenge.
I am Superman.
I pretend I'm not.
I feel nothing.
I touch villians.
I worry about victims.
I cry at night.
I am Superman.
I understand any language.
I say this looks like a job for superman.
I dream about going home.
I try to stop.
I hope I can.
I am Superman.
I am colorful.
I wonder about the most wonderful things in the
world.
I hear the shadows whisper back.
I see beauty in everything.
I want to know why te seven wonders of the world
are wonders.
I pretend to be a model or movie star.
I feel exotic.
I touch the untouchable.
I worry for no reason.
I understand what others don't.
I say what I mean.
I dream the most exotic dreams.
I try to do what others can't.
I hope that my spirits keep high.
I am colorful.
Bowdoin's financial
aid not Up to par
Dear Editor:
As a Bowdoin student who receives financial aid, I am
disturbed at the studeant aid package that I received for the
1993-1994 school year. Bowdoin, a school that prides itselfon
its ability to give all its financial aid students 1 00 percent need,
is not providing 100 percent financial assistance. Bowdoin is
falling tremendously behind other small liberal arts colleges
in its financial aid awards and is thus falling behind in its
academic and financial integrity.
I am in a unique position in that I have a twin brother who
goes to Amherst College (a school that Bowdoin likes to
compare itself to). Although Bowdoin and Amherst use
similar criteria todeterminehow much financial aid a student
needs, Bowdoin and Amherst financial aid awards are very
different. For my first year at Bowdoin, I received a financial
aid package that was not only comparable to what Amherst
gave my brother, but was slightly better (1 percent better).
Unfortunately,mysophomore andjunior financial aid awards
have been significantly less than my brother's awards at
Amherst. Last year, my package was 20 percent less. This
year, I was astounded to learn that my financial aid will be 40
percent less than my brother's award. Following these trends,
will Bowdoin ask my family to pay 60 percent more next year?
Wh ilemy brother's financial aid award ha sremained relatively
steady over the last three years (it has dropped 25 percent
during this time), the financial aid that I have received from
Bowdoin has dropped 60 percent over these same three years.
So, what d( »t> (his mean for Bowdoin and for potential
financial aid students who come to Bowdoin? The first
implication for this comparison is that it costs more for a
financial aid student to go to Bowdoin than Amherst. During
my fours years at Bowdoin, it will cost my family $10,000.00
more to send me to Bowdoin than to send my brother to
Amherst. Consequently, Bowdoin is increasingly becoming
a school that only the very wealthy can afford to attend . By not
fulfilling itspromiseofgiving 100 percent financial assistance
to its financial aid students during their four years at the
school, Bowdoin is making it extremely difficult for financial
aid students to go to Bowdoin. In addition, Bowdoin's
financial aid decisions are causing Bowdoin to fall behind
other liberal arts colleges in its financial integrity. By giving
its financial aid students a more than competitive package in
their first yearand then gradually taking theaward away over
the next three years, Bowdoin is guilty of financially trapping
its students. Because I have already completed two years at
Bowdoin, transferring from Bowdoin to another school (like
Amherst) is not really an option open to me, my family has no
alternative but to pay the price Bowdoin demands for this
year and next year.
First-year students and potential perspectives, beware!
Bowdoin doesn't fulfill its promise of giving 100 percent
financial assistance to its financial aid students during their
four years at Bowdoin. Don't let Bowdoin trap you.
Matthew Hayes '95





I had written a letter to yournewspaper several monthsago
to request a student petition for a Joshua Lawrence
Chamberlain stamp.
Please inform me if you received my letter, as it contained
details ofwhy I was writing to you and a copy of a letter from
the Postal Service.
I also contacted Rosamond Allen, JLC's granddaughter,
who thought a stamp to be a good idea.
Susan Raudin suggested that I contact the Orient with my
request (March '93).
lam anxiously awaiting your reply as to whether or not this
is a feasible idea. Realizing this is not an appropriate time of
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Purpose of the College
Few people can read Bowdoin's
"Purpose of the College" and not be
impacted by its noble aspirations. The
difficulties of the modern world, its
accelerated rate of change, the
uncertainties of the "global village,"
make the old verities of a liberal arts
education and the purpose of Bowdoin
more timely and relevant than ever.
The deep uncertainties of today's
society create apowerfulneed forpeople
with the qualities described in the
"Purpose ofthe College." Itneedspeople
who are marked by curiosity, rigorous
observation, tolerant understanding,
considered judgment. It needs people
who "read with criticalperception, think
coherently, write effectively, speak with
force and clarity; peoplewhose "style of
thought is questioning, informed, and
markedby thepossession of intellectual
courage"; people of virtue and moral
strength.
Subscription InformationL^D^ altruism latent in these aspirations
is a timeless testimony of the free society
and broad minds mat sought these
qualities.
It is an entirely different matter,
though,whenone faceseveryday reality.
The harsh financial burdens, the clash
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Letters must be received by 6 p.m. Tuesday to be published the
same week, and must include a phone number where the author
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and not a particular individual.
The Bowdoin Orient is published weekly while classes are held
during Fall and Spring semesters by the students of Bowdoin
College, Brunswick, Maine.
The policiesofthe Bowdoin Orientaredeterminedby the Bowdoin
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Address all correspondence to the Bowdoin Orient, 12 Cleaveland
St, Brunswick, Maine, 0401 1 . Our telephone number is (207) 725 -
3300.
nature, are just a few of the limitations
which constrain the achievement of
thesenoble goals.The essentialproblem
of today is that though everyone may
agree on these goals, there isno unified,
consistent vision onhow to reach them.
It is the role ofstudents, faculty,alumni
and the Bowdoin community to partake
in the debate on how to reach them.
And it is the role of the President of the
College inparticular to articulate avision
onhow to fulfill thepurpose ofBowdoin.
Bowdoin sits at a critical crossroads.
Having overcome the financial
difficulties that plagued us before the
arrival of President Edwards, we find
ourselves in a favored position. Yet
where lies the path to achieving the
Purpose of the College? Where is the
blueprint for our future? Now is the
time to focus on defining the College's
future. As we celebrate this year's
Bicentennial, and we remember our
past, we cannot ignore this challenge.
At the Orient , we feel the people who
makeup Bowdoin share the spirit of the
purpose of the College. For this reason,
we believe the purpose of the College is
more than lofty rhetoric, it is an idealwe
can aspire towards and attain.
Snail Mail no more
From the changes that are taking place
around campus, it appears that the
administration is taking the first steps
toward 'wiring' Bowdoin. As the
accompanying editorial points out,
though, there seems tobe neitherstrong
commitment nor a clear outline to this
strategy. The Orien t itself isnoexception
to the long list of institutions and
organizations on campus that have to
rethink the way they plan and
communicate.
In an attempt to embrace the new
thinking on communication and
technology that is sweeping our society
and to take a kind of first step into the
new era, we have finally reached the
point where we can offer an alternative
means of receiving letters to the editor.
Any potential letter writers can avoid
the dangers of snail mail and write to us
at our Internet address:
orient@bowdoin.edu
We look forward to hearing from 'net
surfers and 'net novices alike. Don't be
shy.
To receive your $25, full-year subscription, or your $18, one semester subscription, call (207) 725 3053.
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tudent Opinion
Is Bowdoin's Financial Aid policy true to the College's spirit?
Throughout the years leading up to this auspicious time
in theCollege'shistory a quotefromBowdoin's firstPresident,
Joseph McKeen, hascome torepresentnearlyeverything that
we wish to inherit from our 200 year history:
"Itoughtalways toberemembered that literaryinstitutions
are founded and endowed for the common good andnot for
the private advantage of those who resort to them for
education. It is not that they may be able to pass through life
in an easy and reputable manner, but mat their mental
powers may be cultivated and improved for the benefit of
society.'*
There are some truly wonderful ideas in Mr. McKeen's
words. The ideal of a private institution that serves a greater
common good, no doubt, kept Bowdoin alive, and attracted
the brightest sons ofNew England during the early years of
the College. We are all here today as sons and daughters of
many nations due, in some part to the work of President
McKeen and his successors.
Each ofthe speakers at mis year's Convocation alluded
to the noble aspirations that President McKeen had for this
institution. PresidentEdwards, Dean Chadwick and Senator
Cohen assured us that Bowdoin College remains steadfast in
its commitment to the service of others and maintains as its
purpose thecultivation and improvement of its students "for
the benefit of society." Since 1802, the College has moved
beyond educating Platonic philosopher-kings to providing
the opportunity for the so-called "commoners'' to participate
in the maintenance of the common good. This stride was
taken, at least in part, with the advent of financial aid in the
mid-1970's. However, in the past three years, our policy on
financial aicfiias betrayed this spirit. No longer does the
College accept students regardless of their family's economic
status. Since theacademic year 1991-92 the Admissions office
has wait-listed students who otherwise would have been
accepted, if not for their specific financial needs.
This change in our admissions policy has neither been
adequately discussed, or challenged, within the College
community. Some public forum is required to address the
severity of the issue and what it means in relation to Mr.
McKeen's commitment to the common good. This lack of
Christopher Seeley '94 & Christian Sweeney '94
Why core departments should get the resources
Tom The Gadfly4* Leung
Despite bittercontention over increasing enrollmentby 140
students, the powers that be voted last spring to swell
matriculation by 10%. Although this particular question may
be moot, ithas since raised new ones worthy ofour attention
.
Faculty distribution is one of them. Although I respect the
competence of our management, I also recognize that it is a
body that must satisfymany interests - those of the bulk of the
college—and others. For instance, last year'scommencement
exercises included a speech entitled "Bowdoin College: A
Liberal Arts College that has Forgotten the Arts?" which
vehemently castigated the administration for not providing
enough support for its smaller departments—namely, the
theater arts. Furthermore, one of the most popular pitches for
bloating thecollegewas increased revenue for more faculty in
these same smallerdepartments.Nowalthough itis important
tohave disciplines thatare outsidethe sphereof the traditional
liberal arts, thecold realityofa fiscalbudgetand theprecedence
mat higher-traffic departments must have over others is not
something to be ignored. If Bowdoin wants to remain the
premier liberal arts college that it is today, we must first
maintain our strengths before we refine our blemishes.
Every department at Bowdoin could use more profs. The
question is,whowins? One thing to dowouldbe to fill allnon-
traditional brancheswith every faculty addition (therewillbe
up to 13) and thus gallantly whisk away all of our Euro-
centric, antiquated, chauvinist tendencies. Although it may
seem uprighteous, it is impractical because subjective value-
based (as opposed to enrollment-based) addti tions would be
detrimental tomealreadypopularand crowded departments.
These departments will in fact be even more congested as the
student augmentation process continues. (If the trend carries
on as ithas in the past, most students will flock to 3-4common
departments as opposed to ideally distributing themselves
equallyacross the entirerangeofBowdoin's30concentrations.)
If 1 had my way, all of Bowdoin's programs would bebeefed
up. But Bowdoin can't be all things to all people. And if there
is a 10% increase in enrollment and a significantly less than
10% increase in the faculty of the departments they enroll in,
Bowdoin's primary departments will become even more
overcrowded. Last yearGovt.,Econ. His.,and Eng. accounted
for approximately 40% of the entire graduating class' majors.
If almost half of the school's majors are fulfilled by only 4
departments, thenew faculty distribution should reflect mis
I understand one of the major reasons for expanding the
school was to be able to strengthen Bowdoin's smaller
departments. Unfortunately, by employing the means of
increased enrollment to do so, we have created even more
problems: mat being the fact that most of these add-on
students will not utilize these smaller departments half as
much as they will the traditional ones. Hence we may patch
up one hole only to create several bigger ones.
I took Gov. 160 this past spring, and it was really big ... too
big. There were about 150 people taking the course at a
collegewhosegreatestasset issupposedlyan individualized,
non-ivy league conveyor belt education. As the school's
enrollment is increased, a lot of them will want to take the
Gov. 160s, or similarly crowded courses (many more than
Sanskrit or Russian), thus increasing the current pressure on
popular departments.
Either the classes will become enormous, or almost no one
will get in. The only way to prevent this from happening is to
make sure mat the Bio. 101s, the Gov. 160s, and other high
traffic courses (consequently departments) arebolsteredwith
most of the new faculty.
Paranoia? I really don't think so. Because there is a distinct
possibility that this administration will bend to the will of
special interests at Bowdoin and allow disproportionate
numbers of faculty to be imprudently doled out to smaller
departments. I am not trying to make any value judgements
here. Clearly, they are all important. But this article is not
raising the question ofwhose major is more important man
whose, but is simply stressing the importance of sufficiently
dealing with added stress on an already congested system.
Andwhen 4departments out of30 make up foralmost halfof
the majors, maybe they are the ones that need the most help.
Every department could use more Profs. No one will win.
It is inevitable mat some will not get the help they need; the
question is which ones are we going to help first.
Bitter and Sweet, Brew Review is back!
W. Wittlebach & S..D. Saufer
Ah me! The taste of a beer! The perfect way to start an
essay, be it the first year's virgin encounter with a fickle
professor's standards,ora sagacious senior's frenzied attempt
to fish an honor's thesis out of the ocean of departments and
requirements thattransforms these firstweeks into a molasses
morass.
Yes, ifwe are to survive the semester at all, it is important
that you follow closely the advice available in mis well of
wisdom, friends, and I say unto you: Let the Ales, Bitters,
Stouts, Pilseners, and Lagers rush to the rescue!! Let their
smoothbodiesslidedownyour throats, theirbiting tastes slap
you to attention, and their altruistic aromas carry you far
away from this anomalous array of brick buildings to a place
' where festivals abound and nobody shouts,"Boot and Rally!"
So, friends, Igreet ye good dayandhopeyou are as excited
asLWotan Wittelsbach,andmypartner, Siegfried der Saufer,
are about sharing our expertise with you. After a year in
Munich, the beer capital of the world, we feel that we have
some experience under our belt that just might qualify us as
the barley sages of the student body. This yearwehope to add
a bit ofpleasure toyourmugs (and ours as well!) with reviews
of as much beer from as many places as we can possibly
swallow We also hope to provide you with the news and
locations of the local breweries, as well as information on
brewing your own beer and how to get in touch with us for
your free review.
There is of course one statement mat I have to make, now
that the torch has been passed, and that is that "Geary's Pale
Ale" is back. As I drain the lastdrop of this bittersweet bottle,
I realize mat it has been the magic ingredient in this article,
and that I shan't everhave another bad word to say about our
Portland alchemists and the wonder they have created.
Bis nachste Woche!
discussion led Senator Cohen to denounce unknowingly
college practice during his speech at Convocation. Senator
Cohen warned of the imminent destruction of an institution
which judges individuals "by the size of their pocketbooks."
Surely the Senator did not intend tocondemn the College, but
to commend Bowdoin for its extension of a liberal arts
education to students who need financial assistance.
When faced with this contradiction between theory and
practice, the only grievance we can offer is that the College
remain consistent. We realize that economic circumstances
can limit practicality of high ideals. However, if the College
community is to preserve its ethical integrity, one side of this
dichotomy must take precedence. Either we regain our
commitment to the founding philosophy by making the
according economic choices, orwedevelop a new philosophy
to support the current practices of the College. This problem
should not be overshadowed by the monumentality of our
Bicentennial. The Bicentennial should provide theopportunity
to trulyreconsider ifthe college's actionsadhere to theevolving
spirit of mis school's mission.
The Cutting Edge
Silverman and Doerr
We have a theory, so don't even think about not reading
this. Aswe grow older we continue to lose brain cells, is mis
not true? Okay. So when we're in kindergarten, they ought
to be slamming Calculus around. Japanese fractal geometry
should be our conversation during themost righteous hour of
"Snack." So that now, at the ripe old age of 21, post Joshua's
super-send off into adulthood con goat-ropers, you should
have to go to "Shoe-Tying 51." If you are the honors type of
student, you can utilize your three cells in an in-depth pursuit
of having your whole 64-pack of Crayolas with builtin
sharpener up to specs.
Hi, frosh! You will be able to recognize us as the ones
chilling with The Hart and Dirt. For those of you who are
versed in us, no more needs to De rucked over.
Hi, Danny L! We believe that you are righteous and your
class jammed on Monday. That story about the Knicks was
simply enchanting.
Okay. We're ready. Article: Before us, sitting on a table is
the most dangerous, subtle, useful (add other adjectives here)
invention ofall time. No, it's not an inflatable doll. Itcanopen
your beer, maim your soulmate, open your beer (you spilled
itwhilstmaiming your pals), hold your roach, pick your teeth
or slice a small marine mammal in half.
Do you know what it is? Are you a fool? No! It is not one
of the pet shop boys, nor is it a dean of the school.
It is the one and only, master of disaster, I-talian Stallion,
Stork-loving, SweeseArmy Knife-Huntsman model. But it's
so far from a knife. Compact entertainment center would be
a muchmore appropriate name. Yes folks, the mostestupendo
piece of machinery our eyes have ever scoped right out.
LUNCH!!
The large knife-The standard and backbone of all the
devices you will find or steal. This piece of equipment can be
used on all continents excluding Antarctica where it has been
banned due to carbon dioxide outputs. The only setback to
large-boy is he's dull in 1 .5656237 uses. Great for piercing a
beer in preparation for a choice shotgun.
Corkscrew-Although our knives are the only ones in
existence with a left hand thread (except for that guy in the
movie "Ghost," who looks kind of like Steven Wright with a
touch ofStork thrown in and yells, "Get offmy train") so ours
are far superior to anyone else's and nothing else should be
said about them. Excellent for screwing into mat Miller
Genuine Draft you just scored from Fat Matt's while you one-
up your buddy in a shotgun battle.
Can-opener-phi llips-head-sc rewd river-corn bo-piece-
contraption-Although small, it carries striking similarities to
the device R2D2 used to log into the Death Star tractor beam.
This piece is recommended when going to nude beaches.
Good to bake into a cake when smuggling stuff to a prisoner.
We cannot be stopped!!!
Spanking new hook-The newest addition to the Huntsie,
the hook was once used by Neil Young, (we're not worthy,
we're not worthy) to strum his guitar after his picks were
commandeered by theBowdoin CollegeMountain Bike Patrol,
all occurring after he shotgunned a bottle of Ho Chi Mihn's
favorite, FINLANDIA!!!!!!!
AWL with hole-It can do it awwwwwwwl. Back to the
hole. The hole, to this day is an absolute mystery. Besides
being a hermit when it comes to the weekly knife socials....
To receive your $25, full-year subscription, or your $18, one semester subscription, call (207) 725 3053.
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rts & Entertainment Calendar
friday 10
9:00 p.m. BFVS (Bowdoin Film and Video Society) presents The Paper Chase.'
9:00 p.m. Comedy with Tony V. in Main Lounge.
9:30 p.m. Taney Party" in The Pub, Moulton Union.
Saturday 11
9:00 p.m. in Kresge, The Blues Brothers"
9.30 p.m. Folk and blues in the pub with John Svetkey.
9:00 p.m. 3D movie on the Quad, 'It Came from Outer Space"
7:30 a.m.-2:00 p.m. Lecture in Main Lounge on Park Row Psychotherapy.
Sunday 12
10:00 a.m. and 4:30 p.m. Mass in the chapel
It T j3
monday- 13
6:30 p.m. to 9:30 p.m. Princeton Review LSAT in Sills 107.
3:00 p.m. to 5:00 p.m. in Maine Lounge there will be a faculty meeting.
t
7:00 p.m. to 9:00 p.m "She Done him Wrong" in the V.A.C.
tuesday 14
6:30 p.m. to 9:30 p.m. is the Princeton Review for the GRE in Sills 109.
3:30 p.m. to 6:00 p.m. in the V.A.C will be a slide presentation.
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proposed for the new fiscal
year. Treasurer of the
College Kent Chabotar
explained to the Orient how
the changes would affect
the College.
By D. Holton Hunter
ORIENT ASSISSTANT NEWS EDITOR
As Bowdoin opens the new fiscal year, it
does so with a balanced budget, a feat that has
not occurred in the last three years and that
the College has had some difficulty with in
the past decade. President Edwards
addressed this fact with great satisfaction
during his address at Convocation. The
financial situation for 1993-1994 has been
aided by the revenue from overenrollment.
The College is also strongly pursuing the idea
of launching a capital campaign this year.
Kent John Chabotar, the vice president for
finance and administration and treasurer of
Bowdoin, told the Orient that the College
was "living beyond its means and started
taking money out of the endowment" to pay
for annual expenses not only in the past three
years, but also in the past decade. When
questioned why the College was in this
dilemma in the first place,he said, "Bowdoin's
expenses grew to fit the needs and not the
available revenue during the late 1970s and
1980s," and added that, "We were staffed at a
level that we could not afford."
One way to ensure that the College started
the year with a balanced budget was to cut 55
jobs over the course of three years. Mr.
Chabotar explained that staff reduction was
carried out "with early retirement programs
and the termination of people's jobs." The
first offering for early retirement was open to
all that worked at Bowdoin. The only
conditions were that the person had to be
older than 55 and have worked at the College
for more than 15 years. Employees who
accepted early retirement received salary
bonuses.
The attempt to eliminate of the budget
deficit was successful. Regarding the 55
positions being eliminated, Mr. Chabotar said,
"two-thirds left voluntarily (including those
who retired early) and the other third was
terminated." Mr. Chabotar stressed that
"professors' positions were refilled," and "no
faculty positions on the regular budget were
lost." Financial cuts came in other areas to
ensure that there would beabalanced budget
.
Mr. Chabotar cited that professors' travel
expenses, College entertainment and things
such as the physical plant's yearly lobster
bakewere all terminated . Non- salarybudgets
in each department took a ten percent cut in
the 1992-1993academic yearand a five percent
cut for 1993-1994.
Bowdoin's $185 million endowment
contributes about $10.1 million to the $51
million annual operating budget. 'The
College'sendowment portfolio isverydiverse
and run by professional managers" and is
"overseen by the Committee on Investment,"
Mr. Chabator said. Presently the Bowdoin
endowment hasinvestments in stocks, bonds
and has some assets in cash. "The College
[also] has some investments in real estate,
fortunately not very much," Mr. Chabator
told the Orient. "The endowment is making
1 4 percent on returns from the endowment."
The College is spending 8.5 percent of this
sum and inflation is about 5 percent, which
leaves theendowment with an annualgrowth
rate of 0.5 percent.
A growth rate of only 05 percent will have
repercussions in various areas around the
Please see BUDGET, page 3.
The Bowdoin College Budget
for Fiscal Year 1993-1994
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Edwards encourages faculty to reexamine Bowdoin
By Vic Mukhija
orient contributor
On September 13, roughly one hundred
and twenty faculty members and
representatives from the Administration
gathered in the Moulton Union's Maine
Lounge for the first faculty meeting of the
1 993-94academic year.The meeting, presided
over by President Robert Edwards, began
with an address and moment of silence for
William T. Hughes, professor of astronomy
and physics, who died last year of cancer.
Following the memorial, fifteen
departmentsintroduced new facultyand staff
to the gathered assembly. Later, officers from
the Administration presented individual
reports on the state of the College. Elizabeth
Chadwick, the new dean of the College,
briefed the faculty on the new structure of the
dean of students office and introduced First-
Year Class Dean Roy Partridge, who has just
come to Bowdoin this year. A report from the
admissions office described the make-up of
the first-year class and listed the new grants
and funds Bowdoin received.
Dean for Academic Affairs Charles Beitz
began his remarks by thanking the faculty for
accommodating theextra number ofstudents
this year. While there are some classes that
are larger than usual, he assured the faculty
that "average class size will not increase from
last fall." Beitz, chair of the Committee on
Curriculum and Education Policy,added that
a statement articulating the appointment of
positions to various departments would be
prepared in the near future. Filling gaps and
adding depthand diversity to the faculty will
be the focus of this policy.
In his speech. President Edwards
encouraged members of the faculty and
Administration to reexamine the mission of
the College. Considering this is Bowdoin's
Bicentennial and the first year that thcCollege
hasn't been under the shadow of financial
difficulties, the president's message was
appropriate. Richard Mersercau, executive
assistant to the president and the Governing
Boards, stated, "This is a yearwhere a variety
ofcommitteesand constituentsarediscussing
the idea of what a Bowdoin education is. This
is the right question at the right time."
Edwards called on the faculty committees
to assist him in identifying and examining
the elements that make up the Bowdoin
experience. Hoping to go beyond vague
generalities, the president focused on the
specific issues of college governance, the
four-year program, the product of a Bowdoin
education and financial aid. With this body of
research as a starting point, Edwards
expressed the desire to make Bowdoin .
stronger in a world where he believes "public
trust in universities and colleges is frail."
The major topic covered before the meeting
adjourned was a faculty vote on whether or
not non-teaching professionals should receive
full faculty status. Afterabricfdebate, faculty
members and admi nistratorsvoted toadjourn
andputtheissueontheagendafortheOctober
meeting. This is the second time voting has
been delayed since the proposition was
formally presented in May, 1993.
The granting of faculty status to non-
teaching professionalshas longbeen a subject
of discussion at Bowdoin. Recently, the issue
Please see FACULTY MEETING, page 3.
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A surgeon, a youth advocate and a famine relief worker will recieve the
first three of seven Common Good Awards.
A Quest For Coffee
8
Jen Ahiens/ Botvdoin Orient
Two intrepid Orient restaurant reviewers journeyed down the
street to The Bohemian Coffee House to see what was brewing.
Women's Soccer
9
Maya Klturi/ bamdam Otienf
In the first game of their 1993 season, the Bears shut out
Bndgewater State.
Wisdom from your Mommy
The fate of the architect is the strangest of all.
How often he expands hiswhole soul, hiswhole heart
and passion, to produce buildings into which he may
never enter.
— Johann Wolfgang von Goethe
What's drinking?
A mere pause from thinking!
— Lord Byron
The Deformed Transformed
APPLICANTS FOR THE CLASS 97 THATWEREN'TADMITTED
Lisa BlqqKA
I el be" little
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Concord, New Hampshire Light Rain





























Today, cloudy, with rain and
drizzle (YUCK) likely by
afternoon. High near 60.
Saturday, Showers likely,
Source: National Weather Service
warming up to a high near 70.
Sunday, Fair, with highs in the
mid 60's.
Monday, Fair, with highs still
in the mid 60's.
*hay advisory: drying will be
poor today.
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FACULTY MEETING
Continued from page 1.
gained con5ideral>}evisibiHtyafterthelcx:al
chapter of the American Association of
University Professionals, under the
leadership of Burke Long, professor of
religion, requested at the September, 1992,
faculty meeting that librariansbegiven full
faculty status. This prompted the Faculty
Affairs Commirtee(FAC) to appoint a
subcommitteq to research the problem and
its various dimensions.A report, based on
thereoommendationsof theSubcommittee
on the Status of Professions at Bowdoin
College, was put forth by the FAC in May,
1993.
The report recommended that full-time
coaches, professional librarians, the
professional staff of the museums and
laboratory instructors be given faculty
status which would include the right to
participate on faculty committees, attend
and vote at faculty meetings and a formal
guaranteepfacademkfreedom. In addition,
the new faculty members would be
compensated according to the "4,5,6"
faculty salary initiative. Future holders of
these positions would not be given these
rights. If the faculty votes in favor of these
recommendations,they will still have to be
passed by the Governing Boards in
accordance with College by-laws.
The primary motive for granting faculty
status to various college professionals is to
recognize their integral role in students'
academic experience. According to the
FACs 1993 report, "the current model of
governance is antiquated....Recognizing
that weareall a part ofacommon endeavor,
that (sic) the professions are an essential
part of the educational mission at the
college...." David Vail, professor of
economics, cast another view on the issue.
"In a time of budget cuts and the loss of
positions among the professionals, this
would be an act of solidarity on the part of
the teaching faculty to the professions." 55
positions in the professions alone were cut
last year in order to balance the budget.
Although their recommendations
endorse the highest level of faculty
inclusiveness in Bowdoin's history, many
faculty members wish to resolve this
problem once and for all- Due to varying
viewsamong current facultyon who should
be given faculty status, the report has been
criticized as either too inclusive or not
inclusive enough, As a result, the vote on
this issuewas delayed as most felt the issue
had not been defined adequately.
In the coming year, there will be a series
of discussions that will potentially put this
and many other issues concerning
Bowdoin's educational mission to rest. If
so, regardless of the specific decisions,
Bowdoin as an instituteof higher education
will emerge redefined and better equipped
to deal with the challenges of the modem







By now every student has received an
invitation to the party being held in honor of
the 241st birthday of James Bowdoin III, the
founder and spiritual father of Bowdoin
College. The big event, being held on the
Quad from 3:30 p.m. to 4:30 p.m. on
Wednesday, September 22, marks the first
official Bicentennial celebration.
The birthday will also be observed by the
premiere of Professor Emerita Barbara J.
Kaster's video history of the College and a
formal dinner for the Bowdoin Club, the
Association ofBowdoin Friends, faculty, staff
and invited guests.
The video history, "To Serve the Common
Good," will be shown in four hour-long
segments. The first, covering Bowdoin's
beginnings (1 794 to 1883), will beshown from
4:30 p.m. to5:30 p.m. Part II (1883 to the 1930s)
will followfrom 5:30 p.m. to 6:30 p.m. Parts III
and IV (1930s to the 1960s and the 1960s to
1993) will be shown from 8:30 p.m. to 10:30
p.m. after an intermission. All four parts
will be shown in Pickard Theater. A box set
of 'To Serve the Common Good" will be
available for $40 at the Moulton Union
Bookstore.
During the intermission, guests will be
treated to a reception and dinner with a
1930s theme. At the dinner, the Frog's Leap
Bicentennial Reserve/Bowdoin College
1992 California chardonnay wine will be
uncorked for the first time, to be served at
all major Bicentennial events. The
Bicentennial wine was crushed and bottled
specifically for the College's Bicentennial
by Frog's Leap Winery in St. Helena,
California.
Frog's Leap Winery is a small, family-
operated wineryowned in partbyBowdoin
alumna Julie Johnson Williams '79, who is
also Marketing and Sales Manager. The
Bowdoin Bicentennial chardonnay will be




He also that there is a "budget surplus of
$300,000-$400,000 this year due to the over-
enrollment of the entire College." Though
there might be a feeling that there are far
more first-year students on campus this fall,
the fact is that there are not. President
Edwards wrote, in a recent memorandum,
We budgeted a first-year class of 410, the
BUDGET
Continued from page 1.
College. For example, the total amount of
money that the College would be able to offer
in financial aid would only keep pace with
inflation. As a result, Bowdoin would have to
continue its non-need-blind admissions
policy. About 65.8 percent of the $6,350,000
financial aid offered this year comes from the
income ofjhe endowment of the College, sameas 1991 and 1992; the projected incoming
first-year enrollment stands today (August
23, 1993) at 419."
When Mr. Chabotar was questioned about
what would happen with the excess money,
he said, "We will save the money for a day
when the numbers go the other way." In his
memorandum,President Edwards cited the
recent example of 1989, when "enrollment
fell short and tuition revenues were $579,000
less than expected." On an optimistic note,
Mr. Chabotar said "It will be a good test-run
of the growing student body." 1
Another 3.5 percent comes from gifts
designated for financial aid and 7.3 percent
comes from government grants. The
remainder comes from all revenue derived
through tuition and other College income.
Other College resources, such as the library,
computer system and science laboratories
would not be able to expand and keep pace
with technology without spending the
endowment's capital.
In order to expand the academic programs





looking at initiating a
capital campaign in the
near future. Thus far,
Mr. Chabotar said,
"The goal looks as
though it will be
between $75 and $125
million." Although the
campaign has not yet
officially begun, it is
expected to last a few
years. "One of the
major priorities forthis
campaign, that has yet
to be approved by the
Governing Boards, is to
increase the
endowment so that the
College can increase
the amount spent on
financial aid," said Mr.
Chabotar. Some of the
moneygained from the




creation of a computer






bulk of the money
raised will go directly
Jen Ramirez/ Bowdoin Orient
Kent Chabotar explains the new budget.
In next week's Orient
Tuition increases and how
they affect financial aid
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Common Good Award winners announced
College honors: Three
Bowdoin alumni have been
chosen to ly the first of
seven winners of the
Common Good Award. The
award is given to those who
have "demonstrated a
profound commitment to
the common good, in the
interest and for the benefit
of society." The other




In the spirit of Bowdoin's Bicentennial
celebration, the College is honoring past
Bowdoin graduates who have committed
themselves to the betterment of others and
their communities by presenting the first
annual Common Good Awards.
The awards, designed to recognize those
graduates who have "demonstrated an
extraordinary, profound and sustained
commitment to the common good," will be
presented in conjunction with the ongoing
Bicentennial celebration.
Three of the awards will be presented at the
College Relations College Ketatwns
Left to right: Albert L. Babcock, M.D. '48, Geoffrey Canada 74 and Barbara Hendrie '80 are
Awards, to be given on October 15, 1993.
Inaugural Convocation on October 15, and Bicentennial Committee reviewed the
the remaining four will be given at the Final applications, then issued recommendations
Convocation on June 4, 1994. that wereapprovedbytheHonorsCommittee
According to Scott Hood of College of the Governing Board,
relations, the awards are an important way to This year's awards go to Albert L. Babcock
recognize those people whose lives are '48, a plastic surgeon who has volunteered
devoted to the common good, but who have surgical services in Africa and Brazil through
not been honored. 'These are people who Project Hope; Ellen Baxter '75, director of
have no sought recognition," Hood said. "A housing development for the Community
lot ofgrads are well-known and receivemany Service Society in New York City, who has
honors, but theseawards are designed to give led untiring efforts to develop permanent
recognition to people who would otherwise housing for the homeless; Geoffrey Canada
not be recognized
—
people who are out there '74, chief executive of the Rheedlen Centers
every day doing extraordinary things."
Seven alumni were selected from a pool of
54 nominees. A subcommittee of the
Matt &Video
for Children and Families in New York City,
who has dedicated himself to the needs of
disadvantaged young people and has voiced
his concerns at the national level and recently
received the Hero's Award from The Robin
Hood Foundation in New York; William Y.
Christie '70, a Massachusetts attorney who
has been active in the education of minority
youths, helping them aspire to higher
education; Barbara E. Hendrie '80, an
College Relations
the first three recipients of Common Good
anthropologist who has done considerable
humanitarian workin Africa by helping relief
efforts in famine-stricken areas; William
Holmes '77, who works at the Trinity School
in New York, where city minority children
come for counseling and has also spent time
overseeing community outreach and
recreationalprograms for youth;andThomas
W. Roulston '68, founder and director of the
City Stage Company in Boston, who uses
theater to promote racial and ethnic tolerance
among youths and has set up theater arts
programs in Lowell and Boston.
Cynthia McFadden '80 originally came up
with the idea of theCommon Good Award as
a way to recognize her classmate, Barbara
Hendrie, one of this year's recipients.
McFadden is a former member of the
Governing Board, chair of the Public Relations
Subcommittee of the Bicentennial and an
overseerof the College. Afterthe Bicentennial
year, the College will continue to give one or
two awards per year.
<
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Comingout of the woodwork
Overenrollment causes more than just long lines at the dining hall
By Paul C. Rohlfing
ORIENT CONTRIBUTOR
At the Administration's most recent count,
College enrollment reached 1491 students.
The number marks an increase of61 students,
up from the 1430 estimated last spring. The
increase has a number of ramifications for the
college.
There are a varietyof reasons that Bowdoin
is a little morecrowded than usual. In a recent
article published in the Bowdoin Sundial
(August 26, 1993), there is one line that sums
up the reason forBowdoin'sminor population
explosion. "The larger size of this enrollment
is ... the result of
significantly affected by the increase in
students. Due to an increase in the number of
classes offered this fall, the registrar's office
speculated that class sizes would not increase
on average. A few upper-level courses will
likely be larger than normal due to the higher
concentration of unexpected students in the
upper classes.
The dining service has taken steps to
alleviate congestion during lunch at the
Moulton Union. Bag lunches are now
distributed upstairs in Maine Lounge.
Students in ahurrycan get toa take-out lunch
much more quickly now.
The student housing situation, however, is
one area where things are not completely










































was not as high as
was expected
Sixty-one extra students
seems like a small number,
but this is a small college, and
a small difference (4.1% more
students than expected) can
create large problems for the
services that the students
depend on. . . .A few upper-
level courses will likely be
larger than normal due to the
higher concentration of




























did not feel that








some as a reason
for so many
students returning unexpectedly this fall. It is
likely that each of the 52 upperclassmcn who
weren't expected as of last spring, but are
here now, has a different reason or set of
circumstances that affected their decision.
Bowdoin is not alone in its unexpected
Sixty-one extra students seems like a small
number, but this is a small college, and a small
difference(4.1%morestudentsthan expected)
can create large problems for the services that
the students depend on. Alison Dodson,
director of communications, commented on
the reaction by the college to this unexpected
influx. "It seems that the individual
departments have responded quite well to over a five-year period, with a final target
the increases in size." number of 1550 planned. This increase is not
Becausemore tuition will be collected from part of this planned growth. That will not
the greater number of students the student begin until next fall. One suggestion for the
aid department will probably not be increase is the concern that a weaker dollar is
"unnatural triples"—rooms not really
intended for three students— because of the
greater-than-average number of students
requiring on-campus housing this semester.
There is noclearexplanation for this sudden
jump in enrollment this fall. As most students
know, the Governing Boards voted last May
to increase theenrollment at Bowdoin by 10%
AS It Should Be Italian Trattoria
Coming soon, we'll offer brick oven pizza!
Brick oven pizza second to none. Homemade
sauce and specialty toppings."
10"...$3.50 14"...$7.00 16n...$8.00
Specializing in pizza, pasta and chicken dishes



















































turned off by the number of university
students unable to finish in four years at
larger schools, thereby decreasing the lure of









Applications are now being accepted for the Spring
1994 semester and for the 1994-95 academic year.
As a COUP student you will be able to:
• Design a course of studies matching your
academic needs.
• Choose from offerings at the University of
Paris, at specialized institutes, or from your own
courses (supplemented by tutorials when neces-
sary).
• Have the option of staying with a French
family or making your own housing arrangements.
For further information, come to Sills 111
at 4:00 p.m. on Wednesday, September 29.
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Arts & Entertainment
"Just because you're paranoid doesn't mean they aren't after you. "-Alan Arkin, "Catch-22"
G.H.Q. hosts an emotionally charged "Rashomon"
By Sarah Ross
orient staff writer
Emily Dickinson oncedescribed themotion
of a great storm in these terms: "The dust did
scoop itself like hands and throw away the
road." In light of this image,
we may extrapolate that in
any time of turbulence, the
waysor paths that mayonce
have been clear become
blurred—dispersed by their
ownwayward components.
So it is in the play
"Rashomon," a work that
depicts how a breeze causes
a cataclysm and how the
characters react to this crisis.
The play "Rashomon" is
based on various stories by
Ryunosuke Akutagawa,
focuses upon one event. This
occurrence is a rape/murder
sequence with which we are
all too familiar. However,
this
event does not actually
occur in the "context" of the
play, but rather within the
memories and conversation
of a priest and a woodcutter
who witnessed the police
trial of the man accused of
the heinous deeds.
As the play opens, there is a great storm in
progress—both literally in terms of rain and
thunder, and symbolically, in the sense of the
troubled and plague-riddenJapanese village.
The aforementioned priest is deep in thought
in the solace and protection of Rashomon
Gate, when the woodcutter comes to beg the
activities of a wigmaker—a man who makes
use of corpses in his craft. In order to sort out
the confusing circumstances that they find
themselves in,and also to distract themselves
from the bitter cold, thepriestand woodcutter
Jen Ahrens/ Bowdoin Orient
Trevor Worcestor '94 and Derek Armstrong '95 battle for the
samurai's honor.
relate to the wigmaker the strange events of
the courthouse and the many conflicting
views thateach witness presented concerning
the crime.
This play guides the viewers through a
completepsychologicaljourney inwhich they
pass into new heights of confusion. The
travelers on this particular road do indeed
holy man to return to the city, feeling tha"t his ^P themselves to obscure our view. The
presence is needed to guide the people. Their director, MarkKontulis, soughtjustthiseffect.
conversation is interrupted by the ghoulish Ashe put it, the play "skewsviews of reality,"
therebyweakeningourwhite-knuckled grasp
on "truth." Kontulis sees the play as a journey
through three separate views ( the victim's,
herhusband 'sand the rapist bandit's) toward


























and emotionally. In terms of the technical
aspect of this play, Kontulis and his crew
made use of lighting to capture the magic
and power of this play. Emotionally, the
responsibility lay very much with the
actors. Each member did a wonderful job
in their own respect, but the performances
of Sarah Murphy as the pensive priest and
the consideration of the significance of
their roles.
Kontulis described his purpose in doing
this play as a desire to really involve his
audience and challenge all our beliefs-
about


























established. It is the success of this
element that makes this particular
portrayal of Rashomon truly wonderful.
Considering the difficulties in subject
matter, technical expressiveness and
psychological intensity, it is extremely
impressive that the cast and crew of
"Rashomon" could accomplishwhat they
did. Their audience did indeed have their
Jen Ahrens/ Bowdoin Orient
Tajomaru taunts the samuarai's wife (Emily Johnson '96).
Beth Kelley as the "ghoulish," yet insightful
wigmaker really stood out in terms of grip upon 'Truth" and "Reality" loosened
emotional depth and the evident care in "Rashomon" is highly recommended.
Choir celebrates with Fugue in E Flat
Choral Performance: On
September 27, the Chapel
will be blessed with the
angelic voices of the Choir
of Clare College from
Cambridge, England.
in the Humanities and the Benjamin H. Riggs
Concerts Fund.
Robert K. Greenlee, associate professor of
music at Bowdoin, describes the Clare Choir
as "one of the best college choirs in England,"
and perhapsone of the foremost in theworld
.
"The best choral singing is in England.
Period." This rare opportunity to sample one
of Britain's strongest traditions is enhanced
by the very place in which the choir will
perform at Bowdoin. Our own chapel's
architecturewas modeled afterEnglish college
chapels, providing ideal dimensions andBy Alison Behr
orient staff writer
One of the premiere choral groups in the
world, the Choir of Clare College in
Cambridge, England, brings its glorious
ensemble of32 voices to the Bowdoin campus
for a concert on September 27, at 7.30 p.m. in
the Chapel. The program includes music of J.
S. Bach, Britten, Byrd, Casals and Vaughn
Williams sung both a cappella and with organ
accompanimentand highlighted byan organ
solo performance of the "Fugue in E Flat" by
J. S. Bach. Timothy Brown, director of the
Clare College Choir since 1979, makes his
final appearance with the group on itsUS
tour. This event opens the 1993-1994 concert
series and is sponsored by the music
department. Additional funding was ensemble. The new choir began its duties by
providedbytheJasperJacob StahlLectureship singing chapel evensong services three times
'One of the best college choirs
in England, " and. perhaps one
of theforemost in the world....
exceptional acoustics for this concert
Clare first admitted female undergrads in
1971, facilitating thecreation of a mixed-voice
a week during the school
term, a tradition that
continues today. In
addition to its regular
schedule, the choir gives
numerous concertsboth in
Great Britain and abroad.
The choir has sung in
the former Soviet Union,
Belgium, Germany, and
Italy, including Florence
and St. Mark's Cathedral
in Venice. In 1983, the31st
International Choral
Competition in Arezzo,
Italy, awarded the choir






fall tour, the group's third
visit to the States, the Choir
will perform fourteen
choral concerts and five joint concerts with
orchestras at various other colleges and
universities, churches, and concert halls
throughout the country. The tour also
features a recording project with the
Philharmonia Baroque Orchestra in San
Francisco.
The Choir i College tHe Photo
The concert in the Bowdoin Chapel is open
to the public, and because of limited seating
andgreatanticipateddemand,advance tickets
are recommended. They are available at the
MoultonUnion information desk, 725-3375. A
Bowdoin ID will get you a free ticket; general
admission is $10 and seniors $8.
To receive your $25, full-year subscription, or your $18, one semester subscription, call (207) 725 3053.
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Garrison Keillor, "Lake Wobegon Days"
We all grow weary of the status quo. The
mountains of books, the antiseptic feel of the
library, the dinner tray with every meal
—
they all work to guide us into a seemingly
unbreakable pattern ofcollege existence. One
is lacquered with a mindset that tells us it is
O.K. to ignore thepleasures ofcrackling leaves
on a fall day, the smell of woodsmoke in the
air and the glistening of a light dew on the
grass. The beauty of simplicity is overlooked
in our quest for higher education.
There still remains, however, one
storytelling "Knight of the Round Table"
whose quest is to remind us of a place where
an apple pie always sits on the windowsill,
the dog is always scratching at the back door
and ivory sheets always flutter in the wind.
This exceptional raconteur is Garrison Keillor
and his shining Camelot is a small country
town known as Lake Woebegon, Minnesota.
Garrison Keillor has been one of the most
notable radio personalities of the last decade,
weaving tales ofsmall-town life in Minnesota
.






included singing and, of
course, the weekly story
from LakeWoebegon. For
the most part, however,
he is a writer and author,
composing the best-
sellers "Lake Wobegon
Days" and "We're Still
Married."
It is on radio, however,
that Keillor shines. His
mesmerizing base voice,
his uncanny ability to tap
into the sentiments ofany
small community and his
subtle yet incredibly
vivacious sense ofhumor
have prompted people of
all ages to search for the
fictional LakeWoebegon
.
It is not so much that he
describes a land where
everyone is happy and
content, but rather a place
that overcomes
difficulties with a rare
combination of "Hope,
Humor, Faith and Love."
Lake Woebegon itself is a fictional town in
Minnesota that Keillor has created out of sheer
imagination. He describes his characters in
such detail that we know Clarence Bunsen, of
Bunsen Motors, is about 50 years old, with
graying hair, has a stiff right hand and takes
his coffee with cream, no sugar. One visualizes
Keillor's characters not as fictional entities,
but rather as people to which one can relate
from personal experience (the grandmother
that reads every billboard out loud as you
drive down the highway, the great-aunt who
uses so much powder on her face that it
collects like piles of snow in the wrinkles).
Throughout every story, Keillor combines a
sense of humor with an elegant poignancy
that achieves a golden balance so rarely seen
in modern broadcasts.
One of the gems in Keillor's storytelling
crown is his reminiscences ofchildhood scenes
.
The terror he felt when he had to sing "April is
in My Mistress' Face" in front of the entire 6th
grade, the feel of soothing Vicks on a swollen
throatand the thrill ofdoffing the winter parkas
for spring jackets in early May all serve as
preciseemotions thatvividlydescribehisyouth.
Amazingly, Keillor does not long for the days
again, but rather looks upon them as
affectionate memories. We must accept, as
Keillor would contend, that we are growing
older and, if necessary, "glue treads to the
shower floor" in the grand hopes of growing
old with dignity and grace.
If you wish, even if only for a short while,
to transcend the world of student ID cards
and college publications, then Garrison
Keillor will take you along a pleasingly
sublime ride to a place called home. As Keillor
concludes, "That's the news from Lake
Woebegon, Minnesota, where all thewomen
are strong, all the men are good lookin' and
all the children ... are above average."
Kaster releases Bowdoin video
Film: Retired professor
of film, Barbara J. Kaster
releases her long-awaited
documentary video, "To
Serve the Common Good."
By Catherine Snyder
orient staff writer
This Wednesday, September 22, the
Bowdoin community is invited to learn more
about thehistory of theCollegeat the premiere
of the documentary video, "To Serve the
Common Good." The video, produced by
Barbara J. Kaster, Harrison King McCann
ProfessorofCommunication Emeriti, has been
five years in the making. What initially began
as "thirty-minute 'feel good' film about
Bowdoin" has become a four-hour long
documentaryon thetwo-hundredyearhistory
of Bowdoin.
The film "traces the 'triumph and tragedies' of
the College through war, financial chaos, social
upheaval and the changing nature of American
highereducation/'Thehlrnalso tracks thehistory
of "current hot button issues" tliat, as one can
observewhenwatching the film, havebeen issues
throughout Bowdoin's history. "Many of the
issues that have been of great importance to the
College in recentyears, whichwe tend to think of
as new or current issues, turn out to beveryvery
oldissues.Theyindudebudgetdefidts,theproper
role of religion on campus, fraternities and
diversity."
Kaster, now retired, produced the video with
the help of her Bowdoin film students. She
modeled the video on a PBS documentary by
Ken Burns, "The Civil War." Burns told the
story of the American Civil War through the
useof photographs, maps, etchings, paintings,
voices and sounds. "To Serve the Common
Good" is done in this manner.
Kaster gathered all pertinent and historical
visual resources and combined it with films
and videotapes she and her students created.
Kaster uses sound effects and music in the
video, in addition to which she "assembled
documents, newspaper accounts and
quotations from a variety of sources." The
voices ofover 40 Bowdoin professors, students,
ajumniand trusteeshelp to tell the two-hundred
year history of Bowdoin.
Thefilm "traces the
triumphs and tragedies of
the College through war,
social upheaval and the
changing nature of
American education../'
' The result is said to be a phenomenal
achievement— "funny, touching and very well
done" says Kathy Bunge, Bicentennial director.
Kaster thinks that students and alumni will feel
great pride and affection for the College after
viewing the film. She hopes that the film will put
individual Bowdoin experiences "within the
contextofthewholehistoryoftheCollege.Context
can't help but add a fullness to individual
experience."
'To Serve the Common Good" will be shown
in four one-hour parts this Wednesday, 4:30, at
Pickard Theater.
Acrobats vault into Morrell
Performance: The truly
amazing Chinese Magic







This Saturday night Morrell Gymnasium
will play host to a cultural nugget ofa different
sort, The Chinese Magic Revue. Featuring the
original ChineseAcrobatsofTaiwan, theshow
will include magic, dancers, comedy, juggling,
martial arts and other breathtaking stunts.
Chinese acrobatics is an art form shaped by
hundreds of years of tradition. It requires
years of disciplined training and hard work.
Many of the acts in Saturday's show have been
a part of Chinese culture for over 2,000 years
and demonstrate an achievement of mental
and physical harmony.
Although the contents of the show change
from year to year, in previous performances
thecompanyhasbeen known toparade seven-
foot tall mock lionsand forty-foot long reptiles
through the arena. The show never slows
down, constantly contrasting the comedians'
humor, the dancers' grace and the violence of
many of the stunts which are the show's focal
point.
Stunthighlights ofpastperformances include
displays of tumbling in which dauntless
participants throw themselves through rings
File PhotoThe Chinese Magic Revue
of fire, a kung-fu demonstration which
culminates in a sledgehammer slamming into
a tower of bricks piled on the head of the
troupe's martial arts master and, of course, a
rubber lady who, folding her legs over her
shoulders while reading a magazine, picks up
food with a fork placed between her toes.
The show will even include audience
participation, mone histone performance, a kung-
fu artist invited a spectator to use all of his might
in driving a 10 footrod into the artist's neck. Upon
impact the rod came to a dead stop.
The two-hour show begins at 8:00 pm. Tickets
cost $3.00 with a Bowdoin ID and are available at
MoultonUnion. Thisdazzlingdisplayofbrilliant
colors, exotic dancing and death-defying stunts
can't be missed for it will be one of the most
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Just Plain Good Food
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A taste ofmocha in the heart ofMaine
Restaurant Review:
With a new trend of coffe
houses sweeping the
nation, The Bohemian
Coffee House supplies its
customers with what they




At long last, there arrives a coffee house in
Brunswick, Maine. Coffee houses are the
rage these days—a great place to hang put,
talk politics and discuss the latest dirt. So can
such a place survive here in town?Theowners
of the newly built Bohemian Coffee House
certainly believe so.
Unfortunately, it seems that not enough
Bowdoin students have received word of the
new hot spot. As Christine Pemberton, part-
owner of the business, put it, "Darn, all the
skateboarders were just kicked out
—
you
won't have a story now."
Christine and her partner, Paul Hitz,
hope to bring in more Bowdoin students
by catering to their needs. They plan to
stay open all night during finals and
provide a comfortable atmosphere with
"good beer and good coffee" without
drawing the "quarter-draft crowd."
What is most attractive about this coffee
house is its innovative creatorswho built it
from scratch. Paul took inspiration from
his travels throughout the U.S. ("We did
the bus thing. ") and Europe in creating the
Santa Fe decor, the Bohemian name and
Greenwich Village attitude. They aim to
please their customers by providing
personable service with a little something
for everyone. Paul wants to avoid the
mainstream by offering a changing menu
with such specialties as bagelswithhoney-
sunflower cream cheese and "rocket fuel."
They figure if they're bored, you are too.
If you're looking for an enjoyable study
break with happening music and a stress-
free environment, venture ondown to the
Bohemian Coffee House! And just in case
you're overwhelmed by their vast
offerings, here are some helpful hints for
ordering:
Espresso—a shot that is pulled long to
maximize the level of caffeine.
Cappuccino—a shotofespressofinished
Students enjoying themselves at the new coffee house. Jen Ahrerw/ Bowdoin Orient
with dense, foamed milk ladled on with a
shaking motion.
Cafe latte—a shot of espresso with
steamed milk topped with foamed milk.
And for the more crazy person in you:
Double tall whipless—tall mocha with
a double shot of espresso, no whipped
cream.
Yankee dog with a whiteiiat on a leash—
***FREE TRIPS & CASH!***
Call us and find out how hundreds of students are already
earning FREE TRIPS and LOTS OF CASH with America's
#1 Spring Break company! Choose Cancun, Bahamas,
Jamaica, Panama, Daytona or Padre! CALL NOW! TAKEA




CASH & GO FREE!!!
Student Travel Ser-
vices is now hiring
campus reps. Call 800-
648-4849
You haven't declared a major.
Your relationship's over.
Jobs are scarce.
What better time to leave
the country?
an American with foam to go.
ThunderThighs—a double-tall mocha
made with whole milk and topped with
extra whipped cream.
Hours: Mon. thruFri.—7 a.m.—2 p.m.
(2:00 p.m. to 6:00 p.m. is siesta time), 6:00
p.m.—midnight. Sat.—9:00 a.m.
—










here's a chance to
redeem yourself
with an easy quote
taken straight out




Just think. Next semester you can continue your major in another country You can intern
in London, ponder Peace Studies in Austria, cycle to class in Oxford or sun yourself in
Mexico (while studying Spanish, of course). You can even linger at a cafe in Vienna or tour a
Greek isle. We also have a wide variety of integrated university programs in the U.K. and
Ireland. For over 30 years Beaver has been sending students abroad for the experience of
their life. Now it's time for yours. Call us today for more information.
StudyAbroad with Beaver College.
1.800.755.5607
Could I borrow
your towel for a




before it's too late,
m\ friends, rake off
the Darth Vader
Mask and re-enter
a society other than
the Enterprise.
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Orient Sports
W o m e n 's Soccer
:
Polar Bears head past
Bridgewater State
Maya Knun/ howaom Unem
Carrie Wickenden *95 keeps the ball in sight against Bridgewater State. The Polar Bears
won the game, 1-0.
Women's soccer:
Healthy and poised, the




The only factor that interrupted the Polar
Bears' continuous aggression on the held
Saturday came halfway through the first half,
when a referee interrupted thegame to protect
himself from receiving a parking ticket. "Pay
attention to the game!" coach John Cullen
bellowed facetiously from the sideline. This
briefcomical pause was a pleasant diversion,
especially for the frustrated Bears of
Bridgewater State. The Bears of Bowdoin
College kept up a style of play that left their
opponents with nothing to laugh about,
however.
As defending ECAC Division III
champions, the Polar Bears took the field
Saturday with poise, fortitude and spirit. The
team put forth a solid effort in the resulting 1 -
shutout, especially on the defensive end of
the field.
The game's only goal came 5:35 into the
contest, as Liz Iannotti '96 passed the ball
from the left corner to Michelle Comeau '94,
who headed it straight through the goalie's
hands.
Team co-captains Heather Mackay '94 and
Katie Gould '94 started in Saturday's game
despite their injuries. The inclusion of both
captains provided the team with a great sense
of confidence and reassurance going into the
season.
"In everyone's mind, Heather would be
back with a couple days' rest," said Cullen.
"Katie Could was the question mark—she
gave everyone a tremendous boost."
Both captains were quite pleased with the
level of play the team put forth. "I thought it
was a good start. We worked hard and
everybody was excited," said Could after
practice Tuesday. "I thought it was really
good forour firstgame—weall worked hard,"
added Mackay.
Bowdoin's tenacious defense was evident
from start to finish. "Playing solid defense
was probably the most positive aspect of the
day," Cullen pointed out.
Coach Cullen was especially impressed
with the play of Moya Gibson '96. Gibson
didn't see much playing time in her first year,
but is currently working hard to change that
trend for the 1993 season. "Moya is steady
and confidentand has helped her teammates,"
said Cullen. "Her teammates play with
confidence in front of her." The players
worked well together in general,
communicating throughout the game.
'Starting practiceSeptember 1 ,and playing
the first game September 11, causes a mad
rush to get ready," said Cullen. "We had only
one first-year starting." Despite the brief pre-
season practice, though, theteam managed to
shut out one of the stronger teams on its
agenda.
Tomorrow at 1 1 :00 a.m. the Bears will host
Babson, another of the more formidable foes
on the team's cumbersome schedule. Last
season, Babson compiled an outstand ing final
record of 18-1-1. However, as those in the
class of '96, '95 and '94 might recall, Bowdoin
defeated this tough Babson squad to advance
to the ECAC semi-finals. Still, the '92 Babson
team had only pne senior, and Coach Cullen
says, "We'll haveour hands fullonSaturday."
Indeed, given the last encounter between
these two teams, both can expect an exciting
game tomorrow. The Babson players have
surely not forgotten theirnarrowdefeat at the
hands of the Polar Belrs in the fall of '92.
Assuming none ofthe referees parks in a tow-
away zone, the game should feature the type
of desire and aggression that propelled the
Bowdoin squad to its first win of the season.
Women's Cross-Country




helps the Bears subdue the
squad from that division of
the University of Maine.
By Anita Pai
ORIENTSTAFF WRITER
The women's cross-country team started
its seasonoffonthe right footwhen itwon the
University of Maine at Presque Isle Cross-
Country Invitational lastSaturday afternoon.
The team, which won this meet last year,
finished with a total of 20 points. University
ofMaineat Presque Islehad 42 points,and St.
Joseph's College did not have enough
competing runners to compileanofficial final
score as a team.
ThePolarBearsdemonstrated theirstrength
by capturing six ofthetop seven places. April
Wemig '97 led the team by finishing in second
place with a time of 20:17, less than a minute
behind thewinnerKatherineChabotofUMPI
.
Followingherwere co-captain A ntheaSchmid
'94, Rachael Cleaves '95,JenniferChampagne
'96, Laura Ku nzelman '95andDarcie McElwee
'95.
Coach Peter Slovenski was very pleased
with the performance of his team and said,
"Everyonewaswhere I had hoped theywould
be." He was especially happy with the races
run by Cleaves and McElwee, who both hail
from the Aroostook County area—from
Presque Isle High School and Caribou High
School, respectively. Slovenski had been
hoping the two runners would run well since
they were in their hometown area. He
commented that Cleaves "has improved
terrifically from last year," and she proved it
with her fourth place finish.
McElwee definitely won the award for the
most determined performance. With about
three quarters of a mile left in the race, she
was in eigth place. The runner in front of her,
Tina Michaud of UMPI, had close to a thirty-
yard lead. McElwee picked up the pace and
passed Michaud to claim seventh place with
less than a quarter mile to go. This was
significant—honors were given to the top
seven runners, so she was able to leave the
meet with an award signifying her excellent
race.
The women will be in action again next
Saturday, September 25, when they travel
south to Boston for the Boston College
Invitational . Bowdoin College willbe theonly
Division III school competing in the race,
which will include include Boston College,
Harvard University, Dartmouth College and
seven other Division I schools. It is a great
honor for Bowdoin to be invited to such a
competition, which should prove to be an
interesting one for the Polar Bears.
/




After a vigorous and optimistic pre-sea son,
the Bowdoin men's soccer team opened the
1 993 season last Friday with a 2-1 road loss to
the University of New England. Having tied
in their only previous contest of the young
season, the host Knights seemed on their way
to their first loss for much of the second half.
Momentary lapses by the Bears allowed UNE
to score two scrappy goals, however, and
walk away with the victory.
After a hard-fought twenty-five minutesof
play, UNE struck first on a score by striker
Tony Perry and took a 1-0 lead to the locker
room at half-time. Bowdoin cameout fired up
for the second half and evened the score at 1-
1 just eight minutes into the half. In what is
likely to become a common sight this season,
m id fielderJon Jacobs '96 sent a th row-in deep
into the UNE zone. Jacobs' long and accurate
throw soared into the UNE eighteen-yard
penalty box, where a streaking Justin Schuetz
'94 got a head on the ball and floated it over
the UNE goalkeeper. Unfortunately for the
Bears, UNE scored its second goal in the
seventieth minute of play and never
relinquished that lead.
Despite losing the game, the Bears truly
dominated the game and had several great
scoring bids whichcameup short.The statistic
that marks Bowdoin's superior play is saves.
Both teams were almost equal in shots, as
Bowdoin took fourteen to UNE's thirteen.
Ten of those Bowdoin shots were on goal,
though, while the Bowdoin goalkecping
stopped six shots that wereon net. This statistic
indicates the type of pressure Bowdoin
applied to the UNE defense. In addition, the
Polar Bears committed just fifteen fouls while
UNE was whistled for twenty-six such
infractions. Many goals in soccer are scored
off stoppages of play, and with the amount of
chances that Bowdoin consistently gets, it can
only mean that sooner or later the pieces will
come together.
Reflectingon last Friday's game, co-captain
Chris Dayton '94 said, "For most of the game
we were hustling after the ball, making good
runs, passing, and moving. UNE was baffled,
however. At times we tended to hold onto the
ball and. dribble too much. When this
happened, we lost thegood passing lanes that
worked to our advantage before, and UNE
turned that in its favor." He continued, "We
really controlled the middle of the field well,
and there were no standouts. We played an
all-around good gameand, with theexception
of a few letdowns, were really tough."
Looking ahead, Dayton notes, "We need
the veterans to step up and lead the team as
well as harnessing our newer players'
awesome talents. In theUNE game, both their
goals were tough and scrappy. If we are to be
successful, we are going to need some of
those types of scores."
Bowdoin's next match, the home opener, is
against perennial powerhouse Babson
tomorrow at 1:30 p.m. Not only would the
Bears like to send a strong message to the
league that they are not to be trifled with, but
they would also like to demonstrate to
themselves that they can bounce back from a
disappointing loss. Dayton commented on
this week's preparations by saying, "We are
going to work on our conditioning for this
Saturday. We don't want the defense to be
jeopard ized by counter-attacks that we cannot
recover for. Making runs should not be a
liability for us, but an asset. We don't need to
makeany drastic changes in ourgame. Allwe
need is an all-around solid effort from
everyone for us to be successful."
Field Hockey wins
Shutout: A 4-0 Bowdoin
victory starts the '93 season.
By Amy Brockelman
orient staff writer
The Bowdoin women's field hockey team
began the 1993 season with an impressive 4-
win over University of Maine-Farmington,
indicating that like last year, it hasthe potential
to be one of the strongest teams in the
NESCAC Prior to Tuesday's victory, the
women travelled to Plymouth State College
onSaturdayfora round-robin which provided
an opportunity for coach Maureen Flaherty
to observe her players perform in different
competitive situations. The scrimmage
obviously prepared the Polar Bears for their
season opener because they sent the UMF
team packing, allowingonly one shoton goalie
Sasha Ballen '96 in the first half.
In the opening moments of the game the
team was a little flat, undoubtedly the result
offirst-game jitters, buteventually thewomen
showcased their talents before the Bowdoin
fans. With fifteen minutes to play in the first
half, the Polar Bears opened the scoringwhen
a scramble in front of the Farmington net
resulted in a loose ball which Emily LeVan '95
crossed beautifully to Allison Mataya '95,
who deflected the ball fora 1-0 lead. The first
goal would ultimately be the only oneneeded
for the win, but it inspired expert play from all
22 players and sparked a superior passing
game. The second goal displayed the Polar
Bear's teamwork and passing abilities when
LeVan worked the ball down the right side of
the field and again crossed theball toa waiting
Polar Bear. This time her target was Tara
Boland '97, who was perfectly positioned for
the score.
With the game at 2-0, the Bowdoin women
refused to allow their opponents to have any
opportunity to scoreon goalieDeeSpagnuolo
'96, who relieved starting goalie Ballen in the
second half. The excellent defensive play of
Krishna Satter '96 anchored the Bowdoin
defenseand ignited the Polar Bears relentless
offensive pressure on their opponent.
With twenty-seven minutes left in the
second half, the forward line again combined
with Boland, who scored her second goal of
theafternoononacentering pass from Mataya
.
The fourth goal of the game iced the win for
"...all 22 players played
well...
ti
the Polar Bears. LeVan displayed a great
individual effort, scoring unassisted with
three minutes to play and finishing the game
with two assists in addition to the final goal.
Said co-captainJen Bogue'94 ofthe victory,
"It was a great way to open the season, and all
22 players played well, providing a great
team effort."
Coach Flaherty added, "1 was particularly
impressed with our superb passing and the
way in which our forward line and midfield
worked together." Flaherty also felt that co-
captains RebelSmith '94 and Boguedisplayed
excellent leadership and combined to control
the tempo on the field.
Saturday at 11 :00a.m. the Bears face Babson
College at home, and Wednesday at 4 :00 p.m.
Salem State College arrives in town. This
early-season homestand should propel the
promising field hockey team toward another
fan-pleasing season.
Not evenyour local
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Bears duel Bears, leave competition behind
State Open: With the
fiercest competition coming
between members of the
host team, the Maine State
Open women's champion-
ship was held at Bowdoin
last weekend. Needless to




If the results of the 1993 Maine State Open
women's championships against Colby and
Bates areanyindication ofthecoming season,
the Bowdoin women's tennis team has every
reason tobe optimistic. Although thiswasnot
a team competition, Bowdoin team members
won both the singles and doubles titles, and
captured third in singles and second in
doubles.
Bowdoin lost only two matches to non-
team members, both coming against #1-
seeded KateLavigneofColby in singles. Bom
finals matches pitted Bowdoin teammates
againsteachotheras#3-seeded Kristi LeBlanc
'96 beat #2-seeded Alison Burke '94 in the
singles final 7-5, 6-4. In the doubles final,
LeBlanc-Emily Lubin '95 defeated Amy





closer to Bowdoin records
in individual wins.
jen Ramirez/ Bowdoin Orient
Kristi LeBlanc '96, Emily Lubin '95, Alison Burke '94 and Amy Brockelman '95 enjoy the fruits of their labors following last weekend's
Maine State Open women's championships.
The Open featured strong play by all
members of the Polar Bear squad. Tracy
Boulter '94 lost a tough match to Lavigne 9-7
in the opening round. Also victim to Lavigne
was Theresa Claffey '95, who fell 6-1, 6-3.
Othernoteworthyperformanceswere turned
in by Brockelman, who upset #4-seeded
Rachael Kleinman ofColby 8-3 in theopening
round, Claffey, who smashed Rebecca Wolfe
of Bates 8-0 in the first round, and Bowdoin 's
third doubles team of Claffey-Tarc. Dugan
'97,who turned inan impressiveperformance
against LeBlanc-Lubin, but lost 7-5, 4-6, 6-2.
Furthermore, the weekend competition
pushed several players closer to Bowdoin
records in individual wins. Burke is now tied
for second in career singles wins with 26,
behind former teammate Alison Vargas '93,
who graduated with 30 wins. With 19 career
wins, Lubin is now tied for seventh in career




Study abroad in Stockholm,
Sweden with The Swedish
Program at Stockholm
University. Instruction








politics, health care, the
revolution in Eastern
Europe, economics,
film I Live -with a




on our excursions to Berlin,
Budapest, and Prague.
COME TO AH INFORMATIONAL MEETING
Hubbard
Ifyou are unable to attend this meeting, please contact your Study Abroad Advisor or
The Swedish Program office at Hamilton College, Clinton, New York 13323
(315) 859-4404
Lubin (13 careerwins) and Brockeiman-Burke
(12 career wins) are tied for second place and
alone in third respectively.
Tomorrow thewomen'stennis team begins
its regular season by battling a tough Babson
squad at 1:00 p.m. at Farley Field House.
Write for Men's Cross-
country! Call x 5136
XOULE6E SEASONMM
$275 on campus before 10/1/93
$350 on campus 10/1-31/93
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Football hopes to improve on .500 season
Fresh Start: After a 4-4
season and numerous '93
graduations, the football




Despite losing some of the best players in
Bowdoin history, thePolar Bear football squad
is looking to improve upon last year's 4-4
record. As the team gets set to achieve its first
winning season since 1987, head coach
Howard Vandersea looks to answer some
important questions. "We need to find a
replacement for record-setting quarterback
Chris Good '93," said Vandersea. "While we
are solid in every other position, there are
many positions this year that will see some
great competition among veterans for the
start. But this sort of competition will be
healthy for the team since it will raise the
overall level of play."
Although the offensive squad graduated
some top talent, there doesn't seem to be a
problem finding replacements. There has
been close competition at the running back
position to replace Eric LaPlaca '93, who
completed his career as Bowdoin's leading
scorer with 174 points. The contenders are
Mike Kahler '94, Mark McCormick '96 and
Anthony Molinari '96. Last season,
McCormick was the second-leading rusher
for Bowdoin behind LaPlaca with 312 yards,
while Kahlerrushed for 181 yards. Returning
also areRamon Martinez 96and letter-winner
Joe Michaud '94. "The competition at this
positionhasbeen wide-open, and at this point
anything can happen," said Vandersea.
Pete Nye '94, Chris Seeley '94 andJon Beedy
'95 are the talented receivers who will be
returning this season as the offense's leading
targets. Nye, one of this year's tri-captains,
lead the NESCAC conference with 634 yards
receiving while co-leading the conference
with 40 catches. Seeley, who caught a 71-yard
touchdown pass last season againstAmherst,
brings agility and quickness to this receiving
group. At tight end, Beedy will be replacing
last year's second-leading receiver, Mike
Ricard '93.Although theteam will missRicard,
Vandersea feels that Beedy has gained the
necessary experience during the last few
seasons to do the job.
A strong offensive line will be a key factor
if the Polar Bears are tohavean effectivegame
this season. Fortunately, the return of three
seniors, whose experience and talent will
anchor the line, will prove to be vital in
protecting the quarterback. Returning to the
lineare tri-captain and guard Chris Butler '94,
center Pete Decker '94 and tackle Kevin
Munnelly '94.
Despitesome losses to graduation, the team
has a very strong defensive line.Dan Hart '95,
Tim Johnson '95, Ed Richards '94 and Jon
Scholes '96 will start for the line. A 1though the
team needs to find some depth in these
positions, the front line is not lacking in
experience. Last season, Hart had nine sacks
and a total of 48 tackles. Johnson had 33
tackles for the Bears, and Richards had 47
tackles with 5.5 sacks.
The starting spot at linebacker has seen
some tough competition among veteran
players. Vying for the start are Bill Osburn
'94, Dave Best '96 and Andrew Boyle '94.
Tri-captain Mike Turmelle '94 returns as
strong safety to anchor the secondary.
Turmelle is theleading returning tackierfrom
last year. At defensiveback Steve Brinkley '94
returns, while Todd Weaver '94 and Ryan


















Gifts - Cards - Candles - Jewelry - Baja's
106 Pleasant Street, Brunswick (Between Subway & TrueValue)
hnn bullivan/ Bowdoin Unent
Practice makes perfect for the Bears, who scrimmage Williams mis weekend.
With the graduation ofLaPlaca, the special are candidates for punting, McCormick and
teams will definitely feel the loss at the Bill Recuperet '97 are competing for the start
positions of kick and punt returner. LaPlaca at placekicker.
finished his career atBowdoin with 72 kickoff With key positions in question, Vandersea
returns, 1,570 carrier kickoff return yards, 59 projects "that the season will bean interesting
careerpuntreturnsand447careerpuntretum year for the team." No doubt the Polar Bears
yards. Currently, McCormick and Kahler are will find some answers to these questions
the leading contenders for the start. While when they scrimmage Williams College this
Kevin Letellier '95 and Andrew Bacheller '95 Saturday in Danvers, Massachusetts.
IT'S TRUE!
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BIKES NORTH OF BOSTON!
- TREK. CANNONDALE, SPECIALIZED, FISHER
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- DOWNHILL AND X-C SKI EQUIPMENT. SNOWBOARDS
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SCIENCE AND PRE-MED MAJORS
The University of Connecticut Immunology Graduate
Program offers highly qualified applicants the opportunity to
receive full tuition support for seven years of education toward
both the M.D. and Ph.D degrees at the University of Connecti-
cut Health Center in Farmington, ConnecticuL The curriculum
combines four years of Medical School and affiliated hospital
training with a minimum of three years of stipend-supported
graduate training in Immunology. The training is designed to
prepare future physician -scientists for multiple leadership
careers in medicine, surgery, industry or research. Applicants
must qualify for admission to the University of Connecticut
Medical School with high MCAT and GRE rating and have
strong recommendations. For further information or an ap-
pointment to visit, contact Ms. Ruth Conrod at (203) 679-2619,
or write to Director, Immunology Graduate Program, Room L-
1036, UCONN Health Center, Department of Pathology,
Farmington, CT 06030-3105
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BY SARA SCHOOLWERTH, WITH PHOTOS BY MICHAEL MAN50UR
What is the Purpose of Bowdoin College?
Background: Bowdoin College, as quoted from the 1993-1994 College catalogue was originally
established to "guarantee republican virtue and social stability." Metaphorically, the catalogue
describes the purpose of the College as "to make the desert bloom." These wer e the initial goals
of Bowdoin College. With our entry into this Bicentennial-year celebration of the College and
its founders, we pause to question whether this "historical sketch" of Bowdoin still exists, even
after two hundred years of changes.We asked Bowdoin students to define, in theirown wor ds,
the purpose of Bowdoin College.
DAN PEARCE '94
Marshfield, Massachusetts
The purpose of Bowdoin College is to
improve our understanding of ourselves
and the world we live in. In order to strive
for the "common good," we must first
define what that means-who it benefits
and who it does not.
FRED COBEY '94
Washington, D.C.
Having been involved in lives damaged in
the atrocity of war and extreme dearth, I
feel that I am here because I cannot turnmy
backon what I have seen. Bowdoin College
forme is an institution for the development
of leadership skills which I hope to use in
the field of international development.
ALLISON AYER '95
MlDDLEBURY, VERMONT
The purpose of the college is to further
separate the intellectually gifted from the
"others" in society, to create a greater rift of
hatred and bitterness among all peoples
while fostering an artificial environment of











The purpose of Bowdoin College is to
prepare us for "The Real World." It
Historically, to fundamentally and sneakily encourages us to act independently in real-
destroy or sabotage all underlying and life situations,
overlying intrinsic fun.
/
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"The College exercises no control over the content of the
writings contained herein, and neither it, nor thefaculty,




The Bowdoin Orient welcomes letters from all of our readers.
Letters must be received by 6 p.m. Tuesday to be published the
same week, and must include a phone number where the author
of the letter may be reached. Letters should address the Editor,
and not a particular individual.
The Bowdoin Orient is published weekly while classes are held
during Fall and Spring semesters by the students of Bowdoin
College, Brunswick, Maine.
The policies of the Bowdoin Orient are determined by the Bowdoin
Publishing Company and the Editors. Individual Editors are not
necessarily responsible for, or in agreement with, the policies and
editorials of the Bowdoin Orient
The Bowdoin Orient reserves the right to edit any and all articles
and letters.
Address allcorrespondence to the Bowdoin Orient, 12 Cleaveland
St, Brunswick, Maine, 04011. Our telephone number is (207) 725 -
3300.
Purpose of the College II
The purpose of the College is to foster
critical thinking and to teach the importance
of values. Most students agree with this
definition, and many professors feel that, in
a nutshell, this is the College's purpose. A
more contentious question, however, ishow
we reach this goal.
Any answer must encompass several key
elements. Perhaps the most important step
on the path to achieving "the purpose" is the
ability of the College to hire and keep only
excellent professors. Because education is a
lifelong process, it is impossible to learn
more than the bareminimum in fouryears of
undergraduate studies. The importance of
excellent professors is in their capability to
instill in their students a thirst for learning,
and it is those professorswho can best teach
the critical and analytical skills necessary to
make education an ongoing process. The
tedious failings of uninspiring, mediocre
professors undermine the College like a
cancer by cutting off the very imaginations
they are supposed to develop. Bowdoin
College should be a place where students do
not have an opportunity to take 'gut' courses.
Too often we get this chance, and we abuse
it. Therefore, Bowdoin must improve the
faculty hiring procedures and reformulate
tenure. Excellentprofessorswho are admired
by their students as exceptional mentors
should be given tenure. Bowdoin erred
gravely last yearwhen it did not listen to the
peoplewhohad studied underDennisSweet.
On the other hand, tenured professors should
not feel such job security that they become
complacent and lose their intensity and
passion in the classroom. Mediocre
professors, to put it bluntly, should be fired.
One wonders if Bowdoin is true to the
"The Purpose" and indeed if it serves to
"encourage the formation of habits of
curiosity, rigorous observation, tolerant
understanding, considered judgement ...,
while at the same time fostering the
development of varied modes of
communicative and artistic expression."
With these goals, we can hardly defend the
existence of those popular classes which
serve to satisfy distribution requirements
and foster cosmetic analysis and laziness.
Many of us have taken these classes because
we wanted an "easy grade," so we know
whatthey're like.Thepoint isn't toreprimand
those who have taken them, it is rather that
the College shouldn't give us that choice.
Another key element to fulfill "The
Purpose" is the requirement for a certain
breadth of knowledge. The current
distribution requirements are on the right
track, but they are not serious enough. It is
unthinkable that a student at a liberal arts
college should graduate without any
experience in math and the sciences. Some
students think of these as irrelevant, butwe
have a math/science requirement for a very
powerful reason: the scientific method and
the empirical tradition constitute the very
foundation of the modern world. A cogent
grasp ofscientifictheoryand its implications
are crucial to the development of each
student's analytical abilities. Yet how many
humanitiesstudentsgraduatehavingcruised
through some ridiculously superficial
distribution-satisfying course, learning
nothing of our great tradition of scientific
thought in the process?
It isunthinkable that somany ofus graduate
with just token understanding of the ideals
and values that founded and have guided
this country. Can it be that the giants of
American literature and art, women and
men whose thoughts helped shape our
implicit understandings of the world, go
unread or unknown? That the sweep of our
history, though the direct progenitor and
precursor of the conflictswe willhave to face
as responsible citizens, goes unlearned? That
the nature of our economic system, which
affects our lives so profoundly and directly,
remains yet another mystery?
Despite of the shortcomings of a Bowdoin
education, we at the Orient feel that "all in
all," we are headed the right direction. The
non-eurocentic requirement, for example,
fosters the understanding of other cultures.
This is invaluable because not only does it
"expand horizons" and confront parochial
prejudice, but it enables us to compare our
society with others, and therefore more
critically evaluate it. Efforts to giveBowdoin
students the tools of modern technology,
such as micro-scale labs, electronic
information and communication (such as
recent efforts to "wire" thecampusby giving
every first yearanE-mail accountby default)
are worth furthering. The strength of
nonacademicactivities,suchas athleticteams
and the Outing Club, play an important and
positive role in shaping us. The capacity for
teamwork and the dedication they demand
are vital complements to the fulfillment of
"The Purpose" of Bowdoin.
The Bicentennial celebration, a shining
moment in our history, is the time to reflect
on the projection ofBowdoin into the future,
and it encourages us to debate on how
Bowdoin can best do what it is meant to do.
To receive your $25, full-year subscription, oryour $18, one semester subscription, call (207) 725 3053.
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Israeli treaty: 111 conceived & ill advised Nick Jacobs
The Peace Agreement signed between Israel and the
Palestinian Liberation Organization(PLO) this past Monday
in Washington is a sham, a farceand just in general, a mistake.
For those of you you have missed all the news coverage of
the story this week, let me quickly run down the details of the
treaty.
The treaty calls for a five-year period of limited autonomy
for Palestinians in the occupied territories, beginning in the
Gaza Strip and the West Bank. After twoyears, the Israelis and
the PLO are to begin negotiating a permanent peace accord.
As mis happens, Israeli forces are to withdraw from the Gaza
But this aside, there are still many fundamental problems
with this treaty. First, with the creation of a Palestinian
entity(I refuse to say state, or anything like that), there will be
people constantly moving in and out of the area. The natural
resources in the area simply cannothandle tha tmuch activity.
The water resources, as limited as they already are, will be put
into even greater peril. Second, the treaty contradicts one of
the basic tenets of the PLO. They and all the other Palestinians
have been fighting for the creation of a Palestinian state. This
treaty allows for limited autonomy, and there are no plans
anywhere in the works for the creation of a state. When the
Strip and the West Bank. However, the troop withdrawal Palestinians realize that theyhave effectivelybeen railroaded, would have had to suffer. Once you are square with the
sections of the treaty are quite vague. Within nine months of there is going to be hell to pay in the Middle East. But perhaps Syrians, then you deal with the Palestinians. Of course the
signing, the Palestinians are to hold elections for a municipal the biggest problem with this treaty is that the Israelis signed catcn is mat none of this would have and could have ever
single pieceof territory, theGolan Heights. TheGolan Heights,
a piece of elevated land between northern Israel and Syria, is
perhaps the strongest and most advantageous position in the
Middle East. From the Golan Heights, almost any part of
Israel can easily be bombed. It is for that reason that the
Israelis have kept the Golan Heights as one of their most
strategic territorial buffers and will never relinquish it. A deal
with Syria would have taken them, along with the Hizbollah,
right out of the picture. Their ties with Iran, which still serve
to cause a lot of trouble in the region, would have been
neutralized, but this would have been a loss the Syrians
council to oversee education, economic development, social
welfare and other matters. The Palestinians are also to form a
police force of their own and, in part, to work with Israeli
forces. Israel still retains the right to protect Israeli settlers
living in the West Bank. The agreement also provides for
continued talks on the return of the almost 200,000 Palestinian
refugees who fled Gaza and the West Bank during the 1967
war. Their return, however, is not guaranteed. The future of
the city of Jerusalem, which both Israelis and Palestinians
hold as sacred, will be discussed in the final negotiations. And
finally, the agreement calls for the creation of an Israeli-
Palestinian Economic Cooperation Committee to oversee
economic developmentprograms in the WestBank and Gaza.
Let me first say that as a Zionist, I have a fundamental
problem with the idea that the State of Israel could even think
about giving away territory in the West Bank and the Gaza
Strip. In the Torah, G-d intended for all of the biblical Land of
Israel to always be in Jewish hands.
it with the wrong people. Throughout the decade the power
and influence of Yasir Arafat and the PLO has been in decline
in the Middle East. Factions within the PLO, led by such
people as George Habash and Abu Nidal, are the ones who
have influence now. And thePLO has absolutely no power in
the Gaza Strip. We have spent all this time applauding the
work that King Hussein of Jordan has done in bringing all of
this together, but the fact is that he is powerless in the Middle
East as well. Also, the task of funding of this joint Israeli-
Palestinian Economic Committee will ultimately fall to the
United States. We are in no position to carry the monetary
burden and let the world stand idly by, yet again.
A close look of the agreement and the balance of power in
the region shows that the treaty was reached in an entirely
backward manner. The Jordanians are not the power to be
dealt with in the Middle East. The Syrians are. That is why
they arecoming out violently against this treaty. However, to
deal with the Syrians would have meant negotiating over a
The Evils of
Orientation Exposed
Doug Bruce & Jeff Schneider
Sunday, August 29, 9:00 a.m.: "Residence halls open for all
students.New students pickupkeys/combinationsat assigned
residence." Thus dawns a new beginning for the members of
the class of 1997, eager to commence their studies. Before any
books can be opened, an Orientation program designed to
pique all first-years' interest in Bowdoin College is held.
Unfortunately the program did not accomplish its goal.
Orientation wasintended to provide time for the neophytes to
get accustomed to collegebefore the veterans arrive. Eachday
was filled with well-intended, supposedly informative
activities. Unfortunately the information provided by the
various events was essentially useless.
In the Introduction to Computing at Bowdoin sessions we
learned the valuesand usesofthe E-mail system.Theaudience
was held captive by the promise of the keys to rapid written
communication. With password in hand onecancommunicate
q uickly with people across the world.The low level of light in
the lecture halls provided an adequate environment for
slumber.
"First-year Students Meeting:" An opportunity to meet
deans who will be important resources for your class. Kresge
Auditorium, Visual Arts Center. This was an opportunity for
the Dean ofStudents and the Dean of the Class of '97 to speak
rr> trip First years THp moving was nnt invnlvpd nor Hirl any
discussion of resources occur. Rather the deans spoke on the
illegalities and dangers of controlled substances.
Toomany activitiesconsisted ofthissame fowl withdifferent
plumage. The lack of success of Orientation was further
impacted by the poor attendance at the activities. On Day 1
Pickard Theater was filled as President Edwards and other
officials addressed the class of 1997. On the second day The
AcademicBowdoin at Pickard Theaterwas sparsely attended
.
Declining attendance continued as a problem throughout
O-R-I-E-N-T-A-T-I-O-N
We have criticism for each event, but we won't bore the
reader because we know Orientation is a tiresome topic.
Instead we propose to change the structure and content of
orientation.
Future orientations should involve more stimulating
exercises and fewer tedious lectures and informational
sessions. More classwide social opportunities should be
scheduled throughout the week. Most first year students feel
overwhelmed by the size of the class. Orientation affords
students thechance to become familiarwith their class as well
as with the College itself. This should be the focus of
Orientation since the people who make up the class are
Bowdoin. Bowdoin is not the deans, computer centers or
libraries that crowded the 1993 Orientation s-c-h-e-
d - u - 1 - e
Orientation was an orchestrated failure, due to the
laborious content of the schedule and the related
disinterest of the student body. Reform is a must if
the College intends to make its first impression on
students a good one.
happened because Israel will not give up the Golan Heights.
Also, if you wanted to appease the Palestinian factions, that
would have meant negotiating on the status of Jerusalem to
start with. The outcome of that would have been the
reapportionment ofJerusalem which, like everything else, no
one would have gone for.
What we have is a treaty that was reached in the most
backward way possible, rejecting the real powers players in
the Middle East. If all the concerned parties had negotiated
the treaty the proper way, it almost definitely would never
have happened. Sort of tells you something, now doesn't it?
As mentioned before, this treaty only allows for Palestinian
autonomy. It does not allow for a Palestinian state. Contrary
to what anyone may believe, territory is not a state. That is
going to be a major stumbling block down the road when
negotiation continue on a treaty that one Middle East scholar
said, "made the Treaty of Versailles look great for the
Germans."
S & D Lash Out
Siverman and Duerr
Well, the way it works in this business, we guess, is not by
what you know, but who you know We just don't know
enough people, because last week, as, you, our fans must have
noticed, we were cut. Not edited or improved or aided ...
CUT. In mid-sentence, the first Silverman-Doerr of the 1993-
1994 school year was simply cut halfway in mid-sentence with
noexplanation whatsoever. So, until we hear thatourarticles
will be printed, in full, or at least with explanation, we will
refrain from creating any more installments of our column.
You, our fans should be pissed, we hope you are, and we hope
you do something about it.
WRITE IN!!!!!
Orient Dudes: GOOD TITLE, geniuses. We don't have a
title, look at all of last year's papers, research monsters.
Graphics by Brad Bishop
Housing Plan For the Year 1994-95
Non-financial Aid students discriminated against
Nick Jacobs
With the creation of the new Student Employment Office,
it would seem that the Bowdoin Administration is quite
committed to the policy of treating students on Financial Aid
with the utmost deference.
Perhaps I should explain. When I arrived for the first time
at the Employment Office, I was reminded of the fact that
studentswith financial aid are given first consideration for all
campus jobs. In a sense, this is discrimination. Students who
receive financial aid are going to be given extra consideration
for positions well before those applicants who do not receive
aid. What will result is that highly qualified students will be
passed over, or not even considered, because the job had
already been filled by someone on aid.
Now don't get me wrong. lama firm advocate of financial
aid and the like. I think, however, that the review process that
the Administration advocates is flawed. A better alternative
would be to look for the best possible candidates, both on and
week or so into the semester, the mad rush in and out
of the Employment Office has subsided. Jobs have
been sought after, and for the most part, received.
But their remains well over one hundred jobs
available. The problem is that they are not getting
filled. Students on financial aid have had their
customary pick of the litter, leaving the dregs for the
rest of us, only we still can't get a job. Why not? The
numberof students on aid who want jobs has leveled
off. Some of those students have decided they don't
want jobs, choosing instead to concentrate on
academics or whatever. But the people in charge of
hiring for those jobs, are holding off in deference to
any possible applicants on aid. This leaves those
studentswhoarenot on aid, still wondering whether
or not they are going to get a job, continuing to apply
for other jobs, and without a job of any kind.
As I have said, I fully support the granting of
financial aid to students, and I am especially
supportive of Bowdoin's need-blind policy towardsoff aid, and then make some kind of decision. Perhaps the job
will still go to the student on aid, but at least all students will aid. However, I simply think tha ta measureof equity
have been given fair consideration. This is by no means a is in order. When it comes to hiring for jobs on
foolproof solution, but it is certainly better mat the current campus, Bowdoin should exercise the need-blind
process. policy once again, and hire the suitable candidates,
But mis only begins to scratch the surface of what bothers not the most needy ones. That should be a factor in
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Arts & Entertainment Calendar
I
It's a small world, but I wouldn't want to paint it-
Stephen Wright
Friday 1 7
7:00 p.m. and 9:30 p.m. Play. "Rashomon", at G.H.Q. Theater. Come see the
season opener for Masque and Gown.
9.00 p.m. Film. "The Big Sleep" starring Humphrey Bogart and Lauren Bacall
in Kresge Auditorium.
9:30 p.m. Band. Kim Young does original folk rock in the Pub.
Saturday 18
7:00 p.m. Play. "Rashomon", at G.H.Q. Theater. This is your last chance to
see the theater rendition of Akira Kurosawa's film masterpiece.
8:00 p.m. The Dragon Chinese Acrobats perform in Morrell Gym. Tickets $5
with Bowdoin ID.






James Bowdoin III Birthday Celebration.
12:00 p.m.-l:30 p.m. Bicentennial Committee luncheon. Main Lounge, Moulton
Union. By invitation.
1.30 p.m.-3:30 p.m. Judging. Residence Hall decorating contest.
3:30 p.m.-4:30 p.m. James Bowdoin III campus birthday party. Birthday hat
contest. Refreshments. Quad. (If rain, Morrell Gymnasium). (CQ
4:30 p.m.-6:30 p.m.and 8:30 p.m.-10:30 p.m. Premiere. Bicentennial video of the
history of the College To Serve the Common Good, by Barbara J. Kaster, Harrison King
McCann Professor of Oral Communication in the Department of English Emerita.
Pickard Theater, Memorial Hall. (CC)
6:30 p.m.-8:30 p.m. 1930s dinner. Bath-Brunswick Alumni Club, Cram Alumni
House; Bowdoin Friends, Main Lounge, Moulton Union; faculty, staff, alumni and
friends, Mitchell East and West, Wentworth Hall. Premiere of Bicentennial wines. By
reservation.
9:00 p.m. Film. "Breathless" starring Jean Paul Belmando in Kresge Auditorium.
Sunday 19 Thursday 23
10:00 a.m. and 4:30 p.m. Mass. 25th Sunday per annum. The Reverend W.




7:30 p.m. Lecture and exhibit. "The Art of Peruvian Regablos." Nicario
Jimenez Quispe, Ayacucho, Peru. Main Lounge, Moulton Union. Sponsors:




1200 p.m.m.-l :00 p.m. Faculty seminar. "James Bowdoin HI." Katharine J.
Watson, director, Museum of Art. Cram Alumni House. (F)
%
((« i ^
9:00 a.m.-12:00 p.m Warehouse sale open to departments only. 10 Weymouth
Street. (CO
12:00 p.m. Retired alumni, faculty, and staff luncheon. Moulton Union.
12:00 p.m.-4:00 p.m. Warehouse sale open to employees. 10 Weymouth Street. (CC)
1 :00-3:00 p.m. Sale and video signing of 'To Serve the Common Good". Barbara J.
Kaster, Harrison King McCann Professor of Oral Communication in the Department
of English Emerita. Bookstore, Moulton Union. (P)
7:30 p.m. Lecture. "The Enduring Virtues of a Legal Education." Donald Zillman,
dean and Edward Godfrey Professor of Law, University of Maine School of Law.
Lancaster Lounge, Moulton Union. Sponsors: Office of the President and the Legal
Studies Advisory Group. (P)
ify 8:00 p.m. Slide lecture. "The Naked Truth: Advertising's Image of Women." Jean
Kilbourne, visiting scholar, Wellesley College. Kresge Auditorium, Visual Arts
Center. Sponsors: Bowdoin Women's Association, Women's Studies Program, and
Women's Resource Center. Free tickets needed for seating available at the Informa-
tion Desk, Moulton Union. Reception follows. Foyer, outside Kresge Auditorium. (P)
A briefcommentary on the artistic life ofBowdoin—By Deborah Weinberg
Pretty much every week somebody, or more than one somebody, writes an editorial urging Bowdoinites to ariseform their ivy-covered couches ofapathy andjoin
some worthy cause. These causes are invariably important and deserving ofattention. Well, so is this one-so keep reading.
Thefine arts are definitely available at Bowdoin. There are numerous concerts, exhibits, theaterand dance performances brought to campus throughout the year,
in addition to an art museum plunked right on the quad.
That was an incredibly briefoverview cfstuffyou can observe while here at Bowdoin. here's a slightly more detailed list ofways you yourselfcan participate in thefine arts.
Go to Gibson-sing and/or play an instrument, alone or with one cfBowdoin's several choral and instrumental ensembles.
Ifvisual arts is more your style, wandera couple doors down and check out the studios in the VAC.
PickardThmterisrightaroundthecomerbedon
and VAGUE, allopen to eagerand coordinated bodies. Yes, inmostcasesycmneedtofirsttalkwthedepartmmtorastua^
signsfor auditions, rehearsals and meetings.
Compared to Orgo or Spanish Literature, this should be simple.
But wheyshouldyou do this? Because it'sfun. Because it broadens your mind. Because it's relaxing. Because it's not a reserve reading. Because Bowdoin is packed
with talented and creative people who prove over and overagain that thefine arts interest them.
Even/wherein College housing neophyte guitarists stmm into the nigM white tfhers
Mission." Each weekend, Bowdoinites tango, writheand boogy at dance parties. Asfor visual arts, take a quidc look at your notebook afteran hour-long lecture. Excusesfor
late papers are a dramatic realm oftheir own.
See? You'regood. You're interested. There's stuffto do. Nowgo do it.
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African American Society expresses
its perspective on Bowdoin's two
hundred years
While the rest of the campus celebrated James
Bowdoin's birthday, this banner, which was hung from
the John Brown Russworm House on Wednesday the
23rd, prominently displayed the African American
Society's frustration with the College's history. Another
banner that hung nearby read, "200 Years of Bowdoin
and Only One Tenured African American Professor."
Brunswick to host world
premiere of "Gettysburg"
Premiere: In honor of
former Bowdoin President





premiere of the new Civil
War film "Gettysburg" in
Brunswick, an event that
will boost the national




In conjunction with thePejepscot Historical
Society, Bowdoin will present two screenings
ofRonaldR Maxwell'sepic film "Gettysburg"
on Sunday, October 3, at the Evening Star
Cinema in Brunswick. Based on Michael
Shaara's Pulitzer Prize-winning novel "The
Killer Angels," this four-hour and 11 minute
film will be shown at 1:00 p.m., and again at
6:00 p.m., with all the proceeds going to the
Pejepscot Historical Society for the restoration
of the Joshua Lawrence Chamberlain House
in Brunswick.
Chamberlain, one of Bowdoin's most
distinguished graduates, is a central figure in
the film and is portrayed by actor Jeff Daniels,
whosework includes "TermsofEndearment,"
"The Purple RoseofCairo," "Something Wild"
and "Arachnophobia." Daniels will be on
hand for a special reception tobe held between
the two screenings, from 5-6:30 p.m., at Cram
Alumni House, 83 Federal St., in Brunswick.
Turner Pictures and New Line Cinema are
permitting Bowdoin to host the world
premiere of "Gettysburg" in honor of
Chamberlain and in recognition of Bowdoin's
Bicentennial. The film will open the following
day, Monday, October^, in Washington, DC,
Atlanta, Los Angeles, and Gettysburg, and in
78 cities across the country, including
Portland, on Friday, October 8.
A member of the Bowdoin Class of 1852,
Chamberlain was a 33-year old professor of
rhetoric, oratory and modern languages at
the College when he enlisted in the Federal
Army. Considered by many to be the
"knightliest soldier in the Federal army,"
Chamberlain embodied everything that was
noble and brave. He was reported to be an
eloquent, courageous and thoughtful man
who wrote voluminously about his
experiences in the war.
Please see "GETTYSBURG", page 11.
AIDS Walk '93: Success depends on support of students
Common Good: Sadly,
AIDS activism on campus
seems not to exist. With
next week's AIDS Walk, the
Maine AIDS Alliance hopes




With the increasing realization that AIDS is
both a national and an international epidemic,
the Maine AIDS Alliance is sponsoring the fourth
annual 10KMaineAIDSWalkon Sunday, October
3. Registration begins at 11:30 a.m. at the gazebo
in downtown Brunswick on October 3, and the
walk begins at 1:00 p.m.
While the involvement ofBowdoin students in
the walk has been virtually nonexistent in the
past, there is a new hope for increased student
participation this year.
Holly Merna '94, student coordinator for the
AIDS Walk, has expressed a strong desire to
augment such student participation. "I am
interested in getting student involvement—in
getting in touch with the Bowdoin community,''
she said.
The AIDS Walk essentially serves two major
purposes: it raises money to benefit HIV/AIDS
education and care in Maine, and it heightens
public awareness of the AIDS problem.
Total monetary contributions have shown a
steady increase since the first AIDS WaDx three
years ago. According to Brian Allen, executive
director for the Merrymeeting AIDS Support
Services based in Brunswick, last year's AIDS
WaUc succeeded in raising $8000—a significant
jump from the previous year's total of $3500.
Moreover, Allen projects another sizable increase
in donations this year with a goal of $15,000.
The money raised from the waDc will be used
by the Merrymeeting AIDS Support Services to
fund three specific programs.
First, a portion of themoney will go toward the
buddy program, which was created so that HIV-
positive individuals can receive emotional
support from trained volunteers. The program
was started in San Francisco in the early 1980's
and has been highly effective in helping AIDS
patients cope with their emotional concerns.
Second, some of the money will be used to run
support groups for AIDS patients in the area.
Finally, part of the funds will go toward
education programs which increase public
awareness of AIDS.
"I have gone everywhere from third grade
classrooms to business groups to speak about the
subject of AIDS," said Allen.
Indeed, with a total budget of only about
$70,000, the Merrymeeting AIDS Support Services
needs a steady influx of funds to help pay for its
various programs.
Furthermore, the Maine AIDS Walk serves to
increase general awareness ofthe AIDS epidemic
.
According to Sharon Turner, president of the
Board of Directors of both the Merrymeeting
AIDS Support Services and the AIDS Alliance,
approximately 70,000 people are presently
infected in the state of Maine. Moreover, Brian
Allen estimates that about one out of every two
hundred college students in the United States is
HIV-positive.
In terms ofpublic awareness, Allen admits that
people don't often understand the AIDSproblem.
"People are usually aware of it, but there is often
a denial of how much of a problem it is. People
tend to feel removed from it"
There is a genuine interest in increasing the
awareness and the participation of Bowdoin
students in the fight against AIDS. Last year's
BEAR AIDS, sponsored by Psi U, succeeded in
raising about $2200 for Merrymeeting AIDS
Support Services.
In contrast, however, there has been a lack of
participation on the part of Bowdoin students in
other AIDS-related programs.
"Bowdoin hasn't really addressed the AIDS
issue," said Mema. "People need to get involved
in things like walks."
With the existence of events such as the Maine
AIDSWalk, Turner believes that the opportunities
for involvement are plentiful. "There are lots of
possibilities forBowdoin students tobe involved,"
she said.
Turner became involved with the AIDS issue
after she lost her brother to the disease. What
began as sporadic volunteer work eventually led
to a significant involvement with both the Maine
AIDS Alliance and the Merrymeeting AIDS
Support Services.
Anyone interested in fighting AIDS is
encouraged to attend the walk on October 3, rain
or shine. For those who are unable to attend but
would like to make a donation, or for more
information, please contact the Merrymeeting
AIDSSupportServicesat 7254955. SharonTurner
(x3235) and Holly Mema (721-5383) are also
willing to help anyone interested in finding out
more about the 1993 AIDS Walk.
To receive your $25, full-year subscription, oryour $18, one semester subscription, call (207) 725-3053.








James Bowdoin III and the Polar Bear mingle with the crowd.
Umbreen Khalidi/Bowiioin Orient
Two friends embrace the occasion.
Umbreen Khalidi/ Bowdoin Orient
Brian Zipp '93 displays his prize-winning party hat
_aMHV
Umbreen Khalidi/ Bowdoin Orient
Halloween? No, just two faculty members eagerly awaiting their "treat."
President Edwards takes time out from cake and ice cream to wish Bowdoin a happy birthday.
Dana Wickner / Bowdoin Orient
To receive your $25, full-year subscription, or you $18, one semester subscription, call (207) 725 3053.
First-year class dean is
an asset to the College
BOWDOIN ORIENT NEWS FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 24, 1993
by Meg Sullivan
orient contributor
With thereorganization ofthe Deans' Office
this year, there seems to be a push towards
greater accessibility to the resources that it
provides. Roy Partridge, the new Dean of
first-year students, hopes that he can add to
that approachability for the first-years as they
begin to adjust to college life.
While a new faculty member at Bowdoin,
Dean Partridge is no stranger to academia.
Aftergraduatingfrom OberlinCollege inOhio
with a degree in psychology, he moved on to
the University of Michigan School of Social
Work, where he received a master's degree in
social work. During his time at the University
of Michigan, Partridge entered a joint-
doctorate program, from which he earned
another master's degree in sociology and a
doctorate in social work and sociology.
His first job after college was as an
administrator at Wayne State University's
School of Social Work in Detroit, where he
spent three years. Partridge then accepted a
job at Amherst College, where he functioned
as thedean of sophomores, as well as working
with the school's support services, transfer
students and married students. After
spending five-and-a-half years at Amherst,
he returned to school himself, studying to be
a minister at the Harvard Divinity School,
and in 1988, Partridge was ordained to the
deaconate and later to the priesthood of the
Episcopal church. "All of my childhood," he
explained, "I thought that I might want to be
a minister. I tookone religion course in college.
It just wasn't a fit, but I never got rid of the
idea."
Whilehewasattending Harvard, Partridge,
his wife and their three children fell in love
with Maine and moved to Portland when his
wife got a job as a research associate at the
Muskeelnstituteat theUniversityofSouthern
Maine. Partridge eventually took a position
at theCathedralChurch ofSt. Luke in Portland
and also began working as a social worker at
theSweetser Children's Services. At Sweetser,
hebecamean administrator for three different
i Ramirez/Boufobi Orient
Roy Partridge is new to the Dean of Students office this year.
programs—the Family Preservation Services,
the Early Intervention Program and theCrisis
Intervention and Stabilization Services.
Partridge will continue some of this work at
Sweetser until October 1, 1993.
Throughout Partridge's life, the common
denominator of helping people has always
been present. He explained his motivation for
this commitment. "I basically came into
adulthood in the mid-sixties and seventies, in
the midst of the Vietnam War and the civil
rights movement—they had a profound
influence inmy focusingon social work. Even
when I did other things, I wasalways involved
in it." While at Amherst, Partridge was the
director of a program called A Better Chance,
designed to allow students from
underprivileged rural and urban areas the
opportunity ofattending prestigious colleges
and prep schools. Today, in addition to his
work in thechurch and at Sweetser, he is also
chairperson of the Committee on Racism for
the Episcopal Church.
Dean Partridge is dedicated to continuing
thiscommitment to the "helping professions"
while at Bowdoin. "It's a natural extension of
my work as a social worker," he said. "I've
always enjoyed working with young people,
and I think that having a son in college has
also enhanced my desire to do this kind of
work." While away from academia for five
years, he said that he missed theenvironment
and thework that hedid with college students
and is looking forward to being a resource for
Bowdoin's first-years. "I worked with
sophomores for five years at Amherst, but
you get sophomores after things have
happened to them—I like to have the chance
toget toknow them at thebeginning ofcollege,
when they are just coming into adulthood
and new things are opening up to them," he
said.
The resources available to first-year
students and the entire College helped to
attract Partridgeto Bowdoin. "Whatappealed
to me about Bowdoin," he said, "was it's
resources—students, faculty and staff—and
just being in an academic environment again
and the intellectual stimulation are part ofmy
desire to be here." While Partridge is at
Bowdoin, he says that his basic goal is
accessibility. "I'm here
to help in what everway
that I can," he vowed.
Partridge would like to
establish a deans' table
at lunch or dinner so
studentscould have the
opportunity to meet
with the deans who are
available to them. In
all, though, he says,
"This year will be an
interesting parallel
experience because
both the first-years and
I will be discovering
where things are and
what resources are
available to us." With
the addition of Dean
Partridge, students,
especially first-years,
should feel as though
the Deans' Office is one
of these resources,
always open to them.
Dean Lewallen, who
has known Partridge
since he was at
Amherst, said, "Royhas
been an excellent
person in working with
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Employment Coordinator Lisa McClellan, in her new office in the Moulton Union,
makes getting a campus job much easier this year.
New office streamlines
employment process
By D. Holton Hunter
ORIENT ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR
The Student Employment Coordinator and
Financial Aid Counselor's Office, a new office that
hasbeenestablished atBowdoin this year, isdevoted
to finding part-time campus jobs for students and
making it easier for departments to hire students.
In the past few years there has been little
coordination between the various departments on
campus that employ students for part-time work.
Upun til this fall, studentshad togo to the individual
departments to look for a job each semester. This
yeai^ the Student Employment Coordinator and
Finarwal kvi Counselor's Office, directed by Lisa
McClellan, is making it easier for students to apply
for campus jobs because a list of all the available
part-time jobs is located in one office
To make it even more convenient for students.
The consolidation of
applyingforjobs in one
office is "a win-win
situation' for both the
students and the
department employers.
the applications for all campus jobs can be filled out
and submitted to Ms. Mc Clellan's office in the
Moulton Union. The applications from the central
office are then passed on to the individual
departments that are looking for students to work.
Ms. McQellan's experience in this field of work
comes from her campus position at Bates College,
where during her senior year she was one of the
chief administrators that oversaw campus
employment.
Ms. McClellan explained to the Orient that there
are three benefits to the new application process.
The first is that "it is easier for students to seek
employment because there isa three-page 'shopping
list' of jobs in one office that allows students to see
what positions are open for applications," so
"students do not need to waste time going from
department to department looking for jobs."
The second benefit to having one person oversee
all campus jobs is that "it ensures that similar jobs
receive similar pay." As a final point, she said, "His
easier for campusemployers to hirestudentsbecause
they are not dependent upon students coming to
their department looking for a job."
Part-time student employment makes a
significant contribution to Bowdoin's workforce.
During the 1991 -1992 academic year there were 856
campus jobs. The total expenditure for all the part-
time student jobs that year was $608,185, or an
average of $710 for each job. Although there were
856 jobs that year, there were not 856 different
people employed because some people had more
than one job.
Upuntil this year, theprocedure for firingstudents
from campus jobs in various departments has been
inconsistent. Also, there was no formal method of
communication for students to voice problems or
concerns they may have regarding their job or
employer.
"There needs to be a disciplinary process for
supervisors and a grievance process for the
students," said Ms. McClellan. At Bates, the
disciplinaryprocedure involved, "a verbal warning,
followed by a written warning and then
termination." She added that under the grievance
disciplinary system at Bates, with 650 people
working, "only two people were fired and one
person issued a complaint" during her senior year.
Ms. McClellan said that she is "looking for ideas
from students" in order to refine the disciplinary
and grievance process "to meet Bowdoin's needs. "
This year each department has to fill out a clear
job description for each job in the department to
ensure that each employee knows his/her specific
tasks - something that has not been consistently
done in the past. Also new this year is the employee
performance evaluation designed to make a
standard evaluation for each job on campus. These
evaluations will be submitted to the Student
Employment Coordinator's officeon a regular basis.
"One of the key reasons for having this evaluation,"
Ms. McClellan said, "is to offer incentive for working
hard because I believe in raises."
When asked about the eligibility and the
availability of jobs at Bowdoin, Ms. McClellan said,
"All students are eligible to apply. If there are not
enough jobs, then they will be created. They may
notalways beglamorous, but they willbesomething
of substance." When asked if there is preferential
treatment given to some students when candidates
for a position are equally qualified, she said,
"Preference is given to students with financial aid
because they have demonstrated need on paper."
Ms. McClellan told the Orknl that she sees the
consolidation of applying for jobs in one office "a
win-win situation'' for both the students and the
department employers
lb mceh* your $25, full-year subscription, oryour $18, one semester subscription, call (207) 725 3053.
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Finances force Admissions Office to modify need-blind policy
By D. Holton Hunter
ORIENT ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR
Although Bowdoin is budgeted to spend over $8
million this year on financial aid, the College will
not be able to continue its need-Hind admissions
policy for the third consecutive time year in the past
twenty.
There has been a great deal of concern on the part
ofstudents, administrators, admissions officers,and
applicants toBowdoin thattheCollege'sadmissions
department has not been need-blind in the past
three years. Director of Student Aid Walter H.
Moulton told the Orient that "the need-blind
admissions of the past twenty years have been the
exception in the past200 years of the College, not the
norm."
When asked what factors determine the amount
of financial aid for students, Mr. Moulton said,
"Financial aid is very much a function of income
and thenumber ofchildreninafamily/'Thefonnula
that is used to calculate the amount of need is based
on "cost of attendance minus the finandal resources
of the family," he said.
The cost of attendance indudes tuition and fees
coupled with travel expenses and room and board.
The financial resources are broken down into two
categories: parents'and students' resources. Parental
resources include income and assets in relation to
the number of children and whether they are still in
college. The students resources consist of summer
earnings, campus employment and gift aid that
could take the form of trust money or other outside
contributions.
Mr. Moulton said, "The College will meet full
calculated need." The word "need" is central to the
amount mat a student will receive from Bowdoin
and is defined by Bowdoin's Student Aid Office.
The amount of need for each student is examined
every year. He said that "changes of $4,000, $5,000
and $6,000 are not uncommon," and "on average,
"The'need-blind
admissions of the past
twenty years have been
the exception in the past
200 years of the College,
not the norm!'
out of the 30 changes in 100 that take place, the
amount of finandal aid given goes down for 20 and
up for 10."
As a percentage, the first-year class receives more
financial aid than any other class. For example, the
seniors in 1992 received 23 percent of finandal aid
given out that year, the junior dass 21 percent, the
sophomores 26 percent and the first-year class
received 30 percent. Mr. Moulton said one of the
reasons for this is that first-year students are not
required to earn money the summer before
matriculating or during their first year at Bowdoin.
Some first-year students choose to work but the
statistics show that most do not For example, 80
percent of the seniors with finandal aid in the dass
of 1992 had part-time jobs, 78 percent of juniors, 79
percent of sophomoresand 34 percent of first-years
had jobs that year.
One of the reasons forsuch a drasticchange in the
percentages from the first year to the sophomore
year is that second-year students are expected to
contribute about $1050 from work to their college
expenses. Mr. Moulton said, "Students on financial
aid can earn what is built into the contract by
working for the College with a part-time job. This
payment is not difficult to meet for a student who
earns $4.25 an hour with a part-time campus job,
working twelve hours a week for 26 weeks and
earns a total of $1326."
In addition, Mr. Moulton said that there were
"856part-timecampusjobs witha total expenditure
of $608,185 during the 1991-1992 academic year."
When asked whether foreign students recdve
the same treatment as Americans when applying
for finandal aid when they apply for admission to
the College, Mr. Moulton said "No." He said that
"fordgn students cost twice as much as Americans
because they arenoteligible forany federal funding."
However, he said, "Bowdoin has 3 to 4 foreign
students every year that are on full finandal aid and











is among lowest in
nation, Moulton says
him—wwi iiii iii n—mm—mmmmmmm»
By David Simmons
ORIENTNE^lDITOR
According to Director df$tuocrit Aid Waller ft
Moulton, Bowdoin's cohort default rale offormer
graduates entering repayment on student loans is
one ofthelowest in me nationamongprivato four-
year colleges,
Mr. Moulton made his pronouncement on
Bowdoin's default rate in response to the recent
release of statistics on the default rates of higher-
education institutions nationwide by the United
States Department of Education.
Although theoverall national defaultratedropped
to 17.5 percent in fiscal year 1991 from 72A percent
in fiscal year 1990, there are still approximately 900
postsecondary schools that are in danger of being
dropped from one or more federal student aid
programsbecauseofhighstudentloandefaultrates,
the report said The department estimates that
defaulted student loans will cost taxpayers S2.5
billion in the current fiscal year.
The Education Department's statistics show mat
of lplO private four-year schools that participate in
federal student loan programs, the cohort default
rate for fiscal year 1991 was57 percent, down from
6J5percent»ni99G. Mr. Moultonsaid thatBowdoin's
cohort default rate for the Stafford Loan and
Supplemental loans for Students programs was
only 1 .7 percent in 1990, the latest year for which
statistics are available. The default rates in 1988and
1989 were 0.8 percentand Z2percent, respectively.
Thecohort defaultraterepreserte thepercentage
ofbcwowerewhoaresdveduledtogd
in a given fiscal year and who go into default in
either the same year or the following year.
Calculations are based on data provided to the
Departaehro/Edura^
Mr. Moulton said that the number is only an
index that is helpful to the federal government in
determining which schpolshavemehighestdefault
rates, but is not very useful in determining bow
much moneyis beingdefaulted. Theindex doesnot
represent the total numberof borrowers Who are in
repayment or in default or howmany dollars are
owed.
According to Mr. Moulton, schools must take
action if their default rate is greater than 20percent
If the default rate rises above25 percent, the school
is in danger of losing federal loan money: Schools
vdmdefaultrate$above30percentmaynolongerbe
eligible for some loan programs, and a default rate
ctfSOpcrccntOTgrcatcTmayresultmthctcnTnimtion
of aD federal ban programs.
Mr. Moulton also said that Bowdoin's default
ratei wassolowas tobe negligible. He estimated that
nearly aD of the loans that were in default were
"forced" defaults, loans that former students
intended to pay back but could not Mr. Moulton
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High holiday celebrations made difficult for some Jewish students
By Ann Rubin
orient contributor
Saturday, the25th ofSeptember, marks the
end of a ten-day period of self-scrutiny and
repentance between the Jewish holidays of
Rosh Hashanah (the Jewish New Year) and
Yom Kippur (the Day of Atonement). It is a
time when Jews pray to be inscribed in the
book of life and ends with a day of fasting to
repent sins.
Itisa timewhen many ofBowdoin'sJewish
studentsand faculty choose to go to religious
services— either those offered by the school
in LancasterLounge, those in Bam at Temple
Beth Israel orperhaps thoseoffered at various
synagogues in Portland. Regardless, it is an
intensely religious time for many and a time
that Bowdoin tries to treat with appropriate
reverence according to the Bowdoin Faculty
Information Handbook for 1993-94.
The issue of how to deal with classes and
exams on religious holidays began as a
controversial issue in the early eighties.
According to the faculty minutes for the year
1982, the faculty encountered concerns over
whether or not the College should adopt a
policy that "examinations shall not be
administered on the Jewish High Holy Days
(Rosh Hashanah and Yom Kippur)." It was
later decided that "it would set a poor
precedent to name specific holidays."
Ultimately, after much debate a policywas
reached as is stated in the current 1993-94
FacultyInformation Handbook. "Nostudent
is required to take an examination or fulfill
other scheduled course requirements on
recognized religious holidays. Please avoid
scheduling examinations on major religious
holidays." An additional note in the
handbook then states, "I call your attention
to the two important Jewish Holidays which
take place during the fall term. Rosh
Hashanah (Jewish New Year) September 16,
17, 1993 Yom Kippur (Day of Atonement)
September 25 1993."
This policy has now been in effect for over
ten years unchanged. According to Dan
Lipson '96, the policy is working well. He
says, "My professors were actually pretty
fair about not scheduling any tests or major
assignments around the Jewish holidays."
Philosophy Professor Larry Simon agrees
that the policy is appropriately effective. He
states, "I mink the policy of the school is the
right policy. Students should be exempt
fromwork and examinations. It's almost too
soon in the year to have to worry about big
exams anyway."
Hecontinues, adding, "It is toomuch to ask
the institution to closedown for those days. I
can't imagine therebeing a single class where
if missed it couldn't be made up."
Other students disagree believing that
perhaps the policy could be improved upon
as far as academic leniency toward Jewish
students during the High Holidays. Karin
Gralnek '95, a member of the BowdoinJewish
Organization (BJO), says, "If classes were
canceled I would definitely go to services.
But they weren't canceled, and it's hard to
miss three classes in one day. It would be
better ifwe were not responsible for material
covered in class on those days."
Many Jewish students have become
resigned to accepting the fact that Bowdoin
does not try to fit their religious needs. Says
BJO memberAmy Cohen '95, "If you come to
this school, you don't expect to be
accommodated. Tf you know the number of
Jews here— it's definitely not Brandeis."
In order to accommodate those seeking
religious activities over the holidays, the
Bowdoin Jewish Organization has prepared
a number of activities. Says Craig Strauss '96,
"There are services, all-night movies for the
fast and a break the fast Saturday at 6:00."
For those Bowdoin students seeking
additional religious enrichment there are
services offered at Temple Beth Israel in Bath
on Friday and Saturday. Says Simon, a
member of the congregation, "It's a warm
group of people that would more than
welcome Bowdoin students should they
choose to come to services."
There are many options both on campus
and in the community for celebrating the
High Holidays. And even Bowdoin has done
its best to allow some academic leniency for
those wishing to take advantage of these
opportunities. While Bowdoin's policy of not
requiring students to takeexams orgo to class
on recognized holidays is not ideal, says
Cohen, "You can't expect them to plan
everything around everybody— otherwise
there'd never be class."
Tell your parents you need to
expand your horizons
by sensitizing yourself to the myths,
mores and history of a
culture foreign to your own.
(By the time re out what's up,
OLD BOOKS
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years Beaver has been sending students abroad for the experience of their life. Now it's time
for yours. Call us today for more information.
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Bowdoin in Brief
A Bi-weekly Summary of Events around Campus
BOWDOINCOLLEGE has once again
been ranked sixth in the nation among
the best national liberal arts colleges in
U.S. News k World Report's seventh
annual edition of "America's Best
Colleges," which will hit the newsstands
this week. This is the second consecutive
year mat Bowdoin has been ranked sixth,
after the College's drop from fourth last
year.
Amherst was named the top national
liberal arts school, knocking Williams out
of the top spot for the first time in two
years. Of the other liberal arts schools in
Maine, Colby and Bates were ranked #17
and #18, respectively. Colby slipped two
spots in the rankings while Bates gained
five. The University of New England
ranked #10 on a list ofregional liberal arts
colleges in the norm.
The Massachusetts Institute of
Technology has won another chance to
argue inFederalcourtthatitdidnotviolate
antitrust laws by participating in a
decades-long conspiracywith IvyLeague
universities to fix me amount of student-
aid packages. The decision comes nearly
two years after the Justice Department
brought the antitrust action against the
Ivy League universities in 1991.
At the center of the case is a practice in
which Ivy League institutions shared
information about prospective students
to determine how much they and their
families should pay for education. The
universities established thesystem, called
"overlapping," in the late 1950s to avoid
trying to outbid each other for talented
students. Bowdoin, which belonged to
such an "overlap group" of small
northeastern schools, was also
investigated briefly by the Justice
Department after the action against the
Ivy League had been filed.
MJ.T. contended theprocess had the effect
of keeping down college costs, thus allowing
more poor and minority students to attend.
The institute's position is mat it falls under
the antitrust laws governing charitable
organizationsinstead of businesses.
The annual conference of the Maine
Chapter of the National Organization for
Women will be held at the University of
Maine in Augusta on Saturday, October 16,
1993.Thethemeofmeconferenceis"Women's
Healthand Economics—YourMoneyorYour
LiJfe.*Registration begins at 9*)Q a.m., costing
$15 for members and $18 for non-members.
ThernorhingkeynotespeakerwillbePaula
Doress-Worters, Ph.D, co-author of "Our
Bodies,Ourselves,"and "OurselvesGrowing
Older!" The conference will conduct three
workshop sessions from 10:30 a.m. to 5:00
p.m .,andaneveningfund ra isingperformance
by Diana Hansea and Pixie Lauer will be
givenat8:00p.m. atJewettHali for$5.00.This
concert is free for conferees. For details call
626-3554, 582-1004 or 623-4787.
The Dharma Study Group of Brunswick
is sponsoring a public talk called "Creating
Enlightened Society" on Tuesday, October
19, at 7:30 p.m. at the North Yarmouth
Academy, 115 Main Street in Yarmouth. The
talk will be given by the Sawang, Osel
Rangdrol Mukpo, who is the lineage holder
in both the Buddhist and Shambala lineages
and leader of Shambhala International. The
talk isfree,buta donation of$5.00 isrequested.
Born in Bodhagaya, India, in 1962, the
Sawang is the eldest son of Vidyadhara the
Venerable Chogyam Trunga Rinpoche, who
was the supreme abbot of the Surmang
Monasteries ofEastern TibetHe was trained
byhis father to assume the responsibilities as
lineage holder and to propagate the
Shambhala teachings. In 1990, the Sawang
became thehead of Vajradhatu International
and the Nalanda Foundation. Presently the
Sawang divideshis timebetween studying in
the East, travelling to teach and directing the .
affairs of Shambhala, further advancing
accessibility to meditation practice and





The Institute of Biodiversity of Nepal,
under the leadership of Executive Director
•Dr. Guenter Rose of the psychobiology
department at Bowdoin, has recently been
awarded a $39,500 planning grant by the
WorldWildlifefund and USAID.Thegrant is
for the purpose of preparing a $9 million
projecttoconservebiodiversityin Nepal.Only
six such grants have been awarded world-
wide.
In addition to Bowdoin, scholars and
physicians from the University of Michigan,
Stanford and Harvard are also involved. The
goal oftheprojectis to testthehypothesis tha t
communities willact to conservebiodiversity
when it is their.best interest to do so. The
project has biological, sodoeconomic and
enterprise components.
TheproposedprojectwulhopennUyinvolve
scholars from various diverse disciplines,
including Asian studies, anthropology and
archaeology.Exchangesofscholarsandstudy
away programs for Bowdoin students are
also under consideration. For additional
information, contact Professor Rose at
extension 3170 weekdays.
TheDudleyCoeHealth Centeriscurrently
giving out vaccinations against Hepatitis
B, a highly contagious virus that infects
about300,000 Americans a year. Hepatitis
B can be contracted by direct contact with
the blood or body fluids of an infected
person. Hepatitis B is fast becoming a
common sexually transmitted disease.
In themildestcase, a student migh t never
know that he orshe has the virus, and it is
gone in six months. But some people
become carriers for life, infecting others
and risking liverdamage and liver cancer.
There is no cure for Hepatitis B, but there
is a vaccine available.
The vaccine is given in a series of three
doses over six months and costs
approximately $45.00 per dose. This may
seem likea lotofmoney,butpleaseconsider
thepossible threat toyour life ifyoubecome
infected. Contact the Dudley Coe Health
Center ifyou want moreinformation or if
you would like to arrange to bevaccinated
against Hepatitis B.
Senior Class Dean Ken Lewallen
reports mat the following scholarships are
available to seniors:
The St. Andrew's Society of New York
has a scholarship program for a year of
graduate study at a Scottish university
commencing in the fall of 1994.
Want to compete for awards totaling
$10,000? The Hie Wiesel Prize in Ethics is
sponsoring its 1994 essaycontest Look for
complete information on either of these
opportunities, including eligibility, inDean
Lewallen's office on the third floor of
Hawthorne-Longfellow Hall.
Compiled by David Simmons
from news releases.
$275 on campus before 10/1/93
$350 on campus 10/1-31/93
$525 at mountain 11/1/93 -closing
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Security strives to increase visibility on campus
New student patrol among programs to begin operating this semester
By Vic Mukhija
orient staff writer
Chief of Security Donna Loring
is introducing several new
programs this year that will
increase Security's presence on
campus.
On the agenda are a student
patrol, a community policing
program and the publication of
Security magazine. Unlike the Bike
Patrol, which was introduced at
the end of last year, the programs
are centered around the
involvement of student volunteers
and employees.
Running seven days a week from
8:00 p.m. to 12:00 a.m., the Student
Patrol will have two main
responsibilities. The patrol,
operating in pairs, will walk the
main campus looking for any
suspicious activity. If anything
arises, the patrollers will report
the incident and track it until a
security officer arrives. They will
not be allowed under any
circumstances to get involved in
an incident.
In addition, the student patrol
will act as an extension of the
shuttle service. The shuttle will
handle the outer points of the
campus including the apartments,
Coles Tower and Smith and
Copeland Houses. No specific
reason is required to request either
service.
Currently, the patrol is made up
of 13 men and 2 women. Both Jorge
Santiago '94, head of the student
patrol, and Loring expressed
regret that more women had not
applied for the job. Santiago
ventured that many women were
possibly intimidated and felt they
would not be encouraged to join.
"It's not a guy thing," Santiago
said. Both hope more women apply
in the future.
The student patrol is the result
of a directive sent out by the
Administration to the departments
requesting they create more
student jobs. Also, the student
patrol will help alleviate crowding
on the shuttle. Finally, the student
patrol is in part a response to the
Raymond Hatch incident earlier
this semester. Because they are on
foot, patrollers can observe more
closely the happenings on campus.
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make people feel a little more
comfortable on campus so they can
feel safe and walk out at night."
The second item Loring will
introduce is a community policing
program which is designed to
break down the communication
gap between security and the rest
of the College community.
Loring's main goal is to get
representatives from a variety of
groups, such as B-GLAD and the
faculty, to present their concerns
and perspectives on security issues
and participate in creating
solutions. This will not interfere
with security's regular duties
which include grounds patrolling,
investigations and crime
prevention.
Finally, security will publish the
first issue of Security magazine,
which is being coordinated by
Michael Golden '94. The magazine
will be distributed once at the
beginning of each academic year.
Articles will include information
on theft, sexual assault,
responsible drinking and the
Student Right-to-Know and
Campus Security Act, which
requires universities and colleges
to release information on security
and crime-reporting policies and
make public the number ofcampus
crimes per year.
In response to a growing feeling
that security is only here to protect
college property, Loring replied
"Students are by far the most
important. The College takes a
back seat to the students. We're
here for the students; if it wasn't








The National Library of Poetry
has announced that $12,000 in
prizes will be awarded this year to
over 250 poets in the North
American Open Poetry Contest.
The deadline for the contest is
September 30, 1993. The contest is
open to everyone, but seniors are
particularly welcome, and entry is
FREE.
To enter, send ONE original
poem, any subject and style, to the
National Library of Poetry, 11419
Cronridge Dr., P.O. Box 704-ZI,
Owings Mills, MD 21117. The
poem should be no more than 20
lines, and the poets name and
address should appear on top of
the page. Entries must be
postmarked by September 30,
1993.
To receive your $25, full-year subscription, or your $18, one semester subscription, call (207) 725 305
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Art Museum is now ready
to show off its bicentennial




Now that the body of the Walker Art
Building is ready for its October 15 opening,
the curators and staff are preparing for what
lies at the heart of the Museum: the works of
art themselves. Four new installations are
close to completion, each ofthem representing
ofa different segmentof the Museum'sdiverse
permanent collection.
The centerpiece of the re-opening and a
theme consistent with this bicentennial year
is "The Legacy of James Bowdoin HI," an
exhibit that runs until June of 1994. James
Bowdoin III was the College's first major
patron, and, in 1811, he donated a vast
collection of paintings, books, scientific
equipment and mineralogical specimens to
endow the institution named for his father,
James Bowdoin II. Two years later, selected
paintings appeared in Massachusetts Hall as
the first exhibition to be drawn from the
collection. The College's art holdings began
to grow with further donations, and the need
for a separate museum in which to display
them became apparent. Harriet and Mary
Walker proposed to build a museum in 1891
in honor of their uncle, Theophilus Wheeler
Walker. Since its completion on the College's
Centennial in 1894, the Walker Art Building
has been home to James Bowdoin Ill's
collection.
The three main level galleries in the
Museum host the feature exhibition, while
accenting the new daylighting and repainted
interiors. Some highlights of the "Legacy"
show are the Bowdoin family portrait
collection, portraits ofJefferson and Madison
by Gilbert Stuart, a first edition of the
"Federalist Papers," paintings depicting
Greek andRomanmyths andJapaneseswords
and tsuba (sword guards).
Art does not have to
inspire intellectual
thought, but merely to
evoke emotion, inspire a
daydream, laughter or
outrage
Achilles Among the Daughters ofLycomedes. Oil on Panel. Frans Franken III.
One of the more ecclectic and intriguing
portions of the Museum's offerings is
"Crosscurrents," a truly global show that
juxtaposes objects from contrasting cultures
and eras as disparate as the seventh century
B.C. and the late nineteenth century A.D. The
museum began collecting these exotic works
long before multiculturalism became
fashionable and politically correct. Some of
these objects were on display when the
museum first opened in 1894, while others
have never before appeared to the public.
"Crosscurrents" features masksfrom Ireland, 1mes Bowdoin HI. ~Cdiectum of the Bcwddn College Museum ofArt, Bunswick.
bronze and wood reliquary figures from was a collection of European drawings, now installations mis fall, theshow is an overview
Africa, terra cotta vessels and talismans from the oldest collection of its kind in America, from the earliest old master drawings to the
South America and sculpture and vases from Some of these works, plus many others most recent acquisitions. It is on display until
ancient Greece. donated in thefollowingyears,areon view in December 19.
Included in James Bowdoin's initial gift "Drawing on Basics." One of the largest The reason that James Bowdoin III donated
his collection to Bowdoin is sometimes
overlooked. Bowdoin specifically intended
his bequest to facilitate the education of the
studentbodyand Collegecommunity. Today
the museum flourishes; it recently received
$93,000 in funding for maintenance,
educational programs and exhibitions. This
invaluble resource often seems invisible to
the many who may walk by its steps daily.
The Museum's interdisciplinary potential
should be exploredby students outside of the
art department. The scope of art does reach
beyond purely the humanities to encompass
thenatural sciences, government, societyand
many other distinct aspects ofhuman culture
By simply spending a few minutes with a
painting or sculpture, one can begin to explore
the various roles of women in nineteenth
century Europe, the relationship of science to
nature in romantic landscapes, ritual in African
or Japanese or Indian culture or how artists
manipulate proportion, perspective, and
properties of color. Art does not even have to
inspire intellectual thought A painting could
simplyevoke emotion from a viewer, inspire a
daydreamorprovoke puzzlement, laughteror
outrage. In whatever capacity, the Bowdoin
Museum of Art provides a fantastic exercise
for the eyesand the mind. Take an occassional
break from the lethargy and monotony of the
library to invigorate your senses at our
Museum. It was, after all, created for that very
purpose.Collection of the Bowdoin College Museum ofArt, Brunswick, Me.
To receive your $25, full-year subscription, or your $18, one semester subscription, call (207) 725 3053.
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Kilbourne exposes "The Naked Truth"
Lecture: With the
approach of "Women's
Week," Dr. Jean Kilbourne,
member of the Board of
Directors on the National
Council on Alcholism and
Drug Dependence, takes a
deep look at the negative
images of women portrayed
in modern advertising.
By Amy E. Welch
ORIENT COPY EDITOR
Think Pepsi. Think a pre-pubescent male
salivatingasCindypopsoneopen.The catch a t
the end of the ad? The kid wants the Pepsi, not
Cindy. Right.
On Thursday, September 23, Dr. Jean
Kilbourne presented a slide lecture entitled
"The Naked Truth: Advertising's Image of
Women." Although the lecture focused
primarily on the images the media presents of
women and their sexuality, Kilbourne also
devoted time to the imagesand thestereotypes
men receive from the mass media.
Dr. Kilbourne stated that her major goal of
the evening was to open up communication
concerning advertising and the images it
produces. She asked the audience to take
—
advertising seriously. ——
" Advertising is one of the most powerful women have the body type promoted in
educational forces in society," she said. "[Its] advertisements—thebroad shoulders,narrow
effects are inescapable, as inescapable as hipsandfullbreaststhatallofoursupermodels
less than human. African American women
whodomake it into adsare light-skinned and
rarely presented in a favorable manner.
Advertising presents us with an "ideal
female beauty." Relating to one Estee Lauder
ad, Kilbourne pointed out, "She has no scars,
no blemishes. Indeed, she has no pores!"
All women are judged, consciously or
unconsciously, by this ideal. This
objectification causes the face to become
nothing more than a mask and the body to
become an object. Some ads dismember
women's bodies, focusing on one part.
Womenofallages internalizethesemessages;
studies have proven that young women's
self-esteem plummets once they reach
adolescence, and this is in great part due to
advertising that constantly tells them they're
just not good enough.
Ad campaigns for products from feminine
hygiene products to "worthless" (in
Kilboume's estimation) diet products teach
loathing for the body and obsession with the
ideal that cannotbeachieved . Only 10% of all
"Our chief danger is they've
got us to believe we're not
influencedby this stuffbecause
it's stupid and trivial
"
—Jean Kilbourne
pollution." Kilbourne also mentioned that
another one of her goals was to bring out the
unconscious messages present in advertising
such as subliminal and symbolic imagery.
Advertising puts form a myth of female
progress. It creates the appearance that there
used to beproblems forwomen, but that those
situations are ancient history now—a sadly
false hope. Kilboume's research and other
national statistics are frightening. Women in
advertisingare usuallypresented assex objects
or "demented housewives" who are obsessed
with cleanliness. A United Nations report has
found that advertising is the worst offender
concerning the portrayal of women as sex
objects and inferior beings.
Theproblem isevenmoreseriousforwomen
of color. Advertisers usually portray these
women as animals, suggesting that they are
are blessed with. Aging is also considered a
taboo by the advertising world. Liz Taylor, in
an recent fragrancead, is presented as the ideal
for an "average" woman of sixty.
Children are the most helpless victims of
advertising. The average child spends 33% of
theirwakinghours watching television. That's
at least 500 ads every week. Children in ads
suffer also, because innocence has become a
saleablecommodity Little girlsareoften shown
as miniature adults, which can lead to their
portrayal as sex objects and seductresses.
Kilbourne admitted that advertising does
not create problems such as child abuse and
violence against women. She does feel,
however, that the media's role in perpetuating
theseproblemsshould notbe ignored .Women
in ads are posed to look submissiveand passive,




Study abroad in Stockholm,
Sweden with The Swedish
Program at Stockholm
University. I Instruction








politics, health care, the
revolution in Eastern
Europe, economics,
film I Live with a
Swedish family or in
a university dormitory.
I Witness the dramatic-
changes reshaping Europe
on our excursions to Berlin,
Budapest, and Prague.
COME TO AH INFORMATIONAL MEETING
Economics Hubbard
It you are unable to attend this meeting, please conUct your Study Abroad Advisor
The Swedish Program office at Hamilton College, Clinton, New York 13323
(315)859-4404
"Women's Week" offers activities for all
By Sarah Ross
orient staff writer
We are all finished wiping the cake and ice-
cream from James Bowdoin's birthday party
offour mouths. We have seen the Bicentennial
video and have, in general, steeped ourselves
in Bowdoin history through these activities,
lectures and discussions. Now, it is time to
prepare for the following Arts and
Entertainment events.
The basic issue of the coming week is the
manner in which women are portrayed
culturally, psychologically and socially. The
week officially begins on Thursday, September
23, with a presentation of 'The Naked Truth."
This slidelecturegivenbytheJean Kilbourne, tha t
discussed how advertising portrays the female




program, two films will be presented: "Gotta
Make This Journey," a look at the lives and
works of the a cappella activist group Sweet
Honey in the Rock, and "Wisecracks," a film
that examines the world of female comedians
on stage, in life and everywhere else.
On Monday, September 27, from 4:00 to 6:00
p.m., all sons and daughters, faculty and staff
ofBowdoinCollege are invited to theWomen's
Resource Center to an event entitled "Make a
Mural." This may well be the opportunity that
you all have awaited to realize your dreams of
becoming artists, so planon bringingyoursmock
and palateandbeready tocreate a "Women in the
Media" mural, which will actually be displayed
on campus during the week
.
Lastly, on Wednesday, September 29th at
8:00 p.m.. in theG.H.Q. Playwright's theater
in Memorial Hall we will be priviledged to
see a stage adaptation of "The Yellow
Wallpaper." This piece is based on a short
story by Charlotte Perkins Gilman, a turn-of-
the<entury feminist. It depicts the mental
anguish and depression of a woman who
finds herself in the position of a new wifeand
mother. Due to the strain ofher existence, she
feels constant nervousness and exhaustion.
In response to her increasingly weakened
condition, her husband, a well-known
physician, insists tha t the remedy forher is to
stop working and spend time in the sun and
fresh air.
Thatmayseem likea fairlygood ideatomany
students, faculty and staff right about now, but
we must realize mat the undertones of such a
"cure" during the time in which Gilman was
writingcarrywith them verygraveimplications.
The woman finds herself completely isolated
and the patterned yellow wallpaperbecomes a
symbol of her entrapment.
ThispiecewiUbepresentedbySusanDumais,
an actressacclaimed forherwork in theseacoast
area of New Hampshire and other stage
performances. The presentation is directed by
Michelle Brochu,whoworks inNewHampshire
with the professional theater troupes and in
conjunction with a mental health rehabilitation
center.
Theactivitiesplanned fortheupcomingweek
are not only enlightening, but entertaining as
well. Please support Women's Week and its
purpose by attending these events.
with a hostile expression.
Much of what lies behind advertising stays
there.Manufacturersdenysubliminaladvertising,
buteven blatantmessages oftengo unrecognized
due to the fact thatAmericanshavebeen socialized
to accept certain images. Kilboume believes that,
"Webecomemorecalloustoviolence,morelikely
to blame the victim,"due to somead campaigns.
"Our chief danger is they've got us to believe
we're not influenced by mis stuff because it's
stiipidandtrivial/'Kilbournesaid,assheprepared
tocloseher lecture. Kilboume's third appearance
at Bowdoin was sponsored by the Bowdoin
Women's Association, the women's studies
department, the Women's Resource Center, the
Student Union Committee and the Art Club.
Center for Overseas
Undergraduate Programs





Applications are now being accepted for the Spring
1994 semester and for the 1994-95 academic year.
As a COUP student you will be able to:
• Design a course of studies matching your
academic needs.
• Choose from offerings at the University of
Paris, at specialized institutes, or from your own
courses (supplemented by tutorials when neces-
sary).
• Have the option of staying with a French
family or making your own housing arrangements.
For further information, come to Sills 111
at 4:00 p.m. on Wednesday, September 29.
To receive your $25, full-year subscription, or your $18, one semester subscription, call (207) 725 3053.
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Pickard Theatre to host the
"Kings ofNuWave a cappella "
Performance: With their
singing star on the rise, the
a cappella sensation, The
Bobs, entertain and amuse




Alternatives cappella might best describe the
music of the world-renowned singing group,
The Bobs, who will be performing this evening
at Pickard Theater. The San Francisco-based a
cappella qua rtet, together since 1 981 , is notyou r
average "doo-wop" band. The Bobs, whose
members include Richard Greene, Janie Scott,
Matthew Stull and Joe Finetti, describe their
music as funny, intricate and compelling. The
group performs songs of their own but they
mostlyperform innovativerenditionsofclassic
songs from the 60s and 70s. The group
regularly performs such classics as Jimmy
Hendrix's "Purple Haze," the Beatles' "Come
Together," and " You can't do that," and Led
Zeppelin's "Whole Lotta of Love. " Stull says
that the group uses old songs as a hook to
bring people in. The Bobs perform old classics
with new twists without "sacrificing the
integrity or intensity of the originals".
The Bobs' career has been very successful. In
1982, only a year after thegroupwas formed,The
Bobs landed a record deal. In 1984, the group
received a Grammy nomination for Best Vocal




arts festivalsasa resultoftheir unique stylewhich
captivated audiences.
The Bobs, described as "four hyper-active
Bobby McFerrans" are not only phenomenal
SCIENCE AND PRE-MED MAJORS
The University of Connecticut Immunology Graduate
Program offers highly qualified applicants the opportunity to
receive full tuition support for seven years of education toward
both the M.D. and Ph.D degrees at the University of Connecti-
cut Health Center in Farmington, Connecticut. The curriculum
combines four years of Medical School and affiliated hospital
training with a minimum of three years of stipend-supported
graduate training in Immunology. The training is designed to
prepare future physician -scientists for multiple leadership
careers in medicine, surgery, industry or research. Applicants
must qualify for admission to the University of Connecticut
Medical School with high MCAT and GRE rating and have
strong recommendations. For further information or an ap-
pointment to visit, contact Ms. Ruth Conrod at (203) 679-2619,
or write to Director, Immunology Graduate Program, Room L-
1036, UCONN Health Center, Department of Pathology,
Farmington, CT 06030-3105
GOODWINCvolvo mazua^P
Looking for a VOLVO or a
MAZDA?
New or Used
We also have 1 Certified Honda, Toyota
and Nissan Technician.
Call the dealer with 41 years ofexperience
91 Main St.. Topsham
729-3369
The Bobs exhibit their inherent zaniness.
singers,but trueentertainers. Lacking instruments,
the quartet has the freedom to move about on
stage and act out the " Mad Magazine lyrics" of
theirsongs. Thenumbersareveryhumorousand
keep audiences on the edges of their seats. Says
Stull ofthe songs, " There's somuch lyric contend
it almost forces you to listen, and once you're
listening, you can't help but find somehumor in
it. As soon as they [the listeners] tune in even
a little bit, we've got 'em."
File Photo
The lyrics are witty and sharp, "poking
fun at contemporary culture in a catchy
upbeat style." The renditions of old classics
are said to be the ringers of the group's
"irreverent style."
Bowdoin is honored to have The Bobs
Perform this Friday, September 23, at
ickard Theater. The performance begins at
8:00 p.m. Tickets, $5 for Bowdoin students




ofSARAH LAWRENCE COLLEGE and the
BRITISH AMERICAN DRAMA ACADEMY
Otudy with Britain's leading actors and directors for
a semester or a year. A combination ofacting classes,
tutorials, master classes and performances immerse
undergraduates in the British theatrical tradition.
For details and an application, write:
The London Theatre Program, Box BBOW







^Aialified undergraduates are invited to apply for a
year of study at Oxford. Individual tutorials with
Oxford faculty, Oxford University lectures, and full
affiliation with an Oxford college immerse students
in Oxford's rich education tradition.
For information contact:






WE HAVE ONE OF THE LARGEST SELECTIONS OF OFF-ROAD
BIKES NORTH OF BOSTON!
- TREK. CANNONDALE. SPECIALIZED, FISHER
FUJI, KONA. GT. KLEIN, FAT CHANCE. BRIDGESTONE. MERUN
- CUSTOM BRAZING. FRAME REPAIR • WHEEL BUILDING
- CALL OR WRITE FOR OUR FREE CATALOG ^
DOWNHILL AND X-C SKI EQUIPMENT. SNOWBOARDST r* IX!
H»» cBaM
442-7002
I We Mail Order Anywhere !
Rt. 1 , Woolwich
To receive your $25, full-year subscription, or your $18, one semester subscription, call (207) 725 3053.
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"Gettysburg " re-enacts the drama,
horror andpoignancy ofwar
11
Continued from page 1.
His counterpart in the movie version
Jeff Daniels, said, "Chamberlain listened
to his men and they fought for him because
of that."
Chamberlain's defense of Little Round
Top at Gettysburg turned the tide of the
battle and earned him the Congressional
Medal of Honor. He took part in 24
engagements during the Civil War, was
wounded 6 times and was designated to
receive the surrender of the Confederate
Army at Appomattox. He later served four
consecutive terms as governor of Maine
and 12 years as president of Bowdoin
College from 1871-83.
"Gettysburg" depicts the three days of
intense fighting between the Confederate
and Union Forces at a small farm just
outside Gettysburg, PA. As one historian
noted, "It works to render the human
dimension of war with passion and
power—from the fierce disagreements of
Generals Longstreet and Lee, the brilliant
Confederate leaders, to the Union's General
Buford, who saw the devastation ahead."
Over the ensuing three days of the battle,
Union and Confederate forces fought and
retreated overground with names destined
for the pages of history: Cemetery Hill
Devil's Den, The Patch Orchard and Little
Round Top. The final episode, the charge
of Pickett's division, is one of the most
courageous and heartbreaking battles in
military history. A line of some 15,000men
marched into a rain of rifle and cannon fire
from the defending army. The Confederate
losses were catastrophic. The next morning,
Lee's remaining army was in full retreat.
'
The film utilizes over 5,000 Civil War re-
enactors, as well as military and history
buffs from 47 states and five countries.
Their intent is not to glorify war but to
hi Pickett 's charge, a
line ofsome 15,000 men
marched into a rain of








honor the men who fought and to present
an historically accurate re-creation of real
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You wanted more travel options,
so Concord Trailways doubted its northbound and southbound bus service
between Brunswick, Bowdoin College, and Boston.
Clip and keep this new timetable and you'll always know when the next bus is
due. You can buy your ticket at either of the Concord Trailways ticket agencies
listed below or at Thomas Cook Travel on the Bowdoin College campus. For
fare or additional information, coil toll-free 1-800-639-3317
Bath: Mail It 4 U, 9 Coastal Plaza, 207-443-1457
: Brunswick Quik Mart,
162 Pleasant Street, 207-729-9869
/
Now it's twice as convenient to go to Boston





^BusTe^SlZ^^ Ctalb««W» Off Daniels, left) confers with 8*^"usier- Kilnun (Kevin Conway, right) in a scene from "Gettysburg.
encampment for the re-enactors where
they lived on the site during the filming.
The camp was managed by one of the
men called in tomanage Woodstockwhen
it grew to legendary proportions.
"Gettysburg" marks the first time the
most famous battle in American military
history has been committed to film. It is
also the first time a film crew has been
allowed to shoot major movie sequences
on the Gettysburg National Military Park
Battlefield.
Ronald F. Maxwell, a film critic for The
Boston Globe, wrote "Gettysburg" makes
you realizehow ruled the combatants were
by codes of honor and morality."
Other stars in the film include Martin
Sheen as RobertE. Lee,Sam Elliotas Brigadier
General John Buford and Tom Berenger as









For program details compUle the coupon below and mail U to:
Boston Uaivcnrtj Utrnatioaal Programs
232 Bay Stale Road. Box Q. Boston. MA 02215 • 617053 9888
^»tfmtttgtmm^^mmmmtmtmm\mm%mmmm
FRANCE AUSTRALIA RUSSIA
rVase rank as 1.2, and 3 the pragmas which you are most Mooted.
You will receive information on all of our JaaaMhwal programs
Language and Liberal Arts Programs
Internship Programs
O London, England D Paris. France
DMadnd.Srj.jn D Sydney. Australia
D Moscow. Russia Washington. DC
•emiMtrtsted» other programs/couiuries
I would like to receive informatior.

















QJr DSr Ifmt prefer, gag 617/353-9888. «
To receive your $25, full-year subscription, or your $18, one semester subscription, call (207) 725 3053.
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Field H o c k e 1/
Bears win in OT
and in regulation
Undefeated: The field
hockey team completes a
strong week 2-0 after
downing Babson and Salem




The Bowdoin field hockey team continued
its winning ways with a thrilling overtime
victory over Babson last Saturday, followed
by a convincing win over Salem State College
on Wednesday. The Polar Bears faced a
formidable opponent in Babson, but
ultimately prevailed in a 3-2 overtime win.
The victory provided the team the confidence
necessary to dispose of Salem State 4-0 and to
improve the team record to 3-0.
Bowdoin
Babson
and fired a blistering shot into the upper right
corner of the net to tie things up at 2-2.
With two-and-a-half minutes to go in the
game, the Beavers put relentless pressure on
Bowdoin 's defensive end, ultimately forcing
goalie Sasha Ballen '96 to use her hand to
prevent a Babson score. This awarded the
Beavers a penalty stroke, but Ballen
anticipated the shot beautifully, making the
save that sent the game into overtime. Coach
Maureen Flaherty felt that Ballen's save "set
the tone for the game and gave us the
momentum necessary for the overtime
victory."
With a healthy stamina and strong play,
the Bears controlled the tempo of the fifteen-
minute sudden death overtime. Four-and-a-
half minutes in, Emily LeVan '95 crossed the
ball from the right side to Shannon Reilly '97,
who tipped it in for the score which clinched
a 3-2 victory. Coach Eaherty said of the win,
"Although Babson capitalized on our
mistakes, which resulted in the two goals, we
never gave up. We were behind for most of
the game, but our confidence was key to the
win down the stretch." Flaherty cited the
superb defensive play of Cathy Small '95 and
Bogue as crucial factors in the electrifying
win.On Saturday, the Babson College Beavers
arrived ready to play and wasted little time,
scoring on the home team in the first three
minutes. The first half was hard-fought on
both ends of the field, but the Polar Bears
were unable to score, settling for a 1-0 deficit
at the half.
Bowdoin trailed through much of the
second half until Susan Gaffney '97 scored
unassisted, firing the ball just inside the left
post past the diving goalie with nine minutes with a well-executed corner playwhen Reilly
Bowdoin
Salem State
Although Salem State did not pose as
serious a threatas the Babson team,Bowdoin's
4-0 victory further showcased its scoring and
passing abilities. Bowdoin opened the game
to go. The score was tied for only a very short
time, however, as Babson scored a minute-
and-a-half later to regain the lead.
The intensity of the game reached a new
level. Time appeared to be on Babson's side,
but with five minutes to go, co-captain Jen
Bogue '94 took advantage of a penalty stroke
found Bogue in the first three minutes to give
her team a 1-0 lead. Thatproved to be the only
goal of the first half, but the Polar Bears
refused to lose theircompetitiveedge, striking
three more times in the second half.
Eight minutes into the second frame,
Bowdoin's superiorpassing resulted in a well-
Emily I.eVan '95 drives past her Salem State
executed penalty corner in Salem State's
defensive end. LeVan crossed the ball to co-
captain Rebel Smith '94, who controlled the
ball and sent it to a waiting Bogue for the
score. Bogueand Smith felt that thisparticular
goal was indicative of the type of stellar
passing the team executed in the secpnd half.
"Executing on our corners in the first two
goals was crucial to our win, and led to a
much-improved second half of play," said
Bogue.
Reilly in particular elevated her play to a
new level in the second half, scoring the final
two goals of the game. With twenty-one
minutes remaining, Reilly pursued a rebound
off the goalie's pads and deflected the ball in
for a 3-0 lead. Her second goal camewhen she
received a cross ball from the right side of the
Jen Ahrens/Bowdoin Orient
opponent during Wednesday's game.
field anddrove the ballpast thegoalie, sealing
the victory.
Oee Spagnuolo '96 started in goal for the
team and made three saves, anchored by a
strong Polar Bear defense. "Everyone played
well today. Itwas nice to open the game with
a score, and in the second halfwe did a good
job of finishing off our plays and passing,"
said Flaherty.
ThevictoryoverSalem Stateended a strong
second week for the field hockey team, as
they remain undefeated with a record of 3-0.
Tomorrow at 11:00 a.m. the Polar Bears meet
a tough Middlebury squad, and like last
Saturday's overtime win, the home crowd
will have another opportunity to witness a
close battle between two of the top teams in
the NESCAC.
S po r t s Cale n da r
Athletic
Football
September 25 vs. Middlebury
October 2 at Amherst
October 9 at Tufts
October 16 vs. Hamilton
Field Hockey
September 25 vs. Middlebury
October 1 at Wheaton
October 2 at Amherst
October 6 vs. University of Southern
Maine
Men's Soccer
September 25 vs. Middlebury
-
October 2 at Amherst
October 3 at Wheaton
October 5 at Thomas
Women's Soccer
September 25 vs. Middlebury
Septmeber 28 at Salem State
October 2 at Amherst
October 3 at Wheaton
Men's X-C
September 24 vs. Colby
October 2 Codfish Bowl at Franklin
Park
October 9 State of Maine Meet
October 30 NESCAC at Wesleyan
Women's X-C
September 25 B.C. Invitational
October 9 State of Maine Meet
October 30 NESCAC at Wesleyan
November 6 ECAC at Tufts
GO U BEARS!
To receive your $25, full-year subscription, or your $18, one semester subscription, call (207) 725 3053.
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W o m en's S o c c e r
Women's soccer keeps shutting out
By James Lazarus
ORIENT STAFF WRITER
The women's soccer team has once again
proven its legitimacy as ECAC champs with
a strong, two shut-out week. The Bears beat
Babson 1-0 last Saturday and proceeded to
outscore the University of Southern Maine 8-
on Wednesday night. Not only do nine
goals in two games point to a potent offense,
but the two shut-outs highlight the
effectiveness of the defense, which has yet to
yield a goal in the 1993 campaign.
Bowdoin
Babson
The win against Babson was principally
attributable to the team's defense. From the
outset, the Bears knew it would be difficult to
contain Babson Ail-American forward Julie
Tienken, but Liz Ianotti '96 did a remarkably
good job of it, as the tough Babson squad
failed toputa pointon theboard. "Wewanted
to make her (Tienken) as ineffective as
possible," said coach John Cullen. "Liz had a
tremendousgame—Iwasveryproud ofher ."
Saturday's lone goal came from Bowdoin
co-captain Katie Gould '94, who stole the ball
from the Babson goalie and kicked it into an
open net. Gould tookadvantage of a new rule
which prevents the goalie from using her
hands when receiving a pass from a team
member. The goal was contested by Babson
coach Judy Blinstub, but Cullen felt that this
was simply a case of Blinstub trying to twist
thenew rule to her favor. "I didn'tseeanything
questionable," said Cullen. "I see Bowdoin
score, it's great. She sees Bowdoin score, it's
horrible. I didn't see any infraction."
Bowdoin
USM
The Bears continued their intense defense
againstthe UniversityofSouthern Maineand
added a bit more offense to their arsenal. The
team outscored USM by the second-highest
offensive total in Bowdoin history in
Wednesday night's game under the lights.
Furthermore, the team outshot its opponent
by a staggering margin of 41-2 on its way to
the eight-goal blow-out.
Everyone got to share in the experience of
adding to the lead in this one. The four first-
half goa]s were scored by Ellie Stewart '95,
Margaret Campbell '97, Kris Benhoff '97 and
Carrie Wickenden '95, with two assists from
Campbell, one from Ianotti and one from
Kerryn Shean '96. In the second half, Monica
Merino '97 scored two goals, CorieColgan '97
had one and Heather Marlow '96 capped the
scoring. Shean had her second assist of the
day, while Katie Doughty '96 and Tek Olson
'96 also assisted in the scoring.
Cullen couldn't be happier with the play of
his two goalies. Both Moya Gibson '96 and
Kim Hyland '95 have continued to improve
in practice, and neitherhas let a ball slip by yet
this year . "I'm pleased theteam hasconfidence
in their game abilities," said Cullen. Hyland
had her first career shut-out and win
Wednesday night.
Last season's success and strong play early
this season have propelled the team to a #3
ranking inNew England. At present, the Bea rs
are behind Dartmouth and UMass (tied for
second), as well as#l-ranked Plymouth State,
who the Bears hope to knock off in a home
game on October 19. Tomorrow at 1 1 :00 a.m.
the Bears are set to tackle Middlebury at
home.
AS It Should Be Italian Trattoria
Beginning Tuesday, we'll offer brick oven pizza!
Brick oven pizza second to none. Homemade
sauce and specialty toppings."
10"...$3.50 14"...$7.00 16"...$8.00
Specializing in pizza, pasta and chicken dishes. Open for lunch.
76 Union Street, Brunswick 729-2826
The most complete
arsenal of test prep























***FREE TRIPS & CASH!***
Call us and find out how hundreds of students are already
earning FREE TRIPS and LOTS OF CASH with America's
#1 Spring Break company! Choose Cancun, Bahamas,
Jamaica, Panama, Daytona or Padre! CALL NOW! TAKE A
BREAK STUDENT TRAVEL (800) 328-SAVE or (617)
424-8222
Self-Esteem Mathematics Advocacy 71
Whose Responsibility Is It ?
Teach For America, The National Teacher
Corps, recruits dynamic individuals from ail
academic majors and diverse cultural
backgrounds to teach in urban and rural
public schools for at least two years.
Education course work is not required
Corps members become full-time salaried
teachers and become actively involved with
the communities in which they work. Salaries
range from $15,000 - $29,500 and partial
cancellation (Pcrkins/NDSL) or deferment
(Siafford/CiSL) of loans is possible.
Come hear how you can
make a difference!
For more information, contact












Wednesday, September 29 at 7:00 p.m.
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Do You Want VISA & MasterCard Credit Cards?
fco»v you can have t*VO of ihe trtost if •v.g-r ,7ed and
accepU-d crtdli cardi hi ihe world ...V!« *; a;cl i*\.sierCard«
credit ouds...*ln your caw*." JVEN IF YOU ^E NEW iN
CREDIT cr HAV* BEEN TURNED DOV/N BEFORE!
VISA* and MasterCard* the credit cards you








Send the coupon today
Your credit cards are waiting!!
CASI. P.O. BOX 2873*». ATLANTA, GEORGIA 50558
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Women's tennis shuts
out Babson
The Bowdoin women's tennis team
defeated Babson 9-0 in the Polar Bears' first
match of the season last Saturday. At #1
singles, Kristi LeBlanc '96 improved to an
undefeated 5-0 on the season by winning 6-
2, 6-1. Captain Alison Burke '94 did not
allow a single game to her #2 singles
opponent, winning 6-0, 6-0 in straight sets.
At #3 singles, Emily Lubin '95 lost just two
SPORTS
the second,proceeding towin 6-2, 6-0.Theresa
Claffey '95 lost onlyonegame at#4 singles, as
didAmy Brockelman '95 at #5. Becca Garrett
'95 earned her first varsity singles win by
downing her #6 opponent 6-0, 6-2.
The Bears experienced similar dominance
in the doubles round. The first doubles team
ofLeBlancand Lubinwon 6-2,6-0 .Thesecond
team of Burke and Brockelman closed out its
opponents by an identical score. Perhaps the
toughest match of the day came at third
doubles, though Claffey and Tara Dugan '97
still won in straight sets, 6-2 and 6-3.
Sailing squad struggles in
early-season competition
The Bowdoin College sailing team
participated in two regattason September 18.
The Bears hosted True North II, finishing
fourth out of four teams. However, Heather
Young '94 and Elizabeth Matthew '94
combined to do quite well, coming in second
in their division.
On the same day, the Bears also sent
representatives to the Hewitt Trophy comp-
etition hosted by the University of New
HampshireTheBowdoin squadfinished sixth
out of eight teams, but once again a pair of
sailors, Tracy Pugh '97 and Holly Leddy '97,
performed well, combining for two second-
place finishes and one third-place finish,
placing them second out of eight teams in
their division . Pugh and Leddywere the only
all-female pairing in the race.
The next upcoming regatta for the Bears is
September 25-26 at the Penobscot Bay Open,
which will be hosted by Maine Maritime
Academy.
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Men's rugby scrums its way toward Bates
Blood and guts: As if
a match-up against that
school from Lewiston were
not enough to get the
players' competitive blood
boiling, the men's rugby
Bears now fight for the







Some of you are playing, the rest of you
should be and all of you will support die
splendidsquad mis fall.The1993men'srugby
football club gets its season under way
tomorrow with a match against 254year-old
rival Bates. The match is a traditional
bloodbath, with both squads drinking each
other to death at game's end.
The Bates game has taken on a special
significance for both schools with last year's
induction of the Lindbergh Cup. This cup,
which is given in honor of Greg Lindbergh, a
Bowdoin graduate of the class of 1991 and
huge participant in and contributor to the
club, is awarded to the winner of the game,
who.may then display it with pride until the
was a Bowdoin rugger," said match secretary
Sean Marsh '95. "Losing to Bates would be
compounded by the fact thatwe have to wait
an entire year to get something back which
should belong to us." The team has had an
The Bears ruck over the ball during an informal scrimmage.
Maya Khuri/ BowiUw Oriem.
following year. The Polar Bears won the extra week to prepare for the game due to
inaugural game last season, but the Bobcats scheduling changes from years past,
havebeenwaitingthelongyeartocaprurethe Following the Bates match-up, Bowdoin
trophy themselves for the first time. willsquareoffagainsttheUniversity ofMaine
"The Cup is important to us because Greg atFarmingtonand Colby,bothathomeon the
following two Saturdays. As far as the team's
prospects for success are concerned, captain
Erin White '95 said, "We are traditionallyone
of the smaller teams as far as sizeand strength
go, butwhat will win us games this year is the
level of experience that a great deal of our
players have. That's something other teams
don't have." This is particularly important
this weekend, for the Bates club has roped in
30 new freshmen to boost its size as a squad.
The Bears owe a great deal of their past
success to their two coaches, Rick SeaHa and
Greg Apperham. Scalla is an inspiration at
head coach, giving plentyofhis time tohelping
the players improve, while Apperham
concentrates his work with the forwards,
helping the smaller Bowdoin pack players
compete with the 10th-year juniors from
UMaine.
Tomorrow's Lindbergh Cup match-up
should be a good one, assuming it occurs.
Vague administrative difficultieson the Bates
end of the competition threaten at present to
either cancel or postpone the game. Should
these detailsbe ironed out,however, theBears
plan toventure into Lewiston and return with
a trophy for all to see.
The players hope and pray that they get to
fulfill this triumphant destiny. With regards
to the players' dedication and enthusiasm,
Tony Doerr '95 sums it up best: "It's not a
sport, it's a lifestyle."
J
Men's soccer beats USM, succumbs to Babson in up and down week
By Randy Steinberg
orient staff writer
After starting theseason withadisappointing loss to
the University ofNew England, themen's soccer team
hoped to reverse its fortunes by scoring an upsetwin
over theBabsonBeaversonSarurday.TheBears'hopes
were dashed in light of the 6-0 drubbing administered
by the Beavers. On Wednesday, however, Bowdoin
was able to regroup and down the University of
Southern Maine 2-1 to salvage a 500 week
The Beavers (1-0) were fresh off a convincing win
over Cordon College which corroborated their status
as one of the best Division II I reams in New England. It
would have taken an exceptionally strong effort for the
home team to down the visitors, who lost in the
Division III New England finals last season on penalty
kicks, after having traveled to the final four of the
NCAA Division HI tournament the year before.
True to form, the Babson players took the initiative
from the opening whistle, with crisp, accurate passes
and good communication Just 238 into the game,
Babson goton theboard when a Beavercomer kickwas
knocked around in front of the net and volleyed home
by a Babson forward At 13:35, Babsonstruck again to
go up 2-0.
Meanwhile, the Bears kick-and-run offensive effort
was thoroughly frustrated by the quick and skilled
defense of Babson Babson All-New England goalie
KevinSampsonhad little troubleall day, having to stop
just three Bowdoin shots on net.
Eager to overcome the two-goal defidt, Bowdoin
came out aggressively in the second halfand seemed to
have Babson confused for the first eight minutes. The
Bears kept the ball in the Babson half and seemed to be
breaking down the Beaver passing game. However,
Babsonregrouped and scored its third goal at 9:46. The
final resultof the game was no longer in question, and
Babson wound up with a 6-0 victory.
Althoughdisappointedby theoutcome of thegame
against what he acknowledged to be a tough Babson
squad, Bowdoin coach Tim Gilbride nevertheless
looked on the bright side. "We did, however, learn
some valuable lessons that we were able to put into
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Babson,wewere not able to defend well in one-on-one
open space situations. We learned that discipline and
staying on your man were soft spots for us. We
implemented these aspects in the game against USM
and it really helped us."
Indeed it did. On Wednesday, the Bears took on the
University ofSouthern Maine Huskies (2-3). Bowdoin,
now 0-2 for the season, could ill-afford another loss.
From the get-go, it was evident that the Bears were
playing on a different leveL The whole team exhibited
much better movement and field sense, as the
distribution was excellent and the passes were better
placed.
After 30 minutes of exciting action, USM got the
opportunity to take a penalty shot after an inadvertent
hand ball by a Bowdoin defender. The shot went
through despite the efforts of Bowdoin goalie Jan
Flaska '96. At half-time, the Huskies were up 1-0.
Unfazed by this minor setback Bowdoin came out
charging in the second half. Just 209 into the half, the
BearsgotontheboardwhenRichMaggioto '96received
the ball all alone in front of theUSM net. Maggiotowas
unable to get off a good shot, however, and the ball
trickled toward the goalie. In what should havebeen a
routine play, the Huskie netminder bobbled the ball
and it rolled unimpeded into the net. The score stood
at 1-1.
Just ten seconds after its first strike, Bowdoin was
able to score again At 219, Maggioto broke through
the trap that had sobaffled the Bears in the first halfon
a pass from David Rodriguez '94. Facing only the
goalkeeper, Maggioto easily bested him and put
Bowdoin up for good, 2-1.
Bowdoin ran out the clock and came away with its
first victory of the season Maggioto had two great
chances to earn a hat trick, but was unable to finish off
Goalkeeper Flaska played a fine game, making five
saves and contributing numerous intangibles. Said
Gilbride of Flaska, "Jan did everything I hoped he
would do. He cut off several dangerous crosses and
held his position when necessary. He showed good
leadership—talking to the defense and directing the
play."
Gilbride commented on the game in general by
saying, "We want to take this win and build on it"
Bowdoin next faces Middlebury tomorrow at 1 1:00
am at home. Middlebury is a powerful team and
Bowdoin faces a stiff challenge. Gilbride said of
Middlebury, "They are very similar to Babson in that
they have great speed and are very talented, [rate them
in the same category as Babson and I will judge our
pace of improvement by how we do this Saturday."
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Letter from Liberia
To the Editor,
Please send me information about your publication and
some copies of your past edition.
I had served as a proof-reader and later news reporter for
Torch light Newspaper Crescent Inc. Torch light was the only
newspaper in Liberia that existed and covered the heat of the
civil war, but exists no more because of poor financial
management.
Notwithstanding, I still have much interest in reporting.
This was really helping me write English better.
I hope when I am accepted on admission and financial aid
at Bowdoin College through you kind assistance, 1w ill continue
my work in The Bowdoin Orient.
Besides the reporting of news story, I want to leam how to
write better so I can write my interesting autobiography
—
"Son of the Unfaithful Woman."
Note: I got your address from the Bowdoin College View







Weare writing with regard toan issueofextreme seriousness
on the Bowdoin campus. We are shocked each and every
afternoon to discover our New York Times, for which we have
paid with hard earned dollars, missing and presumed stolen.
The Bowdoin to which we matriculated and that we came
to love was an institution of honour and integrity. Where, we
ask, have those moral principles gone? That mere are those
among us who must resort to common thievery can only be
described as deplorable. By what standard do these parasites
measure themselves? Clearly, there exists a divergence of
conception as to the values that we at Bowdoin represent.
Bowdoin aspires to nurture tomorrow's leaders. How can
we presume to lead this country when we can not even
uphold the most basic of moral tenets. How dare they call
themselves men and women of Bowdoin?
We challenge each of you the next time you go to the
Moulton Union to ask yourselves, "By what right and at
whose discretion do I take this newspaper? Have I made my
contribution, or am I riding herd on the goodwill of my
brethren?" For God's sake, people, stop this madness. If you
want to read the paper, go to the library.
Sincerely,
Michael T. Sullivan '94
Kenneth L. Cornick '94
"A new low"
To the Editor;
With the printing of Nick Jacobs' opinion piece entitled, "Non-
FinancialAidstudents discriminated against",theBowdoin Orient
sanktoanew low.Thispoorlywritten articlegrosslymisrepresented
facts about Bowdoin's financial aid policies. If Mr Jacobs or the
editors had read "Is Bowdoin's Financial Aid policy true to the
College's spirit?" (Orient, Sept 10, 1993), they would have learned
that for the past three years the College has net practised "need-
blind" admissions. In fact, between thirty and forty students each
yearhavebeen wait-listed because therewas not enough financial
aid available. With these thirty to forty students wait-listed, the
admissions office has moved students who could pay full tuition
from the waiting list to ranks of the accepted. This is hardly
discrimination
Mr. Jacobs wrote, "students with financial aid are given first
consideration for all campusjobs. Ina sense, this is discrimination "
This opinion is based on still more misunderstandings of the
College's hnancialaidsystem.lt isperfectlyacceptable forstudents
on aid to be given priority above students without the same needs,
because financial aid packages require a contribution from student's
wages throughout the academic year. For a student on financial
aid, a job in the library can mean the d ifference between a Bowdoin
educationand an over-crowded state university. Campus jobs, like
loans and grants, are a form of financial aid, albeit the smallest
component of most aid packages.
Opinions worth reading arebased on the interpretation of facts.
"Non-financial aid students discriminated against" falls short of
that mark Mr. Jacobs and the editors of this newspaper need to get
their facts straight. It is particularly disconcerting when those facts
are contained in the very paper they publish. I hope the Bowdoin
Orien t 's editors see to it tha t this kind of ill-informed nonsensedoes






Last week I visited Bowdoin for the first time since
graduation in May. I was excited to be back on campus
with the hopes of spending some fun time with my
friends. I was appalled, however, by the number of
drunken altercations I observed during my three day
stay. It seemed to me that if people were not directly
involved in fighting, they were recapping ones that
had already occurred or busy anticipating
confrontations that were likely to happen that night.
Has Bowdoin suddenly changed from a liberal arts
college to a 1400 seat boxing arena? I don't know but
my impression is that it has!
In my seventy two-hours at Bowdoin I saw fights
begin because one person bumped into another at a
crowded campus-wide. Another started because beer
spilled onto someone accidentally while a student
tried to serve himself. I saw friends battle against
friends. I witnessed people jump into fights and
throw punches when they were previously
uninvolved. I also saw people encouraging fighting
to resume in a situation where the fighting had
subsided. I heard rumors, threats and promises to
"get people good." I have but one thing to say:
WAKE UP BOWDOIN!!
For a school the size of Bowdoin to have so many
conflicts between students and as many violent
outbursts as I witnessed last weekend is deplorable.
Fighting does nothing but make enemies and hurt
people. That is stupid.
A person cannot better a situation with pushing,
shoving and punching. The elite student attending
Bowdoin should not have to resort to violence to
solve a difficult situation. That is not done by
intelligent people outside of the college environment.
Talk out differences and reach compromises. Don't
get pissed over the little things. Think.
My visit to Bowdoin opened my eyes to the idiocy
of fighting and the potential for problems when there
is excessive drinking. To fight among your peers in a
serious and small learning environment such as
Bowdoin is both childish and irresponsible. I hope
thatwhat Isaw were isolated events and not indicators
of a larger problem that exists now on campus.






A strange little thing happened to me the other week. IT1
tell you about it. I was walking along campus, innocently
mindingmyown business asanygood Kidd does, when three
Betas accosted me and made some wise-ass comments. I,
being somewhat of a wise-ass myself, returned the favor. To
get to the point, these guys joyously said that they were going
to kick my ass. I believe the exact words were "We're gonna
kick your -uckin' head in so hard (five second pause)... that
you won't be able to find it in the morning." I was flattered
that they would waste such an ingenious insult on me, so you
can imagine how I felt when one of them plucked a truly
exalted gem from the archivesand said, "Yeah ... and tell your
mom to get her -ucking pantyhose off of my head." We were
havingfun. Wellnothing happened. Butitdid getme thinking.
See, I can honestly say, without sarcasm (one of the few things
I say without sarcasm), that most of the Betas I know are good
guys and for the most part the reputation Beta has for a
collection of obnoxious meatheads is undeserved. But then
there are an elite few, such as my previously mentioned
playmates, who perpetuate this derogatory stereotype. And
since I'm always looking out for my buddy Chris Butler, I
tried to figure out how to remedy this problem. I decided
there's only two options. You change the way people think.
That's hard todo. Or youcanget rid ofa few mooks. That's not
so hard to do. But since most people aren't familiar with the
art of disposal, I thought I'd give a little outline of the proper
way to take care of business. See, if I were Mr. Butler, I'd set
up a little Beta house meeting a la "The Untouchables." Now
Chris says "I hear that some of you are giving the rest of us a
bad name." Whereupon the guilty individuals scream, "It
wasn't me, it wasn't me, I swear to God!" Then Chris
says,"Ohhh, I beg to differ!" Then out comes the baseball bat
and he does the Al Capone thing. Perhaps bury the bodies in
the backyard. I don't know. I'm bad with details. But the end
result is thatyou havea perfectlygood fraternity, unblemished
by the evil deviants. But, hey, that's just my advice and don't





group asks for help
To the Editor,
Our small organization assists people of All Ages. If a
family iswrongfully evicted, all thechildren suffer. Too often,
young peopledropoutofschoolbecausetheyareHOMELESS.
Lacking a home, they lack a district in which they can attend
school.
Our group provides Education on AVOIDING
Homelessness through our crisis hotline. We are located in
Maine. Primarily, we serve Maine and the Northeast. We
depend upon editorials to inform people of our SERVICES
and of our needing your support.
Families about to lose their home, or apartment can call us.
TheHomelessCrisisHotlineprovidesinformationonavoiding
homelessness. There are little-known programs to prevent
loss ofhomes or apartments. Call 1-800-438-3890. Make ours,
one of your Favorite Charities.
We need Students to raise funds so this phoneline will
remain operational and grow. More can be done to end some
of the causes of displacement from a safe home. I would love
to speak to caring college students about eliminating
Homelessness. I can be reached at 453-2986.
StudentPowercanmove the Hotline into the black ink. The
toll-free number receives around 1,000 calls a year. Many of
those callers have children, who would become Homeless.
Providing referrals,and informationPREVENTSdislocation
for many. With student's Help, we will be here, to be able to
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Metaphysical Interpretations of Life at Bowdoin
Kudos to Professor Wells who had the insight
to recite the lyrics of "Cortez the Killer" to his
entire Latin American History class.
Summary of our lives as of late: Three new
tubes, a Sox game, a handle of Beam, three-
quarters of a tab, fourteen showings of
"Miller's Crossing" (not enough), Silverman
with a date (or four), tons of sex with Rosie,
Coots minus the rug, truce with the editors,
other stuff that's kind of in a haze right now.
Fergus, what's shakin'? GEEEEVOHHHH!!!
cannot be stopped.
Z fellows: Well, I think you're half smart. I
think you're queer with Johnny Caspar, and I
think you'd sooner join a ladies league than
gun a man down. Well, we'll go out to Miller's
Crossing, and we'll see, who's smart.
By the way, never ever take Russian.
High, kids. We'd never leave you. Since the
article will probably be cut now, we won't
write anything of substance from here on out,
like we usually do.
TRUE STORY: Remember Scottie Ridley?
He's sophomoric now, and he's in a small jam.
Our oh-so-wonderful-ivy-covered-mockery-
of-a-college has handed him the flagpole. His
ex-roomie Hart decided that he was sick of
rooms (vacuuming them, especially) and is
bivouacking outside of the Russwurm Center.
Entree Eddie Dane. The fastest person ever
removed from the quiet dorm in Bowdoin
history: 13.9 seconds. The time it took him to
shotgun a bottle of Crazy Horse and scream
"Do you need a pillow for your head?" No
fraternity, social organization, club, team or
drinking fellowship would take him, and he
wasn't asking for any favors.
Now Eddie and Scottie are the perfect pair,
closer than Mc and Donald's, Blues and
Traveler, Graffix and... So, they are simply the
classic drunken frosh-boys, looking to exploit
their newly found upper-class status. BUT
NO!!!!! Let's go back....
ROOM DRAW '93: The annual blowout sale
in the Harry J. Moulton Union. We admit, our
heroes are WASTED! That is not the issue,
though, because what it boils down to is Scottie
and The Dane got the high hat from the
Bowdoin Housing Awards Oversight Board of
Directors and Alumni Student Relations
Auxiliary. Now, as is the case with all Boards
on this campus, there are no student members,
simply administrators who don't understand
the lyrics to "Plush." Scottie and The Dane
along with 27 other frosh-pals didn't get a
room in which to base their adventures or
even mellow out to the Love Cowboys. Nope...
not even a dorm room, basement or attic or
even the tunnels (which the enemy is filling in,
which blows).
So Ridley-boy and The Dane are homeless at
a 68 billion dollar school. Of course they can
build a student center out of the spring rugby
training facility, they can spend six mil on a
new bench in the arena, and pay somebody to
harass kids who don't have ID's at the field
house, but they can't build our boys a room.
So they slammed them in Pine Street with two
randoms who don't approve of Cortez at four
in the A.M. naked (Hart influenced Scottie in
subtle ways). What is the world coming to,
anyway? Maybe the head honchos will just
start tossing kids out so that they can fit more
brainwashed frosh into their old rooms.
Fine, so they got put with a couple of anti-
Neil seniors. Well, now that that happened
the problem was compounded by the fact that
they have to PAY PINE STREET PRICES!! Does
the phrase, "two years of guaranteed housing,"
mean anything to any of you in the
administration? Figure it out, you went to
College, hopefully not this one.
We pick up our poor broke heroes presently
sporting their bare buns, at The Bear Buns,
begging for something, anything. Now The
Dane, who has spent the entire year dressed
like that girl in the Blind Melon video, plays a
mean game of air hockey. He's been sharkin'
all the locals and making due with the $9.25
breakfast at the union, but Scottie.... That is a
whole other story.
We pick him up running at full tilt, hat flying
off, from Lazzare'sboys who want to break his
friggin' legs. After stealing their copy of
"Miller's Crossing" andstashingitinhis shorts
during a game of Old Maid, our man got caught
because he yelled to Danny L. through an open
window at Lazzare's plush room on the first
floor of Winthrop. We understand, who
wouldn't yell to Danny L.? They're chasing
him and shooting at him, and he's beelining
for H&L offices. He hasn't eaten in four days,
except for some lobster entrails he stole from
Zeta, and he stumbles and they gun him down
right in front of Doogie.
The preceding has been taken from a report
made by the heroic Bowdoin College Mountain
Bike Security Patrol Staff.
//The Deans and Don'ts of Educational Administration//
Just as President Clinton
is a servant of the people,
so are the deans to us.
With the new arrival of Dean Elizabeth
Chadwick comes the advent of a structural
reformation at Bowdoin College. The former
arrangement of Dean of Students, Associate
Dean, and Assistant Dean has been replaced
this year by a new one: freshman, sophomore,
junior and senior class deans. The question
now is will these deans be stationary or travel
with their classes? Will this year's freshmen
dean become the sophomore dean next year
and travel with his class or will he remain the
freshman dean permanently?
Before we tackle the problem head-on, we
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istrative sense; in the final analysis, they are
here to aid in our education. Just as President
Clinton is a servant of the people, so are the
deans to us.
That said, the question remains: does it even
make a difference whether they travel or stand,
and if it does, which is better? We should think
of the deans as we do our academic advisers.
One of the reasons why I feel so comfortable
speaking with my advisor is because he knows
me and has always been there for me. If your
academic adviser changed every year, it would
be awkward to get to know a new one every
year and difficult for them to evaluate your
progress accurately. They could read your file,
but compared to an advisor who was there
when you had problems adjusting, choosing
your classes, and figuring out your major etc.
the transient advisor is incompetent.
The Gadfly
Tom Leung
should be someone that you can feel
comfortable seeing at any time and one
prerequisite for this is a history of established
relations. This is impossible if a new class
dean is assigned to you every year. Who would
^^^^^^ you want treating you, a
doctor who's been
following your case history
for years and knows your
health first-hand or
someone whose knowledge





argued that the standing
system allows the deans
to specialize. For example,
the freshman dean can
become adept dealing
with acclamaiory
problems after doing so
for a few years. The same
goes for the sophomore
dean in his need to master
the art of study-away.
Although a strong case can be made for these
advantages of standing deans, a stronger one
can be made against their disadvantages.
One lesson we can learn from the business
world is that an employee who is stagnant is
an employee who is unproductive. The
Japanese organize automobile plants in such a
way that the workers never have the same task
for more than a few weeks. They do so because
repetition usually breeds indifference.
By the same token, when a dean solves the
identical problems year after year after year,
he v. ill inevitably lose interest. But if he moves
with his class and encounters new kinds of
problems every year, he will take a greater
interest in their affairs. If he is allowed to
watch his students develop from uncertain
first-years to outward-bound seniors, he too
will experience the excitement of his class as
they embark upon new struggles and successes
every year. He can help them acclimate onto
the campus freshman, year design study-away
plans and choose majors sophomore year,
internships and independent studies junior
year, and find work or grad schools senior
year. This is a far more motivating force than
















affiliation with the deans' office— and at the
same time in a format that is interesting and
stimulating to the deans themselves. With the
traveling system, everyone wins.
Traveling class deans are afar
more logical choice .... They
allow students to establish a
meaningful long-term affiliation
with the deans' office.
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Last weekend was witness to yet another
ugly example of an underlying ill. The
specifics haven't been confirmed, but at
the very least it is clear that there is a PsiU
with a broken nose and at least one TD
accused of being responsible. Whether
there was wanton violence and an all-out
brawl remains in the realm of speculation.
Bowdoin Security, who took the student
to the hospital, has refused to release the
reports. TheBrunswick Police Department,
which was present at the scene of the
violence, won't release the reports until
Friday. The Administration, likely to be
considering some sort of disciplinary
action, has shut us out of the deliberations.
And the two fraternities involved have
attempted to stop the free flow of
information and debate on this topic.
Given the unconfirmed nature of the
events,we are unable to make a specific or
definitive statement about what has
happened; nor are we capable of clearing
the rumor-heavy air. However, what can
be said is that the violence thathas occurred
is not a surprising anomaly.
As anyone who has been to a fraternity
party knows, this display ofviolence is the
tip of the iceberg. Only a minor part of the
intimidation and harassment that
constantlyoccurs results insomeone going
to the hospital. It seems to happen every
weekend at large fraternity parties. We all
remember the fights involving the Zetes
last fall.Andwhat about the instances with
Betas? This is a recurring and endemic
problemand itraises awholehostofserious
questions. How closely related is that
bullyingto sexualharassment, forexample?
Why has the issue remained a taboo for so
long? Why is information being so closely-
guarded even as therumor mill inflates the
magnitude of what has happened?
Some people may be tempted to argue
that "boys will be boys," and you have to
let them give expression to their
testosterone-induced angst. In our view,
this is a ridiculous and dangerous way to
approach the problem . If theway that their
stress is vented or their problems dealt
with is through violence to others, theycan
do it at some other time and in some other
place. There are civilizedways to deal with
this, and anything less cannot be tolerated
at Bowdoin.
The two letters mailed to the Editor are a
serendiputously-timed testimony to
fraternity-related aggression. Both were
received last week, too late to be printed,
but early enough to anticipate the coming
mayhem. One, writtenby an alumnus and
former fraternity member, speaks of the
variousbrawlsand alcohol-related violence
he saw during one weekend at Bowdoin.
The other letter, written by a student, tells
a story all too common for many of us.
These experiences do not happen to
everyoneoneveryoccasion theyencounter
fraternities. Nor do they happen at every
fraternity. However, theyoccur all too often,
and no one seems to do anything about it.
Fraternitiesshould actunequivocallyand
quickly —now and in the future— by
expelling the members of their
organizationswho are responsible for this.
Inmore general terms, there has tobesome
more definitemechanism ofaccountability.
Who is it at fraternities who says, "Cut it
out, settle down," when things get out of
hand? Where was the responsible person
on May Day last spring when alcohol,
abused as it is each weekend, created the
conditions that almost led to a fatal
accident?The fact ofthe matter is that there
is every indication that fraternity parties
are very prone to things getting out of
hand. Thoughwe prefer self-regulationby
the fraternities, incident after incident has
shown that they are failing at this task.
Whether they lack the will or they are
simply incapable of governing themselves
is not the point. They are are not controlling
themselves, and therefore the
Administration has no option but to cut
the Gordian knot.
Most people enter Bowdoin very open
and at a pliant moment in their lives.
They're in a very new environment, and
this is when their notions of the world are
redefined— especially during the first six
months of their freshman year. When
students are going to fraternities, they are
being molded by the values and mores
evinced there. The College must ask itself
if the values students learn at fraternities
are the ones Bowdoin would like to see in
its graduates. Is breeding violence and
intimidation, irresponsible drinking habits
and general licentiousness somethingwe'd
like tosee the leaders oftomorrow learning?
The bottom line is that this demonstrates
once and for all that fraternities have no
place at Bowdoin College. What a sad
statement to have to make about
organizationswhose origins lie inthe secret
societies formed by the lovers of learning
and poetry.
/
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I love watch ing the tour groups walk across
campus with their hindward moving guides.
It reminds me how much I enjoyed visiting
colleges. I couldn't tell them apart after I had
seen four or five. They all became one standard
college with trees and brick and stone
buildings. They all had students too. I could
scarcely remember what Bowdoin looked like
when the school and I decided to accept each
other. I seem to have gotten lucky.
I have been exposed to many new things at
I have been exposed to
many new things at
Bowdoin. One of these is
diversity.
Bowdoin. One of these is diversity. 1 come
from northern Vermont which has a persons-
of-color percentage of one or two percent. The
diversity is even greater here on a non-race
level. At my public high school, the great
majority of the students were from Vermont
(wonder of wonders). Here we have 43 states
and 7 foreign countries.
I have also met an incredible variety of
individuals. Everyone everywhere has alway
s
been different, but we have a very broad
spectrum of people here. Students run from a
little right of Attila the Hun to a little left of
Bernard Sanders. I have had many an
interesting discussion and even more
interesting arguments. I'm moderate so I get
to argue with everyone. Being in the middle of
the road has its benefits as well as its
drawbacks. I frequently get run over by both
extremes.
Politics is not all that separates people into
individuals. Hair styles, sleep habits, eating
habits, party habits and especially study habits
are all very different. During my first week of
classes I had to study in Hatch to avoid the
noise of the dorm. Now I need to hide in the
mausoleum (Hubbard library) to get serious
work doni because I became a part of a
disruptive study group at Hatch. Others turns
up the U2 for light work and do their serious
work to low-volume Tears for Fears at two
o'clock in the morning. Some students I know
do not study or work at all.
I have been here for only a month, but it feels
like an indefinite amount of time. Some days it
feels like ages, other days it feels like hours.
When the leaves start falling, when the snow
starts falling and when the spirits start falling,
then it will really feel like ages.
Paula A. Gonzalez/ Bowdoin Orient
Brew Review
A Wicked Review-W.
The only thing to catch our
eyes as we surveyed Shop 'n
Save's disparaging variety of
"Lite" (ugh, that a beer drinker would sacrifice flavor for a trim
waist) beers and tortorous pilseners was the attractive, old-
fashioned design on a six-pack of Pete's Wicked Ale. As it also
claimed to be a product of "America's Best Microbrewery/' we
thought that the beer
_—^^_^^^^^^_
aficionados of Bowdoin
might appreciate a report.
And so for your sake, dear
reader, and in the glorious
name of journalism, we
sacrificed our evening and
purchased seventy two
ounces of the promising _________^^_
potion.
Siegfried was initially distressed by the twist-off access into the
bottle, but I, having personally twisted many a cap off the
Wittelsbach and S. D. Saufer
we sacrificed our evening and









impeccable Geary's Pale Ale,
know thebottlecap to be a mere
cover by which wecannotjudge
the contents it keeps sealed. Eagerly we trickled our evening's
entertainment into two glass tumblers, and oh, what tjtilation to
the tongue as our wide eyes watched the two inches of froth
bubble above the black body of nectar.
___^^___^^_^_^^_ Getting down to
business, we were
delighted to find its
appearance to be
backed up by a
genuine full flavor,
that was as welcome a
gift to the palate as a
_^__________ piece of icurst to a
Bavarian in a vegetarian cafe. "Pete " attributes thi> flavoras well
as i*s handsome color, to its "slow roasted 'chocolate' malt," and
slow roasted, deep fned or boiled, let me tell you it works!
Aside from its hearty flavor, Pete'shasa pleasant bittersvveetness
that sends the Saufer back for more, as well as a lingering
aftertaste that is an essential factor in inspiring the polemical
discussions that make communal beer drinking so rewarding. In
fact, Siegfried and I find ourselves presently mulling over the
final solution for the Yankee fans, who by refusing to stay in their
seats, are endangering the integrity of the great Americanbaseball
game
What more can we say about Pete's elixir7 This winner of the
Great American Beer Feshval'sGold Medal hascertunlyallevia ted
our Bowdoin ailments for tonight, and we can't say enough about
it The last two signs of our appreciation are the healthy rings of
remembrance thatgrace our mugs and the egregious frowns that
adom our face due to our present dearth of Wicked Ale What
now? Well, perhaps it's time for us to float downstream into
dreams of lederhosen, bier, Oohm-pah pah music and dancing on
the tables (remember folks, these last twoweeks ofSeptember are
the joyous days of Octoberfest in Deutschland!) so we'll sign off.
Take heed! Treat yourself to some Pete's Wicked Ale, you
deserve it. Besides, Siegfried says it goes well with salami and
cheese.
"To those who share my obsession for Old World flavor attd my
passion for an ale of integrity, character, and heritage, I toast you.
"
-Pete
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8:00 p.m. Concert. Bowdoin College Lively Arts presents The Bobs an exciting a atpdla group.
Pickard Theater. Tickets: $5 with Bowdoin I.D. and $13.50 for public Tickets available at Moulton
^ Union, Bowdoin College/ Macbeans Music, Brunswick/ Amadeus Music in the Old Port, Portland.
9:00 p.m. Film. "Raiders of the Lost Ark," starring Harrison Ford and Karen Allen Beam Classroom,
at the VAC. Sponsored by SUC.
9:00 p.m. Film. "Breathless," directed by Jim McBride, 1983, starring Richard Gere and Valeries
Kaprisky. Kresge Auditorium,VAC. Sponsored by the Bowdoin College Film and Video Society.




10:00 am and 5:00 p m. Yom Kippur service Lancaster Lounge, Moulton Union. Sponsored by
Bowdoin Jewish Organization. (P)
6:00 p.m Breakfast Mitchell East and West, Wentworth Hall Sponsored by Bowdoin Jewish
Organization. (P)
800 p.m Performance. Boston Improv. Main Lounge, Moulton Union. Sponsored by SUC.
9HM p.m. "Wild at Heart," directed by David Lynch, 1990, starring Nicholas Cage, Laura Dern,
Willem Dafoe, Isabella Rosselini and Diane Ladd. Kresge Auditorium, VAC. Sponsored by the
Bowdoin College Film and Video Society.
M V
9
7:30 p.m. German Film Series. "M," (1931), directed by Fritz Lang. 90 minutes. Smith Auditorium, Sills Hall.
Sponsored by department of German in conjunction with German 51. (P)
7:30 p.m. Concert. Choir of Clare College, Cambridge, England, directed by Timothy Brown. Program
^ includes works of Bach, Britten. Byrd, Casals, Gibbons and Vaughn Williams. Chapel. Sponsored by the
department of music with funds from the Jasper Jacob Stahl Lectureship in the Humanities and the Benjamin
H. Riggs Concerts Fund. Admission: $10.00 public, $8.00 senior citizens and free with Bowdoin I.D. Tickets
available at the Information Desk, Moulton Union (see For More Information).
Tuesday 2 8
%
3:15 p.m. Meeting. B.A.S. (Bowdoin Administrative Staff) fall general meeting. Lancaster Lounge, Moulton
Union. Refreshments at 3:00 p.m.
7:30 p.m. Lecture and performance. "Green Cities, Bioregions and the Water Web." Judy Goldhaft, -
performance artist, and Peter Berg, director, Planet Drum Foundation. Kresge Auditorium, VAC . Sponsored
by environmental studies and Bowdoin Greens. For more information, call 725-3628. (P)
8:30 p.m. Performance. Cabildo, a four-member percussion ensemble. African Caribbean music. Daggett
Lounge, Wentworth Hall. Sponsored by African American Society. (P)
Wednesday 2 9
Sunday 2 6 <?=^
10:00 am and 430 p m. Mass. 26th Sunday per annum. The Reverend W. Larch Fidler, celebrant.
k A ji Chapel. Sponsored by Newman Apostolate. (P)
700 p.m Films. "Gotta Make This Journey." Profile of the a capella activist group Sweet Honey in the
Rock, and "Wisecracks," an exploration of female comedians. Smith Auditorium, Sills Hall.
Sponsored by women's studies. (P)
(fr.jl.ij)
7:30 a.m. TraveL Association of Bowdoin Friends Wheels to Boston bus leaves Coffin Street parking lot By
reservation.
3:45 p.m.-5:00 p.m. Workshop. Introduction to computing at Bowdoin for new faculty and staff. Presentation
includes a brief overview of electronic mail, gopher and the on-line library catalog system. Room 202, Searles
Science Building. Sponsored by User Services.
7:00 p.m.-8:30 p.m. Workshop. Bear Basics II—Job Hunting Survival Skills workshop. Chase Ban Chamber.
Please sign up at OCS. See "OCS News" for more information.
8:00 p.m Performance. "The Yellow Wallpaper," directed by Michelle Brochu and performed by Susan
Dumais. G.H.Q. Playwrights Theater, Memorial Hall. Sponsored by women's studies program. (P)
Monday 27 Thursday 3
4:00 p.m -6:00 p.m. Open House. "Make a Mural" program open to faculty, staff and students.
Women's Resource Center, 24 College Street Sponsored by women's studies program.
3:45 p. m. -5:00 p.m History Department faculty seminar. "Putchism in the Early Weimar Republic." Raffael
Scheck, visiting assistant professor, history. Whiteside Reading Room, 16th Floor, Coles Tower. History majors
encouraged to attend and honors students expected to attend. (P)
Only Valid in Pleasant
Street Subway
20% Discount off any
footlong or six-inch sand-
wich with a purchase of a
small drink
Only Valid for Bowdoin College Students
(Not valid with any other offers)
110 Pleasant St., Brunswick
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Ammonia leak creates emergency
By Robert W. Shaffer




Yesterday, an estimated 1000 pounds of
ammonia were released into the atmosphere
as a result of an accidental leak in the ice
cooling system at Dayton Arena.
Stan Peterson, a contracted painterworking
at the time of the incident, first noticed the
leak and contacted Bowdoin Security at 4:15
p.m. The security dispatcher then notified the
Brunswick Fire Departmen t, Bowdoin's Chief
of Security Donna Loring and Director of
Physical Plant David Barbour of the
environmental emergency.
At the time of the spill, Physical Plant was
uncertain as to the exact causeof the leak. The
location was finally isolated, however, and
further spilling of ammonia was blocked.
"We lost about half of the ammonia from
the tank to the atmosphere," reported Mr.
Barbour. When asked if therewasanydanger
from mis spill, he responded, "There's some
ifit'scontained." Exposure toammonia fumes
can cause nausea, headaches, vomiting, and
skin and lung irritation. Long-term effects
due to short exposure are unlikely.
To avoid threats of harm from inhalation,
the chief priority in dealing with the incident
was ventilation of the arena. Within an hour
of the spill, most of the ammonia had
dissipated and emergency crews had left the
scene.
During the operation of the ice rink,
compressed ammonia is circulated through a
series ofpipes beneath the surface of the ice to
keep it frozen. Technicians say that even the
1000 pounds of ammonia remaining in the
tanks will most likely be sufficient to operate
the cooling system.
With the laying of the ice at Dayton Arena
slated for October 1 4, someconcernwas raised
as to whether or not the system would be
fixed in time. Because Physical Plant is not
sure of the location of the leak, it is not sure
how long it will take to remedy the situation.
"If it is just a valve, it will be fairly easy to fix,"
said Mr. Barbour. But if there is a leak in one
of the cooling pipes, repairs could be far more
difficult and take significantly longer.
Erin Sullivan/ Bowdoin Orient
Prozac: The next generation of
anti-depressants comes to College
By Paul C. Rohlfing
ORIENT STAFF WRITER
Theriseoftheanti-depressantdrug Prozac
and its increasing useby students on college
campuses is posing some interesting
questions about the drug's safety, its uses
and some more fundamentalquestionsabout
the adolescent psyche.
Prozac, or fluoxetine, is the most widely
prescribed anti-depressant drug in the
United States today. Over 10 million people
worldwide have taken the drug, including
at least 5 million in the United States alone.
Prozac has almost single-handedly made its
manufacturer, Eli Lilly, one of the most
successful pharmaceutical manufacturers in
the nation.
This success leads to a number of
questions. Why is Prozac so special, and
why has it received so much attention
recently in the media? Prozac works faster,
and with far less common or serious side
effects, than many other of the older
generations of anti-depressants.
One problem often found in depressed
people is a lack of the brain chemical
Serotonin, a neurotransmitter that is able to
act on the cells in the brain. Prozac and the
Please see PROZAC, page 5.
Erin Sullivan /Bowdoxn Orient
Director of Counseling Services Robert Vilas refers students to local psychiatrists.
Dayton Arena, which houses Bowdoin's ice hockey rink, was the sight of an ammonia
leak yesterday.
Legal action pending in
fraternity assault incident
Campus Issues: Sources
did not confirm the details of
J- Board action on the alleged
assault of a Bowdoin student
on Sept. 17, but the parties
involved, the Administration
and the Brunswick police




Early in the morning of Friday, September
17, a Bowdoin student's nose was broken in
an altercation with another student .The issue
is pending in the Maine State legal system
and with the Bowdoin Judiciary Board.
The victim, a member of the fraternity
Kappa Psi Upsilon, has taken legal action
against the suspect, Eric W. Carr of Theta
Delta Chi. Mr. Carr has been issued a
summons foran assault and will bearraigned
October 26, in Maine District Court.
The whole thing started over the car. It
was my car," said Mr. Carr. He claims that on
the night of the incident,he heard some noise
coming from the area where his car was
parked. The Psi U and TD fraternities are
neighbors on Main Street. He had parked his
car on Psi U property where their cook
normally parks. Psi U was concerned that the
car would be a liability and had requested
that Mr. Carr park in the rear lot, which the
two fraternities share.
When he went to investigate, he found that
"therewere abunch of Psi Us throwing things"
from the house at his car, he said. 'There was
some argument, but we basically solved it
and said that I was going to leave the car there
till morning." A few minutes later he heard
more noise and when he went outside again
he found a cinder block, branches and other
debris on thecar, though there was no damage
to the car.
"No one offered any explanation so I went
inside and there was some pushing and
shoving. It got out ofhand. We were provoked
to go over there. It was basically me and one
other guy. We were pushing and shoving
because we were pissed off. As far as the
broken nose, that was an accident."
"By deciding to assault me he made a
decision ... it wasn't an accident," the victim
told the Orient. 'The people who were
assaulted had nothing todo" with putting the
debris on the car and were unable to answer
Mr. Can's questions, he said. 'There was
only one Psi U who knew about it and the one
who did it." He explained that at the time
when Mr. Carr was questioning him, hedidn't
know who had done it and said that his
"conduct throughout the entire incident was
non-combative and I worked away from a
confrontation."
Please see ASSAULT, page 3.
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The celebration begun last week will continue Homecoming weekend
with the Bicentennial Inaugural.
Bowdoin on the Big Screen
8
Maya Khuri/ Bowdoin Orient
Mel Gibson's movie "Man Without a Face" filmed last fall at Bowdoin is
playing in theaters nationwide.
Mkn's Soccer
Suzanne rUtn/Bowdom Orient
The men's soccer team dropped to 1-3 on the season due to a loss to
Middlebury last Saturday.
Wisdom from your Mommy
I do not know what I may appear to the
world, but to myself I seem to have been only like
aboyplayingonthe seashore, and divertingmyself
in now and then finding a smoother pebble or a
prettier shell than the ordinary, whilst the great






3:28 p.m. A student in Maine
Hall reports a female selling
magazines. The subjecthas blond
hair and an earring in her nose.
Friday 9/24
9:54 a.m. Chi Delta Phi reports
a bicycle in the bushes in frontof
their house. It is black with
rainbow handlebars.
Saturday 9/25
12:14 a.m. Security is
requested tocheck on a studentin
Moore Hall. Rescue units are
called to take the student to
Parkview Hospital for alcohol
poisoning.
11:10 a.m. A Brunswick
resident calls tocomplain about an
incident that occurred at 1:15 a.m.
involving his daughter. A group
of young people blocked the
driveway, and used abusive
language.When they finished, they
entered Beta House. He, his wife
and daughter are outraged... (His
daughter is 23 yrs. old).
9:14 p.m. Security finds a
female delivery driver for
Domino's parked in a handicapped
space. When he approached her,
she slammed the door in his face
and took off. The driver will not be
allowed on the campus again ifher
attitude does not improve.
Sunday 9/26
12:32 p.m. Security is requested
to check the Chase Bam bathroom
for a student's eyeglasses. Nothing
was found.
1:30 p.m. A resident of Maine
Hall reports someone got sick on
the bathroom floor.
Compiled by Rob Shaffer
Weekend Weather for
Bowdoin and Vicinity
i Friday, sunny with a high in the
upper 50's.
arurday^fair widxa chance of
showers^^t^ in the day: Higfiin
the lower 60's.
Sunday, chance ofshowers
with a high once again in the
lower 60's.
Monday, still a chance for
shpwers.and a high in the 50's.
*Ka^Jayisory: drying will be
TOdav.
Source Natioml Weather Service
b£ : *-> •- .
.
*
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ASSAULT
Continued from page 1.
The conflict over the parking spot was one
that had been goingon forsome timeand was
a point of contention between the two
fraternities. The story of what happened, like
the incident on Sept. 17, is complicated by
conflicting claims. The actual facts remain
unclear.
Mr. Carr, explaining why he had been so
concerned about his vehicle, said that he had
problems with parking his car there before,
but that they were being dealt with by the
presidents of the fraternities. "A week or so
before thishappened,a bottlehad beenthrown
out of a window and it broke a TDs car
window. It was purely an accident but Psi U
accepted responsibility."
The president of Psi U had a different
perspective on the matter. He stated, "We
accepted that we had a party and that we
would pay partially for [the broken
wind shield]
.We didn't accept responsibility."
Psi U decided that it was "going to find out
The president of TD was unhappy
with the characterization of the fracas
as 'the Psi U-TD incident/ insisting
that "this is something that occurred
between individuals over personal
property."
how much of that was our responsibility and
how much of it was theirbeing parked there."
Addressing accusations by the victim and
witnesses that he had headbutted the victim,
Mr. Carr said, "There were claims that there
were headbutts taking place, but I don't
remember that happening." Mr. Carr denied
that alcohol was involved, "at least on my
part."
The victim told the Orient that both he and
Mr. Carr had consumed alcohol, though he
insisted that it was a very small amount. With
respect to the rest of the people present, he
said that there "was alcohol involved on both
sides. There were parties going on on both
sides of the lawn." Psi U's lawn is contiguous
with TDs.
Michael Loukas, the president of Theta
Delta Chi. emphasizing that this was not a
fraternity issue, would only say that "there
was a discussion over a parking spot, and it
was agreed that a car would be left in the spot
until the morning, and the car was
vandalized." Mr. Loukas was unhappy with
the characterization of the fracas as 'the Psi
U-TD incident,' insisting that "this is
something that occurred between individuals
over personal property."
The victim also stressed that "what's most
important to me is that it be treated and
looked at as an individual case of assault.... It
seems like [the Judiciary Board] is saying if
we keep him out of fraternities on weekends
it won't happen, but it doesn't have to do
with fraternities."
Reading from a report filed the morning of
the incident, Donna Loring, head ofBowdoin
Security, said that there were "tree limbs,
trash and other items piled on the hood" of a
TD member's truck. In response, severalTDs
entered Psi Uand confronted members of the
house.
In a series of comments suggesting that
this may have been more than a personal
disagreement gotten out of hand, Ms. Loring
estimated that seven TDs went over to Psi U
and by 2:30 a.m., when Bowdoin Security
and the Brunswick Police arrived, two Psi Us
were taken to the hospital to be treated. She
also confirmed that this wasn't an isolated
incident, indicating that Security had an
extensive file of campus violence having to
do with fraternities.
The town of Brunswick is also concerned
about the violenceon campus. "I've received
word of a number of assaults [other than this
one] that have occurred which haven't been
reported to the Brunswick Police
Department," DeputyChiefof Police Richard
Mears said in a recent interview. "I'm
concerned that behavior up there may be a
problem," he continued. "All cases reported
to theBPD will result in whateveraction BPD
can take formally. My hopes would be that
theCollegecommunity willbe able to enforce
its own rules and regulations" and codes of
behavior, "and assault isn't appropriate
behavior in my book."
Despite what he termed a growing sense
from students that there has been more
violence on campus this year, Senior Class
Dean Kenneth Lewallen suggested, "We're
just more sensitive" to the issue.
He insisted that "either people or
organizationswho sponsor large parties with
large and sometimes irresponsible amounts
of alcohol manage themselves and govern
themselves appropriately, or the Collegeand
local authorities have no other choice but to
guarantee the safety and welfare of students
and citizens. I take this as a College and a
Brunswick issue."






Erin SuUivan/ Boivdoin Orient
In an interview with the Orient, Dean Lewallen addressed fraternity issues.
Interview: Dean Lewallen
responds to fraternity incident
By Zebediah Rice
orient editor-in-chief
Orient: Could you tell us what happened
last week between Psi U and TD and what is
happening now with the issue?
Lewallen: The disciplinary process is still
going forward. On the morning of the 17th
there was a fracas. We're still looking at who
did what. Thedisciplinaryprocess that we've
initiated is trying to determinejust that. [I ami
following up on the matter and initiating
College disciplinary inquiries.
OrientWhenwe interviewed DeputyChief
Mears of the Brunswick Police Department,
he alluded to other and continuing incidents
of violence here on campus and he seemed
worried that things might be getting out of
hand. Do you think that this year is unusual in
this respect? Are things getting worse or has
it always been this way?
Lewallen: It's difficult to speak about
violence because you only hear about the
worst kind. Some situations come to your
attention by accident and you respond with
the understanding thatmany moredon'tcome
to your attention. Have there been many more
this year? We don't know. There seems to be
a sense from students I've talked with that
there has been more aggression on campus.
Clearly, one of the common themes
surrounding violence on campus is alcohol
and large groups. Whether it's gotten out of
hand this year, I suspect we're just more
sensitive.
The answer seems to be clear to me: either
people or organizations who sponsor large
parties with large and sometimes
irresponsible amounts of alcohol manage
themselves and govern themselves
appropriately, or the College and local
authorities have no other choice but to
guarantee the safetyand welfare of students
and citizens. I take this as a College and a
Brunswick issue. What I mean by that is that
individuals who participate in that conduct
are responsible to College and local police
authorities. Deputy Chief Mears has got it
right. More reports attract the attention of
local police authority.
Orient: But does the College plan to take
any specific action? I know that several years
ago the campus-wide party wasbanned after
a series of incidents at fraternities. Is this an
option being considered?
Lewallen: IFC [the Interfraternity Council]
had a moratorium on campus-wides. The
point I'm trying to get across is that safety is
a College issue. Responsible hosting of parties
is a fraternities issue. What I'm hinting at is
that fraternity leadership ought to be asked
and answering the question, 'What are they
going to do about this problem?'
Orient: But are they really answering it? A
lot of people would say this has been an
ongoing problem. Take the May Day party at
Kappa Sig last year, where a student was hurt
in an alcohol-related accident.
Lewallen: The issue tends to be a house
error. Then the fraternity waits for the Deans'
office to respond and they spend the rest of
the time getting around Deans' regulations,
such that they take no ownership in attempts
at redressing behavior. Quite honestly, I
would have liked to have used (the May Day
accident] as a house learning experience to
move forward newpoliciesand newthinking
to prevent recurrence. What generally
emerges from Collegediscipline is a big house
meeting or meetings whereby everybody
concedes that we need more sober house
monitors, not greater compliance with College
alcohol policies.
Orient: What's your perspective on non-
compliance?
Lewallen: Non-compliance is illegal and
wrong. What I rarely see houses doing is
educating members in responsible and safe
ways to socialize. Few houses limit the number
of people they allow at parties; they serve
illegally, that is to people below 21, and a few
of the bigger houses monitor the amount of
alcohol served to any individual.Thereseems
to be very little recognition that just maybe
the nature of 'parties' is wrong. 'Parties,'
meaning campus-wides whose "purpose is
lots of people and lots of alcohol.
Orient. My final question is one that has
been heard in some quarters for some time
and which some would say is gaining more
credibility. Some people are asking, why
doesn't the College just get rid of fraternities
altogether?
Lewallen: The whole issue of fraternities,
oftheviabilityofthehouses, isan institutional
question going beyond my office, but given
recent events, this discussion is likely tocreate
more attention [from 1 administrators, faculty
boards and alumni.
y
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Some professors irked by
increased size of classes
Overenrollment: The
students here are not the
only ones affected by the
growth of some upper-level
classes. Large classes also
affect the teaching styles of
some professors who prefer
seminars to bigger, more
impersonal lecture-oriented
courses, which may be one




With increasing enrollment comes the the
increasing concern that various classes at
Bowdoin have too many students. Large
classes not only affect student participation
and interest, but also impingeon a professor's
style of presentation and the overall structure
of the course.
Associate Professor of government Alan
Springeracknowledged that whencompared
to courses offered at universities and other
liberal arts colleges, Bowdoin's class sizes are
indeed small. However, relative to the entire
student population at Bowdoin, courses that
accommodateanaverageof50studentsarein
fact comparatively large.
Government is traditionally a popular
departmentoncampus, and satisfying student
interest has been a prevalent concern for
several years. This semester, 165 first-year
students petitioned for places in one of four
seminars, which accommodate no more than
16 students each. Mr. Springerexplained that
this widespread demand within the
department practically ensures that most 200-
level courses will be filled to capacity and
lecture-oriented
.
With the institution of class caps several
years ago, the Administration has provided
a limit to class size. All 100-level courses can
restrict enrollment to 75 students, while 200-
level courses cap at 50 students. Mr. Springer
estimates that 80 percent ofclasses offered on
campus will seat between 50 and 75 students.
Thus, large courses which warrant, but cannot
provide, discussions will suffer in quality,
and he feels "that this is not what Bowdoin is
about."
Similarly, Associate Professor of
anthropology Susan Kaplan explained that
within the department there are too few slots
available for interested students. "I continue
to be surprised at the size ofmy classes," said
Ms. Kaplan, who, as an advisor to first-years,
has learned that many new students are
dismayed by the numbers in their classes.
Ms. Kaplan empathizes with her advisees,
since she feels that first-year students can be
easily discouraged if three out of their four
courses are large in size and lecture-oriented.
Particularly in the introductory courses.
which can greatly influence a student's choice
of majorand success in it, large classes can be
quite frustrating. While it is important that
students learn to succeed in lecture classes, it
is not necessarily the preferred style of
teaching among professors. In having to
accommodate many students, professors are
forced to adopt the lecture style of teaching,
said Ms. Kaplan, who is dismayed "that quite
often the preferred technique when teaching
is theone I can't employ for practical reasons."
Assigning professors a larger course load
will not necessarily solve this problem. As
Ms. Kaplan explained, more courses might
decrease the numbers inside the classroom
but only at the expense of office hours and
course preparation time, which would both
be greatly reduced. In addition, while all
students would probably benefit from smaller
courses, junior and senior students involved
in independent studies and honors projects
would suffer, as their work demands regular
consulatations. Also, Mr. Springer feels that
an increased course load for professors may
create disproportionate pressures for faculty
as some departments would become
inundated and overworked.
Class size plays an integral role in
determining both the quality of education
Bowdoin can offer and the satisfaction of
students and faculty. Both Ms. Kaplan and
Mr. Springer suggested that in order to
maintain these levels of quality and
satisfaction, the number of faculty must be
proportional to the student body.
Jen Atirens/ Bowdoin Urimt
Upper-level seminars such as this one are registered beyond their suggested caps,
forcing some professors to modify their teaching styles.
Attention Students
Fall Break Notice
Fall break will soon start and now is the time to begin preparations for the
time that you will be away from the campus. Past records and incidents have
shown, our most vulnerable time for burglaries and thefts are during break
periods. We here at Security want you to know that we try our best to
maintain a constant check of the campus community but we cannot be
everywhere at once. WE NEED YOUR HELP AND COOPERATION. There
are some things you can doNOW before you leave to better prepare for the
break.
1) Check your locks on your doors and windows to be sure they are
working properly. If you find they do not, call the work order number x3333
NOW so they can be repaired. ESPECIALLY STUDENTS WHO LIVE AT
GROUND LEVEL OR HAVE ROOMS ACCESSIBLE BY FIRE ESCAPES.
2) Before you leave, pull your shades down to prevent people from
looking into your rooms for valuable items. If your shade is broken or
missing, call Physical Plant right away.
3) If you plan on leaving your vehicle here over break remove all items of
value and park your car at Coffin Street Lot and lock it. IT IS EASIER FOR US
TO WATCH YOUR VEHICLES IF THEY ARE IN ONE LOCATION.
4) Pine Street Apt. and Harpswell Street Apt. Residents: Check your locks
on your sliding windows. If you would like to have wood bars cut to place in
the track to prevent them from being opened call Physical Plant NOW.
5) Coles Tower Residents: Move all valuables out of the common room
area and into your rooms. Secure your rooms and also the door leading to the
stairwell.
6) If at all possible bring your valuables with you, or record your serial
numbers in case your items are stolen. You may also want to consider some of
the local storage facilities here in town, listed in the yellow pages.
Have a safe and pleasant break.
Michael D. Lloyd/Crime Prevention Officer
***FREE TRIPS & CASH!***
Call us and find out how hundreds of students are already
earning FREE TRIPS and LOTS OFCASH with America's
#1 Spring Break company! Choose Cancun, Bahamas,
Jamaica, Panama, Daytona or Padre! CALL NOW! TAKE A
BREAK STUDENT TRAVEL (800) 328-SAVE or (617)
424-8222
AS It Should Be Italian Trattoria
It's here... The best brick oven pizza in town!
Brick oven pizza second to none. Homemade
sauce and specialty toppings."
10"...$3.50 14\..$7.00 16"...$8.00
Specializing in pizza, pasta and chicken dishes
76 Union Street, Brunswick 729-2826
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Send the coupon today
Your credit cards are waiting!
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Cards. Enclosed find $ 5 which Is 100% refundable Ifnot
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To receive your $25, full-year subscription, or your $18, one semester subscription, call (207) 725 3053.
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PROZAC
Continued from page 1.
related drugs Zoloft and Paxil are called
Serotonin specific re-uptake inhibitors or
SSRI's because they act on Serotonin alone.
These SSRI's prevent Serotonin from being
reabsorbed, and allow it to remain in the
synapse, the area between brain cells, where
it can continue to be transmitted. Other, older
drugs do not focus so specifically on one
chemical, and as a result are less predictable
and sometimes less effective.
This advancement has not come without
risks and drawbacks. In addition to its
relativelycommon sideeffects, such as loss of
appetite, headaches, nausea and fatigue,
Prozac can also cause feelings of restlessness,
a drop in sex drive and even, in rare cases,
suicidal tendencies. These drawbacks have
certainlybeen played up in thenational media
to a level that is inconsistent with the fact that
there are millions who take the drug without
substantial problems; nonetheless they are a
reality.
The issues of the drug's use and potential
uses are far more unclear and problematic
than are its side effects. In the case of college
campuses, many students are faced with mild
feelings of depression that area natural result
of the greater pressures that students face
once they are away from home and "on their
own," so to speak.
The latest issue of Spy magazine reports
that neither college health centers or the Eli
Lilly company have undertaken any studies
about the number ofcollege students who are
taking Prozac and the level of severity of their
symptoms in relation tothoseoftherestofthe
population. The implication is that college
students may be receiving Prozac for
symptoms that are not as abnormal as they
would be in someone of a different age.
At Bowdoin this does not seems to be the
case. Bob Vilas, thedirector oftheCounseling
Services located upstairs in DudleyCoeHealth
Center, deals with many students who are
having difficulty with emotional issues while
at college. "Our orientation is very
conservative," Mr. Vilas commented.
"Prozac clearly seems to be the
antidepressant of choice," Mr. Vilas said of
the drugs he sees students taking for
depression. "We are seeing more students
arriving at Bowdoin already taking Prozac."
Mr. Vila's refers all thestudents he sees with
depression that could be treated with
medication to psychiatrists in the Brunswick
area, such as Dr. Howard Rosenfield. When
asked about his attitude toward Prozac, Dr.
Rosenfield was quick to point out that Prozac
is not the only anti-depressant he uses with
his patients. He added that in many cases
medication is not even necessary, "I would
say that about half of my patients are not
taking any medication at any given time."
Dr. Rosenfield believes that Prozac canhave
many positive effects on those taking it, but
doesn't feel that it can work alone. "What
works best for most people is a combination
of medication and talking." By using
psychotherapy in addition to Prozac or other
drugs, Dr. Rosenfield triestohelp peopledeal
with the psychological problems that often lie
behind chemical depression.
Using Prozac as a tool to help empower
people to face their problems, and not as a
cure by itself seems to typify the attitude of
the mental health professionals at Bowdoin.
"We definitely see students on Prozac," said
Mr. Vilas, but he added that, "We don't use
Prozac as candy for people who feel some
existential angst."
Some questions about Prozac are more
challenging. Because of its level of safety and
effectiveness, Prozac is being considered for
many other uses. This month's issue of Lear's
magazine reports that Prozac is being
considered as a possible treatment for
premature ejaculation because of its effect on
sex drive.
Lear's also raises a more worrisome issue.
At some universities there is not enough
funding available to provide mental health
personnel to deal with all the psychological
needs of the student body. Prozac's
advantages may encourage overworked
college psychiatrists to prescribe it forstudents
who are only borderline depression cases. It
may be safer for the psychiatrist, in such
"We definitely see students
on Prozac," said Director of
Counseling Services Robert
Vilas, "[but] we don't use
Prozac as candy for people
who feel some existential
angst."
cases, to prescribe a drug like Prozac to a
studentwho is not clearlyclinicallydepressed
than to send the student away empty-handed
and risk the legal and moral ramifications
should the student commit suicide.
Some students see even more dangerous
ramifications forthewidespread useofProzac.
Matthew Bunt, a first-year student at
Bowdoin, commented, "I see Prozacashaving
the potential to become a behavior-control
drug, not just an anti-depressant. In our pill-
popping society, Prozac could become a way
to stifle our sexual desires and temper our
outrage at the injustices that surround us."
Mr. Bunt's comments are not unfounded.
Kenneth Michel, a minister who deals with
students experiencing emotional problems at
John's Hopkins University in Baltimore,
Maryland, is quoted by Loir's as saying, "It's
the Valium of the nineties." In the eighties,
Valium was prescribed as a tranquilizer to
help people cope with everyday stress by
some physicians.
When used responsibly and with careful
follow-up monitoring, Prozac is a drug that
can be highly effective in the treatment of
people with clinical depression. However
Prozac is imperfect, and the issues which
surround its use will no doubt remain in the









The label of Bowdoin's Bicentennial wine, which will be served at all Bicentennial
festivities.
Bowdoin Festival celebrates
200 years of Bowdoin College
By Amy E. Welch
ORIENT COPY EDITOR
Bowdoin College will open its campus to
the public on Saturday, October 16, for the
Bowdoin Festival, a day-long celebration
featuring live entertainment, food, athletic
events, children's activities, tours, a "bean-
hole bean" supper and an open house that
provides a look at Bowdoin's academic
resources and programs. The festival takes
place during Bowdoin's Bicentennial
Inaugural weekend, the lead event in a
year-long celebration of the College's
bicentennial.
The Bowdoin Festival features such
performers as singer-songwriter Jonathan
Edwards, rhythm and blues star Toni Lynn
Washington, jazz performers Randy Bean
& Co. and Maine rock 'n roll band The
Boneheads, along with the Bowdoin
Symphony Orchestra and Chamber Choir,
the Bowdoin Concert Band and many
others.
The College will also provide tours of
the Museum of Art and will open its pool,
ice rink and tennis courts to the public.
Bowdoin's academic facilities will also be
open to the public. Charles C. Calhoun,
author of "A Small College in Maine: Two
Hundred Years of Bowdoin," will be on
hand to autograph copies of his new book,
as will Assistant Professor of art Ann
Lofquist, who will sign copies of a poster
featuring her painting, Bowdoin College,
December.
Children's activities will include face-
painting, mask-making, storytelling and
games and crafts and will culminate in a
Halloween Parade with Maine storyteller
and stiltdancer Martin Steingesser.
Athletic events will include women's
field hockey, women's and men's soccer
vs. Connecticut College, football vs.
Hamilton College and a soccer contest
between the Bowdoin men's junior varsity
team and the Brunswick High School
varsity squad.
Evening festivities will include a "bean-
hole bean" supper in Morrell Gymnasium
prepared by, and for the benefit of, the
Harpswell Volunteer Fire Department,
with musical entertainment provided by
the Pride of Maine Fiddlers. Tickets to the
supper will be available at the door for
$5.50 per person.
On Sunday, October 17, the College will
sponsor a 10K road race to benefit Upward
Bound, a program that prepares high school
students from low-income families for
entry into college. Olympic gold medalist
Joan Benoit Samuelson '79 will serve as
honorary race director. The race will begin
at 8:00 a.m. from Farley Field House. Pre-
registration is required.
The Bowdoin Festival is sponsored by
Brunswick Coal and Lumber; Coldwell
Banker Cleason Real Estate; Harry C.
Crooker & Sons, Inc.; H.P. Cummings
Construction; Key Bank of Maine; Maine
Bank and Trust; Morton Real Estate; Riley
Insurance Agency; Royal Insurance; Verrill
and Dana, with assistance from St. John's
Church; Northcenter Food Service;
Parkview Memorial Hospital; the Bowdoin
College Dining Service; and the faculty,
students, staff, alumni and friends of
Bowdoin College.
The Bowdoin Festival is open to the
public freeof charge. Food sales will benefit
local non-profit groups and agencies.
(Please see the next issue of the Orient for
specific performance and event times and
locations.) In case of rain, events will be
held in Morrell and Sargent gymnasiums
and Kresge Auditorium in the Visual Arts
Center. Individuals who have special needs
should contact the Events Office at (207)
725-3706. For further information about
the Bowdoin Festival call (207) 725-3038.
GOODWINCvolvo • mazoa^P
Looking for a VOLVO or a
MAZDA?
New or Used
We also have 1 Certified Honda, Toyota
and Nissan Technician.
Call the dealer with 41 years of experience
91 Main St., Topsham
729-3369
To receive your $25, full-year subscription, or your $18, one semester subscription, call (207) 725 3053.




Barbara Raster's film delivers "The Common Good"
By James Donald
orient contributor





the College on the most
appropriate of days: James
Bowdoin Hi's birthday.
On Wednesday, October 1 6th, at 4:00 p.m.,
in celebration of James Bowdoin's birthday,
alumni, facultyandpresentwere treated with







Created over a five-
year period by
Barbara Kaster and






The film is a
stunning depiction
of how Bowdoin has developed over the past
two centuries. Everything is included, from
the process of choosing the location of the
College to an interview with President
Edwards shot last year. The documentary is
done in a Ken Burns-ish style, using
photographs and letters from the period to
evoke emotions and humor in various
situations.
The amount of hidden or forgotten history
brought out by the film is incredible. For
instance, the school nearly closed down in
1873 because of the Great Drill Rebellion,
which was caused by students who did not
want to take part in compulsory military
drills (including the firing of cannons on the
Androscoggin River). Searles Hall was built
with money from a man who was not even
related to the College. A Bowdoin faculty
member(ProfessorHubbard,whom Hubbard
Hall isnamed after) helped Mr. Searles towin
a legal case that gave him power over his
dead wife's estate,andwanting tocompensate
Mr. Hubbard in some way, he gave the
campus a generous sum of money for a new
science building. These are just some of the
amusing facts brought out by the film.
The documentary was divided into four
segments,eachanhour long. Thetimepassed
by very quickly, due to the enriching and
humorous nature of the film.. In some of the
more recent segments, alumni and faculty
members actually clapped at pictures of



















related her feeling about the production of
the film . She praised the studentswho helped
her with the filming and the gathering of
historical materials. Originally, the
documentary was going to be shorter, but
due to the wealth of material accumulated by
her students, she decided to expand the film
to four one-hour segments. She wrote the
script herself and beautifully narrated the
main body of dialogue for the film.
When asked what surprised hermost about
her research into Bowdoin's history, she
Director, producer and narrator of the film, Barbara Kaster. EnnSulliNiin/Bou'doi" Orient
replied, "The most amazing thing to me is
that all of the latest hot button issues are
actually very old ... they are problems faced
throughout Bowdoin's history." In addition,
she mentioned in passing that she "had no
idea [the history of Bowdoin] was really that
interesting ... there are times in the College
mat are deeply moving to me." Some of the
more moving parts of the film were the death
of President Hyde and the World War U era
during President Sills thirty-five year term of
office.
At the end of the showing, Ms. Kaster was
given a well-deserved standing ovation.
Students, faculty and alumni congratulated
her on an extraordinary documentary of
Bowdoin's rich traditions. The film was
simultaneously shown at Bowdoin alumni
clubs, where two of the four hours were
chosen for viewing. The video is now
available at the Bowdoin College
Bookstore in Moulton Union for forty
dollars. The collection is made up of four
video tapes, and the price of the tapes
only covers the cost. Kaster wanted the
video to be a gift to the generous alumni
who have helped Bowdoin throughout
the years.
Ms. Kaster's documentary is an
exceptional depiction of Bowdoin's two
hundred year history, and is also a very
entertaining viewing pleasure. It is hard
to come away from the film without
some fuller sense of identity and place
within our College and judging from
the response to the first showing, this
film will have a place at Bowdoin for
decades to come.








in a rest home.
By Scott Friedman
ORIENT STAFF WRITER
"Iam soglad that I don 't haveany wallpaper
in my room," proclaimed one woman while
walking out of the G.H.Q. Playwright's
Theater Wednesday night. "Otherwise I'd,
like, flip out tonight." As ridiculous as mis
statement may seem, the majority of people
who attended Susan Dumais' arresting one-
woman stageadaptation ofCharlottePerkins
Gilman's short story, "The Yellow
Wallpaper," shared similar sentiments.
Bowdoin hosted the show in association
with Women's Week, which ran September
effectivelyused theater-in-the-round toportray
her descent into psychosis. At first, quiet and
shy, Dumais' unnamed character spoke ofher
"shame" in regard to her mental condition.
''Her confinement gradually transformed her
nervousness intofull-blown anxiety as shefeverisly
tugged at the paper, ripping it offof the mails.
"
23 through September 30. Gilman's work,
originally written in 1890, focuses on one
woman's psychological descent from nervous
anxiety to violent insanity Thepath tomadness
is the result of being treated like a bird in a
gilded cage, an upper-class woman whose
husband provides her with everything, but
forbids her to partake in any intellectual or
creative endeavors.
Employing a rocking chair as her sole prop,
Dumais, underthedirection ofMichelle Brochu,
Since her husband "is a physician of high
standing" she trusted his opinion and let him
commit her to a rest home so she could to
recuperate. Confined to her room, she would
rockbackand forth nervously in her chair, and,
lacking any other diversions, she began to
observe the patterns in the wallpaper.
The wallpaper soon became a central
character in the play, a marker of Dumais'
character's mental state. Through quivering
pantomimeand terrifyingstares,sheconvinced
the audience that not only was the
wallpaper there, but that the constantly
shifting designs within gave it a life of its
own. Her confinement gradually
transformed her nervousness into full
—
blown anxiety as she feverishly tugged at the
paper, ripping it off the walls Screaming and
panting, flailing and twitching, she instilled
terror in thosewatching, causingmem to blink
and cringe.
A 1though Dumais'performance couldhave
stood entirely on its own, she was supported
by Kerry Aguilar's lighting, which cast the
room in subtle tones ofdark yellow during her
fits, as well as Brochu 's utilization of music by
Dmitiri Shostankovich and John Adams to
heighten the tension.
Gilman was once quoted as saying, "Life is a
verb it consists of action" Wednesday night's
adaptation of her short story simply proved her
point as Dumais controlled the snow through
nonstop movement Only themostcold blooded
of individuals could feel untouched by her
terrifying realism.
To receive your $25, full-year subscription, or your $18, one semester subscription, call (207) 725 3053.
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True love and honest friendship in Stegner's "Crossing to Safety"
By Matthew Brown
orient arts and entertainment
EDITOR
Book Review
Crossing to Safety by Wallace Stegner
In our daily lives, we all search for some
faint hint of friendship and recognition to
bring a spark ofenergy, a twinge ofemotion
to an otherwise gray and monotonous
existence. Unearthing any type of love and
affection can be as simple as reaching out
your hand to embrace another that is warm
and accepting; making a phone call to hear
the sweet voice of a distant friend; looking
ahead and seeing a smile on the face of a
stranger. It acts as a subtle emotion,
unconsciously propelling us out of bed
and into a world that, at times, seems
devoid of anything honest and true.
They areforced to
determine what it means to
live by a code in which
poetry is a necessity of
survival ...not somefanciful
verse recited at dinner
parties.
In his book, "Crossing to Safety," Wallace
Stegner poignantly examines the enduring
love and friendship between two families
in times of birth, crisis, competition, hope
and, finally, death. Through the friendship



















Larry and Sally are
placed in less than
ideal conditions.











the arrival of their
first child.
After two weeks
in Madison, they are invited to a dinner
party at the Langs'. In a night filled with
fine wine and foods, elegant surroundings
(both Sid and Charity come from affluent
backgrounds), the reading of poetry, the
singing of songs and a brisk walk in the
cool night air, they immediately become
friends. In the moment before the Morgans
depart for the evening, the four embrace in












Larry is denied a
new position at the
University while Sid
is allowed to keep
his teaching job but
is denied tenure.
Larry and Sally
move to Boston in
hopes of finding







Sid are forced to
determine what it
means to live by a
code in which
poetry is a necessity
of survival and not
some flippantly
fanciful verse
recited at dinner parties. Sid is constantly
questioning himself both as a poet and a
teacher—he must compromise his desire
to publish poetry in order to appease the
English department, a department that
favors book reviews and analytic works
describing other people's verse to creative
CRUISE SHIP JOBS!
Students needed! Earn $2000+ monthly. Summer/holidays/
fulltime. World travel. Carribean, Hawaii, Europe, Mexico.
Tour Guides, Gift Shop Sales, Deck Hands, Casino Workers,




Full time Undergraduate & Graduate Students only
$340 when purchased after 10/11/93
College Discount Card
$10 OFF lift ticket price every time you ski; Sunday-Friday
Sunday River is six mountain peaks...12 chairlifts... 90 trails...
505 acres ofskiable terrain...90% snowmaking coverage...home of
White Heat: the steepest longest widest lift-serviced expert trail
in the Eastl
Call or write: Sunday River Ski Resort
PO Box 450, Bethel, ME 04217 (207) 824-3000
form. Charity is so determined in her
quest to make Sid achieve tenure that
she forces him to write not for himself,
but for the appeasement of the "higher
powers."
The ending is, above all
things, human ...it is neither a
happy realization or a drawn
out tragedy
Sid, on the other hand, must cope with
the fact that, even though he has been
published and received positive reviews
for his works, he is unemployed and must
provide for Sally and their baby girl.
They are all placed in circumstances in
which they must rely on the only thing
they can be sure of—love—to get them
through it all.
The ending is, above all things, human.
It is neither a happy realization or a
drawn out tragedy, but rather an ending
that involves the pain and suffering
accompanying the death of a loved one.
It describes the deterioration and
impending death of Charity, mixed with
the destabilization of the poet, Sid. As
Charity slowly slips away, a part of Sid
dies as well.
As with most of us, Sid cannot cope
with the prospect that Charity will no
longer be a present and real force. The love
and passion he has felt for this woman
dissolves down to a few precious moments
in which he must convey his feelings in the
words of a poet, a professor and, most of
all, a loving husband. In this moment of
final affection, what words will be left to
call upon? I leave it at that.
Arts and Entertainment
Movie Ouote of the Week
After one week of absence, the
Quote makes its glorious return
to the pages of the Arts and
Entertainment section. Speaking
vicariously to the niisspent
uouths of Boiedoin College, the
Quote resembles no person living
or dead that man otherwise have
recently been <eeu in a ]ohn
Cauda film. Without furth '
ado—
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The Road Warrior shows his sensitive
side in "Man Without a Face"
Movie Release: After its
long awaited release, Mel
Gibson's 'The Man Without
a Face" returns to where it
started, right here in
Brunswick.
By Allison Burke and
Vicki Houghton
orient staff writers
If you haven't been able to get enough of
Bowdoin so fai| this year, the Evening Star
Cinema in downtown Brunswick is now
showing "The Man without a Face," the new
Mel Gibson movie shot on campus last year.
Although the scenes filmed at Bowdoin are
very short, you can catch glimpses of the
quad, Hubbard Hall, Moore Hall, the football
field and even Tom Davidson '94.
The movie itself is a sweet, touching story
about unconditional friendship and trust. In
his first directorial effort, Mel Gibson plays a
horribly disfigured man with a somewhat
dark past Afterseveral years living asa recluse
in a small vacation town in Maine, he agrees
to tutor a young boy who desperately wants
to go to a military prep school but hasn't been
able to pass the entrance exam.
Both are lonely and misunderstood in their
own right. MaGeod, played by Gibson, can't
escape the prejudice and ignorance of the
townspeople, who constantly stare and
gossip, calling him the "freak" and
"hamburger head." Little Chuck Norstadt
has grown up in a rather dysfunctional
family—the only male surrounded by a
mother who views marriage as a hobby, an
older sisterwho resents his simple existence
and a little sister who doesn't understand
that a man just needs to hang with the guys
sometimes.
Ifyou are in the moodfor a
good-feeling, sometimes
sappy, tearjerker and want
the thrill of seeing
Bowdoin on the big screen,
V d say to go check it out...
Chuck and MacCleod in each other find
someone willing to give the other a break, to
believe in him and to be a true friend, despite
what anyone else says.
The story moves along at a gentle, if at
times slow, pace, but the cast is excellent and
the scenes filmed in both Bath and Rockport
are beautiful. Even with a scarred face Mel
Gibson is still appealing, and Nick Stahl,who
Erin Sullivan/Bomfcrin Orient
Mel Gibson talking about the production of "Man Without a Face" at a press
conference held last year in Kresge auditorium.
plays Chuck Norstadt, is convincing and
refreshinglyunobnoxious fora child actor. Of
course we've all heard the movie's message
before—look beyond the superficial, some of
the best gifts aren'talways wrapped in pretty
paper, don't judge a book by its cover, etc.
Still, the movie does have its poignant
moments, especially the end, during which I
heard much sniffling in the theater. So if
you're in the mood for a good—feeling,
sometimes sappy, tearjerker and want the
thrill of seeing Bowdoin on the big screen, I'd
say to go check it out. Otherwise, it's got
strong rental possibilities, ifyou'd rather just
walkaroundcampusand save a couple bucks
The movie is showing at 6:30 p.m. and 8:50
p.m. Monday through Saturday and at 1:00
p.m. and 3:30 p.m. on Sunday.
Lecture and performance aimed at studying environmental surroundings
By Sarah Ross
orient staff writer
On Tuesday,Bowdoin welcomed the lecture/
discussion "PlanetDrum"andperformanceartist
JudyGoldsha ft toKresgeAuditorium .Thesetwo
presentations were both intended to encourage
the audience to think in new ways about our
sunoundings,whemerintermsofourplanetasa
whole, our own environment of "bioregion" or
simplythesupplyofwateranditspersonalityand
significance.
The "Shasta bioregion" presentation really
succeeded in contactingtheaudience.The styleof
delivery was conversational and never lost that
crucialelementofhumor.ltalsolackedtheirksome
element of self-righteousness and merely
presented ideas toponderandnot as some sortof
dogma. The general theme ofthe discussion was
the idea thatwe as humans could stand to view
our "habitat" or bioregion in much broader
terms. The speaker mentioned that the most
narrow classification that is safe to make in terms
of our "life-space" would be that of the natural
boundariesofanygiven regionorits"watershed."
One would realize that one had entered a new
watershed only if the terrain itself changed
substantially. In passing, he posited the theory
that the populace should only vote for a political
candidate that had walked the entire area within
the boundaries of his or her watershed. (The
mayor of his hometown actually accomplished
this, so perhapswemay callmata precedent, and
look for more of this in the future!)
Another component of his discussion was the
idea thatwe should focus on the sustain ability of
ra | ^i |-j
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third of their streets and, he suggested, this
newly-acquired space could well beused for
the construction of tree-lined boulevards,
public orchards, parks and such.
This presentation was immediately
followed by that of performance artist Judy
Goldshaft. Her presentation focused on the
element of water, its nature or personality
and how it is integral in our lives. She used a
combination ofdancing, speaking, clapping,
screaming and joking that, at least in the
opinion of this reviewer, seemed more to
distract than to illustrate her point.
In sum, the evening was a gentle and fairly
entertaining reminder that we as humans
are indeed a part of a vast and miraculous
planet that is itself incorporated into an
almost unimaginable universe.
GEminLRG premieres on Sunday at the Evening StarCinema
in Brunswick at 1:00 p.m. and again at 6:00 p.m. Tickets on
sale in the Moulton Union.
our living places. This means that, ideally, each
regionshould liveupon theresources founddose
at hand and do less transportation ofgoods. This
would save both fuel and funds.
In addition, he felt that alternative methods for
therunning ofhouseholds could be found in
almost every arena. For example, apartment
buildings could install reservoirs with mild
electrical currents running through them.
These could store water already used for
such things as washing hands and, by means
of the electricity, keep that water from
becoming a breeding ground for disease. In
the area of public transportation, point-to-
point arrangements could be made with
electrical vans as opposed to personal
automobiles. This form of transit would
enable urban centers to dispose of up to one-
come to BRUNSWICK
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Football
Bears stumble in season-opener
Tough Start: The
Middlebury Panthers came
to town and shut down the
Bowdoin offense to beat the






The Bowdoin football team began the 1993
seasonon adownnote last Saturday, suffering
a disappointing 19-0 loss at the hands of
Middlebury in its season opener. Having lost
to Williams by a score of 41-0 in a scrimmage
the week before, the Bears offense remains
frustrated, having yet to score. .
The Bears and the visiting Middlebury
Panthers emerged scoreless from a tough first
half. In the second half, Panther Jason Burley
returned a punt for 16 yards to the Bowdoin
47 yard-line to begin the visitors' first scoring
drive of the game. Middlebury gained a 6-0
lead as running back Matt Whitcomb scored
on a 15-yard run.
On the following kickoff, the Bearsbrought
the ball to the 33 yard-line, and it looked as if
they would be able to tie the game or grab a
one-point lead. However, quarterbackAdam
Rand '95 had hispass to splitend PeteNye '94
intercepted, confounding the effort.
Middlebury's second scoring drive came
on a 40-yard completion to Burley and a 1-
yard by Mike Brass. Quarterback Todd
Anderson connectedon a 15-yard touchdown
pass with 1:28 remaining to seal the scoring.
Coach Howard Vandersea acknowledged
that the team had a tough fourth quarter, but
said, "The game was dead even for three
periods." Bowdoin's inability to sustain any
Adam Rand '95 tries to get his throw off before the defense knocks him off his feet.
successful drives left the Panthers with the
ball formuch ofthesecond half, which in turn
allowed them numerous opportunities to
score.
Rand andRamon Martinez '96 splitplaying
time at quarterback, although neither had
much success. Rand connected on 3 of 15
passes, throwing three interceptions, although
Martinez (2-7) was only slightly better. "We
teams player of the week. McCormick and
others will have to step up this year with the
absence of offensive talents Mike Kahler '94
and Chris Seeley '94,whohavebeen sidelined
for the season with injuries. Furthermore, the
offensive effort didn't benefit any from the
fact that tri-captain Nye, one of the top
receivers in New England, faced double
coverage throughout much of the game. Nye
have to improve our passing game if we are caught only one pass for 11 yards as the
going to control the ball," said Vandersea.
One bright spot for the Polar Bears was
Mark McCormick '96, who rushed 12 times
for 53 yards and is currently among the
rushing leaders in the NESCAC after one
game. McCormick was also named special
quarterbacks had troublegettinghim the ball
.
The Bears played a strong defensive game
and Vanderseawas impressedwith theefforts
of several players. "Defensive tackles Eddie
Richards ['94] and Dan Hart ['95] played
extremely well, while Kevin Munnelly ['94]
Jen Ahrens/Botwtom Orient
at offensive tackle blocked well for us," said
Vandersea. Richards racked up 13 tackles,
while Hart had 10 tackles and a fumble
recovery. Steve Brinkley '94 also had a strong
outing atdefensive back, tackling 1 1 Panthers
and making an interception.
Tomorrow, the Bears travel to Amherst
College to take on theLordJeffs,who finished
last season 0-8. The Bears blew out the Jeffs
41-0 in 1992, but the Amherst squad appears
to have improved greatly from last year.
Although Vandersea has confidence in the
abilities of Rand, he plans to start Martinez at
quarterback in hopes of shaking things up
enough for his team to even its season record
at 1-1.
C r o s s -Count r \j






men's cross-country team lost to Colby in a
square-off of long-time NESCAC rivals.
A 1though many of the runners fared well, the
young Bowdoin squad could not overcome
the early-season depth of the White Mules.
The hard-fought battle ended with the Polar
Bearson the short end, 24-33,and marked the
team's first loss of the 1993 season.
The Bears (4-1) were led by Blaine Maley
'96 and first-year standoutJamesJohnson '97,
who ran well to finish second and third.
Although Maley (26:32) and Johnson (26:40)
ran the thirdand fourth besttimesbyBowdoin
runners in the history of the 5.1-mile home
course, neither could pull out a first-place
finish against the tough Colby competition.
Phil Sanchez '96, who is returning from
severalseasons offfrom runningdue to injury,
had a personal best performance, finshing
seventh with a time of 27:26. Co-captain Dave
Humphrey '94 finished 10th in 27:44, and Pat
Callahan '95, also making a splendid return
to the running scene, was right behind him
inllth (27:46). Tom Eng '95 and Brian
Campbell '97 rounded out the scoring for
Bowdoin in13thand 20th places, respectively.
Co-captainCamWobus '95wasabsentfrom
the meet Thoughts ofwhat might have been
with the traditionally strong performance of
Wobus leave the Bears anxious for dieState of
Maine Meet at Bowdoin on October 9, when
the Bears will next have a shot at the rival
White Mules.
Women run with Division I
By Anita Pai
orient staff writer
It was a tough but educational experience
for the women's cross-country team as it
competed in the Boston College Invitational
last Saturday. The women, racing against 11
other competitive Division I teams, finished
the prestigious race with an eighth place
showing.
The Polar Bears were led by Muffy Merrick
'95, who finished in 40th place with a time of
19:38. Janet Mulcahy '96 earned 45th place
and was less than half-a-minute behind
Merrick. April Wemig '97 continued to make
a strong debut by running the 3.1 mile course
in 20:18. Bowdoin's next three runners, Darcy
Thomas '97, Alexandra Moore *96andAnthea
Schmidt '94 worked well together to capture
the 55th, 56thand 61 st positions, respectively.
The three runnerswere thirteen seconds apart.
It was a satisfactory performance for the
Bears, who were missing Jennifer Connor '97
and veteran Rachel Cleaves '95. Connor was
absent due to an ankle injury, while Cleaves
was nursing shin splints.
"We ran well, but I know we can be much
better in October," said coach Peter Slovenski
.
"We looked a little rusty. I think we'll be more
intense in the next six weeks."
Bowdoin was the only Divsion III school
invited to the Boston College Invitational,
which may indicate the quality of the field of
competition. The schools which finished in
the top three positions, Providence College,
Dartmouth College and the University of
Kansas, all boast All-American runners, and
first place-finishing Providence College is
curently ranked #3 in the nation.
The Polar Bears will next be in action
October 9, when they host the State of Maine
Meet. Race time is 12:00 p.m.
To receive your $25, full-year subscription, or your $18, one semester subscription, call (207) 725 3053.




October 2 at Amherst 1:30
October 9 at Tufts 1:30
October 16 vs. Hamilton 1:30
October 23 at Trinity 1:30
Field Hockey
October 1 at Wheaton 4:00
October 2 at Amherst 11KX)
ll(D)©ks
October 6 vs. USM 4:00
October 9 at Tufts 11:00
Men's Soccer
October 2 at Amherst 11:00
October 3 at Wheaton 4.00
October 5 at Thomas 4:00
October 9 at Tufts 1:30
*
Women's Soccer
October 2 at Amherst 11.-00
October 3 at Wheaton 4:00
October 6 at Colby 4:00
October 9 at Tufts 11:00
Men's X-C
October 2 Codfish Bowl 12.-00
October 9 State of Maine Meet 12.-00
October 30 NESCAC/WesleyanTBA
November 6 ECAC/Tufts TBA
Women's X-C
October 9 State of Maine Meet 12.-00
October 30 NESCAC/Wesleyan TBA
November 6 ECAC/Tufts TBA
November 13 NE Div IH/UMassD
11:00
Men ' s S o c c e r
Polar Bears tripped up by Middlebury in classic duel
Overtime injustice: Just 7:1 2 into the contest, Bowdoin had one





Coming off its fi rstwin ofthe season against
the University of Southern Maine, the
Bowdoin's men's soccer team hoped to add to
that victory with a good performance versus
the Middlebury Panthers. The final match of
Bowdoin's three-game home-stand came last
Saturday before a large and enthusiastic
crowd The weather was perfect and both
teams came out ready to play tough soccer.
After 120 minutes of breath-taking play
Middlebury emerged with a 1-0 victory.
Entering the game with a record of 2-1, the
Panthers were the favored team. At the
opening whistle, however, it was clear that
the Polar Bears were neither thinking nor
behaving like underdogs. The Bears (1-2
coming in) envisioned the Middlebury match-
up as a must-win situation.
of its best chances in the game to score. Jon
Jacobs '96 got the ball deep in the Middlebury
zone and made a nice cross to the leaping
Justin Schuetz '94, who connected with a
header and sent the ball by the Middlebury
goaltender. Unfortunately, the ball hit the
crossbar and went over the net.
For the first ten minutes of the game, the
pace of play was furious. Both sides were
working the ball well. Neither team's offense
could penetrate the tough defense displayed
by the other squad. Bowdoin's midfielders
werevery impressive, feeding each other with
accurate one-touch passes and reading the
runs of their teammates flawlessly.
Late in the first half, the Bears started
applying intense pressure on Middlebury.
They had several chances to score but came
up short. Likewise, Middlebury also had great
chances. At 39:33, a breaking Middlebury
forward maneuvered the ball around
Bowdoin keeper Ted Hall '95, and despite an
open net, chipped the ball over the net. Just 10
seconds later, the Bears came roaring down
the field and obtained a free-kick. For the
second time, co-captain Schuetz was able to
head the ball past the Panther goalie, this time














87 Maine Street, Brunswick 729-7407
ball hit the cross-bar and ended up out of
bounds. The end of the first half saw the two
sides deadlocked at 0-0.
In the second half, both teams picked up
where they left off, though Bowdoin had the
noticeable advantage. Four minutes and
twenty five seconds into the half, Jon Jacobs
broke in on the Middlebury net and from the
right side, fired a low shotwhichwas blocked
with one hand by the Panther netminder and
cleared away. A minute later, Rick Toothaker
'96 got in on the act. After receiving the ball on
a melee in front of the net he fell, recovered
himself and the ball, and got off a nice chip
shot. Again the Middlebury goalie was able
to make a great save. As if twice were not
enough, at 8:22 Schuetz once again headed
the ball by the Panther keeper only to have it
bounce off the famous crossbar and fall out of
bounds. This time the pass was from Jacobs,
who made a lengthy throw-in to the waiting
Schuetz.
After this torrid clipofplay, fatigue became
a factor and both teams began to slow down.
For a good twenty minutes, play stagnated, as
both sides waited for their second wind. The
second wind came forMiddleburywith about
five minutes to play. The Panthers had their
best chance of the half to score when a
Middlebury forward got off a low hard shot
on the left side, but was robbed by Hall, who
stopped the ball and allowed no rebound.
two fifteen-minute periods with no sudden
death. If still tied at the end, the teams walk
away with a draw. Bowdoin had the first
opportunity to go up on yet another header
by Schuetz. This time he got the ball on net,
but a single Panther defender prevented the
score.
The first overtime period ended with the
game still scoreless. Two minutes into the
second period,Hall delayed Bowdoin'sdefeat
when he stuffed a Middlebury forward who
had a golden opportunity to break the ice.
Sensing trouble when Middlebury started a
two-on-one, Hall came out to shut down the
Panther striker's angle and stopped the shot
cold. To Hall's dismay, a minute later, on a
corner kick, Middlebury finally scored.
Bowdoin did have other chances, but none
were successful,and Middleburyneeded only
to run out the clock for the win.
The loss was heart-wrenching, but it is not
indicative of Bowdoin's level of effort and
skill. The style of play and determination
demonstrates how far Bowdoin has come in
just four games. If the Bears continue this type
of game, there is no doubt that they will get
their share of victories.
The loss drops the Bears to 1-3 and'"puts
them in a tight spot. With the next five games
on the road, Bowdoin must go at least 3-2 in
hopes of salvaging the season. The next two*
games are extremely crucial. Bowdoin faces
Despite the Middleburysurge, regulation time Amherst College tomorrow and Wheaton
ended with the score 0-0. College on Sunday. Both teams are talented
After a five minute rest, overtime play and dangerous, and the Bears need a major
began. By format, the overtime consists of all-around effort to be successful.
The most complete
arsenal of test prep
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Practice in the rain—no shoes style
By Derek Armstrong
orient sports editor
It rains 2.9 days out ofeveryautumn week
in Brunswick, Maine. Inevitably, these 2.9
days will eventually fallsomewherebetween
Monday and Friday. What does this mean?
Practice in the rain.
Itcomesdownin sheets,turningtheplaying
field into a marsh. It soaks clothing into an
extra layeroffleshJtsuckshairwithmudand
turf and miscellaneous slime. It makes socks
squishy and hands wrinkly. It comes and
comes and practice goes on.
It's a common bond, being soaked by rain
but stillproceeding to do what you have to
do. This bond shows in the players'
enthusiasm,whichisnotdampened,butgiven unlikeliestoforifices,butnoonewilldiscover
a boost of adrenaline. It is time to frolic, to get this until later,when awarm shower rewards
dirty, to cheer the wonderfulness of hard their afternoon of sucking the marrow of life,
work and fresh rain.
No one is immune
; |




grins that nature has
provided. Eyeryone




the ankle. Grass has
found itswayintothe
Grass hasfound its way into the
unlikeliest of orifices ...
Ultimate players kick off their cleats and
play barefoot. Soccer players dash through
the puddles in a conscious effort to find that
one remaining dry area on their neighbor's
body. Rugby players make diving catches
through the puddle between the parking lot
and the ultimate field.A slight wariness does
temper their fun, however—slide into the
sewer grating and they'll be fishing through
mat inviting puddle for lost teeth.
Practice ends, and the players return to
their dorms and houses and apartments and
suites and realize thatmuddycleats, dripping
doming and wall-to-wall carpeting do not
mix. They think. They shrug. They step into
the shower and remove their clothes in there.
And boy, does water feel good.
Wo m en's T c n n is
Bears finally down Panthers, 6-3
End of a long drought:
Tennis team finally puts the




The Bowdoin Collegewomen's tennis team
is coming off the biggest week in its history.
What looked to be a promising season has
blossomed into a huge success story. After
defeating Middlebury last Saturday for the
first time in nine years of head-to-head
competition, 6-3, Bowdoinhaspropelled itself
into a top three ranking inNew England. "We
have our sights set on nationals," said coach
Dan Hammond.
This is a mostippportuneyear forNESCAC
to have changed its_previous policy of not
allowing its teams to compete in national
post-season competition. Having soundly
defeated potentially the toughest team on its
schedule and one of the toughest in New
England, this talented squad seems to have
limitless possibilities ahead of it.
Fresh off a 9-0 rout of the University of
Maine in which Bowdoin competed without
its #3 singles playerand its #1 doubles combo,
the Polar Bearswere braced for a tough match
against traditional nemesis Middlebury.
Considering that the team had never beaten
Middlebury before, the Bears knew that this
would be the ultimate test of their mettle.
When thedustcleared, Bowdoin cameaway
6-3 winnersand in possession of thel 25thwin
in program history. Great performances by
Alison Burke '94, Emily Liibin '95, Theresa
Claffey '95, Amy Brockelman '95, Becca
Garrett '95 and the doubles team of
Brockelman-Burkecombined togiveBowdoin
what Hammond called the most satisfying
victory of his career.
Kristi LeBlanc '96 at #1 singles failed to
defeat her opponent, but she did end up with
the toughestassignment in Division DI tennis.
Playing against the #1 ranked Division IE
player in the nation, Helen Motter of
Middlebury, Kristi LeBlanc '96 acquitted
herself very well, losing 6-0 and 6-4.
"Thiswas reallyourpivotal win this season.
We really proved ourselves. The tough
workoutshave reallypaid off," saidco-captain
Claffey.
Coming up this week the Polar Bears play
three games in five days. Included on this
heavy schedule is a trip to Wheaton for a
showdown this afternoon, thenon toAmherst
for a clash between two of New England's
The Bowdoin College
women's tennis team is
coming off the biggest
week in its history.
best tomorrow. Bowdoin will play these
matches withoutco-captain Burke, whomust
look to her academic future in the form of the
LSAT examinations. Filling in for Burke will
be Tracy Boulter '94, who has been out of the
line-up of late with back ailments. Bowdoin
returns from the road trip to face the Colby








~ of Casco Bay ~~~
Serving Daily on our Outside Patio
Specializing in Seafood and Homemade Desserts
LOG CABIN RESTAURANT
Bailey Island, Maine
833-5546 • Open Mon-Sat 12-3 & 5-8, Sun 12-8
Rt. 24, just 13 miles from Cooks Corner, Brunswick
Jen Ahrens/ Bowdoin Orient
Not only were the Polar Bears successful in serving against the Middlebury Panthers,
but they were also successful in slamming, volleying and winning.
IT'S TRUE!
WE HAVE ONE OF THE LARGEST SELECTIONS OF OFF-ROAD
BIKES NORTH OF BOSTON!
- TREK, CANNONDALE, SPECIALIZED, FISHER
FUJI, KONA. GT. KLEIN. FAT CHANCE, BRIDGESTONE, MERLIN
- CUSTOM BRAZING. FRAME REPAIR - WHEEL BUILDING
- CALL OR WRITE FOR OUR FREE CATALOG
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The women's rugby club opens its second
season of reinstatement with the enthusiasm
and commitment necessary to win games.
The team plays its first game of the season
tomorrow at Mount Holyoke College.
Things looked good for the Bears in their
first scrimmageoftheseasonlastweekagainst
Wellesley. Since Wellesleyhad only22players
to Bowdoin's 50, the tea'm had to split
according to talent intoanA squad, a B squad
and a C squad, each of which played
Wei 1esley'sonesquad ina 30-minu te"game."
TheA squadwon its game,while the B squad
settled for a tie and the C squad suffered a
defeat, leaving the team 1-1-1 on the day, .
Team president Kristen Noonan '95 felt
positive about the day, however, realizing
that the tie and the loss were a learning
experience for theyoungerplayers,who could
notyetbeexpected todefeatthetopplayersof
an established Wellesley squad. "As a whole
the team did really well, because it was our
firstgameand we lost to them last year," said
Noonan.
In 1992, co-captains Liz Garrett '94 and
JennaBurton '94drummedupenough interest
among women on campus to reestablish a
team.Awomen'srugbyprogramhad existed
in the past, but did not generate enough
enthusiasm among players to keep the team
going.
Things look different in 1993, as
approximately 50 players come to' practice
This is a big change from last season, when
the coach could only come to see the team
play two or three times per week.
Tupper played rugby for years atJohnson
State. College in Vermont. He also has
experience coaching softball and soccer. "He




off the size of its membership in a team
daily and are eager to learn the sport.
Furthermore, as of this season the team has a
new coach,DavidTupperofBrunswick,who
willbe able to attend all practices and games.
knowsa lot about thegame and we'reall very
excited about it," said Noonan. "We were
looking forever for a hew coach."
Noonan feels that the team is deeply
indebted to the coaches and players on the
men's rugby team, who were extremely
helpful during the team's first season and
search for the new coach.
The team will notbewithout adversity this
season, however. The squad has already lost
two veteran players to injuries. Maya Khuri
'95brokehercollarboneduringlastSaturday's
scrimmage, and Sarah Michelmore '95 broke
her foot in practice a coupleweeks ago. "They
are both very good players, so well miss
them on the field," said Noonan. Noonan
knows, however, that the team has many
talented players to help soften the blow of
injury.
The women's rugby squad has five games
scheduled for the '93 season, including its
first home game October 16, against Bates.
The team also hopes to do battle with Colby,
buttheWhiteMulescancelled theirscheduled
match-upwithBowdoin due to the fact mat it
was to be held in Brunswick, when they
needed it to be held in Waterville.
Although the team has never faced Mount
Holyoke, the Lyons are rumored tobe tough.
Furthermore,theMountHolyokesquadrivals
Bowdoin in number of players, so the team
should be challenged for the first time this
season in the normal rugby game format,
which consists of two 40-minute halves.
With a strong coach and strong sense of
team pride, the team hopes that before long,
the A, B and C squads will all be worthy
matches for any foe.
Not evenyour local
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Apple Extended Keyboard 11
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Polar Bears suffer first blemish on '93 season
Rude Awakening: After
not having been scored
upon in its previous four
contests, the women's
soccer team not only lost,




The Polar Bears experienced their first
disappointment of the season on Tuesday in
losing to Salem State by a score of 2-0. The
Bears did manage to defeat Middlebury this
past Saturday 3-2 at Bowdoin to go .500 for
the week.
Coach John Cullen was not fully satisfied
with the team's play in thewin and said, "We
played aggressive and smart soccer, but how
we played in the second half was a point of
concern."When asked to assess the qualityof
the Middlebury Panthers, who the Bears
barely beat, Cullen stated that they were a
notch below Babson and evenly ranked with
Bridgewater State, both of whom the Beirs
shut out earlier mis season.
Bowdoin's first goal came5:35 into the first
half, when Kris Benhoff '97 crossed the ball to
Michelle Comeau '95, who shot the ball into
thecomer.TheBears scored thegame's second
goal 22:12 into the first, when Carrie
Wickenden '95 lifted the ball to Cortney
Perkins '95, who headed the ball past the
Middlebury goalie.
Both of Middlebury's goals came in the
second half, the first of which was scored by
Jennifer Hefner at 5:16. Four minutes later,
The Bowdoin offense is relentlessly pursued.
Benhoffonce again participated in thescoring
by shooting the ball to the far comer, which
extended the Bowdoin lead to two.
Middlebury's final goal transpired 20:42 into
the second half when Bowdoin goalkeeper
Moya Gibson '96 came out to challenge the
ball, butwas unsuccessful .OnTuesdaynight,
tenth-ranked Salem State staged an upset of
third-ranked Bowdoin on its own home field
under the lights. The 2-0 shutout the home
team proceeded to deliver marked the Bears
first loss of the 1993 season.
Both teams played well against each other
through the first half, but Salem State came
Suzanne Hahn/ Bowdoin Orient
out stronger in the second half, and managed
to boot two past Bowdoin's defense and into
the net. Coach Cullen praised the Salem State
defense, "which frustrates you more man
shuts you down."
In looking ahead, Cullen sees the Polar
Bears facing solid competition in the next few
games, especially eighth-ranked Amherst
College. "Amherst is a mystery now—they
are a quality opponent," said Cullen. He
added, "There aren't many times where you
play two ranked opponents in a single week.
It is a great opportunity and a great challenge
to move up or join the mix at the bottom."
Bowdoin will play Wheaton away today at






134 Maine Street 725-8516
Books • Cards • UPS
Next semester, get a better perspective with Beaver College. Just think. Next semester you
can continue your major in another country. You can intern in London, ponder Peace
Studies in Austria, cycle to class in Oxford or sun yourself in Mexico (while studying
Spanish, of course). You can even linger at a cafe in Vienna or tour a Greek isle. We also
have a wide variety of integrated university programs in the U.K. and Ireland. For over 30
years Beaver has been sending students abroad for the experience of their life. Now it's time
for yours. Call us today for more information.
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Field hockey remains undefeated
Keeping it going: The
Bears continue their clutch





Last Saturday, the Bowdoin field hockey
team remained true to form and defeated a
tough Middlebury squad 2-1 to remain
undefeated at 4-0.
Despite the long trip down from
Middlebury, the visiting team applied
relentless pressure on the Bowdoin defense
throughout the game and outshot the Polar
Bears, 20-10. Both teams entered the game
undefeated, which provided a fast, intense
game at both ends of the field. Bowdoin's
experience and depth ultimately prevailed,
with co-captain Jen Bogue '94 scoring both
goals and goalkeeper Dee Spagnuolo '96
anchoring the defense with her stellar play.
At the outset of the game, it was clear to the
home fans that they were witnessing two
teams in near-playoffform, battling each other
in both the defensive and offensive ends. The
visiting Panthers struck first, breaking the
scoreless tie with ten minutes left in the first
half. The Panthers displayed their quickness
when an unmarked player in the circle
received a crossfrom the right sideand slipped
the ball passed Spagnuolo to take the lead at
1-0.
Although it seemed impossible for bom
teams to continue to match each other's
intensity, both teams elevated their play to a
higher level. The Bears refused to be
intimidated. They played a more instinctive
and less hesitant second half, enabling them
to execute their trademark passing and
superior comers.
Bogue, who has been moved from defense
to midfield this season to providean offensive
spark, proved to be the Polar Bear's secret
weapon. Six minutes into the second-half,
foward EmilyLeVan '95 crossed the ball from
the right side to co-captain Rebel Smith '94,
who drove the ball at the net on a penalty
corner. The Middlebury goalie made a great
save, robbing Smith of a goal, but Bowdoin
won the scramble for the rebound, as Bogue
ripped the ball in to even the game at 1-1.
Coach Maureen Flaherty lauded the second-
half play of LeVan, who stunned the visiting
team with her stick work and "controlled the
ball in the second half, carrying the ball
repeatedly from one end to the other."
With the game tied, both teams continued
battling, and itappeared that thegame might
be headed for overtime, as in the previous
Cathy Small '95 powers a shot upfield.
week's thrilling victory over Babson.
Middlebury had countless opportunities to
clinch the victory, but were consistently
frustrated by the superior play of Spagnuolo
in goal. She denied the Panthers on 19 shots,
matching the opponents' attacks with her fast
reflexes.j'She had an unbelievable game, and
really kept us in the second-half," said coach
Flaherty. Leslie Bl i cken staff '94 madea crucial
save of her own on defense, coming from
behind the Middlebury fowards to stop the
ball just short of the goal line.
With four minutes to play, Bogue captured
the lead for the locals. After another scramble
for the rebound by the opponents' net, Bogue
nailed the ball into the left-hand corner,
extinguishing the Panther bid to tarnish the
Polar Bears' perfect record.
Suzanne Hahn/ Bowdoin Orient
Bogue felt that the 2-1 victory was
particularly significant. "We were down 1-0,
and like last week, we had the confidence to
come back," she said. "That is the difference
for us so far this season."
Bowdoin's 2-1 victory was a trademark
win for the team because it resulted from
excellentpassing and excellent transition play
from the defensive to the offensive end. The
Panthers felt the full brunt of this success,
leaving Brunswick with their first defeat of
the season.
The field hockey team now takes its 4-0
record to the road for its first two away games
of the season. The Bears face Wheaton College
this afternoon at 4:00 p.m. before heading out




IT CAN DO A WORLD
OF GOOD
1>...
Your first job alter graduation
should oiler you more than just a
paycheck. We can offer you an
experience that lasts a lifetime.
In Peace Corps, you'll
immerse yourself in a new culture,
learn a new language, receive
training and develop important
skills.
.
.and help to improve the
lives of others while at the same
time enriching your own.
In science or engineering.
education, agriculture, health, the
environment, and many other
disciplines. Peace Corps projects
around the world are bringing
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You wanted more travel options,
so Concord Trailways doubled its northbound and southbound bus service
between Brunswick, Bowdoin College, and Boston.
Clip and keep this new timetable and you'll always know when the next bus is
due. You can buy your ticket at either of the Concord Trailways ticket agencies
listed below or at Thomas Cook Travel on the Bowdoin College campus. For
fare or additional information, call toll-free 1-800-639-3317
Bath: Mail It 4 U, 9 Coastal Plaza, 207-443-1457
Brunswick: Brunswick Quik Mart,
162 Pleasant Street, 207-729-9869
Now it's twee as convenient to go to Boston.
So skip the fuss and take the bus.
CONCORD
TRAILWAYS
To receive your $25, full-year subscription, or your $18, one semester subscription, coil (207) 725 3053.




BY SARA SCHOOLWERTH, WITH PHOTOS BY MICHAEL MANSOUR
200Years of Bowdoin, 200 Years of Ignorance?
Background: Last Wednesday, September 22, in honor of James Bowdoin's birthday, the
African American House designed a banner to hang from one of their windows. The banner
read, " 200 Years of Bowdoin, 200 Years of Ignorance." Therefore, on the ^me day that the
candles were placed on the birthday cake and "Happy Birthday, James Bowdoin" echoed all
over campus, the AfroAm Society chose this to express their true concerns for the issue of
diversity on the Bowdoin campus. We asked students to give us their personal reactions to the









Considering the generosity with which Sometimes it takes a bold and direct move to The sign was inappropriate for the
Bowdoin has adjusted its curriculum to get people to start thinking about what is celebration of James Bowdoin's birthday. It
addressing timely topics of gender, class going on on campus. The banners were to was not the time for the Afro Am House to
and race relations, the complaint is the point and a reflection ofreality. Subtlety slap us all in the face like that,
unjustified. gets you nowhere.
SARA KENNEDY '96
West Hartford, Connecticut
I hope that the banner will open Bowdoin's
eyes to the lack ofdiversity at our school. It
inspired anger in many, but I believe that it
was a strong voice that should be heard.
JUAN BONILLA '95
Lawrence, Massachusetts
I believe it is an expression of frustration.
Bowdoin is supposed to be one of the best
institutions in the country, yet they lack
great sensitivity towards the issues of
marginal groups. People will look at this
banner and just say that "they are always
complaining." People don'tunderstandhow




Ignorance is an unfortunate choice ofwords
Two hundred years of "Exclusion" would
probably be more appropriate.
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Put the money where
the mouth is
To the Editor:
I read with great interest that our Administration has a
great deal of concern about the College's need-blind
admissions policy. Contrary to the impression that the Orient
gave in its September 24, 1993 issue, the decision to abandon
the need-blind admissions policy for the third consecutive
yea rwas not/breedon theCollege, which clearlyhad the choice
to increase the moneywe spend on financial aid. The fact that
we did not says a lot about our priorities and the rhetoric
regarding economic and other diversity.
Thatwe have given up our need-blind admissions policy is
made more deplorable by the fact thatwe have chosen as our
bicentennial motto "To Serve The Common Good." I cannot
help but feel uneasy about such a motto, or our curious
attempt to demonstrate social concernby having our firstyear
students read Jonathan Kozol's "Savage Inequalities." To
suggest that "the need-blind admissions of the past twenty
years have been the exception in the past 200 years of the
College, notthenorm," isinthiscontextasomewhatoffensive
attempt to justify a situation that is untenable.
Hypocrisy is not forced on us, it is our choice. As Bowdoin
College celebrates its bicentennial, and pretends "To Serve






Two hundred years of
ignorance?
To the Editor:
We were drawn by some of the bicentennial banners
displayed by theAfricanAmerican Society in commemoration
ofJames Bowdoin 's birthday. One of the banners proclaimed
"200 Years of Bowdoin and Only One Tenured African
American Professor." We were struck by the accuracy of this
messageand wish to applaud theSociety forhaving alerted us
on one ofBowdoin'spainful deficiencies—the lack ofdiversity
in its faculty.
While this banner made a constructive statement, we did
not see such a purpose in another sign. The sign read: "200
Years of Bowdoin, 200 Years of Ignorance," implying that
every turn in its history, Bowdoin was ignorant of minority
issues. Our belief is that the College does not deserve such
accusationswhen it countsJohn Brown Russwurm, one of the
first black graduates in the nation, and Oliver Otis Howard,
the founder of a major American black university, among its
prolific alumni.
Historically, we uphold, Bowdoin was ahead of its league
in granting opportunities to minorities, a fact that the African
American Society's banner failed to take into account. If the
Society wished to campaign for more minorities among
Bowdoin's faculty, it should have lashed out at the current





presently infected in the state of Maine." This number is
actually estimated to be 2,000 - 3,000 individuals. Even with
this great difference, 3,000 potential cases ofAIDS for a state
like Maine is devastating. The epidemic continues to grow,
and there are more and more cases among women and
teenagers being diagnosed in this state.
HIV is a problem which we must all face. Events like the
MaineAIDS Walk and the PsiU sponsored Bear AIDS help to
bring awareness to the general populace in ways other than
the traditional lecture or news broadcast. Everyone can do
something about HIV/AIDS, and with good education, this
virus can be stopped.
We hope to see a large contingent from Bowdoin College at
the Walk this Sunday. ,
Sincerely yours,
Brian P. Allen Sharon E.S.B. Turner
Executive Director President
individuals responsible for theirown actions. We must resist
the urge tousesuch incidents toperpetuate ancientstereotypes.
As for Mr. Guerrette's suggestion that we deal with those
"evil deviants" with a baseball bat: since he is not a member
of a fraternity, we are baffled by his knowledge of such
violent solutions. Could it be that he learned such behavior
from movies? Of course not... He must have been influenced
by his roommate,who happens to be a Beta. Aren't you a little
sick of Beta-bashing by now? We sure are.
Sincerely,
Meredith A. English '94
Alexa W. Fitzpatrick '94
Laura E. Larsen '94
Genevieve R. Thompson '94
Thanks for the
stereotype, editors
AIDS: get the facts
straight
To the Editor:
Wewould like to thank theORIENT for the coverageon the
MaineAIDS Walk and MerrymeetingAIDS Support Services
mat appeared in the issue of September 24.
Acorrectionconcerning thenumberof individualsestimated
to the infected with HIV in tine state ofMaine should be noted.
The article states that "approximately 70,000 people are
To the Editor:
It's time for some of us to come out of the closet. While our
cause is far lessPC than most ofwhatappears in tine Orientwe
do hope you can find some space for us.
Maybe we should set a date for the rest of our group to join
us. We could all wear our matching sweatshirts and walk
around campus proudly no longer hiding from faculty,
administrators and closed-minded students. While this
confession is likely to cause some professors to treat us
differentlyandwe risk ostracism from the real intellectuals on
campus perhaps our coming out will help to shatter some
recycled stereotypes which date back to the days of disco.
Here it is: we are Betas. Too often have each of us seen mouths
drop in awe after people who already knew us (or thought
they did ) learned that we are a part of that fraternity. We
resent having to hide this fact from people who otherwise
respect us and we resent the Beta-bashing that seems to occur
each week in the Orient.
If we were actually to execute the Coming Out Day
mentioned above theBowdoin communitywould see thatwe
Betas are everywhere.Among other activities we'reon almost
every sports team and are captains of several including
women's volleyball football, men's ice hockey, men's
basketball and baseball. We are on the Dean's List and we are
James Bowdoin Scholars. We are senior representatives for
departments ranging from French and Biology to Religion
and Classics. We write for the Orient and we are on the
Student Executive Board and the Bowdoin Bicentennial
Committee. We volunteer for theTedford Shelter and Special
Friends and we are members ofthe Bowdoin Big Brother/Big
Sister program. We've been proctors and resident assistants
and we represent the school by giving tours to prospective
students. We sing for the Meddiebempsters and Chamber
Choir and we participate in Masque and Gown Productions.
Contrary topopular beliefourpledgeperioddidnotconsist
of Barroom Brawling 101 and lectures concerning the benefits
of alcohol abuse. Give Bowdoin students some credit. While
we may havebeen "at a pliant moment" in our lives when we
dropped Beta, we did not surrender ourselves ,nor abandon,
our values only to be reprogrammed by our pledge masters.
It is inevitable that we are affected by the people with whom
we associate; it is not inevitable that we become like them
Whilewe have little respect for senseless violence, so also do
wehave little respect for editorialswhichmakegeneralizations
and oversimplify a problem and its solution. Mr. Rice, in any
given group there are likely to be a few who act in such a way
as to give the entire group a bad name. While it is sad that all
must suffer because of the actions of a few, human nature
compels us to make such judgments. These groups to which
we refer, however, extend farbeyond the realm offraternities.
Our first year here, for example, Coleman Hall was known as
"the problem dorm"-there were fights, false fire alarms,
excessive drinking. .. Yet these incidents had no connection to
fraternities unless one wishes to argue that we had all been
exposed to their evils and thus from them learned such
behavior (it must have been a very pliant moment, Mr. Rice).
If Bowdoin students are learning their values at fraternities,
what exactly was going on for the first 18 years of their lives?
Are we to presume that those poor souls who opt not to join
a fraternity have no values? The idea that the elimination of
fraternities will mean theelimination ofviolenceand excessive
drinking on campus is shallow and unrealistic. We must deal
with incidents of violence on a personal level, holding
To the Editor:
Webster's New World Dictionary defines violence as,
"Physical force used so as to injure, damage, or destroy;
extreme roughness of action."
As I entered my house Friday night, I picked up a copy of
the Orient and sat down and began reading, as I do every
Friday night. I was immediately notified of the week's
editorial on page eighteen entitled, "Violence on Campus."
Now I am a senior, as well as a member of Alpha Kappa
Sigma, and I have quite a problem with the editorial board's
interpretation of the word, "violence" as well as the article as
a whole. When a student was involved in, "conditions that
almost led to a fatal accident," [at Kappa Sig] as you stated,
this also means that that is not an act of violence. From the
definition above, violence is not accidental. It is the deliberate
act of harming, maiming, etc. In answer to your question, the
responsible people were present throughout the incident,
and as an editorial board, that is the type of thing that should
be looked into before it is printed.
Along with being an Alpha Kappa Sigma member, I also
consider myself a part of the fraternity community. I spend
a good deal of time at my house, and therefore don't see as
much oflife outside fraternities as othersmay, butl do thisby
choice. I spend time where I want to, with people that I feel
close to. It is a fun place to live, eat, and spend timewith great
people.
I would assume from the opinions of your piece that you
are not members of fraternities and not very fond of the
campus-wide parties. This is simply one of many opinions
ofhow the fraternity system works here at Bowdoin. Foryou
to generalize and state that fraternities have no place at
Bowdoin College. If this is so, why do people continue to
attend these campus-wides. The fraternities at Bowdoin,
sustain a large portion of the social activities at the college.
Whether you like that or not, it is true. It is quite obvious that
within ten years, Bowdoin will have done as you asked and
removed all of these groups, whatever their orientation. For
now, though, let me challenge you with a few questions.
Haveany ofyou been to fraternity party sinceyour freshmen
fall? I would assume that some of you would have at least
experimented with their poisonous ways. Have you ever
been involved with a person that was a fraternity member?
Have you yourself ever been a member? Have you any
friends that are members?
If yes, titan the hypocrisy in your letter is absolutely
spectacular. You feel comfortable enough to slam the social
organizations that consist of almost one out of every two
Bowdoin students, but you may be at one of these places this
very weekend.
You arewrong inyour assessment of fraternities. You have
simply not taken the time to know how they function and
what they stand for. I think I speak for every fraternity
member at Bowdoin when I say thatwe are where we are by
choice. There is no recruiting of any sorts. People visit the
houses during rush and decide whether or not they would
like to bean equal memberof thatgroup. Areyou stating that
the 600 or so members are all just dumb? Do you know
something that we don't.
I am not a promoter of violence, and I steer clear of it
whenever possible, but because fights occur does not mean
that fraternities promote violence. These were a few people
who disagreed on something. Stop your crying because
people are resorting to violence. We are a group of 1400
people between the age of eighteen and twenty-two. People
are going to fight. Wake up and realize that this is life. It is
(continued on page 17)
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Take us on, editors
(continued from page 1 6)
not a four-year Utopia where all goes as planned.
You use us. You use the fraternities for the free
services that they provide. Have you ever been to a May Day
party? The large amount of people who show up, do so
because it is fun. It is a great deal more fun than readinghow
poor fraternities are. I hope that letters continue to come in,
responding to' your editorial. It would show you that you
don'tknow whata fraternity is. How canyou soemphatically
criticize a system that you are an integral part of.
The last point I would like to make is the references
to last year's violence. "We all remember the fights involving
the Zetas last fall. And what about the instances with Betas?"
I don't remember either of those things. Neither did the five
to seven people I was speaking to while I was reading the
article.
Take the time, if you are going to challenge the
lifestyles ofover 500people at this college, to corroborateyour
facts, stories, etc. Write withyour heads. You are treating this
manner as itwassimplyanother Orien tpiecewhichnevergets
read. I understand that mind-set, your paper consists of very
bad reporting on events that aren't worm the attention they
get. You are the editors, though. The examples for those
below you to follow. Yet you cannot do simple research for
what you seem to think is a simple, cut and dry, editorial.
My final warning is, make sure you don't come to








1. Is the fraternity system the root of all evils at Bowdoin
College? (Many people seem to think so.)
2. Don't colleges without fraternity systems, such as Colby
and Bates, have problems related to alcohol and violence?
(Just ask the Colby studentwho fell outa window in hisdorm
about the dangers of alcohol abuse.)
3. Is alcohol really so hard to get mat without fraternity
supplied beverages, we would all be in study groups on
Saturday night? (Hint: Some people seem to think mat
alcoholics in our society were all members of fraternities;
[mostly from Bowdoin].)
4.Are thewords fraternityand alcohol synonymous? (Quite
possibly in the Administration's thesaurus.)
5. Could the two fraternity 'meatheads' who wrote this
article possibly have been accepted into this school without
qualifying academically? (We'd like to think so. Actually,we




Do politicallycorrectpeople perpetuate stereotypes here
on Cloud Bowdoin? (Everyone knows about the meathead,
jock, lush, or crunchy labels applied to various fraternities ...
but ifs OK, they're fraternities.)
7. Is Bowdoin becoming one big boxing ring? (Are you
kidding? Good luck in the real world outside the protection of
the Bowdoin Bubble!)
8. If I got sick from alcohol poisoning while drinking at a
party in Maine Hall, would the entire dorm face the
administration for my irresponsible behavior in abusing
alcohol? (By the way, I drank a fifth ofvodka on my wayder.)
9.Whyareinappropriateactionsofan independent student
handled on an individual basis, while inappropriate actions
of a fraternity member handled with a group emphasis? (We
just don't know.)
10. Are the actions ofa fraternity member representative of
the entire fraternity system in general? (We would like to
think that an individual should bejudged on the basis of his/
her own actions, and not by the actions of those with whom
he/she associates. NUFF SAID.)
Tim Johnson '95
John Levesque ^5
There's nothing more American than a boy and his tube.
Bowdoin is a pretty strangeword . You can do stuffwith the
letters. Like "doinbow." Or"dowibno." Or (ifyou're feelin
a bit daffy), "woodbin." How about "Ken Lewallen voodoo
doll?" There's no K in Bowdoin.
Ifyou take Bowdoin College, you can make, "IT cool bong,
weed." I love mis game!! With Doerr's Natural Light, you can
make, "Darn u, toilets again ." Stupider than ever. Jesus,
Tom... It's not like that.
Rugby game Saturday will render us sixty-four doggerless
again on Friday. Weeaak...
O.K. Let's get the show on the
road. What is the show this week,
Tone? uuuuhullpr
uuuuuubbbburrrrhhhhburble




What's so bad about fraternities,
anyway, except that it'shard to spell?
We don't understand this trend
towards fun-bashing. Silverman,
wanna help, dude? Hello, Aunt Bertie's!! Bristol made herbal
tea two nights ago. Co to the dead show did you? We got to
watch from the Fuji-Film-Silverman-and-Doerr-fully-
automated-Blimp. Neil was playing so loud that we couldn't
hear anything, except the sounds of Uncle Hermsie
shotgunning French-blend-Shafiays.
We hate the brew review. You guys are so far from Big
Todd and the Bull. Take a page out of their book, a little less
you talk, a little more you mink. Editorial page 18 last week.
Well, we'regonna review lastweek's Orient. Later, seeya . We
haven't played whiffle ball all fall, and physical plant isn't
maintaining Fenway at all. How come there's only one
human on this campus who can fix our phones? Okay the
Orient gets a point for a good page and we get a point if its a
bad page.
Page adgin- Actually good: Huge fire from the African
American Society. Gettysburg will be good. 2 points for
them.
Pagembili: No pictures ofPatRyan. Thispage sucks. Most
prestigious college papers have a bunch of pictures on the
second page. We get a point.
Page trois: Kinda' boring but we'll giveyoua point because
nothing happened up here that could possibly go on a news
page. Nice beard, Roy.
Pagearbash: Didn't read it. Sorry, we get a point.
Page go: Horrible. This is a stupid paper. Stupid. Faded.
Stupid. Hello cowgirl in the sand. After five, the score isS&D
32, Orient 2.
Page seis: No. Read the Bowdoin Thymes if you want this
rubbish. We get a point or four.
Page seven: We already took a late-night ride, so stop
copying. We need to get on SportsCenter somehow.
Page 8: Excellent. 2 points for the bad guys,
Page 9: We hate The Truth.
Page 10: Why is the entire paper a load of advertisements.
You guys don't write any stories. If I was a horse, I would be
down on my fetlocks praying you don't mention myname in
your paper. Neil masters feedback!!
Page 11 : We will see you, sans Jed at the 1 :00 PM showing.
We love Evenstar Cinema.
Page 12: The longest continually published bad college
sports weekly in the nation. Athletic outlook. Where is the




Record section in. Write something worth anything. Tell us
what's up.
Page 13. Put some ads on this page, pretty please. Women's
soccer kicks ass, give them some respect and write a good
article telling uswhy they're going to win it all again this year.
We'd like to know.
Page 14: Two words...ASS!!
Page 15: You would get a point except for the author is., .the
enemy. Shutout for the entire sports section. Good call on the
intro- Derek. Call me when you need the next article.
Page 16: Letters are always quite good, why none last
week? Ifyou don't get any in, follow
these steps: 1. Realize it's because
nothing is interesting enough to
respond to, and 2. make some up like
they do in the Penthouse Forum.
PAGE 17: NUF SAID!!!!!!!!! If you
read us just for kicks, stop reading
now, because we're getting
belligerent from here on out-
Page 18: R U Kidding me!? I'll
show you somefriggin'violence. God
Almighty!!!! We have never seen a more stupid editorial in
our lives. Leave your freakin' dorm room, pal! Boy, I can't
hardly go to class without getting in a fight. Okay, I'm
hyperventilating. I really want to swear. Neil is skipping
now. GOD!!! "The bottom line is that this demonstrates once
and for all that fraternitieshaveno place at Bowdoin College."
The bottom line is that you have never left this ivy-covered
womb!! How old are you? Have you ever left New England?
Do you have any clue? Are you stupid? WHO IS ON THE
EDITORIALCOMMITTEE? Wewantnames. "Whether they
lack the will or they are simply incapable of governing
themsleves is not the point." MY GOD!!! Never have I seen
a more poorly researched, ill-informed, crappy, horrible
editorial, not even in the Plain Dealer!!!!! Once, when I saw a
wino boot after taking a sip of Wild Irish Rose, I thought itwas
a far more eloquent editorial than yours. You are idiots!!!!
"As anyone who has been to a fraternity party knows, this
display of violence is the tip of the iceberg." Boy that's a
genius sentence. What exactly is the rest of the iceberg? Did
you know that most fraternities actually kill forty people a
year?!! YES! It's true! GOD!!!! Page 18 sucks. The score now
is 187932 to negative three in favor of us, geniuses.
Rest of paper Matters not.
So, as you can see, by this response, your editorial does not
sit well with us. In all seriousness, we would like to say, that
whether or not we agree with the piece, it is a true mock of
what an editorial stands for. The fact that the writing in the
Orient is always atrocious is one thing. Please, though, when
writing the, "opinion of the board," take die time and energy
to show some respect. We don't and that is our point. We do
it well. You don't. Maybe (are you that intelligent?) you
printed the piece solely to elicit reponse from the student
body. It is sad that the interest in yourpaper is so bad that you
have to contrive opinions of your own school just to get
people to read this garbage. You lost last week, but mat is no
longer die point. The fact thatyou can say those things means
mat you are truly miserable people.
Also, why do you always insist upon editing us? What are
Z fellows? We put Orient dudes. If you want an exciting,
confrontational, provocative paper, then don't cut us.. . Take
us on. Afightifyouwill... Hell, we're in a fraternity. Wemust
fight all the time.
Thoughts, comments, ideas:
write for Orient opinion!
Thoughts, comments, ideas:
write letters to the Editor!
To receive your $25, full-year subscription, or your $18, one semester subscription, call (207) 725 3053.
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The Bowdchn Orient welcomes letters from all of our readers.
Letters must be received by 6 p.m. Tuesday to be published the
same week, and must include a phone number where the author
of the letter may be reached. Letters should address the Editor,
and not a particular individual.
The Bowdoin Ojuent is published weekly while classes are held
during Fall and Spring semesters by the students of Bowdoin
College, Brunswick, Maine.
The policies of the Bowdchn Orient are determined by the Bowdoin
Publishing Company and the Editors. Individual Editors are not
necessarily responsible for, or in agreement with, the policies and
editorials of the Bowdoin Orient
The Bowdoin Orient reserves the right to edit any and all articles
and letters.
Address all correspondence to the Bowdoin Orient, 12 Cleaveland
St, Brunswick, Maine, 04011
.
Our telephone number is (207) 725 -
3300.
Kdito
Balkanization on Bowdoin Campus
The banner proclaiming "Two
hundred years of Bowdoin, Two
hundred years of ignorance" that
swayed in frontof theAfroAmonJames
Bowdoin day was painful for the
Bowdoin community. It was painful
because it showed the extent to which
we have failed to become a well-
integrated campus, but also because in
many ways it is unfair to the history of
Bowdoin.
The bulk of Bowdoin's history has
been the history ofwhite males. And, as
is true for most institutions inAmerican
history, Bowdoin has been a culprit of
bigotry. It is a grave mistake, though,
not to acknowledge the unique
achievements and tremendous strides
made by members of the Bowdoin
community towards overcoming
racism.
Perhaps the clearest evidence of this is
the record of Bowdoin alumnus John
Brown Russwurm, class of 1826. The
thirdAfricanAmerican to graduatefrom
any U.S. college, Russwurm went on to
become governor of Liberia. Other
prominent examples include Oliver
Howard, member of the class of 1850,
who headed the Freedmen's Bureau;
William Pitt Fessenden, the daring
abolitionist; andJoshua L. Chamberlain,
the great Civil War hero.
"Uncle Tom's Cabin/' perhaps the
most influential book in the movement
to abolish slavery,was writtenbyHarriet
Beecher Stowe in Appleton hall while
she was a member of the Bowdoin
community as the wife of a professor.
But Bowdoin was not "ahead of it's
time" only in the antebellumera. During
the Civil Rightsmovement of the 1960's,
Alpha Kappa Sigma broke new ground
by breaking away from the national
chapter and accepting an African
American as a member. The list of
remarkable instances inwhichBowdoin
has contributed to the revolution in
attitudes that has taken place in the last
century and a half is clearly long.
Bowdoin's first two centuries are sui
generis not because of the white males it
has produced. They are uniquebecause
of the extent to which the College has
inspired in its students—as hackneyed
as it may sound today—the struggle
against racism.
This fine heritage is not enough. As
the second banner posted by the Afro
Am pointed out, having only one
tenured Black professor does not say
much for the school's commitment to
the spirit of its predecessors.
Nonetheless,Bowdoinhasmade efforts
to hire more minority faculty. Last year,
two African Americans were offered
tenure-track positions. Neither
accepted. Bowdoin keeps affirmative
action policies in its admissions policy,
and need-blind financial aid is
guaranteed for minority students. Yet
more is needed if we are to overcome
the rifts that keep us apart.
Ifas a communitywe value toleration,
inclusiveness and integration as ends,
these banners can only be seen as
inimical to the purposes of the College
community. Apparently, the banners
arise from a conviction that
confrontation willprecipitate actionand
the action will bring them a voice with
greater power and Bowdoin greater
diversity.
Unfortunately, the action's that result
inevitably misunderstand the true
meaning of diversity and increase the
rifts between racial groups on campus.
Instead of fostering the ideals of
inclusiveness and serving to bring
African American and other minority
students into a color-blind Bowdoin,
the angry tone serves to perpetuate and
increase the balkanization of the
Bowdoin Community.
Though a young Malcolm X would
have been proud of the militancy of the
banners and their castigation of
Bowdoin's past, an older and wiser
Malcolm X, Martin Luther King and so
many other heroes of the Civil Rights
Movement might have been deeply
frustrated that several decades after
their struggle began in earnest the
dream of an inclusive society be so
undermined. Using anger and
hyperbole may be an expedient way of
gaining publicity and power. It is also a
surewaytoincreasemutual animosities.
To receive your $25, full-year subscription, or your $18, one semester subscription, call (207) 725 3053.






Last week President Clinton addressed Congress
and the nationabout his national health care plan. This
speech marks the beginning of Clinton's crusade for
health care reform, a battle which speaks directly to
millions of Americans' hearts.
Clinton's speech demonstrated his pragmatic and
humanitarian stance on the health care issue. It is a
simple fact that the United States can not afford to live
with thirty-seven million uninsured Americans and a
yearly health care cost of one billion dollars. With an
increasingly competitive global market it is imperative
that die U.S., like all other industrialized nations, form
a national health care program which will enable our
country to compete on an equal playing field.
Beyond the economics of the issue there are intrinsic
social issues involved. In modern times it is seen as the
country's duty to protect and provide security to its
citizens. Just as the government provided military
security during the cold war, so now should it provide
health security to its people.
This massive piece of legislation is a monumental
step in Clinton's presidency. The health care issue has
been stewing in the minds of Americans since Truman
proposed national health benefits over forty years ago.
Clintonhas brought this issue to a new level of national
The act ofguaranteeing
Americans health-care
is much easier to sell
than tax increases
and budget cuts.
importance and rightly deserves credit. Unlike his
deficit-cutting legislation ofthe pastspring, health care
will bring with it widespread support. The act of
guaranteeing Americans health care is much easier to
sell than tax increases and budget cuts.
There is an inherent danger in flirting with one-
seventh of the nation's economy. And indeed many
conservatives cry that such large government policy
will only exacerbate the problem. One must consider
thealternativeofletting thirty-sevenmillion Americans
remain uninsured. A democratic system is created to
reflect the people's desires.
A majority of the people polled in US News & World
Report, Newsweekand Time want a change in the health
care system. It is important to keep in mind Clinton's
point that the price ofchange can be less than the price
of the status quo.
TheGOP will have a hard time opposing health care
reform. WithCongressional elections comingup mis is
sure to be a major platform issue. The debate is no
longer a yes orno issue, the arguments focuson how to
change the system. Senate minority leader Bob Dole
showed this common understanding as he bolstered
the basic tenets of Clinton's health care plan. This
demonstrates Washington's understanding of the
importance of the issue. Maybe the two parties will not
actstubbornlyand actuallywork togetheronthe health
care plan. Health care is a national problem and both
parties will have to deal with it sooner or later.
The health care issue presents Clinton with a great
opportunity to establish his mark in history. The general
public will support the President's efforts for reform.
But he can not accomplish his goals alone, he and his
party must learn to work with the entire Congress to
mold a plan that will suit the whole country.
ii <l * Oi>i
Views From the Couch: The New Literature
Brian Sune
Have you ever been to New York City? Now, left their words ofwisdom in pen. The College got kind
for some really clever, off-your-ass funny, of upset by all the graffiti (why, I don't know, because
demeaning and occasionally meaningful this free expression is so valuable) and were worried
graffiti, I don't mink there's a better place in the world to about the image of the college (hey, if someone's got
getsomegood readingdone. But mat reputationmaybe something against this type of art we don't want 'em at
going by as a thing of the past, for the Tower elevator Bowdoin). So, the College toughened up and oiled the
doors have supposedly surpassed the Pulitzer quality doors so that pen wouldn't write on them!
writing on New York walls. Check out these gems:
"I want head." That's deep.
"Pres. Edwards is hung." Good to know.
"Chow box." Pleasant and subtle.
"Cum shots." My personal favorite.
The students, when this happened, were baffled. Pen
wouldn't work anymore. It took a while, but then some
great pariah of graffiti made an incredible discovery
—
keys! Keys would work on this new surface! With this
new breakthrough, you could write anything you
I really do appreciate the worth of these words. I wanted, and it would stay up on the doors, bright as
mean,what elseam I going to do when I'm going up and day.
down the Tower? Stareup
like everyone else, in true
elevator etiquette, at the
floornumbers as mat light
blinks on each number?
Now, those four
statements above are but a
few ofthe gems writtenon
the Tower doors. I'd
advise heading for the
elevators and riding up
and down in mem for a
few hours. It's a goodway
to get the full effect of all
the powerful words. I'd
also advise getting there
as soon as possible for two
reasons. One, I'm sure
Pulitzer quality graffiti
on Tower elevator doors
... why doesn't the
school leave the doors
the way they are?
But then Mr. Orr also
gave me another sobering
fact. The doors cost fifty
dollars to re-paint each
time. Physical Plant re-
paints the doors about
four times a year, which
adds up to around two
hundred dollars. Now,
that might not sound like
a lot, but when I'm paying
nine dollars for every
lunch and spending three
hundred dollars on books,
I worry about extra costs.
Am I paying for this re-
painting in all those little
mystery charges the
there's even better graffiti up there by now, 'cause this College puts on our bills? Those amounts look so small,
was writtenonWednesday.Two, some overly righteous but they do add up. Why doesn't the school just leave
students have vandalized the old graffiti! I mean, how the doors as they are?
interesting is it to read these statements? I thought about this question for a while and came up
"I want to be head of the class." Yeah. Good for you. with an answer. The College doesn't want us to run out
"Pres. Edwards is hungry." And...? of room to write on. Now, that's pretty considerate, but
"Chowder. Boxer." Soup and Brian Sung's Views I have an idea. Re-paint the doors once more, and we'll
From the Coucha fighter? deal with being bored by the monotony of reading the
"Scrumshots." No clue, but it sounds kind of cool. same graffiti over and over again. Hell, my brain's so
Talking toWayne Orrover atPhysical Plant, I received tired fromclasses bynowanyway that I mightappreciate
some soberingnews. I guess a few years ago itwas much looking at a blank set ofdoors. You know, so that I don't
easier to write up the doors. In fact, people could have have to keep thinking when I'm in the elevator.
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9:00 p.m. Film. "The Fabulous Baker Boys." Kresge Auditorium, VAC. Sponsored by the Bowdoin
College Film and Video Society.
9:30 p.m. Band. Elderberry Jam. Maine Lounge, Moulton Union. Sponsored by SUC.
9:30 p.m. Band. Matt Shippee. The Pub, Moulton Union.
in conjunction with German 51.
| ^)) 8:00 p.m. Fitness. Aerobics power workout class with Cher Miranda. Farley Field House.
f Tuesday 5
Saturday 2
8:00 p.m. Films. Monty Python Marathon: "Search for the Holy Grail," "Life of Brian," and The
Meaning of Life" Maine Lounge, Moulton Union. Sponsored by SUC.
9:00 p.m. Film. "The Muppet Movie." Kresge Auditorium VAC Sponsored by the Bowdoin College
Film and Video Society
9:30 p.m. Dance. First-year Ball. Daggett Lounge, Wentworth Hall.
Sunday 3
10:00 a.m. and 4:30 p.m Mass. Reverend W. Larch Fidler, celebrant. Chapel. Sponsored by the
Newman Society.
7:00 p.m. Meeting. Women's Collective meeting. Women's Resource Center, 24 College Street.
Monday 4 to
4.00 p.m. Fitness. Aerobics with Carrie Rodella. Farley Field House.
5:30 p.m. Fitness. Aerobics for faculty and staff with Laurie Gallagher. Farley Field House.
7:00 p.m. Film "Wild Strawberries." Smith Auditorium, Sills Hall. Sponsored by Film Studies 101 and 201.
9:00 p.m. Film. "Battleship Potemkin." Smith Auditorium Sills Hall. Sponsored by Film Studies 101 and 201.
Wednesday 6
4:00 p.m. Fitness. Aerobics with Carrie Rodella. Farley Field House.
700 p.m Lessons. International folk dancing. Maine Lounge, Moulton Union. Sponsored by Student
Activities and the Brunswick Folk Dance Group.
700 p.m Film. "Battleship Potemkin." Smith Auditorium, Sills Hall. Sponsored by Film Studies 101 and 201.
8:00 p.m. Fitness. Aerobics power workout with Cher Miranda. Farley Field House.
8:30 p.m. Film. "Wild Strawberries." Smith Auditorium, Sills Hall. Sponsored by Film Studies 101 and 201.
%
400 p.m. Fitness Aerobics class with Claudia E. Downing. Farley Field House.
7.00 p.m. Film. "Another Country." Beam Classroom, VAC Sponsored by English 16.
7:30 p m. Film. "The Blue Angel " Smith Auditorium, Sills Hall. Sponsored by department of German
Thursday 7
4:00 p.m. Fitness. Aerobics with Claudia Downing. Farley Field House.
5:30 p.m. Fitness. Aerobics for faculty and staff with Laurie Gallagher. Farley Field House.
Only Valid in Pleasant
Street Subway
20% Discount off any
footlong or six-inch sand-
wich with a purchase of a
small drink
Only Valid for Bowdoin College Students
(Not valid with any other offers)
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Interview: President Edwards
comments on the past, presen
and future of Bowdoin
Massachusetts Hall honored on a U.S. Postal Card
Bowdoin's Bicentennial Inaugural weekend began
officially yesterday morning, October 14, at 11:00 a.m.
with the public dedication ceremony of a 19-cent postal
card featuring Massachusetts Hall issued by the U.S.
Postal Service. The event drew a good-sizetl crowd to
the front of Massachusetts Hall.
The postal card was designed by Harry Devlin of
Mountainside, N.J., as part of the Historic Preservation
series of postal cards.
The oldest building on the Bowdoin campus and the
oldest college building in Maine, Massachusetts Hall
was Bowdoin College when it was completed in 1902.
At that time, the building housed quarters for the
president and students, as well as classrooms and a
chapel. It has since housed an art gallery, a medical
school, museums and laboratories. Today, the
departments of English and philosophy are located
there. Massachusetts Hall was designated a Registered
Historical Landmark in 1971.
College Issues: In an
interview with the Orient on
September 24, President
Edwards gave his views on
the meaning and purpose of
Bowdoin College in the
upcoming century in areas
ranging from capital
campaigns to Asian studies.
By D. Holton Hunter
ORIENT ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR
OuBfr. What qualities was Bowdoin looking for
in the new Dean of the College ?
Edwards We were looking for a special kind of
person Bowdoinwaslookingforsorneonewhoisvery
strong academically, a strong aclministrator and
someonewho has a genuine liking and sympathy for
students. This is because we define the Dean of the
College differently man most other colleges. What is
different aboutBowdoin is thatweexpectour Dean of
the College to also be very interested in the academic
program of the College. This is unlike other colleges
where the Dean is principally concerned with matters
such as housing, discipline and other areas of student
life. Dean Chadwick's position deals with the aspects
crfstudertlife[sk]thatHerrtcrtybeyc)rritheinra»ediate
range of the classroom, but also with the academic
programsuchasmeacademicadvisingandc#<ampus
study,fromthemoment they enter thecoUegeuntil the
day they graduate.
Orient There is discussion about having rotating
class deans. What would you like to see happen ?
Edwards Letmestartwith theideaofthemodel The
fundamental change is that we are locking at mis [the
reorganization of the Deans' offices] from the point of
viewofthestudentandhow they experienceBowdoin.
Yourexperience isquite differentfrom year to yearand
mereare differentsetsofproblems thatcomewitheach
new year. The point is thatwe are looking at this from
the view of the student rather man some corporate
aperture. Whether it would be best to have deans in
position who are specialists or those who are well
acquainted with 400 hundred students for their four
years, 1 think that you can argue it bom ways. So I
cannot tell you what is the best thing to do.
OwEvn Let me begin by quoting you from your
address at convocation in September. You said, My
first three years were obsessed by finances....We
begin the third century with a balanced budget "
What is the financial status of the College,and where
will the money from the unannounced capital
campaign that is being planned be spent?
Edwards Thebudget isprecariously balanced. The
reason for this is that academic expensesiend to rise 2
to 3 percent above the rate of inflation. We have kept
ours abnormally low for the past two years, and we
have kept the comprehensive fee [tuition, room and
boardjatonly 1 percentabovettie rateofinflatknThat
means that the inemal increase in expenses are not
being recovered by the fee matwe are charging. Asa
result, leanness is a going to be a continuing
preoccupation not only for Bowdoin, but for all
academic institutions
In regards to the capital campaign, we need capital.
The Strategic Planning Task Force is thinking about
whatweneed tobe a better institution.Weve going to
raisesomewherebetween$75and$125millionduring
the campaign The bulk ofwhatwe are looking for is
fornewendowmentandbuildingspace. Ofthemoney
thatwe raise,60percent willbe forendowment,which
Please see INTERVIEW, ]Jage 5.
Faculty status remains a vexing question
Governance: The issue
raised at the last faculty
meeting regarding the
status of Bowdoin non-
faculty professionals was
subject to much debate at
last week's meeting.
By Seth G. Jones
ORIENT STAFF WRITER
After considerable debate over whether
to extend faculty status to full-time coaches,
professional librarians, the professional
staff of the museums and laboratory
instructors, the Bowdoin faculty recently
voted against broadening the definiton of
faculty status to include other such groups
of educational professionals.
At the faculty meeting on September 13,
Professor Burke Long of the religion
department proposed an amendment to
increase voting rights to full-time coaches,
professional librarians, the professional
staff of the museums and laboratory
instructors.
However, a vote on the amendment was
moved to the October 4 meeting to give a
greater percentage of faculty members a
chance to express their opinions.
Consequently, the October 4 faculty
meeting included a full debate on the
question of faculty status.
Professor Long opened up discusion by
venting his frustration over the apparent
disenfranchisement at the College.
Considering the fact that all educational
professionals are invited to the Faculty
meetings, he argued that to lake away
their right to vote is unfair.
"Do you empower people to come to the
faculty meetings, but don't allow them to
vote?" he asked. "That's unfair; that's not
sharing."
With the growing size of the College and
the increasing role of educational
professionals, Professor Long argued that
the current model of governance is
antiquated. He questioned the reason
behind why the faculty refuses to accept
"what we already are — who we are
already."
Professor Long's views were echoed by
many faculty members, especially those
from the various natural science
departments.
David Paige, professor of chemistry,
supported the Long amendment and its
recognition of the need to "make far greater
use of the faculty." He pointed out that the
athletic coaches, the library staff, the
museum staff and the laboratory
instructors certainly make a substantial
contribution to the College. Consequently,
their ability to significantly influence
faculty decisions should not be inhibited
by a refusal of permission to vote in Faculty
meetings.
Moreover, Thomas Settlemire, associate
professor ofbiology and chemistry, argued
in favor of the "integration of education."
In supporting the Long amendment,
Professor Settlemireacknowledged the fact
that many of the educational professionals,
like the laboratory instructors, publish
professionally and are co-authors in
research articles.
Please see FACULTY MEETING, page 4.
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Living History
Erin Sullivan /Bowdoin Orient
Professional Civil War re-enactors played a large role in "Gettysburg,"




This native Maine band is among the many entertainers on campus this






Leigh Perry / Bowdoin Orient
Women's Tennis climbs to 7-1 after a grueling period of five games in
eight days.
Wisdom from your Mommy
Thus use your frog.... Put your hook through
his mouth, and out at his gills; ... and then with a
fine needle and silk sew the upper part of his leg,
with only one stitch, to the arming-wire of your
hook; or tie the frog's leg, above the upper joint, to






10.39 ajn. A seven-year-old
girl is caught climbing on the
scaffolding at Farley Field
House.
12:59 pjn. A student
requests entrance to Seaiies 315
because her key won't work.
She needs to feed the fish.
6:40 p.m. Student at Kappa
Sigma calls to report an injured
raccoon on their lawn.
6:58 p.m. Brunswick Police
Department decides to leave the
raccoon as is, as there are no
life-threatening injuries.
Monday 10/11
8:00 a.m. The raccoon saga
continues as 38 College Street
reports an injured one in their
back yard.
9:25 a.m. The Animal Control
Officer will come and remove
the injured raccoon.
10:10 a.m. That pesky
raccoon is finally taken away.
Wednesday 10/13
6:01 pjn. An employee at H&L
advises she saw a man with who
looked out of place. (He had a
sleeping bag.) She asked him if
she could help him, and he replied,
"No," and walked away.
7:10 pjn. A student reports an
older male meandering and talking
to himself in the vicinity of Maine
Hall.
7:41 pm. Firecrackers and
bottle rockets are reportedly being
set off from within Maine Hall.
7:59 pjn. Yet more fireworks.
(You crazy kids!)
Compiled by Rob Shaffer
Weekend Weather for
Homecoming Weekend
Friday: mixture of sun and
clouds with a high near 55.
Light winds coming from the
coast.
Saturday: variably cloudy
Source: National Weather Service
reaching a high near 58.
Sunday: showers likely
throughout the day and
warmer with a high reaching
the mid 60's.
Monday: cloudy with morning
showers. Highs again in the
mid 60,s.
\
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Premiere and reception raise
$4100 for historical society
By David Simmons
orient news editor
Berenger, as well as Jeff Daniels as former
Bowdoin president and faculty member
Joshua Lawrence Chamberlain, officially
premiered on Monday, October 4, in New
——•———————————-
— York, Los Angeles, Washington, Atlanta and
Gettysburg. "Gettysburg" is now in wide
The unofficial world premiere of Ronald F. release in theaters around the country and
Maxwell's new Civil War film "Gettysburg" canbeseenattheEveningStarCinema,located ,
on Sunday, October 3, raised an estimated in the Tontine Mall in downtown Brunswick,
$4100 for the Pejepscot Historical Society, a wriere the premiere was shown. A reception
sum that will be used to renovate parts of the featuring Jeff Daniels, held at the Cram
Joshua Lawrence Chamberlain Museum. Alumni House in conjunction with the
The film, starring Martin Sheen and Tom premiere, also helped raise money for the
Society.
A total of248 tickets were
sold for two showings of
the film, one at 1:00 p.m.
and the other at 6:00 p.m.
About 60 tickets weremade
available to the Bowdoin
community at a reduced
rate for the earlier showing.
An additional 120 tickets
were sold for the reception.
According to ErikJorgensen
'87, Executive Director of
the Pejepscot Historical
Society, ticket sales
amounted to nearly $4500,
from which the Historical
Society cleared about $41 00
after expenses.
A receptive and energetic
audience filled the theater
for the first showing, where
the film was introduced by
Bicentennial Director
Katharine B. Bunge and
several professional Civil
War re-enactors, some of
whom were in the film. The
audience applauded as
Chamberlain's image
appeared on the screen. The
film did not fail to hold the
audience's attention,
despite the four-hour-and-
Courtesy Pejepscot Historical Society
The Chamberlain House as it looked in the 1880s, with the glass porch scheduled for
renovation. Mr. Chamberlain and his family are visible in this photograph.
Erin Sullivan/Bomfom Orient
Actor Jeff Daniels admires a photograph of his cinematic
alter ego, Joshua Lawrence Chamberlain.







Fully integrated study at British, Irish,
fkw Zealand and Australian universities
FALL OR SPRING SEMESTER • FULL YEAR
INSTEP • SUMMER PROGRAM • INTERNSHIPS
Study Abroad Information Session
Representative: Carolyn Watson
n , Mon. Oct. 18L'ate: 3:00 Great Britain/Ireland
Location: 4:30 Australia/New Zealand
Sills Room 111
For further information please contact: Your Study Abroad Office on campus
or the Institute for Study Abroad. Butler University. 4600 Sunset Avenue.
Indianapolis. IN 46208. Tel: 317/283-9336 or 1/8O0-368-6852 Ext 9336
ten-minute running time. Reaction to the film
was quite positive at intermission.
Criticism of the film, which was based on
Michael Schaara's Pulitzer Prize-winning
novel "The Killer Angels" and produced by
Ted Turner's company Turner Pictures, was
generally appreciative, but ranged from
enthusiastic to reserved. "As a piece of
moviemaking, it wasn't 'Gone with the
Wind,'" said Bowdoin Professor of history
Charles C. Calhoun, author of thenew history
of Bowdoin. 'The movie is too long," he
added.
Most of Mr. Calhoun's problems with the
film, however, were historical and not
cinematic: "It is almost an idealization or
glamorization of the battle," he said. "The
movie is very sympathetic to the Southern
side, and it doesn't present a particularly
adequate explanation of what the real battle
was about." Overall, however, "the film is
better than thebook," he said . "It is an earnest
and pretty absorbing attempt to tell the story
[of the battle]."
Mr. Calhoun was impressed with Mr.
Daniels' performance. "His interpretation of
the role is very quiet, subdued, introspective,
a man who is working very hard at being a
hero and not expecting any credit." Mr.
Calhoun found it "extraordinary that of the
thousandsof officers" who fought in the Civil
War and at the Battle of Gettysburg, "the
author and the filmmaker chose to focus so
much on Chamberlain—he wasn't so much a
hero for the 19th century as for the 20th."
At the reception at theCram Alumni House
following the first showing, Ms. Bunge
welcomed actor Jeff Daniels and others who
braved the damp weather. On behalf of the
Historical Society, Mr. Daniels was presented
a framed reproduction ofa photograph of Mr.
Chamberlain surrounded by other
distinguished Bowdoin graduates, such as
former Bowdoin president William DeWitt
Hyde and Oliver Otis Howard, who founded
Howard University, and an early copy of Mr.
Calhoun's history. Mr. Daniels thanked
Bowdoin and the Pejepscot Historical Society
and said, "I wanted to be here today."
Mr. Daniels spoke of his visits to New
England and to Brunswick for his extensive
research on Mr. Chamberlain, but explained
that "it was not until I visited the monument
in honor of the 20th Maine [the division that
Mr. Chamberlaincommanded 1 in Gettysburg
that I swore I could feel him ... I felt as though
I were in a cathedral. It was a thrill and an
honor to try to get inside this man's head."
Regarding the film, Mr. Daniels said that
thoseinvolved in the film's production "didn't
expect all the positive reviews. We hoped for
them, but didn't expect them." Although the
film was originally meant to become a
miniseries on TNT, Mr. Turner's cable
network, Mr. Danielsclaimed that "the movie
works cinematically because it was shot as a
movie," that is, all the shots were staged for a
wide-screen effect. When Mr.Turnersaw one
of the cuts of the film, he reportedly decided
that it was too good for the small screen and
released the final cut asanepic motion picture,
his first venture into feature films.
"This is the biggest thing [director] Ron
Maxwell has ever done," Mr. Daniels
continued. "He has wanted to make this movie
for 15 years, ever since he read the book, and
went broke twice trying to do it. It's thrilling
to finally see his recognition."
According to Ms. Bunge, the film came to
Brunswick as the result of Director of Media
Relations Scott Hood's efforts to publicize the
College's Bicentennial in the national media.
Mr. Hood, in consultation with Bicentennial
Committee member Paul Gardent '39, who is
on the Board of Overseers and the father of
Amy Gardent '94, contacted Timothy P.
Neher, vice chairman of Continental
Cablevision in Boston.
Mr. Neher is also a member of the Board of
Turner Broadcasting and was initially
approached about a possible cross-
promotional news story on CNN about Mr.
Chamberlain at Bowdoin and his role in the
Battle of Gettysburg. CNN balked at the idea,
but Mr . Turner was apparently excited about
allowing Bowdoin to premiere the film.
Bowdoin lacked the 35mm equipment
necessary to show the film, however, until
Greg Melick, the proprietor of the Evening
Star Cinema, generously volunteered the use
of his theater.
Mr. Melick reported at the premiere that he
had the theater renovated to accommodate
the premiere. Mr. Turner also spared no
expense, paying to fly Mr. Daniels to
Brunswick to promote the film before
embarkingon a week-long promotional junket
of his own. Mr. Daniels flew directly to the
premiere in Washington following his half-
hour appearance at the Brunswick reception,
also attending the premiere in Los Angeles
the next day before appearing on the 'Today"
show in New York Thursday morning and
taping the 'Tonight Show" in Burbank that
afternoon.
Finally, Bowdoin felt that it would be fitting
to the theme of the Bicentennial, "TheCollege
and theCommonGood," to offer the Pejepscot
Historical Society control of the event as a
fundraiser to support theongoing renovations
to the formerhomeof Mr. Chamberlain, which
houses the Joshua Lawrence Chamberlain
Museum at 226 Maine Street, across from the
the campus and Memorial Hall. The house
was bought by the Historical Society nearly
ten years ago, when the house had fallen into
such disrepair that it was scheduled for
demolition. Since then the house has been
stabilized and reroofed, renovated from the
inside and opened to the public as a museum.
"From our perspective," said Mr jergensen,
"the event was an unqualified success. The
premiere not only raised money, but
engendered a lot of public excitement. People
have really learned a lot about Joshua
Lawrence Chamberlain from this, and we've
never had such a successful fundraising
event." The proceeds are tobecombined with
grant money to help restore the house's glass
porch and the open porch above it, Mr.
Jergensen said. "We are totally indebted to
Bowdoin for helping us to do this," he
concluded.
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Continued from page 1.
Yet at the same time, there was also a
substantial amount of opposition to the
amendment. Allen Wells, professor of
history and chair of the Faculty Affairs
Committee (FAC), supported the FAC's
reasoning that the professions are
invited to attend, participate and share
their concerns at general faculty
meetings, but only "teaching faculty"
will be permitted to vote.
Considering the complexity and
confusion about which professionals
should be given faculty status and which
should not, Professor Wells stated that
the best option would be to "stay put"
for the present time.
Paul Schaffner, associate professor of
psychology, also addressed the
uncertainty of which professionals
should receive faculty status. He pointed
out that extending faculty status to some
professionals and not to others would
"open the door for more tension in the
future." Furthermore, he argued that
"when in doubt, stay put until things
become clearer."
Finally, Franklin Burroughs, professor
of English, acknowledged that theentire
debate over whether to extend the
faculty vote proved that "you don't have
to have power to be impassionate."
Despite being unable to vote at faculty
meetings, the professionals could
certainly express their concerns and
frustrations with present policies.
In terms of curricular reform,
Professor Burroughs argued that "the
people who are responsible for the shape
of the curriculum are the teaching
faculty." Thus, voting status should be
given solely to the "teaching faculty."
However, the Long amendment and
the extension of faculty status to the
educational professionals ultimately
failed. The final vote showed 38 in
support of the amendment, 46 against,
1 abstention and 2 blanks. The question
of faculty status was put off until the
fall of 1994.
As Janet Martin, associate professor
of government, stated at the end of the
meeting, a significant amount of
rethinking about faculty status was
needed in order to make a rational and
reasonable decision.
The College is moving into an era
where the professions — the full-time
coaches, professional librarians, the
professional staff of the museums, and
laboratory instructors—arean essential
part of the educational mission at the
College.
"I share the feeling that the
professions play an important role and
that the school needs to address this,"
stated Dean for Academic Affairs
Charles Beitz.
The question of faculty status remains
a perplexing and confusing matter in
the Bowdoin community. It is obvious,
as Professor Martin pointed out, that a
great deal of thought must go into the
repercussions of extending faculty
status to the professionals. Yet it is also
important to recognize that a number
of distinct groups of professionals across
campus increasingly contribute to the
educational process at the College.
Calhoun's history of the College
goes on sale this weekend
By Michael Golden
orient business manager
"ASmall College in Maine: Two Hundred Years
of Bowdoin,"byjournalistandProfessorof History
Charles C. Calhoun of Topsham, Maine, will go
on sale for the first time this weekend. It is the first
history of Maine's oldest college to be written in
66 years. Published by the College on the occasion
of its bicentennial, the 312-page book will be sold
at the Moulton Union Bookstore and by mail in
both hardcover ($37.95) and softcover ($21.95)
editions beginning today.
Filled with colorful figures from the College's
200-year history—famous scientists, Civil War
heroes, Olympic athletes, poets, politicians, local
eccentrics and a lively parade of students—Mr.
Calhoun's book chronicles, in words and pictures,
the evolution of Bowdoin College from its
beginnings in 1794.
Mr. Calhoun was the editor of Bowdoin
magazine when he was chosen to write the College
history in 1989. Known for his historical articles
in the magazine, he expanded his research for the
book, trackingdown figures from Bowdoin's past
in libraries and museums throughout the
northeast.
Mr. Calhoun studied history at the University
of Virginia and law at Christ Church, Oxford
University, in Great Britain, where he was a
Rhodes Scholar. Following a newspaper career in
Florida, he moved to Maine, serving as editor of
Bowdoin magazinefrom 1985-1 992. He has recently
completed a "guide to Maine for the literate
traveler" to be published in the Compass
American Guides series by Fodor/Random
House. He currently serves as associate director
of the Maine Collaborative, a nonprofit
organization supporting education in the
humanities located in Portland, Maine.
"A Small College in Maine" contains 238 black
and white and 16 color illustrations from
Bowdoin's past and recent history. The cover art,
Bowdoin College, December, was specially
commissioned and has been printed separately
as a poster. Painted by Assistant Professor of Art
Ann A. Lofquist, it is a snowy, twilight view of the
north end of the Quadrangle looking toward
Massachusetts Hall, Bowdoin's oldest building.
The painting has been donated by the Bowdoin
Bicentennial Committee to the Bowdoin College
Museum of Art.
Mr. Calhoun will sign books throughout the
Bicentennial weekend, beginning Friday, in the
Moulton Union's Lancaster Lounge at 1:15 p.m.
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will significantly enhance our financial aid program,
and 40 percent will be for buildings. New academic
space is needed for biology. But only half of the 40
percent figure will be for new academic spaa- and the
other half will be for die regeneration or recycling
[renovating and upgrading] of old space.
The money that we are going to raise is going to
make the existing programs stronger. Along with the
capital campaign and the modest expansion of the
student body [that the Governing Boards approved
last spring] we are going to be able to hire somewhere
in theneighborhood of 10new facultymembers. They
will benot be to open new fields of study, but tomake
the present departments even stronger.
We have some great friends out there who are
prepared to back this College, and there arc some very
promising and encouraging things being said right
now, but there is going tobeafewmore monthsneeded
beforewearegomgtobeabtetoidmtify,moreprecisely,
how much money we are going to be able to raise. Our
expectation is that we are going to announce this at the
end of 1994, and then have the Capital Campaign run
in the nature of four years. I am a great believer in not
having campaigns run too long; people get sick of
them.
The goal is to continue to secure Bowdoin as a first-
rate American college, and we can do mis because
there is an uncommon pride in this place on the part of
the alumni. There is great confidence now that there is
the balancing of the budget and the finances of the
College are under control. There is a feeling that there
is a kind of leanness and willingness to be self-entical
on the part of the Administration but optimistic at the
same time. This message is going over well with die
alum rri, and they arc giving very encouraging signs.
Orient. During your Convocation address you
said, "As I survey this year of celebration and good
feeling, I believe the coming year must be one of
fresh and concentrated concern for our mission as a
College.'' What is the goal of a Bowdoin education,
and what is on theagenda for the Bicentennial year?
Edwards: It is a year for good cheer and self-
evaluation. We are going to be examining what
Bowdoin is about and celebrate what have been and
what we are.
We are going to look at Bowdoin and the
environment, Bowdoin and the arts, with the idea in
mind to understand those things that we are doing.
If you go across and look at the committees at the
College, each committee is concerned with the future
of Bowdoin. For example, the Curriculum and
Educational Policy Committee is examining how we
hire faculty, which questions what kind of college do
we want to be. We are also going to be looking at the
structure of the major and the non-eurocentric
recpirements. We are also going to look at what is the
roleofthefaculty,andwhataboutthe other professions
on the campus in terms of governance ?
But my hope and expectation next year is that all
these strands will come together, and we will emerge
with a fresh sense of who we are, what will be the role
of faculty, in terms of governance and the other
dimensions they provide. Also, what outcomes do we
want in our extraordinary four-year experience at
Bowdoin. We want to have [a] dearer idea of what a
bachelors degree should mean and what intellectual
capabilities a student should have One of the ways that
the College will be doing mis is examining the core
skills a student needs.
This is all in effort to determine and give us a
somewhat clearer definition of what we are. I should
say at theoutsetthat I am not expecting something that
is revolutionary. Enormous amounts of what we are
doing are exactly right, but mere are continuing
refinements that very good institutions do through
constant evaluation and self-criticism
Orient What do you think the purpose of liberal
arts education is, and how does it compare to the
undergraduate education that other larger research
universities such as Harvard offer ?
Edwards; What we do which is distinct from larger
research universities at the undergraduate level is put
greater emphasis on student faculty interaction We
also require faculty to continue to do research and
publishbecausethere isresearchthatshowsthatfaculty
who do research are much more interesting at the age
of ferry or fifty than a person who comes in and is an
absolutely brilliant arid popular teacher who is not
expanding and growing intellectually. The principle
•-
Erin Sullivan/BowrioM Orient
President Robert Hazard Edwards bikes away from the venerable Massachusetts Hall, as
apt a symbol of the College today as it has been for nearly 200 years.
objective of collegial work is to coach students to do
their own work outside the classroom.
The purpose is both simple and complex. Wedo not
selectordinarystudentsrocomehere Weselectstudents
whom we believe by virtue of what they have done
with their young lives until mat point in high school
who have the capacities and the abilities to be leaders
in the world, not necessarily as senatorsand presidents,
butaspeoplewho have the ability to focus on problems
in their community whereever they may be, in
corporations, law firms or political institutions, and
focusonproblems andissues,andbe able to synthesize
intellectual growth We arc part of the gold standard of
education and we want to stay there.
In many ways this is what this capital campaign is
about I mink mat mere are a number of ways that we
are going to be getting better and stronger. We are, I
think going to be more lively and interesting as a
somewhat larger College. The departments are going
to be deeper and stronger, and the academic program
isgoing tobericher. There willbemore faculty-student
research funding from the capital campaign We are
going to be very much stronger in our information
technology. The library is going to have better and
ItwmM be a spurious honor to say that zve are tte
college in the country because I don't think that there is
such thing as the best college, but there is a gold standard
that you discern in cm edumtional market. ...We are part of
the gold standard ofeducation and we want to stay there.
answers to help their communities whether they be
poli tical lnstitutionsor corporations,and move towards
the future.
In the main, we are less interested in those people
who are introverted, narrow in their views and selfish,
than we are in students who have demonstrated that
they are outward^ooking and interested in service to
others. We want students to get engaged in me world
and their problems and make them better.
Bowdoin wants to produce dvilized people not
technocrats.Wewant toproducea certainkindofmind
and we want everyone who comes out of here to
understand a certain kind of breadth, that is the idea of
the academic picture. What ever field it is [you choose
to major in], we want you come out with a sense of
control over thefundamentals ofanareaofdisciplinary
concern. So, what 1 think we are saying is mat we are
lookingforandproducingstudentswiththeintellectual
skills and attitudes to be leaders in society
OwtNT-.Some students are concerned that Bowdoin
does not have enough national recognition. Where
do you see Bowdoin's position as a liberal arts school
in the nation, and where is it going to be in the next
ten years ?Is this capital campaign designed tomake
us the "best" College in die nation ?
Edwards: This is a remarkably well-known place. I
take very seriously the concern of quality of what we
can promise in a 4-year education here and not the
superficial recognition. The question is can we provide
something that is the equal to what eke is offered out
there ?! think that is a very fair question That is what
my responsibility is about However, it would be a
spunous honor to say that we are the best college in the
country because 1 don't think that there is such a thing
as the best college, but there is a gold standard that you
discern man educational market What this translates
into is the question of whether we have die capacity to
attract the most interesting and engaged students in
North America ? Do we have me ability to attract the
most interesting young faculty?We can prorni* them
the prospect of mteuectual life that is part of their
easier access to databases all over the world. We are, in
fact, going to have even better academic computing.
You have got to be first-rate in the natural sdences if
youaregomgtobeafirst-ratecoUegemthenation This
College has as distinguished a record as any college in
the country. We are national leaders in chemistry, and
wehave a very strong biology deptartment. But we are
going to have to put $12-15 million into new biology
space to stay current We are going to have to do some
upgradingintheareaofmusic. Ihappen tobepersonally
determined to make music even stronger and better
We cannot lose ground in finandal aid. The truth Is
that a college gets a tremendous amount of electririty
from having a goodly number of young people who
are there because they know that they can improve
themselves. Theyare filled withenergy hope, aspiration
and many of Bowdoin's finest graduates probably
could not have come without financial aid. I think that
what you will see at Bowdoin is an expanding of its
spirit
I think that we are going to be more interesting, and
we are always going to be battling finances. But with a
capitalcampaign that bringsinmore resources,we will
not only expand our physical substance but we will
also help mis expansion of the spirit
Orient What is you response to Senator Cohen's
challenge to make Bowdoin expand Asian studies
program?
Edwards: Wecari tpick toomany Easterncultures to
studv because we arc not a large place. But we have got
to get ever more serious about Asia. Bowdoin has
focused on China, japan and South Asia That is a big
order. What we have set out to do is the elementary
language sequences of Chinese and Japanese. You
have got to haveacoupie of peoplein the disciplines of
history, literature and the religions of the area. Then
you send your students abroad to do their language
perfection and be immersed m the culture Then they
need to return and work on their senior projects and
have the advanced languages. Up until now we have
not been able to afford to offer theadvanced languages
but will be in an even better position after the capital
campaign.
However, it wiD not be enough to just teach these
fields here. The Dean of Admissions is in Asia to recruit
students who can enhance theacademic environment.
It is not enough to just have a host of courses in the
catalogue, we need to bring things to life by having
visiting professors such as Bereket Habte Selassie, a
visiting professor from Ethiopia, a man with multiple
languages, who has experienced the Middle East in a
certain kind of way. Having a flow of these kinds of
professors and students through our midst wiD give a
certain kind of validation to what we are teaching. By
doing this we will remain an American institution, but
in fact we will represent far more deeply and fully the
areas that we study.
Orient:Whatwould you like to seeas the outcome
of all the discussion mat is going to be taking place
during the Bicentennial year ?
Edwards: I would like to see in the front of the
catalogue, in addition to the distribution requirements,
anessay that says something to the effect that says you
are coming to Bowdoin College and you have four
years toengage in a variety of studies. Your studies are
as free and as open as they ever are and, more than
likdy, never will everbeagainWe arenotsaying what
you should do, but if you don't engage in certain
pursuits, and you don't expose your mind to new
opportunities, then your Bowdoin experience will be
thinner and is more narrow and limiting than it could
be.
Orient:Inyourfirst convocationspeech,inAugust
1990,you spokeof "uncertainty." You said "What has
broughtme to this post at Bowdoin— what gives it
excitement and dimension today — is not certainty,
but uncertainty." What are your specific goals and
ambitions for Bowdoin College, and what do you
want to be remembered for ?
Edwards I don't see this as a time when presidents
charge the hill. I think it is a time of enlightened
opportunism. As President you have to have the wit to
realize that most of what is going to be done at your
institution is, in good measure, going to be done by
other people, and you want to make sure that themost
lively people are getting the encouragement and
resources. So whata Presidentdoes ismakesimple acts
of discrimination
Thereare certain rudimentary things that need to be
looked after, and one of them is finances, because we
cannot steal from the future. We have got to keep the
trustofand giveconfidence to the people that give gifts
to the College. People give gifts if thev think vou arc
going to use them well.
The first couple of years you had to balance the
budget and make sure that admissions was in verv
good shape because the quality of the students is what
determines the quality of the College and that is whv
your faculty is here.
If I can leave a College that is comfortable with itself
and in every act that it takes is concerned with quality
,
attracting the best and most able students and the best
and most able faculty, then 1 will be pleased.
For example, when you build a campus student
center for S4.7 million, get the best architect in the
country to design it so that your students are going to
see really good design. He may not be an easv man to
work with, but when we go in that place we are going
to see first-rate architecture
I am always concerned with the quality of students
and their behavior. One of the greatest things that
happened last year wasthe way a groupofstudentsgot
hold of this academic honesty. We had students who
wanted to redefine that so we have faith in the codes
that is [sic] governing our lives. That is the best thing
that a President can have happen to him, having
students concerning themselves with honor and
academic honesty.
One of the things that I am always concerned about
isthebehavioronuSeathleticfidds. Idon'tlikepersonal
fouls and the coaches and athletic chrector know this I
think if you commit a personal foul in sport under
pressiire you n^ghtcommitafoul lateron in life. I think
one of the things a student learns at a place like this is
how to withstand pressure and keep control of your
emotions.
All these things 1 think produce an institution that is
first class in every respect, and we are there in many
respects. Some people say that academic mstirutions
are strange, they are either getting better or they are
getting worse. What we need to do is keep on getting
better.
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Soulful and spirited music of the Andes shakes Bowdoin
Musical Performance:
The Bowdoin Concert series,
in conjunction with the mu-
sic department, catapults into
its presentations with a non-
traditional form of classic
music—the rhythm and
funky beat of Fortaleza.
Alison Behr
orient staff writer
On Monday, October 18, the music
department presents Fortaleza, a Boston-
based musical ensemble specializing in the
Aymara and Inca civilizations' music and
dances. The concert will take place in Kresge
Auditorium in the VAC. Tickets are free with
a Bowdoin ID, $10 for general admission and
$8 for seniors. Seating is limited.
Fortaleza was formed in 1978 by the three
De La Zerda brothers in the city of
Cochabambe, Bolivia. The group performs a
mixture of contemporary and traditional
songs from Bolivia and other countries of
South America. Their repertoire also includes
onginal songsand rhythms with Afro-Andean
influence. The group takes its inspiration
from the Aymara and Inca cultures, whose
music expresses the enduring spirit of the
Andean people.
Fortaleza transports the audience into an
Andes mountain journey with their haunting
and joyful melodies and their colorful native
costumes Primarily through audience
participation, Fortaleza conveys the
fascinating culture and rich heritage of the
Bolivian people. Their melodies incorporate
vocals with the sound of the Quena (Andean
bamboo flute), the Zamponas (Andean
panpipes), the Charango (a small, ten-stringed
guitar) and the Bombo (a goat skin and wood
drum), as well as other wind, string and
percussion instruments.
In 1983, Fortaleza was invited by the
Organization of American States to perform
at a special tribute to the renowned Mexican
comedian, Mario Moreno "Cantiflas." Since
that time, Fortaleza has maintained a rigorous
performance and teaching schedule
throughout theU.S. and hasbuiltanenormous
following, especially in the New England
area.
Nominated for "Outstanding World Music
Act" by the Boston Music Awards, Fortaleza
has shared the stage with Tracy Chapman,
Miami Sound Machine, Tom Paxton, Doc
Watson, Tom Rush and many more great
a rtists. The group has appeared a t theOrange
Bowl in Miami, Carnegie Hall, the Statue of
Liberty and Constitution Hall in D.C, in
addition to many university and college
campuses. Fortaleza has recorded four
albums, now available through, mail order.
One of Fortaleza's songs from their debut
album was featured in the soundtrack of the
1986 Academy Award-nominated film
"Salvador."
"Fortaleza's music seemed nothing short
of ecstacy," wrote Beverly Creasy of the
Allston-Brighton Journal. "Fortaleza's strong,
emotional voices and lavish instrumental
arrangements," reported the New York Times,
"capture both the soul of the pre-Columbian
Inca culture and the heart of Bolivia's
contemporary movement, producing an
unforgettable experience.*' The funky, melody-filled Andean musical group, Fortaleza fHOTO
Bowdoin celebrates its two-hundredyearanniversary
The Bicentennial: After
a long and meticulous pro-
cess of planning, arranging
and scheduling, the Bicenten-
nial weekend hopes tobe one
that will not easily fade from
thememories ofBowdoin fac-
ulty, alumni and students.
Katherine Snyder
orient staff writer
Bowdoin students are getting ready to don
their dancing shoes for the Bicentennial Ball
this Friday night at SargentGym But the ball is
only one of the many exciting events taking
place on the Bowdoin campus this weekend.
The weekend marks the real kick-off of the
Bicentennial celebrations, and Bicentennial
Director Kathy Bunge states that it is probably
the biggest event of the year. The Times Record
has devoted a whole issue to the College's
celebrations.
The Bicentennial Inaugural commenced
yesterday afternoon with the issue ceremony
for the U.S. post card featuring Massachusetts
Hall and the College Bicentennial and with the
opening of the "The Legacy ofJames Bowdoin
in. "The 19centpostcard will besoldbyCampus
Services and the Brunswick Post Office all
year. Today, at 3 30 p.m., is the Inaugural
Convocation at the William Farley Field House.
Three Bowdoin Alumni, Albert L. Babcock,
Geoffrey Canada and Barbara E. Hendrie will
be presentedCommonGood Awards inhonor
of their hard work and devotion to serving the
common good in their respective fields. An
Honorary Degree will also be awarded to the





















has had a very prodigious political career. He
served as Governor of Maine from 1954-1958
and as a Senator from Maine from 1958-1980.
Mr. Muskeeran forVicePresidenton theHubert
Humphrey ballot in '68, but lost, and was
Secretary of State under the Carter
Administration from 1980-1981.
Saturday is the Bowdoin Festival, and the
day is packed with various events. "It is a time
for the whole campus community and the
Brunswick community to come together and
celebrate" said Ms Bunge. The Bicentennial
Committeehasorganizedacampus-wideopen long. The rides leave from campus and make
house in which residents of Brunswick and a loop through town. Bowdoin student
friends of the College will have the chance to volunteers tell a brief history of the College as
tour various classrooms and labs. Faculty and the horse and wagon rambles its way through














Manyofthe activities are in keeping with the
Bicentennial theme, "The College and the
Common Good." The food on the Quad, for
example, isbeing soldby 16non-profitagencies,
including the American Red Cross, Amnesty
International, Habitat forHumaniry and others.
Saturday also marks the beginning of the
"Week of the Common Good" in which
Bowdoin Alumni around the country and
ofteaching members of the Bowdoin community are
chemistry encouraged to participate in a social service
activity in their community. The alumni
initiative, called A.L.I.V.E. (Alumni Involved
in Volunteer Efforts), was adopted by the
Bowdoin College Alumni Council in honor of
the Bicentennial.
Back on the Bowdoin campus, students and
alumni have the chance to serve the Common
Good by participating in the 10k road race












media labs and the computer and mam labs Upward Bound is a program Bowdoin offers in
among others. Asian studies will have a booth the summer to juniors in high schools from all
on the quad teaching Chinese and Japanese over Maine. The students are generally non-
writing. There will be faculty readings of collegebound,and theprogram provides them
various authorson the halfhour all day long in with "an exposure to higher education"
explained Ms. Bunge. Academic courses of
general instruction in College applications,
financial aid and career choices are offered.
The race begins at 8:00 a.m . on the comer of
Longfellow Avenue and Coffin St. Pre-
registraHon is over, but runnerscan still register
a half hour before the race.
the Pierce Reading Room.
The athletic department is also sponsoring
many events. A tennis clinic is being held from
1000 a.m. to 12:00 p.m., public swimming is
offered from 1:00 p.m. to 4:00 p.m., and the
skating rink is open from 2:30 p.m. to 4:30 p.m.
Horse and wagon rides will be offered all day
To receive your $25, full-year subscription, or your $18, one semester subscription, call (207) 725 3053.
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JeffDaniels and Martin Sheen shine in




Ronald F. Maxwell's 247-minute Civil War
epic "Gettysburg" is a beautifully-shot
triumph which will make everyone in the
state of Maine want to stand up and cheer.
Mr. Maxwell's account of the bloodiest battle
ever fought on American soil combines
sweeping shots of the battlefield with
introspective conversations between officers
to create an exhilarating, engaging film of
grandiose proportions.
"Gettysburg" follows the crucial course of
action of Union and Confederate officers
during the three-day battle, which occurred
from July 1-3, 1863. Mr. Maxwell's skillful
characterizations allow the viewer to care
deeply about players on each side of the
battlefield, and his liberal use of a passionate
musical score by Randy Edelman saturates
each scene with drama and importance.
One of the historical characters the film
follows is Colonel Joshua Lawrence
Chamberlain, former governor of Maine and
president of Bowdoin College. Chamberlain
and the 20th Maine regiment defied great
odds by successfully defending Little Round
Top hill on the second day of fighting, even
afterlackofammunition forcedmem to resort
to bayonets to turn back the Confederate
army. Chamberlain went on to be wounded
six times in the Civil War and receive the
Congressional Medal of Honor upon its
completion.
JeffDanielsportrays theheroic colonel with
subtlety, dignityand sensitivity. Mr. Daniels'
performance emphasizes the lack of
pretension and fragile bravery of
Chamberlain, a scholar who often appears
shaken by the high cost of war, yet never
wavers from his resolve, courageously
holding his position to the last.
C.ThomasHowell portrays Chamberlain's
brother, Tom, an excitableyoung soldierwho
can never remember to address his brother as
"Colonel" rather than "Lawrence" in the
company of the rest of the regiment. Kevin
Conway plays Sergeant "Buster" Kilrain, a
tough Irish immigrant also under
Chamberlain's command, who sees the war
not as a matter of race or country, but of
persona] worth of each man. A strong
camaraderiedevelopsbetween the threemen,
... his liberal use ofa
passionate musical score
saturates each scene with
drama and importance.
who fight sidebyside to driveback theenemy
in the woods of Pennsylvania.
Sam Elliott is strong in the brief role of
Brigadier General John Buford, a dusty,
rugged Yankee with a cowboy hat who feels
powerless to prevent the loss of thousands of
lives, in a battlewhoseoutcome he can imagine
as if it were already yesterday.
Equally compelling are the plights of the
confederate officers, led by Martin Sheen as
General Robert E. Lee. Mr. Sheen's Lee is
eloquent, yet slightly mad, a divine man on a
mission from God. Still, he practices patience
in even the situations of greatest adversity,
from the mysteriousand costlydisappearance
ofJ E B. Stuart to the transfer request ofone of
his best officers . He isbeloved by his troops to
the point of sainthood, as expressed in one
thrilling sequence in which Lee rides through
thousands of cheering Confederate soldiers,
who grasp for his hand and wave the
confederate flag with infectious fervor. We
can see that he is human, however, by the
wide-eyed look of thrilled
speechlessness on his face.
We also follow the tragic





Armistead (the late Richard
Jordan). Berenger, clad in a
lengthy beard and never
without some tobacco product
orother, isconvincingas a wary,
overly-cautious Longstreet. His
tragedy is one of impotence
—
hemuststand idlybyand watch
the slaughter on the last day of
fighting, knowinghecould have
prevented it had he had the
power to check Lee'saggression
and delusions of invincibility.
Armistead's tragedy is of a
more personal nature. He has
found himself on the opposite
side of the battlefield from one
of his dearest friends in the
world, Major General Winfield
Hancock of the Union army. In . .
one scene in the personal
quarters of Longstreet, Sam Elliot as
Armistead movingly recalls his sentimental
last meeting with Hancock and expresses his
desire to meet with his friend one last time.
Although it borders on preachy, the
dialogue between characters is nevertheless
engrossing. The various players routinely
discuss the conflicting ideologies and
moralities of this war, with the feeling and
General John Buford. *)'**° «y E«****
determination that makes their participation
in the war three-dimensionally
understandable.
Nearthebeginning ofthefilm,Chamberlain
delivers a particularly poignant speech on the
ideals of the North which serve to lend pride
















WE HAVE ONE OF THE LARGEST SELECTIONS OF OFF-ROAD
BIKES NORTH OF BOSTON!
- TREK. CANNONDALE. SPECIALIZED, FISHER
FUJI, KONA. GT. KLEIN, FAT CHANCE. BRIDGESTONE. MERLIN
- CUSTOM BRAZING. FRAME REPAIR - WHEEL BUILDING
- CALL OR WRITE FOR OUR FREE CATALOG *<£




We Mail Order Anywhere
!
Rt. 1 , Woolwich
GOODWINCvolvo * mazoa^P
Looking for a VOLVO or a
MAZDA?
New or Used
We also have 1 Certified Honda, Toyota
and Nissan Technician.
Coil the dealer with 41 years ofexperience
91 Main St., Topsham
729-3369
To receive your $25, full-year subscription, or your $18, one semester subscription, call (207) 725 3053.
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Bellecourt captivates audience with the "American Indian Movement"
ErinSullivan/BotodoM Orient
Miscellania Sings for Bicentennial
On Saturday, October 16, at
10:45 a.m., BoWdoin's all-female a
capella group, Miscellania, will be
singing on the quad. Singing such
diddies as Reflex, Always Some-
thing There to RemindMe and Pina
Colada, Miscellania hopes to
amuse, enlighten and, most of all,
entertain.
Lecture: Native Ameri-
can week welcomes to
Bowdoin a host of leaders,
scholars and poets that
reveal their personal experi-





Famed mythologist, Joseph Campbell, once
stated that the hero does not carry the torch of
the redeemer in the bright moments of his
people's victory, but rather in the darkness of
his own despair. Thus it seemed with speaker
Clyde Bellecourt,orThunderBefore theStorm,
his name found through a sacred ritual and
translated into our tongue.
On Wednesday, October 13, mis esteemed
leader of the American Indian Movement
presented the audience with an example of a
man who had indeed continued his quest
through the dark hours of despair. To say
nothing of his psychological or spiritual
anguish, he mentioned that he himself had
been arrested forty-six times and shot on three
separate and distinct occasions.
In general, Mr. Bellecourt is concerned with
the enactment of the many treaties that were
made with the Native Americans that were
intended to bring them into a position
commensurate with their value in society but
which have, obviously, not been fulfilled.
Mr. Bellecourt touched on several tragic
ironies that seem to comprise the plight of the
American Indian. He pointed out that here, in
a country founded and comprised by those
seeking religious toleration, NativeAmericans
are still forbidden to practice their religion.
Equallyappalling a sector ofsociety that is one
of the most patriotic (having given more lives
percapita toour variouswars thanmanyother
cultural groups within the country) are not
given a fraction of the fundamental rights,
educational opportunities or basic needs mat
the rest of the culture enjoys.
Having been forced to exist at a level well
below the poverty line—average per capita
income in 1968beingonly $1500peryear—and
living a practically medieval life expectancy of
435 years, Bellecourt stresses the need for the
culture to take charge of their circumstances
and "not to complain, to correct" the
tremendous inadequacies therein.
Mr. Bellecourt described two crucial
organizations that are working to improve the
wayoflifefor NativeAmericans.The first is the
CRUISE SHIP JOBS!
Students needed! Earn $2000+ monthly. Summer/holidays/
fulltime. World travel. Carribean, Hawaii, Europe, Mexico.
Tour Guides, Gift Shop Sales, Deck Hands, Casino Workers,
etc. No experience necessary. CALL 602-680-4647, Ext. C147
"Heart of the Earth Survival School" of
Minnesota of which he is chairman. This was
established to be a private educational system
thatwouldbothgiveAmericanIndianchildren
the benefit of a first-rate basic education, but
would instillpride as well . Beyond thereading,
writing and arithmetic, students learn their
native tongues, study theirown tribes'histories
and experience theirvibrant spiritual tradition
through the practice of song and dance.
This presentation, as well as the poetry
readingbyCree poet Margaret Sam-Cromarty
and the presentation of the films "Oglala
Incident" and "Clearcut," have been made
possible by the coordinated efforts of several
special interest groups on campus. However,
Mr. Bellecourt's presentation was primarily
sponsored by the National College Activists
(NCA) and the personal conviction and work
ofalumna BrittLong.Formerlycalled "Struggle
and Change," the NCA works to provide a
forum for debate, sponsors awareness of a
widerangeof issuesand currently is striving to
build an inclusive environment among all the
variousorganizationsoftheCollege. Thishope
for inclusiveness is basedon the notion thatwe
all share a common enemy: apathy, whose
other name is ignorance.
The fundamental purpose behind this week-
long study of the Native American plight is,
according to one member of NCA, to generally
raise awareness of the general atmosphere of
sociopolitical struggle within our country and
indeedtheworld.Thesepresentationswerechosen
in particular because theyprovided a muchmore
detailed look at the cause that students might not
otherwise have been privileged to receive.
Itseems safe to say thatwe have all felt atsome
point in our lives, excluded or outcast We may
have also been behind the exclusion ofsomeone
as well. Through these experiences, and with the
obvious urgency of a time that is troubling all,
there seems an even moreacute need towakeup




We Look Forward to Meeting the Members ofthe
Bowdoin Class of 1994
Please Join Us for Our Company Briefing
on Thursday, October 21 , 1993
at 7 PM
LancasterLounge
On Campus Interviews will be Tuesday, February 8, 1994
To receive your $25, full-year subscription, or your $18, one semester subscription, call (207) 725 3053.
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DANIELS
Continued from page 7
to the entire state of Maine from which he
hails. Having been misled about the terms of
their contract, 120 members of the Maine 2nd
have refused to fight for their new unit and
have been turned over to Chamberlain, the
commanding officer of this only other unit
from Maine. Chamberlain is given the
authority to shoot these men for their
traitorous behavior, but both he and the men
know that he will not carry out this
punishment. So his only remaining means of
convincing the Mainers to join the 20th and
fight are his personal, heartfelt words on the
war effort. The simple power of his speech
ends up winning over 120 dissident soldiers,
formerly so bent on their mutiny that they
went for days without food to prove their
point.
The photography of "Gettysburg" is
painstakingly beautiful, successfully tying
together the wide scale of the battlefield with
the more intimate scale of fireside
conversation. The camera takes in every fine
detail of the Civil War era, moving carefully
yet assuredly through the actual Gettysburg
landscape on which the project was filmed.
The battle sequences are spectacularly
choreographed, remaining realistic despite
the notable absence of blood and gore. The
costumes are authentic, the conditions ofwar
recreated to theextent thatwhen Buford claps
himself on the chest, several weeks of dust
puffs out from his tattered uniform.
The film'ssound is often viscerally affecting.
When the intensity of the patriotic music is
not vibrating through the viewer, the
thundering artillery of the battlefield is. One
particularly masterful sequence consists of
no less than two straight minutes of pure
cannon fire. The visual effect of the cannons
firing and recoiling in sequencedown the line
is almost as jolting as the audio explosion of
each blast. Furthermore, Mr. Maxwell
heightens the anticipation of each new blast
by leaving the rest of the soundtrack entirely
silent during the sequence.
In the midst of its sobering subject matter
(43,000 deaths in three days), "Gettysburg"
has a sense ofhumor as well. Kilrain's cynical
observationsarequite funny, especiallywhen
contrasted with the at-times obvious
inexperience of Chamberlain. Tom
Chamberlain is also funny in his generally-
whimsical way of being.
Furthermore, lesser officers in the
Confederate camp continually engage in
humorous fireside banterings. In oneofthese,
one rather base officer tries to convince a
visiting British dignitary that being ruled by
a government out ofWashington is like being
ruledby "some king." In a second scenewhich
boasts one of the film's funniest moments, a
deeply-religious skeptic of the Darwinian
theory ofevolution says, "There maybe those
of you who think you are descended from
apes, there may even be thosewho think that
lam descended from apes. But I challenge the
man to step forward who thinks that General
Robert E. Lee is descended from apes!"
With its balanceofhumorand epic intensity,
the film never feels like four hours, and it
especially does not feel like 2:20 before the
intermission. The strong performances across
the board keep the viewer engaged during
both the first and second halves of the film.
The length of the film allows Maxwell to '
explore extra character depth while allotting
plenty of screen time for the splendid battle
sequences as well. And behind each salute,
each solemn look of unspoken pride, each
nod of mutual respect, lies a world ofdecency
and honor.
James Chapman lec-
ture promises to bring
a sense of hope and
understanding
By Matthew Brown
orient arts and entertainment
EDITOR
In 1983, James Chapman sat down to write
a note explainingwhyhewas going tocommit
suicide. At 23, he had already survived a bout
with speed and alcohol and had left school to
make it on hisown in Houston. Too proud to
seek help from his father, a Baptist minister,
Chapmanwas homeless, living inabandoned
buildings. Once he sat down to write his
suicide note, however, he kept on writing.
The suicide note is now the first piece in his
musical play, "Our Young Black Men are
Dying and Nobody Seems to Care," a stark
look at the problems that grip the lives of
urban youths and the apathy that seems to
engulf them.
Eventually, a Baptist church in Dayton,
Ohio asked him to stage a production and
launched his careerwithhisfirstoff-Broadway
play. Addressing such issues as AIDS and
homelessness, Chapman named his group
Living the Dream. Now based in Columbus,
Ohio, Living the Dream performs in prisons,
schools and theaters and has recently
developed "What about Black Womyn?" a
dark comedy that presents the personal
memoirs of threewomen who are living with
AIDS.
The Princeton Review





ALSO FOR GMAT, MCAT and GRE.
If you're serious about Law School, then prep with the best. Our course guaran-
tees classes of fifteen students or fewer and extra help with your instructors, not
tapes or computers. For dates of upcoming free sessions, CALL TODAY.
Courses meet at Bowdoin!
Courses are starting SOON!






Mr. James Chapman Fu' P***"
Since he started his theater company.
Chapman has done graduate work at Trinity
Lutheran Seminaryand undergraduatework
at Bethel College. Forfouryears heworked as
an associate minister of outreach at the
Aldersgate United Methodist Church,
Columbus, Ohio.
Chapman received special training inAIDS
education through the Ohio Department of
Health and subsequently was a health
specialist inAIDS education for theColumbus
Urban League in which hedesignedan awa rd-
winning AIDS education program to reach
local Black communities. His dedication to
AIDS education inspired him to write his
latest play, "Just Play it Safe," created to
promote AIDS awareness.
Mr. Chapman will be in Kresge Auditorium
at 8:00, Thursday, October 21, to speak on
"How Do You Love a Black Woman."
Arts and Entertainment Movie Quote of the Week
After spending its fall break atop a cold and craggy moutain, the
Movie quote hopes this week to delve into the realm of obscure '80'$
movies that can only be seen on the mid-day HBO programming station.





134 Maine Street 725-8516
Books • Cards • UPS
Earn $500 - $1000 weekly stuffing
envelopes. For details - RUSH $1.00
with SASE to:
GROUP FIVE
57 Greentree Drive, Suite 307
Dover, DE 19901
c£A As It Should Be
• Italian Trattoria
-
It's here... The best brick oven pizza in town!
"Brick oven pizza second to none. Homemade
sauce and specialty toppings."
10"...$3.50 14"...S7.00 16"...$8.00
Specializing in pizza, pasta and chicken dishes
76 Union Street, Brunswick 729-2826
Do You Want VISA & MasterCard Credit Cards?
l&&)3k\\cg>m&eg
Now you can havr two of the most recognized and
accepted credit cards In the world ..Visa 1* and MasterCard®
credit cards...*ln your name." EVEN IF YOU ARE NEW IN
CREDIT or HAVE BEEN TURNED DOWN BEFORE!
VISA® and MasterCard® the credit cards you




REPAIRS—AND TO BUILD YOUR CREDIT RATING!
#Ol**M?tflO H° tUr" d?Wns!
GO** \M#£ Ho credlt checks!
*SKS§N? Ho secur1ty depos1t!cmj; 0o«* semd the coupon today
Your credit cards are waiting!
CAS1, P.O. BOX 2873*1, ATLANTA, GEORGIA 50558
J^ lli!^I 1 want VtSA«/MASTERCARD«> Credit
Cards. Enclosed find $ 5 which Is 100% refundable If not









NOTE: MasterCard Is a registered trademark of MasterCard Intrmaltonsi Inc.
Visa la a registered trademark of VISA USA. Inc. and VISA IntemiBonal
MAIL THIS NO RISK COUPON TODAY
To receive your $25, full-year subscription, or your $18, one semester subscription, call (207) 725 3053.
The Bowd
Campus-Wide Open House
Featuring an inside look at some of Bowdoin's classrooms, laboratories, historic buildings, art studios,
libraries, museums, athletic facilities and more!
Including:
+ Tours of the special Museum of Art centennial exhibition "The Legacy of James Bowdoin 11/." On the hour.
+ 10:00 a.m. to 12:00 p.m., 2:00 p.m. to 4:00 p.m. Showings of To Serve the Common Good," a four-part video
history of the College by Barbara Kaster. Smith Auditorium.
+ 10:30 to 11:30 a.m. and 3:30 p.m. to 4:30 p.m. Poster signing, Bowdoin College, December, by Ann Lofquist.
Museum of Art.
+ 11:00 a.m. to 12:00 noon and 3:00 p.m. to 4:00 p.m. Book signing, A Small College in Maine: 'Two Hundred
Years of Bowdoin," by Charles C. Calhoun.
+ 10:00a.m. to 11:30 a.m. Meet Bowdoin's first recipients of the Common Good Award: Albert L. Babcock '48,
Geoffrey Canada '74, and Barbara E. Hendrie '80. Moulton Union.
+ 10:00 a.m. to 12:00 noon. Public tennis clinics. Pickard Field Tennis Courts.
+ 2:30 p.m. to 4:00 p.m. Public ice skating. Dayton Arena.
+ 1:00 p.m. to 4:00 p.m. Public swimming. Pool, Farley Field House.
Bowdoin Festival Entertainers
Jonathan Edwards: A legendary singer and songwriter whose great songs cut across the usual music boundaries
to encompass folk, country, bluegrass and rock style.
m
Toni Lynn Washington: Red hot rhythm & blues from a rising star and her cookin' band.
The Boneheads: Maine's favorite rock n' roll band has been drawing rave reviews around the country of late. Lots
of music to dance to and listen to, including cuts from their latest album, Cranium.
Chavin: The captivating music of the Andes played on native instruments by musicians from Peru and the
Americas.
Randy Bean & Co.: Local favorites Randy Bean & Leila Percy sing all the great songs of the '30s and '40s, backed
by some of Maine's top jazz musicians, including Brad Terry, Tom Snow and Josh Davis.
Benny and Denise Reehl: Internationally acclaimed new vaudeville stars offer up rib-tickling physical comedy,
dazzling juggling skills, illusions, magic tricks and hilarious skits.
The Prindalls: Talented local favorites play country and bluegrass.
The Atlantic Clarion Steel Band: A true island-style steel band — all pans and percussion... If you've never heard
jazz, classical and folk songs played on steel drums, you are in for a treat as this band does it all!
Martin ^teingesser: Maine's favorite poet and stiltdancer extraordinaire!
Pride of Maine Fiddlers: Top Maine fiddlers of various styles backed by a hot band to provide the perfect
accompaniment for a traditional bean hole supper.
The Bicentennial and Bowdoin Choruses: Directed by Tony Antolini '63, Bowdoin College alumni, students and
friends perform a special repertoire in honor of the College'sBicentennial celebration.
Miscellania: Bowdoin's women's augmented double quartet specializes in the performance of close harmony and
popular arrangements.
Vague: Dance choreographed and performed by Bowdoin students.
-
The Bowdoin Symphony Orchestra and Chamber Choir: Directed by Robert Greenlee, two of Bowdoin's most
popular student musical ensembles perform works by Richard Strauss and music of the Renaissance lowlands,
with a special solo flute performance by Jennifer Hand '94.
The Bowdoin Concert Band: A 25-piece band featuring Bowdoin students under the direction of John Morneau.
<
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ini and friends of Bowdoin College
Children's Activities





3:00 p.m. Halloween Parade with Martin Steingesser!
Food
Celebrating the College and the Common Good—
Food sales by and to benefit:
55 Plus Center
American Red Cross
Amnesty International Group 169
Bath-Brunswick Area Child Abuse Council
Bath-Brunswick Hospice
Bath Children's Home
Big Brothers/Big Sisters of Bath/Brunswick
Brunswick Topsham Land Trust
Casco Bay Literacy Volunteers
Coastal Humane Society
Friends of Curtis Memorial Library
Habitat for Humanity Bath/Brunswick Area
Independence Association
Merrymeeting AIDS Support Services
Midcoast Sexual Assault Support Center
Pejepscot Historical Society
5:00 p.m. to 7:00 p.m. Bean Hole Supper. Prepared
and served by the Harpswell Volunteer Fire
Department. $5.50. Morrell Gymnasium. Tickets
available throughout the day at the Festival
Information Booth.
Office Of Communications
Benny and Denise Reehls even surprise
themselves at times.
Sunday
10K Road race to benefit Upward Bound
8:00 a.m. Leaving from the Farley Field House.
Certified course.
T-shirts, award ceremony. Joan Benoit Samuelson '79,
honorary race director.
Office ofCommunications
Martin Steingesser brings iambic pentameter to
new heights.
Athletic Competitions
9:30 a.m. Bowdoin men's junior vareity soccer
vs. Brunswick High School
11:00 a.m. Women's field hockey
vs. Connecticut College
1 1 :00 a.m. Women's soccer
vs. Connecticut College
11:30 a.m. Men's soccer
vs. Connecticut College
1 :30 p.m. Men's football
vs. Hamilton College
ipus accessible to persons with disabilities,
are fully accessible. Individuals who have
should contact the
at 207-725-3706.
,» Bowdoin Festival call 207-725-3038.
Office of Communications
Jonathan Edwards combines folk, country,
bhiegrass and rock into one.
!





W o in e n ' $ T e n n i s
Bears go to 7-1 on the season
Soaring: The tennis
team keeps on winning in
its quest to make good on
the recent change in
NESCAC policy, which now




The Bowdoin women's tennis team is riding
high after what coach Dan Hammond called
"the best week in our history." Bowdoin
played five grueling matches in eight days,
winning four and losing one toanoutstanding
Amherst squad. Now ranked third in New
England, the Polar Bears will travel to Rhode
Island to tackle the Friars of Providence
College before putting a trip to nationals on
the line in the New Englands at
Amherst.
Two la rge factors con tribu ting to the team\
impressive 7-1 record have been the general
good health of the squad and the squad's
ability to play through bad health when it
inevitably rears its ugly head. "Kristi(Leblanc
'96) played gutsy at#l for us. She was sick but
never let on and kept going out there and
giving it her all," remarked coach Hammond.
"The woman that she was playing for
Connecticut College wasn't feeling great and
gave up, but Kristi stuck it out."
The lack of physical injuries can be directly
attributed to the team's intense daily
workouts. "You would neverknow he (Coach
Hammond) is one of the nicest guys you
could meet watching him run the practices,"
said one source.
Bowdoin smashed Wheaton (October 1),
Colby (October 5) and Bates (October 13) 9-0
each with strong contributions from both
singles and doubles. Co-captain Theresa
Claffey '95 commented, "All the doubles
teams played strong matches." The team's
victory against Connecticut College at home
last Friday was not quite as decisive—the
Bears gave up one point and settled for an 8-
1 win.
The fiercest competition in the last six
matches was clearly the team's Saturday
match-up with Tufts. In the Bears'
breathtaking 5-4 win against the Jumbos that
lasted an amazing five hours, the doubles
teams were particularly influential. Claffey
teamed with doubles partner Tara Dugan '97
for a huge win with the match tied at3-3. Then
with the match on the line, the #1 doubles
team of Emily Lubin '95-LeBlanc won a third
set tie-breaker to ice the win.
The squad's only loss thus far came in a
disappointing 9-0 defeat at the hands of
Amherst on October 2. A huge factor in this
loss was the absence of co-captain Alison
Burke '94,who took leave of the team in order
to take the LSATs. Not only did the team miss
Burke's talent, which has been painfully
evident to her opponents in the recent stretch,
but the loss of the team 's #2 player forced the
Bears to play out of position, each member
pjayingoneposition ahead ofher usual. Coach
Hammond pointed out, "The difference in
the #1, #2 and #3 positions in college tennis is
big." The difficulty in adapting combined
with the strength of the Amherst line-up left
the Bears at a loss for the first time in 1993.
The match this weekend in Providence is a
"no-lose situation" for Bowdoin. The
Providence Friars were the Big East Division
I champions last year, defeating the likes of
the University of Miami to take the crown. A
strong showing against a team like the Friars
could solidify the Polar Bears' hold on the #3
ranking in New England, while a big loss
would not be much of a factor considering
that the visitors will be significant underdogs
against a much larger championship school.
With the top three NESCAC teams being
eligible for the national tournament for the
first time in conference history, the New
England match on October 22 and 23 will be
Amy Brockelman '95 returns a sharp forehand in practice.
Erin Sullivan/BotMfcmt Orient
very important forBowdoin. Should the Bears will be looking even more for clutch
still rank third going in, they will need a performances. Entering the showdown on
strong showing to hold their spot. Should the high the team is on now, however, should
they drop below the third spot, Hammond certainly make this task easier.
Football
Team gets on track against Tufts
Finally: Bears score their
first points of the season





suffereda21-0shut-out,theirsecondstraight, Letellier '95 was named NESCAC Defensive
at the hands of Amherst College the previous Player of the Week as well as being named to
week, the Polar Bears (1-2) finally seem to
have found their offensive attack.
Several playma kers key to the victory were
also recognized by the NESCAC following
the game. Leading the offense was
quarterback Ramon Martinez '96, whose
when Tufts was seven yards away from what
looked to be another touchdown. The
the ECAC Division ID New England Honor interception was key because it allowed
Roll. Letellier intercepted two key passes and Bowdoin to go into the half down only three
had 13 tackles. points.
The Polar Bears were down 1 3-0 in the first When Bowdoin's offense finally burstonto
half when the Jumbos goofed a punt which the scene, the defense remained solid to back
sent the ball into the endzone, allowing it up. Although Tufts caught the defense with
performance this past weekend earned him Bowdoin to score on a safety. With under two a few surprises in the first half, thePolar Bears
NESCAC Co-Offensive Player of the Week, minutes left in the first half, Martinez led the
Martinez made 13 completions out of 31 team down the field on a 13-play, 67-yard
Last Saturday, the Bowdoin football team
finally put one up in the elusive win column
by coming from behind to defeat the Tufts
University Jumbos (1-2), 24-20. Having
attempts for 169 yards passing. Healsorushed
87yards. "Ramon played an excellentgame,"
said Bowdoinhead coachHoward Vandersea
.
"He has grown and matured as a quarterback
each week, and the team has confidence in
him."
On the defensive end, linebacker Kevin
drive that resulted in a touchdown. The Polar
Bears went for the two-point conversion
instead of the extra point kick, and with a
great effort from Martinez, they were able to
cut the lead to 13-10. Letellier's first
interception, a pass he picked off in the
endzone, cameon the last play of the first half
cameout of the lockerroom ready to do battle
following some half-timeadjustments,which
served to hold the Tufts squad to a single
touchdown in the second half. In addition to
Letellier's stella r performance,defensiveback
Ryan McLaughlin '94 and defensive end
Andrew Boyle '94 played well. McLaughlin
Please see FOOTBALL, page 13.
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The 1993 season continues to get better for
the women's cross-country team. Last
Saturday, the Polar Bears hosted the State of
Maine Meet. Of the seven schools competing,
Bowdoin placed secondbehind a strong team
from Colby.
The Bears were strong competitors in this
race, and placed only thirteen points behind
Colby. The point-scoring combo of Muffy
Merrick '95, Janet Mulcahy '96, April Wemig
'97, Rachel Cleaves '95 and DarcyThomas '97
finished with 53 points. Merrick led the team
with her fourth place finish, coming in 35
seconds behind first-place finisher Michelle
Severance of Colby at 18:18. Mulcahy was
right on the heels of Merrick, finishing the 3.1
mile course with a time of 18:19. Wernig's
strong first season continued as she finished
10th with a time of 18:56.
Cleaves,who missed the previous racedue
to shin splints, came back strongly and
finished in 16th place at 19:19. Thomas was
two places behind Cleaves.
It was a solid race for all of the Bowdoin
runners, and coach Peter Sloven ski was
particularly impressed by the races run by
Mulcahy and Cleaves. Both runners ran their
strongest races and both of their times were
personal bests.
As the season progresses and the big
competitions such as theNESCACandECAC
approach, the team continues to gain in
strength. "During the next few races, I think
we will have a little more tenacity and,
hopefully, well be able to get a little closer to
Colby," said Slovenski.
The Polar Bears will be in action this
Saturday as Bowdoin hosts yet another meet.
Held at Wolf's Neck state park, which is
several milesaway from school, the meet will
pit Bowdoin against the Beavers of MIT.
<
FOOTBALL
Continued from page 12.
had three tackles, but of greater importance,
heheld Tufts' leading-receiverChrisMikulski
to only a single reception. Boyle had seven
tackles and one sack. With their help, the
defense was able to contain the Jumbos'
scoringpowerwhile Martinezand theoffense
got things done.
With a little less then six minutes left in tile
fourth quarter, Anthony Molinari '96 gave
Bowdoin its first lead of the season when he
scored on a 7-yard touchdown run. The Polar
Bears led 17-13 following the conversion of
the extra pointbyJohn Coggins '94. Tuftswas
not about to let a 17-point run go unchecked,
however, and came back to lead 20-17 after a
10-play, 66-yard touchdown drive. But with
only 30 seconds left in the game, Martinez
faked a handoff, rolled right and hit tight-end
Jon Beedy '95 in the endzone for the win.
"Because our players really concentrated on
their responsiblities," said Vandersea,"we
were able to come from behind twice in the
game. Our players deserve a lot of credit for
their efforts."
This Homecoming weekend looks
promising for the Polar Bears, who will take
on Hamilton College. The Hamilton
Continentals are 0-3 after losing to Trinity last
Saturday, 34-0. Hamilton's slow start this
season combined with Bowdoin's new look
should make for an interesting Saturday
afternoon of football.
Women's soccer goes 2-2-1 on road
5-game road trip: Team
comes home this weekend.
^/ By James Lazarus
orient staff writer
The Polar Bears have finally completed
theirlengthytourawayfrom Bowdoin,during
... as coach Cullen
confirmed, "We're looking
forward to some home
cookin'l"
2 in OT and tied Tufts 3-3 in OT. Coach John
Cullen was quite pleased with the team's
overall performance, noting the difficulty of
playing five consecutive games away from
Bowdoin, including the team's September 28
match-up with Salem State. "It's a real grind
on the players," said Cullen. This is especially
true considering that three of the games
continued beyond regulation.
Despite the adversity of the road trip, the



















goal to win thewhich they faced Amherst, Wheaton, Colby managed to score the final
and Tufts. The Bears lost to Amherst 2-1 in game.
OT, defeated Wheaton 3-0, downed Colby 3- Bowdoin fared much
Wheaton, shutting them out 3-0 and
outshooting them 36-3. Cortney Perkins '95,
Nan Gorton '96 and Margaret Campbell '97
each netted a goal, while Campbell, Aileen
Daversa '94 and co-captain Katie Could '94
chalked up assists.
Bowdoin's three goals in their 3-2 0T win
over Colby came from Ellie Stewart '95, Katie
Doughty '96 and finally thecombination goa 1,
shot by Stewart and assisted by Doughty.
The Bearscame back twice to tie Tufts 3-3 in
their match-up on Saturday. Bowdoin's first
goal came from Bennhoff, who received the
pass from Ca rrieWickenden '95 . In the second
half, Bennhoff scored again with an assist
from Gould, tying the game at 2-2. Down 3-2
in the second half, Gorton tied thegame again
when she received the pass from Perkins and
drove it past the enemy goalkeeper. Neither
team could score again, though, producing a
tie in the standings.
"I'm real proud ofhow [theplayers] played
in all five games," said Cullen. "We showed
great character."
At present, the team is zealously preparing
for its next two games on home turf against
Connecticut College tomorrow at 11:00 a.m.
and Plymouth State on Octoberl9 at 3:30 p.m
.
Or,ascoachCullen confirmed, "We'relooking
forward to some home cookin'!"









Joshua's will be serving breakfast from 8 a.m.
until noon Saturday and Sunday and serving
steaks, fresh Maine seafood and homemade
chowders every evening until 10 p.m.
Join us this weekend in the
downstairs tavern for live
entertainment 9 p.m. to close!
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The co-ed water polo club has gotten off to
an auspicious start for its 1993 season.
Following a recent tournament at Wesleyan,
the team found that it had been ranked 10th in
the nation in Division III club water polo.
Although several recent heartbreaking losses
have dropped the team out of the Top 10, the
early boostofconfidence the ranking provided
should stick with the team and help it continue
to post the kind of excellence that earned the
team its ranking in the first place.
After delivering Bates a sound beating in a
pre-season scrimmage several weeks ago, the
Polar Bears competed in their first official
games of the season at the Wesleyan
tournament held on October 2 and 3. The first
two games on Saturday saw the Bears
performing up to the strong form
demonstrated in the Bates scrimmage, as the
team downed the University ofRhode Island
9-6 and beat Bates oficially by a more sizeable
margin.
The third game of the afternoon proved to
be the toughest, though the Bears knew they
were getting intodangerous territoryby going
up against perennial-favorite Yale. Still, the
team rode its pre-game rush of adrenaline to
stay close in the first quarter, trailing only 3-
1 after the first six minutes of play. The Ivy
Leaguers poured it on in the other three
quarters of play, however, and won by a
crushing ma rgin of 1 7-2 . "Wewere sopumped
-S*
loss for the Bears, although Cho felt the team Although the team lost a lot of seniors to
played its bestgame of the season. "Wepassed graduation, some strong first-year talent has
come on to fill the void and
keep the size of the team
constant at approximately 22
people. Especiallyimpressive
have been goalie Jamie
Collins '97, who benefited
from a strong water polo
program at the Hill School in
Pennsylvania, and Matt
DeFronzo '97, who has also
displayed his strength and
experience.Tim Lesser '96has
played well again this season
and leads the team in scoring.
With these strengths and
others, the Polar Bears look
to finish their regular season
strong in a tournament next
weekend at Amherst. The
squad also looks ahead to a
Division III single-
elimination invitational to be
held at the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology in
earlyNovember. In addition,
Cho said that the team hopes
to rematch Tufts and
Wesleyan and correct what
went wrong the first time.
Cho feels that the team has
a strong chance tojump back
into the Top 10 for Division
HI,and he is excited toplay in
for that game, but the fact of the matter was
that they were a much faster team," said co-
captain Edward Cho '94.
In Sunday's only game the Bears
downed Boston University by a score
of 13-10. The team led the entire game
and by as wide a margin as five goals.
"Most of [our success] had to do with
swimming fastand getting backdown
on defense,andwe tried saferpassing,
too," said Cho.
Last weekend, the Bears travelled
to Williams to compete in their second
two-day tournamentof the yea r. Here
they encountered greater difficulty,
however, and ended up losing two
out of three games.
The Bears squeaked out their only
win of the tournament in the first
game against Trinity. Despite the fact
that Cho did not feel that the players
played up to their potential, possibly
due to a latearrival the evening before
or their unfamilarity with the long
course pool, they still managed to
pull out the victory.
The team's follow-up loss to Tufts
was the toughest setback. The loss
was especially frustratingbecause the
players realized that the Tufts squad
was definitely beatable. The Bears
were out of synch for the first three > |
quarters, and when they finally got
things together in the fourth, it was ^ Sullivm/Bomloin QrUnt
too little too late. The final was 9-8, Brandishing the ball, Oliver Dorta ^5 goes in for the kill.
Tufts. the ball well, we made good shot selections, the upcoming weeks. "We're really getting
The final match of the weekend against butwecameup a bit short," he said. Wesleyan there fast," he said. "We're making some
Wesleyan resulted in another extremely close squeezed by the Bears to the rune of 11-9. progress."
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Polar Bears suffer first two blemishes on 1993 season
We're only human: Tufts,
Plymouth State finally get
the better of field hockey.
By Amy Brockelman
orient staff writer
TheBowdoin field hockeyteam suffered its
first two losses of the season this week after
racing to an impressive 7-0 start. In the recent
two-week stretch the Bears also won three
games, earning impressive wins over
Wheaton, Amherstand a strong Universityof
Southern Maine team. The two tough losses
came at the hands of Tufts last Saturday (2-0
final) and the Northeast's top-ranked
Plymouth State on Wednesday (2-1 final in
OT). Prior to the Tufts loss, the Bowdoin
women were ranked third in the Northeast
and 11th nationally.
The Bowdoin women embarked on their
first road trip of the season on October 1,
seeking to repeat the success of their four
consecutive victories athome. At Wheaton, it
was business as usual for the Polar Bears.
They clearly outplayed the home team,
executing their corners, passing well, and
covering well at both ends of the field.
Bowdoin handed Wheaton a crushing defeat,
winning easily by a score of 6-1. The victory
washighlightedbythe fifteen saves ofstarting
goalie Sasha Ballen '96 and the offensive
display of co-captain Jen Bogue '94, who set
the pace with two goals. Allison Mataya '95
and Emily Levari '95 were also impressive,
each netting a goal and an assist.
On the following day, despite losing top-
scorer Bogue to an injury, the Polar Bears put
forth another strong effort in a 3-1 victory
over Amherst. The Polar Bears scored all
three goals in the second half, sparked by the
two goals of Kristina Satter '96, who had just
scored the first goal ofher Bowdoin career the
previous day
.
The Lord Jeffs were yet another
victim to the sound play of the Bowdoin
women, as the Bears returned from the mini
road trip with two victories and proved that
theirearly season surgewas not justa function
of home field advantage.
On October 6, the field hockey team faced
fifth-ranked University of Southern Maine at
home and defeated the visitors 2-0 to extend
its 1993 win streak to seven games. It was a
hard-fought victory for the Polar Bears, with
the team performing particularly well in the
first half. The first goal was scored by LeVan,
who advanced the ball down the right side of
the field and used her excellent stick-work to
slip the ball past the diving goalie at a difficult
angle. The second and final goal of the game
was all the Bowdoin women needed and
came on a perfectly-executed penalty corner.
Bogue tipped the ball toCathySmall '95, who
stung the ball toward the goalie. The
goalkeeper made a good save, but was
stunned when Mataya deflected the ball into
the net for the score.
Following the game, coach Maureen
Flaherty seemed equa lly impressed with other
aspects of Small's play. "Cathy Small had an
excellent defensive game, stopping many
breakaways, while Susan Gaffney '97 played
well at midfield and forward," said Flaherty.












Leigh Perry/ Bowdoin Orient
A Bowdoin player and a Plymouth State player struggle for possession.
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Men's XC edged again by Colby
By Dan Sacco
orient staff writer
After a frustrating race which resulted in a
12th-place finish at Franklin Park in Boston
last week, the Bowdoin College men's cross
country team bounced back to finish second
in theStateofMaine Invitational. TheBowdoin
harriers once again fell prey to injury and the
depth of the Colby College cross country
team, which edged the Polar Bears 39-48.
Although the harriers could not overcome
the White Mules, they were able to edge
Bates, 48-51, and beat UMPI, USM, Unity,
MMA, and St. Joseph's soundly.
The Bears were once again led by Blaine
Maley '96, who has run first for the team the
last three races and managed an excellent
third place finish among some of the best
runners in the state. Maley and first-year
James Johnson, who finished fifth, continued
their trend of setting school records with the
first and fourth fastest times by Bowdoin
runners, 26:15 and 26:35 respectively, on the
5.1 mile home course. Maley previously had
the third fastest time and Johnson beat his
own record fourth fastest time on the course.
Bowdoin co-captain Cam Wobus '95, Phil
Sanchez '96, and Tom Eng '95 all added to a
string of exceptional races with 10th (27:10),
14th (27:23), and 16th (27:35) place finishes
respectively. Co-captain DaveHumphrey '94
made an excellent recovery from an injury
which forced him to drop out of last week's
race, finishing in an impressive 28th place
(28 04). First-year Brian Campbell once again
rounded out Bowdoin's scoring in 33rd place
(28:18) and recorded a 44 second PR for the
course.
The Bears eagerly await their meet with
Bates tomorrowand are hopeful for the return
Pat Callahan '95, who was forced to miss the
State of Maine Meet because of injury. This
weekend's meet, which was scheduled for
home, has been relocated to Wolf's Neck State
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Starting goalie Dee Spagnuolo '96 made nine
saves to ensure the shut-out for the locals.
Hence, with the arrival of the Tufts away
game the Bears remained unbeaten at 7-0.
The Bears' undefeated trend came to an
unfortunate end at the hands of the Jumbos
last Saturday, however. Although the Polar
Bears had aspirations to repeat their 9-0 start
of 1992, they suffered their first setback of the
'93 campaign by a score of 2-0. Coach Flaherty
conceded, "Tufts played a great game, and
they forced us to make mistakes and not play
our style of game."
Although upset about the loss to a weaker
Tufts team, the Bears began focusing almost
immediatelyon their contestwith top-ranked
Plymouth State on Wednesday. This game
was destined to be an exciting one for the
players and coaches, because coach Flaherty
and the Plymouth State coach played field
hockey together while at Williams College.
After two hard practices, the Polar Bears
were prepared to upset and to earn a
redeeming victory. Thegame ultimately lived
up to expectations as host Bowdoin played
Plymouth State to a 1-1 draw, forcing the
game into sudden death overtime.
Plymouth State opened the game's scoring
fifteen minutes into the first half, taking the
lead on a well-executed penalty corner. With
the score 1-0 at the half, the Bears came out
determined after the break, and Shannon
Reilly '97 did not disappoint, igniting the
Polar Bears with a goal fifteen minutes into
the second half. Gaffney passed the ball to
Reillyon a free hiton the right side of the field,
enabling Reilly to fire the ball just past the left
pad of the goalie. "It was a beautiful second
half," said Flaherty. "Wecame outon fire and
we matched Plymouth state at both ends of
the field. It was fast paced and extremely
close the entire half." With the score knotted
at 1-1, the two teams headed for overtime.
The fifteen-minute sudden-death overtime
was a display ofplay-offcaliber teamwork by
both teams. Ultimately, one team had to lose,
and unfortunately forthe locals, seven minutes
into the overtime the visitors showed why
they are number one in the Northeast by
scoringon a free hit. Spagnuolomade a couple
of outstanding saves in the scramble at the
net, but the visiting team capitalized on the
rebound, firing the goal into the net and
extinguishing Polar
Bear hopes for an upset victory. Spagnuolo
had an excellent game in the net, making 10
saves and enabling the Polar Bears to remain
in the game. Plymouth State edged Bowdoin
in shots 14-13, attesting to the intensity of
play by both teams.
.. with the arrival of the
Tufts away game the
Bears remained
unbeaten at 7-0.
Despite suffering two consecutive defeats,
the Polar Bears remain among the top teams
in the Northeast. The field hockey team takes
its 7-2 record intoHomecomingweekend and
seeks to avenge one of the few flaws in last
season's stellar record, a 1992 2-0 loss to
Connecticut College. The women play on
Saturday at 11:00 a.m. against these
Connecticut College Camels and travel on
Wednesday to Bates at 3:00 p.m. A win in
tomorrow's game could set the pre-playoff
tone of the final two weeks of the season.
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To the Editor:
I am becoming incredibly annoyed at this bitter and
erroneousvendetta against fraternities fora varietyofreasons.
To begin with, this multiplicity of whiners should get their
definitions right. There are no fraternities at Bowdoin. A
fraternity (or sorority), by definition, is a brotherhood
(sisterhood). In light of the fact that all such organizations
have been banned by our most sage of collegiate
administrations one must admit that this sudden wave of
vindictiveness towards fraternities is misdirected, as well as
ignorant.
It is unfair, if not flat out stupid, to equate Bowdoin' s social
organizations to the stereotype of fraternities that has been
concocted by our national thought police. Bowdoin' s social
organizations (unlike the Boy Scouts or Miscellania) are
forbidden from choosing any members on the basis of sex,
religion, or ethnicity. Thus while such organizations lack their
fundamental freedom of choice, they do conform to virtually
every one of the administrations basic co-educational tenets.
They are comprised almost entirely of well-educated males
AND females of diverse ethnic, racial, and geographic
backgrounds. They indulge in a variety of acadamic, cultural,
and athletic activities, be they TUs or AD'S. And while there
are phenomenal students in both Kappa Sig and Theta, there
are likewise exceptional athletes in both Psi U or Chi Delt.
If anyone disputes this fact and wishes to reassert the same
sorry, stereotypes that have been bandied about seemingly
forever they should reread the eloquent letter submitted last
weekby four girls who iust happen to belong to Beta. Do these
women really sound as if they're describing Animal House or
simplyanyother largerorganization ofstudentson Bowdoin'
s
campus? Do you people really think that the two or three
incidents of violence and four or five incidents of alchohol
abuse ev$y year warrant such outright condemnation. I've
been to house parties (non-fraternity, bytheway) at BU where
I've witnessed more such incidents in one night than occur in
a semester at Bowdoin. If you want to complain about a truly
grotesque display of bacchanalia then go visit a Sig Ep party
at Southern Illinois or a ATO shindig at Miami.
In any case, I advise the sophistic moralists who are making
thesenumerous, iferroneous,generalizationsabout Bowdoin's
social organizations to take a 'chill pill', relax, and have a beer.
If they don't want to wait an hour for one in the basement of
TD, that's their perogative; but one broken nose and one
'booting' freshmen does not acourt martial make. Ifa particular
student head-butts another particular student then one may
charge said head-butter with battery. Still, it does not follow
by logical extension that every one of said head-butters'
brothers, sisters, aunts, uncles, and step-mothers is guilty of
assault. If a given first-year drinks too much then the
administration can call his or her parents or they can give him
or her a spanking themselves; but don't blame a whole
fraternity for the inability of its bartenders to distinguish the
very drunk, wildly groping hand from the slightly buzzed,
wildlygroping hand. Ifall ofTD is punished, just as Kappa Sig
has been, for one unfortunate, though individually
accountable, incident (no Kappa Sigs forced anyone to drink),
the already deteriorating social life at Bowdoin is doomed. If
Bowdoin's administration decides to ban all co-ed social
organizations in the interests of goose-stepping along with
the Swarthmore, Williams, and Amherst parade of
sycophantic, Princeton Review influenced administrations of
recent years then every Bowdoin student can say goodbye to




extremely inaccurate. Bowdoin fraternities provide many
very positive services to the College community. They
contribute extensively to local charities. Fraternities enhance
the psychological development of theirmembersby preaching
unity and allowing self-governance. Furthermore, they
provide the only social outlet for the entire campus (we have
seen many of these "frat-bashers" at our own campus-wides
this year). Finally, they have provided for many years a true
"home away from home" for their members.
Today, fraternity members include many of our student
leaders
—
particularly Executive Board and college committee
members; many of our best athletes (all six starters on last
year's ECAC champion ice hockey team were Greek); and
manyofour best students, annuallyfeaturing ahigh percentage
of James Bowdoin Scholars and Phi Beta Kappa graduates.
While problems occasionally do develop at large parties,
any time you have large numbers of people together in a small
space some individuals may get a little out of control. We
remember many high school parties where fights broke out.
Even the Orient could not blame a fight at a Brunswick High
Schooldance ora DefLeppard concert on Bowdoin's fraternity
system.
The only possible explanation that we can think of for the
Orient writer's inaccurate portrayal of fraternity life is that he
or she simply is ignorant of the facts. It is a totally erroneous
conclusion for an individual to think that overall fraternity
life is epitomized by the handful of "campus wides" that take
place each semester. Before attempting to generalize about
nearly one-half of the student body, the writer should have
investigated the facts of fraternity life significantly more
closely.
In the future we hope that the writers of the Orient will
engage in more responsible journalism.The Orient claimed in
this editorial that first-year students are very impressionable.
Ifthat isthecase, then the Orient should looktoward presenting
the facts ofthe fraternity system rather than just their opinions
and emotions. After all, considering that nearly one-half of
Bowdoin students join fraternities, it is obvious that these
organizations have many, many positive qualities.
Sincerely, /
The Greek Council
My point is simply this. There should be standards which
pundits and smart-asses alike should require themselves to
uphold. Simply put, let's maintain a modicum ofdecorum for
goodness sake or before you know it the muckraking will
degenerate into.. .well: this week, the skewering of campus
"journalists;" next week, unsavory generalizations about
members of fraternities dripping in tradition; the week after,
mockery of history and religion majors who don't know any
better. You see how a little lack of integrity can go a long way,
so let's try to nip it in the bud, guys.
By the way its sort of naive to think that the social life here
would fall apart if the frats were, say, razed, for example. I
think you, S, are severely underestimating the resourcefulness
of Bowdoin students in acquiring warm, flat beer,
claustrophobic confines, dull music and duller conversation.
Maybe I'm crazy but I think we'd survive.
Anyway, my point is this. I never thought I'd have to say it,
but I'm ashamed of you guys. Why don't you pick on
someone your own size like Mark and Brian, Mutt and Jeff,
Tweedlc Dee and Twee.... I think you get the message.
Don't let this discourage you, though, if only to prevent
more editorial space from falling into the clutches of political
bandits who want to "discuss" the national health care plan.
Save it for that beatnik espresso shop downtown, fellas, the




P.S. Does it really take two people to churn this thing out
every week? My guess is no, which leads me to wonder it you
have considered what this venture would be like as a solo act
rather than a duet. Again, my guess is that your lingo would
be half as long, your jargon half as thick, but all the sound and
fury would still signify nada.
. . 53S*?
Let's fry some S&D!!!
Yellow Editorials?
To the Editor
We must confess that we were sickened and saddened by
another example of the Orient's "yellow journalism" with
respect to fraternities. September 24th's editorial was just
another case of "frat-bashing" by our college weekly.
The Orient's editorial attacked the entire Greek system at
Bowdoin by citing a few isolated incidents involving only a
handful of individuals. Such an attack is very unfair and
To theEditor:
I have some comments about the Silverman & Doerr article
from last week, the one which skewered the Orient staff.
But before I get into that I want tomake it perfectly clear that
this letter is in no way a general criticism of S&D columns. If
this were my intent I might, for example, construct a conceit
whichcompared them to amateurish and gimmicky yearbook
entries (You remember the kind) filled with initiallyconfusing
and ultimately insipid cryptic-repartee and way too much
punctuation, etc., etc. But I have other fish to fry.
My beef is more specific. Since when do the indomitable
S&D have to stoop so low, in their enduring quest for comedic
fodder, as to assault the dedicatedly burned-out staff of the
beloved Orient? Youguys know what kind of shape they're in
on Fridays. Indeed, they are not a pretty sight to behold and
not exactlythe kind of fresh-legged clear-minded competition
worthy of your not inconsiderable talents and abilities. Isn't
there some innovative new debauchery you could be
chronicling instead of picking on these poor defenseless
youths?
The last time 1 checked we were all voluntarily stranded on
a small campus where the weeks and months ease by in a
comfortably numbing blur and where, blissfully, nothing
newsworthy ever happened. Everybody knew how it would
bebefore their parentsdrove them up here from Mass., so let's
everybody stop feeling sorry for ourselves, and stop with the
sensitive frat-guy kick, too, beforepeople start getting nauseous
while they're sober for a change, and since when is the
heartwarming story of frat-cheese getting theircomeuppance
not newsworthy, so for goodness sake stop picking on the
Orient, because they're in the same situation as you guys,
S&D, trying tomake something out of nothing, only they can't
resort to delving into the latest advances in beer funnel
technology on a slow creative week.
By the way, aren't you biting the hands that stroke you?
After all, where would you guys be if you didn't have the
Orient to use as your soapbox? Probably down by Ben and
Jerry's selling your personalities the way the quasi-Puritans
down there hawk their salvation. Incidentally, say hello to
that Grizzly Adams guy the nex*t time you're down there. But
I digress.
To the Editor:
I am writing to warn the students in Coles Tower. They all
must be informed that accidents can cost them more than
embarrassment. If you lock your door, make sure that your
key is available to unlock it because there is now a charge to
unlock your door for you. Yes students, another ridiculous
fine.
I was running out my door last weekend late for rehearsal
and not noticing that as I was locking the door, my key was
safely upon my desk. When I arrived home, I realized that the
door was locked, but my key was still inside. NO PROBLEM,
I knew security would be able to let me in. When I called for
help, explainingmy situation, security said they would arrive
shortly but the charge for opening my door is five dollars. My
choices were to bunk with one of my roommates for the year
or pay for my crime. Security arrive thirty minutes later to let
me in. All I can say is that I would be happy to give up my
dining service parsley for a month which would easily cover
my S5.00 fine. Isn't my tuition paying the salaries of security
in order to help me in situations such as these???
So students be warned!!!! If you lock your keys in your
room, the accident will cost you. My suggestion would be to
have your other roommates lock their keys into their rooms
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The Bowdoin Orient welcomes letters from all of our readers.
Letters must be received by 6 p.m. Tuesday to be published the
same week, and must include a phone number where the author
of the letter may be reached. Letters should address the Editor,
and not a particular individual.
The Bowdoin Orient is published weekly while classes are held
during Fall and Spring semesters by the students of Bowdoin
College, Brunswick, Maine.
The policiesof the Bowdoin Orient aredeterminedby the Bowdoin
Publishing Company and the Editors. Individual Editors are not
necessarily responsible for, or in agreement with, the policies and
editorials of the Bowdoin Orient
The Bowdoin Orient reserves the right to edit any and all articles
and letters.
Address all correspondence to theBowdom Orient, 12 Cleaveland
St., Brunswick, Maine, 04011 . Our telephone number is (207) 725>-
3300.
"TheCommon iii I?" End the hypocrisy
"It ought always to be remembered that
literary institutions are founded and
endowed for the common good and not for
the private advantage of those who resort to
them for education. It is not that they may
be able to pass through life in an easy and
reputable manner, but that their mental
powers may be cultivated and improved for
the benefits of society."
These words, taken from Joseph
Mckeen's Inaugural address at the
opening of the College, return us once
again to the theme ofBowdoin'spurpose
in this year ofcelebration and reflection.
The issue before us thisweek is financial
aid's place in the College's priorities.
A couple years ago we abandoned the
need-blind policy in favor of the
(euphemistically pleasing) "needs-
sensitive" policy. Under such a policy a
student's ability to pay becomes part of
the admissions criterion. A small
number of last year's applicants (less
than 1%) were rejected because they
could not pay. Had we been blind,
instead of simply sensitive, to their
needs, these students would have been
accepted. This year, the policy continues
and Bowdoin once again is poised to
lose some terrific, highly qualified and
sought after students thanks to a policy
which discriminates on the basis of
wealth. Whether or not this is a good or
a bad thing isn't at issue at the moment.
The argument goes that we live in a
time of fiscal restraint and that as the fat
has been cut everywhere else, so it must
be cut in financial aid. But must it?
Andreas Ortmann, assistant professor
ofeconomics, wrote a letter to the editor
last issue which noted the ironic ring
Mckeen' s wordsand theirinvocation as
this years theme take on in light of our
decision once again to continue at a
"need-sensitive" level.
Ortmann makes the excellent point
that we have a choice. The College's
position seems to be that we don't. This
year we're going to be spending
$53,571,000. Whereandhowthatmoney
is spent is obviously going to reflect the
College's priorities. What is being said
by the College's actions (in this case
with respect to the financial needs of
applicants) is that socioeconomic
diversity isn'tashigha priority aswould
be suggested by their words. In other
words, in light of the Common Good
theme and the endless lip service paidto
diversity, a non need-blind admissions
policy seems rather strange.
Some would persuasively argue that
there was a time when college was a
place one went to learn and to study.
Today, they say, the country club
mentality has worked its wiles and we
now have a unit of people working to
get us jobs, we have professional
psychiatrists to help us with our
emotional problems, gourmet food to
help us through the day, a conveniently
located day care center, new furniture
in the dorms, a new phone system, a
sophisticated public relations
department and an administration
whose salaries are, to say the least,
impressive.
The issue here isn't whether the
hundreds of thousands of dollars spent
on the day care center is a good thing.
Each of the examples just cited embody
things that most would agreewe would
like to see Bowdoin Colleee having.
That isn't the point of contention. What
this argument comes down to are
priorities. What is the essential function
of the College and how are the fiscal
allocations reflecting those priorities?
If the College is going to abandon
need-blind admissions fine, but it isn't
because it doesn't have enough money;
it's because it has ceased to be a priority.
If the College wants to have a socially,
economically and ethnically diverse
student body, it can. In a perfect world
where we had an endless endowment,
we would like to have all the perks we
can. The total services conceptsweeping
colleges these days isn't, in theory, such
a bad thine. But in reality we all (except
perhaps the federal government) know
that we are constrained in our choices
by a finite reserve of capital.
Bowdoin chose "To Serve The
Common Good" as its bicentennial
motto. In light of the priorities defined
by the College's action on needs-blind
admissions,Ortmann'scommentaryon
their irony and hypocrisy have a certain
resonance. We hope either that his
analysis is wrong or that people have
listened to what he has had to say.
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Silverman &
Doerr
Why doesn't fallbreak last until Thanksgiving? Why ca n't
a student study away for four years and get a Bowdoin
degree? Why does this place suck so much? Bates paper is
actually worse than this one. It's called the Bates safety
school gazette.
We're getting right into it today, BUT, before we start...
Good call on the feedback to the poisonous article of two
weeks ago. We found the two letters from the Beta house, to
be of a most savory nature.
We're always speaking of this ivy-covered-womb, (either
that or fun ways to torture administrative heads with long
feedback sessions with Neil and 5 hour versions of Mountain
Jam) but it's time to really get into the nooks and crannies of
it all.
What do most people think of the buildings on campus?
Who cares? What do we think of the buildings in this joint?
Well, we'll tell you, rock stars.
Winthrop: Baaad. Old, no cool dudes. The otherdaywhen
we saw Zeb-man whaling on a frosher in front ofthe joint, we
smacked him one. Never been there. Far.
All other dorms except Hyde and Moore: What are they,
Appleberry, Colesteinand GawtryHall? Seeaboveevaluation
of Withropelton. And what's goin' on with quiet dorms,
anyway? What is a quiet dorm? Do incoming frosherizers
say to themselves, "I'd really like to shut up ... for an entire
year?" We think the editorial board invented quiet dorms. It
sucks that youguys missJeopardy and the Simpson' s because
you go to bed at 7:30. And what's with the proctors packin'
heat? Thank god Beedy didn't land that job.
Hyde and Moore: Goood. Excellent joints. We lived there
and thoroughly rucked over. Excellent to play slam dunk on
exit signs. How about that policy which charges everybody
in the entire dorm for our individual destruction? Bristol
would've been screwed.
Hubbard: Movie situated deal. Extra-ordinary. Danny
L.'s office can be visited upon in this choice edifice! Stealth
hoppers everywhere. Just ask Forts, he gives tours.
Libes: Savory for scoping out babes or passing right the
hell out. That's about it. Y'ever pull tubes in the STACKS?
Glass floors provide for freaking out when on major drogas.
Tower: Ugly. Freezing. Heat loud. Why there? Who lives
there? Why? Who again? Do they go here? Pipes and Pelts
live there. Why is there always a hurricane going on outside
of there?
Baxter: Dirt's ex-joint. Nuffsaid.
Copelberry and Bumstein Houses: Never seen 'em. Sorry,
Patty.
The Union: Good enough. Stop with the Student Center
already. We want a referendum (10< word) to have it called
the Stork Student Center. Good to check mail and take Info
Desk by force.
Adams: Need oxygen to achieve third floor. Does Liz ever
leave that joint? Computer labs are deluxe to play 5432 color
SimCity. PJam appears in the sub-space next Wednesday.
And when does their new friggin' album come out?
Searles: Once again: stairs quite insurmountable. And
what about Rm
.
202 where the steepness of that joint rivals El
Cap? Team Vengeance hasappeared on fireescapes. Stuffed
animals....everywhere....WHY? Good to steal pure alcohol
out of the labs and mix with Kool-aid.
VAC: True story: hole in VAC is so wedding caravans can
drive straight out from the chapel. Excelente to walk under
when on multiple mind-altering-aparati.
Morrell: Just bad. Are you about to change articles?
Walker Art: Easy to summit. Go around backand walk up
the little tunnel which is formed in theback corners, between
the cornerstone and main building. We're holding classes on
it with special guest Mark Knopfler (without the Pips)
tomorrow night. By the way, this building will be closed
until you graduate.
Cleveland and Sills: Get water pre-class. Avoid at all costs.
Classes there involve numbers or languages. Which means
homework that is easy but takes three hundred hours to do.
Earth/International House: Solid roof to chill out on.
Don't go with Jed—"You'll never get me!" Yeah, right, pal.
That guy spends more time with Deans than their families.
Mass Hall: Simply the best. Rivals the double-triple-Big
Mac burger-of-the-month of which fat Marri has had 50,000
of today. The Dork.
Hatcher: The Dane's favorite spot to rendevouz with
Mink. Are you confused? Then get a taco and shut up.
Transfer to Bates if you don't like us. Hatch always smells
like someone booted in the vents. Quality hopper... please
turn offthe lights. Losers. Fail out byexcessive use of E-Mail.
Gibson: What?
Field House: You'd best bring your ID and binocs for
aerobics. If you have to pee, go there.
Orient Building: Maybe next year it will be righteous, but
who cares?
Beedy' s room: Go with Rosenthal or don't go at all. The




The Gadfly: "No News is better than Fake news"
By Tom Leung
Two weeks ago, the editors of our paper succumbed to
journalistic fabrication. After failing to find anything authentic
to reporton that would causearuckus, theydecided to orchestrate
a sure-fire circus of controversial material that would result in
increased readership and guarantee a subsequent collage of
impassioned letters.The Orient employed theparadigm that the
purpose of a paper is to raise hell regardless of whether it can be
based on objective fact or explicit opinion.
I'm of course referring to the Orient's recent treatment of
fraternities. This is what I think happened.
September 22, Wednesday night: Editors realize that the last
issue of the Orient wasn't a huge success (a mere 1 1 pages of text,
no letters). Therefore they decide to elicit immediateand heated
reactionbybiowingan incidentout ofproportion and writing an
inflammatory editorial. 'The bottom line is that this [fights on
campus] demonstrates once and for all that fraternities have no
place at Bowdoin College."
September 24, Friday Evening: Editors sit back and watch
their bait disseminate across campus as they wait for knee-jerk
responses from the victims of the editorial's condemnation.
October 1, Friday afternoon: Mission accomplished. The
Orient receives and prints three comprehensive letters, one
student opinion article, one news article, and one blatantly
leading interview with the Dean's office (all devoted exclusively
to the 'issue" invented by the last week's editorial).
I havenoqualms with certainstudents playingdevil's advocate.
The problem is when the management does so—and then
continues by intensifying the vicious circle under the "News"
heading. The principal editorial receives the most attention of all
the editorials and is supposed to address a real issue on campus.
When this column is indiscriminately used to goad people into
sprinting to theircomputers in self-defense, itbecomesan abuse.
Furthermore, the "News" section of the Orient is reserved for
facts. When the staffignores thisand essentially editorializes the
paper by the adoption of one primary topic to the relative
exclusion ofothers, theyare not acting responsibly. The singular
topics they choose to cover in great depth become the news,
supposedly the big issue that should or will be on everyone's
mind. Furthermore, notonlywasthe fraternity "issue" arbitrarily
selected as the highlight of the entire paper, but it was clearly
treated with a biased slant.
The fireworks show of last week wasn't the Orient's reaction
to what was already going on within the student body, but a
unilateral move to make news, to speak of it as such, and to force
those affected to react. Witness the incendiary editorial whose
sole purpose was to instigate a counter-attack, the gross
presuppositions of the front page "News" article, the clearly
biased interview questions asked of Dean Lewallen and the
lopsided prejudice of the paper's content as a whole.
The editorial in the 9/24 Orient was, for all intents and
purposes, an insult and attack on the Greek system and was
printed to (ironically) pick a fight with the Greeks. One can't
help but ask at this point whether it is acceptable for the
management of a paper with its very specific interests (more
readers = more subscriptions + more ads + successful editorship)
to take on such an active role. The difference between past
Student Opinion articles and the editorial is that the editorial
was fishing for a response to spruce up the following issue's
letter section whereas student opinion pieces simply offer one
person's alternative perspective—a far more noble motive than
soliciting letters. But this violation palesin comparison to the
"News" treachery.
The following week's front page article made such a leap of
logic that it was obvious that this was not a "News" article but
an opinion piece. Conclusions were drawn, assumptions were
made,and accusations werethrown that left measking whether
the article was simply an editorial misplaced on the front page.
The title itself was questionable, "Legal Action Pending in
Fraternity Assault Incident" (What happens ifa fight isbetween
a group of independents? Is the headline then "Legal Action
Pcndingin Independent Assault Incident"?Or would there bean
article at all?). Similarly, the interview with Dean Lewallen
appearing under the "News" section prodded Lewallen in such
a way that his answers paled in com parison to the ed itorialized
questions; e.g. "...What happened last week between Psi U and
TD...?" (/ didn't know the entire houses of both Psi U and ID had a
brawl.), "But does the college plan to take any specific action?"
(/s that a suggestion or a question?), "But are they (fraternities]
really answering it [responsibility]?" (/ guess someone's already
made up his mind
.), "Some people are asking, why doesn't the
College just get rid of fraternities altogether?" (Some people are
asking if this is simply an incident between individuals, why wasn't
that question asked of Dean Lewallen?).
In addition to the front pager and interview, there was a
gaping hole left by the absence of one shred of Orient-based
work evpn hinting at possible defense of the Greek system.
Sure, there were three letters and a student opinion piece, but
what did the Orient editors do? If the "News staff gave equal
treatment to both parties involved, there'd be absolutely no
fraternity bashing in the paper. Every single shred of text that
questioned fraternity legitimacy in the 'Tslews" section was
written by an editor of the Orient . Where was the article on
violence amongst independents or freshmen? Where was the
rebuttal interview with the president of the Inter-Fraternity
Counsel? Why are student body letters solely responsible for
presenting the other side of the issue?
If you have a strong opinion, so be it. But keep it confined
within the Student Opinion section or the weekly editorial, and
ifyoudousetheeditorial—trytointroducealternate perspectives
everv now and, then and don't just goad people into sending
letters. The "News" section is for facts; it is not to be corrupted
by personal interpretations, assumptions or hidden agendas.
But what are we to do about the Greeks? Will the Orient now
devote an entire issue focusing mainly on the pro-Greek
argument? Probably not.
The reality of the matter is that nothing will be done. The




I shall relate what I believe to be an unique example of the
generation gap. This story involves neither MTV and
Lawrence Welk nor does it involve the traditional good 'ol
days versus now. It is the story oftwo moderately responsible
Bowdoin students and the eccentric old woman who accosted
them.
On Saturday of fall break, a friend and I walked out on the
railroad tracks to Topsham. We walked, we philosophized,
and at the terminus of our track-trek, we rested while
pondering our further journey. As we sat on the gravel bank
abutting thetracks, resting our heads on the nearest head-rest
(the rails of course), a black car with an elderly female driver
pulled up. We had no forewarning that we were about to
experience another of those random incidents that always
leave one scratching one's head.
The driver (hence forth COW - Crotchety Old Woman)
and sole occupant of the car was mouthing loud noises at us.
I assumed in my conceit thatCOW was concerned about the
physical health of a couple of fellow beings. I stood to
reassure her and moved around to her side of the car to talk
to her as she was still silently yelling at us. She rolled the
window down and I instantly assured her that we were fine
and were only resting. She seemed to persist in thinking that
we were unwell so I persisted in expressing our gratitude for
her unnecessary concern.
It dawned on me that she was actually insisting that we
were in an unhealthy spot. I adapted and assured her that we
were in no danger becauseftve would be able to hear any
trains long before they were a menace. It was at this point that
I began to realize what her real thoughts were. After she said
something to the effect of, "Of course you're not in danger
(you bloody fool)! No trains come through here! The rails
are rusty! Why did you think that was?" (At this point I felt
stupid and tried to say, "What's the worry then?") If you
want to commit suicide, go over to the Bath Road, that's
where the trains come through, though I don't know when."
I got confused Things didn't became no clearer when she
went on a short tirade of which the irresponsibility ofyouth
—
and my companion and I in particular—were the subject.
She culminated her frothing with, "Why don't you go out
and fix something rather than lving around on the railroad
tracks?"
At this point (she came up for air) I threwout, "What, fix
your generation's mistakes?" A question/assault
miscalculated to stop her in her proverbial tracks.
It didn't even faze her. She babbled at me and I babbled at
her for a few moments. Eventually, I informed C.O.W that
we deserved some respect as«we were paying for her Social
Securityand were unlikely to reap the benefits of the program
because it would be bankrupt long before our retirement. I
don't remember where I got that information, but it got her
going for some reason.
We argued for a time about the likelihood of we young'
uns receiving Social Security. After speaking in tongues (No
really! I couldn't understand what she was saying and I
assume she wasn't comprehending me—I know I wasn't)
untill my head was reeli ng, she said that we should leave the
country if we didn't like it. I'm not really sure how she
guessed that we are communists bent on destroying the
United States (I suspect our jeans and ratty sweatshirts had
something to do with it), but I am very glad that she didn't
try to run us down like the bears we are as part of her great
tolerant patriotic duty.
Our chat ended as C.O.W dismissed us with a curt, "I have
to get to church," and drove off without so much as a, "have
a nice day." What's the matter with our elders today? After
standing in the road pondering the last couple ofminutes we
both shrugged and wandered off on our unproductive way.
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student speak
BY 5ARA SCHOOLWERTH, WITH PHOTOS BY MICHAEL MANSOUR
What should we do with all the acorns?
Background: It's time to talk acorns. Where did they all come from? Has the Bowdoin squirrel
population suddenly acquired a taste for anew kind ofnut, depositing the rejected acorns from
last fall on the ground? I don't understand it, but I am concerned about the jdanger these small
objects are capable of causing. There will be a lot of guests here this weekend, and we certainly
do not want any medical emergencies. My answer to the plethora of acorns carpeting the
ground is to gamer them and package them as "Bicentennial Acorns." I think they'd make a




Plant a lot of trees somewhere else.
DAVE SIMMONS 96
Harrisburg, Pennsylvania
My roommate, Rich Miller, and I are already
perfecting a Bicentennial Brew made from
these acorns . . . it's 300-proof, stronger
than a campus-wide, and guaranteed to




Use them as ammunition to fight off the
people upstairswho continue to blast Disney




I am currently filling my room with them to
protect the environment by minimizing
heating costs; also, they serve as a handy
device for plugging my ears so I don't have







Bag them, and sell them at a Bicentennial
event.
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use chemical spray to clear party




resorted to the use of pep-




Early in the morning of Sunday, October
17, between 12:30 a.m. and 1:00 a.m., two
officers of the Brunswick Police Department
resorted to the use of a chemical agent to clear
a large party at the fraternity Beta Sigma on
McKeen Street.
The Brunswick Police Department would
not release the official police report of the
incident because the incident is still being
investigated. College sdurceshave confirmed
that on Sunday morning, three Bowdoin Se-
curity officers and two Brunswick police of-
ficers entered the Beta Sigma fraternity house
in order to break up the party that was taking
place there.
After 15 to 25 minutes ofattempting to clear
a large group ofbetween 300 and 400 students
and alums, the Brunswick police officers
sprayed the chemical agent Capstun inside
the house in order to disperse the crowd.
According to Bowdoin Security Officer
Louann Bums, who was inside the fraternity
house at the time the Capstun was sprayed,
Bowdoin Security had already issued Beta its
first mandatory warning at 11:52 p.m. on
Saturday, October 16, after McKeen St. resi-
dents began calling to complain of the party's
noise and size. The Brunswick police had also
been getting calls, and at 12:18 a.m. Sunday,
the Brunswick Police Department contacted
theBowdoin SecurityDepartmentdispatcher,
at which time Bowdoin Security headed back
to McKeen St. On the way, another complaint
was received by Bowdoin Security.
According to Officer Bums, three Bowdoin
Umbreen Khalidi/ bowdoin Unent
Bowdoin's Bicentennial Inaugural celebration was a
success for all ages
This little girl, who is getting her face painted by an
Inaugural weekend volunteer, was one of the more
than 5000 people who inundated the College's campus
for the kickoff to the year-long Bicentennial activities.
Damp weather did not seem to deaden the spirits of
those who took part in the great variety of events of-
fered by the College, including the opening of the Mu-
seum of Art, a Bean Hole Supper and the Bicentennial
Ball. Please see story on page 3.
Security officers entered the house shortly
after their arrival to locate Chris Margraf '95,
the president of Beta, and to ask that the
house be cleared. The officers were mainly
concerned about the large number of people
on the first floor, especially in the foyer and
the dance floor area. The officers then left the
house to wait on the porch, during which
time the Brunswick police arrived.
After six minutes of waiting for the house
to begin to clear or for the president of Beta to
arrive, said Officer Bums, the Brunswick po-
lice officers and Bowdoin Security officers
reentered the house. Officer Bums said that
the officers split up into different sections of
the house. After repeated failed attempts to
clear the people from the house and locate the
president of Beta, Officer Bums said that the
Brunswick officers sprayed Capstun, a chemi-
cal irritant.
Officer Bums was not in the area at the
time, and could not confirm the events that
led to the spraying. She said that in addition
to students, there were many alums on the
first floorwho seemed resistant to the officers
and did not cooperate in clearing the house.
"They wanted to stay there and party," she
said.
After the spraying, the house started to
clear, and the Brunswick officers left the scene
at 1 :00 a.m. At 1 :14a.m., after making sure the
party was completely broken up, Bowdoin
Security left the scene. No arrests were made.
Lieutenant Bruce Boucher of the Brunswick
Police Department told the Orient that the
incident was "a question of a failure to dis-
perse, which is a violation of the State Law of
Maine." He noted that the officers were out-
numbered by "300 to 400 mostly intoxicated
individuals" and said that the police officers
were "confronted and threatened with physi-
cal abuse" by some of the people in the house.
He said that one confrontation in particular
almost came to physical action but was "de-
escalated."
Lt. Boucher explained that Brunswick Po-
lice protocol for the use of physical force
starts with verbal communication and then
Please see PARTY, page 3.
Governing Boards consider
reinvestment in South Africa
College Policy: Nelson
Mandela's September 24
appeal to the United Na-
tions for more international
capital to support the politi-
cal reforms in South Africa
has prompted the College to




At a meeting on October 16, the Governing
Boards decided to postpone a vote regarding
the College's reinvestment in South Africa.
The decision was made in response to the
Executive Board's request that student and
faculty opinion be considered in this matter.
Chair of the Executive Board Amanda
Masselam feels that because the issue of rein-
vestment is a very sensitive one, the Govern-
ing Boards "will really value whatwe have to
say." The need for these deliberations stem
from recentchangesconcerningSouth Africa 's
policy of apartheid.
African National Congress President
Nelson Mandela appealed to the international
community that any remaining sanctions be
lifted in acknowledgment of the South Afri-
can Parliament's resolution to give Blacks
voting rights. In his September 24 address to
the United Nations Special Committee
Against Apartheid, Mandela explained that
the grounds for democratic reform require
economic and social stability, both of which
would be inhibited if sanctions are not lifted.
These changes warrant that Bowdoin
reevaulate its 1986 policywhich required that
the College divert all funds from companies
tied to South Africa until free elections were
established and implemented.
In 1992, in order to help colleges and uni-
versities create policy regarding the reinvest-
ment issue, the Common Fund published a
special report discussing the implications of
reinvestment. The report explained that sev-
eral criteria would have to be met for many
schools to reestablish their reinvestment poli-
cies. These policies would be likely to change
if the established democratic reforms appear
to be permanent and if continued divestment
from South Africa hindered, rather than
helped, efforts to abolish apartheid.
Students and faculty will have an opportu-
nity to express their interests and concerns
nextweek atanopen forum, sponsored by the
Executive Board, in Daggett Lounge at 8:00
p.m. on Monday, October 25.
Masselam encourages "people to come,
because it really is for the students." The
meeting will also be attended by President
Edwards, membersoftheAdministrationand
representatives from many student interest
groups.
With this student and faculty input, the
ExecutiveCommitteeoftheGoverning Boards
will reconvene in December to determine the
CoUege'sofficial policyon investment in South
Africa.
To receive your $25, full-year subscription, or your $18, one semester subscription, call (207) 725 3053.
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Inaugural Wi;i:ki:nd
Wisdom from your Mommy
This is trueliappiness: to have no ambition and
to work like a horse as if you had every ambition. To
live far from men, not to need them and yet to love
them, lb take part in the festivities and, after eating
and drinking well,toescapeyourown far from all the
snares, to have the stars above, the land to your left
and the sea toyour right:and torealize all ofasudden
that in your heart, life has accomplished its final
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When Bowdoin opened its gates, the public devoured 2000+ cups of
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Members of Bowdoin 's premiere dance group strut their stuff at last
week's Bicentennial Celebration.
Victory for Womkn's Socckr
Security Log Highlights:
Thursday 10/14
11:24 a.m. A resident of
Brunswick Apartments had left
the rear burner going with a tea
kettle on it. The tea kettle and
rear burner were welded
together.
11:28 p.m. An anonymous
caller reports the strong smell
of pot in Moore Hall.
11:36 p.m. Security
investigates and says the only
thing they smell is POTpourri.
Friday 10/15
8:35 p.m. A call is received
from the M.U. information
center reporting a suspicious
person who "grabbed himself in
an obscene manner.
Saturday 10/16
5:10 p.m. A Bowdoin graduate
returned a weather vane that he
removed from Searles Hall in
1977. He wanted to cleanse his
soul at this time.
Monday 10/18
10:32 p.m. Security is
informed by phone of a news
article in The Times Recordabout a
news crew from Boston headed to
Brunswick to do a story on ^—
.
Raymond Hatch [The Murderer].
Tuesday 10/19
1 1:53 p.m. The party staying in
Cole's Tower guest suite #16 calls
to say he has just checked in and
there are only 3 beds. He made a
request for 4 beds.
Wednesday 10/20
1:43 a.m. A proctor calls to
report male students running out of
Winthrop in the nude and making a
lot of noise.
Compiled by Rob Shaffer
Suzanne Mann/ Bcmaomuncnt
We just couldn't resist printing this thought-provoking photo.
Weekend Weather for
Bowdoin and Vicinity
Friday, partly sunny and windy
with a high in the mid to upper
50's.
Saturday, mostiy sunny and
Some National Wtothtr Soviet
cooler with highs in the mid-
40's to lower 50's.
Sunday, variably cloudy with a
projected high near 55.
Monday, partly cloudy and
wanner, reaching the lower
60's.
1
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progresses to either physical contact or
chemical agents at the officer's discretion.
Only when these fail is the officer permit-
ted to use physical force or a nightstick.
He furtherexplained thattheofficers felt
that using aCap agent was the safestchoice
for the officers and the people in the house.
The goals of the officers were to "disperse
the crowd, protect themselves and not get
anyone hurt." The officers felt that remov-
ing people physically might have caused a
riot. The officers stayed on the scene until
everyone was out of the building, he said.
Lt. Boucher felt that "aCap agent is safer
for the officer" and the people around him
or her. "Peoplemay feel discomfort,but no
one is hurt," he said. Bowdoin Security
Officer Robert R. Mayer, who was also on
the scene, teaches courses on the use of
Capstun. He told the Orient that Capstun is
thegenericname forchemicalagentswhose
active ingredient is Oleoresin Capsicum,
an alkaloid that acts as an inflammatory
agent.
Capsicum is any of several varieties of
pepper, the most widely used being cay-
enne pepper. The substance affects the res-
piratory system and irritates the eyes, nose
and mouth. Reactions to it include cough-
ing, gagging, a burning sensation on the
skin and the inability to breathe properly.
Because the active ingredient is derived
from thepepper plant, there is nodanger of
permanent damage.
Capstun is not as strong as Mace, which
can cause permanent damage to the skin or
eyes. According to Officer Mayer, "The
amount that was used was minimal." He
said that the effects wear off within 40
minutes, but that people may feel discom-
fort some time later, if the pepper sub-
stance washes out of their hair and into
their eyes or pores.
Margraf said that he was fully coopera-
tive with Bowdoin Security and Brunswick
Police the entire night and cannot under-
stand why the officers made such a deci-
sion. He said that after the first warning, he
went around the house to quiet everybody
down, but was especially concerned by the
noise made by the crowd outside. "This
was one of the biggest parties I have ever
seen," he said. "I knew that it would be
broken up."
Margraf said that he was outside for 45
minutes "trying to calm the crowd down."
When he heard that security officers were
looking for him, he ran around to the front
of the house, where people were already
moving out of the house, and the officers
outside did not seem upset or angryby the
situation. He said that he did not know
until later that the Capstun was even
sprayed.
"It seems odd—it's a weird situation,"
Margraf said. "I was there five or ten min-
utes and everything seemed tobe fine." He
said that he knew that the police had been
confronted, but was unaware ofany physi-
cal threats being made and felt that the
spray was used prematurely. "I don't think
there was any attempt made at all to get the
people out (before theCapstun was used],"
he said. He also mentioned that police of-
ficers arrive more often to break up parties
than they used to.
"This happened at a bad time," Margraf
said, because of the probation on other
fraternities. "We're basically the only frat
having parties anymore." He said that Beta
has been trying to improve relations with
their McKeen St. neighbors, the police,
Bowdoin Security and the Administration.
"We usually have very few problems [with
Beta]," OfficerBums said. "Chris is usually
very good about breaking up the parties."
Margraf has been in contact with Dean
Chadwick and Sophomore Class Dean
Doug Ebeling, under whose jurisdiction
the Greek Council comes, but at press time
there was no word about any action to be
taken by the College.
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CORRECTIONS
In last week's Orient, the fotlowiftg in-
formation was erroneously reported:
Massachusetts H*0 wa* completed in
1602, not 1902, as almost any English or
philosophy major could point out.
At the last faculty meeting, the faculty
did not vote again« against broadening
thed«a«»k«R<rffactt^$l»t»$;the morion
was tabled indefiiiitoftr.
Charles C. Calhoun, despite his qftgf
talents, is not and has neverbeen a profes-
sor of history nor a faculty member at
Bowdoin. He is* journalistand a historian
living inTopsham whoedited Bowdoin maga-
zine before taking on the task of forging a
history of Bowdoin for the College's Bicen-
tennial.
Finally, Overseer Emeritus Paul Gardent
'39 is notth«fatherofAmyQttdent '94; who
doesnotexist. tneoowoom student in ques-
tion is Amy E. Neher '94, whose father is
Andrew Neher, the brother of theTimothy
P. Neher mentioned in last week's article.
Sorry, Amy.
The Orient rugretsand apologizes for these
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With over five thousand people attending
last weekend's ceremonies and festivities, the
wave of enthusiasm that began Bowdoin's
Bicentennial celebration should be enough to
last the rest of the year. Kathy Bunge, the 42 to 87and back on the Quad, Bunge esti
Bicentennial director, classified the estimate mated that over 2000 cups of clam chowder,
out of five people who attended, visited the
opening of the Walker Art Museum, and
nearly 500 people enjoyed Masque and
Gown's production of "The Only Rose." The
concerts in theChapel were equally popular,
with people being turned away at the door
from the Bicentennial Chorus's performance.
About 4500 people attended the football
game against Hamilton, which Bowdoin won
of attendance as "a conservative one" be-
cause it does not include students who fre-
quented the events which were made pos-
sible by nearly 200 volunteers, 50 of them
students.
the preferred snack, were served. The cam-
pus-wideopen houses also proved tobepopu-
lar; Bunge said that "quite a few people went
through Searles and enjoyed what the science
people had to offer." In the afternoon, the
Nearly all of the four major events were public skating at Dayton Arena was also a
well-attended. Bunge reported a crowd of surprisingly popular attraction, as was
450 people at the Massachusetts Hall postal Sunday's 10K road race to tepefit Upward
card dedication ceremony Thursday morn- Bound, an event in which 1 60 runners partici-
ing, and she added that 4000 cards were sold pated.
on the first day of issue. On Friday, the Inau- With all of the activities, Bunge said that
gural Convocation, where the threeCommon she has heard nothing but positive comments
Good awards were presented, was attended about the weekend coming from the commu-
by about 500 people, but Bunge felt that the
turnout was "a little disappointing because
the people who were missing were the stu-
dents."
Two to three hundred students were ex-
pected, with only 50 actually in attendance.
That night, nearly 500 alumni attended the
Homecoming Dinner, and 550 were on hand
nity, alumni and students alike. She saw the
weekend as "a way for the College to come
together as a community ...everybody said it
was a wonderful time, and that's what we
hoped it was."
U.S. District Court Judge David Cohen,
president of the Alumni Council, echoed that
sentiment. 'The weekend was great—alumni
for the Bean Hole Supper. Later, more than seemed to be present in larger numbers than
1000 students packed Sargent Gym for the ever and enjoyed the events planned by the
Bicentennial Ball, an event at which President College. It was a wonderful Bicentennial kick-
Edwards and his wife were seen dancing as off." President Edwards also felt that the
well. weekend was a success. "It was the best party
Though the weather was cold and overcast, I've been to for a long time," he said, "And
there was an air of celebration on theQuad on that'sbecause everyoneresponsiblegave heart
Saturday, when visitors,alumni, studentsand and soul to making it a great opening^o the
children gathered at the booths as music per- Bicentennial year."
vaded the scene, against the backdrop of the.. From a student perspective, the weekend
falling leaves. These activities provided the citttetfrfeelmgof pride throughout campus,
focus of the weekend, offering musical per- "I thought there was a very nice atmosphere
formances, children's games, art exhibits, on the weekend," said Anita Pai "96. Fumio
open-houses, jugglers, a stilt-walker and ath- Sugihara '96 also reflected that sentiment. "I
letic events. thought it was well-run and well-organized,
Bunge estimated that 1575 visitors, or one and I thought the performances were excel-
lent ... I think that we should
| do more things like this to
boost morale."
Theonly criticism that stu-
dents seemed to voice was
that many of the activities
were focused around the
outside community, not cur-
rent Bowdoin students. Lisa




Wickner '97 also felt that the
weekend "was geared to
kids and alumni, not stu-
dents."
Despite the criticisms, the
weekend provided the Col-
lege with an opportunity to
take pride in itself as the Bi-
centennial year begins. As
Bunge said, "After three or four years of
budget cutbacks and issues facing the Col-
lege that were not always positive, the week-
end got the College back on the upswing and
showed that we have a lot to be proud of and
feel good about."
Leigh Peny/Bowdoin Orient
Author Charles C. Calhoun signs copies of his book
during the Inaugural weekend.
FREE TRIPS AND MONEY!!
Individuals and Student Organiza-
tions wanted to promote the Hottest
Spring Break Destinations, call the
nation's leader. Inter-Campus
Programs 1-800-327-6013
***FREE TRIPS & CASH!***
Call us and find out how hundreds of students are already
earning FREE TRIPS and LOTS OF CASH with America's
#1 Spring Break company! Choose Cancun, Bahamas,
Jamaica, Panama, Daytona or Padre! CALLNOW ! TAKE A
BREAK STUDENT TRAVEL (800) 328-SAVE or (617)
424-8222
^^
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Inaugural Weekend
Wisdom from your Mommy
• 4
This is true happiness: to l^^fi^^l^iMi and
to work like a horse as if you had every ambition. To
live far from mm, not to need them and yet to love
them, lb take part in the festivities and, after eating
and drkiktogwell, toescapeyourown farfrom all the
snares, to have the stars above, the land to your left
and the sea toyour right:and torealize all ofasudden
that, in your heart, life has accomplished its final
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Members of Bow do i n 's premiere dance group strut their stuff at last
week's Bicentennial Celebration.
Victory for Womkn's Socckr
Security Log Highlights:
Thursday 10/14
11:24 a.m. A resident of
Brunswick Apartments had left
the rear burner going with a tea
kettle on it. The tea kettle and
rear burner were welded
together.
1 1 :28 p.m. An anonymous
caller reports the strong smell
of pot in Moore Hall.
11:36 p.m. Security
investigates and says the only
thing they smell is POTpourri.
Friday 10/15
8:35 p.m. A call is received
from the M.U. information
center reporting a suspicious
person who "grabbed himself in
an obscene manner.
Saturday 10/16
5:10 p.m. A Bowdoin graduate
returned a weather vane that he
removed from Searles Hall in
1977. He wanted to cleanse his
soul at this time.
Monday 10/18
10:32 p.m. Security is
informed by phone of a news
article in The Times Record about a
news crew from Boston headed to
Brunswick to do a story on
Raymond Hatch [The Murderer].
Tuesday 10/19
11:53 p.m. The party staying in
Cole's Tower guest suite #16 calls
to say he has just checked in and
there are only 3 beds. He made a
request for 4 beds.
Wednesday 10/20
1:43 a.m. A proctor calls to
report male students running out of
Winthrop in the nude and making a
lot of noise.
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We just couldn't resist printing this thought-provoking photo.
Weekend Weather for
Bowdoin and Vicinity
Friday, partly sunny and windy
with a high in the mid to upper
50's.
Saturday, mostly sunny and
Source: National Weather Service
cooler with highs in the mid-
40's to lower 50's.
Sunday, variably cloudy with a
projected high near 55.
Monday, partly cloudyand
warmer, reaching the lower
mm
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progresses to either physical contact or
chemical agents at the officer's discretion.
Only when these fail is the officer permit-
ted to use physical force or a nightstick.
Hefurtherexplained that theofficers felt
that usingaCap agent was the safestchoice
for theofficers and the people in thehouse.
The goals of the officers were to "disperse
the crowd, protect themselves and not get
anyone hurt." The officers felt that remov-
ing people physically might have caused a
riot. The officers stayed on the scene until
everyone was out of the building, he said.
Lt. Boucher felt that "aCap agent is safer
for the officer" and the people around him
or her. "Peoplemay feel discomfort,but no
one is hurt," he said. Bowdoin Security
Officer Robert R. Mayer, who was also on
the scene, teaches courses on the use of
Capstun. He told the Orient that Capstun is
thegenericname forchemicalagentswhose
active ingredient is Oleoresin Capsicum,
an alkaloid that acts as an inflammatory
agent.
Capsicum is any of several varieties of
pepper, the most widely used being cay-
enne pepper. The substance affects the res-
piratory system and irritates the eyes, nose
and mouth. Reactions to it include cough-
ing, gagging, a burning sensation on the
skin and the inability to breathe properly.
Because the active ingredient is derived
from thepepper plant, there is nodanger of
permanent damage.
Capstun is not as strong as Mace, which
can cause permanent damage to theskin or
eyes. According to Officer Mayer, "The
amount that was used was minimal." He
said that the effects wear off within 40
minutes, but that people may feel discom-
fort some time later, if the pepper sub-
stance washes out of their hair and into
their eyes or pores.
Margraf said that he was fully coopera-
tive with Bowdoin Securityand Brunswick
Police the entire night and cannot under-
stand why the officers made such a deci-
sion. He said that after the first warning, he
went around the house to quiet everybody
down, but was especially concerned by the
noise made by the crowd outside. "This
was one of the biggest parties I have ever
seen," he said. "I knew that it would be
broken up."
Margraf said that he was outside for 45
minutes "trying to calm the crowd down."
When he heard that security officers were
looking for him, he ran around to the front
of the house, where people were already
moving out of the house, and the officers
outside did not seem upset or angryby the
situation. He said that he did not know
until later that the Capstun was even
sprayed.
"It seems odd—it's a weird situation,"
Margraf said. "I was there five or ten min-
utes and everything seemed tobe fine." He
said that he knew that the police had been
confronted, but was unaware ofany physi-
cal threats being made and felt that the
spray was used prematurely. "I don't think
there was any attempt made at all to get the
people out [before theCapstun was used ],"
he said. He also mentioned that police of-
ficers arrive more often to break up parties
than they used to.
'This happened at a bad time," Margraf
said, because of the probation on other
fraternities. "We're basically the only frat
having partiesanymore." He said that Beta
has been trying to improve relations with
their McKeen St. neighbors, the police,
Bowdoin Securityand the Administration.
"We usually have very few problems [with
Beta]," Officer Burns said. "Chris is usually
very good about breaking up the parties."
Margraf has been in contact with Dean
Chadwick and Sophomore Class Dean
Doug Ebeling, under whose jurisdiction
the Greek Council comes, but at press time
there was no word about any action to be
taken by the College.
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CORRECTIONS
in test week's Orient, theMowing in-
formation was erroneously reported:
Massachusetts HaO was completed in
1802, not 1902, as almost any English or
philosophy major could point out.
At the last faculty meeting, the feculry
did not vote against against broadening
the definition offacultystatus;the motion
was tabled indefinitely.
Charles C Calhoun, despite his other
talents, is not and has neverbeen aprofes*
sor of history nor a faculty member at
Bowdoin.He is*journalistand ahjstoriwv
living inTopsham whoedifcedBwatommaga-
zine before taking on the task of forging a
history of Bowdoin for the College's Bicen-
tennial.
Finally, Overseer Emeritus Paul Garden*
"39 is not thefntherofAim/QttdentHwho
doesnote^theBoiwdomstttdentin ques-
tion is Amy 6, Neher 94, whose father »
Andrew Neher, the brother of the Timothy
P. Neher mentioned in last weeks article.
Sony, Amy.
The Orient regretsand apologizes forthese
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With over five thousand people attending
last weekend's ceremonies and festivities, the
wave of enthusiasm that began Bowdoin's
Bicentennial celebration should be enough to
last the rest of the year. Kathy Bunge, the 42 to ^and back on the Quad, Bunge esti
Bicentennial director, classified the estimate mated that over 2000 cups of clam chowder,
out of five people who attended, visited the
opening of the Walker Art Museum, and
nearly 500 people enjoyed Masque and
Gown's production of "The Only Rose." The
concerts in theChapel were equally popular,
with people being turned away at the door
from the Bicentennial Chorus's performance.
About 4500 people attended the football
game against Hamilton, which Bowdoin won
of attendance as "a conservative one" be-
cause it does not include students who fre-
quented the events which were made pos-
sible by nearly 200 volunteers, 50 of them
students.
Nearly all of the four major events were
the preferred snack, were served. The cam-
pus-wideopen houses also proved tobe popu-
lar; Bunge said that "quite a few people went
through Searles and enjoyed what the science
people had to offer." In the afternoon, the
public skating at Dayton Arena was also a
well-attended. Bunge reported a crowd of surprisingly popular attraction, as was
450 people at the Massachusetts Hall postal Sunday's 10K road race to>be$eft« tipwatd
card dedication ceremony Thursday morn- Bound, an event in which 1 60 runners partici-
ing, and she added that 4000 cards were sold pated.
on the first day of issue. On Friday, the Inau- With all of the activities, Bunge said that
gural Convocation, where the threeCommon she has heard nothing but positive comments
Good awards were presented, was attended about the weekend coming from the commu-
by about 500 people, but Bunge felt that the nity, alumni and students alike. She saw the
turnout was "a little disappointing because
the people who were missing were the stu-
dents."
Two to three hundred students were ex-
pected, with only 50 actually in attendance.
That night, nearly 500 alumni attended the
Homecoming Dinner, and 550 were on hand
weekend as "a way for the College to come
together as a community ... everybody said it
was a wonderful time, and that's what we
hoped it was."
U.S. District Court Judge David Cohen,
president of the Alumni Council, echoed that
sentiment. 'The weekend was great—alumni
pp»
for the Bean Hole Supper. Later, more than seemed to be present in larger numbers than
1000 students packed Sargent Gym for the ever and enjoyed the events planned by the
Bicentennial Ball, an event at which President College. Itwas a wonderful Bicentennial kick-
Edwards and his wife were seen dancing as off." President Edwards also felt that the
weH- weekend was a success. "It was the best party
Though the weather wascold and overcast, I've been to for a long time," he said, "And
there was an air ofcelebration on theQuad on that'sbecauseeveryone responsiblegave heart
Saturday,when visitors, alumni, studentsand and soul to making it a great opening to the
children gathered at the booths as music per- Bicentennial year."
yaded the scene, against the backdxop o£ the , . Rom a student perspective, the weekend
falling leaves. Tlwsmtltvilics pro»hie<rtf>e - matedfeeling of pride throughout campus,
focus of the weekend, offering musical per- "I thought there was a very nice atmosphere
formances, children's games, art exhibits, on the weekend," said Anita Pai '96. Fumio
open-houses, jugglers, a stilt-walker and ath- Sugihara '96 also reflected that sentiment. "I
letic events. thought it was well-run and well-organized,
Bunge estimated that 1575 visitors, or one and I thought the performances were excel-
lent ... I think that we should
do more things like this to
boost morale."
Theonly criticism that stu-
dents seemed to voice was
that many of the activities
were focused around the
outsidecommunity, notcur-
rent Bowdoin students. Lisa




Wickner '97 also felt that the
weekend "was geared to
kids and alumni, not stu-
dents."
Despite the criticisms, the
weekend provided the Col-
lege with an opportunity to
take pride in itself as the Bi-
centennial year begins. As
Bunge said, "After three or four years of
budget cutbacks and issues facing the Col-
lege that were not always positive, the week-
end got the College back on the upswing and
showed that we have a lot to be proud of and
feel good about."
Leigh Perry / Uowdom Orient
Author Charles C. Calhoun signs copies of his book
during the Inaugural weekend.
FREE TRIPS AND MONEY!!
Individuals and Student Organiza-
tions wanted to promote the Hottest
Spring Break Destinations, call the
nation's leader. Inter-Campus
Programs 1-800-327-6013
***FREE TRIPS & CASH!***
Call us and find out how hundreds of students are already
earning FREE TRIPS and LOTS OFCASH with America's
#1 Spring Break company! Choose Caocun, Bahamas,
Jamaica, Panama, Daytona or Padre! CALL NOW! TAKE A
BREAK STUDENT TRAVEL (800) 328-SAVE or (617)
424-8222
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Phone features to be installed by
January will make calling easier
and less expensive for students
By D. Holton Hunter
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR
This fall, first-year and returning students
were met with a newly installed phonesys-
tem that is expected to be fully functional
with all its options no later than January.
Over the summer, the College spent over
$800,000 to install the new phone service for
administrators, faculty and students. It is de-
signed to make communication on and off
campus easier and lessexpensive. The instal-
lation of the new ROLM phone system for
studettWis ahead of schedule and was origir
nallystjheduled for completion InOecethber
Although most of the 447 ROLM phones
installed for students do not have functions
such asphone mail yet, Bob Bussell, thedirec-
tor of College telecommunications, told the
Orient that "functions such as this hopefully
will be made available by the end of Novem-
ber or early December." He also said that "the
phone and services were not expected to be
made available for students before January
1994." Right rifaw the only people to. have
functions such as voice mail are proctors,
administrators and the faculty.
Even though some outlying buildings such
as the apartment complexes do not have the
ROLM phones, they are still part of the over-
all phone system and will be able to access
phone mail and other features when the rest
of the campus is connected.
No charge for the phone service is being
levied from students this semester. However,
next semester there will be a charge for all
students who have ROLM phones. Bussel
said "The charge is expected to be about
$35.00 for the second semester." Next year,
charges for the use of a ROLM telephone are
planned to be built into the room-rate.
One of the main reasons that the College
upgraded the phone system is that the old
system had reached its maximum capabili-
ties. The cost of upgrading the College phone
system included cabling various parts of the
campus for data-phones, adding local area
networking and installing closed-circuit tele-
vision. The data-phone will see use next
semester.
No plans are in place to make the closed-
circuit television or the local area computer
networkingsystem operationalyetHowever,
the initial capital investment has been made
in these two areas, which contributed to the
expense of the phone system. ,(J : > - .tins'.,
Another feature of the new phone system
that is being made available at the start of the
second semester is access to Bowdoin's main-
framecomputer system from a student'sIBM
or Apple computer in his or her room. Access
to the computer system (which includes en-
try into the labs, e-mail accounts and the
library) from each individual room will re-
quire a new ROLM data-phone that is differ-
ent from the phone that already exists stu-
dents' rooms. Bussell said "the data-phones
will require an additional charge" and that he
does "not expect more than about 150 stu-
dents (of a possible 447 students] wanting the
new data-phones."
Along with the new phone system, stu-
dents will be given an access code that will
allow them tomake long distances telephone
calls from any campus telephone. Students
will be given a personal identification num-
ber that is similar to a calling card number
and will be charged accordingly. The only
difference between using a telephone
company's calling card and the College's ser-
vice is the money students will save making
telephone calls.
The College's service is projected to save
between 5 and 10 percent in telephonecharges.
However, if one chooses not to use the
Bowdoin access code they will still have the
option- of beings .ibk to.us*. their telephone
company's calling card from any campus
phone.
Bussel said, "My only regret about thenew
system is that there is no training to show
students how to use the phone and all of its
features." However, there is a booklet that
students and faculty can pick up from the
operator at Coles Tower that outlines the








perspective on African affairs
By Christopher Hourican
contributor
Joining the Bowdoin faculty for a year is
Tellman Professor Bereket H. Selassie, a dis-
tinguished figure in African politics and edu-
cation. Selassie is now a member of the his-
tory department and is conducting a course
on the history of Northeast Africa from 1920
to the present, which deals with countries
such as Sudan and Somalia. He is also teach-
ing a seminar on the problems of African
development.
Selassiecomes to Bowdoin with an impres-
sive background. He currently holds a posi-
tion as a full-time professor of African politi-
cal history and law at
Howard University in
Washington, D.C He is
also an author and a fel-
low of the Jennings
Randolph program for
International peace. Pre-
viously, Selassie was in-
volved in African govern-
ment, and, more recently,
he has been instrumental
in the development of the
African nation, Eritrea.
Selassie said that the
Bowdoin community at
large seems quite recep-
tive to what he has to offer
them. "I was brought here
under the Tellman pro-
gram because Bowdoin
expressed an interest in
educating students on the
subject of African politics
in nations such as Soma-
lia . Many of my coUegues
rican activity and all are
interested."
He also mentioned that
a Bowdoin alumnus,
Cirmai Asmeron, is in the
Eritrean government and
may return to Bowdoin to
sPeak Tellman Professor
On October 15, Selassie October 26.
spoke on Somalia and the difficulties the U.S.
faces mere. The program was aired on the
national public radio show, "Morning Edi-
tion."
Selassie will give a lecture on criminal jus-
tice in Africa on October 26 at 7:30 p.m.
"I like Bowdoin immensely; it is a first-rate
college, and I find it encouraging that the
students are genuinely interested in interna-
tional affairs, as the world is increasingly
becoming an interdependent, global village,"
Selassie said.
Professor Daniel Levine, chair of the his-
tory department, remarked that Selassie is
"wonderful to work with."
He added, "There is a certain lightness to
Mr. Selassie that is as important to his charac-
ter as his scholarly nature."
M
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Bowdoin in Brief
\ periodic summary of events in the Colleue community
Zcbcdiah Rice '94 has decided to re-
sign from his position as the Editor-in-
Chief of the Bowdoin Orient to pursue
other interests, but he will retain his po-
sition in the Bowdoin Publishing Com-
pany, the overseeing agent of the news-
paper.
Riceassumedhisposition asEditor-in-
Chief in January of 1993, and has been
working for the Orient since his sopho-
more year. During his tenure, Rice insti-
tuted many changes within the Orient,,
such as upgrading the hardware, expe-
diting the production process and im-
proving the "look" of the paper.
Maya Khuri '95 and Archie Lin *95
have been appointed by the Publishing
Company as Edi tors-in-Chief
. Khuri has
beenon the Orient staffsinceher firstyear
and served as Photography Editor from
the fall of1992 to the present. Lin hasalso
been on the Orient staff since his firstyear
and served as Arts and Entertainment
Editor, News Editor and, most recently,
Senior Editor.
Soames Floweree '94 has also elected
to stepdown as Managing Editor. This is
Floweree's first semester with the Orient.
Richard Shim '95 has been appointed to
the staff as the Opinion Editor. Shim
served as Sports Editor in the fall of 1992
before his semester abroad in Ecuador.
arnd experiences dealing with alcohol. B.E.A-R
aims to educate Bowdoin about alcohol and
responsible drinking through outreach pro-
grams and open forums and by sponsoring
speakers and campus activities.
Each year, B.E.A.R. sportsorsa retreatwhere
students are able to learn about alcohol and
its effects and share their experiences. This
year, the group will convene afr^the
Breckenridge resort on the first weekend in
November. Space is limited
ested in attending should
x3145.
Bowdoin Educating about Alcohol
Responsibility (B.E.A.R.) formally an-
nounces the first event on its '93-'94
agenda—a retreat open to all students.
B.E.A.R. regrouped last spring in an
effort to re-activate the now defunct Al-
cohol Peer Advisors and consists of stu-
dents concerned about alcohol and the
issues surrounding it. The group does
not represent one specific opinion, but
ratherhasa diversified collectionofideas
A $25,000 grant has been awarded
Bowdoin by thePetroleum ResearchFund of
the American Chemical Society for research
to be conducted by Professor of Chemistry
Ronald L. Christensen, a physicaf chemist
with research interests in photobiology and
photochemistry.
Christensen will collaboratewith groups at
the University of Connecticut and the Uni-
versity ofLeiden in the Netherlands to work
toward a better understanding of how light
energy is transferred to chlorophyll to im-
prove the efficiency of photosynthesis. He
will also study small model systems (partly in
collaberation with a group inJapan) to under-
stand the details of how molecules convert
M*43!S$Bical ?™W;
.
v^4MPMp><)f the Bowdoin faculty since
1976, Christensen has received previous
grantsfrom the National ScienceFoundation,
the American Chemical Society, The Dreyfus
Foundation, IBM and NATO.
be tested forHIV, the virus that causes ADDS, deanbynolaterDecember3,1993.AppU-
please call or visitDudleyCoeand ask forIan cants will be notified by letter about final
or Robin Beltramini. Also, don't forget that a selestions of participants after December
reallybad flu season isbeing predicted by the 17, 1993.
Centers for Disease Control in Atlanta. Injec-
tions to help prevent the flu at the absolute
worst time in the semester are also available •• • •
from Dudley Coe, if you give them a call
Bowdoinmay seem, afterbreaking the
$26,00O-plus tuition barrier this semester,
like the most expensive school in the
world, but it's really not. It has recently
been revealed that the most expensive
school in the United States is Brandeis
University, where in the 1993-94academic
year, students will shell out $26,130 for
their educations.
This distinction alone was enough to
land Brandeis on thepagesoftheNovem-
ber issue of Sassy magazine, in which
they named the "10 Unsassiest Colleges
in America." Amazingly, although the
Orient doesn't know what "unsassiest"
means, Bowdoin did not make the list.
Some other New England schools, how-
ever, did, some for reasons best known
only to Sassy readers:
Yale University, for boasting gradu-
ates such as George Bush, Pennsylvania
Senator Arlen Specterand Pat Robertson.
Boston University, for having John
Silber for a president, whatever that
means.
Other institutions that made the list
Confidential HIV testing is being offered
by the Dudley Coe Health Center for the
moderatesum of$15.00. Ifyou feelyou should
illy talented minor-
it nr^Q^r junior or senior year? The
Institute^sCAllergy and Infectious
1(NIAID) ir/Bemesda, Md., offers the
Introduction to Biomedica 1 ResearchProgram
to acquaint academically talented minority
students with career opportunities in bio-
medical research.
Theprogram offers minoritystudents from
across the country an in-depth and intense
four-day introduction to NIAID-National In-
stitutesofHealth (NIH). The Institute's goal is
to increase thenumber of minority scientists.
Approximately 55 students will be selected
for the 1994 program, scheduled forFebruary
6 to 10. They will attend a series of lectures by
NIH scientists and will tour the renowned
NTH Clinical Center, one of the world's larg-
est research hospitals. They will have face-to-
face discussions with scientists about current
research initiatives and advances as well as
career concerns. All participants will be pro-
vided! with expenses and round-trip trans-
portation to the Bethesda campus.
Applicants must have a 3.0 or better GPA
and be recommended by the deans and fac-
ulty members ofthe school. Selection is based
on these recommendations and the students'
personal and academic achievements.
For an application packet, contact NIAID
at 9000 Rockville Pike, Building 31, Room
7A19, Bethesda, MD 20892 or call (301) 496-
4846. Applicationsalso maybe obtained from
Dean Lewallen. The completed application
packet must be received at NLAJD from the
are: , ... , .. .
The University of Alabama, Goucher
College, The Citadel, California State Uni-
versity, SUNY Oneota and UC Irvine.
If the reasons aren't obvious to you, I
guess you just aren't sassy. Whether this
is a blessing or a curse for Bowdoin is best
left to the reader to decide.
.Cpmjpki bu David Simm&ni
THE
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Arts & Entertainment
Mon'hanini. do 1/0// remember the call of the Dmym? Ann Xiiiithrax, Utho> Betln^. Oothiere Dicnvit- Merlin, "I xciilihui
The Nature of "Drawing on Basics:" Earth, Fire, Water and Air
Art Exhibition: With the
re-opening of the Walker
Art Museum and the collec-
tion of 'The Legacy of
James Bowdoin ffl," the
College hopes, in its most
recent exhibition, to show
the the form, style, function






Getting back to the basics. Out in the
wilderness, among theragged mountainsand
icy streams, drinking in the sights and sensa-
tions of solitude. It may sound like an ad for
J. Crew or Bean's, but it is not clothing, or
camping or anything for sale. The basics
provide the theme for a fascinating overview
of Bowdoin's Walker Art Museum'sdrawing
and watercolor collection on view until De-
cember 19. Entitled "Drawing on Basics,"
this show is a smattering of works that spans
the past five centuries— a unique opportu-
nity to compare artists from Tiepolo andJohn
Singer Sargent to Bowdoin's own professor
ofart,MarkWethli.
Nothing could be more basic man taking
pencil to paper. Whether aspiring to become
the next Picasso, or simply doodling in the
margins of a government notebook, anyone
can create and compose a drawing. The
Bowdoin exhibition emphasizes mis essen-
tial quality of the medium. The studio arts,
states the show'sintroduction, are "grounded
on the belief mat drawing is basic to all the
arts, that art begins with drawing."
This elemental theme also emerges in the
subject matter for mostofthe
works in "Drawing on Ba-
sics." Nearly every drawing
includes some aspect of the
natural world, whether it be
atmospheric, earthly, fieryor
marine. The human figure
appears in many, yet I found
each figure's environment
more revealing of the artist's
intentions.
Winslow Homer's End of
the Hunt from 1892 describes
a familiar scene: a rowboat
on a lake, two men pulling
their hunting dogs out of the
water, a slain buck's antlers
just visible at the stern. The
deep evergreen backdrop is a
wash of color that pools and
runs in a pattern suggestive
of |ate summer. A rosy hint The End ofthe
of impending nightfall rims along the upper
margin. Thelake'ssurfaceringsgentlyaround
the boat and fractures the reflection of the sky
into silvery slivers. Homer roughened the
paper in order to achieve the rippling effects.
End of the Hunt is about utter simplicity, the
In allowing his pen to ex-
plore each blade ofgrass and
rocjey crevice, Bruegel shares
hisfitscTrmtionxwth ltiemrihfrr-
variety and encourages our
eyes to explore both his draw-
ing and the real natural world.
simplicity of a day in the outdoors, of frank
brushstrokes and of pure color. This bold,
fresh useofwatercolorwassometimestermed
crude and un-academic by Homer's contem-
poraries. Today we recognize Homer as one
of the greatestAmerican artistsbecauseofhis
innovative techniques.
A John La Farge watercolor continues mis
Hunt, 1892, by Winslow Homer.
basicnaturalism in a more romanticized com-
position. His Peak ofMono Rosa breathes with
humidity and heat. The drawing's
protagontist, the towering mountain peak, is
almost completely obscured in a weighty at-
mosphere ofblue and green haze. Despite its
modest dimensions, the Peak of Mono Rosa
draws the audience into the setting and en-
velops us in an air of summer and sweat.
During a trip through the Italian Alps in
1552, Pieter Bruegel the Elder executed a num-
ber Of drawings of Alpine Landscapes, one of .
.
which is theprizeofthe Walker Art Museum's
collection. The pen and brown ink drawing
on display has been darkened byexposure to
light, yet it retains the subtlety and intricacy
of a masterpiece. Craggy cliffs rise and fall in
the distance as a tinypairmake theirway into
thevalleytoward a homehalf-hidden in trees.
Bruegel drew mis scene from direct experi-
enceand probablyassembled it using various
sketches. In allowing his pen to explore each
blade of grass and rocky crevice, Bruegel
shares his fascination with the earth's variety
and encourages our eyes to explore bom his
drawing and the real natural world.
Fire, the final and mostprovocative element of
die basics, does not appear in the exhibition.
However, fire is suggested in a recent work by
WalkerAH Museum BowdoinCollege, Brunswick Maine
Francesc Torres, his 1984 Coat to Endure Glory.
Unlike the previous drawings, Torres does not
include natural or human subjects. He focuses
insteadona singlemanufactured item,aleadvest
protective against radiation. The piece looms
The deep evergreen backdrop
is a wash ofcolor that pools
and runs in a pattern sugges-
tive ojlaie summer ... the
lake's surface rings gentle
around the boat andfractures
the reflection of the sky into
silvery slivers.
over five feet tall and looks uncomfortably
heavy. Torres confronts us with several prob-
lems: Why are the arms missing? Who will
wear this vest7Orwas someonewearing itand
now all that remains is the vest? Torres implies
that the "glory" of a nuclear war is really no
glory at all, only suffering, catastrope and ulti-
mately extinction
Photo of the Week
Sheridan Kelley
The course curriculum at Bowdoin pre-
mieres its newfilm studies department
By James Donald
STAFF WRITER
At the beginning of the semester,
Bowdoin created a new film studies de-
partment to replace the courses taughtby
retired Professor Barbara Kaster In do-
ing so, the campus has taken a positive
step towards the analysis of one of this
century's most influential art forms.
The department, which now plans on
offering two courses every semester, is
headed and taught by Patricia Welsch.
There is no plan to hire more film studies
faculty members at the present time, al-
though inthefuturethedepartmentwants
to expand out of pure film history into
film and script production techniques.
For the meantime, the departmental
courseswillconsistofone historical study
ofcinema per semester (Film Studies 201
and 202) and one elective course, includ-
ing such topicsas film narrative,German
Expressionism and Hitchcock.
Professor Welsch has had a great
amount of experience with the study of
film. In her first year at the University of
Virginia, she acted as the ticket taker for the
film society. "After twenty minutes [in a film]
had passed, I couldn't leave. I got hooked on
it." She then progressed up the hierarchical
ladder in the film society. When the resident
film studies professor left, she was hired to
take his position.
During her five yearstay atUVa., she setup
the program for the film club and taught
introductory courses in film studies. Shewas
also involved with a dissertation on poetry
for her English Ph.D., but she became dis-
tanced from itwhenherlove forcinema over-
came her. Atonepoint, shewatched between
20 to 25 movies per week. Her final disserta-
tion was about film, even though she had
never had taken a film course in her life.
She then wenton to theUniversity ofOkla-
homa, where shebegan teaching film courses
for theEnglish department During her four-
year period there, she helped to create a film
and video studies department and created
ten new courses of study for her students.
When asked about her plans for the film
studies department at Bowdoin, Welsch re-
sponded with numerous ideas for the future.
Please see WELSCH, page 9.
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The human fascination with the wicked and sanguine in film
By Matthew Brown
arts and entertainment editor
Film Commentary
...because now, I'm going to to torture
you. It doesn't matter what you say
because I've heard it all before. Thefact
is, I take great pleasure in torturing.
—Michael Madsen, "Reservoir Dogs"
A wickedly menacing dance around a
beaten police officer; a horrific scene of disfig-
urement in which the officer's face is slashed
and his ear cut off are all the pointedly horri-
fying scenes in VincentTaratino's "Reservoir
Dogs." Thought to be one of the most violent
films in recent years, "Reservoir Dogs" por
trays the bloody disintegration of a band
six bank robbers after their diamond hafct
goes awry. Despite its severe graphicfPio-
lence, use of a hard F-sound in every sentwice
and obvious racism and sexism, "ReseTvoir
Dogs" is a film masterpiece. It not only brings
to light what are the "unspoken taboos" of
Hollywood films (hence, its restricted show-
ings), but works to reveal a new film genre
that subverts the hero/ anti-hero dichotomy
by placing a whirlwind of conflicting emo-
tions in every character.
This clear strand of chivalry mixed with a
lust for the sanguine is visible in the actions
and deeds of every character. Harvey Keitel
(Mr. White) assumes an eerie responsibility
for "Mr. Orange," a wounded member of the
loose criminal pact, yet feels no remorse in
brutally gunning down two police officers.
Michael Madsen (Mr. Blonde), the most dis-
turbing character in the film exhibiting a
Hannibel Lecterish serenitywhen torturing a
police officer, shows an uncanny loyalty to
his "boss" (played byLawrenceTierney). The
question raisedby"ReservoirDogs," thepoint
vr.M'V.H-' STlM "\H wn
Taratino made
poignantly clear, deals
with the nature of vio-
lence in art and film:
how much of an ex-
treme can be accepted
without entering into
the realms of a "Die
Hard" mentality?
The use of violence
and torture in the
realm of public enter-
tainment is not a re-
cent phenomena. The
vicious trolls in
Grimms fairy tales, the
Cyclops in Homers
"Odyssey", the cel-
ebration, of the de-
: on All Hallows
Eve show a cumula-
tivelyprogressive fas-
cination with the hor-
rific. The origins of
brutality arecleareven
in Shakespeare's
"King Lear" when, in
full view of the audi-
ence, the elderlyDuke
ofGloucester is tied to
a chair and his eyes
are sliced out in an act
ofsupreme retribution
("Out vile jelly..." ).
'Julius Caesar,""Ham-
let" and "Macbeth"are
all further examples of the inherently violent
nature of Shakespearean drama.
In film, the "revolution" towards violence
is by no means restricted to the modern era.
The silent,German Expressionism movement
with the character of "Dr. Caligari," the later
films of Alfred Hitchcock all display a unique
leaning towards a subtle horror thatwas con-
sidered risque for the period. With this type
of lecacy. it is no surprise that directors like .
L
Kubrik, Coppala and Taratino work to shat-
ter the bonds of traditional movie making,
and expand it into an art form that points a
direct message to the audience. This brand of
film directors works with the emotions,
thoughts and natural human reactions that
accompany any form ofextremism, violent or
otherwise.
The ultraviolence expressed in Kubrik's "A
Cloekwork Orange'1 is horrifying befcau&e it
revolves around the simplicity of each of the
"droogs" actions. The beating of a homeless
man, the gang warfare and the rape sequence
congeal into a starkly realistic portraitpfmod-
ern urban society. When Alex is tortured by
the "sins" of Beethoven's "Ode to Joy," he
falls prey to a Jesse Helm-like society that
purports to condition all human tendencies
towards violence. "A Clockwork Orange"
parallels the situation faced in modern film
today; ifwe are to produce violent movies, do
they act in a linear and predicatbale fashion
(e.g. "Rambo") or do they, in their own con-
struction, examine the complexities of a soci-
ety fascinated with the horrific? Kubrik pre-
sents his solution with Alex's final smirk and
utterance of "Yep, I was cured...".
When violence is employed as a mere gim-
mick, (e.g. "Die Hard" and all the
Schwarzenegger films), it is stripped of its
cinematic value. It serves as a means to no
understandable or, for that matter, important
extreme. The torturing of one cop is infinitely
more horrifying that the vicarious terror in
the blowing up of a FBI helicopter in "Die
Hard." TheVan-Damme, Stalloneand Arnold
mentality of "break bones, sever limbs, flip
the bad guy over your head at least seven
times during the movie while drinking a
smooth German beer" perverts the message
ofa Kubrikian slaughter. It is playing with the
pleasure the individual movie-goer takes in
the image, no,t th^reality, pi violence.
In the final scenebf nesevoir Dogs," Keitel,
Tierney and Chris Perm come to a triangu-
lated threat; each pointing their gun at the
other while the surrepetious Mr. Pink blends
into the background. In this delicate
triumverate, it is clear that the lead characters
are past hope and forgiveness; the only form
of penance left for knights clad in an unholy
alliance is a grisly, if not all too fitting, death.
The ensuing slaughter works to the ultima-
tum that, among other things, in whatever
form, an unperverted sense of violence plays
a necessary role in the art of making film.
,»/tl' vJ[ rW' f?*V ,,(«
The rediscoveredVAGUE experience
Dance: Acting as one of
Bowdoin 's premiere
perfomance arts, the dance
group known as VAGUE




Bowdoin is fortunate to count among its
studentorganizationsthedancegroupVAGUE
(Very Ambitious Group Under Experiment).
A troupe composed of about fifteen members,
VAGUE is a melange of students from all four
class years as well as a variety of dance back-
grounds and levels of ability.
In speaking with the co-chairpersons of the
group, Kirsten Manv ille and Romelia Leach, it
became evident that "working hard and play-
ing hard" can, in fact, occur simultaneously.
Manvillealso pointedout that this isa troupe
in which "anyone is welcome who has the
interest and the commitment to keep to the
rehearsal schedule."
One purpose behind the formation of the
group some four years ago was certainly to
provide a creative outlet for students, yet, as
Manville put it, the experience can be valu-
able in different ways for any given person.
She mentioned that not only do members
have the opportunity to dance, they also
choreograph. In addition,VAGUE provides
a superb physical workout, a way to express
innovative ideas and, at a more philosophi-
cal level, a catalyst for self-discovery.
Romelia Leach, along these same lines,
feels that the group can provide the viewing
studentbody with an experience of less con-
ventional forms of dance. For the dancers
themselves thesamewouldbe true,and they
are also able to experiment in an environ-
ment less structured than a dance class.
Please see VAGUE, page 8.
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The dance pertormanee group v AtrtJfc.
VAGUE
Continued from page 7.
VAGUE has no particular style of dance or
theme to which it adheres. The nature of each
piece depends very much upon the





























as a choreographerand as a dancer. Manville
was quick to point out that this creative pro-
cess is very much a group effort and that no
one should feel intimidated.
VAGUE recently performed three pieces
as part of the Bicentennial celebration and
will be giving an encore presentation on Par-
ents' Weekend on Friday, October 29, at 8:00
pression generally falls into the post-modern p.m. in Morrell Gym.
category of dance. The more innovative the This is definitely an event to catch, and
better, it seems. in closing, with the spirit of quotation in
In terms of a favorite piece or experience the air, and in anticipation of the upcom-
with the group, Manville could not choose ing performance, it seems fitting to end
and felt that all the pieces with which she was with a quote from Lord Byron who once
familiar were great in their own way. Leach wrote, "On with the dance, let joy be
recalled a variety show in 1991 in which unconfined!"





...and socomingbackfrom break, I opened
my mailbox to collect my weekly dosage of
McNEWS and McCULTURE, Newsweek and
TheNew Yorker, respectively. Flipping through
the glossy pages in search of equally glossy
tidbits, my eyes couldn't help but notice the
omnipresence of Gap ads. Yes, the Gap, that
insidiously hip store that sells "the basics" at
high pricesand theequivalent quality ofSears.
The ads, pushing Gap khakis, feature a
variety of cultural icons, ranging from actor
James Deanto aviator Amelia Earhart, posing
quite dashingly in khakis. The newest ad, a
series of self-portraits of several well-known
modem artists wearing Gap items, is an am-
bitious thrust for the fashion chain. In this
latest demonstration of bloated self-impor-
tance, theGapimplies that it would clothethe
entire artistic community; indeed, it would
make the creative impulse synonymous with
a black Gap pocket-t! And the artists? They
havebecome acommodity in every sense that
Michael Jordan is (was) acommodity to Nike.
In a time when everything seems to be
falling to the forces of commercialism and
artlessconformity, William S. Burroughs, Beat
Generation novelist, defies the cultural an-
drogyny that is so perfectly symbolized by
the Gap. At the age of 79, Burroughs, the
godfather of cyberpunk sci-fi, author of the
literary trip known as "Naked Lunch" and
collector of guns, is not who one would ex-
pect to see strolling inNew York's Greenwich
Village with a red ribbon tagged to his chest.
His latest work, a spoken word album titled
Spare Ass Annie, is on the tail end of a flurry of
work being released by the prolific writer.
Mr. Burroughs delivers cuts from his novels "Na-
ked Lunch," "The Western Lands," "Nova Ex-
press" and others,includingvarkmsad-libpieces.
Performed on a bed of acid jazz and random
samples provided by The Disposable Heroes of
Hiphoprisyand Hal Willmer, Burroughs guides
us through a familiar world turned inside out.
Taking a simple storyline. Burroughs embel-
lishes it with a streamofadjectives that transform
the subject into a tale of mental and physical
depravity. By turns gentle and sudden, the lis-
tener is bludgeoned with Burroughs sense of
reality, an onslaught so carefully orchestrated
one cannot help but"give in.
On this album, Burroughs covers several
themes including the grotesque nature of the
physical condition, God's relation toman and
the naturalness of sin and crime. Willner and
the Disposable Heroes backup his raspy voice
and smooth delivery with dreamy but driv-
ing samples that add new dimensions to the
piece.
This is particularly true in pieces like
"Mildred Pierce Reporting" in which the nar-
rator witnesses the rape of many women in
the street by hundreds of soldiers. In the
background, a soft tune, very broad and
gentle, gives a false sense of security and
even romance, while theyoung man is told by
an Army captain that this is the price civilians
pay for war. The metaphor is obvious, but do
the ears understand it, let alone believe it?
Spare Ass Annie comes at a time when the
fusion of different verbal modes of expres-
sion is being experimented with. Burroughs
shows that he is capable of experimentation
and staying with the times. In the process, he
puts out a truly innovative and substantive
album that is worth checking out.
And it's good to dance to....
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"Whether it is nobler in the mind to
suffer the slings and arrows of
outrageousfortune or to nobly write
for the Orient Arts and
Entertainment section ... Aye there's
the rub. " Ifyou think you have the
poetic juices to writefor the Orient,
call x3300.
IHH UNDUE COLLEGE IN
For information and an application, contact:
Sarah Lawrence College in Paris
BoxBP
1 Mead Way
Bronxville. New York 10708-5999
Study for a semester or
a year at the Sorbonne.
the EcoLe dti lotiure.
and the Institut d'Etudes
Politiques Work closely
with French faculty in
small seminars and
priuate tutorials.




tfSARAH LAWRENCE COLLEGE and the
BRITISH AMERICAN DRAMA ACADEMY
*Study with Britain's leading actors and directors for
a semester Or a year A combination ofacting dasscj,
tutorials, master classes and performances immerse
undergraduates in the British theatrical tradition.
For details and an application, write:
The London Theatre Program, Box BBOW
Sarah Lawrence College, 1 Mead Way
Bronxville, NY 10708 5999
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James Chapman preaches a powerful message
Lecture: After beginning
his playwriting career out
of a failed suicide attempt,




By Amy E. Welch
COPY EDITOR
"I thought I'd get here at four o'clock ...
and get myselfa big old lobster and do what-
ever people do with big old lobsters." James
Chapman opened his Thursday night speech
with the same reflective humor that carried
through the remainder of his presentation.
Delayed in Philadelphia by foul weather, he
didn't arrive at Bowdoin until 9:30 p.m., two
hours after he was scheduled to speak. He
took the stage immediately and launched
into his speech entitled "How Do You Love a
Black Woman?"
The issue Chapman dealt with first in his
forty-five minutepresentation, to emphasize
its importance, was the difference between
sex and love. "This ain't no 'DefJam Comedy
Hour,'" he warned as a preface to his re-
marks. He mourned the fact that our society
has equated the two, treating sex simply as a
response to animalistic desires. "Sex over
here," he said, pointing to one side of the
stage. "Love over here," he said, pointing to
the other side. "Rarely over here," he con-
cluded, as he brought his hands together in
the middle.
Considering these issues, he admitted sor-
the audience into considering his points. He
claims that a woman is rarely loved for who
she really is. In regards to Black women, he
prefers the term African. He said that as a
child he was ashamed to be African because
of the naked-heathen-running-through-the-
jungle stereotype it implied. As he grew up,
he came to appreciate the significance of
beingAfrican. Headmitted that while itsome-
times gets him in trouble, he reminds people
that alllifeas weknow itoriginated in Africa.
He believes that for a Black woman to be
We've got to stop treating
women like little girls,
children ... When God
created you, she knew
what she was doing.
I thought I'd get here at
four o'clock ... and get
myselfa big old lobster and
do whatever people do
with big old lobsters ...
This ain't no 'DefJam
Comedy Hour.'
rowfully that he is not surprised thatwomen
are described using words such as "bitch"
and '"ho." He angrily commented that the
a"bitch" is a female dog, and while we, as a
society, give our dogs names and use those
given names when referring to them, we
refuse the same priviledge to women.
The most important aspect of loving a
Black woman, or anywoman for that matter,
is being able to look at this segment ofhuman
society and be respectful and honest without
being condescending. "I'm not a woman, so
I don't know what a woman wants, thinks,
needs," Chapman said. While he has written
a play about women coping with contempo-
raryissues—"WhatAbout BlackWomen?"—
he admits mat he is not an expert on women.
He calls himself an "explorer, inquisitor, ex-
aminer."
Chapman repeated the interrogatory title
ofhis lecture throughout his remarks to coax
loved, she must be recognized as a "Nubian
queen," as the leader, warrier, builder and
politician that she is. Her role must be ac-
knowledged as more than simply mother,
wife and lover. Many times, these roles are
subjugated even further. Labels created by
language term fatherless children "illegiti-
mate," and teenage mothers are judged as
"immature"or "irresponsible." Men,women
and society, mustwork together to find ways
to empower women as mothers. Men must
learn to recognize a woman's mind and re-
spect her creativity and freedom of choice,
giving her room to grow and discover what
she is capable of.
"We have to stop treating women like little
girls, children," he said. He admitted that he
is as guilty of this practice as anyone else in
working with the women of his theater
troupe, Living the Dream. He said that it is
difficult to treat men and women the same
because we are brought up in and condi-
tioned by a society that says women are
weak.
Chapman broke into his remarks at this
point to address the women in the audience
directly. He reminded them that for them to
be able to accept a man's love and respect,
they have to be. able to love and respect
themselves. He agreed that this is difficult
because society does not give women the
tools to build such self-esteem. He used ex-
amples of this, saying that when women try
to be assertive they are considered pushy,
and when they are reserved they are called
stuck-up. "When God created you, she knew
what she was doing," he told mem. He sug-
gested that the best way for a woman to find
herself was to find Cod within herself.
In concluding his remarks and addressing
the men once again, Chapman said that for a
man to love a woman, he must "open his
eyes, see her and open his heart, hear her."
He stressed how important it is for a man to
connect with a woman and listen when she
speaks.
Much of Chapman's philosophy comes
from realizations he came to based on per-
sonal experiences. He proudly announced
that his first experience in loving a Black
woman was in loving his mother, who is his
foundation
Remember:
All Hallow's Eve is just around
the corner. Prepare yourselves.
WELSCH
Continued from page 6.
"I want to become involved with what the
students do on campus. Maybe if [film stud-
ies] hooked up with the film society, wecould
set up a series of guest lecturers. A cinema-
tographeror a director would probably make
the best guest. When you get a director of
photography to give a talk, it brings a new
view to the students that they might not get
otherwise." In addition, she talked about
expanding Bowdoin's collection ofvideotapes
once a week in Smith Auditorium. In addi-
tion, she has begun to take interested stu-
dents on field trips. In one such case, a trip
was taken to see "The Iron Horse," an early
silent film by John Ford, presented with live
musical accompaniment.
When asked about her immediate plans for
the department, she stated that one of her
goals is to establish continuity between topics
of study. "I've tried to build a successive
progression ofcourses. There is more thought
about sequencing as it might appear right
now." For instance, she referred to the two
courses being taught next year: German Ex-
Before Hitchcock came to America, he studiedfor a
period of time in Germany. He was deeply moved by
expressionism....
and laserdisks. Her desire is to set up more
flexibility with what is available to the stu-
dents, so that a student could have the option
of watching more than one film of a certain
director if he or she wanted to.
Some long term ideas included semesters
away from campus. "I am very interested in
film restoration. I would be very interested in
setting up a Bowdoin film restoration project,
where the students could go off to some-
where like New York and work on a long
term project."
At present, her two courses watch films
pressionism and Hitchcock. BeforeHitchcock
came to America, he studied for a period of
time in Germany. He was deeply moved by
expressionism, and most of his work shows
the influence of such famous German direc-
tors as Murnau and Fritz Lang.
The department will continue to grow as
time and funding progresses, and it follows
in the legacy that Barbara Kaster leftbehind at
her retirement. By making film studies a
department, the campus has finallyacknowl-
edged that cinema is a very large part of
today's liberal arts education.
r
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"The College exercises no control over the content of the
writings contained herein, and neither it, nor thefaculty,
assumes any responsibility for the views expressed
'herein.'' -
Letter Policy
The Bowdoin Orient welcomes letters from all of our readers.
Letters must be received by 6 p.m. Tuesday to be published the
same week, and must include a phone number where the author
of the letter may be reached. Letters should address the Editor,
and not a particular individual.
The Bowdoin Orient is published weekly while classes are held
during Fall and Spring semesters by the students of Bowdoin
College, Brunswick, Maine.
Thepoliciesof the Bowdoin Orient are determined by the Bowdoin
Publishing Company and the Editors. Individual Editors are not
necessarily responsible for, or in agreement with, the policies and
editorials of the Bowdoin Orient
The Bowdoin Orient reserves the right to edit any and all articles
and letters.
Address all correspondence to the Bowdoin Orient, 12Cleaveland
St, Brunswick, Maine, 04011. Our telephone number is (207) 725 -
3300.
E d
The Case of the Empty Mailbox
This week, the mailbox of the
Bowdoin Orient Opinion Editor was
empty.
In the past this hasn't been a
problem. In fact, the last few issues
of the paper have been filled with
letters condemning the Orient,
criticizing it and calling for some
sort of change. Faculty and students
alike directed loud, angry voices
toward the paper. Even its own
columnists took itapartpageby page.
Essentially, the paper became a war
zone, and Opinionwas a direct target.
Whether or not the Orient deserved
this condemnation is irrelevant.
These letters proved that when
Bowdoin students get angry, they
get very angry. They have fire, they
have life and most importantly they
have the ability to focus that anger
toward a goal. Above all, this paper
voiced the opinion of the students.
A student newspaper bereft of
kttGKftAActiaata* ttea t tBowdctai may
be, in fact, living up to the "Camp
BoBo" image—a country club
disguised as a college. Can the Orient
really be the only thing wrong with
this school? Are thereno other issues
whichwarrant criticism? Is everyone
so placidly satisfied with his/her
education thus far?
We hope not.
President Edwards stated in last
week's interview that "we're looking
for and producing students with the
intellectual skills and attitudes to be
leaders in society." We agree with
the president. Bowdoin has found
students with enormous leadership
potential.
However, a key to strong leadership
ability is recognizing a problem and
working to solve it. Are we, as a
campus, challenging administrative
moves we don't agree with? Are we
questioning decisionsmadewithout
student input? Arewe even insisting
on student input?
Those of us who were here can
think back to the spring of 1992 at
Bowdoin. The ban on single-sex
fraternities was still being debated,
and on the day of the vote, a rally
was organized to protest such a ban.
That was fire. Greek members and
independents alike flooded theQuad
in hopes of influencing the almighty
Governing Boards. Some students
agreed with the ban, others didn't;
but again, the viewpoint was
immaterial. We should remember
this incident, not for the issue, but
for the students' vitality and passion
for their cause. Intensity reigned
supreme over any other emotion as
students chanted words they truly
believed.
Perhaps now we are simply
discouraged. Thebanwas passed, as
were anumber ofothercontroversial
issues, such as the size of the College
and the denial oftenure for Professor
Sweet. Perhaps we think the
Administration isn't listening;
fyqj*#fQr£,why shouldwe speak? But
because they aren't listening is
exactly why we should speak now.
As students we have a
responsibility, not only to ourselves,
but to our College to change what
we dislike about it, to reform the
problems contained within the ivy-
covered walls. We have the intensity
and the intelligence to take a stand
—
the letters prove that. However,
instead ofdirecting the letters toeach
other, instead ofbattling as students,
we should fight as leaders.
There are decisionsmade everyday
by students, faculty members and
the Administration that affect the
entirecampus. The Orient offers itself
to its readers as a forum for the free
exchange ofideas on these decisions,
as a spaceopen to anyonewhowants
to change anything about the
College.
A student-run newspaper is only
as strong as those students it serves.
Wehave the fire,wehave the voice
combine these two elements and the
mailbox will never be empty again.
j /
To receive your $25, full-year subscription, or your $18. one semester subscription, call (207) 725 3053.







By S.D. Saufer and W. Wittelsbach
Well folks, the beer drinker's dream binge has
come and gone, and yup, we all missed it!
Good ole Munchen, the Bavarian capital, is
breathing a sigh of relief at last, for with the first Sunday of
every October, Oktoberfest closes its enormous beer halls
and gives the hordes ofobnoxious tourists reason to leave to
go home and nurse their hangovers. Even though we find
ourselves miles away this year,we were ecstatic to discover
the plethora ofseasonalbeer tobe tested locallyand decided
to gamer the Bowdoin Deutsche Familie for an autumnal
celebration through a comparison ofOktoberfestbeers from
Spaten (Munich's own), Harpoon Ale and Samuel Adams.
Hungry for true Bavarian nourishment, we began with
the Spaten, an amber ale mat struck us with its crispness.
Sweet, but not overbearing, it is a thoroughly pleasant taste.
Yet lurking behind mat original crisp is an intriguing
aftertaste that starts medicinally bitter and rounds out into
a tongue-coating fullness mat forcesyou to re-tip the tumbler
before the memory evaporates. Siegfried is being difficult,
though, demanding thatwe chug it to get on to the Harpoon
Ale, but I implore you to savor this beer. It is rich and
rewarding with a clean taste that is neither too bitter nor too
sweet, but rather spicy and yummy and suitable for any
occasion.
Special guest Loge, god of fire, has just cracked one of
Boston's own Harpoon Ale Oktoberfest specials and his
evaluation: "This is a beer with a message, and the message
says stay.^^^____^^_ away!! M
He's right I haven't
tasted such ... we Were eCStatiC tO a spunky
«**» discover the plethora ™»™
in the ofseasonal beer to woods.
"Hold j. ,, on!Arewe
drinking tested locally ... a* same
beer? The only
reason mm*mmm"^™"™———— your
Harpoon tastes remotely swillish is mat you've polluted
your glass with mat unsavory spittle of that false German
Spaten export."
Ah ... Siegfried, the blasphemer, has spoken, still playing
the dissenter I see. Anyways, the group as a whole claims
mis beer to be entirely drinkable, moderate and mellowly
lagerish being the ambiguous summary. Perhaps Loge and
I somehow received tainted bottles, but methinks our
superanalytical taste buds are right when we warn you to
save your money on this one.
(In a furious melee of sword, spear and beer bottles,
Siegfried succeeds in wresting the pen from the immortals.
Woe to the reader!)
Finally, we sat ourselves down to a six of "Boston's Best"
Oktoberfest brew. Sam Adams is by far the boldest and
strongest in taste of the three, but the opinion was split as to
its drinkability. We definitely concur that its a savorable
beer,yetWotan insists "it's just toodamn sweet." Heamends
mis vilificationbyponderingaloud thafitdoesa remarkable
job of mixing the bold taste of a stout with the drinkability
of a lager," and I, for one, can find no fault with this sweet,
full-bodied and easy brew. Go rake some leaves, pick some
pumpkins so that you may relax by the fire with a few of
Sammy's Oktoberfests. It takes the cake for Oktoberfest
away from home.
But friends, since Wotan holds the disk, he also gets the
last laugh. The Spaten is the true champ, and Loge agrees.
Sam Adams is a good beer but we're hearing a Bostonian's
jingoism when he picks mis superficial sweetener over the
pure meaty hops of a true German beerbrewed with Alpine
water. Hurry to your nearest selection of good beer (Tess'
Market at 54 PleasantStreetworked for us),and get yourself
some seasonal cheer.
Vnsws ffirdDium tin© C dDundfo s America's Team
Have mi Opinion:
Write for the Orient
By Brian Sung
Juan Guzman said that they looked like truck drivers. The
Atlanta media said to hide your children because they were
coming. The Toronto media set up lotteries where fans tried to
guess the combined weight of their starting lineup to win
tickets to Game 2 of the World Series, and Rodney Dangerfield
says he gets no respect?
These are the 1993 Philadelphia Phillies. This is a group of
where own first baseman said, 'Last year, with Dale Murphy,
we were 23 morons and a Mormon. This year we're just 24
morons." The New York Yankees almost suspended Don
Mathngly because his hair was a shade too long.
What would the Yankee brass have done with
MitchWilliams,JohnKruk,and Darren Daulton?
Kill their first bom children?
This is a blue-collar, not afraid to show your
underwear on national television type of team.
They represent the idealsof lifeand the underdog.
They represent a city fighting to gain recognition
and an identity, an identity that is seemingly full
of contradictions. This is a city that calls itself the
city ofbrotherly love, yet is probably the only place in theworld
that has ever booed Santa Claus. But an identity has been
formed by this team, an identity the city of Philadelphia has
taken on.
How can you not like these guys? They have John Kruk, my
personal hero, a man who has been called "a baseball player in
a plumber's body." They have Lenny Dykstra, possibly the
country's dirtiest, most psychotic man. They have cover boy
Darren Daulton who has fought back from seven knee
operations. They have Pete Incaviglia, the slowest man on the
planet. Theyhave Kim Batiste, a manwho throwsaway a game
and men wins right back. They have Jim Eisenreich who has
battled back after fighting with Tourette's Syndrome.
They'vemade their mistakes, Daulton and Dykstra'sdrunk
driving for instance, and they've been thrown away by other
people. Otherpeople have believed thatsome ofthese Phillies
were over the hill, and still others thought that they just
weren't good enough. But mat's the charm of these guys and
that's why you'll love them after hearing all their stories just
once. This is a team that has the overachievers, the
underachievers, the crazed and the fun. Name a category of
people in this country, and I'll bet that a Phillie in some way
represents them. In a time when people are wondering what
America is about, leave it to baseball to remind
everyone whatcountry is supposed tobe about
and that anything is possible. And no matter
how hokey all this sounds, about baseball and
country, don't tell me that some of it, for some
damn reason or another, doesn't ring true.
In a time in baseball where baseball players
order up new Porsches in the locker room on
theircellular phones, Lenny Dykstra spits chew
all over himself,andJohnKruk stuffs his mourn
with more gum than a whole kindergarten class could chew.
These guys ai en'tperfect. They're all flawed,but they'redown
to earth. They're real people. A friend of mine said, "This is a
group of guys you'd want to do a school project with."
The Phillies might lose this year, but who really cares?
They've proven that the noboewes can,be^t the life out of the
somebodies. They've proven that you can look like hell, go
through hell, and still come up looking pretty good. They've
proven that you can still be yourself in a growing world of
conformity. And they've done all this in and for Philadelphia,
a city which will boo Santa Claus once more if he ever shows
his face in Veterans Stadium again. Talk about gaining some
national recognition. Meet America's team.
Betcha bite a chip!
Long live Super Tecmo.
Ring! Ring! Hi, this is Eddie!
WPE&ife tfus is Silverman arid Doerr.
Sup,Eduardb?
I read the absolute hell out of you guys.
You wanna' be on our show, pa lly?
Dudes. Glad I gaveoutmy phonenumero on Rockline soyou
boys could call up yours truly
.
Yeah, Ed. Whatever. So we*U catch you at the studio at 9:00
p.m. tonight Just park in the spot that says, If you've played





E: Dudes, I need a compadre to ride beside.
D: How* boutTommy R.?
S: Jesus, Tom.
E:Yeah<
Tommy ; What's the rump us?
D: Bounce the quarter into that seven gallon vat, you
potato-eater.
High, readers! We've been righteousified with air-time on
the FOKS Network. You may have observed that the Chevy-
man (God bless the Fletch) was told to squat-thrust on a fire
hydrant 'cause his show wasn't really very good. Echoes of
Dennis Miller, mere Chevy. Stork's been in the hopper longer
man those two shows lasted., combined.
So, we're in. Brendan Tartikoff gave us a ring and told us
what's up. Now we were aware that the B-man runs the joint
overthereatBOX,soweknewwe we're in. ChrisWebber,we're
coming for you.
The format is a little up in the air so we're gonna run it by you
guys first.
It's showtime!
(Announcer is Pat "nothin like those first 100 times" Ryan):
DUDES! Set down your tubes! Great snow, let's skip lunch,
grab a Power Barand ski 'til closing. It's time for spoiled drunk
kkis to meet famous dudes that they worship, on the show
where Graffix meets Ed Sullivan ... It's the"SILVERMANAND
DC)ERRSHOW."TonightSILLSandMOOREwelcome "Miller's
Crossing's"Tommy Regan, Boston Pops clarinet player Eddie
Vedder and via seance and/or too many encounters with O'
Brien, James Marshall Hendrix. I'm Pot Ryan, have a good one
and remember, pull it!
OX., so now we bag monologue cause we didn't write it;
Union strife and Eddie comes out ... first With Eddie out there
we do our top late night shows. Eddie says, "College ruled
notebooks make things smaller ." We immediately challenge
him to a game of anchorman. Let's pick up the live action.
VS: Your shot, Ed.
S: So, Eddie,why didyou change the name ofyouralbum
to Silverman and Doerr, Iwant to be you, and whatdid the other
gttys surmise about this radicar abstinent to the band's
young but prolifically populated life?
E: Well, heroes, Iknowyou guys as far your column goes,
and I've gotta ad mit thatdoing aNewmanwith anything but
Busch Bar Bottles should be phenorrunally illegal.
D: We're with you, Ed. Have it in ya, Chachi (as quarter
splashes into gallons ofNatty L) a plunk is a plunk is a plunk.
Tommy: Who's the war paint for? HI set myself straight
with S & D if you don't mind Ed, thafs why god invented
quarters.
S & D (We've sunk again, now we're standing on the
table) Expletive.
11:50 WHOOOOUAH! Brring, bbrring!
D: Hello Silverman and Doerr hotline?
Adolf C: This isAdolfCoors, I'd like to thankyou guys for
killing ties barrels ofskunked Extra Stiver Bullet during the
program.
S: Later commie-dude from Colorado.
1
I
-53We arebackbehind the desk and running the joint.
Silverman asks if we can get Jimi out on stage for a
number.
Jimi is too dead.
1158We get cancelled two minutes before the conclusion
of the first episode. Eddie is in an absolute uproar. Brandy
Tart says, "We just didn't know you guys as well as your
successor Punky Brewster." Tommy R is pissed: "Nobody
knows anybody ... not that well."
S&Dcommence destruction of the set Eddie joins in. He
is screaming the lyrics to "Plush," cause he's so confused.
Tommy is calmly shooting the hell out of the audience.
"Better man the paint we sell at the club..."
That it is. Tommy.
That it is. ,
The History of the Citibank
ClassicVisa card and the Age of Credit
Caitl SeCUrity, In the 67th year of the 20th Century A.D., Citibank introduced a credit
card aptly titled the Citibank Classic Visa® card. Established on the premise that a credit card should
offer—24 hours a day—warm, personal service, the Citibank Classic Visa card marked the end of the
Ice Age. And it ushered in a new era. U With the introduction of the first Photocard, the credit card
bearing one's own photo and signature on the front, it soon became
evident that Man was entering the Post Paleolithic Period. First,
Man was no longer looking like a Neanderthal, as one often does on
more primitive cards such as the Student ID. He or she could now
choose his or her own photo. Second, by deterring other anthropoids
from using the card, Man was helping to prevent fraud. Surely this
This tablet dated IJ5M BC not the hrst
knnnn attempt to put one's photo im a credit
lard-but nni without druwbutks fhotoyruphy
hail mil vet been imenled ll weighed osier JO
pounds Anil, u did mil til easily mm a nutlet
was a sign of advanced intelligence. 1 The subsequent rise of services was nothing less than an
American Revolution. So as you might expect, Citibank would be there for you, even if your card
was stolen, or perhaps lost. The Lost Walletsm Service could have a new card in your hands
usually within 24 hours. (You can almost hear Paul Revere crying, "The card is coming! The
card is coming!") H When the Great Student Depression came along, Citibank introduced
New Deals—special student discounts and savings. Hence, today's student can enjoy a $20
Airfare Discount for domestic flights 1 (ushering in the Jet Age); savings on mail order
purchases, sports equipment, magazines and music; a low variable interest rate of 15.4%2 ; and,
-
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no annual fee. U Finally, comes the day you enter the Classical Age (i.e. when you charge
your purchases on the Citibank Classic card). You receive Citibank Price Protection to assure
you of the best prices. Just see the same item advertised in print for less, within 60 days, and
Citibank will refund the difference up to $1501 You receive Buyers Security 51", to cover
those purchases against accidental damage, fire or theft, for 90 days from
the date of purchase! And Citibank Lifetime Warranty 51", to extend the
expected service life of eligible products up to 12 years4. Together they
give you complete coverage; and with everything else... the Age of Credit
t;:, Card Security. 1 It's credit history in the making. With the help of Citibank's
ssilll Us I. 'si Mullet Serine lie
would not hiise htt n . tint-
t ":1',': services and savings, you earn some of the credentials needed later on to
purchase a car or even a house. H So call to apply. Students don't need a job or a cosigner. Call,
also, if you'd like your photo added to your regular Citibank Classic Visa card. The number
is 1-800-CITIBANK (1-800-248-4226), extension 19. J If
after reading this chapter describing the prosperous condi-
tions set forth by a Citibank Classic Visa card, one feels that
he or she has left forever the Dark Ages and has entered upon
a new age, the Age of Enlightenment, then your time, as








Not just Visa. Citibank Visa.
'Offer expires 6/3(V94 Minimum ticket purchase price s $100. Rebates arc for Citibank student cardmembers on tickets issued by ISE Flights onry. The Annual Percentage Rate for
purchases is 15.4% as of8/93 and may vary quartcrh. The Annual Percentage Rate for cash advances is 19.8%. Ifa finance charge is imposed, the minimum is 50 cents. There is an additional
finance charge for each cash advance transaction equal to 2% of the amount of each cash advance transaction; however, it will not be In than S2.00 or greater than $10.00. 'Certain
eondiliDfB and exclusions apply. Please refer to your Summary of Additional Program Information Buyers Security is underwritten by The Zurich International UK Limited. 'Certain
restrictions and limitations apply. Underwritten by the New Hampshire Insurance Company. Service life expectancy vanes by product and is at least the minimum based on retail industry
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Bears win two straight over Conn. College, Bates
Continued strength: The
Bears were not sidetracked
for long by a brief losing




The Bowdoin field hockey team put two
straight losses behind it by downing
Connecticut College and Bates last week. The
Polar Bears defeated Bates 3-0 on Wednesday
and pleased the Homecoming crowd last
Saturday with a 2-0 win over the Camels. The
two victories improved the team's record to
9-2 and solidified its status as one of the top
teams in New England.
Bowdoin
Conn. Colleecn
Last Saturday, the Bowdoin women aimed
to rebound against Conn. College after losses
to Tufts and Plymouth State the previous
week. Entering the Homecoming game, the
locals posted a 5-1 home record, their only
loss having come against Plymouth State in
overtime. The Bears were hungry for this
particular victory as a means ofavenging last
season's loss to Conn. College, which tainted
the team's auspicious 9-0 1992 start. The
visitors were not to be intimidated by the
enthusiastic crowd, however. The first half
was a war at both ends of the field, with both
teams' defenses frustrating the playmaking
forward lines.
After a scoreless first half, the Bowdoin
women finally raised their game to a higher
level, notching a goal on a tough rebound and
a well-executed penalty comer. With just over
32 minutes remaining, first-year sensation
Shannon Reilly ignited the offensive game of
the Polar Bears, capitalizing on a rebound on
the left-hand side of the net. After a scramble
for the loose ball, Reilly persisted, knocking
home the rebound to earn a 1-0 edge for the
home team. The Bears didn't waste any time
cushioning their lead, scoring just four
minutes lateron a penalty corner set up by co-
captain Jen Bogue '94. Bogue passed the ball
to Cathy Small '95, whose failed shot was
controlled by Allison Mataya '95 and fired
past the Conn. College goalie.
The Polar Bears outshot the young
Connecticut College team 31-10, with
Bowdoin starting goalie Sasha Ballen '96
turning away five shots. Coach Maureen
Flaherty, pleased with her team's effort, said,
"It was a good, solid win, especially for our
seniors, who had never defeated Connecticut
College before." Flaherty also cited the
defensive play of Sarah Blackwood '97 and
the perseverance of Mataya at both the




On Wednesday, the field hockey team
travelled to Bates and notched its second-
straight shutout victory, 3-0. As in the game
against Conn. College, the first half ended in
a 0-0 draw. "It took us 55 minutes to get into
our game," said Flaherty. ''Bert' the last 15
minutes Bowdoin was a different team out
there, changing themomentum and finishing
the game very strong."
With 12 minutes to play, Emily LeVan '95
started the offensive flow, firing the rebound
of senior co-captain Rebel Smith's shot into
the net for a 1-0 lead. Three minutes later
Christine Kane '96, fresh off the bench, battled
the Bates' defenseand hammered a shot which
hit the post. Susan Gaffney '97 finished the
play, putting home the rebound to increase
Bowdoin's lead to 2-0. The final goal came on
an unassisted shot from Reilly, who iced the
three-goal win for the Bowdoin women.
Ballen started in net for Bowdoin and made
eight saves at the half, with goalie Dee
Spagnuolo '96 combining in the second half
for another shutout victory. Coach Flaherty
praised the efforts of the entire team, noting,
"Leslie Blickenstaff ['94) came up big
defensively fofir.95 tlHthfr second half,
controlling the left side of the field, while
Susan Gaffney was a consistent presence in
the game."
By building on the two straight victories,
the team will be poised for success in the throe
remaining games of the season. Each game is
crucial forthe Bears, whose standing heading
I' into the playoffs is a direct function of their
final record . Tomorrow, the Bowdoin women
looktodown anotherof last season's nemeses,
Trinity, who dealt the Bears a 1-0 blow in
1992. On Tuesday, the women travel to Colby
at 3:00 p.m. seeking to clinch the CBB title.
The rest of the regular season will be a
challenge for the Bears, but their recent and
season-long success proves that they have the
ability to defeat the top teams in New England
.
IT'S TRUE!
WE HAVE ONE OF THE LARGEST SELECTIONS OF OFF-ROAD
BIKES NORTH OF BOSTON!
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- CALL OR WRITE FOR OUR FREE CATALOG *S£'
- DOWNHILL AND X-C SKI EQUIPMENT, SNOWBOARDS ££
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The World Series of Useless Information
, the game is either great or ironic. "What a
great play by Roberto Alomar to get back to
the base on a line drive to the infield." This is
a knee-jerk reaction for most major-leaguers.
"What irony that Dave Stewart should now
be facing a team he once played for earlier in
his career." With the high turn-over rate of
free agency, what irjmy indeed. Much more
ironic, in fact, woulcfbe a player remaining on
the same team for more than a year or two.
Do we really need to be wowed this much?
Do we really need a stat for every player, no
matter how specific? Do we really need an
announcer trying to pinpoint the larger
significance of every single at-bat?
Let's face it, we live in a world of MTV. To
stay interesting a network must constantly
find a new graphic to catch the viewer's eye,
a new dimension to enrich the TV-watching
experience. And next year, we're getting an
extra tier of baseball play-offs, not to satisfy a
fan demand (most fans hate the expanded
play-offs), but to allow tWnetwork an extra
two weeks of pretty graphics and useless
stats.
So for this World Series, the last real World
Series in the heart ofthe baseball purist, don't
givemeTim McCarverand Sean McDonough
.
Give meRonald McDonald and Marty McFly




We are down to two teams, the Toronto
Blue Jays and the Philadelphia Phillies. We
are down to two games remaining, should
both be necessary. And we are down to two
announcers, Tim McCarver and Sean
McDonough,who areslinging more bull than
any announcingcombination in recent history.
"Dave Stewart is clearly, without a doubt,
the best starting pitcher at throwing a strike
on a 2-0 count with the tying run on base after
the seventh inning," says McCarver. Where
he got this stat, no one knows, not even
McDonough,whononetheless agreesbecause
McCarver is the senior announcer. McCarver
goes on to say, "Now look at this replay,
Darren Daulton uses his mitt like a glove to
stop the ball." What?!
McDonough, the king of the "so what?"
stat, isequally inane.HeannouncesthatLenny
Dykstra is tied for the most home runs from
the lead-off position in post-season play. He
declares that Kevin Stacker isthesecond least-
experienced rookie shortstop to start in the
World Series. Accompanying these
announcements are on-screen statistics,
corroborating McDonough's claims in stark
blackfiguresagainstaprettybluebackground.
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CLUB SPORT SPOTLIGHT
Ultimate team has everyone in the section over to play again
Gray day play: The
ultimate team fought the
rain and fog, winning the





Last Sunday, the Bowdoin co-ed ultimate
frisbee club (BUFF) hosted its second 20-plus
team tournament of the season, the sectional
championships,on the fieldsbehind theFarley
Field House. This all-day tournament pitted
teams from Divisions I and II against each
other within four-team pools, with the
winning team from each pool advancing to
the regional championships in Albany,
NewYork, this weekend.
In order to earn a trip to regionals for the
first time in its two-year history, the BUFF
squad had to knock off three teams from a
wide variety of backgrounds: a team from
Harvard University, a team of mostly high
school students from Newton, Massachusetts
and a team of players in their mid-twenties
from New Hampshire knownsimplyasHurl.
The Bowdoin players realized they were the
underdogs against Harvard and Hurl, but
held the hope that if they could down at least
one of these two teams, as well as the high
school team, they stood a shot of a regional
berth through a wild-card selection.
Following an extra -long and overly-
organized pre-game workout, the Harvard
players finally gave the signal that they were
ready to play. Considering the extensiveness
oftheHarvard preparations, theBUFFplayers
were worried about a repeat of last season's
15-6 sectional loss to the Crimson.
Nonetheless, the BUFF squad caught its
opponents offguard earlyandjumped to a 3-
1 lead. The Harva rd playersseemed flustered,
dropping passes and falling behind on
defense, while the BUFF players made crisp
passes and sharp cuts to open areas of the
endzone.
The three quick points came as a wake-up
call to the Harvard squad, who proceeded to
run off two of their own to tie the game. The
score flip-flopped back and forth for several
points, both teams laying out on offense and
defense and trying to gain the upper hand. In
the interest of time, it was decided before the
game that at 11 :15 a.m. the two teams would
play to two points higher than the highest of
the two scores. Harvard was leading by a
score of 7-6 when the designated time rolled
around, so the Bowdoin playershad an uphill
battle to climb in this important game.
The pressure did not prove to be too much
for Bowdoin, at least at first. Running on an
adrenaline high, the players scored the next
two points to come within a point of victory.
Tragically, theHarvard squad scored thenext
two to seal a 9-8 victory and crush the high
spirits of the BUFF squad.
"This is the bestgame theBowdoin ultimate
team has ever played," said captain Todd The early indications in the game were that
Shaw '95 following the loss. Indeed, the the Bowdoin players would show Newton
Bowdoin players nearly defeated an who should be giving advice. BUFF scored
established team which tore mem apart in two relatively easy points rather quickly, and
Be a Student















































their years, BUFF knew
that inorder to lose, they




mistakes came to give
Newton a 6-5 lead at the
half. A half-time pep
talk was all BUFF
needed to refocus,
however, and the team
came out and grabbed
back the lead for good.
BUFF went up 9-7 and
seemed in controlbefore
having its lead cut to 10-
9. The team did not let
this one slip away,
however, calling
timeout on the goal line
before game point.
AlthoughtheplayBUFF
set up during the
timeout did not proceed
exactly as planned, Joe
Fontaine '96 still made
the pass to the cutting
Shaw to seal the
Bowdoin victory.
As is often the case in
ultimate tournaments,
Erin Sullivan/ Bowdoin Orient
Stefan Gutow '96 skies for the disc.
evenly-matched. Hurl ran plays with the informal play continued beyond what was
fluidity of a team that has been together for scheduled, and Bowdoin ended up facing off
years, which manifested itself in six straight withColby for the final game of the afternoon
LPMPA5*^«c"lP^Jhi*w»te Bo4hte«n»pky*draAerineltowly,espetially
pointwas meon^oneBUFFcbulcImanage as considering their heated past, but Bowdoin 's
they ended up succumbing to Hurl by a final complacence was just a bit more complete
of 11-1. than Colby's. Although BUFF took a 12-11
Although at this point a trip to Albanywas lead in a game scheduled to 13, they
virtually out of the question, the players had surrendered thenext two points and dropped
a different kind of incentive to beat the team
of Newton high-schoolers. Not only were
another close game.
Still, the team was happy with its sectional
they motivated not to lose to those younger performance, particularlytheHarvardgame
and presumably less-experienced than them, "We're definitely a better team than we were
but they also did not want to lose to the last year," said co-captain Stefan Gutow '96.
Newton team captain, a guy in his twenties The team hopes to play several more
who last season came to BUFF practice and informal games with the club teams from
gave the team a rather large dose of arrogant Colby, Bates and UMaine this season before
advice, calling it quits for the winter.
Sign up at the MU desk or






Study a challenging ancient
martial art that blends both
hard and soft movements in
a dignified and realistic
manner.
Taught in a responsible and
authentic manner at our 26.5
acre facility in Topsham and
at our new school in South
Portland.
Raise your level of
reponsibility, conditioning,
self-esteem, and well round-
edness.
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Team downs New England's best
IBig day: Bears stun one of




The Polar Bears have had an outstanding
week at home.
Although the team settled for a 2-2 tie
against Connecticut CollegeonHomecoming
Saturday, the Bears more than made up for it
with their play on Tuesday. The Polar Bears
defeated the #2 Division III team in the nation,
Plymouth State, bya score of2-1 . Not onlydid
they beat powerhouse Plymouth State, but
they nearly notched a shutout, as the visitors
scored only in the final six minutes of play.
Coach John Cullen attributes the Bears'
success in both games to the strength of the
team as a whole. "Connecticut College had a
very talented eleven people, but our top
twenty were more talented then their top
twenty," he said.
Bowdoin came back from behind twice
against Connecticut College before forcing
thegame intoovertime. In the first half,Camel
Amy Byrd scored unassisted. Bowdoin' s Liz
Iannotti '96 scored next just before the end of
the first half, with an assist from Cynthia
Lodding '96. In the second »half, Byrd got to
the Bowdoin defense again to put herteam up
2-1
.
Down by a goal with less than 10 minutes
to play, Bowdoin came back a second time
behind co-captain Katie Gould '94, who rose
to meet the challenge and put her team in the
position to steal a win by scoring the tying
goal. Neither team scored again, though
Bowdoin had some greatchances inovertime,
asCullenacknowledged following the contest.
On Wednesday afternoon, the Bears
defeated the #1 team in New England,
Plymouth State, who entered thegame with a
record of 10-O-1 .TheBearsmarred that perfect
record by playing tenacious defense and
fighting with the spirit necessary to propel
them into the post-season. "We allowed no
mistakes and no loose balls," said Cullen.
"This was a big win for us and our program."
BothofBowdoin's goalscame from the foot
of Nan Gorton '96. Her first goal was scored
29:21 into the first half and assisted by
MargaretCampbell '97. Gorton's second goal,
which coach Cullen termed "a major league
shot," transpired at 60:04 into the game.
Plymouth State's goal was credited to Randy
Jennings, but it was actually just a chance
deflection off of a Bowdoin defender. Once
again, Cullen was especially pleased with the
power ofthebench, saying, "It was a situation
again where we played more players then
Plymouth State."
Bowdoin goalie Moya Gibson '96 had 11
saves in each game and has continued to
improve tremendously over the season. The
Bowdoin offense was equally awesome,
putting on an offensive display entirely
foreign to the 1993 Plymouth State squad.
Plymouth Statehad previously given up only
two goals on the season. Bowdoin nearly
duplicated that total in a single game.
The Polar Bears will head to Hartford
tomorrow to face Trinity and will finish the
regular season at home against Bates and
Wesleyan next week. Although theBears have
looked good this season, their coach still
preferred to err on the side of caution in his
post-season prediction. "We have to play well
in our last three games to be a legitimate















Daveraca *94 put» the fake on her Connecticut College opponent.





The women'9 cross-country team had a
successful day, winning a dual meet with
MIT in a contest held at Wolf's Neck State
Park last Saturday. The Bears ^>undly
defeated the MIT Beavers by a score of 17-46.
Co-captain Muffy Merrick D5 continued to
lead the team, capturing first place with her
time of 18:07. Janet Mulcahy '96 was again
literally righton the heels of Merrick, finishing
second by only one second. DarcyThomas '97
also rana very strong raceand placed third by
running the 3.1-mile course in 19:01
.
The Bowdoin team did not just dominate
thetop positions.The PolarBears ran together
in a strong unit and allowed only two MIT
runners to penetrate the top 10. The fifth
through eighth positions all belonged to the
Bears, with only 14 seconds between Alex
Moore '96, the fifth-place runner, and Laura
Kunzelman '95, the eighth finisher. Coming
in sixth and seventh, respectively, were
Kristen Adams '97 and co-captain Anthea
Schmidt '94. Rachel Cleaves '95 ran thecou rse
in 19:52 and rounded out the top 10.
Two of the most impressive races were run
byThomas and Adams. With less than a half-
mile to go, Thomas passed the number one
runner from MIT to give Bowdoin the top
three places. Adams, who has not run all
season due to a hip injury sustained on a pre-
orientation trip, came*«rd«trongly to finish
^e^rkel^pHn%rers. •
Coach Peter Slovenski was very pleased
with the race and commented that the this
meet was the "best race of the season." He
also added,"It was terrificto see Kristin Adams
come back so well after a long injury."
It was an interesting race for both teams.
During the second mile, the teams had to run
through a pastureand weave through grazing
cows. Following the tough race, fiveBowdoin
runners jumped into the ocean to cool off.
The next race for the Polar Bears is the
NESCAC competition, which will be held at
Wesleyan on October 30. The defend ing-
champion Bears hope to again return to
Brunswick with the trophy.
/
As It Should Be
Italian Trattoria
It's here... The best brick oven pizza in town!
Brick oven pizza second to none. Homemade
sauce and specialty toppings."
10"...$3.5O 14"...$7.00 16"...$8.0O
Specializing in pizza, pasta and chicken dishes
76 Union Street, Brunswick * 729-2826
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Foot bull
Martinez, Bears destroy Hamilton
Homecoming blowout:
The football team gave the
alumni something to cheer
about, trouncing the





The Bowdoin football team crushed
Hamilton College 42-8 in a satisfying
Homecoming win last Saturday, ending all
doubts about the team's ability to have a
successful season. In this memorable
performance, several old team records were
shattered, and the Polar Bears improved their
season record to 2-2. Earlier in the season,
there was some question as to whether the
team could establish a consistent passinggame
with the graduation of record-setting
quarterback Chris Good '93. After last
weekend's thrashing, however, all questions
are answered.
For the second straight week quarterback
Ramon Martinez '96 earned the NESCAC
honor of Co-Offensive Player of the Week by
leading the Bears to their second straight win.
In only his third start at quarterback, Martinez
completed 24 of 33 passes for 303 yards.
Martinez also rushed 39 yards to set a new
single-game school record of 342 total
offensive yards. The team's 30 first downs are
also a single game high, surpassing the
strongest efforts of many fine Bowdoin
football teams of the past.
A strong, unrelenting effort by the Bears in
the first quarter was key to throwing the
visiting Continentals off balance. "In the first
quarter," said coach Howard Vandersea, "we
set the tone right away with three consecutive
touchdowns, while holding Hamilton to only
five offensive plays." Early on in the first
frame, Bowdoin took a 6-0 lead after tight end
Ryan Dunn '97 caught a 21 -yard pass from
Two Bears sandwich the Hamilton attempt
Martinez. The Bears soon made it 14-0 on a
Martinez 8-yard touchdown pass to wide
receiver Doug Brawn 97 and a pass from
Adam Rand '95 to Joe Michaud 94 for the
two-point conversion. With only 14 seconds
left in the first quarter, Martinez completed a
15-yard touchdown pass to wide receiver
Pete Nye '94. Upon the successful kick of the
extra point byJohn Coggins 94, theBearshad
a 21 -point lead after only 15 minutes of play,
and Martinez had a new Bowdoin record for
most touchdown passes in a quarter.
The second quarter went more of the way
of the Continentals, who kept the home team
from scoring and finally got on the board
with a 2-yard touchdown run by Scott
Milleinsen. The Bears succeeded in blocking
the extra-point attempt, but lineman Don
Busiek picked up the ball and scored the
to get to quarterback Ramon Martinez '96.
conversion, closing the Bowdoin lead to 21-8.
Any thoughts the visitors had of climbing
back into the contest weredashed in the third
quarter, as the Bears dominated both
offensively and defensively after* the half-
time break. With 3:22 remaining in the third,
defensive back Mike Turmelle "94 made a
beautiful interceptionand returned it 31 yards
forthetouchdown . Shortlyafterward, running
back Anthony Molinari '96 ran in the
conversion to give Bowdoin a comfortable
29-8 lead. Molinari had a particularly fine
game, accounting for the rest of the Polar Bear
scoring. Molinari ran for a 6-yard touchdown
at the close of the third quarter and a 2-yard
touchdown in the fourth quarter. Bill Recupero
97 kicked the extra point to cap Bowdoin's
spectacular offensive effort.
"Everyone played very well," said
Jen Ahreus/ Bowdoin Orient
Vandersea. "Offensively, Ramon did a great
job getting the ball to the receivers.
Defensively, we were able to keep Hamilton
to only 8 points. We also had several key
interceptions that allowed us to control much
of the game."
The football team travels to Hartford
tomorrow to face Trinity College. Although
Trinity lost to Bowdoin 14-3 last season, the
team is currently undefeated at 4-0 and is
fresh offa 55-30 rout ofTufts, whom the Bears
narrowly defeated earlier this season. Still,
Vandersea has faith in the abilityofthe players
to score an upset. "We have the ability to beat
Trinity," he said. "They are undefeated and
numberone in Division III this season, but we
have progressively gotten better. We've won
our last two and we just came off a big win so
I think that we know we are capable."
Men's XC kicks past Bates
By Dan Sacco
staff writer
duel for the victory. With impressive speed
and excellent downhill form, Bowdoin fifth
manTom Eng '95 wasable to weatheTthe kick
of Bates' fifth finisher and beat him by mere
tenths of a second to seal an exhilerating
narrow victory.
When asked about theoutcome of the race,
Last Saturday, the Bowdoin men's cross
country team defeated Unity College 27-83
and edged Bates College 27-28 in a meet held
at Wolf's Neck State Park in Freeport.
JamesJohnson 97 took an early lead in the coach Peter Slovenski replied, Tom Eng
race, but was eventually run down by Blaine saved the meet for us. With his final sprint
Maley '96 and Bates runners Craig Sarney, Tom edged out a Bates opponent for the
who won the race, and Pat Sullivan, who victory. We won the meet byabout six inches."
finishedthird. Maley, Bowdoin'snumberone Brian Campbell '97 had another excellent
runner, had a strong second-place finish and race and finished in 11th place with a time of
an excellent time of 15:11. Johnson kept the 16:06. Pat Callahan 95 was a close 12th,
lead pack in view and heldon to finish 4th in finishingonlytwo secondsbehind Campbell.
1524. Co-captain Cam Wobus 95 was right The Bowdoin harriers have this weekend
behind, finishing the 5K course inl5:28, and off in preparation for the NESCAC
Phil Sanchez '96 was fifteen seconds behind championship, which will be held next
him, grabbing a finish of fourth on the team. SaturdayatWesleyan College. After a second-
After the first eight finishers Bowdoin and place finish last year, the team is anxious for
Bates were tied, leaving their fifth runners to another crack at the top.
Team will finish under .500, again
The men's soccer team saw its quest to
finish .500 dealt a fatalblowWednesdaywhen
it lost a 2-1 overtime heartbreaker to Bates.
The Polar Bears (3-7-1) have two of their
remaining three games at home, but even so
they can finish no better than 6-7-1.
The Bears notched their third win last
Tuesday at Maine Maritime Academy. The
visiting team emerged victorious 3-1 as Jake
Van Dyken '96, Rick Toothaker '96 and co-
captain Justin Schuetz 94 each netted a goal.
GoalkeeperTed Hall 95 minded the net well
and earned his first win as a Bowdoin goalie.
Last Saturday, the Bears lost their
Homecoming match-up with Connecticut
College to the tuneof 3-0. Jan Flaska 96 made
three good saves, but three also got by, and
the offensive never capitalized on its
opportunities.
The team travels to Trinity tomorrow
morning for its final road game of the year.
Next Wednesday, the Bears look forward to
taking a bite out of CBB rival Colby, which
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The Susan Dwight Bliss Room, which opened its
doors to parents this morning, is one of the College's





revamping its policy on
rape and sexual assault at a
time when colleges such as
Antioch are setting prece-
dents that are sweeping the
nation.
By Paul C. Rohlfing
STAFF WRITER
The Sexual Misconduct Board at Bowdoin
College is currently considering the draft of a
new policy for the campus regarding sexual
harassment, assault and rape
Though the draft has no* yet been released,
some aspects of the proposed new policy
havebeen madeava ilablebysources involved
with the Sexual Misconduct Board. The ap-
proval and modification of this draft policy
will no doubt become a focal point of debate
at Bowdoin because of the challenging nature
of the issues which surround sexual miscon-
duct policies on college campuses.
Currently, Bowdoin has a policy dealing
only with sexual harassment. This policy is
approximately five years old and is inter-
preted in a number ofdocuments released by
theCollege, including theStudentHandbook.
A policy dealing with these issues is required
of all college campuses by law.
The Administration at Bowdoin is consid-
ering replacing the current policy with the
new draft policy because it defines the actions
which constitute harassment, assaultand rape
more clearly than the old policy, and it estab-
lishes rules for the composition ofand proce-
dures for the Sexual Misconduct Board to use
when adjudicating cases of impropriety that
are brought before it.
The draft policy being considered by the
Sexual Misconduct Board differs little, in spirit,
from the current policy. TheCollege will con-
tinue to take a strong stance against any kind
of sexual harassment, assault or rape. The key
differences lie in the definitions of these ac-
tions and in the procedures that the College
will use todeal with complaints that aremade.
The current policy is not always specific in
its definitions of harassment, and it makes
very littledistinction between rapeand sexual
assault. The policy under consideration builds
on current state and federal laws that are
applicable in order to create a more accurate
statement about exactly what kinds of behav-
ior would be considered inappropria teby the
College.
The policy also outlines the function of the
Sexual Misconduct Board. The Board is to be
made upoftwo faculty members, two admin-
istratorsand two students. Each of these pairs
is to consist of one male and one female to
ensure gender equality on the Board. Alter-
nates for each pair are also stipulated.
Committee Chairman Professor James E.
Ward, former dean of the College, explained
this clause. "Bowdoin is a small community.
People know each other. The alternates are
there in case a regular member of the Board
feels they should disqualify themself [sic]
from a certain case because of personal in-
volvement with one of the parties."
The procedures of the Board were pat-
terned after the recently adopted judiciary
Board procedures that were endorsed over-
whelmingly by the student body last spring
along with the new Honor and Social Codes.
The proposed policy also deals with appel-
late procedures and certain special cases that
the Board may encounter.
Professor Ward was quick to point out that
his board is not designing the policy or ap-
proving it. The Board will simply review the
proposed policyandmakerecommendations.
"We are, in effect, judge and jury on this issue
Please see POLICY, page 5.
Steele, Admissions Office work tofarther diversity
By D. Holton Hunter
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR
The Admissions Office has implemented
three new programs in an attempt to increase
the number of applicants mat are students of
color, while increasing the geographical di-
versity of the applicant pool at thesame time.
Dean of Admissions Richard Steele trav-
eled and made presentations with colleagues
from Wellesley, Georgetown and Tufts for
two and a half weeks in late September and
early October. The aim of all the visitswas to
increase the geographical diversity of the
applicant pool.
Steele had three objectives while traveling
in Asia and Hawaii. The first was "to make
contact with prospective students of color."
The second was "to present a slide show and
make presentations to students, parents and
high-school college counselors." The final
goal involved "expanding Bowdoin's BASIC
[Bowdoin AlumniStudentInterviewingCom -
mittee] program to aid in the application
process of students from that part of the
world."
The BASIC program facilitates alumni in-
terviews with studentswho would otherwise
be unable to travel to the campus. Currently,
there are approximately 500 BASIC members
in Canada, England, Holland, the Nether-
lands, Japan, Switzerland and in forty-four
states in the US.
Steele saw a total of 779 students and par-
ents along with fifty-onehigh school counsel-
ors in eight different cities during his three
week trip in Asia and Hawaii. He visited
students in Tokyo, Hong Kong, Bangkok,
Jakarta, Singapore, Manila, Guam and Hono-
lulu.
The second step that Admissions took in
this project involved Europe. Associate Dean
of Admissions Linda Kreamer traveled to
Europe fortwoweeks at theend ofSeptember
with other admissions officers from Oberlin,
Smith, Washington University and Yale in
hopes of attracting moreEuropean applicants
The cities visited by Kreamer included Lon-
don, Brussels, Geneva, Athens and Paris.
As a group Kreamer and her counterparts
from the other institutions visited numerous
schools and saw a total of 300 students and
parents at receptions, 264 students during
Please see DIVERSITY, page 4.
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Aquarius: From the moment your
parents arrive, until the minute they
leave,you will be plagued by persisent
urges to cross-dress, but in a tactful
manner, of course.
Pisces: Don't do that thing you were
going to do today— you know ... That
Thing.
Aries: You're feeling like a Taurus
today. Keep reading.
Taurus: The forces are powerful under
your sign this month. With the moon in
full bloom over the Sagittarian
stratosphere, the horns of Taurus have
aligned themselves in perfectsymmetry
with your butt.
Gemini: Try to resist that burning
desire within you that is ruled by the
evil powers which oppose the zodiacal
signs to lick the flag pole.
Cancer: Don't smoke so much.
Leo: Your parents surprise you with
a family dinner at Grand City. Don't
forget to bring the roommates.
Virgo:You will check yourhoroscope
at least once today... (get it?)
Libra: Words of wisdom: look before
you sit down on the toilet
Scorpio: Have you ever played
Scrabble® in the nude? ... You will.
Sagittarius: Diet Coke or Diet Pepsi?
Restassured
—




you, let them be the first
to let go.
Loosen up. Relax.
Except for rare life-and-
death matters, nothing is
as important as it first
seems.
—Life's Little Instruction Booklet
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This Week's Bowdoin
** "l Orient Trivia Question:
I > m i The Ultimate Challenge
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We see her everyday and worship herW m. ^HHH come lunchtime. She knows all ournames, and told the Orient that her
V V- ^^. * A ~^^^^^l favoriteaspectofherjob isher interaction
I < i ^k * A M with the students. She knows how we
W ^^*A ^mH like our sandwiches, buthow well dowe
really know Pauline?
The mission: Be the first student to leave
a message on the Bowdoin Orient's *
answering machine with the correct
names ofthreeofPauline'seightchildren.
^kw * '"* ^^^^^W \l The reward: One large pizza from
Dominoes and two sodas.^^BM^^x
^ The number: 725-3300.
^^^^^^^^^^^H ':
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' * V * ?S. Don't forget to thank Pauline for all




Friday: Variably cloudy, with a
high near 50. Wind from the
south, 10-15 mph.
Saturday: Cloudy and colder,
with rain likely in the afternoon,
high in the 40s.
Sunday: Mostly cloudy, with a
high of 53.
Monday: Morning showers,
with a high of 40-45.
Beyond the
Bowdoin Bubble...
President Clinton unveiled his revamped health-
care plan.
Aimed at restructuring the health system, the
president's program hopes to provide coverage to all
Americans by 1998. In a speech before Congress,
( imton urged legislators to pass his bill by the end of
next year. The president, however, faces significant
opposition from both key members of Congress and
representatives of the medical industry.
Efforts to restore ousted Haitian President Aristide
have stalled.
The political crisis in Haiti continued as pro-
democracy Senators remained in hiding. As a result,
negotiations between Aristide supporters and leaders
of the rival military faction have been delayed. The
U.N.-brokered accord calls for Aristide's return to
power and a restoration of democracy by Saturday.
Fires in southern California spread across seven
counties, destroying over 150 homes.
Spanning an areaof40,000 acres, the fire has
warranted Governor Pete Wilson to declare a state of
emergency. The NationalGuardhasjoined firefighters
in trying to put out the fire, as well as limit already
extensivedamage. Thousands ofCaliforniaresidents
have been evacuated.
Fighting between Bosnian Muslims and Croats
continued around the capital city of Sarajevo.
U.N. peacekeepers blamed the murder of 1
5
Muslims and the destruction of 52 homes on Croat
forces in the village of Stupni Do. Several days
earlier, Bosnian Croats impeded the efforts of U.N.
troops attempting to investigate the massacre ofover
80 Muslims in central Bosnia.
The recent election of the Liberal Party in Canada
hassome U.S. lawmakers concerned aboutNAFTA
negotiations.
Winning 60% of the seats in the House of
Commons, Canadian Liberals, under the leadership
of Jean Chretien, vowed to reassess terms of the free
trade proposal. Concerned that the agreement favors
the United States and Mexico, the newly-elected
party has Clinton Administration officials worried
about a derailment of the treaty.
Compiled by Mark A. Levin and Seth G. Jones
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History institute to highlight war's effect on College
by Meg Sullivan
staff writer
Throughout the upcoming year, Bowdoin
will continue to celebrate its Bicentennialwith
a series of four Bicentennial Institutes; the
first of which, a history institute entitled
"Times of Trouble, Times of Change: The
College and the Country in the 1860s and
1960s," will be held next week.
Office of Communications
Pulitzer Prize-winner Frances Fitzgerald
will lecture on Vietnam on November 3.
This series of lectures, panels and other
activities is part of the College's attempt to
revive its practice of bringing top lecturers to
speak at academic institutes which focus on
current issues. Between the 1920s and the
1960s, speakers such as Robert Frost, T.S.
Eliot and Eugene McCarthy participated in
the institutes.
William Whiteside, former Bowdoin his-
tory professor and current chairperson of the
Bicentennial History Subcommittee, the or-
ganizer of the event financed by annual lec-
tureships, explained the focus of the upcom-
ing institute. "The reason for the choice of
topic," he said, "is to see what the Civil War
and Vietnam did to change the educational
structure, to see if changes like co-education
or a new grading system would have come
aboutanyway orwere stimulated by the pro-
test movements."
All the speakers have been given a copy of
Charles C. Calhoun's book "A Small College
in Maine: 200 Years of Bowdoin," and their
lectures will relate the Civil War's and
Vietnam's influenceon education specifically
to Bowdoin. "I hope all of us get a new per-
spective," said Whiteside. "We think of edu-
cation as something peaceful and quiet, but
we're never apart form the real world, and
here's a chance to examine two crucial peri-
ods in our history, times of trouble that bring
about change."
To present the impact of the two conflicts
on education, the College will host some of
the top lecturerson the topics ofthe Civil War
and Vietnam. As Whiteside said, "We gotour
first choices." Bicentennial Director Kathy
Bunge explained, "We are glad that these are
three Pulitzer Prize-winning authors—this is
a slate of really exceptional people."
Frances Fitzgerald, who will give a lecture
entitled "Vietnam and the American Jer-
emiad," on Wednesday, November 3, won a
Pulitzer Prize for her 1972 book, Tire in the
Lake: the Vietnamese and the Americans in
Vietnam," and is currently a journalist and
contributor to The New Yorker. After this
lecture, and the others, there will bean oppor-
tunity for a question and answer session with
the lecturer.
On Thursday, November 4, James M.
McPherson will present "Bowdoin and the
SecondAmerican Revolution : SocialandEdu-
cational Change in the Civil War Era." A
professor of American history at Princeton
University, he wrote the Pulitzer Prize win-
ning book, "Battle Cry of Freedom: The Civil
War Era," and often writesabout the effects of
the Civil War for various publications. A
president's reception in Maine Lounge will
follow his lecture.
Leon F. Litwack, a professor of American
history at the University of California at Ber-
keley, will deliver his lecture, "Civil Wa-s
and Civil Wrongs," on Friday, November 5.
He has written two books, "North of Slavery:
The Negro in the Free States, 1790-1869," and
"Been in the Storm So Long: The Aftermath of
Slavery," and in 1980, was awarded the
Pulitzer Prize in History. After this lecture,
there will be a discussion with a panel com-
prised of McPherson, Litwack, Calhoun and
Executive Board meeting airs concerns
about College reinvestment in South Africa
By Emily Church
contributor
Despite the poor turnout at the open
forumonBowdoin'sreinvestment inSouth
Africa, the October 25 meeting did spark
some livelydebate. The forum was held in
order to bring the campus community up
to date and also to allow students and
faculty to air their opinions before the
executive committee votes on the issue in
December.
During the 1980s,variouscampus-wide
protests were held in response to
Bowdoin's investment in South Africa.
The College's moral obligations led it to
divest totally and in 1987, establish the
Subcommittee on Social Responsibility.
This committee, consisting of Governing
Boards members and student and faculty
representatives, was created in order to
"monitor and debate the continuance of
the policy and events in South Africa."
After Nelson Mandela's statement on
September 24, urging the international
community to lift economic sanctions, the
Governing Boards met to discuss action.
Theyunanimouslyvoted toadopta policy
supporting reinvestment after studentand
faculty views had been taken into consid-
eration. Despite the strong sentiment on
campus seven years ago, there is little
evidence of any such a feeling on campus
today.
The majority of faculty and students
who attended the meeting fully supported
Bowdoin's reinvestment in South Africa,
for both moral and economic reasons. The
few mat dissented believe that money
should notbe invested until elections take
place and mere is tangible evidence of
democratization.
According to David Becker, chair of the
Committee on Social Responsibility, the
time to reinvest is now. Becker believes that
by the announcement of "a firm date for
interracial elections, the passage by the white
parliament ofthe transitional executivecoun-
cil and theANC's call for economic sanctions
to be lifted," the three criteria established by
the committee for reinvestment have been
met.
Becker, who led the discussion, wants
Bowdoin to fall in step with other colleges
who initially followed the Sullivan Principles
and are now reinvesting. The Sullivan Prin-
ciples were a call for U.S. companies to with-
By reinvesting, Page
believes that "Bowdoin
mill reduce the cost of
managing the portfolio





draw from South Africa if the foundations of
apartheid were not repealed by May 31, 1987.
These colleges include Colby, UNH, Vassar,
Wesleyan and others
Supporters of Bowdoin's reinvestment be-
lieve we can help democratization best by
heeding Nelson Mandela's call for the lifting
of economic sanctions. According to Execu-
tiveAssistant to the PresidentandGoverning
Boards Richard Mersereau, Bowdoin should
be listening to those who know the situation
best. "It is quite something when Nelson
Mandela and every Black leader (union lead-
ers, church leaders and politicians), are
unanimous in their opinion that the best
way to support democratization is by in-
vestment."
Bowdoin would also gain financially by
reinvesting. Although there are no real
dollar figures, estimates show thatwehave
lost 7% of our returns from the endow-
ment over seven yearsby divesting . Dav id
Page, a faculty member on the investment
committee, agrees that Bowdoin can do
best for itself and for South Africa by rein-
vesting now.
By reinvesting, Page believes that
"Bowdoin will reduce the cost of manag-
ing the portfolio by cutting out compli-
cated, time-consuming investigationofthe
policy." Reinvesting will also increaseprof-
its. "The people who are managing the
College's endowment are no longer under
restrictions as to where investments can be
made," says Page. The freeing of restric-
tions does not imply that Bowdoin is wait-
ing to rush into investments, according to
Becker. There is no "laundry list" of com-
panies, but the College will, in the future,
have the option of investing in companies
mat do business in South Africa.
Despite a strong argument for reinvest-
ment, oppositional commentswerevoiced
referring to the still-volatile situation in
South Africa. Although all parties agree
that the transition to democracy will be
rocky, a small number of students believe
that Bowdoin should hold off on reinvest-
ment until elections take place.
"To believe mat investing now or in^six
months will have any effect on South Af-
rica is ludicrous," said one member of the
Exec. Board. "It is no longer a question of
what Bowdoin can do, it's an ethical prin-
ciple. The situation in South Africa is too
uncertain. We are assuming mat elections
will take place. Why risk it?We should be
sure mat Bowdoin's money is going to a
government we want to support."
Whiteside, also the moderator of the lectures.
Fitzgerald is unable to attend the final
panel because she is travelling back to Viet-
nam as part of a delegation under the
Rockefeller Foundation. "This trip of hers is
indicative of her continuing interest and
knowledge," commented Bunge, "It's not
something left behind."
The speakers will go beyond simple lec-
ture-circuit talks. Bunge said that "they are in
residence on campus for a number of days,
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and in addition to lecturing, they will be
attending some classes and lunches specifi-
cally for students." On Thursday and Friday,
between 12:00 p.m. and 1:30 p.m. in the
Mitchell Rooms at Coles Tower, the lecturers
will be available to talk directly with students
during a casual lunch.
This opportunity for accessibility reflects a
primarygoalofthe History Institute—to reach
the students. As Bunge said, "the Committee
feels that the prime audience is the Bowdoin
student body; [the Bicentennial Institute] was
developed with students in mind."
Besides these opportunities, Calhoun will
be present foran author's reception and book-
signing in Daggett Lounge on Wednesday,
November 3, between 4:30 p.m . and 6:00 p.m.
On November 4 and 5, there will be an open
house from 1 :00 p.m. to 4:00 p.m . at theJoshua
LawrenceChamberlain Museum at 226 Maine
Street, with an admission charge.
Litwack will present a multi-media pro-
duction entitled "To Look for America: From
Hiroshima to Woodstock," on Friday, No-
vember 5, at 2:00 p.m. in Kresge Auditorium.
A slide and film presentation will follow his
introduction, ending with a question and
answer session.
Friday night, in conjunction with the Insti-
tute, the Bowdoin Film and Video Society
will show "Glory" at 9:00 p.m. in Kresge
Auditorium and will show "Platoon" on Sat-
urday night at the same time in Beam Class-
room. Throughout November, the exhibition
"Worth a Thousand Words: Contemporary
Artists' DepictionsofJoshua LawrenceCham-
berlain" will beshowing in LancasterLounge.
The lectures themselves, which will beheld
in Pickard Theater, are open to the public and
free ofcharge, but tickets should be picked up
at the Moulton Union Information Desk be-
fore the event, though people will be admit-
ted at the door. If the demand for tickets is
high, the lectures may be moved to the First
Parish Church toaccommodate more people.
Welcome, parents!
For a list of weekend
activities and things
tp!do in the area,
ise seepage 6.
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The flavor of the College will turn kosher
next weekend when the Bowdoin Jewish Or-
ganization (BJO) hosts "If Not Now, Then
When?: Jewish Ethics for the Twenty-first
Century,"a multi-school conferenceon issues
facingJewish students attending small North-
eastern liberal arts colleges. The three-day
gathering is expected to draw over forty stu-
dents from schools as far away as upstate
New York.
The conference is modeled after a similar
event hosted at Williams College last Janu-
ary. BJO members Amy Cohen '95, Karin
Cralnek '95 and Craig Strauss '95 define the
gathering as an opportunity for Jewish stu-
dents at Northeastern colleges to network
and discuss issues facing their respectivecom-
munitieson campus. "It's an attempt to foster
leadership and a sense of purpose among
various Jewish organizations," said Gralnek.
BJO members refer to the conference as the
"second annual" gathering of Jewish student
leaders from the colleges and hope that an-
other school will host the event next year.
The weekend's featured event will be an
appearance and lecture by renowned Rabbi
Balfour Brickner of the Stephen Wise Free
Synagogue in New York City. Brickner will
deliver an address entitled "No Rest After
Roe: America Moving Right and Thinking
Wrong," concerning abortion and Jewish eth-
ics.
Other activities will include several panel
discussions and group sessions. English Pro-
fessor Marilyn Reizbaum will discuss how
feminism relates to Judaism and Jewish cul-
ture. History Professor Susan^Jgnanbaum,
currently on sabbatical at Radcliffe in Cam-
bridge, MA, will return to Bowdoin for the
weekend to speak about Middle East politics.
Rabbi Bill Berkowitz of South Portland will
also lead group discussions.
While the conference will include some
informal religious serviceson Friday evening,
Cohen described the focus of the conference
as non-religious. "One aspect of this is to
show Jewish students that there's more to
beingJewish than just religion. People turned
off by the religious aspect can find another
way to express themselves" by discussing the
political and social issues that comprise the
bulk of the conference, said Cohen.
The panel discussions will attempt to ex-
plore how Jewish students can play a more
active role in campus affairs as collective
groups and individuals.
BJO members raised nearly $2,000 to fund
the conferenceby soliciting aid from Bowdoin
alumni. PresidentRobertEdwardsalsohelped
to finance the conferenceby securing funds to
defray the cost of Brickner's presentation.
Brickner's lecture will be open to thecommu-
nity free of charge and will be held in Kresge
Auditorium at 7:00 p.m. on Saturday, Nov. 6.
As of this week, the BJO expected students
from Brandeis, Clark, Colby, Colgate, Con-
necticut, Middlebury, Smith, Vassar,
Wellesley and Wheaton to participate. The
BJO invites all students to join the weekend's
activities.
Parents!
Subscribe to the Orient. Dont miss out on the Litest from
Bowdoin College. Subscriptions are only SIS. 00 per
semester, c\nd you will only be charged for those issues










Continued from page 1.
school visits and thirty-two counselors while
in Europe. Kreamer was also looking to ex-
pand Bowdoin's BASIC program in Europe.
Steele said, "The BASIC program is quite
behind other colleges who have similar pro-
grams in Europe." Upon her return, Kreamer
reported that twenty-four alumni expressed
interest in aiding the program.
'These two trips are the firstmade in recent
history by the College/' said Steele. Travel-
ing with other schoolswas helpful because "it
cuts down on expenses. "Another benefitwas
that "some of the other schools have better
links with students, schools and counselors
in these parts of the world," making it easier
for Admissions to reach new areas more eas-
ily.
Admissions Officer Stacey Williams
worked with the third large operation to at-
tract students of color to apply to Bowdoin.
She organized the visit of fifty-six students of
color from Boston, Springfield, Hartford and
New York this past weekend.
This is the first time such a large group of
students of color came to the College prior to
the application deadline. Last year therewere
two visiting weekends that brought twenty-
three students of color to the campus. Steele
said, "This year we consolidated the two
weekends into one."
Admissions sponsors the annual Bowdoin
Experience Weekend in April which gives
accepted students ofcolor an "expenses paid"
opportunity to come to spend the weekend at
the College. The office hopes that the Experi-
ence Weekend gives the visiting students a
positive impression of the College, influenc-
ing them to matriculate.
Some of the activities that the fifty-six po-
tential applicants participated in this past
weekend included speciallyorganized classes,
field trips to Freeport and Reid State Park, an
Outing Club Hike at Morse Mountain, meet-
ings with athletic coaches and a dance in
Daggett Lounge on Saturday night. Steele
"felt the weekend was a success," and "there
was good cooperation from the seven faculty
members that taught sample curriculum."
The number of minority students at
Bowdoin is lagging behind colleges of similar
academic standing, location and size, but the
declining number of applicants in the past
few years has done little to improve the situ-
ation. Statistics show that the Class of 1997
marked the first increase in the number of
applicants by students ofcolor in three years.
The same class also represents the first in-
crease in the total number of applicants in
seven years.
Doug Mitchell/Bowdoin Orient
Dean of Admissions Richard Steele has recently returned from a trip to several
countries in Asia, where he was recruiting possible applicants.
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J-Board adopts changes POLICY
in structure this semester
By Ann Rubin
staff writer
The 1993-94 academic year brings the inau-
guration of a new and updated Academic
HonorCode and Social Code. With it comes a
revision of the format of theJudicial Board (J-
Board) in order to more effectively control the
enforcement of these codes.
The make-up of the J-Board has changed
according to faculty board member James
Turner, "The Board used to be made up of all
students. Their verdictwas not final in any of
the cases—it was subject to review by the
dean. Now there are faculty and students on
the Board, and whatwe say is what happens
in honor code cases."
StartingmisyeartheJudicial Board ismade
up of four students and two faculty members
for hearings concerning Honor Code viola-
tions, though it remains a six-person student
panel in Social Code cases.
The students on the board are chosen
through an interview process where two
members from theExecutive Board and three
members of the J-Board preside. Three new
members have just been chosen. Chauncey
Farrington '95 and Akiba Scroggins '95 are
now full voting members who will serve for
two years, and Kersten Stannard '95 is an
alternate member for one year. The faculty
members are chosen by the president of the
College, advised by the Committee on Com-
mittees.
This change is intended to eliminate any
element of unfairness thatmighthave existed
previously. Said Turner, "It used to be that
the only unfairness in the old system was that
not every case went to the J-Board. Some-
times the faculty would choose to handle
cases on their own rather than send them in
front of a board of all students."
Turner added, "If all cases go the same
route, it's more fair, and now the faculty are
more likely to send cases to the J-Board be-
cause the faculty is represented."
Since faculty are involved on the Judicial
Board for the first time mis fall, this is a time
when everyone is getting acclimated to the
new set-up. Said Turner, "I'm still learning
what the committee does. My involvement is
very new." The faculty members have three-
year terms in which to learn the ropes before
new members are chosen to replace them.
In terms of the process involved for a case
to receivea Judicial Board hearing, few things
have changed says Ken Drew '94, J-Board
chairman. He stated, "In terms ofhonorcode,
if a student allegedly cheated in class, the
professor will contact the dean of students.
The dean of students will see if it warrants
further investigation and whether or not it
warrants a J-Board case."
This process remains the same as in years
past. "The dean who is handling the case
speaks to me, the chair, and we get to see the
documents pertaining to the case. We see the
letter saying mat the student broke one of the
codes, and we get to read the paper or lab or
whatever it is that they supposedly cheated
on. We read comments from the professor
—
anything on paper," said Drew.
The process preceding the actual hearing is
designed to eliminate a bias in the Board.
"Thedean only tells uswhat is going on sowe
get a feel for it. We could get a biased view
from just seeing what is presented to us sowe
have to keep an open mind to hear the
student's point of view," Drew continued.
Theactual hearing takesplace in one sitting
and the verdict is decided upon by a consen-
sus of the Board, according to Drew. "The
students speak for themselves— there are no
lawyers allowed," Drew states. "The board
just asks them questions about the case, and
the students answer. Theyget to tell their side
of the story. Actually, everyone involved tells
their side including the dean, both parties in
a fight, even witnesses."
The ultimate decision as to the verdict in
honor code cases is up to the Judicial Board.
However, in social code cases, the decision is
only recommended and the dean has the
power to veto or alter it in any way.
However, said Drew, "There are times
where the J-Board hears a case and finds that
the student wasn't in violation of any code at
all."
No information regarding J-Board cases is
available to the general public. Said Drew,
"Everything we do is confidential to the J-
Board, the Administration and the parties
involved." In thisway the privacy of thoseon
trial is preserved. Though the format of the
Judicial Board has changed, the importance
placedon meting outjustice and maintaining
confidentiality has remained and is some-
thing in which the Board takes pride.
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andwehave to be very careful not to advocate
any one point of view." Eventually, after fur-
ther review and consideration, the proposed
policy would be subject to approval by Presi-
dent Edwards before it goes into effect.
While theproposed policydoes not contain
many aspectswhich arecontroversial ornovel
by themselves, the role of all college policies
toward sexual misconduct is one that is being
debated on a nationwide level. Bowdoin's
proposed policy would not resemble the
highly explicit Antioch College policy which
has received so much media attention lately,
but this does notmean that the policy will not
be a controversial one.
Some students question whether the policy
will go far enough toward endorsing the con-
ceptof100 percent consensual sex.NhuDuong
'95, member and former coordinator of
SafeSpace, a studentadvocacy group on cam-
pus for the survivors of sexual harassment,
assault and rape, argued that the Antioch
policy was simply being very clear on the
point that, "people need to communicate
about sexual interaction. Antioch has always
been on the cutting edge of this issue. Who
know swherewe willbe ten years from now?"
students and facultywho could offer no pun-
ishment more severe than expulsion? It's a
question of where you draw the line."
Claudine Solin '94, one of the current
SafeSpace coordinators and a member of the
Sexual Misconduct Board, explained the ra-
tionale behind providing this alternative for
survivors to pursue their claims. "College
hearings provide an alternative to real court
cases."
Solin explained that if a woman decides to
press charges, she first must convince a dis-
trict attorney that there is a case to be made.
This is often difficult when the only two wit-
nesses are the survivorand the alleged perpe-
trator. She went on to point out that women
are often subject to character assassination by
the defense in such cases if they do go to trial
.
"I have to approach this issue from two
sides," said Solin. "On the one hand, I hope
thatwe [the Sexual Misconduct Board] never
have to meet to decide one of these cases. But
as an advocate, I need to feel confident in
recommending that a student go through the
process here at Bowdoin." She argued that,
for these reasons, the College needs to haveas
"succinct" a policy as possible for dealing
"This is not just a policy on acquaintance
rape. It is not easy to come up with a
policy that deals with allforms of sexual
misconduct between all the people who are
here on Bowdoin's campus. There are
many complex issues involved.
"
In reality, Bowdoin's proposed policy would
not be that different in intent, at least in the
area of acquaintance rape, from Antioch's
policy, it would simply be stated in a less
explicit manner.
But as Ward pointed out, "This is not just a
policy on acquaintance rape. It is not easy to
come up with a policy that deals with all
forms of sexual misconduct between all the
people who are here on Bowdoin's campus.
There are many complex issues involved."
Some of the issues that the policy would deal
with are relationships between faculty mem-
bersand student responsibility for the actions
of their guests from off-campus.
The concept of a College policy on sexual
misconduct itself is controversial. It is one
thing toallow foron-campus procedures deal-
ing with cases of cheating or plagiarism, but
an entirely different question when on-cam-
pus procedures deal with a criminal act such
as sexual assault or rape. These procedures
are, in effect, being presented as an alterna-
tive to the criminal justice system.
Bryan Knepper '97 questioned this idea.
"Shouldour society allow criminal matters to
be dealt with outside the system we have set
up for dealing with them? Would an on-
FREE TRIPS AND MONEY!!
Individuals and Student Organiza-
tions wanted to promote the Hottest
Spring Break Destinations, call the
nation's leader. Inter-Campus
Programs 1-800-327-6013
"succinct" a policy as possible for dealing
with sexual misconduct on campus.
Even the composition of the Sexual Mis-
conduct Board has been called into question
by some of its members. Solin questioned
whether, as the chair of the Board, Ward
should have a vote in cases that come before
it. She feels that his role should be more of a
"mediator" than that of a juror. Ward com-
mented, "It's important to ask if it's appropri-
ate for a member ofan advocacy group [refer-
ring to Solin's involvement with SafeSpace]
to be a member of an adjudicating board that
is supposed to be impartial."
Clearly there are many emotional issues
which surround policy-making decisions
about sexual misconduct on a college cam-
pus. Many people feel that the emphasis on
the rights of the survivor may compromise
the rights of the accused. Matthew K. Bunt '97
commented, "I just worry that in our rush to
support victims of sexual violence we might
accidentally trample all over the American
tradition of 'innocent until proven guilty.'"
Executive Board member Benjamin Beach
'97 feels that students must support more
vigorous attempts to prevent sexual miscon-
duct, "The whole backlash against the emer-
gence of sexual harassment policies is unjus-
tified in view ofthe history ofpower inequali-
ties between men and women."
Ward warned against students who think
that they can define sexual misconduct poli-
cies through principle alone. "We've got a lot
of students on campus practicing law with-
out a license."
Duong added mat any policy is simply a
groundwork for dealing with sexual miscon-
duct on campus. "Just because we have a
good policy doesn't mean people will use it.
"
She feels that students need to beeducated so
that they can develop responsible attitudes
about sexual harassment.
The debate surrounding sexual miscon-
duct policies is far from over at Bowdoin and
on college campuses around the nation.
Saturday's Home Sporting Events
Field Hockey @ 11:00 a.m.
Football® 1:30 p.m.
Women's Rugby @ 9:00 a.m.
Men's Soccer @ 11:00 a.m.
Women's Soccer @ 11:00 a.m.
Places to Eat
As It Should Be, Brunswick
Cook's Lobster House, Bailey's Island
Cricket's, Freeport
First Wok, Brunswick
The Great Impasta, Brunswick
Harraseeket Inn, Freeport
Kristina's, Bath
The Log Cabin, Bailey's Island
The Muddy Rudder, Edgecomb
The Osprey, Robinhood
Richards, Harpswell
On Stage This Weekend
Friday
Masque and Gown's "The Only Rose"
8:00 p.m. Pickard Theater
Vague, Meddiebempsters and
Miscellania
8:00 p.m. Morrell Gym
Saturday
Bowdoin Chamber Choir, Chorus and
Symphony Orchestra
3:00 p.m. Chapel
Masque and Gown's "The Only Rose"
8:00 p.m. Pickard Theater
Improvabilities






Chris MIUs '95, Josh Sturk '97 and Troy Woodson '94 light up Pickard Theater tonight and tomorrow night at 8:00 p.m.,
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Author Calhoun discusses "A Small College in Maine"
By Michael Golden
editor-in-chief emeritus
While Calhoun may be modest about this
new treasure, theCollege history itself is thor-
ough and refined, from cover to content. Re-
leased earlier this month, it has proven itself
a smashing success with members of the
Bowdoin family. Of the 1,000 hardcover cop-
"Ijustwanted someonewho was nice, help-
ful and connected with the College," said
author Charles C. Calhoun in explainingwhy ies printed of "A Small College in Maine: Two
he dedicated "A Small College in Maine:Two Hundred Years of Bowdoin," nearly all have
HundredYears ofBowdoin" toRuthPeck, the been sold in only two weeks, though many
book manager in the College bookstore. 'It's paperbacks remain on sale at the College
been very touching that students, alumni and bookstore.
facultyhavewaited between twentyand thirty Authored by local historian Charles C.
minutes to have their books signed," said Calhoun, former editor of Bowdoin magazine,
Calhoun. the history represents a modem approach to
chroniclingandanalyz-
ingBowdoin's past. Be-




the College as a collec-
tion of colorful indi-
viduals, rather than
simply an institution.
While "A Small Col-













books was to sit down
with minutes of Board
of Trustees meetings,
President's reportsand
College records. It was
an institutional ap-




Charles C. Calhoun is die author of "A Small College in
Maine: Two Hundred Years of Bowdoin."
came from the inside [of the institution]. So
what I tried to do was to look at the College
not as a corporate body, but to view it as a
cultural force that did a lot of things that went
beyond the gates of the College," said
Calhoun.
As evidenced by the book's title, Calhoun
focuses on Bowdoin's relationship to Maine.
As the earliest College established in Maine,
the school has greatly influenced the state's
history and educated many of its leaders.
Calhoun explores the "aristocratic" nature of
the school's first centuryandhow the College
has served Maine's educational needs. The
last section of the book ties together common
themes present throughout the College's his-
tory and analyzes the school's current com-
mitment to the state.
The lure of Calhoun's work is its focus on
thecommon characters ofBowdoin's history,
rather than simply its famous figures.
Calhoun's favorite part of researching and
writing Bowdoin's historywas using thedocu-
ments and stories of ordinary students to
paint a picture of Bowdoin during its past.
The diaries ofJames Haskin, Class of 1846,
provided Calhoun with a picture of student
life in the 1840s and the perspective of a
young man struggling with academics and
identity. Though Haskin died shortly after
graduation, Calhoun feels that he has now
become an irrevocable part of Bowdoin's his-
tory. "He doesn't appear in any [other] his-
tory books. This has rescued people like that
from oblivion and now his story is part of the
College's history," said Calhoun.
Calhoun came to Bowdoin in 1985 after a
newspaper career in Florida. The Bicenten-
nial History Subcommittee solicited his par-
ticipation in authoring a College history in
1988. "The original plan was todo two books.
One, a coffee table picture book, and the
other, a scholarly set of essays Written by
outside scholars," said Calhoun.
The committee quickly realized that time
constraints prohibited the collaboration of
several authors, and asked Calhoun to write
Commenting on the analytic and anecdotal
nature of "A Small College in Maine," Calhoun
said, "A lot of people expected that I would
just pick up on Hatch's work, but I took a
totally different approach." On partial leave
from hisposition as editorofBowdoin,Calhoun
researched College history at Hawthorne-
Longfellow Library's special collections, as
well as at Harvard, Dartmouth and
Middlebury archives, the Boston Public Li-
braryand the Boston Atheneum between 1 989
and 1991.
Despite the 200 pages of text and 100 pages
of images, Calhoun says that "A Small Col-
lege in Maine" is a College history, rather than
the College history. He said that space con-
straints limited his ability to include other
exciting areas, especially events in the later
twentieth century.
The book gives focuses on voices often
unheard of Bowdoin's past, such as the sig-
nificant roles of women in the College his-
tory. "I gave a voice to groups such aswomen,
Jews, blacks and gays and lesbians" and their
contributions to Bowdoin's history, said
Calhoun.
The attractive cover is a painting commis-
sioned by the Bicentennial Committee. It de-
picts MassachusettsHall and Pickard Theater
on a snowy New England night with the
Quad in the foreground. Ann A. Lofquist,
professor of art, painted the scene.
"A Small College in Maine: Two Hundred
Yea rs of Bowdoin" and prints of the cover will
be on sale in the College bookstore located in
Moulton Union. Books can be mail-ordered
to be sent as gifts.
Calhoun currently serves as associate di-
rector of the Academic and Cultural Collabo-
rative of Maine, a group committed to the
continuing education of Maine public school
teachers. Calhoun's work emphasizes moti-
vating teachers and the group sponsors sum-
mer education sessions at Colleges through-
out the state. He is a graduate of the Univer-
sity of Virginia and was a Rhodes Scholar at
Oxford University.
Susan Dwight Bliss Room is one ofBowdoin's hidden wonders
By Melissa Milsten
executive editor
Every Monday between 10:30a.m. and 12:30
p.m., the Susan Dwight Bliss Room upstairs
in Hubbard Hall opens to all visitors. It was
dedicated to the College in 1945 and contains
some oftheoriginal furnitureandbooksfrom
Bliss' New York residence.
The room is approximately 29 feet by 15
feet in size and was originally designed by C.
Grant La Farge. The ceiling is an example of
Italian Renaissance art and once occuppied a
1 6th century Neapolitan palazzo. It, like sev-
eral other aspects of the room, is made of
carved wood. The mantelpiece, created from
Istrian stone, is also one of the many antique
attractions.
Special Collections AssistantSusanRavdin
explained that the aesthetics are incredible. In
addition to the furniture, Ravdin said that the
1200 books which fill the shelves are of inter-
est in themselves. "The bindings make them
execeptionally remarkable because most are
from the best workers at the turn of tile cen-
tury." Amongst the many volumes there are
bindings from legends such as Riviere& Son,
Chambolle-Duru and Gruel.
Thebooks, which frequentlycontain lavish
illustrations, aremostlydedicated tothestudy
of fine arts, travel, literature and French and
Enlglish history. The collection was origi-
nally put together by Susan Bliss' father and
includes works by Longellow, Hugo,
Shakespeareand Voltaire, someofwhichdate
back to tiie early 17th century.
According to legend, Bliss used to visit
Bowdoin, where shehad several friends, dur-
ing her annual summer drives up the coast.
After deciding to move from her Manhatten
apartment, Bliss offered to donate the furni-
ture and books to the College.
Bom January 16, 1882, Susan Dwight Bliss
was the daughter ofGeorgeTheodore Bliss, a
recognizedphilanthropist Together, the Bliss
family made significant donations to Yale
Medical College and several local churches.
The room once housed several portraits
and has been used rather infrequently in the
past for special class discussions and faculty
events. Also, several television shows and
movie clips have been filmed in its confines.
Currently, the Susan Dwight Bliss room does
notreceivemany visitorsand is consequently
open for only a few hours one day a week. It
is usually staffed by someone who can pro-
vide visitors withinformationconcerning both
itshistoryand aesthetics. If traffic to the room
increases, Ravdin explained that perhaps
more visiting hours and staff services could
be offered to patrons.
The most complete
arsenal of test prep
tools in the world.
GMAT
MCAT
***FREE TRIPS & CASH!***
Call us and find out how hundreds of students are already
earning FREE TRIPS and LOTS OFCASH with America's
#1 Spring Break company! Choose Caocun, Bahamas,
Jamaica, Panama, Daytona or Padre!CALLNOW ! TAKEA









The College Bar & Restaurant of Brunswick
1
Breakfast is Available Daily at 8 a.m.
Complete Lunch & Dinner Menu
Available Anytime
Specializing in
Fresh Seafood, Steaks & Lobster
Homemade Soups, Chowders & Stews
* * *
The Downstairs Tavern
is Open Daily until 1 a.m.
Serving Beer, Ale, Wine & Spirits
i i »^^^» n
121A Maine Street, Brunswick
725-7981 39
Come celebrate "The Season ofthe
Witch" at Joshua fs Downstairs Tavern
this Halloween Weekend as Joshua 's
presents the 4th annual "Monster
Madness" all weekend long!!!
(Boo!)
Feel free to stop by in costume, trick or treat
Joshua's Style
Live sing-a-long by Tom Cornwell 9 to Close
Friday and Saturday
Best costume prizes at 11 p.m. Friday and
Saturday
Halloween Drink Specials
Proper LD. is still required
and must be recognizable
with costume!
I
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capture the mood, sentiment
and horror of this nation's




In conjunction with the Bicentennial His-
tory Institute, die Walker Art Museum pre-
sents "Profiles of the Civil War," an exhibi-
tion of images from our country's bloodiest
conflict. DominatedbyWinslowHomerwood
engravings, the show also features photo-
graphs of local historic figures, including
Harriet Beecher Stowe and Joshua
Chaimberlain. "Profiles" runs through No-
vember 14, in the Becker Gallery, where a
related gallery talk takes place this Sunday at
2:15 p.m.
Students of American history often associ-
ate the Civil War with the birth of photogra-
phy and the incredible realism of the lens in
portraying the brutality of battle. For the
folks back home, however, photographywas
still a thing of the future. Cameras were
cumbersome and could capture only static
images. The process of photographic repro-
duction did not become efficient nor afford-
able for newspapers until after the war's end.
In order to relay the events at the front visu-
ally, publications had to rely on artists to do
Our Watering Places
Collection aftht Bowdoin College Museum ofArt, Brunswick, ME.
-The Empty Sleeve at Newport by Winslow Homer (1865).
thereporting. Harper's Weekly, the largestand
most successful magazine of the time, em-
ployed young Winslow Homer of Boston to
record his impressions of the Civil War. He
was sent into the line of fireon several assign-
ments, but most often preferred to sketch the
daily doings of the common soldier. Homer
transferred these drawings onto the surface
of a wood block, where they were incised by
craftsmen and duplicated in print.
Professor of History Emeritus William B.
Whiteside, guestcurator of "Profiles," gives a
gallery talk on the show in which he connects
Homer's engravings to President Lincoln's
wartime goals. The mid-19th century in
America demonstated an "irrepressible con-
frontation between two ways of life,"
Whiteside asserts. This society, divided
strongly along economic and racial lines, ap-
pears in "Thanksgiving Day 1860—Two Great
Classes of Society," a montage contrasting
"thosewhohave more appetite than dinners"
and "those who have more dinners than ap-
petite." In another engraving, racial tensions
explode in a riotous scene from Tremont
Temple in Boston, December 1860. Blacks
and abolitionists staging a commemoration
of the hanging of John Brown are forcibly
urged to disperse by police.
Homer captures the spectacle of Lincoln's
inauguration in a panoramic composition
crowded with the columns of the Capitol and
a sea of stove-pipe hats. On the opposite wall
this official male pageantry contrasts with
"Our Women and the War." Here, nurses
and wives alike are the driving force behind
Homer remains largely
impartial in his
compositions due to his
youth and inexperience at
the time. His style is not
objective, however, for his
workfocuses on the unity
and humanity of the divided
American people.
stabilizing civilian life, performing tasks from
washing clothes and writing letters to com-
forting the sick and dying.
Homer remains largely impartial in his
compositions due to his youth and inexperi-
ence at the time. His style is not objective,
however, for his work focuses on the unity
and humanity of the divided American
people, echoing Lincoln's plea for reconcilia-
tion. The final engraving quietly announces
the end to the Civil War, as a man hangs his
musket over a fireplace in the hopes that it
will never have to be fired again.
Photo of the Week




to read in Kresge on Tuesday
Lecture: Yevgeny
Yevtushenko, famous artist,
writer, poet and critic, will
grace Bowdoin with slices
of poetry and prose taken




Celebrated Russian poet Yevgeny
Yevtushenko will appear in Kresge Audito-
rium at Bowdoin Collegeon Tuesday, Nov. 2,
at 7:30 p.m. He will be reading from his re-
cently-published anthology of 20th-century
Russian verse. This will be Yevtushenko's
second appearance at Bowdoin. He will be
appearing with his long-time translator, col-
laborator and friend, Albert Todd ofQueen's
College in New York. The reading is open to
the public free of charge.
Yevtushenko isoneof Russia's most visible
artists ofthe last four decades. Born in Siberia
in 1933, he published his first piece in the late
1940s. His reputation as a poet was estab-
lished in 1956, with the publication of a long
autobiographical poem "Zima Station." By
the end of the decade, he was a celebrity
whose readings attracted enormous crowds,
sometimeseven filling giant soccer stadiums,
and he became an idol of Russia's young
people. His work had a political significance
that transcended mere adulation, however:
through such poems as "Babi Yar" and "The
Heirs of Stalin," he became a symbol of
Russia's struggle to emerge from the dark
shadow of Stalinism. Ever a controversial
figure, Yevtushenko came to be condemned
by some in the 1960s and 70s as an establish-
mentpuppetand opportunist, even as theold
guard continued to regard him as a danger-
ous radical.
Meanwhile,he toured theU .S. several times,
charming audiences wherever he went and
became in his own way a commentator on
American life. He has written poems on such
diverse American topics as the Twist, the
murders at Kent State in 1970, the Challenger
disaster and Rambo. In the 1980s,
Yevtushenko was one of the first to embrace
Mikhail Gorbachev's reforms, publishing
scathing broadsides against the Soviet liter-
ary establishment. Late in the decade, he
served in the newly-liberalized Soviet parlia-
ment and was with Boris Yeltsin during the
dark days of the attempted coup of August,
1991. During the past couple of years
Yevtushenko has taught and lectured exten-
sively in the U.S.
At Bowdoin, Yevtushenko will read from
his new anthology (published in the U.S. by
Doubleday). The fruit of a long-planned labor
of love, this work became possible only re-
cently as a result of the liberalization of Rus-
sian culture.
Poet, artist, political figure, and media star,
Yevgeny Yevtushenko has been ever promi-
nent in Russian life throughout one of the
most exciting periods in its history. His ap-
pearance at Bowdoin could not be more
timely.
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The Masque ofthe Red Death" Edgar Allen Poe
While you're delving into your ghoulish
fancies, masquerading as lasciviousvampires
or bloodthirsty elves, remember that you, on
All Hallow's Eve, are subject to encounter a
brush with evil; a slice of the demonic that
may not invade your soul, but laces your
heart in an icy chill and forces you to make
sure that they are indeed among mortals.
Thosewho walk with the living and celebrate
the dead but once a year should expect to
have the compliment momentarily returned.
Think me not mad or devoid of sense for
drawing upon old legends and tales, but if, at
your Halloween Party of orange and black
crepe-paper, brown rotting pumpkins and
sour apple cider, a masked figure cloaked in
red appears at the door uninvited, make sure
your ticket reads "Planet Earth" and that the
back door is wide open, for this man, as
foretoldby Edgar Allen Poe, will cause "Dark-
ness and Decay and the Red Death to hold
illimitable dominion over all."
The world of Edgar Allen Poe is a world in
which the author sublimates reality to in-
clude a realm of the unspeakable: the mur-
derous, sanguine, macabre and, quite simply,
evil portions of natural existence. In no other
story does Poe tell of this seemingly demonic
and lurking presence than in "The Masque of
theRed Death."Thiswork recounts the tale of
a land stricken by a plague of grotesque pro-
portions:
The "Red Death" that had long devastated the
country ... Blood was its Abator ... there were
sharp pains and sudden dizziness, and then pro-
fuse bleeding at the pores, with dissolution. The
scarlet stains upon the body and especially upon
theface ofthe victim, were the pest ban which shut
him outfrom the aid and sympathy of his fellow
man.
In the midst of, mis scene of carnage,
Prospero, the prince of the land summons to
his castle the finest "knights, princes, squires
and dames" in order that theymay escape the
plague and lead a life of absolute hedonism.
While the castle walls are surrounded by the
bloody corpses of the fallen plague victims,
Prospero and his "harem" drink the nectar of
rich fruits and live a heavenly existence. It is
on the night of Prospero's masquerade ball,
however, that the Utopia is brought to a
screeching, or rather, blood-curdling halt.
The hall of Prospero is bathed in the rich-
nessof kings. Tapestriescoverthewalls,while
rich furniture and jewels fill the surrounding
rooms. Every member of court, dressed in
theirbest regal disguises, involve themselves
in the voluptuous air of the moment, hurling
their glittering bodies across the ballroom in
waves of unspeakable passions.
Adjoining the great hall are seven rooms,
each with a distinctive pattern or color: the
first chamber is blue, with richly Gothic
stained glass windows while the remaining
five rooms are purple, green, orange, white
and violet. It is the seventh room, however,
that exhibits a peculiar design: the walls are
cloaked in thick tapestries mat fall in droves
upon a dismally black floor. There is an eerie
light that emanates not from the candles in
the hallway, but rather from the crimsony
curtains that dully pulsate with a feverish
gleam. Themost magnificent
characteristic of the seventh
room is thegrand ivoryclock
that strikes its eerie charm
every hour. When the clock
sounds, as described by Poe,
the "giddiestgrew pale, and
the more aged and sedate
passed theirhandsover their
brows as if in confused rev-
erie or meditation." As the
hour grows later, the people
pack themselves denselyinto
the first six rooms, their gai-
ety interruptedonlymomen-
tarily by the chilling sound
of the clock.
It ison thechimeoftwelve,
however, that the clock
brings forth adream, aphan-
tom, a specter, an observer
into the ranks of the happy
party. Decorated in cloaks of
dark red and hiding behind
a sanguine mask, the unwel-
come visitor creeps "like a
thief in the night" into the presence of
Prospero. Observing immediately thenewly-
arrived guest, Prospero orders the retreating
specter to be apprehended. The figure moves
past all the chambers and enters the seventh
chamber to await the approach of Prospero.
Prospero storms into the seventh chamber,
rips off the red mask and sees, for the first time,
the intangible countenance of the Red Death.
He instantly recoils into a bleeding death while
his surrounding courtiersare fleeing from their
inevitable destruction, for in the end, the Red
Death will crush all their riches, power and
jewelry into one massive heap of a lifeless
humanity.
Evil for the pure and dignified sake of
terror is at the heart of Poe's work. He
endorses the demonic, the wretched, the
insane for their extremes—they all pose a
threat to an otherwise ordered existence.
To leave mis humdrum daily life of "get
the paper, go to work, come home for beef
and potatoes" through a vehicle of blood-
curdling terror is the thrill of Poe.
The choice between these two worlds,
the realm of the Red Death and the exist-
ence of Prospero, lies in the hands of the
reader. It is up to the noble savage to
ultimately choose between death and he-
donism.
Stallone and Snipes clash in "Demolition Man "
By Ethan Farber and Pat Kent
contributors
Movie Review
In a recent field trip to the Cooks' Corner
movie theater, we had Snow Caps and saw a
few movies. The snow caps were a little sweet
(chocolate chips covered in sugar? Why?)
and did not get Trident's four out of five
rating by dentists. "Demolition Man" and
"Malice," on the other hand, were a refresh-
ing departure from standard Hollywood fare.
In fact, our dentist loved hearing about them.
To answer the question you're all probably
wondering, we have no idea why Wesley
Snipes has blonde hair in "Demolition Man."
It's really not a good look for him. So skip it
and let's move on. The fact of the matter is
that as far as Hollywood-produced action
movies go, Demo man is one of the most
stylized and entertaining in recent memory.
Director Marco Bra mbilla and screenwriters
Daniel Waters ("Heathers," "Batman Re-
turns"), Robert Reneau and Peter Lenkov
have delivered what could be the first cin-
ematic slam on the potential fascism of Politi-
cal Correctness. The movie is set in 2036,
where anything harmful, offensive or dan-
gerous has been outlawed, and those who
seek freedom of expression have been driven
underground. When a madman finally does
arriveon the scene, no oneknowshow to deal
with him because their lives have fallen into
And more about Dennis
Leary. We loved him. We
want him infilms ... with
Robert DeNiro and Esther
Roll in a remake of the
"White Shadow.
"
lot of hard working manual-labor who never Now thatthafsoffour chests, wellmoveon to
get the credit they deserve, and franklywe're "Malice." As a suspense thriller, "Malice" goes
mad as hell) has created a remarkable mix of above and beyond the call for necessary plot
looks, ranging from the gothic underworld to twists, but pulls it off. We are talking about the
a cartoonish pseudo-utopean Los Angeles. Gordian knot ofstorylines here; toteDyou more
Stallone is ... well ... Stallone. To be honest, about it would either confuse you or ruin the
we've forgotten his character'sname already, movie Suffice to say, screenwritersAaronSorkin
He was Sly. Wesley Snipes, fashion faux pas andScottFrankdeserveabigpatonthecollective
and all, plays a great villain. Let's be honest, back and a healthy paycheck for constructing
ifwe could have as much fun creating havoc something so complex While "Malice" starts a
as he does, no one on this campus would be little slowly, director Harold Becker digs deeper
safe. In their respective cameos, Rob
Schneider, Dan Cortese and Dennis Leary
bring their individual personalities to the
screen. The mixture of all of these actors re-
minds us of a "Last Action Hero" mat actu-
ally works. (On a side note, how can you not
love a film that uses the theme from "Love
Boat" in its soundtrack?) The only othercom-
anddeeperintohisHitchcockianbagoftricksand
gives us the most genuine thriller in years In a
departure from the recent trend of using sexual
gimmicks to cover gaping plot holes, "Malice"
has a good enough storyline to make you forget
thatNicoleKidmanandAlecBaldwinareusually
domed.
So all in all, itwas the best field trip since Mrs.
such stagnation. The point is mat a life with-
out danger is not worm living.
However, it is at times heavy handed and
drifts dangerously close to a bizarre meeting
of "A Clockwork Orange" and "Rambo" (but
with a heart). Production Designer David
Snyder, with the help of a big budget (and a
plaint is that it could have gotten where itwas Roeper took us to the Franklin Hills Donut Mill,
going a lot quicker. but with a betterending, because Pat didn't boot
And more about Leary. We loved him. We on thebusonmewayhome,andEthandidn'twet
want him in films. More films. With Robert hispants(muchtothereliefofmovie-goersevery-
Deniro and Esther Roll. In a remake of the where). If you're looking for sheer entertain-
"WhiteShadow"—matwewant to see. None ment, "Demolition Man" and "Malice" are Hol-
of this stand-up comedy— if we're looking lywoodat itsslickest We'repretrysureyouwon't
for bad 70s humor, we'll get a Gabe Kaplan be disappointed. Oh, by the way if you go to
video, OK? We mink you hear us knocking. Cook's to see these, mentionyou read aboutthem
GOODWINCvolvo • mazoa^P
Looking for a VOLVO or a
MAZDA?
New or Used
We also have 1 Certified Honda, Toyota
and Nissan Technician.
Call the dealer with 41 years ofexperience
91 Main St.. Topsham
729-3369
and we think we're coming in, and we're
bringing a casting agent and a script for
"CHIPS- THE MOVIE" with us!
in the Orient. The management is contemplating
some form of student discount, so they'd like to
do a Bowdoin head count
<X
W AS It Should Be Italian Trattoria
It's here... The best brick oven pizza in town!
Brick oven pizza second to none. Homemade
sauce and specialty toppings."
10"...$3.50 14"...$7.00 16"...$8.00
Specializing in pizza, pasta and chicken dishes
76 Union Street, Brunswick 729-2826
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A celebration of the human
voice: the a cappella talents
of Meddies and Miscellania
By Vicki Houghton
STAFF WRITER
Coming off a hot tour last year—singing at
the Inauguration and partying with Senator
George Mitchell—the Meddiebempsters are
firing up their Bowdoin "cords" for a whole
new year. As senior Christopher Seeley puts
it, the Meddies comprise "a little of the old, a
little of thenew and many things in between."
The Meddies pride themselves on tine prin-
ciple mat "we don't do Billy Joel and will
never do anything by Jesus Jones." They will
"take you to the Caribbean, the hinterland
and to Broadway.
"Having put in many long hours already
this week, the Meddies will definitely put on
a sure-fire performance this weekend Michael
Lee '94, a tenor who began his career at the
young age of seven, is enthusiastic about this
weekend and the upcoming events of the
year. The Meddies plan to perform for
audiences throughout New England and
will soon release their new album.
When asked about what is first on their
list of priorities, the Meddies are quick to
answer that it is definitely getting this
album out.
It is tradition for the Meddies to put
out an album every two years, and they
spent much of last December in a quiet
room in Pickard recording this one.
They still need about $1500 to pay for
its release, but after the performance this
.
hnn Sullivan/ Bowdoin Orient
After performing on Homecoming Weekend, Miscellenia hopes to shine in this coming
weekend's performance.
weekend they hope that donations will dents alike.
be pouring in. The Meddies and Miscellania, Bowdoin's all-
The long and illustrious story of the women's a capdla group,will be kicking off their
Meddiebempsters, who take their name from seasons at 8:00 p.m. on Friday night in Morrell
The long and illustrious story of the Meddiebempsters, who
take their namefrom Meddybemps, thefirst town in Maine
to pay a certain federal tax, began in an unidentified
fraternity barroom in 1937.
Jen Ahrens/ Bowdoin Orient
Performing this Friday night in Morrell Gym, the Meddiebempsters hope to release
their new CD sometime this year.
Meddybemps, the first town in Maine to pay a Gymnasium. Both applause and any donations
certain federal tax, began in an unidentified you wish to make will be highly appreciated,
fraternity barroom in 1937. Geoff Stanwood, a The Faces of die Meddies: Nat Dueker '97
student and a member of Alpha Delta Phi, (baritone), Michael Lee '94 (tenor IT), David Mo-
created the group, known as an "augmented rales "97 (baritone), Ramsay Rawson V6 (bass),
double quartet" (nine people to you and me), Todd Webster '94 (tenor H), Christopher Lee '95
with professor Frederick E.T. Tillotson. (baury), Tom Moore '95 (tenor I), Michael
ThroughouttheyearstheMeddieshavetoured Shtewood "97 (bass II), Tyler Smith '96 (tenor U),
all over the United States and Europe, enter- Stephen Crawford ^(tenorU), and Christopher
taming government officials, GI's and stu- A. Seeley "94 (bass).
Chamber Choir and Symphony Orchestra bring music to the Chapel
By Katherine Snyder
STAFF WRITER
This Saturday, October 30, the Bowdoin
Symphony Orchestra, Chorus and Chamber
Choir will be performing together once more
for the annual Parents' Day Concert. The
Concert will offer a sampling of these music
ensembles in performance, giving parents
and students a chance to see the efforts and
achievements of the groups.
There will be two solo performances. Jen-
nifer Hand '94 will perform a flute solo, and
Henry Brondshpits '97 will perform on the
organ. The groups will be presenting a smor-
gasbord of music, beginning with the
Orchestra's performance of a "Capnol Suite
for Strings."
The ChamberChoir will perform pieces of
music of the Renaissance Lowlands, and die
Chorus will perform Music for the Jewish
Sabbath Eve Service, with contralto Percy
Browning and tenorDan Hershey. The music
department is paticularlyhappy with the ex-
traordinarygrowth of the Chorus, which has
^. _.._....,
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Erin SuJlivan/ Bowdoin Orient
The Chamber Choir will be perform ing pieces of die Renaissance Lowlands this
weekend.
increased its size in the past two years from
seven members to seventy-five. Professor Rob-
ert Greenlee credits this increase largly to the
efforts of new director, Anthony Antolini,
"an engaging and talented man".
The concert is free, but to be assured a seat,
it is advisable to pick up tickets in advance at
die Moulton Union Information Desk before
4:30p.m. on Friday, as there is limited seating
and a full house is anticipated. The concert
begins at 3:00 p.m. at the Chapel.
The newly cut Bowdoin Chamber Choir In
ConcertCD, will be sold for $1 2 at the concert.
The CD is a compilation of of previously
recorded liveperformances, including a wide
variety of music in many different styles and
languages, ranging from American to Span-
ish Renaissance.Proceeds will go towards the
Choir's 1994 Spring Tour Fund. The CD will
be available at the Moulton Union Bookstore
and at Macbean's Music on Main Street.
"Nosferatu," thedassic 1922 silentfilmversion
of "Dracula" is being shown with organ accom-
paniment at 6:00 p.m. and 1100 pjn. in the
Chapel. 'It is the re-creation ofan old tradition,"
explains Greenlee. "Before talkies, the theatre
organ added dramaticpunch to movies, making
them more frigh.tajng" Fright Night will not be
an entirely historical re-creation, however. The
film should be very entertaining accompanied
byavarietyofmusicfrom BillyJoelandTVsitcom
themes to Bach's famous Toccata in d minor.
Fright Night isopen to the general public, but
seating is limited. Tickets cost$4 foradultsand$2
for children under 12, and they are available for
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I would like to set the record straight on Mr. James
Chapman's lecture "How DoYou Love a BlackWoman." All
these liberal men who know how to love a women kill me.
How ddid they become an expert on women anyway? By
dating a lot ofthem and mendumping mem? All in thename
of research I guess? All a man has to do is be a liberal and
claim there is no differencebetweenmenand women in their
needsexceptone is a male plug and the other is a female plug,
they are the same and have the same needs. Garbage. God is
not a women as Mr. Chapman claims. Man was made in the
image of God, and woman, hence wo-man, was made from
man as a help mate for man. This is at the heart ofmany if the
man and woman relaitonship problems. God placed man in
the role of authority on the earth and commanded mat the
woman be subject to his authority. Hence, God and nature
demands a certain relationship on a certain foundation
between men and women, and as long as liberall loving men
continue to try to change this God given role of the sexes,
there willbe no healthyand respectful relationshipsbetween
men and women.
Where are the days where women knew how to love men
calling them lord and men holding women with respect in
respect for which God had given man a help mate? Today,
women want to be like men and men want to be likewomen.
Okay, Mr. Chapman, women love you because you are so
sensitive and now they will date you, even worship you.
There'sonlyoneproblem .God isnotawoman.Hemademan
first. Count your ribs. Every man has one rib less than every
woman on earth. Why is mis scientific fact true? Maybe
because God said He took from the man a rib and; made for
him a wo-man as a help mate because it was not good man
should be alone.
Thiscollegewasfoundedon Bible doctrine until the liberals,
like Mr. Chapman, changed whole foundations oftruth with
their silly notions of open minded liberalisms, void of truth.
Sincerely,
Paul McQueen
(member or the community)
PS




In honor of your paucous editorial submissions and
"immaterial viewpoints" I have decided to take your advice
in "recognizing a problem and work to solve it." The problem
is that when a particular mouthpiece of the college, be it
Orient or President, tries to assure die Bowdoin student mat
he or she actually has a voice in the decision making process,
no one longer believes it. You see, dear editor, any one who
hasbeenhere longenough realizes the remarkable correlation
between politically correct Bowdoin speak and good old-
fashioned BS. Ifwe really had a voice, millions of our dollars
would not continue to be wasted on a big, ugly, stupid,
Utopian socialist co-op ofabam in the middle ofcampus. No,
ifwe students still had a voice,wewould still have need-blind
admissions, we would still have Professor Sweet, fraternities
would still exist, co-ed houses would not continue to be
persecuted in general, the wrestling program would not have
been cut, the athletic facilities would be up to par with
Brunswick high school, and our school paper would still
execute some kind of independent opinion free of rampant
politically correct bias and administrative ass kissing.
Let's seenow. We've "recognized tineproblem" sonow let's
"work to solve it." I suggest, instead of submitting hundreds
of meaningless letters— and let's face it, considering the
current state of affairs, our letters are completely useless
—
,
that every student voluntarily defaults on his or her tuition
payment. Thusthe schoolcan eithergive the studentsomesay
in its virtually fascist decision making process or they can go
bankrupt. Is this a viable solution? Probably not. But neither
is spray painting "Columbus was an ignorant Lesbian
skinhead" all over the Polar Bear. So ultimately, I supposewe
might as well sink into an even greater state of moral and
intellectual torpor until the administration finally gets what it
wants, a growing assembly of rich, timid, weak-willed, little
automatons and a paper whose proclivity for inane and










In your October 15 editorial concerning priorities for the
College you cite tine Children's Center as an example of the
"country club mentality" and that the College spends
"hundreds of thousands ofdollars" on it. I don't know where
you got your facts or who is responsible for checking them,
but let me attempt to clarify a few tilings.
Providing quality child care for Bowdoin faculty and staff,
many of whom are either from two-income families or are
single parents is not a country club frill. In the current year,
thirty-one childrenofBowdoincommunityparents, including
tiie child of one student, are served by programs for infants,
toddlers, preschoolers, and kindergartners. An additional
twelve children from the Brunswick area community are
served, at higher fees, as a means of ensuring that the Center
iseconomicallyand programmatically efficient.Careprovided
close to the workplace provides a peace of mind and
convenience that allows parents to concentrate on their work
while they are there. The fact that last semester forty-four
students performed consistent volunteer work at the Center,
many as a laboratory experience for Developmental
Psychology, is only one significant side benefit.
Letme provide an update on financial realities. During the
start-up period of the Center, five years ago, the College did
indeed provide a substantial subsidy in order for the Center
to operate. As the financial realities facing the College became
more clear, the Center, along with other departments on
campus, worked to reduce its operating costs. Unlike most
departments on campus, the Center has a revenue stream as
well,and fees foruserswere raised substantially .The operating
budget for 1992/93 was $240,000. The budget target would
have allowed a subsidy of $11,000, in addition to providing
the two buildings which house the programs. Through the
combined efforts of the staff, parents, and the Center's
Oversight Committee, and in cooperation with Treasurer
Kent John Chabotar, the actual budget will show a small
surplus instead of a subsidy. The goal in the current and
future budget years will be to be self-supporting.
Thank you for the opportunity to respond to your editorial.
In the future I would be delighted to provide the Orient with






I am beginning to think that the students of Bowdoin
College are intellectually bankrupt.
Last week's Student Opinion page was one of the most
shameful, embarrassing and pathetic displays of the lack of
student values and intellectual thought that I have seen in
four years at this college. When the extent of student opinion
does not go any farther than a beer review and the rarely
coherent musings ofSilverman and Doerr, there is significant
cause for worry. Is it that students here just don't care about
anything? Or perhaps they are so committed to their studies
that they walk around with blinders on when they are not in
class? Perhaps I reside in a dream world, but I honestly feel
that students here are capable of so much more and have so
much more to say for themselves than what is being said for
us in the Orient.
Instead of limiting my thoughts to mere generalizations,
allow me to articulate specifically what I find lacking in the
current Orient pundits. At the very base of it I think that there
is something embarrassing about the fact that a beer review
qualifies asan expressionofstudentopinion. As interestingor
possibly relevant as this may be, it is the fodder of the feature
pages of this newspaper and not the editorial pages.
The placement of beer reviews on the student opinion
pages means next to nothing in comparison to the weekly
rantings and ramblings of Silverman and Doerr. What, I ask
you, is the relevance of a column that only the authors and a
few selected others can everhope tounderstand? Theircolumn
is an inside joke to which the rest of the student body should
not have to be subjected.
The picture of the Orient's Student Opinion page as a vast
wasteland of utter mindlessness is not entirely accurate.
There is one saving grace that the world of student opinion
still has going. That saving grace is Brian Sung's "View from
the Couch." By training his eye on the graffiti in the Tower
elevator and the bad press that the Philadelphia Phillies were
getting, Sung has shown that not all student opinion is
mindless.
When are the other student's of Bowdoin College going to
wake up? Someone, somewhere, considers this college to be
one of the finest in the country. The theory goes, that in order
to earn this reputation, you fill your studentbody with bright,
intelligent and thoughtful students. If this is true, then why




Reading last week'.s Orient I was surprised that there was
not a single article mentioning the retirement of one of
basketball's greatest -Michael Jordan.
Why did Michael Jordan retire? He has attained most all
the prizes in the game ofbasketball all before the age of 30: all-
star, top-scorer, MVP, gold medalist, and world champion.
Having justwon theNBA championship his retirementseems
an abrupt ending to his magnificent career.
Some argue that Jordan's basketball career is complete.
Having attained all goals imaginable Michael has in a sense
mastered the game of basketball and does not have the desire
to continue playing. Maybe Jordan was merely fed up with
the limelight. Michael Jordan's image is displayed on
everything from posters and Wheaties boxes to the many
magazines, newspapers, and advertisementsacross theworld
.
Every time Michael is seen in public he is harassed by a hoard
of fans. I find it difficult to believe thatJordan would drop the
sport that he loves because he has reached the pinnacle of
success or can no longer handle his fame. In my opinion
Michael views his passion for the game paramount to the
negative aspects of superstar status.
With the death of James Jordan this summer perhaps
personal crisis has drained Michael ofhis energy for thegame.
Another group of critics claim that Jordan's retirement is a
direct result of his gambling problems. The NBA was in the
middle of investigating Michael Jordan's gambling
involvementwhenJordan's fatherpassed away. They planned
oncontinuing their investigation theweek Michael announced
his retirement. Many point to this as evidence of Jordan's
motivation to retire. Regardless of why Michael Jordan
retiredone cannotdeny his tremendous abilitiesasa basketball
player. We should not place Jordan on a pedestal and judge
him by his personal actions. Moreover, the public should not
expect model athletes to be model citizens.
Michael, a mold of numerous talents, generated intense
excitement every time he took the floor. Michael will always
be remembered as a true competitorwho never failed to cheer
the crowd. After all that is what he is paid to do. He is an
entertainer by profession; whether a dazzling dunk, buzzer
beater shot, or game winning steal he always found his way
toprovide excitement. Although MichaelJordan's retirement
may never be fully understood his play will be sorely missed
.
With Larry, Magic, and Michael gone, who will produce the
excitement for basketball in the future?
Jeff Schneider 97
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"The College exercises no control over the content of the
writings contained herein, and neither it, nor thefaculty,




The Bowdoin Orient welcomes letters from all of our readers.
Letters must be received by 6 p.m. Tuesday to be published the
same week, and must include a phone number where the author
of the letter may be reached. Letters should address the Editor,
and not a particular individual.
The Bowdoin Orient is published weekly while classes are held
during Fall and Spring semesters by the students of Bowdoin
College, Brunswick, Maine.
The policies of the Bowdoin Orient are determined by the Bowdoin
Publishing Company and the Editors. Individual Editors are not
necessarily responsible for, or in agreement with, the policies and
editorials of the Bowdoin Orient
The Bowdoin Orient reserves the right to edit any and all articles
and letters.
Address all correspondence to the Bowdoin Orient, 12Cleaveland
St., Brunswick, Maine, 04011. Our telephone number is (207) 725 -
3300.
E d o
How does our sexual
l^rassmmj^Hcymeasunsup?
AntiocTTCpllege's receny passage of a
new sexual/offense policy has created
controversy in academic institutions
across the ration. Th>rnajor concern is
whether or not their policy pushes to an
extreme the limitations of sexual
interactions between individuals.
Antioch' s in-depth definitions of casual
and intimate relations between
individuals has infringed upon sensitive
areas that people are unwilling to
confront. As an institution that has prided
itself on its reputation as an innovative
liberal arts college, it is necessary for
Bowdoin to adopt a similar policy not
only to increase the awareness of its
students and faculty but also to formally
define what constitutes a sexual crime.
Currently the Sexual MisconductBoard
is considering a new policy to replace
the outdated and ambiguous one that
exists now. The terms andimprovements
upon the existing policy have not been
disclosed but it is obvious that Bowdoin
has outgrown the five-year-old policy it
presently follows.
As a start, it is important thatthe College
define precisely what actions are
considered to be offenses and what the
punishments are for these offenses.
Currently the policy is unclear as to what
behavior is considered harassment.
According to the policy found in the
student handbook, harassment is defined
as, "any unwelcome sexual advances,
requests for sexual favors and other
verbal or physical conduct of a sexual
nature" given certain conditions. What
constitutes these unwelcome sexual
advances, however remains to be
explained.
According to the Antioch policy,
unwelcome sexual advances are actions
that have been performed without the
verbal consent of the parties involved.
This clarifies the intentions ofthe parties
and makes certain that no assumptions
are made. In addition to a sexual
harassment policy asexual offense policy
has been designed to deal with problems
on campus and problems involving
Antioch community members, namely
faculty. Bowdoin, however, has no
definitive policy designed to deal with
such incidents.
In terms of punishment, Bowdoin
resolves issues using aboard, headed by
Professor James E. Ward. The powers of
this board are not clarified, whereas in
the Antioch policy, the appointment of
the hearing board (equivalent to our
board), its powers and its remedies for
specific cases (rape, sexual assault,sexual
harassment,etc.) are presented in writing
for its community to take note of.
Apparently, the College has decided that
the powers of the board are understood,
but no one seems to know what these
powers are. These examples underscore
justhow our policy is suffering from the
lack of clarity that the Antioch policy so
obviously posesses.
Undoubtedly this is a sensitive issue
because it involves the interactions of
individuals in an intimate situation. It
warrants careful consideration however
it is important that Bowdoin not fall into
the, "tranquilizing effects ofgradualism."
The Orient hasdiscovered thatthe policy
in the works has been in its development
stages since the fall of 1992. What is the
holdup? Is the Administration placing
this issue on hold, and ifso, why? Is itnot
important that the Bowdoin community
be schooled in the sensitive issues
surrounding sexual harassment and
assault? Are we going to allow these
issues to pass us by and degrade this
institution into a second rate college?
Though thismay seem tobe an extreme
position concerning an often
misunderstood topic, Antioch's
controversial policy may just be the
breakthrough that increases people's
awareness of the conflicts involving
sexual harassment and assault, and
change the misunderstood into the
understood.
To receive your $25, full-year subscription, or your $18, one semester subscription, call (207) 725 3053.




This week we recognize one ofBowdoin1s lesser-known minorities
By Danielle Richardson politics, the list goes on. and disadvantages. The province of Quebec
Cottjflbptoy This conclusion nagged at me, however. It would considers itself to be very different from the rest
not settle itselfin the back ofmy mind. Ifwe are all of Canada and wants to be recognized as a
Upon arriving at Bowdoin my nationality pretty much the same,** why did I find myself "distinct society." Separatist parties are on the
became a great catalyst for conversation. As becoming so ridiculously excited each time I met a rise and gaining more and more control. Native
soonasIMan*^^ fellow Canadian on campus? I really felt as though peoples in Canada are currently fighting for
as a Canadian was exposed. I would then be we shared a special understanding, but the reasons recognition of their culture and for the right to
showered with the usual Questions and M this escaped me* self-government. As Bill Clinton settles into his
comments: "itoowaguyfrm Somehow between the lime that I left home and term as president, our prime minister, Kim
plays hockey!** "Are you rooting for the Blue settled into Bowdoin, I forgot that Canada is a Campbell, is preparing for an election. Political
Jays?" "Do you watch Degrassi Jr. High?" 1 different country. I don't think I wanted to think of agreements, such as NAFTA, will inevitably
wouldrespond toeach ofthese inquiriesin turn, myself as a foreigner. While Canada and the United affectCanada differently than it will our southern
trying to restrain the sarcasm as best I could: States exist within the context of Western culture, counterpart. The list goes on and on.
"No kidding!" "Actually, Fm behind the we are undeniably different . As I thought ofthese things,my hazy feeling of
Phillies." "Everyday^nay morh*s taping itfor Let me give you a few examples of what I mean, somehow being "different" began to clarify itself.
me while Fm here." Although I would often Canada is a member of the Commonwealth and has So many things are going on at home and,
feel as though Iwason the defensive, Idiscover many traditions which confirm our ties to Britain, inevitably, I am losing touch with them to a
that mostof thepeople I talkedtowere slightly Although Canada is a huge country as far as land certain extent. I am confident, however, that
embarrassed toadmit that theyknew very little mass is concerned, our population is a mere 25 Bowdoin is worth this sacrifice, and I in no way
about Canadaand were genuinely interested in million compared to the United States' 250 million, regret the effort it took to get me here. In fact, it
what I had to say about my country. Therefore, everything is scaled down slightly ai>d is greatbecause this culture is enough like the one
Manypeopletoldmethat theyalwaysthought we posses some of the characteristics of a Socialist I come from to settle in with ease, while it is
ofCanada as an extension of theUnited States, nation. Our health care system is, for example, different enough to arouse my curiosity. I will
and I came to theconclusion mat, asidefrom a equally accessible to all people. Canada has rejected keep the distinguishing factors of our two
few subtle differences, this statement was themelting pot theory and identifies with the idea of countries in the backofmy mind; thatway I think
essentially true. We speak the same language, multiculturalism. This often gets us into some hot I will have the benefit of appreciating each that
watch the same television shows, listen to the water as we try to cater to each and every minority, much more,
same music, share fundamental views about We are a bilingual nation, which has its advantages
Silverman&Doerr
Would you like some Pearl Jam on your toast?
Sisk, you're not gonna understand this one...
DOODS, now that you've turned in your pre-
reg cards for next semestron, we fear that you may
have missed some of the more choice classes.
That probably means that you missed our
instructional session in the Bear Buns in the attic
of Appletrop Hubbard Hall. Nobody showed up
because it didn't happen at all, and if you thought
for a second that it really did, put down this paper
and start transferring, buddy.
So we'll recap.
TOP TEN CLASSES AT THE EDMUND'S
INSTITUTE OF GUTS:
NUMBER FRIGGIN' 10: Photo 180. Cause
you do stuffin the dark. Walkmans are required
—
conversation isn't. And ifyou go you betterbring
you Polaroid one-step because at photo 180, they
don'tmessaroundwithanything butAnselAdams,
and they don't take attendance.
NUMERO NINE: Anything that has the words
"sub-saharan" or "music" in it (As long as the
course number is over 331). They all start after
two in the afternoon; the papers can be turned in
not at all (ask Bristol); Spence is probably in
there; and attendance is discouraged.
NUMBER OCHO: anything sub-20. Now the
sub- 100s are pretty choice, but if you're under
twenty, you're in classics, baby. Classics sucks.
Munnelly takes it all the time. He's got a major
that adds up to 105. Well, there goes the chance
of either of us taking a classics course here.. .(Yeah,
butthey don'tknow we're usingcode names, Johnny)
NUMBER SEV: Lucky seven. We're winning.
GOV 227 and GOV 107. Ayubi. 'Nuff said.
NUMBER SIX: Wow. We are still recovering
from that one. J-Board look out! We're free
afternoons, ifyou're LOOKING for us... NUMBER
SIX: ENGLISH 456—Indepedent Study on the
implications of Richard Dent's and its effects on
Rafael Septien. Good class here. Also discusses the
BOZ's career in commercials. Go Fuad Reveiz.
Only prob with this class is the requirement to listen
to Wham.
NUMBER FIVSKI: Halfway there, baby. We
hate classes that maintain the status quo. Okay. All
right Roll with it GOV 34: The effects ofthe Colby
Math Team on theNew Hampshire Primaries. Long
live Scottie Ridley.
NUMERO FOUR: Crazy Hoops 222: This is a
Bowdoin original. Face off with Jordan and Larry
theLegend asyou scale the skyscrapersofBrunswick.
Let's join them in action during last years final.
Remember now, this is after one semester of skill
work with airteam McDonald's. Jords: Alright Larr,
let's give it to him, the FINAL. Ledge: Alright (put
your name in here in place of last year's student
name) you must go off the first parish floodlight,
ricocheting off the steeple, through the hole in the
VAC into a stealth hopper in Hubbard, through
D.L.'s office, off the sundial, plunking in a frosh
game of weakling anchorman, and finally entering
Sargent gym through locker number 174.6D with a
backboard swish in the Southeastern practice hoop
of the aforementioned gymnasium.
NVMBER 3: (Walker Art Bvildingesque)Film
Studies 202: Alright, time for roll call. Stork-
present, Bristol-present, Forts-present, Silverman-
there, Neil Young-I'm with you left Spence-I
dunno, C-Box-check me, Judd-last one in my flicks
major. What can we say. Mandatory evening
screenings? Mind-altering substances?Don' t leave
home without 'em.
2: Sociology of Sex 69: Current social
stratification and its effects on the nightlife of
foreign nationals in Montreal. Although this class
hits a snag when it discusses the extradition from
Club Cabaret and the legal auspices surrounding,
IT'SADAMNEDMUST. Askus. Trust us. Believe
in us. Be us. Whooooaaaaa. Followin' Siskie?
THE BIG ONE: Silverman and Doerr, 101 : The
newest concentration of studies here at Bowdoyn.
Sponsored by Graffix Society of America, this
courseload will be tough to swallow. Requirements
are easy to meet You mustcome over to ourjoint
hang out and generally be sweet We run the show,
and are quite welcoming to sub-frosh and parents
alike. Oooh, fresh perspectiveson the i-covered w.
What do they say at the very end of The Wall,
anyway? And does thatwasted dudeon "an Evening
With the Allmans" yell, "shoulda been here,
Silverman!"? Check "Blue Sky," track 2. Maybe
you should check your tube first
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STUDENT SPEAK
By Katie Shoemaker, with photos by Erin Sullivan
ShouldBowdoin College reinvest in South Africa?
Background: In 1986, the Governing Boards of Bowdoin College voted to divest from South Africa in
opposition to apartheid. Due to the political changes that have occurred in South Africa, particularly Nelson
Mandela's call for such action, Bowdoin has decided to consider reinvestment. The Governing Boards
postponed their decision pending an open forum which was held by the Executive Board last week. Students
responded to this question.
Nelson Rodriguez '94
Bronx, New York
Considering the racial and white
nationalist conflictresurfacing inSouth
Africa, it mightbe best to wait and see.
We have to ask ourselves, where is
renewed economic growth going tobe
channeled. We don't know how fair
the elections are going to be. If given
bad results, the investment would be
difficult to reverse, then wait. If it's an








Yes, Bowdoin should reinvest in South
Africa, because it is the time when Black
South African leaders call for it. The
major reason for this call is to decrease
the level of violence in the country by
improving the economic growth
Nell Butchenhart f97
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
In order for a strategy of economic
sanctions to be effective, once the
sanctioned country has made progress,
support must be reinstated. It's the old
positive reinforcement idea. However,
reinvestment can be gradual—further
improvements canbedemandedbefore





Now that economic sanctions have
proved their point, and South Africa has
given voting rights to all its citizens, the
United States has a responsibility to
support their reforms. Lifting the
sanctions willbe a goodway to integrate
all into South Africa. Besides, now the




I think that we should invest in
ourselves,not in South Africa. Wehave
enough needs of our own that should
be taken care of first.
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Bears score low, but still can not be bested
Repeat?: Defense
continues to come through




It has been an uncharacteristically low
scoring week for the women's soccer team.
The Polar Bears defeated Trinity 1-0 in
Hartford last Saturday and tied Bates 1-1 in
the rain on Wednesday. Head coach John
Cullen felt that the team's performanceagainst
Trinity (5-6-1) was lacking in the first half.
Despite the fact that the Bears won thatgame
but only tied against the Bobcats, he was




The one goal scored at Trinity was kicked
home by Bowdoin's Cynthia Lodding '96. In
the second half, Lodding connected on a high
corner kick which bounced out of the hands
of the Trinity goalie for her first goal of the
season. Bowdoin goalie Moya Gibson '96
notched her third shutout of the season,
making four saves. "In the first half, we came
out flat," said Cullen. "[Coming into] the
second half, thescorewas exactlywhatTrinity
wanted." The Bears did not let Trinity take
advantage of the fact that the Bantams had
kept Bowdoin scoreless. Fortunately, theteam
was able to use a strong effort to turn the
game around.




The playing conditions were horrible, with
rain and mud affecting play dramatically.
"Bates is a very aggressive ball club," said
Cullen. "Given the conditions, it could have
been anybody's ballgame." Bates entered the
game ranked #5 in New England, not far
behind Bowdoin (#4).
Each team chose a half to score, Bates
connecting in the first half and Bowdoin
scoring in the second. At 57:12, Heather
Marlow '97 headed the ball past the Bates
keeper on a ball from Nan Gorton '96. Gibson
again played well, saving 14, but saw a tie
added to her strong record (6-2-2). The game
seemed to lack a feeling of impending victory
on either side, prompting Cullen to comment
that neither team "mounted anything
particularly dangerous."
The Polar Bears arenow an impressive 8-2-
3 and are ready to put on a show for their
parents tomorrow at 11:00 a.m. as they take
on Wesleyan for the final regular game of the
season. This final regular season game may
be far from the last women's soccer action for
this season, however. For the first year ever,
NESCAC teams will be eligible for NCAA
bids, which will be announced Sunday . The
bids for theECAC championship tournament
will be announced Monday.
The team's performance against Wesleyan
will certainly be an important factor in its
post-season standing Whatever their ranking,
however, the Bears will enter post-season
play with the knowledge that they did it last
year, so they just might be able to do it again
in 1993.







£y Tias a standard of excellence
/ by which it judges its best
athletes. This highest
achievement is the Most
Valuable Player award, and
it goes to people with names
like Jordan, Bonds, Gretzky
and Montana. In the 1993
World Series, itwent toa man
named Paul Molitor, who
went 12-24, hit two round-
trippers and drove in eight
runs, leading the Toronto
Blue Jays to their second
straight championship.
Less often, but every once
in a while, an athlete comes
along who warrants
consideration for an entirely
different kind of award: the
ever-prestigious Least
Valuable Player, given to the
athlete most detrimental to
his team's success, most
clumsy in keymoments, most
just plain awful. In the fall of
1993, we have our new LVP.
Mitch Williams,
affectionately dubbed "Wild
Thing," is the craziest of a
crazy bunch of Philadelphia
Phillies. Sure, he has the
potential of beaning you in
thehead every timehewinds
up, and sure, hell put a scare
intoyou bywalking the bases
loadedbefore strikingout the
^ side. But he's a PhiHie, so you
^•expect him to be rough
USmi
around the edges, and you love him all the
more because he is. He does things with the
kind of character and uniqueness you won't
find in a Toronto Blue Jay.
And besides, his wildness has never really
been a major factor. It has nevercome back to
hurt him. He had 43 saves in 1993 as the
team's closer, and he made it out of the jams
when it really counted. So you laugh off his
wildness asyetanother quirk ofthe storybook
team of destiny, the 1993 Phillies.
And hey, he had a pretty good League
Championship Series. Sure, the only reason
he won two games was because he failed to
save them, buthe saved the other two, and his
ERA was actually only 1.69. And he was on
the mound when the Phillies stole a third
straight trip to the World Series from the
Atlanta Braves. We remember him jumping
up in the air in victory, moments before being
mobbed by Darren Daulton and scores of
other underdogs who somehow made it to
the top.
And besides, his wildness
has never really been a
majorfactor. It has never
come back to hurt him.
Now, however, the World Series is history,
and we have a different kind of memory of
Mitch Williams. He was on the mound at the
end again. But he did not jump up in the air.
Instead,hehung hishead and walked toward
the dugout, through the outskirts of a crowd
of jubilant Blue Jays, having served up the
three-run gopher ball to Joe Carter which
ended the World Series with one pop of the
bat.
Williams cameon in the bottom ofthe ninth
inning to try to close things out for the Phillies,
who were up 6-5, and force a Game 7
showdown. His wildness came through with
painful clarity from the get-go as he walked
Rickey Henderson on four pitches. He
managed to induce Devon White into a fly
ball, but then gave up a single to Molitor,
which set the stage for Carter's heroics.
Onebadperformancealonewasnotenough
for Williams to surpassteammatesKim Batiste
and David West in theLVP voting, however.
Williams also came into the late innings of
Game 4 with his team leading by the
improbable score of 14-9. Even the most
cynical of nay-sayers would have thought a
five-run lead safe in the hands of Williams,
but he blew that one, too, as Toronto grabbed
a 3-1 series lead by a final score of 15-14.
According to teammate Dave Hollins,
Williams was forced to obtain a gun in
response to the death threats he received
following the disastrous outing.
Williams compiled a 20.25ERA in the 1993
World Series. He pitched 3 2/3 innings, gave
up six runs and was tagged with half of the
team's four losses. Even before the Game 6
debacle, manager Jim Fregosi had lost so
much confidence in the control of his closer
that he had starter Terry Mulholland up
throwing in the late innings of the Phillies'
Game 5 2-0 victory. His control problems had
by this point become so widely documented
that they inspired the Blue Jays' Molitor to
quip followingGame6, "Weknew something
good would happen when Mitch came into
the game." Apparently Phillie Curt Schilling
SPORTS COMMENTARY
also knew something goo
would happen for the Blue
Jays. When Williams entered
Game6, Schilling covered his
face with a white towel,
unable to watch the
proceedings.
Poor Mitch. So much
pressure to make the perfect
pitch at the perfect time. No
five or six innings to work
out the kinks, like the starters.
Fastball-curveball-sinker,
right on command, and
perfect every time.
Still, one fact is inescapable.
Lenny Dykstra hit fourhome
runs and had eight RBIs.
Mariano Duncan scored 10
runs in six games. Schilling
pitched a complete game,
five-hit shutout to keep his
team alive. The fact is, despite
his teammates' best efforts,
despite 14 runs in Game 4
and despite a stirring late-
inning comeback in Game 6,
Mitch Williams lost the
World Series for the
Philadelphia Phillies.
Without Mitch, the Phillies
would havewon in six games,
not Toronto.
Mitch Williams is the
craziest of a crazy bunch of
Phillies. But we no longer
laugh at this quirk. And next
season, Mitch Williams may v
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CLUE PORT SPOTLIGHT
Crew team rows well at Head of the Charles
By Derek Armstrong
sports editor
Theorganizationalmeeting for the fall 1993
crew season was attended by 100 potential
rowers. Co-captains Sarah Schoolwerth '96
and WillHavemeyer '96 staggered backward
in disbelief, glad to see so much enthusiasm
but a t a loss to figure outhow so many people
would get enough water time for mem to
learn the sport. The club quickly dwindled
down to a dedicated 78 individuals, but this
was still twice the size of the 1992 squad, and
there were only four shells to use during
practice and races.
After some shuffling around of practice
schedules and tinkering with the structure of
the team, Havemeyer and Schoolwerth
managed to work things out, giving most
people the opportunity to race competitively
in one of the five races in which the team has
participated. Still, thecrew teamcould benefit
greatly from a change to varsity status, which
would notonlyprovide itwith a largerbudget,
butwith greater recognitionfrom theCollege.
Schoolwerth pointed out mat the team was
not even listed as a club sport in the student
handbook until this year, and said, "It's
logistically impossible tohavea team this size
and remain club."
Regardless of the complications in
organizing a group of athletes larger than the
Bowdoin football team, the team has
experienced an enjoyable season as well as a
fairamountofsuccess.Just thispastweekend,
the team travelled to Cambridge, MA, for the
ever-social Head ofthe Charles. Although the
team could enteronlyone boa tdue to the race
selection process, the Bears boasted the most
boisterous fan support, which helped propel
them to a strong finish.
The lone Bowdoin entry, a four-person boat
of men's heavyweights, placed 30th out of 48
teams on a traditionally tough course. "It's a
real tough course because the Charles River is
so curvy, and there are so many bridges to go
under," said Schoolwerth . Teamsfromaround
the world participated in this 5000-meter
race—in fact, a boat from Peru took firstplace.
The Bears were 2:06 behind Peru and about a
minute behind Bates. The Bowdoin squad
did manage to beat Colby, however.
The first race of the season several weeks
ago was also against Bates and Colby, this
time at Bates. The lightweight women's boat
won its race, while the open women's placed
second out of five teams in its class.
The following weekend, the team
participated in the Textile Regatta in Lowell,
exactly what happened."
Fortunately for the team, Schoenbrod, one
of the three biggest boat-building companies
in the country, is located right in Biddeford
andwasable to get towork repairing the shell
only24hours after thedamageoccurred. The
Karin (Jralnek/Bowdoin Orient
Neil Houghton '94 heads the pack of Bears eager to show up Harvard and MIT.
MA, which proved to be its most successful
race of the season. The team entered 12 crews
and all four boats into competition, which
meant that almost 50 people raced. "Thatwas
a chore in itself, getting everyone there,"
Schoolwerth recalled. The chore paid off and
the team finished fourth out ofover 20 teams.
Unfortunately, the following weekend's
Head of the Connecticut race in Middletown,
CT, was only remarkable in terms ofdamage
to the team's best shell. As the men's
heavyweight crew was heading back from its
race, the harbormaster apparently gave them
the inappropriate directions to cross while a
racewas improgress. Asa result, theBowdoin
boat was T^-boned by an eight-person boat,
causing one Bowdoin rower to fall into the
waterand injuring the shell. Of the negligence
which caused the accident, Schoolwerth said,
"We don't really know whose fault it was or
workers at Schoenbrod are familiar with
Bowdoin, having repaired the team's shells
following last winter's collapse of the roof of
the team's storage shelter, which inflicted
enough damage to cancel the spring season.
At the New Hampshire championships,
the fourth raceofthe season, Bowdoindid not
fare particularly well, although individual
boatsperformed well. The team's#2women's
lightweight boat raced particularly well
against a field of heavyweight boats, which
are traditionally fasterand stronger than those
of the lightweight class. Although the
Bowdoin boat did not beat any of its
competition, it finished with a time
comparable to those of an inherently more
challenging weightclass. Thewomen'snovice
boat also performed well, finishing second
out of 8 teams.
Oneofthemostdifficultobstacles ofdealing
with the large teamsize without the benefits
of varsity status to help support it has been
the development of the novice program. "Ifs
veryhard to build thenovice program with so
many people," said Schoolwerth. "Crew is a
sportwhich takes a long time to learn, and it's
very difficult with such limited water time."
For this reason and others, the club has
high hopes of becoming a varsity team. Not
onlywould the higher budget defer the costs
of transportation in terms ofvan rental, but it
would also help pay for the repairs thathave
been necessary over the past year, which
have left the team deeply in debt. In the long
run, the team would also like to purchase
more shells so mat everyone can get on the
water more man twice a week. This may be
more ofa distant goal, however, since a four-
person shell costs close to $10,000.
For the present, the team will have towork
with what it has. "We're really trying to
develop the team with the resources we
already have and are looking for ways to get
more," said Schoolwerth.
One resource the team has been happy to
acquire is the knowledgeandguidanceofJim
Raslazski, who has joined the four-person
volunteercoachingstaffthis season. Raslazski,
whomissed qualifying for the1976 Olympics
by milliseconds, has helped immensely in
refining the team's technique and in
improving the more experienced boats.
Another benefit ofa varsity budget would be
that the team could afford to pay the four
coaches for their services and hire mem on a
full-time basis.
The team finishes its fall season this
weekend at Colby in a race of the three CBB
teams. This race has traditionally featured
only noviceboats in order to allow thosewith
less experience to row in a competitive
situation. Following the race, the rowers will
gather for a season-ending cookout at Colby.
"It's sort of a fun way to end off the season,"
said Havemeyer.
Havemeyertalkedhappilyabout the strong
Maine community feeling between the CBB
teams at the larger meets. In fact, the teams
often cheer each other on against the larger,
better-funded schools. Still, when just the
CBB teamsareconcerned, eachteam is focused
on victory. "We still want to beat them," said
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Team looks to finish on
positive note tomorrow
Meagher honored byBU
.500 week: Last week's
victory over Trinity and loss




In what has become a familiar theme mis
season, the 1993 men's soccer team, played
welland defeated a good Trinitysquadon the
road and returned home to be frustrated by a
superior team, mis time in the form of Colby.
Bowdoin
Trinity
With a record of 3-7-1, and coming off a
heartbreakingovertime loss to Bates, theBears
traveled to Trinity College on October 23.
One very positive aspect of Bowdoin's
performance this year has been their road
record. Three out of the team's four wins this
year have come away from Bowdoin. After
the victory over Trinity the Bears completed
their road schedule with a mark of 3-3-1.
Taking into account that one of those losses
came against Amherst, the top Division III
soccer school in New England, Bowdoin's
performanceon the roadhasbeen exceptional.
With thatin mind, the Bears faced offagainst
Trinity under sunny, but windy conditions.
The Bears took the initiative in this game,
putting up two goals in the first half, one by
David Rodriguez '94 and the other by Justin
Schuetz '94, giving the Bears took a 2-0 lead at
the half. A letdown early in the second half
allowed Trinity to even the score at 2-2.
However,AndrewJohnston '97gave the lead
back to Bowdoin when he scored with less
than seven minutes to play. Jon Jacobs '96
scored what turned out tobea very important
insurance goal, moments later to give
Bowdoin a 4-2 lead. Just thirty-one seconds
later, Trinity inched to within one. Bowdoin
held firm in the final minutes, though, and
came away with a 4-3 win. This put the Bears




On Wednesday, Bowdoin returned home
to faceColbyCollege. Colby, sporting a record
of 11-1 and ranked fifth in Division III New
England soccer, was the clear favorite. After
playing an even match for the first thirty-five
minutes, Colby scored on an indirect kick
insideBowdoin'spenaltybox.Justyardsfrom
the goal, Colby simply touched the ball to a
forward who chipped it into the upper right
corner of the net. Less than two minutes later,
on a cross from the right side, a Colby striker
headed the ball over Bowdoin goalkeeper
Ted Hall '95 to give Colby a 2-0 lead. In the
second half the two teams played tough and
even soccer. Bowdoin had several chances to
score but was thwarted by the efforts of the
Colby netminder. With time running out and
all of Bowdoin's players up in an attempt to
score, Colby was able to make a quick attack
and score with just thirty seconds left, for a
final score of 3-0.
Going into the final game of the season
Bowdoin owns a record of 4-8-1 . The final
game ofthe season, againstWesleyan at 1 1 :00
a.m. on October 30, will be another stiff test.
Wesleyan is ranked seventh in Division HI
New England soccer and needs a win to
further its post-season aspirations.
TheBostonUniversityAthletic Department
awarded the 1993 Harry Cleverly Memorial
Award to Bowdoin College men's ice hockey
coach Terry Meagher during halftime of
Boston University's 48-15 Homecoming
football win over the University of Rhode
Island on October 23.
The Harry Cleverly Memorial Award is
presented annually to a Boston University
alumnus/alumna who has distinguished
him/herself in coaching. It is the Boston
University Athletic Department's highest
tribute to "one of its own" in the competitive
field of coaching.
Meagher, a 1976 magna cum laude graduate
of Boston University is beginning his 11th
season as a member of the Bowdoin College
athletic staff. In addition to serving as the
head men's icehockey coach, Meagher serves
as the head coach of golf, the assistant men's
lacrosse coach and as the director of Dayton
Arena
.Hewas also recently elected thesecond
vice president of the American Hockey
Coaches' Association.
Prior to coming to Bowdoin, Meagher
served as an assistant men's ice hockey coach
at Clarkson from 1979-83 and as an assistant
men's ice hockey, men's lacrosse and men's
soccer coach at Williams from 1977-79.







Last Saturday, the Bowdoin football team
dropped to 2-3 on the season after suffering a
63-7 loss to Trinity College. Trinity, the top-
ranked team in the latest New England
Division IE football poll, improved to 5-0.
Despite the defeat, tri-captain and split end
Peter Nye '94 broke the Bowdoin record for
yards receiving with a new career total of
1,353.
A strong passing game allowed the Trinity
Bantams to score on five of their first-half
possessions to take a crushing 35-0 halftime
lead and throw the Polar Bears off balance.
'Trinity is an excellent football team," said
headcoachHoward Vandersea. "Theiroffense
played extremely well and their aggressive
defense took us out of our game early."
Unfortunately for the Polar Bears, leading
Trinity's offense was one of the league's top
quarterbacks, Steve Mikulski,whocompleted
17 of 41 passes for 217 yards.
In the second half, Trinitycame at Bowdoin
with a group of fresh runnerswhodominated
the third quarter. A host of touchdown runs
by the Bantams, each averaging 59 yards,
resulted in the 63-point final output.
Bowdoin's only score in the gamecame off an
excellent 35-yard run by running back
Anthony Molinari '96, who rushed for 114
yards overall on 19 carries. "Anthony's
touchdownwas a phenomenal run.Heplayed
an excellent game," said Vandersea.
The Polar Bears have put this loss behind
them and are now looking ahead to prepare
for their Parents' Weekend meeting with
Wesleyan (5-0), the other undefeated team in
NESCAC. "Wesleyan is a very good team,"
said Vandersea. "They've got a good passing
game and great running ability. It will be a
tough game, butwe are capable of containing
their passing game and stopping the run."
Kickoff is tomorrow at 1.30 at Whittier
Field.
Lubin, LeBlanc shine for tennis team in New Englands
By Justin Boothby
STAFF WRITER
The Bowdoin women's tennis team ended
its season with a strong finish at the New
England meet. Emily Lubin '95 and Kristi
LeBlanc '96 were the stories of the meet, each
playing their way to second place in their #3
and #1 brackets, respectively. The fifth place
finish for the team was an improvement over
its seventh place finish of last year.
Unfortunately for the team, the strong
showing of the MiddleburyPanthers vaulted
them ahead of Bowdoin in the NESCAC
standings and robbed the Bears of their first
appearance in the nationals.
Heading into the match, Lubin was seeded
second, and she played exceptionally well to
uphold mat seeding. After losing the first set
of her first match to Holly Sarni of Plymouth
State 6-7, Lubin laid waste to Sarni 6-1, 6-1
and downed her next opponent, Melissa
Sgambati of Tufts, 6-2, 6-2. Lubin then ran
into trouble in the form of Mary Reifenheiser
of Trinity. She lost the first set 6-3 and fell
behind in the second set 2-5 before battling
back to win the set in a tie breaker (8-6). Lubin
men prevailed in the final set 6-4.
In the finals, pitted against #1 seed TingYu
ofAmherst, Lubin succumbed in straight sets
0-6, 0-6. "Emily was totally drained after her
match with Reifenheiser," said coach Dan
Hammond. "But she had a great tournament
and has a lot to be proud about."
The other great story of the tournament
was LeBlanc. Starting as the #8 seed, LeBlanc
played her way to wins over the fifth, fourth
and first seeds before losing to the #1 Division
III player in the nation, Helen Motter of
Middlebury, 2-6 and 3-6.
Thewins for LeBlanc were very impressive.
She started the tournament with a big win
over Emily Skor of Wellesely 6-1, 6-3. In the
second round,playing againstJulieRosenstein
of Amherst, LeBlanc gutted out a tough win
7-6 (7-5), 7-6 (7-4). "This was a great match for
Kristi," said Hammond. "Earlier in the season
Rosenstein defeated Kristi rather badly, but
in this match Kristi wasmore confident in her
play. Kristiwas a differentplayer—she forced
the action and did not make the unforced
errors that she made earlier in the year."
LeBlanc then upset top-seeded Heather
Sanchez of Smith 1-6, 6-1, 7-6 (10-8). Coach
Hammond said of the last match, "It is
mentally exhausting to win so many close
matches in one tournament."
Co-captain Theresa Claffey '95 said of the
tournament and the team's narrow miss of a
higher finish, "It was so close that ifwe had a
few more close points we would have been
there." Bowdoin suffered a difficult seeding,
losing to the #1 seeds or eventual winners in
five matches. As coachHammond said earlier
in the year, "It all comes down to who you
pick when the players are drawn from the
hat," and so it went for Bowdoin in losing
those five matches.
Bowdoin finished the year ranked #4 in
NESCAC behind Williams, Amherst and
Middlebury. The Polar Bears lost only one
match all season, to Amherst and had a great
showing from the entire team. As Claffey said
earlier in theyear, "We have greatdepth—the
person at every position is good."
Heading into next season, the tennis team
faces the significant loss of record-setting #2
singles player and co-captain Alison Burke
'94. Fortunately, the Bears will not graduate
any other players from the 8-1 1993 squad, so




We 'd like to welcome
Russ Smith and offer
afondfarewell to
Bennett Cost.
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Bears split, head into final game 10-3
Post-season bound: Team
looks ahead to the ECAC
tournament following
tomorrow's last home game
against a team that's coming




The Bowdoin field hockey team split two
decisions last week, losing to Trinity College
1-0 in overtime last Saturday and rebounding
to edge Colby College 1-0, also in overtime,
on Tuesday. The Polar Bears arenow 10-3 and
ranked fifth in the Northeast with one game
remaining before heading into the ECAC
playoffs next week.
The Polar Bears were out for blood when
they travelled toTnnity lastSaturday, seeking
to avenge a 1-0 loss to that opponent last
season Trin i ty, however, dominated the game
and kept the ball inside the Bowdoin 25-yard
line for the majority of the game. Trinity's
offensive pressure forced the Bears to play a
defensive game, denying them many
opportunities to execute shots and penalty
corners. After a scoreless first half, Bowdoin
entered the second half inspired by the play
of co-captain Rebel Smith '94, who marked
Trinity's leading scorer and prevented her
from breaking the tie.
Bowdoin matched Trinity's intensity,
forcing the game into overtime. In such
contests extending beyond regulation the
Polar Bears had previously been 1-1 in 1993,
but Trinity scored with just over a minute left
in the period to drop that record to 1-2.
Goalie DeeSpagnuolo '96 turned in another
Bowdoin was not even forced to play a
defensive game, spending all its energies on
dominance of the offensive zone for the
majority of the game. Colby refused to
succumb to thePolarBears'offensivepressure,
however,and forced thegame into yetanother
stellar performance, frustrating Trinity and
making 17 saves. Spagnuolo just missed
stopping Trinity's winning goal when a
penalty corner hit her foot, butcontinued into
the left corner of the net for the score.
Despite the 1-0 loss, Coach Maureen
Flaherty said, "We
proved we can play
with the best teams






to move the ball


















Bowdoin squad to Top-scorer Emily LeVan *95 has led her team into the playoffs.
return home with confidence in its ability to overtime contest,
battle teams of Trinity's caliber. Bowdoin's experience in overtime games
On Tuesday the women travelled to proved to be the difference, with the Polar
Waterville to faceColby, determined toclinch Bearsnettinga 1 -0 victory in double overtime,
the 1993 CBB title. Unlike in the Trinitygame, Despite the Bears' 22 shots and 20 penalty
Bowdoin exploded offensively, having comers, they were consistently frustrated by
numerous opportunities to put thegame away the Mules' defense, managing only to score
and outshooting the White Mules 22-1. the single goal with just over 11 minutes
remaining in the second 15-minute overtime
period. Top-scorer Emily LeVan *95 notched
her fifthgoal ofthe seasonon a penalty stroke.
The shotwas awarded toLeVan after a Colby
defender illegally stopped the ball from
crossing the line, allowing LeVan to send her




breathe a sigh ofrelief.
The Polar Bears
clinched the CBB title
and improved their
record to 10-3. Still, the




flow. "It was nice that
we controlled the
tempo of the game,
but offensively we
couldn't finish it off







at 11:00 a.m. for
Parents' Weekend.
This is the last game
of the regular seasonOffice of Communications
for the locals,who will encounter an inspired
team fresh off of a victory against fourth-
ranked Williams. It should prove to be an
exciting and important game for the Polar
Bears, and a win could provide them with the
confidence necessary for a successful
performance in the ECAC tournament next
week.
Lack of success does not "tee off" a golf team with character
Par for the course: Coach
Terry Meagher praises the
Bears on both their team
and school pride and sees
strong signs for the
program's future as the golf




Golf. Yes, I did say golf, and believe it or
not, Bowdoin has a golf team. Some of its
members might even live next door to you.
On a more serious note, the Bowdoin golf
team completed its 1993 fall seasonon October
20, in a match against Colby. Never a
powerhouse athletic team, the golf team can
be characterized as spirited, competitive and
enthusiastic. The Bears did not break any
records or shatter any milestones mis year,
but they represented their school with pride
and dedication.
One of Bowdoin's best-kept secrets, the
linksmen took the course the first week of
school in very competitive tryouts. After a
week of play at the Brunswick Country Club,
the Bears produced a squad of nine players
who all got a chance to play and contribute to
the season. The first event of the year was the
Bowdoin Invitational, played September 10-
11, on Bowdoin's home course. Three-year
veteran John Suh '94 led the team with scores
of83 and 77 for a total of 160. Mike Lee '94and
Mike Kelley '96 finished behind Suh, each
shooting a two-day combined total of 173.
Overall, Bowdoin finished sixth out of ten
teams, with a team total of 680. Thewinner of
the tournament was Merrimack College,
which turned in a 636. Bowdoin was able to
best rival Colby in the match and was just
edged out by Bates, which came in fifth.
Two distant road matches were next in line
for the Bears. The prestigious Duke Nelson
Invitational Tournament was held on
September 18-19 at Middlebury. Teams
ranging from Skidmore and Tufts to RPI all
came to meet for this annual event. The Bears
did not fare well at all, coming in 24th out of
24 teams with a two day total of 738. The
clearlydominant team wasSkidmore, placing
first as a team and also carrying the top
individual scorer, who beat out more
than 120players to take top honorswith a 140.
Suhwas again the best for the Bears, finishing
81stwithal75.
It did not get much easier for the Bears the
nextweekend
. Afterfacinghigh caliber teams,
the Bears next moved on to the Granite State
Invitational (September 26-27), where they
were thou roughly out-classed by the likes of
Harvard, Yale and the University of New
Hampshire. The top spot was taken by
Hartford University with a total of 598.
Bowdoin handed in a score of 742 in a
disappointing last-place finish.
Things took a good turn for the Bears
heading into the State of Maine tournament
on September 24. Bowdoin wason moreman
equal footing with its opponents. Two-year
team veteran.Randy Steinberg '95, playing in
his first match of the '93 season, led the Bears
with an 85 in this one-day affair. The Bears
finished with a total of 349, which was good
for fifth out of 1 1 . The University ofMaine at
Orono took top honors with a 306.
On that note, Bowdoinheaded to its section
of the ECAC qualifying tournament played
in Waterville. The top three teams, as well as
top ten individual scorers, were sent to
Pennsylvania to compete in an NCAA east
coast tourney. In the end, Salem State, Boston
College andUMO qualified forPennsylvania
while Bowdoin finished 1 7th out of 21 teams.
Once again, Suh led the team with an 88.
The final two events of the year were not
memorable ones for the Polar Bears. In the
CBB on October 14, the Bears finished far
behind Bates and Colby. The bright spot of
mis match was senior Zach Parks, who shot
an 85 to lead the Bowdoin effort. In the season
finale on October 20, Bowdoin was downed
by the University of Maine at Fannington,
UMO, Bates and Colby.
Despite the season's lackluster results,
Bowdoin can hold its head high- Longtime
coach Terry Meagher could only praise his
players: "We had a very enjoyable group of
student athletes, which makes coaching at
Bowdoin that much more rewarding. They
carried themselvesaspositiverepresentatives
of the school at all events. The goal this season
was to build a more competitive program We
played against the best in New England and
we can now grow stronger from those
experiences." t

















Beginning this semester Security will insti-
tute a revolutionary new program called
"Community Policing." Chief of Security
Donna Loring hopes that this program will
make the campus Security department more
responsive to the needs of students, allowing
them to do their job better.
Bowdoin is one of the first institutions of
higher education to initiate such a program.
"Bowdoin is on the cutting edge here," said
Sociology professor Craig McEwen, who has
studied policing for twenty years.
Many students at Bowdoin feel alienated
from Security, and there is a somewhat
strained relationshipbetween thetwogroups
.
Said Aixa Kidd '94, "I feel that they have a lot
of fines that are not necessary ... especially
when they are here to help us." Other stu-
dents feel that Security is only therewhen it is
time to break up parties or give tickets to cars
parked in restricted zones.
There is "a degree of suspicion and a lack of
cooperation between peopleand police," said
McEwen. Community policing is a concept
that law enforcement officers are employing
to bring the police closer to the community.
One of the keys to a successful community
policing program is dialogue and coopera-
tion between the groups involved. The three
players at Bowdoin are the Administration,
students and Security. To bring the three
groups together Security is sponsoring an
open forum to raise issues about the "tone" of
Security on campus.
Dean of the College Elizabeth Chadwick
Please see SECURITY,page 5.
Photo by John Mo'iroe
A Halloween demon threatens even the Bowdoin
Polar Bear in this photo, taken outside Sargent Gym.
Members of Delta Sig constructed this creature for All
Hallow's Eve on October 31 before setting it aflame.





students, faculty, Administration and gen-
eral staff of both Physical Plant and Dining
Service are in the process of implementing a
more comprehensive recycling program.
Throughout the lastdecademerehavebeen
repeated attempts to establish a modern pro-
gram, but due to lack ofoverall planning and
support, thesewerenotentirely successful. In
response to frustrations stemming from the
absence of campus-wide recycling, which
placed Bowdoin in violation of town waste
management laws, a committee drawn from
all portions of the Bowdoin community con-
vened in 1992 to address this issue.
Over the course of last year four Environ-
mental Studies students from the committee,
Ethan Winter '96, Vaughn Kaizer '95, Vic
Mukhija '96andJennifer Bowdoin '96, drafted
an initial proposal for Bowdoin 's recycling
program. This program, which is currently in
the implementation process, entails the coor-
dination of all members of the community in
an effort to have recycling become an easy
and integral part of Bowdoin life.
In an attempt to lay a firm foundation for
Khun /bowdoin Orient
Vaughn Kaizer '95 phigs the new recycling program.
continued expansion, theprogram iscurrently
emphasizing the recycling ofthree basic types
of waste: newspaper, mixed and high grade
paper and returnables (glass bottles, alumi-
num cans and #2 plastics). It is the hope of the
committee that recycling will eventually ex-
pand to include other wastes such as batter-
ies, styrofoam, magazines and other plastics,
as is done on other campuses around the
country.
In the past few weeks, in preparation for
the official commencement of Bowdoin recy-
cling, Kaizer, Bowdoin 's recycling coordina-
tor, and members of the Bowdoin Greens
have been meeting with faculty, staff and
students to increase support for and facilitate
discussion on recycling. The initial response
to theprogram has been extremely favorable,
for in addition to being environmentally
sound and reducing the waste stream, mere
are long-term economic benefits as well.
Recyclables, such as high grade paper and
returnables, have a positive market value.
The school has received over six hundred
dollars from returning around twelve thou-
sand cans. All funds earned from thisventure
are going to be directly reinvested in the
future expansion of this program.
The program is currently awaiting final
approval from President Edwards and other
upper-level Administrators,however thishas
nothaltedimplementation. Thenewlypainted
recycling bins are being placed in dorms and
in all academic facilities on campus. The bins
have been coded with three basic colors to
make recycling a clear and simple process.
Forest green bins are for high grade paper
and mixed paperwhich includes copier, com-
puter, white, colored and lined paper. Red
bins are for returnables which include glass
bottles, aluminum cans and #1 and #2 plas-
tics. Blackbins are fornewspapers. Dumpsters
for cardboard recycling are also located
around campus.
It is fundamental to the success of this
program that everyone take recycling seri-
ously. Contamination of bins and recycables
with garbage and other non-recyclables is a
serious problem. According to Holly
McDaniel, the Physical Plant recycling over-
seer, last year over fifty of all Bowdoin's
recyclables were contaminated and conse-
quently sent to Brunswick's landfill.
It is the hope of Bowdoin's recycling com-
mitteeand Administration thata strong foun-
dation may be established for a recycling
program which will last long into the next
century. Recycling makes good economic,
environmental and social sense for Bowdoin.
We need to establish a commitment to the
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Capricorn: Next week's Orient pizza contest
will be "Who's mom is this naked?" It will be
yours. Worse off, you won't be the first caller.
Aquarius: After two months of wondering,
you will finally remember where in your
room you put your pet ferret.
Pisces: You would do anything for love, but
you won't do that. You know... That Thing.
Aries: Your roommate is a Capricorn and
you will win the free pizza.
Taurus: The horns of Taurus reamed you
pretty hard last week and you now have a
sore butt.
Gemini: During chem lab you will acci-
dently find out just how flammable bras re-
ally are.
Cancer: With Jupiter and a full moon over-
head, you will see a big white circle and a
small white dot in the night sky.
Leo: You will come to the enlightened
conclusion that a life without Barney (that
stupid purple dinosaur, duh) is a life.
Virgo: You will look through your dresser
and realize your underpants that say "Satur-
day" are missing. You will be forced to go a
day without.
Libra: You find yourself reading the Bow-
doin Orient right here, right now... (get it?)
Scorpio: All of the above.
Sagittarius: Don'teven bother getting out of
bed.
Page Two
The best and most
beautiful things in
this world cannot be
seen, nor touched...





The Russian military has adopted a new
doctrine which includes a refusal to rule out
the use of nuclear weapons.
Russian Defense Minister Pavel Grachev
unveiled a new military doctrine on Wednes-
day and renounced a longstanding Soviet
policy pledging no first use of nuclear weap-
ons in a war. According to General Grachev,
Russia now reserves the right to use nuclear
weapons against any aggressor, including
non-nuclear states allied with a nuclearpower.
U.S. SenatorRobert Packwood (R-Oregon)
has been forced to disclose his personal
diaries.
In an overwhelmingly lopsided vote, the
Senate has ordered one of its members, Rob-
ert Packwood, accused of multiple incidents
of sexual misconduct, to turn over his per-
sonal diaries to the Senate Ethics Committee.
According to his lawyer James Fitzpatrick,
Packwood is prepared to fight the order
through legal action.
Communist Party officials in China ap-
pear to be preparing for the death of Deng
Xiaoping.
The issuance of 119 selections of speeches
and recorded talks is perhaps the most au-
thoritative compilation oftheChinese leader's
conversations with American presidents,
world leaders and Communist cadres from
September 1982 to February 1992. The book
includes personal remarks about Deng's or-
dering of the Tiananmen Square crackdown
and his fear that democracy in China could
ignite civil war. Western diplomats in Beijing
claim that the release of the private speeches
signifies a sense of insecurity of Deng's suc-
cessors over China's political stability after
his death. Deng is 89 years old and is report-
edly in very poor health.
Republican candidates take two impor-
tant gubernatorial elections.
GeorgeAllen and ChristineTodd Whitman
were elected governors of Virginia and New
Jersey respectively. Allen crushed Attorney
General and Democratic candidate Mary Sue
Terry, while Whitman's victory margin over
incumbent Jim Florio was decidedly narrow.





This Week's Bowdoin Orient Trivia Question:
The Ultimate Challenge
*Win a FREE Domino's Pizza and Two Sodas*
You probably pass this object daily, yet may have
never noticed it. Can you identify it? Even tougher,
can you tell the Orient where it is? Be the first person
to leave an answer on the Orient's machine with the
identity and location, and you will win a free large
Domino's one-topping pizza with two sodas towash
it down. May only the observant win.
'Congratulations to last week's winner, PatFrend '94.
The answer? Pauline Gamache's eight children are
Diane, Michael,Ronald, Carol, Elaine, Kathleen, Lorri
and Robert. Thanks to Pauline forbeing such a great
sport.
Erin Sullivan/ Bowdoin Orient
725-3300
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The Bowdoin Jewish Organization hosts
"If Not Now, When?: Jewish Ethics





6:30 pjn. - 8:00 p.m. Dinner. Maine Lounge, Moulton Union. For
reservations, call Craig Strauss at 721-100&.
8:00 pjn. - 9:00 p.m. Services. ChaseBam Chamber (CBC).
930 jmh. - 10:45 pjm. Program 1 CBC. "Jewish Ethics and Soda!
Action."
11:00 pjn. Israeli Dancing and Movies, CBC and Johnson House.
Saturday, November 6
9:30 a.m. Services (optional). Johnson House.
I(fc30 ajai. « 11:30 a-m. Brunch. Johnson House. For reservations, call
Craig Strauss.
11:30 ajn. - 1:00pm. Program 1. CBC. The Jewish Organizations
Role on Campus."
1:30 p.m. -2:30 p.m. Seminars. CBC and Johnson House.
5:30 p.m. - 7:00 p.m. Dinner. Maine Lounge, Moulton Union, Proper
attire, please. For reservations, see above.
7:00 pjn. Keynote lecture. Kresge Auditorium, Visual Arts Center.
"No Rest After Roe: America Moving Right and thinking
Wrong" by Rabbi Balfour Brickner.
fc30 p.m. Havdalah service. Johnson House.
The Bowdoin community is warmly invited and encouraged to
attend any or all of the above events.
Lawrence Hall, Professor
Emeritus, dies at age 78
By Meg Sullivan
staff writer
OnThursday, October 28/ adynamicformer
member of the Bowdoin faculty, Lawrence S.
Hall '36, died of emphysema at his home on
Orr's Island at the age of 78. Hall was a
dedicated and enthusiastic professor, lecturer
and writer who cared deeply about liberal
arts education.
After graduating from Bowdoin, Hall
taught at Deerfield Academy until 1938, when
he began work on a doctorate at Yale Univer-
sity, which he received in 1941. He then
worked as an instructor of English at Ohio
University, Yale and later the United States
Naval Academy, where he focused on En-
glish, history and government. In 1942, he
became the director of the censorship intelli-
gence section at the Office of Strategic Ser-
vices in Washington D.C. Hall then served as
an executive officer ofan attack transport and
anti-submarine vessel and a commanding
officer of a naval reserve vessel for 1 8 months
colleagues depended on him to keep things
interesting and he never let us down." As
Professor William C. Watterson said, "He
was colorful, witty, caustic and salty—he was
an outspoken critic of things going on in the
College. He was an intelligent voice of con-
servative academic values and standards."
Hall was enthusiastic not only about the
subjects he taught, but also about furthering
the liberal arts education in general. Outside
of the classroom, Hall assisted in the estab-
lishment of the advanced placement program
of the College Entrance Examination Board
while on a Ford Foundation committee from
1948 to 1950.
Apart from teaching, Hall made significant
contributions with his own writings. In 1960,
his short story 'The Ledge" was judged the
best short story of the year when it received
the O. Henry Award and it was broadcast
around the world by Voice of America. The
following year, he received the William
Faulkner Award for his novel "Stowaway,"
judged to be the best first novel by an author.
Besides having articles published in maga-
zines such as Down East, Shakespeare Quarterly
'He was a wonderful writer and an admired and color-
ful teacher. He taught here for forty years and his
colleagues depended on him to keep things interesting
and he never let us down."
PCS WEEK AT A GLANCE
MONDAY, November 8:




The Boston Globe hosted conference:
Newspaper Minority Job Conference
TUESDAY, November 9:
630-9 PM Lancaster Lounge, "STEPPING INTO
YOUR FUTURE", Barbara Davis of
Whi taker-Davis Associates, New York.
WEDNESDAY, November 10:
9-11:00AM MU Conference Room, 20-Minute Inter
views for the Duke University School of
Environment
2-4:00 PM OCS Office, Senior Walk-In Hours
7:30 PM Lancaster Lounge, First Boston(See Ad)
THURSDAY, November 11:
9-11:00AM OCS Office, Teaching Walk-In Hours
7-730 PM Lancaster Lounge, Everything You'll Need to
Know About Recruiting Programs
FRIDAY, November 12:
7:15 PM Beam Classroom, Tips for Aspiring Consult
ants
WW As It Should Be
Italian Trattoria
It's here... The best brick oven pizza in town!
Chicken Cannelloni...Lon^ tubular pasta stuffed with
chicken, romano cheese, parsley, fresh bijsil and bread crumbs.
Topped with a liuht tomato sauce and mo/arella
10"...$3.50 14"...$7.00 16"...$8.00
Specializing in pizza, pasta and chicken dishes
76 Union Street, Brunswick 729-2826
in the South Pacific.
In 1946, he was discharged with the rank of
" lieutenant commander and became dn assis-
tant professor of English a t Bowdoin . In 1951
,
Hall was promoted to associate professorand
in 1 959, hebecame a full professor. From 1963
to 1968, 1972 to 1973 and 1977 to 1978, he was
the chair of the English department. In 1967,
Hall was designated the Henry Leland
Chapman Professor of English literature.
While at Bowdoin, his courses focused on
American literature, pre-Civil War fictionand
20th-century English and American litera-
ture, but Hall contributed more than simply
classes to the department and to the school.
"Wheneveryone elsewas looking forconsen-
sus, Larry was looking for a good fight, out of
which just might come some truth, or at least
some excitement," said Edward Little Profes-
sor of English Language James Redwine.
"He was a wonderful writer and an ad-
mired and colorful teacher," Redwinecontin-
ued. "He taught here for forty years and his
and life, Hall also published volumes about
Nathaniel Hawthorne, analytic thinking and
the logic of the English language.
Hall's commitment to his community, like
his dedication to teaching, was rooted in ac-
tion. For ten years he served as moderator for
the town of Harpswell. He also cared deeply
about issues such as education and road con-
struction, campaigning for them as well as for
the protection of Maine's coast. He spent the
summer of 1970 cruising the coast to show his
objection to theproposed creation of oil refin-
eries there. From 1948 to 1950, he was a mem-
ber of the Maine State Commission on the
Arts and Humanities, and between 1966 and
1969, Hall lectured to teachers in Arkansas,
Delaware and Maine on behalf of the Na-
tional Defense Education Act.
Hall retired from Bowdoin in 1986 and is
survived by a son, Lawrence S. Hall Jr.; a
daughter, Mrs. Michael (Marion) Oxenhom;
a sister, Mrs. David (Linda) Fall; three grand-
children, and two great-grandchildren.
WHEN YOU RIDE DRUNK. ONE MORE
FOR THE ROAD CAN HAVE
AN ENTIRELY DIFFERENT MEANING.
Akohol quickly affects your judgment, balance, and coordination. When these faculties
are impaired, riding becomes more than difficult. It becomes dangerous. Don't drink
and ride. Or your last drink might be your last drink. MOTORCYCLE SAFETY
***FREE TRIPS & CASH!***
Call us and find out how hundreds of students are already
earning FREE TRIPS and LOTS OFCASH with America's
#1 Spring Break company! Choose Caocun, Bahamas,
Jamaica, Panama, Daytona or Padre! CALL NOW! TAKE A





CS First Boston, a leading global investment banking
firm headquartered in New York, will be recruiting for
its financial analyst program. Positions are available in
the Investment Banking Department. All Seniors are
cordially invited to attend a presentation.
Presentation:









Please submit your resume and cover letter to
the Office of Career Services by Tuesday,
November 30, 1993. All cover letters should be









/ if±3 CS First Boston
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The Bicentennial History Institute continues this evening at
7:30 p.m. with Leon F. Litwack's (left) lecture in Pickard Theater,
entitled "Civil Wars and Civil Wrongs." The lecture will focus on
race relations in the 1860s and 1960s. Pictured with him are
Frances Fitzgerald, who started off the Institute Wednesday
evening, and James McPherson, who lectured last night.
ADYONI
The Ultimate Hair Design is
offering 50% OFF ALL
SERVICES when you show






Continued from page 1.
said, "This would be an opportunity to ad-
dress [Security issues] in a new way ... to take
a fresh look." She hopes that many students
will be present at the forum to express their
views on how Security could raise the level of
service they offer.
Student input and interaction is necessary
for this program to be successful. "You can't
adequately police an area if there isn't coop-
eration." said McEwen.
The Administration hopes this program
Kyle Grannell '94, a sociology major studying
policingwho recently resigned from his posi-
tion asa part-timeSecurity officer, said, "Com-
munity policing is a glorified crime preven-
tion program with the emphasis on public
relations."
He does not think that the program will be
effective on campus because "most students
don't have Security issues" unless their bikes
are stolen or their apartments broken into.
Christopher Seeley '94 is very optimistic
about the program. "Security needs to aware
of the needs and concerns of students. And
will be a success. "It would be very effective any input Security might get would bebenefi-
if people could talk about the "tone" of Secu- rial in helping them do a better job," he said,
rity on campus," said Chadwick, who is con- All students are invited to air their con-
cerned about student perceptions ofSecurity, cems regarding Security issues. The forum
"There is the potential for students and will be held on Wednesday, November 10 at
Security to be at loggerheads with each other 3:00 p.m. at the Cram Alumni House.
... I think there
are issues that
need addressing


















Others are not Umbreen Khalidi/Bowdoin Orient
so optimistic Security Chief Donna Loring has put together a "community




arsenal of test prep







Do You Want VISA & MasterCard Credit Cards?
m*
&£&*&.«&5*&>
Now you can have two of the most recognized and
accepted credit cards In the world...Vlsa» and MasterCard®
credit cards.. "In your name." EVEN IF YOU ARE NEW IN
CREDIT or HAVE BEEN TURNED DOWN BEFORE!
VISA® and MasterCard® the credit cards you




REPAIRS—AND TO BUILD YOUR CREDIT RATING!
a****?*** «.
*£n +°~ semd the coupon today




CASIi P.O. BOX 28731. ATLANTA. GEORGIA 30358
YrES! I want VISA®/MASTERCARD® Credit
Cards. Enclosed find $ 5 which Is 100% refundable If not








NOTE: MaslerCaid Is registered trademark of MasterCard International. Inc.
Visa Is a registered trademark of VISA USA. Inc. and VISA Intemiaonal
MAIL THIS NO RISK COUPON TODAY
6The Anatomy of the Citibank
Classic card: a body of services and peace ofmind
for Students. Rr years, scientists could only theorize about the CMbank Classic Visa- card,
unable to actually observe anything below its epidermal surface (i.e. the plastic). Surely, the highly
intelligent services were evidence ofan advanced brain. But with the latest advances in x-ray technology,
and when the light could catch the various parts just so, it was confirmed: the Citibank Classic Visa card
is head to toe more evolved than ever imagined. U At its
backbone are 3 services to cover the purchases you make
on the card. Starting at the Lower Costal Spine, we
see Citibank Price Protection can assure you of the
best price. All you have to do is discover the same item
Scientists theorize that the mind ofthe Citibank classic visa advertised in print for less, within 60 days, and Citibank
cardmember (Fig. A) is secure because it receives superior
service; the mind ofthe non-CitibankClassic Visa cardmember
•« /. . « _,•«• <*
(Fig. B) is not secure because-could it be-it has a screw loose? will refund the difference Up tO $150 . Along the OopS-It-
Slipped Disc, Buyers Security" can cover those purchases against accidental damage, fire or theft, for 90
days from the date of purchase 1 ; and Citibank Lifetime Warranty allows one to extend the warranty
for the expected service life of eligible products up to 12 years2. So ifyou ever buy a walkman, a stereo,
whatever, it will be reassuring to know that Citibank can bend and be flexible while still lending support.
1 The backbone is then connected to the cranium or headbone. You can actually see it on the top left
hand corner ofthe card. Look at the bottom ofthe page. The Citibank Photocard has the head ofthe
cardholder on it, as well as his or her own signature, right on the front.That way, it will help prevent fraud.
It will make a good form of ID as well, since you get to choose your own photo. % But what about the
Nervous System?The fact is, it doesn't have one, not in the spinal cord nor in the brain. What it has is the
Very Calm System. Because even ifyour credit card gets stolen, or gets lost, an involuntary muscle called
the Extendus Anewcardeus activates the Lost Wallet" Service which can replace your card usually
within 24 hours. H As suspected, there's another involuntary muscle: the heart—a beating and caring
heart, big enough to give students special discounts and savings. You'll receive a $20 Airfare Discount
on domestic flights3 ; savings on mail order purchases, sports equipment, magazines and music; a low
variable interest rate of 154%4 ; and, no annual fee. (In other words, the card itselfdoesn't cost a forelimb
and a hindlimb.) 1 Naturally the heart of the Citibank Visa card pumps life and personalized customer
service into all its parts, 24 hours a day. So no matter what the question you might have concerning
your card, you need only call the 800 number. Citibank representatives each have a neck they are eager
to stick out for you. They will always lend an ear. Or a hand.They will keep an eye out for you.They will
put their best foot forward. Etc. H So call to apply. You don't need a job or a cosigner. And call if you'd
like your photo added to your regular Citibank Classic Visa
card. The number is 1-800-CITIBANK (1-800-248-4226),
extension 19. % If we take an overview of the whole body of
services that make up the Citibank Classic Visa card, and
consider that it will facilitate building a credit history, then
you must shake a leg, flex your index finger and call today. Not just Visa. Citibank Visa.
'Certain conditions and exclusions apply Please refer to your Summary of Additional Program Infcrmabon. Buyers Security is undo written by The Zurich International UK
Limited. 'Certain restrictions and limitations apply. Underwritten by the New Hampshire Insurance Company. Service life expectancy varies by product and h at feast the
minimum based on retail industry data. Details ofcoverage are availabfe in your Summary of Addrtional Pros^ Inkxm
pnee is $100 Rebates arc for Citibank student cardmembers on tickets issued by ISERis^tsonV The Annud r>^xntagc Rate (APR) iwp^
vary Quarterly The APR far cash advances is 198%. If a finance charge is imposed, the minimum is 50 cents. There is an wMHmd finance charge far each can advance
transaction equal to 2* ofthe amount ofeach cash advancetammetmilmmmm,kwmwat^km^m»SUHtmmmtmkSUMkHmmd^ikmimtwri^^^W^imA
Press, a drriswn of Simon A Schuster, a Paramount Communications Company. Used by permission of publisher ©1993 Citibank (South Dakota), N A Member FDIC
4**Mtt*
Monarch Notes* Version:
With your purchases covered,
no fee, and a low rate, the
Citibank Classic Visa card will
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Every time I fn/ to %et out, they mill me back in ... Freda!! Freda!! "
—
Al Pacina, "The Gadfather III




Wynton Marsalis brings a





What do rhythm and blues, classical, top
fortyand jazzhave incommon? Ask Wynton
Marsalis, a trumpeterwhose septet combines
all of these styles and more in their world-
renowned interpretationsand arrangements.
Better yet, listen to the group perform on
Wednesday, November 10 at 8:00 p.m. in
Pickard Theater.
Wynton Marsalis is a thirty-three-year-old
New Orleans native who influences the jazz
musicians of today with his highly creative
and expressive music. His modern approach
to a wide range of styles results from earlier
experimentation as a young musician.
Marsalis later decided to become seriously
involved in the jazz world.
As a high school student, Marsalis would
diligentlypractice thetrumpet for six orseven
hours a day. The recordings of Clark Terry
and other jazz musicians, as well as classical
composers, provided material from which
Marsalis learned solo techniques and broad-
ened his repertoire. During his first year of
high school, he won the New Orleans Sym-
phonyOrchestra competition,andmanyother
prestigious awards followed in the coming
years. Schooling at Juilliard was next, then
performances inNew York with theBrooklyn
Philharmonic and the Jazz Messengers. At
the tender age of eighteen, Wynton Marsalis
signed the first of many recording contracts.
His first albums, Wynton Marsalis and Hot
House Flowers, address the fundamentals of
jazz tunes and ballads. The Majesty ofthe Blues
and Soul Gestures in Southern Blue, combina-
tions of traditional and contemporary styles,
focus more on the blues aspect of jazz. Re-
As a high school student,
Marsalis would diligently
practice the trumpetfor six
or seven hours a day.
leased inMay 1992, Marsalis' most recentjazz
album, Blue Interlude, features a thirty-seven-
minute title track which melod ically explores
a mythical love affair.
The Wynton Marsalis Septet is comprised
of Wes Anderson on alto sax, Wycliffe Gor-
don on trombone, Eric Reed on piano, Herlin
Riley on percussion, Reginald Veal on bass
and Walter Blanding on tenor sax.
This concert is sponsored by the Bowdoin
College StudentUnion Committee. For more
information call 725-3375.
Tickets are $12 with Bowdoin ID, and $20
for tine public, and they are on sale at the
Union,downtown atMacBean'sMusic and in
Portland at Amadeus Music.
Photo of the Week
"A N.Y. Second /f
Ilker Taskaya
Photo by Richard Corrmn
The guru of modem jazz, blues and classical trumpet, Wynton Marsalis.




On a crisp and clear Tuesday night, Rus-
sian poetYevghenyYevtushenkoelectrified
a sizablecrowd of students, facultyand area
residents assembled in Kresge Auditorium.
The event was sponsored by the Bowdoin
Russian Club in association with the Student
Union and Lectures and Concerts commit-
tees. Additional support was provided by
the departments of Russian, English and
Government, as well as the Student Activi-
ties Fee Committee and the University of
Southern Maine.
Yevtushenko 'spoke' foraboutan hour, or
perhaps it is more fitting to say that for an
hour the audience entered into his poetic
world, spellboundby thecharismaanddepth
of his presentation. Yevtushenko's dose
friend and translator, Albert Todd, read the
poetry first in English translation, and then
he stepped aside to allow Yevtushenko free
reign. The verse was in Russian, but the
rhythm and rhyme, coupled with masterful
body language and delivery captivated the
audience and elicited a standing ovation.
After the performance I joined
Yevtushenko, AlbertTodd and several pro-
fessors from the Russian department for a
late dinner at the Barking Spider. The con-
versation a the dinner table was heated,
political and conducted in a curious mix of
English and Russian.
Yevtushenko took a cautious position in
favor of economic and political reform in
Russia. He constantly referred to the "un-demo-
craticdemocracy." Healsospokeof theadvance-
mentofcapitalism as a mixed blessing: Moscow,
according to Yevtushenko, does not need five
McDonalds. What is needed are joint corpora-
tions to provide the people with goods and ser-
vices that they can really use.
Yevtushenkoserved in theRussianParliament
andwasinsidetheWhiteHousewithBorisYeltsin
during the dramatic events of August 1991 . He
expressed frustration with some current politi-
cians in Russia and noted thatmostofthereform-
ers, despite having some new views, were edu-
cated during the tenure of theCommunist Party.
He emphasized that the effects ofalmost eitghty
years of totalitarian rule can not simply be ig-
nored and discarded overnight To temper this
pragmatism, Yevtushenko offered the spirit of
the average Russian; he argued that the best real
hope for Russia's future lies with the younger
generation and their international siblings who
must change global perceptions of enmity into a
new vision: the "family ofhumanity." He stated
that Americans and Russians in particular have
more in common than is often thought that "the
ageofcolonialism isover" and that the future lies
with mutually beneficial commercial, social and
environmental ventures.
When asked about his plans for the future,
Yevtushenko,whoiscurrentlyteachingatQueens
College in New York, indicated that he hopes to
explore prose writing and spend less time on
poetry: "I've written about 133,000 linesofverse,
and I begin to feel likeI'm reusingsomethemes."
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The claymated genius ofTim Burton's
"A Nightmare before Christmas"
By Ethan Farber and
Pat Kent
movie reviewer*
.I .MMM II UW.wmiMWHMM »MI»» l > MHIIMIMMI I IIIII
Well, we were lunging around the Cooks
Corner theater again, watching the planes
take off fromthe air base and thinking how
great it would be if there was a T&co Bell in the
area, when we decided to that Tim Button'*
"A Nightmare before Christmas" might be a
good idea. One thing is for certain; this movie
probably erases all doubt in old mommy
Burton'* mind as to whal tittle Timmy was
"experimenting" withon his"Myl^iw*Chem
Set" fromKenner in the basement all those
Sundays, This visually stunning film is a
land mark in<^yrr^xiandamrnatk>nandmuch
more interesting than planes in the area.
"A Nightmare before Christmas" is a com-
bination of every holiday cartoon special
you've ever seen and all the outake* from
"Beetlejuice." In this day and age when Crand
City starts puttingup the everlasting PinkX-Mas
trees before white pants are zjaux pas, this movie
isawonderfulcc*npmmiseb#w
Eve and the YueWde seasoa
Burton's story is based on the assumption
that all holidays haw a town named for them.
Don't make spring break plans far Arbwvjlfe—
"AU resemblance to real persons or events is
purely coincidental.'' {We were shocked when
we learned we weren't watching a documen-
tary). foHaltoweentownJack^k*^^
kin King, hasgrown tired of scaring the bejesus
outofpeople. Hedoesn'twanttofrightenyou,he
wants to ... SING. So he croons his way to
Quistmastowrv yodelingand dancingfikeade-
composedjulie Andrews,
A misplaced Whoville twin, Christmastown is
a veritable FAQSchwartzforthePumpkin King,
who starts belting tike Annie when she first saw
Of Daddy Warbucks winter pad in Aspen. He
snags idea hke Neil Carter grabs thirds at &*-
zler, shackles Santa like Patty Hearst and
scares the Easter Bunny stupider than Ernest
when he gets caught in the gears of his gar-
bage truck. By theway, ifyou got aO of these
references, then you're better than David
Carradine on the New "Kung Fu" ... and you
have as little life as we do.
But back to the ffek Jack and his townie
boiddiestry to replaceSanta and hiselvesand fail
He snags ideas tike Nell Carter grubs
thirds at Sizrier, shackles Santa tike
Patty Hearst and scares the Easter
Bunny stupider than Ernest when he
gets caught in the gears of his garbage
truck
H »MM * 'l i t
worse than Ben Johnson's urine sample. It seems
thatthe Halloween crew just can't put a strangle-
holdon thewholeChristmasthing. They manage
to trash the holiday pretty thoroughly
.
Actually the story us secondary to the visuals,
but we won't blow the outcome of the Santa vs.
Boogieman title bout Directing this film is a
rnonstrousachievememforl^k^^ WonV
ingfrbmasaeenplayadaptatkmofTimBurton's
story,Selickmicromanages a potential disasterto
a visual masterpiece. No matter what state your
mind is in, this movie wig play with ft. Danny
Hitman, future Rode 'n Roll hail of fame singer/
songwriter from Oingo Boingo, has turned the
littleclayflgujeimottemostmusicaltroupeslrtce
those ^arneT kids graduated.
Synopsis; Creat movie. See it with a bud or a
friend. Now if we could just find a decent soft
chicken taco, we'd be happier than...
STEPPING INTO YOUR FUTURE
with Barbara Davis of
Whitaker Davis Associates, N.Y.C.
TXiesday. November 9. 1993
6:30 to 9:00 p.m. • Lancaster Lounge
,
M.U.
This workshop is designed to help students assess their styles and skills
in relations the work environment, and ultimately set goals for future
success. It will also address the issues of networking, mentoring and
coaching as they relate to personal and professional development. Ms.
Davis' presentation will be complemented by a series of hands-on, self-
assessment exercises.
Open to ALL students, this workshop is highly recommended for anyone
who wants to increase their level of self-knowledge and confidence in the
career decision-making process.
Please sign up with Christine DeTroy in Career Services
no later than Monday. November 8. 1993 .
About Barbara Davis.
President and founder of Whitaker Davis Associates, Barbara Davis is an
international speaker and seminar leader with over 20 years of experience in the
corporate arena. Ms. Davis offers individual coaching on personal and profes-
sional growth and has designed numerous workshops, seminars, and training
programs. She regularly contributes to quarterly newspaper Soring, dedicated to
the empowerment of women in the workplace.
Brought to you by the Office ofCareer Services....
The De-Bosniazation ofour Future




certain sense ofpoignancy to
his poetryin a self-constructed
speech thatspoke to the "future
ctfhumanity."
By Matthew Brown
arts and entertainment editor
To seek an inner beauty, to weed out the
"cancer in the heart of the rose," to enchant,
embraceand loveahumanity
thatisstructurallyflawed pre-
cedes the formation of any
"greater brotherhood." The
indelible truth of humanity
refuses to rest on the rotting
pillars of a political agenda,
but rather upon the founda-
tions of a familial love and
understanding. As seen inthe
"preamble" address by Rus-
sian poet Yevgheny
Yevtushenko, "our common
task is the de-Bosniazation of
our future" through, among
other things,a simplebelief in
beauty. Holistically, we can
no longerbecontent to flap in
the wind ofan ever-changing
political current; we must
stand resolute in the face of
gross indignities against our
own humanity.
Yevtushenko's poetry pre-
sentation was, in all respects, The Russian poet,
phenomenal.Heshatteredthe
coffeehouse stance of "sit-behind-the-mikeand-
read-while-people-m-sharp-goatees-rhythmi-
caUy-nod-their-heads" by immersing his own
presenceand physkalityintheverseWith flying
fistsand pulsatingvocal patterns, he invigorated
the poetry for theaudience instead of presenting
it in a lecture-type fashion. The words, content,
focusand meaning ofthe works swept the audi-
ence away in a whiriwind of bittersweet emo-
tions. The most poignant moment during the
presentation, however, occurred during the pro-
verbial eye of the hurricane.
At the beginning of the presentation, an anal-
ogy about a personal transformation from an
ugh/ duckling into something beautiful, denoted
a sharp but simple message from a self-labeled
"poetician." It served tojustifyone'sown senseof
dignity, honor and respect through the use of
"three simple words." Love; in all its purity and
innocenceofaffection, dissolves the "ugh/ scars"
left by societal labeling and promotes individual
discovery. To hear another utter their feelings of
affection in a crystalline manner serves to trans-
form the individual into something beautiful.
Yevtushenko warns that we cannot wrap our
existence around a distant stance that refuses
action and emotion,but ratherendorses the sanc-
tity in our own sense of beauty.
In this zeal for a passionate understanding,
however, we must not lose sight of our close**
Sheridan Kelley / Bowdom Orient
Yevgheny Yevtushenko.
v.
sources of love and affection. As Yevtushenko
points out, "When we try to embrace all of hu-
manity at once, we sometimesdon'thavetime to
embrace our own wife"
History has been formed by a mosaic of faces
ranging from the angelic sweetness of Mother
Theresa to the demonic countenance of Adolph
Hitler. Serving as a direct reflection ofthe nature
ofthe individual being, one must choose a stance
that overcomes ignorance and fights to preserve
love in all ofhuman activities. Only then will we
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Bowdoin's theater troupe, Masque and
Gown, under thedirectionofRaymond Rutan,
presented the musical "The Only Rose" both
in honor of Bicentennial Weekend and, most
recently, Parents' Weekend. These occasions
were particularly appropriate because the
work itself is woven into the fabric of
Bowdoin's history.
Originally written by the first recipient of
an honorary degree from Bowdoin, Sarah
Orne Jewett, it was adapted by two other
Bowdoin graduates into the musical format.
In addition to mis, the work focuses on the
lives of the inhabitants of a small, New En-
gland village,much like Brunswick,and men-
tions several other familiar towns such as
Bath, Lowell and the like.
However, beyond being solely an explora-
tion of small-town lifeand theaccompanying
love of gossip and intrigue, the musical at-
tempted to deal with such lofty issues as the
nature of human relationships, the tempta-
tion of regret and the tragedy of lonliness.
The plot essentially concerned the life and
memories of a local townswoman, Mrs.
Bickford (Melanie Spriggs) who, as the play
opens, finds herself alone—lost in the con-
templation of her former husbands. The
ytrnm*
this production did quite well. Spriggs also
handled the portrayal of her character's struggle
with regret very well.
Another role particularly well handled was
that of Miss Pendexter. Genevieve Thompson
struck one as being very much a professional
actress, she was always "there" and constantly
stayed within her character. Thus, she lended a
/
Captain Littlehale reaches to the sky in hopes
townspeople, for the sake of gossip, prefer to
believe mat she is simply rich and compla-
cent, never once considering the possibility
mat she is in an abyss of lonliness. The only
person that seems to comprehend the situa-
tion is a sort of outsider figure, the narrator,
Miss Pendexter (GenevieveThompson). This
character is the observer who has the ability
to act selectively, not to be simply caught up
in the whirlwind of diversion with which the
rest of the town is enthralled. Thus, mis Miss
Pendexter chooses to visit Mrs. Bickford in-
Sheridan Kelley/Bowdoin Orient
of catching whatever it is that is falling.
stead of immediately heading out with the
rest of the crowd to a boat-launching. It is
through the ensuing dialogue that the audi-
ence learns more about Mrs. Bickford and of
what her lifehas consisted. Mrs. Bickford, left
The cast did well as a group,
and there were some really
fine moments ofcomedy....
very reaj sense to her scenes.
m general, the production was aesthetically
pleasing. The lighting was excellent and the
scenerey convincing, yet quirky enough to lend
interestThecostumeswere beautifullyrendered
tum-of-the-century pieces and were particularly
well displayed during thenicely-choreographed
dancing sequences.
The cast did well as a group, and there were
some really fine moments of comedy, particu-
larly those ofTrevor Worcester in his roles as the
Man from Lowelland Mr. J. SiliusProcrus IB. Yet,
fat Matt: The Man, The Myth, The Legend
1 » '-
mt$mtmmm*mtm*m*m




We fehSt an irgustke tote another yeargo by
withoutpayingbomagBtoamanwhoha*touched
thelrves ofsomanym theBowdom cxxHtoutoSty
and the world mgpno^.Hettk^fK^imir^xtri-
cable part of the Bowdoin experience. For years
Matt Taylor has provided BewdDto, and
Brunswick at large, with fine tobacco products,
sandwichesand a friendly smUe
T*ykwrkw«warii^
andoperates Brunswick Varietyand Defc located
on Harpswefl Road. The aroma of freshly fried
foodand the fcuflofsoftcountrymusk greets you
asyou enterthe ertablishrnent Feel free to plant
chairs and help yourself to a legendary
"Mattburger Basket" After your meal you can
wasi\itdc«wwima$el«^onfromMi»»f&exten-
sive wine offerings, featuring three flavors of
Madl^g-Orifyou'remarouTy^hoosefromthe
vast array of snacks, ranging from gourmet
PtpperidgB rann <ookk» to everyone's favor-
ite-beef jarky. There's also those last-minute,
gt)t-to-have-it impulseHems,tikeGlamourKitty
and toilet paper. And thafs not all - Matfs has
jartmstattedanwStushfHq^^
reportedly isawy big draw,
Despitetr^mulntudeoffir^nTercharKlisethis
establishment offers, the real reason we patron-
izeBVDis Fat Matt himself A man ofthe world,
l^walways
or relate a quirky anecdote Next time you stop
by, inquire about the superpower magrtft he
keeps under the counter. Hi$ employees were
eager to sing his praises. When asked, cashier
Tammy said, "Yeah he's fun ... he's excellent,
both as a friend and boss. If you needed H, he'd






comfortable" by her last husband, sings of it became evident that the cast was truly "on'
duringtheperfbnriancesthatwereweU-attended.
Thus, it seems necessary to encourage the entire
srudentbcdynotonlytoconsiderparticipatingin
the arts in some capacity, which is certainly an
issue, but most importantly to attend theproduc-
tions prepared by our "sons and daughters."
the caged bird, which is but she, herself, and
her contrast to the free sparrow, Miss
Pendexter.
While it is difficult for a musical to attempt to
assimilate entertainment and pathos, it seems
that in this theme ofentrapment versus freedom,
Arts and Entertainment Announcements
Tuesday, November 9
Alan Taylor, associate professor of history at Boston University, will deliver a lecture
entitled "'An Institution to Exterminate the Study of Pagan Idolatries, Obscenity and Rib-
aldry': James Bowdoin III Among the White Indians" at 7:30 p.m. in Daggett Lounge. The
lecture will be open to the public and free of charge. It is presented in conjunction With the
Walker Art Museum's exhibit, The Legacy of lames Bowdoin III .
Tuesday, November 16
Henry Taylor, professor of literature at the American University, will read his poems
at 7:00 p.m. in the Chase Barn Chamber. Taylor won the Pulitzer Prize in Poetry in 1 986 for his
book 'The Flying Change." In the course of his four-day visit to the College, Taylor will visit
English classes and conduct a poetry workshop for students.
Thursday, November 18
As part of its "Music in Progress" series, the music department will present "Eliza-
bethan Harpsichord Music" in Gibson 101 at 12:35 p.m. It features Henry Brondshpits '97 on
harpsichord. The performance is free and open to the public.
Now on Display:
A photo exhibit entitled "Spirit in Exile," which consists of portraits of Tibetan nuns
and women in exile from the People's Republic of China now living in India is on display on
the 1 st and 2nd floors of 38College St. The prints weredone by Susan Lirakis Nicolay, and they
show the strength and spirituality of these refugees who have survived the ordeal of being
separated physically and emotionally from their homeland.
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To order a subscription, call (207) 725-
3053 or contact us via the Internet at
Orient@Bowdoin.edu. A full year
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subscription costs $18. You may begin to
subscribe at any point during the year, and
you will only be charged for those issues
you receive.
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"The College exercises no control over the content ofthe
writings contained herein, and neither it, nor thefaculty,




The Bowdoin Orient welcomes letters from all of our readers.
Letters must be received by 6 p.m. Tuesday to be published the
same week, and must include a phone number where the author
of the letter may be reached. Letters should address the Editor,
and not a particular individual.
The Bowdoin Orient is published weekly while classes are held
during Fall and Spring semesters by the students of Bowdoin
College, Brunswick, Maine.
Thepoliciesofthe Bowdoin Orientaredeterminedby the Bowdoin
Publishing Company and the Editors. Individual Editors are not
necessarily responsible for, or in agreement with, the policies and
editorials of the Bowdoin Orient
The Bowdoin Orient reserves the right to edit any and all articles
and letters.
Address all correspondence to the Bowdoin Orient, 12Cleaveland
St., Brunswick, Maine, 04011. Our telephone number is (207) 725 -
3300. __..
Edito
Affirmative Action Hits Home
Recently theCollege decided which
professors will acquire tenure track
positions. Unfortunately, the
Administration has chosen not to
disclose any information regarding
their decisions. The nature of their
past decisions has been aimed at
diversifying the faculty and dealing
with the idea of affirmative action.
Although their actions have notbeen
officially stated, their intent has been
clear.
Affirmative action is a practice that
attempts to establish racial quotas in
hopes of surmounting past patterns
of discrimination. The intent is to
somehow make up for the injustices
that minorities have experienced
prior to the recognition of their
equality. Affirmative action was first
considered and applied in the early
seventies, and since then, has been a
topic of controversy. In 1972, under
the Equal Employment Opportunity
Act, all institutions were forced to
diversify their organizations to the
point where racial quotas were met.
Though this act was later found to be
unconstitutional, the ideas still linger
and many institutions have been
accused of continuing to practice
these principles.
We are asking, "Why?" Why is
affirmative action something seen as
wrong or unjust? Was it not unjust
that minorities were discriminated
against in the past? Doesn't
discrimination still exist?Manyargue
that affirmative action is in itself a
form of discrimination, but if
discrimination had not existed prior
to the introduction of affirmative
action, those quotas would not be
necessary now.
Others may argue that affirmative
action quenches the motivation of
individuals based on the idea that no
matterhow hard they work they will
never receive what they deserve. But
to the contrary, the purpose of
affirmative action is to give minority
groups an opportunity to reach their
potential. It also provides a chance
for them to raise themselves to levels
whichareotherwise unattainabledue
to the prejudices rampant in society.
In addition, affirmative action does
not mean that administrative groups
should accept minorities on a blind
basis. Forexample, iftwo individuals
are equal in terms of qualifications
and one is a minority, then the
minority candidate should be more
strongly considered based on prior
discrimination. This consideration
will hopefully diversify institutions
and break down the notion that only
one type of individual is capable of
achieving success. Affirmative action,
therefore, would encourage rather
than discourage more individuals to
push themselves to a higher degree
of achievement.
Affirmative action can only aid a
society in its progress. It is the only
way to insure that minorities are
evenly distributed throughout the
primary and secondary sectors of an
economy. This integration prevents
one sector of society from not
contributing to an economy. This in
turnwill lessenthe chances oftension
which could lead to social revolt. In
addition, it can lead to opinions and
ideas that were otherwise not
explored due to the one-sidedness
from which homogeneity often
suffers.
The defense of affirmative action is
obvious. Foryears discriminationhas
held minorities (all minorities,
whether defined by race, gender or
economic status) back, and this
practice frees them to explore the
world that was once denied to them.
How can this be considered wrong?
To integrate a society on all levels is
to its benefitand allows it to advance
beyond a previously limited position.
If we do not encourage this practice
thenweareonly restrainingourselves
from attaining goals which can only
beaccomplishedthrough integration.
w




We are writing to express our dire consternation over the
recent mishandlingofthe situation atBetabyBowdoinSecurity
and the Brunswick Police Department. We are referring, of
course, to the Homecoming Weekend party at that fraternity
three weeks ago. According to a report published in the
Orient, Security and Police attempted to locate the President
of the house in order to clear the party. Unable to do so they
resorted to their only alternative option: to gas the place.
Naturally,weare not experienced in the art ofpolicing butwe
do feel that this was not an extreme enough measure. We
wonderwhy Policeand Security stopped atonlyjeopardizing
students' lives and respiratory function. Why not insure at
least a few deaths by spraying the room with several rounds
of machine-gun fire? That way they could have guaranteed
that the party-gores got the message to vacate. If Police and
Security indeed felt threatened by a few unarmed merry-
makers, why didn't they simply resort to their most effective
means of self-defense: lethal force?
We are outraged that the use of pepper-gas was deemed
necessary. This substance, although portrayed by Security
and Police officials as harmless, has in fact led to at least one
death and one instance of respiratory failure. Perhaps that
data has not yet reached Brunswick. We must raise the
following question: If the officers involved felt threatened,
then why did they not leave the premises and await backup?
If they truly were outnumbered which we do not doubt they
were, isn't it possible that the several hundred students
assembled were not aware of their presence? Perhaps this is
the reason that people did not clear the nn pepper gas and
other related substances are commonly usei t control riot
situations. Police and Security maintain mat su a situation
was imminent. Although Bowdoin students and alumni are
indeed fond of their swill, we do not feel tha t if deprh d they
would see cause to riot.We call foran immediate inves gation
into this affair in order to determinewhether action by Bowdoin
Security and Brunswick Police was justified. We do not view
this as a matter that can be so off-handily dismissed.
Sincerely,
Kenneth L. Cornick '94




Wewould like to express our regret mat Zebediah Rice, the
longtime target of Silverman, Doerr, several Bowdoin
apostates, and the entire population of TD, has finally
relinquished his post as Editor. We have only the highest
respect, ofcourse, for Zebediah'sjudgment in mis matter. Yet
in the knowledge that mis decision was made underpressure
from these and other members of an unthinking rabble, we
would like to offer such individuals the following excerpt.
Perhaps in some vaguely symbolic way it will bring them to
realize the magnitude of their error.
"And they had men a notorious prisoner, called Barabbas.
So when they had gathered Pilate said to them, 'Whom do you
want me to release to you, Barabbas or [Zebediah Rice] who
is called Christ?' For je knew mat it was out of envy that they
had delivered him up. The governor again said to them,
Then what shall I do with [Zebediah Rice] who is called
Christ?' They all said, *Let him be crucified!' And they
stripped him and put a scarlet robe upon him, and plaiting a
crown of morns they put it on his head, and put a reed in his
right hand. And kneeling before him they mocked him,
saying,'Hail King of the [Orient ]!' And they spat upon him
and took the reed and struck him on the head. And when they
had mocked him, they stripped him of the robe, and put his
own domes on him, and led him away to crucify him.'"
(Matthew 2715-32)
We expect that the Judas groupies' across campus who
orchestrated mismodem-day crucifixion willcome to realize
that their handful of coins are a meager substitute for the
prophetic guidance of Zebediah Rice. His teachings, which
have been canonizedon microfilm by supporters in the library,
will thankfully live beyond him. Generations of future
Bowdoin students will undoubtedly turn to these simple,
affecting parables in the search for intellectual salvation . And









Contrary to what some may think, Maine is not so isolated
from the rest of theworld. Thingshappen here, and, like in the
rest of the United States, people in Maine voted this week on
issues mat affect all of us deeply.
Also contrary to what some may mink, prejudice and hate
abound in Maine. On Tuesday, Lewiston residents voted 67%
to 33% to repeal a gay rights ordinance that had been in place
to prevent discrimination on the basis of sexual orientation. It
was a visible issue and therewas formidable voter turnout for
an off-year election.
The significant voter turnout in Lewiston is not, however,
evidence of a new awareness about the pertinence of these
issues nor does it reflect a heightened sense of voter
responsibility. It is instead evidence that a few powerful
people, using the tools ofmoneyand hate, can institutionalize
prejudice and fear and impose their intolerant beliefs on all
people. This is a national trend and it is undermining the
democratic ideals of our country. It can easily be stopped,
though.
The hate can be stopped by average voters, the majority of
whom do not agree that there should be discrimination based
on race, religion, national origin, age, or sexual orientation. If
all people vote and not just those who have been influenced
i by these extreme opposition groups, initiatives like these
would not pass.
Iacknowledge thathomophobia is widespread inour society
and at Bowdoin in particular. But I also believe that the
majorityofstudents here feel thatdiscrimination of all sorts is
unjust. What someone does in bed is irrelevant, just as the
color of someone's skin or the religion a person follows has
nothing to do with the opportunities available to her or him.
Unfortunately the city of Lewiston no longer adheres to this
value after Tuesday's vote.
My purpose in writing this letter is simple: I believe that
Bowdoin students, both as citizens and as students at a
progressive institution, need to take the responsibility to vote.
We have the knowledge and the commitment to ideas that
make our contributions not only useful but necessary to the
commongood . Ifwedo noteducateourselvesand participate
in the important debates that go on outside of the classroom,
beyond the Bowdoin gates—issues that do ultimately affect
us—thenwe haveno reason to be getting this education in the
first place.
Idonotknowhow many Bowdoin students remembered to
vote on Tuesday. Most would not have voted as Lewiston
residents anyhow . Butwhen a small but powerful hate-filled
groupcomes to institutionalizediscrimina tion orany in j ustice
in the next city, state, or in the nation, Bowdoin students






'"Where are the days when women knew how to love men
calling them lord .. ."They do not seem to be very far away, as
Paul McQueen's letter in the October 29, Orient shows. Mr.
McQueen's letter is an eye-opening exposition ofthe opinions
of one segment of society that appears unwilling to entertain
the idea of a woman holding a place in society equal to that of
a man.
The premise of Mr. Chapman's lecture was not to attempt
to prove that God is a woman . Thepremise of his speech was,
however, that men and women need to come to a mutual
understanding regarding respect in order to co-exist and
move forward in today's society.
Mr. McQueen claims that Mr. Chapman believes that men
and women are exactly the same. We think that there is a
chance Mr. McQueen misunderstood the point thatwas being
made. Mr. Chapman in fact stressed the easily recognizable
differences between men and women. He urged men to
evaluate the manner in which they treat women, and
emphasized the importance of men giving respect to women
and seeing them in something more than their previously
designated roles as lovers, wives and mothers.
We do not wish to debate religion with Mr. McQueen. We
do, however, wish to respond to his claims and point out that
there are many anatomical differences between men and
women, and they have nothing to do with the superiority of
one sex or the other. Mr. McQueen grasps at Biblical stories in
an attempt to prove his argument, but who wrote the Bible
other than the men who were in power?
The assertion that "men want to be like men and men want
to be like women" is ridiculous. The women's movement is
founded in a woman establishing her individuality, not her
masculinity. Also the suggestion that men be more respectful
to women is not a suggestion that men be more like women.
The increasing assertiveness of women and the increasing
sensitivity of men will not bring the world to its knees, Mr.
McQueen. Mr. Chapman's lecture was a warning to build a
bridge between the sexes before all communication is
destroyed forever.
In responding to this letter, it is our hope that people will
think about the societal roles of men and women and see men
and women as individuals who should neither be
discriminated against nor placed in "predestined" roles
because of their sex— or their race, age, handicap, religion or
sexual orientation. It is also our hope that people will not
blindly accept patriarchal-structured traditions without
recognizing their inherent tendencies toward discrimination.
Sincerely,
The members of A.D.A.P.T.





I wish to correct a statement I made in mylast week's letter:
it is not a scientific fact that every man has one less rib than all
women on the earth. God took a rib from Adam to make
women. The human body has twenty-four ribs to continue to
protect the lungs. Thank you.
Sincerely,
Paul McQueen
(member of the Brunswick community)
Feeling irate?
Don't be late..,
(Deadline for letters is Tuesday)
^ j
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Views from the couch: History 101
At a disco one week ago, one cry focused the world's
attention back on Germany and vaulted the minds of
many back to a bygone era. This one cry gave credence
to whispered rumors about the rise in the population of
Neo-Nazis since World War II. All this happened
because a group of American men were in the wrong
place on a Friday night.
Duncan Kennedy is an Olympic athlete and a member
of the United States luge team. Robert Pipkins is an
Olympic athlete and is also a member of the United
States luge team. The first thing you should know about
them is that Duncan Kennedy is white and Robert
Pipkins is black. The second thing you should know is
that Duncan Kennedy saved Robert Pipkins' life last
Friday night.
To be honest, that wasn't the way they had planned
their evening to occur. They really hadn't planned on
going out and getting in some life-threatening trouble.
Five members of the U.S. luge team were out at a disco,
celebrating a teammate's birthday. They were having a
good time, and they weren't being loud and obnoxious
like the stereotypical American. Then, the skinhead had
to walk by and stay true to stereotype. "Nazi Power!"
he screamed.
The skinhead was followed into the bathroom and
confronted. He pretended not to speak English, which
is always a clever defense right after yelling something
in English. The Americans walked back out onto the
By : Brian Sung
dance floor, but the night was over. For one, Gordy
Sheer, the night was sickening, sickening enough to go
home. Gordy Sheer is Jewish, and the cry of the skinhead
struck too close to home. The other four Americans
remained.
"Nigger out! Nigger out!" The skinhead had found
friends, about fifteen of them, and they were gesturing
and making monkey sounds. Robert Pipkins and his
teammates were
confused ^^ and angry.
Then a local iffiw*W^\ ran U P to
them and ftPm&*$L said, "Run
now! Run as cr^2^B^^53^^vkS\ ^ast as You
can!" And J^^^^nm^^Mu^ that's whenthe ^^ [^^^Mj !Wm^Mp Americans
They ran, JF^^wfMllHfwlrifijFHi ancj they
were followed.
The last one up a staircase
just outside the disco, Duncan Kennedy turned on the
narrow incline to ward off the Neo-Nazis and to give
Robert Pipkins, who had an injured foot, a few extra
moments to get away. The 'nigger lover' paid a price for
this. He received a heavy beating before escaping back to
his hotel. The police finally arrived and made several
arrests. The German government and general populace
are outraged by the actions of these Neo-Nazis, but they
can't put a stop to their mentality. A cry came out of the
police van as it wheeled away, "Heil Hitler! We want
blood and we're going to win again!"
Is that how these revisionists view the history of the
Third Reich? As a victory? That seems to be a warped
view of what happened in the war. Or is it? By
establishing such dominance throughout Europe, did
the Third Reich show that hatred has a powerful place
in the world? Are we wrong in assuming that the Third
Reich "lost" the war? Did it actually plant the seed for
the arrival of a Fourth Reich?
Gordy Sheer said that "if you let these punks
intimidate you, then they've won. They're just little
punks. They're dangerous at this point, but they're just
punks." In a sense, Gordy Sheer is right, but in another
sense, he is very wrong. These Neo-Nazos are not just
punks. They have thepower to grip theworld's attention
and to hurt whomever they choose.
Yes, it is too early to compare the acts of a growing
number of skinheads to the fanaticism of the Third Reich.
But isn't it better to be wary now, instead of sorry later?
It is often said that the world has learned to take haters
and racists seriously, and that the lessons of the past
have been learned. I hope that's the case. But for now,
my attention has unwillingly been drawn to the events
that happened last Friday ... and then I become a little
less sure of what exactly has been learned and who has
done the learning.
Should Bowdoin lift its divestment policies
immediately in South Africa or wait until the planned
democratic government actually materializes before re-
investing?
It is important to establish from the outset that
Bowdoin's reinvestment is inconsequential to South
African national policy; in fact, our school's entire
endowment could do little to changeany nation's political
orientation. If South Africa will democratize, it willdoso
regardless of what Bowdoin does next week or next
century. Perhaps if every college in America agreed on
investing huge sums of money in specific areas of South
Africa under one central authority, it might make a
difference. But unfortunately, most colleges are only
beginning to dip their toes into the very notion of lifting
sanctions and thus what Bowdoin does in the next few
months it does alone and for the most part, unilaterally.
Hence the correlation between South African events
and Bowdoin College's investment policies is non-
existent. Lifting divestment is exclusively a question of
whom and when Bowdoin chooses to proffer its de jure
support in international affairs. Should Bowdoin give
its moral nod of approval to South Africa now or wait
until the majority actually assumes political control?
Regardless of what Pretoria says it plans to do, or
what Nelson Mandela says he thinks he will do—outside
of pure speculation, all we know for a fact is that the
government currently in control is not a democratically
elected government. The current, not projected or
predicted, administration is part and parcel of the white
establishment who plans to yield control in April. (Just
as Yeltsin planned to save Russia riding on an irreversible
wave of support and just as Bush was politically invincible
after the Gulf War victory.)
It is far better to wait until the elections take place
because only then can Bowdoin be sure it is supporting
a just government. Forget about what is supposedly
going to be, or what may be in a few months. What is in
power now? No one knows what will happen in 6
months when the elections are scheduled to take place.
Will there be a glorified status quo, will there be only
marginal progress, will there be civil war, or will
everything go as planned? What if conventional wisdom
fails once again at forecasting political events? Bowdoin
is powerless in making the political pendulum swing
one way or another; therefore it should wait until it
shows significant signs of stability (i.e. actual elections)
before giving its approval.
By taking the prudent approach and not endorsing the
current state of affairs, Bowdoin is not turning its back
on anyone (simply because what it does changes nothing
substantively in South Africa). Instead, we are carefully
deciding when and to whom we wish to give our morally
determined blessings. If we invest now, we are not
endorsing anything real, but the concept of a future
government that may, or may not, actualize. Why should
Bowdoin arbitrarily throw its recognition to institutions
that are in this case, purely hypothetical? In some
respects, acknowledging that everything is satisfactory
enough to lift divestment now in South Africa seems
naive and overly-optimistic.
I say wait and see. Rather than investing in a country
which is still oppressing its people every day with an
assortment of lingering apartheid laws, let's wait for the
people of South Africa to actually take the helm and only
then award our symbolic approval. Re-investing right
this minute does nothing for the anti-apartheid cause
and only puts Bowdoin at risk of bestowing its
endorsement on a country whose future is volatile and
possibly regressive or stagnant. Wait until the elections
actually take place Bowdoin, South Africa is not going
anywhere in the next six months.
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STUDENTSPEAK
By Katie Shoemaker, with photos by Erin Sullivan
On a scalefrom 1-10, with 10 being the highest,
how do you rate Beavis and Butthead?
Background: Beavis and Butthead, co-stars on MTV, have been surrounded by controversy since their
conception, due to their personalities and the nature of the material which they present . Recently parents,
politicians and others have called for increased censorship or complete elimination of the show due to the
tragic action of a young child who they feel was influenced by the two cartoon characters. Students gave
their general opinion of the characters.
Meredith van den Beemt '95 James Hunt f94
Monkton, Maryland
I'll give them a zero. Aside from
consistently acting in an ignorant,
sophomoric fashion, their voices
really annoy me.
Dover, Massachusetts
Beavis is a model of fire safety.
Jimmy Killelea f95
Branford, Connecticut
Sometimes won, possibly too, or
even maybe ate.
Will Havemeyer f96
New York, New York
They're, oh, about an eight. I
hope that isn't a reflection of my
intelligence!?!
Amy Zee f96 & Marie Lee f95
Baytown, Texas & Sanford, Maine
/
Beavis and Butthead are rude,
obnoxious, loud, crass and we love
them! They're cool! Uh-huh, Uh-huh!
Pyromania—it's cool! Scale of 1-10:
we give them 10!
Bill Osburn f94
Princeton, New Jersey
Beavis and Butthead? - 10! They're
pretty cool. Uh-huh, Uh-huh, Uh-
huh. They like everything that
everybody likes but are afraid to
admit it.
^ »'
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Football suffers narrow Parents' Weekend defeat





The Bowdoin football team suffered a Parents
Weekend heartbreakar tost Saturday against the
Wesfepan Urnvewky Cardinals (&0), whocame from
hfihmd in thi' frrurth quarter to defeat the Ptifor Bean
2rW& Mthoughfcwdcintod WesiejTOaatirtfcaByin
farstdowns, passing yardsand totaloriense, the Bears'
kicking game was less than adequate. Poor belong
and the failure to capitak/e on several tweypoint
conversions ultimatdy handed Wesleyan the win
In the first seven minutes of play things looked
Weak for the Bears as Wesleyan jumped out to a 14-0
lead. fljrtormore, quartotadkliMkw^
whoirquTadh»ankfe hvo weeksa^atTrinity, again
iwfferedairBnorinjuryon diefastj&yfnomscnmmage
and was removed from the game. Just when it was
looklnglteftwottkipeakmgaforr^
rwwcver,backH^quartetackAdam Rard'^stepped
up m Martoie/ absence to lead Bowdoin in four
scoring drives on the day.
'
With l30remauTir#iniheflr*tqjw^
backAnthony MoKnari*%put8» flblar Bears on the
jKoreboard with a 1-yard touchdown run The extra
point attempt faded, leaving Bowdoin traffing 14-4
m the second quarter. Rand and Motinarihad some
key runa whfch brought the Beam down to ihe
Cardinal' t-yard fawv alkrwing Rand torun score the
touchdown on another single-yard run. Seeking a tie,
Bowdctnatterriptedtherwo-po^co^
this failed, Bowdoin traOed Wesleyan 1*12.
The Polar Bear defense was abie to certain the
Cardinals' offensive arsenal and keep the ajame close
ftYtheimabvferofttefotthalf.AlthM
seemed fhad and dominant during their earbest
possessor*, they iefl out of synchnot long after their
second touchdown Defensive tackles Dan Hart 'iS
andjonScholes'% sacked Cardinal quarterback Troy
Robinson several times for tosses of yardage
If there wasany question earlieras to whether ornot
this would be an exobnggame. the third quarter soon
dispelled any doubts. There were some great plays in
the secondm, *nd as a result, four teat changes
Bowdoin's first drive ended witha toodndownwhen
wide receiver Doug Brawn '97 caught a 19-yard pass
from Rand that was tippedby a Weskyanplayer in the
endaone. Although Bowdom's conversion attempt
failed, the ftHar Bear? still enpyed thar firstlead of the
afternoon, 18-14 Wesleyan finally countered when
Robinson completed a 1-yard touchdown pass to
Cardinal tight endJeffWUner Cardinal kickerJoshua
Stem made the extra point to give Wesleyan the lead
21-18. Stein would later prove to be the difference in
lias game, as he sixcesafufiy booted in afi of the
Cardinals' exfr»jx** attempt* Whti fc*7te!tin<he
third quarter, the roar pears took oatx tneieaaatz>
21 wh«nRand«X)iedc«\a2-yardrunand kkkerMark
McCbrmki^tnademeextra pointThe lead shifted
hand* ones more with the «^c4rh**rx^
We^yanscaedcnthera^pUyotthefmaifra^
Robinson cornpieted a $«yard touchdown pass to
Cardinal wkterexMver James Yaker and Stem kicked
the extra point togfveWealeyan the last laugh. Despite
an entire quarter of opportunibes to score, Bowdoin
was not able to get the pb done A rreseed field goal
attempt from 34 yards out, an interception on the final
drive with a minute remaining and several
unnecessary penaWe* left the Polat Bears with their
fourrh toss of the season Soil me Polar Bears came as
dose as any team to beating the undefeated Wesleyan
squad and should be proud thai they had the real
potential to mar *fteCwSnala'p^ record.
Thefootbal taamhasricw(hoppedto24withtwo
gamesleittoplaytheseascn bomoiwhichareagainst
Maine rivals Bates and Colby. Ihe teem hopes to
salvageitsseasOTwithvidro
which would both seal a CBB champtonarap and
equal the team's 1992marktf44.Tcmorrow the Bears
travel to Levyiston toface the Bobcats at l:(X)pjn. Bates
has not won a game in several seasons, so the Bears
rx>pctobuiWcfirhcirencouragmgpcTf^
Wesleyan and come away with a big victory.
Men's soccer loses its final match-up against Wesleyan
is one in which a team can truly dominate a game and ground, leaving things scoreless at halftime.
stiDloseCasempomtwasmeteam'sfinalmatchrfthe In the second half, Bowdoin again stood up to its
season. Before parents last Saturday, the team saluted highly-touted opponent, which clearly frustrated the
its seniors for four years of dutiful contribution to the Wesleyan so^uad Unfortunately, this superior pressure
program. The Polar Bears could not quite manage to did not manifest itself in a goal, so Bowdoin's steady
end things with a win, however, and dropped the andccntroUedgan^wasanfornaughtwheriWesfeyan
contest 1-0 to Wesleyan struAmrhe84mrrorniteofthegametotakeal-01eacl
When the game starred, it was clear that the Bears This proved to be the eventual winning margin as the
werenotmtimidatedbydtherthe^lrecordortte Bears saw another strong effortendin defeat.
New England Division III ranking of the visiting Still, the Bearshave every reason to hold their heads
Cardinals. In the opening moments, in fact, it seemed high They outshotand thorougHy confused a^
rhatWesleyanwastheteamguiltyoftentativeplay.The tound squad, who were lucky to escape witha victory
Bears took advantageof this, gettmgofftwoquickshots and deny Bowdoin the role of spoiler,
which both narrowly missed the mark. Jon Jacobs '96 The men's soccer team (4-9-1) finished the season
used his lethal throw-in to give Bowdoin two more wimarewrdvirtuaDyidertficaltolasty^
By Randy Steinberg
staff writer




Graduate degree programs (MA,
Ph.D) in International Affairs with













International Security and Conflict
Foreign Policy Analysis
Apply by February 1 for assistant-
ships and other financial aid.
If North»South Center
| M i UNIVERSITY OF MIAMI
great opportunities in the eariy gang.
Wesleyan settled down a bit midway through the
first halfand was able to give Bowdoin a scare. Thanks
to the efforts of Bowdoin goalie Jan Flaska "%, though,
the visitors were continually denied. The most
9maTk
Or^verypt^bvetrungtriattheBeaRcandrawfrcm
this season's experience is the fact that they will be
returning a lot of experienced youth. Both goaltenders
will be back next year and the roster is full of
spectacular of Flaska's six saves came at 3&07, when a soptomoresandtm3t-yeare,manytf^
Wesleyan forward fired offa hard sinking liner toward sul*tirutedfbrrheteamc>naregularbask
the ret. Flaska reacted by diving to he left and fully they gained will be a an asset to next year's team and
extendinghraiselftosnarethebaDan^ should dramatically improve the team's record
ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
Fisheries - Many earn $2,000 t/mo. in canneries
or $3,000-$6,000+/mo. on fishing vessels.
Many employers provide room It board Ac
transportation. Over 8,000 openings. No
experience necessary! Male or Female. Get
the necessary head start on next summer. Call:
(206) 545-4155 cxt A5064
FREE TRIPS AND MONEY!!
Individuals and Student Organiza-
tions wanted to promote the Hottest
Spring Break Destinations, call the
nation's leader. Inter-Campus
Programs 1-800-327-6013
Students who are interested in
Interamerican issues are particularly
encouraged to apply for North-South
Center Graduate Assistantships.




97 Maine Street. Brunswick 729-1125
WOMEN'S SOCCER
Continued from page 16.
scored unassisted 753 into the first on a
Brandeis attempt to clear the ball from their
goal area. Co-captain Katie Gould '94 then
scored unassisted 21:15 into the game on a
high shot from the left side just outside the
penalty box. The Polar Bears' third goal of the
contest came 31 :39 into the second half, when
Kerryn Shean '96 scored unassisted from the
right side of the field. Overall, the Bears
outshot their opponents 25-5.
Once again, coach John Cullen utilized far
more players off the bench than did the
opposing coach. The Bears played nineteen
players in the first half and twenty in the
second, asopposed to Brandeis' fourteen total.
Cullen has stressed all season the advantage
of coaching a team where the talent lies in the
team's entirety and not simply thedominance
of a few select players. "Our depth is second
to none," Cullen remarked . "Our starters play
harder knowing they don't have to play for
ninety minutes."
The team's talent manifested itself as usual
on the previous Saturday, when the players
scored four goals in front of their parents
against a formidable Wesleyan squad. Gould
scored two goals, while Katie Doughty '96
and Margaret Campbell '97 netted one goal
apiece. Goalie Moya Gibson '96 had seven
saves and her second straight shut-out. In
addition to her four-save shut-out against
Brandeis, Gibson now has five shut-outs and
regularly acts as an intangible source of
comfort playing behind her teammates.
ThisSaturday, Bowdoin will host the ECAC
Final Four tournament. The Bears (10-2-3)
will face #5 Amherst (11-4), who defeated
Bowdoin 2-1 in overtime earlier in the season
at Amherst, at 11:00 a.m. at Pickard Field.
Third-ranked Connectictut College (10-4-1)
will also face #2Babson (1 6-1 ) at 1 :30 p.m. The
Bears tied Connecticut College and defeated
Babson at home earlier this season, so the
greatest challenge may lie in the team's semi-
final opponent.
On Saturday, the Bears can be expected to
enter the game charged and anxious. Cullen
expects strong performances from all of his
players, emphasizing, "There are no cameo
appearances." The team has played level-
headed soccer since the beginning of the
season, refusing to rest on its laurels as
defending champions. Should they win two
more games, the Bears will know what it's
like to defend again in 1994.
MACINTOSH Com-
puter w/ printer. Excel-
lent condition. $700/B().
Will take MC/VS/






134 Maine Street 725-8516




Coral Gables, FL 33124-3010
(305) 284-4173
~m r UNIVERSITY OF
Miami
CRUISE SHIP JOBS!
Students needed! Earn $2000+ monthly. Summer/holidays/
fulltime. World travel. Carribean, Hawaii, Europe, Mexico.
Tour Guides, Gift Shop Sales, Deck Hands, Casino Workers,
etc. No experience necessary. CALL 602-680-4647, Ext C147
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J7JJ7J T) fJV")f^' JF" J7V * crucial one for the Polar Bears because it
* *JE*m-jLS 11 \J \^y iVHi I provided them withthemomentum necessary
Continued from page 16. for their successful tournament showing. For
the rest of the game." the majority of the first half, Bowdoin
For the Polar Bears, the offense was only dominated the play, forcing Wesleyan to put
beginning, as Susan Gaffney *97 deflected a forth a strong defense and never allowing
shot from co-captain Jen Bogue '94 just four them many offensive opportunities. Reilly
minutes later. For the next fifteen minutes, started the offensivegame for the Polar Bears,
BowdoinallowedtheBeaverstomountminor redirecting a shot from the left-hand side
attacks, allowing their own intensity to drop which left the goalie staring at the ball as it
a level. But top-scorer LeVan re-ignited the crossed the goal line. Wesleyan threatened in
Bowdoin offense, using her spectacular speed the end ofthe first half, but failed to capitalize
and poised stick-work to make the game 3-0 on its offensive opportunities, due in part to
with one minute left in the half. LeVan stole the strong Bowdoin defense,
the ball from a Babson defender and raced for In the second half, Bowdoin sought to
the goalie on a breakaway, faking the extinguish Wesleyan's hopes for an upset
netminder to one side and slipping the ball victory akin to the one it scored over #1
into the open net, past the sprawling late Williams a week earlier. Gaffney sealed the
effort of the goalie. LeVan's goal charged the win for the locals by taking a cross from the
locals and recaptured the momentum of their right hand side and firing a shot past the
offensive attack heading into the second half. Wesleyan goalie with just over seven minutes
In this second frame, the Polar Bears were remaining in the game. Bowdoin's offensive
well aware of Babson's ability to capitalizeon momentum from the Wesleyan game carried
mistakes, but refused to let them threaten over to Wednesday's blow-out in satisfying
goalie Dee Spagnuolo '96, who recorded six and rewarding fashion,
saves and yet another shutout. LeVan once The field hockey team now takes its 12-3
again proved to be a thorn in Babson's side, record into this weekend's semifinal contest
receiving a pass from Shannon Reilly *97, with Amherst (10-4-1). The Bears defeated
collectingthe ballbehind thegoalieand rifling the Lord Jeffs 3-1 during the regular season,
a shot into the net, which left the Beaver Probably the most exciting news for the
netminder standing still and facing a 4-0 players is that they are hosting the ECAC
deficit. For the remainder of the game, Division HI championship this weekend.
Bowdoin outplayed their opponents and Bowdoin hosts Amherst on Saturday at 1:30
displayed their depth, as the entire bench pm., following the other semifinal game
contributed to the victory in the second half, between #1 seed Williamsand #4 Middlebury,
An encouraged coach Flaherty praised her which begins at 1 1 :00 a.m. The finals will be
players, saying, "LeVan was on fire, Bogue played on Sunday at 12:00 p.m. at Bowdoin
controlled the middle of the field and Cathy regardless of the two finalists. The holding of
Small ['95) came up big for us defensively, playoff games in Brunswick gives Bowdoin
Trista North ('96] and Kelsey Albanese C95) fans a unique opportunity to witness the
played a great second half defensively." ECAC championships and perhaps a trip to
Last Saturday's victory over Wesleyan was the finals for their team.
Women s XCJ fails to repeat
Adams' race was particularly worthy of
note because she had previously been the
fourth runner for the Bears and performed
very strongly to finish first on the team.
It was certainly a competitive race. First
was awarded to not one runner but two:
By Anita Pai
STAFF WRITER
Itwas a difficultexperience forthewomen's
cross-country team when it competed in the
NESCAC meet hosted by Wesleyan last
Saturday. The women were defending Michelle Severance ofColby and Sarah Hann
champions of this competition but placed
seventh out of 1 1 teams participating.
Bowdoin's top runner Kristin Adams '97
placed 20th withatimeofl9:51. JanetMulcahy
'96 continued to act as a strong team leader by
running the 3.1 -mile course in 20:04 and
finishing in 29th place. The third and fourth
runners for Bowdoin, Rachael Cleaves '95
of Wesleyan, who both ran the course in
18:37. Therestofthetimeswereall very close,
with only a second or two separating each
runner.
"Wedidn't have asgood adayaswe thought
we would," said coach Peter Slovenski. "I
know we learned a lot from this competition,
though, and when we meet theseteams again
and Alexandra Moore '96, earned places of next week, I hope we'll moveupa few places.
39th and 41 st respectivelyand were separated The women will be in action again on
by only four seconds. Laura Kunzelmann '95 November 13, when they run at the New
and Anthea Schmidt '94 finished with England Division III competition at the






Study a challenging ancient
martial art that blends both
hard and soft movements in
a dignified and realistic
manner.
Taught in a responsible and
authentic manner at our 26.5
acre facility in Topsham and
at our new school in South
Portland.
Raise your level of
reponsibility, conditioning,





Women's migby continues undefeated
I Sophomore success:
Team not only beats all of
its competition/ but shuts
out most of it in a second




The women's migby team has
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Sanae Yamada '97 charges forward.
fight, but A side managed to hold them
back for a 17*12 win, while B side
completelydominateditsma tch,winning
41-7. C side added the finishing touches
with its 10-5 yktory.
It was during thisgamethatsophomore
Jen Bowdoin broke her collarbone in a
particularlyhard tackle. "Shewasa strong
player and the team will miss her on the
field," saidKrfctenNdOnan^president
of the team.
"Tha twasby farour hardestgame, but
all three sides won," remarked Noonan.
"We have a lot of skill on the team, we







































enough enthusiam to support the hasn't been able to spend as much time
program. This year, the team has 45 withtheteam this year, his efforts ofboth
members, an unbeaten record and seasons havebeen realized in the team's
aspirations for a strong spring season, undefeated record. Dave Tupper, a
weather permitting. Brunswick resident, has assumed the
Bowdoin opened its fall season with a responsibility of coaching the forwards
winning scrimmaige against Wellesley and his work has greatly added to the
and began regular matches with strong strength of the scrums,
victories by all three sides against Mt. Becauseofamiscommunicationduring
Holyoke. Bowdoin continued its streak the summer, the team is not in a league
by defeating a surprised Bates team, an and did not compete in the Beantown
inexperienced UMaineFarmingtonteam tournament, held in Boston severalweeks
and an overconfident Williams squad, ago. This weekend, however, the team
The UMaine Farmington game really travels to Wellesley for a rematch of its
boosted Bowdoin's confidence, as the early-season scrimmage and hopes its
PolarBear ruggers wonA side76-0and B final game of the fall '93 season will be
side 61-0, unusually high scores for a one of its best,






Looking for a VOLVO or a
MAZDA?
New or Used
We also have 1 Certified Honda, Toyota
and Nissan Technician.
Call the dealer with 41 years ofexperience
91 Main St.. Topsham
729-3369











The field hockey team finished the regular
season with a 2-0 victory over Wesleyan
Saturday, which paved the way for its
extraordinary 4-0 win over Babson in their
quarterfinal contest of the ECAC Division III
tournament on Wednesday. The Polar Bears
ended the regular season 11-3 and are seeded
second behind Williams in the ECAC
tournament.
The Bowdoin squad demonstrated why it
is among the top two teams in the ECAC by
easily dispatching the Babson Beavers in
Wednesday afternoon's first round of the
playoffs. The Bears expected Babson to be a
formidable opponent after escaping with a 3-
2 overtime victory in the beginning of the
regular season. Unfortunately for the Beavers,
Bowdoin would not allow Babson to even
mount a serious attack. The Bears limited the
Beavers to only six shots the entire game
while countering with 30 of their own. Not
many teams could have stopped Bowdoin's
offensive machine on Wednesday. The Bears
set the tempo from the outsetof thegame, and
behind the two goals and one assist of Emily
LeVan '95, eventually prevailed 4-0.
Ten minutes into the game, forward LeVan
directed a penalty corner to Kristina Satter
'96, who one-timed it and blasted a shot past
the goalie. Coach Maureen Flaherty was
happy about the early score, saying, "We
needed to score right away to set the tone for
Please see HELD HOCKEY, page 15.
Amy Taylor '96 forks through the defense in recent action.
Suzanne Hahn/ Bowdoin Orient
Suzanne Hahn/ Bowdoin Orient
Katie Doughty '96 fights past her Wesleyan opponents to get an angle on die goal.








The women's soccer team (10-2-3) was hot
this past week, shutting out Wesleyan 4-0 and
Brandeis 3-0. Saturday's game against
Wesleyan was the last scheduled game of the
season, and its results helped solidify the
team's #1 ranking for the ECAC tournament.
The team then advanced to the semifinals of
the tournament by pounding Brandeis at
Pickard Field on Wednesday in the
quarteVf'inal round. Bowdoin's participation
in the ECAC tournament comes as a result of
the fact that it did not receive an invitation to
theNCAA Division HI tournament. This was
a source of disappointment for the team and
the College, especially since the squad from
Bates did receive an invitation on the merit of
its slightly better 10-1-2 record.
Coach John Cullen commented on the
denial. "We took a real run at the NCAA
tournament and I know that they considered
usvery seriously," said Cullen. "Itcamedown
to a close decision between us and a couple
other teams. We are thrilled to have the
opportunity to compete in the ECAC
tournamentand areespeciallypleased tohave
earned the first-ever #1 seed in program
history." The team exhibited its enthusiasm
on Wednesday by shutting out #8 Brandeis.
Thegamewas played undergray skies and
cold rain. The Bears were able to ignore this
distraction as they played tenaciously
throughout the first half. Elbe Stewart '95
Please see WOMEN'S SOCCER, page 14.
C ro ss-C o u 11 t r \i
Team places 5th at NESCAC meet
By Dan Sacco
staff writer
In its best cumulative effort this year, the
Bowdoin men's cross country team pulled
together to score 109 points and take an
impressive 4th place at the NESCAC
championship last Saturdayat Wesleyan. The
Polar Bears' finish placed themahead ofmany
strong rivals, including the likes of Williams
and Bates. Out of 1 1 teams participating, they
were defeated only by Colby and Wesleyan,
who tied for first with 86 points, and Tufts,
who edged Bowdoin by a mere 5 points.
The Bowdoin team was once again led by
Blaine Maley '96 and JamesJohnson '97, who
finished 5th (26:33) and 9th (26:44)
respectively. This spectacularduohas led the
team in its last four outings and has broken
several Bowdoin cross country records along
the way. Maley, Johnson and co-captain Cam
Wobus '95 worked together throughout the
race, which enabled them to defeat many of
the best athletes in the conference. Wobus
recorded a personal best time of 26:54 and
missed cracking the top 10 by less than a
second, finishing his seemingly flawless race
in 11th place.
Pat Callahan '95 and Brian Campbell '97
rounded out Bowdoin's scoring in fine form,
both stepping up their performances for the
championship contest. Callahan's impressive




Field Hdlke^ vs. #3 Amherst
Saturday, 1:30 pari., Pickard Field
him 36th place (27:49), just ahead of an
oncoming Colby competitor. Like Callahan,
Campbell ended his race in a flat-outduel and
managed to passoneoftwo challenging racers
with whom he had been struggling to finish
49th (28:17).
Phil Sanchez '96 and co-captain Dave
Humphrey '94 placed sixth and seventh the
Bowdoin squad in 57th (28:45) and 59th (28:55)
places.
The harriers compete for a chance to go to
the NCAA Division III Nationals next week
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Women's Soccer wins the ECAC championship.
Nan Gorton '96 maintains possesion of the ball as she
concentrates on her game. Gorton was a key player last
weekend, making assists on goals scored in Bowdoin's
semifinal win over Amherst and the nerve-wracking
victory against Babson in the final. For complete cover-




lenged by Jonathan Kozol's
"Savage Inequalities," which
brought to light the serious
deficiencies of poor schools
in America, some members
of the Class of '97 have
responded with action.
By Paul C. Rohlfing
STAFF WRITER
The Class of '97 is beginning a program that
will allow Bowdoin students to provide vol-
unteer service to some public schools in need
of extra help here in Maine. This program has
been organized in response to a challenge
presented to the first-year class this fall by
Jolui E. Cawthorne, a lecturer who spoke
during Orientation. After a successful two-
week trial period, the group of students in-
volved in the program are preparing to begin
a regular schedule of volunteer work.
Thebook "Savage Inequalities" byJona than
Kozol was required reading for all incoming
first-year students this fall. Kozol'sbook deals
with the inequalities that still exist between
predominantly white schools and predomi-
nantlyAfrican-American schoolsalmost forty
years after the Brown decision set aside the
legal justifications for the so-called "separate
but equal" segregated schools that had been
the norm since the Civil War.
Though the book described the horrible
conditions that persist in many schools in the
United States today, it offered few ideas for
solutions to these problems. Justin Maietta
'97 observed that, "Kozol sort of left us all
hanging. We were outraged at what we read,
but we didn't know where to turn to focus
that outrage into positive action."
As part of Bowdoin's Orientation program
on "Savage Inequalities," Cawthorne, senior
research associate at the Center for the Study
ofTesting, Evaluation and Educational Policy
at Boston College, presented a lecture about
the issues of race, class and education in the
United States today. Cawthornewas pressed,
during the question-and-answer period, to
offer the Class of '97 some suggestions on
how they could become involved in this is-
sue. Cawthorne responded by suggesting that
Bowdoin's students could "adopt" one pub-
lic school in Portland and offer volunteer
service on a regular basis. Cawthorne was
also skeptical of whether Bowdoin students
would actually follow through on this idea.
"I felt that lie had given us a challenge,"
commented Julie Johnson '97. "I knew that
people were talking about adopting a school,
and I wanted to do something about it," she
added. Johnson ran for class vice president
and campaigned on the issue of adopting a
school. She won the election and has taken
charge of the program with the help of Erika
Hafner '97 and Anya Schoenegge '97.
Although the final decision about what
school will be adopted, or if the program will
involve more than one school has not yet been
made, Johnson and other students who ex-
pressed interest in the program have already
been involved with the Riverton School and
Community Center in Portland. Riverton's
assistant principal is Jill Blackwood, the
mother of Sarah Blackwood '97. The school
serves elementary-age students and is a part
of the Portland public school system. It was
constructed in the 1970s in an economically
depressed neighborhood as an experiment in
community and urban planning.
"They have great facilities and a dedicated
administration, but they need the extra bod-
ies to give the kids personal attention," com-
mented Johnson, as she reflected on the two-
week trial period that the program has just
concluded. She hopes that the Bowdoin vol-
unteers will also be closely involved with the
Please see CHALLENGE, page 3.
Faculty votes to reinvest in South Africa
By D. Holton Hunter
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR
At its monthly meeting on Monday, No-
vember 8, the faculty voted on issues such as
the College's position concerning divestment
fromSouth Africa and the statusofnonfaculty
professionals.
Professor Dennis Corish of thephilosophy
department raised the issue of whether the
faculty should voteon the College's proposal
to lift the present divestment policyon South
Africa, but there was little discussion on the
subject. AssociateProfessorLarrySimon, also
ofthephilosophy department, saidmere"did
not seem to be a strong feeling against lifting
the policy," at the open forum that the Stu-
dent Executive Board held early last week.
Amotionmadetosupportadiscontinuation
of the divestment policy passed without any
dissenting votes. The motion stated that "the
faculty supports the governing boards' tenta-
tivedecision to allow reinvestment of compa-
nies doing business in South Africa."
The faculty is also examining the question
ofgovernance and the statusofprofessions at
the College this year. At last month's meet-
ing, the faculty voted to table the question
concerning the statusoflaboratory assistants,
coaches, librarians and thosewhowork at the
museum and whether they should be able to
vote on issues just as the teaching faculty do.
Also tabled was the issue regarding the ap-
peals process for reappointment, tenure and
promotion.
Four parts of the tabled motion that con-
cern the four professions were reintroduced
and passed on Monday by the teaching fac-
ulty, however. The rest of the bill remains
tabled until next fall.
The first statement of the motion passed
was "the creation ofa fair and comprehensive
framework for compensation for the profes-
sions." The second and third parts of the
motion state that "funds be appropriated for
the professional development for the profes-
sions," and "the professions should receive a
formal guarantee of academic freedom." The
final part of the approved motion read, "the
professions had the right to address standing




groups split on South Africa
question page 3.
A&E: Student photography
exhibit opens page 5.
|
Opinion: Examining the
NAFTA Rebate page 8. J
Sports: Field Hockey
struggles in vain against
|
Amherst page 16.
To receive your $25, full-year subscription, or your $18, one semester subscription, call (207) 725 3053.




Congratulations to Pete Moore
'96 who knew, almost
immediately, that the leaf with
'81 inscribed on it is located on
the chapel wall.
We noticed that last week's
question was a tad bit easy (we
had received 28 calls by 7 p.m. on
Friday night) so we decided that
this week's winner will really have
to earn the pizza.
J Call Us!
725-3300
This Week's Bowdoin Orient Trivia Question:
The Scavenger Hunt
*Win a FREE Domino's Pizza and Two Sodas*
The Challenge:
Consider it a scavenger hunt. The
obscure letters you see pictured in
the box at the left can be found
somewhere in this week's edition
oftheBowdoin Orient. They appear
in the paper exactly as they do
here, but the type is a tiny bit
smaller. Okay, a lot smaller.
Be the first to call the Orient and
leave a message on the machine
stating your name, year, phone
number and the COMPLETE
sentence from which this excerpt
is taken, and the pizza is all yours.
This week's winner needs an
inquisitive mind and greateyesight.
May only the really observant win.
/
All dressed up and no place to go,.





Capricorn: Yourmother will call yourroom-
mate to congratulate him on the free pizza.
(See last week's Horoscope for optimal com-
prehensive humor.)
Aquarius: While walking along the high-
way, you will see a penis on the side of the
road, but you will know that it doesn't be-
long to that guy that's been on the news,
because he found his.
Pisces: You will discover that photocopies
of your butt have been circulated all over
campus (Where DID they come from?).
Aries: Beware of the woman with the peri-
winkle-colored sandals— her feet stink.
Taurus: Santa brings you presents. The
Tooth-fairybringsyou money. You willcome
to the,conclusion that Barney, that stupid
dinosaur, really is a completely useless piece
of purple polyester.
Gemini: You will finally figure out that
NAFTA does not stand for Neg-All-Frats-
Today, Administration and realize there is
probably no association between Psi U and
Tiajuana.
Cancer: After your weekly visit, your proc-
tologist finally asks you out on a date. Ooops,
I meant your proctor.
Leo: The professor of Bio 53: Human Repro-
duction will ask you which position you will
be doing your position paper on.
Virgo:Tomorrow, you will be in the shower,
singing your favorite operetta, when you will
suddenly say to yourself, "Hey, ... I'm naked!"
Libra: Your next philosophy paper will ana-
lyze the observation that the only difference
between a duck is that one of its legs is both
the same.
Scorpio: Shop N Saves Bagger-Training
Department will contact you this week con-
cerning post-graduateemployment opportu-
nities.
Sagittarius: It's been a tough life, hasn't it?
Don't worry— it'll all end soon.
Beyond the Bowdoin Bubble..*
The United States Army begins a large Japanese Prime Minister Morihiro
scale reduction of its forces in Germany. Hosokawa faces a major political test
TheArmyisfeced with a significant chal- After his first hundred days in office,
lenge to logistics, finances and morale due Hosokawa still enjoys the highest public
to a proposed decrease in the number of
AmericansoidiersinGermanyfrom 213,000
to65,Q00by theendof 1995. WHhtheend of
theCold Warand the threat of an imminent
attack by Soviet troops, the VS. Army's
approval rating in the history of Japanese
polling. However, he faces an impending
challenge with the passage of a major eco-
nomic package and a series of political re-
forms. Hosokawa has emphasized a desire
to have his political reforms approved byat
least one house of Parliament before meet-
ing with President Clinton in a major eco-
nomic conference in Seattle next week.
New Jersey governor-elect Christine
Whitman lights controversy surrounding
mission has changed from one of static de-
fense to rapid deployment Indeed, the
gradual withdrawal of troops in Germany
is a testament tome redaction Of American
forces throughout Europe as the Clinton
Administration attempts to redefine its for-
eign policy goals in a new world order.
Vice President Al C
debate the ramificatio
On Wednesday's"U
Perot bkkered and scju
and cons of the free trat
passed the agreement <
sion, and moved the
Cinton says he will v»
ore and Ross Perot
as of NAFTA.
rry King," Gore and
nbbled over the pros
le treaty. TheHouse
it Wednesday's ses-
bill to the Senate,
ate for NAFTA if it
her election*
The Justice Department is investigating
allegationsthatmembereofWhitman'scam-
paign paid off Black clergy to discourage
their parishioners from voting. Governor
Jim Florio, the losing candidate in the elec-
tion, is calling for a comprehensive probe.
reaches his desk. —Complied by Mark A. Levin
and Seth G. Jones
„„„„,.,,,.......,, ;..
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CHALLENGE
Continued from page 1.
handicapped students at the school. The
school would like to include many handi-
capped students in"mainstream" classes, but
Johnson observed that, "Each of these stu-
Erin Sullivan/ bowdoin Orient
Erika Hafner '97, Julie Johnson '97 and Anya Schoenegge '97
plan to adopt a school in Portland.
dents needs a volunteer to help make mis
possible."
Despite the early success, the program has
already faced some difficulties. Transporta-
tion to and from the school (a twenty-minute
drive) has been hard to come by. "We have
been relying on students car pooling so far,
but mat's tough because so few first-years
have cars here on cam-
pus," said Johnson. The
group is attempting to
find corporate sponsor-
ship so that they can use
vans to make the drive
back and forth.
Most students who
commit to the program
will be involved once
during a week for three
hours total including
transportation time.
Johnson was quick to
pointout tha t theadopt-
a-school program is not
simply a first-year en-
deavor, "This is a project
that the whole College
community could em-
brace. Mostof the people
who have been involved
so farhave had great ex-
periences."
The group is having a
meeting on Monday,
November 15, at 7:30
p.m . in theMain Lounge
of Moulton Union for
students who are inter-
ested in becoming in-
volved and to make
some final decisions




Oxfam dinner setfor Nov. 1
7
By Amy E. Welch
COPY EDITOR
OnWednesday, November 1 7, from 5:00
p.m. to 7:00 p.m., the Newman Association
will be sponsoring an Oxfam "Divided
Worlds Banquet" in the Main Lounge of
the Moulton Union. The dinner is a fund-
raising event for the international hunger
organization Oxfam.
When students arrive at the dinner, they
will be assigned a "class" according to the
number on their ticket. Tickets will be on
sale next Monday, Tuesday and Wednes-
day in the Union, and at the door. The
menu for each class varies according to the
economic status of the group. The upper
class will be served their dinner which
consists ofbaked stuffed chicken or broiled
steak. The middle class will serve them-
selves macaroni and cheese, and the lower
class will get red beans and rice.
There will be a silent auction to accom-
pany the dinner. TheNewman Association
has collected donations of products and
servicesfrom local businessesand Bowdoin
departments and will sell them to the high-
est bidder. For the silent auction, partici-
pants will simply write theirbid on a slip of
paper, and a record of the highest current
bid will be posted so mat students can bid
fairly.
A complete list of items to be auctioned
off will be available Monday, Tuesday and
Wednesday at the ticket table, but here is a
sampling of some of the items up for bid:
two $20 gift certificates to Domino's; a ten-
movie pass from Matt and Dave's Video
Venture; five pounds of coffee from the
Bohemian CoffeeHouse; and a copy of
Suzanne Lofquist's Bicentennial poster.
Newman Association President Mich-
elle Goyette '95 said that "usually around
250 people" attend the annual Oxfam din-
ner. She also said that "usually Dining
Service donates money from board saved
by serving rice and beans," but they won't
be doing so this year. In addition to the
auction, another way for students to make
up the funds lost from Dining Service not
making an additional contribution will be
to donate their bonus points.
DAYTONA BEACH
SPRING BREAK
First Class, oceanfront hotel di-
rectly on the beach, parties, pool
deck fun, nightclubs, sunshine,
DO NOT MISS THIS trip!!
Includes roundtrip motorcoach
trans, with on campus pick up
and drop off, only $289.00 quad
occp., depart 3/18W4 return 3/
27/94. Call for free brochure 1-
800-DAYTONA,M-F,8-6. See
you on the BEACH!!
In next week's Orient:
Is alcohol abuse on the
rise at Bowdoin?
Student Executive Board
votes against Senate on
South Africa issue
College Policy: Despite
the clear support of the
Governing Boards by the
faculty and the Executive
Board, recent meetings of
the Student Senate indicate
that the matter is far from




On Monday, November 1, the Student Ex-
ecutive Board voted 5-2 in favor of lifting
Bowdoin's currentdivestmentpolicy in South
Africa. Although this issue may attract little
concern on campus, its handling within stu-
dent government has caused contention.
Over the last three weeks the subcommit-
tees of the Student Senate have been meeting
todiscuss reinvestment. Outofthirty-sixcom-
mittees, twenty voted tha t the College should
wait to reinvest until the elections in South
Africa take place in April.
According to Tom Leung '96, president of
theSenate, "What Bowdoin does will haveno
effect on the internal politics in South Africa.
Erin Sullivan/ Bowdoin Orient
Tom Leung '%, vice-chair of the Student
Seante, believes that reinvestment in
South Africa is premature.
Erin Sullivan/ Bowdoin Orient
Amanda Masselam '95, chair of the Execu-
tive Board, defends the vote.
The question is whetherwe should endorse a
hypothetical government."
Despite the overwhelming vote to wait in
the Senate, the Exec. Board voted in favor of
lifting the current policy. It is this action that
causeddisagreementbetweentheExec. Board
and the Senate. The Senate is the "student
input device for the Executive Board," said
Leung, who is also vice-chair of the Board.
Jamie Hale '94, the student representative of
the investment committee who advises the
Board, also disagreed with the Board's ac-
tions. "I believe that the vote did not best
represent student views," said Hale.
Although Leung is not critical of the views
of the Executive Board, he believes there are
"ostensible discrepancies" between Senate
viewsand the Board's vote. "It is important to
seewhetherthe Executive Board mirrorswhat
the student body feels, or votes on its own.
Since Bowdoin is so small, it is easy for lead-
ers to voice student opinion."
Amanda Masselam '95, chair of the Execu-
tive Board, defended the vote. "We held an
open forum, and those students who genu-
inely cared came. Almost all spoke in favor of
listening to Mandela and encouraging the
College to lift the divestment policy," she
said.
Masselam believes that the vote was not
biased by the Board members' opinions. "I
spoke very strongly against using personal
opinion," she said. "We're there to represent
the student body. It is very important not to
have a personal bias."
WHEN DRINKING, CALL A FRIEND.
OR GET A RIDE WITH A STRANGER.
Drinking and riding can lead to a loss of license, a conviction, or even worse.
That's if you're lucky. The fact is, 50% of motorcycle fatalities involve C a
ridfrs who have been drinking. So if you have been drinking, get a rideVBy
with a friend. It's the best call you can make, motorcycle safety F" 1 T,r"-
I CRUISE SHIP JOBS!
Students needed! Earn $2000+ monthly. Summer/holidays/
fulltime. World travel. Carribean, Hawaii, Europe, Mexico.
Tour Guides, Gift Shop Sales, Deck Hands, Casino Workers,
etc. No experience necessary. CALL 602-680-4647, Ext. C147
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Bowdoin in Brief
\ periodic summary of events in Ihe College community
Russian journalist to discuss
problems of free press in Russia:
Vladimir Starchevsky, Moscow editor of
the Russian weekly Stoiitsa ("Capital") will
speak about the problems of democracy
and freedom In theRua&it press on Mon*
day, November 15, at 7'3& p»m. in Beam
Classroom, Visual Arts Center*
The lecture is open to the public free of
charge.
Stoiitsa wasone ofthe first general inter-
est weeklies toappear in the former Soviet
Unionduring theperiod of glasnost under
the presidency of Mikhail C^rbachev,
Though sponsored officially by the Mos-
cow City Council, Stoiitsa has been critical
of the government. During the coup of
August 1 991, the magazinewasbannedby
the "gang of eight," the group of govern-
ment officials who tried unsuccessfully to
seize power. Stoiitsa has supported cur-
rent Russian president Boris Yeltsin^, but
has also been critical of his administration
and policies.
While the magazine attracts leading
young Russian politicians, social activist*
and sociologists as contributors, its focus
extends beyond the politicalto thebroader
cultural scene of contemporary Russia,
offering review* of film, dance and the*
ater.
In his lecture, Stolitsa's Assistant Editor-
in-ChiefVladislavStarchevsky willexam-
ine the issues and problems that face
Russia's emerging free press.
The lecture issponsoredbythelectures
and Concerts>cWmiftee; tneRtfssianCliftr
and the Russian department.
Orient urges its readers to participate in
Physical Plant's energy conservation efforts.
The less fuel, electricity, gasand water that is
used, the less expensive it will be to operate
theCollege . It willalso have a positiveimpact
ontheenvironmentbyminimizingconsump-
tion of natural resources and minimizing air
emissions, We can all help the College con-
serve energy as well as minimize operating
costs by observing the following simple pro-
cedures:
Keep thermostat set at 65°F during cold
weather (if you have access to one).
Keep windows and stormwindows closed
during cold weather.
Keep exterior and interior vestibule doors
closed.
Close window shades at night to help re-
tain heat
Keep window shades on sunny side open
on sunny days to take advantage of solar
gain-
Turn off lights, computers and other elec-
trical/electronic equipment when not in use,
Essays mwt be submitted by JanuaryK
1 994. Theessay should be between 3,000 and
4,000 words. Only three essays will be ac-
cepted from each school. A distinguished
panel of judges will determine the winners.
Recipients of First, second and third prizes
wiflbe guests of theFoundation at an awards
presentation ceremony in New York City.
Elie Wiesel established the Foundation for
Humanity after receiving the Noble Peace
Prize in 1986. The Foundation's purpose is to
advancethe cause of peaceand human rights
by creating forums for the discussion of ur-
gent ethical issues confronting people
throughout the world,
Entryformsand further information about
the contest can be obtained by writing to:
THE ELIE WIESEL PRIZE IN ETHICS
The Elie Wtesel Foundation for Humanity
1177 Avenue of the Americas, 36th Floor
New York, NY 10036
Now that we are into the heating sea-
son and the weather is turning cold, the
$10,000 is the total of the awards being
offered by the Elie Wiesel Foundation for
Humanity for its 1994 Elie Wiesel Prize in
Ethics essay contest. Senior undergraduate*
at colleges and universities throughout the
United States are eligible to compete. First
prize is $5,000, second prize is 52,500, third
prize is $1,500 and two Honorable Mentions
worth $500 will also be awarded
.
Students are encouraged to enter original
essayson one of the following themes: "Iden-
tify and Respond to the Most Critical Ethical
Problem in Government, Professional or So-
cial life/ or "Identify and Respond to the
Ways in WhichCreatWritersHaveAddressed
Contemporary Ethical Dilemmas."
The New England Intercollegiate Literary
Journal i& seeking submissions for its 1994
issue. They accept poetry of no more than
three typed pages and stories ofnomorethan
20 typed pages, but the number of submis-
sions of unlimited. Send works to NEIL Jour-
nal, Drawer 12, Middlebury College,
Middlebury, VT 05753, by January 15, 1994.
The Boston Sunday Globed Learning Sec-
tion will be inaugurating a new featureUna
fall devoted to college news briefs. They are
interested in 2)0-300 word summaries of the
top news story on campus during any given
week—typically a rewrite of the college
newspaper's lead story or an unusual
featureofcampus life. Contributors will
be paid $75 for each article that is ac-
cepted . Articles should be sent to College
Roundup, Learning Section, Boston Sun-
day Globe, P.O. Box 2378, Boston, MA
02107-2378. Allsubmissionsmust include
the writer's name, social security num-
ber, address and telephone.
Sa$*f magazine's fourth annual
reader-produced issue feature* some
tough issue*including living With asexu-
ally transmitted disease (STD). Three
young adults between the ages of 18-22
told theirstones to the popular teenmaga-
zine. Dee, Emily and Brian describe their
experiences living and coping with
Chlamydia, genital warts and herpes, re-
spectively, and the emotional damage is
almost as serious as thephysical damage.
All three speakoflosing trust and feeling
like "damaged goods."
Brian remarks ominously, "Don't trust
anyone—I don't carehow nice theyare!,"
but Emily's comments are perhaps the
most chilling: 1 feel like I'll never have a
normal, healthy relationship ever again/
she says.Tmscaredofgrowingold alone
"
Sassy goes on to say,If those aren'tthree
excellent reasons to use a condom, then
we don't know what it will take to con-
vince you."
For some, reason Sassy thinks it has a
huge readership among small New En-
gland Liberal-Arts type colleges {can this
be true?). But as long as they keep send-
ing us this stuff, we'll print at least some
of it.




As It Should Be
Italian Trattoria
It's here... The best brick oven pizza in town!
Baked Ziti Siciliat10..Ziti pasta mixed with ricotta and grated
parmesan, then topped with eggplant, mozzarella and light tomato
sauce.
10"...S3.50 14"...$7.00 16"...$8.00
Specializing in pizza, pasta and chicken dishes
76 Union Street, Brunswick 729-2826
ii una COLLEGE IN
For information and an application, contact
Sarah Lawrence College in Paris
BoxBP
1 Mead Way
Bronxville New York 10708-5999
Study for a semester or
a year at the Sorbonne.
the Ecole du Louure.
and Ihe Institutd' Etudes
Politiques Work closely
ujith French faculty in
small seminars and
priuate tutorials
Iujo years of college
French required





I Peter Giftos Blues Party \£j
* '11
FRIDAY & SATURDAY, NOV. 19 & 20 • 9:30 P.M.
"...Louisiana-born McClain comes off
as the great torchbearer of deep soul..."
- Rollinc Stone. Oct. 14. 1993
Tickets: $9.00 advance/! 10.00 at door
94 Maine Street • Brunswick
721-0662 for info.
GOODWINCvolvo * mazoa^P
Looking for a VOLVO or a
MAZDA?
New or Used
We also have 1 Certified Honda, Toyota
and Nissan Technician.
J
Call the dealer with 41 years of experience
91 Main St.. Topsham
729-3369
^rw
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Arts & Entertainment
My name is George, George McFly. I'm your density ... / mean, your destiny. "
—




the talent and flavor of the
student artists on campus,
the Walker Art Museum will
show a student designed
and arranged photography
exhibit entitled "Other




A unique exhibition entitled "Other Places,
Other Times: The Photographer's View"
opens next week in the Walker Art Museum.
Unlike any other before seen on campus, this
show has been painstakingly curated by stu-
dents enrolled in art history 342, a seminar
concerned with "Problems in Photography."
The class kicks off its exhibition with an open-
ing reception on Tuesday, November 16, at
3:30 p.m. in the rotunda of the Walker Art
Building. All students and the general public
are welcome to attend.
The exhibition presents sixteen images
madeby photographersworkingoutside their
usual realm of experience. Foreign cultures
and value systems, issues of history and re-
membrance and universal human truths fig-
ure prominently in the theme of this photo-
graphic collection. Included in the show are
shots of figures, landscape and architecture
dating from Stonehenge to the present.
Among the featured photographersareAaron
Siskind, Paul Strand, Andre Kertesz, Maine
artistJudith FJlis Glickman, Bowdoin Profes-
sorofArtJohnMcKeeand one ofhis students,
Kevin Bubriski '75.
Behind the images themselves lies the ef-
fort of a group of students, not the traditional
museum curator. The students participating
in the installation of this show are seniors
Gretchen Carlson, Beth DiBrita, Tad Diemer,
LucieGarnett, Gillian MacKenzie, John Mon-
roe, Ben Smith,Justin Schuetz, Rebecca Smith,
Sharon Price, Christian Sweeny, junior Jed
Rauscher and sophomore Maggie Fost. All
share a deep interest in art history and pho-
tography, although their majors range in
subject from environmental studies and biol-
ogy to sociology and history.
Assisting the organization of"OtherPlaces,
Other Times" are Professor Linda Docherty
andJustin P. Wolff '92, this year'sAndrew W.
Mellon curatorial intern, both have guided
the students in selecting and labeling the
featured photographs, yet credit them with
much of the effort and enthusiasm for the
project.
Each student has written at least one of the
labels which accompanies the photographs.
Perhaps the greatest challenge the students
found in assembling the show was writing
these captions, which could be no more than
eighty words apiece. Exhaustive research on
the photographer, subject and historical con-
text were compressed neatly into a coherent
Absentfrom the show ...is the
usual "generic museum voice"
which can dull a viewer's
experience and prevent a
thorough and informed
understanding of the work.
A slice ofheavenly blues:
Wynton Marsalis
Sheridan Kelley/ Bowdom Orient
Gracing the stage with the perfect ambiance of blues and jazz, Wynton
Marsalis, in thefirst minute of his performance, walked to the mike and
pronounced, "We in Maine.
"
In one of the most popular performances in recent memory, Wynton
Marsalis and his septet entertained, amused and enlightened a packed Pickard
Theatre with the tranquil and rolling chords of the trumpet, piano and bass.
paragraph that met with museum standards.
Individual personalities and preferences en-
liven the labels and provide refreshing per-
spectives on a variety of photographic mate-
rial. Absent from the show, notes Wolff, is the
usual "generic museum voice" which can
dull a viewer'sexperienceand prevent a thor-
ough and informed understanding of the
work. That each photograph has its own
explanatory text also distinguishes this show
in its visual and textual accessibility.
"Other Places, OtherTimes," said Docherty,
is an exploration of the exent to which "the
photographer is an engaged viewer," an in-
terpreter rather than simply a recorder of
reality. Her introduction to the exhibition
explains that "a photograph, though itself
reproducible, is a representation of the world
filtered through an individual vision."
The art history seminar provides an excel-
lent complement to Bowdoin's strong studio
component of photography, which thrives
with overflowing enrollment each semester.
Hopefully such student-run exhibitions, in-
cluding those from other departments, will
become a permanent fixture on campus, as
should the new seminar room in the mu-
seum. This space hosts each class meeting
and facilitates the viewing of the original
works, often eliminating the need for slide
reproductions.
The photography exhibition runs through
December 22 in the Walker Art Museum. The
Museum of Art is open Tuesday through
Saturday 10:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m., and Sunday
2:00 p.m. to 5:00 p.m.
Photo of the Week
/
Ken Cornick
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Anne Rice, "The Queen of the Damned"
To place your lips on the cup of life only to
imbibe a wretched potion; to stand in the
halls of knowledge only to see the columns
collapse around you; to give your heart to
another only to have it sliced by the thorns of
a rose: this, in any tradition, is the seemingly
grotesque desanctification of Eden. To have
an outsider intrude upon a personal Utopia
serves as both an insult and an act of pure
aggression, channeling their forces to counter
the demands of a personal spirit.
The fatal mixtureof these polarand dipolar
forces serve to debilitate the heart and dis-
solve an immortal spirit, a spirit driven to its
untimely destruction in Anne Rice's third
Vampire Chronicle, "The Queen of the
Damned."
In a work that fuses the knowledge of the
elders, the immortal pain of the abandoned
and the fiery passions of the younger vam-
pires, Rice attempts to examine the raging
possibilityof a vampiricdemise through their
respective Eve: Queen Akasha. Revolving
around the immortal love between a queen
and her darling prince, the end justifies the
notion that the fires of ages
will burn, the cold heavens
will melt and the pious
mortals will wail as Lestat
and his queen Mother
Akasha conceive their
ghastly conquering of the
world.
Unlike "The Vampire
Lestat," "The Queen of the
Damned" stems from the
life experiences of several
narrators, mortal and im-
mortal alike.
In comparison to its pre-
decessors, this work is less
gothic in appeal thatderives
most of its substance out of
modern urban cities or the
glorified sands of ancient
Egypt. The central themes
are less well-focused on the
perversion of the "Ricean
Savage Garden," concen-
trating more on the origins of the vampire
twins and the catastrophically destructive re-
lationship between Akasha and Lestat.
This novel breaks from the stylistic prece-
dent setby the first two chronicles, peppering
the beginning of each chapter with lines from
the poet Stan Rice, and is, as a whole, a less
convincing and passionate work than either
"Interview" or "Lestat." Sublime and capti-
vating at times, mindlessly descriptive and
blas6 at others, "The Queen," in its own con-
struction, nearly actsas a metaphor for the life
of the vampire: a conquering, romantic vil-
lain atone moment, a wretched, filthyvermin
the next. It does, however, serve the means of
preserving passion, love and dignity in the
face of Lucifer's bride.
In each character's fiery race to prevent or
facilitate the ultimate unbinding of human-
kind, Rice shows the intensification of love,
compassion and dignity in the ranks of the
immortal . The clash between Mael, a vampire
created in the ancient druid tradition, and
Marius, a vampire grounded in the knowl-
edge of the Enlightenment, shows
the proverbial "changing of the
ideological guard." The times have
swayed from a raw acceptance of
death into a passion for love, life
and existence. The reunion between
Lestat, Louis and Gabrielle, the re-
spective progenitors of Akasha's
wrath, further supports the notion
that, even in the realm of the
damned, there is a precious love to
be attained, not through raw physi-
cality,but ratherthrough thesimple
delight in the sound of the other's
voice.
Unlike her other books, Rice in-
troduces a mortal, voyeuristic
young female, into the ranks of the
"Great Family." Through her expe-
riences, we see her eccentric if not
bizarreindoctrination intothe ranks
of the immortal. She is, ironically,
broughtbackfrom thepointofdeath
by drinking the blood of another
immortal. In this act of absolute familial loy-
alty, Rice asks the question: In the path of
immortality, who would you choose to be
your companion?
The reality has faded, the image has dis-
solved and you are abandoned to your own
consciousness: Does one live, like Khayman,
in absolute disgust of your equals or rather
embrace the fact that you are one of many
damned. The choice of immortality rests, as
Rice contends, in the hands, or rather, in the
veins of the damned.
Jammin' with the eccentric tastes of the contra
By Deborah Weinberg
contributor
Wearing sneakers, leather pumps, hiking
.boots, ballet slippers, Birkenstocks or noth-
ing at all feet run, skip and glide across the
floor. The music, played by a band comprised
of a changing combination of fiddles, flutes
and a piano is enticing whether or not you
dare think it possible to lea rn the complicated
figures the dancers seem to execute effort-
lessly. The costume of choice is any rainbowy
combination of crunchy, preppie, hippie,
yuppie, tacky, tasteful, formal andbackwoods
scruffy.
The music and dancing feel as though they
Contra
have not changed over the past two hundred
years. The clothing styles may have altered
during that time, but little else has.
This scene may not sound familiar, but it
takes place almost weekly at local contra
dances at a variety of places, including Bates,
Bowdoinham, and thisweek atBowdoin Col-
lege.
Contrary to appearances, contradancing in
its current form is a fairly recent phenom-
enon. Since the 1920s, it has become a much
more intimate activity than it everwas during
the eighteenth, nineteenth and early twenti-
eth centuries, as social values changed and
inter-gender contact became more permis-
sible.
The original figures in contra dancing re-
semble many square dancing moves:do-si-
dos, where partners dance around each other
without touching, allemandes, when part-
ners clasp hands and turn in a tight circle, and
groups forming lines to dance forward and
back. The figures are, for the most part, fairly
normal, sedate and require precise move-
ment.
Please see CONTRA, page 7.
Want one of those Bowdoin
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Exhibition presents "A Spirit in Exile"
By Sarah Ross
staff writer
"I can attain Buddhahood atany time, which is
not only beneficial for one's self, but for all sen-
tient beings. If I can't attain Buddhahood, 1 can
haveaverygood lifewithout harmingothers.''So
said Ani Ngawang Palmo, one of the Tibetan
nuns living in exile in Indiawho is pictured in the
photography exhibit ofSusan Lira ki s Nicolayon
display at 38 College Street. This extraordinary
work, entitled "Spirit in Exile," gives the viewer
anamazingglimpseintothecompassionatesouls
of a people forced into subjugation and exile Yet
we also see that they are somehow able to retain
theirdetatchment,integrity, faithand,amazingly,
innocence and sense of humor.
Since 1 949, Tibet hasbeen subject to therepres-
sivegovernmentofthePeople'sRepublicofChina.
Beyond socio-political control, however, Tibet-
ans are also forbidden to practice their religion. If
anyarediscovered exercising their faith,theyand
their families and friends are denied employ-
ment, housing and any and all fundamental
amenities. Further, manyarebrutallybeatenand
tortured. A group of nuns, called the Shungsep
order, have been one of the most active in at-
tempting to rousesympathyfortheircauseThus
it is primarilyupon this group ofwomen that the
exhibit focuses.
In looking at the facesofthese people, onemay
glimpse what is best in our kind: love, compas-
In looking at the faces of
these people, one may
glimpse what is best: love,
compassion friendship....
sion, friendship, forgiveness, joy, faith, intelli-
gence and understanding. Many are pictured
with shaven heads and wearing thevestments of
their order. In this way the viewer is confronted
with a boggling sort of androgyny. These are
obviously women, and yet there is something
about them that trancends gender. Nor does this
exist in theirappearance only.They possess what
might be called traditional "femenine" attributes
such as gentleness and earthly wisdom, yet their
apparent strength inthe faceofadversity fallsinto
the category historically assigned to the mascu-
line principle
Beyond even this, theirimmovable spirituality
has seemingly leftthem imperturbable. Someare
seen laughing in the desolate and crumbling
ruins that are now their home. Others are pic-
tured playing and joking with their sisters. An-
other setting frequently depicted is that of the
make-shift classroom—little more than a pile of
rocks, discarded shoes and empty tin-cans—but
one that contains several nuns gleaming with the
fervor af attaining knowledge. According to Ani
Ngawang Palmo, this peculiar ability to make
successful, enjoyable lives comes from a
detatchment made possible by their religious
tenets. She says, "It also depends on your karma.
So, ifwedoprayersand makeofferings tothegod
,
then the Three Jewels [a force that aids the com-
passionateandloyallmayhelpinclearingthebad
deeds of the People of Tibet"
When faith is tested, by torture in particular,
there is always the danger of relinquishing hope
and falling prey to the temptation of despair.
However, as one nun put it, she was often afraid
,
but did not resent the aggressors as she felt "pity
for them, because they are innocent and ignorant
... they don't follow any religion. They don't
believe in life after death ... They are not to be
blamed as they are ignorant." Furthermore, she
fekhonored to suffer for allher fellowTibetans, in
the homeland as well as in exile.




what would» enlightened ir^drvidual see?
Eth: Them*e2ectual person would opttoview
'Th^^^^m^' wfcfl* the futttfton*8y
brain dead would, in noting that no John RHter
In the years before their demise, Patackse fitattamwiiB^^
of the hills and Ethanius of the lowlands, the now*
most respected philosophers of their era, dis- ^ButEtiT»WHis,rruiyldraw yourattentionto
cussed with Russarious thescribemanythings, "Skin Deep?" Was this not a fine film from the
including the cittern*. In the following di*- master mespian Ritter?
logue, Russarious presents to ustheteachings Eth: Patackse please think about what you
of these two elders regarding two films of have just said.
theirage PafcYou^c^
Rue»ariou»: Masters, what film* shall you sdduaty talking nonsense. He hasn't done ariy-
be so kind as to enlighten meabout this week? thing of merit since "Three's Company/
Pataclese: Urn. FirstwewiUdiscussTheAge
ofInnocence/' and when thatdiscussionhasrun
it» coarse, we will move on to "Look who's
Talking Now "But first, grovd sonre more.
Rua* 1 love your toga. Is it new?
BAk Once again, your are moronically incor-
rect, Have you forgotten Three'sa Cvsm&T
Fat 1 coiwede Let us now discuss theprevi-
ously mentioned films. In The Age of fnno-
cenp^^Mr.SccBidese has created a visual master-
Ethanioua: Yes. That's enough groveling, piece, though at times Hound mysdf battling the
simpleton. We are here to discuss <jnema, not demon of slumber.
fashion.
Pat That's next week
Eth: When a man finds himself at the Cooks
Qatwrshopprngceiiter, withouteneiughmoney
for Sizzler, what should hedo with. himselfbut
attend a screening?
Pat Clearly there is no other choke. But
Etit Hmm, I too spent time observing the
underside ofmy eye lids, but when they were
open,theyweredelighted withwhatwasin front
ofthem.
Pat: Daniel Day-Lewis, Michelle Pfeiffer and
Wynona Ryder are truly master thespians.
Efe Yes, I agree. They have admirably por-
trayed the social scene erf late nineteenth cen
tury New York. Mr. Lewis deftly plays a man
| who can never have what he wants, Ms Ryder
is delightful and not enough canbe said about
Scorcese's attention to detafl. These factors add
up to an impressive period piece, on par with
-HowanTsBhd/'
r^WdLtr^wasc^toloftyardmteUectual
of you „. try not to tet that happen again fruit-
cake.
Eth-i humbly apologize. 8ut tell me, what of
IxJokt^aTaadnsnow?*
Pat Imagine, if you will, a horse Not a good
hone, or even an adequate horse A simple,
k>wry, work horse that was popular with the 8
to 10 year olds. Now picture this horse lying
dead under a tree. Beaten and flogged ... not
once, but fwke. As the flies buz/ around this
pathetic carcass, I find myselfasking, "Whyam
I watchingthis horse? DoLanenlightened soul
notknowthata dead horseisadcad horse?Some
would argue it has been dead since birth."
Eth: Some would argue that the only way to
rr«kethisfilmmanyvyaytolerablewouldbeifat
the film's finale, John Travolta and Kirstie Alley
wereeatenby wolves.On a side note, isTrawka
biding his time, waiting for "Sweat Hogs: The
Movier
It is truly a transporting sort of experience to
behold a way of life and an attitude that holds
strong in the face of woe. For these people, noth-
ing matters more than the Self, its relationship to
When faith is tested, by
torture in particular, there
is alwys the danger of
relinquishing hope ....
the god and the priceless commodity of friend-
ship—in whatever form it appears. AH of this is
clearly depicted in Nicola/s expressive photo-
graphs and the fascinating accompanying text.
While it is certainly true that the Tibetans have
a surprisingly objective view of their situation,
they obviously have the hope that their growing
relationship with the United States will eventually
effect the return to their homeland and peace for
their countrymen.
As one woman put it of her nation, and as it
seems applicable to all of us, 'Your feeling to
your people will not allow you to sit around
idle."
CONTRA
Continued from page 6.
ciation with the nobility during the French
Revolution
. They became itinerant workers,
roaming the Northeast to teach dances
straight from the courts of Europe to those
who could afford to learn.
In less-populated rural areas the English
contra line wa s especially popula rbecause it
required pairs instead of sets of eight. This
contra line is what is seen at modern contra
dances. Couples assemble in a double line,
facing each other. Sometimes the men stand
on one side across from the women and
sometimes the line alternates by gender.
The swing would never have been sanc-
tioned by French dancing masters, nor
straightlaced Victorian society. Derived from
the Cajun slip step, partners dance closely,
holding and balancing each other as they
tum in a tight circle, pivoting off of one leg
while pushing themselves around with the
other.
The first contra dance can be rather intimi-
dating for newcomers, but there is no way to
learn and no time but the present but to
plunge into the fray and try.
THE
PRINCETON REVIEW





If you're serious about Graduate School, then prep with the best Our course
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GetAJump On Next Semester
A variety of courses will be offered in this unique session.
December 2 7-January 14 * Portland Campus
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The Economics of Free Trade: An Analysis
The North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) is a
topic of heated debate within the United States. The
agreement would eliminate most tariffs and non-tariff
barriers to trade (such as quotas) between the U.S., Canada
and Mexico within five to ten years. Proponents of NAFTA
argue that a North American free trade zone will not only
help Mexican workers, but promote economic efficiency in
bom Mexico and the U.S., increase competitiveness of US.
firms, create American jobs through increased exports to
Mexico and ultimately lead to a net welfare gain in the US.
Opponents on the other hand, feel that NAFTA will cause a
convergence of U.S. and Mexican wages, i.e. downward
pressure on U.S. wages, and a capital outflow from the U.S.
to Mexico, taking American jobs with it. All of this, they
argue, will result in a decrease in U.S. welfare.
I consider the opponents' viewpoint flawed in several
respects. Although some low-skill, low-paying jobs will be
lost to Mexico, other, higher-skill jobs will be gained. When
examining international trade, economists concern
themselves witha conceptknown ascomparativeadvantage,
something that many Americans and some politicians often
overlook. Basic international trade theory dictates that in
order to maximize overall efficiency (within both countries),
each country must specialize in the industry in which it has
the comparative advantage. The concept of comparative
advantage is most easily understood as the ability of one
country to produce a good utilizing fewer labor hours than
the other country (i.e. more efficiently). Further, if both
countries specialize in the good in which they have the
comparative advantage, everyone is made better off. This is
so because although both countries are producing more than
they need of the one good that they produce, the excess can
be traded away to the other country. What will be left is a
surplus of goods; more of both goods are produced than
before. With tariffs and non-tariff barriers, this process is
impeded.
It is easy to see that free trade is mutually beneficial to all
Bv Kenneth L.
Cornick
of those involved. But it can not be denied that opening the
borders will cause job displacement. In the U.S. there will be
job displacement associated with an increase in imports from
Mexico. Workers in the sectors that become lmportables due
to NAFTA will experience unemployment because the U.S. is
by definition scaling back production of those goods. On the
otherhand, those industrieswhich are already,orare becoming,
exportables will see an increase in the number of jobs they
employ. It is ambiguous whether there will be a net gain or loss
of jobs within the U.S. associated with NAFTA, but most
economists agree that the effect will be negligible.
The U.S. has a comparative advantage in capital-intensive
industries with respect to Mexico. Capital-intensive industries
are thosewhich utilizea largeamountofcapital (e.g. machinery)
relative to labor. The determinant of comparative advantage
is technology; in this case it dictates that fewerwork-hours are
needed in the U.S. to produce one unit of a capital-intensive
good than in Mexico. Further, a country will produce goods
which employ factorsofproduction thatare relativelyabundant
in that country. This means that in Mexico, where low-skilled
workers are relatively abundant, production will concentrate
in low-skill industries. In addition, this abundance ofworkers
will cause low-skilled worker wages to be lower in Mexico
than in the U.S. Clearly, there is incentive for businesses in
Mexico to produce goods which employ low-skilled labor
intensively (such as textiles).
This has certain income-distribution effects. Wages for high-
skilled laborers in the U.S. (now in increased demand) will
increase, while wages for low-skilled workers will decrease.
This is clearly problematic as unskilled laborers traditionally
Reflections on Health Care Reform
By Jason Caron
Don't look now, but something strangle is happening in
Washington. When it comes to health care, Republicans are
sounding a lot like Democrats. "Guaranteed equal access?"
Hardly a popular Republican catch-phrase. Yet today it is.
Republicans have begun to enthusiastically take up the
banner of equal access to health care; all the significant
proposed alternatives to Clinton' s Health SecurityPlan take
this to be an Important goal. And they're doing so in a
peculiar way, as it equal accesshad been their aim all along.
Not so. During the Reagan-Bush years. Republicans were
never very keen on the government guaranteeing equal
access to health care For one thing, it smelled suspiciously
of big government. For another, who needed it? The free
market — supplemented by Medicaid and Medicare —
seemed to be doing just fine Ifyou overlooked thefew tens
of mill ions of working poorwho had no access tohealth care
(there will always be some who fall through the cracks),
things really didn't appear so bad, What has changed?
Surely, not the Republicans.
Wha t haschanged is our perception oftheproblem . Until
the past lew years, health care acce^Biry was largely
perceived to be a problem of the poor. For those who could
afford it, access to medical services was readily available
and of the best quality to be found anywhere in the world
.
This perception ha* been shatteredMy the skyrcnikenng
costs and mcreasing complexity of health care Health
insurance premiums tor all individuals are rising at an
increasing rate, manipulated by insurancecompanies atthe
expenseofconsumers. Malpractice insurance furtherdrives
up the price of services, providing no tangible benefit.
Because most Americans (especially the uppermiddle class)
rely on their employers to provide insurance, the loss of a
job usuallymean the lossof insurance. In timesof recession,
these are more than idle concerns —-they threaten the
standard of living maintenance of a great many people.
In short, Americans have become insecure about the
future of their health care coverage. Will they have to keep
payingmow for the same benefits? Will tney be uninsured
six months from now? Enter, then, the Clinton Health
Security Plan—a real attempt to clean up the mess. Enter
also a number of alternative plans, many proposed by
Republican Congressmen. The question is, where were all
these energetic Republicans during the 12 years when there
was a Republican in the White House?
The surest sign that our health care system has reached a
point of collapse is the fact that Republicans are finally
willing to do something about it. As usual, the Republicans'
unreasonable fear of government action resulted in inaction
during the Reagan/Bush years. Meanwhile, the problem
grew. As a result, we have only begun to mobilize our
resources, at a timewhen the situation has become a crisis.
Now,at lea st, the Repubhcansare expressing some willingness
to reform the system they allowed to deteriorate
Therearetwoimplicationsofthis willingness, Thefirstand
most important is practical: dramatic health care reform is
almost certain to become a reality, Every legitimate plan
includes substantialchanges inhowand towhom health care
isdistributed .Thereis widespread consensus on the principle
of universal access to health care, and in the belief that
government initiative is necessary to achieve it. So whatever
theoutcomeofdebate, thepjanwhichemergeasltouldcontaln
concrete measures to promote more equitable and cost*
effective health care
The second implication is political. Because President
Clinton iswidely recognized as havingprovidedtheimpetus
and leadership for reform, he has already won asigruScant
political victory. Seldom are Republicans as gracious as they
were the Friday before last at the Republican Midwest Heakh
Care Reform Summit. Thecommon theme, reiterated byone
RepublicanCongressman after another(includingBob Dole),
was that the current reform movement would have been
impossible withouttheenergyand initiativeof the President
.
Ofcourse the effects of health-care reform will be a major
determinant in Clinton's future political stock, and it may
well be the issue on which his administration b ultimately
judged. D. Holton Hunter's recent statement that. The
proposed health care program, however, could be the
downfall ofthe Clinton administration , . ^istrueenough. But
tos^gestu^atmbiscertam,orevenprebabiei5toeng^e
in frivolous wishful thinking. More likely, Clinton's success
in the realm of health care reform will be his strongest
reelection asset. Let's just hope the Republicans continue to
play along.
have the hardest time finding new jobs. But, according to
Gary Hufbauer and Jeffrey Schott of the Institute for
International Economics, lower-wage jobs would tend to
migrate to lower-wage countries anyway, going perhaps to
Asia rather than Mexico. If the jobs move to Mexico instead,
the U.S. benefits from the fact that Mexicans have a very high
propensity to spend their incomeon U.S. exportables, whereas
Asians do not. Hufbauer and Schott estimate that seventy-
* five cents of every Mexican import dollar is spent on U.S.
goods. Simply put, Mexicans with more jobs and money will
buy more U.S. goods. This figure also has balance of trade
implications, another argument in favor of NAFTA.
As a solution totheworkerdisplacementproblem, Hufbauer
and Schott propose a $900 million appropriation over five
years to fund a worker re-training program. The simple fact is
that the U.S., as a rich country, should have fewer low-skilled
laborers. The U.S. has ample resources to train its labor force
and ensure that all workers are highly skilled. If this were to
occur, average wages would rise. The lowering of barriers to
trade would only facilitate this process.
Without free trade, our economy does not receive the
correct signals from the market as to what to produce. As
discussed earlier, theU.S. produces goods which itshould not
ifmaximization ofwelfare is desired. Ifwedo not allow prices
todo their job, i.e. reflect costsofproduction, then bydefinition
they are inefficient. For instance, if two types of a good such
as com are sold within a country (one domestically produced
and one imported), and the domestic corn is protected by a
tariff, then by definition the prices will differ. For example, if
the price of the foreign produced corn is $5 (without the tariff)
and the price of the domestic version is $10, assuming equal
quality if the tariff is greater than $5, then the domestic good
will be purchased over the import. This, despite the fact that
it is cheaper to produce corn in the foreign country. This uses
resources in an inefficient way and would not occur in the
absence of tariffs.
All in all, the North American Free Trade Agreement is a
good deal for the United States, Canada and Mexico. By
opening our markets to freer trade, weencourage the efficient
allocation of resources and therefore realize a net gain. In
addition, consumers in the U.S. will be better off. The amount
of the tariff that the government would lose due to NAFTA
will simply be recovered by consumers in the form of lower
prices. This is something that is often overlooked yet is
extremely important. Although not every aspect of NAFTA
will be positive for every country, on the whole we will all
benefit. Those who oppose NAFTA, like the maverick
billionaire H. Ross Perot, threaten to undermine the broader
principleofa United Statescommitted to free trade.Convincing
workers in inefficient and antiquated industries that the best
trade policy requires tariffs and protectionism only serves to
undermine our international competitiveness. If we can't
produce a product efficiently then we ought not to produce it
at all. The worker's interests would be better served if Mr.
Perot spent histimecampaigning for increased workertraining
and relocation programs. Our energies as a nation would be
far better spent working to increase our national skill level
and preparing to compete in the international marketplace to
which we already belong, than hiding behind walls of
protectionism that are nothing more than relics of the past.
Consider this...
If you've ever in your life felt the
journalistic urge grab you and
propel you toward a literary career,
now is your chance to answer
opportunity's knock. The Bowdoin
Orient is currently accepting
applications for editors (with
experience), assistant editors and
anyone else who wants to gain
control next semester. Woodward .
and Bernstein had to get their start
somewhere—this could be your
jump on fame. Call, write, fax or buy
a billboard, but do something to let
us know you're interested.
r~
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STUDENT SPEAK
By Katie Shoemaker, with photos by Erin Sullivan
Background: On November 10, 1993, Bowdoin Security held an open forum and invited
atudents and other interestedparties to come and make suggestions or provide them with




It's such a great help for the Bowdoin bike




Quit worrying about trivial things such as
parking tickets, and start becoming more
visible at night-time. They also need to
get to know the students on amore personal
level.
KELLY MCGRATH '97
Granby^Colqbsaxx* i : il Zi
I think that Security should be less
aggressive in dealing with parties. They




I think that Bowdoin Security does a
generally goodjob. However, I think that
the implementation of a second shuttle on




I think they could be more personable. I
have on numerous occasions offered an
innocent "Hi" to Bowdoin's finest only to
be left miserably incomplete by a blank
stare or a hurried socially deficient
response. Also, tell that one Security
officer that it is okay not to use his turn
signal when going around the cul-de-sac
with absolutely no cars around.
STEPHEN FRANCIS '94
New York, New York
Let Big John do everything.
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"The College exercises no control over the content of the
writings con tained herein, and neither it, nor thefaculty,
assumesany responsibilityfor the viewsexpressed herein.
"
Letter Policy
The Bowdoin Orient welcomes letters from all of our readers.
Letters must be received by 6 p.m. Tuesday to be published the
same week, and must include a phone number where the author
of the letter may be reached.
Letters should address the Editor, and not a particular
individual. The Bowdoin Orient will not publish any letter the
Editors judge to be an attack on an individual's character or
personality.
The Bowdoin Orient is published weekly while classes are held
during Fall and Spring semesters by the students of Bowdoin
College, Brunswick, Maine.
The policies of The Bowdoin Orient are determined by the
Bowdoin Publishing Company and the Editors. The weekly
editorials express the views of a majority of the Editors, and are
therefore published unsigned. Individual Editors are not
necessarily responsible for, or in agreement with, the policiesand
editorials of the Bowdoin Orient.
The Bowdoin Orient reserves the right to edit any and all
articles and letters.
Address all correspondence to the Bowdoin Orient, 12
Cleaveland St., Brunswick, Maine, 0401 1 . Our telephone number
is (207) 725 - 3300.
Diversity at Bowdoin
Can there really be such a thing?
In the past few years, the issue
of diversity has been thrust in
our faces demanding to be
noticed. For example, this week
the Orient received a letter from
a Ugandan student who wishes
to join our College. The issue that
needs to be addressed is diversity
at Bowdoin, or more
appropriately the lack thereof.
Bowdoin seems to be
contradicting itself. We have here
a course requirement which
ensures that all students take at
least two non-eurocentric classes.
However, within the studentbody,
the number of non-eurocentric
students is shockingly low. What
kind ofmessage does this statement
send to the Bowdoin community?
Is the Administration tellingus that
the integration of cultures is
important in theorybut practically
doesn't work?
It is understood that there are
individuals at Bowdoin who are
making conscious efforts to bring
diversity to Bowdoin, but the
unfortunate reality is that it is
only individuals and their well
intended efforts are ineffective.
Their efforts should be
encouraged, but it should not be
just an "us" and "them" issue. It
should be a "we" issue. All the
members of our distinguished
community should be trying to
enhance the diversity that seems
to be eluding this academic
institution.
Let's take a quick moment for
some definitions: institution, an
organization for the promotion
of a society; society, an enduring
and cooperating social group
whose members have developed
organized patterns of
relationships through interaction
with one another. Can we
honestly say that as an institution
we are really encouraging
patterns of interactions between
our members?
Many arguments have been
made for the promotion of a more
diversified campus, but the
numbers speak for themselves.
While this year's first-year class
does represent an increase in
minority matriculation, the
atmosphere remains polarized.
At present we seem to be
segregated into various separate
groups which thwart any hopes
of true social interaction. In
addition, we tend to be of a
specific social, economic and
racial class which again hinders
any hope of true interaction, the
reason being that without new
ideas and experiences from a
wide variety of classes and
cultures, our interactions are only
of a singular nature and defeat
the notioiiof interaction.
This issue is no longer black and
white but mirrors society in its
Kodachrome. The Bowdoin
community must implement the
theories that the Administration
has requiredwe study. Integration
cannot only be learned in books, it
must also be applied to ourselves.
We have so much to learn from
each other— what's stopping us?





RE: Please help me join Bowdoin!!
I solemnly request to be allowed space in your esteemed
Bowdoin Orient newspaper to enact an appeal for help.
Please allow me to introduce myself as Matovu Julius
Cesar, a Ugandian student aged twenty years. I'm an orphan
student.
I earnestly wish to join the Bowdoin student community
andhavealreadyreceivedand filled in thel993-1994Bowdoin
application forms.
However, the submission of these forms to the admissions
office requires the TOEFL (Test of English Language as a
Foreign Language) to be priorly done, and the application fee
paid in. Unfortunately, although I have desperately searched
for the TOEFL and application fees of US. $35 and U.S. $45
respectively, all has been a vainless attempt!! I have failed to
raise the total amount ofU.S. $80! It is too big for me!! I'm now
in a fix and worried because I am running out of time for the
Early Decision II application!!
It is for this concern that I kindly beg any member of the
esteemed Bowdoin stafforgroup of Bowdoin students tohelp
me in this regard.
But any sympathetic person(s) who may be willing to help
me must firstnotifyme so that I can send he or shemy TOEFL
form which has to be submitted together with the fee.
Regarding the application fee, he or she can pay it in advance
and then notify me so mat I can send in the application form.
Please don' tsend anymoney directly to me; justpay it directly
to the TOEFL offices and to the admissions office.










Tht weekend ofNovember 6 and 7 brought yet another set
back to the Bowdoin Crew Team. Vandals decided to destroy
several of the electronic monitorson the ergs stored in Morrell
Gym. The monitors help the athletes to measure athletic
performance, and allow the crew team to practice when ice
seals the river for the winter. The vandalism ruined two of
four ergs that serviced a team of seventy athletes. I, as a
volunteer coach for the crew team, feel that the destruction of
the crew team's equipment, after the breaking of all four of the
teams boats last spring (the result of a harsh winter) only
further demonstrates the difficulties of the crew team. I write
to make the greater Bowdoin and Brunswick communities
aware of the plight of the Bowdoin Crew Team and ask only
for support.
Yours truly, D. Jeremy LaCasse '94
Views From the Couch:
The Big Hurt
by Brian Sung
TrdssTAmmexJt^meflfibefbeing pained as a friend ofmine
read me the first part of a news article about some guy who
had his penis cut off. 1 mean, did I really want to hear about
that? It seems that his penis was cut offby his wife, who then
left their apartment, with the penis. It rums out she didn't
realize she had it, so she threw it out at an intersection as she
sped away. But, it seems that the guy was ableto get his penis
surgically reattached, a procedure which the doctor who
operated on thisguy said was "not difficult, but rare" 1 was
glad to hear that It was a rare procedure. If I had known that
it was common, ! might have started sleeping with a cup.
I didn't really think about this guy for the rest of the
summer until lastWednesday when Isaw thecoverofa USA
Twtoywhich prw^alrnat "BOBBITTCASE; InVirginiamarital
assault trial, John Wayne Bobbitt denies sexually assaulting
his wife,who later cutofrhispenis. Tt hurt real bad/ " ! kind
of laughed at that. Of <*nxt$e it hurt real bad. But then I
stopped laughing. Marital assault trial? 1 hadn't heard
anything about that.
It turns out that Lorena Bobbin, the Injured man's wife,
claims to r^vebeer»se»uaUy*ssauHed byJohn Wayne* kind
ofironic, eh?) Bobbitt . Theartkle also said that shehad asked
for court protection from her husband. In fact, she had






Now,oldJohnWaynetookthehighmad when he testified,
hewent for humor. He said that hemade sexual advances in
his sleep towardshis wife. But, healso claimed that he made
sexual advances in his steeptowards his brother when they
were children. Td roll overand putmyarm around him ...
He finally g*v* tne a shotto tn* got ,-and said, 'You're not
steeping with anybodyanymore/" This drew laughs from
thecourtroom and, the furjr.
Laughs at a sexual assault case. This guy basically is
claiming that, though he made advances towards his wife
and maybe attacked her, it was all in his sleep so he couldn't
reallybeheM accountable. This was after it was shown that
V —
John Wayne routinely read off a list of names of women he
had slept with during his marriage to his wife.
TluinHxfcn^
remember having sex with his wife. Then, he had told the
police mat he and hi8 wife had sex, but only he climaxed.
Il^hetestified incourtthat hehad blacked out theciimax.
Is it just me, or does this guy sound likea man flailing like
crazy to come up with a plausible story? Maybe he should
have gotten some mocking laughs, but not the peals of
humor that he did get. A man is charged With sexual assault,
and the court laughs. What the hell is goingon? Is this some
kind of statement on what people thinkabout sexualassault
these days?
Now, I may be naive but I don't think a sane woman is
going to just up and cut oft her husband's penis for no
reason. The news that has been released seems to indicate
that Lorena Bobbitt isin control ofher mind and is in no way
psychotic. So, ! would even go as far to say that Lorena
Bobbitt is telling the truth; that she was pushed too far by a
sexually assaultive husband. Two members of the court
whichLorena wentto gettherestrainlngorderfrom testified
that Lorena definitelycame to them before the, er, attack and
wereworried about her safety Caseseems to be prettyclear,
eh?
Not in the least. From what I've heard, John Wayne
Bobbitt has been acquitted, probably told a couple more
good jokes in his closing statement. So, he will not go to jail,
but Lorena is nowcm trial for malicious wounding. Sincehe
was acquitted, it stands to reason that people find her to be
guilty, whkh would mean a nice3^—year prison sentence.
To be perfectly honest, this stinks. Now, at a time when the
Supreme Court gives a unanimous ruling whkh sends a
strong Signal supporting the validity of sexual harassment
ckhns,acourtroomUughs heartily along with a man accused
of sexualassauh.Thissamecourtroom then rules that aman,
who hasbeen caught once in a lie by the polke, Is cleared of
anywrongdoing. Now,John WayneBobbHt may havebeen




By Jorge Alexis Santiago
The following is the first in a series of articles that will be
written for the Orient by members of the African-American
Society. These might be prose pieces, poems or excerpts from
speeches. These articles are not intended give the impression
that all members of the Society share the same views, instead
the intention is to give a voice to some of the Society's
members.
"Wake Up !!"— from Spike Lee's "School Daze"
At the end of Spike Lee's film "School Daze," you hear the
toll of a bell resound over his semi-fictional college campus.
The entire campus walks out to the quad to seewho is ringing
the bell. The character who is ringing the bell screams to the
onlooking crowd "Wake Up !! Wake Up !!" This is the same
call that I make to our College community.
lama seniorand can honestly saymat I have never felt such
an airofcomplacency as I do thisyear. When I was a freshman
(no, not a first—year) a group of students known ominously
as the "Coalition" blocked Hawthorne-Longfellow and did
not allow the Administrators to enter their offices. In my
sophomore year the campus community banded together in
protest of the acquittals in theRodney King beating trial. Last
year the College Republicans stirred up conversation on the
campus by bringing Mrs. Phyllis Schafley to speak.
This year the members of the African-American Society
found a unique way of celebrating James Bowdoin Hi's
birthday, and we were labeled as radical or militant. Folks,
please !!! Hanging a few banners is not radical and is far from
militant. What it can be called is a form of protest or a means
of finding a voice, and there are far too few voices speaking up
on this campus to stifle ours.
Are you all completely happy here ? Do you really not see
any problems here at Camp Bobo? That can't be, because I
lacks. For example, some of my personal concerns are: the
very limited number of faculty, staff and administrators of
color that we have, the decreasing population of Latino and
African-American students bind Vricfeasi'rig' tuition, but
decreasing financial aid, creating a need—sensitiveadmission
policy.
These are just a few concerns. There are so many others. So
why aren't we fighting ? Youth is supposed to be energetic
and idealistic. A combination that can change things. Is
obtaining a degree your sole purpose for being here ? Or do
you also want to learn about people and make a difference ?
So I plead:
Seniors— I know you're tired, but please don't get old.
Let's show some of that same fire we had when we arrived
here.
Juniors— Please take your minds off those study away
programs long enough to do something.
Sophomores— There is so much potential but we need to
see the drive.
Freshmen— It's O.K. to act up !! They won't kick you out
unless you burn something, blow up something, plagiarize or
cheat (but if you play hockey skip the latter).
And to our student groups I ask:
Where is the conservative fervor that the Patriot and the
College Republicans once had ?
BGLAD, why not make the campus uncomfortable or
outraged once again ?
LASO, where did the "to hell with everybody" attitude go?
ASA, where is the passion that fought to keep our Asian
studies department ?
BWA, will all the women please lead (as usual) ?






Drop your writing off at the
Moulton Union Desk. Fax your
writing to 725-3053. E-Mail it to the
Orient @ Polar.
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Bears slam Bates
I CBB romp: Team hands
Bates something like its
millionth loss in a row in
taking one step closer to the
.500 mark for the season,







Last Saturday the Bowdoin football team
d esrroyed the Bates College Bobcats 34-6,
bnnglng the Polar Bears to within one game
of capturing the CBB Conference title. The
Polar Bears improved to 34 with the win,
while the Bobcats fell to 0-7,
Bowdoin's balanced offensive attack and
toughsecondarycombined totaketheBobcats
out of their game. Quarterback Ramon
Martinez '96 completed 5 of 10 passes for 69
yards before leaving the game early in the
second half.AdamRand '9$replaced Martinez
toleadthe Polar Bears tovictorybycompleting
5of8passesforll0yardsartdonetouchdown.
Running backs Mark McCormkk '96 and
Anthony Mottnari '% both tan the ball well
McCormick, back in action after suffering an
injury earlier in the season,had 15 carries for
1 00 yards. Molinari, one of the Polar Bears'
bright s$jofcw$ on 15
carries while running in two touchdowns.
Our offense played very well, especially in
the second half," said head coach Howard
Vandersea. "Markand Anthony each rushed
the ball very well and Adam did a fine job
getting our team into scoring position."
The Bowdoin defense played anextent
game, holding the Bobcats to only 218 yards
of total offense. LinebackerKevin Letellier '95
was impressive as he continually disrupted
the Bates offense, racking up 13 tackle*.
DefensivetackleEd Richards '94 wasalsokey
in Bowdoin's ability to take Bates away from
its game. While he only made two tackles
against the Bobcats, Richards had 1.5 sacks,
one caused fumble, two pass breakups and
one blocked extra point attempt. Bowdoin
also kept two of the NESCACs leading
receivers to a combined three catches* *Our
secondary took away their long pass plays
and forced Bates to go away fromthe game
they like to play," said Vandersea.
Trvcaptain and split end Peter Nye *ty
played hisbestgameofthe season. While foot
and ankle injuries have hindered his speed
for most ofthe season, he seems to bebackon
track, Nye made three catches forM yards,
indudingreceptionsof31 and 43yards< These
catches allowed Nye to break yet another
record. He now holds the most career
receptions at Bowdoin with 90.
This Saturday, the football team Will meet
Colby College in its final and most important
game of the season . The Polar Bears have lost
some close games to the White Mules in the
past. Colby (5-2), the CBB champion for the
last five years, isa verygood team.They, too,
defeated Bates earlier this season. The Polar
Bears have been looking forward to playing
against their biggest rival sinceSeptember. "I
expect ourgame to be close/' said Vandersea.
"We need to execute on offense and our
defense has to hold Colby's passing game in
check in order forus tohaveachance to win."






Mike Turmelle '94 has been
named a 1993 National Football
Foundation and College Hall of
Fame Scholar-Athlete. The
announcement was made
yesterday by William Pearce,
chairman of the board of the
National Football Foundation
and College Hall of Fame.
Turmelle is one of 15 honorees
from colleges and universities
playing football in NCAA
Divisions 1, 1-AA, I-AAA, II and
III. Turmelle, like each of the
Scholar-Athletes, will be
awarded an SI8,000 graduate
fellowship, to be awarded over
two years, as part ofthe National Mike Turmelle '94
Football Foundation's scholarship program.
"This award is well-deserved recognition
[for each of the honorees]," said Pearce. 'The
best and brightest of today's college seniors
were nominated for the award, and the final
decision was extremely difficult. Eachhonoree
should be extremely proud to be among this
group : 15outstanding individuals from across
the country, recogn ized for accomplishments
in the classroom, on the field and in the
community."
"Mike sets standards for himself which are
very difficult to achieve," remarked Bowdoin
football coach Howard Vajndersea. "He is a
person of the highest character. Mike works
hard in the classroom and on the football
field, and he is one of the most motivated
players that I have ever coached."
Office of Communications.
A three-year starter at the safety position
for the Polar Bears, Turmelle was a first-team
All-NESCAC selection in 1992. He is one of
the team's tri-captains this season and he is
the team's third leading tackier with 47.
Turmelle also has two fumble recoveries, and
he had a 31 -yard interception return for a
touchdown earlier this season against
Hamilton. In 1991, Turmelle was awarded
the Winslow R. Howland Football Trophy,
given to "the player who has made the most
marked improvement during the season."
A biochemistry major with a minor in
psychology, Turmelle is the fourth Bowdoin
recipient of the prestigious National Football
Foundation Scholar-AthleteAward. Turmelle
plans to attend medical school after
graduation from Bowdoin.
After you watch Bowdoin




Complete Lunch & Dinner Menu
Available Anytime
Specializing in
Fresh Seafood, Steaks & Lobster
121A Maine Street Brunswick 725-7981
^————
—
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Men's rugby falters after making it to the finals
Draining fight The
men's rugby club put in a
long, tough battle against
Babson in the quarterfinals
of their championship
tournament robbing them
of the energy to down a
well-rested Providence




The men'* rugby dab saw the fruits of lt$
1993 labor come up just short this past
weekend in theNew England Rugby Football
Championshipat Babson CoIlege.Theruggers
tost to ProvidenceColJegebya final of 1&3 in
the championship game.
The final four teams which made it to the
Saturday afternoon semifinal and finalrounds
had, the previous Saturday, defeated their
quarterfinal opponents toadvance to this final
day of the season. In the end, Babson,
Providence, the University of Maine atOrono
and Bowdoin were the four teams vying for
championship glory, having proved their
superiority to the other 20 teams which were




























A Bowdoin rugger drags his scrimmage
opponent to an eventual tackle.
Bowdoin.

























toughmatchupwhich wenttheft»H60-minute had only one hour to recuperate from its
regulation period scoreless. The overtime &emthi\al match-upbore racing thepowerful
lasted so long that it rivaled a 30-minute Providence squad, which had rolled over
period in length. Finally, co-captam Enn White UMaine Orono in the first game of the
"95 scored a try to seal a 5-0 victory for morning. Not only were the Polar Bears
underdogs against the highly physical
Providence squad to begin with, but
Providence had an extra-long time between
games to prepare for the championship
game—the Providence-UMaine game began
two hours earlier than the &owdoin<-Babson
game. Furthermore, the earlier contest did
not go into overtime
The results were predictable. Providence
dominated the championship game, while
the battered, worn-out Bears could only
manage three points on a penalty kick by
Justin Givot D3. Many players thought the
length of the Bowdoin-Babson game might
postpone the final until Sunday, but this was
not the case, and the Bears simply did not
have the energy for a greater fight than their
fight against Babson.
The Bowdoin ruggers can definitely be
satisfied with the strengthoftheseason which
got them to the finals. In compiling a 3-1
record, the squad beat Colby, UMaine
Farmington and (unofficially) Bates. The
team's only losscame against UMaineOrono
man extremely close 7-5 decision. The team
was also scheduled to face Maine Maritime
Academyand stood agoodchanceofdowning
them, but Maine Maritime could not get
together enough players to field a team.
This was a really well-played season,"
said Liang. "Allofthestarting pack are juniors,
so we should have an equally strong if not
better, season next year."
FIELD HOCKEY
Continued from page 16.
and moreaggressiveplay from the Polar Bears.
Emily LeVan '95 and Susan Gaffney '97
worked the ball well into the Amherst
defensivezone, igniting theoffensive pressure
which had been inconsistent in the first half.
But the 1-0 deficit soon forced them to play
desperate field hockey. Amherst defended
well against the Bowdoin attack, frustrating
the localson their free hitsand penalty corners.
Despite having two straight penalty corners
in the last few minutes of play and six in the
second half, the 1-0 deficit proved
insurmountable for the second-seeded Bears.
Although this was Amherst's first
tournament appearance in recent years, the
squad made up for its lack of experience with
its motivation toavenge its 3-1 loss toBowdoin
earlier in the season.
"Amherst played a great game," said
Flaherty. "We played a much better second
half, but we didn't adapt quite fast enough to
their play. We had a great season and we
worked very hard to get to Saturday, but it
would have been nice to play in the finals on
Sunday."
Despite the 1-0 loss to Amherst, the future
looks bright for the Bowdoin field hockey
team. Next season, the Polar Bears will return
eight starters along with an extremely solid
bench which will provide the depth crucial
for continued success. Bowdoin graduates its
two second-year co-captains, Rebel Smith '94
ADYONI
The Ultimate Hair Design is
offering 50% OFFALL
SERVICES when you show
your Bowdoin I.D.for the
month of November!
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and Jen Bogue '94, along with defensive
standout Leslie Blickenstaff '94. Few teams
will lose only three players, which leaves













































$ goals against, 92 saves, 92 save %, 6
shutouts, .64 goals against average
Sasha Ballen (4-0)
3 goals against, 32 saves, 91.4 save %, 2








9 Cumberland Street, Brunswick
721-0007
Aerobic Classes Start
at 5:30 -- November 15!!
/
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SPORTS COMMENTARY
This is the year for the Knicks (unfortunately)
The 1993-94 NBA basketball season begins over 50 wins and give them a serious run at Charlotte will emerge as the first expansion
with a league quite different than that the top. O'Neal is otherworldly, and although team to take a divisional crown. These guys
dominatedbytheChicagoBuJlsintheir"three- it would have been nice to see Webber and are good, and Larry Johnson and Alonzo
peat" '92-93 campaign. Michael Jordan has Shaq side by side, Anfernee Hardaway will Mourning are only the beginning. Their
Rodman will certainly help in San Antonio,
Tom Chambers will probably not in Utah.
Karl Malone and David Robinson are still
around, of course, but Robinson just looks so
retired from basketball, at least for this season
.
Scottie Pippen has been placed on the injured
list for a minimum of five games. Even with
Pippen the team could muster only 71 points,
including only 6 in the first quarter, in their
home-opener against the lowly Miami Heat.
And the arrival of Toni Kukoc from Europe
will not be enough to save this team from
higher than a second or third place finish in
the Central Division.
The leaguehaschanged in other ways. Two
players extremely important to their
respective teams have died since the end of
the old season. One player who led his new
team all theway to the finals and garnered the
MVP for his efforts faces potentially serious
health problems. And Reggie Theus has
retired (Huh?)
New faces abound as well. Although
injured, Chris 'Time Out!" Webber takes his
show to Golden State. Jamal Mashbum will
be busy raising his Dallas Mavericks above
that 10-win plateau. With the departure of
Manute Bol to Miami, Shawn Bradley now
inherits the role of team skyscraper on the
fill in nicely enough. Remember, this team furious fight up the post-season ladder in the perfectout there. Hence,edge toSanAntonio,
almost made the playoffs last year, and they final weeks of last season spilled over into an The Nuggets got new uniforms, which is a
got the #1 pick. effective and confidence-building playoff step in the right direction. But themost exciting
The rest of the division seems up for grabs, appearance.Theseguys areyoungand they've racewillbefor lastplace, between thealways-
though the Celtics will beat out the Nets and got what it takes. bad T-wolves and the woefully miserable
Heat due to a fiery inspiration to regroup in The Cavs are always close, but again they Mavericks, who last season were on a record-






lost to the Knicks
by three after















Nance is already out, and more are sure to

















Philadelphia 7-foot-6ers. And Bobby Hurley Sherman Douglas will continue with the kind
will look to carry hisannoying Duke arrogance
to the perennially awful Sacramento Kings.
The changes on the good teams may hurt
them. The changes on the bad teams are too
few to make an immediate difference. So
what does this mean? That the New York
Knicks, the only team in the league not to
change, will have an almost-clear path to
their first championship since the early 1970's.
Here are my divisional picks:
Atlantic
* I! New York Knicks
2. Orlando Magic
3. Boston Celtics
4. New Jersey Nets
5. Miami Heat
6. Philadelphia 76ers '
7. Washington Bullets
The Knicks, although vicious and ugly
bruisers bent only on destruction, clearlyhave
what it takes to do anything to anybody. They
had it last year and choked during the
conference finals. They are no different this
year, but Chicago is. 'Nuff said.
The Magic's acquisition of the #1 pick for
the second straight year will propel them to
of athletically goofy antics that made our
heads spin last season. Hey, when you have
and nail to finish .500. TheHawks will benefit
from the arrival of Coach Wilkens, but
Dominique Wilkens (no relation) will have to the helpful additions of Detlef Schrempf and
decided to suck it up for the Mavs and sign.
This season, both Mashbum and a real coach
(Quinn Buckner) are aboard, so the Mavs





4. Los Angeles Clippers
5. Golden State Warriors
6. Los Angeles Lakers
7. Sacramento Kings
Although it's tempting to say that Shawn
Kemp will thunderously destroy all in his
path, including Pat Ewing and Charles
Barkley, Seattle will have to wait at least one
more year to take a run at the top, even with
no expectations, you're bound to surpass wait once more and continue to suck it up on
them.
Forgive my momentary indulgence. I am
from Boston.
Moses Malone returns to his old stomping
grounds in Philly to give a pointer or two to
Bradley. Other than that, he hangs around
ineffectually and realizes that he should be
retired. And Washington? Tom Gugliotta is
good, the rest of the team isn't. And Tom by









a team going basicallynowhere in his lifetime.
ThePistons will fall into last only four seasons
after taking it all. Dennis Rodman did the
right thing in taking the first plane to San
Antonio.
That brings us to . . .
Midwest
1. Houston Rockets





Kendall Gill. Phoenix will ekeout the division
championshipon the lastday of the seasonon
a Dan Majerle trey.
The Suns look good again this season,
having lost some people, but having gained
some others. A.C. Green is not actually as old
as you might think, and he will show it. Joe
Kleine will also show the Celtics the mistake
they made in letting him go. (Okay, so he
probably won't, but I always liked Joe and
was sad to see him go.) And even with his
back about to fall off, Sir Charles, the Round
Mound of Rebound, is still the most
determined man on this continent.
Although fading just a tad, Portland will
still be in the thick of things, as will the
last season during certain streaks in which
This race will fall mostlybetween Cleveland they were untouchable. The streak will last
and Charlotte, although the Bulls will pull most of the season this year,
into things enough to finish second due to the San Antonio and Utah will fight dutifully
"team of destiny" feel that somehow allowed for #2, although some writershave picked the
themtobesttheKnickslastseason.Intheend, Jazz to fall toward the back of the pack.
improving Clippers. Golden State would
Hakeem Olajuwon will throw up MVP benefit greatly from the addition of Webber
numbers again this season, and this year his had they not just placed on the disabled list
team might just helphim enough to get it. The the three guys whose injured absence killed
Rockets were the hottest team in the league mem lastseason: ChrisMullin,TimHardaway
andSarunas Ma rci ul ion i s. As for the Lakers
—
LA who?
So that's it. Writing this was fun. And
though I still hate the Knicks, I'm sure they
don't hate me as much after reading this
column.
The most complete
arsenal of test prep












Study a challenging ancient
martial art that blends both
hard and soft movements in
a dignified and realistic
manner.
Taught in a responsible and
authentic manner at our 26.5
acre facility in Topsham and
at our new school in South
Portland.
/
Raise your level of
reponsibility, conditioning,
self-esteem, and well round-
edness.
THK ALTERNATE F
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Profiled Athlete: Katie Gould
goals. Gould's notable speed and scoring we all wrotedown ourteam goalsand dreams,
touch have made her the focal point of the and almost everyone's was tomake theNCAA




It is said that a truly great athlete has the
ability to elevate his or her level of play in big-
game situations. By scoring thegame-winning
goal for Bowdoin in the 1993 ECAC Division
III women's soccerchampionshipgame, Katie
Could '94 proved herself to be a truly great
athlete. Could, a co-captain and forward,
sparked the Bowdoin offense by netting a
goal in each ofher team's three playoffgames,
including the championship clincher.
"Katie plays extremely well in big games,"
said women's soccer coach John Cullen. "She
really stepped up her play and came through
for us when we most needed her to." Gould,
the tournament's most valuable player, was
quick to credit the overall team effort in
winning its second straight championship.
"Being named MVP is a nice way to end a
career, but it was truly a team effort
throughout the season," said Gould. When
asked what she felt upon scoring the game-
winning goal, she replied, "Relief!"
Anyone who has followed women's soccer
has become accustomed to seeing Gould's
quick dashes down the field culminate in
to defend her
carefully.




"Katie works as hard
in practice as in
games," said Cullen.
"She has taken the
responsibility of
being a captain, a
senior and a prime-
time player very
personally and set an
outstandingexample
for the team." * *"**
Astheonlyplaying














to tell us we had





young team (co-captain Heather Mackay '94 psyched up to win ECACs. However, it is
A\
Maya Khuri/ Bowdoin Orient
was out for the season due to an injury),
Gould took it upon herself to be a strong team
leader. "Iam not a very vocal person, so I tried
to lead by example to make everyone work as
hard," she explained.
Gould reflected back on a season of
hard to think about what could have been,
especially now, since Plymouth State, a team
we beat, made it to the Final Four."
Gould felt that the added incentive of
wanting to prove the team's worthiness to the
NCAA, combined with receiving the #1 seed
triumphs and challenges. Although she looks and the home-field advantage, gave Bowdoin
back with extreme satisfaction, a source of astrongpsychologicaledgeduringtheECAC
great disappointment for her and for all team tournament. She attributed the team's
members came when the Bears were not remarkable success to coach Cullen in
selected to compete in theNCAA Division III particular, saying "Coach makes people want
tournament. "At the beginning of the season to play soccer. He instills confidence and a
great work ethic in his players."
Cullen had equally good things to say about
his team leader. He described Gould's
transition from a good player into a superstar,
saying, "When Katie came in four years ago,
she was just like any other first-year, quiet,
unsure of herself and willing to stand at the
back of the line for the practice drills. She has
grown in self-confidence and athletic ability
during the past four years perhaps more than
any other player I have coached."
Gould's individual accolades continue to
pile up. She is a two-time All-New England
first team selection and last year was an All-
American Third Team pick. She ends four
varsity years at Bowdoin as the ninth leading
point scorer in program history, having led
the team in scoring this season with 1 8 points
on seven goals and four assists.
When Katie Gould looks back on her
illustrious career, what will she remember
most? "How much of a team we were, on and
off the field," said Gould. "And how amazing
it was to be part of such a great team."
Interview fry Tracy Boulter.
WOMEN'S SOCCER
Continued from page 16.
Liz Iannotti '96 played a key role in the
victory in terms of her success with the same
defensive assignment she had drawn in the
previous match-upbetween these teams, that
of covering Ail-American Tienken. Cullen
was particularly impressed, stating that
Iannotti gave "an even greater performance
than most people realize."
Another key, for the second straight year,
was the strong coaching of Cullen and
assistant coach Ray Bicknell. After the game,
both senior co-captains commented on their
experience playing on Cullen's team. "You
want to win for him. He's an inspiration. He
gets the best out of all the players," said
Gould. "Coach Cullen is the reason the
women's soccerprogram is so strong/' added
co-captain Heather Mackay. "My sense of
pride is because of him."
The Polar Bears' 4-1 semifinal victory over
the Amherst Lady Jeffs was an effective
confidence builder before their final match.
As in so many of their games this season, the
Bears had a come-from-behind victory.
Lakshmi Eastman started Amherst off on
the right foot by scoring from a throw-in pass
19K)2 intothe game. But before long, the Bears
answered and tied the game up. At 32:23,
Gould fired from 15 yards out on the right
side of the field . Her shot entered the goal just
belowthecrossbarand justabove the Amherst
goalkeeper.
The second half was vintage Bowdoin
soccer. At 47:45, excellent passing and
unselfish play resulted in the goal which put
the team ahead for good, as Comeau scored a
goal with a double assist from Gould and
Bennhoff. At 55:52, Campbell scored by one-
timing the ball into the goal on a pass from
Gorton. Campbell scored again at 78:52 after
Doughty lifted a free kick into the penalty
area.
When asked to contrast the 1992 ECAC
champions and the 1993 ECAC champions,
Cullen stated that this year's squad had more
pressure coming off of last year's success.
'There was more pressure and higher
Women's Soccer: Final Statistics










































14 goals against, 1 16 saves, 89.2 save %,
5 shutouts, .91 goals against average
Kim Hyland (2-0-1)
3 goals against, 1 1 saves, 78.6 save %, 2
shutouts, .90 goals against average
expectations that last year's team didn't have haven't been in a tight situation before."
to deal with," he said. Cullen lateremphasized Will the Polar Bears attain the first-ever
the importance of the experience so many ECAC Division III "three-peat?" Coach Cullen
players had in playing against teams like responded with a broad smile.
Brandeisand Bates. 'They don't feel as if they "One game at a time," he said.
5TELUR STUDENT TRAVEL RfvTEv
• Student airfare to Boston, NYC, Ph illy, Washington
• One-way & round-trip transfers to/from Boston
• International Student fares for semesters abroad - Eurail Passes
• Spring Break packages to Caribbean & Florida
^ Full-service agency w/ lowest available fares on air tickets
cruises, hotels, car rentals, and more
HEWINS I Carlson Travel Network
/ 11 Bath Road, Brunswick • Open M-F 8 to 5
Now located at Cooks Corner across from Burger King
729-626/ or 1-800-370-0888
ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
Fisheries - Many earn $2,000 »/ mo. in canneries
or $3,000-56,000 1 /mo on fishing vessels.
Many employers provide room & board lc
transportation. Over 8,000 openings. No
experience necessary! Male or Female. Get
the necessary head start on next summer. Call:
(206) 545-4155 ext A5064
MACINTOSH Com-
puter w/ printer. Excel-
lent condition. $700/BO.
Will take MC/VS/






134 Maine Street 725-8516
Books • Cards • UPS
FREE TRIPS AND MONEY!!
Individuals and Student Organiza-
tions wanted to promote the Hottest
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Clutch CO-Captain: Katie earned her the ECAC toumamem MVP r :/|j . J i
* trophy. In reference to Goulds &LJy ^'WfcGould '94 netS the gO-ahead accomplishments, coach John Cullen stated '.'( jfc ' ^ ' yt






the »'% ™" O great player. Shes an example of dealmg » iH^HL* /*
give the WOmenS SOCCer with pressure for younger players." j WL JT" ' ^K^Bdto >
rpam ite cjprnnH <;rraicrhr The sunny weather on Sunday attractedte its seco d str gnt
many spectators to the east side of Pickard ^ . I
Championship. Field, where the Bears had not lost a single * *
game all season. The Beavers had only one
_
¥
_ previous loss coming into the championship
!^N1^ t^£ARUS game—unfortunately for them, it cameSTAFF WRITER 6 . llU n , n m. *• u
against these Polar Bears at this very field on
September 18. Hence, extra motivation existed
for the Babson players, whose desire was
obvious in their tough play. The Bowdoin &
players fought equally insistently, however, -
which resulted in a close and exciting game.
For the second consecutive year, the In the first half, Katie Doughty '96 scored &
women's soccer team won theECAC Division thegame'sfirstgoalstraightdownthemiddle "T""""*-'
HI women's soccer tournament last Sunday on a double assist from Nan Gorton '96 and
by downing Babson College 2-1 in the finals. Kris Bennhoff '97. The Bears played textbook Cortney Perkins '95 gets by her Babson opponent
Mayi Khun/BoBHtom °nent
The Polar Bears (12-2-3) had previously soccer throughout the first half, with along with Babson's increase in energy and which appeared to provide a noticeable boost
trounced Amherst College (11-5-0) 4-1 in the exceptional passing from Bennhoffand well- the wind, helped keep the ball on our end of for the players. "Thecrowdwasa tremendous
semifinals on Saturday to set up their placed corner kicks by Cynthia Lodding '%. the field an awful long time." factorinmesecondhalf/'saidCullenMonday
opportunity to repeat. The Babson Beavers In the second half, the Bears' level of play It was 12:51 into the second when Babson morning. "They carried us and kept us in it.
(17-1) advanced to the finals through a victory was noticeably lacking compared to the first. All-American Julie Tienken managed to put Every timewe went downfield, they thought
over Connecticut College (11-5), also on This manifested itself in a dominant Babson the ball past goalie Moya Gibson '96 after a we'd get a goal, so we thought we'd get a
Saturday offense which constantly harassed the comer kick. Bowdoin fans from the sideline goal."
Co-captainKatieGould'94scoredthegame- Bowdoin defense and consistently kept the loudly contested the legitimacy of the goal, At 87:36, the Bears finally did get the goal
winnerwith less than two-and-a-halfminutes ball near the Bowdoin goal. When asked to and when asked to remark, Gibson could the fanshad been waiting all season to see.On
remaining in the game to propel the Bears to identify the cause of the Bears' apparent let- only agree. "One of their players literally one of the team's first breaks into Babson
victory. Coupled with her first goal of the down, Cullen said, "There's a strain of body checked me," she said. "When the ball territory in the second half, MichelleComeau
weekend against Amherst, this clutch shot conservatism when you're ahead 1-0. That, came out of my hands, two Babson players '94 chipped the ball right in front of Gould,
-»wm *
. I in mmmmm * pushed me down. The referee missed the fact who kicked a high arcing shot into the left
^KIAi^rffciHHBSflH^X i L % f .* <fc
t
|^,- that I was totally obstructed." comer of the net. "Their defense was a little
"
*"~*~ Gibson has seen an —— out of position,"
j Miimiiia 1 mi ww a enormous increase in a . L i • - , 11 ,- Gould stated after
"
" i iffi T*w i^s iJy (fr . \ 5 play ,ng time this At this point, celebration thegame
**™*"1^"* ^* *2|^ idlJl ^aZgebyp^uc^g time was at handfor the J^'-^^r
_<
-l^^UEi ^^™ second year in a raw. u^»^3
* A^ m W'£^± fltL. of re-pnwing ourselves — ready to play with





going beyond our limits," said the goalie, knowing that victory was only two minutes
*^» ^^^^^^.lt>M^^^-*^M ^tm "Anysupportlneededlgotfromtheplayers." away. The Beavers got the ball into Bowdoin
The Bears had a scare with 11:15 remaining territory once again to give them one last
in the game, when the wind carried a Babson chance to salvage the 1993 season, but
ii 'rf% ^tMlk H m. ^^^ ^k^W midfield kick all theway to theBowdoin goal. MargaretCampbell'97 cleared theball up the
-">- f ^ V-rU \l" W&A Ik Cl P After the ball bounced once, Gibson jumped sideline with under one minute remaining tow ^», J&&' * 4 t^JmKW-Ml^^^^^^^^^ and caught it just under the crossbar. Gibson place the game out of reach. Campbell's kick
was calledon tomake several other important was particularly clutch in that it sent the ball
saves to keep things knotted at one. back into Babson territory until time ran out.
As the minutes wore on in the second half,
The team gathers in celebration after the final buzzer. ^ ^^/Bowdoin Orient the crowd began to make some commotion, Please see WOMEN'S SOCCER, page 15.
Field H c k e
y
Team frustrated by Amherst in the semifinals
JDenied: A goal with 2& ECAC D»viskm m tournament
\J^ Despite capturing home-field advantage
left in the first half Separates andhavingplayedthebestfieldhockeyofthe
Bowdoin and Amherst, who Ifir^^^ quRle^^^ bla^5' of Babson, the Polar Bears were unable to
Went On tO lose in the finals. generate their typical offensive power. The
By Amy Brockelman
staff writer
two penalty shots to earn the championship
title.
Amherst entered the game with high
intensity, threatening the Polar Bear defense
with scoring opportunities on its penalty
comers. The first 20 minutes of the first half
Lady Jeffs played inspired field hockey and belonged to the Jeffs, who forced Bowdoin to
V
made it extremely difficult for the Polar Bears
toadvanceinsidetheAmherstdefensivezone.
Amherst advanced to the finals of the
Last Saturday, the Bowdoin field hockey tournament against Middlebury, who had
team ended its season with a heartbreaking 1- .knocked off #l-seed Williams. Middlebury
loss to Amherst in the semifinals of the bested the Lady Jeffs 2-1 on the strength of
play a tentative, defensive game. Despite the
Amherst pressure, CathySmall '95 and Leslie
Blickenstaff '94 anchored the defense and
kept Bowdoin in the game.
Although it appeared mat Bowdoin might
gain control of the tempo, Amherst's Heidi
Mohlman rifled a shot to the left of goalie Dee
Spagnuolo '96 with just 28 seconds left in the
first half. The goal gave Amherst a 1-0 lead
andaboostofconfidence going into the second
half.
"Amherst forced us to remain on our heels,"
said coach Maureen Flaherty. "We didn't
adaptwell initially to their styleand make the
necessaryadjustments inourgame in the first
half."
The second half saw a much better effort
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Reports of alcohol poisoning on the rise
Social Issues: While the
recent increase of students
who have been taken to the
hospital for alcohol poison-
ing has alarmed many
people on campus, the
source of the problem re-
mains unclear.
By Paul C Rohlfing
STAFF WRITER
According to Bowdoin Security estimates,
there were as many reported alcohol poison-
ings in the first month of the fall semester as
there were during all of last year.
There are many possible reasons for this
increase. Many of the people closely involved
with the issue of alcohol use and abuse at
Bowdoin see the possibility for serious conse-
quences for individuals and the College com-
munity as a whole as a result of the alcohol
abuse on campus. As with other pressing
"Every single weekend the dice are being rolled. There is a defi-
nite potentialfor someone to diefrom alcohol poisoning here."
—Director of Counseling Services Boh Vilas
issues, the possible solutions to Bowdoin 's
alcohol situation offerno simple answers and
no single focus for blame.
'It's out of hand," said Chief of Security
Donna M. Loring when describing the alco-
hol situation at Bowdoin. She estimated that
the College was averaging at least one case of
alcohol poisoning per weekend. "In the first
four weeks of school this fall we had about
one case each weekend. Last year, Security
transported around four students to the hos-
pital all year."
Bob Vilas, the director of Counseling Ser-
vices (located on the third floor of the Dudley
Coe Health Center), defined alcohol poison-
ing rather loosely. "There is no exact blood-
alcohol level that signifies alcohol poison-
ing," said Vilas. "A good indication is if a
person is passed out." According to Vilas,
unconsciousness is especially dangerous for
Erin Sullivan/ Bowdoin Orient
Even grounded, the Bowdoin crew rows on...
Will Havemeyer '96 "ergs" away, doing his part for
the crew team's recent "Ergathon," urged on by the
banner in the background.
The team held this 24-hour event in order to raise
money to repair damage to the team's shells incurred
in the collapse of its winter storage shelter last spring.
Furthermore, the team hopes to pay for new monitors
for the "erg" machines, since the present ones were
vandalized several weeks ago.
From Friday afternoon to Saturday afternoon team
members rowed between Hyde and Appleton in what
was judged to be a success by all participating. Please
see story on page 14. ^^
a drunk person because they may choke on
their own vomit.
Reported cases of alcohol poisoning at
Bowdoin usually come to the attention of
Security, which refers students to the Deans
office. Many, but not all, of these students are
then referred to Counseling Services.
Vilas and Senior Class Dean Kenneth
Lewallen speculated about possible reasons
for the increase in reported alcohol poison-
ings this fall.
Lewallen suggested that there may not be
any increase in the actual number of alcohol
poisonings at Bowdoin at all. Instead, he feels
that more students with alcohol poisoning
are coming to the College's attention than in
the past. "Students and proctors .Ire becom-
ing more alert to alcohol poisoning," said
Lewallen. "Theremay not beany more drink-
ing going on, but there certainly seems to be
more awareness. The community may sim-
ply be taking better care of itself than it used
to."
However, Lewallen added that, "It could
be that houses are serving more alcohol.
There's just no way to be sure."
Vilas commented that over his seven years
at Bowdoin there has been a significantchange
in attitudes about drinking. "More and more,
especially in the last five years, there has been
a focus not just on drinking, but on getting
totally trashed. There have definitely been
more drinking games and funneling in that
time."
Vilas did add that student attitudes about
drinking and driving have improved a great
deal since the early 1 980s. He also felt that the
pattern of unhealthy dnnking'peaked at the
beginning of the school year each fall and
then leveled off or decreased as the year pro-
gressed.
Lewallen, Loring and Vilas all agreed that
there were many serious consequences that
could arise from continued irresponsibility
about alcohol at Bowdoin
"People don't want to talk about it," said





In its two hundred years of existence,
Bowdoin College has accumulated two cen-
turies worth of institutional memory. All of
the documents, tapes, brochures and memos
of the past have, until this year, remained
haphazardly stored in the basements of vari-
ous departments, forgotten and slowly disin-
tegrating. So the College, in this year of
reflectionon the past, has hired archivistGreg
Colati to organize and maintain its history.
September marked the creation of the
Bowdoin Archives located on the third floor
of the Hawthorne-Longfellow Library.
According to Colati, Bowdoin is an innova-
tor among schools its size. "It is typical of
schools of this type not to have any means of
documenting institutional memory," he said.
'Traditionally, people worked here for thirty
or forty years at a time They eventually
became the institutional memorybecause they
had been here so long and could pass the
stories on orally."
Many aspects of small college life have
changed in the past fifty years, and faculty
members tend to come and go. Therefore,
said Colati, "in order not to lose this memory
we must create a system to maintain it."
This is particularly important since in the
age of computers, it will become increasingly
difficult to keep track of decisions made."It is
easy to trace how decisions get made on pa-
per, but when it's all done on E-mail and then
deleted, we have the problem of figuring out
how to document it," Colati remarked.
Right now the primary task of the archivist
is to collect and sort the information from all
of the departments at Bowdoin . According to
Colati, "What we're doing is visiting every
administrativeand academic office, and we're
Please see ARCHIVES, page 3.
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Fun things to do
over Thanksgiving
Break
1.) Baste the turkey with
Drano®.
2.) Bring the Bowdoin
Football team home with
you.
3.) Hide eggs.
4.) When asked ifyou would
like some stuffing, refuse
politely, laugh sinisterly and
look suspicious.
5.) Pretend you have
Tourette's Syndrome at the
dinner table.
6.) Stare at your
grandmother and drool.
7.) Sing Debbie Gibson
songs throughout the entire
meal.
8.) Announce your
engagement to your first
cousin.
9.) Lick your plate clean,
then turn to the person next
to you and ask if you can
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The House approved NAFTA as Presi-
dent Clinton emerged with a hard-fought
victory. A divided House voted 234-200 to
approve NAFTA, signaling the fusion of the
United States, Mexico and Canada into the
world's largest trading pact. The trade agree-
ment calls for a phased abolition of tariffs over
1 S years in order to promote economic growth
and competition among the three member na-
tions.
Black and white leaders in South Africa
approved a new constitution which gives
equal rights to the black majority. Follow-
ing three centuries of white domination. Presi-
dent F.W. de Clerk and African National Con-
gress (ANC) leader Nelson Mandela gave full
support to a political system committed to
equality.The white-dominated Parliament will
likely approve the constitution next week.
U.S. government assailed in the handling
ofJohn Demjanjuk. A Federal Appeals court
in Cincinnati ruled on Wednesday that the
Justice Department deceitfully withheld evi-
dence that could have helped Demjanjuk fight
extradition to Israel. The unanimous opinion
by a panel of three judges stated that prosecu-
tors tried to appease several Jewish organiza-
tions that had exerted significant pressure on
them to prove that Demjanjuk was the infa-
mous "Ivan the Terrible" at the Treblinka
death camp in Poland.
President Clinton and Chinese President
Jiang Zemin attempt to preserve trade ties.
As Pacific Rim leaders meet today in Seattle
for the Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation
(APEC) forum, both American and Chinese
leaders remain hopeful in improving trade
relations. While Clinton has been under con-
siderable pressure from U.S. business execu-
tives to retain ties with the Chinese market, he
is intent on seeing an end to Chinese human
rights abuses.
-Compiled by Seth G. Jones
i
The Bowdoin Orient Trivia Question:
The Ultimate Challenge
"\
We all have one, most of us have two, and if we're really lucky, we remember both ofthem. But how well do we know other zip codes?
This week, the Orient challenges you to find the Maine town with the zip code shown above (for those of you who were wondering
what those five numbers were for) and call us the minute you know. But work quickly— last week's winning call came in half an hour
after the Orient hit the newstands. (Don't forget your name, phone and year ...)
Speaking of last week, congratulations to Chad Mills '95 for his correct recitation of:
Revolving around the immortal love between a queen and her darling prince, the endjustifies the
notion that the fire ofages will burn, the cold heavens will melt and the pious mortals will wail as
Lestat and his queen Mother Akasha conceive their ghastly conquering of the world.
—
"Sucking the marrow out of life: the vampiric tradition" A & E p. 6CAU US'-
* Win a Free Domino's Pizza and two sodas* 725-3300
J
i
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ARCHIVES
Continued from page 1.
going to contact student organizations in or-
der to create a picture of Bowdoin College
over the years. We also dig around in base-
ments and attics to find things that are lost or
forgotten about."
"It is important to document the history of
the College so we can understand how things
got this way, " said Colati. "For instance, why
do we sign the matriculation book? How did
a certain program come about? What was it
like going to Bowdoin in the late twentieth
century?" These questions can all be an-
swered by looking through the Archives as
well as many more intellectual and trivial
queries.
"They stole President Greasoris
portrait and sent him ransom
notes. They told him if he ever
wanted to see his portrait again
he should build them a sun
deck on Coles Tower."
The origin of the dance department is an
example of something that can be traced in
the documents of the Archives. Said Colati,
"It was started after co-education and was
looked upon as a negative sign of the effects
of having women at the school. Now, after
twenty-five years, it is an accepted part of the
College curriculum."
Colati has found a wide range of materials
in his departmental searches which combine
to form very colorful picture of Bowdoin's
past. "We've found a 1976 poster for 'Avant
Garde Music for trombone, electronics and
visuals' from the music department. From
theDevelopmental Officewegot promotional
photos of the new library that is now
Hawthorne-Longfellow. We also have from
College Archivist Greg Colati working with
Baukney.
the Communications Office photos of people
and events that go back to the thirties."
Other interesting piecesofinformationcon-
tained in the Archives include the history of
theOld Phi Chi, as it is found in Louis Hatch's
History of Bowdoin College. It was the offi-
cial society of the sophomore class whose job
it was to haze the freshmen. The group was
born on May 10, 1864 and published yearly
rules of conduct. They operated out of the
north end of Winthrop Hall which was popu-
larly known asSodom, whereoffending fresh-
men were dragged over the roof.
Some documented pranks by students on
campus are as recent as 1980. 'They stole
President Greason's portrait and sent him
ransom notes. They told him ifheever wanted
to see his portrait again he should build them
a sun deck on Coles Tower," said Colati.
One of the more interesting discoveries,
according to Colati, came from the President's
office of the 1950s. "We found them in the
basement of Massachusetts Hall," he said.
"They are recordings from a dinner speech
from when Cole was president. They are on
disks that run at sixteen rpms. We had no
idea how to find out what was on them until
later we found the original machine they
were made on. I don't know what we would
have done if it hadn't worked."
The most important part of finding these
materials isensuring their preservation. Colati
said, "Things are taken out of their original
folders and then put in acid free folders.
Staples and paperclips are removed so they
don't rust and ruin the documents." Record-
ings are transferred to tapes so they can be
preserved as well.
The information is then organized and di-
vided by offices so that the recordsare catego-
rized according to the people who created
them. This work, as well as all aspects of
archival organization, is done by Colati, the
full-time Archives assistant Alison Baukney
and three student workers. Eventually, ev-
erything in the Archives will be put on the
computer for easy access.
One of the primary jobs of Colati and
Baukney is determining which documents to
a a keep anc* wmcn
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gram or a deci-
sion that has been
ALCOHOL
Continued from page L
Vitas of the akohol problemw campu*.
"Every single weekend the dice are being
roIted.Thereis adefirate potential forsome-
one to die from alcohol poisoning here?
Loring echoed that belief. "We had one
student thisyearwho, had wenot comefor
him, was one drink away from death. The
doctor at the hospital confirmed this" she
said. "1 don't think that students realize
how serious alcohol poisoning is. It does
kill."
LewaUen took another approach to the
issue. "In the end, all of this seems to be
played out in the classroom. Students can-
not reach their academic potential if they
ate regularly intoxicated * he noted.
Another issue was raised by Loring . AH
colleges are required to adopt and enforce
alcohol policiesthataremaccordance with
State and Federal!*ws. Bowdoln has such
a policy, but due to the amount of under-
agedrinkingthatoccur* atBowdoin, Loring
said, "Bowdoin is indanger of being found
not in compliance with its own policy."
Such a finding could deprive Bowdoin of
the many State and Federal grants that it
receives and adversely affect the College's
ability to educate its students.
Lewallen also feelsthat thereputation of
a college as a heavy drinking school, con*
rrary to what some believe, has a negative
effect on applications for admission. "Par-
ents don't want their children going off to
an environment where there is a problem
like that"
There appears to be no easy solution to
the problem of unhealthy drinking at
Bowdoin
.
No one group has the power to
solve the problem and no one group is to
blame for the current situation.
Everyone seemsto agree that the prob-
lem is partially a societal one. lewaiten
beheves that drinking, for college students,
Is a ritual—a rite of passage. Students are
continuing a d rinking pattern that already
existed before they got here. It just hap-
pens with Jess supervision^ We need to
explore why students drink and then pro-
vide more useful alternatives for them."
Lewa lien was quick to add that he doesn't
feel that it is fab to justify the drinking at
Bowdoin by pointing out thehmaed num-
ber of other social options available for
students, *tne abuse of alcohol is a prob-
lem at all colleges, including urban ones
where there is tots of other stuff to do."
Loring believes that students will need
to become involved in any solution to the
alcohol problem. Ifthe studentsdon'ttake
the initiative there's still going to be a prob-
lem." She added that it was important not
to write off the fraternities as a part of the
solution. '1 think we are selling the frats
short. They could be receptive."
Sheexplained that with the new, tougher
laws in Maine concerning underage drink-
ing, the fraternities will want to take steps
to lower their liability. "If there is a viola-
tion of these laws, the chapter president
would be charged," she said. "Serving of
"We had one student this year
who was one drink away from
death. The doctor at the
hospital confirmed this."
minors should be stopped, and it could be
stopped if the students serving alcohol
wanted to cooperate."
Lewaiten suggested that the faculty take
a larger role in handling problems involv-
ing alcohol at Bowdoin. "Thiero is an as- '
sumption that everything that happens is
the responsibility of the Deans' office/' he
said. Hesuggested that the faculty become
involved with enforcing the social code
through the Judiciary Board. The issue is
too big for two or three deans to have an
effect. Ittakesanentirecommunity effort."
Clearly the solution to Bowdoin's prob-
lems with alcohol is not as simple as clos-
ingfraternitiesorhiring moreSecurity per-
sonnel. "It's a question of what kind of
atmosphere you want to create," said
Jj^wallen. "College is a time for students to
team how to 'use- their freedom fes^orisP'
'
bly. Creating a police state would notget to
theroot causeofourproblems, and itwould
detract from our ability to fund actual edu-
cation. That, after all, is the reason we are
here in the first place."
Erin Sullivan /Bowdoin Orient
his assistant Alison
made?" said Colati.
By following these criteria many papers get
thrown away. "We don't keep letters that say
'Let's play golf thursday—Spike,' said Colati.
Incidentally, 'Spike' was an actual nickname
for former president James S. Coles and they
did indeed find a memo like that.
In order to create an all encompassing Ar-
chives, the cooperation of every department
is necessary. They must permit someone to
survey through their old memos and files.
Says Colati, "People have been very good.
Archives are a service to them and to the
community as a whole. We take care of stuff
they need but don't want to look at."
Adds Baukney, "It's like we're saying to
them, 'We'll organize your socks for you and
give them to you just tell us what color you
want.'"
The intellectual material, once it is orga-
nized, said Colati, "will make the next His-
tory of Bowdoin' book much easier to write."
'This is a long term project, that's for sure,"
said Colati. "Once we get the system in place
it will be so much easier to discover things
about Bowdoin, to answer questions, and to
understand. The whole point is to make
things available."
The importance of the creation of the
Bowdoin Archives is summed up by Colati.
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Journalist lectures on free speech in Yeltsin's Russia
By Vic Mukhija
staff writer
For the last several months, the future of
Democracy in the Russian Republic has been
a constant source of speculation in the Ameri-
can press. Even though there is tremendous
support for Russian President Boris Yeltsin,
concerns over his treatment of the press have
sullied his reputation as a supporter of De-
mocracy.
On Monday, November 15, Vladimir
Starchevsky, Moscow editor of the Russian
weekly Stolitsa (Capital), addressed the issue
and its current and future implications for the
Russian mass media to an audience gathered
in the Beam Classroom in the Visual Arts
Center.
120 rubles (about 10 cents in US currency) in
Russia and is sold for $3.00 to $4.00 abroad.
While it generally supports Yeltsin and his
government, the weekly is a strong voice that
is often critical of Yeltsin's actions. "When
[the
J
government does good, we praise it, but
when they [are bad], we are very ... aggres-
sive," Starchevsky said.
Three days after the declaration of free
press by Gorbachev, Stolitsa was founded.
Although censorship was technically elimi-
nated, the weekly had to change publishers
several times because of its devoted liberal
agenda. In August of 1991, one year later, the
failure of the hardliners coup brought about
the temporary abolition of the Communist
party, which resulted in the loss of their con-
trol over the publishing houses. In
Starchevsky's words, it was at this time that
During the past month, Yeltsin calledfor total censorship.
The outrage was so strong that Yeltsin repealed his edict.
However, there is still a proviso which allows Yeltsin to cen-
sor or even disband any publication at a moment's notice.
Starchevsky's speech was the third and
final event in a series arranged by the Russian
department to promote awareness of current
events in Russia. A round table for discussion
and a poetry reading by Yevgeny
Yevtushenko were the first two events. Spon-
sored by the Russian club and the Lectures
and Concerts Committee, Starchevsky was
accompanied by his translator, Vladimir
Voina, editor of the Boston Courier (transla-
tion), a Russian newspaper in Boston.
Stolitsa, a general interest illustrated weekly,
was one of the first independent journals to
appear during MikhailGorbachev's G/asnosf.
With a weekly readership of 92,000, Stolitsa is
^Vhbetor journal with both a Russian and
international audience In Russia, Stolitsa is
read by the middle class, businesspeople,
intellectuals and college students. It sells for
Stolitsa was "truly liberated."
The atmosphere for the printing and distri-
bution of other publications was eased fur-
ther when Yeltsin came to power. Nonethe-
less, there were forces determined to control
the independent journals. For magazines and
newspapers, economic terrorism was em-
ployed. With theextremelyhighcostofnews-
print and printing facilities, life for the publi-
cations was made "utterly unbearable" and
many of them sank without the private sup-
port.
One surviving example of Russian journal-
ism is Pravda that icon of Communist Russia,
is still published with a decidedly anti-De-
mocracy and anti-western bent and through
the rumored generosity of a Creek million-
aire. (It is a common rumor that old Commu-
nists transfer money to theGreek and, in rum,





December 1 hasbeen declared World AIDS
Day, and observances have been planned
here on campus for the occasion. The purpose
of this day is to raise AIDS awareness.
On that day, the Walker Art Museum will
shroud all of its regular art exhibits in recog-
nition of the fact that AIDS is prevalent in gay
art communities. Grace Brescia, director of
annual giving and the organizer of AIDS Day
events at Bowdoin, said that photos of people
suffering from AIDS will be shown in various
locations around campus, "not as artwork,
but to put a face on AIDS."
Photos will be on display in the Visual Arts
Center (VAC) and Lancaster Lounge from
November 30-December 10. The show in the
VAC is entitled "Memories of Eddie: Living
With AIDS," and the show in Lancaster is
called "Women and Men Living With AIDS:
The Challenge Continues."
On-campus programming includes infor-
mation tables in Lancaster Lounge on Decem-
ber 1, and on December 2, Michael Querio, a
national spokesperson on living with AIDS,
will speak in Kresge Auditorium at 7:30 p.m.
Students are specially invited to this timely
presentation. For more information, contact
Sharon Turner at the Off-Campus Study of-
fice.
Turner, Bowdoin's offompus study advi-
sor, is also the president of the Board of Direc-
tors for Merrymeeting AIDS Support Ser-
vices, the largest provider of AIDS educa-
tional material in Maine.
Merrymeeting runs the only buddy train-
ing system in Maine. They will also be in
Lancaster Lounge on December 1 for people
who wish to be involved.
the Greek makes "donations" to Pravda.) In
the meantime, independent liberal publica-
tions like Stolitsa, stay alive with great diffi-
culty.
The most blatant attempt to control Rus-
sian mass media was the conflict over the
state television. Yeltsin first put his represen-
tative in charge of national television, but the
conservative Russian Congress established a
regulatory committee to control the station's
programming. This struggle culminated in a
violent attempt by a Fascist mob to take over
the television building in Moscow during the
October crisis.
Starchevsky reminded the audience that
many of the Fascist and hardline papers were
responsible for the riots. Furthermore, they
were receiving government subsidies up to
the minute they were banned.
It was during the past month that Yeltsin
called for total censorship. The outrage of the
general public and the journalistic establish-
ment was so strong, that Yeltsin repealed his
edict after only one and one-half days. How-
ever, there is still a proviso which allows
Yeltsin to censor or even disband any publi-
cation at a moment's notice. It is because of
this, Starchevsky pointed out, that Russian
journalists remain vigilant and mobilized for
action.
On the issue of censorship, Starchevsky
condemned Yeltsin, but nonetheless felt that
censorship was justifiable in certain circum-
stances. Two examples he pointed out were
Fascist publications which call for the violent
overthrow of the government, and pornogra-
phy, which is available everywhere—even in
children's toy shops. When asked if thisopin-
ion were contradictory to the principles of
Democracy, Starchevsky replied "Would you
dip a baby in ice cold water?" and went on to
say that the free publication of Fascist papers
was one of the key factors in Hitler's rise to
power in post-World War I Germany.
Starchevsky was very vehement in his de-
nunciation of the Fascist and Communist
hardliners; he pointed out that the basic di-
viding line among Russian journalists was
CORRECTIONS
In last week's "Beyond the Bowdoin
Bubble* on page% ft was erroneously
reported, due to an editorial oversight,
that the House had passed NAFTA and
the votewould move on to the Senate. At
thetimeH wa*iep>rte<L neithertheHouse
nor the Senate had voted on the trade
agreement. Furthermore, presidents do
not vote for bills, they sign them into law.
A headline in last week's Arts and En-
tertainment section read that the exhibi-
tion "Other Places, Other Times: The
Photographer's View"' at the Museum of
Art isa displayof student photography. It
is not, but Bowdoin art students did cu-
ratethe exhibition . For details, please see
the tetters to the Editor column.
Leigh Perry/ Bowdoin Orient
Russian journalist Vladimir Starchevsky
eitherpro-Democracyoranti-Democracy . He
said that there is growing attitude among
liberals to ban the Communist party to allow
the "young Democracy to grow without old
pressures."
On Yeltsin, Starchevsky said that the Rus-
sian president would always be a Commu-
nist and act in such a manner, but that he had
some faith in Yeltsin to promote the indepen-
dent press. When he returns to Russia,
Starchevsky will be meeting with govern-
ment officials to discuss a bill that will make
the establishment of a free press easier.
Starchevsky ended his talk with a statement
saying that the creation of a truly indepen-
dent press would take a long time, and that,
hopefully, people in the 21st century would
look back and remember the struggle.
When Russia holds elections on December
12, the fate of the country will be decided. As
Russia forges its national identity in the after-
math of Communism, many liberal Russians
are looking to the day when they are freed
from the ghost of Communism, a desire ex-
emplified by the high point of the lecture
when the translator made a reference to




11:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m.
The American Red Cross will be hold-
ing a blood drive on Sunday, November
21, from 11:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. in
Bowdoin's Sargent Gym. The need for
blood is urgent right now, as the supply is
currently being drained by many emer-
gencies in Maineand Massachusetts. Con-
sider the case of one Massachusetts
firefighter who, directly after skin-graft
operations, was using lOOpints ofbloodper
day.Ifsavingsomeone'slifewasn'tenough
motivation to give blood, there will also
be free pizza and a fraternity competition
at this drive, with a prize going to the
fraternity with the highest percentage of
members donating. For more informa-
tion, call Susan Kimball at 721-0867.
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Arts & Entertainment
The one acts guarantee a night of theatre magic
Theatre: Ranging from
chaos inherent to a final
"shot" in a movie to the
existential dread of meeting
another human, the one act






It has been said that brevity is the soul of
wit. So it seems with the one acts, three short
plays to bepresented November 18, 19 and 20
intheGHQPlaywright'sTheater. Thesepieces
are absolutely fantastic! This production is
entirely student-handled, yet the presenta-
tion has a kind of creativity and intensity that
any professional theater would be hard-
pressed to equal.
Nicole Devarenne directed the first piece
which was entitled "Honoring Thy Mother."
It explores the rather compromising position
that a son finds himself in when he has been
subject to years of maternal manipulation, yet
retains the "umbilical cord" out of fear and
vestigial neediness. This piece is setvery sim-
ply in a restaurantand investigates this prob-
lem through the meeting of a son, who has
become relativelyfamous through a low- rated
sitcom, his mother,who both dotes and pries,
and a young television journalist bent upon
"understanding" the man completely.
There were some particularly good perfor-
mances here, and all of the actors did a great
job of making this glimpse into a man's tor-
ment seem appropriately claustrophobic. The
mother was aptly cloying, the son nicely con-
fused, and the television journalist perfectly
saccharine. For "silent script" and telling fa-
cial expressions be sure to note the waiter.
The second piece, Becky Steiner's "Sure
Thing," was an extremely clever exploration
of one of the more perplexing existential di-
lemmas, that of the meeting of two human
beings. Set in a cafe, this piece brilliantly
investigated all of the possible ways in which
two people might begin to converse. The
stage convention that was used so well here,
however, was a loud bell tone that occurred
from time to time when one or the other of the
characters realized that they had said some-
thing amiss relative to their limited under-
standing of the other person. At the sound of
the tone they were able to begin again. They
could do so by repeating their previous line,
but following that with a new approach.
(Would that we had this luxury in "real life")
This piece was very fast-paced and intricate,
This production is entirely
student-handled, yet the
presentation has a kind of
creativity and intensity that
any professional theater would
be hard-pressed to equal
therefore the timing was essential. It was
handled beautifully by the actors and orches-
trated very well by the director. In a scene like
this, with so many lines being repeated, there
would be the danger of either confusing or
boring the audience, but both of these prob-
lems were adroitly averted in that the actors
used inflections in slightly different ways
with each segment. This act was a real joy to
watch.
The last piece, "Hidden in this Picture,"
directed by Trevor Worcester, was a fitting
mixture of the two previous; whereas the first
was very much a "drama" and the second
rather lighthearted, this last incorporated el-
Photo of the Week
Maya Khuri/ Bowdoin Orient
Mark Kontulis '95 and Brian Dunphy '94 strike a pose in Trevor Worcester's directorial
debut, "Hidden in this Picture."
ements of both. The scene was set upon a
directorpreparing his triumphant "la st shot .
"
Hisproducer is screaming about budgets and
time, as befits his job, and his writer is con-
cerned with romantic matters involving one
of the crew members. Yet the director focuses
his attention on the crucial impending sunset
and the shot that will bring him fame. Well,
things degenerate quite a bit and eventually
lead to a period of total chaos which is both
hilarious and pathetic. All of us can appreci-
ate the frustration of finding a situation that
we thought under control suddenly spiraling
out of our hands irretrievably.
Often directors are heard calling for the
mysterious commodity of "energy" in their
actors. In this piece, there was so much en-
ergy and intensity that any director would be
proud. There was a lot to handle in this piece.
In terms of mood shifts, a great deal was
required of the actors.
Technically, theseont actplays were staged
very modestly. They used little scenery and
basic lighting, yet somehow they all seemed
complete and professional. The actors were
very much in their characters and so it seemed
that the "theater magic" could work without
much external augmentation. This is a real







enlightened and, most of
all, inspired a packed house
of fascinated Bowdoin




arts and entertainment editor
The resurgence of a pureappreciation of
the natural landscape is often sacrificed in the
toils and bustle ofeveryday city life. A flower
pouring through a crack in the sidewalk, a
tuft of grass splitting awkwardly across a
highway median seem to represent a univer-
sal understanding that economy, time and
efficiency have replaced the common love
and appreciation for a glorious world. In an
agewhen peoplewander theOrwellian "mini-
malls" quietly muttering to themselves,
"Where the hell is the frozen yogurt?" it is
refreshing to have a slice of the simplistic and
a dash of sarcastic thrown into an otherwise
gerbil-like existence. The simple pleasure in
the collecting of blackberries, the sublime
sentiment in cultivating an autumn harvest
and the surreal, if not all too painful, removal
of a horse from a barbed-wire fence all show
that there is a chance for reconciliation in a
land of complexities. This is the world, stance
and genre of Henry Taylor, a Pulitzer Prize-
winning poetwho presented a selection of his
poetry to a packed Chase Bam Chamber.
Beginning his reading by countering the
traditional image of the poet, he claimed to be
no more observant or "fruitfully wounded"
than any of us and emphatically denied the
notion of the poet as a separate entity, re-
moved from typical society by the nature of
the craft. Conveying landscapes, situations
and people in a precise literary fashion, he
attempted to bring the poetry to the people.
Bom in Virginia, Taylor has been called
"the best poet of his generation." He began
his work in poetry at theageofnineteen while
attending the University of Virginia. Receiv-
ing his Masters in creative writing from
Hollings, he went on to publish six volumes
Please see POET, page 7.
/
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The Bowdoin Symphony Orchestra, the Bowdoin Chamber Choir and the Bowdoin
College Chorus will perform in concert on Sunday, November 2 1 , a 1 3 00 p.m . a t the First
Parish Church, Brunswick.
The program will open with the Bowdoin Symphony Orchestra, under the direction
of Robert K. Greenlee, performing works by Gaetano Donizetti and Ricahrd Strauss. The
Chamber Choir, also under the direction of Greenlee, will then perform works by
Orlande de Lassus and Josquin Deprez accompanied by Henry Brondshpits '97 on the
organ. Following an intermission, the Symphony Orchestra will perform works by
Johannes Brahms and Peter Warlock. Next on the program will be a performance of
"Music for theJewish SabbathEveService" by theChorus under the directionofAnthony
Antolini '63 accompanied by Deborah Ikeda '96 on the piano. This part of the program
will include works by Franz Shubert, Ben Steinberg, Lazar Weiner and Fredrick Jacobi,
as well as a sephardic hymn arranged by Bonia Shur.
The concert will conclude with a performance by all three groups ofJoseph Hayden's
Te Deum in C"
SYRACUSE SUMMER STUDYABROAD
hotter than ever
Internships, Language Programs & Study Tours
Singapore • London • Paris
Florence • Madrid • Hong Kong
Strasbourg • Geneva • Ireland • Oslo
SCHOLARSHIPS AVAILABLE
Syracuse University




The malignantly appealing charms of
"The Whoopie Boys"





For us, there is no better way to escape the
harsh realm of existence than to vegetate in
front of a fine movie. With the skyrocketing
prices of cinemas these days, video rental
stores are a godsend; for mere pocket change,
you can enjoy a feature-length flick in the
comfort of your favorite easy chair.
If you're willing to take a chance or two,
you may even stumble upon a truly great
movie when you least expect it. For in these
halls of entertainment lie the true gems of
filmmaking: those obscure, underrated, never-
made- it-to-the-theater movies, in which we
may find the most entertaining, and perhaps
accurate, representations of modern life It
may be that the greatest portraits of society
exist in the films we've all heard of and seen;
the Academy Award winners, the cult clas-
sics and those foreign flicks we don't watch.
We all have our personal favorites: Ben sides
with "Fletch," while Robert contends that
"Highlander" takes the honors. It would be
produced a film thatwas wholly painful to sit
through. But sit through it we did, although
Retch, Ben's dog, had to leave several times.
A brief plot synopsis: O'Keefe goes to
"charm school" in an attempt to win the
affections of a semi-beautiful Palm Beach so-
cialite. Rodriguez accompanies him to pro-
vide comic relief, and their "madcap antics"
fill the holes from there. Already, you may
see why the film never made it to the Oscars.
In rating these films,wehave devised crite-
ria that we will employ until our search is
over, or until our column gets cut. "The
Whoopie Boys" scored very low on our "Van
Dammage" scale, as there was no gratuitous
violence whatsoever. Even horrible films can
be redeemed by some quality violence, and
there is littledoubtabout thebox-officedraw-
ing capabilities of one of the worst actors of
our time, this category's namesake Jean
Claude.
In the realm of comedy, this film had a few
flashes of near brilliance, giving it a low but
appreciable scoreon the "Zucker Bros." scale.
For all those in the dark, the Zucker brothers
are responsible for such pure comic genius as
"Airplane," "The Naked Gun," and "Air-
plane A." Therefore, we felt obligated to
name the comedy rating after them.
Rodriguez, while undeniably crass and an-
noying as sin, did manage to break the mo-
notony that was this film. If you do rent this
The lack ofa solid plot coupled with poor acting on
nearly every account, not to mention a script based
primarily on ad-lib, produced afilm that was wholly
painful to sit through. But sit through it we did...
futile to argue over which is best, as people
tend to have a strong allegiance to their own
favorite movie. Therefore, it is our goal to
scour the bins of the seldom-rented, dust-
covered video tapes inourquest to find unde-
niably the worst movie ever made. In our
search, we hope to uncover some hidden
.classics, overlooked by the general video-
renting population
. But make no mistake:we
are looking for the absolute worst, the most
painful to watch, the most pointless piece of
cinematic creation ever hatched.
Our first visit on thisjourney took us to the
comedy section of the video store where we
chose "The Whoopie Boys," as it showed
promise from the start with it's fruity title. It
starred PaulRodriguez (that annoying come-
dian guy) and Michael O'Keefe, who we
should all recognize as Danny Noonan of
"Caddyshack" fame. Likewise, we all know
that Mr. O'Keefe has fallen from grace since
his comedy masterpiece of yesteryear. "The
WhoopieBoys" iseighty-nineminutesofpure
torture, interspersed with a few semi-redeem-
ing moments of comedic value. The lack of a
solid plot coupled with poor acting on nearly
every account (Mr. O'Keefe excluded), not to
mention a script based primarily on ad-lib,
film, prepare yourself for one of the most
disturbing food fetishes ever documented.
Likewise, it scored an absolute zero on the
"Skinscale," as all players remained fully
clothed throughout the movie. This rating
needs no explanation, and let's be honest, it's
really not that immature. We're all adults
here.
Our favorite category, "Most Quotable
Line," was a tough one for this flick, and that
is not because there was such a multitude of
"zingers"as tomakethechoicedifficult. While
there were some situational lines that will
always stick in our minds, for this purpose
the most quotable linecamewhen Rodriguez
attempted to converse with an elderly, half-
deaf man:
Roderiguez: "Hey, como esta usted?"
Elderly man: "What? Perry Cuomo's
dead?!"
I guess you had to be there.
All in all, we can't rightly say that mis was
the worst movie ever made, although it does
get our "Sears" rating (a term lifted from
another of our favorites, "Bull Durham:"
"Sears sucks, Crash."). It won't kill you to
watch this one, but it'll hurt a lot.
And so, the quest continues....
Want one of those Bowdoin
Polar Bear Hats that you can't
get anywhere else?
<— (They look like this)
Call 721-9676 or write
your name, MU/CT box
and phone on a note to
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Bad Brains helplessly drowns
in a -pool of mediocrity
By Zach Hooper
contributor
In the early 80's, they took the burgeoning
postpunk/hardcoremovementbystorm with
a blistering debut produced by Ric Ocasek
and endorsed by Yo La Tengo's Ira Kaplan.
Fusing together hardcore and reggae, metal
and funk, the Bad Brains set the standards to
be followed by countless imitators, including
the Red Hot Chili Peppers, Living Colour,
Faith No More, the Beastie Boys and 24-7
Spies Despite the success of many of their
followers, the Bad Brains remained relatively
obscure. Such releases as "Quickness" and "I
against I,"coupled with legendary liveshows,
made the Bad Brains the darlings of music
critics, the Block Rock Coalition and legions
of folks in Doc Martens and flight jackets but
mainstream success never came their way.
Over a decade after their explosive debut,
disappointing work, weak and insipid. Like fel-
low hard-core progenitors Henry Rollins and
Fugazi's Ian McKay the Bad Brains have aban-
doned short, thrashing sonic blasts for longer,
more intricate forms. However, the Rollins Band
and Fugazi managed to mature and improve in
the process, whereas the Bad Brains merely get
sloppy. The true test of musicianship is often
longer, more elaborate pieces where the artist
cannot hide behind the veneer of speed and
flashyfretwork. "Rise" far too often sounds likea
third-rate Living Colour, losing its intensity in
overblown orchestration. Gone are the spiritual
anthems ofpast;Jah is still invoked but in cryptic
ways or as an afterthought.
Most of the songs are just plain awful, no two
ways about it Take for an example "Without
You," an ill-advised foray into the realm of the
dreaded power-ballad.To its credit itcouldbein
the great Al Green tradition of love songs to a
higher power, but I think Jah would be of-
fended. Syrupy sweet, it shows theonce admi-
Bad Brains
The poet Henry Taylor with his son Richard.
POET
Continued from page 5.
five works of poetry and one cooperative
effort of translating Greek tragedies. Hoping
to bring a slice of his poetic talent to Bowdoin
College, Taylor held a poetry workshop for
select students.
For a taste of his poetry, it seems that one
does indeed have to be removed from the
chaos of city-life:
A single leaf turns sideways in the wind
in time to save a remnant of the day
I am lifted like a whipcrack to the move
I studied on that barbed stretch ofground,
before I sclwoled myself to drift away
from skills I still possess, but must outlive.
Sometimes when I cup water in my hands
and watch it slip away and disappear,
I see that age will make my hands a sieve,
but for a moment the shifting world suspends
and several years since their last studio re-
cording, the Bad Brains are back with the Epic
(read mainstream corporate label) release
"Rise." A great deal has changed since they
first turnedmyears as thewarm-up music for
local hardcore shows. Most noticeable is the
absence of "throat" /spiritual leader H. R.
(Human Rights) and drummer Earl Hudson.
Replaced by Israel Joseph I and former Faith
No More mate Mackie Jayson respectively,
they are sorely missed. H. R. and Hudson
have taken several hiatuses to pursue H. R.'s
solo career in increasingly keyboard-heavy
reggae, but this time they seem to be gone for
good— a considerable loss. The brilliance of
the old Bad Brains was found in the tight
structure of the guitar contained in a rigid
rhythmic structure, H. R. screaming
Rastafarian ideology and protesting social
ills. Occasionally these songs were inter-
spersed with like-minded dub tracks, but
never was the music self-indulgent or tepid.
Hostility and passion were allowed to sim-
mer and build but never to bubble over, never
giving into their own destructive impulses. The
resultwasexhilaratingandengaging,makingthe
Bad Brains possibly the world's heaviest gospel
group as they incited people to change.
Those days are no more. "Rise" is a generally
rable Dr. Know falling into the Eddie Van
Halen syndrome of guitarist who prefer key-
boards .
Thankfully, the bulk of their songs are up
tempo rockers, but again they sound like the
work of a bad metal-lite band. "Unidentified"
and "Rise" are probably the best cuts, though
the former breaks up the thrash with solosand
Rush-like tempochanges."Love istheAnswer"
and "Yes Jah" are keyboard heavy reggae that
sounds like H.R's soloswork (most ofwhich is
ignored by all but his family,members)— an
insult to all the musical styles invoked. At least
in these cases the heart's in the right place.
"Hair" isdreadful reworking ofthe title tune to
the 60's musical, co-opting ideals of what is
"cool" and "PC" instead of and writing new
definitions as they once would have done.
"Rise" is all in all a depressing chapter in the
storyofcross-cultural musicalgroundbreaking.
A few of the songs are passably decent, but
none stand out enough to warrant airplay on
the radio oryour stereo. If you're in the market
for powerful tunes, in both a physical and
emotional sense, look elsewhere; the old Bad
Brains never disappoint. If you're in the mar-
ket for watered-down attempts at multi-cul-
tural unity and rage, go buy the soundtrack to
"Judgment Night." Avoid mis at all costs.
GOODWINCvolvo * mazoa^p
Looking for a VOLVO or a
MAZDA?
New or Used
We also have 1 Certified Honda, Toyota
and Nissan Technician.
Call the dealer with 41 years ofexperience
91 Main St., Topsham
729-3369
Sheridan Kelley/ Bowdoin Orient
its flight and leans toward the sun once more,
as if to interrupt its mindless plunge
through works and days that will not come again.
I hold myselfimmobile in bright air,
sustained in time astride theflying change.
As Professor Watterson pointed out in his
introduction of Taylor, his poetry is laced
with subtleties and nuance that most writers
frequently overlook. Transforming the com-
mon into something haunting, Taylor hopes
to show his poetry to be "more doing than
saying, more of a thing than a thought." For
him to read his poetry in the public sphere,
Taylor feels that it is more of a performance
than a revealing testament.
Drawn from life experiences that range
from the rearing of his sons to his own child-
hood in Virginia, in a style that varies from
narrative form to witty "snapshots," his po-
etry does not lend itself easily to a specific
category. Separated from his contemporaries
by honest individuality, relating theordinary
in an extraordinary way, Taylor refuses to be
typified
.< j»-|iijilj ill H
I
"A human being in perfection ought always to preserve a calm
and peaceful mind, and never to allow passion or a transitory desire
to disturb [their] tranquility. 1 do not think that the pursuit of
knowledge is an exception to this rule. If the study to which you
apply yourself has a tendency to weaken your affections, and to
destroy your tastefor those simple pleasures in which no alloy can
possibly mix, then that study is cetainly unlawful, that is to say,
not befitting the human mind."
Mary Shelley, "Frankenstein
"
***FREE TRIPS & CASH!***
Call us and find out how hundreds of students are already
earning FREE TRIPS and LOTS OF CASH with America's
#1 Spring Break company! Choose Caqcun, Bahamas,
Jamaica, Panama, Daytona or Padre! CALL NOW! TAKE A
BREAK STUDENT TRAVEL (800) 328-SAVE or (617)
424-8222
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STUDENT OPINION
Bobcats break out the Bull
Bowdoin Orient Editor's Note: This article is reprinted by
permission from the September 24, 1993 edition of the Bates
Student, the college weekly ofBates College. Thepublication ofthis
article by no means expresses the Bowdoin Orient's approval of
it. Wie prin ted this article in protes t ofits con ten t, 'based loosely
"
(whatever) on a one-night stand, which criticizes the social
atmosphere, Admissions policy and general intelligence of the
Bowdoin student. We read it, we reacted. What do you think?
**********
BUT SERIOUSLY:
"Gorillas in the Must"
By Ian McDonald
Copy Editor
[Bates Student] Editor's note: the events depicted below,
although based loosely on the author's experience, arefictionalized.
A trip to Bowdoin to see a friend from high school on a
rainy Saturday night. Bowdoin. The school that Hawthorne
and George Mitchell attended. The most well-known and
highest rated liberal arts college in Maine. Probably Bryant
Gumbel's first choice.
A path in the woods, a frat house. Visions of huge blaring
frat parties dance in my head. Outside a guy tells me that the
party is in the basement. I'm introduced to Chad Broomhead
who takes me downstairs.
Chad: Yeah, this place is going to be packed in about 10
minutes. Watch that third step, it kind of isn't there.
The basement is roughly the si/.e of two Parker doubles.
The cracked concrete floor looks like it was last swept in 1963
1 have the unique sensation of walking on a bed of Swiss Miss
instant cocoa mix Two fluorescent lights threaten to fall from
the ceiling as a box covered by duct tape plays Mr. Mister.
There are ten men and three women hovering around a keg
of Milwaukee's Best likepreppy sharks who'veseen blood in
the water.
Chad: Like I said, it's still a little early.
Me: It's 11:30.
Chad: Yeah, well, you know.
Me: So, what fraternity is this?
Chad: This is Chi Psi or it used to be. The college is kind of
breaking up a lot of the fraternities and the national
organizations don't really acknowledge us.
Me: But you guys still live here.
Chad: Oh yeah, I'd never leave my buds. It's pretty much
the same exceptwe don't have anybody around to clean up or
take care of the kitchen. All the frats are like this now, but of
course we're the best.
Me: What's this bucket for?
Chad : That's our puke bucket. Only our senior brothers get
to use it. It's sort of a male bonding thing and it gives the other
guys something to shoot for.
As I look around the room I notice that everyone is wearing
the same clothes, hiking boots, jeans, plaid shirts and baseball
caps. A Vanilla Ice song begins to play and they lumber
around in rough synchronization. Their beer begins to splash
and pool on the floor. There isn't a drain and people begin to
stamp in the puddles. The splashing beer, the large hairy
bodies hopping back and forth while swinging their arms
wildly, and the rumbling bass of the song make me wonder if
I'm witnessing some primal fertility ceremony.
I look through a small opening in wall and see a large, unlit
storage space. The only visible objects are a deflated football,
an orange hula hoop, a shovel and a mouse that scurries
through the shaft of light. In the corner there is a small
mushroom garden. No one else has arrived at the party. I'm
thinking of Stephen King.
Chad: So, you guys don't have frats at Bates? You're really
missing out, man.
Me: Tell me about it.
We go upstairs to take a tour of the house. The banister on
the stairs teeters as we make our way to the third floor. Many
tiles from the floor are missing. The black and white pattern
of the tiles is now the color of pitch.
Chad: Here's my pad.
The door swings open and the room looks like a type of
tiger's den. Half of the floor is covered with an indoor/
outdoor carpet. A three-legged couch leers from one corner
and a bed with no sheets cackles from another.
Chad: Must be the maid's day off.
I look at a framed picture that is covered in spit tobacco.
Me: Who are these guys?
Chad: Oh, that's the lineage. Yeah, I'm a fourth-generation
Bowdoin student. We're pretty proud of the number of
Broomheads that went here.
Me: Wow.
Chad: Yeah, that is pretty impressive. I gotta admit, it was
touch and go for a while there. We didn't know if I was going
to get in. Luckily they had just changed the admissions
policies a little. They look at financial statements with your
grades now.
Me: So if you and I have the same grades, but I need
financial aid and you don't, they'll accept you.
Chad: Yeah, or if my grades are worse than yours, I'm
loaded and you aren't,and they'rerunning lowon scholarship
money, they'll take me.
Me: That's great.
Chad: You know it really is because this education really is
a good investment even if my dad did have to put in the new
weight room at the gym.
Me: Well it was great to meet you Chad, I'll see you later.
Chad: See ya dude. Hope you guys catch up to us in the
ratings soon.
As I make my way out of the frat house, I see two guys from
downstairs hunched in front of the fireplace in the front room.
I hear one say, "I don't know how to do it, dude. Just get some




Top Ten list of Things
i
to do on a Thursday night
10. Water your plants.
9. Watch "The Simpsons."
8. Senior Pub Night (even if you
aren't a senior).





4. Go for a walk, alone.
3. Imbibe with friends.
/
/
2. Study some more.
1. Go over to the Bowdoin Orient.
i
/
The Orient wants you to
experience workingon a i
meeting in the Buttery (in
and you are welcome.
come over on Thursday nights throughout next
newspaper—great! Ifyou don't, we'llworkwith y
the basement of the Moulton Union) on Sunday,
semester. If you have any
rou. We'rehaving a general
November 28, at 7:00 p.m.,
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It should be obvious to any thinking person that major
world problems are not based on racial, religious or ethnic
differences and the resulting hate and preiudice but on
economics and our inherent competitive edge over those in
other groups in gaining what they believe advantageous to
themselves or their group. If a group considers another to be
different in a derogatory way, then they can be eliminated
from any advantageous position. Prejudice can be a two
edged sword, causing the prejudiced to act prejudically. A
tragedy of prejudice is that it prevents universal contribution
to human development. A suppressed mind may have been
capable of great contribution. Most people think that
advancement is based on money or hard work. This is only
partially true. No one worked harder that prehistoric man
who were on earth much longer than modern man. About all
they accomplished were carrying rocks, clubbing animals
and each other and dying in their twenties. How about slaves
and workers in sweat shops? No one can brag about their
living standards. Hard work only provides higher living
standards if it provides more money than most other people.
If everyone had the same amount of money we would not be
equally rich but equally poor. The cost of producing anything
would make it difficult to get. If living standards did not
improve by money and hard work, then by what? The answer
is technology. The same technology that brought us out of the
caves can solve most world problems. If the root causes of
strife are economic then the solution lies in advancing
technology so most human needs are satisfied. Technology
hasn't come easy and has been based on profit motives. If a
with profit, chances are that the public will never see it. Some
will say that business spends money on research and should
be rewarded . Too often, government and the taxpayer pay for
research such as grants to laboratories, space research and so
forth. Our progress is like a pendulum swinging from a point
in prehistoric timewhen nothing cost everything to sometime
in the distant future when everything will cost nothing and
the cause of strife will be gone. This swing can be slowed or




students as campaign workers.)
It is for this reason that I was saddened to see that the highly
laudable adopt-a-school program (Bowdoin Orient 11/12/
93) has as its objective the adopting of a school in Portland. It
seems tome that adopting a Brunswick school could provide
a much-needed nexus to the community — in addition to
being logistically simpler since most Brunswick schools are
within walking distance ofthe campus. There are a number of
handicapped and disadvantaged children in local schools
who could benefit enormously from the sort of one-on-one
attention envisaged by this program.
It is my earnest hope that this eminently worthwhile
undertaking can be extended to Brunswick.
Sincerely,
minute, yet when a student is the victim of a felony it seems to
average just over half an hour. In addition, there seem to be
plenty of officers to break up a party at Beta house, yet when
it comes to patrolling parking lots there appears to be a
strange scarcity of available officers.
The position and role of the security force should be
thoroughly reexamined. Rather than hindering activities of
the students, security should be protecting the interests, and













The Student Senate will be convening on November 30
whereby organizations who wish to gauge student opinion
will be welcome to do so. If any groups, student or
administrational, wish to take advantage of this opportunity
to meet with about 75 students, they should call Tom Leung
to be placed on the meeting's agenda.
Hey, Bowdoin, don't
forget the town of
Brunswick
To the Editor:
One of the advantages of attending a residential college in
a small New England town is the opportunity it offers to
become part of a community larger than that of the campus
itself.
For students who are interested, a town like Brunswick can
serve asa laboratory, providing insight into local government
and town planning, local theater and music groups, local
business enterprises, and various other community
undertakings all offering a variety of practical experience.
Beneficial both to thetown and to those who participate. (I can
speak from personal experience here having had a talented
and enthusiastic undergraduateas a member ofmycampaign
committee in 1990 and 1992— plus other equally energetic
L
To the Editor:
In light of the recent controversy involving the Bowdoin
security force, I would like an opportunity to throw some
additional fuel on the fire. On the night of November 9,
several student-owned vehicles parked at the Coffin Street
parking lot, mine included, were forcibly entered, and emptied
of any valuables, namely stereos, speakers, and an ocassional
radar detector. Upon my discovery of this dastardly deed, I
immediately notified the Bowdoin College Security Force. I
was calmly assured that a uniformed officer would come to
my room and take a report immediately. Half an hour later I
again called our fearless protectors requesting to know the
whereabouts ofthe investigating officer, who was nowhere to
be found. I was told that there was only one officer on duty,
and that he was on a "bank run" at the moment, yet he would
be there shortly.
Whilemy circumstances were quite serious, they would by
no means constitute an emergency. Yet the question still irks
me; how would our security force have responded to a real
emergency if the only officer on duty was standing in line at
a crowded Brunswick bank?
When I finally met the security officer at the scene, he
quickly and politely did all that he could at that point-
basically nothing. While I appreciate the good gesture this
officer made, it would probably not have been necessary had
the lot been properly patrolled the previous evening.
To me, many of the procedures followed by our highly
decorated security force seem rather backwards. It would
seem that the average response time to an excess noise






lam writing to clarify a misleading headline that appeared
in the November 12th edition of Orient. The article appeared
in the Arts and Entertainment section of the paper and read
"Museum to Display Student Photography". Alison Behr '95
made it dear that theexhibition Other's Places, Other Times: The
Photographer's View (currently on view in the John A. and
Helen P. Becker Gallery in the Walker Art Building) is not an
exhibitionof student photography.The exhibition wascurated
by Bowdoin students in Art 342: Problems in Photography.
Students chose photographs from the Museum's permanent
collection to be in theexhibition and wrote wall labels for each
of the photographs. The Museum is "displaying" their
curatorial talent, not their photography.
Sincerely,
Justin P. Wolff '92
Andrew W. Mellon Curatorial Intern
STUDENT OPINION
From theAfricanAmerican Society:
WhyaSk HieWhy? By Trinace L. Nichols
lam writing this article to expressmy intense aggravation others that I am asked routinely.
toward theBowdoinCommunity. lam a first year student of Now don't get me wrong. I do not mind answering
color, and my experiences here at Bowdoin thus far have questions like these provided they are sincere. I would
been less than pleasant. I had been aware, before coming rather answer these questions than have people make their
here, that Bowdoin was not exactly well-known for its own assumptions and perpetuate many of the stereotypes
diversity. I felt secure enough about myselfasan individual thatalready exist. However, there areextremestoeverything.
to overlook this and continue with my studies. I knew that If people truly want to know more about people of color and
myacademic abilities mightbe questioned, but never would how they care for themselves or conduct their lives, there is
I have imagined that my ethnicity would be questioned as a wide variety of information and literature in the African -
well. Sincetheday I arrived on campus, I have had to explain American Society library (no, it is not strictly for Black
to many people why, as a person of color, I do the things that people). In the future, those who have this dire need to
I do. For example, I have had to explain why it is that I, as a question people of color about themselves should try to
Black womando not need to wash my hair daily or why I eat respect our differences and not incessantly question us
thekmdsof food that I do. It isquestions like these and many about them.
—r
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"The College exercises no control over the content of the
writings contained herein, and neither it, nor thefaculty,
assumesany responsibilityfor theviewsexpressed herein.
"
Letter Policy
The Bowdojn Orjeot welcomes letters from all of our readers.
Letters must be received by 6 p.m. Tuesday to be published the
same week, and must include a phone number where the author
of the letter may be reached.
Letters should address the Editor, and not a particular
individual. The Bowdoin Orient will not publish any letter the
Editors judge to be an attack on an individual's character or
personality.
The Bowdoin Orient ispublished weekly while classes are held
during Fall and Spring semesters by the students of Bowdoin
College, Brunswick, Maine.
The policies of the Bowdoin Orient are determined by the
Bowdoin Publishing Company and the Editors. The weekly
editorials express the views of a majority of the Editors, and are
therefore published unsigned. Individual Editors are not
necessarily responsible for, or in agreement with, the policies and
editorials of the Bowdoin Orient.
The Bowdoin Orient reserves the right to edit any and all
articles and letters.
Address all correspondence to the Bowdoin Orient, 12
Cleaveland St., Brunswick, Maine, 0401 1. Our telephone number
is (207) 725 - 3300.
Technology, is it passing us by?
Over the past few years, the how to gain access to databases
Bowdoin Computing Center has which reveal news and weather in
been in the process of equipping foreign cities such as Cuenca,
the campus with updated Ecuador? Did you know thatMTV
technology that enables students offers periodic celebrity sleaze
to access information from reports and updates on
universities and libraries around international Top 20 songs? And
theworld. This opportunity allows your friend who goes to college in
students to gather information that Peoria—his address is in the
was difficult, if not impossible, to database if his college is a member,
obtain in the past. This is not only How many of us knew that all of
a convenience, but in this day and this informationwas out there? Are
age it is a necessity. Information we being left behind? Are we
and the ability to use it are the allowing the information age pass
commodities that all economic, us by, even when we have the
political and social leaders are technology sitting here before us?
struggling to acquire. The Computing Center
Since Bowdoin is a school full of encourages students to get
future leaders, the relevant involved in the advances of
question here is, "Now that we, as technology that they arepreparing,
students, have the technology to yetwe are slow to respond. Classes
obtain scarce information, are we to teach students how to use the
willing to learn how to use it?" Gopher and Internet systems are
Many of us have E-mail accounts available on a weekly basis, and
and know how to send and receive we are fools ifwe continue to ignore
mail from friendsand family. That's the road that techonology is paving
simple. How many of us know into the future.
WASf-UNGT^^N® Mark Alan Stamoty
[
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By Katie Shoemaker, with photos by Erin Sullivan
What do you think of alcohol use
at Bowdoin?
Background: According to Security, as many students went to the hospital for alcohol
poisoning in one month this year, as did all of last year. While some feel that this
symbolizes an increasing abuse of alcohol at Bowdoin, others feel that the party scene is




Alcohol has been abused too long at this
school. Each year, students go to the
hospital for alcohol poisoning. Ridiculous
!
Why not just drink O.J. in a mug then go
to the party? No one has to know.





I think that alcohol abuse at Bowdoin is an
increasing problem. It is sad to know how
many people have gone to the hospital for










With the lack of a social environment on
the Bowdoin campus and alternative
activities, I feel a lot of students enjoy
alcohol for a lack of better things to do. I
do not feel however, that alcohol is abused
at Bowdoin more so than at other schools.
LISA MAX 95
New York, New York
Alcohol is going to be here whether it's a
healthy thing or not, so why don't we
make the best of it and enjoy!
J
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SPORTS COMMENTARY By Derek Armstrong
Pathetic Pistons fight to regain their Bad Boy image
We're used to seeing BiB laimbeer fight.
We'veseen him fight withLarryBird.We've
seenhim fight with Robert Parish.We've seen
him at least argue with just about everybody.
But this past week, something happened
which we didn't think possible even for Bad
Bill. He fought with isiah Thomas, his Detroit
Piston teammate of 1 2 years.
To be fair, it was actuallyThomaswho did
the fighting. But Bad Bill was to blame. And
nowThomas is doing the time for Laimbeer 's
crime.
During the NBA preseason,Thomas broke
a rib during practice after receiving an elbow
to the midsection from Laimbeer. This was
just one of many elbows Thomas has taken
from the 6-n center this year, and we can
only imagine how many he's absorbed in his
career.
OnTuesday,Thomashad hadenough. After
yet another elbow, Thomas wound up and
punched his teammate in the head, breaking
the third metacarpal bone of his right hand
and putting him out of action foran estimated
three to eight weeks.
Now, I can't figure out which is more
pathetic: that laimbeer would insist on prior to rh* incident
throwing his infamous flagrant elbows even This fc hot the only time fetiow Piston*
in practice against teammates,orthatThomas have scuffled with each other in practice. On
would lash out with his shooting hand at November A, Alvin Robertson fell at odds
something so hard as Bill laimbeer's head
.
with personnel directo^BiilyMcKfamey.
What kind of frustration would it take to Apparently, the Pistons are desperately
tryingtowin backdrivea player to act so
rashly as to punch a
fellow teammatel
Most players have a




i i H im .
And mm Thomas is
doing the time for
Laimbeer's crime.
the role of league
B*dBcrysrromthe
NewVorkKnicks,




who have the same goals and missions in it up—say, the ability to score or to play
mind as they do. defense. The Pistons have neither of these
Arid IsiahThomasdoes not impress us as a things, as evident in their failure to make the
particularly vicious guy. He was always the playoffs last season,
nicest of the two-time champion Bad Boys of 5o what happened to theseguys who were
the NBA. He wasalways the one flashing his NBAchampionsas recently as 1989-907 Their
wide smile and kissing Magic Johnsonon the big three—joe Dumars, Laimbeer and
cheek before games with the Los Angeles Thomas—are unchanged from the
Lakers. This is notthe IsiahThomasweknow, championship years, and although the loss of
Then again, you and 1 don'tknow what ifs Dennis Rodman to San Antonio hurts, they
like to play with Bill Laimbeer. Or to play for couldn't do anything even with his 20+
the 3-4 Pistons, who had lost four in a row rebounds a game last year. Could the toss of
Mark Aguhte and Vinnie The Microwave"
Johnson really be that significant?
Perhaps the absence of Chuck Daly, who
coached them toback-to-backchampionships,
is what has the lowly Pistons in their current
tailspin. Daly has done wonders with the
New Jersey Nets, who are off to a slow start
thisseason but are sure to turn it around long
before these metalheadsfrom Motown figure
out what'sgoing on. Meanwhile, DbnChaney,
their current coach, is drowning in a sea of
problems regarding lack of chemistry and
lack of talent.
And at the current rate of taking each other
out, will this squad evenmake it to the end of
the season fully intact? After all,howlong can
it be before Terry Mills pops Olden Polynice
inthenosefor accidentallygrabbingarebound
away from him in a meaninglessgame against
the Minnesota Timberwolves?
Okay, Pistons, if it will get you fired up to
do well this season,you can alsobeBad Boys,
along with the Knkks. But keep in mind that
there's a difference. TheKnicks are Bad. They
knock people over, but then they beat them.
You guys are just bad.
MEN'S BASKETBALL
Continued from page 13.
games last season, averaging 4.1 points and
1.7 rebounds a game. While he saw limited
time last season, Gilbride expects Vezina to
play an important role for the Polar Bears this
year. "Craig has had to make some
adjustments to the college game. In high
school, he played more of an inside role
because of his strength, and it has taken some
time for him to adjust to the perimeter game.
Craig can shoot the ball well, but he needs to
concentrate on defense, especially away from
the ball."
Justin Maietta '97, Chad Rowley '97, Chris
Whipple '97 and Steve Xanthopoulos '97 are
first-year players that Gilbride expects will
have an immediate impact for the Polar Bears
this season.
Maietta is a "small, quick, and explosive
guard," according to Gilbride. "Justin can
penetrate or take the medium range jump
shot." Rowley, a guard, "handles the ball well
and has nice touch on his jump shot," said
Gilbride. Whipple, a forward, "is a strong
player who rebounds well and has somegood
offensive moves," said Gilbride.
Xanthopoulos, a forward /center, "is a very
strong player who does a nice job in the post,
but Steve has to continue to develop his
offensive game," according to Gilbride.
"Our young players have talent and will be
able to play the college game at a high level,"
said Gilbride. "We will continue to improve
and we will be a better team with each game.
I'm looking forward to a successful season."
Bowdoin opens the season at home with a
game against the University of Maine at
Augusta on November 23 at 7:30 p.m. The
Polar Bears will host the University of
Southern Maine on November 27 at 2:00 p.m.
before traveling to Bates on November 30.
ADYONI
The Ultimate Hair Design is
offering 50% OFF ALL
SERVICES when you show
your Bowdoin I.D.for the
month of November!




Women 's basketball ready to go
The 1993-94 Bowdoin College women's difficult to contain."
basketball team will feature one of the Jen Flynn '96 will be the starting point
youngest teams in recent Polar Bear history, guard this season. Flynn missed the first half
Bowdoin's roster includes one junior, four of last year whilerecovering from a foot injury,
sophomores and five first-year players. The but she averaged 5.5 points and 5.1 assists in
five upperclasswomen, however, played a the 11 games she appeared in last season,
significant amount for last season's 6-1 4 team Gina Coding '96 appeared in 1 7 games last
that peaked at the end of the season. season, and a\ craged 2.9 points, 2.3 rebounds,
The PolarBears will beled by captain Airami
Bogle '95. Bogle, a 6-0 center, averaged 9.2
points and 7.4 rebounds a game last season. "I
believe Airami will have a very good season,"
and 1.6 assists per contest from her guard
position.
Kristin St. Peter '96 played in 18 games last
season, and averaged 6.7 points and 4.7
said Shapiro. 'I'm looking for her to give us rebounds from her forward position. "Kristin
consistency on offense, defense, and with her
rebounding."
Laura Schultz *96 is coming off one of the
finest first seasons a Bowdoin women's
basketball player has ever recorded. Schultz
has shown the capability to be a consistent
scorer for us, and we need her to have a good
season," said Shapiro.
Shapiro is expecting the five first-year
players to have an impact for the team this
averaged 20.0 points, 4.7 rebounds, and 2.8 season. "Ournew players havebeen practicing
assists, and she scored 34.8 percent of the very well and working very hard to learn our
Polar Bears' points last season. "Laura system," said Shapiro,
obviously had a terrific first season," said Bowdoin opens the season at the NESCAC
Shapiro. "Shemay not scoreas much this year Tip-Offtournament hosted by Tufts.The Polar
because we will be more balanced on offense. Bears then return home for' their first home
Teams will be gunning to stop her, but she contest on November 30 against Bates at 5:30
runs the court well and has a great shot that is p.m.
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Men's basketball looks to youth for a successful 1993-94 season
TheBowdoinCollegemen's basketballteam nice touch on his shot." Gilbride is expecting
lost four quality players from last season's 1 4- Browning, who suffered a knee injury during
10 squad to graduation. This season, a group his first season, to continue to improve. 1
of young players will be asked to be major think Nick has the potential to become one of
contributors, and their success will be the key the best players in our league."
to the season.
' Whitehead, a 6-2 forward, averaged 6.4
"I am very encouraged by how hard our points and 2.3 rebounds a game last year
players have worked in the offseason," coming off the bench. He is still recovering
remarked Bowdoin head men's basketball from an off-season foot injury, but Gilbride
coach Tim Gilbride. "It is clear that they expects that Whitehead will be able to start
worked very hard
.
It is the best total group practicing in a week. '1 feel that Elijah is ready
effortlhaveseenduringmyyearscoachingat to have a terrific season," said Gilbride. "He
Bowdoin.
The Polar Bears will be lead by co-captains
Nick Browning '95 and Elijah Whitehead '94.
Browning, a 6-6 forward, averaged 1 7.8 points
and 7.0 rebounds per game last season, while
shooting .557 from the field. "By the end of
worked very hard in the offseason on his
shooting and in the weight room." Gilbride
also hopes that Whitehead will be able help
the Polar Bears' inside game.
Alex Arata '96, Jon Chapman '%, Jason
Kirck'96and Craig Vezina ^will beasked to
last season, Nick had proven to be one of the take on significant roles during their second
best forwards in our conference," said yearofcollegecompetition. "Oursophomores
Gilbride. "Nick is very athletic, and he has a need to provide some leadership," said
Gilbride. "We have a young team, and while
the first-year players adjust, the sophomores
have to take a great deal of the responsibility
for the success of the team."
Arata, a 6-4 forward, played in all 24 games
last season, averaging 7.6 points and 2.8
rebounds a contest. "Alex came off the bench
for us last season and had some great games,"
said Gilbride. "He is a smart basketball player
who is always in the right spot and draws
charges very well. I'm counting on Alex to
step up and be more effective inside and
outside on offense and to be consistently
strong on defense."
Chapman, a 6-3 forward /guard, played in
10 games last season, averaging 1.6 points
and 1 .5 rebounds a contest. While his playing
time was limited last season, Gilbride expects
more out of Chapman this year. "Jon has
shown the most improvement ofany member
of the team," said Gilbride. "He is shooting
the ball well, and he has shown the ability
with his aggressive play to make positive
things happen on the floor. Jon has been a
very pleasant surprise this preseason."
Kirck, a 5-1 1 guard, played in all 24 games
last season and started for most of the year at
point guard. He averaged 5.3 points and 3.1
assists per contest. LrfsTi season, Kirck's
primary responsibility wasV) get the ball to
guard Tony Abbiati '93, bul with Abbiati's
graduation, Kirck's responsiWlities will grow
in the Bowdoin offense. "Ja/>n did a nice job
of getting us into our offense last season,"
said Gilbride. "But this season we need him to
do much more. He needs to score moreand to
increase his defensive intensity. Jason has to
take control of the point position and control
our offense."
Vezina, a 6-3 guard /forward, played in 15
Please see MEN'S BASKETBALL, page 12.




Although the Bowdoin women's volleyball
team posted only a 16-27 record for the 1993
season, the squad gained recognition as a
competitive team in a tough NESCAC
conference. Although the 1993 season was a
the challenge of facing opponents like
nationally-ranked Bates and Cortland.
One of the brightest spots of the season was
the individual recognition earned by co-
captain Amy Aselton '94, Tiffany Haddock
'96 and Donna Strohmeyer '97. Haddock, a
left side hitter, received five different
tournament honors, highlighted by her All-
NESCAC second-team selection at thebuilding year, the young players readily
accepted the challenge of playing a difficult NESCAC Championships at Amherst on
schedule. Ofthe Polar Bears' 1 00 games, many °«obcr 29-30. At the Polar Bear Tournament
came against teams in a NESCAC conference and the University °f Massachusetts-
which had four teams considered for the Dartmouth Invitational, Haddock was an All-
ECAC tournament or national postseason Tournament selection. Haddock again
play.
The dedication of the players manifested
itself in some big seasonal highlights,
including a third place finish at the Polar Bear
Tournament, an upset victory over a strong
UNH squad and individual honors to three
members of the team.
The team's most inspired win came on
October 24, when the Polar Bears defeated
UNH in four games to avenge a 1-2 loss
earlier in the season. The team rebounded
from an injury to co-captain Laura Larsen '94
to defeat UNH by scores of 15-7, 15-13, 4-15
and 15-8, winning the match 3-1 . Coach Lynn
Ruddy said, "It was a great win because we
had lost some starters to injuries. We were a
showcased her talent at the MAIAW
Championships, earning a place on the All-
State Second Team as well as receiving All-
Tournament Selection.
Aselton was rewarded for her play and
leadership through her selection to the All-
State Second Team-. Aseltonand Strohmeyer
both received AIMournament selection at
the Bowdoin Round Robin on October 9,
making Bowdoin the only team with two
players honored. The individual
accomplishmentsofthe Polar Bears symbolize
the increased recognition by opponents and
an optimistic future for Bowdoin volleyball.
The Polar Bears will lose setter Larsen and
hitter Aselton to grad uation, but the character
team that stuck together, and in volleyball of the team has Pwvcnto be very strong-^he
The clash at the net seems headed in Bowdoin'a favor.
Suzanne Hahn/Bonfem Orient
that's crucial because it's such an up and
down game." Despite the numerous injuries,
the squad overcame adversity and played
strong teams very competitively, assuming
CRUISE SHIP JOBS!
Students needed! Earn $2000+ monthly. Summer/holidays/
fulltime. World travel. Carribean, Hawaii, Europe, Mexico.
Tour Guides, Gift Shop Sales, Deck Hands, Casino Workers,
etc. No experience necessary. CALL 602-680-4647, Ext. C147
type necessary to build an excellent program
in the long run. "We were disappointed with
our win-loss record, but we had a very
versatile team this season," said Ruddy. "We
overcame adversity, and everyoneon theteam
was extremely dedicated."
Although the volleyball team was young,
the players will return next year with more
experience and a familiarity with the tough
competition they face in the NESCAC
conference. Said Aselton, "We have a lot of
young players, and although we had a
rebuilding season, the team has an exciting
future ahead." If the Bowdoin women's
volleyball team continues to displaythe poise
and dedication of the 1993 season, future
talent may provide the link to increasing
success in a very demanding conference.
THE BARKING SPIDER PRESENTS
Mighty Sam McClain
IN CONCERT
accompanied by the \^X^^ S
I
Peter Giftos Blues Party y^^^y
FRIDAY & SATURDAY, NOV. 19 & 20 • 9:30 P.M.
"...Louisiana-bom McClain comes off
as the great torchbearer of deep soul..."
- Rolling Stone. Oct. 14. 1993
Tickets: $9 00 advance/} 10.00 at door
94 Maine Street • Brunswick
721-9662 for info.
rA> As It Should Be
Italian Trattoria
It's here... The best brick oven pizza in town!
Rigatoni \Iontragiana..Rigatoni pasta topped with a
sauce of fresh tomatoes, onions, pancetta, fresh basil and fresh
parslev.
10"...$3.5O 14"...$7.0O 16"...$8.00
Specializing in pizza, pasta and chicken dishes
76 Union Street, Brunswick 729-2826
/
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CLM. PORT SPOTLI
Crew team raises nwney tlm)iigh 24-hour Ergathon
All-night erging: The
Bowdoin rowers raise funds




Seeing as how the team's equipment had
already been vandalized once this season,
there was a decent chance that such behavior
might occur again in the wee hours of the
morning. Bowdoin Security did a good job
keeping its eyes out for possible foul play,
however, and the event was monitored from
1 .30 ajm.7;00 a.m. by dedicated rower Mike
collected approximately $83 in bills and
change in its collection bucket, including a
fiveHtoUat^trlbutScmfrom a Physical Plant
employee and a ten-dollar contribution from
the Maytag repairman, who was on campus
to fixa broken washing machine in Appleton.
Although the total number of miles rowed
and thecorresponding pledgecolActions have
From 4:00 p.m. last Friday to iffl p.m. last
Saturday, the Bowdoin crewteam participated
in a 24-hour Ergathon to raise funds to repair
damage to team equipment incurred within
the past year. The team's four shells were
rendered unusable when the team's winter
storage shelter collapsed last spring, and the
monitors on the "Ergs* located in Sargent
Gymnasium were damaged within the last
lew weeks when vandals battered diem and
doused them with oil.
The *£rg," which is short for Ergometer, is
the brand of rowing machine the team uses to
simulate time on the water and condition the
corresponding muscles. Over 45 people on
the team worked their muscles for 24 hour*
last weekend in an effort to raise the team
from debt. Rowers collected pledges from
family and from around campus for the half-
hour shifts theyplanned torow as part ofthe
day-long schedule. The team also relied on
the contributions ofthosewho passed by the
area between Hydeand Appleton halls, which
theteam used as the location for itsactivities.
The second annual Ergathon seemed to go
off without a hitch. "I was pretty excited that
it went off without as many problems as it
could have had," said co»captain Will
Havemeyer *%, who rowed from 4.30 p.m.-
5:00p.m on Fridayand then againon Saturday
from 2:30 pjti.-3:00 p.m. 1 decided not to
worry about H, and it turns out 1 didn't have
to because we didn't have any major
problems.''
Erin Sullivan/ Bowdotn Orient
Sam Kitzmiller '96 ergs the second-to-last half- hour of the 24-hour event.
ww»ww',rfrTT'w''TTr'?^r^W!f^w^w'TW
Miller '96. One of the reasons the team chose
such a centrailzed location was its proximity
to the Moulton Union and to the patrolling
Security vehicles.
Dawn DeMeo 94, who rowed from 6:00
p.m.-630 p.m. Friday, echoed ffaye^^
sentiments about the success of the event
"When you'vegot 80 people, youjusthave to
hope that everyone comes out when they're
supposed to, and everyone did/ she said.
The team was especially pleased by the
contributions of curious onlookers, both
students and non-students alike. The team
not yet been tabulated, Havemeyer's
conservative guess was that theteam rowed
overl75rnik^The$6^coltectedfm passers-
by far surpasses last year's total and team
members hope that the same can be said of
this season's pledge money.
The team's dedication was evident in a
myriad of ways over the spirited 24 hours. Of
particular notewasthe lengthy shift putinby
Miller during the nighttime hours. "It was
cold, but I think it was worthwhile to show
thatwe ate a dedicated sport at thisschool
said Miller "A lot ofpeoplewere astonished
that we were actually rowing ail 24 hours. It
kind of personifies the drive and motivation
of the Bowdoin campus."
Thatdrive and motivation stirred anumber
of the more sacrificial team members from
bed a lot earlier than they might have liked.
Elizabeth McCarthy 96 and Emily Church
97rowed in 15-minute shifts from 3:00 a.m.-
4:00 a.m
., reasoning that this division of time
would aliow them greaterenergy and greater
mileage. It was 1 5 degrees outand very cold,
but it was fun," said McCarthy. "People—
well, one person—got up and watched us."
The two rowed 1 3,000 meters between them.
CraigGeorge 95 also showed his dedication
by rowing an hour straight from IO0 pan.*
20Q p.m. on Saturday.One of George's half-
hour shifts was his own, while the otherwas
for a teammate who collected sponsors but
was unable to participate due to an injured
back. Of the Ergathon, George said, "We had
tried it last year with prettygood success, and
1 think with the number of people on this
year's team, we should make out pretty well."
If the crew team does make out well, the
rowers' work should go a long way toward
wiping out the$l30 deficit from thedamaged
monitors and the $1000 deficit from the
damaged shells. The monitors were abused
and sprayed with the lubricating oil used for
theErg flywheels several weeks ago, while in
last spring's accident, the boats sustained
serious body damage which has since been
repaired.
Perhaps even more important than the
monetary total of the event however, is the
team spirit an event like this can create. The
team members set a goal for themselves, and
with support from the rest oftheteam and the
CcUegecommunixy, theyreached it. Notonce
did the rowing subside—rowers made rapid
transitions between shifts just to make sure
that the Erg flywheel never once stopped.
^We kopt the wheel spinning," said
Havemeyer with pride.
MEN'S XC
Continued from page 14.
more than 25 teams. Johnson's 10th place
finish earned him All-New England Honors
and brought him to within two places of
qualification forNCAA Division 111 nationals.
He finished the 5-mile course in a remarkable
25:11.
In a race of this size and intensity, duels at
the finish line were common and very
important. Both Blaine Maley '96 and co-
captain Cam Wobus '95 had finishing kicks
which were enough to shut down their
oncoming competitors. Maley and Wobus
ran well for the Bears, finishing 39th (26:09)
and 45th (26:16) respectively. Tom Eng 95
ended the season in fine form. Finishing only
1 4 seconds behind Wobus, Eng ran a personal
best of 26:30 and finished 60th. Eng's
performance was no surprise after several
very good weeks of training leading up to the
race.
Pat Callahan 95 alsoended the season with
a personal best performance. He rounded out
Bowdoin's scoring positions in 98th with a
time of 27:02. Close behind Callahan were
Brian Campbell 97 and co-captain Dave
Humphrey 94, who finished 114th (2720)
and 124th (27:38) respectively.
The Bowdoin men's cross country team
ended a fine season on Saturday, and all team
members wanted to put in a special goodbye
for Humphrey, who finished an excellent cross
country career with his race last weekend.
"We'll miss you, Hump. You're the best!"







Study a challenging ancient
martial art that blends both
hard and soft movements in
a dignified and realistic
manner.
Taught in a responsible and
authentic manner at our 26.5
acre facility in Topsham and
at our new school in South
Portland.
Raise your level of
reponsibility, conditioning,




arsenal of test prep
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Men ' s H o e k e 1/
Team starts its repeat campaign tonight
IWinter is here: The mefYs
hockey team has been
sharpening its skates since
September and will begin
one-timing pucks into
Middlebury tonight at 7:00
p.m. in Dayton Arena.
By Randy Steinberg
staff writer
Justwhen you thought things were getting
quiet in the wide world of Bowdoin sports,
along comes the men's hockey season like a
breath of cold, fresh ice-rink air. The 1993-94
Polar Bears are here and are ready to put forth
another exciting season of fast-paced, hard-
hitting ice hockey.
This season is special, however. For the
first time in seven years, Bowdoin returns to
the Dayton Arena as the defending ECAC
Division ID men's hockeychampions. Seeded
eighth out of eight teams in the 1992-93 post-
season tournament, the Bears bested #1
Middlebury and then went on to trounce the
University of Connecticut and Salem State to
take the title. The Bears finished the 1992-93
season with a record of 16-8-2 and hope to
better that mark this year.













three seniors in ___^—
_
the lineup. Leading the Bears will be captain
Tim CSullivan '95. Being elected captain as a
junior is a rare occurrence and it reflects the
respect and admiration O'Sullivan's
teammates have for him. He has a heavy
responsibility to lead the team, but the player
support which resulted in his earlier-than-
Just when you thought things were
getting quiet in the wide world of
Bowdoin sports, along comes the
men 's hockey season like a breath of
cold,fresh ice-rink air.
usualappointment to captain seems to suggest
that CSullivan is qualified to do it.
The team's assistant captains will be Mike









the Bears this year







appears to be Matt
Bowden '95, who wmi^ m^^^^^^^^^m
played 152 minutes last year and compiled a
2-1 record. He is the only goaltender to have
game experience at the college level. His
competition comes from Mike Kelley '96 and
Stuart Logan '97.
Complementing the goaltenderson defense
are veterans Paul Croteau '95 and Chris
Ledwick '95. They will join CSullivan to
provide a stabledefenseand a nucleusaround
which the younger players can learn.
If there is one certain strength about this
year's team it is the offense. The returning line












combining to have the most successful single
season fora Bowdoin line ever. Between them,
they amassed 164 points—an average of 6.3
points per game. Charlie Gaffney broke the
Bowdoin single season scoring record with 64
points (22 goals, 42 assists). Joe Gaffney






Bowdoin history with a line of 23-28-51.
Gentile broke the single season goal scoring
record with 28. Gentile added 21 assists for 49
points.^(i Behind the
Bowdoin bench
for his 12th season














forward to a very
exciting season.
We are in a very competitive league that is
very difficult to handicap. Last season, the
seventh and eighth seeded teams met for the
championship, which is evidence of the
strength of the ECAC East. The top 11 or 12
teams are capable of winning the
championship. Only eight teams can go to the
playoffs, and we have to work hard to be one
of those teams that earn a shot for the title."
Added Meagher, "There will be a lot of score
watching this year."














be selectedby his peers isan obvious reflection
of Tim's leadership abilities. Tim is a winner
and I'm looking forward to working with him
this season."
Although Meagheracknowledgesthatthere
and looks to solve the goaltending issue as
early as possible. "Our inexperience is in this
crucial position," he said. "I will play each of
the contenders early in the season and let the
qualityofplay decidewho seesplaying time.
"
Of the defense, he added, 'Tim [CSullivan],
Paul [Croteau] and Chris [Ledwick] will have
to provide the stability we need as we bring
our sophomoreand first-year players along.
The offense for Bowdoin is obviously a
strength. Hence, opponents will look to stifle
the Gafmey-Gaffney-Gentile line. "We need
to have other forwards produce so we can
have two or three lines that are a constant
threat to score," said Meagher. "We need to
develop a balanced attack." Meagher expects
forwards, Rich Dempsey '96, Jason Fowler
'95, Rich Maggiotto '96, and Mark McCormick
'96 to be an integral part of that attack.
Last Saturday, the Bears hit the ice in a
scrimmage againstMount Allison University
of New Brunswick, Canada. The MAU
Mounties were typical for a Canadian hockey
team: skilled, aggressive and very physical.
The Canadian game is still very different
from thelJ.S. collegiateone, leading to several
near-brawls at the beginning of the contest.
The final score of this match was 8-5 in
favor of MAU. However, victory in the
preseason is not as important to the coaches
as getting a chance to see what their players
can do. Bowden started the game in goal and
proved that he was capable of making













Behind the Bowdoin bench for his 12th
season as head coach is Terry Meagher.
After 11 years, Meagher has compiled
an amazing 173-78-9 record and .683
winning percentage as coach.
game, the Bears looked healthy and ready to
begin the hunt for another title.
Bowdoin opens the regular season at
Dayton Arena tonight at 7:00 p.m. against the
Middlebury Panthers. The Panthers will be
are questions surrounding the defensive end looking to avenge their season-ending loss to
of the rink, he has confidence in his players, Bowdoin in last year's tournament
WOMEN'S XC
Continued from page 16.
Janet Mulcahy '96 continued to lead the
team, finishing as Bowdoin's top runner in
17th place. Her strong performance and time
of 18:24 earned her selection to the All-New
England team for the second straight year.
"Janet is a great team runner," said coach
Peter Slovenski. "She always puts team goals
ahead of personal goals, and she's always
there for us."
DarcyStorm '96was thesecond finisher for
thePolar Bearswith a time of 18:34and in 21st
place.Thiswas Storin's first race of the season,
so her strong performance provided a big
boost for the team.
First-year sensation Kristin Adams
Bowdoin's future seasons.
Alexandra Moore '96 completed her strong
season by running fourth for the team. Her
time of 19:17 earned her 54th out of 230
runners. Rachel Cleaves '95 and Laura
Kunzelmann '95 both finished as Bowdoin's
fifth runners as they respectively ran in 81st
continued to strengthen her debut season by and 82nd place, both with a time of 20:08.
finishing 32nd overall. Adams was one of the
top first-year students in the race, and will
continue to be one of the top runners in
Jennifer Champagne '96, one of best 10,000
meter runners for the Polar Bears, finished
87th.
Syracuse University
Division of International Programs Abroad
1 19 Euclid Avenue







Something to write home about!
• Programs in Africa, Australia, Belgium, Czech Republic, England,
France, Germany, Hungary, Israel, Italy, Poland, and Spain
• Prior foreign language not always necessary
• SU credit
• Field trips/traveling seminars
• Internships
• Study for a semester, a year, or a summer
• Home or limited apartment placements
Applications for the Spring 1994 Semester are still being accepted.
"I'm very proud of the seven women who
ran this race," said Slovenski. "There were
several times during the season when we
were knocked down by injuries or by
somebody quitting. Thesesevenwomen never
gave up. They were there for each other and
the team, and they came back and had a
strong finish in the New Englands."
The team is fortunate tobe graduating only
one senior, which will leave this strong squad
virtually intact for next year. Come next
September, these women will be ready to not
only match their performances this year, but




First Class, oceanfront hotel di-
rectly on the beach, parties, pool
deck fun, nightclubs, sunshine,
DO NOT MISS THIS trip!!
Includes round tri p motorcoach
trans, with on campus pick up
and drop off, only $289.00 quad
occp., depart 3/18/94 return 3/
27/94. Call for free brochure 1-
800-9-DAYTONA, M-F, 8-6.
See you on the BEACH!!
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F o o thai 1
Bears tie Colby in thrilling season finale
CBB draw: Team plays
Colby to 21-21 for the first-






Last Saturday the Bowdoin football team
ended its season with a 21-21 tie in the CBB
championship game against Colby. This is
the first time since the league was started in
1965 that the title game has ended in a tie. "It
was a bittersweet experience," said head coach
Howard Vandersea. "While our players and
coaches are pleased to be co-CBB champions,
we also realize that we had the opportunity to
win the game. It was a great football game.
Unfortunately, the clock just ran out on us."
The White Mules ended their season with a 5-
2-1 record, while the Polar Bears finished at 3-
4-1.
Once again, Bowdoin quarterback Ramon
Martinez '96 did a finejobof leading the Polar
Bears in their offensive attack. Martinez,
returning from an ankle injury suffered three
weeks ago, provided the Polar Bears with all
three of their touchdowns while accounting
for 230 yards of total offense. Late in the first
quarter, Martinez completed an 18-yard
touchdown pass to tight end Jon Beedy '95.
Soon after Mark McCormick '96 kicked the
extra point, Colby answered on a 10-yard
touchdown run by running back Brad Smith.
During the second quarter, the Polar Bears
jumped out to a 14-7 lead when Martinez
scored on a 1-yard touchdown run, and
McCormick successfully booted in the extra
point But Bowdoin fumbled late during the
quarter, and with only 12 seconds remaining
Anthony MolinajCft^ffrgoes up for the catch
in the first half, the White Mules battled back,
scoring on a 3-yard pass from quarterback
Matt Mannering to Smith.
The White Mules came out in the second
half tied 14-14 and returned a 63-yard
interception before taking the lead on a 2-
yard run by Smith. However, Martinez and
companycame rightback at them with a five-
minute, 50-yard drive that ended when
Martinez dove into the endzone from the 1-
yard line to tiethegameat21-21. At this point,
Bowdoin's defense took over and did an
excellentjob at halting the White Muleoffense.
Several players had key tackles and some
great sacks in the effort. "Kevin Letellier [ '95],
as the ref judges its legitimacy.
Mike Turmelle ['94], Dan Hart ('95] and Jon
Scholes ['96] all played extremely well for
us," said Vandersea. "In fact, our secondary
has done an excellent job for us all year."
After tying thegamehalfway into the fourth
quarter, the Bears had one last chance to
capture the CBB title for themselves. With
2:04 left in the game, Bowdoin took over at
their own 33-yard line. Although Martinez
was able to lead the Bearsdown to the24-yard
line, his fourth-down passwith six seconds to
go was batted down near the goal-line by
Colby. "Despite our turnovers, I thought our
playersworked well togetherand foughthard
to come back. Most importantly, they didn't
Jen Anrens/ Bowdoin Orient
lose faith," remarked Vandersea.
Although the football team failed to best its
1992 record of 4-4, it has every reason to be
satisfied with its 1993 effort. Had it not taken
the Bears several weeks towork out the kinks,
they would likely have posted a more
impressive record. The team's two blow-out
victoriesand closegamesagainststrong teams
like Wesleyan and Colby showcased the kind
ofgame the Bears were able to put together in
the end. Had the clock not "run out" on their
1993 season, as Vandersea said, the team
would likely have been headed for great
things, which may yet be accomplished in
seasons to come.
C /* o s s -Count v i/
Men finish 8th at New Englands | Women score 6th place showing
By Dan Sacco
staff writer
The Bowdoin men's cross country team
embarked on its final outing of the season last
Friday. The Polar Bears' travelsbrought them
to the University of Massachusetts at
Dartmouth for the NCAA Regional Division
III cross country championship.
Unfortunately, the Polar Bears could not cap
their season with a performance of the same
caliber as the one at the NESCAC meet held
the previous week. Still, the harriers' efforts
landed them in a very respectable 8th place in
their biggest meet of the year.
Although the meet was not indicative of
the restof the season, it still had its highlights.
Theperformance of the day was that ofJames
Johnson '97. After leading the team in only
one other race, Johnson not only finished #1
for Bowdoin, butmanaged to crack theTop 1
in a field of over 200 runners, comprising
By Anita Pai
staff writer
Please see MEN'S XC, page 14. Women's cross country runners in a less competitive moment Suzanne
Hahn/ Bowdoin Orien'
Itwasa dayofdisappointmentand personal
triumph for the women's cross-country team
last Saturday. The team finished its season by
competing at the New England Division lH
Championships held at the University of
Massachusetts at Dartmouth. ThePolar Bears
ran exceptionally well, finishing sixth out of
30 teams.
The run was disappointing for the Bears
because they narrowly missed qualifying for
furtherpost-season competition . The top three
teams in the race—Williams (89 points),Colby
(115 points) and Middlebury (125 points)—
advanced to the National Division III
championships in Iowa. In its first chance to
compete in this competition due to a change
in NESCAC's eligibility rules, the team failed
to finish in the top three for the first time in
five years.
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Student injured in Coles Tower assault
Altercation: The week-
end before Thanksgiving
break was marked with
intoxication and violence.
Activity was mostly limited
to pranks and mishaps, but
one incident left a student
with substantial injuries to
his head and face.
By Meg Sullivan
staff writer
Early in the morning on Sunday, Novem-
ber 21, a physical assault involving a junior
residentofColesTowerand two visitors from
Portland occurred in the hallway of the fifth
floor. With the recent emphasison the visibil-
ity of alcohol consumption on campus, the
violence is being linked to alcohol abuse.
The victim had been attempting to study in
his room that nightbutwas unable to because
of loud noise coming from the fifth floor, so
just before 3:30 a.m., he went to the floor to
ask those making the noise to be quiet. When
he confronted two males in the hall, a fight
ensued, resulting in the Bowdoin student
being taken to Parkview and Midcoast Hos-
pitals for treatment. His injuries including a
fractured nose, a fractured front tooth, facial
lacerations and head trauma.
One of the two visitors from Portland, re-
garded as responsible for most of the injuries,
hasbeensummoned to court for assault.Pend-
ing medical reports, he may be charged with
aggravated assault, which is a felony. Both
assailants were issued warnings for criminal
trespass on College property and told not to
return to the campus.
The assailants were the guests of another
Bowdoin student who did not know them
well. They came to the College with one of
that student's friends from high school. All of
the visitors were stayingwith that student for
the night after a party in that room. Though
the two admitted to making noise in the hall
after the party had broken up, they claimed
that the Bowdoin student who came to com-
Sheridan Kelley/Bowdom Orient
Dance Students Prepare for the Annual December
Studio Show
/
The dancers circling so gracefully in the above photo-
graph are putting the polishing touches on their per-
formances for the Bowdoin Dance Group's December
Studio Show, which will be presented in Pickard The-
ater tonight at 7:30 p.m. The show, which offers a great
deal of variety in style and presentation, will feature
pieces choreographed by Genevieve Thompson '94 and
Aixa Kidd '94, a hip-hop Vague number choreo-
graphed by Esther Baker '97, performances by Profes-
sors June Vail and Paul Sarvis and a number of other
student works. Please see story on page 7.
plain about the noise assaulted them without
provocation, and one of them was forced to
defend himself.
The alleged assailant's story could not be
verified because no one witnessed the start of
the altercation. In addition, the victim could
not be reached for comment.
One witness said that there was a time of
"mutual combat," but also reported seeing
one of the assailants kick the Bowdoin stu-
dent in the head several times while he was
down on his hands and knees. One of the
witnesses described the scene saying, "there
was blood everywhere—on the wall, on the
floor and on his face."
When a Security officer arrived around
3:30 a.m., the two assailants had left the scene,
but they later returned to the hall, grabbing
the student and attempting to pull him down
the steps on which he was sitting. They con-
tinued to be hostile during questioning by
Security, and the Brunswick Police arrived
soon after.
Any motivation for the attack continues to
be unclear. One of the wimesses guessed that
harsh words were exchanged on both sides,
speculating, "I think the violence was from
mixed signals and mixed communications."
The factor of alcohol was also present. Lieu-
tenant Boucher from the Brunswick Police
Department confirmed that "thesuspectshad
been drinking," but he could not determine if
they were intoxicated at the time of the attack.
One of the students from the room com-
mented, "I feel that the major factor in the
incident was aggression, not alcohol." The
student whose friend brought the two addi-
tional guests reported being unaware that the
two had left the suite, saying that the party
had broken up around 1230 a.m. and every-
one was supposedly in bed by 1:30 a.m..
Those who gave the party are being held
partially responsible for endangering other
Bowdoin students. They have had a meeting
with Deans Sharon Turner and Doug Ebeling
to discuss their mistakes and have been asked
to make statements about their responsibility
as well as their confusions with the alcohol
policy One of the studen ts expressed frustra -
tion with its ambiguity: "I will take responsi-
bility, [but] I was just as shocked and con-
fused as everyone else."





Justin N. Caulfield "94 has gained notoriety
in local news and radio reports recently be-
cause of a federal lawsuit he has filed against
Bowdoin for his reinstatement to the College.
Last spring, Caulfield was suspended from
Bowdoin for one year when he was accused
of plagiarizing material for two art history
term papers.
According to AP wire reports, Caulfield
insists that the punishment was too harsh. In
a lawsuit filed in U.S. District Court, he said
his career plans would be "irreparably dam-
aged" if his suspension is not lifted. While a
student at Bowdoin, Caulfield was a biology
major with plans to attend medical school.
A judge has not ruled on Caulfield's re-
quest for immediate reinstatement, but the
College refuses to allow Caulfield to take
classes until the case is settled. In court docu-
ments, College officials argued students
would get the message that "the College's
disciplinary process can be thwarted and sub-
verted and that such subversion should be
rewarded, not punished," if Caulfield is rein-
stated.
Caulfield claims that he was unaware of
proper methods of citation in his research
papers. In court records, he admitted that his
work on the term papers was "sloppy" and
"careless," but insisted that he did not plagia-
rize. Although he listed his sources in the
bibliography, he said he often failed to cite
paraphrased passages. In a sworn statement,
he said, "1 had not intended to deceive any-
one nor had I committed criminal theft of
another's work."
The College maintains that his claim is
"absurd." Caulfield was accused of 40 in-
stances of plagiarism on two art history term
papers, and College officials found that some
passages had been lifted almost verbatim. He
was suspended by the Judiciary Board last
semester for violating the Honor Code.
Caulfield appealed the decision but lost. In
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Altercation: The week-
aid before Thanksgiving
break was marked with
intoxication and violence.
Activity was mostly limited
to pranks and mishaps, but
one incident left a student
with substantial injuries to
his head and face.
By Meg Sullivan
STAFF WRITER
Early in the morning on Sunday, Novem-
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Portland occurred in the hallway of the fifth
floor. With the recent emphasison the visibil-
ity of alcohol consumption on campus, the
violence is being linked to alcohol abuse.
The victim had been atempting to study in
his room that night butwas unable to because
of loud noise coming from the fifth floor, so
just before 3:30 a.m., he went to the floor to
ask those making the noise to be quiet. When
he confronted two males in the hall, a fight
ensued, resulting in the Bowdoin student
being taken to Parkview and Midcoast Hos-
pitals for treatment. His injuries including a
fractured nose, a fractured front tooth, facial
lacerations and head trauma.
One of the two visitors from Portland, re-
garded as responsible for most of the injuries,
hasbeensummoned tocourt for assault.Pend-
ing medical reports, he may be charged with
aggravated assault, which is a felony. Both
assailants were issued warnings for criminal
trespass on College property and told not to
return to the campus.
The assailants were the guests of another
Bowdoin student who did not know them
well. They came to the College with one of
that student's friends from high school. All of
the visitors were staying with that student for
the night after a party in that room. Though
the two admitted to making noise in the hall
after the party had broken up, they claimed
that the Bowdoin student who came to com-
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ater tonight at 7:30 p.m. The show, which offers a great
deal of variety in style and presentation, will feature
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Aixa Kidd *94, a hip-hop Vague number choreo-
graphed by Esther Baker '97, performances by Profes-
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plain about the noise assaulted them without
provocation, and one of them was forced to
defend himself.
The alleged assailant's story could not be
verified because no one witnessed the start of
the altercation. In addition, the victim could
not be reached for comment.
One witness said that there was a time of
"mutual combat," but also reported seeing
one of the assailants kick the Bowdoin stu-
dent in the head several times while he was
down on his hands and knees. One of the
witnesses described the scene saying, "there
was blood everywhere—on the wall, on the
floor and on his face."
When a Security officer arrived around
3:30 a.m., the two assailants had left the scene,
but they later returned to the hall, grabbing
the student and attempting to pull him down
the steps on which he was sitting. They con-
tinued to be hostile during questioning by
Security, and the Brunswick Police arrived
soon after.
Any motivation for the attack continues to
be unclear. One of the witnesses guessed that
harsh words were exchanged on both sides,
speculating, "I think the violence was from
mixed signals and mixed communications."
The factor of alcohol was also present. Lieu-
tenant Boucher from the Brunswick Police
Department confirmed that "the suspectshad
been drinking," but he could notdetermine if
they were intoxicated at the timeof the attack.
One of the students from the room com-
mented, "I feel that the major factor in the
incident was aggression, not alcohol." The
student whose friend brought the two addi-
tional guests reported being unaware that the
two had left the suite, saying that the partjf
had broken up around 12:30 a.m. and every-
one was supposedly in bed by 1:30 a.m..
Those who gave the party are being held
partially responsible for endangering other
Bowdoin students. They have had a meeting
with Deans Sharon Turner and Doug Ebeling
to discuss their mistakes and havebeen asked
to make statements about their responsibility
as well as their confusions with the alcohol
policy. One of the students expressed frustra-
tion with its ambiguity: "1 will take responsi-
bility. . [but] I was just as shocked and con-
fused as everyone else."
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Bowdoin for his reinstatement to the College.
Last spring, Caulfield was suspended from
Bowdoin for one year when he was accused
of plagiarizing material for two art history
term papers.
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insists that the punishment was too harsh. In
a lawsuit filed in U.S. District Court, he said
his career plans would be "irreparably dam-
aged" if his suspension is not lifted. While a
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major with plans to attend medical school.
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quest for immediate reinstatement, but the
College refuses to allow Caulfield to take
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would get the message that "the College's
disciplinary process can bethwarted and sub-
verted and that such subversion should be
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Caulfield claims that he was unaware of
proper methods of citation in his research
papers. In court records, he admitted that his
work on the term papers was "sloppy" and
"careless," but insisted that he did not plagia-
rize. Although he listed his sources in the
bibliography, he said he often failed to cite
paraphrased passages. In a sworn statement,
he said, "1 had not intended to deceive any-
one nor had I committed criminal theft of
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The College maintains that his claim is
"absurd." Caulfield was accused of 40 in-
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President Clinton must decide whether
to seek sanctions against North Korea.
In response to North Korea's refusal to
allow international inspections ofitsnuclear
sites, Clinton Administration officials led
by Gen. Gary E. Luck are weighing options
for strengthening United States and South
Korean forces. The Administration argues
that it is seeking to prevent the North Ko-
rean nuclear industry from developing an
atomic weapon.
The United States and Britainblocked a
Russian proposal to supply Serbia with
natural gas this winter.
At a meeting of theUN Security Council
committee overseeing trade sanctions on
Serbia and Montenegro, American and Brit-
ish diplomats sent a strong message to
Belgrade that its stalemate in the Geneva
peace talks could prove detrimental to its
people this winter. Sources in Belgrade ex-
pressed concern that the Bosnian Serbsmay
retaliate by cutting offnatural gas and other
enrrgv sources passing through Serb-con-
trolled territory thatareheaded forSarajevo.
Leaders of Britain and Ireland meet to-
day in Dublin for negotiations on halting
violence in Northern Ireland.
While the British Government has long
had a policy of refusing to negotiate with
the IRA unless it agrees to end it violence,
recent information suggests that therehave
been secret contacts between the two for
some time. Officials in Dublin have indi-
cated that Irish Prime Minister Albert
Reynolds is pressing British Prime Minis-
ter John Major to accept a proposal which
allows the Irish government to alter two
articles in its Constitution that lay claim to
.
Northern Ireland if Britain agrees to the
validity of Irish unity.
The Hong Kong government defied
China by deciding to implement reform
of the British colony's political structure.
While Hong Kong's transfer to Chinese
rule in 1997 is unalterable, its future consti-
tutional structure is certainly not settled.
China views the decision to broaden voter
power in Hong Kong and make its govern-
ing bodies more directly elected as an at-
tempt to implant British constitutional
structures. British and Chinese diplomats
have consequentlybroken offnegotiations.
—Complied by Seth G. Jones
I like living. I have sometimes been wildly,
despairingly, acutely miserable, racked with
sorrow, but through it all I still know quite
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Lecture kicks off Women's Health Week
By Emily Church
_ staff writer
Reverby, the L/tellax^Mer/associate pro-
fessor in women's studies at Wellesley Col-
lege, addressed moral complexities and ethi-
cal truths in relation to a black nurse, well-
known by the community, who played an
Women's Health Weekgot a strong starton important role in the Tuskegee Syphilis Ex-
Tuesday night with a lecture by Susan M. periment. The experiment, designed by the
Reverby,entitled "Creating Nurse Rivers: The Health Department to test the effectsofsyphi-
Metalanguage of Race' and the Tuskegee lis on the black male, began in 1932, but was
Syphilis Experiment." The lecture launched a not uncovered by the press until 1972.
week of exhibitions, seminars, lectures and a Reverby is still in the process ofresearching
film designed to educate the campus about Nurse Rivers' role and the complexities which
important health-related issues facingwomen surround her relationship to the men in the
today. experiment, the black and white doctors, and
the community as a whole.
With only oral histories and
limited interviews, all of
which took place after the
story was made public,
Reverby also looked to inter-
pretations by such artists as
jazz musician Don Byron, au-
thor of "Bad Blood,"Jim Jones
and playwright David
Felshoe. The questions and
contradictions inherent in the
story of a woman nurse in-
volved in one of the most
tragic health experiments of
our time proved to be a perti-
nent start to the issues ad-
dressed this week.
Women's Health Week, one
of five theme weeks in corre-
lation with the Bicentennial,
is being sponsored by cam-
pus groups such as the
Bowdoin Women's Associa-
tion and B-GLAD, and also
Erin Sullivan/ Bowdoin Orient
Susan Reverby at Tuesday's lecture.
departments ranging from women's studies
to history.
According to Jan Phillips, program admin-
istrator of women's studies, the week was a
chance for all women's- related groups to be
involved in educating the campus. "All the
groups involved want to raise general aware-
ness. There are a variety of issues, from
women taking charge of their own health
care, to AIDS, to eating issues. As Bowdoin
has become fully coeducational, women's is-
sues have become separate from men's."
Robin Beltramini, co-director of the Health
Center, is enthusiastic about the continuing
awareness of women's health issues. "The
general atmosphere on campus is one of in-
terest. There is more awareness than there
was in eight years. Students are coming in
wanting to know about prevention and how
to protect themselves. I think this points to a
greater awareness."
One of the important issues being high-
lighted this week in conjunction with World
AIDS Day is the AIDS epidemic. There were
photography exhibits portraying life with
AIDS, a day-long vigil at the Museum of Art,
entitled "A Day Without Art," a panel discus-
sion with Sandra Putnam, coordinator of Aids
Consultation Services, a lecture by Michael
Quercio, national spokesperson for People
Living With AIDSand an information table at
the Moulton Union on Wednesday.
The film "Eating," followed by discussion
with Counselor Mary McCann, will wrap up
the week. The film focuses on self-women's
images in relation to food and societal expec-
tations. McCann believed that the film's
themes will "touch many women in the audi-
ence."
ASSAULT
Continued iron page 1.
This incident ofpossible alcohol-related
violence is only a part of the larger pattern
of increased awareness of *k»hol use
among students.Thatsame weekend,there
were three other disturbances in which
alcohol was a factor and for which Secu-
rity was called. They included the injury
of a first-year who fell outside of Thcta
DeltaChi an incident at themen' s hockey
game and a party in Appleton Hall at
which students were reluctant tp disperse
after several complaints.
Donna M. Loring, chief of Security, is
concerned about these instances of prob-
lems resulting from alcohol abuse. She
feels "the problem with alcohol abuse is
that the onlyway it is goingtobe solved is
not by Security. We could start really
clampingdown, but that won't do a lot of
good." She believes that "studentshave to
start realizing that there's a problem, and
students must come up with solutions.
We'll never be able to stop Ithe problem
with akoholj, but well be able to slow it
down."
Senior Class Dean Kenneth Lewallan
also feels that there is a direct correlation
between alcohol use and incidences of
violence. He commented, "In response to
instances ofphysical misconduct, the Col-
lege will re-emphasize education efforts
and encourage greater alcohol awareness
and enforcement of the College policy. In
addition, the Office of the Class Deans
reminds party hosts of their legal and in*




of explorer's Arctic photographs
History: At a time when
so much attention has been
brought to Joshua Lawrence
Chamberlain, at least one
group has not forgotten
another hero from
Bowdoin's past.
The Peary-MacMillan Arctic Museum and
Arctic Studies Center has received a $5,000
gift from the New York-based Kane Lodge
Foundation Inc. The funds will be used to
preserve and copy 297 glass photographic
negatives taken by Arctic explorer Donald B.
MacMillan (Class of 1898) between 1913 and
1917, when he led the Crocker Land Expedi-
tion to Ellesmere Island and North Greenland
.
Throughout his long career, MacMillan re-
corded the lands and people of the North in
still photographsand on motion picture film.
He used these to illustrate his books and
lectures. He also selected images and com-
piled various personal photograph albums
highlighting more important expeditions.
The museum staff was puzzled about the
lack of a Crocker Land album since this was
the first major exploration expedition orga-
nized by MacMillan.Theyrecently solved the
problem of the missing album when they
linked an unlabelled collection of 297 glass
negatives and accompanying contact prints
with a detailed CrockerLand Expedition pho-
tography list. The prints, numbered sequen-
tially by MacMillan, had been removed from
theblackalbumpaperto which theyhad been
affixed. The glass negatives and prints repre-
sent the remains of the Crocker Land album.
Susan A. Kaplan, associate professor of
anthropology and director of the Peary
MacMillan Arctic Museum and Arctic Stud-
ies Center, observed that the Crocker Land
Expedition photograph album is important
to reconstruct, for it will help scholars study-
ing early 20th century American exploring
expeditions as well as the development of
MacMillan's career.
"Currently, it is difficult to work with the
collection, and it is not possible to use indi-
vidual images in public displays," said
Kaplan. "The preservation and duplication
work funded by Kane Lodge Foundation will
provide researchers and the public that much
needed access."
The Kane Lodge Foundation Inc., is named
after Elisha Kent Kane, one of America's first
Arctic explorers. Its membership is the same
as that of Kane Lodge, No. 454, F. & A.M., a
Masonic lodge that counted both Robert E.
Peary (Class of 1877) and MacMillan as mem-
bers.
The Peary-MacMillan Arctic Museum, lo-
cated on the first floor of Hubbard Hall, is
open to the public free of charge. The hours
are Tuesday through Saturday, 10:00 a.m. to
5:00 p.m., and Sunday, 2:00 p.m. to 5:00 p.m.
The museum is closed on Mondays and na-
tional holidays.
Bowdoin Publishing Company
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After weeks of deliberation and staff meet-
ings, the Bowdoin Publishing Company has
announced the Orient staff for the spring 1 994
semester. Assistant to the Editors-in-Chief
Rob Shaffer and Opinion Editor Rick Shim
will assume the positions vacated by current
Editors-in-Chief Archie Lin and Maya Khuri,
who will remain on the Publishing Company.
Shaffer, a biochemistry major, is a Dean's
List student and a James Bowdoin Scholar
with High Honors. He has three years of
experience with the Orient, serving as Copy
Editor and Assistant Editor-in-Chief. Shaffer
spent a semester studying in Ecuador. He
also finds the time to sing in the Chamber
Choir.
Shim is majoring in biochemistry and envi-
ronmental studies and also studied abroad in
Ecuador. He brings to his position three se-
mesters of experience with the Orient as well,
having served as Sports Editor and Opinion
Editor.
Matthew Brown, after a semester as Arts &
Entertainment Editor, will move on to edit
Opinion. A Dean's List student and James
Bowdoin Scholar, he is also active in the
Improvabilities and as a hiking leader in the
Bowdoin Outing Club. Brown, whocomes all
the way from Kansas City, Missouri, has
worked for the Orient for two semesters, one
as Assistant News Editor.
David Simmons, perhaps the only editor
on the staff who is not a James Bowdoin
Scholar, has nonethelessmade the Dean's List
and will major in German and Religion. He
will remain in his position as News Editor in
the spring. Simmons also sings in the Cham-
ber Choir, and before editing News co-edited
Arts k Entertainment with Emily Kasper. He
hails from Harrisburg, PA, the next Seattle.
Derek Armstrong, an English major and
yet another Dean's List student, started out in
Sports at the Orient and has been there ever
since. He was assistant Sports editor last year,
and will serve a second semester as Sports
editor in the Spring. You have probably seen
him on stage in Masque & Gown produc-
tions. From Lexington, Massachusetts,
Armstrong also enjoys playing on the ulti-
mate frisbee team and being a Proctor.
A Maine resident, from Mexico,Amy Welch
is a James Bowdoin Scholar and, not surpris-
ingly, also on the Dean's List. Currently Copy
Editor, she started out as Assistant Copy Edi-
tor, and will take over Arts & Entertainment
this spring. Welch plays in the Concert Band
and is a member of ADAPT.
The Orient will also welcome Carey Jones
as the new Photo Editor. Erin Sullivan will be
leaving this position, but expects to remain an
active member of the Orient staff. Jones was
the Assistant Photo Editor last spring. She
also plays ice hockey and is currently study-
ing in Geneva.
Elizabeth McCarthy will stay on as assis-
tant Copy editor, but the vacancy left for a
new copy editor has not yet been filled.
The Orient looks forward to these staff
changes and the spring semester and encour-
ages any student interested in working for
thepaper to give us a call. Thereare still many
assistant editor positions to be filled!
The Orient is lovely in
the Spring. If you're inter-
ested in finding out what
we're all about, give us a
call at x3300 and leave a
message. We'll get back to
you just as soon as the
smoke clears and the dust
settles from this semester.
__ _
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Sex at Bowdoin:
Attitudes include dangerously little knowledge of STDs
Sexuality: It may be fun
now, but you could be pay-
ing for it later. Sexually
transmitted diseases are the
grim reality of sex in the
90s. Robin Beltramini of the
Dudley Coe Health Center
says that Bowdoin students
are fairly well-informed
about preventing preg-
nancy, but what they don't
know could kill them.
By Paul C. Rohlfing
STAFF WRITER
According to the Bowdoin College Health
Services, awareness at Bowdoin about sexu-
ally transmitted diseases is dangerously low,
despite an increasing amount of responsibil-
ity, at least among Bowdoin women, about
pregnancy prevention.
Robin L. Beltramini, RN-C, a family nurse
practitionerand the co-director of the Dudley
Coe Health Center, said that over her eight
years at Bowdoin she has had to change her
focus from pregnancy prevention to the pre-
vention of sexually transmitted diseases.
"When I first got here, my biggest concern
was keeping women from getting pregnant,
but now, with so many of them on the pill, my
focus has changed "
Beltramini feels that the largest problem
have offered to pay for thecost of the vaccina-
tions."
In addition to these two high-profile STDs,
there aremany others mat exist in substantial
numbers at Bowdoin. "Around 12% of the
pap smears that I do show some kind of
sexually transmitted disease," said Beltramini.
She added that this statistic was consistent
with the national averages.
A more sinister statistic has also emerged
about STDs on college campuses. In a recent
survey of college men, over 20% admitted
that they might lie to their partner about their
sexual history if they thought itwould allow
them to have sex. "You can't tell by looking at
someone if theyhaveanSTD," said Beltramini.
What it all adds up to is that there is a
substantial, and often unrecognized, danger
lurking at Bowdoin for sexually active stu-
dents. "You might have sex Saturday night
and die five years later. That's the reality,"
said Beltramini.
Beltramini did offer a few suggestions. She
suggested that First-Year Orientation offeran
HIV and STD workshop and promote re-
sponsibility. She recognized the sociologyand
biology departments for their efforts to raise
awareness in the classroom about STDs, but
wished for a way to do so in more class
settings. "Classrooms are a safe environment
to deal with these issues," she said, "They
have real importance and long-term conse-
quences. I think that it would be helpful to be
able to deal with the issues of relationships
and sexuality in that way."
Beltramini also stressed the idea that men
need to be responsible in getting themselves
examined and tested for STDs, as many
Bowdoin women already do.
Beltramini also pointed out certain legal
restrictions that may be discouraging
At Bowdoin, there has already been one known
Hepatitis-B carrier, 12% of the pap smears done at
Dudley Coe show some kind of STD, and there may
befour orfive students carrying HIV.
Maya Miun / bowdoin Orient
A kiss is still a kiss, and still the safest thing you can do with your date. But when one
thing leads to another, the results can be nasty and hard to get rid of (if not lethal). Do
you know enough about what's out there to keep yourself protected?
among Bowdoin students is not a lack of
knowledge about STDs, but rather a lack of
concern. "There is lots of unprotected sex at
Bowdoin. Bowdoin students don't reallywant
to accept reality. It's not that they don't have
the information, it's that they don't translate
it into behavior. I try topound it into people's
heads that being at Bowdoin is no protection
from sexually-transmitted diseases," said
Beltramini.
An article published in the December 18,
1991, issue of the Chronicle ofHigher Education
about the lack of AIDS awareness among
college and university students shows that
mis problem is neither new nor unique to
Bowdoin.
What Bowdoin students clearly are not
aware of is the immediate danger that STDs
pose to them. Statistics show that on college
campuses nationwide, the rate of HIV infec-
tion is between 1 in 200 and 1 in 300. "That
means that we probably have four or five
students at Bowdoin, who aren't necessarily
sexually active, who have HIV. We just don't
know," said Beltramini.
HTV is not the only danger that people face
when they decide to be sexually active at
Bowdoin. Hepatitis-B, an incurable sexually-
transmitted disease that attacks the liver, is
also a serious threat. The irony of Hepatitis-B
is that a safe and effective vaccine against it
exists, but most people at Bowdoin are either
unaware of it, or unwilling to part with the
$135 mat the three inoculations cost at the
Health Center. "Wehavehad a known carrier
of Hepatitis-B at Bowdoin already," said
Beltramini, "As for the cost, some parents
Bowdoin students from getting tested forHTV.
By Maine state law, Bowdoin can offer confi-
dential HTV testing, but not anonymous HIV
testing. The difference may sound unimpor-
tant, but it is not. Anonymous testing, as of-
fered by independent firms elsewhere in
Maine, allows thosewho are tested to receive
their results without leaving any record that
they had been tested. Confidential testingdoes
not reveal the result of an HIV test to anyone
other than the person who was tested, but the
fact that they were tested becomes a matter of
record. This record can lead to discrimina-
tion, regardless of the result of the test, and
can hinder a person's ability to get health
insurance. Knowing that an applicant for
health insurance has been tested for HIV is
enough for an insurance company to require
another test before a person is covered under
a policy.
Finally, in what seems to be a recurring
theme surrounding the social problems at
Bowdoin, Beltramini added that the chief cir-
cumstance surrounding the practice of un-
protected sex on campus is the use of alcohol.
"Close all the fraternities, lock the students in
their rooms after nine at night," Beltramini
sarcastically suggested. "The bottom line is
that students have to become responsible for
their own actions."
"It is theCollege's responsibility to provide
educationand resource materials tostudents,"
she added, "But students need to accept re-
sponsibility for their~behavior These are
things thatmommyanddaddycan't fix. Some-
times,youcan' teven callhomeand talk about
it."
ATTENTION STUDENTS
Christmas break will soon start and now is the time to begin prepara-
tions for the five weeks that you will be away from campus. Past records
and incidents have show that the Christmas break is the most vulner-
able time for burglaries and theft for two reasons: the length of time
students are away and the fact that there are less eyes here to see and
report suspicious activity. We here at Security want you to know that
we try our best to maintain a constant check, of the campus community,
but we cannot be everywhere at once. WE NEED YOUR HELP AND
COOPERATION. There are some things you can do NOW before you leave
to better prepare for the break.
1 ) Check the locks on your doors and windows to be sure they are
working properly. If they are not, call the Physical Plant as soon as
possible so they can be repaired, especially students at ground level or
who have rooms accessible by fire escapes.
2) Before you leave, pull your shades down to prevent potential crimi-
nals from looking into the rooms. If the shade is broken or missing call
Physical Plant right away.
3) If you plan on leaving your vehicle here over the break remove all
items of value and bring your car to the Coffin Street lot and lock it . It
will be easier for us to watch your vehicles if they are
all in one location.
4) PINE STREET APT. and HARPSWELL STREET APT. RESIDENTS: Check
the locks on sliding windows. If you would like to have wood bars cut to
prevent the window from being opened call Physical Plant now.
5) COLES TOWER RESIDENTS:Move all valuables out of the common area
and into the bedrooms. Secure the rooms and also the door leading to the
stairwell.
6) If it is at all possible bring your valuables home with you. If you
cannot do this then record serial numbers in case the items are stolen.
You may also want to look into some of the local storage facilities here
in town. Their rates are very reasonable and they are well-protected.
They are listed in the "Yellow Pages" under "Storage."
/
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Orient Sex Survey uncovers the hidden truth behind
what is known as the "$25Kper year contraceptive"
Health: The annual cam-
pus poll reveals that stu-
dents are, contrary to popu-
lar opinion, "hooking up"




On Tuesday, the Bowdoin Orient conducted
its annual "Sex Survey." 250 students were
polled in the Moulton Union; 67 of their re-
sponses were deemed unacceptable, and 183
surveys were used in this "scientific study."
The survey asked questions ranging from
class year and gender to whether or not the
student has "hooked up"—as defined by the
person filling out the questionnaire, gener-
ally understood to mean "meeting a reason-
ably random person" and engaging in "vary-
ing levels of physical intimacy"—to the fre-
quency of use of "protection" if the student
does have sex.
This semester, approximately47 percent of
all students have "hooked up" at some point.
43 percent of these students are male and 57
percent are female.
Male first-years, as a group, have shown
moredifficultythananyothergroup in "hook-
ing up." 61 percent, approximately 130 male
first-years were not able to "hook up" with
another student
As a group, the poll showed that senior
womenweremost successful,w ith 68 percent
of those surveyed having "hooked up."
The junior class was very active with 64
percent of the males and 65 percent of the
females engaging in such activities.
The questionnaire asked for the most un-
usual place on campus mat the student has
"hooked up." Some of the most intriguing
places on campus include: "The Morgue" in
Hawthome-Longfellow Library,theBowdoin
Pines, Whittier Field, the sixteenth floor of
Coles Tower, the "metal heating grate of
Tower," on the lions of the Walker Art Mu-
seum, Chi Psi's "boot-pit" and the perennial
favorite at 12 Cleveland Street—
-"the Orient."
Of the students surveyed, 42 percent have
had sex at least one time at Bowdoin this
semester. Of these, 47percentarewomen and
53 percent are men.
As a group sophomore women were least
likely to have sex, with only 16 percent of
those surveyed having had sex at least once
this semester.
Not surprisingly, of the men on campus,
first-years were least likely to have sex, with
only 28percenthavinghad sexual intercourse
mis year.
On the other hand junior women and se-
nior men were most active with 62 percent
Percentage of students who have "hooked
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and 56 percent, respectively claiming to have
engaged in such activity.
Of these students who are having sex, 29
percentare doing so "regularly"—onceagain,
this term was defined by the student taking
part in the poll. According to mis survey,
Bowdoin women are somewhat more likely
than the men to have sex on a regular basis.
As a group, sophomores have sex least
regularly with 13 percent of males and 14
percent of females claiming "regular" sexual
intercourse.
Juniorwomen are twice as likely as themen
in that class to engage in sex regularly. And
senior men are most likely of all groups to
have sex on a regular basis.
The survey also shows that Bowdoin stu-
dents who are having sex "regularly" are
most likely doing so with the same partner.
77 percentofstudents "always" use protec-
tion, and overwhelmingly to protect against
pregnancy. The majority ofstudents expressed
great concern with the AIDS crisis and claim
that it has affected their sexual behavior.
Do You Want VISA & MasterCard Credit Cards?
of Now you can have two of the most recognized and
accepted credit cards In the world-Visa* and MasterCard*
credit cards. ..'In your name." EVEN IF YOU ARE NEW IN
CREDIT or HAVE BEEN TURNED DOWN BEFORE!
VISA* and MasterCard* the credit cards you




REPAIRS—AND TO BUILD YOUR CREDIT RATING!
i.u^^wO *° turn downs!
COLO ^•cM'fr *° credit checks!
^$$%°$* N° SeCUHty deposit!
°^a *** Send the coupon today
Your credit cards are waiting!
CASI, P.O. BOX 28731, ATLANTA, GEORGIA 30558
J^ MlrfJ^Z ' wanl VISA*/MASTERCARD® Crrdlt
Cards. Enclosed find $ 5 which Is 100% refundable If not








NOTE: MastoCaid U icgbtrrcd tndrmaifc of MaatoCfcfd International Inc
Vtaa is a registered trademark of VISA USA. Inc. and VBA Intenraadonal
MAIL THIS NO RISK COUPON TODAY
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Bowdoin in Brief
A periodic summary of events in the College community
The Budget and Financial Priorities
Committee is planning an open meeting
for students, faculty, administrative and
support staffon Friday, December 1 7,from
2:00 p.m to 3:30 p.m. in Daggett Lounge.
Committee members will provide an up-
date on issues pertaining to the develop-
ment of the 1994-95 and 1995-% budgets.
Supervisors are asked to make it possible
for interested staff members to attend.
Hey, kids! Don't forget the Student
Holiday Dinner on Thursday, December
9, in Wentworth Hall and at the Moulton
Union from 5:00 p.m. to 7:00 p.m. It's the
next great culinary extravaganza forwhich
people will line up for miles, so don't
forget to get in line sometime the night
before.
Needless to say, this embarrassment of
gourmet riches is for all students on Stan-
dard Board or Declining Balance Board
plans. Those not on board may attend by
paying $9.25 at the door. Sorry, no bonus
points accepted. Nice try.
Bigger kids shouldn't forget the Faculty
and Staff Holiday Luncheon and Sugar
Cookie Cookoff at Wentworth Hall on
Wednesday, December 22 from 1 1 :30a.m
.
to 1 :30 p.m
. Remember to R.S.V.P. to Din-
ing Service (X 3211) by Friday, December
17. Invitations with reservation informa-
tion are forthcoming, but not from the
Orient.
As construction of the David Saul
Smith Union continues, there have been
numerous requestsby facultyand staff for
the surplus wood being removed from the
old Hyde Cage running track Unfortu-
nately none of this wood can be made
available to the public. Some of the wood
willbereused in the project, and some will
be used elsewhere by Physical Plant. The
remainder of the wood is coated with
lead-based paint, a potentially toxic sub-
stance, and the College is legallybound to
dispose of it in an approved manner. No
fair trying to purchase wood with bonus
points, either.
Maria Hinojoaa, a reporterforNational
Public Radio (NPR) and host ofthe NBC
television program Visiones, will discuss
"Being Latino in America " during a lecture
at Bowdoin Collegeon Thursday, Decem-
ber 9, at 7:30 p.m. in Kresge Auditorium,
Visual Arts Center. The lecture is open to
the public free of charge.
Based in New York City, Hinojosa covers
stories for NPR that focus on the Latino com-
munity. She is also a regular participant in
"Informed Sources," a television roundtable
discussion of issues confronting the city of
New York broadcast on public television in
New York City. In addition, Hinojosa has
served as host of "New York Hotline," "Beyond
the Browning of America,"and "Crosswotts," all
of which have been broadcast on public tele-
vision.
Hinojosa has been the recipient of several
awards, including Lincoln University's Unity
Award, best story of the year from the Na-
tional Association ofHispanicJournalistsand
first place from theNew York Newswomen's
Association for her piece titled "Crews. "She is
currently working on a book with the same
title which consists of a series of interviews
with Latino youth gang members.
Hinojosa's lecture is sponsored by the Latin
American Student Organization (LASO).
Hey, parents! The College has arranged a
super-special HOLIDAY Shopping Night
Camp just for the little ones. The Children's
Camp will be held for two nightsaweek inthe
Farley Field House at Bowdoin College for
parentswho want to go shopping, eat out, see
amovie orgo toPortland—allbythemselves!
Don't miss this exciting opportunity to do
all those adult things you've been missing on
Friday and Saturday nights, December 344,
10411, and 17418 from 5:00 p.m. - 11 flO p.m.
The kids will be in capable hands and will
be entertained by a rope swing, soccer,
origami, tennis, kickball, jump rope, board
games, floor hockey, mathgames, sock fights,
Chinese scatterball and other games and ac-
tivities!
Of course this service isn't free, but it won't
break the bank either, at only $9.00 per child
per evening. Proceeds will benefit the
Bowdoin College Track Team Spring Trip
Parents may drop children off any time
after 5:00 p.m. and pick them up any time
before 11:00p.m.
Reservations are required. Call 725-3013 to
sign up for night camp.
Over 200 members of the Bowdoin fac-
ulty and staff (including emeriti) contrib-
uted $26,644 to the 1993-1994 Bowdoin Col-
lege United Way of Mid Coast Maine and
MaineSharecampaign. Leadingdepartments
in participation were the Development and
Alumni Relations Office with 86.6% partici-
pation, Admissionswith80% and Asian Stud-
ies with 75%. Of the total raised, $20,785.50
will assist United Way of Mid Coast Maine's
thirty-seven agencies and $5,858.50 will ben-
efit Maine Share's twenty-one affiliates.
Agencies supported by United Way ofMid
Coast Maine include the Tedford-Oasis Pro-
grams, Bath-Brunswick Hospice and the
Merrymeeting AIDSSupportServices .Those
supported by Maine Share range from the
Maine Hospice Council to Friends of Casco
Bayand theMaineCoalition for Family Crisis
Services to Maine's Foreign Affairs Educa-
tion Fund.
Bowdoin's 1993-1994Campaign Co-Chairs
Ron Christensen (chemistry), HeatherKenvin
Hietala (Alumni Relations) and David Vail
(Economics) thank the members of the Col-
lege community for their generous support.
The Arctic Museum shop (Hubbard Hall)
will have a holiday sale from December 7 to
December 22. You will receivea 10% discount
(except for the ivoryand soapstone carvings).
HAPPY HOLIDAYS! Come to the Arctic
Museum and select a gift.
Amnesty International willcommamerate
Human Rights Day on Saturday, December
11 from 1 0:00 a.m. to 2:00 p.m. at the Tontine
Mall.
The focus of this event will be Amnesty
International's lives Behind the Lies" Cam-
paign which concerns victims of disappear-
ance or political killings. The campaign was
launched on October 20, at the National Press
Club in Washington, D.C. by AX's Secretary
General, Pierre Sane,
The Bath-Brunswick Group 169, is work-
ingon fourcases in thiscampaign from India,
Morroco, Guatemala and Rwanda. They will
have a table set up in the mall for people to
write letters to government officials asking
them to account for these people. Sample
letters willbe provided tohelp people in their
letter writing. Letters need only be brief, and
writing materials will be provided. They will
ask people to make a small donation to cover
postage and will mail the letter for them.
Each person who stops and writes a letter
will receiveavoucher from Wild Oats Bakery
(Becky Shepherd, prop.) for a free cookie and
cup of coffee at the bakery.
Holiday greeting cards will also be avail-
able for people to sign and send to prisoners
of conscience. This is part of A.I.'s Annual
Holiday Card Action
Throughout the event A.I. will be showing
videosofAmnesty International's "Animated
Universal Declaration of Human Rights."
HumanRightsDaycommemoratestheadop-
tion of the Universal Declaration of Human
Rights inl 948.
Part of the campaign is the adoption by
each state of still another victim ofdisappear-
ance or political killings on whose behalf
we enlist the help of elected officials.
Maine has been assigned the case of a
man who "disappeared" in Bosnia -
Herzagovina. Local officials have been
invited to participate in this.
This isGroup 169's major international
campaign of 1993. A.I. hopes that it will
force governments to stop "disappear-
ances" and political killings and take
measures which will prevent those hu-
man rights violations in the future.
In case you hadn't noticed, it's getting
cold outside, and the Orient urges its
readers to participate in Physical Plant's
energy conservation efforts. The less fuel,
electricity, gas and water that is used, the
less expensive it will be to operate the
College. It will also have a positive im-
pact on the environment by minimizing
consumption of natural resources and
minimizing airemissions. We can all help
the College conserve energy as well as
minimize operating costs by observing
the following simple procedures:
Keep thermostat set at 65°Fduringcold
weather (if you have access to one).
Keep windows and storm windows
closed during cold weather.
Keep exterior and interior vestibule
doors closed.
Close window shades at night to help
retain heat.
Keep window shades on sunny side
open on sunny days to take advantage of
solar gain.
Turn off lights, computers and other
electrical/electronicequipment when not
in use.
Representative Tom Andrews CD-
Maine) is another Bowdoin graduate/
luminary who will be speaking next
week, Thursday, December 9, in the
Lancaster Lounge. He will be speaking
about collegiate activism (the News edi-
tor wrote without irony). The lecture will
be sponsored by the local chapter of the
National Collegiate Activists.
Finally, the age limit for the Miss
MaineUSA Pageant has been increased
to 26, and there's no 'Talent" require-
ment! Applications aredue December 18,
Misses.
Compiled by David Simmons
As It Should Be
Italian Trattoria
It's here... The best brick oven pizza in town!
Leontmc Chicken. ..Boneless breast of chicken sauteed
uith atichoke hearts, mushrooms and capers in a white wine
and lemon sauce.
10"...$3.50 14"...$7.00 16"...$8.00
Specializing in pizza, pasta and chicken dishes
76 Union Street, Brunswick 729-2826
GOODWINCvolvo * mrrnrm^J
Looking for a VOLVO or a
MAZDA?
New or Used
We also have 1 Certified Honda, Toyota
and Nissan Technician.
Call the dealer with 41 years ofexperience
91 Main St.. Topsham
729-3369
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Arts & Entertainment
IfijouarenkmghtivhozvoiildfollozvakingJollozLune."—KingAutlmr/'Excalibur
Bowdoin's Dance Group presents annual Studio Show
Performance: In a night
highlighting the work of
dance classes, independent
study projects and the
dance group Vague, the
Studio Show hopes to





Ideally, all should feel an irresistible pull to
make theirway to Pickard Theater on Friday,
December3,at7:30p.m. towitnesstheBowdin
dance groups presentation of their Annual
December Studio Show. This program will
bring to life, and to the stage, several polished
dance pieces as well as some works-in-
progress taken from the classes themselves,
students' Independent Study works and also
the extra-curricular group, Vague.
There is an incredible amount of variety
within this series of works. For instance:
GenevieveThompson '94has staged a highly-
charged piece for about ten dancers based
upon the dances that sheencountered during
her study abroad program in Kenya. Set to
the authentic tribal songs and chants, the
work serves as a welcome to the audience
bom in its spiritand in the fantasticamount of
energy it transmits. Another dance to be pre-
sented is Aixa Kidd '94's re-staging of Bob
Fosse's slick dassic "Steam Heat," which is as
clever and as amusing as it is impressive in
terms of choreography. Also on the bill is
Vague's hip-hop number for eighteen danc-
ers,choreographed byFirst-YearEstherBaker.
This piece is imbued with "attitude" and
should give the audience quite a few ideas for
any upcoming dances. In addition, Professor
June Vail will present "Full Deep and Mel-
low," set to music from theWorld Saxophone
Quartet. Anotherwork will be Professor Paul
Saris-' "SixWomen Making the Mostofa Gray
Landscape" set to—no we are not kidding
here—"post-traditional" Finnish folk music.
According to June Vail, this
type ofperformance is given
each year to allow both
audience and dance students
to appreciate the process of
making art, not just the end
result.
This is literally just a sampling of all that will
be performed. There are also several other
student works mat will be showcased and, in
all, this should truly present something for
everyone.
The fundamentalcharm of mis show is the
fact that it is presented very informally. This
is not the "polished" program that is shown
in the spring. According to June Vail, this
type of performance is given each year to
allow both audience and dance student to
appreciate the process of making art, not just
the end result. Thus, there is not a great deal
Bowdoin dancers preparing for Friday's show.
of technical spectacle, and it is completely
incumbent upon the dancers to create the
"magic" and the visual interest for their pro-
grams. This they do brilliantly. Regardless of
the vigorous nature of their dances, all par-
ticipants make it clear that they are having a
wonderful time. They constantly maintain
contact with their fellow dancers and this,
even beyond their considerable skill, creates
an environment that is admirably profes-
sional. The audience is guaranteed to leave
with at least a billion percent more energy
and vitality than they came in with. This
program is, for lack of a better word, exciting.
According to Vail, anotherpurpose forgiv-
ing this performance is to get thecommunity
interested in as many world cultures as pos-
Sheridan Kelley/ bowdoin Orient
sible through the dynamic medium of dance.
Also, the department wants to give students
ample opportunity to choreograph and see
their works performed. Finally, there is the
simpleneed fordancers tobe able to dance for
an audience. It is a crucial part of their learn-
ing process.
Although all of thesepieceswere rehearsed
separately, one would not know it. There is a
cohesive element, a common joy, it seems,
that all of the dancers share—with them-
selves and the audience. Thus, theprogram is
far from piecemeal, it is rather a solid, albeit
many- faceted, jewel. This will be a great start
to one of the last weekends of the semester
and a wonderfully-edifying stress-reliever
—
a must see!
Photo of the Week
Ken Netzorg
Bowdoin's Concert Band
graces Pickard this Sunday
By Amy Welch
copy editor
The esteemed Bach clan is represented by
JohannSebastian's pastoralcomposition, "Sheep
May Safely Graze" This gende melody, an aria
from a hunting cantata, is one of Bach's most
popular and most frequently-performed works.
Thefirsthalfoftheconcertcondudeswith''Do
Not Go Gentle Into That Good Night," a work
basedonDylanThomas'poemofthesamename.
It attempts to recreate the poem in sound, but is
not a programmatic representation.
Dmitri Shostakovich composed, among many
No, they don'tplay that Meatioaf song.
Yeah,it'ssometrungyourmotherwould
be proud ofyou for going to.
But, really, that'sno reason not togosee
the Bowdoin College Concert Band, un-
der the direction of John Momeau, in its
Fall Concert Thisconcert in Pickard The-
ater, is open to the Bowdoin community other pieces, the score to the motion picture "The
and the public free of charge. The en- Gadfly." The opening to the second half of the
semble, which consists oftwenty-one stu- concert is an excerpt from this artist's film score,
dents and fivecommunity members, will Thecenterof theconcert'sconcluding section is
peform pieces ranging from the peaceful a piece enbded "La Procession Du Rorio." Com-
and traditional (Bach) to the contempo- posed by Joaquin Turina, it represents an annual
raryand slightly unnerving (Del Borgo).
The concert opens, appropriately, with
thebrass fanfareof"EmperataOverture,"
apiecewrittenbyQaudeT. Smith. Featur-
ing several sections of theband, this piece
sets the tone for the rest of the concert—
a
program full of technically and musically
difficult material.
The overture is followed by a piece
entitled "Suite Francais," composed by
Darius Milhaud Previously performed
by such well-known performing groups
as the Goldman Band and the New York
Philharmonic Orchestra, it was commis-
sioned in 1945, and the five movements
are named after French provinces which
saw battles in World War II.
festival in Seville, Spain. In die rity of Triana, the
dry's richest families ride in procession with a
statue of the Virgin Mary as part of die celebra-
tion. As the procession weaves its path through
the revelers, all dancing and festivities cease, but
they resume soon afterand, at length, fadeaway.
The afternoon concludes with a tonepoem by
Jerry Bilik. "American Civil War Fantasy" musi-
cally encompasses many attitudes and events
which preceded and led up to the Civil War.
Using fragments of tunes such as "Listen to the
Mockingbird," When Johnny Comes Marching
Home," and "The BattieHymn of die Republic,"
the audience can trace die progression of emo-
tions and tensions which characterized America
in the 1860s. This isa rousing finish to theproduct
of a semester of work.
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'Loon Lake with the Girls." By Kathleen Dougherty '96.
Student print exhibition sale
A print exhibition of studentwork presented by the Bowdoin College Department of Art
is on display through December 10 in the ground floor galleryof the Visual Arts Center. The
show will also feature a print sale and opening reception, to beheld from 3:00 p.m.-6:00 p.m.
on Thursday, December 9. The sale will include over sixty prints, ranging in price from five
dollars and up. The exhibition is open to the public, free of charge.
The exhibition includes original etchings, drypoints, monotypesand woodcutsproduced
this semester by students enrolled in Art 170, "Printmaking I," taught by Professor of Art
Mark Wethli. Offered every fall semester, "Printmakingl" covers all ofthe basic approaches
to intaglio and relief printmaking—etching, aquatint, drypoint, monotype and woodcut,
among others—and concludes with a six-week independent project in which each student
selects a particular printmaking medium to explore in depth.
The print sale, which has been an annual event since 1985, is an opportunity to share this
artistic medium with the entire Bowdoin community. Because each student in the course is
encouraged towork independently, the show will include not only a variety ofprintmaking
techniques, but also a variety of styles and subject matter, ranging from the realistic to the
abstract and from portraiture to landscape. Because etchings and woodcuts produce
multiple impressions, it's also an opportunity, as it has been traditionally, to make original
artwork more readily available a t a reasonable cost. Since members of the class are centrally
involved in its organization and presentation, the exhibition also serves as an adjunct to the
course itself, providing students with a first-hand experience of the exhibition process.
ADYONI
The Ultimate Hair Design is
offering 50% OFF ALL
SERVICES when you show
your Bowdoin I.D.for the
month of November!
Located at Fort Andross
729-4484 Hottest Looks,
Latest Trends.
Two upcoming photo exhibits
deliver a strong message
PhotographerLoelPoor'saward-winning
portraitsofpeopleliving withAIDS arenow
on exhibit at various locations on the
Bowdoin College campus through Friday,
December 10. The exhibits are open to the
public free of charge.
The exhibition titles and locations are:
"Memories of Eddie: Living with AIDS,"
Kresge Gallery of the Visual Arts Center;
"Women andMen Living withAIDS: the Chal-
lenge Continues," Lancaster Lounge, Moulton
Union; and "Out From the Shadows: Children
Living with AIDS," lower level lounge of
Hawthorne-Longfellow Library. Each of the
exhibits are accompanied by text
Loel Poor'swork has received critical acclaim
and has been exhibited throughout New
England and the mid-Atlantic states. A
graduate of La sell College where her major
was advertising, Poor is a former home-
maker and photographer of children and
outdoor scenes. Her first collection of pho-
tographs dealing with AIDS, "Memories of
Eddie: Living with AIDS," documents the
journey of one man from August 1988, just
after his diagnosis, to February 1989, two
weeks before his death. "Eddie" and Poor
were brought togetherwhen Eddie decided
he wanted to make his illness an opportu-
nity for education. After photographing
Eddie, Poor went on to photograph other
men, women and children
—
photographs
that have become the "Women and Men
Living with AIDS: the Challenge Contin-
ues" and "OutFrom the Shadows: Children
Living with AIDS" exhibits.
Poor's exhibits have appeared at colleges
and high schools; in "Risky Times: How to
be AIDSSmartand StayHealthy," an educa-
tional book for adolescents; and at the Hu-
man RightsCampaign Fund exhibit in Wash-




a show from the Bowdoin CollegeMuseum of
Arfspermanent collection. Openingon Tues-
day, January 4, and continuing through Sun-
day, February 13, the show will be located in
theJohn H. and Helen P. BeckerGallery in the
Walker Art Building. Titled "At Home: In-
sights," the exhibition is curated by Associate
Professor of Art John McKee with assistance
from Justin P. Wolff '92, Andrew W. Mellon
curatorial intern for 1993-94. The installation
features works by several artists including
Berenice Abbott, Manuel Alvarez Bravo,
Harry Callahan, Walker Evans, Emmet
Cowan and Abelardo Morell. The show is
presented in conjunctionwith McKee's course.
Art 180, "Photography I."
"The camera and the alert photographer
together can sharpen awareness of the 'famil-
iar,'" said McKee. "Simple household ob-
jects—teapots, paper bags, peeling paint, or a
doorway—are perceived with fresh insight
through the photographer's lens. As Soetsu
Yanagi, a Japanese art historian and author of
The Unknown Craftsman,' states, 'For many,
intuition is blunted by a failure to see with the
naked mind.' Thesephotographers kept their
intuition unblunted."
The Bowdoin College Museum of Art is
open Tuesday through Saturday, 10:00 a.m.
to 5:00 p.m., and Sunday from 2:00 p.m. to
5:00 p.m. Closed Mondays and national holi-
days. For more information call (207) 725-
3275. The Museum of Art is also closed De-
cember 23, 1993, through January 3, 1994.
Compiled by Matthew Brown
Conic see something Mother Nature
never intended.
The Improvabilities




are being offered by
NECUSE ^
New England Consortium for Undergraduate Science Education
at
AMHERST COLLEGE, BATES COLLEGE. BOWDOIN COLLEGE,
BROWN UNIVERSITY, COLBY COLLEGE, DARTMOUTH COLLEGE,
HARVARD UNIVERSITY, COLLEGE OF THE HOLY CROSS,
MIDDLEBURY COLLEGE, MOUNT HOLYOKE COLLEGE, SMITH COLLEGE,
TRINITY COLLEGE, WELLESLEY COLLEGE, WESLEYAN UNIVERSITY,
WILLIAMS COLLEGE, AND YALE UNIVERSITY
in the fields of
ASTRONOMY, BIOLOGY, CHEMISTRY. COMPUTER SCIENCE,
EARTH SCIENCE, ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE, MATHEMATICS,
NEUROSCIENCE, AND PHYSICS
Stipend: $3,300
List of Opportunities and Details of Fellowships
will be available in your
Science Departments and Career Counseling Offices
after December 15, 1993
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The screamsofthe flailing victim asneedles
burrow into his flesh, the mindless hackles of
the surrounding observers and the horrific
droning of an ever-running machine are the
form, state and picture of the world of Franz
Kafka. In a realm in which the beaks of vul-
tures penetrate the heart of humankind, and
innocent individuals in humanity are "meta-
morphosed" into dung beetles, Kafka means
to condemn an angst-ridden bureaucratic
world in which the ranks ofhumanity are lost
in the infinite gears of the system. Tracing his
career from the abominable torture in "The
PenalColony" totheself-consciousjoypresent
in "Children on a Country Road," it becomes
increasingly clear that the victims of Franz
Kafka internalize societal pressure and trans-
form it into a unique form of subjugation in
which they are reduced to a state of utter
despondency.
For his misbehavior in the ranks of his
military unit, a lone soldier is brought before
the Commander and his machine in Kafka's
"The Penal Colony." He is stripped to the
as the needles penetrate deeper and deeper
into the soldier's back. The observers serve as
witnesses to the final destruction of inno-
cence and youth at the hands of a sadistic
sexuality in which the "power figure" vicari-
ously inflicts torture through the embodi-
ment of a male dominated bureaucracy.
Just as the limp body of the soldier is about
mate escape from the system of domesticity
through a subconscious hurling into a world
of naturalistic peace and freedom. In a text
mat is representative of Kafka's traditional
style, a style defined by juxtaposition and a
distinct leaning towards solipsism, the ado-
lescent characters are mentally and physi-
callyunbound from theconfines of theirhome.
He constructs a narrative
describing the home as a
confining, repressive system
in which the parent-child
relationship is one that is
inextricably bound to a
mechanical bureaucracy.
waist and tightly bound to a plank beneath
the enormous machine. As several soldiers
look on, the ecstaticCommanderpullsa lever
and watches as the needles of the machine
mechanically carve the punishment of the
prisoner into his back. Amidst the blood-
curdling lamentations of the victim, the ma-
chine draws and redraws the same pattern,
washing away the dried blood and tears from
the countenance of the soldier. The com-
manderand the restofhisarmygleefully look
on as the young man receives his "just re-
ward."
In this scene ofheightened reality in which
every emotion is intensified beyond normal
capacities, the Commander derives an in-
tense sexual pleasure from the workings of
the machine. Suggesting an express physical
unity with the bureaucracy of the system, the
Commander experiences a simultaneous joy
to be pried from the slab and tossed into a
holocaust-like pit, somethinggoeswrongwith
the Machine: one spring breaks. In one minor
fracture, the needles start whirling at an in-
creased rate, the pillars begin to strip off and
the whole infrastructure suddenly collapses.
In the final moments of this telling destruc-
tion, the Commander falls on the plank and
becomes die mass upon which the descend-
ing needles work their torture. In mis final
image of an oragsmically bloody union in
which the Commander is ripped to shreds as
the carnage of the Machine descends into the
communal grave, Kafka suggests the ulti-
mate dismantling of the system under pres-
sure from its own organs. A crack in a single
rivet in the system directly leads to the ulti-
mate dismantling of the whole bureaucracy.
Unlike "The Penal Colony," "Chil-
dren on a Country Road" purports the ulti-
Speaking to the traditional familial notion of
"come home when the street lights turn on,"
Kafka suggests thatthechild characters should
run down a country road, escaping the beck-
oning calls of their parents. He constructs a
narrative describing thehome as a confining,
repressive system in which the parent-child
relationship is one that is inextricably bound
to a mechanical bureaucracy.
As in mostKafka stories, the inherent free-
dom fades as reality intrudes upon the men-
tal glee of the victims. The images of the
rusting swing, the iron fence and the closed
door all suggest a return to societal pressures
and norms. Kafka's concluding message is
one of ultimate despair we can momentarily
escape from the inherent injustice in the sys-
tem, however, our paths all indirectly lead
towardsanunwelcomereturn tobureaucracy.
Paralleling thisdrivetowardsan alienation
Want one of those Bowdoin
Polar Bear Hats that you can't
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134 Maine Street 725-8516
Books • Cards • UPS
ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
Fisheries - Many earn $&OO0+/ma in canneries
or $3,000-$6,000t/mo. on fishing vessels
Many employers provide room k. board k
transportation. Over 8,000 openings. No
experience accessary! Male or Female. Get
the necessary head stsrt on next summer Calk
(206) 545-41 S5 ext A5064
from society is Thomas Mann's remarkable
novella, "Death in Venice." In a story describ-
ing the transformation of the character of
Aschenbach from a stanceof intellectual vigor
and drive to a relaxed obsession with a young
boy, Mann means to describe a human's in-
ability to attain beauty and perfection in a
remarkably flawed world. The image of a
mechanical Germany contrasted to the relax-
ing villas in Venice, the clockwork schedule
ofAschenbach compared with the lackadaisi-
cal nature of the local inhabitants all, much
like Kafka, serve to show a momentary es-
cape from the system.
Aschenbach's fascination with the young
boy, however, seems to be the most perplex-
ing aspect of the story. He is attracted to a
youth described as a being of almost divine
beauty. Aschenbach constantly watches him
as he flails around on the beach in what is
described as an almost angelic sweetness.
Even though Aschenbach never develops a
physical relationship with the youth, he falls
into immediate mental deterioration when
the young boy leaves for a few days. With
overtones of strict homoeroticism,
Aschenbach seemingly loses his drive, pas-
sion and zeal when the object of his aesthetic
affections is shattered by the harsh intrusions
of reality—the youth is beaten by another
child.
The ensuing death of Aschenbach in the
end represents the fiery fall of his dichoto-
mous character: the man and the artist are
swallowed in a pit of societal despair when
the external world violently intrudes upon
... the man and the artist
are swallowed in a pit of
societal despair when the
external world violently
intrudes upon the internal
bliss of the quiet German.
the internal bliss of the quiet German. He can
no longer separate his mental, artistic tenden-
cies from his day-to-day existenceas ahuman
being. In an exposition on the self-destructive
nature of any artistic leaning, Aschenbach
quietly wastes away under the grips of chol-
era.
As the papers pile higher and the tests
approach at a demonic pace, a Kafka-esque
world in the Mann tradition seems a step
away. We are constantly put under pressure
from a system in which we have no gover-
nance or control. Everything from the salad
bar at the Tower to the combination of one's
mailbox at the Union serves to keep the indi-
vidual from operating outside the workings
of a grand bureaucracy. If the raven ap-
proaches and the choir strikes up a Venetian
chorus, it is time to leave the system and fly
down a country road.
FREE TRIPS AND MONEY!!
Individuals and Student Organiza-
tions wanted to promote the Hottest
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Price Guarantee! Organize 15
friends and your trip is free! (800)
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The Ultimate Movie Challenge
Compiled by Robert Ellis and Matthew Brown
The Test: Match the quote with the actress/actor who uttered these
divine words and find the movie from which the quote was taken.
Quotes
1. "We're the United States Government, we
don't do that sort of thing."
2. "Is this that marijuana. ..too
much alcohol in the system."
3. "They can bill me."
4. "Either he's alive or he's dead, or
the cops got him or they don't."
5. "If you could see what I've
seen with your eyes."
6. "One of these days you are going to be
wrong and I just hope I'm around to see it."
7. "I'll have what she's having."
8. "I'm walkin' here! I'm walkin' here!"
9. "It's all in the reflexes."
10. "You better think about the consequences
of your actions."
11. "Looks like I'm walkin'."
12. "Don't torture yourself... that's
my job."
13. "I've lost my diamonds somwhere
between 7th and 27th. Find them."
14. "We're not married. ..we're just two
animals that share the same cage."























V. "The Blues Brothers"
VI. "Reservoir Dogs"
VD. "Cat on a Hot Tin Roof"
Vm. "2001 : A Space Odyssey"
DC "Blade Runner"
X. "When Harry Met Sally"
XI. "Big Trouble in Little China'
XII. "The Empire Strikes Back"




"At the edge or
the sea he lingered,
head bowed,
drawing figures in
the- wet sand ... he
loosed his hand from












strong, all the men
are good looking and
all the children are
above average."
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Put the Substance Back into Liberalism
by Benjamin S. Beach and Paul C. Rohlfing
"Why be politically correct when you can be right?" reads methods of speech provides conservatives with a weak point
a t-shirt recently advertised in National Review, the literary upon which they can attack the entire progressive agenda,
bastion of conservative thought in America. Conservatives Thereby, they effectively limit a policy maker's ability to
have it easy these days. Liberal efforts are stagnating in the cultivate public support for substantive liberal initiatives,
muddy swamp of shallow reform that is forced political As we said before, conservatives have it easy these days,
correctness. In the last decade, while our nation's use of Political correctness allows conservatives to, in some ways, be
language has become moreand more liberal, the direction of all things to all people. Any conservativewho feels inclined to
political action has become increasingly conservative. We appeal to a more "liberal" portion of the population can
feel nostalgia for the days when liberals let their actions simply make use of the language of political correctness to do
speak for their views. Liberals must return their focus to so. At the same time, when speaking to a more conservative
reforms which benefit the truly disenfranchised members of sector of the population, tile same individual may deride
society instead of pandering to "Hollywood Liberalism." political correctness as a way to tap into the resentment felt by
Forced political correctness is hollow, and it allows the conservatives toward the entire concept of culturally aware
perception of liberal action to subsist whereno tangible ^^^^immmmmmm^^^^mm^^^^^mmm^^^^^^^^^^^^^
activity is present.
___^-i™*—^^__^______
Forced political correctness is not only a barrier to
liberal action, but it also serves to devalue tile English
language. By rewarding individuals for using speech
that belies their true worldview, forced political
correctness undermines the worth of language.
Language isour most vital form ofpersonal expression.
If it ceases to represent the content of our ideas,wehave
lostapowerful tool foruse inour inter-personal relations.
Making use of appropriate language is important.
However, forcing people to say what they do not mean
and then placing importance in how they say what they
say is a criminal use of the power of language, ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^im^w
Furthermore, by forcing people into the use of certain
kinds of speech, you have denied them the opportunity to speech.
discover what is significant in the first place about language Small East Coast colleges, such as Bowdoin, perpetuate this
that reflects cultural awareness. Forced political correctness paradox. While the Bowdoin community forces the use of
fails to convert those who need awareness the most. politically correct speech on itself, it lacks any true diversity in
Language evolves along with society. When language and its population. Which is more important: appearing to be
societal change are in pace with each other, this evolution is progressiveby using the term "African-American," orworking
natural. When changes in language are forced upon to eliminate the obvious disparities in the racial make-up of
populations, or when these changes do not reflect the reality the college? A Bowdoin student could count on the fingers of
thatexists within a society, theevolution oflanguage becomes one hand the number of black faculty members here, yet it
unnatural and counter-productive. By emphasizing terms wouldtakethehandsofeverystudentoncampustounderline
that represent cultural awareness without fighting to ensure the term "African-American" every time it appears in
that these changes reflect the reality of society, liberals are, in Bowdoin's official literature. You can't go for more than a few
fact, stifling the natural evolution of language by divorcing minutes at Bowdoin without running into the Bowdoin
language from the reality that it is supposed to reflect. Bicentennial logo which reads "The College and theCommon
One of the most distressing aspects of forced political Good." Even the Bowdoin Orient displays it.
correctness is the damage it does to liberals who are actually Despite this appearance ofconcern for liberal ideals,onecan
attempting substantive change. Backlash against imposed go for weeks without actually becoming involved with real
Political correctness has
become the guise behind
which the apathetic Bowdoin
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efforts to back up tine noble words of this motto. A couple
weekends ago around fifty Bowdoin students out of 1500
showed up to help out the common good by donating blood.
Should we allow Bowdoin students to maintain the notion
that their college is progressive when in fact it is not? Political
correctness has become the guise behind which the apathetic
Bowdoin student is allowed to hide.
The Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the Voting Rights Act of
1965 provide excellent examples of liberal political action
from a time when cultural awareness was not yet an issue.
With these two measures, the United States Government did
more to acheive tangible success in the struggle to improve the
lives ofAfrican-Americans than ithad since the Emancipation
BB Proclamation. Wesubmit that too many of today's liberals
would be more inclined to argue for the manda tory use of
"correct" speech than to deal with the real issues that
involve justice and human dignity in our nation.
At Bowdoin an atmosphere exists where "correct"
speech has become the litmus test for the acceptance of
ideas. Bowdoin students that have been indoctrinated
with this notion are extremely susceptible, not only to the
divisive tactics of conservative opportunism, but more
dangerously, to their own apathy.
Some of your friends will tell you that we are a couple
of arch-conservatives who are advocating cultural
insensitivity. This is dead wrong. By saying this, your
friends are simply falling into the same trap that forced-
political correctness encourages. This trap persuades
people to focus on the surface appearance rather than on the
true meaning of a statement. We believe that people need to
examine the society that surrounds them and become aware in
a process that represents true personal enhancement We
believe that culturally aware language is vital as a form of
expression, not as a device for imposing false realities.
It must be understood that we come from a long line of
Minnesota liberals. Our heroes include the likes of Eugene
McCarthy, Hubert Humphrey, Walter Mondale, Don Fraser,
Paul Wellstone and Sharon Sayles-Belton (a liberal African-
American woman elected last month, in a year riddled with
conservative successes, as mayor of Minneapolis, a mostly
white city). All of these politicians overcame public apathy in
their struggle to institute substantive change for the benefit of
society. Theirs is the model to be followed. Let us abandon the
hollow and counter-productive enforcement of political




by Ernest Lee Levroney III
Respect me,
Because I am human.
Respect me,
Because I belong here.
Respect me,
Because I have feelings, dreams, desires, goals,
and pride.
Let me be me.
Don't hinder me,
And don't try to constrain me to your standards.
I Do Not want to be you.
I want to be me,
And be respected for being me.
Respect me,
My people, my culture, and my heritage.
Learning about my heritage has nothing
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"The College exercises no control over the content of the
writings contained herein, and neither it, nor thefaculty,
assumesanyresponsMlityfortheviewsexvressedherein.''
Letter Policy
The Bowdoin Orient welcomes letters from all of our readers.
Letters must be received by 6 p.m. Tuesday to be published the
same week, and must include a phone number where the author
of the letter may be reached.
Letters should address the Editor, and not a particular
individual. The Bowdoin Orient will not publish any letter the
Editors judge to be an attack on an individual's character or
personality.
The Bowdoin Orient is published weekly while classes are held
during Fall and Spring semesters by the students of Bowdoin
College, Brunswick, Maine.
The policies of the Bowdoin Orient are determined by the
Bowdoin Publishing Company and the Editors. The weekly
editorials express the views of a majority of the Editors, and are
therefore published unsigned. Individual Editors are not
necessarily responsible for, or inagreement with, the policiesand
editorials of the Bowdoin Orient.
The Bowdoin Orient reserves the right to edit any and all
articles and letters.
Address all correspondence to the Bowdoin Orient, 12
Cleaveland St, Brunswick, Maine, 04011. Our telephone number
is (207) 725 -3300.
Let's call a spade a spade
When asked what is going on over
the weekend, the average Bowdoin
student will barrage you with a list
of fraternity parties to attend. Often
the student will be able to extend
that list to the following weekend,
or even the weekend after that.
Clearly the weekend social life
revolves around the fraternity
system. Naturally, then, the
fraternity will be where alcohol and
violence-related events are going to
happen. The administration's
solution to this? Incapacitate the
fraternity.
If a student passes out on the lawn
in front of Alpha Beta Gamma, then
one should dig up that lawn to
ensure that it won't happen again.
Thisbizarre logic follows the pattern
the Bowdoin Administration has
standardizedwhendealingwith the
problems of alcohol abuse and
violence. Punishing every member
of a fraternity because someone did
something stupid on their property
is much like digging up the lawn.
By placing a houseon probation, the
Administration feels pleased with
itself because it has found a
scapegoat, and yet it scratches its
head at the next incident (strikingly
similar to the one thathappened just
the weekend before) and wonders
how in the world the problem it
"solved" has become a problem
once again.
Because one less house is allowed
to host campus-wides, the parties
become fewer in number and more
crowded in attendance.
Overcrowding results in more
accidents, more fraternities are put
on probation, and the cycle
continues. And still the
Administrationcontinues to scratch
its head and point a finger in yet
another direction.
It is ridiculous for a fraternity to be
punished for an incident of alcohol
abuse or violence which could
realistically have happened at the
fraternity house across the street, or
even in a student's dorm room. As it
stands now, the Administration's
solution does not even touch upon
theproblem. Offering a solution such
asproviding alternatives to fraternity
events is much more of a solution
than banning fraternity functions.
Organizing dances and movies, and
bringing in more comedians, music
groups and outside entertainers
would be much less exhausting than
trying to restrict the activites of a
large percentage of the campus.
Those students who have their
minds set on alcohol are going to
drink. A possible route the
Administration could take in order
to deal with that problem could be
increasing the awareness of alcohol
abuse, emphasizing "responsible
drinking" to students. Again, a
specific solution directed toward a
specific problem.
It comes down to this: placing
fraternities on probation does not
solve the problem of alcohol use and
violence—it simply ignores it.
Offeringalternatives tothe "campus-
wide" might be a solution, increased
education on alcohol abuse is
another. But common sense must
dictate the implementation of
solutions which solve the problem,
not compound it.
Look closer, Administration, and
you'll see the realproblem lies, not in
the pillared-buildings that decorate
our campus, but merely in a brown
glass bottle.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
To the Editor:
This letter is to bring to your readers attention a growing
grassroots effort to control taxes in Maine. This effort is
titled, Maine Citizens for the Tax Brake. It is a citizens-
initiated petition that could become a referendum on
November 4, 1994.
TaxBrakewasconceivedoutofthe beliefmatgovernment
already receives adequate funding. Does it have the ability
to spend our money wisely? This referendum is designed to
give Maine citizens the opportunity to put the brakes on
increases in taxes throughout Maine. Afterall, Maine citizens
in 1971 voted to have an income tax. Don't they deserve to
decide how much that tax, and every other tax for that
matter, will be?
Tax Brake willgive thevoters the final sayonanyproposed
tax or fee increases, whether it be state, county or municipal.
This is not a tax cap; mis is a Tax Brake to prevent any tax or
fee increases unless justified to and approved by the voters.
State taxes and fees will require a State-wide vote. County
increases will require a county-wide vote. Local increases
will require a local vote. Those municipalities and
incorporated school districts currently governing through
town or district meetings open to all voters will have no
charge in their budget proceedings.
Tax Brake does not reduce any taxes. It cuts no existing
program. There are no artificial limitations on government
functions, like inflation indexing or percentage increases. It
only requires the spending to convince the payers that the
tax and fee increases are justified.
Tax Brake began in July, tine product of 20 discontented
tax payers who saw no end in sight and no restraint by
government to live with in its means just like the rest of us.
Todaywe are a group of about 35,000 supporters who have
signed thepetition, given ourtimeand financiallysupported
Tax Brake.
We have spent approximately $10,000 all of which has
been donated, and received over 5000 hours of volunteered
labor to collect signatures at 130 Maine polling places on
November 2, 1993 . Volunteershavesentinformation packets
and answered telephone calls to our 1-800-639-2148
telephone number, acts that prove their dedication to this
petition.
To date, we have collected approximately 35,000 of the
53,000 signatures we need to get the referendum on the
ballot for November 4, 1994. We must have our certified
signatures mailed to tine Secretary of State by January 31,
1994 orwe will bedelayed until November 1995.Obviously
we do not want to wait that long to have control over
taxation. We need to control spending.
If you like Tax Brake or would like more information,
please call me at 1-800-639-2148 or write to me at Maine
Citizens for the Tax Brake, RFD #1 Box 2020, Rumford, ME
04276-9716. We are people like yourself, who are just trying
to make a living and to provide for our families, but are
feelingoverwhelmedbyeverincreasing taxes. Toaccomplish
this goal, we need your help, not only to collect signatures
on our petition, but also financially to cover the ever
increasing costs of printing, mailing and telephone service.
If you are willing and able, please send your financial
support to Maine Citizens for the Tax Brake, P.O. Box 1040,
Rockland,ME 04841-1040.Anyamountyou feel comfortable
sending willbe greatly appreciated and spentconservatively.
It is only through your support that we can all gain control
of taxes.
Sincerely,
Traci Dee Downs Poland






As a Bowdoin studentwho regularly crosses Maine Street,
I would like to express my concern about an event that
occurred this evening. Around 6 p.m. this evening a woman
was struck by a car while she was crossing Maine Street at a
short distance past where we live. She was not a Bowdoin
student, however a large number of students cross at all
times of the day and night.
I do not know where the fault for the accident lies, nor is it
myprimary concern
.A decentnumber of the students at this
college must cross Maine Street to reach the buildings in
which they live. This is fairlydangerous even during the day,
as cars often go very fast on this stretch.
At night, it is especially dangerous since the street lights
are not maintained. There is one particular street light which
does not stay on at night with any frequency. It is across the
street from 228 Maine Street, where I and many ofmy friends
live. It is also directly over a crosswalk. The light does not go
on and stay on when it gets dark. Instead, the light flickers
and goes out for short and long periods of time, only to come
back on and then go out again. As a student who also drives
this section of the road, I know that this light, especiallywhen
it is off, can be distracting and can make it extremely hard to
see the road ahead at times.
Wehave called the town to report theproblem and request
that it be fixed, yet no action has been taken. I am deeply
upset that his accident occurred, and fear that another will
occur, with more serious consequences I would ask that the
town take prompt action to try to correct this dangerous
situation as soon as possible, especially as the winter weather
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By Katie Shoemaker, with photos by Erin Sullivan
What would be your ideal date?
Background: While the ORIENT is publishing the results of the Sex Survey this issue,
many students complain that dating does not happen at Bowdoin. In fact one Guide Book
called Bowdoin the most expensive form of contraception. So assuming some people must
at least think about dating, we decided to ask students what their ideal date would be.




Anything off-campus and alone ...
TIMOTHY BLAKELY '96
Dover-Foxcroft, Maine
Bungee-cordjumping from a B-52, in the
Arctic wearing only wet spandex.
MICHAEL FLAHERTY '96
Billrica, Massachusetts
First, dinner at Grand City. Next, we go to
Bonnie's tattoo parlor where we tattoo
each others names to our shoulders. Then,
take her to tea at Raymond Hatch's home.
Finally, I take her to my abode where I
play love songs on my guitar.
CARMEN L. BARBEE '94
Inglewood, California
My ideal of the perfect date is being with
someone I really respect and who really
respects me. Our time together would be
relaxed. Open and objective conversation
would flow, as we unanxiously sought to
listen to and understand each other. It
would not matter where we were or what
we were doing— walking on at the beach,
watching a movie, being cozy at one of
our homes: just as long as we both had an




Dating? I didn't think people knew what
that was here. My perfect date would be
one that didn't have to be the beginning of
a scandalous relationship, just an




Have a picnic at the ocean.
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Few people familiar with Bowdoin football
were surprised when tri-captain and wide
receiver PeteNye '94 shattered schoolrecords
forcareerreceptionsand yardageafterracking
up 95 total catches for 1601 yards in the 1993
season. Doublecoverageand nagging injuries
could not slow down the NESCAC's top
receiver, who recorded 31 catches for 513
yards in eight games. "Pete has been an
excellent reciever for fouryears," said football
coach Howard Vandersea, who has watched
Nye grow athletically. "It is a great
accomplishment for him to set the records,
especially since the game has changed and
teams are throwing more now."
Nyemay not just have to settle for nostalgic
memories about his record-setting college
football career. In fact, scouts from National
Football League (NFL) teams have been
contactinghim about the possibilityofplaying
pro football . According to reports, scoutsfrom
as many as ten different teams have come to
Bowdoin's practices and games to watch Nye
play. "He is a potential free agent," explained
Vandersea. "Scouts have been at practices
and games and have watched game videos.
Nye's off-season workouts
include weightlifting and
running indoor and outdoor
track.
We are aiming for him to get an opportunity
to try out in person at camp in February."
When asked about the possibility of playing
pro football, Nye said, "It is a long shot,
because Bowdoindoes not have theexposure,
but it is my dream."
Nye has put in years of hard work to give
himself the opportunity to realize his dream
of playing in the NFL. Nye explained, '1 was
not that good coming out of high school.
Bowdoin is the reason why I have come so
far." Vandersea added, "When I recruited
Peter, I thought that he was a solid medium-
range receiver with good hands, but he has
blossomed at Bowdoin. He is always trying to
improve his skills as a player through off-
season workouts."
Nye's off-season workouts include
weightliftingand runningindoorand outdoor
track. A standout sprinter, Nye was elected
captain of the men's indoor track team after
taking up the sport just last year. Nye
attributed his success in football to his
experience with track. "I have become faster
as a receiver, and track has taught me how to
relax and have a better frame of mind for
competition," he said.
Vandersea pointed out that Nye's running
Football tri-captain Pete Nye *94.
trackhas not onlyimproved his football skills,
but has also set a positive example for the
football team to follow. 'The thing Peter does
is he works at it all year long. He is out for
winter and spring track to keep in shape and
is a consistent weightlifter. He sets a great
example for the rest of the team."
The respect resulting from such a good
example is evident among Nye's teammates.
Wide receiver Dave Payne '96 said, "I have
learned a lot from playing behind Pete. He is
in top physical conditionand his work ethic is
an inspiriation to me."
Office of Communications.
After leading the NESCAC in receptions in
1992, Nye knew that he would face double
coverage in games this season. However, an
unexpected challenge presented itself in the
form of a foot injury suffered in the third
game of the year. A chipped big toe kept Nye
out of practice fortwo weeks and affected his
game play. "It definitely slowed me down,"
said Nye. "It was frustrating because 1 could
only run at 75-80%, so I could not get open as
easily."
Even at only 75-80%, Nye was still a favorite
target on many plays, though he was quick to
credit his teammates for sharing the offensive
burden throughout the season. "It helped to
have good quarterbacks this year. Jay
Orenduff ['941 isatalented reciever,and Adam
Rand ['95) and Tony Molinari ['96) made the
big running plays. The offensive line did a
good job, overcoming their lack of size with a
great work ethic.They arethe hardest working
bunch of guys on the team."
Nye took his role as a tri-captain seriously.
Although he had no trouble motivating
himself due to the presence of pro scouts, he
took it upon himself to make an extra effort to
motivate and instill confidence in his
teammates. "I would always tell the team
before games, Tou have to believe you can
beat that guy across from you, because if you
don't believe it, you won't be able to do it,'"
said Nye.
Nye has no regrets about playing football
at Bowdoin rather than at a school with
greater national spotlight. "I wanted to come
here," he said. "I wanted to break records. 1
am a Divsion III player who has turned myself
into a pro prospect through hard work and
dedication." Nye feels that the Bowdoin
"I am a Division III player
who has turned myself into a
pro prospect through hard
work and dedication."
football team has always had the talent to be
outstanding, but sometimes lacks thed iscpline
necessary to rise to the upper echelons of the
NESCAC standings. He was disappointed to
end his college football career with the 21-21
Colby game and CBB tie because he felt
Bowdoin outplayed Colby. "I'm still waiting
for the overtime," he remarked.
Although indoor track season has begun
and Nye faces duties as a role model in a
different athletic atmosphere, thoughts of
football are never far from his mind with pro
agents and scouts calling all the time. Nye is
taking a wait-and-see attitude about it, as is
Vandersea. "I hope he gets the opportunity to
try out," said Vandersea. "He just needs to
keep himself in top condition and the rest will
take care of itself."
So far, Pete Nye has acheived the lofty
goals he has set for himself— it would be no
surprise to those familiar with his work ethic
and skills to see him make it to the NFL. But
even if he cannot quite reach his ultimate
goal, his dedication and hard work are sure to
bring him success in whatever endeavor he
pursues. He has given Polar Bear football and




First Class, oceanfront hotel di-
rectly on the beach, parties, pool
deck fun, nightclubs, sunshine,
DO NOT MISS THIS trip!!
Includes roundtrip motorcoach
trans, with on campus pick up
and drop off, only $289.00 quad
occp., depart 3/18/94 return 3/
27/94. Call for free brochure 1-
800-9-DAYTONA, M-F, 8-6.
See you on the BEACH!!
WRITE FOR ORIENT SPORTS!
Writers still needed for:
Mate basketball Women's fce Hockey
Call Derek at x5136 if interested!
BBALL
***FREE TRIPS & CASH!***
Call us and find out how hundreds of students are already
earning FREE TRIPS and LOTS OFCASH with America's
#1 Spring Break company! Choose Caocun, Bahamas,
Jamaica, Panama, Daytona or Padre! CALL NOW ! TAKE A
BREAK STUDENT TRAVEL (800) 328-SAVE or (617)
424-8222
Continued from page 18.
were in the Bates game during crunch time.
Browning continued to lead the team in
scoring, turning in his third 20+ point
performance. Browning scored his 22 on 5-11
shooting from the field and 12-14 shooting
from the free throw line while adding 11
rebounds. Rowley had 19 on a perfect 5-5
from the field, including 1-1 from three-point
land. Rowley also converted 8 of 11 free
throws. Jason Kirck "9d (10), Alex Arata '96
(10) and Xanthopolous (11) also finished in
double figures to give five Polar Bears 10 or
more points.
The men'sbasketball team looks tocontinue
its best start everwhen it hostsTuftstomorrow
night in Morrell Gymnasium at 7:30 p.m.
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Men's hoop wins first three
By Derek Armstrong
sports editor
The Bowdoin men's basketball team has
jumped to a 3-0 start for the 1993-94season, its
best in 53 seasons of varsity play, on the
strength of a blowout and two narrow
victories. In the season opener on November
23, thePolar Bears put the big hurton UMaine-
Augusta to the tune of 96-49. Every unit
Bowdoin threw at the visitors handled them
easily, which allowed coach Tim Cilbride to
get a good look at hisyoung talent in an actual
game situation. Cilbride then successfully
incorporated his promising first-years with
the proven veterans in a strong all-around
second game effort, which saw the host Bears
nip a competitive University of Southern
Maine squad 81-78 last Saturday following a
steal by co-captain Nick Browning '95 with
under three seconds remaining.
The Bears proved their equal efficiency on
the road Tuesday, when they travelled to
Lewiston to take on the Bates Bobcats (1-2).
With fans from both Bates and Bowdoin
raucously cheering on their respective teams,
the rivals engaged in Bowdoin's second-
straight close game of the young season. The
Bearsemergedfrom theup-and-downcontest
89-83 winners.
Thegame did not start close, however, and
in the first few minutes, it appeared as if the
Bears mighthandle Bates as easilyas they did
in their November match-up with Bates last
year, which host Bowdoin won 104-62. The
Bearsopened upa 16-2 leadwhichcould have
buried the Bobcats beyond any hope of
retaliation. Instead, the home team rallied to
cut the lead to eight at the half, 40-32.
The lead slipped a few more notches with
thebeginning ofthe second halfasthe Bobcats
took advantage of four early Bowdoin fouls
to pull within three, 42-39. The Bears fleshed
their lead back out to 16 by outscoring Bates
16-3 over the next 5:30, but they were again
metwith resistancefrom the Bobcats,whocut
the lead back to nine on a run of their own.
In the final few minutes, the Bears put
together enough of a consolidated effort to
put the game beyond reach of anything but
the most insistent Bates effort. The host team
turned in such an effort, however, and was
able to cut the lead to a shaky three at 82-79
with just under a minute remaining. The
Bobcats climbed back into the contest on the
strength of three three-pointers within a
minute as well as some sharp defense.
In the end, itwas
the dead accuracy
ofChad Rowley '97




Rowley hit six free







been key to the
team'searly-season
success. It is a
testament to the
early confidence









Steve Xanthopolous *97 lays one in off the
Ken Netzorg / Botvaom Orient
Wo in e ii ' s H o c k c i/
Bears succumb to Boston College, trounce the University of Maine
By Craig Cheslog
sports information office
The Bowdoin College women's ice hockey
team split its first two games of the season,
losing athometoBostonCollegeonNovember
21, and picking up a win on the road at the
University of Maine on December 1.
Boston College 6
Bowdoin 3
The Polar Bears were able to stay close to
Boston College for 50 minutes, but then the
Eagles erupted for three unanswered goals in
the third period to come away with a 6-3 win.
Bowdoin was forced to play catch-up from
the beg inn ing of the contest.TheEaglesscored
just 3:03 into the game when Heidi Anderson
connected with Laura Traynham for the only
goal of the first period. Bowdoin goaltender
Dagan Klein '95 faced 14 shots in the period,
and her fine play kept the Polar Bears close as
the Eaglesdominated theopening 18minutes.
The second period was full of action with
both teams scoring twice. Michel Phaneuf '96
tied the game for Bowdoin when she took a
pass from Nan Gorton '96 and beat Boston
College goaltender Kristin Gray at 2:44. Amy
Tieman gave the Eagles a one-goal lead at
8:14 with a goal scored off of a pass by Lisa
Tulimieri. Gorton tied the game at two when
she scored a goal that was set up beautifully
by Jennifer Ahrens '94 and Phaneuf at 15:00,
but the Eagles were able to go into the second
intermission with a one-goal lead when
Tulimieri scored with just six seconds
remaining in the period.
Gorton tied the game once again for the
Polar Bears at 5:29 of the third, with Phaneuf
once again setting up the play. At this point
the Eagles took over, as Tulimieri (7:19),
Tiernan (9:41), and Traynham (16:24) each
added their second goals of the game to give
Boston College the 6-3 victory. Klein made 33
saves in goal for thePolarBears, while Kristin
Gray made 1 1 saves in net for Boston College,
as the Eagles won for the first time ever in
Dayton Arena after six losses.
Bowdoin
U Maine
On Wednesday, Gorton tied the Bowdoin
records for goals in a period (three) and in a
game (five) to lead the Polar Bears to an 8-4
victory at the University of Maine.
Gorton started the scoring at 2:25ofthe first









Bears up by a
goal with a
score at 1502
On Wednesday, Gorton tied the
Bowdoin recordsfor goals in a
period (three) and in a game (five)
to lead the Polar Bears.
Polar Bears had some defensive problems as
Maine scored twice in less than two minutes.
Amanda Moors scored unassisted at 10:40,
andKristen Stul scored offofapassbyKristen
Dennison a1 12:36 tocutthe lead to6-3 .Gorton
then took control of the puck and skated for
an unassisted goal at 12:56 to give Bowdoin a
7-3 lead. Kim scored a goal for herself (after
assisting on three others) at 17:32 from a
Brietta Delmanzo '97 pass, and Maine scored
five seconds later as Stacey Rondeau tallied
unassisted to make the final margin 8-4. Klein













arsenal of test prep





on a play set up by Jane Kim '96. Black Bears.
The second period belonged to Gorton as The line of Gorton, Phaneuf and Kim has
she scored a college record-tying three goals, played two great games for the Polar Bears.
The firstwas scored at 2:38on a play setup by Against Maine, Bowdoin's first line was on
Phaneuf and Kim, the second was scored the ice for all eight of the team's goals, as
unassisted at 1 2:43, and the third came just 50 Gorton and Kim finished the evening with a
seconds later off of a pass by Phaneuf. Klein plus/minus rating of +7, with Phaneuf at +6.
keptMaineoffoffhescoreboardintheperiod, The women's ice hockey team hosts
and the Polar Bears went into the second Williams on Saturday (700 p.m.) and Sunday
intermission with a 5-1 lead. (12:00 p.m.) before taking to the road for
Spagnuoloopened the third period scoring games at Boston College on Tuesday and
with a goal that was set up by Kim at 6:36 to Harvard next Friday to finish the firstportion'
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Polar Bears swim laps
around the competition
High margin of victory:
The men's and women's
swim teams return a solid
core of veterans, yet both
will rely on integral contri-
butions from an influx of
youth in order to look
forward to success in the
1993-94 swim season, a
season coach Charlie Butt




Both the men's and women's swimming
team opened their seasons with big victories
at home on November 20. The Bowdoin men
defeated Babson 137-94 while the Bowdoin
women beat both Babson and MIT by nearly
1 00 points apiece. The men's team is led by tri-
captains Austin Burkett '94, Conrad Stuntz
'94 and Brett Pangburn *94. Leadership on the
women's team falls into the capable hands of
Lucie Garnett '94 and Mindy Zych '94.
The men's team kicked off the meet by
taking first and second place in the 200-meter
medley relay. Stuntzwonboth the 1000-meter
and 500-meter freestyle events, and Rich Min
*95 took away two first places in the 200-
meter individual medley and the 100-meter
breaststroke. Denied by one hundredth of a
second, Josh Rady *95 settled for a second-
place finish in the 50-meter freestyle, one of
th6 day's more exciting races.
The women's team swam away from
Babson and MIT by winning every event
except the 200-meter freestyle relay. Cheryl
Pettijohn '96, a strong individual medley
swimmer, captured first in the 200-meter IM
and the 100-meter breaststroke. Returning to
the water after a lengthy absence, Muffy
Merrick "95 won both the 200-meter and the
500-meter freestyle events.
First
-year men and women will play a key
role in competition this season, as evidenced
by their strong swims against Babson and
MIT. Lucas Filler V7 took first place in the
1 00-meter backstroke for themen.The women
had three first-year swimmers perform
strongly, as KateJohnson '97 won both the 50-
meter and the 100-meter freestyle, and Emily
Church '97 and Kate Miller '97 dominated the
100-meter butterfly by finishing in first and
second, respectively.
Coach Charlie Butt believes both teams can
fare well this season, but the Tufts/Amherst
meet tomorrow promises to be difficult for
Bowdoin. The home meet begins at 1 :00 p.m.
Men's squash downs Colby
Giving it another go: The





The Bowdom men's squash team opened
theimm season on Wednesday with a 7*2
victory over Colby College, proving thai as
defending Conroy Division National
Chawpipn^theywedestined foraswccessful
season. AlthoughColby<3-3) hid previously
earned two impressive wins over Bard and
Fordham, the PolarBears' depthovelwhelmed
the White Mules, spoiling their bid for then-
first victory in their new squash facility.
Bowdoin claimed victories at #2 Hafeez
Esrnail '94, #3 Holt Hunter'%, #4 Jason Mover
'97, «$JohnWinnick '95, #6Jamie Oldershaw
%,#7Cra%8ridweil'96and #8AndyWiener
"97. Bowdoin dominated the seven victories
with Esrnail, Hunter, Moyer, Winnick and
Bridwel! winning in. three games, and
Oldershaw and Wiener dispatching their
opponents in four games. Grif Blake '95,
playing in his first varsity squash match, lost
a tough match atW4 while at #1, captainTom
Davidson M lost 1*3. "Although all of my
players had the first-match jitters, the match
went very well for an opening contest," said
coach Dan Hammond. Hammond was
encouraged by the victory and anticipates
that the two matches lost will be avenged
when Colbytravels to Bowdoin for a rematch
in February.
The Polar Bears have six returning players
on the team, and the top six are extremely
close in ability, providing for the depth and
competition necessary for a successful team.
Davidson feels, "It's going to come down to
the middle ofthe fine-up, Mosfteams have a
strong top three,but we have a strong core at
#4, #5 and #6who a recapable of winningany
match." The Polar Bears also look forward to
theJanuary return of last year's #1 player, jfon
Cirone ^5, who has been studying abroad
and will add to the strength of the team.
Tomorrow the ram host Connecticut
College and MfT at 12-00 p.m. and 3.00 pjn.,
respectively. Last season, MTT was voted the
team of the year by the NCAA, and
Connecticut College has a very strong squad
as well Saturday's contests will be crucial in
detennining the tone of the season for the
team.Afterfinishing firstatlastyear'sCortroy
Division national championships, the men's
squashteam seeks tobuUdonitspastsuccesses
and repeat as champions in 1994.
Women's squash splits
its first two contests
TheBowdoin women's squash team hosted
Colby College and Connecticut College on
November in its season-opener. The Polar
Bears lost to Connecticut College (5-4) in the
opening match, but Bowdoin came back to
defeat Colby (8-1).
Emily Lubin '95, Tara Dugan "97
, Lisa
Klapper '96 and Kelsey Ziegler *95 each
picked up two victories on the day, though
their efforts were not quite enough to down a
strong Connecticut College squad. Klapper
and Ziegler displayed particular dominance
in this match, each dropping their opponents
in three straight sets by scores of 9-0, 9-0 and
The women's squash team participates in
the Wesleyan Invitational tomorrow and
Sunday. The Polar Bears will resume
competition again following the month-long
holiday break.
Wo in c n ' s B a s ke t b all
The women's basketball players scrimmage during a recent practice. Ken IMetzorg/ Bowdoin Orient
CRUISE SHIP JOBS!
Students needed! Earn $2000+ monthly. Summer/holidays/
fulltime. World travel. Carribean, Hawaii, Europe, Mexico.
Tour Guides, Gift Shop Sales, Deck Hands, Casino Workers,
etc. No experience necessary. CALL 602-680-4647, Ext. C147
OVERTIME
Continued from page 20.
with 3:54 remaining. Two Thompson free
throws tied the game at 75-75 as the clock
dipped under 3:00. Schultz missed a 12-foot
jumper, but got her own rebound and scored
to put Bowdoin back on top.
Bogle fouled out on Bates' next possession,
but Bates playerDm nna Delvinonlyconverted
one of her two foul shots, and Bowdoin
maintained a one point lead with 1:39 left. St.
Peter hit a 15-foot jumper to extend the lead to
three with 38 seconds left. Again the Polar
Bear defense caused a Bates turnover, and
Flynn was fouled on the inbound pass. She
was able to hit one of her free throws to boost
the lead to 80-76 with 14 seconds left. St. Peter
hit two more foul shots with six seconds left
and Bowdoin emerged with an 82-78 victory
over the 0-3 Bobcats.
With only five returning players, Bowdoin 's
youth movement is centered around Bogle,
the team's only junior, and Schultz, last
season's leading scorer.
"We have a lot of talent, and a lot of
potential," says Bogle. "Everyone is working
hard and things are going to fall into place for
us." Forward Mulholland is the only first-
year in the starting line-up, and her tenacious
defense and her height have been an early
asset on the court. "We're coming together
quickly," said Mulholland. "This team has a
great attitude, and we're having fun."
Mulholland has made an impact leading
the team in rebounds and steals so far, while
Schultz has picked up where she left off last
year leading the team in scoring and assists.
Meanwhile, St. Peter has thrown in 33 points
from the bench and both Schultz and Gina
Goding '96 havebeen perfect from the charity
stripe.
Saturday the Polar Bears will attempt to
avenge their only defeat of the season when
they host Tufts in the 1993-94 home opener
Tip-off is scheduled for 530 p.m.
4
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basketball bests
Bates in 2 OT
Nail biter: Laura SdMtz
'96 hits an improbable
leaner at the buzzer to keep
her team alive in the first






the Bowdoin woirie^^ team
opened its 20th season with a 66^52 victory
over Amherst in the first round ofmeNESCAC
Tip-off Tournament, followed by an M4l
loss toTufts the next day,hut tbebig game so
\f*x this season was Tuesday night's $2-78
double overtime victory at Bates. The young
Bowdotn hoop squad showed determination
and heart when itcameback from a five-point
deficit with 1 .30 left in regulation play. Laura
Schultz '96, the team's leading scorer, shot a
1 6-footer that hitthe glass and thefrontofthe
rim before hanging over the basket as time
ran out, only to hit the rim again and rattle
through to He the game and force the firstOT.
"We did a great job of coming back late in
thegame," said coach Harvey Shapiro. It is
good for our young players to go through a
game like this one. I felt thatwehad Bates in
both overtimes, but in both we letthem back
in the game. It is a nice win for us."
In the first overtime, thePolar Bears scored
first as captain Airami Bogle '95 hit two free
throws with 3:46 left in the period. Bates tied
the score at 65*65 with 2M remaining and
scored again a minute later, but could not
convertona foul shotjeaving Batesahead67-
65. Jen Flynn '96 was then able to find Bogie
with one of her game-high five assists, the
two teams traded jumpers to leave the score
The young squad . . . came back
from a five-point deficit with 1:30
left in regtdaiion play.
at 69-69 with 41 seconds remaining. Bates
attempted to stow the pacedown, but Flynn
stole a pass and found Kristin St. Peter '96,
who was fouled. St. Peter hit both of her free
throws to put Bowdoin ahead 71-69. Bates
leading scorer Susan Thompson was fouled
whfle driving to the basket, however. When
shemadeboth free throws, thegame entered
its second overtime.
In the second overtime. Bates was able to
strikefirst, butTracy Mulholland '97answered
with a lay-up to tie thegame at 73-73. Tight
defense by the Polar Bears caused Bates to
force and miss a shot as the 30-second clock
ran out. This allowed Flynn to go coast-to-
coast for a lay-up that put Bowdoin ahead
Please see OVERTIME, page 19.
Kevin Ziicak *97 assumes control of the puck as his defender is checked out of the way. Ken Netzorg/ bowdoin Unent
Gentile powers men's hockey to 4-0 start
I Explosion: With the team victory by scoring four times in the first 6:20. of the first, however, moving to within 3-2.
* Bowdoin added one more and Middlebury McCormick and Gentile then put it away by
two before the first period was over. In the repeating their first period performance,
second and third periods the Bears at one scoring one goal apiece to make it 5-2. The
pointranthescoreupto9-2beforeMiddlebury final score of 6-3 improved the Bears to 3-0.
countered with two goals to finish the game. First-year Stuart Logan got his opportunity in
In addition to the display put on by Gentile, net and performed admirably, saving 13 of 16
Charlie Gaffney '95 turned in an impressive shots.
game with one goal and four assists, while his The most spirited match-up of the Polar
brotherjoeGaffney '95 chipped intwo assists. Bears' early season came on Wednesday in
Starting his first game in goal was Matt Bowdoin's first road match against Colby.
Bowden '95.Heplayed a steadygame, making The Polar Bears remained focused despitethe
dazzling saves and keeping a cool head. He highintensityoftheatmosphereand,asusual,
allowed four goals but made 29 saves to pick pounced on their opponents.The Bears scored
up the first win of his career. three times in the first 11:53 of the game,
The following afternoon, the Polar Bears highlighted by senior Mark MacLean's first
took the ice against the Norwich Cadets. The goal of the season. Colby got two back before
Cadets had lost to Colby 4-0 the previous Gentile netted his 12th of the season at 12:32
scoring 7 goals/game and
Marcello Gentile '95 scoring




Off to one of its best starts in recent history,
the Bowdoin men's hockey team seems to be
a force to be reckoned with in the 1993-94
season . The Polar Bears won each of their first
four games by three or more goals—the team
downed Middlebury (9-4), Norwich (8-5) and
New England College (6-3) before traveling
to Waterville on Wednesday and dropping night and were looking for their first win of ofthe second period. Rich Dempsey '96 added
rival Colby, 5-2. No official rankings have the season. Bowdoin picked up where it had one more in the third to give Bowdoin a 5-2
come out yet, but the Bears appear to be the ieft off, however, by opening up with two win. Returning to net was Bowden, who
team to beat in the ECAC Division III. Coach goals in the first 10 minutes. Norwich got on turned in an amazing 36-save performance
the board before the first period expired to which may have solidified his position as
make it a 2-1 game. Things got a little tense in Bowdoin's #1 goalie. "We played well against
the second when the Cadets tied the score at Colby in all zones," said Meagher. 'The team
two and then again at three. Bowdoin kept its really grew in this game, getting an important
Terry Meagher expressed a cautious
optimism, saying, "Our goal was to win more
than we lost going into the break. The four
victories are not a surprise, but a tribute to our
capabilities as a team. This puts us in a very composure,however, as Gentile, Kevin Zifcak road win, though all the games will be tough
good position going into the break.
The undisputed team leaderup to this point
has been Marcello Gentile '95. The junior
forward has netted an amazing 12 goals in
four games, including a record-tying five-
goal performanceagainst Middlebury as well
as a hat trick against New England College
*97 and Charlie Gaffney each netted a goal to
give Bowdoin a commanding 6-3 lead. The
Bears wenton toan 8-5 victorywhich included
the first goal of the season by defenseman
Paul Croteau '95 on a power-play goal at
14:00 of the third period.
and we will respect every opponent.'
Meagher is not overly enthusiastic, though,
noting that tonight Bowdoin meets a Division
I team, the University of Massachusetts at
Amherst, at home. He said, "U-Mass Amherst
is a skilled Division I team and next week we
have to contend with St. Anselm (sic), whoLast Saturday, the Bears met New England
The pace Gentile has set is miraculous. If he College at Dayton Arena. The Bears again always plays us tough." Face-off against U-
wereable to maintain it over a 24-game regular took the initiative with two early goals by Mass Amherst is tonight at 7:00 p.m. The
season, he could finish the year with 72 goals, Gentile and one by Mark McCormick '96. home game against St. Anselm's begins at
which would almost triple the record of 28 he New England Collegemade it close at the end 7:00 p.m. as well on Wednesday,
set last year. Gentile also has two assists to
lead the team in scoring with 14 total points.
The Polar Bears opened their season at
Dayton Arena on Friday, November 19,
against the Middlebury Panthers. Due in part
to their 1992-93 star goalie's decision not to
play, Middlebury was not the same team
which entered the postseason ranked #1 last
year. As a result, the visitors were no match
for Bowdoin. The Bears virtually sealed the
BOWDOIN HOCKIY ONWBOR 91.1 FM
Men's ice hockey vs. UMass-af\mherst
Friday, 7:00 p.m. - Dayton Arena
Women's ice hockey vs. Williams
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Erin Sullivan/ Bowdoin Orient
Thomas Spande's involvement in his
mother's death remains unclear.
A 1st degree murder warrant for the
arrest ofThomas Benjamin Spande '94 has
been issued in connection with his mother's
death on January 11th.
Constance Spande, 55, was found in the
foyer of their Bethesda, Maryland home
bludgeoned to death by a hammer. She
was discovered at 12:15 p.m. by a friend,
who remains unnamed by Montgomery
County Police. She was taken to Suburban
Hospital where shewas pronounced dead
at 1:30 p.m. of massive head trauma.
Officials found Thomas Spande sitting
in the living room of the home staring
blankly at a wall. When handcuffed and
taken into custody for questioning, he did
not resist. Unable to provide information
regarding what had happened, hewas then
transported to Clifton T. Perkins Hospital
in Jessup, Maryland, where he remains for
psychiatric care and testing.
The warrant for his arrest cannot and will
not be served until all testing is complete, and
friends and family emphasize that Spande
has not yet been charged with the murder.
Spande, 21, would be returning to Bowdoin
College as a final-semester senior majoring in
Studio Art.
Knowledge of the incident has brought
dismay and confusion to the Bowdoin com-
munity. In a public announcement from the
Office of Communications, Alison Dodson
wrote, "By all accounts, Tom has been an
outstanding student and an accomplished
artist at Bowdoin who has earned the respect
and admiration of his classmates and profes-
sors."
Mark Wethli, professor of art, served as
Spande's academic advisor, independent
study advisor, and had him as a student in a
number of his classes. Wethli described his
first reaction to the incident as "Utter shock
As a professor, I've seen other studentsheaded
for trouble, because they have some rage
building up in them... but with Tom, there
was no indication of anger."
"Tom is a brilliant student, not only in art,
but in many of his other classes All of his
professors said he was genuinely curious,
very brightand not at all jaded," added Wethli.
An investigator from the Montgomery
County Police came to Bowdoin two weeks
ago to meet with members of the Bowdoin
Community who knew Spande to research
his life here. The investigator reportedly told
Wethli, one of the people questioned, that, "in
his 20 years as an investigator |he] has never
seen anything like this. Usually there are
signs that something is wrong. The person
leaves notes or diaries speaking of a rage, but
with Tom, the whole incident was out of the
blue."
Sarah Thistle '94, Spande's housemate last
semester in an off-campus apartment, was
also among those questioned by the investi-
gator. She was told that he did not think there
would be a trial because, "the person he was
finding out about is just not somebodywho is
capable of this under normal circumstances
—
when he is healthy ." Thistle describes her
relationship with Spande as "very good
friends. He's a great guy "
Thistle first heard of the incident the day
Please see SPANDE, page 3.
Chi Psi corporation leases
house, evicts members
By Paul C. Rohlfing
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR
During finals week at the end of last semes-
ter, the remaining members of the national
fraternity Chi Psi wereevicted from their house
at 7 Boody Street.
The Chi Psi fraternity was the only remain-
ing all-male fraternity associated with
Bowdoin College. The organization had been
prohibited from inducting new members af-
ter it refused to become co-educational when
Bowdoin outlawed single-sex fraternities.
The Chi Psi House is owned by the Local
Alumni Corporation. According to members
of the Chi Psi fraternity, the Local Alumni
Corporation made a verbal lease with Chi Psi
for the duration of the academic year. At the
end of the year, the house would then be
leased to Bowdoin College. This would leave
the College with three months over the sum-
mer to renovate the building for student hous-
ing.
On the first Thursday of finals week last
semester, members of the Local Alumni Cor-
poration gave Chi Psi members an immediate
eviction notice. The building was then imme-
diately leased to the College for a five year
period.
Elizabeth Maier, Assistant to the Dean of
the College said that she was involved in
providing the former residents of the house
with on-campus rooms.
A Physical Plant employee speculated
that the house would be available for use
as campus housing by next fall, consid-
ering the time now available for renova-
tions. This acquisition will aid in
accomodating the projected growth of
the College's student body that is sched-
uled to occur over the next few years.
Chi Psi Edward Carlson '95 explained
that the decision for eviction and imme-
diate leasing to the College was made
"with no consent. There was no consul-
tation made with us."
Carlson speculated several reasons for
the eviction. Property taxes on the build-
ing run approximately $8,000 per year.
Taking into account the rent incurred
from the "grandfathered" Chi Psi mem-
bers remaining in the house, the Alumni
Corporation would only be able to meet
or slightly exceed this expense.
Carlson also speculated that a liability
could have sparked the eviction. Ac-
cording to Carlson, the Local Alumni
Corporation held no alcohol insurance
on the house. In the event of a lawsuit,
"the Alumni Association threatened to
counteractively sue [their] parents,"
added Carlson.
There were no incidents involving al-
cohol that were reported to Bowdoin
Security or the Brunswick Police De-
partment last semester. Despite this, their
/
Carey Jones/ Bowdoin Orient
The Chi Psi house is destined to become College housing by next fall.
lease with the Alumni Corporation was
prematurely terminated. According to
Carlson, very little reasoning was given by
the Alumni Corporation for their actions.
'They claimed that many reasons contrib-
uted to their failed experimental lease, one
of which was the alcohol insurance", said
Carlson. "We feel a deal was made be-
tween the College and the Alumni Corpo-
ration... Forsome reason, the College,which
has forced 40 sophomores to live in off-
campus housing, came up with extremely
noble Brunswick Apartment solutions to
our problems. It seemed to be a little too
accepting."
When asked how the situation has left
Chi Psi members, Carlson replied, "Slightly
distrustful.We have a few friendsand many
enemies."
Members of the Administration were re-
luctant to discuss the closing of the Chi Psi
fraternity with the Orient.
Inside this issue
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Beyond the Bowdoin Bubble...
President Clinton's State of the Union address focused
primarily on domestic issues.
In his third speech to a joint session ofCongress since he has
been in office, Clinton offered no new legislative proposals
or policy initiatives In propounding the need for domestic
reform, he threatened to veto any health plan that does not
providecoverage foreveryU Sctti/.en, supported legislation
that would put 1(X),IX)() more police on the streets, and
argued for three-time offenders to be sentenced to life
imprisonment Furthermore, the President also took credit
for the declining budget deficit as well as historically-low
inflation and interest rates
After almost a week of wrangling, Russian Finance
Minister Boris Fyodorov resigned on Wednesday.
Fyodorov warned in an official statement that Russia
presently standson theedge of hyperinflationand economic
col lapse, caused by government subsidies to inefficient and
bankrupt state-run industry and agriculture His departure
was welcomed by Prime Minister Viktor Chernomyrdin
who has argued that such government subsidies would
revive the depressed state of production and avoid mass
unemployment.
The U.S. has agreed to send Patriot air defense missiles to
South Korea as a response to North Korea's refusal to
allow complete nuclear inspections.
Frank Wisner, the third-ranking official at the Defense
Department, stated on Wednesday that the missile
deployment will be made as part of "sensible, rational
defense preparations" in case North Korea launches a
Scud missile attack on South Korea. He also said that
other defensive measures would be examined if UN
economic sanctions against North Korea were
implemented.
The U.S. rejected a Russian proposal for a UN Security
Council meeting on Bosnia and rebuffed a French plan
to pressure Muslims into a peace deal.
Calling the Bosnian tragedy a "strange moral calculus,"
the official government statements came only a day after
Secretary of State Warren Christopher returned from
meetings with French officials over emergency measures
In other news, Muslim civilians mobbed a UN' aid convoy
and wounded six of its Bosnian police escorts in Ticici, a
village northwest of Sarajevo, in a clear exhibition of
increasing lawlessness caused by hunger and utter
desperation.
Treasury Secretary Lloyd Bentsen announced flexibility
of health-care plan.
Bentsen indicated that the Clinton Administration is
willing to modify the current health-care proposal in
order to allow companies to insure workers themselves
instead of forcing them into regional insurance pools.
Known as health alliances, these pools would potentially
join together businesses and individuals in buying health-
care coverage. Indeed, the formation of such alliances has
been a controversial aspect of the health-care plan.
-compiled by Seth G. Jones
Rejoice and be Glad, for it appears
that hell has finally frozen over!
The short end of
the stick
-John and Lorena Bobbitt statistics
Length of the Knife:
12 inches
Length of penis that remained on
his body:
1 inch
Distance Mrs. Bobbitt drove with
his penis in hand (note: the penis
was NOT attached to John at this
point):
About 1/2 mile
Length of time the penis was
separated from Bobbin's body:
10 hours
Length of the operation:
9.5 hours
Length of his recovery:
uncertain. He can urinate now.
It could take two-three yearsfor
complete sexual recovery, or he
could remain sexually challenged
forever.
-reported in NEWSWEEK 11/22/1993
/r
This Week's Bowdoin Orient Trivia Question:
She licked and she licked and she neked and she licked and she licked and she licked mnd ikt mm
Rob Stmffu/tumkin Orient
"I agreed to tick a lollipop. I didn't know they were
going to nuke me a public spectacle." -Sara Kennedy '96
How many licks does it take to get to the center
of a Tootsie Pop?
We sent our own investigator, Sara Kennedy
'96, out onto the quad in a T-shirt to answer the
unanswerable. In order to gain the best estimate,
we set the following guidelines which Sara agreed
to under oath:
1) She couldn't put on a jacket until' she was
finished (incentive for speed)
2) If she failed to lick at least once every ten seconds, she
would be flogged. (Again, incentive for speed)
.
3) She could have the flavor of her choice. (She chose
raspberry to our surprise !)
4) The entire candy portion of the lollipop was to be
finished, with the understanding that she was not obligated
to consume the Tootsie Roll center.
5) Sticking the entire lollipop in her mouth was strictly
forbidden, because Webster defines that as "sucking", not
"licking".
6) Once the investigation was completed, she could not
discuss the results with anyone but the Orient Editors-in-
Chief.
Sara licked away for a total of 6 1 minutes and
20 seconds before reaching the center of the
Tootsie Pop. The final number was quickly
rushed by official agents to the secret Orient
vault where it safely sits.
Because she adhered to all of the above rules,
Sara was not beaten, tortured, or harmed in any
way.
To win the pizza and sodas, call the Orient
office at x3300. Leave amessageonour machine
including your name, phone #, and best guess as
tohowmany licks it took. (Only whole numbers,
please.) The closest guess will win. Only one
guess per student is allowed, and all guesses
must be receivedby Monday, January 31,1994.
In the event ofa tie, the first ofthose callers will
be chosen.
The Orient wishes to heartily thank Sara for
her valuable time and saliva.
Win a FREE Domino's Pizza and Two Sodas*
m
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i Destruction sparks art department protest
By Rick Shim
editor-in-chief
On the evening of December 3, 1993, a
public art sculpture inmemain campusquad-
ranglewas destroyed. Creators Colin Decker
'94 and Alec Thibodeau '94 reconstructed the
work on the following day, but the piecewas
torn down again that evening. The action
provoked the artists and their supporters to
erect a wooden sign stating their protest of
the destruction of art and disregard of their
right to express themselves. This sign was
also torn down. These incidents of destruc-
tion have left many wondering what kind of
environment Bowdoin is fostering.
The sculpture was a cube shape decorated
Thibodeau was enrolled in the class and had
asked Decker to assist him in creating the
piece.
The project's destruction was viewed as a
late night prank at first, but its subsequent
lam
outraged."
—Professor of Art Larry
Lutchmansingh
with color ribbons demonstrating a content- destruction left members of the community
porary mode of sculpture. The structure was questioning the spirit of the College. Profes-
a response to a contemporary tradition of sor Lutchmansingh said, "The piece was part
___^_______^___________—-_ of the course requirement, but more impor-
tantly, tiie piece was an expression of free-
dom. A work of art is a means to a dialogue
and destroying it is infringing on the freedom
of expression."
ProfessorMark Wethliexplained, "The first
time, we assumed it was malicious mischief,
which is unfortunate and none of us like it,
but these tilings happen. I'm not forgiving of
that, but I can understand the circumstances.
The second incident reveals a sort of mean-
spiritedness that goes beyond the kind of
mischief that we all go through in the middle
of the night and I find that particularly trou-
bling. I don't think that Bowdoin is a particu-
larly nasty place and I think that this could
happen on any campus, but I wish that





artists. Decker and Thibodeau created the
structure as a project for Professor Larry
Lutchmansingh's contemporary art class.
SPANDE
Continued from page 1.
after it happened from an article pub-
lished in the Washington Po$t. Hex initial
reactionwas confusion overthe situation.
She recalled thinking to herself, "They
don't think Thomas did it, do they?"
"I never saw Thomas angry—even at
me or anything. We never had a fight.
Housemates and roommates fight, and
we didn't He never was really angry or
frustrated even when he was stressed
about his schoolwork. He just doesn't ex-
press himself mat way. He's not that kind
of person," Thistle said in his defense.
Forseveral days following the incident,
Spande was in a catatonic state. Only
within the lastfew dayshashebeen speak-
ing somewhat coherently.Henow report-
edly appears to understand to some ex-
tent what has happened.
In addition to possible psychological
illness, investigators have not ruled out
the possibility of a physiological cause for
Spande's actions. He is currently under-
going a battery of testing to determine a
probable cause.
A hearing was held yesterday morning
todeterminewhetherSpande will becom-
m itted to thehospital for longer-term psy-
chological care. Thehearing was held be-
fore a judge, an assistant attorney general
for the State of Maryland and a psychia-
trist representing the hospital.
Until now, Spande has been held at the
hospital under a detainer. At presstime, a
decision had not been reached, but his
lawyerwas confident thathe will becom-
mitted. This would release Spande from
immediate legal action and improve his
case significantly if it eventually goes to
court.
ThistlespokewithSpande's father,Tho-
masF.Spande, lastTuesday She reported
that, considering the circumstances, "His
family is doing very well. They are look-
ing beyond what has happened and are
focusing on helping Thomas." His father
resumed working this week, and his sis-
ter returned to Williams College, where
she is currently a junior.
"The Thomas that I knew last semes-
ter...wasnotthe kindofperson that could
be capable of this. Hehas to be very ill for
this tohavehappened, " concludedThistle
GOODWINCvolvo • maznaij
Looking for a VOLVO or a
MAZDA?
New or Used
We also have 1 Certified Honda, Toyota
and Nissan Technician.
Call the dealer with 41 yean ofexperience




Supporters of the artists whose work was destroyed gather around the remnants of the
sculpture and the sign proclaiming the community's outrage.
Bowdoin was better than any college cam- concerned with the lack of respect that this
pus." incident displayed.
Thibodeau's response was of disappoint- "The members ofthe communitywhowere
ment but also of gratitude to thosewho aided involved in the protest are angered that at a
him and his fellow artists. Tm upset with school such as Bowdoin, where the stress is
what happened, it shouldn't have happened on a liberal-arts education, a student art piece
but I'd like to thank those who helped us is vandalized." Lutchmansingh said. "I am
rebuild the sculpture and those who sup- outraged. At all educational institutions of
ported our efforts," stated Thibodeau. higher learning, dialogue is essential, and
The artists and their supporters are of- something like art is an important means for
fended by the destruction cf art, but are more students to engage in dialogue."
ATTENTION!
All Owners of Cars
don't forget the
Parking Ban
In order to facilitate snow removal from campus parking lots
and roads, it is necessary to have parking lots cleared of
vehicles. Therefore,a parking ban from 1 2 midnight to 6.00
AM will be in effect during, and the day after, snowstorms.
During this period, vehicles may be parked in the Coffin
Street parking lot or in perimeter parking along Sills Drive
next to the Dayton Arena and along the north side of College
Street to the south of the Dayton Arena. Vehicles parked in
the following ares during the parking ban will be towed at
the owners expense:
North and South Campus Drive
Admissions Parking Lot (behind Baxter House)
Coles Tower Drive
Cleaveland Hall/Morrell Gym/Arena Parking Lot
Health Center Parking Lot
Athletic Center Parking Lot (Farley Field House)
African American Center Parking Lof
SPRING BREAK- From $299 Includes:
Air, 7 nights Hotel, Transfers, Parties and
More! Nassau/Paradise Island, Cancun,
Jamaica, San Juan. Earn FREE trip plus
commissions as our campus rep! 1-800-
9-BEACH-l
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In an attempt to change the nameless, face-
less image and generally poor reputation of
theStudentExecutive Board, thenew chairof
the Board has proposed a comprehesive and
aggressive agenda for the spring semester.
At the Exec. Board's first meeting of the
semesteron Monday,January24,HoltHunter
'96 revealed his agenda to the Board for their
approval. Hunter said that he had been de-
veloping anagenda sinceDecember,when he
was elected to replace Amanda Masselam '95
as chair of the Board.
Theextensive list included looking into the
possibilities of influencing College decisions
regarding space planning, the student/fac-
ulty ratio, the Judiciary Board, parking and
security, financial aid and diversity, and an
investigation into the status and purpose of
theExec. Board itself. In most cases, theagenda
focused on representing student views on
these matters.
Hunter isawarethattheExec. Board will be
lucky to meet goals in two or three areas. The
Board's spring schedule is also filled with the
reviewing of the charters of every student
organization on campus as well as the inter-
viewing and placement of candidates for
nearly 90 student positions on College com-
mittees. But Hunter is ambitious, and feels
that theExec Boardneeds to turn its attention
to matters of more importance.
Hunter also asked the Board to prioritize
the agenda. Although no official priorities
were finalized, pending investigation into
their feasibility for the Board's tightschedule,
the Board generally considered the student/
faculty ratioand financial aid and diversity to
be the mostpressing issues facing the student
body.
In the written agenda, Hunter expressed
his concern about the student/faculty ratio.
"This is an issue of tremendous concern be-
cause the number of teaching faculty is not
expanding at the current ratio of the student
body," he said. The student body is having
trouble registering for classes."
His plans for addressing the financial aid
and diversity issue were less clearly defined,
but he underscored the feeling of discontent
that the College is no longer need-blind. He
went on to say mat "mere is not enough
diversity in the student body and teaching
faculty." Hemadeno proposals,however, for
addressing the problems.
Other items on the agenda may cause the
Exec.Boardproblems ifthey areimplemented,
despite the fact mat they were not mentioned
ashigh priorities at themeeting.The firstitem
on the agenda was the possibilityofchanging
the name of the Committe on the Status of
Women. In a meeting with Richard
Mersereau, executive assisstant to the Presi-
dent andGoverning Boards, on December 16,
Hunter suggested changing thename to "Sta-
tus of Students" or "Gender Issues," since he
feels that the Committee now addresses is-
sues that involve more than just women on
campus. Other members of the Board were
wary of the proposal, however, and called
and executive session, from whichthepress is
excluded, to discuss the matter further.
Mark Patterson '97, a memberof the Board,
suggested mat a series of three open forums
to discuss the most important issues on the
agenda be established. Tom Leung '96, vice
chair of the Exec. Board and head of the
Student Senate, promised to combine the fo-
rums with Senate meetiings to assure that the
voice of the student body be heard on these
issues. Leung feels that the Senate is the most
effective way of measuring student opinion
on campus, since the Senate is the largest
student government group.
But Hunter's highest priority is to reexam-
ine the role of the Exec. Board in the govern-
ment of the College and as a representative
voice of the student body. His plans include
thepossibleelimination oftheSummerChair
position, for the sake of continuity and secu-
rity in the position for the incoming Chair in
the faD.
"We need an internal evaluation of our
purpose,how effectivewe areandhow help-
ful we are to the student body, and investi-
gate if there is not a better form of govern-
ment to most effectively represent the stu-
dentbody,"he said.He feelsthat theremaybe
a better system for doing the job of the Exec.
Board, one mat would give students more
authority and more accountability.
1amconfidentin allmembersof the Board,"
he insisted, but added, "History would seem
to suggest that the structure is the main hin-
drance."
Hunter isexcited about thepotential forthe
Exec. Board this semester, and feels it is a
good time to sign on. Elections will beheld on
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Finance: As costs con-
tinue to rise, the College
scrambles to curb spending
and increase revenue in the
coming fiscal year, working
with a budget that is de-




On Wedenesday, January 19, the Budget
and Financial PrioritiesCommittee, chaired
by Professor ofMathematics WellsJohnson,
presented theproposed budget forthe 1994-
95 fiscal year to an open meeting of faculty,
staff and students.
The proposed budget initially showed a
deficit of more than $400,000. But in an
interview since that meeting,Vice President
of Finance and Administration and Trea-
surer Kent Chabotar told the Orient that the
budget for the coming year would be bal-
anced.
The original 1994-95budgetestimates did
not take into account the addition of 35
students to next year's entering class that
are part of the College's plan to increase the
size of the College to 1550 students in four
years. The additional students will mean
increased revenues of about $1 million.
But because the costs of operating the
Collegecontinuetoexpand rapidly, the origi-
nal budget estimates also failed to take into
account an expected $1.2 million in expen-
ditures. Nearly half of this expected expen-
diture comes from major maintenance and
capital projects, and some comes from the
construction of the Smith Union. With ad-
justments for salary increases and benefits
for all College employees, the estimated
estimate comes to $402,000.
Attached to the budget passed out at the
meeting were suggestions for reducing the
deficit. According to Chabotar, these are by
and largewhat the Collegewill likely imple-
ment to balance the budget. Through acom-
bination ofcurtailing spendingand increas-
ing revenue, theCollegecan again eliminate
its deficit.
In order to increase its revenue, the Col-
lege will once again look primarily to in-
creases in the comprehensive fee for attend-
ing Bowdoin, the cost of tuition plus room
and board. The Committee has proposed a
4.5% increase, 1.5% above the rate of infla-
tion, in thecomprehensive fee. This increase
is .5% greater man last year's rate of in-
crease.
Chabotar said the College will manage
the increase by raising tuition 6%,and room
and board by less than 1%. This will mean a
$1,000 increase for tuition and $30 com-
bined room and board hike.
Compared to other schools of its kind,
Bowdoin's comprehensive fee is about av-
erage, or slightly less than average, and
Chabotar speculates that even with the in-
crease, that ranking is not likely to change.
He is quick to point out, however, that the
College cannot know what other colleges
will do regarding increases, because
Bowdoin no longer shares financial infor-
mation with other institutions. He also em-
phasized that scale rangesonly5%fromtop
to bottom, so gradations are minuscule.
Other parts of the revenue-raising plan
include a five-dollar increase in the applica-
tion fee (from $45 to $50), and the use of
discretionary restricted funds (money ear-
marked for certain uses by benefactors of
Bowdoin), for operating expenses.
To cut spending, the College will once
again eliminate staff positions. Unlike in
recent years, however, when the College
has had to force employees to leave for
economic reasons, Chabotar stresses that
none of the positions being eliminated will
be the result of involuntary separation from
the College. Rather, as positions become
vacant because of retirement, for example,
those positions will not be replaced.
Chabotar estimate that the elimination of
three to five positions will save the College
more than $100,000.
The elimination of positions will not af-
fect faculty, says Chabotar, and will not
likely come in the Admissions or Develop-
ment offices.
Other methods of sparing costs is the
reduction of planned budget increases. By
reducing the estimated increases in the bud-
gets for information software programsand
the purchase or repair of microcomputers,
the College will recover about $40,000. An-
other reduction will occur in the proposed
allotment for the student employment in-
centive fund, to be implemented next year,
which will try to place students on financial
aid in departmental projects for which they
can be paid.
There is always the question of how ad-
missions policieswill beaffected,butasource
in Dean of Admissions Dick Steele's office
speculated that based on the first round of
Early Decision acceptances, the Collegemay
come "very close" to being need-blind this
year. Chabotar,however, feels that $250,000
would be needed to insure need-blind ad-
missions.
It is this kind of cushion that the current
budget proposal just does nothave.Chabotar
concurswithJohnson'sassessmentthat there
is "very little flexibility in this budget."
"About the only flexibility we would have
would be if a department did not spend all
ofitsbudget," he says. The likelihood ofthat
seems slim. At least for the next few years,
foresees Chabotar, the College will have to
operate with just a bare-bones budget.
FREE TRIPS AND MONEY!! Indi-
viduals and Student Organizations
wanted to promote the Hottest Spring
Break Destinations, call the nation's
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Admissions accepts 120 first-round E.D. applicants
Class of '98: The latest
upswing in the number of
Early Decision applicants at
colleges and universities
across the nation has af-
fected Bowdoin as well, J
resulting in a larger-than-
usual E.D. applicant pool,
which may or may not be




The first 120 members of the Class of 1998
have been offered admission to the College,
according to the Office of Admissions. The
high number of acceptances.are the result of
an increase in Early Decision applications at
Bowdoin and around the country this year
With the second round Early Decision dead-
line recently passed, the Admissions Office
has received a record 498 applications during
the two rounds of Early Decision, a 10%-in-
Doug Mitchell/Bowdoin Orient
Dean of Admissions Dick Steele is excited about the
foundations of the Class of '98.
crease over the 453 received the previous
year. *
Director of Admissions Dick Steele is
pleased with the quality of the firsxmembers
of the Class of 1998. Of the 120 students
accepted for the first round, he reported that
"there are 26 highly rated musicians and art-
ists, 27 students who were important to ath-
letics. There are 10 students of color, down
from 13 last year, but we're hopeful that the
second round will make progress there."
Of those accepted, 53% were in the top 5%
of their high school class, and 81% were in the
top 10% of their class. Again, the greatest
number of first-years (20%) are those stu-
dents from Massachusetts, while 17% of those
already admitted are Maine residents. Sixty
percent of the new students are from public
schools.
While the number of Early Decision can-
didates is growing, selectivity in the pool is
increasing as well. Admissions standards for
both Early Decision rounds are becoming
stricter after a large portion of the Class of
1997 was admitted early. Steele commented,
"We were surprised last year£hat42% of the
class was on board'fafter both Early Decision
rounds). Wedidn't wanta signal that the way
to get here was to go early "
The group of 120 students accepted in the
first round comprises only 29% of the Class of
'98, and this smaller percentage represents
the result of the more selective admissions
process. Last year, 53%
of the first round ap-
plicants wereaccepted,
while only 44%of those












plans for increasing the
overall size of the Col-
lege. Steele explained,
"we're up in other cat-
egories like retention
and returning stu-
dents." As a result, the
Admissions Office is
still targeting a first-
year class size of 410
students, the same
number of spaces that
Admissions was look-
ing to fill in the Class of
1997.
Although the 10%
swell in Early Decision
applicants is significant, Steele commented
that "the big surprise was last year when we
had an enormous surge [in Early Decision
applications!. We had almost a 40% increase,
and were trying to figure out if it was a one-
time event."
The rise did continue, though it was not as
dramatic as the influx of prospectives in the
previous year Steele attributed the abun-
danceof Early Decision Candidatesa t Bowdoin
There is also concern that the increasing
number of students who look early and iden-
tify with a school sooner are only those who
have the resources available to them to sup-
port their search For this reason, early deci-
sion programs have been viewed by some as
discriminatory, an idea which Bowdoin has
attempted to combat by adding the second
round to the process Steele believes that this
round "opens up" theearlydecision option to
There has been a rush because of the worry
thatfinancial aid would not be available/'
—Dean of Admissions Richard Steele
to the increased awareness of the College on
the part of prospective students. "We've had
better luckgetting students to look earlier/'
he said. ;.
Steele feels that this "luck" is a result not
only of more exposure from the Bicentennial,
but also because of a strong admissions pro-
gram "We've had terrific on-campus visits,
student volunteers who have done a superb
job this year, and more summer visitors," he
said The goal of all of these programs, he
believes, is toallow the students to samplelife
at a college
"One of the hopes is that prospectives make
more than one student contact—in an inter-
view, in the waiting room, on a tour, and they
could even possibly go to lunch with a third
We've also had a terrific day program They
felt they knew the college well enough to go
here," he explained. The popularity of these
approaches may also be reflected in the 6%
increase in the number total applications, in-
cluding Regular Decision, from 3351 last year
to 3550 for the Class of 1998
The general Early Decision trend at
Bowdoin and around the nation, Steele con-
cludes, is also related to financial aid "There
has been a rush," he said, "because of the
worry that financial aid would not be avail-
able [in Regular Decision]."
Bowdoin's Early Decision program is guar-
anteed need-blind and the regular admis-
sions process is not, Steele explained, so by
deciding to apply early, prospectives may
potentially lose out. While Early Decision
applicants can be guaranteed that they will be
admitted solely on their merits, and although
the College assures that it will meet the dem-
onstrated need of each student who is admit-
ted, they "can't compare financial awards
with those from other institutions," Steele
said.
prospective students who have had less so-
phisticated counselling.
In addition to these efforts to combat the
possibility of Early Decision discrimination
and to assist in awarding the fairest financial
aid, the College is careful not to promote the
Early Decision option so that students rush
into it "It's for the exception, rather than the
rule If you need more time, you should take
it," Steele advised
Nevertheless, with the increasing amount
of Early Decision applicationscreatinga more
selective process, Steele said that he is "very
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Bowdoin in Brief
A periodic summary of events in the College community
The WashingtonCenterforInternships
and Academic Seminars is sponsoring a
two-week national "Women as Leaders"
program to be held from May 16-28, 1994.
Theprogram isdesigned to offer 200 college
and universitywomen thechance tosharpen
leadership skills, examine personal aspira-
tions and explore the impact of women's
leadership on society. Another aspect ofthe
conference is the "Mentor for a Day" pro-
gram, where the participants will have the
opportunity to observe a female profes-
sional during a typical business day.
Criteria for selection to the conference is
based on leadership on- and off-campus
and the endorsement of the student's uni-
versity or college president. Upon return-
ing from the program, students will be ex-
pected to address a campus or community
organization regarding a leadership topic.
Interestedapplicantsshould call(800)486-
8921 for availability of applications, or they
may pick up an application in the Main-
frame department of their local Sears store.
Applications are due February 15, 1994.
would be the first to benefit from this policy.
The other eight schools named in the suit
with MIT were Brown, Columbia, Cornell,
Dartmouth, Harvard, Pennsylvania,
Princeton and Yale. Numerous other small
elite colleges also participated in the suit, but
were not named.
The Massachusetts Institute of Tech-
nology (MIT) and the Justice Department
settled an anit-trust lawsuit which accused
the school of fixing prices charged financial
aid recipients. As a result of the settlement,
MIT is no longer allowed to make deals
with other.Ivy League colleges concerning
tuition, faculty salaries or payments made
by needy students. In addition, MIT prom-
ised not to make any similar agreements
withnon-IvyLeagueschools. Theydo,how-
ever, have the right to "agree" with other
non-Ivy League schools concerning general
principles for determining aid awardsbased
solely on need, and they are allowed to
exchange data about applicants' financial
situations.
In theory, mis settlement would provide
assurance mat financial aid is reserved for
thosewho really need it. Minority students
Now mat we are into the heating season
and the weather is turning cold, the Orient
decided to recycle this familiar message from
Physical Plant and urge its readers to partici-
pate in Physical Plant's energy conservation
efforts. Theless fuel, electricity,gasandwater
that is used, the less expensive it will be to
operate the College. It will also have a posi-
tive impact on the environment by minimiz-
ing consumption of natural resources and
minimizing air emissions. We can all help the
College conserve energy as well as minimize
operating costs by observing the following
simple procedures:
Keep thermostat set at 65°F during cold
weather (if you have access to one).
Keep windows and storm windows closed
during cold weather.
Keep exterior and interior vestibule doors
closed.
Gose window shades at night to help re-
tain heat.
Keep window shades on sunny side open
on sunny days to take advantage of solar
gain.
Turn off lights, computers and other elec-
trical/electronic equipment when not in use.
Boy, oh boy!!Morenewsfrom Sassymaga-
zine. If these snazzy trendsetters are right,
that "garage sale" look will be in again mis
spring. Based on an Australian soap opera
called "Neighbors," the teen journal of high
style and wise advice created a fashion layout
complete with tacky props.
Here's what Sassy aficionados will be rush-
ing out to buy:
Tube socks and "scuffs"




•Feathered jewelry and ethnic chokers
•Name necklaces
These fashion psychics claim to have pre-
dicted the adventof Bi rkenstocks as a fashion
statementand coined theterm "grunge." (Du-
bious honor as it may be...) They're even
predicting that feathered-back hair will be
making a comeback! Orderyour Totally 80s"
collectionsnow, folks—remember, they're not
sold in stores! Tomorrow may be too late!
peopleneed a role model. I think I'veshown
mat you can follow your dreams and make
themcome true." Malloy admits thatpart of
the reason she loves boxing so much is
because "I have a lot of rage." Abused by a
previousboyfriend, sheexplains,"Myexpe-
rience with mat guy put a lot of anger into
me. Boxing is a good release for it. It's hard
to explain, but when you hit someone and
you snap their head back—it's really sick,
but it's so satisfying." Malloy has set her
sights on competing in the 1996 Olympics,
saying herpreviouswin is "a victory for me,
a victory for women and a victory for civil
rights."
Sassy actually takes on a serious issue in
their February edition. One of their editors
spent a night on the streets with a twenty-
year-old homeless heroin addict. The young
woman reportedly organizes her life around
when and where she can obtain the drug.
Sadly, the young woman is not the only vic-
tim of her lifestyle—she has a one-year-old
daughter, but even she is not enough to get
thewoman to give up heroin. She claims that
if she were starving and had only $10, she
would use it to buy drugs. "Eventually I will
[quit], but not right now. I can't deal with
going through the physical pain of with-
drawal," she said. And the scariest part? "I
like getting high," she admitted.
Late Breaking News from Sassy
According to one of their regular col-
umns, the number of smokers in the U.S.
rose mis year, after a twenty-five year de-
cline. Also, two in five high school students
reported being in a car whose driver had
been drinking.
Sassy also claims that if you play any
sport, you will be 92% less likelyto become
a drug user, 80% less likely to get pregnant
before you're ready, and three times more
likely to graduate from high school. Higher
grades also seem to be the norm for female
atheletes.
Asixteen-year-old from Washington state
has become the first sanctioned female
fighter in the United States. Leave it to Sassy
to corner her and get an interview. Dallas
Malloywould like to serve as a rolemodel for
tiie youth of America. 1 think a lot ofwomen
have poor self-esteem and it's so sad. I think
Compiled by David Simmons
with saintly and sorely needed
assistancefrom Amy Welch
Do you think our endless quotation from Sassy is stupid?
Not as much as we do!
Help us fill the above space with something you want to read.
Come write for the Orient—stop letting Sassy do our dirty work. Please!
Call x3300 and leave a message. We will get back to you!
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a new culture to Bowdoin
just in time for the for the
start of a new semester.
By Sarah Ross
STAFF WRITER
At the end of the film "Ran," directed
by Akira Kurosawa, the old king has suf-
fered a fate akin to that of Shakespeare's
Lear. His world and all that he has known
have been rent asunder by the jealousy,
avarice and war brought forth from
within his family. In a moment of "calm
within the storm," one of his few remain-
ing confederates is near him, railing at
the gods for their unfortunate dilemma.
He asks, "Is it so pleasing to the gods to
see our tears?" Ran replies, "Do not blas-
pheme the gods. It is they who weep
because we will not stop killing each
other." In this statement, Ran is seen to






















branded in some manner as "foreign" to
us, is a perpetual reminder of our lack of
perspective, awareness and self-under-
standing.
In speaking with Yvonne Ng, a mem-
ber of the Asian Students Association
(ASA) and one of the driving forces be-
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n e s s
needs to be raised and appreciation
granted to the Asian population in terms
of their various cultures and customs. It
is in this spirit that Asian week was de-
signed. In addition, it will soon be the
Chinese New Year (The Year of the Dog)
as of February 10. In honor of this event,
films were shown Tuesday and Thurs-
day, as well as lectures planned.
On Friday at 7:00 p.m. in Beam Class-
room there will be a Dulcimer concert.
On Saturday at 7:30 p.m. in Chase Barn,
one of Bowdoin's own professors will
give a Tea Ceremony. Also planned is a
New Year Dance on Friday evening, and
Ink and Brush Workshops on Saturday
afternoon. Finally, ASA will be spon-
soring a Dragon Dance on Sunday at
1:00 p.m. in Main Lounge.
Hopefully, by experiencing a small
portion of Asian culture we may gain a
greater understanding of the vivid and
diverse nature of our own community.
Yvonne Ng '96 hopes that in future years
the roster of events could be expanded
to include more lectures, films, museum-
style displays around campus, a show-
ing of formal costumes and such. For
now, however, it seems enough to at-
tempt to peak interest on all fronts in
hopes that we look upon each other with
appreciation—even awe—at the amaz-
ing heritage of each one of us.
Nationally-recognized scholar and
mathemetician to speak on campus
Lecture: Professor




Treisman's programs include a "'non-
remedial strategy for helping minority
students succeed in difficult mathemat-
ics courses, courses which historically
By Amy E. Welch
ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT EDITOR
On February 4, 1994, at 3:30 p.m.,
Philip Uri Treisman will present a lec-
ture entitled "Curriculum, Culture and
Community: Democratize Undergradu-
ate Math and Science Education." The
lecture will be held in the Main Lounge
of the Moulton Union.
Treisman is currently the director of
the Charles A. Dana Center for Math-
ematics and Science Education and is a
professor of mathematics at the Univer-
sity of Texas at Austin. A nationally
recognized mathematics scholar,
Treisman has won many awards, in-
cluding the 1987 Charles A. Dana Foun-
dation Award for Pioneering Achieve-
ment in American Higher Education.
He has specialized in developing math
programs to help minority students, and
was named one of Newsweek's three
American educators "on the leading
edge of innovation." He was named a
MacArthur Fellow in 1992, and received
a special commendation from the Math-
ematical Sciences Education Board of
the National Research Council in 1992.
He is currently active on several na-
tional committees, advisory boards and
commissions which deal with educa-
tion and the development of math and
"One must plant seeds
infertile, well-prepared





had been burial grounds for their aspi-
rations," he said. Winning the Dana
award provided Treisman with access
to influential administrators and offi-
cials who could support his program
and help him bring it to national atten-
tion. "The spread of new strategies in
volved not only helping others to un
derstand the new ideas but also helping
themn to find exploitable strengths in
their own environment. One must plant
seeds in fertile, well-prepared soil if they
are to thrive," he said.
Treisman's lecture will focus on. his
professional interest in math, as well as
research he has done on the subject. He
will also be discussing his suggestions
for increasing minority students' par-
ticipation in math and other related ar-
eas. The lecture, sponsored by the
President's Office, is free and open to
the public.
"Mother Maroon" sends
mixed message to audience
Play: Amy Hart's one-
woman play, the kick-off of
Reproductive Rights Week,
is drawn from current events
and moral issues pertinent
to every woman's life.
By Vnc Mukhija
STAFF WRITER
Thursday. January 27. 8:00 p.m. Dark
ness. A woman enters from
a far corner of the narrow
stage, guided only by the
light of two small candles.
Raising her arms to an
imaginary sky, she cries
out "Mother" in the lan-
guages of four different
countries. With that, the
spotlights increase their
intensity and illuminate
the stage and its sole in-
habitant, signaling the be-
ginning of "Mother Ma-
roon."
Written, directed and
performed entirely by ac-
tor and playwright Amy
Hart, "Mother Maroon"
was the first official event
of Reproductive Rights
Week, a Bowdoin event de-
signed to bring awareness
to the College community
about people and their re-
lationship to reproductive
issues. The Women's Re-
source Center and the
Bowdoin Women's Asso-
ciation (BWA) cospon-
sored the artist's visit.
Hart's performance
touched deeply on the
tripartum theme of life cre-
ated, life destroyed and life
renewed. This was represented through
the (barely) interconnected stories of
four women in the United States, Haiti,
Sweden and India. Ranging from the
necessary murder of a female baby in
India to the repressed American teen-
ager Kelsey's trip home from the abor-
tion clinic, "Mother Maroon" sought to
intensely question the audience's ap-
preciation of life.
Hart also wanted to show the value of
life as it is understood in cultures other
than our own. This "multicultural" ap-
proach was enhanced by each woman's
Please see PLAY, page 8.
Any Halt perfonus in Kretge. Sheridan Kelky/BoMMiOmK
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Hanks reaches hispotential in
newfilm, "Philadelphia"
By Amy E. Welch
Arts & Entertainment EDrrc*
The first thing one notices upon viewing
the film "Philadelphia" is that Bruce
Springsteen has finally managed toproducea
decent song. Yes, that's him singing the title
tune. Seriously, "Philadelphia," Hollywood's
first film production that acknowledges the
existence of AIDS, is every cliche the critics
could assign to it: "powerful," "gripping"
—
you know the routine. The tiling is, it's also
good.
It's easy to forget thatTom Hanks has been
the star of such popular mainstream films as
"Big," "A League of Their Own" and, most
recently, "Sleepless in Seattle." In Philadel-
phia," he plays a successful young lawyer
who just happens to be gay and infected with
AIDS. The trailers don't promote the final
scenes of the movie,where Hanks,who lost30
pounds and had his hair thinned for the role,
shows the signs that weall praywe will never
witness in a loved one.
L
Denzel Washington, Hanks' homophobic
lawyer, struggles with fear of AIDS and with
prejudices that he has held for his entire life.
His character takes on Hanks' case out of a
combined senseofpityand guilt, butbecomes
sympathetic to Hanks' character and even
begins to like him. As a rather warped testa-
ment to society, Washington's character is
assumed to be gay, and is even hit on in one
scene, simply because of his client's sexual
orientation. „
Hanks' character's condition deteriorates
rapidly, but he is fortunate in that his family,
his friends and his partner remain by his side
as he becomes more and more ill. This is
Hollywood, however, so we don't see any
explicit vision of the final stages of AIDS, but
director Jonathan Demme has taken an ex-
tremely brave step in going as far as he does.
Don't see "Philadelphia" because it's P.C.
or because red ribbons are trendy. See it to
question yourself and your perceptions. See it
to make yourself aware of a disease many
peopledon 't see. It's worth the time, it's worth
the attention, just give it a chance.
Colby marks Black History
Month with performance
On Sunday, February 6, a one-man
performance entitled "Rated: Malcolm
X" will be performed at Colby College in
Waterville as part of the College's obser-
vance of Black History Month.
Actor Darryl Van Leer, who appeared
in the movie "A League of Their Own,"
in addition to other stage and television
roles, will perform the hour-long work
based on the books "The Autobiography
of Malcolm X" and "Malcolm X Speaks."
The two-act performance will be in the
Page Commons room of Colby's Student
Center at 8:00 p.m. and is open to the
public free of charge.
The dramatization will include
Malcolm X's speeches, "The Message to
the Grass Roots" and "The Ballot or the
Bullet," delivered in 1963 and 1964, re-
spectively. In the first, he condemns the
"Negro revolution," saying there is no














The business is financial services. It's
growing. It's exciting. And it's more
dynamic than ever. The company is
Sun Life of Canada, a $60 billion
leader (yes, billion) with a future that
offers the kind of opportunity that
will take you to the top.
This is the bottom line - Sun Life of
Canada will be on campus to inter-
view enterprising graduates! If you
have the right combination of moti-
vation, professionalism, and energy
you could be one of our next
Employee Benefits Sales Representa-
tives. The income potential is excep-
tional and the career tracks are
well-defined. Find out more about a
career with our expanding sales
force at our Information Session. If
you're the type of dynamic and
aggressive individual we're looking
for we know you II be there.
See how far you can go with Sun Life
of Canada. For more information
contact the Placement Office.
An equal opportunity employer.
In the second, he attacks then-President
Lyndon Johnson and the U.S. govern-
ment for violating the human rights of 22
million African Americans.
"Rated: Malcolm X" is the first in a
series of three Sunday evening events
celebrating Black History Month at
Colby. At 8:00 p.m. on February 13, USA
Today columnist and Inquiry page editor
Barbara Reynolds will speak. At 8:00 p.m.
on February 20, Dr. Manning Marable,
director of African American studies at
Columbia University, will speak. All
three events are sponsored by the Colby
Student Association's Cultural Life Com-
mittee.
'play
Continued from page 7.
different economic background.
Hart cited two juxtaposed articles in
the New York Times which inspired her
to shape "Mother Maroon" as she did in
1991: one concerning the advancement
of artificial insemination and emergency
premature infant care in Sweden and one
about the drowning of 400 Haitian refu-
gees. "I couldn't see how those two reali-
ties could coexist ... that's what started it
all," said Hart in a question-and-answer
session after the performance.
With very little in the way of props and
scenery, Hart played to the complex de-
mands of her piece with its very emo-
tional subject. Deftly playing a veritable
crowd of characters, she was able to dis-
tinguish each one with his or her own
unique voice and set of movements. For
all its obviousness, Hart was also very
skilled at delivering her own variety of
dead-pan humor.
As for the actual content of "Mother
Maroon," issues were raised in the course
of the play, but were never fully articu-
lated and definitely not resolved. When
questioned about the conflict between
the multicultural and women's issues as-
pects of "Mother Maroon," Hart skirted
around the question and left it with
"that's just the way it is (over there] ...
However, as a showcase of human story
and tragedy, "Mother Maroon" was very
competently constructed narrative and
was effective in making some sort of im-





134 Maine Street 725-8516
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ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
$1000+/mo. in
or $3,000-$6,000*/mo. on fishing vessels.
Many employers provide room It board fc
transportation. Over 8,000 openings. No
iiyiHsiri airswryt Mate or Female. Get
the nummary head start on next summer Call:
CRUISE JOBS
Students Needed!
Earn up to $2,000+ /month working for Cruise
Ships or Land-Tour Companies. World Travel.
Summer and Full-Time employment available. No
experience necessary. For more information call:
Cruise Employment Service*




Make up to $2,000-$4A00+ per month leaching
conversational English abroad. Japan,
S. Korea Many employers provide
it board other benefits. No teaching
or Asian languages required! For more
call: (206) 432-1144 est J54)44
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A&E: Week in Preview
On-Campus Arts
January 28
12:00 p.m. Service: Canterbury Club
prayer service, Chapel."
5:30 p.m. Service: Bowdoin Jewish
Organization candlelighting, Johnson
House.
9:00 p.m. Dance: Contra Dance, Daggett
Lounge. Sponsored by SUC.
I
fcOO p.m. Film: "Manhunter," Smith
Auditorium. Sponsored by the Bowdoin
Film/Video Society.
January 29
9:00 p.m. Film: "The Long Goodbye,"
Beam Classroom, VAC. Sponsored by
Bowdoin Film/Video Society.
9:00 pjn. Comedy: John Groff and Janine
Ditvillo, Main Lounge. Sponsored by SUC.
January 30
Lancaster Lounge. Sponsored by the
Women's Resource Center.
February 1
10:00 am and 4:30 p.m. Service: Mass,
Chapel.
4:00 p.m. Meeting: Women's Collective
Meeting, Women's Resource Center, 24
College St.
January 31
7:00 p.m. Discussion: Panel discussion on
midwifery as a birth option and profession,
4:00 p.m. Discussion: Jung Seminar lecture
and discussion. "Introduction to the Tao Te
Ching " William D. Geoghehan, research
professor, religion. Faculty Room,
Massachusetts Hall. Sponsored by the
department of religion.
8:00 p.m. Lecture: "Heredity or
Transforming the Facts of Life." Rayna
Rapp, professor of anthropology. Kresge
Auditorium, VAC. Reception follows. Free
tickets available at MU Desk. Sponsored by
Women's Resource Center, women's
studies program, departments of sociology
and anthropology, Bowdoin 's Women's
Association and the Student Union
Committee.
February 2
12:00 p.m. Lunch: Join Professor Rapp at
the Women's Resource Center. Sign up
with Janice Brackett, coordinator, Women's
Resource Center.
7:00-9:30 pjn. Dance: International Folk
Dancing. Teaching of line, circle, and
couple dances. Beginners welcome. A
donation of $3.00 is requested; free for
Bowdoin students. Main Lounge.
Sponsored by Student Activities and the
Brunswick Folk Dance Group.
7-30 p.m. Film: "Mother" (Pudovkin, 1926).
Beam Classroom. Sponsored by the
department of Russian.
ADYONI
The Ultimate Hair Design is
offering 50% OFF ALL
SERVICES when you show






9:00 p.m. Film: "My Beautiful Laundrette,'
Kresge Auditorium, VAC. Sponsored by
the Bowdoin Film/Video Society.
February 3
7:00 p.m. Slide Lecture: The 400 Mile
Canoe Journey up the Yukon River."
Given by Butch Phillips. Kresge
Auditorium. Sponsored by the Native
American Interest Group and the Arctic
Studies Department.
7:30 p.m. Slide Lecture: Nicholas Nixon,
photographer, discusses his work. Beam
Classroom. Sponsored by The Museum of




8:00 p.m. Modern Dance: Pilobolus,
Lewiston Junior High Auditorium. Tickets
range from $12-$14. Call 782-7228 for more
information.
January 27- February 13
8:00 p.m. Play: "Romeo and Juliet."
Presented by The Theater Project's
Mainstage of Brunswick and starring Brian
Dunphy '94. Tickets $12 and $10. For
reservations and information call 729-8584.
January 29
10:00 a.m.- 3.00 p.m. Workshop: Getting
Started with Fiction" with Elizabeth Cooke,
Maine Writers Center, 12 Pleasant St.,
Brunswick. $35 for members, $45 for
others. Call 729-6333.
7:30 p.m. Concert: Jazz Harpist Deborah
Henson-Conant will be performing at the
Chocolate Church, Bath. Tickets $15 adult,
$12 students and senior citizens. $20 ticket
includes a post-concert reception with the
artist at JR. Maxwell's following the
performance.
February 2-5
8:00 p.m. Play: "Promenade." Presented by
Colby College Performing Arts
Department, Colby College, Strider
Theater. Reservations available through
the Strider Theater box office at 872-3358
from February 1-5.
February 5
10:00 a.m.- 3:00 p.m. Workshop: "Self-
Publishing" with Julie Zimmerman, Maine
Writers Center, 12 Pleasant St., Brunswick.
$35 for members, $45 for others. Call 729-
6333.
February 13
2:00 p.m. Play: "Romeo and Juliet," see
above.
WriteforA & EF
If you are interested in covering lo-
cal arts and entertainment (both on-
and off-campus) or writing movie,
music or book reviews, have I got a
deal for you! You could have your
name in lights (OK, so it's just in the
Orient—it's all the same right?) For
more information on how you could
be a star, call Amy at 725-4137.
Planning to study away fromBowdoin in 1994?
Looking for more thanjust a change oflocation?
Consider aprogram that will CHANGE YOUR LIFE!!
Study Abroad - Sri Lanka or India
If you have an open mind and an adventurous spirit, check
out the unique, challenging opportunities to experience life in
a developing South Asian country on the Bowdoin-sponsored
Intercollegiate Sri Lanka Education (ISLE) Program
and South IndiaTerm Abroad (SITA) Program
"The ISLE Program was a fantastic experience. I'd recommend
the program to any student who has an interest in South Asia, who
likes warm, sunny weather, and who is serious about academics.
ISLE faculty were excellent. It is a wonderful experience to be taken
in by a Sinhalese family, and feel like you really belong in the
culture. I don't know what else to say except that I LOVED ITU"
"I've never learned more in a 4 month period than I did on SITA.
The semester was an overwhelmingly positive experience. I am so
happy I had the opportunity to live with a fairly orthodox Brahmin
family. I learned so much about South Indian culture! The tours
were excellent, and the faculty were like cultural guides, by word
and example. I excitedly recommend SITA to other Bowdoin
students. It was an invaluable time for me."
For ISLE and SITA brochures, info and applications, contact:
Sara Dickey, Dept. ofSociology/Anthropology (x3652), or
Ted Adams, ISLE/SITA Administrator (x3801), or
Off-Campus Studies Office (x3235)
l v» ** *•-«-*-«_.«
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RUSH WEEKJANUARY 30 - FEBRUARY5
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Carey Jones/ Bowdoin Orient
ALL EVENTS BEGINAT 8:00PM
"AD" describes their house as a large
brick building with green shutters,
located at 228 Maine Street. Alpha Delta
Phi is written in large friendly Greek
letters on the roof. The house was
remodelled in 1992, and is clean and in
excellent condition.
Members of the house describe their
pledge period as "harder than eating a
doughnut, easier than driving in Boston,
and more thrilling than bungee
jumping. " It usually lasts about 5 weeks.
There are no specific qualifications





Thu: BATTLE OF THE SEXES
Fri: HAIRY FISH PARTY
(Bring a Sock!)
"Kappa Sig" describes its house as a
tightly knit group that loves to have fun.
Their pledge period is brief, but
intense.
Kappa Sig is looking for people who
love to have fun, but forwhom the house
means more than just a place to watch
TV and have a beer.




Thur: WIN, LOSE OR DRAW
The "Beta" house describes itselfasa group
of well-rounded individuals. In addition
to hosting the staple parties of the year,
Beta provides the campus with both
strong athletic and academic leadership.
Beta boastsa challenging, yet constructive
pledge period that preserves appreciation
for the traditions of the House, resulting
in a close-knit pledge class.
Any individual who makes an effort to
get to know the members of Beta Sigma
and demonstrates a positive personality
certainly is eligible for receiving a bid. A
solid pledge class that furthers the aims
of the house is not only sought after, but
necessary.
Mon: Ever popular NAME




(or lack thereof) SHOW (Rushees
are encouraged to enter an act)
Thu: SCAVENGER HUNT
Fri: FLOOR HOCKEY
Events are subject to change. Notices will be posted.
Rushees are welcome to drop by any time for meals or
to meet members.
"Chi Delt" prides itself on the diversity of
interests and backgrounds of its members.
Comprising one of the smaller houses on
campus, Chi Delt members are a very tight
group. In addition to frequent house
parties, they are known for their campus-
wide dance parties. Their membership
defies stereotypes but instead is a cohesive
mix of active and dedicated people.
Their pledge period could be described
as moderate. They don't try to torment
people or eliminate them from the house,
but instead try to develop a unity among
members of the pledge class and with the
house. It is difficult to predict the length of
theirpledge period because itchanges from
year to year.
Getting a bid atChi Delt isnot a popularity
contest. They are looking for people who
are friendly and show an interest in the
house and its members.
Sun: SUPER BOWL PARTY (5:45)
Come watch the Bills lose... again!!
Mon: JEOPARDY (8:00-10:30)
Tue: STUDS (8:00-10:30)
Chi Delt's hottest members in
action!!
Wed: STAR SEARCH (8:00-10:30)
Three and three quarter star
talent at its best!!
Thu: WIN, LOSE, OR DRAW
(8:00-11:00)
Fri: FAMILY FEUD (8:00-11:00)
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LESS OTHERWISE NOTED
Sun: BRUNCH at 11:30 a.m.
followed by SIG SALON
Mon: OCCULT NIGHT with
fortune telling, a seance, ouija
board, and palm reading





and FIRST GRADE ART NIGHT
Fri: OVER-THE-COUNTER
DRUG NIGHT with Ghost
Stories and Cheap Horror Flicks
"Delta Sig" has NO pledge period.
To meet the requirements for a bid, you
must be sentient. You must be missing a
little toe. You must thrive on disgustingly-
sweet breakfast cereals. You must
appreciate the finer points of velvet
paintings. You must still possess your
tonsils.
CASINO NIGHT
CARNIVAL NIGHT (pie and
hot dog eating contest, throw
sponges with whipped cream at
your favorite brother).
LIP SYNCH (Thursday)
Further plans are still being made.
Watch for signs around campus!
Theta" describes its house as a "mixed
bag," comprisied of athletes, actors,
musicians and bookworms.
Theta describes its pledge period as "not
easy, but constructive towards being part
ofthe fraternity." The duration ofthe pledge
period depends on the brother's feelings as
to whether or not the intended outcomes of
pledging have been achieved.
There are no specific qualifications for
students desiring to receive a bid at Theta.
Simply put, you must be outgoing,
personable, and want to be a part of a
fraternity family.




Fri: MOVIES AND POPCORN
(FLETCH)
"TD" is a soci
al group ofpeople from varied backgrounds
with diverse interests, brought together by
the common bond of friendship. They are
athletes, volunteers in the community and
leaders on campus; there are James
Bowdoin Scholars and dedicated team
captains. Aside from their outside
commitments, they save time to have fun
together.
They describe their pledge period average
in length. The activities are designed to
create camaraderie and respect for each
other and the house.
To receive a bid, you must show a sincere
desire to become a member of the house.
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Carey Jones/ Bowdoin Orient
Psi-U is big, green and when viewed from above -is shaped like a "K" Lester run> the kitchen and is
rumored to ruletheworld There's really no lofty house ethos Weleteach member speak forherorhimself
on their own particular merits.
Psi-U has no pledge period at all, therefore, pledge difficulty is a dead issue As soon as someone
announces that they'd like to join they become full members. Boom., done. We always have some huge
house theme parties during the time period that most other places do their wacky/ sketchy pledge events.
Psi-U never turns anyone away who wants to join You won't be ignored, 'black-balled ' (denied a bid for
insane reasons) or intentionally hazed out of the group The house respects the notion that Psi-U
membership is a self-governing process. Ifyou like the placeand the people . cool, welcome Pull upachair
If you decide that Psi-U isn't really your style after all well, sorry, thanks for playing No damage done.
Come back if you change your mind.
The "Rush" week, although regrettably coming across as staged and vapid all over campus, is usually a
pretty fun time at Psi-U anyway. The schedule, for the most part, is in flux and prone to bursts of creativity,
outrightabandonmentofouroriginallyscheduled events and hopefully, some true, genuine moments. As
it stands, we'll be having a number of dinners, movies (ridiculous house-made films as well as normal
releases) and other whatnot in the beginning of the week, just to let people meet one another and to get a
feel for the house. There will also be a night of non-alcoholic room drinks (The Man won' t let us serve booze,
but we think you'll like to see the house anyway). The crowning event however, should be Friday evening
with live performances by the alternative bands McButter and possibly CAR. The fuzz-pop trio CAR, who's
played in Portland, at UMO and on campus numerous times, really rip hard and shouldn't be missed
McButter... is sort of tougher to describe. Ripping in their own right.
Just come over some time during the week (and/or all week) and see Psi-U for yourself. Talk to some
house members, check out the scene and entertain the idea of joining up. That's all we ask. ..no glad-
handling or humiliation required. See you when we do.
Kappa Psi Upsilon JOFU
Carey Jones/Bowdoin Orient
Theta Delta Chi ©AX
Carey Jones/ Bowdoin Orient
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Sin Saber (Without Knowing)
"The weirdest part starts when you're on the airplane on
your way back," Tara said, pausing to pull on her cigarette
"To start it all off," she said " you 're nowhere. You're not here
in Chile and you're not in the United States. And then you'll
start to realize that although you've been gone a year and
you're going home its not really Home. You don't know
where anyone lives. You don't remember the namesof streets
or even the names of people. And when you stop and think
about it. ..you don't really know anything about anyone
You'll get there and it'll be five in theaftemoon and you won't
have any idea where your friends are or what they're doing
But," she said with a chuckle, " if you stop and think about
Santiago, you'll know if I'm at work, or out teaching, or ... if
it's a Friday night, you'll know that I'll be tired and probably
be at home fighting with Andres."
"Kinda cool isn't it?" said Tara, finishing the last of the beer
in her glass. "You'll be at home and be absolutely lost and
confused but you'll know exactly what is happening on the
other side of the world. Sort of makes you wonder if you can
ever really go home." She reached up and smoothed back her
hair, then gave me a hug. "Take care," she said, standing up,
"I gotta go." I stayed where I was, finishing my beer and
thinking about what she had said . Eventually I got to my feet,
finished packing my bags, and two hours later was on a plane
to the United States
Where is my home? Is it here at Bowdoin College? Is it in
Oregon where I have lived all ofmy life? Is it in South America
wherel spentthepastyearwalking through differentcoun tries,
languages, and cultures? Is where I call my home really that
important as long as I recognize the significance of calling
somewhere home?
Writer Kim Stafford once spoke of the nature of his home of
Oregon as being that of "two stories becoming one," of the
importance of incorporating memories and experiences into
the present. Tara's words have run through my head over
and over again during the past few weeks, causing me to
wonder if actually calling a place "home" isall that important.
Causing me to wonder if maybe the importance lies in living,
without forgetting where I have been.
"Whatever you do," said Colin as we stood on the curb
waiting for a lull in the traffic, "don't tell people anything "
I shot him a weird look "Huh?" "When you get there," he
explained, "everyone will mob you with questions like How
was it?', Did you have a good time?', and a lot of them w ill say
/ want to recapture the smell of
the air ofEaster Island; the
pour of the Ecuadorian rain;
the spicy saltiness of Potosi;
the silence of the Valley of the
Moon.
"I want to hear all about it. "Don't do it ," he said shaking his
head then glancing at me. "If they're really interested, they'll
come find you later and you can give them the short factual
story and they'll listen and they'll be happy. If you try to
explain things to all the people who ask," he concluded, "
you'll just end up with bored people and you'll feel pretty
cheap. You've just got to remember that no matter how well
intentioned they are. they can't really understand. They
haven't been here."
The worst thing about returning to the United States wasn't




Students returning to campus this week were faced with
news of a disturbing and tragic event involving a member of
the class of 1994 Circumstances of this sort invariably have
an emotional impact on the entire community. Those who
have had closeconnections to thisstudent may find themselves
near the emotional "epicenter" of the trauma; however, it is
important to note that those with minimal connection, may be
effected as well.
"Survivors" of such a trauma may experience a wide range
of idiosyncratic after-effects At thesame time, certain common
"post-traumatic stress" reactions can be anticipate These
include an ini tia 1 senseofshoe k,d isbelief,den ia 1and confusion,
which may be mixed with or give way to anger, fear, guilt,
emptiness, sadness, or grief One's sense of continuity, or
what one would expect, may be disrupted, one's sense of
reality is jarred, and the world, which yesterday seemed
predictable, may today seem uncertain, unjust or even
meaningless. It is important to be aware mat people exposed
to a traumatic situation may experience "delayed reactions"
that may seem unrelated to the trauma because of the lapsed
time but actually are tied to the event's impact.
Often, the most helpful thing your can do with these
feelings is to bring them into the open with other people, to
gain factual information, attempt to make sense of the event
or find support and consolation. In any case, the undesirable
after-effectsofexposure totrauma areoften morepronounced
and persistent for those who elect to "tough it out" in silence.
In short, the purpose of this letter is to encourage members
of the Bowdoin community to be alert to their own (perhaps
subtle) reactions to the event, and to turn toone another in this
time of potential distress. I would also mention that the
counselors on our staff are experienced in dealing with the
effects of exposure to trauma, and that we have made a
concerted effort to stayabreastof facts related to mis particular
case. Individuals (orgroups ofindividuals)who would like to








Congratulations on the fine and thoughtful editorial you
ran in the December 3 issue under the title: "Let's call a spade
a spade Our Spanish friends might say, "El pan, pan, y el
vino, vinofll
Attacking the fraternities because students drink too much
is much like the familiar attacking the rooster because the sun
came up. Bowdoin, the fraternities, and the 20th century in
general did not invent student drinking, even excessive
drinking. V Goethe's "Faust," for a reminder
As you point out the attack on the fraternities does not
address theproblem
.
What's needed, and itwon't accomplish
all that is wanted, is imaginative leadership from the deans
and the student leaders, especially those from the fraternities.
Alternative activities such as you suggest are a brilliant
idea. How about a fraternity policy which allows students to
drink at thehouses, but requires that theygive in theircar keys
before they do, and pick mem up the next day.
From my old fashioned point of view I am reassured that
students drink. I would be horrified to leam that problem
numberoneon thecampus is acid, orheroin, or crack cocaine.
We seem to be a violent society. We kill senselessly, and
perhaps there is more senseless over drinking now man there
used to be.
I hope you will keep demanding that the powers mat be at
the college seek real answers and not just content themselves
with moves that -'get the problem off the desk- but in fact
provide no help at all.
Sincerely,
Hunter Frost, AD Phi, 1947
by Mike Johnson
the culture shock, it was the ease with which I could deal with
it It was so easy just to push my memories of South America
back into a corner of my mind I hated that. I hated how easily
I started to take the most amazing year of my life and just stick
it in a pile to be filed. I don't want to do that I don't want to
forget, to lose the perspective I gained during the past year I
want to spend part of each day in Ecuador, in Peru, in Bolivia,
in Chile. I want to recapture the smell of the air on Easter
Island; the pour of the Ecuadorian rain; the spicy saltinessof
Potosi, the silence of the Valley of the Moon.
The most significant challenge of returning home after
living abroad is to keep that experience alive and active in
your mind; to do what Kim Stafford said... to merge the two
stories into one.
I could tell you stories of trails of Inca stone winding
through the Andes, of skimming in a jeep over windswept
plains of salt. Stories of small tables and tall bottles of beer in
streetside cafes, of soldiers and wandering streets; and of
quiet evenings alone in the desert.
I could tell you stories of sadness and violence. Storitj of
blood and bottles; of lies woven through wine; of midnight
screams and gunshots. Stories where the sky is always a
choking grey; where people dream of houses without bars;
where the poverty wilts your soul.
Each week, I'll tell you a story.




From the Society 1 f
you promised me. but you gave me beer cans
9 spoke to uou but uou switched your purse.
9 opened my mouth but uou turned your head
9 am a tflack woman and uou won't hear mu
roar.
yet 9 still say it 9 say it loud 9 black and 9proud
And 9 see you dancing my dance and singing
mysong.
yet you call me a nigger and a radical.
So 9 laugh in your face and cry in my heart.
All 9 ask is for you to hear the drums in my
heart
that cry out to be heard, that tell me every night




"God save ihee, anciein
Mlikuick! Fkoiv rhe
fiends, tIhu placue rhee
jlms! Whv looh'sT Thou
so.
1
" Wnh tvv CKOSs-how
I shoT The ALBATROSS.
Siuvuel CeleKidr-'
"The R/iiv Of The
AueienT MaiujieK"
M
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By Erin Sullivan and Matthew Brown
Do you agree with the outcome of the
itt trial?t^r.9
Background: With pins reading "Lorena Bobbitt for Surgeon General" circulating outside
the courthouse, the John and Lorena Bobbitt trial has been one of the most fascinating and
complex issues raised in a court of law. Calling the coverage of the proceedings one of the
most "cutting" investigations ever made, the trial raises legitimate questions of marital
abuse and self-defense. The sentencing of Lorena Bobbitt to 45 days in a mental institution
now forces the nation to wonder what will be the consequences of this bizarre verdict.
KALI VALENZUELA '97
Boca Raton, Florida
No, I definitely do not think that someone
canbecometemporarily insaneand decide
to dismembersomeone. I think she should
be locked up until she really knows what
it's like to go insane!
SARA SCHOOLWERTH '96
Bobbit, Virginia
I followed the trial day by day wavering
between Mr. and Mrs. Bobbitt. Although
uncertain about the outcome, all I know is
that I'm proud to be a fellow Virginian
knowing such amazing figures live so
near my home.
ED RENO '97
New York, New York
While it may have been a little excessive
to dismember her spouse, I think it's a
good decision because it sends a message
to husbands of America to be more
sensitive to their wives.
JOE FONTAINE '96
Tehachapi, California
Tempoary insanity is a joke! Lorena
Bobbitt cutting off her husband's penis
was a symbolic act. She knew what she
was doing. Besides, how's the poor guy
ever going to have a normal life?
D. KYLE GRANNELL '94
Providence, Rhode Island
I think the outcome of the Bobbitt trial
wasjust, given the emotional and physical
abuse she clearly suffered at her abuser's
hands.No one, however, should advocate
the extreme action she took in her fit of
passion.
JANE M. BUCHANAN f96
Nashville, Tennessee
Yes, I agree with the outcome simply
because I am tired of all the publicity, in
particular the elevation of Mr. Bobbitt to
victim extraordinaire. The "Love Hurts"
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"
Letter Policy
The Bowdoin Orient welcomes letters from all of our readers.
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same week, and must include a phone number where the author
of the letter may be reached.
Letters should address the Editor, and not a particular
individual. The Bowdoin Orient will not publish any letter the
Editors judge to be an attack on an individual's character or
personality.
The Bowdoin Orient is published weekly while classes are held
during Fall and Spring semesters by the students of Bowdoin
College, Brunswick, Maine.
The policies of The Bowdoin Orient are determined by the
Bowdoin Publishing Company and the Editors. The weekly
editorials express the views of a majority of the Editors, and are
therefore published unsigned. Individual Editors are not
necessarily responsible for, or in agreement with, the policies and
editorials of the Bowdoin Orient
The Bowdoin Orient reserves the right to edit any and all
articles and letters.
Address all correspondence to the Bowdoin Orient, 12
Geaveland St., Brunswick, Maine, 0401 1 . Our telephone number
is (207) 725 -3300.
A Step Backwards
A 27-year-old mother in Milwaukee
clutches her eight-year-old son to her
breast as four gang members approach
her in the parking lot of a fast-food
restaurant.Whenshe refuses torelinquish
her purse, one gang member pulls out a
shotgun, shoots her in the chest and
screams at her son "I'm the man with the
gun, why does she have to give me this
attitude?" The young woman was
carrying seven dollars at the time.
The absolute debasement ofhuman life,
the reduction of an individual to another
homicide statistic, the relinquishing of all
emotions of love have abandoned our
society. No longer are we perched on the
precipice of a "Clockwork Orange"
society in which violence is as intense as
Beethoven's Ninth Symphony; we are
living among the Alexes and "droogs" of
the world, brushing elbows with them in
the hallways of high schools, making eye
contact with them in movie theaters and
restaurants. Humanity is drowning in an
ocean of hatred and fear—we see images
of war-torn Bosnia and the hunger in
Ethiopia and exclaim "That will never
happen to us" while, on our own streets,
people are starving, freezing to death
and, quite simply, trying to exist from one
meal to the next. The myth of the "wino"
has been destroyed: most homeless
people today are familieswhocame from
stations of relativeeconomic stabilitywho
have been removed from their home and
jobs as a result of the "benefits of
democracy." The system has been tried
and it has failed; we heard the message,
but we didn't listen. It reverberated off
the cave we seemingly live in, sparking a
few voices of harmony and agreement
but, like most things that expound on
peace, it receded into the din and chatter
of gross economic output and corporate
structure.
The prevailing voice that sent this
message as a halo above the putrescence
of his surroundingswas Dr.MartinLuther
King, Jr. In a society whose pillars should
be founded on thisman's legacy,wedeem
it sufficient to celebrate his message but
once a year while the other 364 days
illustrate the fear, hatred and insanity of
our daily lives.
King fundamentally devoted his Life to
the idea of unity and equality through
peace. The absolute simplicity of this
message affects even the most concrete of
human hearts: it was a movement
founded on respect, dignity and hope
and, even though he was responding to
the inequalities he saw in society, he was
not out to harm his fellow man but rather
to embrace him as a brother.
It would be a complex historical task to
try and determine why society did not
listen, why people chose to arrest and
condemn his followers rather than take
off their hats and listen to the music. Fear
of equality, deeply entrenched racial
stereotypes and ignorance of human
understanding all come into play in
attempts to draw the curtain over King's
movement. The reality, however, lies
within the fact that King's message is
incomprehensible tomasses ofhumanity.
It is infinitely easier to hate than it is to
love. As seen in the modern-day horror
stories of children dying because of the
athletic team represented on their
clothing, it becomes increasingly clear
that humans naturally prefer to harm
than to embrace, to fear instead of
understand, to mock instead of support.
When we learn to take another hand
instead of lifting our arms to grab the
nearest rifle, andwhenwe realize that the
slogan "They can takemygunwhen they
pry it from my cold, dead hands," is a
nearcro-magnon stance thatplotshuman
existence on the level of brute mentality,
we will have taken a step in the right
direction.
The reality, whether we like it or not, is
that we are all inextricably bound to one
another. Individual differences will
emerge, cultural differences will stand
out but, in the end, we all try to stand on
two feet and ^ake in enough food and
water to nourish our bodies. On this road
of what one might loosely term
"survival," we must, as Dr. King said,
embrace our fellow survivor. Whatever
the color of their skin, the condition of
their lives or the mental understanding,
we must force ourselves to take them in
ourarms and, hopefully, togetherwander
down a road towards peace and equality.
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tudent Opinion
Bicentennial Boxer Shorts and the Gadfly
By Tom Leung
As Bowdoin celebrates her Bicentennial, she will revel with
pomp and circumstance. Nevertheless, we must remember
this event not only as a time to look back at whatOld Bowdoin
has accomplished, but more importantly, where we see
ourselves in the future. What is Bowdoin? What makes us the
pre-eminent institution we mink we are? Where do we go
from here?
All of these questions have been answered in part by our
Administration. Things like enrollment expansion, the D.S.S.
(new student center), fiber-optic communications, a newly-
planned science building and earnest attempts at achieving
diversity allow us to inferwhat direction Bowdoin is heading
Yet there still remains one area that desperately requires
attention: our faculty.
After working with Admissions in recent years and simply
being a student, I've found that Bowdoin holds one major
strength that allows us to be considered one of the finest
undergraduate institutions around. It's not our endowment,
not our new student center, not the future science building,
notournew phones, notour sports, notourcampus. Bowdoin
offers extremely individualized attention from top notch
professors. Harvard can'tdo it. Yale can't. Stanford either. But
mis isn't any new discovery. The problem is when compared
to other colleges who also offer individualized attention, we
fall near the bottom of the heap. Sure, we can scoff at the Ivies
for being mass-production cum laude factories, but what
happens when compared within our genre of highly selective
small schools—we are the factory?
The facts clearly reveal Bowdoin's preca rious posi tion . Our
current faculty:student ratio is 12:1; whereas Williams,
Amhersts and Swarthmore are all embarassingly superior
(8:1-10:1). Furthermore, classes at Bowdoin are never easy to
get into, and for those who actually succeed at getting the
courses they select, the rooms are almost bursting at the
seams. Quite interestingly, our party line is that the average
class size is approximately 16, and 50% of the classes have
fewer than 20 students! These numbers are in fact statistically
accurate, but have major qualifications. For instance, the
average class size of 16 counts all independent studies and
honors projects as being classes with only one student
Although half of the classes do have less than 20 students, the
average size of the other half of all courses is exponentially
greater. Half of Bowdoin's classes are incredibly tiny—some
with as few as2or 3 students; unfortunately, theother half are
Our currentfacultystudent




Amherst's and Swarthmore 's
are all embarassingly
superior
unnacceptably large—especia lly foroneofthena tion s sma 1 lest
liberal arts colleges. As if the current situation weren't bad
enough, things will only get worse.
With the planned studentenrollment expansion, the faculty
will actually shrink, proportionately speaking. Bowdoin
currently has 130 faculty members, and ifwe were to increase
faculty at the same rate as students, we would have to hire 13
new professors This is unfortunately not the case; in fact,
based on the latest feedback from the Education and
Curriculum Studies Committee, Bowdoin plans to increase
the faculty by only 7-10 professors and may hire more at some
point in the indefinite future.
Why can't our administrators say that they will definitely
increase faculty at an equal rate? Part of the reason is that in
order to trulycompensate for thegrowth of Bowdoin 's student
body with proportionate faculty, the school would be forced
to find revenue beyond the newfound tuition, hence the
enrollment expansion would net a financial loss In short,
Bowdoin cannot maintain its current student:facuity ratio
without making cuts in other areas. To argue against growing
the College is moot; the governing boards have already fired
the gun. All we can do now is make sure the school garners
more, a lot more, professors to offset the expansion—and if
that means that we admit expansion was a bad idea from the
beginning, so be i t. All we can donow is perform the necessa ry
damage control.
Bowdoin's faculty:student ratio is already weak in
comparison to the other potted ivy schools. Why must we
worsen the situation by refusing to at least maintain the
mediocre status quo? If Bowdoin is willing to continue its
tradition of providing an outstanding liberal arts education,
it must address this serious problem. The Administration
must place acquiring at least 13—not 7—new faculty in the
next few years at the pinnacle of its capital campaign priority
list. No one is accusing the Administration of not wanting a
low ratio, but as a result of equivocation and the politic refusal
to guarantee this fundamental need, certain priorities in
Hawthorne-Longfellow Hall seem to be skewed.
Sure, we will have a new 5 million dollar student center and
a 15 million dollar science facility. But perhaps it may be more
desirable to have several brilliant professors in a few
overworked buildings, than a few overworked professors in
several brilliant buildings.
I looked to heaven, and TRied w pmy;
But or even a pnayen had qushT,
A wicked whispen came, and made
My heaRT as dRy as dusT.
I closed my lids, and kepT Them close,
And The balls like pulses beaT;
For ik sky and tI^ sea, and The sea and The sky,
lay like a load on my weany eye,
: And The dead weRe ai my peeT.
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Alpine ski team fares well in Division I
By Tracy Boulter
staff writer
The large quantity of snow received over
winter break was heartily welcomed by the
members of the Bowdoin alpine ski team,
who returned early from winter vacation to
participate in the ski team's annual training
camp, held at Sunday River in Bethel, Maine.
Fueled by lunches of peanut butter and jelly
sandwichesand yogurt, the 36 skiers attacked
the slopes with skill, energy and
determination. Despite the frigid
temperatures, everyone enjoyed the week of
intensive gate training and team bonding.
The Bowdoin ski team crushed its
competition last season, winning the Division
D championships by an unprecedented 130-
point margin, but team members will not get
thechance todefend their titlebecauseduring
the offseason, NCAA Division II was merged
into NCAA Division I. This forces the Polar
Bears to regularly compete against the best
ski teams in the east, including traditional
powerhouses such as University of Vermont,
Dartmouth, Williams and Middlebury.
Fortunately, Bowdoin had the opportunity
to test its mettle aga inst Ba tes and Colby at the
State of Maine Ski Championships before
heading into the regular Division I race
schedule. Despite only having been on snow
for a few days, the Polar Bears performed
well, and were especially pleased with their
team victory over Colby. For the women,
Cynthia Lodding '96 led the way by finishing
9th, with captain Tracy Boulter'94 backing
herup in 12th place. First-yearAlison Springer
had an excellent debut, placing 15th, and
Melanie Herald '96 rounded out the scoring
with a 16th place finish. The men's team also
raced well, with Terry Crickelair '96,Jim Watt
'94and NateSnow '95 earning top-15 finishes.
The CBB Ski Championship provided a rare
opportunity for the entire men's team to race,
and the depth and skill demonstrated by
everyone's solid finishes bodes well for the
future of the Bowdoin ski team.
The following weekend, the nine-member
travel team drove across the state toSugarloaf
fortheUniversityofNewHampshirecarnival.
After the win over Colby and a week of hard
work, the racers felt both physically and
mentally prepared for the extremely
competitive atmosphere of a Division I
carnival.
The women's team of Lodding, Boulter,
SpringerandHerald refused to be intimidated
by their skilled competition and the long,
steep race hill, turning in a record
performance.
Watt, the first-ranked men's skier, received
extra incentive due to the fact that the UVM
racer next to him had raced in the World Cup
circuit last season. He, Snow and Crickelair
all finished in the top half of the tough field.
However, the race of the day went to home-
hill-favorite Jeremy LaCasse '94, who surged
to a team-leading 31st place finish. Another
excellent performancewas turned in by Chris
Butler '94, who powered his way through the
rutted course to a respectable 50th place
showing.
The highlight of the weekend for the
Bowdoin team was the performance of
Lodding in Saturday's slalom race. Starting
third, she bested the course by finishing in an
outstanding 14th place. Coupled with the
top-30 runsofBoulterand Springer, Lodding's
finish earned Bowdoin the respect of every
team present.
Although the ski team is overmatched by
themajorityofitscompetition, the Bears refuse
to be overwhelmed by their opponents.
Current team goals include beating Colby
and Harvard in every race and qualifying
individual skiers for the nationals. If thePolar
Bears continue to work hard and keep their
team spirit high, these goals may not be too
far off.
SWIMMING
Continued from page 18.
whowon both theone-and three-meterdiving
competition for Bowdoin.
Coach Charlie Butt believes the men's and
women's teams are swimming well in the
midst of the toughest part of their season. All
ofthe swimmerspartook oftherecent training
trip to Barbados, aswell as numerous, intense
practices, yet Butt sees these milestones as
good preparation for the New England
Championships in February. Both teamshave
two meets this weekend as the Bears travel to
Colby to challenge the White Mules, while
Bates comes to Bowdoin to meet its match.
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9 Tough losses: Injuries to a
key team player have
coincided with a 1994




Difficulties for the Bowdoin women's ice
hockey team continue as the players suffcn\\
a disappointing loss against Colby
Wednesday night at Dayton Arena.
Colby came out strong with four quick
goals early in the first period. Bowdoin
retaliated when Michael Phanettf '96 raced
down the ice to put the puck in the netwith
four minutes remaining in the first penod.
Bowdoin kept Colby 'on their foes with
sophomore lane Ki m's goal ls$&|h&n 40
seconds later. Although the team put forth a
strong effort In the second and third periods,
capped by particularly outstanding
performancesby Phaneufand DccSpagnuolo
'%
r the Bears were ultimately defeated 7-2.
Captain Jen Ahrens '94 wasopt imisticabout
the loss. "We played a much stronger game
against Colby than the last rimewc met. The
score issomewhat deceptivebecause the level
of play was definitely wel 1-matched ." This
improvement is aft the more irrtpressivc
considering the feet that the team's leading
scorer. Nan Gorton '%, is sidelined with an
injury and wasunableto playon Wednesday.
TheColby game puts the team's record at a
disappoinortg3-& tx^sscs toColby, BC, Vale,
and Middlebury over winter break have made
for a season which is becoming increasingly
frustrating for the piayerSi Coach Mrkc
Woodruff feels that many of the problems
stem from the youth and small size of the
team. "With onlyone seniorand two juniors,
the team is extremely young and, although
talented, fairly inexperienced at the college
level." A hrens adds, "We are com pet i ng
against teams that are much larger than
Bowdoin,, and it is difficult to play at full
intensity for the entire game."
Whiterbreak was not entirely cheerless for
the women's hockey team: both Ahrens and
Woodruff commented on the outstanding
gameplayed againstBCThcBearsweredown
a dismal 6-1 after the second period, but
managed to regroup between periods and
came back to score three strong goals. "Wc
completely dominated BC," says Woodruff.
'It was.probablythebest periodofhockeywe
have played ail season." Although the team
put forth a great group erfoft, much of its
sweet* <an be attrih^# Gottoo, who
finished the night with a hat trick.
The potential the team has shown in the BC
and recent Colby games has Ahrens looking
forward to the upcoming games against U-
Maine and RP1 this weekend
.
FREE TRIPS AND MONEY!!
Individuals and Student Organiza-
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:ut(&4-l) 2 4 3 -7 Colby 15 2-8
Rr»t period - C - Bliss (Kelly, Belisle) 2:16 (pp) B
Zifcak (C Gaffney, 0"Sullivan) 10:10 (pp) C - Quinn
(LeBlanc. Dunmar) 16:40 B - C Gaffney (Gentile) 18 24
(pp).
Second period— B - Zifcak (Dempsey) 1:45. B -
Gentile (O'Sulhvan) 518. C - LeBlanc (Franklin, Quinn)
7:04 (pp). B - J Gaffney (CGaffney, Gentile) 9-73.
Croteau (Zifcak) 13:50 (pp). C - Price (unassisted) 15:18.
Third period— C - LeBlanc (Quinn) 10:19. 1Z C
-
Equate (LeBlanc) 13.48. C - Franklin (LeBlance) 1731. B -
C.Caffney (Croteau, Gentile) 19:34 (pp).
Shots on goal: B, 14-12-5-2-33. C, 11-9-12-2-34.





First period— A - Smith (Nelson, Saunders) 801
(pp). A - Morianty (Daly, Smith) 1 1 09
Second period— Maggiorto (Poaka, Schuh) 1 1:54
(pp).
Third penod — B Gentile (J Gaffney) 7:58 (pp) B
Lomenda (Dempsey, Zifcak) 11:19.
Shots on goal: B, 8-9-17-34 A, 8-9-3-20.
Saves: B- Logan 31. A- Arcidiacono 18
Jaauarjr21,19M
at Brunawtck. ME
UMass-Boston (2-100) 10 3-4
Bowdoin (7-1-2) 5 3 3 -11
first period — B-J Gaffney (Gentile, C.Caffney) 451
B - Gentile (C Gaffney, J.Gaffney) 8:47. B - Gentile
(O-Sullivan. CGaffney) 16: 18. U - Mead (Abban,
Manning) 18:17. B - Croteau (MacLean, CGaffney)
19fl5. B - CGaffney (J.Gaffney) 1 9:36
Second period — B - J.Gaffney (Gentile, Croteau)
0:32. B - Gentile (Dempaey, CGaffney) 10:02. B -
J.Gaffney (Flaska) 17:21
Third period— B - CGaffney (J.Gaffney, Schuh) 244
B - McCormick (Croteau) 4:05. U - Manning (Mead,
Colasanto) 646. U - Colasanto (Mead) 1234 (pp). B
-
Meehan (Croteau) 14 44 U - Manning (Mead, Colasanto)
1956.
Shots on goal: U, 4-2-8-14. B, 15-10-8-33




Salem State 00-3-2) 3 2 3-8
Bowdoin (7-2-2) 110-2
first period — S - Seabury (St. Cyr, Antkowiak) 0:27.
S - Concannon (Mallett. Seabury) 6:15 (pp). S - Vater
(Callo, McCafferty) 1127. B - Gentile (CGaffney,
J Gaffney) 12:48 (pp).
Second period— S - Vater (CentreOa) 532. S -
Flaherty (Seabury) 7:31. B - McCormick (unassisted)
1538.
Third period— S - Concannon (Seabury, Mallett)
1:19. S - Cunniff (unassisted) 8:11 (sh). S - Mallett
(O'Connor) 1538.
Shots on goal: S, 7-10-12-29. B, 9-5-11-25.




Bowdoin (8-2-2) 3 3-6
First period— B - MacLean (OSullivan, Croteau)
3 26 (pp). B - Croteau (CSullivan, MacLean) 6:53 (pp). B
- MacLean (O'Sullivan, Croteau) 1336.
Second period—C - Lamia (Pompeo, Blauert) 0:56
(pp).
Third period— B - Maggiotto (Schuh) 059. B -
Gentile (CGaffney, J.Gaffney) 1335. B - CGaffney
(unassisted) 1637.
Shots on goal: C, 8-8-6-22. B, 8-5-5-18.
Saves: B - Bowden 21. C - Moody 3, Kruppa 9.
First period— B - Gorton (unassisted) 1109 (sh) C -
Gelman (unassisted) 1422.
Second period— C - Floor (McManus) 2:41. B -
Gorton (Phaneuf) 4:19. C - Gordon (Gelman) 623 (pp). B
- Gorton (unassisted) 10:44. C - Gordon (Gelman,
Charlebois) 12:54. C - Gordon (unassisted) 1521. C -
Gordon (unassisted) 1730.
Third period— C - Gelman (Gordon, Gordon) 4:30
(pp). C - Charlebois (Gelman) 14:56 (pp).
Shots on goal: C, 12-25-12-49. B, 4-9-3-16.




Boston College 2 4 0-6
first period— BC - Compson (Tieman) 5:42. BC -
Tulimieri (Compson, Tieman) 7:36. B - Gorton
(unassisted) 1551.
Second period— BC - Emma (Codbout) 415. BC -
Traynham (Emou, Murray) 7:07. BC - Traynham
(Dominick) 1347. BC - Emma (Traynham) 1759.
Third period— B - Gorton (Spagnuolo, Wilmerding)
334. B - Kim (Phaneuf) 10.-03. B - Gorton (unassisted
)
1036
Shots on goal— B, 6-2-16-24. BC - 11-14-10-35.




at New Haven, CT
0-1
2 1 -4
First period— Y - Coven (unassisted) 1431. B •
Helmrath (Core, Ahrens) 15:07.
Second period— Y - Gighlia (McAdams, Westgate)
030. Y - Schlesinger (Jones) 1154
Third period— Y - Schlesinger (Jones, Blanchard)
0:44.
Shots on goal: B, 10-12-11-33. Y, 16-18-18-52




Middlebury 4 3 1-8
first period—M - Odden (Parka) 021. M - Davis
(Froelick, Archabal) 6:45. M - Davis (ArchabaE Froelick)
7:18. M - Hefner (Odden, Parks) 9:42.
Second period—M - Davis (Froelick, Cattin) 436. M
- Hefner (Horton, Parks) 1528. M - Ventiadea (Hefner,
Odden) 1418 (pp).
Third period — M - Tully (Coupennhaut, Hinman)
1728.
Shots on goal B, 3-3-4-10. M - 19-21-11-51.
Saves B- Klein 33, Ballen 10
January 26, 1994
at Bruntwkk, ME
Colby 4 2 1-7
Bowdoin 2 0-2
first period— C - Gordon (unassisted) 0:09. C -
Diana (unassisted) 2:13 C - Gelman (Charlebois,
Gordon) 525 (pp). C - Joslin (Goodrich) 1156. B -
Phaneuf (Kim) 1351 B - Kim (Wumerding) 1 4:08
Second period— C - Jenkins (Griffiths, Gordon) 2:03.
C - Gordon (Gelman, Gordon) 12:04 (pp).
Third period— C - Gelman (Gordon) 1629 (pp).
Shots on goal C, 14-13-12-39. B, 4-7-5-16.
Saves: B - Klein 32. C -Dursi 14




— Results for skiing,
squash, swimming, track
Bowdoin Sports trivia
The Bowdoin men's hockey team leads its
lifetime series with Colby by an 80-68-6
margin. Colby has not defeated the Polar
Bears in Dayton Arena since March 1,
1968, when the White Mules downed
Bowdoin 4-0. The Bears are 26-0-3 against
the Mules at home during this stretch.
January 15, 1994
at Saratoga Spring*. NY
Bowdoin (74)
Rowley 69 1-2 14 Arata 1 1-21 3-7 24 Browning 4-13
0-0 8, Vezina 5-9 1-4 11, Kirck 3-7 2-2 11, Chapman 1-4
0-0 3, Whipple 1-1 0-0 2, Maietta 0-1 0-0 0, Xanthopoulos
0-30-20.
Skidmor* (ft*)
Nargassans 4-10 1-2 10, Rosario 2-2 04 4, Cook 10-18
1-3 28, Clay 0-1 0-0 0, Winter 5-12 5-5 15, Rasmussen 2-3
0-0 4, Ivey 2-8 2-2 6, Rosnick 1-5 2-2 4 Mallory 6-7 1-4 13,
Sigler 0-00-0 0, Kevin Hill 1-1 0-0 2, Beneveto 0-0 0-0 0.
Halftime: 44-35, S. Rebounds: B - 44 (Browning 1 2), S
- 36 (Mallory 8). Assists: B - 13 (Kirck 6), S - 24




Rowley 1-5 4-4 6, Kirck 3-6 0-0 9, Arata 4-8 3-7 11,
Browning 10-17 4-8 24 Vezina 1-2 0-0 2, Chapman 7-10
1-3 20, Maietta 0-0 0-0 0, Xanthopoulos 44 4-7 12.
Whitehead 0-0 0-0 0, Whipple 1-3 34 5.
Union (97)
SEvans 3-11 7-11 13, Haver 4-10 0-0 10, Kl- vans 8-14
1-2 18, Stodden 2-2 0-0 4 Kandors 8-11 2-2 18, Poulis 7-
1 1 0-0 17, Dagostino 1-10-0 2, Teller 2-4 2-3 6, Callahan
3-4 1-3 7, Sugarman 1-1 0-0 2, Donigan 00 0-0 0.
Halftune: 52-41, U. Rebounds: B - 31 (Browning 11), L"
- 33 (Callahan 10). Assists: B - 13 (Browning 5). L - 30
(Evans 12). Fouled out: L - Kandors.
January 21, 1994
at Brunswick. ML
Western New England (95)
Codey 2-6 0-0 4, Copeland 2-5 3-5 7, Emn 3-5 0-0 9,
Laurie 2-8 1-3 7, Thompson 0-2 2-2 2, Sargent 4-53-411,
Walsh 5-7 7-9 17, MWaliace 8-22 2-3 18, Fortin 3-5 1-1 8,
Ernst 1-2 1-2 4 TWalUce 4-5 0-0 8, King 0-0 0-0 0.
Bowdoin (117)
Rowley 3-65-511, Kirck 64 5-7 21, Arata 2-7 8-9 13,
Browning 5-9 21-25 31. Vezina 3-7 3-4 9, Chapman 2-7 0-
05, Xanthopoulos 5-8 1-2 11, Maietta 3-3 5-10 12,
Whitehead 1-4 0-0 2, Whipple 0-1 2-2 2.
Halftime: 44-44. Rebounds:W - 34 (Walsh. MWaliace
5), B- 47 (Browning 9). Assists: W - 19 (3 tied with 3), B -
13 (Rowley 4). Fouled out W - Copeland, Laurie, Walsh,




Miller 3-10 56 12, Clarke 6-11 2-3 18, Botti 4-7 2-2 10,
Bice 5-10 0-0 1 1, Williams 7-12 2-4 16, Freeman 4-7 0- 1 8,
Stone 04 0-0 0, Jones 0-10-0 0, Chapin 2-2 0- 1 4.
Bowdoin (72)
Rowley 4-9 0-0 8, Kirck 3-4 04 9, Arata 4-13 4-5 13,
Browning 10-20 3-5 23, Vezina 1-2 0-4 3, Chapman 1-4 0-
3, Xanthopoulos 47 3-4 1 1, Maietta 1-304 2,
Whitehead 0-304 0, Whipple 0-1 04 0.
Halftime: 36-33, B. Rebounds: W - 39 (Botti 8), B - 38
(Browning 10). Assists:W - 22 (Botti 6), B - 16 (3 tied




Shanahan 49 04 11, Lavigne 54 2-4 13, Pareira 1-1 2-
4 4 Bonn 2-7 1-1 5, Bosse 3-9 2-3 8, Edwards 3-6 1-2 7,
Choate 1-1 04 2. Fandel 1-7 1-6 3, DuFoe 2-6 2-3 7, Page
2-2 04 4, Brander 1-2 04 3, Tavares 1-1 04 2.
Bowdoin (83)
Rowley 3-604 6 Kirck34 1-2 10, Arata 2-6 2-3 7,
Browning 1422 5-7 33, Vezina 1-7 04 3, Chapman 2-5 0-
4 Xanthopoulos 2-6 0-3 4, Whitehead 34 04 7, Maietta
04 04 0, Whipple 04 5-6 5, Gavarro 04 04 0, LeBlanc
04 04 0, Kittredge 0-0 0-0 0, Spurgeon 1-1 04 2.
January IS, 1994
at Saratoga Springs. XY
Bowdoin (S3)
Schultz 1 1-19 04 22, Flynn 0-10-0 0, St. Peter 7-12 04
14 Bogle 412 0-2 8, Mulholland 3-7 3-6 9, Coding 0-3 04
0, Walsh 0-3 04 0, Redly 0-1 04 0, Raymer 0-10-0 0.
Skidmore (54)
Allen 5-11 0-1 10, Mastronardi 414 04 10, Morgan 2-
4 36 7, Ryan 6-17 34 16, Milot 3-112-6 7, Pyne 0-2 04 0,
Pallotal-304 3.
Halftime: 28-23, B. Rebounds: B - 42 (Bogle 8), S - 43
(Milot 15). Assists: B - 12 (Schultz, Walsh 4), S • 16




Schultz 5-21 0-0 10, Walsh 0-1 0-0 0, St. Peter 8-17 1-2
17, Bogle 8-15 1-2 17, Mulholland 3-9 2-7 8, Rayner 0-3 0-
0, Reilly 0-3 3-4 3 Coding 04 04 0, Allen 04 04 0.
Union (57)
Pagnozzi 10-16 34 23, Light 49 1-1 9, Dougherty 412
04 8, Montano 0-5 0-0 0, Klanhaus 2-4 0-1 4, Hit/ 34 0-0
6, Maguire 24 0-1 5, Rico 1-3 04 2, Fanning 04 04 0,
CapparelloO-104 0.
Halftime: 29-28, U. Rebounds: B - 45 (Mulholland 9),
L - 41 (Klanhaus 1 1). Assists: B - 16 (Walsh 5), L' - 17
(Pagnozzi 5). Fouled out: none.
January 21. 1994
at New London, Ml
Bowdoin (70)
Coding 1-1 04 1 Schultz 8-16 44 20, Walsh 2-2 04 4,
St. Peter 7-13 24 16, Reilly 0-0 1-2 1, Bogle 2-764 10,
Mulholland 34 7-12 13 Allen 1-2 04 2, Rayner 1-2 0-0 2
Colby-Sawyer (49)
Kllis 2-9 04 4 Wilkinson 1-5 0-0 2. Brousseau 3-7 1-2
7, Gallant 1-30-0 2. Charter 5-13 04 11, Cering 5-11 0-1
13 Swenson 34 04 6, Howe 04 04 0, Calvarese 0-1 1-2
1, Nelson 1-1 1-2 3, Smith 04 04 0.
Halftime: 38-30, B. Rebounds: B - 40 (Bogle 11), C - 27
(Brousseau 7). Assists: B - 16 (Walsh, Bogle 4), C - 9




Coding 1-3 0-0 2, Schultz 6-22 0-0 12, Walsh 14 0-0 2,
St. Peter 8-15 24 18, Bogle 5-10 0-0 10, Mulholland 5-7 0-
10, Allen 1-4 1-3 3, Rayner 04 04 0.
Middlebury (87)
Williams 46 44 13, 1 lubert 3-10 04 7, Martin 14 0-0
2, Boisvert 1-1 1-2 3, Pagano 1 1-18 1-1 28, Zug 2-5 24 6,
Wood 34 04 7, Hathaway 0-3 04 0, Cassarino 4-5 0-0
10. Manix 04 0-0 0, Pierce 0-2 0-0 0, Dwyer 473-3 11.
Halftime: 47-26, M. Rebounds: B - 28 (MullhoUnd,
Bogle 6), M - 49 (Pagano 15). Assists: B - 7 (St. Peter 3),




Coding 0-1-1, Schultz 15-2-3Z Walsh 244, St Peter
74-14, Bogle 344, Mulholland 244, Allen 044,
Rayner 244.
Thomas OS)
Dudley 044, 3-6-12, Vanasse 14-3, Poland 344,
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RIVALRY deprived ofthechance to see thegame becauseof a couple bad apples? Then again, what
Continued from page 20. exactly is a "bad apple?" Should we update
many straight years have Bowdoin football our definition to include anyone who
players had to protect the polar bear statue celebrates just a tad too loudly or a tad too
outside Sargent Gymnasium from would-be exuberantly?
vandals the night before the big game? It seems that people should be allowed to
Granted, these events are bad enough in be "bad apples," even if only in relatively
themselves. But they have a farther-reaching harmless ways, such as littering the ice with
effect as well: they force Security to become grilled cheese following a goal. Sure, it causes
increasingly sensitivetowhatmightotherwise
be seen as fun, and they force the Bowdoin
administration to threaten to place a student
on probation simply for throwing a burnt
sandwich onto the ice.
Just think about the extremes to which
Security and the administration have been
driven . Upon entering thearena, each student
was frisked and given a written warning,





the game. After the
a delay in the game, but only for the minute-
and-a -half it takes tosweep the rema ins away
Whether or not throwing things on the ice
is a good idea isnot the point. Thepoint is that
in the past, students were trusted with this
level of self-expression without having their
I.D. numbers taken. But now, students have
abused that trust, preferring to express
themselves with fists and feet rather man
*** with a few well-
What will we do *osen "* or Jfew well-aimed
crusts of rye and
monterey jack.
MENS HOCKEY
Continued from page 20.
the quick reflexes ofBowden Timeafter time,
Bowden came up big for the Bears. Overall,
he had 21 saves on 22 shots, yet was under
the interim, the Bears had four games. On
January 14, the Bears faced-off against the
undefeated Huskies ofU Conn. In a potential
post-season finale, the end result was an
exciting 7-7 tie. Bowdoin rebounded the next
night with a slim 3-2 win over AIC in
differently next time?
Bowdoin fans in the Should this continue, we should not be
northeast section of the bleachers defied the surprised to see Mike Gawtry '95, the cheer-
writtenwarning(inwhatseemstobetheonly leading percussion section of the Bowdoin
thing these days that will cause a Bowdoin bleachers, have his kettle confiscated at the
student to take a stand), theentire section was door. After all, who's to keep him from using
cleared. Several security officers had to raise it to bludgeon someone from Colby?
their voices, almost in anticipation of an Obviously this would not happen, but we
uprising, in order to evacuate the section. At studentshave lost therighttohaveourobvious
mis point, no additional Bowdoin students common sense taken for granted. In the past,
were admitted into the game.
Perhaps these measures were justified and
necessary. But when Security is forced to
remove the Polar Bear, a harmless individual
in a bear suit trying good-naturedly topump
up the crowd, you know mat the conditions
of the Maine rivalry havebecome intolerable.
constant pressureand never showed any signs Springfield, Mass.Down 2-1 after twoperiods,
ofcracking. Thiswin upped Bowden's season Bowdoin rallied to take the win.
record to 4-0-2. The most-exciting contestcameonJanuary
In the third period, Bowdoin added three 21 against U Mass-Boston, when the Bears
more goals on strikes from Rich Maggiotto trounced their opponents 11-4. In the game,
'96, CharlieGaffney '95, and Gentile. Thewin Charlie Gaffney tied a school record forseven
gave Bowdoin an ECAC-East record of 6-1 - 1
,
points in a gameand set a Bowdoin record for
vaulting them into first-place in the division points in a period with five in the first. In
with thirteen points. Having seen many addition, the line ofGaffney-Gaffney-Gen tile
contests between the rivals schools in his seta school recordwith a total eighteen points
time, Coach Meagher characterized thegame in a game for a single line. Joe Gaffney and
as a "typical Bowdoin-Colby match, with
physical play being substituted for skill and
technique."
Gentile each had hat tricks in the Bowdoin
romp. Gentile, currently with twenty-one
goals, needs seven goals to tie and eight to
it seemed obvious that we sophosticaterl
students of an institution of higher learning
J
would not let our antisocial impulses
degenerate into junior-high fisticuffs in the
stands.
Security actually went easy on us. The
officers had orders to clear the entire arena
Coach Meagher finds himselfand the team break his own school record of twenty-eight,
in a good position at about mid-season.With He has eleven games left and should haveno
eleven games left in the regular season, problem accomplishing this impressive feat.
Meagher is, however, cautious. "Coming up, In a poorly-played game, Bowdoin suffered
we areplaying two teams that always give us anembarassing 8-2 losstoSalem St. onJanuary
trouble (St. Anselm and New England 22.
College). We have to prepare differently for Bowdoin returns to action Friday, January
each game and be ready for new challenges. 28 against the St. Anselm Hawks on the road.
Overall, we must respect our opponents and The Bears are looking to avenge a stalemate
never underestimate anyone in mis tough from earlier mis season when they let a two-
league." goal lead slip through their fingers at the
While most Bowdoin students were claws ofaHawks' rally. Saturday,January 29,
enjoying themselves over the long winter they skate against New England College in
break, the Bears were hard at work. During the team's second face-off of the year.
i M
1 1 ft m i
When the sight of a cute white bear sliding upon the second outbreak of threatening
around on the ice presents enough of a
potential danger to result in his ejection from
the arena, you know the Bowdoin-Colby
rivalry has reached its boiling point.
But is it fair mat Security should become
the bad guy in a situation created and
augmented by out-of-control students? Is it
fair that innocent spectators should be
behavior, leaving the rest of the game to be
played without spectators. They could have
done it, too. But they let us off the hook.
This time.
What will we do differently next time?
What about Colby, or Bates?
And how long will it be before someone
really gets hurt?
ihemen'sand women'su*m»<ieiiYetedsome
inapired iwims, yet in the face of tough
<^|>«takiivthey$mp1$li^fe»rt^.On«»
ILdmdkmii ©sib G<mmm ^iKSwlBraHk'"
Comp
Swimming suffers some slight setba
ByKmsPancbuin
An^mfortunate thirty point defeat by or«secor^o«tr«tong^tondii»gte«mrw»rd
Anther*'* powerful team loomed over the mintm. ^ ^^ ~
berund Tuffe, the Bean were barter, in the racedTgai«$? the ctoTb^iSvard
final relay^Unflagged by the men', i^^S^^Mi^S^n^a^^r^^xn^^o^T^ wuh
. time of4^^. LocaTl^rTind
«>^,yerfeatoAjiri»*.RireH^ AustinBuriceH^ said theirpiecebvcaoturme
iiKJudeatr^an^nCor^Srtwtt^mthe second- and thiriXTre^ve^h^
l<X*andS<%ardfn*styte,I^ ^J^ZZ^ ^^^ ^
% In the ^ard individual medley, and in the lOO^ud breastmke, Merrkk in the
Hrst.year Kate Johnson in the 100,yard 1000-yard frUty^nTa^er^^^
rreestyte.
j
At the William* meet this past Saturday, Pteaae tee SWIMMING, page U,
A six-credit traveling seminar
studying health care systems
and international issues in
England, Scandinavia,
Switzerland,
and the United States
June 13 - July 8, 1994
for information contact-
Syracuse University .
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SUMMER UNDERGRADUATE
RESEARCH FELLOWSHIPS
are being offered by
NECUSE
New England Consortium for Undergraduate Science Education
AMHERST COLLEGE, BATES COLLEGE, BOWDOIN COLLEGEBROWN UNIVERSITY, COLBY COLLEGE, DARTMOUTH COLLEGE
HARVARD UNIVERSITY, COLLEGE OF THE HOLY CROSS 'MIDDLEBURY COLLEGE, MOUNT HOLYOKE COLLEGE SMITH COLLEGETRINITY COLLEGE, WELLESLEY COLLEGE, WESLEYANTuNIVERS^ '
WILLIAMS COLLEGE, AND YALE UNIVERSITY
in the fields of
™T?0N0MYl B,0L0GY. CHEMISTRY, COMPUTER SCIENCEEARTH SCIENCE, ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE, MATHEMATICS
NEUROSCIENCE, AND PHYSICS
Stipend: $3,300
List of Opportunities and Details of Fellowships
are available in your
Science Departments and Career Counseling Offices
DeadSne for Applications ia Friday, February 11, 1994
--'
-*-« * *
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Men's basketball drops Rivier
Team goes up against Middlebury Saturday afternoon
By Todd Shaw
staff writer
Before most students were back from their
winter breaks, the men's basketball team was
already in action. Having lost games to
Skidmore and Union on a brief trip to New
York state, the Polar Bears returned to Morrell
Gymnasium to win two out of three at home.
On January 15th, the Polar Bears travelled
to New York to play the 5-5 team from
Skidmore College. The Bears walked onto the
court with a 5-1 record and very high hopes.
The game proved to be a difficult one,
however. In the first half, Bowdoin had a
tough time putting the ball through the hoop,
shooting only 42 percent from the field . In the
meantime, sixSkidmore three-point field goals
boosted the home team to a 44-35 halftime
lead. While the Polar Bears shot much better
in the second half (15-30), they nonetheless
ended up on the short end of an 86-74 loss.
Alex Arata '96 led Bowdoin with 24 points
while co-captain Nick Browning '95 had 12
rebounds.
The next day Bowdoin faced 8-4 Union
College. Despite shooting an impressive 56.4
percent from the field, the Polar Bears again
suffered the defeat, 97-89. Browning led the
team with 24 points, 1 1 reboundsand 5 assists.
Jon Chapman '96 chipped in a season high 20
points for the Bears including a perfect 5-5
from behind the three point arc.
The Polar Bears returned from their road
trip ready to take out their frustrations on the
next team they faced. They did so in a big way
last Friday night in a record-setting
performance against the Golden Bears of
Western New England (1-9). The team set
school records for total points (1 1 7) and points
in one half (73 in the 2nd), as well as free
throwsmade (49) and attempted (63), en route
^3117^95 victory.
The first half wasclosely battled, as the lead
changed fourteen timesand neitherteam ever
held more than a six point lead. A three-
pointer by Western New England with 35
seconds left in the half sent thetwoteams into
the locker rooms with a 44 -44 tie.
When they reemerged for the second half,
however, the game was all Bowdoin. In the
first five minutes of the half, the Polar Bears
shot out on a 23-9 run, including six points
apiece by Browning and Jason Kirck '96, and
after Browning hit four consecutive free
throws the Polar Bears led 67^53. The Golden
Bears put on some tough pressing defense
midway through the half to pull back within
eight,butBowdoin was not going tobedenied
.
Hitting 34 free throws in the last 20 minutes
helped the Polar Bears seal the victory, and
when Chapman stole the ball, hitting a three
at the buzzer, Bowdoin had set the two new
scoring records.
NickBrowning led the Bearswith 31 points,
including 21 -24 from the line. Kirck (a season-
high 21), Arata (13), Justin Maietta '97 (12),
SteveXanthopoulos '97 (1 1 ) andChad Rowley
'97 (11) were also all in double figures for the
Polar Bears.
The team returned to Morrell Gym on
Saturday afternoon, hoping to break some
more records against the highly-touted 13-1
Williams Ephmen. Again Bowdoin played
tough in a close first half, and after a 15-6 run
to close out the first frame, the Polar Bears led
36-33. In the second half, however, runs of 1 1-
4 and 13-4 by Williams were too much for the
Bears to overcome. They did pull back within
four (72-68) with 1:20 left in the game on a
bucket and free throw by Browning, but
several missed shots by Bowdoin and six
Ephmen free throws sealed the victory for
Williams, 80-72.
Browningagain led Bowdoin with 23 points
and 10 rebounds, while Arata (13) and
Xanthopoulos (11) both chipped in double
figures.
With all students back on campus on
Monday, the Bears dominated Rivier College
(8-6) in front of a good-sized crowd. Bowdoin
was in control of the game from the opening
tip. Browning skied to win the tip and hit a
jumper to give the Bears the early lead. After
a Raider turnover, Kirck hit a three to keep
Bowdoin rolling. When senior co-captain
Elijah Whitehead hit a three-pointer at the
midway point of the first half, the Polar Bears
led 23-5. Browning was unstoppable during
the first 20 minutes, dominating every aspect
ofthegame. Hehad 20 pointson 9-1 1 shooting
in addition to eight rebounds and two blocks
before the break.
Bowdoin entered the second half with a 47-
24 lead and was never seriously threatened.
Craig Vezina '96 hit a threeearly in the half to
extend the Bears to their largest lead of the
game (26 points) and the Raiders failed to get
the score closer than 14 the rest of the way.
Browning ended the game with 33 points
and 15 rebounds. Kirck added 10 points and
five assists for the 7-4 Polar Bears.
The men's basketball team plays Norwich
College tonight at 8:00 p.m. and the
Middlebury Panthers tomorrow at 3:00 p.m.
Both games are at home in Morrell
Gymnasium.
The Princeton Review





ALSO FOR GRE, MCAT and GMAT.
If you're serious about Law School, then prep wiih the bett Our course guaran
tees classes of fifteen students or fewer and extra help with your instructors, not
tapes or computers. For dales of upcoming free sessions, CALL TODAY.
Courses meet on BOWDOIN Campus!









Nick Browning *95 goes up for another two. Ken Xetzorg/ Bowdom Orient
n
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lears are up and down in 1994
Some of both: Bears play
in blow-outs and close ones.
By Bryn Upton
staff writer
The women's basketball team dimbed to 2-
3 in the new year with a win over Thomas
College on Tuesday night in Waterville, The
Bears led by four at the half and blew the
game open in the second halfas they cruised
to a 65-38victory, Laura Schulta '% scared 32
points, 14 in the second half, and Kristen St.
Peter *96 added 14.
The team returned to action for the second
semester at Skidmore on January 15th,
droppinga verydosegame54«S3. Schulte ted
the Bears again with 22 points while Airarm
Bogle *95 pulled down eight rebounds.On the
following day at Union College, the Bears
dropped a poorly-officiated game 57-55. St.
Peter and Bogle led the team with 17 points
each and Tracy Mulholland corralled nine
rebounds.
On the 21st, Bowdoin travelled to Colby-
Sawyer and dominated with a 70-49 victory.
Schultz scored 20 points and Bogle crushed
the boards for 11 rebounds. The team shot
50% from the field but out-rebounded the
hosts 40-27 and had four players in double
figures. On the following day Bowdoin
dropped an 87-57 decision to Middlebury as
St. Peter scored 18 points to lead the team.
The team regrets the recent loss of point
guard Jennifer Flynn '96 to a knee injury
which has kept her sidelined since the
Skidmore contest. However, the team has
also been happily satisfied with the play of
Allie Walsh '97, who has filled in at point
guard during Flynn's healing process.
I
- SPRING BREAK '94 -
Cancun, Bahamas, Jamaica, Florida & Padre!
110% Lowest Price Guarantee! Organize 15 friends
and your trip is FREE!
TAKE A BREAK STUDENT TRAVEL (800) 328-
7283.
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responsible for Bowdoin's three first-period
goals which effectively slammed the door on
Colby.
The first goal of thegamecame at 3:26 in the
firstwhen MacLean flippedhome a shot from
twenty-five feet out, via passes from
O'Sullivan and Croteau during a Bowdoin
power-play. Again, during another power-
play opportunity at 13:07, 0'Sullivanworked
the puck behind the Colby net and passed it
out in front. After deflecting off the stick of
MacLean, Croteau slammed thepuckthrough
a shield of opponents to net the score.
Finally, at 13:36, the same three combined
Looking to start the semester off with a
bang, the Bowdoin men's ice hockey team
hosted rival Colby at Dayton Arena on
Tuesday, January 26. The Polar Bears,
currently ranked fourth in the ECAC-East
Division III standings with a record of 8-2-2, to put Bowdoin on top, 3-0, with MacLean
expected a hard-fought match against the nettmghisseccoidandO'SullivanandCroteau
aggressive White Mules of Colby. earning the assists. Kudos to Coach Terry
Shaking offthefrostofBrunswick, the Bears Meagher who master-minded the Chris
heated up and destroyed Colby 6-1 before an Chellios-style defensive attack. Commenting
enthusiasticaudienceofbothMulesand Bears, on theperformance of this line, Meagher said,







toasted the Colby goalie. Security hotly
responded by flipping an entire section of
spectators out the door. Meanwhile, the
brawling continued on the ice with bouts
frequently erupting. At one point, Ma reel lo
Gentile '95 challenged the Colby bench,
coaches included, toshow their stuff;needless
to say, they simply couldn't.
Indeed, much of the action took







Gentile]. I felt we needed some additional
offense and we sure delivered it, throwing-
off the Colby defense."
Colbydominated thesecond period, getting
a goal in early to make it 3-1 and making
Bowdoin a little cautious. Enter goalie Matt
Bowden '95, who stopped the bleeding and
repeatedly robbed Colby players of potential
Though not one of the most technically- points. At 5:00 in the second, Bowden made
Bowdoin forward Rich Dempsey '96 sandwiches his Colby opponent against the boards.
inspired games of the year, much of the credit
for the triumph should go to the stand-up
performances of Mark MacLean '94, Tim
O'Sullivan '95 and Paul Croteau '95.
Defensemen, O'Sullivan and Crotea u, as well
as forward /defenseman MacLean were
three outstanding saves on a Colby charge. A
minute later, a lone Bowden faced a Colby
forwardwhohad received thepuck instantly.
The best opportunity for a goal was denied by
Please see MEN'S HOCKEY, page 18.
. . while Security sends fans home
Has this Maine rivalry
become too intense?
The Game Considered ice
by Derek Armstrong
Has Bowdoin-Colby-Bates gone too far?
That should be the question on everyone's
mind following the incidents at Tuesday's
Bowdoin-Colby men's hockey game.
It no longer seems possible to classify the
rivalry exisiting between the small liberal arts
colleges in Maine as "healthy." Maybe this
was never possible, but in the past it was at
least possible to attend a sporting event
between Bowdoin andoneof its age-old rivals
without fearing for your safety.
Many people come to hockey games to feel
the rush of seeing opponents checked into the
boards and to cheer on their side during the
inevitable on-ice skirmishes. But in the past
few years, especially on Tuesday night, the
most violent skirmishes have occurred off the
During the second intermission ofTuesday
night's game, almost a dozen students were
involved in an out-of-control melee which
knocked security officers to the floor and
resulted in the arrest of several students and
the ejection of several more. A second fight
occurred early in the third period in the same
section. Both times security officers had to
restrain students,and only after thirtyseconds
or so were they able to achieve a measure of
control.
Tuesday's fightswere byno means the first
such incidents. At last year's Bowdoin-Colby
game at Colby, students had car tires slashed
simply because they supported the wrong
team. Following the Bates-Bowdoin men's
basketballgame at Bates lastyeartwo students
came to blows for similar reasons. And how
Please see RIVALRY, page 18.
Transcript of the flier
handed out to hockey fans
upon entry to Tuesday's
game:
To all fans of college hockey:
The Bowdoin College men's ice hockey
team asks that all hockey spectators refrain
from any conduct that is unbecoming or that
is a threa t to the safety of the players, coaches,
game officials, security officers, and/orother
spectators. Unacceptable conduct is not
limited to, but may include: throwing objects
on the ice surface, taunting, obscene gestures,
etc.
The first time any unacceptable action
occurs, those involved will be ejected from
the Arena, and if necessary mat section will
be cleared of all spectators. If a student is
ejected from theArena, hisorher identification
card will be taken by Bowdoin security. In
addition, the student will be reported to the
appropria te classdean for furtherdisciplinary
review.
Once a section is cleared, no students will
be allowed to reenter the Arena during
tonight's game. If there is a second incident,
the entire Arena will be cleared of spectators
Carey Jones/ Bowdoin Orient
The players scuffled early and often,
leading to die eventual ejection of one
Colby player with KX3 remaining.
and the game will be completed without any
fans.
Bowdoin College asks foryour cooperation
to make mis evening's game enjoyable for
everyone. It is our hope that you will be able
to enjoy tonight's game without incident.
TimOSullivan '95 Terry Meagher
Bowdoin Men's Ice Head Men's Ice
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Status of Women report stirs controversy
By Emily Church
assistant news editor
According to a report commissioned by
President Edwards in 1991, the College does
not provide an atmosphere which welcomes
open discussion of women's issues. The re-
port was presented to the president in May
1993, but not until recently has it caught the
attention of the Bowdoin community.
The report, compiled by the Committee on
the Status of Women, states that there is
"strong evidence of a very chilly climate for
women at Bowdoin. Fear, distrust, and the
perception of vulnerability are of such mag-
nitude within every level of the institution
that theCommittee urges immediate action."
The findingshave solicited strong responses
from the Administration, the Bowdoin
Women'sAssociationand the Student Execu-
tive Board. Although some believe the
Committee's claims are overstated, all in-
volved acknowledge that there are problems
in academic and social life on campus that
need to be dealt with by the Collegecommu-
nity.
In anticipation of the twentieth anniver-
sary of coeducation at Bowdoin, Edwards
established the Committee on the Status of
"Fear, distrust, and the perception of vulnerability are ofsuch magnitude within
every level of the institution that the Committee urges immediate action.
"
Women to research various women's issues
on campus. The Committee's stated goals
were: "to explore whether the goals ofcoedu-
cation have been met, to assess the structures
and processes ofthe College tha tmay impede
or secure the place ofwomen as full partners,
and to identifyand rectify inequities thatmay
remain for women at Bowdoin."
The Committee, chaired by Judy Mont-
gomery, Associate Librarian for Public Ser-
vices,was toassess theatmosphere forwomen
in such areas as the curriculum, admissions,
athletics, recruitment of faculty, job segrega-
tion, classroom climate, residential and social
life, sexual harassment and public safety.
According to Montgomery, the task was
frustratingand tedious. TheCommitteemem-
bers found thattherewere serious issues to be
dealt with, but because "the needed data-
basesdid not exist in readilyaccessibleforms,
"
they had no solid evidence. In the case of
sexualharassmentand date rape, "neither the
policy nor the process exists to allow the
systematic and reliable collection of data,"
according to the report.
"It was an enormous feat," Montgomery
said. "We tried to put together statistical data,
but there was no institutional research data.
Many issues were very difficult to research."
While the Committee found it impossible
to gather any comprehensive data on gender
breakdowns, sexual harassment or rape, the
gravestproblemscame in the anecdotal infor-
mation gathered through interviews. "Many
peoplecame to speak to us, but off the record,"
Montgomery said. "A lot ofwomenwhohave
faced serious issues in the work place, class-
room and in their social lives said that there
were problems they wanted addressed. But
they were afraid to speak out."
The final report presented to President
Edwards was two pages long, and contained
no concrete data or researchable claims. The
lack of hard facts has led to criticism of the
report, even from sources who are in full
support of the Committee's general focus.
The Bowdoin Women's Association Presi-
dent, Melanie Spriggs '96, believes that the
report needs clarification.
"The report is so vague," she said. "The
Committee didn't disclose the number of
women interviewed, what kind of questions
were asked, or how it was worded." Spriggs
was not interested in the names of those inter-
viewed, but believes thatother information is
important in validating the research.
Despite criticism of the breadth and tone of
the report, Spriggs is enthusiastic that the
issue is becoming a campus concern. "I ap-
plaud the peoplewho were involved withit,"
Spriggs said. "The report in itself was a great
idea, and I'm excited that it is becoming an
issue."
President Edwards, overlooking the lack of
statistical data, was troubled by the tone of
the paper. He was especially worried about
the fact that so many women felt that they
could not air their opinions. "I want there to
be no sense that the College is inattentive to
these issues," Edwards said. "I start with the
conviction that this is a very good place for
women to leam and teach, but 1 am deter-
mined to make it better."
Solutions to the "chilly" atmosphere on
campus are being offered from every side.
Thereport itselfsuggested recommendations,
including an Oversight Committee to con-
tinually review the status of women at
Bowdoin, the strengthening of the Office of





Carey Jones/ Domtoin Orient
A student gets mighty low in festive threads at Kappa
Sig's South of the Border night on Monday, one of
many events that kicked offRush Week. Look for an
analysis of Rush statistics in next week's Orient.
U
A first-year student has voluntarily de-
cided to leave the College after a series of
alcohol-related incidents that culminated
in his assault of at least two Bowdoin stu-
dents and the destruction ofCollege prop-
erty.
The student will remain away from
Bowdoin for an unspecified period of time,
but no less than the remainder of the se-
mester, pending further disciplinary ac-
tion by the College. According to First-
Year Class Dean Roy Partridge, the matter
is "still under discussion" by the offices of
the Class Deans and the Dean of College
"to determine the outcome."
Partridge did say, however, that "fur-
ther action is planned in the matter."
In the early morning of Sunday, January
30,Bowdoin Security officers responded to
a complaint received at the Communica-
tions Center about a disturbance at Baxter
House,according toSecuritycrimereports.
As the officers approached Baxter House,
another call came through that two female
students had just been assaulted at the
entryway to Coles Tower by a "male sub-
ject" who had followed them from Baxter
House.
One of the victims of the assault had
suffered "strained ligaments" in her shoul-
der resulting from the attack. She has iden-
tified the assailant as Benjamin Chaset '97.
Witnesses to the events that took place at
Please see FIkST-YEAR, page 4.
Inside this issue
News: Studentand staffreac-
tions to the relocation of the
computer lab. . . page 3.
A&E: The Alvin Ailey Dance
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Bowdoin forward Rich Dempsey '96 sandwiches his Colby opponent against the boards.
Bovvdoin
Colbv
Looking to start the semester off with a
bang, the Bowdoin men's ice hockey team
hosted rival Colby at Dayton Arena on
Tuesday, January 26. The Polar Bears,
currently ranked fourth in the ECAC-East
Division III standings with a record of 8-2-2,
expected a hard-fought match against the
aggressive White Mules of Colby.
Shaking off the frost ofBrunswick, the Bea rs
heated up and destroyed Colby 6-1 before an
enthusiasticaudienceofboth Mulesand Bears.






toasted the Colby goalie. Security hotly
responded by flipping an entire section of
spectators out the door. Meanwhile, the
brawling continued on the ice with bouts
frequently erupting. At one point, Marcello
Gentile '95 challenged the Colby bench,
coaches included, to show their stuff; needless
to say, they simply couldn't.
Though not one of the most technically-
inspired games of the year, much of the credit
for the triumph should go to the stand-up
performances of Mark MacLean '94, Tim
O'Sullivan '95 and Paul Croteau '95.
Defensemen, O'Sullivan and Croteau, as well
as forward /defenseman MacLean were
responsible for Bowdoin's three first-period
goals which effectively slammed the door on
Colby.
The first goal of thegamecame at 3:26 in the
firstwhen MacLean flipped home a shot from
twenty-five feet out, via passes from
O'Sullivan and Croteau during a Bowdoin
power-play. Again, during another power-
playopportunity at 13:07, O'Sullivan worked
the puck behind the Colby net and passed it
out in front. After deflecting off the stick of
MacLean, Croteau slammed thepuck through
a shield of opponents to net the score.
Finally, at 13:36, the same three combined
to put Bowdoin on top, 3-0, with MacLean
netting his secondand O'Sullivan and Croteau
earning the assists. Kudos to Coach Terry
Meagher who master-minded the Chris
Chellios-style defensive attack. Commenting
on theperformance of this line, Meagher said,






Gentile]. I felt we needed some additional
offense and we sure delivered it, throwing-
off the Colby defense."
Colbydominated the second period, getting
a goal in early to make it 3-1 and making
Bowdoin a little cautious. Enter goalie Matt
Bowden '95, who stopped the bleeding and
repeatedly robbed Colby players of potential
points. At 5:00 in the second, Bowden made
three outstanding saves on a Colby charge. A
minute later, a lone Bowden faced a Colby
forward whohad received thepuck instantly.
The best opportunity for a goal was denied by
Please see MEN'S HOCKEY, page 18.
Indeed, much of the action took
place off the ice . .
.
. . while Security sends fans home
Has this Maine rivalry
become too intense?
The Game Considered ice
by Derek Armstrong
Has Bowdoin-Colby-Bates gone too far?
That should be the question on everyone's
mind following the incidents at Tuesday's
Bowdoin-Colby men's hockey game.
It no longer seems possible to classify the
rivalry exisiting between thesmall liberal arts
colleges in Maine as "healthy." Maybe this
was never possible, but in the past it was at
least possible to attend a sporting event
between Bowdoin and oneof its age-old rivals
without fearing for your safety.
Many peoplecome to hockey games to feel
the rush of seeing opponents checked into the
boards and to cheer on their side during the
inevitable on-ice skirmishes. But in the past
few years, especially on Tuesday night, the
most violent skirmishes have occurred off the
During the second intermission ofTuesday
night's game, almost a dozen students were
involved in an out-of-control melee which
knocked security officers to the floor and
resulted in the arrest of several students and
the ejection of several more. A second fight
occurred early in the third period in the same
section. Both times security officers had to
restrain students, and only after thirty seconds
or so were they able to achieve a measure of
control.
Tuesday's fightswere by no means the first
such incidents. At last year's Bowdoin-Colby
game at Colby, students had car tires slashed
simply because they supported the wrong
team. Following the Bates-Bowdoin men's
basketbaUgamea t Ba tes lastyea r two students
came to blows for similar reasons. And how
Please see RIVALRY, page 18.
Transcript of the flier
handed out to hockey fans
upon entry to Tuesday's
game:
To all fans of college hockey:
The Bowdoin College men's ice hockey
team asks that all hockey spectators refrain
from any conduct that is unbecoming or that
is a threa t to the sa fety of the players, coaches,
game officials, security officers, and/or other
spectators. Unacceptable conduct is not
limited to, but may include: throwing objects
on the ice surface, taunting, obscene gestures,
etc.
The first time any unacceptable action
occurs, those involved will be ejected from
the Arena, and if necessary that section will
be cleared of all spectators. If a student is
ejected from theArena,h isorher identification
card will be taken by Bowdoin security. In
addition, the student will be reported to the
appropria te classdean for furtherdisciplinary
review.
Once a section is cleared, no students will
be allowed to reenter the Arena during
tonight's game. If there is a second incident,
the entire Arena will be cleared of spectators
Carey Jones/ Bowdoin Orient
The players scuffled early and often,
leading to the eventual ejection of one
Colby player with :03 remaining.
and the game will be completed without any
fans.
Bowdoin College asks foryour coopera tion
to make this evening's game enjoyable for
everyone. It is our hope that you will be able
to enjoy tonight's game without incident.
TimO'Sullivan '95 Terry Meagher
Bowdoin Men's Ice Head Men's Ice
Hockey Captain Hockey Coach
BOWDOIN ORIENT
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Status of Women report stirs controversy
By Emily Church
assistant news editor
According to a report commissioned by
President Edwards in 1991, the College does
not provide an atmosphere which welcomes
open discussion of women's issues. The re-
port was presented to the president in May
1993, but not until recently has it caught the
attention of the Bowdoin community.
The report, compiled by the Committee on
the Status of Women, states that there is
"strong evidence of a very chilly climate for
women at Bowdoin. Fear, distrust, and the
perception of vulnerability are of such mag-
nitude within every level of the institution
that the Committee urges immediate action."
The findingshave solicited strong responses
from the Administration, the Bowdoin
Women'sAssociationand theStudentExecu-
tive Board. Although some believe the
Committee's claims are overstated, all in-
volved acknowledge that there are problems
in academic and social life on campus that
need to be dealt with by the College commu-
nity.
In anticipation of the twentieth anniver-
sary of coeducation at Bowdoin, Edwards
established the Committee on the Status of
"Fear, distrust, and the perception of vulnerability are ofsuch magnitude within
every level of the institution that the Committee urges immediate action.
"
Women to research various women's issues
on campus. The Committee's stated goals
were: "to explore whether the goals ofcoedu-
cation have been met, to assess the structures
and processes of the College that may impede
or secure the place ofwomen as full partners,
and to identify and rectify inequities that may
remain for women at Bowdoin."
The Committee, chaired by Judy Mont-
gomery, Associate Librarian for Public Ser-
vices,was to assess theatmosphere forwomen
in such areas as the curriculum, admissions,
athletics, recruitment of faculty, job segrega-
tion, classroom climate, residential and social
life, sexual harassment and public safety.
According to Montgomery, the task was
frustrating and tedious. TheCommitteemem-
bers found that therewere serious issues to be
dealt with, but because "the needed data-
basesdid notexist in readilyaccessible forms,
"
they had no solid evidence. In the case of
sexual harassment and date rape, "neither the
policy nor the process exists to allow the
systematic and reliable collection of data,"
according to the report.
Carey Jones/ bowOoin Orient
A student gets mighty low in festive threads at Kappa
Sig's South of the Border night on Monday, one of
many events that kicked off Rush Week. Look for an
analysis of Rush statistics in next week's Orient.
"It was an enormous feat," Montgomery
said. "We tried to put together statistical data,
but there was no institutional research data.
Many issues were very difficult to research."
While the Committee found it impossible
to gather any comprehensive data on gender
breakdowns, sexual harassment or rape, the
gravestproblemscame in the anecdotal infor-
mation gathered through interviews. "Many
peoplecame to speak to us, butoff the record,"
Montgomery said. "A lot ofwomenwhohave
faced serious issues in the work place, class-
room and in their social lives said that there
were problems they wanted addressed. But
they were afraid to speak out."
The final report presented to President
Edwards was two pages long, and contained
no concrete data or researchable claims. The
lack of hard facts has led to criticism of the
report, even from sources who are in full
support of the Committee's general focus.
The Bowdoin Women's Association Presi-
dent, Melanie Spriggs 96, believes that the
report needs clarification.
'The report is so vague," she said. "The
Committee didn't disclose the number of
women interviewed, what kind of questions
were asked, or how it was worded." Spriggs
was not interested in the names of those inter-
viewed, but believes that other information is
important in validating the research.
Despite criticism of the breadth and tone of
the report, Spriggs is enthusiastic that the
issue is becoming a campus concern. "I ap-
plaud thepeoplewho were involved with it,"
Spriggs said. "The report in itself was a great
idea, and I'm excited that it is becoming an
issue."
President Edwards, overlooking the lack of
statistical data, was troubled by the tone of
the paper. He was especially worried about
the fact that so many women felt that they
could not air their opinions. "I want there to
be no sense that the College is inattentive to
these issues," Edwards said. "I start with the
conviction that this is a very good place for
women to learn and teach, but I am deter-
mined to make it better."
Solutions to the "chilly" atmosphere on
campus are being offered from every side.
The reportitselfsuggested recommendations,
including an Oversight Committee to con-
tinually review the status of women at
Bowdoin, the strengthening of the Office of





A first-year student has voluntarily de-
cided to leave the College after a series of
alcohol-related incidents that culminated
in his assault of at least two Bowdoin stu-
dents and the destruction of College prop-
erty.
The student will remain away from
Bowdoin for an unspecified period of time,
but no less than the remainder of the se-
mester, pending further disciplinary ac-
tion by the College. According to First-
Year Class Dean Roy Partridge, the matter
is "still under discussion" by the offices of
the Class Deans and the Dean of College
"to determine the outcome."
Partridge did say, however, that "fur-
ther action is planned in the matter."
In the early morning of Sunday, January
30,Bowdoin Security officers responded to
a complaint received at the Communica-
tions Center about a disturbance at Baxter
House,according toSecur itycrime reports.
As the officers approached Baxter House,
another call came through that two female
students had just been assaulted at the
entryway to Coles Tower by a "male sub-
ject" who had followed them from Baxter
House.
One of the victims of the assault had
suffered "strained ligaments" in her shoul-
der resulting from the attack. She has iden-
tified the assailant as Benjamin Chaset '97.
Witnesses to the events that took place at
Please see FIkST-YEAR, page 4.
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Gerry Adams was granted a visa by President Clinton
despite considerable protest from Britain.
Adams, leader of Sinn Fein, the political arm of the Irish
Republican Army (I.R.A.), was permitted to spend 48
hours in New York for a conference on Northern Ireland
hosted by the National Committee on American Foreign
Policy. Indeed, the Northern Ireland peace process is at
a significant juncture, and both Britain and the Republic
of Ireland are waiting for Adams's response to last
December's joint declaration of negotiating principles.
While Adams stated mat he wanted "to see an end to all
violence in my country," he refused to denounce I.R.A.
violence and terrorist activities.
State Department findings expose global abuse of
women.
In its annual human rights report, the State Department
focused on the widespread discrimination and abuse of
women, including forced sterilizations and abortions in
China, the deplorable situation of women in Thailand
with up to a half million prostitutes, and young girls
ritually slaughtered in the Sudan and Somalia. Patricia
Ireland, president of the National Organization for
Women, stated that "it's an important breakthrough for
the Administration to tell governments around the
world that this is somethingwe are ?X least starting to
give lip service to."
Clinton to decide on lifting U.S. trade embargo on
Vietnam. «-
At a photo opportunity on Wednesday, President
Clinton stated that he will decide within "the next
couple of days" whether to eradicate the 19-year
trade embargo. Administration officials said that
Clinton is unquestionably encouraged by progress
on the MIA issue and has been pressured to end the
ban by top advisers, members of Congress, and U.S.
business interests." Although the Vietnam
Government has released no official comments,
American business leaders have reacted with relief
and joy to reports on lifting the embargo since it
would immediately affect the34 U.S.companieswho
have already opened offices in Vietnam.
The Administration's healthcare plan comes under
fire.
The Business Round table, a group which represents
chief executives from more than 200 major U.S. firms
including AT&T, IBM and Prudential Insurance,
deemed the Clinton plan as too dependent on
government regulation and price controls. Instead,
they supported a proposal instituted by
Representative Jim Cooper (D-TE) and Senator John
Breaux (D-LA) which concentrates on "market-
oriented solutions" to current health care problems.
Jeffrey Eller, a White House spokesman, stated mat:
"We believe it's a mistake, and we regret the decision
that they made."
President calls foradditional funding for earthquake
victims.
In a letter to Congress earlier this week, Clinton
increased from $6.6 billion to $8.6 billion the amount
of loans and grants he is proposing in emergency
supplemental legislation to families, businesses, and
communities in southern California. Office of
Management and Budget (OMB) Director Leon E.
Panetta noted that the initial requests for emergency
funds had been based on extremely rough and
preliminary estimates.











This Week's Bowdoin Orient Trivia Question:
"I'll huff and I'll puff and I'll...."
Carey Jones/ Bowdoin Orient
"Smoke them?!?, .... I thought you said Eat
them!M -Eleni "Smokestack" Carras '95
Eleni Carras '95, came to the Orient yesterday
and expressed her burning jealousy of Sara
Kennedy's involvement in last week's lollipop
licking for the Orie/if-cause, hey - free lollipops !
!
We, the staffof the Orient, held a meeting last
night to discuss how we could involve Eleni in
this week's contest The meeting was held behind
closed doors and lasted well into the night,
although we did reach a concensus.
The OrientEditors-in-Chiefgraciously agreed
to go downtown and pick up a pack of "Full
Flavor Quality Filter Kings." (At their own
expense!) At a cost of$1.27 per pack, you know
that they are quality!
We observed that the cigarettes had an
amazingly high "tar" content, and wondered
whether Eleni could verifythisbychain-smoking
a pack. She agreed, but felt that it would be too
time consuming to smoke the whole pack, and
that it would detain her from her proctorial
duties. A compromise was reached- she would
smoke them all at once.
Eleni can now be reached at Yale/New Haven
Hospital where she is currently attached to an iron
lung. We sincerely thank her for making this huge
sacrifice.
The question: How much "tar" is present in a
pack of "Full Flavor QUALITY Filter Kings"???
To win a free pizza and two sodas, be the first to
call the Orient answering machine at x3300 with
the correct response. (Don't forget to leave your
name andphone number). Despite the contest, we
at the Orient do not condone smoking in any way.
Congratulations to Andrew Weiner *97 for
winning last week's contest Ittook SaraKennedy
1258 licks to get to the center ofthat Tootsie Pop.
Andrew provided the closest response, guessing
1227 licks. The Orient wishes to thank Sara
Kennedy once again for her participation in this
very important investigation.
Win a FREE Domino's Pizza and Two Sodas*
\s




now;but theyhave been iyiftiBowdoin
since te'begmhirigs, of coeducation,"
she said. The report reflects long term
problems." The most important factor
in beginning to remedy such ingrained
attitudes is "positive, affirmingdiscus-
sicmoncampm/'saidMcct^omery
President Edwards is also intent on
bringing' the issue to th&forefront *T
want to get me issue jnto discourse,"
Edwards said. "We needi) disentangle
a lot. Therearepocketswherethe atmo-
















the faculty, and possiblyraising money'
^iw^s^^idirnen unt^sui
^eiwaial^b^eroffjF^e
' the issues'and can address
tnent/
"To^understajici the "position of
wbrrferi, we must understand the piosi-
tion ot men,* President Edwards said,
^teresungly, this perception comes:
from both men and women having to
adapt to^different rotes."
Although the Committee expects nu-
merous reactions to the report's find-
ings, Montgomery hopes it.will be a
catalyst to constructive and open dis-
cussion.




As most students have discovered from
signs posted all over campus or by word-of-
mouth, theAcademic Computing Center that
was once housed in Hubbard Hall has been
moved to the lower level of the Hawthorne-
Longfellow Library this semester.
Hubbard 208, the old location of the com-
puter lab, will be turned into offices for the
growing User Services and Academic Com-
puting department and a small faculty com-
puter lab designed for course development
and research.
Although there was no significant reduc-
tion in thenumber ofcomputersand printers,
student reaction ranges from positive to re-
sentful. Many praise the move to the library
as logical, because students doing research
have immediate access to their sources as
well as electronic mail.
Others complain that the lab's location,
which is in the same area as photocopiers,
telephones, a lounge and the entrance to the
Hubbard stacks, is a noisy area notconducive
to work. The site is unanimouslydescribed as
cramped.
The library and Academic Computing
worked together to bring about the move of
the computer lab. Coincidence played a large
part in the teaming of the two departments.
AcademicComputingneeded the officespace
to unite the department and accommodate
additional staff members, and the library
wanted to increase the range of its services to
students.
The initial impetus was provided by John
Lyden, an outside computer consultant
brought in by Bowdoin to evaluate the
College's computing abilities. Making the
connection between the need for office space
and the library's standing request for a com-
puter lab, Lyden suggested the lab be moved
to the basement of Hawthorne-Longfellow.
Planning for the move was done in the fall
semester and implemented during the winter
break.
Christine Brooks, Director of Institutional
Research and a member of the Computer
Information Systems Advisory (CISA) Com-
mittee,was surprised at the speed with which
the move took place. Upon hearing student
complaints, Brooksdeclared that "itmaywell
be that a better place could have been found"
and "maybe we should have made a little
more effort to plan this [move] ." A meeting of
the CISA Committee is taking place later this
week to discuss the new lab. .
The library is very enthusiastic about host-
ing thenew lab and offering general comput-
ing, electronic mail, and gopher in addition to
Carey Jones/Bowdoin Orient
Most students agree that the new location of the Hubbard computers is a bit cramped.
the on-line catalog and CD-ROM. Sherrie
Bergman, head librarian, cited the insepa-
rable link between computers and informa-
tion gathering. One ofher goals is to familiar-
ize Bowdoin students with information tech-
nology before they graduate.
Judith Montgomery, Associate Librarian
for Public Services, mentioned that the li-
brary has a tradition of providing technol-
ogy-based services startling with providing
typewriters for students and, more recently,
taking advantage of the Internet in such areas
as interlibrary loan.
Montgomery responded to the noise prob-
lem by suggesting that students, over time,
will learn that the lab is a "quiet area." Noise-
makers will be censured by users of the lab.
Montgomery pointed out the sixth floor of
Hubbard as a successful example of this phe-
nomenon.
Harry Hopcroft, acting manager of User
Services and Academic Computing, consid-
ers the new lab a "reasonable success" and is
determined to make the new location work in
spite of current complaints. Any changes,
said Hopcroft, will be made over the summer
after the new lab has been tested for one
semester.
Hopcroft was particularly happy with the
success of the stand-up terminals in relieving
congestion in the lab caused by people who
just want to check their electronic mail. In
response to complaintsconcerning slowcom-
puters, especia lly in regards to electronicma il,
Hopcroft emphasized that it is a priority to
replace thecomputers,whichwerepurchased
in 1987 and have been put through "seven
years hard time." Power PCs, computers
designed to run both IBM and Apple operat-
ing systems, are being considered.
Scott Silton, Student Coordinator of Com-
puting and Information Services, agrees with
the move and likes the more secure location.
With the lab in the library, it will be able stay
open longer than when it was in Hubbard,
Silton pointed out.
However, he said that people doing elec-
tronic mail is a problem and that the lab is
tighter and busier. He encourages people to
go to theAdams and Hatch labs, where there
are plenty of high-end computers, to take
some pressure off Hawthorne-Longfellow.
In spiteoftheproblems, Hopcroft, Bergman,
and Montgomery praised the College Ad-
ministration for their recognition and sup-
port of the need for increased computing
abilities. While a lack of available funding
curtails any large-scale expansion, a capital
campaign designed to raise $1 50 million over
five years is expected to amend this situation.
At a time when the growth of Bowdoin
College isn't benefiting thecurrently enrolled
students directly, it is easy to view this par-
ticular growing pain with suspicion. Only
time will tell how wise a decision this pa rticu-
lar move will be.
Unidentified man assaults, attempts to rob student
By Rob Shaffer
editor-in-chief
A female Bowdoin student was the victim
of a sexual assault and an attempted robbery
early last Friday morning. According to a
report filed with Bowdoin Security, the stu-
dent was walking on the path from Coles
Tower towards Baxter House between 12:00
a.m. and 12:15am . when shewas grabbed by
an unidentified man.
The man was described as approximately
6'0"- 6T in height, in his early 30's, with
distinctive characteristics including dark eye-
brows and at least one missing front tooth He
was wearing a ski parka and hooded
sweatshirt, jeans, and L.L. Bean hunting boots
at the time of the attack..
The victim informed Bowdoin Security
Offteer Michael D. Lloyd mat the attacker
grabbed her by the arm and demanded that
shegivehim all ofher money. She replied that
shehad no money. He then reportedly threat-
ened, "If you have
no money, I am go-^
_
ing to get something









kicked him in the
kneeandhereleased mmm~^^^^~"^^^~m
her, but during her /
escape she fell, cutting both hands and bruis-
ing both knees.
Following the incident, she reportedly re-
turned to her residential building where she
remained until late Sunday morning.
The incident was not reported to Bowdoin
"We need to make
awareness and education
on this campus a really
bigfocus"
—Melanie Spriggs '96
Security until late afternoon last Monday.
Officer Kevin Schofield of the Brunswick Po-
lice Department was
^_^______ then notified.
"I don't know why





rity needs to start in-
vestigating immedi-
ately. Two to three
days after the fact




concern was that other women could have
fallen victim to thesameman. Bybeingquickly
informed, Security would have been able to
help prevent further incidents. "We need the
student's eyes and ears to be fully effective,"
Loring said.
President of the Bowdoin Women's Asso-
ciation Melanie Spriggs '96 also felt that the
incident should have been reported immedi-
ately. She cites the victim's hesitance to re-
spond, along with the hesitance of other
women to respond in similar situations, to a
lack of sufficient education on this campus.
"She was paralyzed by the situation. Notify-
ing Security should be a reflex."
Spriggs sympathized with thevictim, how-
ever. "I wouldn't be very logical in thi«j situa-
tion, either," she said.
Jennifer Lilly '%, CoordinatorofSafe Space,
also commented on the assault. When asked
abouther reaction to the incident, she replied,
"I'm not terribly surprised. Maybe the inci-
dent will bring the issue home."
The female victim was walking only a short
distance, but Lilly equated this attitude to
"I'm just drunk driving for a few minutes."
Lilly viewed the victim's hesitance to in-
Please see ASSAULT, page 4.
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Baxter House at about the same time
have also identified the same student as
the onewho was responsible for damage
done toCollegepropertyatBaxterHouse.
According to the victim, she had been
walking home along College Street with
a friend onSundaymorning at about 2:00
a.m. when Chaset suddenly ran up be-
hind them. Chaset pushed his way be-
tween them and put his arms around the
two women. Chaset appeared to be very
drunk.
"He held us very tight, and then tried
to throw us into the snow," said the vic-
tim. "At first itwas all funand games,but
after a while,we told him thatitwas time
for him to go home."Thewomenwanted
to go to their rooms and did not want
Chaset to follow.
Chaset refused to leave, however, and
forced his way to the door, blocking the
women from entering. One ofthewomen
tried to push Chasetaway from the door.
After the women had made it clear that
they wanted him to leave them alone,
Chaset bacame belligerent
"He got really mean and angry," said
the victim. She slapped him in the face
when he got out of hand, at which point
Chaset became irate. He grabbed both
women by the shoulders, forcing them
through the outside doors of the Tower,
and pushing themagainst the wall. Itwas
during this action that the victim injured
her shoulder.
When thewomen picked up the phone
to call Security,Chaset fled back toBaxter
House. At Baxter, he became invoved in
an altercation with a student there who
had tried to subdue Chaset. A Security
officer arriving on the scene on the sec-
ond floor of Baxter pulled Chaset off of
the student
Chaset was again belligerent and ex-
tremely uncooperative when asked for
ID by the officer. Leaving Chaset in the
lobby to talk towitnesses,the officerheard
bangingsounds.He found Chasetpunch-
ing the furniture. When left alone again,
Chaset apparently broke a window—the
second of the night, according to wit-
nesses at Baxter.
Chaset was later positively identified
as the subject who had assaulted the
women at Coles Tower. The women did
not wish to press criminal charges at
that time, with the understanding that
they could do so at a later time. Bill
Fruth, The Dean on Call, was contacted
and advised about the situation by Se-
curity, atwhich time the handling ofthe
incident was taken over by the Dean's
office.
A witness to the events at Baxter
House prior to the ColesTower assault,
Nick Keyes-Grevelis *97, reported that
Chaset had burst into hisroom uninvited
prior to the incident Grevelis said that
when Chaset was out of the room, he
heard the walls being kicked and the
sound of a window being broken.
Chaset also jumped on Grevelis's
roommate, Mike Sinclair "97, and tried
to fightwith him.When Sinclair tried to
settle Chaset down, Chaset threw
punches at him. At some point Chaset
fled, apparently to Coles tower, where
he accosted the women, and returned,
again fighting with Sinclair.
Grevelis said that Chaset had kicked
a hole in the, wall and "banged up a
metal cabinet"Sinclairwas unavailable
for comment
Grevelis also said that Chasets be-
haviorwas "kind ofasurprise,"although
he had heard of another incident at
Moore Hall the previous weekend in
which Chaset was involved. Chaset is
supposedly a "nice kid sober," "but he's
got a real problem being drunk," he
said.
Another witness said Chasetwas bel-
ligerentwith the Security officer as well.
The kid was punching the officer, spit-
ting, completely and totally belliger-
ent," she said.
Adosefriend ofChaset's corroborated
that "he gets very belligerentwhen he's
drunk." When the student explained
the events of the previous night to
Chaset, he reportedly had no recollec-
tion of anything he had done, and was
"scared " tohear thathecould be capable
of such things.
Although the Administration could
not verify the fact,Chasetmaygobefore
the Judiciary-Board some time next
week. The student who was injured is
confident that "Bowdoin will do the
right thing. No one should feel unsafe
here, and ifhemakes people feel unsafe,
he shouldn't be here."
"I won't file criminal charges unless
Bowdoin doesn't do the right thing,"
she added.







Continued from page 3.
form Security differently than Loring and
Spriggs. "All people deal with sexual assault
in their own ways. We at Safe Space believe
that one must respect [the victim's] space."
"It is important to let victims take their
time. However she feels comfortable dealing
with the situation is the best. No one should
be blamed for reporting an incident late or not
at all. I respect her greatly for reporting the
incident at all," Lilly added.
She stressed that she feels "very strongly
that the victim's rights always come first."
The victim met with a Brunswick Police
Department detective and a composite was
drawn of the attacker.
Despite the victim's delay in discussing the
incident with Security, Loring feels confident
that the suspect will be found because the
given descriptions were so detailed.
According to Spriggs, BWA hopes to orga-
nize a self-defense class to be offered to stu-
dents this semester at a low cost. Spriggs
emphasized that "We need to make aware-




On Saturday, January 29, 1994, at approximately 12:00 midnight, a
female student was grabbed from behind as she walked from Coles Tower
toward Baxter House.
„
The assailant was a male approximately 6',0" to 6',1" in height, in his
early 30's with dark eyebrows and a missing tooth. He was wearing a ski
parka and hooded sweatshirt, jeans and L.L. Bean hunting boots.
We want the community to be aware of this incident and request your
assistance if you are a witness.
If you were in the area of Coles Tower and Baxter on the above date
and have information about the incident please call Donna Loring, Chief
of Security, at 3452 or the Brunswick Police Department at 725-5521.
It is extremely important that you call Security immediately when you
observe suspicious activity or when you are a victim of a crime.
B . E . A . R .
B o w d o i ii K (I n cat-
i n «4 A I c o h o I a b o u t
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B.I •:. \.K. is looking lor new inem-
Ikts to help educate the Bowdoin
lommunilN on alcohol. It \<»n are
intercMwIinlHlpiniJntherMlealwitli.
discuss and learn ah< nit alc< >h< »l then
please i»b e Boh \ Mas a call at \3145.





From 90210 to your zip code, a
Motorcycle RiderCourse can make
you a better and safer rider—like
Brian Austin Green of Fox T.V.'s
Beverly Hills, 90210. So call
1-800-447-4700 today to be-
come the star of your class.
MTMCTCtiMM FMNMTMT
INTERNATIONAL EMPLOYMENT
Make up to $2,000-$4,000* per month teaching
basic conversational English abroad. Japan.
Taiwan, and S. Korea. Many employer* provide
room k board * other benefits. No teaching
background or Asian languages required! For more
information call: (206) 632-1146 ext. J 5064
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Work in Progress
On a recent tour through what will become the David
Saul Smith Union by next spring, the Orient got to see
just where things stand on the project. Workers in the
background are installing steel beams for the floor of
the future game room. In the foreground the girders of
the ramp that curves around the inside of the building
can be seen. The late delivery of steel pushed work
about a month behind schedule, but the new Union
should be ready for operation by Christmas. ,
M.I.T. settlement leaves
financial aid picture at
Bowdoin unclear
By Paul C Rohlfing
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR
In December of last year, the Massachu-
setts Institute of Technology settled an anti-
trust suit brought by the United States De- also prevented the practice of bidding for
and data received from families was consis-
tentand to help ensure that the calculations of
family need were consistent between the
schools that the students were considering.
This process not only helped to ensure that
more studentswho could notnormallyafford
a college education were able to do so, but it
partment of Justice.
The suit, which had accusedM IT of price-
fixing through its practiceofsharing financial
aid information with other colleges and uni-
versities, has brought about a great deal of
exceptional students between colleges. This
practice was considered counter-productive
because it deprived other students of money
to meet their own financial need.
This information sharing became more for-
uncertainty about the future of the process of malized over the years as more colleges be-
awarding need-based financial aid at gan participating in different groups all over
Bowdoin. the country. One such group, the Overlap
The origins of the case go back over forty Group, included Bowdoin, the Ivy League
years to 1954 when some colleges first began schools, M.I.T. and many other small colleges
to use a unified formula for calculating stu- in the Northeast,
dent need for financial aid. This cooperation In 1989, The Bush Administration's Justice
Clarification
Last week, the Orient published figures provided by
the Admissions Office indicating that Bowdoin had
received 498 Early Decision applications for the
Class of 1998, a 10 percent increase in the number of
Early Decision applications over the previous year.
Admissions officials now say these figures^were
based on a preliminary estimate. The final figures
actually show a slight decrease in the number of
Early Decision applications this year, but an in-
crease of over five percent in overall applications.
The number of early decision applications




321 Early Decision Applications
4S1 Early Decision Applications*
427 Early Decision Applications*
* Includes two Early Decision rounds
"YJe were not thinking in terms
of competition. YJe were thinking
in terms of philanthropy
.
"




based on the prin-
ciple of providing
students with finan-
cial aid in relation to
the ability of their
families topay for the
cost of college tu-
ition.
"The goal was that
cost would not be a
factor in choosing a ___^
_
college," said Walter
H. Moulton, the Director of Student Aid at
Bowdoin. Moultonadded that, "These schools
got together and used a standardized method
of computing family contributions for tuition
so that thenet cost ofattendance would be the
same at all involved institutions."
The purpose for the standardization of the
practice of calculating financial need was to
ensure that the funds available to colleges












ing to the Chronicle
_^.^^^^ of Higher Education,
57 colleges and uni-
versities in all were asked to provide informa-
tion to the Justice Department for their inves-
tigation.
Immediately after the Justice Department
began its investigation, Bowdoin stopped
sharing its financial information with other
colleges and universities.
In May 1991 all of the Ivy League universi-
ties agreed to stop sharing information on
financial aid, but M.I.T. did not settle its case
uted in the most equitable manner possible to and formal charges were filed against the
students in relation to how much their fami-
lies could really afford to pay for the educa-
tion of their children.
Colleges also exchanged information on
individual financial aid applicants who had
been accepted into more than one college or
university to^ensure that financial records
school under the anti-trust laws.
The Justice Department sought to prove
that through this process of information shar-
ing, the involved schools were preventing
competition.
Please see M.I.T. CASE, page 6.
Multi-million-dollar science facility slatedfor 1997
By Meg Sullivan
staff writer
A committee of students, faculty, gov-
erning board members and administration
officials has begun planning the construc-
tion of a new science facility for Bowdoin
College. The building will house the biol-
ogy, geology and environmental studies
departments in an effort to provide more
modern facilitiesand foster greater interac-
tion between these disciplines.
Plans for the new science building are in
the first stages, although construction may
begin as early as mid-1995. The facility
should be completed by the fall semester of
1997.
The new building is projected to cost
between 12 and 15 million dollars to com-
plete. According to Dean of Academic
Affairs and Chair of the planning commit-
tee Charles Beitz, the College "is now plan-
ning a major fund-raising campaign in the
next few years to raise the money from
large donors."
PresidentEdwards calls the project "long
overdue."
Plans to improve the science classrooms
and laboratories at Bowdoin are not new.
'The need for new science facilities has
been recognized forsome time," said Beitz.
"If you compare Bowdoin's science facili-
ties wjth those of other small colleges, they
are inadequate for the high-quality science
program that Bowdoin offers."
In the 1980's, the College planned to con-
struct a large science complex to contain
the science, computer science and math-
ematics departments. The building would
haveconnected toCleveland Hall and taken
over Sills Hall. Departments in Sillswould
have then moved to Searles Hall, following
renovations. However, the entire proposed
construction and restoration would have
cost between 35 and 40 million dollars."
Beitz commented, "The biology and
physics labs are antiquated. Bowdoin stu-
dents have the right to expect a high-qual-
ity learning environment in science, and
[the new proposal] is able to provide this at
a far more reasonable cost than what was
planned in the 1980's."
Instead of constructing the new science
structure as a single project, another plan-
ning committee led by Beitz and the chairs
of the science and mathematics depart-
ments scaled down the project into three
more manageable steps. Beitz described
the priorities of the new plan as "first to
build a new facility for the biology and
geology departments,whose current facili-
ties are the most inadequate; second, to
renovate Cleveland Hall for the chemistry
department; and third, to renovate Searles
for the physics department and probably
the math and computer science depart-
ments."
Though the preliminaryCleveland reno-
vations are tentatively slated to occur dur-
ing the summers of 1995 and 1996, the
planning committee is now focusing pri-
marily on creating plans for the new sci-
ence facility. The Searles renovations are
not expected until after the new building is
complete.
The planning committee is now at the
stage of analyzing the space needs and
predicting what will be needed by the sci-
ence departments, and has already begun
the selection process for the building's ar-
chitect. Meetings were held last weekend
where several architects gave presentations
to the committee. Beitz said that not only
are they looking for an architect with expe-
rience and "the capacity to do a high qual-
ity design," but also one with "a participa-
tory work style who can listen and respond
to people's needs."
The committee has narrowed down its
choice for the architect and must now
present its proposal to the governingboards
for approval.
The building will most likely connect
Hatch Science Library with Cleveland Hall,
a location which will help to further inter-
disciplinary learning among departments.
The planning committee sees the pro-
posed science building as fulfilling three
functions. "It should provide high quality
lab space for students and faculty in biol-
ogy, geology and environmental studies; It
Please see SCIENCE BUILDING, page 6.
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Continued from page 5.
solve problems-with a hands-on ap-
should create student and faculty inter- proach." The labs, he believes, should
action through a lounge and informal be more than "a square room with
gathering space; and [by linking to tables," but a place where undergradu-
Cleveland and Hatch], it should create ates have access to ongoing research by
and interdisciplinary facility so we can faculty and seniors,
promote connections between biology, He also feels that the new science
chemistry, environmental studies and building should be "a place where stu-
geology,which are all disciplineswhose dentswho only take one science course
boundaries are getting blurred." don't feel intimidated." Most impor-
These goals of modernization, inter- tantly, he sees the classrooms and labs
actio^andinterconnectednesswerealso having the capability to evolve as sci-
echoed by the professors who would ence develops, and the departments
benefit from the construction. Ron must have the power to "change the
Christensen, Chair of the chemistry de- labs to take advantage of new insights
partment and member of the planning and new focuses."
committee feels the new building is "a Beitz said that students will have the
good step towards working for interac- opportunityto expresstheirideasabout
tion between departments and improv- construction. "The peoplewhowillben-
ing coordination between depart-
ments."
Thomas Settlemire, Chair of the biol-
ogy department and planning commit-
tee member, commented that on the
student level he would like the new
efi t will be the next generation of stu-
dents who come to study those sci-
ences... It's a genuinely exciting chance
to help Bowdoin science move ahead."
Upon completion of the project,
Edwards is confident that "the College




Thursday evening in Chase Barn Chamber
the first meeting of the Coalition of Con-
cerned Students met to discuss the atmo-
sphere of indifference at Bowdoin. The meet-
ing was well attended by various members of
other s-tudent organizations as well as stu-
dents not affiliated with student organiza-
tions. Groups represented included the Afri-
can American Society, ADAPT, LASO,
Greens, NCA/Struggle and Change, and
BWA.
The mm of the coalition is to provide a
support network for other organizations by
creating a forum for discussion and debate.
The group is in the process of creating an
agenda for the semester that will promote an
atmosphere of awareness on the campus and
unity amongst the groups. The major objec-
tive is to organize a specific event that the
campus could rally around followed by ac-
tivities that would attempt to sustain an at-
mosphere of awareness and concern.
In the past, coalitionshavebeen builtaround
specific issues but have not managed to sus-
tain themselves. The present coalition isbased
on the understanding that it will become a
permanent organizationon campus with long
term objectives.
The meeting addressed the shaping of the
organization's goals and attempted to define
its primary concerns. Debate arose as to what
the goals and primary concerns were because
of the broad diversity of issues that members
confronted. Particular interest was invested
in deciding upon the best methods to inte-
grate action and differing ideologies.
One of the coordinating members, Josh
Introne '94 stated, "I think there is definite
potential here. We'redealingwith somepretty
tough issues but I think the members want to
see this happen. I'm excited about the
coalition's prospects."
The meeting emphasized that the
organization's greatest strength is in its num-
ber of members and their respective experi-
ences. The success of the organization is de-
pendent on student involvement and their
dedication to the hope that their actions will
create a change.
Introne stressed, "I personally think that
students at Bowdoin are interested in their
world but that the avenues for involvement
are not readily apparent. We hope to make
these avenues more apparent for the students
with the coalition."
Administrative support will initially be
provided by NolanThompsonand BettyTrout
Kelly. Thompson has organized a retreat for
members ofADAPT, African American Soci-
ety, ASA, BJO, LASO and NCA that will take
place this Saturday from 10 am to 2 pm.
Among other issues this retreat will focus on
coalition building skills.
The next meeting for the coalition will be
on Monday, February 7 at 8 pm tentatively in
the Moulton Union. Further information will
be posted.
Introne called attention to the need for
students to get involved in order for the coa-
lition to be a success. Introne stated, "all stu-
dents are invited to attend. In order for the
coalition to effectively represent the students
interests a broad range of ideas is necessary."
' •
Carey Jones/ Bowdoin Orient
Sure Beats Using a Shovel
In response to murmurings that the College's de-icing
efforts were ineffectual, they brought out really heavy
machinery to do the job on Tower Drive last week.
M.I.T. CASE
Continued from page 5
"The irony is that anti-trust laws were
created to protect the little guy in America
from getting ripped off by big-business.
They did a greatfob for almost one hundred
years ofdoing that. It took the Bush Admin-
said
colleges to discuss common methods for
determining financial need and allowed
for the exchange of financial information
via a third partyon individual financial aid
applicants to ensure the accuracy of that
data. However, discussions between col-
leges on individual aid applicants would
not be allowed.
Furthermore, the Justice Department
stipulated that only colleges that practiced
istration to turn those laws around against need-blind admissions and provided fi-
nancial aid that satisfied the full need of all
enrolled studentswouldbeallowed to share
such information.
The settlement is possibly significant be-
cause it recognizes an excuse for actions
that violate the anti-trust laws. The gov-
ernmentmayhaveattempted, through this
out of court settlement, to avert a decisive
decision in the courts on the MJ.T. The
government feared that such a decision
would have placed a greater burden on the
government in future prosecutions under
the anti-trust laws to show that collusion
which damaged competition between or-
ganizations did not in souie way serve the
common good.
Bowdoin, which provides only need-
based financial aid, but has not been able to
conduct need-blind admissions over the
lastfew yearsbecauseofbudget constraints,
apparently does not fall into the categories
allowed by the suit's settlement.
"We need further guidance from legal
counsel to know where we will go from
here," said Moulton.
It is possible mat Congress will act to
clarify, through the passage of law, the
uncertain situation that the M.I.T. settle-
ment has left many colleges in. "It has
become a legislative question," Moulton
concluded.
For now, Bowdoin's financial aid pro-
gram will apparently continue through an
the little guy through the M.I.T. suit/
Matthew K. Bunt '97.
"We were not thinking in terms of com-
petition. We were thinking in terms of
philanthropy," said Moulton of the infor-
mation sharing.
M.IT.'s defense against the charges re-
volved around that idea. M.I.T. asserted
that financial aid was not a question of
attracting students through a competition,
but rather that itwas an actof social welfare
thatwas designed to allow more students to
attend the colleges of their choice regard-
less of their family's socio-economic status.
Between 1989, when many colleges
stopped sharing information, and today
there has been a drop in the equability of
assigning need based aid for applicants to
college. Somebidding for students occurred.
"We [atBowdoin) havenever abandoned
our principles," said Moulton, "For need
based aid, the climate was much better be-
fore [the investigation began in 1989]."
MJ.T. was initially defeated in a lower
courtbut succeeded, on appeal, in gaining a
new trial. The government and MJ.T. fi-
nally agreed on terms for settling the case
last December. The Justice Department,
now under the control of the Clinton Ad-
ministration, settled the suit with MJ.T.
and agreed to allow limited financial aid
information sharing under certain circum-
stances.
The conditions of the agreement allowed uneasy period of status quo.
Do You Want VISA & MasterCard Credit Cards?
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Ailey troupe brings innovative style




Those who claim that Bowdoin does not
offer enough fine arts events dare not miss
the attraction coming to Pickard Theater at
8:00 p.m. Friday evening. The Bowdoin Col-
lege Lively Arts is sponsoring a dance per-
formanceby the nationally-acclaimed Alvin
Ailey Repertory Ensemble, which operates
under the artistic direction of Sylvia Waters.
Says the Newark Star-Ledger, "Their eyes,
their legs, and their spirit say it all. For the
young dancers of the [ensemble], dance is
the stuff of life, and bodies exist to make it
happen."
Ailey created the Repertory Ensemble in
1974 to showcase the talents of the most
exceptional students from his American
Dance Center. Located in New York City,
the Center is the official school of the Alvin
Ailey American Dance Theater. This hand-
picked group ofdancersbecame the original
members of the Ensemble. Now celebrating
its twentieth anniversary, the Ensemble
serves as a bridge between the Ailey School
and membership in professional dancecom-
panies, yet maintains its status as an out-








Themes ofquietude, emotional restraint
and alienation pervade this month's pho-
tography exhibition, curated by John
Mckee, associate professor of art, with as-
sistance from JustinP. Wolff '92, Andrew
W. Mellon curatorial intern. Entitled "At
Home:Insights," this showdraws its view-
ers into a realm ofphotography that spans
from the late runeteenth-century to the
present The exhibit features photographs
from the Bowdoin Walker Art Museum's
permanent collection and is presented in'
conjunction w}th Art 180: Photography I.
The "familiar" provide a fascinating over-
view of theMuseum'sblack-and-white sil-
ver print photography collection on view;
until February 13. The installation features
works by several artists including Bemice
Abbot Manuel Alvarez, Harry Callahan,
WalkerEvara,Emmet(k)winandAbelardo
Mprell:








Please see BHOTO, page 8.
The Ensemble is about halfway through its own repertoire includes ballets by
yearlynational tour, which includes residen-
a variety ofchoreographers
.
cies and community outreach programs in
^^ Tonight's show
over 30 cities. Joining with Bowdoin's dance ^ features two
department, Ensemble members of- works which the
fered a master class for dancers ^^ y^F company pre-
W miered in thisof all ability levels. ^^^^
m year's tour.
^B^H "Three Dances
. y-^j with Army
day after- J^^^^^^^l Blankets,"M choreo-
Bowdoin J^ graphed by
students jl Shapiro &
had the op- m fe|^^ Smith, is
portumty Jj ^ described
not only to J ^^^H as anM m robatic
profes- M ^^ tour de
M force for
dancers in "1 six to
c l o s e ig ;. if?; ~JB eight





that has men and
r women throwing each other
w i t n a ™ between two large army blankets."
them and
"Hex," another company premiere, "por-
experi- ence first- trays the nature of one woman's reaction to
hand the teaching methods being bewitched, or believing that she has
used at the American Dance Center. been bewitched," said choreographer Eleo
Emphasizing a balanceamongst repertoire, Pomare.
technique and performance, the company's One of Ailey's own works, "Escapades,
originally created for the Aterveletto Teffio
Emilia -Italy in 1983, has been revived and
made its American debut for this tour. Other
performances include "Reflections in D," a
male solo originally choreographed in 1962
using music by Duke Ellington; Alvin Ailey's
"Blues Suite"; "Isba, Seeds" by Kevin Jeff;
'Three Dances with
Army Blankets' ...is de-
scribed as an "acrobatic
tour deforce"
'To Have and to Hold" by Shapiro & Smith
and "Guerrilla Love Song Dances" by Kevin
Wynn.
This evening's performance by this tal-
ented dance ensemble will at least equal, if
not exceed, the fantastic virtuosity of Winton
Marsalis and his Septet, the last major guests
to perform in Pickard Theater. Tickets are $6
with a Bowdoin ID, $1 4 for the public and are
available at the Moulton Union Information y
Desk, Macbeans Music on Maine Street in
Brunswick and Amadeus Music in the Old
Port section of Portland.
Dunphey '94 stars in local show




last Thursday at the Theater Project in
Brunswick, with a Bowdoin student in the
lead. Brian Dunphey '94 is Romeo, a part
which has been exhausting but rewarding for
him. The other roles are played by people
from the Brunswick community, including
students from Brunswick High School. Juliet
is played by Elizabeth Drucker, a former bal-
let dancer with New York City Ballet.
The performers range significantly in age.
Dunphey, who is 22, says that they've man-
aged to keep their characters young, but that
"merearetimeswhenShakespearehasRomeo
say things that are so beyond the scope of a
actors, has been involved in a number of
productions, both on the Mainstage and in
the GHQ. This is his second Mainstage show
at the Theater Project. In the fall of '92 he
appeared in "More Uncensored Memoirs"
and later he was involved in a community
play, "Catch me if you can."
This is the Theater Project's fourth
Shakespeare production. They've also done
"Macbeth," 'Twelfth Night," and "A Mid-
summer Night'sDream." For Miller, the great-
est challenge has been, predictably, the lan-
guage. "We want to make Elizabethan En-
glish conversational," he said. The task has
been "making it belong to the actors, making
it understandable for the audience."M i 1 1 e r
said that the Theater Project's slant on the
play is "a littledifferentfrom most versions of
it."To Miller it'snota storyabout star-crossed
lovers as much as it is one about "a society
screwed up by the adults, particularly by the
males. The young people have no chance of
surviving with a relationship that violates
social custom. Another destructive force is
machismo. It's what destroys Romeo, Tybalt,
Mercutio."
Miller added that he's wanted to do this
play for a long time, and that he's had a
wonderful time working with this cast.
"Romeo and Juliet" will be playing for the
next two weeks, Thursday through Saturday
at 8:00 p.m., with a Sunday matinee at 2:00
p.m. Tickets are $12 and $10. The Theater
Project, which is a non-profit organization
located on School Street, is offering a special
rate to Bowdoin students on Thursdays and
Sundays: buy the first ticket regular priceand
the second ticket half price, with Bowdoin ID.
Box office hours are 3:00 p.m.-6:00 p.m. For
reservations and information call 729-8584.
He [Dunphey] and the
director ... have "this
joke about Romeo being
a twit ..."
fifteen- or sixteen-year-old." But he also says
mat "ithasbeen verystrange toplaysomeone
who would do really goofy things mat I feel
like I would never do." He says it's been
difficult to keep Romeo likable. He and the
director, Al Miller, have "this joke about
Romeo being a twit, and we've been trying to
avoid that happening" in the play.






Brian Dunphey(right) plays Romeo in the Theater Project's current production.
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"This presentation allows us to think
about the home in different ways,
Wolff. The concrete andljbnceptuaifaea




"Threshold (Umbral)" suggestthemood of
the home.
Many of the photographers capture the
structure and dynamism of urban spaces
by exploring the "simple aspects of "Harry
Callahan: New Color," by Keith F. Davis.
Callahan said "walking around in the
woods to photograph just isn't something
that interests me anymore." Rather,
Callahan is fascinated by the energy of
human action and the openness of public
discourse.
'The camera and the alert photographer
together can sharpen awareness of the "fa-
miliar," said McKee. "Simple household
objects—teapots, paper bags, peeling paint
or a doorway—are perceived with fresh
insight through the photographer's lens.
Callahan's Eleanor, Chicagodepicts suchsim-
plicityand unadorned elegance in hisnude
photograph ofhis wife. The author of "The
Unknown Craftsman," states, "For many,




legible photographs with a compassionate
treatment of people and a non-rhetorical
approach to compositional framing and to
events themselves. These photographers
bring to our attention moments and trans-
actions in dwelling places.
String quartet marks 25th anniversary
A world-class chamber
group from Portland cel-
ebrates a quarter century at
the same time as Bowdoin's
Bicentennial and comes to
share their musical experi-
ence and expertise in a spe-
cial performance as part of
Bowdoin's concert series.
By Amy E. Welch
ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT EDITOR
Carnegie Hall. The Herodus Atticus at the
foot of the Acropolis. Archangel, Russia. And
now, Kresge Auditorium, Bowdoin College.
On Monday, February 7, at 7:30 p.m., the
Portland String Quartet will bring its incred-
ible talents to Brunswick as part of the 1993-
94 Bowdoin College Concert Series.
All four musicians in the quartet, which
includes Steve Kecskemethy (violin), Ronald
Lantz (violin), Julia Adams (viola), and Paul
Ross (cello), are the founding members. They
have been teaching, recording and perform-
ing together for twenty-five years, and have
been called "Maine Treasures" and "a model
of experienced ensemble playing."
The quartet's current tour will take them
throughout the United States and includes
numerous performances of the program they
will perform here entitled, "A Century of
Music in America." This program includes
works by composers as widely varied as
Antonin Dvorak, Walter Piston(a native
Mainer) and a name familiar to many of us
—
Elliot Schwartz.
"Maine Treasures:" The Portland String Quartet
Joanne Rile Artists Management, Inc.
The concert begins with a presentation of
Piston's "Quartet #1," which was composed
in 1933. It will be followed by Schwartz's
"Bellagio Variations" from 1980. Aftef a short
intermission, the concert will conclude with
Dvorak's "Quartet in F Major, 'American,'
opus 98," written in 1893.
The quartet has an extensive repertoire,
which can be seen by their impressive record-
ing history. They have recorded pieces by
Bach, Schubert, Dvorak, Strauss, Kreisler,
Bloch, Piston and Chadwick. Their latest re-
cording follows the multicultural trend and
joins Eastern and
Western cultures through the music. Allen
Levine's "Travel Journal" is an interpretation
of the haiku of Matsuo Basho narrated by Pat
Morita. Also included on the album is Dor-
othy Britton's "Chinoisserie" with mezzo-
soprano Rita Noel.
An earlier releaseby the group, "Bloch: The
Nixon presents lecture in Beam
By Stephen Francis
contributor
Thursday night photographer Nicholas
Nixon gave a presentation on selections of
his work covering the past three decades
to an overflowing Beam Classroom. The
lecture was presented by the Bowdoin Col-
lege Museum of Art and sponsored by the
Andrew Mellon Foundation. Nixon's work
is in every major American museum from
San Francisco to Boston, including theMu-
seum ofModem Art(MoMA) in New York,
the Philadelphia Museum of Art and the
Smithsonian Institute in Washington,DC.
Recognition was not long in coming to
Nixon, as his first opportunity for an exhi-
bition at the Museum of Modern Art came
before he had reached the age of thirty.
Nixon wove stunning portraiture with
an easy, humorous manner, telling many
touching orwitty anecdotes with each shot.
The small room and informal atmosphere
made the audience feel comfortable asking
questions ranging from technical aspects
of photography to Nixon's personal phi-
losophy regarding his art. Although the
magnitude of his talent was readily appar-
ent even to the least photographically lit-
"erate, Nixon steered far away from self-
congratulation. "It's just two nice ladies in a
garden giving a tour," was his response to a
question regarding the meaning of one pho-
tograph. Two photographs, one of children
in a playground and the otherofa calf, caused
Nixon to remark on the difference between
the two in terms of his personal effect on the
outcome of the photo. The quality of the
former, with its complex lines and seemingly
non-stop motion, could be attributed entirely
to the skill of the photographer, whereas, in
the case of the latter, Nixon felt that anyone
could have taken a good photograph.
The slide show included early cityscapes
of Boston, portraits from his travels, a stun-
ning group of portraits of the elderly taken at
the nursing home where he volunteers, a set
of family photographs, portraits of students
at the Perkins school for the blind, classroom
photos of his son's school and a set of por-
traits of his wife and her three sisters, one
taken every year since 1975. When asked
how he decides when a project is finished,
Nixon said "I work something until I feel I've
done it as well as I can, and then I'm not
interested anymore."
One of Nixon's projects which was not
featured in the presentation, due to the fact
that if it had been, there would have been
time for nothing else, was his set of portraits
of patients afflicted with the AIDS virus.
Shown in an exhibition at theMoMA in 1988,
the photographs sparked a controversy, as
members of Act Up felt that photos of pa-
tients dying was not a positive enough take
on the disease. The general public seemed to
respond well to the exhibition, according to
Nixon, who, given the response of the
Bowdoin audience, may have regretted his
decision not to show the AIDS portraits.
Perhaps the most impressive aspect of al-
most all of the works shown at the presenta-
tion was the spontaneity of the photographs.
Most of the shots were taken with an 8"xl0"
View Camera, although many of the more
recent ones were taken with a 14"xl7" ver-
sion. This is a terribly large instrument, and,
as photography student John Monroe '94
pointed out, Nixon wields it with all the
agility of a 35 millimeter.
Near the end of the presentation, an audi-
ence memer pointed out to Nixon that "It
seems that all of your photos are of people
that are 'other:' women, Black people, old
people, handicapped people." But Nixon
pointed out that he searches for something
interestingand that"even though two people
in a mall buying a blender is closer to home,"
it is not necessarily an interesting photo.
Nixon's work will be featured in an
exhibit opening in April at the Walker
Art Museum, and the museum plans to
purchase of some of his work in the near
future.
Five String Quartets," was named outstand-
ing chamber music release in 1983-84 by both
The Boston Globe and The Washington Post.
Another major newspaper, The New York
Times, named their "Piano Quintet" of com-
poserGeorgeChadwickamong thebestcham-
ber releases of 1988.
In addition to performing and teaching
world-wide and recording award-winning
albums, all the members of the quartet teach
in Maine at institutions such as Colby, Bates
and Bowdoin. Kecskemethy and Adams are
both applied music faculty at Bowdoin.
Monday evening's concert is open to the
public. Tickets are $10 general admission, $8
for senior citizens and free with a Bowdoin
ID. They are available in advance at the MU
Information Desk. "A Century of Music in
America" is sponsored by the music depart-
ment with the support of the Maine Arts
Commission.
ifBaby Butch" to
read from latest book
Leslie Feinberg, author of "Stone
Butch Blues" will read from thatwork
onWednesdayevening, February 9, at
7:30 p.m. in Kresge Auditorium.
Feinberg came out as a lesbian at the
age of fourteen in Niagra Falls, New
York. Later, she tookhormones to pass
as a man. She is a political activistwho
has written and spoken widely con-
cerning her experiences as a "passing
woman" and a member of the gay/
lesbian struggle. "Stone Butch Blues"
is her story from her point of view.
During her visit to Maine, Feinberg
alsoplanned appearances atBatesand
in Portland. A "Get-Into-Leslie" read-
ingwas heldonWednesday, February
2, in Portland in anticipation of her
arrival.
This reading is presented by
Winterfalcon/RichProductionsand is
sponsored by B-GLAD.
(Kresge Auditorium is handicapped ac-
cessible with prior notice. Please call 72 1 -
0867 ifassistance is needed.)
- SPRING BREAK '94 -
Cant tin, Bahamas, Jamaica, Florida & Padre!
110% Lowest Price Guarantee! Organize 15 friends
and your trip is FREE!
TAKE A BREAK STUDENT TRAVEL (800) 328-
7283.
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Wliethcr \ou aiu inieiiMal in writing lugular lailuius such as music, nimie.
or l>x Previews or |iisi an cniiytlK.M^vl N(>iiaJ < gasp) cultural c\cnt.a





134 Maine Street 725-8516
Books • Cards • UPS
ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
Fisheries - Many earn $2,000* /mo. in canneries
or S3,000-$6,OOOt/mo. on fishing vessels.
Many employers provide room L. board &
transportation. Over 8,000 openings. No
experieacc accessary! Male or Female. Get
the necessary head start on next summer. Call:
(206) 54S-4155 txt A5064
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A & E Week in Preview
A&Eat Bowdoin
Friday, February 4
12KX) pjn. Service: Canterbury Club prayer
service. Chapel.
3:30 p.m. Lecture: Professor Uri Treisman
will speak on teaching math and science to
minority students. Main Lounge, Moulton
Union. Sponsored by the President's Office.
5:30 p.m. Service: Bowdoin Jewish
Organization candelighting. Johnson
House.
8:00 p.m. Performance: Alvin Ailey
Repertory Ensemble. Pickard Theater,
Memorial Hall. Admission $14 public/$6
with Bowdoin ID. Tickets available at the
MU Information Desk, Macbeans Music in
Brunswick, Amadeus Music in the Old
Port.(See related article.)
9:00 p.m. Film: "Raising Arizona."
Sponsored by the Bowdoin Film/Video
Society.
Saturday, February 5
9:00 p.m. Film: "Do The Right Thing."
Sponsored by the Bowdoin Film/Video
Society.
Sunday, February 6
10:00 a.m. and 4:30 p.m. Service: Mass.
Chapel.
Monday, February 7
7:00 p.m. Film: "Sango Malo." Beam
Classroom, VAC. Sponsored by History 267
and 242.
7:30 p.m. Concert: "A Century of Music in
America," presented by the Portland String
Quartet. Kresge Auditorium, VAC.
Sponsored by the department of music with
support from the Maine Arts Commission.
Admission: $10.00/public, $8.00/ senior
citizens, free with Bowdoin ID. Tickets
available at the MU Information Desk. (See
related article.)
Tuesday, February 8
4:00 p.m. Lecture: Jung Seminar lecture and
discussion on Tao and Jung, Faculty Room,
Massachusetts Hall. Sponsored by the
department of religion.
4:00 p.m. Seminar "Veterinarian
Diagnostic Industry," presented by Caryn
Kenny, IDEXX Laboratories. Room 123,
Cleaveland Hall. Sponsored by the
department of chemistry.
6:00 p.m. Film: 'The Godfather, Part II."
Smith Auditorium, Sills Hall. Sponsored by
the film studies department.
9:30 p.m. Film: "The Rules of the Game."
Smith Auditorium, Sills Hall. Sponsored by
the film studies department.
Wednesday, February 9
Student exhibit to open Feb. 10
An exhibition ofBowdoin College stu-
dent art featuring paintings, wajercol-
ors, drawings, prints and photographs
selected pyHhe department of art fac-
ulty opens at the Museum of
-Art on
Thursday, February 10. ^Entitled
"Bowdoin Creates: Four Years of Stu-
dent Art, " the exhibit runsihrough June
10,1994.
Featuring works by over eighty stu-
dents, the exhibition includes "examples
of the best student work completed in
each of the cburses offeredbV the de-
partment arid at all levels* of study,"
said Ann A.' Lofquist, assistant profes-
sor of art.
The public is invited to attend an open-?
ing reception for.the show and to cel-
ebrate the 100th anniversaryolShe open-
ing of the Walker Art Building onTues-
day,February 15, ftom&OOp.mYto 10:00
p.m. in the Walker Art
Gallery talks by students about their
works are as follows: Wednesday, Feb-
ruary 16, at 1:00 p.m. by Gillian H.
Mackenzie '94, an art history and stu-
dio art double major; Wednesday, April
6, at 1:00 p.m. by Tanya F. Weliky '94,
studio art major; and Sunday, April 10,
at 2:15 p.m. by Michael K. Mansour '95,
biochemistry major.
The exhibition is presented by the
museum, the department of art, and
.
the Bicentennial Committee in conjunc-
tion with the Bowdoin College Bicen-
tennial, the Centennial of the Walker
Art Building, and the Bicentennial Fine
Arts Institute: "The Visual Arts and the
Common Good." The exhibition is pre-
iSented with support by the Robert
Lehman Foundation, Inc., the Kenneth
V. Santagata Memorial Lecture Fund
and the Donald M. Zuckert Visiting
Professorship.
6:00 p.m. Film: 'The Rules of the Game."
Smith Auditorium, Sills Hall. Sponsored by
the film studies department.
7:30 p.m. Lecture: Leslie Feinberg reads
from her book "Stone Butch Blues." Kresge
Auditorium, VAC. Sponsored by B-GLAD.
(See related article.)
7:30 p.m. Lecture: "High Noon in Havana:
Cuba in Crisis," presented by Michael Uhl
and Carol Brightman. Main Lounge,
Moulton Union. Sponsored by the history
and Latin American studies departments.
7:30 p.m. Film: "Bed and Sofa." Beam
Classroom, VAC. Sponsored by the
department of Russian.
8:00 p.m. Film: 'The Godfather, Part II."
Smith Auditorium, Sills Hall. Sponsored by
the film studies department.
9:00 p.m. Film: "King of Hearts."
Sponsored by the Bowdoin Film/Video
Society.
Thursday, February 10
10:00 a.m.- 5:00 p.m. Sale: Valentine's Day
Sale at the Museum Shop: 20%-50% off all
jewelry. Walker Art Museum. Sponsored by
the Museum of Art.
3:45 p.m.-5:00 p.m. Lecture: "Incantations
or Injections: The Culture of Childbirth in
India/' presented by Janet Chawla. Beam
Classroom, VAC. Sponsored by the
sociology and anthropology departments.
7:30 p.m. Lecture: "Everybody Knows the
Real Thing, But Magic Brings Us Home:
Notes for a Multicultural Age," presented
by Houston A. Baker, Jr. Kresge
Auditorium, VAC. Sponsored by the
Africana studies program, the African
American Society, the English department
and the Lectures and Concerts Committee.




8:00 p.m. Concert: World beat Haitian
group Rara Machine will be performing at
the Augusta Civic Center. Tickets are $15
with special discounts available. Call 621-
3209 for tickets and information.
Monday, February 7
7:00 p.m. Lecture: Winifred Lutz, sculptor
and installation artist, will speak at Colby
College. Bixler music and arts center, Room
154.
Through February 13
Play: "Romeo and Juliet." Performances are
Thursday through Saturday at 8:00 p.m.
and Sunday at 2:00 p.m. The Theater
Project, 14 School Street, Brunswick.
Sponsored by the Theater Project's
Mainstage. Admission: S12/S10. For tickets
and information call 729-8584. (See related
article.)
Drop-in Ballet Class
Tuesdays & Thursdays from 2:00 p.m.-3:30 p.m.
Dance Studio, Sargent Gym
The Division of Dance invites all
Bowdoin students, faculty and staff to
drop in for this multi-level class, at any
time during the semester. Call the dance
office at X3663—or just come!










97 Maine Street. Brunswick 729-1 125
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By Erin Sullivan and Matthew Brown
What do you think of the new computing
facilities in Hawthorne-Longfellow?
Background: After changing the location of one of the computing centers from the quaint,
after dinner-feeling Hubbard Hall to the dank and dreary basement of Hawthorne-
Longfellow, many students have been bemused and baffled by the smaller space and the
"standing room only" computers. Checking one's e-mail is now a long and arduous process
filled with long waits and cramped quarters. The question now arises, do wood nymphs





I think the new location is terrible ! I mean,




Personally, I find the location better, but
everything else is worse-its cramped, and
the e-mail is always backed up.
STEPHEN BLAIR f96
Vernon, Connecticut
The new computing center is a boxed-in
nightmare. You can't even walk down an
aisle without fallin on top offifteen people.
Luckily, I only use it for e-mail. It would








It is more convienent in terms of using
references that the library has. But the
area is too small and computers too few.
MARTHA WALTZ f95
N. Conway, New Hampshire
I think that the computer lab was more
accessible in Hubbard Hall. It is difficult
to see if there are any open computers and
it is also too crowded.
MARIA DILORENZO '95
Claremont, New Hampshire
Things were better the way they were.
Why did they have to go and change
things? It used to be spacious and quiet.
Now it's crowded and noisy. My
suggestion: put them back!
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Student Opinion
Hettersi to the Editor
TheOpen Society Scholars Fund
To the Editor,
For the past 8-years, the Bowdoin College community has
generouslysupportedtwoblack South Africancollegestudents
through the Open Society Scholars Fund. This year the South
African Bowdoin Scholars are Constance Dyongo, studying
for a Bachelor of Social Science degree at the University of
Cape Town, and Riyaad Camieldien, studying for a Bachelor
of Science degree at the University of Western Cape.
I am writing to ask you to join Bowdoin once again in
helping underwrite the cost of sponsorship for these two
promising scholars, which again amounts to $6,000.
This admirable program was begun as a tangible way for
concerned American colleges and universities to make a
contribution to a future South Africa. Recent events in South
Africa dramatize that the need for able, educated black South
Africans is clear and present, and at last no longer a distant
prospect. It is a program I heartily endorse, and I seek your
help in making possible. A check made out to Bowdoin
College and addressed to my office will help Bowdoin meet
its commitment for 1994.
I hope that members of the student body will want to plan
events this semester which will call, attention to and raise
money for this worthwhile cause. I'd be grateful as well for
your support of these efforts.
Sincerely,
Robert H. Edwards
An Apology to a Friend
To the Editor,
Wewere recentlyinvolved in a situationwhereourjudgment
was impaired due to our use of alcohol.
Whereas this is neither an unusual or shocking thing to
happen on a college campus, the consequences of our actions
are important to examine.
Because of our inebriated statewe acted rudely to a fellow
student, and deeply hurt his feelings. When confronted about
our actions we could not remember doing it nor could we
provide any explanation on why we acted so rude.
Our first impression was to say that since we were drunk
we were excusable. However, after learning how disturbed
our fellow student was, it became apparent that the message
we conveyed was inexcusable regardless of what state of
mind we were in. Since this incident we have seen people
break things, get in fights, and act as we did, by offending
others.
In every one of these cases the explanation was that since
theparties involved were intoxicated, they should be excused
for their damaging actions. However we have difficulties in
accepting theses excuses as viable ones.
Just as we have taken responsibility for our damaging
actions it must become commonplace that we all do. Better
yet, if we choose to use alcohol we should do so in a mature
manner and not abuse it; we must learn to stay in control and
act aswe would ifwe were sober. When this does not happen
we must begin to take responsibility for our actions and not
blame alcohol when we as abusers of it are really to blame.
The attitude of using alcohol as an excuse is one mat we as
a college community must try to dispel, for in "real world"
situations this excuse is seldomly [sic] accepted. In a court of
law this excuse means nothing; people can get charged with
manslaughter if involved in a fatal drunken driving accident.
Although we have learned it the wrong way, we now take
responsibility for our actions, whether they occur intoxicated
or not. It is our desire that that the rest of the Bowdoin
community will eventually adopt mis attitude. If this does






The Value of Destruction
To the Editor:
Maybe it did not occur to the people scandalized by the
destruction of a sculpture on the Bowdoin campus that art
and destruction are closely related.
Artists who destroyed their own work have been so
numerous throughout history, one would lose count if trying
to make a list. And then I don't even mention the auto-
destructive artists, who spend months working on a piece
merely to destroy it. I mention Metzger, the early work of
Tinuely and Mark Pauline as examples.
There's more. Since the sixties (with itsFluxus-happenings)
there has been a vast gallery of people who have questioned
the roles of the artist (as active, men and women of genius
versus the audience (as passixx, income-fee paying cattle).
Many have tried (and succeeded) to provoke the audience
to interact with the artists in the creation - or very often,
destruction- of their work.
As for the sculpture destroyed on the Bowdoin campus;
that an individual (or group of) sets out to tear down a piece
ofpublic art can onlybe thought ofas admirable. The question
of "infringing on the freedom of expression", as Mr.
Lutchmansingh puts it, does not occur here at all. To the
contrary.
By attacking the product of a system that makes a point of
worshipping certain cults of genius, the destroyers (let's call
them that) have made a very strong critique on the backward
way in which art is perceived anno 1994.
It should be noted that destroying an artwork is as valuable
an action as creating one, and it certainly is more telling.
Obviously, the times when one did his thing and the rest just
sat and stared are over. In Italy, they didn't wait this long; one
clearly remembers the images of a blasted Uffizi in Florence,
less than a year ago.





The Belgian Correspondence School of Deceptual Art
Beta apologizes for its actions
Dear Donna Loring, Chief of Security.
The Beta Sigma House wishes to officially and sincerely
apologize to Chief Loring and the rest of Bowdoin Security,
especially to the officers directly involved in ending the
Brunswick Apartment Christmas Party on December 3, 1 993
.
Beta willfully pursues the amendment of this situation
with this public aplogy, and through the other conditions
prescribed.
We understand that the request for this apology
demonstrates the administration's desire to maintain the
integrity of its security force. We further wish to offer some
explanationof the event, partly in reparation of relations with
the BowdoinCommunity and partly to maintain the integrity
of our institution here at Beta.
Alcohol is generally a part of large gatherings at Bowdoin,
and it is no secret that some individuals occasionally drink in
an irresponsible fashion.
Yet, mass social outlets are becoming few, and students
experience frustration or even act in an unacceptable manner
whenconfrontedwiththe restrictions mandatedby the college.
With increasing instances of fraternity probation, neighbor
complaints, specific party cancellations, and even Brunswick
Police intervention, many students seek alternatives when
original plans do not mature. The combination of school
actions, upset students, and alcohol can manifest itself in the
behavior ofsome individuals, to the later chagrin of the entire
community.
In the instance in question, reshaped plans did violate
college policy, and students did ignore proper decorum. The
results of student frustration clashed with the frustration of
security officers breaking up yet another party on a very cold
night. We apologize again for this. Yet, we wish to make it
known that many now feel pushed to act outside college
parameters, and suggest that the anticipation of antagonistic
or undesirable behavior on both sides aggravates many
situations.
An unfortunate, spiralling phenomenon occurs when
incidents on campus prompt Administration/Security
reactions, often causing student non-compliance, thereby
exacerbating relations and vice versa. Hence, in this letter, we
assure efforts to eliminate continued trespassing on Bowdoin
policy by Beta Sigma and those associated with the house. We
also admit some degree of disappointment with the social
opportunities that have been recently hindered. Once again,
our apologies go to Donna Loring and the rest of security,
with our assertion that the entire situation is being remedied.
Sincerely,
The Beta Sigma House
The Perils of "Drop Night"
To the Editor,
In recognition ofDrop Night, Iam resubmitting the following
letter I wrote to the Orient two years ago, d uring my first yea r
here at Bowdoin. I hope that all studentswho are considering
dropping will take into account that although the opportunity
offered by joining a fraternity is great, the cost can be even
greater.
I have friends that come home crying at night.
I have friends that want to be part of a fraternity so badly
that they allow it to systematically rip them apart. They will
not say why they come back to the dorm crying. They are not
allowed to say anything about what happened to them.
I don't understand these friends.
I don't understand their fraternities.
I don't understand the urge that makes them want tobelong
to a house so badly that they'll undergo this "pledge period"
.
At the same time, I don't understand why, when all they
desire is acceptance, they're treated like garbage by the very
people that they admire and seek acceptance from. What is to
be gained by twisting their minds and shredding their self-
esteem with screamed insults and intimidation? What is to be
gained by blindfolding pledges and then leading them into a
roomfullofhostilepeople? Whatis to begained byhumiliating
them in front of their peers and the rest of the House?
Loyalty?. . . Unity?. . . Love?
I am embittered by this whole situation. My friends claim
that they'll never do these sort of things to someone else; that
they could never put anyone else through this kind of hell. I
don't believe them. They are being molded by a tradition and
most of them will do their part in carrying on the tradition . In
a year or two, some ofmy friends will be doing the screaming
and the intimidating. In a year or two, it will be my friends
that send people home crying at night.
The supposed basis for these pledge "activities" is that they
force the pledge class to grow together and become close
through the shared experience. This is true. Anytime you put
a group of individuals through a common activity, they bond
and grow together as a result. What these fraternities don't
understand is that the shared experience does not need to be
negative. Wouldn't it be better to bond the pledge class
through a shared experience that was positive and maybe
even enjoyable?
A few of the fraternities of Bowdoin do not participate in
these sorts of negative pledge activities. They recognize the
positive role that Fraternities play for some students. They fill
a social vacuum, hold a solid position in the community, and
create many lasting friendships. It is unfortunate that some
Houses do choose to treat their pledges in this cruel and
pointless manner. Thejuvenile actions of these fraternities act
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"The College exercises no control over the content of the
writings con tained herein, and neither it, nor thefaculty,
assumesany responsibilityfor the views expressed herein.
"
Letter Policy
The Bowdoin Orient welcomes letters from all of our readers.
Letters must be received by 6 p.m. Tuesday to be published the
same week, and must include a phone number where the author
of the letter may be reached. All letters must be signed by the
original author (s) of the piece.
Letters should address the Editor, and not a particular
individual. The Bowdoin Orient will not publish any letter the
Editors judge to be an attack on an individual's character or
personality.
The Bowdoin Orient is published weekly while classes are held
during Fall and Spring semesters by the students of Bowdoin
College, Brunswick, Maine.
The polides of The Bowdoin Orient are determined by the
Bowdoin Publishing Company and the Editors. The weekly
editorials express the views of a majority of the Editors, and are
therefore published unsigned. Individual Editors are not
necessarily responsible for, or in agreement with, the policies and
editorials of the Bowdoin Orient.
The Bowdoin Orient reserves the right to edit any and all
articles and letters.
Address all correspondence to the Bowdoin Orient, 12
Cleaveland St., Brunswick, Maine, 0401 1. Our telephone number
is (207) 725 - 3300.
Revamping Gender Equality
While the conclusions of the "Report of
the Committee on the Status ofWomen at
Bowdoin" may have fallen short of
quantitatively proving a "chilly"
atmosphere for women at the College,
they, nonetheless, have seemingly arrived
at a veritable conclusion without so much
as delving beneath the "Small College in
Maine" verneer. This week's front page
news article dealswith the specificcontents
of this report. President Edwards' reaction
to the report is one of a troubling nature;
he feels thattheCollegehasmadeanumber
of "powerful institutional changes";
changes that include the implementation
of "co-educational" fraternities, a revised
sexual-harassment policy and the
establishment ofawomen's studies major.
Superficially, thesechangesseem toadhere
to a policy of increased gender equality,
stressing a delicately equalbalance ofmale
and female in every strand of academia.
The reported instances of sexual
harassmenton threeBowdourwomen over
theweekend,compoundedby the findings
in the report, make it poignantly clear,
however, that the College has fallen well
short of themark in its attempt to create an
atmosphere that is equally responsive to
both genders. Even though the report
contained no significant data to justify its
claims of inequality, it nonetheless evokes
the notion that women feel intuitively
uncomfortable with the social and
academicatmosphere at theCollege. While
the College may purport to advance the
equality and participation ofwomen in all
fields of academia, it seems that it has not
achieved this feat.
The fallibility of the Administration's
past assessments of sexual harassment
becomes clear in the recent publication of
the security manual. The legitimacy of the
"Security Crime Statistics" of rape needs
tobe questioned. According to the security
manual, the rape frequency rate for the
last two years was zero.We cannot accept
these statistics as reflective of any type of
concrete reality. Offering onlya false sense
of security, these statistics are only
indicative of "reported" rapes and, as seen
in national statistics, thousands of rapes
go unreported each year. The misleading
aspect of these statistics additionally rests
in the fact that theyconcentrate specifically
on reported rapeswhile ignoring the other
types of sexual assault that occur daily on
campus. Degrading remarks, drunken
fondlings and crude propositions are
offensive and reflective of an attitude that
should have no place among higher
learning.
The College continues to make hollow
claims that are lacking continuity and
support in the area of "co-educational"
fraternities. The "co-education fraternal
system" is, in itself, an oxymoron: the
Administration inviteswomen tojoin these
organizations while at the same time
perpetuating a label traditionally
associated with a male-organized and
dominated organization. Why are they
insistently labeled by the Administration
to be "fraternities?" If the situation were
reversed, would men be willing to live in
a "sorority?" The College's half-hearted
efforts in establishing a gender-equality
program is further reflected in thewomen's
studies department.
The women's studies department along
with the Women's Resource Center, is a
definite step in the right direction. The
problem, however, rests in the reliance the
women's studies majors feel on other
departments. Bowdoin only offers four
courses in the department, while the rest
are cross-listed with other fields. While
the cross-listings are an important factor
in examining the role ofwomen in several
fields, they also inextricably bound their
course loads to other departments. Even
though this may not hinder or adversely
affect the strength of the department, the
cross-listinghasseeminglycreated amajor
that is subsidiary to the scheduling and
availability of other departments. While
this maybe a feasible plan in the naissance
years ofthewomen's study department, it
must develop into an independent entity
in order to progress into a position in
which they will have more than one
professor.
It is obvious that many members of the
community are concerned with the status
of women at Bowdoin. The fact remains,
however, that the situation has not
changed. The hollow 'institutional
changes' implemented by the President
are not the answer unless they are
accompanied by substantive issues that
worktochange the fundamental emotions,
attitudes and behavior of the students,
faculty and administrators.
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tudent Opinio
tEtye iBteto Smpertaltem: by Nicole Devarenne
Imagine it: you're standing in Versailles, in the Hall of
Mirrors, your expression carefully reverent, your eyes
acceptably wide. You're silent. Then a tour passes you. The
guide is slowly, and with an air of dismay, describing an
element of his culture and heritage to an entourage of gum-
cracking, blank-faced teenagers, many ofwhom are wearing
white hats with I LOVE PARIS written in great red letters
across the front.
"Wow," one of them says loudly.
"Is this stuff old?" asks another.
Somehow you knew they were Americans before they'd
said a word. You glare at them, imagining rows of white-
hatted unattached heads.
Itwould be nice ifyou could convince yourself thatonly the
stupidest individualsyour societyhas fosteredgoon vacations
to Europe. It would be nice ifyou could believe that the smart
people (The American elite?) stay at home reading about the
palace of Versailles while the great unwashed go on custom-
made tours of it. There's nothing like a tourist to make you
into a snob.
At Montmartre a Frenchman mocks you for taking out a
camera. You are tempted to use some of the wicked words
you have picked up in your five years of classroom French.
But you restrain yourself. What if he should retaliate? You
only know one phrase. So you move to another part of the
courtyard and take a different picture.
At home you have six rolls of film developed and it costs
you a fortune. But it is worth it, to have this pile of evidence,
this vast accumulation of two-dimensional matter that says:
look at me. I have been to France. I have brought France back
with me. I am a world traveller. I own the world.
A few years lateroneofyour friends organizesa trip to Italy
through one of those little travel agencies no-one's everheard
of. Everything looks wonderful until you discover that a
group of college students from New Jersey are on the same
tour with you. They're loud. They're drunk all the time. They
have funny accents. You're embarrassed going places with
them. All they ever talk about is football. But when you meet
the English tourists, you forget about your companions from
New Jersey. In a bar they approach one of your friends, who
is wearing a tight black dress and shoes with imitation
diamonds on them.
"Are those real diamonds?" they want to know. Their
manners are appalling. You're stunned to learn they're in the
RAF. You always imagined the RAF an honourable
establishment. You meet other English tourists who seem
angelicbycomparison. Butthen again,who wouldn't? Perhaps
their manners would seem appalling, too, if there weren't
anyone there to look worse. There is a noticeable antagonism
between the "good" tourists and the "bad" ones. The "good"
ones don't like the way the "bad" ones are representing their
country. You start to wonder if perhaps it isn't the tourist
that's the problem but tourism itself. It occurs to you that the
word tourism might very well be a euphemism for the
temptation to bestupid. Whowants tobesmarton vacation?What
betterplace tobe a moron than in someoneelse'scountry? But then
again, this is quitepossibly a moredisturbinghypothesismanyour
earUerc>ne,aboutmeinherentmindlessnessofalltourists.Itsuggests
thathumans can be stupid at will.
M
Imeihgence was oomel
I became The Buddha!
A Column of Greens: Jonathan Carter
by Andrew Hartsig
When Jonathan Carter spoke to students about third-party
politics and grassroots democracy last Thursday night in
ChaseBam Chamber, hewas talking about hisown campaign
.
Carter is the gubernatorial candidate allied with the Maine
Greens - a small party with big plans to impact politics in
Maine.
Carter defined the Greens as a diverse, international party
united by the idea that "the human species needs to live in
harmony with the natural world." Trained as a biologist, he
believes that all social, economic,and cultural issues ultimately
relate back to the earth. The treatment of minorities, women,
and lower socio-economic classes unfortunately parallels our
treatment of the land. To address these interrelated problems,
the Green party's platform here in Maine has condensed
around values including: sustainablity, decentralized
economies and governments, feminism, non-violence, and
personal and social responsibility. "We can't afford to
compromise any more," Carter stressed.
Environmentally, the Green plan calls for the development
of solar and wind energy technologies, implementation of
sustainable agriculture and forestry techniques, and the
establishment of 'large ecological reserves". Clearcutting
would be called to a halt, and the use of industrial toxins
would be done away with. Polluters would "pay the full cost
to society of their pollution".
Environmental issuescompose only a small part of Carter's
agenda, however. It also includes reforms like reducing state
administrative positions, changing school curriculum and
teacher-certification, developing tourism, and banningwhole
log exports. Carter supports a statewide Single-Payer Health
Care System (like Canada's), telling students that "people's
health shouldn't be on the block." He is pro-choice and
supports gay and lesbian rights. A host of other social,
educational, econoinic,and governmental proposalsa re listed
Carter's campaign brochure - "printed on recycled paper."
The Green's platform is different than the Democratic and
Republican platforms. The Green's want to shake things up
Theiremphasis is on sustainable economics and conservation
is a fundamental change from economics based on growth
and consumerism in that it recognizes inherent ecological
limits. The platform talks about long-term thinking,
decentralization, and it also has the word feminist written in
black-and-white where all the voters can see. It is progressive
and bold, and for that alone it should be welcomed.
But Carter doesn't stop at innovative ideas, he takes the
crucial step and turns ideas to action. "We need to practice
whatwepreach," Carterexplained. His campaign, forexample,
has a self-imposed spending limit: no large contributions will
be accepted and money from special interest groups will be
turned down. Conventional wisdom would say these sacrifices
are the equivalent of political suicide, but the Greens don't
subscribe to conventional wisdom. They both protect and
reflect their ideals by staying at a grassroots level, far from
corporate interests and industrial influence. "It's the process
that's important," Carter commented.
It is still the beginning of the campaign. Maybe Carter will
back away from his promises as November approaches.
Despite his rhetoric of "transformation" and "revolution",
maybe he will become co-opted by "the system" after he is
elected (and he told students, "we will win this election").
Maybe he will be overwhelmed by bureaucracy. Maybe. This
is, after all, politics.
New ideas must be considered critically, perhaps even with
skepticism. But they mustbe considered. Campaign promises
cannot automatically be condemned as lies. Jonathan Carter
has a solid record to back him up. Maybe he will falter as the
race heats up, but more importantly- maybe he won't.
We have to open our minds to the possibility of change.
Carter and the Greens have a lot to teach us. Perhaps the most
crucial idea in their platform is personal responsibility. Our
role in shaping decisions cannot be limited to election day.
Neither Carter nor any other politician will be effective alone.
Change is something we are all responsible for every day. The
decisions we constantly make - buying things, eating, relating
to other humans - are more important than any decision we
can make in November.
Green Factfor Today : Every time
you flush the toilet, you use 5
gallons of water. If you are at the
Orient, you use about 30 gallons
and it all ends up on the floor.
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The Bowdoin Orient welcomes letters from all of our readers.
Letters must be received by 6 p m Tuesday to be published the
same week, and must include a phone number where the author
of the letter may be reached. All letters must be signed by the
original author (s) of the piece.
Letters should address the Editor, and not a particular
individual. The Bowdoin Orient will not publish any letter the
Editors judge to be an attack on an individual's character or
personality.
The Bowdoin Orient is published weekly while classes areheld
during Fall and Spring semesters by the students of Bowdoin
College, Brunswick, Maine.
The policies of The Bowdoin Orient are determined by the
Bowdoin Publishing Company and the Editors. The weekly
editorials express the views of a majority of the Editors, and are
therefore published unsigned. Individual Editors are not
necessarily responsible for, or in agreement with, the policiesand
editorials of the Bowdoin Orient.
The Bowdoin Orient reserves the right to edit any and all
articles and letters.
Address all correspondence to the Bowdoin Orient, 12
deaveland St, Brunswick, Maine, 0401 1. Our telephone number
is (207) 725-3300
Revamping Gender Equality
While the conclusions of the "Report of
the Committee on the Status ofWomen at
Bowdoin" may have fallen short of
quantitatively proving a "chilly"
atmosphere for women at the College,
they, nonetheless, have seemingly arrived
at a veritable conclusion without so much
as delving beneath the "Small College in
Maine" vemeer. This week's front page
news articledealswiththespecificcontents
ofthis report. President Edwards' reaction
to the report is one of a troubling nature;
he feels thattheCollegehasmadeanumber
of "powerful institutional changes";
changes that include the implementation
of "co-educational" fraternities, a revised
sexual-harassment policy and the
establishmentofawomen's studies major.
Superficially,thesechangesseemtoadhere
to a policy of increased gender equality,
stressing a delicately equalbalanceofmale
and female in every strand of academia.
The reported instances of sexual
harassmenton threeBowdoinwomenover
theweekend,compoundedbythe findings
in the report, make it poignantly clear,
however, that the College has fallen well
short of themark in its attempt to create an
atmosphere that is equally responsive to
both genders. Even though the report
contained no significant data to justify its
claims of inequality, it nonetheless evokes
the notion that women feel intuitively
uncomfortable with the social and
academicatmosphere attheCollege. While
the College may purport to advance the
equality and participation ofwomen in all
fields of academia, it seems that it has not
achieved this feat.
The fallibility of the Administration's
past assessments of sexual harassment
becomes clear in the recent publication of
the securitymanual. The legitimacy ofthe
"Security Crime Statistics" of rape needs
tobe questioned. According to the security
manual, the rape frequency rate for the
last two years was zero.We cannot accept
these statistics as reflective of any type of
concrete reality. Offering onlya falsesense
of security, these statistics are only
indicative of"reported" rapes and, as seen
in national statistics, thousands of rapes
go unreported each year. The misleading
aspect of these statistics additionally rests
inthe factthattheyconcentrate specifically
onreported rapeswhile ignoringtheother
types of sexual assault that occur daily on
campus. Degrading remarks, drunken
fondlings and crude propositions are
offensive and reflective of an attitude that
should have no place among higher
learning.
The College continues to make hollow
claims that are lacking continuity and
support in the area of "co-educational"
fraternities. The "co-education fraternal
system" is, in itself, an oxymoron: the
Administration inviteswomentojointhese
organizations while at the same time
perpetuating a label traditionally
associated with a male-organized and
dominated organization. Why are they
insistently labeled by the Administration
to be "fraternities?" If the situation were
reversed, would men be willing to live in
a "sorority?" The College's half-hearted
efforts in establishing a gender-equality
program is furtherreflected in thewomen's
studies department.
The women's studies department along
with the Women's Resource Center, is a
definite step in the right direction. The
problem, however, rests in the reliance the
women's studies majors feel on other
departments. Bowdoin only offers four
courses in the department, while the rest
are cross-listed with other fields. While
the cross-listings are an important factor
in examining the role ofwomen in several
fields, they also inextricably bound their
course loads to other departments. Even
though this may not hinder or adversely
affect the strength of the department, the
cross-listinghas seeminglycreated amajor
that is subsidiary to the scheduling and
availability of other departments. While
this maybe a feasibleplan in the naissance
years ofthewomen's studydepartment, it
must develop into an independent entity
in order to progress into a position in
which they will have more than one
professor.
It is obvious that many members of the
community are concerned with the status
of women at Bowdoin. The fact remains,
however, that the situation has not
changed. The hollow 'institutional
changes' implemented by the President
are not the answer unless they are
accompanied by substantive issues that
work tochange the fundamentalemotions,
attitudes and behavior of the students,
faculty and administrators.
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Qfyt iBteto Smpettaltem: by Nicole Devarenne
Imagine it you're standing in Versailles, in the Hall of
Mirrors, your expression carefully reverent, your eyes
acceptably wide. You're silent Then a tour passes you. The
guide is slowly, and with an air of dismay, describing an
element of his culture and heritage to an entourage of gum-
cracking, blank-faced teenagers, many ofwhom arewearing
white hats with I LOVE PARIS written in great red letters
across the front.
"Wow," one of mem says loudly.
"Is this stuff old?" asks another.
Somehow you knew they were Americans before they'd
said a word. You glare at mem, imagining rows of white-
hatted unattached heads.
Itwouldbenice ifyou could convinceyourselfthatonlythe
stupidest individualsyour societyhas fosteredgoon vacations
toEurope. Itwould be nice ifyou could believe that the smart
people (The American elite?) stay at home reading about the
palace of Versailles while the great unwashed go on custom-
made tours of it. There's nothing like a tourist to make you
into a snob.
At Montmartre a Frenchman mocks you for taking out a
camera. You are tempted to use some of the wicked words
you have picked up in your five years of classroom French.
But you restrain yourself. What if he should retaliate? You
only know one phrase. So you move to another part of the
courtyard and take a different picture.
At home you have six rolls of film developed and it costs
you a fortune. But it is worm it to have mis pile of evidence,
this vast accumulation of two-dimensional matter that says:
look at me. I have been to France. I have brought France back
with me. I am a world traveller. I own the world.
Afew years lateroneofyour friendsorganizesa trip to Italy
through oneofthose little travel agencies no-one's everheard
of. Everything looks wonderful until you discover mat a
group of college students from New Jersey are on the same
tour with you. They're loud. They're drunk all the time. They
have funny accents. You're embarrassed going places with
them. All they ever talk about is football. But when you meet
the English tourists, you forget about your companions from
New Jersey. In a bar they approach one ofyour friends, who
is wearing a tight black dress and shoes with imitation
diamonds on them.
"Are those real diamonds?" they want to know. Their
manners are appalling. You're stunned to learn they're in the
RAF. You always imagined the RAF an honourable
establishment. You meet other English tourists who seem
angelicbycomparison. Butthen again,whowouldn't?Perhaps
their manners would seem appalling, too, if there weren't
anyone there to look worse. There is a noticeable antagonism
between the "good" tourists and the "bad" ones: The "good"
ones don't like the way the "bad" ones are representing their
country. You start to wonder if perhaps it isn't the tourist
that's the problem but tourism itself. It occurs to you that the
word tourism might very well be a euphemism for the
temptation tobestupid. Whowants tobesmarton vacation?What
better place tobea moron than in someone else'scountry7 But then
again, this is quitepossiblya moredisturbinghypothesisman your
earlierone,about the inherent mindlessnessofall tounsts Itsuggests
mathumans can be stupid at will.
•ijfl:*P i.m; <ji




I became The Buddha!
WhenJonathan Carter spoke to students about third-party
politics and grassroots democracy last Thursday night in
ChaseBam Chamber,hewas talkingabout hisown campaign.
Carter is the gubernatorial candidate allied with the Maine
Greens - a small party with big plans to impact politics in
Maine.
Carter defined the Greens as a diverse, international party
united by the idea that "the human species needs to live in
harmony with the natural world." Trained as a biologist, he
believes tha t all social, economic,and cultural issues ultimately
relate back to the earth. The treatment of minorities, women,
and lower socio-economic classes unfortunately parallels our
treatment of the land. To address these interrelated problems,
the Green party's platform here in Maine has condensed
around values including: sustainablity, decentralized
economies and governments, feminism, non-violence, and
personal and social responsibility. "We can't afford to
compromise any more," Carter stressed.
Environmentally, the Green plan calls for the development
of solar and wind energy technologies, implementation of
sustainable agriculture and forestry techniques, and the
establishment of "large ecological reserves". Clearcutting
would be called to a halt, and the use of industrial toxins
would be done away with. Polluters would "pay the full cost
to society of their pollution".
Environmental issuescompose only a small partofCarter's
agenda, however. It also includes reforms like reducing state
administrative positions, changing school curriculum and
teacher-certification, developing tourism,andbanningwhole
log exports. Carter supports a statewide Single-Payer Health
Care System (like Canada's), telling students that "people's
health shouldn't be on the block." He is pro-choice and
supports gay and lesbian rights. A host of other social,
educational, economic,andgovernmental proposals are li sted
Carter's campaign brochure - "printed on recycled paper."
The Green's platform is different than the Democratic and
Republican platforms. The Green's want to shake things up.
Theiremphasis ison sustainableeconomics and conservation
is a fundamental change from economics based on growth
and consumerism in that it recognizes inherent ecological
limits. The platform talks about long-term thinking,
decentralization, and it also has the word feminist written in
black-and-whitewhere all the voterscan see. It is progressive
and bold, and for that alone it should be welcomed.
But Carter doesn't stop at innovative ideas, he takes the
crucial step and turns ideas to action. "We need to practice
whatwepreach,"Carterexplained . Hiscampaign, forexample,
has a self-imposed spending limit: no large contributions will
be accepted and money from special interest groups will be
turned down. Conventional wisdom would say these sacrifices
are the equivalent of political suicide, but the Greens don't
subscribe to conventional wisdom. They both protect and
reflect their ideals by staying at a grassroots level, far from
corporate interests and industrial influence. "It's the process
that's important," Carter commented.
It is still the beginning of the campaign. Maybe Carter will
back away from his promises as November approaches.
Despite his rhetoric of "transformation" and "revolution",
maybe he will become co-opted by "the system" after he is
elected (and he told students, "we will win this election").
Maybe he will beoverwhelmed by bureaucracy. Maybe. This
is, after all, politics.
New ideas must beconsidered critically, perhapseven with
skepticism. But they mustbe considered. Campaign promises
cannot automatically be condemned as lies. Jonathan Carter
has a solid record to back him up. Maybe he will falter as the
race heats up, but more importantly- maybe he won't.
We have to open our minds to the possibility of change.
Carter and the Greenshave a lot to teach us. Perhaps the most
crucial idea in their platform is personal responsibility. Our
role in shaping decisions cannot be limited to election day.
Neither Carter nor any other politician will be effective alone.
Change is somethingwe are all responsible for every day. The
decisionswe constan tly make -buying things, eating, relating
to other humans - are more important man any decision we
can make in November.
Green Factfor Today : Every time
you flush the toilet, you use 5
gallons of water. If you are at the
Orient, you use about 30 gallons
and it all ends up on the floor.






The people I met while I traveled, the stories they told me.
Often we would spend no more than afternoon or an evening
together, talking about our lives. I don't have any addresses.
I don't know any full names or that many hometowns. All I
know is what they told me... their stories.
Some would start with questions they had never asked...
"Is it true that houses in the United States don't have bars on
by Mike Johnson
singing from the beat up radio by her feet.
She talked about life on Easter Island... about life in one of
the most remote places in the world, about living with the
same three thousand people for her entire life. She told me
about wanting to leave, to see the world of the tourists that
came to her island. "I'd love to go to Italy to study Art." she
said "All the people. The energy. The differences. The life. I'd
the windows?" Places they had gone. .."I went to Brooklyn fove to walk through the buildings and the crowds and just
once. I have a cousin there, he drives a taxi " Things theyhad feel the "anima".
done..."I worked here as a silver miner, my whole family has We talked through the night, eventually talking ourselves
worked here." Later, over a glass of beer, a cup of coffee, the to sleep, right there on the porch, amidst the blankets, the
tale would be woven; voices would grow louder, hands worn chairs, on thecool cement. Iawokeslowly. Thebarking
gesturing excitedly. Knees would bump tables, sloshing the of a dog. The heat of the day. "What time is it?" she asked
contents of glasses onto the floor, onto shirts and pants. No sleepily, "about nine thirty" I said, yawning . "I have to go to
one cared, it was all just part of another story.
* Some people say that we are now rediscovering the art of
storytelling. Has it ever really been lost? Each of us is a story
in ourselves. Each time a word is spoken, a greeting exchanged;
a story is told.
Nov 21-27, 1993—Easter Island
I still have the pin she gave me. Pewter and blue enamel,
a square rigged ship on the front. I wear it up high on the left
side ofmy vest, just to the right of the hole barbed wire made.
"Here. Take mis" shehad said, pressing something intomy
hand. We were sitting outside on blankets spread over
cement, on a porch cluttered with old chairs. I sat there,
rolling it between my fingers, not sure what it was. She
reached over, took it from my hand,and attached it to myvest
where it is now. "I want you to have it" she said.
We had met down at TaHai, the old ceremonial site on the
ocean's edge. A troupe of locals was performing traditional
folksongsand dances for a group of french tourists. Shecame
up to me as I sat beneath the huge form of a Moai, watching
both the dancers and the tourists. She invited me to join her
for coffee.
"Is mis place yours?" I asked when we arrived at a house
on the outskirts of town. "No, it belongs to a friend." she said,
then smilingly took back her words "Actually, it doesn't
really belong to her either."
It was a warm night. We sat outside talking for hours,
talking and drinking beer and flipping bottle caps at the
cockroaches creeping across the cement. She told me about
her German father who had taught herhow to speak English
and how she had practiced for years with the tourists that
came to the island. I told her about my friend Jules from
London whom I had met in Bolivia, about getting lost while
hiking in the Atacama desert, about the rain in Oregon.
Sometimes, the conversation would stall and we would just
sit, listening to the wind in the palm trees and Jimmy Cliff
class" she said softly. "Class?" I asked. "Yeah, to learn to be
like my mother" she muttered, sitting up and staring at the
ocean over the tops of the palm trees, "to learn how to be a
guide for the tourists."
We got up, shared a glass of water from the tap, and
walked back into town.
She was tall with serious eyes and a shy laughing smile.
Her long black hair was twisted up around a paintbrush, a
cluster ofsmall orange and yellow flowers tucked behind her
ear.
Her name was Evelyn.
She wanted to be an artist.
I never saw her again.
A few days later in the early morning, Iwaswalkingdown
a dirt road with my friend Palvo. I told him about my
conversation with Evelyn and how she seemed to want to
leave the island. "I know Evelyn" he said "I've been to
Santiago. She hasn't." "What is mat supposed to mean7" I
asked, glancing at him. "In Santiago," he said "everything is
money. Money is everything. Peopleworryabouthowmuch
money theyhaveand what they'll spend iton. Peoplewithout
money worryabout getting itand spend itwhether they have
it or not"
"LookMiguel"hesaid pointing a t the sinking moon,"there
is the moon" and pointing at the rising sun "there comes the
sun. Here is my land." he said, waving his arm at the island
around us then continuing "The people here are my friends.
Iam happy. What moredo Ineed? Ihave a job. Ihavea house.
If I am hungry, I walk down to the ocean and fish. If I need
something, Iborrow it. Whatdo I need with money? Whatdo





Why all the Anger?
Bf Jorge A. Santiago
Many people in the Bowdoin community, including
faculty, staff and students, wonder why there is a
particular group of students of color who are always
"complaining" aboutone thing oranotherand "causing
trouble." In short, these folks wonder, "Why all the
anger?Whyall thehostility?"From experience, I can say
that the "anger" (we prefer to call it fire) stems from the
major factors
:
The first is the belief that we have a responsibility to
take action against those things which we deem unjust
or inadequate in our community. That is why we
attempt to pressure the administration to increase the
numbers of faculty, staff and students of color. That is
also why we meet at our respective organizations to
plan phone petitions to demand greater representation
of diversity in the curriculum.
The second cause for our fire is the widespread apathy
and ignorance on this campus. Most students and
faculty don't care to address issues ofm ulticul ruralism
.
The attempts thatwemake at trying to changethemind-
set of this campus are often looked at in disdain or
disgust. This naturally causes frustration to build and
you get our more "radical" actions (Hanging banners,
And you wonder why
we're "angry. " I wonder
why you're not!?!
sidewalk chalkings, posters. . . youknow all the stuffthat
pisses you off).
The third ingredient matkeepsour fireburning is the
sense thatwecanmakea difference. Wefiguremat ifwe
speak loud enough for long enough mat soon we'll be
heard and eventually well be listened to. So semester
by semesterwegoaboutour tasks. We feelour firesfade
at times butwe go on. Sometimes we feel that firebum
wildly in our souk and mat's when we get really crazy
(we might block the library). We work day by day to
change mis place. On top of schoolwork, sports, clubs
and a social lifewe fight battles nobody else will.
Andyouwonderwhywe're"angry." Iwonder
why you're not !?!
"A Buffalo State ofMind" Views from the Couch
by Brian Sung
Completing thenightmare forevery sports fan in America,
the Buffalo Bills went to an unprecented fourth Super Bowl
and lostforanunfathomable fourth time. Everynews column,
magazine article, and sports show has asked for mere to be a
new amendment to the Constitution: "It is hereby declared
mat the Buffalo Bills are notpermitted to conduct actav iteson
the final Sunday of the football season." I'm sure thatsome of
thesewriters would alsoargue that the Bills haven't conducted
actavites for the last three years on Super Bowl Sunday.
But in the midst of their fourth straight public defeat, the
Bills did something funny. They didn't stop trying. Against
Washington two years ago, they gave up. Against Dallas last
year, barring Don Beebe, the second ha Ifwas a wa Ik-through
nightmare. But last Sunday, in the undoutable certainty that
they were going to lose to a vastly superior team, the Bills
showed a heart that had them fighting for sixty minutes to
stay in agamematwasover fiveminutes into thesecond half.
Sports have long been considered a metaphor for life, and
so what does it mean for a team to keep trying, yet keep
comingup short? Therewas a nationallysyndicatedcolumnist
who considered the Bills to be a symbol for all those people
in the world who have three strikes against them, yet.
miraculously, get a fourth strike. And now he bitterly strikes
out against the Bills for whiffing yet again. So what does it
mean to keep getting off the ground, get smacked back onto
it, only to get right back up?
Unless you're from Buffalo, it is impossible to grasp the
fierce pride and defensiveness that people have for Buffalo.
Maybe it's the unyielding winters, the history of poor sports
teams, or it's statusas the second biggestcity inNewYork that
make people mock Buffalo as a second-rate city. But this
attitude has sparked a fierce loyalty to the city. How else is it
possible to explain 70,000 people going to cheer a football
team onto it'spotential fourth straight nationalhumiliation in
-50 degree weather?
In all of sports, mere is no team in any city in the country is
more symbolic of it's home town than the Bills. In terms of
loyaltyand pride,nooneholds up these ideals like the citizens
of Buffalo. This is a city mat held a parade for the Bills after
losing a Super Bowl. This is a citymathad everyone, ata press
conference after losing to the Giants in Super Bowl XXV, cheer
for Scott Norwood. Buffalo is a great city that no one outside
the city recognizes. And the Bills are a team that, save for a
precious few, no one outside the city appreciates. The Bills
will never be considered great until they win a Super Bowl.
Buthow is it possible to overlook the fact mat they have been
the winningest team in football over the past five years? That
they won four AFC championships against four different
teams? That Thurman Thomas, Bruce Smith, Jim Kelly, and
Darryl Talley have accomplished things mat no team in the
history of thegame will ever repeat? And I'm not speaking of
defeats.
How is itpossible? It ispossible in the sameway thatpeople
are blind to the warm springs, lazy summers, and crisp falls
of the Buffalo year. In the same way that the schools and
colleges of the city are overlooked. In the same way that
people would rather teardown someone man build mem up.
And people wonder what it means for a team to have four
heart-breaking defeats? It means mat mere is a strength in
trying. It means that if you don't make it to the top, mere is
pride in the fact mat you bounced back. It means that there is
only pride, no shame, in doing your best when everyone is
trying tohold you down. All thiswasshown in the pastwhen
Buffalo's minor league team, after being teased by major
league baseball, had a a greater season attendance man two
major league teams. This pride was also shown by a city that
tooktwo ofthenation'smosttoxic areas, LoveCanaland Lake
Erie, and turned them into livable, beautiful places.
Is it possible for the Bills tobouncebade from mis defeat? It
seems impossible and horrific to any and all fans outside of
Buffalo. But people from Buffalo understand that Buffalo is a
gem of city, and isn't only right that these people have a
football team inwhichonly theycan see it'spositive qualities?
The Bills are a great team, even though no one outside of
Buffalo will ever say so. There's nothing wrong with pride
and character. A chip on Buffalo's shoulder? Yeah, mere is
one,and it's a large one. Maybe tha t's whatkeeps the citizens
and players of Buffalo to keep plugging away, and I'm going
to say this first: Super Bowl XXIV? Let's start the drive for five
... and keep'em coming.




Bowdoin (8-2-2) 2 110-4
St. Anselm (8-3-3) 13 0-4
First period: B - Poska (Lomenda, Schuh) 129. S -
Long (Tourgee) 158. B - Gentile (Zifcak) 1453.
Second period: B - Lomenda (Schuh) 2.02. S -
CConnell (McColgan, Yerkes) 13:14. S - Ervin (Bianculli,
Ward) 14:17 (pp). S - LeOerc (Menicci, Joyce) 17:09.
Third period: B - J. Gaffney (Gentile, C. Gaffhey)
15:37.
Shots on goal: B, 13-5-7-3-28. S, 6-186-4-34.
Saves: B - Bowden 30. S - Herrick 24
January 29, 1994
atHcnnikcrNil
Bowdoin (9-2-3) 3 4 2-9
New England (2-13-1) 0-0
First period: B - MacLean (J. Gaffney, Croteau) 1106
(pp). B - Lomenda (Flaska, Schuh) 17:51 B - J. Gaffney
(Zifcak,C Gaffney) 19-.28 (pp).
Second period: B - Ledwick (J. Gaffney,G Gaffney)
3-56. B - Lomenda (Croteau, MacLean) 5:34. B •
Lomenda (Poska) 15:28 (sh). B - Croteau (MacLean,
Lomenda) 1802.
Third period: B - Stahura (Kahler, Poska) 1008 B -
Maggiorto (McCormick, Dempsey ) 1451 (pp).
Shots on goal: B, 23-16-9-48 N, 7-10-7-24.






First period:M - Rondeau (unassisted) 1302. M -
Moors (unassisted) 16:23. B - Gorton (unassisted) 1727.
Second period: B - Gorton (Kim, Phaneuf) 1:18. B -
Helmrath (Phaneuf) 252. B - Phaneuf (unassisted) 606.
B - Phaneuf (unassisted) 10:11. B - Phaneuf (Spagnuqjo,
Jones) 1101.
Third period: M - Dankel (Dennisson) 14:22.
Shots on goal: M, 12-12-8-32. B, 9-17-5-31.





First period: B - Gorton (Kim, Spagnuolo) 654. B -
Gorton (unassisted) 9:44. B - Gorton (Aniens) 1356.
Second period: B- Gorton (Kim) 256
Third period: R - Mizenko (Kobryn) 8:17 (pp). R - Hill
(Korenjak) 11:30. R- Bradley (Mizenko, Hill) 17:40.
Shots on goal: R, 6-7-10-23. B, 10-7-3-20.





Prenevost 8-17 1-2 22, Roche 2-8 4-5 10, McDonough
3-10 0-0 7, Redmond 2-3 1-2 7, Ferguson 3-6 0-2 6,
Kriegsman 2-6 2-3 6, VanderLann 2-3 0-0 4, T. Bianchi 1-
5 1-2 3, & Bianchi 1-1 04) 2, Cussler 1-4 0-0 2, Plank 0-1 1-
2 l,MacKenzie(W 0-0 0, Nova 0-2 0-0 0, Sylvester 0-0 0-
•t
Bowdoia(SS)
Browning 7-14 5-6 20, A rata 5-14 7-* 18, Whitehead 5-
8 3-6 17, Rowley 6-7 0-0 13, Kirck 2-5 0-0 6, Vezina 2-5 0-
3 4, Chapman 1-4 0-0 3, Xanthopoulos 1-1 0-0 2, Maietta
0-0 1-2 1, Whipple 0-0 1-2 1, Ciavarro 0-0 00 0, Spurgeon
0-0 0-1 a
Halftime. 49-31, B. Rebounds: M - 39 (Roche,
Ferguson 6), B - 42 (Browning 12). Assists:M - 14 (Roche





Stephens 6-12 5-5 18, Clark 4-12 1-3 13, Gaudet 4-17 1-
2 11, McCrum 2-6 4-4 8, Walsh 3-80-07, Jabar 2-4 1-2 6,
Bergeron 1-1 1-2 3, McLaughlin 0-2 2-2 2, Maines 0-0 0-0
0, Murray 0-1 0-00.
Bowdoin (71)
Browning 5-13 11-12 21, Whitehead 5-7 0-0 13, Arata
4-11 1-1 11, Rowley 3-6 4-4 11, Chapman 3-9 0-0 9,
Vezina 2-7 1-2 6, Kirck 0-2 0-0 0, Maietta 0-3 0-0 0,
Whipple 00 0-0 0, Xanthopolous 0-2 0-0 0.
Halfrime: 38-29, B. Rebounds: C - 42 (Stephens 9), B -
42 (Browning 11). Assists: C - 9 (3 tied with 3), B - 12





Bogle 12-26 3-3 27, Schultz 8-23 1-3 17, Mulholland 5-
11 5-7 15, St. Peter 2-9 5-8 9, Allen 2-3 1-2 5, Walsh 1-2 2-
4 4, Goding 0-0 2-2 2, Reilly 0-0 0-0
University of New England (74)
Hodgdon 9-14 0-0 19, Fondak 6-13 6-8 18, Boudreau
6-15 4-5 16, Collins 2-5 4-4 8, Waterman 2-11 2-4 7,
Cashman 0-6 66 6, HarakaU 0-1 0-0 0.
Halftime: 31-26, U. Rebounds: B - 58 (Bogle 18), U - 31





Bowdoin 8, Tufts 1.
f1 - drone (B) defeated MdCenna 154, 15-6, 15-17, 15-8
12 - Hunter (B) defeated Berkman 15-11, 15-12, 13-15, 156.
#3 - Born (T) defeated Moyer 12-15, 15-9, 15-9, 15-10.
#4 - Davidson (B) defeated Phelps 15-12, 17-15, 156.
IS - Winnick (B) defeated Hong 16-14, 15-12, 15-11
#6 - Esmail (B) defeated Chang 15-12, 156, 12-15, 156.
•7 - VanBuskirk (B) defeated Won 156, 156, 15-11.
•8 - Otdershaw (B) defeated Wang 156, 15-1, 15-3.




Bowdoin 9, Bates 0.
f1 - Bogue (B) defeated Hild 9-2, 9-0, 9-0.
#2 - Titus (B) defeated Buckstaff 9-2, 9-4, 9-1.
13 - Mitchell (B) defeated Shurine 96, 6-9, 9-3, 9-4.
#4 - Steel (B) defeated Wurst 66, 9-2, 9-2, 9-4.
15 - Takayama (B) defeated Beadsley 96, 9-4, 6-9, 9-2.
#6 - Dugan (B) defeated Merriam 96, 96, 9-5.
•7 - Klapper (B) defeated Ogata 4-9, 9-2, 96, 9-1.
#8 - Chan (B) defeated McQuilkin 9-3, 9-1, 9-0.
#9 - Ziegler (B) defeated Gollan 9-3, 96, 96.
January 29, 1994
at Brunswick, Maine
Bowdoin 6, Tufts 3.
ffl - Nataai (T) defeated Bogue 6-9, 9-3, 96, 9-5.
#2 • Woelfel (T) defeated Titus 9-3, 9-3, 96.
#3 - Kim (T) defeated Mitchell 9-5, 6-9, 9-2, 9-7.
#4 - Steel (B) defeated Kim 9-3, 9-1, 96.
•5 - Takayama (B) defeated Evans 7-9, 96, 96, 96.
16 - Dugan (B) defeated Arlanson 9-3, 96, 9-1
#7 - Klapper (B) defeated Issa 9-1, 9-1 96.
18 - Chan (B) defeated Rockett 96, 96, 96.
#9 - Ziegler (B) defeated Simonsen 96, 9-2, 9-0.
February 1, 1994
atWatervOlcMaaie
Bowdoin 9, Colby 0.
#1 - Bogue (B) defeated Derrick 9-3, 9-2, 9-1.
•2 - Titus ( B) defeated Greene 9-7, 26, 6-9, 9-7, 9-7.
#3 - Mitchell (B) defeated Trufant 9-1, 9-7, 96.
#4 - Steel (B) defeated Leventhal 9-4, default
•5 - Takayama (B) defeated Dwyer 9-7, 9-1 9-3.
•6 - Dugan (B) defeated Molly 9-3, 9-1, 9-1.
97 - Klapper (B) defeated Hoffman 96, 9-1, 9-0
#8- Chan (B) defeated Maccaferri 9-1, 9-1, 9-4
#9 - Ziegler (B) defeated Wehmeier 9-1, 9-3, 9-3
JSowdo'm Sports Trivia
Sophomore Laura Schultz has scored double
figures in every game that the women's
basketball team has played since her arrival on
campus. That's 32 straight games— and it is a
Polar Bear record. The former record was set by
Cathy Hayes '92, when she scored 10 or more
points in 15 straight games (the final seven
games of the 1989-90 season and the first eight




Bowdoin 121, Colby 65.
200 medley relay: 1, B - (Filler, Min, Pangburn,
Taylor) 1:44.72. 2, B - (Bunt, Stuntz, Burketj, Aron)
151.22. 3, C - (Davis, Kaye, Roger* Binggeli) 1:59.81.
1000 freestyle: 1, B - Cook 1102.69. 2, C - Rogers
11:07.71. 3, B - Pangburn 1 1:47.65.
200 freestyle: 1, B - Stuntz 1:49.15. 2, C - Morse
1:57.60.
50 freestyle: 1, C - Silverman 23.88. 2, B - Taylor
23.99.3, B- Aron 23.71.
200 individual medley: 1, B - Min 2:07.09. 2, C -
Lynch 2:17.69. 3. B - Bunt 2:30.69.
100 butterfly: 1, C - Silverman 0:58.03. 2, C - Gordon
0.59.38. 3, B - K. Pangburn 1:01.79.
100 freestyle: 1, B - Lesser 0:52.76. 2, C - Morse «
0-34.98. 3, B- Aron 0:57.97.
100 backstroke: 1, B - Filler 0:56.67. 2, B - Cook
104.32.
500 freestyle: 1, B - Stuntz 4:55.19. 2, C - Rogers
5:32.87. 3, C - Binggeli 5:40.22.
100 breaststroke: 1, B - Min 1:02.88. 2, B - Rady
1:07.17. 3. C - Gordon 1:08.56.
200 freestyle relay: 1, B- (Filler, Pangburn, Bunt,
Aron) 1:37.88. 2, C - (Silverman, Gordon, Lynch, Morse)
1:38.17. 3, C - (Rogers, Binggeli, Kaye, Davis) 1:45.36.
January 30, 1994
at Brunswick, Maine
Bowdoin 119, Bates 83.
200 medley relay: 1, Bow - (Burkett, Min, Pangburn,
Aron) 1:45.17. 2. Bow - (Filler, Rady, Pangburn, Taylor)
1:45.47. 3, Bat - (Kaliski, Bachrach, Eastmac, Liljac)
1:489.59.
1-meter diving: 1, Bow - Mead 184.45.
1000 freestyle: 1, Bow - Stuntz 956 94 (college ant'
pool record), 2, Bat - Grove 11:54.40.
200 freestyle 1, Bat - Eastman 1:51.34. 2, Bow - Filler
1:53.90. 3, Bow- Rady 1:57.33.
50 freestyle: 1. Bat - Liljac 23.95. 2, Bow - Taylor
23.97. 3, Bow - Lesser 24.04.
200 individual medley: 1, Bow - Stuntz 2:03.94. 2,
Bow - Burkett 2:05.15. 3, Bow - Min 2:05.77.
3-meter diving: 1, Bow • Mead 188.65.
200 butterfly. 1, Bow - Cook 2:06.03. 2, Bat - Gail
2:15.07. 3, Bow - Pangburn 2:20.90.
100 freestyle: 1, Bat - Lilja 52.12. 2, Bat - Kauffman
54.88. 3, Bat - Kaliski 55.05.
100 backstroke: 1, Bow - Filler 0:58.85. 2, Bat - Hvot
1:05.95. 3, Bow - Bunt 1:10.07.
500 freestyle: 1, Bat - Eastman 5:10.75. 2, Bat - Gail
5:29.87. 3, Bat - Grove 5:4152.
100 breaststroke: 1, Bow - Min 1.-04.20. 2, Bow -
Rady 1:05.03. 3, Bow - Cook 1:06.34.
400 freestyle relay: 1, Bow - (Stuntz, Bunt, Aron,
Burkett) 3:33.72. 2, Bat - (Kauffman, Kaliski, Garnet t,





Bowdoin 130, Colby 66.
200 medley relay: 1, B - (Nowak, Fey, Church,
Burgett) 1:59.77. 2, C - (Hadam, Bird, Filler, Lappen)
2:01.01. 3, B- (Ballinger, Dula, Zych, Artwick) 2:0454.
1000 freestyle: 1, B - Merrick 11:2756. 2,C - Morrison
1312.43.
200 freestyle: 1, B - Johnson 2:05.10 2, C - McClelland
208.33. 3, C - Lappen 2:09.09.
50 freestyle: 1, C - Filler 26.97. 2, B - Cravett 27.77. 3, B
- Cummings 27.99.
200 individual medley: 1, B - Petitjohn 2:2150. 2, C -
Hadam 2:22.34. 3, B - Fey 231 .00
100 butterfly: 1, B - Miller 1:03.44. 2. B - Church
1:04.10. 3, C- Filler 1:04.93.
100 freestyle: 1, B - Johnson 057.82. 2, C - McClelland
058.90. 3, C - Lappen 0:59.88.
100 backstroke 1, B - Novak 1:0450. 2, C - Hadam
1.04.95. 3, B- Miller 1:06.30.
500 freestyle 1, B - Merrick 5:3259. 2, C - Higgins
5:45.69. 3. C - Sorbek 6:25.42.
100 breaststroke: 1, B - Dula 1:13.35. 2, C - Bird,
1:17.70. 3, B - Cumming 1:18.22.
200 freestyle relay: 1, B - (Nowak, Ballinger, Merrick,
Cumming) 1:50.05. 2, B - (Church, Artwick, Miller,




Bowdoin 126, Bates 119.
200 medley relay: 1, Bow - (Nowak, Fey, Church,
Pettijohn) 1:55.36. 2, Bat - (Keelin, Rowley, Mikley, Coes)
158.67. 3, Bow - (Ballinger, Zych, Dula, Artwick) 2:02.95.
1-meter diving: 1, Bow - Wallace 206.55. 2, Bow -
Shannon 180.95. 3. Bat - Souweine 158.10.
1000 freestyle: 1, Bow - Merrick 10:54.40. 2, Bat -
McCafferty 10:56.20. 3, Bat- Boyle 11:27.28.
200 freestyle: 1, Bow - Merrick 2:00.78. 2, Bat - Sandor
2:01.00 3, Bat - Taglinferro 2:05.62.
50 freestyle: 1, Bat - Sauder 26.44. 2, Bow - Johnson
26.45. 3, Bate - I.ewy and Coes 26.68.
200 individual medley: 1, Bow - Pettijohn 2:17.98. 2,
Bat - Page 2:21.37. 3. Bat - Rowley 2:32.36.
3-meter diving: 1, Bat - Souweime 200.8. 2, Bow -
Wallace 193.45. 3, Bow - Shannon 167.1.
200 buttlerfly: 1, Bow - Miller. 2, Bat - Milkey 2:23.78.
3, Bat - Taglinferro 2:25.40.
100 freestyle 1, Bat - Sander 56.88. 2, Bat - Lewy
57.36. 3, Bow - Johnson 5750.
200 backstroke: 1, Bat - Keehn 2: 16.67. 2, Bat - Page
2:16.92. 3, Bow - Nowak 2:17.00.
500 freestyle 1, Bow - Merrick 5:2150. 2, Bat -
Cafferty 5:23.3& 3, Bat - Bayle 5:42.27.
200 breaststroke 1, Bow - Pettijohn 2:31.00. 2, Bow -
Fey 2:38.15. 3, Bat - Rowley 2:38.33.
400 freestyle relay: 1, Bat (Taglinferro, Page, Lewy,
McCafferty) 3:5052. 2, Bow (Garnett, Church. Miller,





Lowell 1705, Tufts 128, Bates 1 13, Colby 905, Bowdoin 62
55 dash: 1, L - Pelletier 756. 2. T - Manning 7.91.
55 hurdles: 1, L - Andriolo 9.02. 2, Bow - Toth 9.21
200 dash: 1, L - Pelletier 26 2. 2, L - Dundon 28 2
400 run: 1, T - Manning 1 03.87 2, L - Ward (no time).
.600 run: 1, L - Tucker 1:43.36. 2, T - Tobiaseen 1:43.60.
800 run: 1, Bow - Cleaves 2:22.77. 2, C - Patterson 2:25.06
1000 run: 1, L - Brooks 3:07.32. 2, T - Gross 3:14.19.
1500 rum4vBow - Storin 453 09. 2, Bat - White 4:56 .35.
4x200 relayTf, Lowell 15158. 2, Colby 1:54 20.
4x400 relay: 1, Colby 4:20.39. 2, Lowell 4:20.46.
4x800 relay: 1, Bowdoin 10:08.36. 2, Colby 1010 81
20Mb weight: 1, Bow - Bell 43-7. 2, Bat - Holmes 43-5.
Shot put 1, L - Reissland 39-9.5. 2, Bow - Bell 37-1.5.
Triple jump: 1, L - Andriolo 34-8. 2, L - Russo 32-10.
Long jump: 1, L - Ward 16-2. 2, L - Andriolo 16-0.
High jump: 1, L - Pratt, 5-1. 2, T - Fothergill 5-1.
Athletic Outl o o k
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Continued from page 20.
The firsthalfwas dominatedby Jongrange
shooting, with Bowdoin's greater accuracy
playing a large part in their half-time lead.
Colby, a team that attempts an average of
over25 three pointers pergame, shot4 for'16'
in thehalf,whilethePolarBears werea hot7-
12, including three byChapman and two by
Whitehead.
When Craig Vezina '96 made a driving
basket early in the second half, the Bearswere
out to their largest lead of the game at 40-30.
The Mules, however, quickly cut the lead to
threewith 15 minutesremaining in thegame.
Thenext ten minutes saw the teams see-saw
backand forth in some very intense action as
the Polar Bear lead bounced back and forth
between two and six points.
After a Colby timeout with six minutes left
on the clock, the Mules ran off seven
unanswered points to take their first lead of
the second half at 60-58. Chad Rowley V7
then hit a huge three-pointer to regain the
lead for Bowdoin.
At this point, it was time for Browning to,
take over.
When Browning hithis eighth straight free '
^ throw with 52
led 69-67.Follcwn^asmgleColbyfree throw
Which cuttheleadWone, theBearspassed the
•ball around imtiL thexe'iyere les?-man Jbenl;
seconds left on the 35-second shotckxkand
men got the ball toBrowningin therightpost •
Heproceeded tomake a move, and with two
,
seconds on me shot clock and eight left in the
game, heput up a turnaroundjumper that fell
through the hoop— nothing but net-
Withthehomecrowdgoingwild,theMules
called a timeout to try to setup a three-point
play which would send the game into
overtime. First they passed the ball over the
half court stripe and called another timeout.
Then, when the Bears would not allow them
an inbounds pass, Colby had to call a third
straight time. On me next inbounds attempt
with no timeouts remaining, the inbounding
playerthrew the ballawaytoruinColby's last
attempt to come back. Bowdoin inbounded
the ball to Rowley, who dribbled away the
clock to preserve the 71-68 upset victory.
When asked about the key to Bowdoin's
third straight victory, coachTim Gilbride said,
'Down the stretch, Nick Browning was
fantastic."Hewas also quick to pointout that
it was a total team; effort. '"Throughout the
game, everybody shared the. responsibility





left in the firsthalfgave Bowdoin art earlylS-
pointlead(2&-i3fc4ahdme^
back. Theyfled;49-31 at the half and'ttie
Panthers never got closer than 13 the qsst of
the way asBowdomtcruisedfto an'85-70j
victory. Browning (20 points, 12 rebounds),*
Arata (18 points} and Whitehead (^points):
led me way for the Bears.
Themen's basketballteam next takes to the
road to play a tough;team from Clark onf
Friclay and an even tougher Trinity squad,
the fifth ranked; teamjin New England, on
Saturday. The Pplar Bears^thenietumiKto^
fora key matchup against rival Bates College"
on Tuesday higMtColfch3 Gilbride added;'
"We were really excited to see such
;
a big
means a lottomeplayereandwe would love-














The business is financial services. It's
growing. It's exciting. And it's more
dynamic than ever. The company is
Sun Life of Canada, a $60 billion
leader (yes, billion) with a future that
offers the kind of opportunity that
will take you to the top.
This is the bottom line - Sun Life of
Canada will be on campus to inter-
view enterprising graduates! If you
have the right combination of moti-
vation, professionalism, and energy,
you could be one of our next
Employee Benefits Sales Representa-
tives. The income potential is excep-
tional and the career tracks are
well-defined. Find out more about a
career with our expanding sales
force at our Information Session. If
you're the type of dynamic and
aggressive individual we're looking
for, we know you'll be there.
See how far you can go with Sun Life
of Canada. For more information,
2/9/94 contact the Placement Office.
Moulton Union An equal opportunity employer.
SunLife
of Canada
A member of Sun Financial Group
KenNetzorg/BowamnOnent
Nkk Browning '95 goes up and under.
FANS
Continued from page 20.
nailbiter over the White Mules. Coming into
thegame, Colbywas ranked #1 in Division III
inNewEnglandwith a 15-1 record,andowned
bragging rights to a 12-game winning streak
over the Bears.
So why not fuel some of our abundance of
sports-fan energy into cheering mis hard-
working group of individuals? Why not be
like every other school in the country and fill
our gymnasium as frequently as we fill our
icerink?
Of course, mis is not to say matwe should
not fill our ice rink The Bowdoin hockey
teams have a fine tradition of attracting
students and local residents to their exciting
games, and they deserve every fan they get.
But when are we going to recognize the
basketball teams forthe quality, fun-to-watch
organizations theyare?Thewomen's team is
alsoplayingwell this season,havingcompiled
a 6-6 record after a slow start.
The attendance for the Bowdoin-Colby
men's basketball game was by far the largest
of the year, but mis was due in part to the
number ofColby fans present. And although
mere were plenty ofBowdoin fans, theydidn't
quite seem to know what to do, or how to
respond to the cheers and taunts from the
visiting section. Itwasgood toseeboth sections
of fans under control, leaving the pell-mell
rowdiness of a week before in Dayton Arena,
but perhaps these fans were too controlled.
Perhaps these fans were too nice, too polite,
too distanced, too indifferent
Perhaps it's time for some of the throat-
curdling enthusiasm of the hockey games to
spill over into basketball. We're not talking
about grilled-cheese sandwiches on the court
after Nick Browning's firstdunk,butwe're at
least talking about a section of fanswho will
stand upand cheer during timeouts and won't
sit back down until the ref blows his whistle
to restart play.
Batescomes totownon Tuesday. Theteams
will be ready.
So who's with me?




Florida & Padre! 1 10% Lowest
Price Guarantee! Organize 15
friends and your trip is free! (800)
328-SAVE .
FREE TRIPS AND MONEY!!
Individuals and Student Organiza-
tions wanted to promote the Hottest






Earn up to $2,000* /month working for Cruise
Ships or Land-Tour Companies. World Travel.
Summer and Full-Time employment available. No
experience necessary. For more information call:
Cruise Employment Services
(206) 634-0468 ext C5064
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Ine Bowdoin women s track team fought valiantly in the first of three home meets last weekend,
but ended up succumbing to Lowell, Tufts, Bates and Colby to finish fifth with 62 points (see page
15). Rachel Cleaves '95, Staci Bell "95, Darcy Storin '96 and the Bowdoin 4 x 800 relay each scored
first-place finishes to brighten the day's proceedings. The team looks to put last weekend's meet
behind when it hosts Colby and Coast Guard tomorrow at Farley Field House.
Men
Out-tracked: The Bears




In recent men's indoor track action, the
Bowdoin squad fell prey to arch-rivals Bates
and Colby but was able to subdue Eastern
Connecticut State. Although the overall
competition ended in defeat, several strong
individual performances forecastgood things
for the future.
The final event lefTBowdoin with 147.5
points,whichplacedthem behind Bates (188.5)
and Colby (164). Eastern Connecticut racked
up 61 points for the day to finish fourth.
Blaine Maley '96 and Hiram Andrews '97
were the only Bowdoin competitors to return
home with wins, but a number of individuals
placed near the top in their respective events.
In addition to winning the 1000m run with a
time of 2:33, Maley anchored the victorious 4
x800m relayJoining Maley in thetriumphant
relay wereDaveHumphrey '94, Phil Sanchez
'96 and Ben Beach '97.Each of these three also
performed well in their individual events, as
Sanchez placed third in the 1000 m run,
Humphreyplaced third in the 1500m run and
Beach turned in a runner-up performance in
the 800m run withan impressive time of 2:04.
JamesJohnson '97and Shane O'Brien '96 also
earned second-place finishes. Johnson ran
the 5000 m in an impressive time of 16.03
while O'Brien stormed through the500m run
in 1:08.6.
Andrews won the high jump with a height
of 6'2", and added a fourth-place finish in the
long jump to his strong day. Tri-captain Scott
Dyer '95 placed second in both the shot put
and the 35# weight throw with distances of
42'3" and 50'10", respectively. Other high-
finishers included Pat Kane '96 (third in the
400m run),John Stuhlman '96 (third in the 55
m high hurdles) and BrianCampbell '97 (third
in the 800 m run).
The men's track team will get another shot
at Bates when the Bears travel to Lewiston
today for another BBC match-up.
\ o r die S k i i n g







Two Sundays ago, the Bowdoin nordic ski
team returned to campus after a successful
two-week ski camp. The 25-member team
stayed in Phillips, Maine, and trained at the
Carrabassett Touring Center.
Five members of the team raced in the
season-opening CBB State of Maine
Championship on January 7-8. In the 15K
skate, captain Jason Rand '94 led the team
with a sixth-place finish. Newcomer Doug
Bruce '97 had a successful debut, placing
eighth,and veteranTom Eng '95 roundedout
die scoring in tenth. Captain Anthea Schmid
'94 workedhard toplace third in the race, and
Andrea Vogl '97 pulled through an asthma
attack fora seventh-placefinish atTroll Valley
in Farmington.
The first Division I Carnival of the season
was held on January 21-22 at Sugarloaf.
Friday's event consisted of a 5K individual
classical race for women and 10K for men.
Rand raced to a team-leading 51 st place in the
1OKindividual classical competition, followed
by Eng (77th), Bruce (79th), and first-year
Nate Alsobrook (82nd). The depth of the
women's teamwasmadeevidentby the mere
six-second time differentialamong the racers.
Despitesub-zero temperatureson Saturday,
Rand scorched the course on hisway to a 51st
place finish.Also scoring solid finishes forthe
team were Bruce (71st), Eng (76th) and
Alsobrook (84th). The performance of theday
went to Oliver Moses *94, who skated to 97th
in his firstcollegiaterace. Thewomen matched
the men's success byplacing all five teammates
within the top 50 competing in the 15k mass
start freestyle. Schmid recorded the team-
high finish in 24th place, closely followed by
first-year Nicole Robilla rd (33rd), Vogl (41st)
and Kristin DiCaetano '95 (43rd)
Thenextracefor thePolarBears is theUVM
Carnival today and tomorrow. Although
only five men and fivewomen are eligible to
compete in each Division I race, they are
strongly supported by an entire team of
dedicated and motivated individuals.
Men's indoor track @ Bates: January 29, 1994
Bates 188.5, Colby 164, Bowdoin 147.5, Eastern Connecticut 61.
Long jump: 1, EC - Kempain 21-3.5. 2, C - Saam 19-5.25. 3, C - Saucier 18-
10.75.
3Sj>ound weight throw: 1, Bat - 53-8.5, 2, Bow - Dyer 50-10, 3, C -
Schwagier45-1.
1500 run: 1, Bat - Sullivan 3:59.10. 2, C - Bologna 4:06.65. 3, Bow -
Humphrey 4:1755.
55 high hurdles: 1, C - Saucier 7.9. 2, EC - Christensen 8.3. 3, Bow -
Stuhlman 8.4.
Pole vault: 1, C - Saam 13-0. 2, Bat -Way 11-6. 3, Bat - Edler 9-6.
400 run: 1, C - Dunbar 51.56. 2, C - Obote 52.12. 3, Bow - Kane 52.21.
Shot put 1, Bat - Welch 47-6. 2, Bow - Dyer 42-3.5. 3, Bat - Potter 39-5.25.
500 run: 1, Bat - MacLaughlan 1:08.38. 2, Bow - CBrian 1:08.57. 3, C -
Suomi 1:09.07.
Highjump: 1, Bow - Andrews 6-2. 2, Bat - Edler 6-0. 3, E - Christoffers 6-0.
800 run: 1, Bat - Sullivan 201.32 2, Bow - Beach 2:04.19. 3, Bow -
Campbell 209.79.
Triple jump: 1, C - CConnell 405.5. 2, EC - Ysewyn 40-2.75. 3, Bat -
Gillette 39-10.5.
1000 run: 1,Bow - Male 2:33.55. 2, Bat - Beardsley 2:3535. 3, Bow -
Sanchez 2-37.87.
55 dash: 1, C - Curry 6.54. 2, C - Tolbert 6.63. 3, Bat - Belinfanti 6.69.
200 dash: 1,C -Tolbert 2299. 2, C - Curry 23.23. 3, Bat - BeHnfanti 23.47.
5000 run: 1, Bat - Sarney 15:08.74.2, Bow
-Johnson 16:03.87. 3,C -Stronri
16:10.72
4x400 relay: 1, CoIby3:29.45. 2, Bates 3:29.78. 3, Bowdoin 3:34.87.
4x800 relay: 1, Bowdoin 8:2205. 2, Bates 8:40.95. 3, Colby 9:46.66.
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t ft^une. They IukJ
'blithehoeteto;^
5 victoryV Paying *JW«^
Butscbtmg UNE 53^48 in thefMlialf.
tyuchof the credit for the team\vktory
m be attributed to the players' tough work
ontheboards. Bogle'sdoirurumceofftheglass
was not the extent of Bowdoin's rebounding
edge, as the visitoreoutreoounded theirhosts
58-31.Asignificantedgepnttieoffenseboards
m its only game of the week/the women's .^ate* helped the Bears put up more points on
basketball team downed the University of second-chance opportunities.
New England 79-74 at Biddeford, Maine. The women's basketball teamremains on
Captain Airami Bogle "95 had one of the me road this weekend to face Clark today at
best games of her Bowdoin career in the -5:3Gp.m. and Trinity tomoirowatlKXlpJn.
winning effort Bogle threw in 27points and When the Bears finally do return home
grabbedaDeroiisRodman-esquel8rebounds Tuesday after eight games and almost two
to provide the Polar Bears with mvaluable- 'months away from Morrell Gyrnashmi, they
veteran leadership Laura Schultz "96 had her , >>wiU face Bates at530p.m.AlthoughtheBears
usual strong offensive output hitting.agljt v h^^
fieldgoalsfcnrl7pointe.TracyMumolland'97 forward to the chance topla^ath^meinjhqnt
also placed in double figures for me Bears, of a miliarcrowd for a change. The r
netting 15pointson 5-11 shooting. KristenSt ' £ip.|jj ould be exciting, seeing as howme first
Peter' *96 had more trouble hitting; her shot ngame"between the two teams at Bates' in
man usual, but more man madeup for it
dishing out a team-high seven assists.




Continued from page 20.
three goals in the first period and, to prove
that her time off the ice had not slowed her
down, added another in the second period.
Kim also had a strong game, accumulating
two assists, and Spagnuolo and Jen Ahrens
'94 finished with one assist apiece. Although
the Bears clearly dominated the first two
periods, they relaxed prematurely and
allowed RPI three goals in the third, which
made for a tense finish to the game.
Fortunately, Bowdoin squeaked by with a 4-
3 win
Coach Mike Woodruff was pleased with
the wins, but still feels that there are
improvements to be made. "Although we
moved the puck well and skated a couple of
great periods, we still have not managed to
skate consistently. If we expect to win our
coming games, we need to figure out how to
retain mat consistency." The Bears will have
an opportunity to display their endeavors
this weekend when they host the Bowdoin
Invitational and play Saturday at 7:00 p.m.
and Sunday at 2:00 p.m.
Surprisingly, the toughest contender the
women's ice hockey team will have to face is
itsown administration . Thefutureoftheteam
is in jeopardy because, as of now, the team
does not belong to the ECAC league and is
just picking up as many games as it can.
Unless the team joins the league, a decision
which rests upon the agreement of the
administration, the hockey program will be
phased out. Ahrens explains, "The growth of
women's ice hockey will come from within
KenNetzorg/ Bowdoin Orient
A Bowdoin player looks to pass.
theECAC, and thosewho don't join it will be
left behind. The level of play from teams like
Colby, who belongs to the ECAC, has
dramatically improved because they are
attracting the best recruits. Talks of
Middlebury entering the league leaves
Bowdoin behind to play mere club teams."
Despite these setbacks, the team continues to
be optimistic about the rest of the season and
isdedicated to ensuring mefutureofwomen's
hockey at Bowdoin.
Want one of those Bowdoin
Polar Bear Hats that you can't
get anywhere else?
<
— (They look like this)
Call 721-9676 or write
your name, MU/CT box








poised for home stretch
Final three weeks will be all-important
By Randy Steinberg
STAFF WRITER
With threeweeks to go and nine games left
in the season, the Bowdoin men's ice hockey
team is poised and ready to meet the
challenges that lie ahead. The Bears arecoming
off a successful weekend in New Hampshire




Last Friday, Bowdoin met St. Anselm's in
the second match of the season between the
two teams,who tied 3-3 in a non-leaguegame
on December 8. It appeared that Bowdoin
would take the rematch bout when the Bears
jumped out to a 3-1 lead on goals by Andrew
Pbska ^7, Marcello Gentile *95 and Torey
Lomenda '94. However, in a four-minute
stretch, St. Anselm's put three goals past the
Bowdoin defense to take the lead, 4-3. Saving
the Bears from defeat was Joe Gaffney '95,
who scored with 4:23 remaining in the third.
On Gaffney's goal, Gentile added an assist
to his already-impressive point total for the
season. This assist gave him his 100th career
point and moved him into 25th place on the
all-time scoring list. His line- mates Joe
Gaffney and Charlie Gaffney *95 have 112
and 133 points respectively, which places
them 18th and seventh on the all-time list.
Gentile's achievement makes this line the
first in Bowdoin history to have three 100-
pointscorers Despitethismilestone,however,
thegameended in a 4-4 tieas theteams skated
to a draw for the second time this season.
Towards the end of the game, the Bowdoin
bench was alarmed to see Gentile go down




The following day, Bowdoin trampled all
over New England College in a 9-0 rout.
Despite the absence of their top goal-getter,
the Bears turned in a solid effort behind the
three-goal, one-assist performance of
Lomenda. Lomenda's ha t trick was the second
such feat of his career. StuartLogan '97 earned
his first career shutout in goal and Bowdoin's
first shutout since January 26, 1993, when
Tom Sablak '93 blanked Colby.
The win over New England College gave
Bowdoin an overall record of 9-2-3, which
ranks the Bears fourth in a recent Division II
I
East hockey poll. In the ECAC East league,
Bowdoinowns a record of 6-1-2, which earns
them 14 points. The Bears are currently tied
with Williams in the standings and find
themselves only two points behind league-
leader UConn (7-0-2, 16 points). Salem State
and Holy Cross hold the second and third
slots respectively, though both teams have
played more games man Bowdoin so far mis
season. CharlieGaffney (27),Gentile(24),and
Joe Gaffney (24) lead the league in scoring.
With less than half the season remaining,
Bowdoin has put up some impressive team
statistics. While posting a healthy 5-2-1 record
at home, the team has been dynamite on the
road (4-0-2). Ingames inwhich the Bearshave
scored the first goal they are 8-0-1. When
leading after the first period the Bears are also
8-0-1
.
These figures area tribute toBowdoin's
preparation for each game. Rarely starting
flat, the Bears are able to pounce on their
opponentsearlyon to build comfortable leads.
Bowdoin has outscored its opponents in the
first period by a telling margin of 32-19.
Equally impressive are the team's power
play and penalty-killing statistics. Overall,
27% of the Bears' power plays result in goals,
and in the league they post an amazingly high
34.1% power play efficiency. The young
Bowdoin defensehasstoodupwell, especially
on penalty-killing, preventing the opposing
offensefrom scoring77.8% ofthe time overall
and 76.3% in the league. The clear stand-out
in net has been Matt Bowden '95. He is
undefeated this season with a 40-3 record. In
addition, he posts a .889 save percentage and
a 3.21 goals-against average.
Bowdoin's next two games should be
proverbial cake-walks. The men's hockey
team meets Connecticut College tonight and
TrinityCollegetomorrow,bom away.As two
of the weaker teams in the league, they have
combined for a league record of 4-12-2. The
following weekend, however, the Bears will
face perhaps the most stem test of the season
with back-to-back games against Hamilton
and Williams. Williams and Hamilton are
ranked seventhand eighth respectively in the
Division ID East poll, so both of these games
will most likelybeprecursors to theplayoffs .
UCqnn 7 \Q ^2









Looking for a VOLVO or a
MAZDA?
New or Used
We also have 1 Certified Honda, Toyota
and Nissan Technician.
Call the dealer with 41 years ofexperience
VI Main St.. Topsham
729-3369
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Lisa Klapper '96 serves up game point against Bates last Saturday.
Jen Ahrens/ Bowdoin Orient
Polar Bears do a
complete about-face
180 degrees: The
women's squash team has
been buoyed by the talent
and depth of the first-year
class and the experience
and leadership of the
veterans to turn a
disastrous 1992-93




Off to one of its best starts in recent history,
theBowdoinwomen'ssquash team isa power
to be reckoned with in 1994. This season is
proving to be a complete turnaround from
the 1992-1993 season, inwhich the PolarB ?ars
finished the season with a 3-15. The current
squad is 12-4 and has seized the attention of
its competitors.
"It's awesome to have a winning season
—
ifs been four years," says co-captain and #1
player Jennifer Bogue '94. Undoubtedly, the
' team's strong showing is a result of hard
work and intense training. The team's winter
vacation was cut short by a tough training
program mat began on January 11 to prepare
the team for the rigors of the season to come.
"For almost two weeks all we did was
concentrate on squash," says Bogue.
Coach Hammond attributes the successful
season in part to Bogue, the only senior. "Jen
is one of the primary reasons for the major
turnaround mis year," saysHammond. "Her
leadership and fierce competitive nature sets
a great example for the rest of the squad."
Ultimately, the team's success lies in its
depth, ability and competitiveness. Many
strengths can be found in the first-year class,
led by #2 player Sarah Titus. "Sarah came in
and has played very high for us and is doing
great," says Hammond. Other first-year
starters include Tara Dugan at #6 and Ellen
Chan at #8. Dugan holdsan impressiveseason
record of 16-0, and is anticipated to be a key
player in upcoming years.
MaggyMitchellheads a verytalentedjunior
class. Mitchell at #3 (8-8) is joined by three
juniors, Dee Steele at#4 (1 2-3), LisaTahayama
at#5 (9-6) and first-time playerKelsey Ziegler
at #9 (8-0). Mitchell anticipates the end of a
great season, saying, "This year we have an
excellent shot at playing in the B league at
Nationals. Lastyearwe finished at thebottom
of the D bracket. This upward movement is
incredible." Lisa Klapper '96 is also having a
remarkable season at #7 with a 14-1 record.
Klapper says, "The season is going so well
—
the lower part of the ladder compiles a total
record of 45-2, which is quite impressive."
Additional pivotal players include Umbreen
Khalidi '97, Sarah Hill '97,Tehani Cooneratne
'97 and Kate Stein '97.
Saturday's contests against Batesand Tufts
demonstrated the team's new strength and
inspiration. The Polar Bears defeated Bates 9-
and Tufts 6-3. Tuesday's match also saw
strong results in theformofanother 9-0victory
against Colby. Thewomen's only losses have
been to nationally-ranked Amherst (#5) ,
Vassar (#6) and ConnecticutCollege (#1 0), all
by the extremely close final of 5-4, and
Williams by a slightly larger margin of 7-2.
Hammond notes, "These losseswere so close,
and some were at the beginning of the
season—we'll be sure to get them at
Nationals." Additional victories include
Hamilton, Wesleyan, Smith,MountHolyoke,
Colgate, Colby and Wellesley.
Nationals are February 19-21 at Yale. The
futurelooks extremelybright forthe Bowdoin
women's squash team.
M en's S q u a s h
Squash squad reaches full capacity for remainder of season
Welcome home: Bears
anticipate the return of key
players from off-campus




The Bowdoin men's squash team is 4-4




of mis is that juniors Jon Cirone and Eliot
VanBu ski rk have rejoined the already strong
team after studying away first semester. coach Philip Soule, the strength of the team is
The Polar Bear top ten consists of captain itsdepth. "Througheightmatchesthusfarwe
o m
Davidson '94,




'Through eight matches thusfar














Jason Mover '97 and Andrew Weiner '97. all alike." The four blemishes on Bowdoin's













nationally-ranked schools. Amherst (#5), Yale
(#2), Stony Brook (#9) and MIT. (#10). The
Polar Bears have already avenged losses to
Connecticut College, Tufts and rival Bates,
whom the team had not beaten in nine years.
Upcoming for the Bears are another match
at Bates on February 9 and a visit from the
WestPointCadetsonFebruaryl2. "Thismatch
is very special for us," said Davidson. "This is
Coach Hammond's alma mater, and last year
at West Point the match was very emotional
and intense. Also, the Cadets won."
Soule feels that with the return of Cirone
and VanBuskirk to an already solid lineup,
the men's squash team can realistically hope
to duplicate its feat of winning top honors at
Nationals, to be held this year at Yale.
FREE TRIPS AND MONEY!! Indi-
viduals and Student Organizations
wanted to promote the Hottest Spring
Break Destinations, call the nation's
leader. Inter-Campus Programs 1-800-
327-6013.
SPRING BREAK- From $299 Includes:
Air, 7 nights Hotel, Transfers, Parties and
More! Nassau/Paradise Island, Cancun,
Jamaica, San Juan. Earn FREE trip plus
commissions as our campus rep! 1-800-
9-BEACH-l
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Men's Basketball
BROWNING SINKS TOP-RANKED COLBY






My eyeballs were about to explode.
That's the best way to describe it.
The sound which escaped my throat was
some sort of sustained Neanderthal roar. It
turned my face purple with its intensity.
I stood on top of the stat-keeper's table,
right on top of the stats I had just spent an
hour-and-a-half keeping. The table wobbled,
so I jumped down. I was still screaming. I
slapped hands with someone, hugged
someone else. The scream just kepton coming
out in waves of primal ecstasy.
We've all experienced something like this
before, most of us probably at a hockey game
after the goal that puts Bowdoin up for good.
But this was not Dayton Arena, and Iwas not
watching hockey. This was Morrell
Gymnasium on Tuesday night, and the
Bowdoin men's basketball team had just
beaten Colby for the first time in six seasons.
Yes, you heard me right. I am a Bowdoin
student, and I was screamingmy eyeballsout
for basketball.
And why not? This year's men's team has
compiled a 9-4 record and is fresh off its most
exhilarating win in recent history, a 71-68




the #1 Mules, who
entered the game 15-1
By Todd Shaw
staff writer
Co-captain Nick Browning '95 hit a clutch
final shot with eight seconds remaining and
nailed eight straight free throws down the
stretch, propelling the men's basketball team
to a thrilling 71-68 victory over the arch-rival
WhiteMules ofColby in MorrellGymnasium
on Tuesday night.
Colbycame toBrunswickwith a 15-1 record
and the top ranking in theNCAA Division HI
New England poll. The Polar Bears, coming
into the game with a solid 8-4 record this
season, had not defeated the Mules in their
lasttwelveattempts. BeforeTuesday, theBears
hadmost recentlydefeatedColbyonFebruary
28, 1987, when they won 91-89.
The game, played in front of a crowd of
over 1200 fans, was a back- and-forth contest
early on. There were 11 lead changes in the
first 12 minutes of play, but when the Polar
Bears went on an 8-2 run, including three-
pointers by Jon Chapman '96 and Elijah
Whitehead '94, they really started to roll.
After Browning converted a double pump
reverse layup at die buzzer, the Bears had
scored the last seven points of the half and
headed to the locker room with a 38-29 lead.
Please see UPSET, page 16.
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breathes a collective sigh of
relief as it ends a seven-





The Bowdoin women's hockey team
snapped a seven-game losing streak last
weekend, pickingup two criticalwins against
UMaine at Orono and Rensselaer Polytech
Institute, which worked to both elevate their
record to a respectable 5-8 and instill in the
team a renewed sense of resolve and
determination.
During the first period, Saturday's game
against UMaine appeared to be just another
contest in which the Polar Bears would be
stymied by their youth and inconsistency.
Maine came out strong with captain Stacy
Rondeau flipping the puck into the top left
corner of the net for an unassisted goal five
minutes into the game. Three minutes later,
her teammate, Amanda Moors, slipped
another in the net to put the Black Bearsahead
2-0. At 17:27, however, Nan Gorton '96
managed to slip the puck behind UMaine's
goalie and change the play to Bowdoin's
advantage for the remainder of the game.
Bowdoin was exceptionally dominant in
the second period, with Gorton scoring again
at 1:18 off of rebounded shotsbyJaneKim '96
and Michel Phanuef '96, and Erika Helmrath
'97adding another goal a minute later forher
second goalof the season.Theunquestionable
highlightoftheperiodwasdiehat trick scored
by sophomore Michel Phanuef. Scoring her
firstgoal offofa stunningbreak-away at 6:06,
Carey Jones '95 controls the puck.
Phanuef slammed another in the net four
minutes later. She tipped the puck in for her
final goal off of assists from Dee Spagnuolo
*% and Carey Jones *95 at 1101. The Black
Bears scored another goal in the third period,
buttheyclearlywere frustratedbyBowdoin's
game and could approach no closer than
Ken Netzorg/Bonriotn Orient
within three goals as the Bears won 6-3.
Although she played only the first two
periods in an attempt to recover from injury,
Gorton certainly made her presence known
in Sunday'sgame against RPI . Gorton scored
Please see WOMEN'S HOCKEY, page 18.
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Davidson '94 announces candidacy for legislature
By David Simmons
news editor
ixDavidson has been "following the office
pretty closely" during his years here, he said.
Since his arrival at Bowdoin in 1990, he has
made it a point to become conversant in is-
Tom Davidson '94 officially declared his sues affecting the stateofMaineand thepeople
candidacy this week for the Maine State Leg- who live here. "I realized as I looked at the
islature, representing Brunswick. Legislature that it was a place where young
He is seeking the seat currently occupied peoplecould go in and make a difference," he
byDemocrat incumbent Sophia Pfeiffer,who said. "It wasn't really as intimidating as run-
represents the50th legislativedistrictof Maine ning for Congress."
in Augusta. Pfeiffer has announced that she To become an official candidate, Davidson
will not be running for the seat this fall. will have to register with the State Ethics
Davidson announced his decision to run Commission. In order to be put on the ballot
for the office in a speech given last night at the for the primary, he will be required to name
Captain Daniel StoneInn in Brunswick. In his the treasurer ofhis campaign and to submit a
address, given before an audience of petition with at least 25 signatures. He must
Brunswick community members, College of- also commit to accepting the nomination of









Bowdoin. He is the







"Ifeel a real responsibility to
see what I can do and be the
voice [ofstudents] in
Augusta ... My time to make










has until April 1 to
submit his petition.
Davidson wanted
to announce his can-
didacy early, before
the party caucuses
that will be held this
Sunday. "[Announc-
ing early] gets your
Erin Sullivan/ Bowdoin Orient
Tom Davidson's campaign for State Legislature will focus on education, the Maine
economy, and radical campaign finance reform.
system, which will produce a more skilled
work force in the future. He is also frustrated
tion of his 4.0 Grade Point Average. name out there," he said. "It establishes you."
Hehas served as a proctor, a member of the Davidson was the only candidate to have
Student Judiciary Board and as a student made an official announcement at press time,
representative to the Board of Trustees. He Davidson emphasized that "there are a lot
has also been the Editor-in-Chief of both the of issues rightnow mat are developing before
Bowdoin Orient and the Bugle, and was Chair our eyes" which he will have to address if he
of the Bowdoin Publishing Company from is elected. In his speech, he discussed three of
1992-1993. In addition to these activities, he these issues that will be the focus of his cam-
was also the captain ofand top-ranked player paign: education, tine stateeconomyand cam-
on the varsity tennis and squash teams. paign reform.
Davidson made his decision to run when He cited the devastating effects the recent
that the poor economy has made attending a
college or university in Maine an impossibil-
ity for many high school graduates.
On a local level, he is hoping to turn to "501
C3s,"ornon-profitcommunityorganizations,
to taking advantage of theNAFTA treaty and
recent advances in technology to launch Maine
businesses into the opening world markets.
He pointed to his experience working with
the World Bank one summer and his author-
ship of two case studies that are used at such
institutions as the Harvard Business School
toperhaps fill in the gaps in schools mat have and Stanford University as an indication of
Sophia Pfeiffer announced last fall that she
would notrun again for the State Legislature.
Pfeiffer urged him to seek the Democratic
nomination, thinking it would be a good ex-
perience, Davidson said.
economic downturn has had on the school
systems in Maine, including a rapidly in-
creasinghigh schooldropout rate. Hepointed
out that economic recovery in Maine must
include expanding the technical education
had importanteducationalprograms cut.The
utilization of people within the community
will establish a relationship between schools
and the community around them, he hopes.
'T feel a real responsibility to seewhat I can do
and be thevoice [ofstudents] in Augusta," he
said. Because he is as close to the problem as
he will ever be, Davidson feels, "My time to
make a difference is now."
He expressed his optimism, however, for
Maine's economic future. He looks forward
his familiarity with economics. "I have a re-
ally good sense of prioritizing in tough times
and recognizing the essential programs" as a
result of his research, he said.
But the central focus of his platform, which
he calls Maine Vision '94, will beon campaign
reform. He feels that term limits alone, which
will be implemented retroactively in the State
Legislature in 19%, will not be effective un-
Pl ease see DAVIDSON, page 4.
Former NEA chairman Frohnmayer to speak
By Mec Sullivan
staff writer
Next week, February 14-17, the College
will present the second installment in its Bi-
centennial lecture series with The Visual Arts
and the Common Good Bicentennial Fine
Arts Institute. This series will look to define
the manner and tine degree to which cultural
values influence art. MarkWethlL Vice-Chair-
man of the Arts Institute Committee, ex-
plained, "Each speaker will, in their own
way, address thewayinwhich artand society
interact in our time."
One of the three lecturers to be featured
willbeJohn Frohnmayer, thechairman ofthe
National Endowment for the Arts from 1989
to 1992, who will give the lecture, "Cultural
Vampirism—Should the United States Have
a Cultural Policy?" In his speech, he will
address the apparent relationship of the arts
to society, an issue which placed him in the
center of tine controversy surrounding the
arts endowment and freedom of expression.
Frohnmayer, who served as head of the
NEA during a controversial period which
questioned its very existence, had always
been interested in both music and law. After
receiving his BA. from Stanford University
and considering the religious life, he earned
hisMA at the University of Chicago, special-
izing in Christian ethics, and later his J.D.
from the University of Oregon.
Throughout his education, he was an ac-
complished singer as well, studying with a
professor from the Julliard School. After his
schooling, he practiced trial law for 17 years.
and later headed the Oregon Arts Commis-
sion. For him, the chairmanship of the Na-
tional Endowment for the Arts was a natural
goal which blended his interests. "I always
thought if there was anything that combined
the arts and law, [I'd do it], and it was the
NEA," he commented.
What he did not realize was the contro-
versy that could arise when art, law, and
politics clashed. Frohnmayer began his ten-
ure as head of the NEA in October 1989, after
the agency had been without a chairperson
for nearly ten months. The preceding sum-
mer, both government officials and the coun-
try as a whole had been involved in a bitter
dispute over the NEA's funding of the sexu-
ally explicit and homoerotic art of photogra-
Inside this issue
News: More on the Status of
Women report. page 3.
A&E: Music Marathon fea-
turestalentedAlums, .page 6.
Opinion: An environment-
friendly Bowdoin? . .page 15.
Sports: Women'ssquash goes
up 15-4intheseason. . page20.
Please see FROHNMAYER, page 8.
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NATO threatens Serbia with air strikes.
The 16-nation Western alliance has given Serbia a 10-
day ultimatum to lift its siege of Sarajevo or face
punitive actions. After a 14-hour contentious meeting at
its headquarters in Brussels, NATO officials stated that
the Serbs must withdraw their artillery and mortar to a
distance of approximately 12 miles from the center of
the city by 1 a.m. on February 21 . The air strikes would
be the first offensive action in the 44-year history of
NATO. President Clinton acknowledged that he was
supportive of the tough stance: "Our nation has clear
interests at stake in this conflict." In other relevant news,
the United States extended formal recognition to the
former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia.
Breakthrough in talks between Israel and the PLO.
Yasir Arafat and Israeli Foreign Minister Shimon Peres
reached an agreement over the status of the Gaza Strip
and the West Bank town of Jericho. Among the major
issues agreed on following several weeks of intensive
negotiations include the question of the management of
border posts between Gaza and Egypt and between
Jericho and Jordan. Moreover, the passage in and out of
Jericho and the role of the Palestinian civil administration
in Jericho were among other agreements reached between
the two sides. The final accord will be negotiated between
Arafat and Israel's Prime Minister Yitzhak Rabin.
Japanese Prime Minister Morihiro Hosokawa to meet
with Clinton over trade issues.
Hosokawa arrives in Washington today to meet with the
President to assess progress in talks under a July 1993
agreement aimed at reducing Japan's huge trade surplus
and improving U.S. access to its domestic markets. The
meetings will focus on three major aspects: global issues
including AIDS, population and the environment;
macroeconomic issues; and sectoral issues. U.S. Trade
Representative Mickey Kantor stated, "We are looking for
tangible progress."
Drought and fighting endangerover2 million Sudanese.
A severe drought has led to a failed harvest and depleted
food stocks in southeastern Sudan. Furthermore, the
KhartoumGovernment is reported tohave troops massed in
southern towns tocontinue a majoroffensive against villages
controlled by rebel forces. United Nations aid workers
acknowledged that over70,000refugees were fleeing
toward theUgandanborder andanother30,000others
were fleeing from heavy fighting near the border
with Zaire. The presentcalamitous situation inSudan
is among many in the 10-year civil war between the
Islamic fundamentalist north and the Christian south.
Figure skater Tonya Harding files a $20 million
lawsuit against the U.S. Olympic Committee.
Robert C. Weaver Jr. , who is representing Harding in
the investigation over the clubbing attack on Nancy
Kerrigan, asked an Oregon court on Wednesday to
delay a hearing scheduled by the USOC for next
Tuesday to discuss her eligibility for the Olympics.
USOC executive director Harvey Schiller promptly
responded by filing a motion in Portland, Oregon to
throw out the lawsuit. Schiller also stated, "We (the
USOC) are not focusing on criminal issues (with
Harding) at all. I think there are issues ofconduct and
sportsmanship." Jeff Gillooly, Harding's former
husband, requested permission to attend the hearing
to testify against her.
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This Week's Bowdoin Orient Trivia Question:
Who 's tail end is this ?
Carey Jones/ Bowdoin Orient
*Win a FREE Domino's Pizza and Two Sodas*
y
What Bowdoin staff member
drives a car with this license plate?
Be the first to call the Bowdoin
Orient's answering machine at x3300
with the correct response and win a
free pizza arid two sodas. Don't
forget to leave your name and
phone number.
Congratulations to Joshua
Aronson '95 for being the first caller
with the correct response for last
week's contest. There are 320
milligrams of tar in every pack of
Tull Flavor QUALITY Filter King"
cigarettes. For anyone wondering,
Eleni Carras'95 is much better now
and no longer requires the iron lung.
She would love to hear from you!
a*
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Report of the Committee on the Status of Women at Bowdoin
In March of 1991, on the occasion of the 20th anniversary of coeduction at Bowdoin,
President Edwards established a committee to assess the status of women at Bowdoin and to
make recommendations for change. The President wrote in his charge:
The time has now come to explore whether the goals of coeducation have been met, to
assess the structures and processes of the College that may impede or secure the place of women
as full partners, and to identify and rectify inequities that may remain for women at Bowdoin
Our exploration revealed serious problems for women
The Committee determined mat three types of information were needed quantitative,
qualitative and anecdotal. Four subcommittees were formed to gather information on: 1)
admissions, financial aid and post-graduate issues; 2) academic issues; 3) student life; 4)
employment issues.
Regarding quantitative information, preliminary inquiries quickly determined that the
needed databases did not exist in readily accesible forms. In the case of institutional data, the
breakdown by gender is not systematically available. And in the case of sexual harassment and
date rape, for example, neither the policy nor the process exists to allow the systematic and
reliable collection of data. The Committee, therefore, was without die necessary resources to
form a comprehensive statistical picture of the status of women at Bowdoin We address these
vital needs in our recommendations.
Early in its work the Committee initiated discussions with members of the Bowdoin
community. It soon became apparent that many women felt vulnerable and were afraid to speak
out. Some did speak with members of the Committee, but with the explicit condition that their
conversations be kept strictly confidential.
In view of the unwillingness of both women and men to speak publicly, the Committee
decided that qualitative data could be collected only in a comprehensive confidential survey of
the entire Bowdoin community. However, we had doubts both that people would respond
honestly to a survey conducted by the Committee and that the survey results would be accepted
by all members of the Bowdoin community as a valid assessment of the status of women on
campus. We concluded that, for validity, an outside organization should conduct a campus-
wide survey. Thus President Edwards was approached about the feasibility of hiring an outside
group to conduct the survey. Ultimately the survey was not funded.
In summary, the Committee discovered strong evidence of a very chilly climate for women
at Bowdoin Fear, distrust and the perception of vulnerability are of such magnitude
within every level of the institution that the Committee urges immediate action We
recommend:
An Oversight Committee, with campus-wide representation be formed to review
information on an on-going basis concerning the status of women at Bowdoin This
Oversight Committee should report its findings and recommendations to the College
community on an annual basis.
The College, based on recommendations of the Oversight Committee, strengthen,
clarify, disseminate and develop policies and procedures to secure the place of
women as full partners at Bowdoin
The Office of Institutional Research make it a priority to collect
gender-coded information to form the basis of a comprehensive database. Historical
information should be included when possible. The Office of Institutional Research
will provide information to the Oversight Committee as requested.
The College fund a campus-wide survey to assess the campus climate
forwomen This survey should be conducted by an outside organization under the
auspices of the Oversight Committee. Such a survey should be done periodically so
mat the College can begin to understand longitudinal trends.
The Committee believes that the implementation of these recommendations will move the















Status of Women: The full report
The Orient was pleased
with the positive reaction to
the article run last week on the
report of the Committee on the
Status ofWomen at Bowdoin. It
has come to our attention,
however, that many who read
the article also wished to read
the actual report.
In the interest of promoting
informed discussion about the
issues raised in the report, and
in light of the faculty meeting
that will be held on Monday,
where such issues might be
raised, we have reprinted the
report in its entirety (left). We
have also included the memo
President Edwards attached to
the report when he distributed
it to several committees last
fall (below).
MEMORANDUM
To: Bowdoin Administrative Staff Steering Committee
FromrRobert H. Edwards
Date: November 15, 1993
Subject: Attached Report of Committee on the Status of Women
I'm looking forward to discussing the attached document with you on Novem-
ber 18. It is troubling reading for a president who has seen in the last two
years or so a number of powerful institutional changes fortifying the status of
women at Bowdoin. According to Institutional Research, in this period:
- in middle-level administrative hirings, the gender breakdown has been 37
female, 2 1 male;
- appointments to tenure-track positions have been 6 female, 5 male; tenure-
track positions are now 63.3 percent female; in the past three years 8 women
and 8 males have received tenure;
- in the last two years the "yield" on admitted women, which used to trail that
of men by 10 percentage points, has become slightly better than that of men.
Bowdoin's enrollment is now almost exactly 50 percent female (751 M; 747 F);
In addition, fraternities are now required to be co-educational;
- assertive, unambiguous action has been taken in instances of sexual harass-
ment, and a revised policy is under study;
- a women's studies major has been established;
- an initial concern for gender equity in pay of last year's Peat-Marwick Study
is now being followed by a still more detailed study.
I believe these facts indicate with clarity that Bowdoin College is determined
to advance the equality and participation of women and that many women are
succeeding. They do not in themselves, however, indicate that we are yet fully
successful in creating an environment in which women can flourish equally
with men. What is most troubling to me is the belief of the attached report
that women are afraid to talk about this subject. An atmosphere in which
members of this community fear the consequences of their self-expression
would be intolerable.
I therefore seek your counsel about the implications of this report and its
recommendations — on one of which, the collection of better data analyzed
by gender, we are already at work. We can also consider the implications of





February 10, 11 & 12
Thursday, February 10: Senior Pub Night with drink specials and winter's Weekend t-shirt
giveaways.
Friday, February 11: Men's Hockey vs. Hamiliton @ 7:00 p.m.
Following the game in the Moulton Union...
Casino Night!
-featuring reggae music by Lambsbread, Zelda the fortune teller, a caricature artist, the Meddies, free gameroom, free food and Red Stripe
on tap in the Pub.
-in Main Lounge: free gambling! Craps, blackjack, poker and a wheel of fortune ! Use your winnings to buy chances to win the grand
prize:
A free vacation for two anywhere in the U.S. donated by Cook's Travel! Others great prizes were donated by Brunswick Flower
Shop, Wlldflour Bakery, the Kitchen, Ben and Jerry's, Matt and Dave's Video Venture, the Bohemian Coffeehouse, TCBY, The
Works, Tontine Fine Candles, the Meddles, ttw Pah, the Game Room and the Bookstore.
Saturday, February 12: All Day Music Festival! Games on the Quad! Sign up in the Union to win cash
prizes.
Men's Hockey vs. Williams @ 3:00 p.m...
After the game: Pub Happy Hour.
In Pickard Theater @ 8:30 pm, the comedy of
What do vou know
about genocide?
The Second City!
$2 with a Bowdoin I.D.
The Co; brings \ou
\ /) a v o / A w a re n c s s
about Bosnia
llt>J.!\
Students iKitionu ide w ill he iall\ m<
tor aw arene^ and aid. I el s make
Hi>\wk>in a i\ui.
\









Sheridan Kelley / Botpdoin Orinrf
Those God Damn Independents
Posters like this one were ubiquitous during Rush
Week, perhaps signalling a shift in the collective Col-
lege attitude toward Rush. But did they influence drop
decisions? See the data on pages 10-11 for details.
New Exec. Board members
face full plate of tough issues
By Emiily Church
assistant news editor
With the four of the five newly elected
members present, the Executive Board had a
full agenda for the Monday, February7 meet-
ing. Members of SafeSpace Claudine Solin
'94andAnneKelsey '95, presented theirviews
of the new sexual harassment policy that is
still in draft form. Financial aid was also
discussed.
Jackie Zinn '97, Payne Cave '97, Gerald
DiGiusto '96, Ellen Brown '95, and Braden
More '95 were voted onto the Board by a
campus-wide election that took place on
Thursday, February 3. ExecutiveBoard Chair
Holt Hunter "96 is excited about the new
members, but wishes that the election had
been more participatory.
"There is great composition, with two
women, three men, two juniors, one sopho-
more and two first-yearsnow on the Board,"
Hunter said. "We had six people running for
five spots, which was unfortunate. It repre-
sents the ongoing problem of the difficult
structure of the Executive Board. We are too
low profile, which is why we're considering
overhauling the current system."
Although the Board faces a full schedule
this semester, Hunter is determined to make
a review of the Executive Board a primary
issue. "We're going full steam ahead," he
said. "We will deal with the other issues, but
mis is of paramount concern." Members of
the Board are currently researching constitu-
tionsfromoverfiftyschoolsforpossible leads.
Solin and Kelsey, from SafeSpace, spoke
about the sexual harassment policy that has
been under consideration by theAdministra-
tion since last summer. Although they are
very encouraged by the new draft, the mem-
bers are concerned by the length of time it is
taking for the Administration to get the re-
port out to faculty and students for feedback.
Safe Space is not comfortable standing be-
hind the current school policy, citing thepro-
cedural difficulties in reporting incidents,and
also ambiguity on the rights of both victims
and the accused. Although SafeSpace wants
the Administration to expedite the process,
they also believe that there are revisions that
are necessary before a final draft is agreed
upon. The Executive Board has decided to
wait to take any definitive action on the issue
until it has been further researched.
Financial aid anddiversitywere also major
issues. The Strategic Planning Task Force is
looking for Executive Board support in an
educational forum slated for March which
willoutline the specifics of financial aid. Such
topics ashowaid isdistributed,whyBowdoin
is not need blind, and the long-term plan for
aid and its effect on diversity will be ad-
dressed. The Student Aid office is also hop-
ing to establish a committee of students edu-
cated in the aid process to voice constructive
criticism relating to financial aid.
Other issues on the agenda included the
possibilityofa higher student :facul ty ratio to
match the College's expansion, investigations
intotheclosednatureofJudiciaryBoard hear-
ings, and Security's proposal for a committee
of students to review parking violations.
Seniors urged to sweeten the kitty
By Brooke Carlson
contributor
During this Bicentennial year, the Senior
Pledge Program is being introduced. Eliza-
beth Orlic, Assistant Director ofAnnual Giv-
ing, is overseeing the program, coined
"Sweeten the Kitty" by mis year's Drive
Chairs: Heather Young '94, James Hale '94
and Brooke Carlson '94.
This program, which is part of the Alumni
Fund, will focus on obtaining pledges for
future gifts of unrestricted funds to go di-
rectly into the College's operating budget,
not the endowment. Contributions to the
Alumni Fund help bridge the gap between
tuition and fees and the actual cost ofeducat-
ing each Bowdoin student
The following are three principal areas of
College operations supported by the Alumni
Fund: the financial aid program,whichmeets
the full financial needsofapproximately40%
of the student body; Student Services, which
encompass the costs of counseling, admis-
sionsand extracurricular activities;and Insti-
tutional Services, for support of Bowdoin's
faculty, libraries and academic and athletic
programs. "Sweeten the Kitty" hopes to get
Seniors involved as alums before they actu-
ally leave the College. SincetheAlumniFund's
inception in 1869, Bowdoin alums have con-
sistently demonstrated a high level ofannual
support,enabling theCollege to preserveand
enhance the Bowdoin experience.
"Sweeten the Kitty" is shooting high for
100% class participation this year. That is to
say, it is participation, not the amount of the
contribution, that this program stresses.
"Sweeten the Kitty" begins officially Feb-
ruary 1 1 with solicitation letters being mailed
to all Seniors. From the 14th to the 18th a
pledge tablewill be setup in Moulton Union.
Active solicitation will begin the21stand will
run up to the 7th of March. Seniors, you will
be contacted individuallyduring this period.
Remember, a pledge allows you untilJune of
1995 to make your payment.
This type of program, although new this
year at Bowdoin, has long been in place at
such rival schools as Amherst Bates, Colby,
Dartmouth, Bucknell, Hamilton, Wellesley,
Middlebury, Williams and many others. The
Bicentennial is an opportune time to start
Bowdoin's Senior Hedge Program offwith a
bang.
The Class of '94 has experienced a great
deal during its four years together atBowdoin
and participation in the activities of thiswon-
derful institution will notendonCommence-
ment Day. Seniors, ensure your role in
Bowdoin's future by being part of the Senior
Pledge Program today.
Do You Want VISA & MasterCard Credit Cards?
Now you can have two of the moat recognized and
accepted credit cards In the world-Visa* and MasterCard*
credit cards...-|n your name." EVEN IFYOU ARE NEW IN
CREDIT or HAVE BEEN TURNED DOWN BEFORE!
VISA* and MasterCard* the credit cards you




REPAIRS—AND TO BUILD YOUR CREDIT RATING!
No turn downs!
No credit checks!
No security deposit I
Send the coupon today
Your credit cards are waiting!
-•gap*
\[Mii^Z ' want ^SA^/MASTERCARD* Credit








NOTE: MutoGud tea KgMeicd tndemufc of MaHeiCaid International. Inc.
Vha is a registered traoVmrii of VISA USA. Inc. and VISA In*mabona!
MAIL THIS NO RISK COUPON TODAY I
I
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Students question academic computing services
College Issues: Student
reaction to the recent com-
puter lab move has been
less than positive, forcing
students and staff to re-
examine the viability of the
entire system. But is the
discontent justified? Mea-
sured against similar
schools, how do Bowdoin's
computing facilities stack
up?
By Benjamin S. Beach
CONTRIBUTOR
In the wake of the change in the location of
die old Hubbard Hall computer lab, student
concernover the quality ofthe academic com-
puting system has increased. In light of the
level ofcomputingservicesprovidedby other
small New England colleges, this perceived
deficiencyhas become even more important.
It is a typical weeknight in the Hawthorne-
Longfellowcomputer lab.Teeming with frus-
tration over the sluggishness of her com-
puter, a student asks, "Do you guys hate mis
lab as much as I do?" The lab monitor takes it
upon himself to respond, "Yeah, just give it a
minute so the hamsters can start running
around on their wheels and if11 spit out your
disk."
Whether it is accurate or not, the percep-
tion of many Bowdoin students is that the
computing systems offered to them are not
adequate.Tad Macy, Acting Director ofCom-
puter Services, initially addressed the issue
with optimism. "1 think we're doing very
well," he said, but then clarified with "better
man average."
Macy's cautious, almost tentativeapproach
to questions regarding the limitations of the
system speaks to a frustration which he may
well share with the rest of the campus. His
softlyspoken,painfullyextractedadmittance
that "thebudget constraints are such. .." hangs
in the air like a carefully disguised elephant
Dana Bettinger '97, who is in her second
semester of computer science class, points to
the obsolescence of the available terminals as
a source of grievance. "All of the [Macintosh]
SE's are completely outdated, and over-
worked moreover." She adds, "All of the
Macs have problems with Polar freezing up
forup to five minutes at a timeand often boot
you out of TCP Connect [the program that
allows connection with Polar] entirely."
The Macintosh SE's, which make up the
entirety of the Macintosh terminals in the
Hawthorne-Longfellow lab, were purchased
in 1987. In total, more than 50% of the com-
putersavailable for studentuseareSE's,which
are either six or seven years old.
The Manager of User Services and Aca-
demic Computing, Harry Hopcroft, agrees
that tile older computersneed to be replaced.
"The screen is too small and the machine is
simply too slow to run the software," he said,
adding, "I put in a lot of money to replace
them in my budget, but I heard it was cut."
Most of the newer, more advanced Macin-
tosh Centris 650, Ilci and Ilex computers are
Williams, Bates and
Colby all have at least
one lab which is open
24 hours a day. ,
reserved for tile math lab because they were
bought with government grants for specific
use with "Mathematica" software and thus
get placed in labs which are reserved for
specific classes. The computerswhich receive
tile most use are the ones which have the
lowest capability.
Macy described the computers as "aging."
Heexpressed his desire to replace them more
rapidly, "but ifs very expensive," he said.
Still, he insists that "there should not be sig-
nificant delays."
"Iwouldgenerallysaythatcomputersneed
to be replaced every three years," explained
Mark Berman, Director ofTechnical Services
atWilliamsCollege, where, ashepointed out,
"basically nothing is more than two years
old." He confidently explained that Williams
underwenta completeturnaround threeyears
ago in computer services and "started from
scratch and rebuilt everything."
This investmentmaypaybigdividends for
Sheridan Kelley/ Bowdoin Orient
Frustrated and exasperated students are not too hard to find around the computer labs
these days.
the College, especially with prospective stu-
dents. Dean of Admissions Dick Steele ob-
served that computing facilities are an "in-
creasing concern" ofpotential applicants,and
students looking at Bowdoin are becoming
increasingly sophisticated concerning com-
puter capabilities.
only four available lines.
Some schools, such as Dartmouth, Wil-
liams, Swarthmore and Colby, have hard-
wired campus residences, so a student's com-
puter need only be plugged into the existing
wall jack for the user to have complete access
to all facets of the College system. Currently,
Currently, it appears that the two schools more than 40% of the Williams campus is
hard-wired directly into the mainframe com-
puter, and willhavejacks in "every room that
humans use within two years," said Berman.
He noted that as the number of residences
with jacks increased, the use of the lab com-
puters would decrease and thereby reduce
the budget needed to meet the demand for
terminals.
,
$^vou)d love to have every student have
data connection," said Macy, but said that it
offer an equally impressive array of software
for students to use. A Bowdoin student at a
lab terminal has access to e-mail, Telnet, FTP,
Wordperfect, Microsoft Word, Desktop Pub-
lishing, File Transfer, Spread Sheet,
Mathematica, and a wide variety of statistical
software. The 'Talk" software, which allows
students to communicate in real-time with
other "Internet" servers has been remqyed
because it contained a bug which
was tiie cause of many of the net- mmm___
work "crashes" which occurred
during tine first semester. The soft-
ware willbe reinstalledduring the
summer.
Theproblem may He in students'
ability to gain access to terminals
which can effectively run the soft-
ware. "EveryotherCollege or uni-
versity that I know of either has a
24-hour lab or has dorm room con-
nections or both, so that students ,^^""~~
can access a computer or printer at
any time," explained Bettinger. The would be at least "several years" before the
Hawthorne-Longfellow lab is open from 8:30 technology could be implemented. He esti-
"The lab monitors say,
'I'm sorry, we know, and
there's nothing we can
do about it.'"





a.m. to 11:45 p.m. Monday through Friday,
while the other labshave more limited hours.
Williams, Bates and Colby all have at least
one lab which is open 24 hours a day.
Currently, Bowdoin has a total of 63 com-
puters, 8 of which are IBM compatible, avail-
able for its 1450 students. Lab monitor John
Canders '96 observed that there are enough
computers to meet word processing needs,
but "not enough for e-mail use." Berman
estimated that Williams, with its approxi-
mately 2100 students, had at least 150 com-
puters available for student use, 40 of which
were IBM and the rest of which were Macin-
tosh. Macy expressed doubt that Bowdoin
would increase therawnumberofcomputers
it owns anytime in the near future, but said,
"We're going to try."
As of yet, students have been unable to
access Polar or the other programs available
on the College terminals from locations out-
side the labs. In two weeks, however, stu-
dents in campus residences who have tine
ROLMphone system will be able to make use
of what Macy describes as "limited data ser-
vice" through Dataphone technology. Stu-
dents will becharged $30per semester forthe
service which will allow them access to tile
Polar, Phebe, and Bruin networks. Students
with Nynex telephone service can access the
system using a modem, although there are
mated it would cost hundreds of thousands
of dollars to hard-wire the campus. Interest-
ingly, when the College installed the new
phone system, it also installed the expensive
Ethernet cabling which would allow for a
high speed, hard-wired network. Unfortu-
nately, much more investment is necessary
before Bowdoin students can operate com-
pletely out of their rooms.
Ifany problem with Bowdoin computing is
for certain, it is a lack of communication be-
tween students and members of the staff.
Macy explained, "The hardest thing for us is
thatwe don'tknow what students want. They
need to tell us." Macy recommended that
students go to the "help desk" located in
Hubbard Hall to voice any problems or sug-
gestions. He also suggested that students
make use of the Lab monitorswho even now
are undergoing training to help them better
understand the system.
Students,however, say they'veall butgiven
up going to the monitors. One commented
that in response to her laments about delays
and system freeze-ups, "the lab monitors say,
I'm sorry, we know, and there's nothing we
can do about it.'"
Whatever theperception ofacademic com-
puting at Bowdoin, the apparent reality is
simply thatbudgetprioritiesareconstraining
the College's ability to compete in this area.
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And the band played on. .
.
College sponsors series ofAlumni concerts to celebrate historical and musical traditions
Office of Communications
Bicentennial Celebration
Part II kicks off with a day-
long tribute to music at
Bowdoin.
By Amy E. Welch
ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT EDITOR
Over a dozen alumni musicians and the»r
accompanists will descend upon Bowdoin
this Saturday for the Bicentennial Music Mara-
thon. Events include performances of folk,
classical, 20th<entury classical and popular
music.
The Marathon kicks off the second half of
Bowdoin's Bicentennial celebration and the
Bicentennial Fine Arts Institute and is a trib-
ute to Bowdoin's commitment to the study
and performanceofmusic. Performances will
be held in the Main Lounge of the Moulton
Union and in the Chapel. (See special calen-
dar this page for performers and times.)
The Bowdoin Bach-
elors originally existed
from 1961-1969 as a
men's augmented
double quartet. They
performed on and off
campus at alumni club
gatherings, other col-
leges and universities,
local civic and commu-
nity organizations and
singing competitions.
This reunion is coordi-
nated by local alum
Robert B.Jarrattffl '64.
Iris Brooks 75, of
Pomona, New York, is




Simons, shewill be per-
forming a program en-
titled "Ethnic and Elec-
tric." Brooks has per-
formed in eight coun-
tries, as well as at
Carnegie Hall, the
Smithsonian Institu- S. Keith Outlaw 79
tion, NY Open Center, Joyce Theater and
universities and cultural centers across this
country.
Jerry Bryant 76 will be performing tradi-
tional sea songs for his portion of the celebra- sic-poetry." Griggs uses guitar, synthesizer, ("TheTonightShow") and for occasions such
tion, focusing especially on those with Maine electronicsandpercussion toenhanceBlume's
connections. He has performed at various poetry. He has performed all over the U.S.
festivals throughoutNew England including and Europe, even taking his unique talents as
Office ofCommunications
as Command Performances from the White
House. He will also be performing a solo
program of jazz music for the Marathon.
William Owen 76, the organist/choirmas-
ter at Christ Church Christiana Hundred in
Roger Delaware, will fill theChapelwith thesounds
F-frrhdiffe of "Pascaglia in E Minor" and "Allegro from
Symphony VI." Owen studied at Yale,
Harvard and the Vienna State Academy of
Music in addition to his time at Bowdoin. He
also served as a research assistant to Aaron
Copland and was a soloist with the New
Haven Symphony Orchestra.
Another dynamic duo is that of Philip N.
Reynolds '66 andJudy Evans Moody '77who
accompanies him at the piano. Reynolds, a
clarinetist, plays with several community
and per- bands in New Jersey. Moody, who lives in
forming South Harpswell, Maine, is the organist for
The Bowdoin Bachelors are together again for the Music Marathon.*0611* tor me West Harpswell Baptist Church.
Burkholder'84willbeperformingthreeworks English-speakingaudiences.Hehasproduced A piece entitled "Tattooed Barbie" is the
for solo viola, including one by Bowdoin's two solo recordings of these songs as well as program for oboe playerLibby Van Cleve '80
own Elliot Schwartz. Recently she was fea- a series of live concerts. Accompanied by and composer/bass guitarist Jack Vees. Van




















































the first solo per-









forming a program of
contemporary folk
music such as his own
most well-known
pieces "Old Zeb" and
"Song for Gale." As a
singer/ songwriter,
manyofhisworkswere
inspired by the time he
spent restoring and
crewing on the schoo-
ner "Bowdoin."
The duo of S. Keith
Outlaw 79 and David
Sherman 76 combines
two very different ex-
periences for their per-
formance. Father Out-
law is accustomed to




panied Outlaw on pi-
ano, ismostused toThe
Comic Strip and the
BackPorchRestaurant
Outlaw's perfor-
mances began during Iris Brooks 75 will perform ethnic music.
and has studied
with some of the
best-known obo-
ists in the country.

























his years at Bowdoin when hewas a member The performances begin at 1 :30 p.m. and
Composer/musician Peter Griggs 74 will of the still-popular Meddies. Sherman has continue until 9:00 p.m. The Music Marathon
combine his musical talents with the poetry been busy arranging jazz and band pieces is sponsored by the Donald M. Zuckert Visit-
of Jilllan Blume in their performance of "mu- used by such groups as the NBC Orchestra ing Professorship and is open to the public.
-v a r* - '- ' «
MchoIasUnd«iuTgpbmo. "YORK,
MAINE: findes decks' (1992£
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Comedytnxyecomes toBowdoin Bowdoin Art Club
By Maggie Chartier
contributor
Has yourFebruarybeen a littledepressing
and cold lately? Have you been wondering
when (or if) you are ever going to see the
ground again? Well, hey, for one night stop
worrying about this wonderful weather and
cheer up with comedy straight from Chi-
cago. Brought to us by the Student Union
Committee (SUC), as part of their quest to
liven up this drearyFebruary, they are bring-
ing in a group who have been seen all over
the country, even here at Bowdoin last year.
Theywerevery well received, in fact "There
was a full house!" said a student who was
present at theirperformance last year. These
comedians are called The Second City, and,
yes, they are in relation to "SCTV" ("Second
City Television").
These actors and actresses "combine
sketches using over three decades' worth of
dassic ... material with improvisa tional com-
edy, which relies on suggestions from the
audience." In their comedy routines they
provide a tastefully humorous view on so-
«*VI
cial issues. In fact "I'm surprised they are
not more political," was a comment made
by one student.
The Second City was started in 1959, in
Chicago, and has been growing ever since.
Manyfamous present-day comedians such
as AlanAIda, John Belushi, BillMurrayand
Joan Rivers got their start in this organiza-
tion. From a small local group to a major
touring company, The Second City is sure
to please once again here at Bowdoin.
The performance is open to the public
and general admission is $8.00, but if you
have a Bowdoin ID it is only $2.00. So drag
a friend with you to Pickard Theater, Me-
morial Hall, on Saturday, February 12, at
8:30 p.m., and be prepared for an outstand-
ing comedy show mat is sure to keep you
warm well into March. This energetic show
is sure to pack another full house and keep
everyone rolling in the aisles. Don't miss
this opportunity to see future famous co-
medians in action. Tickets are available at
the Moulton Union Information Desk,
MacBean's Music in Brunswick and
Amadeus Music in Portland.
Treisman proposes making math
and science accessible to minorities
By Adrienn e Weiner
contributor
On February 4th, Dr. Uri Treisman, direc-
tor of the Charles A. Dana Center for Math-
ematics and Science Education and professor
of mathematics at the University of Texas at
Austin presented a lecture entitled "Curricu-
lum, Culture, and Community: Democratize
UndergraduateMauiandScienceEducation."
He spoke about his study of minority stu-
dents in calculuscourses atU.C. Berkeley, the
conclusions he drew from his research, and
offered advice to Bowdoin as a small liberal
arts college mat should play an important
role in making the exploration of math and
-V
science available and desirable to minority
students. '
Dr. Treisman's passion for improving
higher education developed after teaching a
first-yearcalculus class at Berkeley in the mid
70s. He had no prior teaching experience; all
of his work had been research in mathemat-
ics. He claimed mat he learned to teach from
a book called "How toTeach"(from the same
series as "How to Bake Bread" and "How to
Install a Tile Floo r") . While teachingmis class,
he identified a pervading sense of boredom
and frustrationamonghis students. This con-
cerned him, so he joined the Teaching Com-
mittee and the Affirmative Action Commit-
tee. There, hestumbled upon disturbing data
showing that very few minority students re-
ceived Ds or better in first-year calculus at
U.C. Berkeley. There was clearly a problem,
one thatTreisman could not ignore.Hemade
mis data available to the public and received
Please see TREISMAN, page 8.
On February 14th . .
Make A Statement
THE BRUNSWICK FLOWER SHOP
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In the first student-sponsored exhibit of
this magnitude, "Artists Within: StudentCre-
ativity and Work/" allows its audience to
discover the names of student artists and
trends ofmodern painting, printing and pho-
tography. Until the end of February, this ex-
hibition ofstudentart will beheld in Lancaster
Lounge, and exists in conjunction with
Bowdoin's Bicentennial Fine Arts Institute.
This installation features works by several
students including Adriana Bra tu '96, Sharon
Price '94, Melanie Taylor '94, Bryn Owen '96,
Derrick Alderman '96, Laura Groves '96, Ben
Smith '96, Michelle Li '96 and many
more. The exhibit is the fruit of one
plan: to make the beauty of modern
student art more visible to the
Bowdoin community.
The Art Club has played an inte-
gral part in encouraging all students
to participate in art activities.Regard-
ing the show, Bra tu said, "There is no
set theme.... We have only correlated
between arrangement of color and
the visually interesting.
This presentation is a small step to
point out that student artists want to
be taken seriously. "This effort to
motivate interest in art itselfpresents
a variety ofwork, ranging from char-
coal-and-white self-portraits to still-
life oil and acrylic paintings. There is
a little something for everyone.
Bratu describes her submission of
a printoftheSearles Science Building
as "a visual reversal of reality. When
you draw a plate for printmaking,
you draw the opposite of what you
I saw it." This aquatint etching is one ofmany
fascinating perceptions of space and time on
view at Lancaster.
Bratu, along with the members of the Art
Club, hope to see the entireBowdoin commu-
nity engage in the exhibit. In a light-hearted
manner, Bratu equated this show with the
French nineteenth-century "Le salon de
refuse"," in which artists such as Monet and
Degas, did nothave the opportunity to attend
the big academic exhibits. The point being,
although the names may be unknown to the
public, this small-scale show deserves con-
sideration. These works successfully reflect a
common fascination with the rational, the
spontaneous and the marvelous.
Beyond presenting works of students, the
organizers pursue another important goal:
enticing the Bowdoin community to partake
of and enjoy the world of art.
see. I, however, drew the Building as





Dr. Houston Baker, Jr. delivered his lec-
ture entitled "Everybody Knows the Real
Thing, butMagic BringsUsHome: Notes for
a Multicultural Age,? on Thursday night in
Kresge Auditorium. -Baker is a published
poet and a scholar of AfricanAmerican lit-
eratureand cultureand ispresentlya profes-
sor of English at the University ofPennsyl-
vania. His was the latest speech in theJohn
BrownRussworm Lecture Series sponsored
by the Africana Studies Program, the Afri-
can American Society, the English depart-
ment and the Lectures and Concerts Com-
mittee.
Baker took an autobiographical approach
to h» thesis that crossing cultural bound-
aries stimulates the creative process; He
spoke of the great magical figures of his
childhood, educated and brilliant African
Americanswho set his imagination alight.
Through their talent and passion he was
"transported'' to a place of culture and
mysticism that remained the focus of his
artistic career.Thesefiguresseemed todraw
,
their power from the cultures mat met
within them,oldandnewworld ideologies
and artistic impulses. Baker also stressed
'identities before taking on the project of
;
realizing multiculturalism. It is impossible
'to startlookingforcommonalitiesbetween
groups ofpeople when those groups have
not yet defined themselves.
.
Contactbetween cultures initiates afun-
damental change in the reality ofboth cul-
tures. The first cross-cultural contact che-
ated anew Black man,but itcreated "anew
Whiteman too." This effect is irreversible.
There is no possibility of remaining the
same once the border regions have been
entered. Thepotential for magic lies in the
region between cultures, and the realism
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CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1.
pher RobertMapplethorpeand the religiously
critical pictures of artist Andres Serrano.
After many conservative senators and rep-
resentatives urged the NEA to withdraw its
support of Serrano, the Concoran Gallery in
Washington became concerned that it would
lose its funding because of plans to show a
Mapplethorpe exhibit, and refused to display
his photographs.
Cries of censorship echoed, but many felt
that thegovernmentshouldnotfund artwhich
questioned our culture's "values." Senator
Jesse Helms proposed an amendment which
would have banned grants for "obscene" and
"indecent" art. While a less strict version of
the bill passed, the power to prohibit certain
types of art was eventually struck down as
unconstitutional
.
When he first entered this environment,
Frohnmayer still believed he could "negoti-
ate the crisis; if you just got everyone at the
table, then reasonable minds would prevail."
This attitude led to Frohnmayer's first les-
son in Washington politics about the true
motivations for action. "Jesse Helms needed
to solidify his constituency and raise money,
and he could work people up by saying, 'Are
you willing to pay for art that attacks your
religion?'," Frohnmayer explained. He had
learned the reality of politics, admitting that
"the business of Washington is not solving
problems."
However, when he took the position at the
NEA, Frohnmayer seemed as if he would
yield to the conservative initiatives and pres-
sures. His first act as chairman was to with-
draw an approved grant of $10,000 fdr an art
show about AIDS at Artists Space, a non-
profit gallery in New York City, because it
contained images of homosexuality and its
literature included criticisms ofCardinalJohn
O'Connor and government officials like
Helms.
This decision is one mat he now regrets. "I
acted too quickly—I suspended the grant be-
fore I went to see theshow . I needed togamer
factsbefore I tookpublic action,and Icouldn't
let the news media set the schedule."
The consequences of withdrawing funds,
however, led to his modifying hisown beliefs
regarding the relationship between the First
Amendment and the arts. Asa trial lawyer he
had used the First Amendment as a "tool,"
yet as the chairman of the NEA, the realm of
the effects of his actions "became real to me."
He described his evolution in views: "I went
in as a First Amendment moderate, butcame
out as a FirstAmendment absolutist. It is true
that our beliefs are unformed until tested;
mine were just tested in a very public way."
Frohnmayerhas sincefought forFirstAmend-
ment rights for all artists.
The tension involved in the relationship
between arts and political forces overshad-
owed many of the goals hewanted to accom-
plish, such as expanding tine arts to rural and
inner city areas and increasing international
exchange of artistic ideas. Instead,
Frohnmayer was forced to fight for the
organization's survival in the face of the con-
troversy surrounding its funding of sexually
explicit and politically challenging art.
For this reason, he cites "the mere survival
of the arts endowment" as a major accom-
plishment of his tenure. "The Helms amend-
ment," he said, "hopefullywas a lesson to the
arts world and to Congress. Experience with
that should give Congress morepause before
they do the same again."
The controversy demonstrates the fragile
relationship which exists between art and
government. Constitutionally, they are not
reciprocal. Hesaid, "Government has no place
in determining art's content; it should only
determine artistic excellence. Congress has a
right, a duty, to criticize the process, but by
questioning what is considered art, it violates
the First Amendment."
Frohnmayer sees the proper role of the
Lecturer Houston Baker in Kresge on Thursday evening. sticrtdan Keller/Bowdom unat
Tl A T/"T2T} moving and pushing the boundaries of his/U/\KLK herlalmt
Finally, Baker spokeof the "supreme love"
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 7. ofthe artist-* quaUtyhe'dseenin those first
tocthenewrealitybroughtonbytheinterac- magical beings. The goal ofour society is the
tion between two separate entities. But out of "production and fostering of a love supreme
this transition comes also a feeling of for a complex century ahead."
homelessness. The artist iscompelled to keep MuWculturalism is our hope and our great
aspiration.
NEA and the government as being stimuli to
art. "Governmentought tobe a catalyst ... [it]
should put in seed money which should be
matched at the local level. You can see trends
and gaps in the cultural scene, and it should
help to fill them."
After the Mapplethorpe conflict,
Frohnmayer believes that the government
attempted to reach farbeyond this role. "[The
Helms initiative] put judicial power in defin-
ing obscenity in a legislative agency,"
Frohnmayer explained. He believes that mis
ability should not be extended w ithou t a "ju-
dicial safeguard."
He also believes mat die arts' liberty, guar-
anteedbythegovernment,can form the foun-
dation of a nation's cultural policy, tile sub-
ject of Frohnmayer's lecture at Bowdoin. He
explained, "My view is not to have a policy
written down, saying 'Here's what 111 sup-
port.' I think this is a country most accurately
described as one of ideas, [with] people who
are free topursue their idea ofhappiness. Our
cultural policy should follow these ideals."
He added that while our nation has not al-
ways followed these ideals, the desire to pur-
suethem freelyshouldshapea cultural policy.
"The First Amendment is a living part of
society. It is not negotiable," he said.
This freedom in a policy, he believes, must
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which comprise it. "If you are describing a
cultural policy as free expression," he said,
"then you judge anything by its ability to
capture passions. If we've learned anything,
it's that we can learn from everyone." How-
ever, he added, "I don't think that
multiculturalism for multiculturalism's sake
is valuable—it should involve looking for
quality."
What follows is the inherent relationship
between artand society in general. "We read
contemporary poets because they tell us of
ourselves,"he explained. "Art and societydo
not exist apart and they reflect each other The
better the art, the more it helps us to under-
stand each other."
Frohnmayer continues to examine the role
of government in art. His latest book, "Leav-
ingTown Alive: Confessions ofan Arts War-
rior," chronicles his experiences at the NEA.
Currently, he is writing two other books
—
one which seeks to rediscover American val-
ues through its original documents, and the
other, a novel about art theft. Frohnmayer is
also a visiting professional scholar at The
Freedom Forum First Amendment Center at
Vanderbilt University.
Frohnmayer's lecture will be Wednesday,
February 16, at 7:30 p.m. in Pickard Theater.
He will also participate in a panel discussion,
on Thursday, February 17, at 7:30 p.m.
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10:00 ajn -5:00 p.m. Sale: Valentine's Sale at
the Museum Shop. Sponsored by the
Museum of Art
9:00 p.m. Film: "Map of the Human Heart."
Sponsored by the Bowdoin Film/Video
Society.
9:00 p.m. Party: Winter's Weekend Party.
Moulton Union. Sponsored by SUC.
February 12
All Day. Winter's Weekend activities on the
quad.
10:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. Sale: Valentine's sale at
the Museum Shop. Sponsored by the
Museum of Art.
1:30 p.m.-9:00 p.m. Performances:
Bicentennial Music Marathon, Main
Lounge, Moulton Union and the Chapel.
See related article.
7:00 p.m. Party: Happy Hour, Pub, Moulton
Union.
8JO p.m. Performance: The Second City
National Touring Company. Pickard
Theater, Memorial Hall. Sponsored by the
SUC. Admission: $8/public and $2/
Bowdoin students. See related article.
9:00 p.m. Film: "Husbands and Wives."
Sponsored by the Bowdoin Film/Video
Society.
February 13
2:00 p.m.-5:00 p.m. Sale: Valentine's Day
Sale at the Museum Shop. Sponsored by the
Museum of Art.




1130 a m.-1:30 p.m. Luncheon: "Hearts in
Bloom" buffet lunch, Dagget Lounge,
Wentworth Hall (by reservation).
7:30 pjn. Film: "Jacob the Liar." Smith
Auditorium, Sills Hall. Sponsored by the
department of German in conjunction with
German 398.
February 15
4:00 p.m. Lecture: "Detection of Specific
Nucleic Acid Sequences by a Homogeneous
Assay System" by C. Bruce Bagwell.
Cleaveland 123. Sponsored by the
department of chemistry.
fcOO p.m. Fitei: "Dodsworth." Smith
Auditorium, Sills Hall. Sponsored by the
department of film studies.
9:00 p.m. Speaker Political humorist
George Folkes. Pub, Moulton Union.
Sponsored by the African American
Society.
8:00 p.m. Film: "Citizen Kane." Smith
Auditorium, Sills Hall. Sponsored by the
department of film studies.
8:00 p.m.—10:00 p.m. Art Opening:
Opening and reception for the exhibition
"Bowdoin Creates: Four Years of Student
Art" and the celebration of the 100th
anniversary of the opening of the Walker
Art Building.
February 16
1:00 p.m. Gallery talk: Gillian Mackenzie
'94 speaks about her work. Walker Art
Building. Sponsored by Museum of Art in
conjunction with the exhibition "Bowdoin
Creates: Four Years of Student Art."
4:00 Seminar "Genetic Perspectives on the
Making of Chloroplast" by Jean Haley.
Searles Science Building, room 314.
Sponsored by the department of biology.
6:00 p.m. Film: "Citizen Kane." Smith
Auditorium, Sills Hall. Sponsored by the
department of film studies.
7:30 p.m. Film: "Man with a Movie
Camera." Beam Classroom, Visual Arts
Center. Sponsored by the department of
Russian.
8:15 p.m. Film: "Dodsworth." Smith
Auditorium, Sills Hall. Sponsored by the
department of film studies.
9:00 p.m. Film: "Cage/Cunningham and
dance footage." Sponsored by the Bowdoin
Film/Video Society.
Bicentennial Fine Arts Institute
Fdmumfl4rl7f W9^
Monday, February 14
7:30 p.m. Lecture: "Dancing's Common
Goodness" presented by Susan Leigh
Foster, professor and chair, Graduate Dance
Department, University of California,
Riverside. Pickard Theater, Memorial Hall.
Tickets required. Free tickets available at
the M.U. Information Desk.
Tuesday, February 15
7:30 p.m. Lecture: "Tuition vs. Intuition"
presented by Robert Reed, professor of
painting, Yale University. Pickard Theater,
Memorial Hall. Tickets required. Free
tickets available at the M.U. Information
Desk.
Wednesday, February 16
7:30 p.m. Lecture: "Should the U.S. Have a
Cultural Policy?" presented by John
Frohmayer, author, lawyer and former
director of the NEA. Pickard Theater,
Memorial Hall. Ticktis required. Free
tickets available at the M.U. Information
Desk.
Thursday, February 17
7:30 p.m. Panel Discussion: "The Visual
Arts and the Common Good." Moderator:
Clifton C. Olds. Panelists: Susan Leigh
Foster, Robert Reed, John Frohmayer and
Patricia J. Bauman '84, Lisa A. McElaney
77, Abelardo Morell, Jr. 71, Richard S.
Rand, Jr. '83 and Robert E. Van Vranken DI
'82. Pickard Theater, Memorial Hall. Tickets
required. Free tickets available at the M.U.
Information Desk.
BUY STUFF SELL STUFF
44
- posters - clothes - lamps - gadgets -
- stuff you make - stuff you're tired of -
Watch for the end-of-February
MOULTON UNION FLEA MARKET
S.O.S. (Sale Of Stuff) Fair"
— limited to the college community --
Call today to rent a space: $4 for eight foot table; $2 for half as much
— share a space with friends and take turns "minding the store" -
Lancaster Lounge, Moulton Union
Monday, February 28
9 a.m. to 3 p.m. - or as you like it
/
Sponsored by the Student Activities Office
Tables limited - call x3201 M-F 8:30-5 - to reserve a space
i
j




Last Saturday night, 141 students "turned
Greek" by "dropping" one of the eight
coeducational fraternities remaining at
Bowdoin. The numbers are down, com-
pared to last year's "drop" total of 157
students.
With only 29% of this year's first-year
class deciding to join fraternities, much
concern has arisen. In addition to a low
yield of "drops", several students have
withdrawn from pledging. Among those
fraternities losing pledges are Beta Sigma
(1), Kappa Delta Theta (2), Theta Delta Chi
(1) and Chi Delta Phi (5).
Low pledge classes have left many
fraternities concerned of their future.
77% of all pledges are dropping 'TD",
"Beta", "Kappa Sig" and "Psi U", leav-
ing the other four fraternities with
very small pledge classes. A loss in
members equates to a loss of financial
support of the house. Chi Delta Phi
may be the hardest-hit of the fraterni-
ties, with only 3 students pledging
this year, compared to last year'snum-
ber of 24.
Despite all of this, Senior Class Dean
Kenneth A. Lewallen is optimistic. "I
see fraternities as a near permanent
fixture on the Bowdoin social land-
scape.... Fraternities are a fundamen-
tal part of our culture."
WHERE I






Gietchen Black/Bowdoin OrientBetas groove to the tunes at their "Lip-Synch" during Rush
The numbers arefalliing: How this year's











"I wanted to get to know a group of students
really well, and I already knew a few of the
older members of the house. I saw the compas-
sion they had for the house and I wanted to feel
like that." - Man '97
"I always thought that I wouldn't join a
house -EVER. But I fell in love with the family-
like atmosphere of the house. It is nice to know
that nomatter what, I havepeople around. The
alumni are awesome!" -Woman '96
"A lot ofmy friends decided to do it. I liked
the concept of living with a whole group of
people. It is a whole group of people that I
could see myself hanging out with." - Man '97
"I got to know a lot of the people there. I
decided that I would like to be a part of that for
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is for me. I disagree
itional idea. They
s and female sorori-
rith whole setup." -
Vt appealing. They
/e a reputation that
ig for." - Man '97
t-life was for me. I
e what to do." -Man
) limit myself to one
I can participate in
ling a part of frater-
... Andwhy they dropped and
then dropped out.
"I dropped out because i decided that it
wasn't for me. It wasn't because of the house.
I just wasn't ready for the commitment. I also
have problems with the pledge thing in gen-
eral. I hadn't realized how much a fraternity
changes your life and your social atmosphere.
I didn't want that." -Woman '97
"I didn't have the time to spend and do the
'secret things' theywantedme to do. You have
to be with them every minute of every day." -
Man '97
'True friendship and camaraderie have no
pledge period. After a day's worth of pledge
activities, I realized thatmy true friends don't
expect me to perform senseless duties in ex-
change for their loveandsupport. Why should
I subjectmysetf to the physical, emotional, and
mental abuse of fraternity members when my
real friends simply accept me for who I am?
The ends don'tjustify the means. " -Woman '97
"It just didn't work. Ultimately, it was my
decision. It wasn't the people, and itwas noth-
ing against the house. It was just so stressful,
and didn't want to be coming home freaking
out every night. There was also a lot of pres-
sure from my friends to stay independent." -
Woman '97
Thcta asks, "How low can you go?", during rush week.
Ken Netzorg/ Botodmn Orient
Star Search at Chi Delta Phi. Ken Netzorg/ Bowdoin Orient
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By Erin Sullivan, Sheridan Kelley and Matthew Brown
Do you sleep naked?
Background: On these cold Maine nights are Bowdoin students rough, tough and in the buff? Find out for yourself.
KATE KLOOSTERMAN '94
Venus
There's an easy way to find out...





Of course. I want to be free.
BROOKE "QUANTUM LEAP GUYM MOHNKERN '95
Yarmouth, Maine
I do more things naked in one day than






Oory when rm with my dog.
KIRSTEN GRIFFITHS 94
Carrboro, North Carolina
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Student Opinio
Hetterg to the Editor
Sale Space responds to assault
To the Editor,
Upon readingthe "UnidentifiedMan Assaults,Attempts to
Rob Student," I was very upset by members of the campus
who were criticizing the woman who was assaulted for not
reporting immediately. Being assaulted is a traumatizing
experience and reporting the incident can be very difficult.
The rights of the survivor of an assault must be respected. It
is important to give survivors the time and the space they
need in order to make the decision whether or not to report,
and it is necessary to respect that decision maybe.
As a member of Safe Space, I am aware of the problem of
assault on the Bowdoin campus and recognize increasing the
number of reports can help reduce this problem. However,
the decision to report must be made by the survivor without
pressure from school administrators or other students. Ifwe
begin to criticize students who report an attack later man the
college would prefer,we will only determem from reporting
at all.
To the people who criticized the survivor: I understand
your concern for the safety of the campus as a whole, but the
campus ismade up ofindividual survivors. Ifwedonotshow
concern and respect for the individuals, we will be alienating
the very people who we claim to protect.
To the woman who was assaulted: I admire the strength
and courage it took for you to report the assault. However, if





A rebuke to the counter posters
To the Editor,
I am writing in regards to the signs posted all over the
Moulton Union lastweek in "honor" of fraternity rush week.
TheonesIam referring to arenot theonesmatsimplygaveout
information tothose students interested inrushing fraternities.
The ones mat I am writing about are those that fit under the
constantly expanding category of ways to bash fraternities.
These signsmayhave imparted some importantinformation,
but that was completely overshadowed by the boldface
messages of questionable truth and relevance to the issue at
hand. This letter is in no way trying to sway those who are
anti-fratemity because, hey,everyone hasa right to theirown
opinion. Rather, I am furious with the way that whoever
wrote the signs chose to express themselves.
First of all, the signs were anonymous and whoever wrote
them appeared to speak for all independents. I have spoken
with several independentswho werejust asoffendedasl was.
Some ofthe signs also labeled the independents oncampus as
GDIsimmediatelyafter tellingpeoplenot to labeland confine
themselves to an organization like a fraternity. By calling
oneself a GDI, isn't die person who wrote the signs
contradicting the messages he/she seemed to impart about
limiting and labeling? This is just oneway mat the author of
the signs hurthis/her causeby bashing the "opposition." You
know, just because politicians use this tactic doesn't make it
right (in fact, it even makesme a bit warier of it). I thought the
author was right to state the variety of activities mat
independents were involved in, but you know, fraternities
also havePhi Beta Kappas, etc. It is just toobad that the author
had to make it look as though all independents were as
insecure in theirchoice ashe/ shemust be. The positive things
about being an independent surely are numerous and it is a
shame the author did not seem to feel this way. I mean, if he/
she did, why resort to slander?
Oh, I forgot thatmerewasone positive thingabout the frats:
free beer. However, Iknow theauthorofdie sign wouldnever
takeadvantageof this situation. I mean,how could the author
enter a place that would be sure to compromise the lofty
principalshe/sheholds. As for the raised testosterone levels
with alcohol consumption, I know it would take me a lot of
beer to raise mine to mat of even the most sober male I could
find on campus. And, aswe all know independents do drink
too, so the entire commentwas irrelevant, just an aside to the
author, next time you try to advance your cause, please do it
ina constructivemannermatmerits respectand consideration.
Then maybe you can takepride in it and sign your name. You
mightbehappywith the resultsandbecomemore securewith
yourown position. Whatyou did only served towiden die rift
between independentsand fraternities, one that isalreadytoo





Bowdoin'scampus recyclingprogram has officially started
.
You will find funky red, green, black and silver recycling bins
in the administrative half of Hawthorne-Longfellow and in
Coles Tower, ready and willing to be filled with cans and
bottles, high-grade paper, and newspapers. Lists specifying
exactlywhatgoes inwhichcan are posted near the bins tohelp
steer you through the maze of recycling.
This is exciting .Use these bins! ! It is a rewardingexperience-
but only ifyou do it correctly. Make sureyou read the posters
and get the right stuff in the right bins. If they become messed
up, the system won'twork, and it will never grow beyond the
humbleconfines of H-Land theTower. And it's unhealthy for
anything to never leave the Tower-
Speaking of the Tower, there is now a Steel-Can-Crusher,
located in a small room on the left-hand side of the lobby as
you walk in. You have to try this - it is serious fun. I was
skeptical at first, too, but soon I couldn't stop crushing cans.
It is an unparalleled study break: guaranteed to alleviate
tension, releaseaggression,and induce laughter. Try itout the





Liz likes to play tennisand golf, and she loves to sail.On
Islesboro, a pencil-shaped island off the coast of Maine,
thirteen miles long and a mile wide, these are things she
can do only at the yacht club. Those who belong to the
yacht club are very lucky. There isn't much to do on the
island, even in the summer. The young people have the
easiest time of it. They have beach parties and bonfires
and drink a lot and those who don't have to work can
spend the next day in bed. And there is some degree of
social interaction between those who have to work and
those who don't, so their circles are a little bigger than
theirparents' circles. But then again, perhaps that's exactly
the way most of the wealthy adults on the island want
their circles: small.
Liz hasn't been on the island all that long: five years,
maybe. When she and her husband, Paul, who is Jewish,
spent their first summer there, they didn't belong to the
yacht club and didn't feel a need to. But then they thought
they'd try to get in. They had few illusions about their
chances. It's no secret the yacht club's an oligarchy. A few
families and their children and their close friends run the
place. The admission process is tedious and prohibitively
complicated. Liz and Paul's friends wrote
recommendations for them. Later they got into the club,
on probation. Trial period. If they passed it they could be
real members.
The yacht club became a very important part of Liz and
Paul's timeon the island. They still took trips to Hutchin's
to see the seals. They still went sanddollaring. Liz still
played baseball with the island ladies (whom no-one in
the yacht club associated with). But they got used to
playing golf and tennis and their sons got used to playing
with the yacht club kids. Pete, the nine-year-old, fell in
Please see YACHT, page 15.
Correction: Due to a discrepancy between Admissions
Office and Office of Institutional Research statistics, a
column in the January 28th edition of the Orient
erroneously reported that the computed average class
sizeof 18 factored independent studiesandhonors projects
as individual classes with one student. This was not the
case.
From the Society by Natasha Padilla
Two-and-a-half years ago, my four-year-old son, men
two, askedme"Whydo Ihave tobe black?" I easily formed
the words "Because God made you that way," but I knew
mat I would have been answering the question and not
addressing the issue. So I asked him, "Whydo you want to
know?"He wenton to tell me mathe hated being the only
black child at his school and wanted to be like everybody
else. What satisfactory answer could I offer? Telling him
mathewas just likeeverybody else except a differentcolor
wouldhavehelped a t themomentbutwebothwouldhave
paid a price in the end. Technically theanswer would have
been correct because Brian is very similar to his peers at the
children's center. He plays with Legos, he likes Aladdin,
Batman, and The Power Rangers, and he has the same
hopes, dreams, and expectations as the other children. So
who am I to make him conscious of his situation in life
becauseofhisskincolorwhenallhewantstobe isaccepted?
In "The Fire Next Time" James Baldwin warns "about
the reality which lies behind the words acceptance and
integration.There isno reason foryou to try tobecome like
white people and mere is no basis whatsoever for their
impertinent assumption that they must accept you. The
terrible thing... is that you must accept them." Raising a
child isa difficult task in misdayandagebut raisinga child
who Will be aware of who and what he/she is and to be
proud ofthat is a different story altogether. I hearmem say
"But he is only four years old." However he at one point
believed that he could not be Batman because he was not
white. So asa parenthowdo Icounteract the messages that
are sent to him due to the lack of representation of his
existence in the media, school or his community?
For the past two-and-one-half years that has been my
fightand struggle.Mysonand I read books, watch movies,
buy art and most importantly we talk. He is not afraid to
ask me about questions of difference because I allow him
to celebrate it He knows mat everyone has their own
special view and perspective of the world. However what
he might not realize is that that perspective is shaped by
how that person defines him /herself.
In my teachings to my son, I too have learned things. I
havecome to understand and accept that all of the struggles
and obstacles that I have overcome were not for my own
benefit. Yes, I have become stronger and more resilient
because of my achievements. But it is my son and his
generationwho will reap tine benefits that I havesown. That
is affirmed everytime my child affirms his beauty while at
the same time acknowledging the beauty of those different
from him.
Students, faculty and the Administration have
commended me on raising a culturally aware child.
However, I am forced to take their compliments lightly
becauseof their lackadaisical attitudes towards diversity at
Bowdoin. If we truly desire to make a change at Bowdoin
thenwemustbewillingto offer thecommunitytheresources
it needs to counteract the ignorance that pervades this
campus just as I have made resources available to my child
so that he will not be ignorant.
Am I suggesting thatweeducate the Bowdoincommunity
the same way that I raise my son? In a sense yes; however
my son has an advantage that Bowdoin does not. He has
someonewho a) knows what to teach and b) knowshow to
teach it. Without that he would not be where he is today.
The members of the African American Society have been
castigated for our so called "radical" demands for more
diversity at Bowdoin. Martin Luther King, the most often
quoted black person in history, was regarded as a "radical
troublemaker" by the "intellectuals" ofhis time. Even those
who agreed with his struggle often told him to wait for the
"right time" todemanddesegregation. StudentsatBowdoin
express contempt for those "intellectuals" who castigated
Dr. King and his political views-oftentimes students refer
them as "ignorant, dumb, and foolish," and all I can do is
wonder: What will my son call you in twenty years?
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Whether floatingawayon a cloud carried
by the sweet melodies of Carol Brice or
working in the stock room of his parents
grocery store in Louisville, Dr. Houston A.
Baker,Jr. weaves together several poignant
vignettes that allwork to address the issues,
implications and problems surrounding
multiculturalism. As Baker points out, one
of the problems in dealing with
multiculturalism rests in the fact that, like
any other "designer term," it lacks a stable
set ofvalues or definitions. Theword itself
suggests a "meltingpot" existence inwhich
the individual traits of separate heritage
and culture are thrown together in one
monogamous lump. As Baker points out,
the notion that one can achieve plurality
before examining each specific culture is
problematic. What is necessary to fully
understand the uniqueness ofeach culture
necessarily rests in the interaction and
reciprocity inherent in cross-cultural
contact. While practical in general use, the
term multiculturalism dances overtheneed
for cross cultural exchange and ultimately
proves to be nothing more than a
convenient tag to wrap around a complex
social phenomenon.
The believed phenomenon supposedly
embodied by multiculturalism, however,
bodes similar to Shelley's poem "Mont
Blanc," in which the mountain Mont Blanc
inspires such glorious awe an
omnipresence that itbecomes a symbol for
what is eternally inaccessible, what can
never be understood. Baker's view of
"multiculturalism" reflects Shelley's
placing ofMont Blanc on a higher plane of
understanding: the "marvelous reality" of
the phenomenon cannot be termed nor
labeled, but rather felt. Similar to the
jubilant chords ofCarol Brice, it seems that
the phenomenon must be absorbed before
it can be understood.
Thedilemmaengulfingmulticulturalism
rests in the stage it is placed upon at
Bowdoin. In a school of predominantly
white students from similar geographic
backgrounds, the meaning of the term
"multicultural" is cloudy. As Baker asks,
how do African Americans successfully
operate in such a surrounding to not only
express theirviews ofdiversity,buttoopen
the minds of their fellow students? In this
environment, "multiculturalism" does, in
fact, exist(Bowdoinhaspeople fromwidely
different cultures),but the sad factremains
that, even though we may have some
oblique sense ofdiversity,the cross-cultural
exchange on campus remains painfully
minimal. Evidence ofthis is reflected in the
fact that, at the lecture, only half the
auditorium was full.
The symphonic chords of diversity,
understandingand cultural differences will
one day, hopefully, ring through the pipes
of the system. Until then, however, the
term multiculturalism seeks to show that
many cultures exist while at the same time
refusing to allow for cross-cultural
exchange. The idea is pure, but the
presentation is, like most swift labels, too
vague to support any kind of sustained









After comparing the number of students
who dropped fraternities this year to recent
years, we have found that the number of
pledgeshas markedlydecreased. Eventhough
the Adrninistrations' actions in the past few
years have had an effect on the fraternities'
ability to recruit new members, it seems that
the recent drop in the pledge percentage is a
direct result of "fraternicide." The fraternal
system has lost a lot of respect on campus: the
exclusiveness of many of the houses and the
irresponsiblebehaviorofitsmembers dissuade
students from frequenting these places of
"community and brotherhood."
Evidence supporting this notion of
fraternicide is seen in the gradual decline of
pledges in recent years. Compared to the drop
class of 1991, this year marked a 20% decrease
in the amount of students pledging. The
disintegration of the pledge class is further
compounded by the fact that, out of 150
1
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students that committed themselves to a
fraternity on "Drop Night," at least nine have
already returned their pledge pins. No longer
are the pillars of the fraternities aglow with
promise and hope for impressionable first-
years.
The emotional and physical torment of the
"pledge period"compoundedwiththerumors
of "line-ups," late-nightpranksand grossabuse
of alcohol have driven students away from
Rush week. Realizing these consequences,
members of the student body have made an
effort to avoid the once proud mystique that
surrounded the Greek system.
Each fraternitymay cite individual variation
in the success or failure of their respective
pledge period and claim that they do not
partake in the "traditional" fraternity routine.
The statistics, however, have spoken: the










There isho other reason. Thedrive up to Laguna Verdewas spectacular. So surreal
wcglanation for the location'of the'town of Uyuni. I felt as ifI were walking through a Dali painting... oceans of
eix^fron\$toj^ fmesaiKiwlandsofdarkg^^
'- up the'sides of the canyon, slowly eases overjjhe from smooth dunes, red streaked mountains looming in the
of meridke;and Wsaltflat>sp^d,out]below... background. It was so eerie, almost two dimensional in
d sauaje^mila of salt,.withfa;town appearance. It's so hard tojudge distance up here, everything
caUeri Uyuni crouching atitsedge. Uyuni sits lone, in the isso clearand sharp. Themountains look like a giantdiorama,
middle ofanimmensewilderness carrying thesamename; a paper cut outs lined up against the sky.
ingWltfbts,highmounUindeserts,volcanic On me return trip, Katya and I sat in the back, a plastic bag
lakes, and geysers,as old as the fires seething beneath them, of coca leaves between us. "Spiritualized" was on the stereo,
wonders of Bolivia, in an area mefloating melodiesperfect for the landscape aswe cutacross
that attracts adventurersfrom afr^ drifts ofborax and sand. We chewed coca and talked, tasting
As travelers stumble off the &and onto the sidewalk in the bitter leaves and watching the sand slip by aswe wheeled
Uyuhi, they are greetedby hands bearing business cards for ourway back to camp. She told mehow she works for about
local touragenciesandbyfellowtravdersk»king forsomeone four months of the year in Switzerland and men travels for die
to join them on a trip into the wilderness. A little luck at balance of the time. She traveled through most ofEurope last
assembling a grdupof travelers, a little bargaining over the year and is in only the second month of a seven month trip
the deal is signed. Thedoor through South America. Iasked her ifshe missed peopleback
to Uyuni is open. home in Switzerland. ..family, friends. Shehesitated then said
Journal entry: y 26, 1993- Salar de Uyuni, Bolivia yes that she did at times but thatshe loves living like this. She
OK, pretty cold so let's seehow longmy fingers canhold k>ves the travel, meeting new people, exploring new places
thepen. The'day started mis morning at 5:00AM with the and languages. "It makes me feel alive" she said,
temp at a chilly -23 degrees Celsius. {I guess that's what OK,my hands are freezing and dinner is almost ready so
happens when you get up before the Sun.) Breakfast was a I'm gonna cut this off about here. 1 don't know... it's really
thick glue of rice puddsig andoatmeat actuallynot that bad amazing here. The scenery. The people. The atmosphere,
once ridded some honey. Stephan was sick so we left him Everything. My life has been drifting through my head, the
behindwhen the sixof us headed out to the geysers. footage unwinding in my mind: family, friends, my last night
The drive out was colder than Hell. Ihadon every piece at school, the flare of the sunover themountains this morning,
ofclOWiing thatIhave with me,waswrapped up in twowool the fact mat I'm alone in South America. I mink there is
blankets, sandw i between Petra and Katya, and still something in thevastness, thenakednessof thislandscapethat
never stopped shivering. Anhourandahalfofdrivingfound seeps mtoyourmind, opening a distance inyoureyes. Ifeelas
us in between two ridges, on a steaming valley floor strewn if I could spend days sitting and watching Time slide by
with stones and laced by fissures. The one true geyser was outside thewindow. Actually, that's just about what I've been
amazing, a constantjet'of steam bursting out ofasmallhole doing on mis trip. Sitting. Watching. Thinking... about
in* the groundland shcKrtmg ab^t sixty feet into the air. All everything.
around werebubbling pools of sulphur and water, the rising — *
sun highkgtiting their driftingdoudsof steam. Istoodon the I sat in the restaurant, huddled over a cup of coffee and
edgeofone of the pools, right next to the "Peligro" (clanger) soaking up the meager sunbght that filtered through the
sign^watclurigmebubMesofgasbre^ window. Itwascold. We had returned the night before, after
told me of someone who had fallen into dnein Europe; He spending two more days out in the wilderness. I remember
boiled alive before they could pull him out. looking around the tables, taking in the people sprinkled
After an hour or so, weallpUed back into the Landcruiser Jhroughouttherrom.Peoptefro^
and bumped and rattled our way over fields of rock for Belgium, Canada, Australia, from all over the world. They
another fivei or six miles tintil we reached a point where a were there to wander in Uyuni.
small hot spring joined wfiha frozen lake. Someone, at some What is it about the vacantness of that place thatattracts
point,' had dammed the stream'and created a pool of hot people from around the globe? What is it about the depths of
water bordering the thick ice of the lake. Jorge (our guide) the sky, the reaches of the desert? Why is it that even now, as
said thewaterwas fine. Offcame the clothes, and inwe went. I sit here in Maine, I can think of nothing but going back?
YACHT
continued from page 13.
with Josh Compton, and Drew, the twelve-year-old, fell in
with Josh's older brother and all his friends. It got a little
worrying for Liz. Drew's new friends moved in a pack
around the island. They had the expected distaste for
authority, and when they were together they were strong.
Liz had the impression she was the only one standing
between them and adolescent euphoria.
Eventually she got tired ofpullingup in frontofthe yacht
club and into an avalanche of kids wanting to gohome with
her. Paul got tired of taking them home at eleven o'clock
when their babysitters hadn't shown up. Liz called Mrs.
Compton one day and suggested that the mothers get
together to discuss setting some "ground rules" for the
pack. Mrs. Compton said shewas deeply offended at Day's
suggestion that the Compton children were unruly. The
nextday Mr. Compton told Liz thatJosh couldn't play with
Pete because they were all going to the Mainland for the
day. Later Liz saw Josh playing on the tennis courts with his
older brother. His parents had gone to Camden. Nothing
surprised her, not even when Josh stopped playing with
Pete altogether and Drew's friends didn't come to her
house anymore.
Perhaps it was around this time that Liz really started
noticing how seldom she and Paul were invited anywhere.
She'd been aware of it as long as they'd been on the island,
but now that she'd displeased the Comptons their chances
of fitting in with the yacht club crowd were even smaller
than they had been. And she'd been noticing for a while,
too, that the people at the club never seemed to have much
to say to Paul. They didn't seem to have much in common
with him. They didn't seem to have much in common with
anyone who hadn't been born into their circle.
About two weeks ago I heard from a friend that Liz and
Paul had been kicked out of the yacht club, and had sold
their house on the island. Apparently one of the boys swore
in front of another boy, who went home and said the bad
word in front of his parents. I was surprised at my own
naivete, because I had not believed it possible. It didn't
even matter that they were good people.
TOWardS an Enviornmental CampUS By Ian G.W. Stewart and Mark B. Feldman
The character of the Bowdoin campus concerns us all.
Someof us are most concerned about the academic nature of the
institution,others thesocialoraboutitsrelationshipandeffectonthe
environment All acknowledge that Bowdoin is not a perfect place
and it has itsown host ofproblems. Perhaps the most interesting
aspect of this is that each individual perceives these problems
differently.
Bowdoin is a multi-faceted institution. Alumni, faculty,women,
men, people of color, athletes, gays, lesbians, fraternity members,
and all have different perspectivesofBowdoin. As well, there is the
image of Bowdoin which is marketed in the view book. In this
bicentennial year, the Bowdoin Greens would enjoy uniting these
variousgroupsand interestson campus, in a discussion ofthemost
fundamental element of the common good: our environment
Thisyear theBowdoinGreenshavebeen conductinganongoing
dialogue concerning the nature of thecampus and its relationship
with the environment This dialoguehad its inception on a Greens
retreat, in the northern reaches ofdowneast Maine, by a tidal river
which empties into the Bay ofFundy. In such a distant setting, the
problems threatening theBowdoincampusseemed more real than
ever. Since that time several of the Greens have been involved in of
writing a campus environmental declaration.
Theenvironmental declaration is twofold in its purpose; the first
aim is to articulate Bowdoin 's commitment to environmentally
sound practicesand the second is to create an infrastructure for the
implementation and creation of policy The dedaration examines
the major factors contributing to Bowdoin'senvironmental impact:
namely its resource use, procurement, energy use, investment
policies and waste management
Bowdoin must realize that it is time to articulate its relationship
to the environment. As students interested in attending Bowdoin,
we all received the college view book which advertises a beautiful
Maine setting with color photographs of thejagged coast, autumn
leaves, green pines and a bright blue sky DoesBowdoinhavethe
right to advertise such a harmonious relationship with its
surroundings, when it has not adequately examined and
attempted toreduce itsimpacton theenvironment: theBowdoin
pines, the gulfof Maine and the biosphere. Is it not hypocritical
to host a Bicentennial Environmental Institute on the Gulf of
Maine, without first confronting our own environmental
policies? We must not simply spend one weekend of this
Bicentennial year discussing the Common Good and the
environment, but ratherwe must think about Bowdoin's long-
term obligations. If Bowdoin, as a small liberal arts college,
cannot devise an adequate long-term environmental policy,
then how can we expect towns, large corporations and even
nations to do so.
In theory it is easy for Bowdoin to be an advocate of
environmentalism, but in order to do so it will be necessary for the
administration to actively sponsor the process and to create the
needed infrastructure. The declaration proposes the creation of a
committee to aid and encourage the implementation of
environmentally sound policies
This group would be formed by modifying the preexisting
Historic, Aesthetic, and Environmental impact Committee,which
to date has only reacted to problems and not initiated change.
Though thecurrent committee is highlyqualified, itwas created as
a watch-dog group and not a group which has the power to
anticipate and prevent future problems. A new and revamped
environmental planning committee, could do just that, evaluating
studentand facultyproposals for environmental changeand even
hiring outside consultants. Ultimately, a significant degree of
responsibility would fall on the students and other concerned
gn)upswhowc)uldneedh)bere^>asiblefordraftingand.subTnitting
environmental proposals. This group, to be effective, would need
both power and a significant budget.
This declaration is a call to action and thought. We must ask
ourselveswhat isimportant,whatmakesourlivesworthwhile,and
what arewe willing to change. Ourhope is that as thesequestions
begin tobearticulated,wewill find thatwe value similarthingsand
see the need for change. At the very least, the Bowdoin
Administration, faculty and students must confront the issue of
sustainability. The declaration is not trying to impose a set of rules
ormandatesupon thecampus. Instead, it is merelyasking thatwe,
asaunited community, begin a dialogueand recognize theneed for
environmental planning.
Most of the declaration has been devised by the Greens and a
number of Bowdoin professors who provided criticism and
guidance. On Thursday, February 17th however there will be an
open forum to discuss the declaration at 8:00 PM in the Maine
Lounge. Wehope to have awidearrayofinputand opinions,with
which this declaration can be shaped. We will be meeting with
different members of the Bowdoin community and considering
their input, throughoutthenextfewweeks Ifyouwouldliketoread
acopyofthecurrentdocumentwewcukibemorethanglad tosend
youoneandhearyourthoughts.Aftertheforumhasbeenheld,and
the declaration edited and modified we plan to gather student and
faculty signatures, in an attempt to gain support from President
Edwards
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Polar Bears ride long win
streak into pivotal weekend
. pppm
Ken Netzorg/ Bowdoin Orient
Jason Kirck "96 seeks out the open man.
SWEEP
Continued from page 20.
the locker room down 42-36 to a team ten
games under .500 coming into the contest.
The Bears picked it up a bit in the second
half. They opened the period with a 13-6 run the team couldn't pull off the win. After
to quickly regain the lead, 49-48. Aftera couple leading 33-27 after one half of play, the Polar
flu, the team went on the road to try to follow
up the huge Colby win last week with a
couple key victories away from friendly
Morrell Gym.
On Friday, againsta toughteam from Clark
University, the Bears fell just short. Despite











After leading 33-27 after one halfofplay, the
Polar Bears were outscored by nine in the last
twenty minutes tofall 71-68. Ironically, this
was the same score by which Bowdoin upset
Colby just three days earlier.
Bears were
outscored by








throws to give Bowdoin the lead for good, 64- upset Colby just three days earlier.
61. The Bobcats continued to threaten, but The following afternoon, Bowdoin headed
failed to regain control of the game as blocks toHartford toplay the 15-2, fifth-rankedteam
by co-captain Elijah Whitehead '94 and
Browning, as well as a drawn chargeand steal
by Chad Rowley '97 repeatedly denied Bates
thelead .Somegood freethrowshootingdown
the stretch preserved the victory for the Polar
from Trinity. The Bears could not pull off the
road upset as they were behind all the way.
Trinity led 42-29 at the half and ended up
winning easily, 92-68. Thedefeatdropped the
Polar Bears to 9-6on the season and 3-4on the
Bears, and a Chapman three-pointer at the road. Rowley (15), Chapman (14), and Arata
buzzer topped off the 85-77 win.
Browning led the Bears with 24 points and
9 rebounds. Rowley (15), Chapman (11), and
Alex Arata '96 (10) also scored in double
figures for Bowdoin.
Last weekend, with leading-scorer
(12) were the only Bears to score over ten
points.
The men's basketball team hopes to turn
around its road woes when it next travels to
Connecticut College and Wheaton over die




Trinity on its way to
returning home from the
road to fight ECAC
Division in powerhouses




Last weekend, the men's ice hockey team
rolled through Connecticut, completing a
four-game road string in which it went 3-0-1
and remained undefeated on the road for the
season (6-0-2). Last Friday, the Bears skated to
an easy 5-2 victory over Connecticut College,
and the following afternoon downed Trinity
bya margin of6-2. Thetwo victoriesenhanced
Bowdoin's league record to 8-1-2 and placed
the Bears in an amazing five-way tie for first
place. With eighteen points, Bowdoin is tied
with Williams, UConn, St. Anselm's, and
Salem State for thetopnotch in theECAC East
standings. The Bears' overall record is 1 1 -2-3,
which isgood enough for fourth in a Division
DI East hockey poll.
Bowdoin
Conn Col
Against Connecticut College, the Bears
characteristicallyjumped out toan early lead,
taking a 3-1 lead after one before cruising to
the 5-2 victory. Matt Bowden '95 made 20
saves in the Bowdoin net and remained
undefeated as a goaltender this seasonwith a
5-0-3 record.
Browning reportedly fighting the stomach UMaine-Farmington on Tuesday.
FREE TRIPS AND MONEY!! Indi-
viduals and Student Organizations
wanted to promote the Hottest Spring
Break Destinations, call the nation's




The next day, Bowdoin topped a weak
TrinityCollegeteam6-2.TheBearswereagain
ahead 3-1 after the first period and had no
problems against Trinity. Stuart Logan '97
turned inan impressive 29-save performance
in netanduppedhis personal record to5-2on
the season.
Several Bowdoin players are closing in on
individual milestonesand recordsmisseason.
Charlie Gaffhey '95 needs just three assists to
tie the all-time Bowdoin record of 99 set by
Brendan Hickey '89 andJohn McGeough '87.
It is likelythatGaffheywill eclipse tha t record
this weekend in front of the Bowdoin fans.
Gaffhey also ranks fifth in career points with
139. With a year and half to play, Gaffhey
should have no problem surpassing the top
mark of 1 73. Likewise, Marcello Gentile '95 is
closing in on some records. Currently, he has
23 goals and needs just five to tie his single-
season recordof28 set lastyear.Forhiscareer,
Gentile has 64 goals and is ten shy of
McGeough's all-time record of 74.
On the blue line for the Polar Bears,
defenseman Paul Croteau '95 is leaving his
own impressive mark. Croteau is fourth on
the Bears in scoring with 22 points. His eight
goals mis season tie him for the third most
goals by a defenseman in a single season. A
career total of 18 goals placeshim in third for
most goals in Bowdoin history for a
defenseman. His 54 career points rank him
ninth on the all-time points list for a Polar
Bear defenseman. "Paul is finally getting the
recognition he deserves around the league,"
said head coach Terry Meagher. "He has a
powerful and accurate shot, and he is one of
the top defenseman in a league that is blessed
with many great defensemen."
Bowdoin faces its stiffest tests of the year
mis weekend at home. Tonight, the Bears
host the Hamilton Continentals, who are 6-5
in the league and 9-5-1 overall. Tomorrow,
Bowdoin squares off against Williams. The
Ephmen are tied for firstwith Bowdoin in the
league, and mis will truly be a showdown of
playoffjuggernauts. Williamsboastsa league
record of 9-2 and an overall record of 13-3-1
.
This weekend could really be a pivotal point
in the team's season. If the Bears emerge
unseamed, they would put themselves in a
prime position to win the league outright.
Four of their last five games are against sub-
500 teams. Two wins mis weekend or a win
and a tie would set Bowdoin up for one of its
most successful seasons in historyand give it
a greatchance tomake theNCAA Division II
I
national playoffs.
Want one of those Bowdoin






(They look like this)
Call 721-9676 or write
your name, MU/CT box
and phone on a note to
"Hats" atMU 128
-—
Join the men's hodce^ learn for its7M pjn^match-up
with Hamilton tonight and witness two important events
in Bowdoin sports history. During the first intermission,
the team's 1992-1993 ECAC championship banner will be
raised to the rafters. During the second intermission,
Mike Turmelle '94 will be honored for the prestigious
scholarship he won last fall for outstanding achievement
in football and academics. Bring a friend!
•.
:
SPRING BREAK- From $299 Includes:
Air, 7 nights Hotel, Transfers, Parties and
More! Nassau/Paradise Island, Cancun,
Jamaica, San Juan. Earn FREE trip plus
commissions as our campus rep! 1-800-
9-BEACH-l
____ i^^HHHnBB^HB^H
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MENS HOCKEY (11-2-3)
February 5, 1994
at New London. Conn.
Bowdoin (10-2-3) 3 2 -5
Connecticut College (7-9-0) 110-2
First period: B
-
C. Gaffney (MacLean, Croteau) 344
(pp). B- J. Gaffney (Gentile, C. Gaffney) 12:33. C - Stone
(Miller, Lawler) 15:03 (pp). B - Croteau (J. Gaffney,C
Gaffney) 18:19 (pp).
Second period: C - Dorkera (Keasler) 14:18.
Third period: B - J. Gaffney (MacLean) 334 (pp) B -
Gentile (MacLean) 9:06 (pp).
Shod on goal: B, 14-14-24-52 C, 8-9-5-22.
Saves: B - Bowden 20. C - Dianno 47.
February 6, 1994







First period: B - J. Gaffney (C Gaffney, Gentile) 4:31.
T-Monahan (Long, Mtue) 1451. B- Croteau (C
Gaffney) 18:26. B - McCormick (Croteau, MacLean)
19:44. (
Second period: T - Muse (Long) 9:24 (pp). B-
Dempsey (Lomenda, Zifcak) 10:01.
Third period: B - Croteau (C Gaffney, Gentile) 0-52
(pp). B - J. Gaffney (Gentile, Croteau) 3:27.
Shots on goal B, 20-15-17-52. T, 7-14-10-31.







First period: M - Parks (Hefner) 3:31. B - Phaneuf
(Gorton) 17:24 (pp).
Second period:M - Hefner (Parks) 1128. B - Phaneuf
(Gorton) 15:08.
Third period:M - Hefner (Odden, Vintiadis) 17:43.
Shots on goal: B, 6-7-2-15. M, 9-11-15-35.






First period: B - Gorton (Kim, Phaneuf) 6:32.
Second period: B - Gorton (Wilmerding, Kim) 3:02.
Third period: C - B. Gordon (unassisted) 0:27. C -
Gelman (Charlebois, B. Gordon) 5:25. B - Gorton (Kim)
14:45 (pp).
Shots on goalC 7-14-9-30. B, 10-9-4-23.





Arata 7-14 8-10 24, Chapman 6-9 0-0 17, Browning 4-
17 2-4-10, Rowley 1-4 5-7 7, Vezina 2-3 00 4, Whipple 00
4-4 4, Whitehead 1-7 0-0 2, Kirck 0-0 04 0, Maietta 0-0 0-
0, Spurgeon 0-0 0-0 0, Xanthopoulous 0-1 0-0 0. Totals:
21-5519-2568,
Clark (71)
Rodriguez 7-14 5-7 20, Pierre-Louis 4-6 1-2 10.
Springer 4-12 04) 10, Scott 3-7 0-0 9, Yates 3-13 2-4 8,
Fitzgerald 1-3 2-2 5, Meader 1-1 2-2 4, MacNutt 1-2 1-2 3,
Siudut 0-3 2-2 2, Craig 0-00-00. Totals: 24-61 15-21 71.
Halftime: 33-27 B. Rebounds: B - 40 (Browning 10), C -
37 (Yates 7). Assists: B- 10 (Rowley 4), C- 16 (MacNutt
5). Fouled out B - Arata C - Springer.
Team Records: Bowdoin 9-5, Clark 12-8.
(«)
Rowley 6-10 2-2 15, Chapman 6-6 0-0 14, Arata 4-6 2-
2 12, Browning 3-12 3-4 9, LeBUnc 2-3 1-1 5, Kirck 1-7 0-
3, Vezina 1-6 0-0 3, Whitehead 1-2 00 3, Fontana 1-1
2, Xanthopoulos 1-6 0-0 2, Boyle 0-0 0-0 0, Ciavarro O0
0-0 0, Kittredge 0-0 0-0 0, Maierta Ol O0 0, Spurgeon 0-0
0-0 0, Whipple 02 0-0 0. Totals: 26-64 8-10 6a
Trinity (92)
Wolff 10-16 2-2 28, Jones 10-17 4-4 25, McKelvin 6-12
1-2 15, Haffner 5-7 2-2 12, Aiken 2-8 3-3 7, Reh 1-1- X
Smith Ol 2-2 2, Lotty 0-0 1-2 1, Almeida Ol 0-0 0, Calio
O0 00 0, Ki nzeler Ol 02 0, Hava 0-0 0-0 0, Tomlinson
0-0 W) 0. Totals: 34-65 15-19 92.
Halftime: 42-29 T Rebounds: B - 26 (Rowley 5), T - 46
Oones 13). Assists: B- 10 (Kirck 4), T- 22 (Aiken 5).
Fouled out none




Plandes 019 2-2 20, Carvey 7-18 2-4 19, Whipple 5-7
5-7 16, Hanley 3-4 3-5 9, Morceau 2-5 3-4 7, Lowe 1-2 3-4
5, Duffy Ol 1-3 1, Paviic 0-0 0-0 0. Totals: 26-56 19-29 77.
Bowdoin (85)
Browning 8-11 012 24, Rowley 4-9 6-8 15, Chapman
5-14 00 1 1, Arata 4-8 2-3 10, Vezina 4-5 1-2 9, Kirck 3-5
00 8, Whitehead 1-2 3-5 6, Xanthopolous 0-3 2-4 2,
Maietta 0-0 0-00, Whipple 0-1 0-0 0. Totals: 29-5822-34
85.
Halftime 42-36 Bates. Rebounds: Bates 38 (Whipple
10L Bowdoin 37 (Browning 9). Assists: Bates 11 (Piandes
4), Bowdoin 18 (Browning and Kirck 4). Fouled out
Bates, Lowe Bowdoin, none.
Team Records: Bates 4-15, Bowdoin 10-6.
MEN'S SWIMMING (3-4)
February 5, 1994
at M iddletown. Conn.
Wesleyan 141, Bowdoin 94.
400 medley relay: 1, Wesleyan (Cook, Yoder,
Thompson, Foley) 3:45.15. 2, Bowdoin (Filler, Rady,
Min, Lesser) 3:46.64. 3, Wesleyan (Hand, Garrett
Rausher, Bundy) 3:55.43.
1000 freestyle 1, Stuntz (B) 1016.19. 2, Kunkel (W)
1025.90. 3, Cook (W) 10:59.38.
300 freestyle 1, Stuntz (B) 1:47.50. 2, Foley (W)
150.75. 3, Fuller (B) 1:56.85.
SO freestyle: 1, Wallace (W) 22.49. 2, Yoder (W) 22.95.
3, Taylor (B) 2356.
200 individual medley: 1, Lacey (W) 2:00.01 . 2, Min
(B) 205. 1 1. 3, Burkett (B) 2:06.71
1-meter diving: 1, Lennon (W) 221.3. 2, Mead (B)
192.65. 3, Schwartz (W) 12535.
200 b«*terfly: 1, Thompson (W) 2.02. 15. 2, Cook (B)
103.65. 3, K Pangbum (B) 2:21 50
100 freestyle: 1, Yoder (W) 28.07. X Foley (W) 5054.
3, Wallace (W) 51.18.
200 backstroke: 1, Lacey (W) 2:00.40. X Fuller (B)
2.03.42. 3, Burkett (B) 207.92.
500 freestyle 1, Stuntz (B) 5:11.79. 2, Cook (B) 5:16.14.
3, Kunkel (W) 5:47.68.
3-meter diving: 1, Lennon (W) 2287. 2, Mead (B)
193.20. 3, Schwartz (W) 107.9.
200 breaststroket 1, Min (B) 2:17.71. 2, Lacey (W)
2:17.44. 3, Garrett (W) 2:23.86.
400 freestyle relay: 1, Wesleyan (Bundy, Wallace,
Kinkel, Thompson) 3:22.48. 2, Bowdoin (Fuller, Stuntz
Burkett, Lesser) 3:23.16. 3, Bowdoin (Aron, K Pangbum,
Taylor, Bunt) 3:36.86.




Schultz 6-15 1-2 13, Bogle 4-13 4-7 12, St Peter 5-12 O
10, Mulholland 4-7 Ol 8, Allen 3-7 0-0 6, Coding 0-3 2-
2 2, Rally 0-0 0-0 0, Walsh 0-4 0-0 0. Totals: 22-61 7-12 51.
Clark (57)
Canity 9-30 5-7 27, Haglund 4-5 0-0 8, Tanona 3-7 0-0
6, Boone 1-8 2-3 4, Grenier 2-4 0-04, Greenlee 1-1 0-0 2,
Kuvalanka Ol 2-2 2, Newsham 1-6 04 2, Nowic 1-3 0-0
2, Doherty 0-4 Ol 0, Dow 02 0-0 0, Harrison Ol 0-0 0.
Totals: 22-72 9-18 57.
Halftime 28-25 B. Rebounds: B - 45 (Allen 10), C - 54








Bogle 7-13 4-5 18, Schultz 7-23 Ol 14, St Peter 5-10 2-
2 12, MulhoUand 3-7 2-2 8, Walsh 3-7 0-0 6, Allen 1-4 2-2
4, Reilly 2-3 O0 4, Coding 0-0 0-0 0. Totals: 2067 10-12
66.
Trinity (75)
Hadfield 6-14 10-12 22, Tcojan 3-11 7-8 14,
Armstrong 4-12 0-0 8, Sarmuk 4-9 00 8, Dinklage 2-6 3-3
7, Ryczer 3-5 1-2 7, Anderson 1-2 34 5, Lally 24 0-0 4
Totals: 25-63, 24-29 75.
Halftime: 43-26 T. Rebounds: B - 47 (Bogle 16), T - 35
(Hadfield 9). Assists: B - 14 (St. Peter, Walsh 3), T - 17
(Ryczer, Toolan 5). Fouled out none.




Patterson 7-286-6 20, Matlen 5-12 5-7 15, Bonkovsky
6-9 0-0 12, Brunner 2-3 2-4 6, Thompson 2-8 0-0 5, Dole
07 34 3. Devlin 1-9 14 3, Tanona 1-2 0-0 2, Woodson 1-
1 Ol 2, Widmer 00 02 0. Totals: 25-79 17-28 68.
Bowdoin (86)
Schultz 11-21 34 25, St Peter 7-13 6-7 20, Bogle 7-17
4-7 19, MulhoUand 3-1056 11, Coding 1-2 5-7 7, Allen
1-3 0-0 2, Walsh 0-0 2-2 2, Reilly 0-0 1-2 1. Totals: 30-66,
26-35 86.
Halftime: 40-26 Bowdoin. Rebounds: Bates - 45 (three
with 71 Bowdoin 57 (Bogle 18) Assists: Bates - 14
(Devlin 5), Bowdoin - 23 (Walsh 8). Fouled out: none.
Team records: Bates 3-12, Bowdoin 7-8.
JSowdom Sports "trivia
In the women's ice hockey team's 3-2 victory
over Colby on Sunday, Nan Gorton scored
all of the Polar Beiars goal for her sixth hat
trick of the season— a Polar Bear record.
The sophomore has nine career hat tricks,
placing her second behind Carol Thomas '93




Wesleyan 120, Bowdoin 117.
400 medley relay: 1, Bowdoin (Nowak, Church, Fey,
Pettijohn) 4:22.13. 2, Wesleyan (Drew, Donofrio, Tarrant
Lamoreux) 4:25.86. 3, Bowdoin (Ballinger, Zych, Dula.
Artwick) 4:31.51.
1000 freestyle: 1, Sorensen (W) 10:36.06. 2, Merrick
(B) 11:17.10. 3, Kroodsma (W) 11:39.40.
200 freestyle 1, Merrick (B) 2:00.28. 2, Bresztuonszky
(W) 2:00.76. 3, Lamoreux (W) 2:07.97.
50 freestyle: 1, Johnson (B) 26.48. 2, Carnett (B) 27.09.
3, Byrne (W) 27.24.
200 individual medley: 1, Pettijohn (B) 2:17.24. 2,
Tarrant (W) 2:23.83. 3, Donofrio (W) 2:24.46
1-meter diving: 1, Kinsey (W) 233.35. 2, Wallace (B)
209.70. 3, Shannon (B) 178.05.
200 butterfly: 1, Sorensen (W) 2:11.10. 2, Miller (B)
2:18.73. 3, Deiner (W) 2:25.71.
100 freestyle 1, Bresztuonszky (W) 56.53. 2,
Lamoreux (W) 57.22. 3, Johnson (B) 5759.
200 backstroke 1, Bresztuonszky (W) 2:12.85. 2,
Nowak (B) 2: 19.95. 3, Miller (B) 2:22.40.
500 freestyle: 1, Sorensen (W) 5:11.06. 2, Merrick (B)
5:23.41. 3, Byrne (W) 5:45.49.
3-meter diving: 1, Kinsey (W) 210.15. 2, Wallace (B)
201.55. 3, Shannon (B) 175.70.
200 breaststroke: 1, Pettijohn (B) 2:36.28. 2, Fey (B)
236.86. 3, Dula (B) 2:37.16.
400 freestyle relay: 1, Bowdoin (Carnett, Church,
Miller, Johnson) 351.79. 2, Wesleyan (Geority,
Mazereew, Post, Golden) 4:18.81. 3, Wesleyan (Kinsey,
Cruickshank, Schnee, Blossom) 4:36.05.
MEN'S TRACK
February 4, 1994
State of Maine Champioiuhip
at I.rwiston. Maine
Colby 69, Bates 62, Bowdoin 50
35-pound weight 1, Welch (C) 54.5. 2, Dyer (Bow) 49-2. 3,
Schweggler(C)4S-15.
1500 run 1, Samey (Bat) 445.24. 2, Sullivan (Bat) 4.-05.48. 3,
Bologna (0)407.87.
Long hunp: 1, Saam (C) 20-1 .75. 2, O'Connell (C) 19-85. 3,
Andrews (Bow) 19575.
55 hurdle.: 1. Saucier (C) 8.07 2. Palmieri(C) 8.42. 3, Soule
(Bow) (51.
•00 dash: 1, Powell (Bow) 51 .15. 2. Dunbar (C) 5138. 3, Obote
(C) 51.47.
500 run: 1, MacLaughlan (Bat) 147.24. 2, O'Brien (Bow)
107.33. 3, Nightengale (C) 1 0736.
55 dash: 1, Curry (C) 6.44. 2, ToJbert (C) 6.69. 3, Belinlanti (Bat)
679.
Shot put: 1, Welch (Bat) 47 2. Dyer (Bow) 454.5. 3, Mehara
(Bat) 40-63.
Pole vault: 1, Saam (Q 13-0. 2, Way (Bat) 10-6. 3, Donahue
(Bat) 10-0.
800 run: 1, Sullivan (Bat) 1:57.63. 2, Churchill (C) 1 58 21 3,
Maley (Bow) 15832.
High jump: 1, Andrews (Bow) 6 4 .2. Ed ler (Bat) 6-3. 3,
O'Connell (Q 6-0.
1000 run: 1, Beardsley (Bat) 235.05. 2, Sanchez (Bow) 235.99.
3, Samey (Bat) 23835
MM dash 1, Tofcert (C) 23.14. 2, Curry (C) 23.16. 3, Peduto
(Bat) 23.28.
5000 nm: 1, Johnson (Bow) 16O0 83 2, Strong (C) 16:10.76 3,
Si*aon(q 16:13.63.
4x400 re lay: 1, Bates 327.04. 2, Bowdoin 3:27.47. 3, Colby
3:2857.
Triple jump: 1, O'Connell (C) 40-1 1. 2, Gillette (Bat) 40-10. 3,
Andrews (Bow) 39-25.





Lowell 198, Colby 1375, Bowdoin 120, Westfteld 65, Worcester
335.
4x200 relay. 1, Lowell 145.93. 2, Westfield 153.68. 3, Colby
(1:54.13).
Triple j urn y. 1. Laffond (West) 35-9. 2, Uuren (L) 35-5. 3, Aim
(Wor)35-3.
1500 run: 1, Storin (B) 4:49.67. 2, Patterson (C) 451.83. 3,
Farrand (L) 456.80.
20-pound weight: 1, Rice (West) 47-35. 2, Lorenzen (C) 45
10.75.3, Bell (B) 45-3.
600 run: 1, Brooks (L) 1:44.62. 2, Hunt (C) 1 .45.90. 3, Colgan (B)
1:46.49.
5ShurdUa:l. lafond (West) 8A0 2. Aadriolo (L) 8.84.3, Aun .
(Wor)9.13.
400 dash: 1, Hitchork (L) 05950. 2. Powers (Q 1:0330. 3, Aun
(Wor) 1:03.65.
High jump 1, Pratt (L) 5-3. 2. Toth (B) 4-11. 3, Dubuiason (C)
4-11.
800 run: 1, Cleaves (B) 2:2353. 2. Tucker (L) 2:28.05. 3, Fagan
fC) 2:28.43.
55 dash: 1, Pelletier (I.) 77 2, Giordano (L) 7.4. 3, Ma this
(West) 77.
1000 run 1, Severance (C) 3:0234. 2, Tucker (L) 3:07.95. 3,
Farrand (L) 313.14.
Shot put 1, Bell (B) 37-6. 2, Riessland (L) 37-2.5. 3, Russo (L)
30-15.
200 dash. 1, Diaz (I.) 26.85. 2, Hitchcock (I.) 27.29. 3, Dundon
(L)2758.
3000 run: 1, Art (C) 10-36.26. 2, Crafton (L) 1043.31. 3, Pierce
(War) 11 O7.0B.
Long hunp-. 1, Giordano (L) 17-6. 2, Ward (L) 16-10. 3, Tracey
(C)16-0
4x400 relay: 1, Lowell 4:1657. 2, Colby 4:18.63. 3, Bowdoin
4:48.72.
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Veterans lead women's basketball





The women's basketball team played its
first home game since December 11 on
Tuesday night, and the resultwas an 18-point
victory over the Bates Bobcats. Laura Schultz
'96 led the way with 25 points while captain
Airami Bogle '95 pulled down 18 rebounds
and scored 18 points. Kristen St. Peter '96 also
had a strong outing, scoring 21 points to go
along with her 8 boards and 2 steals.
The Bears (7-8)jumped out to an early lead,
scoring 1 2 points before allowing Bates (3-12)
their first basket more than five minutes into
the game. The score was 40-26 at the half, but
Bates attempted to make a game of it in the
second half. A series of fouls called against
Bowdoin helped Bates close the gap—with
9:25 left in thegame theBowdoin lead was cut
to six points. Suzanne Patterson had the hot
hand forBates, scoring 20pointsand shooting
6 for 6 from the charity stripe. A few
questionable calls were not enough to stop
the Polar Bears, who are 6-3 when leading at
half-time, and Laura Schultz ran off six
unanswered points toput thelead intodouble
digits for good. The final was Bowdoin 86,
Bates 68.
Last weekend the Bears were on the road
against #3 Clark (13-5). They had a three-
point half-time lead, but down the stretch
Clark was able to get to the free throw line 1
1
times and convert on 8 of those to take a 57-51
victory. Schultz had 13 points while first-year
Heather Allen pulled down a season high 10
rebounds. The next day Bowdoin fell prey to
a red hot Trinity team that won its eighth
consecutive game by beating the Bears 75-66.
Bogle scored 18 points and collected 16
rebounds.
Thewomen's basketball team goes backon
the road with a game at Connecticut College
tonight and an afternoon game at Wheaton
tomorrow. The Bears return to Morrell Gym
Tuesday night against UMaine-Farmington
and Wednesday against Colby. Both games
begin at 5:30 pm.
As fi nst-years,
to the success
carey jones/ botoamn vnent
Tracy MuDiolIand and Allie Walsh have made significant contributions
of mis year's squad.
Kristen St Peter *96 drives past her Bates opponent
. . . with the usual crucial help
from the youth, that is
By Bryn Upton
STAFF WRITER
With a solid victory over the Bates Bobcats
Tuesday night, the Bowdoin women's
basketball team climbed within a game of
.500. This year's squad has endured injuries
and eight consecutive road games to become
an effectiveteamwithagood shotatawinning
record. One of the keys to the season has been
the playoftwo first-yearswho are starting for
a Polar Bear team mat has but one junior and
no seniors.TracyMulholland and All ieWalsh
have stepped into college basketball quickly
and effectively. Mulholland has startedevery
game mis season, and Walsh has started the
last eight games since an injury sidelined
point guard Jennifer Flynn '96.
Walsh, who played high school basketball
for Toll Gate in Rhode Island, has compiled a
team high 52 assists this season. More than 40
of those have come since she took over the
starting role, and she had a single-game high
of eight against Bates on Tuesday.
Walsh feels that the team has grown
together and that the players are playing
Looking for a good exchange rate to
study abroad next semester?
3.75 GPA and up=$1,500 Scholarship 3.50 QPA and up=$1,000 Scholarship
Study abroad grants based on need also available).
Syracuse University sponsors study abroad sites in
Florence Italy London, England Harare, Zimbabwe
Madrid, Spain Strasbourg, France
SU credit Field trips/Traveling seminars Internships Study for a semester, year or summer
Courses taught in English and in host country language
Syracuse University
Division of International Programs Abroad 119 Euclid Avenue, Syracuse, New York 132444170
180O235-3472 31S443-3471
good basketball . "Things aregoing well right
now—everyone is working together and
playing hard/' she said.
Walsh is a classic point guard, able to find
the open player and lead the offense. Her
quickness has been a weapon in transition,
and her tenacity on defense has allowed her
to pick up six steals in the past two weeks.
Mulholland, a Maine native, has been a
force inside for the Polar Bears all season
long. "It's been an adjustment going from
high school to college," she said. "Youhave to
get used towhat the referees will call, and the
shot clock."
Mulholland seems to have made those
adjustments, leading die team in offensive
rebounding with 62 and steals with 29. She
also leads the team with 10 blocks and has
committed thefewestturnoversofanystarter.
Her skills are improving, and herpresenceon
the court has taken some of the pressure off
centerAirami Bogle. Mulholland is averaging
over 10 points per game, even though she
saysshe isinthemidstof"anoffensiveslump.
"
She has played excellent defense all season,
using her strength and quickness to forcebad
shots and turnovers. She and Bogle have
combined for 288 total rebounds this season,
just under 10 per game each.
With sevengames lefton dieschedule, four
of which are at home, the Polar Bears will be
an exciting team to watch in the next few
weeks, and with young players like
Mulholland and Walsh, they will be fun to
watch for years to come.
FREE TRIPS AND MONEY!!
Individuals and Student Organiza-
tions wanted to promote the Hottest




Fisheries - Many am SZOOO t/mo. in canneries
or $3,000-$6,000+/mo. on fishing vessels.
Many employers provide room h board k
transportation. Over 8,000 openings. No
parianf asissaaryt Male or Female Get




Earn up to $2,000+/month working for Cruise
Ships or Land-Tour Companies. World Travel.
Summer and Full-Time employment available No
experience nerwanr. For more information call:
Cruise Employment Services
(206) 634-0468 e»t C5064
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to 1Akkllebury . star forward Gorton sustained a neck injury
ohed with, and had to sit out 'the final period, and
B^itwas clear that Middlebury was able to grab tine winning
grasp of either goal off of a shot by Hefner to the top right
first when Whit comerofthenetwitha mere 178econds left to
Jn; .,,..-
:
go. 'HJte Pantherspoured the pressure on in






























luckygoaloffofa rebound at mentioned tine superior play of Klein, who
J - J
at 15:08withwhat finished the evening with 35 saves.
Gorton scored threegoals inSunday'sgame
against Colby propelling Bowdoin to a
thrilling 3-2 win and earning herself a place
in the record books. Itwas Gorton's sixth hat
trickoftheseason,givingherninefora career,
which ties her for second place in Bowdoin
Wc»druffdescribed as "one of the prettiest
Phanuef skated hard
down the wing and, at about tine face-off
mark, ripped a wrist shot into the top comer
of tinenet"Thegoalieneverevensaw it!" said
Woodruff.
Although the teams were tied after the history,
second period, themomentum was clearly in The Bearsweregearedup fora winSunday
Bowdoin's favor. Unfortunately, Bowdoin's afternoon, sparked by their stellar
performance tine previous night. Silencing
Colby early in the contest, Bowdoin
dominated thefirsttwoperiods. ThePhanuef-
Jane Kim '96-Gorton line combined to give
Gorton her first goal of tine game halfway
through the first period. With three minutes
left in tine second period, Eli^a Wilmerding
"97whipped apass to Gortc*ywhofaked out
Colby's goalie to stuff another in the net.
,
Colby came out strong in the third period,
slipping a nice backhand shot past Klein
within 30 seconds of assuming tine ice. Trie
WhiteMules struck again at 525when Sarah
Gelman tipped in thepuck after it ricocheted
off thepostfrom anotherColby shot. Withthe
game tied, itappearedthatanovertimeperiod
was inevitable, yet at 1 4:45 Gorton popped a
rebound into the net during a scuffle in front
of the goal to give Bowdoin a 3-2 win.
Woodruff was extremely pleased with the
win. "We've finally figured out how to play
three periods of consistently strong hockey,"
he said. "We are exactlywhereweneed to be
at this point in the season." The Polar Bears
have another chance to prove themselves
against Middlebury as they take to tine road
thisweekend toparticipate in tineMiddlebury
Invitational.
Women's track anticipates strong showing at State of Maine
By Tracy Boulter
assistant sports editor
The women's indoor track team overcame
a lack ofteam depth withhigh team spiritand
stellar individual performances to place third
in a home meet last Saturday. "Good team
spirit helped us to some terrific
performances," said head coach Peter
Slovenski. The steady improvement of the
team was underscored by the fact that the
Polar Bears finished a mere 17 points behind
runner-up Colby, a team that they had lost to
by a larger margin earlier in the season. "We
were much closer to Colby in this meet," said
co-captain Rachel Cleaves '95. "With our
continuing improvement,wehave thechance
to do well in the State of Maine Meet this
Friday."
The highlightof the five-team meetwas the
strong performances of the throwers,
particularly in the shotput, where Bowdoin
captured first fourth, and fifth places. Staci
Bell '95 led the way, easily winning with a
throw of 37'6" . Shewas ably supportedby the
fburth^hcefirushofNicoleDube^^'S.S")
and the fifth-place finish ofBarbara Foster '96
(29'4.5 H). Bowdoin's dominance of the
throwing events continued in the 20-pound
weightevent,where Bell recorded a personal-
best mark of 45'3" to take third, and Moya
Gibson '96placed fifthwith a throwof39'5.5".
Other outstanding performances were
turned in by Cleaves, co-captain Amy Toth
'95 and Darcy Storin '96. Qeaves blew away
thecompetition in the800-meterrun,winning
the race by over five seconds. Her time of
2:23.53putsher closer tohergoalofqualifying
for the nationals in that event. "Rachel is very
committed to her goal of qualifying for the
nationals in the 800m run," said teammate
DarcyMcEIwee'95."Sheisadedicatedrunner
who is an excellent role model for the rest of
the team."
Toth is a model of perseverance for the
team, tirelessly working to overcome nagging
injuries. She showed her agilityand talent by
placingsecond in thehighjump (4'1 1 "), fourth
in the 55m hurtles (9.24), and fourth in the
55m dash (7.9). Storin won the 1500m run in
4:49.67, a time which provisionally qualifies
her for the nationals.
Janet Mulcahy '96 added two fourth-place
finishes to the Bowdoin point total, in the
1500m run (4:58.59) and 1000m run (3:15.11).
Other top-5 finishers for Bowdoin were Corie
Colgan '97 at third in the 600m run (1 :46.49),
Laura Geagan '96 at fourth in the 800m run
(2:29.49), Jennifer Harmon '97 at fifth in the
400m dash (1 $6.27), and HeatherMarlow '97
at fifth in the triple jump (31 '1").
The most exciting race of the meet was the
4x800m relay, which came down to the final
sprint between Bowdoin and Colby. The
Bowdoin team of Geagan, Colgan, Cleaves
and Storin ran neck-and-neck with Colby
throughout the race, but the White Mules
eked out the victoryby .4 seconds as their star
runner, Michelle Severance, held off a hard-
charging Storin at the finish.
The Bowdoin women's indoor track team
encourages spectators to come out and cheer
on the Polar Bears. After the State of Maine
Championship today at Bates, Bowdoin will
compete in the New England Division III
Championship at Brandeis, then host the
Bowdoin Invitational on Saturday, February
26 . Their season will concludew ith theECAC
Division HI Championship at Smith and the
NCAA Division III nationals in Wisconsin.
Men's trackfalls to BB@*tearns
By Dan Sacco
STAFFWRITER
In tine State of Maine Championship last
Friday, theBowdoin men's indoor track team
fell to Batesand ColbyColleges, placing third
with 50 points behind Bates' 62 points and
Colby's winning 69-point total The bleak
results were scattered with good
performances by several Bowdoin athletes.
Hiram Andrews '97 and tri-captain Scott
Dyer *95,Bowdoin's leading field-eventmen,
each added to a string of excellent
performances. Andrews won tine high jump
with a height of 6'4" and came in third in the
triple and long jumps, while Dyer placed
second in both the 35# weight throw and tine
shot put Dyer threw 49* 2" and 45' 45"
respectively in those events.
In tinerunning eventsBowdoinhad several
competitors place in tinetoppositions,though
LoganPowell '96 andJamesJohnson '97were
tine only runners to come away from the
competition with wins. Powellwon the400m
run witha timeof51.15 seconds, whileJohnson
took the 5000m in 16.-00 flat
Sophomores Shane O'Brien and Phil
Sanchez both brought home second-place
finishes. O'Brien ran the 500m run in 107
while Sanchez cruised through die lOOOm
run in 2:36. In the 800m run and 55m hurdles
Bowdoin brought home third-place finishes.
Blaine Maley '96 finished the 800m in 158,
only .1 seconds behind tine second place
finisher, while first-year John Soule flew
through the hurdles in 8.51 seconds. Dave
Humphrey '94 (1500m), John Stuhlman '96
(55m hurdles), PatKane '96 (400m),BenBeach
'97 (800m) and tri-captain PeteNye '94 (200m)
all came away with fourth-place finishes.
In relay action, Bowdoin excelled. The 4 x
800m squadwonwith a timeof8:11 while the
4 x 400m team came in second with a time of
3:27.
The men's track team enjoys home-field
advantage this weekend as it hosts Colby,
Fitchburg, Worcester and Springfield
Colleges. The meet will take place in the
Farley Field House on Saturday afternoon
beginning at 1:00 p.m.
r GOODWINCvolvo • mazoa^p
Looking for a VOLVO or a
MAZDA?
New or Used




The Orient direly needs both photographers and a
salaried circulation manager. If interested, call 725-3300.
Call the dealer with 41 yean ofexperience
91 Main St.. Tnpsham
729-3369
- SPRING BREAK '94 -
Cancun, Bahamas, Jamaica, Florida & Padre!
110% Lowest Price Guarantee! Organize 15 friends
and your trip is FREE!
TAKE A BREAK STUDENT TRAVEL (800) 328-
7283.
j
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W o ;;/ en's Squash
Bears climb to 15-4 and toward Nationals
Sky's the limit: The
squash team piles victory
upon victory in assembling
a squad which should
surprise many national
competitors who handled
them easily last year.
By Alison Burke
staff writer
The Bowdoin women's squash team is
riding high after a strong showing this
weekend at the MountHolyoke-SmithCollege
Invitational. Bowdoin played four tough
matches, winning three and losing an
extremely close match to the Wesleyan squad
(5-4). The Polar Bears swept Hamilton and
Johns Hopkins 9-0 and downed Mount
Holyoke 6-3. These feats proved that this
year's squad is domineering and that the
team is well-prepared to takeon thechallenges
that lie ahead at Nationals.
The fiercest competition this weekend was
Jennifer Bogue '94's match against her
oppnentfrom MountHolyokeCollege. Coach
DanHammond exclaimed, "Boguedove twice
and was bleeding. The match was incredibly
intenseand spectatorscamedown from other
stands to watch her hit rocket chips." Bogue
didn't let anything get by her. At 8-8, after a
two-minute rally in the second game, Bogue
Jen Bogue 94 winds up to rip the next shot back at her opponent J«» Ahrena/BowdoinOri«t<
finished offthenexttwopointswith lightning-
speed shots.
Several players key to the recent victories
were Kelsey Ziegler '95 (#9), Ellen Chan "97
(#8), Tara Dugan '97 (#6)and Lisa Klapper '96
(#7). Both Ziegler and Chan finished the
weekend without relinquishing a singlegame.
"Not giving up a game requires incredible
concentration and dedication," said
Hammond. Ziegler and Chan demonstrate
the team's depth and capabilities throughout
the ladder.
Dugan suffered her first loss of the season
against Wesleyan. Hammond explained, "It
was a tough loss, but she's only human. She
won all the rest of her matches this weekend
Men's and Women's S w i m m i n g
Women denied on controversial call
By Kris Pancburn
staff writer
The Bowdoin swimming teams boosted
their records and confidence by winning big
victories over Colby and Bates on January 29
and 30, respectively, although both teams
suffered disappointing defeats at Wesleyan
this past weekend.
The bus ride home from Waterville was a
time for celebration after the substantial
victory over Colby. After very little rest,
Bowdoin raced the following day to beat
Bates at home. A close competition for both
the men and the women, the Bates meet
highlighted the key performances of the
Bowdoin divers.John Mead '97captured first
on the one-meter and three-meter boards,
while Allison Wallace '96 scored vital points
for the women by winning the one-meter
diving competition. Theoutstandingswim of
thedaybelonged to tri-captain Conrad Stun tz
'94,whobrokeboth theteam and pool records
in the 1000-yard freestylewith a hmeof 9:56.94.
Even more remarkablewas the fact that Stun tz
wasnotpressuredbythecompetition. Instead,
he swam his record-setting race several pool
lengths ahead of the Bates swimmers.
Coming off two big wins, the Polar Bears
_._ „,„„. . JCenNrtzorg/ Bowdoin OrientA Polar Bear competes in the freestyle for the S3 women's swimming team.
were disappointed by their losses this past
SaturdayagainstWesleyan.TheBowdoinmen
performed admirably, although they could
not match the depth of Wesleyan's team.
Notableswims included seniorShaneCook's
second-place finish in the 200-yard butterfly
(2:03.65) and senior tri-captain Brett
Pangburn 's 50-yard butterfly,whichqualified
him for the New England Championships.
Although the women's team swam well
enough to beat Wesleyan, they were denied
victory by three controversial points, 120-
117. The Bowdoin women crept up behind
Wesleyan and finished ahead in the final
relay, apparently securing the win. Butdue to
a questionable call by the Wesleyan coach,
who protested the validity of a relay card, the
Bowdoin relay squad was disqualified and
Wesleyan was awarded the corresponding
points. The Bowdoin women displayed their
good sportsmanship by choosing not to
protestthematter further,allowingWesleyan
to squeak out the victory. Coach Charlie Butt
commented that although the Wesleyan
coach's complaintwas technically legitimate,
"she took an opening for a win that most
coaches wouldn't have taken."
The women's final meet of the season
against Wesleyan placed their record at 5-3.
At thisjuncture, thewomen are preparing for
the New England Championships, to be
hostedbyBowdoinFebruary 18-20.Themen's
team will travel toMJ.T. mis Saturday for its
final dual meet.
3-0." Klapper also endured a difficult loss
against Wesleyan, her second loss of the
season. The pressure was high for Klapper
and the match came down to a few mere
points.
Sarah Titus '97 (#2), Maggy Mitchell '95
(#3), Dee Steel '95 (#4) and Lisa Takayama '95
(#5) provide the strength at the top of the
ladder. Hammond says of Titus' situation,
"It's hard to be a first-yearand play so high on
the ladder. No match will be a cake walk
—
players are extremely good at this level."
Nonetheless, Titus smashed both Hamilton
"We're readyfor the
challenging squash of teams
like UPenn and Brown. "
- Jen Bogue '94
(3-1) and Johns Hopkins (3-0). Mitchell, Steel
and Takayamaencountered similarpressures,
but continued to hold their own. Takayama
had a key victory against Wesleyan with an
impressive score of 3-0.
The Polar Bears crushed Bates on
Wednesday by a final score of 8-1
.
The women's squash team will soon hear
about its standing at Nationals. The team is
optimistic it will play in the B league. "We're
ready for the challenging squash ofteams like
U Penn and Brown," said Bogue. There is no
doubt mat the Polar Bears will take their 15-4
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Bowdoin
Ba tes
The Bowdoin men'* basketball team
adp^^nvatBate9Co0e^(4-l5)mTuei%
to improve its record to 3-0 in the CBB
conferenceand 10-6 overall. This key victory
toOowed a frustrating road trip in which the
Beiruttobom Clark (12-8)and Triroty(16-
2)-
In a game dominated by referees' whistles
and complaints from the crowd, the Polar
Bears had to come from behind to knock off
the Bobcats 85-77. Bowdoin started off well,
scoring the firstseven pointsofthegameand
juirtpirtgout to an early 11-3 lead- Then Bates
storsaedback. The Bobcats ran off 12 straight
points focapturethe lead 15-1 1 eightminutes
fetoAegame. Fallowingtwetvemoreminutes
ofsloppyp&y including a 14*5 run by Bates,
thePolar Bears found themselves heading to
Please see SWEEP, page 1&
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Frat woes may change
Bowdoin's social climate
By Paul C Rohlfing
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR
The social life at Bowdoin is in a state of
flux. The role of fraternities in facilitating a
climate for social interaction is declining, and
the College and various student groups are
picking up the slack.
This year's pledge classes at Bowdoin's
fraternities were the smallest in recent
memory, and the lease of the Chi Psi house
back to the College mis winter has signaled
the end of an era for single-sex fraternities.
Thirtyyearsago, 97 percent of the students
at Bowdoin were fraternity members. Since
men, many houses have closed through a
process of attrition, and the percentage of
students in fraternities has steadily declined.
For the last few years, the percentage of
students in fraternities had been fairly stable
at around 38 percent of the total enrollment.
However, this year mat number decreased
dramatically. Only 29 percent of first-year
students are pledging fraternities mis year.
Does this sudden decrease in pledges sig-
nify the beginning of the end for the Greek
system at Bowdoin, or do these numbers
merely represent a statistical anomaly? What
changes are in store for the social life at the
College over the next few years? The Orient
posed these questions to a number of admin-
istratorsand studentsoverthe lasttwoweeks.
No definitive answers emerged.
Chi Delta Phi's pledge class of three was
theloweston campus this year . JeffDunlaevy
'95, president of Chi Delt, admitted that the
house will have to make adjustments as a
resultof the low numbers. "It obviously hurts
us financially, but we are going to be able to
pay the bills for now.*
However, Dunlaevywas adamant that the
house was not about to close. There was no
doubt as far as the members were concerned.
It was just a bad year. I'm not too worried
about it. We just have to go out next year and
rush aggressively," he said.
First-year Class Dean Roy Partridge, the
new advisor to the Greek Council, was un-
sure about the implications of this year's
smaller-than-average pledge class. "I don't
know what it means. Obviously the houses
with low enrollment are going to have mon-
etary difficulties," commented Partridge.
Partridge offered one possible solution for
the situation. "Some houses have had non-
member boarders in the past. It's possible
that that could happen again," he said.
Senior Class Dean Kenneth A. Lewallen,
however, has been more adamant about the
future of fraternities at Bowdoin. Lewallen
has referred to the fraternitysystemas "a near
permanent fixture" at the College.
Lewallen feels that the size of mis year's
pledge class is not very significant. "Our
[Greek] system is so flexible that thenumbers
are almost never static."
He was quick to point out that the burden
of providing social alternatives has weighed
far more heavily on the College in recent
years than ever before in Bowdoin history.
Lewallen cites the layout of the College's
residence halls as one example of how the
College was not originally intended to be a
social center because of the former predomi-
nance of fraternities. "You'll notice that all of
the residence halls were built without any
social spaces in them Back then, providing a
social alternative to fraternities was not even
an issue for the College," he said.
The creation of on-campus settings for so-
cial interaction is one of the most important
reasons for the construction of thenew Smith
Union, which will open within the year.
"That's one of our goals in tile new build-
ing: to develop that sense of community,"
said Bill Fruth, the Director of the Moulton
Union and Coordinator for Student Activi-
ties. Theoldbuilding isa bunchofgeometri-
cal boxes. It defeats the purpose of having a
M Up






Tad EHemer '94 inspects his work on a snow sculpture.
For more Winter's Weekend photos, turn to page 6.
Union."
The Smith Union will be a far more open,
fluid space that will allow students to congre-
gate and socialize more readily than is pos-
sible in Moulton Union. While the old Union
will retain the Dining Service areas, the new
Union will contain a larger game room, the
Pub with an expanded stage area for live
performances, a new Bear Buns Cafe with
seating forapproximately sixty people, anew
pizzeria and burger joint and greatly ex-
panded areas for congregation and interac-
tion among students.
The architectural firm that designed the
Smith Union, which is under construction in
the old Hyde Cage, has designed other build-
ings that have been innovative in their use of
space and geometry including Minneapolis'
world class Orchestra Hall.
Fruth suggested that last week's Winter's
Weekend festivities in the Moulton Union
might be a model for the future of social
activities at the College. "Winter's Weekend
was a great collaboration between many stu-
dent organizations on campus, including fra-
ternities. I've never seen that many people in
the Union at once."
Regardless of questions concerning the
long-term future of fraternities, it seems cer-
tain that the Greek system will be just one
element in a more diverse social environment
at Bowdoin.
College examinesfinancial aid issues
By Meg Sullivan
staff writer
With the beginning of a new capital cam-
paign facing the College in tile upcoming
months, the Administrationhasbeen involved
in investigating plans to adjust tile College's
resources devoted to financial aid.
The Strategic Planning Task Force has been
examining this issue for the past six months.
In conjunction with the Student Aid Office,
the Executive Board, and the Student Senate,
it has intentions to both educate students
about financial aid and consider their opin-
ions about the issues.
The task force, comprised of members of
theadministrative, support,and senior staffs,
as well as faculty liaisons and students, has
been in existence since President Edwards
came to Bowdoin. Executive Assistant to the
President and Governing Boards Richard
"We [looked] in detail at [such
issues as] ifwe should allow
financial aid to go with students
when they study away."
—Stephen Joyce, Assistant
Director of Student Aid
Mersereau, a member of the task force, said
thegroup functions "asa sounding board for
the President. He's been able to identify key
institutional questions that are far-reaching
in nature, and he's been able to lay them out
at the table of thirteen people."
In tiie past, task force subcommittees have
examined such issues as long-term debt as a
financial option and altering the size of the
College, yet more recently, Mersereau said,
The task force has been trying to get itsarms
around the whole financial aid picture since
the beginning of the fall semester."
Their first goal in looking at the financial
aid issue was exploring the basis of aid.
Mersereau identified this step as "an agree-
menton the objectives ofhaving financial aid
at all. . the reason forhaving it is to ensure the
College can attract, admit, and enroll the best
student body." Beyond that, the task force
Please see AID, page 4.
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Bosnian Serbs begin withdrawal to meet NATO
deadline.
The U.N. reported yesterday that the Bosnian Serbs are
removingconvoysof artillery from the hills surrounding
Sarajevo, and Serb leaders stated that they will meet this
Sunday'sNATOdeadline. While President Clinton and
otherNATOleaderswerepleased with the recent actions,
they cautioned mat the Serbs are far from completing a
full withdrawal. Moreover, Russian officials reported
that the Serbian actions are a response to an agreement
in which 400 Russian peace-keeping troops will monitor
the withdrawal. In other relevant news, the U.S. has
undergone a major policy shift by backing the Owen-
Stoltenberg partition plan that would divide Bosnia-
Herzegovina into threeethnic regions. Prior totheNATO
ultimatum, the U.S. opposed creating borders taken by
aggressionand refused imposing a solutionon unwilling
partners.
Over 1,000 dead in Ghana.
After ethnic unrest engulfed Ghana's northern region,
the military isgraduallyregaining control ofthedomestic
instability. Fighting between ethnic Konkombas and
Nanumbas hasdestroyed villagesand farmland and left
thousands of people homeless since war broke out on
February 3. The Konkombas, settlers from Togo, have a
long history ofclasheswith theland-owning Nanumbas.
The Saudi Arabian Government agreed to purchase U.S.
airplanes.
Saudi Ambassador Prince Bandar announced on
Wednesday that King Fahd has decided to purchase
approximately 50 commercial aircraft for Saudi Arabia's
civilian fleetfrom the Boeing Companyand theMcDonnell
Douglas Corporation. The sale will total almost $6 billion
and will support tens of thousands of American jobs in
several U.S. states. In an effort to decrease the American
trade deficit and further boost the economy, President
Clinton stated that "the purchase is a vote of confidence in
American quality, American workers and the
competitiveness of our exports."
Two top allies of Zhirinovsky resign in anger.
Two senior members of Russia's Liberal Democratic Party,
ViktorKobelevandAlexanderPronin, leftunparliamentary
faction yesterday in an open rebellion of its ultranationalist
leader Vladimir Zhirinovsky. In a statement to reporters
following his announcement, Kobelev called on the
approximately60membersoftheLDP in the 450-sea t lower
house to remove Zhirinovsky as leader. Furthermore,
Kobelev stated thathewould make scandalous disclosures
concerning Zhirinovsky if any action was taken against
him: "I worked as thehead ofthepartyapparatus fora year,
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This Week's Bowdoin Orient Trivia Question:
Enter, ifyou dare!
What lurks behind this strange and
mysterious passage? Perhaps it is
home to the woodnymphs that creep
across the quad under the full moon.
Maybe it is a secret passageway to
hell. Or, it could be the forgotten
computer lab, where all of the
computers they couldn't fit in the
library are now hiding.
Even the Editors of the Orient know
not the answer to that intriguing
question. We do know, however, the
location of this snow-laden entrance-
Do you?
Be the first caller to leave a
message on the Orient answering
machine (x3300) with the door's
location (the name of the building
will suffice) to win a free pizza and
two sodas. Don't forget to leave
your name and number.
Congratulations to Kofi Bentsi-
Enchill '96 for winning last week's
contest, "Who's tail end is this?"
The license plate pictured belongs
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Coalition devotes day to raising Bosnia awareness
World affairs: In re-
sponse to the apparent lack
of interest or information
regarding the recent events
in Bosnia-Herzigovina on
the Bowdoin campus, a
group of concerned stu-
dents helped bring the
problems of that region a
little closer to home.
By Richard Shim
editor-in-chief
On Tuesday the Coalition, a student or-
ganization to combat indifference, orga-
nized a day devoted to the recent occur-
rences in Bosnia. The purpose of the day
was to spread information about the situa-
tion in Bosnia and help people understand
the seriousness of the matter.
The activities began in Moulton Union at
12:00 p.m. with a letterwritingcampaign to
President Clinton and Secretary General
Boutros Boutros-Ghail of the United Na-
tions. The aim of the letters was to allow
students to demonstrate their opinions
about the recent events in Bosnia given the
information they received at the letter writ-
ing campaign. At 9-30 p.m. an evening vigil
was held in front of the art museum to
allow students to assemble and express
theirconcerns for the victims ofthe Bosnian
War.
The actions of the Coalition were part of
a rally by members of colleges nationwide
to bring awareness of the crisis that the
victims of the Bosnian War are experienc-
ing. The idea of nationwide aid to Bosnia
was conceived by Hillel, a national Jewish
student association. Aid was not the aim of
the nationwide rally, but at Bowdoin, po-
litical support was the result of student
activism.
Bosniawas a part ofYugoslavia until the
Baltic Statesbegan declaring independence,
which sparked other ethnic groups to seek
autonomy. On April 6, 1992, Bosnia was
recognized, by the European Community,
as a separate state, leading to a civil war as
Serbian nationalists attempted to gain con-
trol of the government.
The events of the war are tied to ethnic
tensions that were a result of past resent-
ment. Yugoslavia was created in 1918 as a
part of the post World War I Paris Peace
Conference. Thecreation of this state forced
ethnic groups together, engendering ani-
mosity. In 1941, tensions rose as the Nazis
Carey Jones/Bowdmn Orient
Members of the Coalition distributed information, promoted a letter-writing campaign
and showed news footage in the Moulton Union on Wednesday.
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invaded and the Croatians sided with the
facists. Persistent territorial claims since
the Nazi invasion have extended the ten-
sions. However, threats from the Commu-
nist Party and the national army, sup-
pressed the notion of a civil war. As th'*
Communist Party collapsed, the threat
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l<0 tensions have/ \ driven these al-
lies to war as
well. On April 4,
1993, fighting broke out between Muslims
and Croats when Muslim troops entered
Croatian territory, bringing the war to yet
another level.
The involvement of Serbia in the war is a
major factor in the perpetuation ofthe fight-
ing. As a result of the fall of Yugoslavia,
Serbia gained resources in the form of
money, military and weapons which it is
using toward the aim of the Serbian minor-
ity in Bosnia. This has made attempts at
embargoes to end the war futile, as Serbia
advancesmore resources into Bosnia,while
the other warring parties are left without
resources.
Attempts at settling the war have been
made by the United States and England in
the form of the Vance-Owen peace plan
which addresses the notion of a power
sharing plan between the groups. This plan
attempted to give territorial control to each
group, but the plan was rejected.
Talks were initiated on July 27, 1993,
with the intent of creating a union of three
ethnic ministates, but the plan was eventu-
ally rejected based on disagreements of
boundaries. On December, 3 1993, peace
talks in Geneva ended with nothing re-
solved. The war continues and members of
both ethnic groups are gradually being
killed off. Stories of Bosnian women being
raped in order to dilute their ethnicity and
ethnic genocide continue without an end of
the war in sight.
Members of the Coalition who are con-
cerned with the issues associated with the
war feel that it is important that outsiders,
like themselves, become educated to the
injustices that are occurring.
Sharon Price '94 stated, "It'san issue that
has been ignored here on campus and we,
the members of the Coalition, felt that this
was an opportunity to make a statement; to
open people's eyes toward an issue that
people should know is going on and make
an effort to stop it. Our efforts, just by
informing people were successful. Just by
awakening people to the issue and giving
them the opportunity to make their opin-
ions about what should be done."
FIELD STUDY OPPORTUNITY
Students are invited to an informational meeting of the Salt Center for
Documentary Field Studies,an off-campus study program in Portland, Maine.
Bring your brown bag lunch for this presentation, scheduled at 12 noon on
Friday, February 25 in Mitchell East of Coles Tower.
Salt draws undergraduates and graduate students from across the country
to study Maine life through independent field research. Their work takes
written or photographic form, and student research is published in Salt
magazine. For more information, call the Salt Center at 761-0660.
- SPRING BREAK '94 -
Cancun, Bahamas, Jamaica, Florida & Padre!
110% Lowest Price Guarantee! Organize 15 friends
and your trip is FREE!
TAKE A BREAK STUDENT TRAVEL (800) 328-
7283.
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AID
Continued from page 1.
examined the effectiveness of the College's
present systemofawarding financial aid pack-
ages.
Stephen Joyce, Assistant Director of Stu-
dent Aid and former financial aid subcom-
mittee member, explained, "What we did
was look in detail at all aspects of financial
aid—how we spent money, what the state
and federal trends showed us, what was the
policy, how it was portrayed, if we should
allow financial aid to go with students when
they study away and whether we should
increase student employment."
After examining these areas, the task force
felt satisfied with the merits and structure of
theprogram in place. Itwas thebroaderques-
tion ofallocation of resources that became the
focus of the group.
'There maybe a few resources mat could be
recommended that affect how financial dol- lars,hasalreadygrown from9%oftheschool's
lars are administered, such as building in a budgettol3%inrecentyears.However,when
work component for first year financial aid the College determines the magnitude of the
recipients, but no matter what happens, it increase, it must also decide what aspects of
won't have a negative impacton financial aid the budget will be reduced. He said, "atother
requirements for the future," Mersereau said, colleges, [the percentage of the budget de-
The big question before the task force and voted to student aid] has reached 20%,but ifs
ultimately the cam-
pusandCollege is the





The College is in-
evitably faced with
the prospect of lim-
Thefinancial aid budget, which is
approaching seven million dollars, has
already grownfrom 9% of the school's
budget to 13% in recent years.
verymuch a balanc-
ing act of establish-
ing priorities."
This goal of in-
creasing the impact
of financial aid at
Bowdoin also re-
lates to the school's
aspirations to make
the admissions pra-
ited financial resources, yet has the desire to cess entirely need-blind. "In the past three
enlarge its financial aid offerings, which it has years, there have been gaps between what the
attempted to do in the past. "The question financial aid budgetwould provide and what
isn'twhether[financialaid]willbeexpanded, the perceived need was. The question is
it is by how much," said Mersereau. whether there is any way to prevent or mini-
Joyce explained that the financial aid bud- mize that probability in the future," Mersereau
get, which is approaching seven million dol- explained.
Gel the credit you deserve-
with the GE Classic MasterCard.
9.9
Qi The GE Classic MasterCard is the educated
choice for students looking for smart ways
to save. It offers one of the lowest APRs
APR you'll find on campus - 9.9%* variable APR
for the first year with a low 1 6.9% variable APR thereafter.
That means that even if you're only able to pay the minimum




While other credit cards charge annual fees of $20 or more,
the GE Classic MasterCard has no annual fee . Frankly, we
don't see why you should pay just for putting our card in
your wallet
This great offer could only come from
a team like GE Card Services and
MasterCard. GE Card Services is part
of one of the leading financial services
companies in the world. And MasterCard's the credit card
more widely accepted than any other on the planet Together,
they provide you with unparalleled financial security.
STUDENT DISCOUNTS.
As a GE Classic MasterCard member, you're also entitled to
special discounts at many of your favorite stores. Through the
COLLEGE MasterValues™** program, you'll enjoy savings of
up to 40% on everything from CDs to travel.
The GE Classic MasterCard. An educated choke.
Look for an application on campus or in your mail.
Ifs required reading that can give you the credit you deserve.
•APR i *ow« as o' 1/1/94 99%«<rubleAP« jpj*« for tn* «rs 12 b*nf cydei after tfu« I variable APR. *»«cri is of 1/1/94 was I&9K mi apptytoat exnuigandnewbaiancn At any rer* tour rate
«nlMM to I MMth APR. -he"* of U\n* was 1 9 9X. based on your diWiquency A -rmmum Finance Charge of $50 ai apply at 4 wres A cash advance fee of 2 5* of tne advance (rrmrrwn
$2 and mawrn^i $20) w* oe cMnjed for each cash advance
**COlLtGE MaaerVakjes * a product offered by MaserCard «n<ti 4 subject to chant* and may be ctsconftnued at any ttne Certan terms ana cond*ons jpply
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The goal of need-blind admissions also
pertains to the formulating of the aims of the
upcomingcapital campaign TheCollege must
decidewhatportions ofthefund-raisingmust
be directed towards financial aid in the fu-
ture.
While the issues of financial aid expansion
and allocation of resources form the core of
the task force's work, details of the means by
which the group is looking to accomplish
these goals have not been disclosed. How-
ever, the task force plans to make a presenta-
tion of its options, as well as information
about financial aid trends, to an open forum
sponsored by the Executive Board held on
March 15.
Atmattime,Mersereauwould like toshow
"ways of presenting data and options so that
it's clear what the questions and trade-offs
really are. It's a good time toshow the choices
on the horizon and share information we've
learned with the campus as a whole."
The issue also takes priority on die Execu-
tive Board.ChairHoltHunter '96 said that the
forum will be brief and will "educate and
updatepeoplewho are interested in financial
aid on tile policy and impact of financial aid
on future budgets."
During the March 7 meeting of the Execu-
tive Board, Bill Torrey, Wee President for
Development and Alumni Relations, will be
presenting information about the directions
of the capital campaign and wherehe expects
money to be spent. Hunter encourages stu-
dents to attend this meeting so they can voice
their opinions about the budget goals of the
College.
Students will also have the opportunity to
become directly involved with financial aid
questions . The StudentAid Office is currently
looking to expand impartial input it receives
about policies by working with the Student
Senate and its president, Tom Leung '96, to
establish a Student Advisory Committee on
Student Aid.
Joycedescribed their intentions. "We'd like
to get a group of students together who are
willing to understand what we do, and use
that group asa forum todiscusspolicy issues
and practices/' he said. Depending on how it
evolves, it could develop into a peer counsel-
ing group or students could take jobs in the
Financial Aid Office.''
"What will be unique about this group is
that there will be a great deal of education,"
said Leung. The first three meetings will
walk through the student aid process." By
educating the critics, the Student Aid Office
can render more effective appraisals of the
system. Leung said that tile staff"will not just
show numbers, they will actually show how
[financial aid] works and how other colleges
do it."Anyoneinterested in thisgroup should
contact Tom Leung at X5049.
FREE TRIPS AND MONEY!!
Individuals and Student Organiza-
tions wanted to promote the Hottest




Many cam SZ/XXH/nxx in
or $3,0e0-$6,0<Xn/ino. on fishing vessels
Many employers provide room k board L
transportation. Over 8,000 openings. No
xaailaaia asca—aryt Male or Female. Get
the necessary head Mart on next summer. Call:
(206) 545^155 «xt A5064
CRUISE JOBS
Students Needed!
Earn up to $2,000+ /month working for Cruise
Ships or Land-Tour Companies. World Travel.
Summer and FuU-Time employment available. No





Michael andJoanne long to share their
hearts and home with a child. Please
contact our attorney, Margaret Hall,
collect at (603) 673-8323.
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Bowdoin in Brief
A periodic summary of events in the College community
Mr. Louis P.Tremante has justbeen
appointed the Director ofComputing
and Information Services, according
to a memo released by Vice President
for Finance and Administration and
Treasurer Kent John Chabotar.
EffectiveJune 1, 1994/Tremantewill
be responsible for academic comput-
ing, user services,voice telecommuni-
cations,campus data networks and all
campus computing facilities.
Tremantehasbeen Director ofCom-
puting Services at the College of St.
Catherine in Saint Paul, Minnesota since
1989. Before that, he was the Assistant
Director ofComputing Services at Union
College in Schenectady, New York for
sevenyears.Tremanteholds B.S. andMS.
degrees in Computer science.
"Bowdoin has made a major commit-
ment to integrate technology into all as-
pects of the academic community,"
Tremante wrote in response to the ap-
pointment. "It ismyhope tolead Bowdoin
to a preeminent position in the organiza-
tion and use ofproven technology among
Greens present case to Exec. Board
By Emily Church
assistant news editor
At itsFebruary 14th meeting, theExecutive
Board looked for ways to put its ambitious
spring agenda into action. As part of its con-
tinuing investigations into issues that con-
cern students, the Board listened to a series of
reports and evaluations, including new de-
velopments presented by the Bowdoin
Greens.
Ian Stewart 96 and Mark Feldman '96,
members of the new campus environmental
group, attended the meeting with a paper
entitled "Bicentennial Declaration for the
Environment and the Common Good." The
declaration urges theBowdoincommunity to
look at its commitment to the environment
through the analysis of waste management
and energy consumption.
The group believes that pressing interna-
tional problems, while large in scope, can be
addressed on a smaller, local level. Stewart
and Feldman voiced their desire to evaluate
Bowdoin's environmental policy, bom ideo-
logically and institutionally. According the
declaration, the Greens' first objective is "to
stimulatean ongoing dialogue involving the
entire Bowdoin community ... through fo-
rums, drafts, and conversations.*'
The Bowdoin Greens are seeking adminis-
trative support; and have already met with
DeanChadwick todiscuss options.Theyheld
a forumonThursday,February 17 toopen the
document to revisions anddiscussanagenda
.
The studentfaculty ratio was also high on
the Exec. Board's agenda. The faculty is bud-
geted to grow between 5 and 10% over the
course of the 10% student expansion. The
problem that arises is how to fund the new
hirings. The revenue from the new students
willgo to hiring the initial 5%, but theAdmin-
istration is unsure as to where the funds for
the next 5% will come from.
The Board sees faculty hirings as a major
issue, according to chair Holt Hunter '96.
The Executive Board will be drafting a letter
to the Administration on behalf of the stu-
dents,"Hunter said. "I willbe speaking at the
joint sessions of the governing boards and
stressing the importance of a greater empha-
sis on a low studentfaculty ratio as the Col-
lege is expanding."
The overhaul ofthe studentgovernment is
still at the top of the agenda. The Board lead-
ershipmaintainstheimportanceofself-evalu-
ation and will shortly be receiving student
government constitutions from some fifty
colleges and universities for review.
Alsohighon theagenda isan investigation
intothe confidentialityofJudicialBoard hear-
ings. In 1987, changes to theJ-Board policy of
non-publication were attempted, but failed.
Executive Board member Ellen Brown '95 is
lookinginto thepossibilitiesofpolicychanges
for the upcoming semester.
I






peer institutions. Bowdoin can be the
best at what it does."
"This major initiative will be under-
taken incollaborationwith all segments
of the campus community and the tal-
ented staff of the Computing Center,"
he continued. "I am looking forward
withgreat enthusiasm toworkingwith
everyone toward these goals."
Sounds good to us.
Chabotar also announced that Tad
Macy,who has served as Acting Direc-
tor for the past year,will become Assis-
tant Director in addition to his current
responsibilities as Manager ofSystems
and Communications.
Hawthorne-Longfellow library, a
campus hot spot that to many is still
little more than a legend, will be hold-
ing an open house on Friday, February
25, from 3:00 p.m. to 5.00 p.m.
The open house will offer students ana
members of the College community a
chance to familiarize themselves with
the new and improved settings and
with the great new services and equip-
ment that are being offered by the li-
brary, such as:
* Electronic databases thatcan
be accessed from the home or office
*NewCD-ROM programs for
economics, poetry, newspaper index-
ing and the New York Times in full text
* College archives [including
your favorite back issues of the Orient,
no doubt]
* Video viewing room/com-
puter classroom
* ARIEL high-resolution, full-
text document delivery
Librarystaffwill beonhand todemon-
stratehow to use all thisnew stuff, and
refreshments will be served.
Bowdoin ranks 98th in the country
based on the size of its endowment,
according to a recent survey of 437 col-
leges and universitiesby the Chronicle of
Higher Education.
The market value of Bowdoin's endow-
ment was listed as $185,292,000 as of
June 30, 1993, an increase of nearly
$20,000,000 over the previous year.
Bowdoin ranks between Swarthmore
(35) and Bates (157). Williams (46),
Amherst (58) and Middlebury (62) all
come ahead of Bowdoin on the list, and
Colby ranks 154th.
To give us all a sense of perspective,
Harvard has by far the biggest endow-
ment, listed as $5.8 billion. Second on
the list is Princeton, who weighs in at a
paltry $3.3 billion.
The Women's Studies Program and
the Office of Career Services will jointly
sponsor a career workshop, entitled
"Women Working on Women's issues:
Life after Bowdoin for Women's Stud-
ies Students," on Wednesday, February
23. The workshop will start at530 p.m.
in theMaineLounge inMoultonUnion,
and will then continue over dinner
(which students may bring or purchase
downstairs). Those interested in par-
ticipating should contact Jan Phillips
(24 College Street, X3834) to reserve a
place.
No news from Sassy this week. Sorry.
I know how much you've come to look
forward to it,but it's been a dryweek all
around.
Compiled by David Simmons
We need your help.
The Orient is desperately seeking someone who can
be our circulation manager, THE BEST^AYING
JOB ON CAMPUS ($25, 3 hours a week)
No special skills required.







97 Maine Street. Brunswick 729-1125
The Best Movies, Lo-
cation, Selection, and
Prices. Period.
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ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT EDITOR
The Walker Art Building, described as "the
architectural feature" of Bowdoin's campus,
celebrates its 100th anniversary this month.
In celebration of the event, and as part of the
Bicentennial seriesonThe Visual Artsand the
Common Good, thedepartmentofartand the
Museum of Art are presenting an exhibition
of student work. "Bowdoin Creates: Four
Years of Student Art" opened on February
10th and will run until April 10th.
Completed in February 1894, the building
was made possible by large donations from
sistersHarrietSarah andMary Sophia Walker
inmemoryoftheiruncleTheophilus Wheeler.
"Our idea is a building that shall br not only
appropriateas a memorial, butwill also show
the purpose for which it is to be used," said
Harriet Walker. She and her sister were
knowledgeablecollectors and artconoisseurs
and were extremely interested in giving
Bowdoin a building just for art. Until that
time, theCollege's collection ofEuropean and
American paintings and European drawings
was shuffled from Massachusetts Hall to the
old Chapel, and finally to the new Chapel.
Major renovationswere recentlycompleted
which indudetheaddition ofa humidification
system, climatecontrol for storage areas,new
lighting and the installation of thermopane
windows. Thecentury-old skylightswerealso The exhibit offers a startling variety and
replaced over this past summer. quality ofwork. The moods run from surreal
Planning for the current student exhibition todisconcertingly realistic . Whether still-lifes,
began in 1991 when members ofthe faculty of portraits or landscapes, the pieces have a
the Studio Art Department began gathering remarkable energy and focus. These students
student artwork for the show. There are 156 obviously love what they're doing. Their as-
pieces on display, varying dramatically in founding talent makes this exhibit a very
mood, subject matter and medium. The ex- impressive show,
hibit includes drawings, paintings, photog- Helen Dub6, coordinator of education pro-
raphs, prints and ar-
chitectural designs.
Some of the pieces are
the products of in-class
assignments, while
others are the culmi-
nation of honors
projects in studio art.
Much of the art is the











sents a cross-section of








grams, emphasizes mat the museum is mere
for both the students and the faculty to use,
and that it's not uncommon to hear students
say they've been at Bowdoin for four years
without setting foot in the museum. In con-
trast, lastyea r's figuresshow tha tnearly32,000
people visited Bowdoin's cultural gem.
The Walker Art Museum is open Tuesday
through Saturday, 10:00 a .m. to 5:00 p.m., and
on Sunday from 2:00 p.m. to 5:00 p.m. It is
closed on Mondays and national holidays.
"Reflection at the Reservoir" by Vicky Lichtendorf '97 Bowdoin CollegeMuseum cfArt
Frohnmayer speakson "cultural varrprism"
Lecture: Former NEA
chairman and cultural activ-
ist John Frohnmayer speaks




As the final guest for the Bicentennial Fine
Arts Institute, John Frohnmayer spoke on
Wednesday, February 16, in Pickard Theater.
The focus of his speech was "Cultural
Vampirism: Should the United StatesHave a
Cultural Policy?" With an extensive back-
ground in the arts, Frohnmayer was able to
relate personal experiences to problems fac-
ing the nation as a whole.
In opening, Frohnmayer posed the ques-
tion: "Arewesimplycultural vampires, suck-
ing the blood from other cultures, leaving the
corpses strung in our wake?" Moving on to
define culture, in only three of the many
hundreds ofpossible definitions available, as
"on the one hand, the very expression of our
soul, both individually and collectively, and
on the other, the source of criticism, confron-
tation and discontent"To an anthropologist,
the values and beliefs build a society and a
culture, yet collectionsofart in museumsand
libraries also define a culture, as does the
market in which art is either approved or
disapproved by the consumer.
ml989forrnerPresidentGeorgeBushnorru-
nated Frohnmayer as the fifth chair of tile
National Endowment for the Arts (NEA). He
served from 1989 to 1992. His experience
allows him to view decisions affecting the
future of art in our country and the problems
they create for government officials which
leads to the protection of First Amendment
rights that would and do apply in these situ-
ations.
As Frohnmayer explained the usefulness
of a cultural policy and discussed whether or
notone is in existence in the United States, he





the corpses strung in
our wake?"
—John Frohnmayer
vidua 1 in the FirstAmendment, such as free-
domofspeechandexpression, tinefreedomof
assembly and tine freedom of religion. He
asked the question, "Can a cultural policy
forcean individual to respectoreven tolerate
particular music, dance or even the country's
national anthem?"
The law cannot and does not rule or try to
control cultural or artistic events. The courts communities, and the educational means
decided that "[individual artistry could not upon which we are able to build a strong
be commanded." In tine United States there country.
exists a conglomeration of many different Frohnmayer moved on to emphasize the
cultures—artifacts and treasures stolen importance of maintaining creativity in all
throughout history from foreign countries
and people who have chosen to immigrate Please see FROHNMAYER, page 8.
and settlehere—which form
a uniquelyAmerican culture.
But, he questioned, is it ours
by right, or must we worry
about the former claims and
representations? Are we
"sucking the blood out of
other cultures?"
As an advocate ofa United
States cultural policy,
Frohnmayer gave "not only
a resounding 'YES,' by the
assertion that we do have a
cultural policy, even though
we may fail to recognize or
honor it." America is a soci-
ety based on optimism,
which stems from our origi-
nal documents, such as the
Declaration of Indepen-




tine basis upon which our
culture is built—with tine
freedom to express without
fearof restraint, the recogni-
tion, ideally, ofthenecessity
ofprotectingthese rights, tine
similarities which bind us
together and override tine
cufferences in our diverse John Frohnmayer speaks in Pickard. CareyJon*/*-** urn*
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Yale professor brings his
artistic views to Bowdoin
By Melissa Milsten
STAFF WRITER
Distinguished painter and scholar Robert
Reed addressed a large audience in Pickard
Theater this past Tuesday evening. Reed's
presentation, entitled Intuition vs. Tuition,"
complemented a series of Bicentennial lec-
turescelebratingacademic institutesand their
former place in the College's curriculum.
The lectureexamined the roleof the artson
mainstreamcollegeand universitycampuses.
Reed advocated a need for their incorpora-
tion among the standard course offerings.
He explained that unlike other disciplines,
art encourages the ability to understand and
communicate with visual images, a phenom-
enon which he referred to as visual literacy.
Theneed forvisual literacy as a vital source of
communication and understanding has
emerged due to the invasion of technology
and mass media into contemporary, twenti-
eth-century culture.
Although Reed suggested that such an
understanding could best be fostered at
schools strictly dedicated to art studies, he
offered several strategies for implementing
strong programs on liberal arts campuses.
For an example, Reed considered his suc-
cesses at Yale University as a professor of
painting.
In meeting what he described as die "cre-
ative challenge" of teaching ait, the profes-
sor/artist/author outlined the demanding
and rigorous opportunitiesmadeavailable to
Yale graduate and undergraduate students.
In addition to their variety, many courses
offered alternatives to standard classroom
learning via Meld trips and retreats. While his
art courses require students to make an enor-
mous time commitment, such dedication is
justified as Reed explained, If you work for
me, 111 work for you."
He illustrated his lecture with a series of
slides, primarily composed of drawings and
photographs. The slides depicted several of
his students' works, as well as his students
working. Bothsubjects supportedReed'sfirm
belief that art provides a different way to
organize realties.
Reed'spersonalworkshavebeendisplayed
in the Hirshorn Musuem, the Whitney
Musuem ofAmerican Artand theMusuem of
African American Life and Culture.
The lecture preceded die opening of a new
exhibit in theWalkerArt Building featuring a
collection ofartwork completed by Bowdoin

























music to Bowdoin Chapel
By Amy E. Welch
ARTS* ENTERTAINMENT EDITOR
On Tuesday, February 22, at 7:00 p.m
., the
Bowdoin Chapel will be graced with the
sounds of Japanese mezzo-soprano Hisako
Azumi and pianist Yukiko Oba.
The program includes works by Kanno,
Mahler, Brahms and Masumoto. Azumi cur-
rently residesand teaches in Arlington, Mas-
sachusetts. Well-known as a recitalist in Ja-
pan, she also teaches voice at Kunitadu Col-
lege of Musk in Tokyo. Oba is a graduate of
Kunitachi College and accompanies many
choruses, opera groups and soloists.
The concert is sponsored by the depart-
ment of German, the Asian studies program,
thedepartmentofmusic and theLecturesand
Concerts Committee. The concert is free and
open to the public.
Come to the Open forum!
A& E Week In Preview
February 18
fcOO pjh. Film: Tailing Down." Kresge
Auditorium. Sponsored by the Bowdoin
Rim/Video Society.
9-30 pjn. Comedy: Lauren Dombrowski
and Stephen R. Hurley. Main Lounge.
February 19
9rfO pjn. Film: "Menace II Society."
Kresge Auditorium. Sponsored by the
Bowdoin FUm/Video Society.
fcOOpjn. Band: Chin Ho! The Pub,
Moulton Union.
9-J0 pjn. Dance: Ebony Ball. Daggett
Lounge. Sponsored by the African
American Society. Admission: $6.00, non-
Bowdoin students. Tickets available at die
Information Desk, Moulton Union.
February 21
8:00 p.m. Discussion: Open forum
discussing the "Status of Women at
Bowdoin" report Lancaster Lounge.
Sponsored by A.D.AP.T.
February22
6:00 p.m. Film: "Shadow of a Doubt"
Smith Auditorium, Sills Hall. Sponsored
by the department of film studies.
7:00 pjn. Concert: "Vocal music of
Japanese and German composers." Hisako
Azumi, mezzo-soprano, and Yukiko Oba,
piano. Chapel. Sponsored by the Asian
studies program, departments of German
and music, and the Lectures and Concerts
Committee.
8:00 pjn. FUm: Triumph of Will." Smith
Auditorium, Sills Hall. Sponsored by the
deparment of film studies.
1040 pjn. Film: "Night and Fog" Smith
Auditorium, Sills Hall. Sponsored by the
department of film studies.
February 23
4-00 pjn. Lecture: "The Writings and
Films of Ousmane Sembene," by Manthia
Diawara. Kresge Auditorium.
Sponsored by Africans studies, the
departments of history and romance
languages, film studies and the African
American Society.
530 pjn. Workshop: "Women Working
on Women's Issues: Life after Bowdoin
tor Women's Studies Students," by Lisa
B. Tessler, director of Career Services
and women's studies faculty members.
MamLourige.CallJanPhmipsatX3834
tor reservations by Monday, February
21.
fcOO pjn. Film: Triumph of Will." See
February 22 for details.
7:00 p.m. FUm: "Guehvaar." Kresge
Auditorium. Sponsored by Africana
studies, departments of history and
romance languages, film studies and the
African American Society.
7:30 pjn. Film: "Que Viva Mexico."
Beam Classroom. Sponsored by the
department of Russian.
8:00 pjn. Film: "Night and Fog." See
February 22 for details.
9:00 pjn. Film: "Shadow of a Doubt"
See February 22 for details.
9:00 pjn. Film. "Wide Sargasso Sea."
Daggett Lounge. Sponsored by Bowdoin
Film/Video Society.
February 24
1:00 p.m. Gallery talk: "Orientalism:
Visions of the Middle East and Northern
Indian by Nineteenth-Century French
and British Artists." Janet C. Marstine,
visiting assistant professor of art
Walker Art Building. Sponsored by the
Museum of Art in conjunction with the
exhibition of the same tide and with art
242: "Nineteenth-Century Art"
8:00 pjn. Recital: Christina Pelletier '94,
flute. Chapel. Sponsored by the
department of music.
FROHNMAYER
Continued from page 7.
stages of life. "Creativity will be the currency
of the twenty-first century." The promotion
of the arts and culture is sure to keep the
country ahead in years to come, allowing us
to compete in making and selling our own
products in ourown country. Threatening to
take away funds for the support of these
endeavors will surelyhold usback."Wehave
been willing to ghettoize our minds and
shackle our spirits," said Frohnmayer. Ifwe
do not exercise our rights, we are permitting
society to sink into a backward oblivion, de-
void of the creativity to deal with the future.
If people do not happen to agree with the
way in which another is choosing to express
him/herself, then they are not committed to
appreciate it or subject themselves to it but
they must agree mat the person's right is
protected. In conclusion, Frohnmayer ex-
pressed his respect for the First Amendment,
by reiterating the freedoms it guarantees.
"Some may say mat having to live with ob-
noxious, disagreeable, indecent or wrong-
headed expression is the price of freedom. I
say to you, it is its reward."
Opening the floor up for questions,
Frohnmayerwas asked to speak more specifi-
cally on censorship, the new Information
Highways effect on culture and the NEA
under the current administration . He was
also asked to clarify his ideas concerning
freedom versus responsibility.
Commenting on this lastquestionhe stated.
"It is tough to blame the corporation forwhat
we, in a capitalist economy, are buying,"
Frohnmayerconcluded hisparticipation in
this week's Bicentennial Fine Arts Institute,
on Thursday when he, along with two other
"Can a cultural polio/
force an individual to
respect or even tolerate
particular music,




speakers from this week, Susan Leigh Foster
andRobertReed,joined five Bowdoinalumni
artists and arts educators, Patricia J. Bauman,
LisaA.McFJane^AbelardoMorelUr.,Clifton
C. Olds (as moderator), S. Richard rand, Jr.,
and Robert E Van Vranken HL for a panel
discussion on the visual arts and society.
.
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Backgrounds National craze turns to campus wide search for the man with the striped hat, scarf and cane.
CARAJANK0 95
Canton, Massachusetts
He's out looking for the Common Good.
CALEE LUCHT '94
Another 4A Refugee
Waldo? II est dans tes reves, cheri.
WALDO
Anytown, U.S.A.
Here I am! ! Why the hell is everyone
looking for me?
I... •« 1. «
BROOKE "I'M ONLY 20 YEARS OLDM MOHNKERN '95
Yarmouth, Maine
Here it is, a little north of Camden...
I







Actually, I spent the past summer
working on an equation using a straight
number letter value system. I found that
inserting the title and second word of the
third question for each scene into this
equation gives you the exact location
ofhim on each page...it's in here
somewhere...Hey! So that's where




Waldo is Tanya Harding's secret lover!
Guess where he is.
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Student Opinion
A Clarification o\' Position
To the Editor,
lam writing this letter to clarifymyposition concerning the
assault on a woman walking from Coles Tower to Baxter
House. It has come to my attention that some comments I
made to the Orient were interpreted as being critical of her. It
wasnevermy intention tocriticize thiswoman fornotnotifying
Security immediatelyafter theassault. Idonothold oradvocate
theopinion thatweshould pressurepeople intodoinganything
they are not comfortable doing after being attacked. If this
woman feels I have criticized her in any way, she has my
sinceres t apologies.
I am, however, concerned about the feelings of guilt and
shame that people who go through assaults often find
themselves feeling. The important thing here is that she did
nothing wrong In thepast, society has questioned theassaulted
person (in this case a woman) about irrelevant information-
what were you wearing, what is your past sexual history-
thereby assigning blame to the person who was assaulted.
Certain court decisions are changing the way some people
feel about this, but the person who was assaulted still blames
herself or himself. Different people have different ideas on
how to cope with these feelings of guilt and shame. I believe
that acknowledging an attack has taken place is an important
step towards eliminating the guilt and shame. I believe that
with time, these feelings can and should be eliminated. I also
believe it is possible to respect the decisions of people who
have been assaulted and still emphasize the fact that they did
not provoke the assault. I am concerned that when we fail to
emphasize this, weareproviding anenvironmentwhere guilt
and shame can grow.
I wonder if we are encouraging the belief that guilt and
shame are theexpected reaction toan attack. Ifwe support the
belief that these feelings are justified, then I wonder if we are
still faulting the person attacked rather than the attacker.
I would like to reiterate the point that a person should have
the choice to report or not to report an attack, and that any
decision she or he makes should be respected. Each case is
different and must be examined separately. It is important





Kudos to Physical Plant
To the Editor,
We wanted to openly express our appreciation to a certain
group of dedicated workers without whom this campus
would be even more treacherous and hazardous than it
already is. When we think of the tragedies averted by their
diligence, we are amazedby how few people seem to recognize
what Physical Plant has done for us over these icy, slushyand
snowyweeks. At allhours of the day,even weekends,onecan
findworkers chippingawayat the stepsoftheUnion,plowing
streets and sanding the walkways. When we think of the
accidents avoided (which is not to say none of us have taken
our spills-who hasn't?) and the pain and humiliation left






A Column Of Greens by Maureen Drouin
When confronted with the variousproblems that threaten
the earth, it is a natural reaction to feel helpless. Forest
destruction. Acid rain. Ozone depletion. Pollution of
oceans, lakesand rivers. Globalwarming. Speciesextinction.
Is it possible for an individual to help reduce such a global
problem?
Environmental degradation is analogous to schoohvork.
Ifyou neglect todo your readings, problem sets and papers,
you become overwhelmed withwork
and responsibility. The hardest part is
finally deciding to sit down and start
working. You choose a subject on
which to work and begin. Once mis is
done, a feeling of hope and
accomplishment is regained.
Trying to combat environmental
degradation on a global scale is quite
daunting. It seems as if the onlyway a
difference canbe made is iflarge-scale
efforts are initiated. Environmental
degradation is notonehuge problem,
but rather several constituent
problems. It is possible to make a
difference by confronting the
constituent problems on a local,
individual level. This contributes to
reducing the whole.
For example, if you just wet and rinse your brush when
brushing your teeth instead of letting the water run,you use
only a half gallon of water. This would save up to nine gallons
ofwater each time you brush! If you brush your teeth once a
day, this simple act would save up to 3,285 gallons ofwater
each year. Think of how much water would be saved if 20
people you knew decided to turn off their water too. This
would be a savings of 65,000 gallons ofwater a yearfor only 20
people! Never doubt. Every act makes a difference.
Where does a Bowdoin student begin? Several people on
campus were asked for advice. Choose something from this
list. Once you feel comfortable doing this one tiling, choose
something else. This process will continue until
environmental responsibilitybecomespartofyour lifestyle.
IF YOU COULD HAVE BOWDOIN STUDENTS DO
SOMETHING TO HELP REDUCE ENVIRONMENTAL
DEGRADATION, WHAT WOULD YOU SUGGEST?
"Use your own mug at parties. Use glassware instead of
paper products. Use a cloth napkin instead of a paper
napkin."
-Jackie Mitchell
"Separateyour garbage. Recycle it."
-Jeff Smith
Take lessor shortershowers. Wash
your clothes less." -Hugh Graham
"Go take a nature hike." -Alex Wild
Don't drive to school." -Becky
Koulouris
"Precycle. It is far more efficient to
eliminate waste in making decisions
beforehand than to recycle."
-Truax McFarland
"Use tile backs of papers to copy or
print things. Manually feed paper to
the copier or printer." -Miyon Park
"Try to reduce paper waste/
consumption." -Matt Scease and
LindaBerman
"Turn off lights." -Tara Wood
"Offset your paper consumption by planting a tree every
time you subscribe to a magazine or newspaper."
-Deva van derWerf
"Educate yourself about the problems." -Fumio Sugihara
"Buy local organically grown foods whenever possible."
- Students from the
Chewonk i Foundation
"Learn more about local problems. Recognize and learn
about your community." -Kimara Jebb
"Seriously consider tile value of having more. Reconsider







having a radio station that aptlyserves .1
.
really be much of a request at all. A Collegejstation's main ;funds;
i
targetaudience should be the studeritsHt'shcnilci^^
the students like.These are twq^simple prerequisites ofany campus).
legitimate college station, and hence one cannot help but to .the
conclude that WBOR needs to senous^mxw^er^i^
music simply don't tune; in.
1,300.0bannually in student activity
of it* entue^budget (mcidentalry/




purpose at and responsibilities to Jcwdpih Colj^
these fundamental precepts in mind;
1
^sStk^^Iy^
WBOR's philosophy, as I havefound asa[former DJ and "commtmityin 9omecapacity. The OutingC^dfetenrtineswhere
occasional listener, is that it.must fill theculturalvoid left.by ' ftgotebase4onwr^m^ Orient printswhat
commercial radio by promoting musfcjhatdoe^'t get jreaderswantto kn^/about, anii&&« ^nelbteath^WBOR
enough exposureonbigger staticw^ThMsee^likea noble./should play )§ji students want to Hear. Granted,, it is
platform and doesin facthave many commendable virtue* '. impossible toMtj^ythe preferences of everyone atBowdoin
it introduces students to different types fcfm^ qfjjhe most gerierbusly/financed
unique selection, and gives up an^xxrung groups needed ^anizatioris m^cahipus^and at' the same„time blacklists
exposure. However, these goals dra ajojrcritKism very wrong. : In short,
they'repursued to thevirtual^exdus^ofthegreaterCollege WBOR is not satisfying as many people as it can^If it insists





WBOR play music for?
To be fair, : there-arepjome
behalf. Some of them are tha
Bowdoin stationand servesUs
our campus. Others argue
havean extremelyprovincial
be exposed to other genres
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As light passes through a window, it undergoes a
subtle shift. Objects are suddenly brought into focus; the
drift of falling dust, small whorls of imperfection in the
glass. Things not seen before. A window pulls the eye,
pointing out things to be seen, framing what otherwise
might not be noticed. A window delineates the tenuous
balancebetween insideand out, betweenwhat isHereand
what is There.
Santiago, Chile: 3718 Calle Central
I am on fire. I can feel the heat of the sun, burning my
skin as I stand in the window . Dropsofsweatgather atmy
temples, slidingdownmyface. I raise thecold bottle tomy
lips and suffer the chill of the glass, the beer sliding coolly
downmy throat. The still air around me bakes in the heat.
I open thewindow, the glass sliding smoothly to one side.
It doesn't help. Even the wind is hot today.
Myroom is upstairs: baby blue walls and a large square
window withou t bars. Facing southwest
. Everyday I sitin
my window. This is nothing new. Sometimes in the
afternoon, sometimes at night to watch the sun fall across
the power lines. Sometimes I'll sit there for hours,
sometimes for only a moment. My window is my haven,
my keyhole to the world. From the paintflecked glass, I
can watch the days slide by into night.
The world is on fire. Even the pigeons are feeling the
hea t, pecking listlesslyin the clearingon the corner. A bus
thunders to a stop; they don't even move. Waves of heat
shimmer off thepavement. Everything is limp, bedraggled
by the sweltering of the day. They said it was 97 degrees
today. My hair lies hotly onmy head,mydomes hanging
from my body. Even the five-starred leaves of plants are
hanging, limpon the vine,on the stalk. They suffer the heat
without complaint, accepting the weight of the sun and
wilting a little more.
Heat is more than temperature. It is a force. People
change in the heat. Minds drift away from the world at
hand. Sound travels, riding the lazy currents of hot air. I
can hear Hector and Micaela downstairs. "I'm hot. I want
ice cream," whines the three year old. "Mom. ..I want ice
cream,"he saysagain. Ican picturehim, wideeyedand lip
sticking out as he looks up at her from his sprawl on the
cool tile floor. "Idon'thaveanymoney,"shesays. "Mom.."
he starts again "I don't have any money," she snaps,
cuttinghim off. "Who isgoing to givemethemoney? You?
Are you going to give it to me?" she asks, ending the
discussion. Tempers shorten in the heat.
The street stands bare, stretching down to the right of
mywindow. I can see the row ofhouses that starts across
frommyown, the identical gardens of the identicalhomes
shrinking in the heat. Elsenor that lives on the corner is out
with a hose, slaking the thirst of his drying plants. A
neighborwalksbywithoutcomment. The old man stands
alone in front of his house, the sun beating down on the
stoop of his shoulders. Squinting in the harsh light, he
waters his plants. He was a police officer, about twelve
years ago. Now he is a neighbor, but to the barrio, to my
neighborhood, he is still police. No one will talk to him. It
was outside his house that bonfires burned one night not
too long ago. In the heat, people are slow to forgive.
The smog is bad today. A veil of yellowgrey between
my eyes and the blue of the sky. It reddens in the slide of
the sun towards the horizon. Streaks of color parallel the
power lines outside mywindow. Theheatlies heavy. lean
see planes rising from the old airport. They circle like
hawks in the air, climbing into the heat mat I want to
escape. The pavement glistens like water in the sun. It is
a mirage. A lake in my mind, tempting me like a traveler
in the desert In the heat things are not always what they
seem.
Iam sitting inmy window. Present snow falls outside
the glass, yet in my mind it is hot, the heat scorching my
skin as I remember die swelter, the wilt of the world that
dayin Santiago.Mywindow ishere in Maine, but theview
from it can change upon my whim.
From my window, I have a view into the past into a
distancefarmer than theeyecan see. I saw SouthAmerica
through a window, through a series of windows as I
moved from place to place. Each day when I look out my
window, I can conjure up those countless scenes from
countless cities. I cango back, even if just for a moment, to
where I have been.
My window, your window, any window, is much
more than a plain piece of glass. It is a frame, an invitation
to lose yourself in the world.
The Chang
Vims Fkow the Couch
Come mis time every four years, well, every two years
now, everyone talks about the "Olympic spirit" and about
"Olympic moments." For the U.S.A., there's the
unforgettable image of Jim Craig, draped in a U.S. flag,
skating around the Lake Placid arena. Then there's the
image ofDan Jansen slipping to defeat, as the recent death
of his sister shattered his spirit. For other countries around
theworld, therea re dozens ofsimilarimages, heart-warming
and heart-breaking. TheOlympics are considered a peaceful
break from the world to celebrate all the diversity in the
world. The Olympics are a time when ordinary, and not so
ordinary,peoplecompete for theircountries. TheOlympics
are a time when
sportsmanship,respectand
caring abound. This is what
theworld has been told and
tried to believe. Yet in a
peaceful town in Norway,
the reality of the Olympics
is showing through the






these people are amateurs
like Conan O'Brien is
anotherLetterman. IftheOlympicsare supposed to celebrate
amateur athletics, what are professional athletes doing at
the Games? Yes, mere are true amateurs at the Games, but
for every one of mem, there is a Charles Barkley. There are
also many countries who pay athletes to workout year
round and men give prizemoney for medals. Now I may be
wrong, but getting paid to train doesn't equal amateur
status.
The fact is, the Olympics are about money. Bigger names
mean bigger revenues. Television and the International
ing Games
by Brain Sung
Olympic Committee( IOC) win big. Professionals get great
exposure. And theamateur loses. TheOlympics aresupposed
to be a haven from the politicking and financing mat occurs in
the everyday, but that is what the Olympics are about right
now. Butch Reynold swa sbanned, wrongly,from theOlympics
by the IOC. He complained about the suspect drug testing
system used by the IOC and spent years of his life fighting
against the IOC in court. He finally received vindication and
a cleared name when the court awarded him $27 million in
damages. The problem is that the IOC hasn't paid a dime yet.
And it probablynever will. And this isgoverning body for the
Olympics?
Ten years ago, people were
hailing the Sarajevo Winter
Olympic Games as the
greatestOlympics ever. Now,
the Olympic complex has
become a battleground.
Hockey rinks are command
rooms, and the Olympic
Village has become a killing
field. Most of the world has
ignored the travesties that
have occurred, but wouldn't,
shouldn't, an event like the
Olympics bring about a
movement that would aid
war-torn Sarajevo? One
would hope that at least the Olympic Games would bring
about a concerted effort to stop the slaughter, especially to a
city which hosted theGames a short decade ago. However, in
an age of money and professionalism, the Olympics have
moved away from the credo upon which the Games were
built. Caring and amateurism is out. These are the new
Olympic Games. And as you cheer, as I will, for Dan Jansen,
Donna Weinbrecht, Robert Pipkins, and Garth Snow,
remember the amateurs, the spirit, and the commitment of
what theOlympics should be...and try to forget the sham that
the Games are slowly becoming.
The Scourge of Student Apathy at Bowdoin
By Benjamin S. Beach and Paul C. Rohlfing
Two weeks ago a coalition of activist groups at Bowdoin
met for the purpose of combating student apathy. These
groups are beginning to formally address an issue which,
despite the lack of attention it receives, seems to lie at the
root ofmanyproblems both on and off Bowdoin's campus.
The problems of our world seem to have grown to
impossible proportions. General apathy in our nation has
not only contributed to these problems, but it is breeding
still more apathy in what has become a vicious cycle. The
Bowdoin student population, by virtue of its makeup,
habits and the geographical isolation of the college, suffers
from apathy even more severely than the rest of society.
This apathy manifests itself here in many ways. One of
the majorsymptoms ofthe student malaisehere atBowdoin
is the excessiveconsumption ofalcohol.We drink to escape
the guilt which surrounds us, however subtle, derived
The tighter our grip grows on the good times of youth, the
more these days, and the opportunities that come with them,
just seem to slip between our fingers. It is horrifying to think
that we, the one socioeconomic group in our highly stratified
society which has an opportunity to be a positive force for
change, have retreated into an apathetic state of acceptance
and submission . Arewedoomed to perpetuate the stereotype
of apathy, ignorance and nihilism that seems stuck to our
generation?
Every timewe say, "I don't like politics," or succumb to the
notion that "it's always been this way," we give up. In giving
up, notonlydowe deprive ourselves of the opportunities that
we have been given to make a better world, but we fail those
who have sacrificed for us in the past and we fail those who
will inherit mis country from us someday.
There is a whole lot riding on the leaders of tomorrow.
Bowdoin may mean a few beers and a good time, but it also
'We appear to be a generation without a purpose, without a
name..."
from the knowledge mat we will inherit what others will
not. Wedrinkbecausewe know, somehow, thatwe arenot
living up to our own standards.
Drinking is not the only visible sign of apa thy . Students
at Bowdoin turn away from the realities of our world in
many ways. Many Bowdoin students refuse to watch the
newsbecausemeyfindit"depressmg."Somepeoplebeheve
mat just by getting good grades they are freed from any
greater social responsibility. Still others just sit in their
rooms and play Sega as the days drift listlessly past.
Whatever the symptom, the cause is the same: apathy.
We appear to be a generation without a purpose, without
a name. Wehavebeen raisedamong theemptyslogans, the
malls and the special interests that characterizeourage. We
area generation thathas everything butappreciatesnothing
We hide from the reality mat exists outside of Maine only
to find thatwe are never satisfied with whatwe have here.
means preparation to confront the real issues of the society
that we will step into. Let us not fear this burden and put off
our collective responsibility by ignoring the issues of the day,
in order that we may hold on to our bliss for just a bit longer.
For the longerwe avoid that burden, the moreout of touchwe
grow with the needs of those who we may well serve.
It is not only our privilege, but also our obligation to take
advantage of our class and our education to improve the
world we live in. We cannot do this through unchecked
hedonism or passive ignorance.Contrary to current
perceptions, we do have a purpose. The reason the term
"crossroads" has become a political buzzword of late is that
the realization tha t our world has, in fact, been at a crossroads
for some time. We cannot squander the opportunity that fate
and timehas given to us. Let's start topay attention.Too many
people are counting on us.
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The Need For a Change
Natasha Padilla's reflections of diversity at
Bowdoin through the education of her four
year old son were, quite simply, phenomenal.
Herinsight,honestyand understanding,mixed
with her comments of the mission of the Afro-
Am society, leads one to question both the
enthusiasm and integrity of the
Administration's attempt to create a diverse
campus- While the Administration applauds
Padilla/s methods in raising her son, she,
inversely, wonders whether they understand
thather idealsandbeliefs should notbemerely
applauded, but imitated throughout every
department of the College.
The core issue at stake in any attempt to
create a diverse campus is overcoming
ignorance both in the student and
administrative bodies. While the Admissions
Office may pride itself with designating one
weekend a year towards specifically recruiting
"culturally diverse" candidates and students
revel in the fact that February is Black History
Month (the shortest month of the year), it
seems that the attitude at Bowdoin is content
with cutting short any effort to increase
diversity through education. The Admissions
Office's attempts to increase diversity at the
College are noble; the method, however, is
mediocre. By lumping together all the
"culturally diverse" students into a forty-eight
hour crash course tour of Bowdoin, the
Administration places the candidates in an
awkward position in which they most likely
feel separated from the rest of the campus. If
they choose to attend the College, they enter
with the knowledge that they are "different"
or "separated" from the rest of the campus.
They are labeled even before they matriculate
into Bowdoin.
As seen in Jorge Santiago's piece two weeks
ago entitled, "Why All the Anger?" the Afro-
Am society is, quite simply, fed up with the
lack of enthusiasm for diversity and cultural
understanding among students on campus.
Santiago asks why students give long stares
and strange glances atthe protestsand activities
of the Afro-Am society. They are often met
withlooksofrebukeand scornin theirattempt
to expand the cultural horizons of what is,
admittedly, a small campus. Even events that
pose no "threatening element" to the casual
observer (e.g. the lecture by Dr. Houston A.
Baker Jr.) are sparsely attended and met with
little tono enthusiasm. Indeed,ignorance lurks
among the walls of the "intelligent," while
prejudice runs rampant through the minds of
the "informed." While one constantly tries to
ward off these ideological weaknesses, we
come to realize that no one is immune from
ignorance.
As Padilla points out,the questionofdiversity
comes full circle. The superficial changes are
obvious: we are in dire need of students with
wider geographic, cultural and social
backgrounds to truly call ourselves a diverse
campus.Whatfundamentallyneeds tochange,
however, is the attitude towards diversity on
campus. Prejudices must be removed, while
understandingandpatiencemustbeembraced.
No longer can we be content in exposing
ourselves to diversity onlywhen the Afro-Am
society makes it available. The community
must assume active roles that do more than
give strange looks to a group of students who
are simply trying to let their voice be heard.
One could go so far as to say that the entire
system needs to turn back on itself,
meticulously examine its roots and ask if all
educational intentions are motivated for the
benefit of the mind or the advancement ofone
culture/gender/social group over another. If
this examination fails, the whole system is at
fault. It must be torn down and started anew,
this time by people of all backgrounds instead
of individuals who claim that "All men are
created equal..."
A Crisis of Hope
The image will never dissolve, the reaction will never
change: a man's arms limply dangle around the
slumping body of a woman. Her head is awkwardly
buried in the folds of his thick coat Surrounded by the
rattle of gunfire and the explosions of mortar shells,
theyhave fallen in the middle of asnowy field. Theman
holds the woman close, pressing his hand against her
forehead in an attempt to stop the flow the blood,
pleading softly to the Lord in hopes of saving his wife.
Hoping to show that, even in a crumbling reality, love
can be preserved, the two engage in a final embrace; a
moment that lasts until the soldiers arrive and pry the
lifelessbodyofthewomenfromthearmsofherhusband.
This moment of ultimate devastation is only a
microcosmic glance at thehorrors of Bosnia. Letters can
be written, tears canbe shed, awareness canbe raised to
stop the war. The reality remains, however, that these
twowere killed in their last attempt to express the most
fundamental of human emotions: love.
In his narrative of Rasselas, Joseph Addison wrote
"Human life is every where a state in which much is to
beendured and little to be enjoyed."In the images of the
Vietnamese lieutenant holding a gun to the head of a
soldier seconds beforehe shothim to the sound of tanks
crunching a Bosnian snow, Addison's prophecy rings
hauntingly true. Strife is the natural state ofhumans. In
failingattempts toescapemis eternal truth, people flock
to superficial mechanisms in order to escape from the
harsh reality of existence. In a world of darkness, they
seek creation. However, with every Genesis comes
Revelations. Speaking to the temporal nature of all
things,we constantlyquest for the unattainable emotions
of love, honor and integrity while the image dissolves
and slithers out through our fingers.We are bound in a
Sartrian existence in which the ultimate truth rests in
the mere fact mat we are stuck with our own existence
and nothing else.
While a man grips his wife and mothers throw
themselveson top oftheirchildren to protectthem from
shrapnel, however, it becomes increasingly clear that
humans place intense passion and emotion in other
humans and other hearts. In mis sacrifice,we spiral out
of the isolated existenceby placing faith in other spirits.
In the choiceof sacrifice,we face an interestingdilemma:
do we sit with our hand pressed to the forehead ofour
sweetloveordoweabandon allhopeand sprint fearfully
from the snowy gale? The choice is done: it is better to
have loved as long asyou canembrace the power of loss.
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The Lessons of Cold Hands
The following is fairly uninformed.
Isupposethatpredudes thestatements hereafter, rendering
them null and void for lack of total understanding. Fair
enough. Dismiss them as dreamy musings as you see fit
I don't know the actual statisticson thenumberofdead, or
the success (or failure) of relief efforts, or the numbers
concerning military strength and efficiency. I can't give a
schematic of strategy and maneuvers, or an outline of the
socio-political agenda relating to all aspects of the issue. Nor
canlprovideadistirK^propositionfortheeconomic feasibility
of recovery within a certain time period following the
termination of this whole bloody business (assuming it ever
reachesanend). 1don't hilly understand thecurrent situation's
long term effects on a global scale. Like I said: fairly
uninformed.
I do know that snipers and mortar shells kill, concentration
camps damn hollow-bodied people to living death, and the
bittercold ofwinter settles like some carrion-feeder dropping
hungrily upon a creature not quite dead, still breathing its
own blood. I know mat mere is no food, or fuel, or supplies,
or safety. I know that young girls of about age six or so are
being raped. I heard this last bit of news, ironically enough,
from the professor who teaches my ethics class.
On Tuesday night the candlelight vigil held to raise
awareness about tile situation in Bosnia met at the Moulton
Unionandproceeded towalkaround thequad. Thesnow fell
heavily, constantly. My hands were pretty cold.
At first there were about five people in the group, but this
grew to about twelve or fifteen. I had hoped the ceremony
wouldhave been conducted in silence. It wasn't, despite die
initial request for quiet At the steps of the art museum some
things were said about what was going on in Bosnia.
"I heard there was a cease-fire."
That may be in response to the threat of air strikes."
"Think about what you can do from here, what the next step
will be."
"When yougoback toyourwarmdorms wearingyour L.L.
Bean clothes think about those who are freezing.''
These are not direct quotes, and they certainly don't do
justice to what I heard. I apologize for this butchery, and for
not knowing the names of those who said these tilings. I just
hope I got the gist of what I recall.
I remember one person who said we need to think about
what's going on because we have forgotten, in such a short
time, what happens historically, in terms of war, "ethnic
cleansing" and other such subjects. That person went on to
say thatweneed to remember in order to insure that this kind
of tiling never happens again, or something to that effect.
I have to disagree.
\n Argument for Multicultitralism by Nicole Devarenne
When I was seventeen I had all the answers. Soutii Africa
was an easy country to live in from one point of view: it was
always very clear to me where I should stand. No dirt hung
in tile waters. The stepping stones were very visible. We all
knew the truth. We didn'tneed sanctions to convince us that
apartheidhad togo. Mostofushadbeen appalledby itaslong
as we had been old enough to understand what it meant. To
most of us it was something that had to be very carefully
explained, and because we were young, we had tended to
resistitRacedifferences don'tseem tomakesensetochildren.
At times they can carry racism, like all irrational evils, with
incredible persistence, and exercise it with equal cruelty. But
try explaining it to them on a rational level. I tried explaining
apartheid to a child once and found that even a seven-year-
old has the capacity for horror.
As sheltered as we were, we too
had a capacity for horror. Our
newspapers were censored under
the State of Emergency, but
information came to us, drifting in
shredsonan awakeningwind. Our
few Mack friends told us stories
lateatrughtinourdormitorywhich
held sixteenpeopleand looked out
on tile Hillbrow Tower, tall and
blinking and clouded (as all
buildingsinJohannesburgare)with
a sense of its own mixed-blooded
heritage Our society had been
designed, in the way of all post-
colonialist societies, to keep us from
the recognition ofour complicity in
tile post-colonialist crime. This is
not our doing, the descendants of
the British in Soutii Africa among all people were permitted
to believe, we brought civilization with us. What they do with it is
their Indaba. Wmt the Afrikaans do until Ok power we have given
them and the precedent we have set has nothing to do with us.
The Afrikaans were the demons. That was easy enough to
believe, watchingP.W. Botha and laterF.W. de Klerk, tileone
noone really believed would put tilings right, make speeches
on television in their airof tightpower, tightwell-established
nationalism. We didn'tknow many Afrikaaners For us their
ranks were divided according to mental deficiency and pure
evil. Only the evil could supportapartheid. Only themad and
the breathtakingly stupid could believe it could result in any
good at aD.
The year they let Mandela go I had a conversation with a
family friend who had grown up in Natal among the British.
Somehow he acquired a sympathy for the Afrikaans. As a
young boy listening tojokes and jibes around thedinner table,
he developed the child's compassion for tile underdog. A
century-and-a-halfofpower strugglingbetween the Afrikaans
and the British had meant only this to him: that someone had
been on the bottom, and now, having risen to the top, was
hated for it, and had become a victim of a different kind. One
afternoon we were driving across town in his BMW, the heat
stratified in bendingwavesover thetarmac and the buildings.
We got into a conversation about the preservation of culture
and ethnic differences.
"Don't you think that cultures should be preserved?
Shouldn't people have their heritage, their history? We're in
danger ofdestroying everything ifeveryone gets all muddled
together."
With a start, I realized that he was talking about apartheid.
I never really knew if he was serious or if he was playing
devil's advocate, teasing me out
ofmycarefullycrafted moralism.
I remember feeling as if
something had been made very
clear to me ; something that had
been very conspicuously absent
from my education and from the
noble ideologies I had built for
myself. I'd found a complication.
In Decemberof 1992, Rob Hoar,a
friend of mine who attended St
John'sboy'sschoolinJohannesburg,
visited me in Massachusetts. Rob
has all the markings of the modem
young Soutii African: fear,
desperation, a passionate love for
his land which has become fused
with a passionate hatred for it
America fascinated him. Clinton
fascinated him. To a white South
African activist, thepure, almostjoyous idealism of Clinton's first
months inpower,waslike freedom. Forhim itwas likewatdiinga
nr^wjemwhich aUthecharactersbebeved inhappyendings Hetold
meattheendofhis trip thathedidn'twanttogoback toSouth Africa
He wanted to stay in America, where he could walk in the street
feeling the absenceofweighton his back. I didn'tknow what tosay
tohim AsmuchasI'dthoughtlwantedtogobacktotheplacelgrew
upin,Iwasn'tsurelwouldgobackifIcould There's somuch space
for complacency in America and I've come to enjoy feeling
comfortable.
ButRob saidone thing in particular aboutAmerica which has
nagged at me ever since Driving through New York City was
an appalling experience for him because he'd seen in it what
Soutii Africa has been trying to expel from her vision: the sight
of sections, Chinese and Italian and African-American; self-
sufficient, distinct, apart. He told me South Africa is terrified of
cultural and ethnic distinctions. South Africa is terrified of self-
imposed segregation.
by Robert Ellis
Ido not question the valueofmemory, nor the relationship
between memory and history. Butwe all know it is going to
happen again, don't we?
Somebody else commented on the increase of peace in the
world.
I wish I could believe that
The ceremony did not last very long. It did have some
competition for space on the quad, though.
Pledge activities.
I realize that all this is hypocritical because I am not much
of an activist The truth of the matter is that I am a coward
when it comes to vigils and marches and so forth. What have
I done to right the wrongs in Bosnia? What have I done to
combat the ills and misfortunes and evils right here in the
United States? Iknow several individualswho would callme
a hypocrite. They are right the epithet is accurate. I'm afraid
I cannot defend mysel f
I know some people who would say that what happened
Tuesday night was not enough. They are right too.
Ifs never enough, is it?
If you ask me about it I think I shall say that I don't know,
thatmy ignorance is just as intactasbefore I showed up forthe
vigil. I learned a few things, but ultimately I don't know.
Fairly uninformed.
Idoknowhowcoldmyhands were, though: socold I could
not feel the wax roll down and bum my fingers. But there
were no mortar shells exploding around me. There were no
screams, no tears, no faces caked in blood, no monstrous
machine rolling through ranks of people, sending children
and elderly alike to still breathlessness. The bodies compete
for a space where they can finally lie in peace. And even then
tiie whistling blasts of bombs rattle the dead, denying that
peace, as though killing them were not enough.
I guess maybe it wasn't so cold after all. I don't know.
From the Society
What Makes You Fear Me?
What is it that you see
When you look at me
That instills within you
Such a great sense of fear.
Fear so great that you can't
Sit with me,
Speak with me,
Look me in the eye
Or even try
To understand.
Have I ever made any demands?
Is it the beauty of my African features
Or
The limitiessness of my mind?
Is it the strength of my spirit (which your ancestors
tested) /
Or
My humanity, expressed in my willingness to forgive,
forget and move on with my life?
Is it my conviction to succeed and overcome oppression
Or
The fact that I laugh in the face of the innumerableattempts
to suppress me?
Is it the fact thatcontraryto "archaic" beliefs, I taughtyour
ancestors art, medicine, culture, etiquette and civilization
Or
The shame that you may feel, knowing just how ignorant
you really can be ?
Tell me
What is it within me
The Woman destined to be Queen
The Man destined to be King
That makes you fear me
!
Natalie S. Rodney
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Counterpoint
Topic: The Report on the Status of Women at Bowdoin.
Pro
In recent weeks, the report of the Committee on the Status of Women at Bowdoin has
drawn considerable attention from the Orient, the Administration, and thecampus at large.
TheCommittee concluded thatthereis, "strong evidenceofa very chillyclimate at Bowdoin.
Fear, distrust, and the perception of vulnerability are of such magnitude within every level
ofthe institution that [it urged] immediate action."We in nowaywish to imply that Bowdoin
women are helpless victims in the classroom or among their peers; on the contrary, we urge
Bowdoin women to take this opportunity to stand up for themselves, acknowledge the
mistreatment that exists and demand change. For those who are still skeptical about the
existence of a problem, let's discuss a few facts of Bowdoin life.
While Bowdoin prides itself on providing an outstanding education, the quality of that
education differs for men and women. Those differences may be subtle, unnoticeable even
to women, but they profoundly affect the education women receive, and the way women
perceive themselves as serious scholars. Research done by people like Catherine Krupnick
at Harvard, has consistently shown that women are called on less often than men, are less
likely to raise their hands, and speak less often in general, giving them less of a chance to
practice their discipline, receive feedback, and to consider themselves full members of the
academic community. This sort of treatment does happen at Bowdoin, in almost any
classroom where men outnumber women, including those led by female faculty, and
including departments which are more traditionally "female," ( that is, in art history and
English just as much as in math or the sciences). Faculty who discriminate against women
in this way may not be aware of it, and may in fact consider themselves progressive and/
or feminist.
It is not only in the classroom that women experience this unwelcoming climate, it is also
experienced with their peers. Though thenumberofreported campus rapes officially stands
at zero, last year Safe Space estimated that the number of unreported assaults wascloser to
one or two every weekend. In addition, sexist jokes and inappropriate comments are part
of daily life for many, if not most Bowdoin women. And while some fraternities provide an
atmosphere of equality for women, it would be inexcusable to pass over the disgraceful and
offensive treatment of women by other fraternities.
These problems are not exclusive to Bowdoin; they reflect and perpetuate societal
attitudes. This is no reason, however, to simply accept diem as unavoidable, or as merely
meaningless vestiges of Bowdoin's tradition ( e.g., that fraternities should be called
"fraternities" even though they are co-ed, because "they always have been," or that we all
still rise as "sons of Bowdoin," because "that's the way the song goes"). Women and men
—
students, faculty, and Administration- must come together, not just to acknowledge and
discuss these issues further, but to make real changes. Such changes include, at the very
least, encouraging faculty to make their classrooms places wherewomen can be comfortable
and confident, finalizinga strong sexual assaultpolicy,andeducatingthecollegecommunity
about all the things we do, both subtle and blatant , that keep women from participating as
equal members of society.
A few members of the Bowdoin Women's Association,
Suzanne Gigante, Lyla Kuriyan, and Melanie Spriggs
On Monday, February 21, at 8:00 p.m. in Lancaster Lounge, there will be an
open forum to discuss the "Status ofWomen at Bowdoin" report. Sponsored
by A.D.A.P.T. (Appreciation of Differences Among People Today), the
forum is designed to stimulate discussion of pertinent issues on campus.
These editorial pieces were written to give the campus community something
to think about. Bring your thoughts and opinions to the forum and make your
voice heard!
Con
The occurrences atBowdoin Collegenever cease toamazeme.Two weeks ago, the Orient
published a story about the controversy surrounding findings of the stature ofwomen at
Bowdoin. I was in complete shock, for I did not realize there was a need to even conduct
such a study. When I matriculated last fall, I believed that Iwas enteringmyundergraduate
studies without any conflicts and problems to confront related to my gender. Each of my
classroom experiences at Bowdoin has proved my notion correct. Yet mis report implies
that I should not feel as comfortable as I do in the Bowdoin atmosphere, because I am a
woman in a hostile environment.
In light ofmy perspective, lam veryperplexed.WhydoesBowdoin Collegeneed a report
on the status of women? The Bowdoin Women's Association (according to the Orient
article) is very excited that this reportwas conducted, although concerned about the factual
analysis of the report, believes that the report is a fantastic idea overall. I am offended
(angry, upset, annoyed, incensed...). There is no visible evidence that twenty years after
coeducation, women are confronted with obstacles specifically because of her gender. If
problems implicated by the report do exist, Bowdoin would experience a drain of female
students from this college fo colleges with a more 'female friendly' atmosphere. If the
Bowdoin climate does foster vulnerability for women, the Admissions Office would have
a very difficult time attractingwomen students to the College. Female students atwomen's
colleges would not find Bowdoin an attractive environment for an exchange program. But
the women are staying, high school females keep applying and exchange students from
women's colleges keep arriving. These facts suggest that the existence of a harsh environment
for women does not exist.
Acknowledgment must be given to the fact that mere are Bowdoin women that have
experienced some uncomfortable moments when interacting with men. However, mere
are always people overreacting or misinterpreting a situation, thus creating a problem
when onedoesnotactually exist. For thosewhodo not appreciate thatanalysis—wherever
we go, what everwe do, each and everyperson (men andwomen) will be forced to interact
with an ignorantbuffoon who will treat people poorly. Bowdoin College is not a breeding
ground for insensitivity and ignorance. The few heartless fools who derive pleasure from
insulting and degrading another student should be ignored, because they are few in
number.
President Edwards did not take my logic into consideration, hencewe have this report.
Fine, there is nothing that can be done now except question the outcome and ponder the
recommendations. After reading this report, one fact is painfully evident. This report does
not have a substantial research basis to support its odious claims of hostility towards
women on mis campus. Anecdotes are simply a synonym for storytelling, which has no
place in an official Bowdoin College document. The sample group of women and the
questions asked at die interview were not mentioned in the report— such sketchy research
methods make the conclusions highly dubious. In defense of the report, one might argue
that women are unwilling to talk about the subject, limiting the extent and nature of the
interviewing process. Myselfandmany otherwomen on thiscampus are not as lock-jawed
as the committee suggests, and this reluctance to speak could be a direct result of the
committee's lackadaisical effort to find women to interview. The most disturbing element
of this whole report, is that despite the report's weak foundation, President Edwards is
taking such nonsense seriously.
Hopefully the Bowdoin College community will give serious consideration to the
implications of this report. Chances are, there are many other women on this campus, like
myself, who are not discouraged by the social and academic atmosphere at Bowdoin
College.
by Alice J. Belisle
[Editors Note: Alice J. Belisle is the current president ofthe Bowdoin College Republicans, sucessor to the
previousfemale president.J
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Hamilton (9-6-1) 13 0-4
Bowdoin (12-2-3) 6 11-8
Fir* period: H Green 12 (Bradley) 0:51 B Gentile 24 (C
Gafmey) 23d B - Poaka 3 (Zifcak, Real) 8-V. B - Median 3
(Kahler) 951 B - C. Gattiey 11 Q. Gafmey, Croteau) 1104 (pp). B -
Gentile 25 (C Gaffney, Croteau) 1435 (pp). B C. Gaffney 12
(Gentile, MacLean) 1956 (pp).
^\ Second period: H - ftOanish 1 1 (Simonds, Kelly) 2:49 (pp). H
"^adley 6 (Green. Brady) 1 131 (pp).B Poaka 4 (Zifcak, Real)
l*iZHlH Gamigletti (Touhey) 18.00.
Third period: B Dempaey 5 (McCormkk) 226
Shots an goalH 2-10-6-18. B, 18-4-7-29.
Savea: H Btsbee 10 (12 min ), Brook 11 (48 min). B Logan 8
(40 min), Bowden 6 (20 min.).
February 12, 1994
at Brumwick, Maine
William* (14-4-1) 2 2-4
Bowdoin (12-3-3) 10 0-1
Hr»t period: BC. Gaffney 13 (Gentile, O-Sulltvan) 0:46.
Second period: W Ort (Gagliano) 1 6:06 (pp). W FarreU
(Fritz. Narmene) 1839 (pp).
Third period: W Gagliano (Fritz. Yanetti) 858 (pp). W
Brousseau (Cotter, Wilson) 9:15.
Shota on goal: W, 10-8-4 22. B, 6-9-13-28.
Saves: W Siegal 18. B - Bowden 16.
February 15, 1994
at Portland, Maine
Bowdoin (13-3-3) 4 2 3-9
Southern Maine (5-13-2) 10 1-2
First period: B C Gaffney 14 Q. Gaffney, Gentile) 955. B -
McConnkk 6 (Croteau) 11 06. B Poska 5 (Croteau) 15:22. B -
Maggiotto 6 (Meehan, McCormick) 15:37. S - Bezio 6 (Martin,
Lewis) 17:16
Second period: B - McCormick 7 (Croteau, Zifcak) 12.-01. B -
Maggiotto 7 (McCormick, l.omenda) 1149.
Third period: B - Maggiotto 8 (Meehan, McCormick) 251. B -
Lomenda 7 (Zifcak, Poaka) 5:27. B - McCormick 8 (Maggiotto,
Foley) 941 S - Martin (Lewis) 1914.
Shot* on goal: B, 20-15-14-49. S - 3-2-5-10.
Saves: B, Kelley 8. S, Printz 40
WOMEN'S HOCKEY (8-9-0)
February 11 1994
Middlebury College Invitational— First Round
it Middlebury, Vt
Willliams 1-1
Bowdoin (7-9-0) 2 2 3-7
Rrst period: B Phaneuf (unassisted) 13:03. B Gorton
(Phaneuf) 14:41
Second period: B Helmrath (Spagnuolo, Jones) 254. B
Gorton (Phaneuf) 3:1 1.
Third period: B- Gorton (Spagnuolo, Ballen) 114 (pp). B
Gorton (Phaneui) 6:46. B Kim flones, Phaneuf) 13:02. W HiU
(CritchelL Sprang) 1407.
Shots on goal: B, 15-19-18-51 W, 2-4-7-13.
Saves: B Klein 6 (36 minutes), Ballen 6 08 minutes) W
Engster45.
February 13, 1994
Middlebury College Invitational— Championship Game
at Middlebury, VI
Middlebury 10 2-3
Bowdoin (8-9-0) 2 1 2 -5
First period: B - Jones (WUmerdmg) 105. B - Ahrens Cones)
836. M -Odden (Hefner, Parks) 1115 (pp).
Second period: B Phaneuf (Kim) 031.
Thlrd period: M Foster (Horton) 604. B - Phaneuf (Kim) 8:1 8.
M - Vktnadk (Hefner, Odden) 1530. B - Gorton (Phaneuf) 16:18
Shots on goal: B, 9-3-7-19. M - 12-11-14-37.





Browning 5-1 5 6 1 6, Chapman 3-8 2-211, Whitehead 4-7 0-2
11, Vezfcia 5-1000 10, Whipple 2-5 1 -1 5, Rowley 2-6OO 4,
Ciavarrol 1(H) 3, Kirck 15 0-0 3, Arata 1-6 0-0 2, Zanthopolous 1
2 0-0 1 Fontana 0-1 00 0, Spurgeon 00OO 0, Maietta 00 00a
Totahu 25-63 9-11 67.
WheatonPO
William. 10-15 44 24, Olmo 10-17 2-2 23, Miller 5-9 1-1 15,
Keefc 4-7 0O9,Guerrien> 3-6 0-27, King 1-5 4-46, Mdal lister 1-3
4-5 6, Dobriniol 1 00 2, Kumka 04 2 2 2, Plucinski 1 2 00 2,
Allen 0-0 0-0 O.Bullock 0-0 0-0 O.Collins 0-1 00 0. Doherty 00 0O
0. Totals: 36-70 17 22 96
HaWirne: 49-33 W. Rebounds B 34 (Whipple 6), W 41
(Williams 1 1). Assists: B 11 (Vezina 4\ W - 23 (three with four).
Fouled out B - Arata.W - none.
February 13, 1994
at New London, Conn.
91)
Browning 8-12 12 16 28. Arata 5 11 9 9 19, Rowley 4 8 7-816,
Whitehead 2-5 2-2 7, Whipple 23 2-2 6, Kirck 13 00 3, Maietta 1
3 0O 2, Chapman 6 0, Vezina 2 0O 0, Xanthopoulos ai 1
a Totals: 23-54 32-38 SI.
Connecticut College (68)
Sampogna 8-17, 2-3 21 Belts 4-12 2-211, Sat ran 2-8 4-4 9,
Ward 3-7 2-3 8, Kelly 3-60-06, Hinrhey 2-20O 4, Querela 1-1 2-2
4, Oliver 13 00 1 Valenzuela 0-1 2-2 1 Carey 0-4 OO a Bailey 0-1
0-1 0. Totals: 24-61 12-14 68.
Halftime: 35-34 C. Rebounds: B 38 (Arata 11), C 35 (Berts
12). Assists: B 12 (Rowley, Kirck 4), C - 8 (Saltan 3). Fouled out
B none, C Berts, Ward.
February 15, 1994
at Brunswick, Maine
University of Maine st Farm burton (82)
Legsge 7-20 9-10 24, Norton 8-14 5-8 21 Cousins 34 10-12 16
Chase 2-3 00 6, Callahan 2 5 00 4. Beaudoin 0-6 2 2 2.
MacDonald 1-1 OO 2. Morin 0-4 2-2 2, Perkins 1 2 00 2, Smith 0O
2-4 1 Totals: 24-59 30-38 81
•owdoin(lOl)
Browning 9-16 8-10 26, Whitehead 5 6 4-4 15, Arata 5-84-514,
Chapman 4-12 1-1 12. Whipple 6-8 00 11 Xanthopolous 3 5 12 7,
Rowley 2-7 2-2 6, Kirck 1-3 1 -2 4, Maietta 1-2 0O 1 Spurgeon 1 -1
00 1 Kittredge 0-0 1-2 1, Ciavarro 0O00 0, Fontana 00 00 0,
LeBlanc 0O 00 0, Vezina 0-5 00 0. Totals: 37-73 22-28 101.
Halftime: 54-39 B Rebounds: U 34 (Cousins 7\ B 51
(Browning 10). Assists: U - 11 (Beaudoin, Norton 2\ B - 22





Schultz »-20 2-2 19, Bogle 5-15 1-1 11, MulhoUand 3 63 5 9, St
Peter 4 16 1-2 9, Walsh 2-6 00 4, Allen 1 -2 0O 2, Coding 0O00 0,
Rielry 0-1 OO 0. Totals: 23-66 7-10 54.
Wh*aton(66)
Warren 3-128-11 14, Aube 5-12 3-6 13, Bucko 3-9 4-6 10,
Whelan 4-10 2-4 10, Suva 3-1 2 00 7, Frank 2-4 0O 4, Mattoy 1 -5 2-
2 4. LabeOe 2-4 0-0 4, Johnson 0O 00 0, Masselli 0-2 OO 0,
Robichaud 0400 0. Totals: 23-76 19-29 66.
Halftime: 37-26 W. Rebounds: B - 46 (Bogle 14), W - 58 (Bucko,
Warren 11). Assists: B - 11 (Reilly 4), W 13 (Silva 3). Fouled out
B-Bogle, Reilly. W none.
February 13, 1994
at New London, Conn.
Bowdoin (65)
Schultz 7-24 3-4 18, Bogle 4-11 7-8 14, St Peter 3-9 3-4 9, Reilly
3-7 2-2 8, MulhoUand 3-8 0-1 6, Walsh 2-5 1-2 5, Allen 2-4 0-1 4.
Coding 0-1 OOO.
Connecticut College (85)
Stuart 14-2013 29, Macca 7-194-5 l»,Sher5 - 11 5-815,
Calhoun 3-6 1-4 7, Sorenson 1-4 3-4 5, Curran 2-7 OO 4, Whelan 2-
20-14 Aguiar 1-4 1-2 3, Mood ie 0-1 0-2 0, Kowaloff00 00 ft
Weissbach 0-1 OO 0. Totals: 25-75 15-29 85.
Halftime: 42-29 C Rebounds: B 47 (Bogle 12), C 48 (Macca
10). Assists: B -9 (Walsh 4), C 16(Sher8). Fouled out: B
MulhoUand, C - Aguiar.
February 15, 1994
at Brunswick, Maine
University of Maine at Farm ington (67)
Berts 5-14 5 6 15, Connolly 4-54-511 Hlggjns 2-8 64 1ft
Hamlin 1-45-79, Bennett 2-5 2-4 8, Fraser 24 0-1 4, Fontaine 1 -1
0-1 3, Hartman 0-1 34 3, Smith 1-1 1-2 3, Zanoni 1-3 0-11 Adkins
0-1 00 ft Caouette 0-1 OO 0. Totals: 2047 26-42 67.
Bowdoin (61)
Schultz 10-22 00 21, St. Peter 6-123-3 15, Bogle 4-15 0-2 8,
MulhoUand 2 10 3 67, Coding 122 24, Walsh 2 3 0O 4, Allen 1
200 1 Reilly 0-1 00 0. Totals: 26-67 8-13 61.
Halftime: 35-31 B. Rebounds: U 47 (Betts 10), B 33 (Bogle
10). Assists: U - 12 (Higgms 4), B 18 (St. Peter 5). Fouled out U -




MacLean 12-19 0-2 24, Bowman 9-18 2-4 20, Pooler 6-1 1 3-4 15,
Rackliff 7-14 00 15, Bennett 1-1 2-2 4. Jewers 1-3 2-2 4, Dix 1 3 00
1 Perry 0-2 2-2 1 Christy 0-1 0O ft PeUetier 0-2 00 0. Totals: 36-71
11-1686.
Bowdoin (77)
Schultz 10-23 2-2 23, St Peter 7-22 3-5 17, Bogle 5-153-4 13,
MulhoUand 3-10 5-8 11. Coding 2-3 0O 5, Allen 2-4 00 4, Walsh
2-8 0O 4. Reilly 1 OOO Totals: 31 86 13 1977.
Halftime. 37-27 R Rebounds: C 54 (three with 10), B 40
(MulhoUand 9). Assists: C 24 (Pooler 10). B- 18 (Walsh 6)
Fouled out C none, B- MulhoUand.
tfowdoin Sports Trivia
Goalie Sasha Ballen '96 made women's hockey
history in the Middlebury Invitational last
weekend, on offense rather th«an defense. In the
team's 7-1 victory over Williams Saturday
afternoon, Ballen was credited with an assist on a
goal by sophomore Nan Gorton, thus earning the





Springfield 1875, Bowdoin 171, Colby 1635, Fitchburg State 48,
Worcester 7.
35-pound weight 1, Dyer (B) 49-65. 1 Schwegler (C) 48-5.25.
3, Trembiey(B)41 10
Triple fuapt 1, Desmarais (F) 42-45. 1 0'Connell (C) 41 -65. 3,
Hyde (5)41 3.25.
High jump: 1, Andrews (B) 6-1 1 Boardway (S) 6-0. 3,
OConnell (Q frO.
Pole vault 1, Saam (C) 12-3. 1 McCabe (F) 12-3. 3, Ducharme
(5)11-9.
Shot put 1, Blades (S) 46-7. 1 Dyer (B) 45-0. 3, Pequeneza (S)
41-7.
55 hurdles: 1, Blades (5) 8 33 1 Volcourt (F) 8.46. 3, Socquet
(S)85a
1500 run: 1, Brown (S) 40759. 1 Johnson (B) 4:11.21. 3,
Humphrey (B) 4:14.01.
400 dash: 1, Dunbar (C) 51 35. 2, Obote (Q 51 88 3, O'Brien (B)
5114
500 rum 1 , Chapleau (S) 1 08.20. 1 Kane (B) 1 0655. 3,
Churchill (C) 108.93.
Long hunpt 1, Saam (C) 20-7.5. 1 OConnell (Q 19-10. 3,
Darcangelo (F) 19-10.
800 run: 1, Powell (B) 1 57 87. 2. Maley (B) 1 57.89. 3, Walsh (S)
200.10
55 hurdles: 1, Curry (C) 656. 1 Tolbert (C) 6.69. 3, Hayes (S)
6.86.
1000 run: 1, Marquis (S) 233.05. 1 Sanchez (B) 234.19. 3,
Bologna (C) 235 73.
200 dash: 1, Tolbert (C) 2163. 1 Nye (B) 2333. 3, Hayes (S)
23.46.
3000 run: 1, Johnson (B) 906.19. 1 Sisson (C) 9.06 23. 3, Pianka
(S)90679.
4x400 relay: 1, Colby 3:27.57. 1 Springfield 331.86. 3, Bowdoin
333.01




State of Maine Championships
at I .ewiston, Maine
Colby 61, Bates 60, Bowdoin 56
Long jump: 1, Tracy (C) 16-3. 2, Toth (Bow) 16-2.25. 3, Powers
(C) 15-575.
20-pound weight 1, BeU (Bow) 45-9.25. 2, Legland (C) 42-35.
3, Holmes (Bat) 41 -9.75.
High Jump: 1, Toth (Bow) 5-2. 2, Califano (C) 5-0. 3, Dubuisser
Triple Jump: 1, Bassett (Bat) 33-1 5. 1 J. Kessler (Bat) 30-6. 3.
K Kessler 28-9.75.
One mile run: 1, Severance (C) 5:08.09. 2, Storin (Bat) 5:1031
3, White (Bat) 5:1 186.
55 hurdles: 1, Califano (C) 9.15. 1 Walker (Bat) 9.24. 3, Toth
(Bow) 9.26.
400 dash 1, Cleaves (Bow) 1:03.87 2, Cill (Bat) 104.49. 3,
CarsndrC)1.0471.
4x200 relay: 1, Colby 155.03. 1 Bowdoin 156.89. 3, Bates
156.0
600 run: 1, Ballantyne (Bat) 1:47.65. 1 Hunt (C) 1:4774. 3,
Unask(C) 1.-4851
55 dash 1, Holmes (Bat) 7.82. 2, Orr (Bat) 7.94. 3, Toth (Bow)
7.98.
800 run: 1, Cleaves (Bow) 12156. 1 Hartshorn (C) 2:25.88. 3,
Lawler (Bat) 2:2971.
1000 run: 1, Storin (Bow) 3:10.15. 2, Fanan (C) 3:12.02. 3,
Greagan (Bow) 3:13.97.
Shot put 1, Bell (Bow) 38-55. 1 Holmes (Bat) 32-7.5. 3, Gibson
(Bow) 32-65.
200 dash 1, Holmes (Bat) 28.08. 1 GUI (Bat) 28.69. 3, Orr (Bat)
2879.
3O00 run: 1, Mulcahy (Bow) 103334. 1 Art (Q 1039.41 3,
Lase (Bat) 110674.
4x400 relay: 1, Colby 4:16.95. 1 Bates 4:24.65. 3, Bowdoin
4:25.81.




University of Vermont Carnival
at Stowe, Vt
WOMEN'S GIANT SLALOM
34th place - Lodding








51 st place -Snow
53 rd place Watt
MEN'S SLALOM
32nd place - Watt
39th place - Crikelair
42nd place - Snow
FINAL TEAM RESULTS
1. University of Vermont 488
2. Middlebury 468
3. Dartmouth 416
4. University of New Hampshire 414
5. Williams 377




10. Johnson State College 203
11. Colby-Sawyer , 168
12. Harvard 104
13. St. Michaels %







45th place - Boulter
51st place - Springer
WOMEN'S SLALOM
15th place - Lodding
32nd place - Boulter








31st place - Crikelair
32nd place - Butler
51st place -Snow
FINAL TEAM RESULTS








5. University of New Hampshire















13. St. Michaels 79
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Tough overtime loss to Colby caps 0-4 weekfor women's basketball
By Bryn Upton
STAFF WRITER
The Bowdoin women's basketball team
suffered a heartbreaking defeat at the hands
ofColby Wednesday nightwhen a last second
shot would not fall, forcing the game into an
overtimeperiodwhich thevisitors thoroughly
dominated. Bowdoin led the game from the
first basket until the 68-68 tie at the end of
regulation. Colby men went on to outscore
the Bears 18-9 in the extra period for the 86-77
final. The loss was the fourth in a row for
Bowdoin (7-12), while the win pushed Colby
over the .500 mark to 10-9.
The past week has been a difficult one for
the Bears who, because of injuries, are only
dressing eight players. The fatigue factor has
contributed to the recent slump of the Bears,
who played four games in five days. On the
other hand, Colby was able to rotate ten
players, including four seniors, throughout
Wednesday's contest.
Bowdoin got off to a fast start, scoring the
first eight points and taking a 37-27 half time
lead. Then the fatigue set in, and Colby was
able to capitalize.
Laura Schultz '96 led the Bears with 23
points and Kristen St. Peter '96 scored 17.
Allie Walsh '97 scored 4 points and had 6
assists, while Tracy Mulholland '97 put in 11
points and pulled down 9 rebounds before
fouling out. The wind left Bowdoin's sails
when she left, and despite efforts by Heather
Allen '97and captain Airami Bogle '95,Colby
was able to score inside down the stretch.
Bowdoin's week began with a pair of road
contests at Wheaton on Saturday and at
Connecticut College on Sunday. Schultz and
Bogle scored 19 and 1 1 respectively in the 66-
54 loss at Wheaton, with Bogle adding 14
boards. Mulholland had 11 rebounds, and
Shannon Reilly '97had a season high 4 assists
off thebench. Schultz and Bogle were also the
high scorers in the 85-65 loss atConn College,
scoring 18 and 14 respectively.
Tuesday night the Polar Bears returned to
Morrell Gymnasium to take on UMaine-
Farmington but were unable to capitalize on
home court advantage against the 19-6
Beavers. Bowdoin was plagued by fouls and
fatigue onceagain in a hard-foughtgame that
ended in a 67-61 defeat Schultz scored 21
points and picked up four fouls, Walsh and
St. Peter both fouled out of the game, and
Bogle, Mulholland and Cina Coding '96 all
ended up within a foul ofleaving thegame as
well. Bowdoin shot 47% from the floor in the
first half in building a 35-31 lead,buttheBears
shot only 19% in the second half.
A I p i n c S k i i n g
Pair of ninth-place finishes has Division I taking notice
By Tracy Boulter
assistant sports editor




i the slalom with ease in perhaps the best race of his Bowdoin
High team spirit, a positive attitude and
outstanding individual performances have
enabled the Bowdoin alpine ski team to
successfullycompete in Division I this season.
The Polar Bears have risen to the challenge of
racing against the best skiers in the country,
establishing themselves as a respectable
contender by finishing ninth in the team
standings at the UVM and Dartmouth
Carnivals. "We have already achieved all of
our team goals mis season," said coach Rich
Garrett.
On February 4, the team travelled to Stowe,
Vermont, to compete in the UVM Carnival.
The women started the weekend off on the
right footbypfedng all three of their racers in
the top 50 of the Giant Slalom race. Cynthia
Lodding '96 led the way with a 34th place
hnish, while co-captainTracy Boulter '94 and
Melanie Herald '96 skied into 44th and 49th
positions, respectively.
The men duplicated thewomen's effort by
placing three racers in the top 55. Terry
Crikelair '96 raced to a team-leading 46th
place, with NateSnow '95 (51 st)and co-captain
Jim Watt '94 (53rd) adding solid results.
Encouraged by its giant slalom
performance, the team eagerly anticipated
the slalom race, which is its specialty. For the
women,Loddingput togethertwoaggressive
runs to finish 25th, Boulterfought offa cold to




CanCUII 6 & 7 Nights from II \J
JAMAICA $400
Montego Bay 7 n*** t™ T" \J
CARIBBEAN sr7Q




7 Ntfrts (LAND ONLY) from
$
129
Vacation packages include hotel stay, R/T airfare from Boston (except
Florida prices), doily activities, all taxes, service charges and
gratuities. Rates are per person, quad occupancy & do not include
international departure taxes or airport fees.
I ^sonTftgdN^al
Across from Burger King at Cooks Corner (177 Bath Road)
Brunswick • Open M-F 8-5. Sat 9-
1
729-6261 or I-800-370-3008
Watt had a great day, leading the men's
team with his strong 32nd place finish.
Crikelair finished 39th, and Snow earned 42nd
to complete the consistent team effort. Chris
Butler '94 and Mike Sinclair '97 also skied
well.
Last weekend the fight for respectability
continued at the Dartmouth Carnival at the
Dartmouth Skiway in New Hampshire.
Though the Giant Slalom trail was
treacherously steep and icy, the Polar Bears
refused to be intimidated by it. Lodding
again led thewomenwith a 39th place finish,
while Boulter skied into 45th. Rookie Alison
Springer^returned from a two-week hiatus
to finish 51st overall, and Herald was right
behind her in 53rd.
Snow set the tone for the men, throwing
caution to the wind and flying down the
course on the edge of disaster to score team-
high 46th place. Incontrast toSnow, Crikelair
carvedhiswayinto50thplacewithcontrolled
precision. Watt rounded out the scoring in
54th.
The growing respect accorded to Bowdoin
by the other Division I schools was suddenly
transformed into true admiration and fear
with the team's performance in the slalom
race.Loddingsubstantiatedherreputation as
one of the top slalom skiers in the East and
strengthened her bid for the nationals by
racing to an incredible 15th place finish. Watt
similarlydomina ted themen'sslalom,nailing
two fast runs to record a season-best 24th
place. Boulter (32nd), Springer (38th) and
Herald (55th) athletically negotiated the icy
course to complete the women's team effort,
and Crikelairadded a 31stplace finish for the
men's team.
As exciting as these highlights were, the
performance of the weekend, if not the entire
season, went to Butler. Perhaps inspired by
the success of his teammates, or perhaps fed
up with being the underdog, Butler stepped
into the start with unparalleled determination.
In a career-making performance,hepowered
hiswaydown the course to an amazing 32nd
place finish.
The Polar Bearslook toconfinue theirrecent
success at the Williams Carnival misweekend.
Their season will conclude with the EISA
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Women's squash draws
#1 seed in C league
By Alison Burke
STAFF WRITER
Let the squash games begin.
Thewomen's squash team is heading offto
Nationa Is as the #1 seed of theC league after
this weekend's victorious CBB State
Championship. JenniferBogue '94, Bowdoin's
# 1 player, took to the courts with her usual
ferocity and surfaced as the State Champion.
The team is riding high with confidence and
has utilized mis week's practices to fine tune
its game for theupcoming challenges at Yale.
Ill giveyou somegood advice," saidcoach
Philip Soule to his players. "We need to start
to focus today [Monday], not the day of the
National competition." Soule wants his
players in high gear before entering
competition mis weekend. Hammond adds,
"We're definitely on a high after Bogue's
victory this weekend, but we have to buckle
down and prepare to show our stuff."
Bogue says, "I'm putting mis weekend's
event behind me in order to focus on the
importantcompetitionmatliesahead."Bogue,
who crushed three Colby players,
encountered little difficulty in defeating her
opponents. She did not relinquish a single
game to her Colby competitors.
Sarah Titus '97, Bowdoin's #2 player, won
her firstround against Bates with a definitive
final of 3-0. Titus said, "My first round went
easily. I was playing relaxed squash and
hitting the ball well." Competition was
unyielding in the second round and Titus lost
her match to Colby. Ellen Chan '97 also
suffereda disappointing loss inher firstround
of play against the same Colby player.
Hammondexplained, "Iwasproud ofChan
—
competition was extremely tough."
Thewomen'ssquashteamanticipatesgood
things to come. "We've come too far to play
loose squash," says Bogue. "We're going to
Nationals to win." When asked about the
pressures ofbeing a #1 seed, Lisa Klapper '96
said, "Just don't keep reminding me, and I'll
playmy game." Pressure or not the players'
games areonand mere is littledoubttheywill
rise to the occasion. The Polar Bears' winning
season willprovide the elementsnecessary to
post the kind of excellence that earned the
team its seeding at the National Tournament






^wdoin's defeat ofM-I.T. last ; weekend






















c the New England
Champioi^ups1«vjtf» hjs time of 23.ia Tri-
captamConradStuntzr^l again led theBears
by winning his three races—the 500, the 200
and the 100-yard freestyle events. Finally,
ShawCook/94pAuTedoutafi
.Bowdoin jecord-holder on me'pTflWtejber
board
. Although Wallace's season was cut j
shortby a shoulderinjury, she stands to placed
in this year's championship competition, as
"does one-meter diverJen Shannon '97.'
Williamsstands todominate themeet,while
Amherst,JRegis, WeUesley and Middlebury
will present additional, formidable"
jDompetition. Muffy Merrick '95 should plaofc
well in the long-distance freestyle events, as *
should^Bpwdoin's breaststroke troupe of
v
Cheryl Pettijohn '96, MaryLou Dula V6 and
record^older Molly Fey '95 in the 100-yard
and 200-yard events. In addition, first-years
Kate Miller and Emily Church could be a
force in the butterfly races, and KateJohnson
*97 is a powerful contender in the sprint
freestyleevents.LucieGarnett '94,alsoa sprint
freesryler, is swimmingher fastest seasonyet
at Bowdoin and should carry mis trend into
me Championships.
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Jon Winnick "95 moves ever closer to victory against Colby. ICcn Netzorg/ Bowdoin Orient
TEACH FORAMERICA
People think
there are limits to what we can I
do, that it's out ofour reach to
really change the way things are.
Ifeel there is no limit to what we
can do—it only depends on




See your career office for applications.
Ifnone are available, please call
1-800/832-1230 at. 120.
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Stretch run: Led by a
strong veteran crew and
depth up and down the
ladder, the Bears hope to




TheBowdoin men'ssquash team is gearing
up for a tough final stretch run to Nationals
1
after a solid win against Colby last Saturday.
In beating the White Mules, Bowdoin lost
only two of their nine matches, despite the
absence of their number two player, Hoi ton
Hunter '96.
According to Coach Philip Soule, Jon
Cirome '95 established himself as the best
player in the state with his victory overJamie
Cheston of Colby in a grueling five sets.
Despite losing the fourth set of the match 14-
15, Ciromecameback to dominate the last set
15-9 for the win.
With everyone else on the team moving up
a position because of the loss of Hunter, who
was absent due to a meeting of the College's
executive board, only captainTom Davidson
'94 and Eliot Van Buskirk '95 lost, both in
close matches. Coach Soule and coach Dan
Hammond raved about the depth possessed
by the Polar Bears this season, and it was
never more evident than in the Colby match
on Sunday, as numbers four through ten
combined lost only one game of their seven
matches.
At press time the rankings had not been
released, but the Polar Bears have a chance to
move up to a higher play-off division with
strong showings against Trinity, Wesleyan,
Hobart and Fordham this weekend in the
Wesleyan Invitational. "The team is playing
well . . . hopefully, with a few wins, we can
move up from theDbracket to theC bracket,"
said Soule. Bowdoin enters theweekend with
a 6-4 record.
University ofSouthern Maine Summer Session is pleased
to announce an intriguing new program.
' in Great Britain
August 1,1994
Offered for six credits in conjunction with the University of Sheffield, this three-week
program will expose students to a different culture and educadonal system, and permit
them to see "criminology at work" in a different country and to engage in the
cross-cultural study of crime.
For more information about this program, write to:
University of Southern Maine, Office of Extended Academic Programs/Summer Session
96 Falmouth Street, Portland, Maine 04103
or call (207) 780-4076 or 1-800-800-4USM, Extension 4076.
©Univereity of Southern Maine
\
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^ (UMF) trailedi^anhe half and were outscored
adj||r&t&twc> feyMi in^ ^>cond stanza to go down in
^ 7M^B&rs. )iefeal9(S^7r ; " _ V: ' $t£^ '''..
jday^t^ .Browning (lfy Whipple (11);. Whitehead
^y and (11) and Craig Vezina "96 (10)ledBowdoin in
contest, the losing effort.
& Ijis The foUowmg aftemobh; the Polar Bears
m
differmce^^^ the seW»d half
his-
Ken Netzorg/ Bowdoin Orient
Charlie Gaffney '95 raises his stick in glory after a goal against Hamilton.
. Connecticut 50-33 to create the final:i6-point






luring the run. The Bears were ^chipp^-i^i^poiht^in^
abie^tolnaintain that lead for the restfpf^he The men's 'basketball team, which
halt*
^
ahd"went into the .locker r<#nfwith a seemirigly:rnu|tyin its final three games to
comfortable 54-39 advantage.
r dWha^yoffbid, <ravek to me University
The Polar Bear^played wai'to operf the ofNew;Englahd tonighthostsColby-Sawyer
second stanza;Tmda 9k)run with 11 minutes atl^pm.onSuhdayanderiaswithatough,
reniainlnggavethehometeamitslargestlead critical season-finale atColbyonFebruary 26.
SPLIT
Continued from page 20.
evening, a s the league's top goalie Marc Siegel
shut the Bears down time and time again.
Siegel is allowing just 2.5 goals per game this
year, with an amazing save percentage of
.918.
The score remained 1-0 at the end of the
first, but the Ephmen got two in the second
and two more in the third to take the 4-1 win.
The losswas disappointing for the Bears,who
fell out of first in the ECAC with the defeat.
However, they remain just two pointsbehind
the leaders.
The Polar Bears regained some satisfaction
with an easy victory over the University of
Southern Maine on Tuesday at the Portland
Ice Arena. In a non-league contest, the Bears
downed the Huskies 9-2 as both Rich
Maggiotto '96 and Mark McCormick '96
recorded their first career hat tricks. In net,
Mike Kelley '96 earned his second victory of
the season, with no losses. The Tuesday win
improved Bowdoin's overall record to 1 3-3-3,
while their ECAC league record remained at
a solid 9-2-2.
The men'shockeyteam has twomorehome
games this weekend. This time, however, the
matches are against two of the league's
weakest teams. Tonight the Bears face off
againstNorth AdamsState,whichhas a league
record of 2-9-1, and tomorrow the Bears meet
theLordJeffs ofAmherst,whoown a similarly
poor 3-8-1 mark. With two wins this weekend
Bowdoin would be in a good position to
move into first, depending on the outcome of
various other games. Needless to say, the
Bears have had an excellent season to date
and are good candidates for an NCAA post-
season bid.
WlTAnONAL
Continued from page 20.
allowing us to pull out many key wins."
Thirty seconds into the second period,
Phaneuf pulled off a replay of the amazing
goal shehad againstMiddlebury the last time
the teams met. Phaneufskateddown thewing
and ripped one off into the top corner of the
goal from the face-offmark. Sheadded another
in the third period, tipping a backhanded
shot between the goalie's legs before going
down in front of the net. Phaneuf's stellar
play has definitely caught the attention of
Woodruff. "Michel has really picked up the
slack since Nan's injuries. Our best back-
checker, she works hard at both ends of the
ice. She has been a tremendous boost to our
team this season."
The final period between the Bears and the
Pantherswas a true battle. Bom teamsskated
aggressively, and with Middlebury adding
two goals, itwasanybody'sgame. Bowdoin's
strategy triumphed in the end, as Helmrath
shadowed Middlebury standout Laurie
Odden, keeping her from the puck, and
crippled Middlebury's offense. Gorton
garnered the final goal at 16:18, slipping the
puck between the legs of the defense and
popping a backhand shot into the corner of
the net for the 5-3 win.
"The team has really turned around with
its key wins against Colby and Middlebury,"
says Ahrens. "The highlight of the weekend
was beating Middlebury at its own
tournament after losing to them 8-0 earlier in
the season."
The women's hockey team finishes its
regular season this weekend with two games
at home against Wesleyan. The team then
travels to Boston to face off against Boston
College in the first round of the tournament.
The victor continues on to play the winner of
the Middlebury-Williams game in the
championship round.
Do You Want VISA & MasterCard Credit Cards?
Now you can have two of the most recognized and
accepted credit cards In the workL.Vlsa© and MasterCard*
credit cards.. "In your name." EVEN IFYOU ARE NEW IN
CREDIT or HAVE BEEN TURNED DOWN BEFORE!
VISA* and MasterCard* the credit cards you
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GOODWINCvolvo mazoa^P
Looking for a VOLVO or a
MAZDA?
New or Used
We also have 1 Certified Honda, Toyota
and Nissan Technician.
Call the dealer with 41 yean ofexperience
91 Main St.. I'opsham
72V-3369
Ken Netzorg/ Botwfoin OnrnfHiram Andrews *97 leap* several more points for his team.
Men's track finally bests Colby
By Dan Sacco
STAFF WRITER
In lastweekend's indoor track action at the
Farley Field House, the Bowdoin men's team
faced offagains t Springfield,Colby, Fitchburg
State and Worcester State. Although the
Bowdoin squad could not overcome the
Division II Springfield team, it was able to
oust archrivalColby for the firsttime in several
meetings. The Polar Bears man-handled
Fitchburg and Worcester State, beating both
teams by more than 100 points, and fell to
Springfield by a mere 16.5 points. The final
standings leftColby in thirdwith 163.5 points,
Bowdoin in second with 171 points and
Springfield in first with 187.5 points.
The race of the day, which ended in a duel
between two of Bowdoin's most stallion-like
runners, was the 800m run. Sophomores
Logan Powell and Blaine Maley charged
around the last turn neck and neck to a photo
finish which placed Powell in first by a mere
.02 seconds. Powell and Maley ran 157.87
and 1:57.89, respectively. Ben Beach '97 also
fared well in the 800m, finishing fourth with
a time of 2:01 .39.
Like the 800m, both the 500m and 1000m
runs ended with impressive finishes by
Bowdoin athletes. In the 500m run, Pat Kane
'96 came from four places out to finish in
second only 3 seconds behind the winner. In
the 1000m run, Phil Sanchez '96 held a strong
thirdplace until the final lap,when hegunned
byColbystandoutJason Bologna fora second-
place finish in an impressive time of 2:34.
In an incredible double, first-year James
Johnson placed second in the 1500m run (4:11)
and then came back to win the 3000m in 9:05.
Also placing well in the 1500m were David
Humphrey '94 and Ryan Triffitt '97, who
finished third (4:14) and fourth (4:18),
respectively. Bowdoin's other top finishers in
the running events included John Soule '97,
Shane O'Brien '96 and tri-captain Pete Nye
'94. Nye placed second in the 200m dash in
23.33 seconds. O'Brien and Soule finished
third and fourth in the 400m dash and 55m
hurdles, respectively.
The Polar Bears were once again led by tri-
captain Scott Dyer '95 and first-year Hiram
Andrews in the field events. Dyerplaced first
in the 35# weight throw and second in the
shot put with distances of 49' 6.5" and 45' 0"
respectively. Also placing well in the 35#
weight throw was Mike Tremblay '95.
Tremblayplaced third with a throw of41 ' 10".
Andrews won the highjump with a height of
6' 2" and placed fifth behind teammate Ed
Poku '97 in the triplejump. Poku took fourth
in that event with a jump of 40' 1 ". Senior tri-
captain Bryn Upton added invaluable points
to the Polar score, placing in the high jump,
pole vault, 55m hurdles and 1000m run.
Tomorrow, the best of Bowdoin's squad
travels to Bates for theNew England Division
III Championship.
It's a neck and neck race to the finish line. Ken Netzorg/ Bowdoin Orient
SPRING BREAK- From $299 Includes:
Air, 7 nights Hotel, Transfers, Parties and
More! Nassau/Paradise Island, Cancun,
Jamaica, San Juan. Earn FREE trip plus
commissions as our campus rep! 1-800-
9-BEACH-l
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Ice II o c k c i/
Women finish first in
Middlebury Invitational
Season salvaged: After
suffering a series of
frustrating defeats at the
beginning of the 1993-94
campaign, the Bears have
won five of their last six
games, including revenge




The Bowdoin women's hockey team
traveled to Vermont last weekend to
participate in theMiddleburyInvitational and
left triumphant, crushing Williams 7-1 and
pulling off an outstanding 5-3 win against
Middlebury, a team which had twice
frustrated Bowdoin earlier in the season. The
Bears havewon fiveout of their lastsixgames,
proving that they have recovered from their
mid-season slump and are well-prepared to




Bowdoin spent much of the first period of
Saturday'sgameagainst Williamsrecovering
from what captain Jen Aniens '94 described
as "bus legs." The team had traveled to
Middlebury mat morning and, with about
five minutes left in the first period, finally
woke up in the form of an unassisted goal by
Michel Phaneuf '96. Bowdoin simply shut
down Williams' defense for the rest of the
game, resulting in a goal apiece by Erika
Helm rath '97andJaneKim '96,and four goals
byNanGorton *%,who recordedher seventh
hat trick of the season.
Themostexciting play ofthegameoccurred
when goalie Sasha Ballen '96 blocked an
incoming shot and then passed the puck to
defender Dee Spagnuolo '96. Spagnuolo
circled round the net, headed up the ice and
handed the puck to Gorton for a goal. Ballen
was awardedan assiston the play and became
the first goaltender in Bowdoin women's ice
hockey history to score a point.
History is in the making for a couple of
other members of the women's hockey team
as well. With hersecond goal against Williams,
Gorton broke the Polar Bear single-season
record of 30 goals set by Jill Bermingham in
1986 and tied by Carol Thomas '93 in 1992.
Phaneuf, Gorton's linemate, needs just five
assists to tie the Bowdoin single-season assist
record of 23 currently held by Thomas from
her 1993 season. With four games left in the
season, it is highly possible that Phanuef will
eclipse that record. Goalie Dagan Klein '95
also earned a spot in the record books after
heroutstanding play last weekend. In blocking
37 shots, Kleinbroke the single-season record
for saves in the championship game against
Middlebury.
Bowdoin s matcn against Middlebury on
Bowdoin
Middlebury
Sunday proved tobe much more challenging
man its game against Williams the previous
day. Bowdoinwasup 2-1 after the first period
with goalsbyCareyJones '95 and Ahrens, but
head coach Mike Woodruff felt that the Bears
were lucky to escape such a Middlebury
onslaught with the lead. "Middlebury came
out flying and outshot us inbom the first and
second periods. Dagan really managed to
keep us in the game." Flanked by the solid
defense of Spagnuolo, Holly Shaw *97 and
Eliza Wilmerding '97, co-captain Klein has
been playing, according to Woodruff,
"aggressively and confidently in the net,
Please see INVITATIONAL, page 18.
David Finitsis/ Bowdoin Orient
Haley Zinovoy '93 and captain Tim O'Sullivan '95
display the fruits of the men's hockey team's 1992-93
labors, the ECAC Division II East championship
banner, last Friday night in a game against Hamilton.
The Polar Bears went on to win the game by an 8-4
margin as part of their aspirations to repeat as
champions this season.
Men 's team drops Hamilton,
dropped by top-ranked Williams
Erika Hebnrath *97 races toward the opposing goal.
Ken Netzorg/ Botndotn Orient
Weekend split: Bears
settle for a 1-1 weekend in
missing a perfect
opportunity to send a




As the United States Olympic Hockey team
battles to keep its hopes alive for a medal, so
to is the Bowdoin men's ice hockey team in a
battle of itsown. Going into lastweekend, the
PolarBearsfound themselves in a fiveway tie
for first place with 18 points. An 8-4 victory
over Hamilton last Friday and a 4-1 loss to
Williams the following day saw Bowdoin
drop into a tie forsecond placewith Williams,
just two points behind UConn, St. Anselm's,
and Salem State,whoare all tied for firstwith
22 points.
One of the stronger teams in the league,
Hamilton was sporting a record of 6-5 in die
ECAC and a 9-5-1 mark overalL, Hamilton
appeared ready to playhardwhen they took
the lead just 51 seconds into the contest. Not
used to being down early, the Bears were
ignited. At 2:30 of the first on a feed by
Charlie Gaffney '95 Marcello Gentile '95
moved in on the lone Hamilton defender,
faked him out and was able to put home a
backhand shot toeven the score at one. Things
seemed to calm down a bit but at 8:27Kevin
Zifcak '97 took a pass from Tim Real '95 and
broke in withAndrew Poska '97on a two-on-
one. Zifcak made a tricky pass to Poska, who
was able to slide it past the Hamilton
goaltender on a dramatic diving shot. The
Bears proceeded to rattle off four more goals
before the end of the first to take a 6-1 lead, to
the extreme delight of yet another near-
capacity crowd.
The outcome was more or less a foregone
conclusion after the first but the Bears scored
twomoregoalswhile the visitorsnetted three
in two considerably less-exciting periods. The
game ended in an 8-4 victory for the Bears, as
StuartLogan '97 played theentiregameinnet
and upped his record to 4-1 in the league and
6-2 overall this season.
Upon entering Saturday's game, the
Ephmen of Williams were coming off of a 3-
1 loss the previous night to Colby, which
temporarily unseated them from first place.
The game meant a lot to the two teams, both
in terms of standings and the potential bids
they could receive for theNCAA Division III
tournamentat theend oftheyear. Itappeared
mat Bowdoin was jumping out to one of its
typical faststartswhen CharlieGaffneyscored
just46 secondsinto the game.On a pass from
Gentile to the lower right circle, Gaffney hit a
one-time chip shot into the upper left corner
of the net. The pretty goal gave Bowdoin a 1-
lead. Unfortunately, that was all the Bears
would be able to muster for the rest of the
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College faces uphill
battle to recruit, hire
minority faculty
By Paul C. Rohlfing
ASSISTANTNEWS EDITOR
Bowdoinhas offered jobs to seven minority
candidates so far in this year's annual faculty
hiring period, but five of those who were
offered jobs did not choose to accept the
College's offers.
Despite Bowdoin's efforts, attempts at di-
versifying its instructional staff have not met
with quick or easy success. Currently,
Bowdoin has only ————™———
—
eleven minority fac-
ulty members out of
a total (including pro-
fessorswhoareaway
on leave) of 165.
Theseminority fac-
ulty members
amount to less than
seven percent of the
faculty as a whole.
Furthermore, only 58
of those 165 are
women. These num-
bers do not compare favorably with those of
many New England colleges that Bowdoin is
in competition with.
Despite these disappointing numbers, the
Minorityfaculty members
amount to less than seven
percent of thefaculty as a
whole. Furthermore, only 58 of
[a total of] 165faculty
members are women.
before, not only through ordinary means,
but through extraordinary means," added
Beitz.
Beitz, along with Randolph Stakeman,
the Associate Dean for Academic Affairs
and the Director of the Africana Studies
Program, has been involved with assisting
departments in recruiting and interview-
ing potential faculty members.
According to Beitz, "There is no more
competitive job market in America today
than that for minorities in academia."
The department committees which are








at Bowdoin are re-
luctant to accept




job offers this year gave different reasons
for their decisions. Salary, the lack of a
graduate program here and proximity to
family members were all given as reasons
College is making a strong effort to diversify why these candidates turned down the
the faculty. In response to a report by a fac- College's offers.
The reason I have heard more than any
other reason has had to do with our loca-
tion," said Beitz. "Brunswick strikes candi-
dates as too remote, too small and too
homogeneous. We have to try to show
candidates that this area is more diverse
ulty/student committee on diversity, the fac-
ulty has committed itself to improving its
efforts in attracting more minoritycandidates
to teaching positions at Bowdoin.
"The departments have been doing a bet-
ter job of attracting good candidates," said
Dean for Academic Affairs Charles R. Beitz.
"Departments are working harder than ever Please see HIRING, page 5.
Leigh Perry/ Bowdoin Orient
Hope That's Not The High-Grade Bin, Bob
President Edwards pitches in to show his support for
the latest campus recycling efforts, coordinated by An-
drew Hartsig '95. That's not the Orient he's holding.
Symposium will attract top science talent
Bicentennial: The
Alumni Science Symposium
is an exciting opportunity
for alums to present their




Bowdoin will salute its science tradition
and inspireanewoneas ithosts theAlumni
Science Symposium next week,March 4-5,
held as part of both the Bicentennial cel-
ebration and the centennial of the Mary
Frances Searles Science Building.
Carl Hopkins '66, a neurophysiologist at
Cornell University, first introduced the idea
ofhaving Bowdoin graduatescome back to
the school to discuss their research in vari-
ous fields of science. Hopkins was moti-
vated by his return to Bowdoin for a semi-
nar.
Tom Settlemire, chair of the biology de-
partment, described Hopkins' response.
"After [the seminar], there was talk about
the Bowdoin Bicentennial, and the centen-
nial ofthe science building.We knew there
were some events scheduled on the envi-
ronmental studies side, but we thought it
would be nice to add a program for the
bask sciences," he said.
Their solution was to design a sympo-
sium at which Bowdoin alumni who are
practicing research scientists could come
back to the school and present their re-
search, as well as interact with members of
the Bowdoin community. With Hopkins
organizing the event, alumni were con-
tacted through the departments and the
Alumni Office and asked to participate.
"We invited all the alumni who are out
there doing research in the world of sci-
ences. . . We now have 35 Bowdoin gradu-
ates coming on campus to give presenta-
tions to everybody — students, faculty,
members of the community, and alumni,"
Settlemire explained.
Settlemire emphasized that the presen-
Flease see SCIENCE, page 5.
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Beyond the Bowdoin Bubble...
Centra] Intelligence Agency officer arrested on espionage
charges.
On Tuesday, the Justice Department announced the arrest of
Aldrich Hazen Ames, an official from the C.LA.'s Soviet counter-
espionage branch who was charged with accepting more than
$1.5 million from the KGB. and its successor intelligence agency
in Russia between 1983and 199 1 . Ames had access to a substantial
number of C.I.A. documents concerning top-secret intelligence
operations and agents. Moreover, the F.B.I, is accusing Ames of
betraying and causing the execution of at least 10 Soviet citizens
who were working for American intelligence. President Clinton
has instructed the State Department to issue a strong official
protest with the Russian Government. A team ofC.I.A., F.B.I, and
State Department officials is presently in Moscow to meet with
Russian leadersabout implications ofthe arrest and theconsequent
response of tho U.S. Government. Senator Mitch McConnell (R-
KY) stated yesterday thatmembers ofCongress arenow rethinking
plans to give financial assistance to Russia for theupcoming fiscal
year.
U.N. aets a deadline for ending its role in Mozambique.
The United Nations Security Council agreed on Wednesday to
begin replacingsome of thepeacekeeping soldiers stationed there
with civilian police officers. Karl F. Inderfurth, the alternate
United States delegate to Mozambique, told the Security Council
mat: "The deployment of a sizable police observer force in
Mozambique will, we believe, promote achievement of a stable
security environment necessary for free and fair elections." The
Security Council also asked Secretary General Boutros Boutros-
Ghali to begin withdrawing the entire peacekeeping force by
November 1994when anew democratically elected government
will effectively take control
Russian Congress voted to release coup leaders.
Despite considerable protest from President Yeltsin, the
Parliament voted on Wednesday to approve an amnesty that
would release former Vice President Aleksand r V. Rutskoi and
Speaker of the former Parliament Ruslan I. Khasbulatov who
were accused of leading the armed insurrection against the
government last October. The decision magnified political
tensions which had been heating up since Yeltsin's opponents
won a majority of seats in last December's elections. The vote
alsoterminated the p rosecution of 12menaccused ofattempting
to overthrow former President Mikhail S. Gorbachev in August
1991.
Tighter embargo on Haiti tied to concessions by Aristide.
The Clinton Administration decided earlier this week against
tighter economic sanctions on Haiti if the Rev. jean-Bertrand
Aristide agrees to grant amnesty to military officerswho ousted
him in 1991. Furthermore, the Administration is exerting
substantial pressure on the exiled President to name a new
Prime Minister who would form a new, broadly based
government. However,Aristidehas argued that General Cedras
and other military leaders must step down before any progress
is made.
Not until we are
lost, do we begin
to understand
ourselves.
- Henry David Thoreau
Olympic Results
Medal Standings
(through Wednesday, February 23)
G S I T
Russia 10 7 4 21
Norway. 8 7 2 17
Germany 6 4 6 16
Italy 4 3 8 15
United States 5 3 19
Canada. 3 3 3 9
Austria 12 4 7
Switzerland 13 4
Netherlands. 13 4











Figure Skating - Women's Short Program
1. Nancy Kerrigan, U.S.; 2. Oksana Bauil,Ukraine; 3. Surya Bona ly
,
France; 4. Chen Lu, China; 5. Tanja Szewczenko, Germany; 6. Katarina
Witt,Germany; 7. YukaSato, Japan, 8 Josee Chouinard, Canada;9 Anna
Rechnio, Poland; 10. Tanya Harding, US.
Skating order for today'swomen's long program (top six): 1 . Chen
Lu; 2 Nancy Kerrigan; 3. Oksana Bauil; 4. Tanja Szewczenko; 5. Surya




















This Week's Bowdoin Orient Trivia Question:
Oooooooh- SEXY
Who is this bodacious beauty? You
can look through all of the back issues
of Sports Illustrated Swimsuit Editions,
and you probably won't find out. It's
not the woman from the Efferdent
commercials either. She's not even a
spokeswoman for Pantene (her hair is
just naturally that beautiful).
Actually, this gender-neutral person
is a full-fledged professor at Bowdoin
College. Do any of your professors
bearastrikingresemblance to thisone?
Well get you started with a little hint-
(Ayubi wouldn't be caught dead in
that outfit).
Be the first caller to leave amessage
on the Orient answering machine
(x3300) with the name of the
professor pictured, to win a free
pizzaand two sodas. Don'tforget to
leave your name and number.
Congratulations to Jon Dugan '95
for winning last week's contest,
"Enter, if you Dare!" Responses
ranged from Hubbard Hall to
Pickard Theater to the Chapel.
Someone even thought it was on
Adams. The correct location where
the door may be found is Searles
Hall.
Carey Jones/ Bowdoin Orient
*Win a FREE Domino's Pizza and Two Sodas*
J
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"Status of Women" report sparks forum discussion




A forum sponsored by A.D.A.P.T.
(AppreciationofDifferencesAmongstPeople
Today) was held in Lancaster Lounge on
Monday, February 21, to discuss tine recently
disclosed "Status of Women" report. The
forum was attended by approximately sixty
people, a third of which were men. The only
administrator in attendance was President
Robert Edwards, who was accompanied by
his wife, Blithe Edwards.
The purpose of the forum was to initiate
debate regarding the report and tine "chilly
atmosphere" for women at Bowdoin. True
debate was not possible, however, because
studentswho disagreed with the report were




The counterpoint "Con" argument to the
report (in the February 18 issue of the Orient)
sparked criticism as students expressed their
disagreement with the "Con" argument.
Responseswereaimed at the statement, "The
few heartless foolswho derive pleasure from
insulting and degrading another student
should be ignored, because they are few in
"Coeducation doesn't just mean
women and men together- it means
equality."
"We need to distinguish between
what coeducation means on the
surface and what it is on the
functional level"
"The subtle things are the most
damaging."
"Fraternities foster every kind of
attitude Bowdoin is against.
"
"The anger is getting higher and
higher, and how do you get inside
people's heads to change people's
attitudes?"
Thoughts From The Forum
"The con article excluded my
experienceas a woman here."
"Thestatusofwomen isalsoamen 's
problem."
"We need tremendous change here-
rape happens."
"One start would be a policy on
rape, assault and harassment."
There are professors here that will
tell people not to go into a field
because you are a woman.
"
"Hopefully it will get people
aggravated enough to get on the
Administration."
"The problem now is to determine








number."A femalestudent said, "The thought




it means equality." One male student stated,
"Iam fearful that there are a lotofpeople here
that don't want a change."
During the forum, the report was praised
for its intentions, but its unsubstantiated
claims and ambiguity were criticized.
Students were unaware that the report and
committee had even been formed, and they
were concerned that an issue of such
significance to tineCollegewas notbrought to
the students until two years after its creation.
A male student in attendance stated, "I
thought tine report was really needed, but I
found it was sort of weak—I thought it hurt
the College more than it helped... It was
extremely vague."
Status of Women
Theatmosphere forwomen and their status
was* also discussed. The attendees agreed
that tiie status ofwomen was an issue for the
entire College, administrators, students
—
menandwomen.Onemale stated, "The status
ofwomen is also a men's problem." Another
student asked, "The question is, are you
willing to takeon theburden to educate those
who may not want a change?" Another
student answered, "We all know what the
problems are. What are the answers?"
The "chilly atmosphere" for women
addressed in the report was supported by
manyofthe attendees.AmemberofSafeSpace
explained, "It is the fundamental
responsibilityoftheAdministration, students
and faculty to make everyone feel
comfortable."
The chilly atmosphere was attributed to
the inequality that the community is
supposedly supporting. One student stated,
"We need to distinguish between what
coeducation means on tine surfaceand what it
is on tine functional level." Another student
added, "Sexism is a feeling or attitude ... not
a specific action." Another student picked up
tine thought, "I don't feel that I'm treated the
same as a woman here as I would be if I were
a man." Coeducation was another major
theme of tiie forum.
Many questioned whether or not
coeducation was truly possible especially if
fraternities continued to be a presence at
Bowdoin. Coeducation means equality and
in tinefraternitiesattendees stated thatequality
was adream.A femaleexplained, "Equality is
a distant dream in a frat. There isan appalling
amount of silencing. Equality is a joke there."
Another student exclaimed, "Fraternities
foster every kind of attitude Bowdoin should
be against."
Sexual harassment
The discussion then moved toward the
treatmentofvictimsofassaultandharassment
and particularly the College's policy
concerning this issue. The current policy was
criticized for its vagueness and the
intimidation that results. Ofparticularconcern
was the lack of action on the part of the
Administrationwhenapproachedby a victim.
A member of BWA (Bowdoin Women's
Association) asked, "Why should you come
forward if nothing is going to happen?"
Another student pointed out that "security
[is] the most intimidating way to come
forward, and yet it is the only way to make
and incident 'official.'"
Itwas stressed that,due to thesmall College
community, sexualharassmentincidentsmust
be handled carefullyand quickly for the sake
of the victim. A student explained, "Because
of our small size, it is terrifying to come out
about someone and then have classes with
them and go to parties with them. They must
be removed."
During the discussion itwas reiterated that
a new policy was being reviewed and that it
should be implemented next fall with the
distribution of the '94-'95 student handbook.
Onestudentemphasized thatrape isa concern
on campus that needs to be addressed and
that in order for that to happen the sexual
harassment policy and the attitude towards
victims needs to be changed. The student
exclaimed, "We need tremendous change
here— rape happens!"
As the meeting came to an end President
Edwards contributed his thoughts on the
evening: "We are in a transition—I verymuch
want to see things get better. Don't think that
you can't do anything. You're going to leave
into a world less perfect than this one. I'm
under no illusion that things are perfect here
at Bowdoin College."
Responses to the forum
The consensus was that the forum was
inspiring but the concern was that no action
would result. "One thing that was great was
that it really fired people up and got people
thinking. I feel like the forum really
empowered people," a woman said. A male
student said, "We've lit a fire here tonight,
and we have a responsibility to keep the fire
going and get it blazing."
PresidentEdwardsechoed these sentiments
the following day. "It [the forum) was an
excellent, invaluable meeting that underlined
things we need to do. I found those accounts
very troubling. It is my job to make sure that
we keep examining the problem," he said.
Regarding coeducation,Edwards said, "What
"We've lit afire here
tonight and we have a
responsibility to keep the
fire going and get it
blazing.
"
we are out to do at Bowdoin is to maximize
choice and not constrain choice." Edwards
added, "We know what the problems are...
We are ready for solutions."
Solutions
Possible solutions are already being
planned. Included in these solutions are
faculty seminars, planned by the B.W.A., to
help instructors become more aware and
sensitive toward gender stratification within
the classrooms.
AmongEdwards' solutions, twohavecome
in the form of surveys, both of which were
gender coded. Gender coded refers to a form
ofsurveying in which responses arega thered
according to gender. Edwards' surveys
include a study of the graduating class of '93,
focusingon their experiences atBowdoin and
another researching the faculty and the
Administration.
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Spande recovering, but
Carey Jones/ Bowdoin Orient
Tapping the Vein
The American Red Cross came awfully close to achiev-
ing their goal of 155 pints of blood at their latest Blood
Drive this Wednesday. 126 students showed up to give
their pint in an effort that was considered a great suc-
cess despite falling a little short of the mark.
Wouldn't this be a great time to join
the staff of the Bowdoin Orient?
The Orient is looking to increase the size of its staff,
especially in the News section.
We need fresh blood almost as badly as the Red Cross.
If you really enjoy getting to the heart of what matters
on campus, or you would like to try your hand at edit-
ing and layout, if you love the feeling of never ever
getting any sleep no matter what, if you like pina
coladas and getting gone in the rain, then you're either
perfect for the Orient or you are just way strange.
Either way, give us a call at x3300.
Tell us what you're into.
TEACH FORAMERICA
People think
there are limits to what we can
do, that it's out ofour reach to
really change the way things are.
Ifeel there is no limit to what we
can do—it only depends on




See your career office for applications.
If none are available, please call
1-800/832-1230 ext.120.
If you/ completed applicwoaw pOMWffad by
(aniaiy IV 1*>94. you Kj« bren guaranteed an












Thomas BenjaminSpande "94was brought
to Rockville Police Station and booked
Wednesday as a result of the first-degree
murder warrant he was issued in connec-
tion with his mother's death on January
11th.
At the time of the Bowdoin Orient's Janu-
ary 28th story "Spande '94 held in connec-
tion with murder," Spande was being held
at Clifton T. Perkins Hospital in Jessup,
Maryland for psychiatric care and testing
under a detainer. He was in the midst of his
commitment trial at that time.
Since then,thejudge has ruled thatSpande
be "involuntarily committed" to Clifton T.
Perkins Hospital,where he now remains for
long-term care.
According toMaryland State law, anyone
who receives correspondance from Spande,
whether written or verbal, becomes a wit-
ness for the state. For this reason, lawyers
are allowing Spande to communicate only
with his fatherand sister. Spande is allowed,
however, to receive letters.
"It is my understanding thatThomas is in
very good spirits, although quite lonely,"
commented Sarah Thistle '94, Spande's
former housemate. "He's as much of a vic-
tim of this as anyone else."
"He's doing fine. He's completely lucid
and I talk with him on the phone every
morning and every night," reported
Spande's father, Thomas F. Spande.
To date, testing to determine a physi-
ological or psychological cause forSpande's
condition have proven inconclusive. MRI
(Magnetic Resonance Imaging) and EEC
(Electroencephalogram) results were both
negative, although Spande's father may de-
cide to get a second opinion on the MRI.
Doctors also noticed that, upon admit-
tance to the hospital, Spande's eyes were
dilated, which could be indicative of an
endocrine tumor. Photographs dating as far
back as two years haveshowed this dilation.
It is possible, however, that the eye dilation
may be purely coincidental.
Following the incident, Spande was also
experiencing hallucinations. According to
Spande's father, Spande has been taking
medication to control this for the past two
weeks, which has proven effective.
At press time, Spande had not yet been
charged with the murder of his mother.
According to Maryland State Law, a person
cannot be charged unless able to fully un-
derstand the charges brought forth against
him or her, and the person is able to partici-
pate in his or her own defense. Because of
his recent hallucinations, now being medi-
cally controlled, doctors feel he is unable to
meet the requirement of participating in his
own defense.
Spande's father estimates that the legal
proceedings surrounding the incident may
take as long as four to five months. "The
goal is to get Thomas out ofthe legal process
and into medical treatment. This treatment
could take longer than one year," he added.
Spande's father said that "Thomas appre-
"It is my understand-




ciates Bowdoinmore than ever, now. He has
an ardent hope that he will return to finish
up his last semester. Whether this is likely or
not, I do not know," he added reluctantly.
Spande hasbeen issued anextended leave
of absence for medical reasons from Senior
Class Dean Kenneth Lewallen.
With little else to do, Spande is spending
most of his time reading. According to his
father, "Thomas has never appreciated
Shakespeare more than now, as well." Tho-
mas has a collection of seven Shakespeare
comedies, a collection of Dylan Thomas po-
etry given to him by Thistle for Christmas
this past year and the Bible.
Spande's father reported that he and his
family are doing "pretty well. We've had so
much really great support from people at
Bowdoin,especiallyfrom professors Wethli,
Watterson and Burroughs." He also ex-
pressed his gratitude to Tom's landlady,
Edie Wilson. "If only everyone could have a
landlady as kind as her."
Letters to Spande may be sent to:
Clifton T. Perkins Hospital
8450 Dorsey Run Road
Box 1000
Jessup, Md. 20794-1000
"Thomas would love to hear from his
friends," said Spande's father.
University ofSouthern Maine Summer Session is pleased
to announce an intriguing new program.
Criminology in Great Britain
July 11 -August 1,1994
Offered for six credits in conjunction with the University of Sheffield, this three-week
program will expose students to a different culture and educational system, and permit
them to see "criminology at work" in a different country and to engage in the
cross-cultural study of crime.
For more information about this program, write to:
University of Southern Maine, Office of Extended Academic Programs/Summer Session
96 Falmouth Street, Portland, Maine 04103
or call (207) 780-4076 or 1 -800-800-4USM, Extension 4076.
©University of Southern Maine
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HIRING
Continued from page 1.
than it seems."
Stakeman has been closely involved in
creating what Beitz calls the "Bowdoin Net-
work." The Network is a group of Bowdoin
"friends" mat includes alumni and others in
academia with connections to the College
who are actively working to identify and
attract minority candidates for the faculty
from all over the nation.
The College has also advertised some po-
sitions in academic journals targeted toward
African-Americans.
Bowdoin appears tobe trapped in a kind of
viscous cyclewhen it comes to recruiting and
hiring minority instructors. Withouta diverse
faculty, the College cannot hope to attract
persons of color to teach here, and without
attracting these people, the College cannot
hope to diversify its faculty.
"Bowdoinneeds to attracta critical mass of
minority faculty so that the environment will
be more visibly pleasing to other minority
candidates," said Beitz.
The dearth of minority facultymembers at
the College has consequences in many areas,
notthe leastofwhich hasbeen in Admissions.
Beitzcommentedon therelationshipbetween
diversifying tine student body and diversify-
ing the faculty, "It works both ways. A rich,
diverse student community enhances the
"Bowdoin needs to attract a
critical mass ofminorityfaculty so
that the environment mill be
more visibly pleasing to
other minority candidates.
"
— Dean of Academic Affairs
Charles Beitz
possibility of attracting excellent minority
faculty members and a solid core of diversity
in the facultycan give a strong boost to efforts
to diversify tine student population."
Fumio Sugihara '96 observed, "The reason
that other schools like Bates and especially
Colby are ahead of Bowdoin in
this area is that they started fo-
cusing on hiring more minority
faculty members ten years ago.
Bowdoin has only really started
to focus in this area recently.
That's why the College is so be-
hind."
"I justhopethe College ismak-
ing this effort for the right rea-
sons. Diversity isn't just about
looking good compared to other
Colleges. This isn't about pretty
statistics to go in the view book.
What is important about diver-
sity here is that it helps everyone
become more sensitive to, and
betterprepared for, the realworld
that exists beyond Maine," said
Justin M. Maietta '97.
Clearly, the College is facing
an uphill battle in its struggle to
diversify the faculty. Only time
will tell whether the College's
redoubled efforts will pay off in
the long run, or if Bowdoin's re-
mote location and its late start in
the process will prove to be too
difficult a handicap to overcome.
Leigh Perry/Bowdoin Orient
Dean of Academic Affairs Chuck Beitz thinks that
Bowdoin's primary stigma is its location.
Bicentennial Alumni Science Symposium
Expected Participants
Daniel F. Belknap '73 Department of Zoology
Dept. of Geological Sciences Ohio Wesleyan University
University of Maine "Microbial Flora of Birds: Economic Impact
"Geologic History of the Gulf of Maine, and Evoluntionary Implications"
20,000 Years"
F. Daniel Vogt '75
Peter F.CanneU 76 Department of Biological Sciences State
Science Editor University ofNew York
Smithsonian Institution Press "Hot Bees in a Cold Place: Thermoregulation
"Getting the Word Out: Scholarly Book and Colony Founding in Arctic Bumblebees"
Publishing in the Life Sciences"
Robert B. Barlow '61
Carl D.Hopkins '66 Institute for Sensory Research
Professor of Neurobiology and Behavior Syracuse University
Cornell University "What the Brain Tells the Eye"
"The Neuroethology of Electrical Communi-
cation in Fish" Bertrand Garda-Moreno Esteva '81
Department of Biophysics
i Hilton L. Fowler, M.D. '60 Johns Hopkins University
Professor of Neurology "Regulation of Macromolecules by Electro-
University of Virginia School of Medicine static Forces"
The Bowdoin Experience, Staggering in
Portugal, and Broken Bones SamuelW. Cushman '63
in tiie Blue Ridge Mountains" National Institutes of Health
"CeU Biology of Insulin Action on Glucose
PaulJ.Doian,Jr.78 Transport"
Physics department
Northeastern Illinois University Dennis L. Rouseau '62
"Point Contact Spectroscopy in Metals and ATArT Bell Laboratories
j
Superconductors* The Catalytic Mechanism of Cytochrome
Oxidase"
John Howland '57 ,
Professor of Biology George Pappas '48
Bowdoin Cofiege Dept. of Anatomy and CeU Biology
University of Ounces at Chicago -"Early Evolution of Energy Coupling
MadHtinMr* "An Approach for the ABeviation of Pain and
Depression with
Heather Williams 17 Specific Neural transplants"
Biology Department
Williams CoBege
"Cooperation and Conflict in Animal
). Warren Harthorne '53
motwnusens v»enerai Hospital
The Interface of Science and Medicine"
Christina G. Benishin 78 Christopher D. Keeley '89
Department of Physiology Lamont-Doherty Earth Observatory
Faculty of Medicine Columbia University
University of Alberta "Seafloor Mapping with Multtbeam and
"Discovery of a New Hypertensive Hormone, Side-Looking Sonar"
Parathyroid Hypertensive Factor"
Mary E Morton '83
Department of Biology
CoBege of the Holy Cross And many others (our apologies if
Talking Among the Neurons" names were omitted because of space
Edward H.Burtt Jr. 70 limitations)
SPRING BREAK- From $299 Includes:
Air, 7 nights Hotel, Transfers, Parties and
More! Nassau/Paradise Island, Cancun,
Jamaica, San Juan. Earn FREE trip plus
commissions as our campus rep! 1-800-
9-BEACH-l
SYMPOSIUM
Continued from page 1.
tations are open to all who are inter-
ested, not necessarily only those experi-
enced in the sciences. "[The lectures]
are scheduled to be given at the level of
Scientific American articles, he said. "It
doesn't require an expert in the field to
participate."
These scientists represent some of the
top organizations and institutions in
many science fields, including AT&T
Bell Laboratories, the National Insti-
tutes ofHealth, theWoods HoleOceano-
graphic Institute, Harvard Medical
School, and the Johns Hopkins Univer-
sity. They are currently working in ar-
eas ranging from marine geology and
biophysical chemistry to immunology
and ecology.
Because Bicentennial funds had been
already committed to other events, the
cost of the symposium is funded en-
tirely by the participants themselves,
who will pay for their travel expenses
and lodging.
The symposium itself will occur over
one-and-a-half days. After a welcome
and introductions on Friday morning
by President Edwards and Carl
Hopkins, thirty-minute presentations
will be given throughout the day, in-
cluding a five-to-ten-minute question-
and-answer session at the end of each
lecture.
Besides a reception with the Govern-
ing Boards and dinner at the Cram
Alumni House, the participants will
watch the Masque & Gown Production
ofJohn Broum Russwurm: Freedom's Jour-
neyman, a drama about Bowdoin's first
African-American graduate.
On Saturday, presentations will con-
tinue throughout the morning, after par-
ticipants hear an overview of the
Bowdoin sciencesbyDean for Academic
Affairs Charles Beitz and the chairs of
the science departments. In response to
the centennial ofthe science build ing, all
the alumni presentations will occur in
Searles.
The experience is meant to benefit
both the participants and the members
of the Bowdoin community as well.
"What it will doisbring a group of high-
quality scientists that Bowdoin can be
proud of—Bowdoin has a strong tradi-
tion in the sciences," Settlemire said re-
garding the value of the symposium.
The alumni will be given the opportu-
nity to both revisit their alma mater on
its Bicentennial, and discover the new
directions in which science on the school
is headed. "We hope alumni can hear
about plans for the new science build-
ing," Settlemire explained. "Carl
[Hopkins]was excited aboutbeing back,
and many of the alumni haven't been
back to see what's going on. Now they
can give something back."
Throughout the symposium, present
students, in turn, will have the chance to
gatherwith practicing scientistsand dis-
cuss opportunities in the sciences be-
yond Bowdoin. "[The alumni] will meet
with students interested in graduate
school and medical schools, providing
them with a chance to talk about op-
tions. . . It supports the opportunity to
meet with award winners in different
areas of science, a great time to discuss
career possibilities.We are excited about
what science enhancement will bring to
the campus," Settlemire said.
As Hopkins wrotein hisoriginal letter
of invitation to the symposium, "The
symposium will be an opportunity to
celebrate the diversity of the scientific
careers that in no small part began at
Bowdoin College."
FIELD STUDY OPPORTUNITY
Students are invited to an informational meeting of the Salt Center for
DocumentaryField Studies,anoff-campusstudy programin Portland, Maine.
Bring your brown bag lunch for this presentation, scheduled at 12 noon on
Friday, February 25 in Mitchell East of Coles Tower.
Saltdraws undergraduates and graduate students from across the country
to study Maine life through independent field research. Their work takes
written or photographic form, and student research is published in Salt
magazine. For more information, call the Salt Center at 761-0660.
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Arts Entertainment
country sensibility of Radio Sweetheart, and
add the mature, road-wearied poetry of
Woody Guthrie and you have Uncle Tupelo:
the supergroup amalgam of the Great Ameri-
can Rock and Roll band.
It is hard not to sound hyperbolic in refer-
ence to Unde Tupelo, but the depth and per-
fection of their music overshadows the self-
involved commercial contrivances of main-
stream radio by such a great margin that one
Uncle Tupelo's music covers a varied range





By Daniel A. Pearson
CONTRIBUTOR
I suppose that if you spent enough time
traveling across America in the stuffy con-
fines of a rental van, staring out at boarded-
up businesses, weed-covered train tracks and
spray pa int-covered wa ter towerswith "Class
of '87 Rules" on the side, you might start
hanging your head a little bit and wondering
what exactly America has to do with the
American dream. I suppose, too, that some-
where along the line you might swear that
you've heard every hard luck story from ev-
ery individual just off the third shift with
nowhere to go and nothing to do but wait
until third shift calls again. America seen
through the bottom of the bottle is a hazy
mixture of skyscrapers and one-story mini-
marts with life-size George Foreman potato
chip ads intended to make you feel depen-
dent and integral at the same time. Whether
it's work or money, the American dream is a
search for something definite, tangible, and
secure; spray paint your name on the over-
pass so that every
car, truck and mo-






life meaning is mu-
sic. Trace thehistory
of rock and roll, af-




Johnson to ZZ Top.
UncleTupelo, there-
fore, approaches
music with a sincer-
ity and gravity
which reflects the
fact that their rock
and roll is the pure
product of twenty




music is to listen to




cynicism add to one





cance. Take the rust
colored son ic implo-
sion of Neil Young,
combine it to the
wood-grained
It is hard not to sound
hyperbolic in reference to
Uncle Tupelo....
is hard-pressed to compare Uncle Tupelo to
anything current. Certainly, there is a coun-
try revival in America and a reinfatuation
with the power of the fuzz pedal, but only
Uncle Tupelo is able to take the energy of
punk, the backwoods jangle of Creedence
Clearwater Revival and the bitter-sweet lyri-
cism of Blood on the Tracks ' Bob Dylan to create
a music distinctively modern and innovative.
At the same time, it echoes of everything
every classic rock station has played in every
garage, Cutlass Supreme, backyard barbecue
and dentist's reception room, ever. Even if
you have never heard or seen Uncle Tupelo
directly, you have indirectly. See them in
Daggett Lounge this Friday, and even if you
wear ear plugs, you will see and hear why




thisalbum has plentyof theirsignature feed-
back-laden rock including "The Long Cut,*
"Chickamunga" and "We've Been Had," a
loose sort of distinct spontaneity is present
due to live recordings that nixed overdub.
Although Farrar and Tweedy are only in
their mid-twenties, the sound of Uncle Tu
-
"LickmyTupelo," theposter reads. Crass?
Nope. Uncle Tupelo, a band slowly coming
into the limelight having released four al-
bums during the past few years, with Ana- pelo has managed to have an honest and
dyne as their latest, will be performing this respectful integrity that most of their poser
Friday,Feb.25,at9:00p.m.inDaggettLounge counterpartshave crashed and burned while
along with opening act Joe Henry. Tickets trying to accomplish. An article in Melody
are available at the Moulton Union desk.
A distinct country flavor permeates
through UndeTupelo's work, whileencom-
passing a punk side. In anagewhere distinc-
tion and recognition are key, Uncle Tupelo
manages to crawl above the oodles of rising
mediocre bands. Whether ifs their experi-
ence, or simply their "down-home" charm
(using the phrase loosely), these guys have
taken country and put in a definite shot of
alternative punk vodka. Beginning with
"Acuff-Rose," the opening of pure adrena-
line guitar is a welcome jolt in an age of
typical choruses and predictable whinings
of lost love and going broke.
"Danceability" is notan operativeconcept
in Uncle Tupelo's work, but hey, it's not at
Bowdoin, either. CurrentlyUncleTupelocon-




outofhis teens,butwith "a voicematsounds
so far on the busted side of lived-in." This
sists of Jay Farrar, Jeff Tweedy, and Ken bandisnotheadywith fame, nordo they live
Coomer, who just joined the band mis year. mthestratospherecrftheirownutopia.There
Originally from rural Belleville,niinois,Unde is no pretension mat their songs have solu-
Tupelo began seven years ago as a high tions to society's problems. Flab and
schoolgarageband that thrivedonTheClash cheeseball lyrics are not part of Uncle
and The Ramones, along with Midwest Tupeto'srepertoire."Theyrmtherbelievein
filterings of punk music. Their first two al- what others caB greatness nor allow them-
bums. No Depression and Still Feel Gone com- selves to get sentimental about the weak.
bine punk-inspired thrash, while their third, They simply remind us thatmusk can illu-
March 16-20, 1992, focuses on a country folk minate the insoluble sadness of life and the
sound. Inspired by die Merle Haggardsand dignityofthosewholabor fruitlesslyagainst
Ernest Tubbses of the 50s and 60s, Anodyne, it." Uncle Tupelo is a raw country-based
a first under Sire/Reprise Records, manages bandwith lyricsconveying a strong senseof
to incorporate instruments ranging from a right and wrong that challenges life on the
pedalstedguitarandbanjotoa fiddle. While underside of the land of opportunity.
Exhibit explores western
stereotypes of the east
By Alison Burke
staff writer
Unde Tupelo will perfonn in Daggett on Friday night.
Daniel Corrigan
At first glance, the works of the current art
exhibition appear to be innocuous depictions
of Islamic battlegrounds and landscapes. At
me heart of the show, however, lie themes of
an inferior culture mat "needed" to be re-
shaped by western values. TheEuropean art-
istson display attempted to createa bridge to
the biblical past.

















CenturyFrench and British Artists," the exhi-
bition continues through March 27 at the
Bowdoin College Museum of Art in the John
A. and Helen P. Becker Gallery. Curated by
Janet Ma rstine, visiting assistant professor of
art, in conjunction with the course entitled
"Nineteenth-Century European Art," the
show features fourteen works on paper, in-
cluding prints, drawings, watercolors and
photographs from the museum's permanent
collections.
Please see ORIENTALISM, page 7.
The Abduction ofRebecca fry Brim* de Bois-Gilbert.
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Review: Crooked Rain a straight-up success
By Daniel A. Pearson
CONTRIBUTOR
Rain, Malkmus sings himself hoarse as he
surveys the cultural horizon, seeking to si-










me music of me pixies and me VQCal ravin
recent schism between Johnny Depp and
rf rebom Vaudevillian Black Francis. "Si-
Wmona Ryder it is becoming mcreasmgly ^K . muchm «Summer j^be" from
difficult to make any sort of sense out of the
chaos ofmodem pop culture.
Fortunately, Stockton, California's Pave-
ment are able to raise themselves off of the
burning macadam landscape of urban Cali-
fornia by embracing this chaos and restruc-
turing it into something sensible and harmo-
nious. With the release of their third full
album, Crooked Rain Crooked Rain, Pavement
returns to the calculated abandon and lyrical
eccentricity mat have made mem one of the.
few dignified and loyal bands on an increas-





Turning down several major label offers,
Pavementhas remainedwithNewYork City's
As Pavement stares out at
the infinity ofplasticfast
food America, the music
and ease ofMalkmus'
voice reflect the simple
desirefor a more deliberate
and bucolic way of life.
Slan tedand Enchan ted, sets a precedent for the
rest of the record by illustrating the deceiv-
ingly intricate guitar work that lends itself
perfectly to Malkmus' seemingly disjointed
and nonsensical lyrics. However, upon fur-
ther listening, the vocals and guitars manage
to extricate and elucidate themselves for the
listener. "Elevate Me Later" and "Stop
Breathin" correspond to a number of other
songs on the record, most memorably "New-
ark Wilder" and "Heaven is a Truck," in that
they sound like Velvet Underground revi-
sions restrained by sour minor chords, but
energized by Malkmus' unrestrained vocals.
"CutYourHair" stands out as the record's
accessible single with its 60s bubblegum pop
introand cottoncandy chorus, completewith
danceable beat and sing along verses. No one
has ever said that Pavement was above mak-
ing perfectpop music as manifestedby songs
like "Trigger Cut," "Zurich is Stained" and
"Summer Babe." It is simply that Pavement
has always, whether intentionally or unin-
tentionally, made its version of pop a more
piercing and frustrated affair reminiscent of
R.E.M who, on past records, has made pop
music with a dark and unsettling undertone
of gravity, whether socialorpersonal, sprung
from an upbringing of punk.
Undoubtedly, Pavement has listened to
enough Meat Puppets, Husker Du and Black
Flag in their time to skewer any traditional
and predictable idea of the perfect pop song.
"Unfair," from Crooked Rain, illustrates this
perfectly, as mis power pop song is intensi-
fied by Malkmus' observations and bitter-
ness about the materialism and transparency
thatconstitutes the identityofhisurban neigh-
bors ('"Walk with your credit card in the air/
and wave your arms up like you just don't
care/this is the slow sick sucking part of
me'"); as Malkmus' anger soars, the guitars
plummet injuxtaposition to reflect the lack of
Matador Records to create another in a long
line of Pavement records that combine the
sweetpop consciousness of the Beach Boysor
Lou Reed's more sentimental moments with
the abrasive dissonance of Big Black or Mis-
sion of Burma. As usual, the Velvet Under-
ground and R.E.M seem to rear their head at depth in the people being spoken of. Pave-
every sonic comer. But, Crooked Rain, as with ment compliments the base intentions of oth-
Slanted and Enchanted and Pavement's other ere with guttural and controlled anger.
more limited lo-fi releases, builds on the intel- "Range Life," on the other hand, is a more
ligence and insight of lead singer Steve relaxed search for a pastoral existence remi-
Malkmus' imagist rantings on the state of niscentofCreedenceClearwaterRevivalwith
America and, more particularly, the decrepit its jangling guitars and countrified feel. As
state of American new music. On Crooked Pavement stares out at the infinity of plastic
fast food America, the music and ease of
Malkmus' voice reflect the simple desire for a
more deliberate and bucolic way of life. This
tensionbetweenpastoral simplicityand truth
and urban multitude remains the key tension
in Pavement's musk.
"Cut Your Hair" stands
out as the record 's
accessible single with
its 60s bubblegum pop
intro and cotton candy
chorus....
In "Filmore Jive," where Malkmus catches
himself regretfully romanticizing urban de-
cay as he drops his voice into his best white
light Lou Reed ("The street is full of punks/
They got spikes"). The longing for romantic
pastoral ism in the face of urban reality forces
Malkmus to romanticize the tragedy of
Gotham as best he can. Realizing that there is
something better than this, but wondering if
he can ever escape it, Malkmus sinks into a
distanced and cold commentary that charac-
terizes the blue tone of this record.
The tension between acceptance and aspi-
ration leads to a higher search for truth
through music that sets Pavement apart from
so many other two-dimensional bands who
religiously submit to the substance of their
musicand politics. Certainly,there is, at times,
a sense of concession and a feeling of alcohol-
soaked indifference on the part of Pavement
to the whole idea of music or art in general.
Nevertheless, they persevere by creating
something innovative and intelligent that
wrestles itself out of tine confines of generic
music and generic thought.
Despite the overwhelming sense of cyni-
cism about the potential of rock and roll,
Pavement, nonetheless, modernizes music
and restores integrity to an overpopulated
nation of artistic ambivalence. It is impossible
to describe Pavement's music or to articulate
its compelling nature, but, without trying to
sound hyperbolic,Pavementand Crooked Rain
Crooked Rain make sense out of seeming non-
sense. This record does not seek accolades,
but it deserves them.
SPRING BREAK
MEXICO 1,4QCanCUIl 6A7M^tsfronTT"C/
JAMAICA $4oqMontego Bay i n*** from ^tO \J
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7 Nfchts (LAND ONLY) from
$
129
Vacation packages include hotel stay, R/T airfare from Boston (except
Florida prices), daily activities, all taxes, service charges and
gratuities. Rates are per person, quad occupancy & do not include
international departure taxes or airport fees.
/ CarlsonTtayel Network
Across from Burger King at Cooks Comer ( 1 77 Bath Road)
Brunswick • Open M-F 8-5, Sat 9- 1
729-6261 or 1-800-370-3008
ORIENTALISM
Continued from page 6.
Maratine opened her gallery talk on the
exhibition by asking the audience, "How
do you feel about the nineteenth-century
perceptions of Che East?" Some observers
were quick to point out the images of sexu-
ality, violenceand decaymatdominate the
worksbytheFrenchand British nineteenth-
century artists. HTid* show depicts the ten-
sion between what Islamic culture is and
how itisperceivedbyEuropeans," Marstine
said. "When we put the work together,
racist images are clearly visible." Marstine
clarified thatwecan team from the stereo-
types of Islamic people in nineteenth-cen-
turyartbecausesimilarconceptionspersist
in modem times. TheWestern perspective
represents Islamic people as being primi-
tiveand indolent. When viewed as a "civi-
lization of decay," the French and British
could justify colonial exploits. Marstine
repeatedly explained, I'm not making
value judgments and pointing fingers be-
cause these artists are products of their
historic period. Rather, as a modem audi-
ence,wecan explorewhat thisdocumenta-
tion means in terms of their ra cial, political
and gender bias." These patterns of bias
can help to explain why some of the same
stereotypes endure today.
Despite a documentary atmosphere,
many of these artists were "armchair visi-
tors." Delacroix saw the Middle East only
once, in 1832. Most artists spentmore time
in studios with elaborate costumes and
props man with their Islamic subjects. The
artists believed themselves to be heroic
adventurers, and often tookon Islamic per-
sonas.
These artists left the audience with little
confusion about the racial hierarchy that
existed at the time. Marstineanswered the
question,"What does Orientalism mean?"
She defined it politically in order forview-
ersto gleana perspectiveonhow Imperial-
ist ambitions of the nineteenth century af-
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Books • Cards • UPS
FREE TRIPS AND MONEY!!
Individuals and Student Organiza-
tions wanted to promote the Hottest
Spring Break Destinations, call the
nation's leader. Inter-Campus
Programs 1-800-327-6013
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Air Force Wind Quintet glides into Gibson Hall ]VTllS6lirn TriO COHCllldeS
By Deborah Weinberg
STAFF WRITER
Boasting a repertoire from shanties toshow
tunes, the New England Winds are the Air
Force Band of Liberty's premier wind quin-
tet. In a concert sponsored by the music de-
partment, thegroup willperformon Wednes-
day, March 5, at 12:05 p.m. in Gibson 101. The
concert, which is partof theMusic in Progress
series, is free and open to the public.
TheNew England Winds area classiccham-
berensemble currentlyon tourfromHanscom
AirForce Base in Massachusetts. The ensemble
is comprised of Staff Sergeant Jeffrey Fuller-
ton on flute, Master Sergeant Reginald Hunt
on oboe, Staff Sergeant Todd Nicholls on
clarinet, and Senior Airman Cheryl Pierce on
horn. Bassoonist Master Sergeant Broderick
Morse is the group's leader.
Wednesday's concert commences with
"Three Shanties for Wind Quintet" by
Malcolm Arnold, and will be followed by
"Villanelle" by Paul Dukas, "Selections from
'Showboat'" by Jerome Kern and "Quintette
Pour Instruments a Vent" by Paul Taffanel.
The New England Winds offer a varied
1993-1994 concert series
The New England Winds. The Boston Museum Trio.
, . ,
_ ... By Katherine Snyder
selection ofpopular,Broadway,pa tnotic,jazz STAFF WRITER
and folk music. The quintet has performed
for militaryaffairs,civicorganizations, senior The final performance of the '93-'94
citizens groups and children's workshops Bowdoin Concert Series featuring the Boston
from Niagara Falls to Cape Cod. Museum Trio, will take place mis coming
r
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UNFOKTUNATEI^ THIS IS WHERE
PEOPLE ARE PUTTING
TOO MANY RETIREMENT DOLLARS.
Every year, a lot of people make a
huge mistake on their taxes. They
don't take advantage of tax deferral and
wind up sending Uncle Sam money they
could be saving for retirement.
Fortunately, that's a mistake you can
easily avoid with TIAA-CREF SRAs.
SRAs not only ease your current tax-
bite, they offer a remarkably easy way
to build retirement income—especially
for the "extras" that your regular pension
and Social Security benefits may not
cover. Because your contributions are
made in before-tax dollars, you pay less
taxes now. And since all earnings on
your SRA are tax-deferred as well, the
money you don't send to Washington
works even harder for you. Down the
road, that can make a dramatic difference
in your quality of life.
What else makes SRAs so special?
A range of allocation choices—from the
guaranteed security of TIAA to the
diversified investment accounts of
CREF's variable annuity—all backed
by the nations number one retirement
system.
Why write off the chance for a more
rewarding retirement? Call today and
learn more about how TIAA-CREF
SRAs can help you enjoy many
happy returns.
Benefit nowfront tux deferrml. CmU our SRA hotline I 800-842-2733, ext. 8016.
Ensuring the future
for those who shape itr
CREF itnifuutrj an iutnkuiti ky TIAA-CRFF ImknkmlmmilmititmtiimmlStrtictt. Fir mtfttmmtm kfmtmlim. utrlmimi dmrarjmU>uft*jtj.
call I M0-t42-27JJ.txt. SOI* far a frifttiiu. RtaJ tit fruftctm/ caret'ully kefart yam unctt *rmi mtmty.
JeanRenard
Monday at 7:30 p.m. in Kresge Auditorium.
TheBostonTrio willbeaccompaniedbyChris-
topher Krueger on the flute. Krueger is the
principle flautistwith the Bach Ensemble, the
Handel and Haydn Society, the Boston Ba-
roque and others.
The BostonMuseum Trio is an internation-
ally acclaimed group founded in 1973 by the
current musicians:John Gibbons on theharp-
sichord, LauraJeppesenonthevioladagamba
and Daniel Stepner on the baroque violin.
The Trio performs chamber works of the
French, Italian and German baroque, and
works of the early classical period. The Trio
became the resident performing ensemble at
the Museum of Fine Arts in Boston in 1975.
They have toured internationally and have
performed in major European festivals in
France, Holland and Germany. TheTrio are
alsomembers ofFransBruggen'sAmsterdam-
based Orchestra of the Eighteenth Century.
The members are all accomplished musi-
cianswho have received recognition for their
individual achievements. Stepner was re-
cently appointed Music Director oftheAston
Magna Festival; Jeppesen was named a fel-
low to the Bunting Institute of Radcliffe Col-
lege in 1981 forher work with the solo reper-
toire forviola da gamba,and anew recording
of hers is due for release shortly. Gibbons,
chair of the historical performance depart-
ment at New England Conservatory of Mu-
sic,wasa FulbrightScholarandwasawarded
the Chadwick Medal of the New England
Conservatory and the Erwin Bodky Award
for the performance of early musk.
Tickets are $10 for the general public and
free with a Bowdoin I.D., and they are avail-
able for advanced purchase at the Moulton
Union Information Desk.
SHOW YOUR TEAM SPIRIT!
Order customized collegiate caps for
your team or club today! Caps are 100%
cotton and designed to soften with age.











Number of caps_ x $13.00 ea. =
(24 minimum) Shipping + 6.00
Total =
Please allow 4-6 weeks for delivery.
Mail along with check or money order to:
New England Athletics
Box 2577 Baxter Hall
Williamstown, MA 01267
or call (413) 597-6076 or information.
Offer expires 3/31/94.
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By Erin Sullivan and Sheridan Kelley
If you could be any piece of sporting equipment in the
Winter Olympic Games, what would you be?
CHEF DAVIS '93
LlLLEHAMMER
I'd be a ski jump so that I could have




The right ski of the longest ski jumper.
DARCIE McELWEE '95
Caribou, Maine
Definitely a luge because I'd have men in
tight spandex lying on me!
KEVIN MUNNELLY '94
Nahunt, Massachusetts
I'd like to be Nancy Kerrigan's sports bra











What kind of question is that? Why




Alberto Tomba's ski goggles.
MM
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Hettet* to the €ditor
Shouting Louder
To the Editor:
I am writing in response to the February 18, 1994 "Con"
article in the Bowdoin Orient by Ms. AliceJ. Belisle concerning
the Report on the Status ofWomen at Bowdoin. I am writing
not only because the views expressed in Ms. Belisle's article
deeply disturb me, but also because I'm concerned that other
students at Bowdoin may share her views. I want people to
know that there are many voices out there. Some have been
silenced. This is a time that I would like to use my own.
First, I disagree that the report "implies" that all women
should feel a certain way at Bowdoin. Rather, it states that
many women have had experiences that differ from how Ms.
Belisleviewsherown. This is an important distinction. Atthe
same time, I feel that the belief that Bowdoin is void of gender
discrimination is not a well informed one.
Ms. Belisle states: "There is no visible evidence that twenty
years afterco-education, women are confrontedwith obstacles
specifically because of her gender." While this letter would
become a book if Iwere to list the "evidence," I will sharewhat
I see as one small piece of "evidence." As a first year student,
I attended my first campus-wide eagerly. I walked through
the door with several of my female friends. A male who had
placed himself in front of the doorway took it upon himself to
look directly at us, and scream "blow job" as we each passed
through the door. Thus this stranger shouted "blow job"
several times tohis friendsdue to ourpresence. Didhebelieve
we had arrived to perform oral sex upon him or a friend?
Perhaps that is too bizarre to be likely. At any rate, it was an
expression which he found very amusing. I believe this falls
into the category of "obstacles" (I think I need to spell this out
here) because it made me feel embarrassed, uncomfortable,
and angry, and thus affected the way I related to others, at
least for the duration of the evening. In addition, it created
unequal power relations between this stranger and myself.
Before I evenknewwhohewas,hehad attempted tohumiliate
me based on ideas of gender, sex, and sexuality. Itwas not as
traumatizing as much as it was infuriating. On a scale of 1 to
10 of "obstacles" I have encountered at Bowdoin, I give it
about a three. It affected me only temporarily. However, my
point is that if a series of these degrading incidents occur, it
can become traumatic, and does perpetuate a "hostile
environment" for women. In addition, if I had been a man, I
do not mink he would have felt compelled to yell out "blow
job" upon my arrival. Another more moving piece of
"evidence" can be found in the May 3, 1991 Bowdoin Orient,
where a woman details a rape by a fellow student, and how
that affected her life at Bowdoin.
Ms. Belisle's statements: "If problems implicated by the
report do exist, Bowdoin would experience a drain of female
students from this college..." and "...the Admissions Office
would have a very difficult time attractingwomen students to
the College," also anger me. They disturb me for two main
reasons. They state that if women face "obstacles," they
should pack up their bags and leave. Where are we going to
go? I believe matwomen face "obstacles" at every university
and college in the nation, especially if they choose to exercise
their right to a co-education. Should women all passively
gather up our things and move to a separate colony? Perhaps,
perhaps not. Although I think mat removing oneself from a
difficult situation isoften a verysmartandcourageous choice,
I also believe that mere is something strong and admirable in
staying at Bowdoin and fighting forwhatyou believe in. This
is not easy, and this is coming from a student who strongly
considered transferring from Bowdoin due to the very issues
mat the report on the Status of Women raises.
The second reason that the statements botherme is they are
based on an assumption mat a "hostile environment'' is
consistently an obvious one. I believe mat one of the forces
that gives this "environment" at Bowdoin its power is mat it
is subtle at times. What is harder to see, or to pinpoint, is often
harder to fight. Ms. Belisle's article implies mat a prospective
student could pick up this "environment" (and enough so to
decide not to matriculate here) from an interview, a tour, or
even one randomnight visiting a student Although mismay
be possible, I think that it is a gross oversimplification of the
issues. /
Ms. Belislealsowrites: "Acknowledgmentmustbegiven to
the fact that there areBowdoinwomen mathave experienced
some uncomfortable moments when interacting with men.
However, there are always people overreacting or
misinterpreting a situation, thus creating a problemwhen one
does not actually exist." First of all,wheredoes sexual assault
fitintomatstatement—arethosejust"uncomfortablemoments
when interacting with men?" Secondly, the writer implies
that if awoman is faced with a barrier and chooses to respond
to the "situation," that she must be "overreacting or
misinterpreting a situation...." These statements gag women
and devalue other women's experiences. They say that if a
woman vocally stands up for what she believes in, men she is
causing problems, instead of trying to solve mem. The
statements imply that if a woman defends her beliefs, then she
is a complainer or whiner, instead of a person who may very
well be struggling to gain the courage to speak, while in fear
of the very labels Ms. Belisle spins off so quickly.
Ms. Bel isle also states in her article: "The few heartless fools
who derive pleasure from insulting and degrading another
student should be ignored, because they are few in number."
What? I strongly disagree that ignoring a slur or action that
demeans another person is a good solution. Ifwomen had not
refused the concept that insults and oppression "should be
ignored" and instead began shouting, theworld and Bowdoin
would be very different today. In fact, Ms. Belisle would not
have the opportunity to even attend this institution, (and
write herCon article), simply because she is a woman . I hope
Ms. Belisle and others can appreciate what others have done
before us to give us the opportunities thatwe have now. I do
no t think mat theywere " . . .creating a problem whenone (did]
not actually exist."
In addition, the fact that it was difficult to get students to
speak without anonymity does not mean that there is not a
problem. Instead it supports that idea that women fear their
fellow students reactions when speaking out.
Finally, themostdisturbing elementoftheCon article isMs.
Belisle's dismissal of other women's experiences. I do not
think that those conducting tine report should have contacted
onlyone student, (in this caseMs. Belisle), decided everything
was finewith her,and then hurled the reportout thewindow.
Ido partially agree with one statementmade by Ms. Belisle
in her article: "Bowdoin College is not a breeding ground for
insensitivity and ignorance." However, what fuels
"insensitivity and ignorance" is a refusal to acknowledge
experiences of others that are different from one's own. I do
not believe that Ms. Belisle is telling a fable in her article
concerning her personal experience, and I appreciate that she
has had an experience unlike mine. Yet I am concerned that
perhaps sheand othershaveputon blinders to theexperiences
of otherwomen. Do not ask me to share those blinders. That
will only make me shout louder.
Sincerely,
Katie Gilbert '94
Not tew in number...
Bowdoin. I want to provide for others what was not there for
me, what prevented me from coming forward.
This problem is not going away. Very recently I have been
subjected to behavioron thiscampus which confirms, for me,
mat the climate at Bowdoin is just as chilly now as when I
arrived here. As Iwalked homeone night mis past, December
a group of Bowdoin men hollered across the quad,
"Let's go get some fucking pussy!"
I wasn't sure at that moment if they were referring to me. I
fortunately made it home physically unharmed. I can only
hope that thewomen who those men came into contact with
later that evening can say the same.
I am positive that there are other women on this campus
whohave experiences similar to mine,and thatmere are those
out therewho have the faith to believe theword of a survivor,
words which often go unspoken. It is this which gives me the
confidence to identifymyselfandhope that, "Thefewheartless
fools who derive pleasure from insulting and degrading
another student" be it verbally, physically or sexually, will
not continue to be ignored as Belisle suggests.
They are not "few in number."
Sincerely,
Claudine Solin '94
Formerly Co-coordinator of SAFE SPACE
Student Representative to theSexual MisconductBoard
To the Editor:
I would like to directly address a statement made in the
"Counterpoint" to lastweek's StudentOpinionon "TheStatus
of Women at Bowdoin." Alice J. Belisle writes, "The few
heartless fools who derive pleasure from insulting and
degrading another student should be ignored, because they
are few in number."
They "should be ignored.''
It is because of similar attitudes to those expressed by
Bel isle that I havebeen a silent survivoron thiscampus. Ithas
now been three years since I was sexually assaulted here at
Bowdoin. If we, as a community are in need of survivors to
come forward in order to confirm that there is a problem at
Bowdoin, then I must finallydo so. The only reports ofsexual
assault considered to be "official" are thosemade to security.
This is not an official report
I will not become a statistic.
I am a student who has fought long and hard for the rights
of women on this campus. I have put all my energy into
helping tocreate a Sexual AssaultandHarassmentPolicythat
students have confidence in, and an atmosphere that shows
support for women who have faced sexual violence at
To the Editor,
Iamwriting in response toAliceJ. Belisle's"Con"argument
in lastweek's Orient. Iam disturbedby theimplications ofher
reaction to the Status of Women report and by her advice to
students who do not share her skepticism regarding the
existence of a problem forwomen on mis campus. She states,
"if problems implicated by the report do exist, Bowdoin
would experience a drain of female students from mis college
to collegeswith a more 'female friendly' atmosphere." First of
all, die mistreatment ofwomen is a problem at most, ifnot all,
co-ed collegecampuses—whymustsingle-sex institutionsbe
the only feasible option for women who believe mat they
should be treated as equals? It is also not so easy to just pack
up one's bags and leave a place where onehas devoted much
time and effort. The fact that a woman could, but does not
leave Bowdoin, in no way implies mat she has voluntarily
agreed that serious problems do not exist. Perhaps some
women feel that their complaints will not be taken seriously,
or thatnothing will bedoneabout them , orthey maynot even
be aware of what actions qualify as a problem. In short, just
becausewomenarenot making a massexodus out ofBowdoin
does not serve as a basis to conclude that a problem does not
exist on mis campus for women.
Furthermore, Belisle argues that "there isnovisibleevidence
that twenty years after coeducation, women are confronted
with obstacles specifically because of her gender." Visible,
blatantly intolerable offenses are not the only criteria for
deciding that there is a problem. Subtle offenses are just as, if
not more, damaging to the way women perceive themselves
as equal scholars, athletes, leaders and human beings. This is
not to say that blatant, clear-cut offenses do not exist on the
Bowdoincampus.Theydo.However,therearemanyproblems
mat arejust as serious,but less obvious: stories orjokes which
portray traditional female gender roles as a woman's only
option, snickers when a woman speaks in class (this really
happened in a class of mine), or comments which convey the
message thatwomen are incapable ofsucceeding in any field
theychoose. Feeling upsetabout a subtleoffense isoftentimes
much harder to justify.
A women is not "overreacting" or "misinterpreting" a
situation simply because she would like to be treated as an
equal. The argument that a woman is "creating a problem
when onedoes not actually exist" only serves to devalue and
invalidate legitimate reasons for concern. Ms. Belisle
recommends that these "few heartless fools who derive
pleasurefrom insultingand degrading anotherstudentshould
Continued on the next page.
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beignored. "Ignoring degrading individuals crcircumstances
does not ensure mat they will go away. She also asserts that
"wherever we go, whatever we do, each and every person
(men and women) will be forced to interact with an ignorant
buffoon who will treat people poorly." However, mis should
not serve as an excuse to accept these unjust circumstances as
unavoidable. Injustice should not be embraced, and therefore
perpetuated, because it is viewed as inevitable. Devoted and
concerned individuals can make a difference. It is time that
individuals stop being silenced and invalidated by thosewho




comfortable enough to come forward with their stories. What
a wonderful world it would be if there were no victims at all.
The Report on the Status of Women at Bowdoin does not
imply in any way that Ms. Belisle should feel uncomfortable
in the Bowdoin atmosphere. She implied that she feels quite
comfortable here. That'swonderful. However,manywomen
arenotas fortunateas she. ThepurposeoftheReport is tohelp
createan environment inwhichALLwomen feel comfortable.
Please take women seriously when we say we feel
uncomfortable when men joke about making us their
secretaries. Please listenwhenwe askpeople not to refer to us
as "chicks" or "babe." Please hear us when we say "no." It
takes a whole lot ofcourage just to get that part out. Ifanyone
is unsure about how someone feels or what someone wants,




Dead on the outside...
To the Editor:
I am writing in response to Alice J. Belisle 's opinion of the
Report on the Status of Women at Bowdoin. Rather than
calmlyintroducea polite response to hercolumn, Iwould like
to get right to my point: Simply because Ms. Belisle has not
experienced discrimination or harassment during her 3
semesters at Bowdoin does not mean such conduct does not
occur. I heard there was a hockey game last Friday night. I
heardBowdoinstudentswentandcheered. Should I invalidate
the experience of 400 Bowdoin students simplybecause I did
notexperience that for myself? lean dono such thing. Neither
can Ms. Belisle. Now, I'm not telling her that she "should not
feel ascomfortableas [shedoes] in theBowdoin atmosphere."
I am just asking her not to invalidate my 7 semesters of
experience here. Ifshehad attended theopen forumMonday
night to discuss tine report, then shewould haveheard plenty
ofevidenceofwomenbeing "confronted with obstacles simply
because of her gender." Since Ms. Belisle missed it, and for
anyone else who shares her misfortune, I offer my own
"obstacle."
My first year here, I was an idealist. I was not looking for
sex in the mere physical aspect, but rather romance, caring,
understanding. What I found was one of "the few heartless
fools who derive pleasure from insulting and degrading
another student" That "another" student was me. I guess I
should have ignored the "uncomfortable moments" I
experienced, as Ms. Belisle suggested, but I could not. No, I
was not the victim of a violent rape. I was one of the lucky
ones—mat is, if there is such a thing. What I experienced was
subtle. I did say no when I did not want to receive his
advances. I even said no again. And again. He didn't listen.
I couldn't understand what all the fuss was about. Even
kissing wasn't fun. I didn't know any better. I was told that
what I was experiencingwas "right." I trusted mis man with
my body and my mind, and he violated that trust. It is not
"right" when you are not enjoying yourself. Or when a man
really believes mat "no" means "yes." (If I had meant "yes,"
men I would have said "yes.") Most of all, it is not "right"
when you are frozen still, as if you were dead. Dead on the
outsideand dead on the inside because some "heartless fool"
hadjustkilledyourinnocence. Theabuseisnotjustphysical
—
bruises and scrapes that heal in weeks. It is also emotional
bruises and scrapes that take months, years, lifetimes to heal.
I'm thankfulhelistened to"no" in theend, otherwise, itmight
have been more man the one year of Hell 1 went through not
trusting anyone, not even myself. As I said earlier, Iwas one
of the lucky ones. I even found a man who respected me
enough to help me work through my distrust and feelings of
objectifkation. (They are out mere, these men. I certainly
don't deny that)
So, I'm glad President Edwards is "taking such nonsense
seriously." In frontoftheentire Bowdoin Collegecommunity,
Iam giving Alice Belisle the evidence—the facts—thataharsh
environment for women does exist Her logic is flawed.
Actually, it pretty much sucks. It is this there-are-just-a-few-
of-them-who-do-it, -just-ignore-it logic that silenceswomen.
What a wonderful world it would be if all victims felt
I was disappointed...
To the Editor:
I was profoundly disturbed by Alice Belisle's response to
therecentReporton theStatus ofWomen atBowdoin College.
Her deft dismissal of the Report left much to be desired, both
logically and emotionally.
To begin with, Ms. Belisle contends that if women felt
uncomfortableatBowdoin,prospectivefemalestudentswould
not apply, upper class women would leave and female
exchange studentswouldstudyelsewhere.Ms. Belisleexplains
that "these facts suggest that the existence of a harsh
environment forwomen does not exist." Unfortunately, such
a dearly defined world simply does not prevail in reality.
Women who are faced with misunderstanding, dislike or
hatred of women must carefully weigh the consequences of
leaving Bowdoin. Even afterjustone year here, most students
have made intellectual, emotional and certainly financial
investments in the school. Although I feel I have often been
faced with someform ofsexism, theacademicexperience Iam
receiving in thecomputer sciencedepartment is impossible to
give up.As for high school seniors, it is difficult to gain a clear
perspective on Bowdoin in a weekend, and as most sexist
incidentsoncampus take a subtle, insidious form, it is almost
impossible to pick up on them in so short a time. Finally, as a
woman from an all female high school, Bowdoin provided for
me, quite frankly, men. Women studying at Bowdoin from all
female colleges have the chance to interact with men and
perhaps put into practice leadership skills and academic
confidence gained at such colleges. In addition, thesewomen
mustleaveBowdoinbehind aftera semesteror a yearwhether
they encounter problems or not and this may make Bowdoin
quite bearable for mem. In conclusion, I cannot accept the
merepresence ofwomenoncampusas thedefinitiveevidence
in support of Bowdoin's "complete equality."
Nor can I accept my personal experiences as definitive
proof of a sexist and unsupportive environment. Like Ms.
Bel isle, I wasdisappointed by thebrevity of theReport and its
lack of statistical data. However, I am convinced of the
importanceof thestudy, particularly in thisbicentennial year,
a year devoted to "the College and the Common Good."
Coeducation is a relatively recent innovation at Bowdoin and,
likeanyyoung program, mustbe continually re-evaluated by
diverse members of the College and outside communities. To
deny that mis evaluation is important and necessary is to
deny mat Bowdoin College cannot make a mistake, or more
importantly, a change. Belisle insists that Bowdoin "is not a
breeding ground for insensitivity and ignorance." Yet if we
refuse to examine ourselves and our environment we are
being both insensitive and ignorant. As a small liberal arts
college devoted to teaching, it should beour mission to avoid
the bureaucracy and inflexibility that pervades larger
institutions.JohnFrohnmayercommented inhisrecentspeech,
"creativity will be the currency of the twenty-first century."
We must apply creative and innovative solutions to the
problems facing Bowdoin College, and to do so, we must be
well informed
Sincerely,
Anathea C. Powell '95
A defense of WBOR
To the Editor.
I write to the Orient, not as the WBOR Program Director, nor as a
Dj, but as a studentwho is taking this time hi whine via a letter to the
editor. And I write in reaction to an opinion column printed in last
week's Orient in which Mr. Tom Leung expressed his concerns
regardingWBOR 91 .1FM. The opinionsexpressed hereafteraremy
ownand innoway are theymeant to represent those individuals or
organizations with whom I am often associated (i.e. WBOR).
The WBOR staff is consistently made up of approximately 95
students who are assigned to weekly on-air slots. Their active
participationisamardatorypartc>fl^gastaffmember.Considering
this, I feel it safe to say matWBOR is by and far the largest student
activity/association on this campus in terms of active participants.
If we take these 95 students and consider a student body of
approximately 1400, and take as a given mat active WBOR DJ's are
also listeners, then add themany studentswhohave been DJ's in the
past butcannolongerdosoduetotimelimitations,yet still listen (this
isnotanimprobableassumption).Add to thatthe friendsofDJ'swho
listen for matvery reason,and finally add those individual students
who just like the music. Considering this sum, it is not unreasonable
thatWBOR'son campus listenership could easily exceed 15% of the
student body, and may be as high as 20%. A recent Student Union





ain't it?). This wattage gives the radio station a listening audience of
potentially 25,00(1 plus people. Realize, also, that WBOR is not a
"campus radio station" but a community radio station. We are
designatedassuchinourcharterandalso intherecordsoftheFederal
Communications Commission. Our goals are appropriately not to
serve the Bowdoin campus exclusively, but the broader Bath-
Brunswick community which holds the greatest proportion ofour
listenership.
Although certaincampusgroups aregeared exclusively towards
community service, WBOR, simply by the nature of being a radio
station, provides Bowdoin its most substantive link between the
studentpopulationand thecommunity (this isnot tounderminethe
important roleplayedby groups likeBACS.).L as a memberofthe
WBOR staff, am proud of this ongoing role, and even moreso
considering this Bicentennial Year's theme of "The College and the
CommonGood."
Now, ifoneconsiders "TheCollegeand theCommonGood,"and




to thanfor education. " Goseph Mckeen, 1802) With this in mind, the
hypocrisy of an individual wanting to hear a particular song on the
community radio station simply because that station is funded by
student dollars becomes painfully evident. It becomes increasingly
evidentwhenonecan,bysimplychanging thestation,hear tha tvery
song, and all the others she/he likes.
WBORprovidesa varietyofoptionsforourlisteners,rangingfrom
talkformats,spor1scoverage,on-airtheaterandmusicalprogranTming
includinghip-hop,jazz,blues, classical, reggae, ska, funk, soul, disco,
women's, folk, techno, house, "alternative" (whatever that means)
and world music. I am confident mat if people gave WBOR a fair
listen, they could quite easily find something they actually like'. After
all, it was college radio mat provided hands like REM, the Indigo
Girls,Nirvana,PearlJam,SoulAsylum,theLernonheads, theBreeders,
the Red Hot Chili Peppers, Ministry, Smashing Pumpkins, the
Cranberries,andccamttessmore,aplacetoplaytr»eirmusk:.Ye^two
and three years ago when WBOR was blaring these bands, all we
receivedwas thesame ridiculeweareexperiencingnow. Itwasonly
whenMTVorTop40 radiodetermined thesebands tobeworthyof
your time thatyou finally accepted mem. Allwe can try to do is say
"we told you so."
WBOR is located at 91.1 megahertz on your FM diaL Program
guides are available to let our listeners know what ison when. Open
your mind and your ears and you will find something you like on
WBOR. And ifyou really need to hear your Bryan Adams, Billy Joel,
and/or Eric Clapton get a hold of me so that I may try to direct you
to the appropriate station.
Sincerely,
John Andrew Lawler "94
^
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Bowdoin Publishing Company and the Editors. The weekly
editorials express the views of a majority of the Editors, and are
therefore published unsigned. Individual Editors are not
necessarily responsible for, orin agreement with, thepolicies and
editorials of the Bowdoin Orient.
The Bowdoin Orient reserves the right to edit any and all
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Address all correspondence to the Bowdoin Orient, 12
Qeaveland St., Brunswick, Maine, 04011. Our telephone number
is (207) 725 -3300.
A Destruction of the Executive Board
Throughhardwork, apronounced sense
ofduty and dedication to their charter, the
Executive Board has, in recent years,
attempted to create a dynamic student
policy that actively promotes student
participation in administrative affairs.
They have been passionate in their
fulfillment of this quest and devoted to
maintaining long established student
ideals. Despite this zealous devotion and
constant examination of their purpose,
the institution of the Executive Board falls
well short in inspiring student
participation in governmental affairs and
lacks the support necessary to effectively
enact legislation. The problem rests not so
much on the individual members of the
Executive Board, but rather on the actual
construction of the Board itself. As has
been poignantly shown in the paucity of
students present at the last three elections,
the Executive Board has ultimately failed
to take action on substantial issues due to
lack of student support.
The failureoftheExecutiveBoardcharter
in linking its candidates to represent the
concerns of specific classes or groups on
campus rests at the heart of the problem.
The awkward "independence" of the
candidates fromanytypeofstudentgroup
or class seemingly hinders any profound
student interest in the Board. While each
class nominates and elects a president,
vice-president and secretary to represent
their interests, the Exec. Board, instead,
nominates untitled individuals to
represent an undefined proportion of the
student body. In this process, the Board
becomes agroup ofself-elected individuals
whocarryno established agenda into their
meetings other than the ability to express
their own self-interests. This does not
imply thattheyareinherentlyunconcerned
with student interestsbut, rather, suggests
that, in a system of checks and balances,
representatives are blindly elected and
thrust into a system that resonates with
the dull lull of disinterested students. In
the established system, the class officers
arefundamentallyremoved fromanytype
of participation in the Executive Board,
left to flounder in a realm independent of
any type of inextricable connection with
the Board.
The other problem with the Executive
Board rests in the fact that it,by no means,
represents amajority ofviewsoncampus.
Presently, the Board consists of all male
representatives with similarbackgrounds
and interests. Even though they are
energetic and devoted individuals, they,
in their actions, by no means represent all
the possible political and social views at
the College. Their ideas emerge from a
small pool of individuals who are
obviously committed to Student
Government, but in reality, lack the
resources to represent even a majority of
viewsoncampus.Theindividualmembers
of the Board are not themselves to be
blamed for this trend since they have no
controloverwhowins the elections. Blame
can only be placed on the charter itself.
In order to increase student interest,
participation and diversity on the
Executive Board, the whole charter, along
with the election process, must be torn
down and started anew. Possible ways to
improve the system include the notion of
assigning candidates the titles of "Class
President, Vice President etc." to, at least,
spark some student enthusiasm in who
concretely represents their views in
Student Government. By embodying a
grand senseofinterestamongstthestudent
body, the Student Government could
utilize the ideas of interested, non-board
members instead of relying solely on the
theories presented in the board itself.
A means to create diversity in Student
Government could be achieved by
suggesting to various groups around
campus (e.g. L.A.S.O, Safe Space, B.W.A.
etc.) that they nominate a student from
their perspective organizations to
represent a specific agenda in the newly
formed governmental body. Each group
would have equal representation in the
forumwhile thepredominance ofa central
ideologywouldbeavoidedbythediversity
of input. Through this simple nomination
process, campus groups would be able to
effectively voice their concerns to the
Administrationwhilestudentsthemselves
wouldunderstandthemotivationsbehind
the actions and rulings of Student
Government.
The Executive Board has been tried and
it has failed. Student disinterestcombined
with the failed charter hinders the Board
from effectively voicing its opinion as a
veritable Student Government. Change,
however, must come from both sides:
students must assume an active role in
Student Government while the members
must voice the concerns of the majority of
the student body.




If you listen, you can hear the ocean. In the cup of a
hand. The roar of the wind. The nearest coast may lie six
days travelaway butsomehow, the quiet slip ofwater over
sand can beheard. To the childwe lift a sea shell, "listen ..you
can hear the ocean"we say. And the child lifts, listens, and
nods knowingly, quietly. What is it about the ocean that
captivatesmindsacross theworld? What isthis mysterious
link between mind and crashing water?
I cannot imagine living without the ocean. To me it is
my grandmother's home on the Oregon coast. It is the
smellofwood turningblack in the fire,ofwetwool sweaters.
Thebiteofsand covered socks. There aretwo seasonsat the
coast; windand water. No matter the howlof thewind, the
flood of the water; morning will always find me on the
beach. I walk along the wet sand, stepping on mirrored
clouds,water rushing aboutmy ankles. I walk to forget. To
remember. To renew.
On Christmas morning, I walked on the beach. I took
my first steps on the Oregon coast in a year. A year away
from home. A year away from the water. It was early
morningwhen Iawoke, dressed, and left through thedoor.
Itwas still dark outside. I walked slowly downhill,cradling
a hotmug of tea in myhands. The airwas wet. I could feel
currents of moisture swirling about me. A rock in the
stream.
The sand was higher than I remembered, covering
smooth boulders thathad always lined the division between
land and beach. I stepped down, feeling the grains under
my feet Each seemed as large as a stone, resisting men
giving in to my weight I stood. Watching. Listening.
I started to walk, tracing with my footprints the line
betweenwaterand sand. I thought Iwould sinkback to the
dreams thatused to takemeon the sand. I thought I would
relax and watch the sandpipers run from the quick reach of
the water. I walked the same path mat I have taken since
leanremembercoming to this easing together ofearth and
wave. I felt nothing.
As I think back on time, I feel like I am losing the battle
I spend the days walking around campus, lost in the haze
ofclasses, paperwork,whatever it is that takes upmytime.
I feel nothing. My memories are slipping away. It is so
hard to grasp, to remember the livesmatarebeing lived in
other hemispheres. IamhereatBowdoin. It is easy formy
heart and mind to be here as well. There is nothing in the
surroundings, in the people, in the atmosphere to remind
me of where I have been. Nothing. It is as if it never
happened.
It is easy to sit back and glamourize the travel, the
adventure, theexcitement. Somehow, when looking back,
thedarkparts all areerasedandonly thebright remain.We
remember things as we want, self-editing our own lives.
For every story of beauty and introspection, there are
dozens of boredom and loneliness. Ofweeks spent doing
the same thing, of afternoons spent lisdessly watching
buses passdown the street, of getting drunk to go to sleep.
Christmas morning Iwalkedon the beach. I thought of
where I was. I thought ofwhere I had been. I had left the
United States, lived in South America, traveled to Maine,
and returnedhome to Oregon. A cycle. Likethemovement
of the ocean, a departure, a return.
I thought of the people I know scattered across the
world. What do I truly know of anyone? What do they
know of me? My world, your world, means nothing to
mem. We lead a fairytale life. We live a life known tomem
only through the shimmer of the movie screen, me glare of
the television. What do I know of my friends on the other
side of the world? Their lives don't exist here. Ghostly
horizons of ghostly lives. I haven't written once.
I bent down and watched the water. I watched the
waves as they climbed. As they crashed. I watched the
ocean as it surged in front ofme The water skimmed out
overthesand. Idippeda hand Theocean. Thesameocean
that lay off the coast of Ecuador. That bordered Peru,
yearned for landlocked Bolivia, traced the long line of
Chile. My hand grew cold in the water. It began to ache.
I stretched my fingers, feeling the tightness of my skin.
Clenching my fist; I watched the rush of water around my
wrist "Hola Gonzalo" I said quietly, thinking of a friend
in South America.
It was Christmas morning. I walked on the beach.
The Aversion of Evil
by Nicole Devarenne
This time last year I was taking an English seminar in
which we were reading accounts of the Holocaust. The
material had a powerful effect on everyone in the class. A
few people mentioned that they'd been having trouble
sleeping; others had developed guilty feelings associated
with eating. Ihad a conversation withone ofmyclassmates,
Josh, in which we both explored the extent to which the
imageswe were absorbing were influencing us. He looked
at a smokestack and said he
couldn't help thinking ofthe
crematoria.
Our preoccupation with
the Holocaust and with the
implications of the
Holocaust became almost
laughable. I thought about
little else. At the same time I
was aware that thinking
about itandtheorizingabout
it was presumptuous: by
becoming so concerned with
it I was, in fact, claiming it as
an intellectual territoryIwas
not entitled to. This was one
of the concerns of the class.
To intellectualize the
Holocaust, we knew, was
also to dehumanize it. The
Holocaust as a subjectshould
remain inviolable. We
should never remove it to the territory of the theoretical It
shouldnotbeused as thefoundaHon for speculationson the
nature of the human spirit.
Nevertheless this is the fundamental dilemma involved
in studying the Holocaust. Itmustbe remembered, because
to forget it is to encourage the possibilityof its reoccurrence.
And to remember itwe must reflect on its significance. But
to reflect on its significance is, in some ways, to deny the
horrorof the actual, physical event. Forme thatbecame the
greatest challenge: maintaining a horror that was necessary
but which was becoming overwhelming.
Icould nothelp myselffrombrooding on the significance
of the Holocaust. It seemed proof enough that humanity
has at least as much capacity for evil as it does for good. I
was stunned by the scale of the atrocity. Evil is digestible
when its singular. When it is individual it can always be
attributed to an individual illness or abnormality and can,
therefore, be distanced.When it isplural it takeson the quality
of the metaphysical. The Holocaust as a word and as a symbol
has come to mean something spiritual to our century. Behind
itwe see the impenetrableand overwhelming blacknessofthe
human heart. If an entire nation can persuade itself that the
"extermination" of a group of people is a thing that can be
ignored or sanctioned, if an entire nation can participate in
such an atrocity, then notions
of individual good become
meaningless. If such evil is
possible, Ibegan to think,how
can there be hope for us?
What I failed to consider
carefully enough was the
other element of the story, of




nobility of spirit. We read
account after account of
people defying the most
appalling dangers to save the
lives of other people. Where
death was wholesale and the
spectator might have
anticipated an entire
disintegration of the value of
human life on either side of
the spectacle, the preservation of life became the ultimate
priority. The urge for survival at any cost was strong, but on
the whole it did not overpower the bravery and nobility of a
people threatened with annihilation.
But the fact remains mat the necessity for such
bravery and nobility should never have arisen. It is all very
well for us to admire the Jews for their resistance to the Nazi
agenda (and having no real conception of what it was like to
live in a concentration camp we are very often patronizing in
our admiration) but we must never forget the conditions
which necessitated it. In many ways the evil of the
concentration camps is more important (for the sake of
posterity) than the good. Our concern is the evil because we
believe we want to avert its repetition.
But men again there are the events of our own
decade to be considered.
letters? to the Cditor (con't)
WBOR evaluated
To the Editor,
Iwould like tocommendTom Leung for his article in last
week's Orient concerning the inadequacy of WBOR. It is
abouttime tha tagmeone finallyillustratedWBOR's inability
to supply the Bowdoin College campus with an accessible
and predictable lineup of programming. I am surprised
that the Executive Board has funded WBOR with so much
money for mis long considering the minute percentage of
students who really listen to the station. I concur
wholeheartedly with Tom Leung mat WBOR does not
provide the student body with what it wants.
Byallowing DJ's atWBOR to pick and program theirown
music WBOR runs the risk of playing music that either no
one has heard of before or, even worse, music that was
made before any of the students here at Bowdoin were
born. By playing classical, Jazz, folk, Blues, hip-hop, and
alternativemusic,WBOR alienates itsaudiencebyexposing
it to sounds that it is probably not familiar with and is better
off having never heard in the first place. Alternative music
is elitistby nature since it attempts to reinvent and redefine
traditional musical forms. In this light alternative music is
nothing less than subversive. As for Jazz and Classical
music, these went out with the flappers, prohibition and
RingLardnershort stories. IfWBORwantstobe theJurassic
Park of radio by exhuming musical dinosaurs it ought to
have toask the campus'spermission first.WBORowes it to
mis student body to heighten social awareness by playing
modem mainstream artists like MeatLoaf and Billy Joel
who address the listenerby addressing pressing social issues.
Thevarietyofmusic thatWBOR presently plays forces people
to mink independently which creates the atmosphere of
disunity and indifference that characterizes this campus.
It is, indeed, this all consuming indifference that must
explainwhy the Executive Board has wrongly fundedWBOR
for so many years. But I mink there is a related contributing
explanation for this indifference other man musical disunity.
Iwould say, from experience, that the lackofsinceresentiment
on this campus is due to a lack of citrus products in the diets
ofeachmemberofthis studentbody. I know tha t Aristotleand
Benjamin Franklin advocate moderation, but I don't mink a
personcaneverhaveenoughcitrus in theirdietMyroommates
and I try to have a heaping glass of grapefruit juice
(approximately 16 ounces) every morning with breakfast
along with at least two other citrus products at each meal. A
friend of mine was recently sent a crate of kiwi fruit from a
friend in Boca Raton. I don't know where his friend obtained
this fruitbut Ifound kiwi tobea great substitute forcitrus fruit
and a pleasant diversion for my taste buds from my daily
regiment of citrus fruits. Since citrus fruits are a scarcity on
mis campus, it might be in the best interest of the Executive
Board to divert the money meant for WBOR into a common
student fund for increased citrus in the dining centers.
Bowdoin, after all, must have an alert and well rounded
student body. But apathy and ignorance plague mis campus
like an early frost I could not agree withTom Leung more in
thinking that one action that could reverse this ambivalence
would be to restructure WBOR into a more mindless and
listener friendly radio station. After all, Bowdoin must feed
tile body and the mind.
Sincerely,
Daniel A. Pearson '94
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A Case for Fire and Brimstone By Robert eius
Let's discuss theology for a bit. These days it seems a God's favorite angel (bearwith me, this article assumes many
discussion of theology is actually a discussion of psychology, things, among them the existence of angels and God and the
but no matter. We're just talking. On with it, then. Devil. Feel free to disregard anything mat makes you
A few years ago the Rolling Stones asked for sympathy on uncomfortable. Iknow I have.) and second only toGod in the
behalfoftheUltimateEvil. History has courted with the Devil hierarchy of Heaven. But then Lucifer decided to make a
as conceptand constructsince religion firstpunched
its ideologicalway upfrom the depths ofhumanity's
brain. It seems thateverywhereyou goyou encounter
stories, legends, and myths containing some
reference to a single sou rce ofpure evil in the cosmos.
Similarly, these same accounts also assert the
existence ofan UltimateGood . The two go hand-in-
hand (more on that later).
Literature is replete with the Devil's presence.
Carving its figure from the very stuff of humanity's
not-so-noble mind, the Devil strikes terror into the
hearts of thosewhose religious convictionsand faith
bring them close to the supernatural. Flirting with
death seemssomehow insignificantwhencompared
to tempting the Devil (if I may be allowed to
momentarily twist a stereotypical role). Just ask Dr.
Faustus.
Inevitably, however, the Devil comes across as
horrific or comical, or comically horrific, and in any
ca se, scorned . The Devil, like Rodney Dangerfield (I
doubt either of them would find the analogy
flattering), gets no respect. It is not a question of loathing or
mortal aversion to the idea of there being a single force at the
heart of Evil. It has nothing to do with the fact mat eternal
damna tion i snotsomethingwewant to experience (Icertainly
don't at any rate). It is simply a lack of respect. God (if you
believe in one, or it, or whatever) gets heaps of respect, even
from atheists. The Devil seems to have fallen by the wayside, real rancor, Satan has got to be somewhat in awe of the spirit
Nobody takes the Devil seriously. It may be that the Devil that banished the Light Bearer,
doesn't take the Devil seriously. But God (let's assume a Ofcourse, all of this assumes Iknowwhat is goingon in the
Christian one, not that it's better, just that it's the one I have minds (if it can be expressed in those terms) of two very
been told about most) seems to give the Devil a great deal of powerful, supreme forces (if they exist. Stopme if mere's any
respect
.
Luciferwas (according to general Christian doctrine) theological confusion here) . I don't presume to know that at
career move and go straight to the top. After initiating a very
(VERY) bold coup d'etat , Lucifer gets thrown out, forever
banished to a region full of fire and brimstone and eternal
suffering (so the story goes). But God has got to respect
Beelzebub - even if there is bad blood (pardon the
understatement) between the two. Likewise, despite some
all. I don't presume to know anything. We are just talking,
speculating.
The point is that while so many people on mis planet
respect God (god, a god, whatever) they don't respect the
Devil (or some other appropriate incarnation). The Stones
asked for some sympathy; is mat unreasonable?
Doesn't everyone want just a little sympathy, a
little respect. Milton (and I better warn you mat I
am certainlyno Milton scholar) seemed toenvision
a Supreme Evil endowed with something awe-
inspiring. Horrible, yes, but awe-inspiring
nonetheless. Archibald MacLeish's character
Nickles is excellent—a beautifully constructed
character worthy of tremendous respect (in my
opinion) . You don'thave to like the character, but
youhave toacknowledge thecharacter'spresence.
Nowadays it is hard to get respect. It has
probably always been hard for the Devil, what
with rock and roll's glamorous capitalism and
columnists writing mocking pieces with no
integrity and...anyway. Is respect too much to
ask, even for the Devil?
For the families of some teenagers partying in
Matamoros several years back it is. And rightly
so. They lost their children because some
individuals decided, in thenameoftheUnholy of
Unholies, to commune with their master via blood sacrifice.
The list of atrocities commited under the Devil's guidance
staggers the imagination.
Ofcourse, some pretty terrible things havebeen done in the
name of God, too. Kind of makes you wonder if maybe God
and the Devil are not so separate aswe are led to believe. It's
time to drag out that old Led Zepplin LP and play "Stairway
to Heaven" backwards and listen for the hidden messages.
Better yet,dragoutmat collection ofWilliam Blake'spoems
and take a glance at "The Marriage ofHeaven and Hell." Did
Blake know something we didn't?
Who knows? Not me. We're just talking, after all...
r From the Society
Why Do I Have to Prove Myself
Each time I step into a classroom
I must show you that I belong there
When I answer a question
Why do you look at me like you're
surprised that I could know the answer
In lab why do you double check my work
I know what I'm doing
Shockappears on your faceswhen I tellmy
major
Can someone tell me why
Is itbecausewe are not suppose to be good
at science
I shouldn't have to prove myself to you
My intelligence shouldn't be at question
Because contrary to popular belief I got into
Bowdoin the same way you did
By applying, so get off my back
And start proving yourself
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February 18, 1994
«l Brunswick. Maim-
North Adams State (4-12-2) 2 2-4
Bowdoin (14-3-3) 3 14-8
First period: B - McCormick (Maggiotto) 4:11 (sh). N - Dowd
(Underwood. Stead) 5:11 (pp). N - Pare (Anthony) 7:13. B -C
Caffney (OSuiUvan, Croteau) 1 0:08. B - C. Gaffney (unassisted)
llMtpp).
Second period: Gentile Q. Gaftney, C. Gaffney) 633
Third period: B - C. Gafmey (CySuIUvan) 0-56. N - Kalghn
(O-Brim. Dowd) 427 B - Poaka (Croteau. Zifcak) 701. B - Poaka
(Lomenda. Zifcak) 724 N - Brown (Krugh, Pare) 8:52 B - Gentile
0- Gaimey,C Gafmey) 13:47 (pp).
Shots on goal: N, 7-3-7-17. B, 9 10 13 32.
Saves: N Bray 17 (48 mins, 7 goals against), Smith 7 (12







First period: A - Bildsten (Lalor, Mark) 2:08. A - Laior (Sather)
14.05.
Second period: B - Maggiotto (C. Gafrhey) 1029 (pp). B -
Maggiotto (Zifcak) 11:06.A -Graceffa (Hale) 15:22.
Third period: A - BUdsten (Mark) 1 OB. B -C Caffney (J-
Gaffney, Croteau) 18:36 (pp - 6-on-i).
Shots on goal: A, 7* 5-20. B, 5 16-17 38





Bowdoin (9-9-0) 3 2 2-7
First period: B - Phaneui (Delmanzo) 3:14. B - Gorton
(unassisted) 4: 18. B Phaneuf (Spagnuolo) 17:28.
Second period: B -Gorton (Phaneuf) 7:14. B - Gorton (Phaneuf)
17:48.
Third period: B - Delmanzo (unassisted) 1152. B - Ahrens
(Jones) 14.01
Shots on goal: W, 3 12-6. B, 14-15-9 38.





Bowdoin (10-9-0) 12 2 5
Hrst period. B Kim (Gorton, Phaneuf) 14 48
Second period: B - Gorton (Wihnerdmg, Spagnuolo) 133 (pp).
B - Shaw (unassisted) 1 5-57.
Third period: B Gorton (Jones) 4:46 (pp). B - Corton (Phaneui)
MR
Shots on goal: W, 2-8-2-14. B, 12-13-17-42.





Browning 12-20 4 7 29, AraU 6-13 3-3 15, Rowley 4-10 2-2 11,
Kirck 2-8 0-05, Whitehead 2 70-0 5. Chapman 1-7 OO 3, Veztna 1
1 0-2 ZMaietta 0-1 0O0, Whipple 0O0O0, Xanthopolous 0-3 0-0
Totals; 28 70 9 14 70.
University of New England (81)
Cole 7(5) 19, McDonald 6(6) 18, Spinney 3(2) 10, Watson 3(1) 7,





Gondek 1 1-21 5432, McCUvery 9 23 8-11 31, Durrell 7-12 00
18, Goodbout 3-12 2-3 la Casson 1-1 1-3 3, Rodgers 1-51-43,
Cushing0-0 2 2 2.Casson001 21. GUI 0-0 121. Morse 00 0-0




BladesMO 0-0 12. Brewer 3 5 3-3 11, Karnes 5-150-1 10,
Plcard 3-4 0-0 6, Shaw 2-6 0O 6, Bakuu* 1-6 1-2 3, Davis 1-10 1-3 3,
Madore 0-1 0-0a McDonald 0-3 0-1 0. Totals: 21-60 5-9 51
.
Bowdoin (70)
Schulu 12-29 24, Midholland 5-13 10-12 20, Bogle 5-11 0-0
10, Allen 2-4 0-1 4, Coding 2-3 00 4. Reilly 1-2 2-2 4, St Peter 2-8
00 4, Walsh 0-5 0-2 0. Totals: 29-75 12-17 51.
Halftime: 27-23 U. Rebounds: U - 27 (Brewer, Picard 4), B 61
(MulhoUand 15). Assists: U - 18 (Davis 6), B - 14 (Schultz. Walsh
5). Fouled out none.
February 21, 1994
at Brunswick, Maine
University of New England (69)
Fondak 5-12 11-16 21, Waterman 5-10 5-5 15, Boudreau 6-13 0-
12, Hodgdon 5-12 00 10, Cashman 2-8 1-2 5, Bennett 2-13 0O 4,
Collins 1-10-0 2, Carbone 0-0 OO 0, Rogers 0-3 00 0. Totals: 26-72
17-2369.
Bowdoin (76)
Schultz 7-21 7-8 21, Bogle 7-18 5-6 19, Mulholland 5-10 44 14.
St Peter 4-7 0-0 8, Allen 2-6 3-3 7, Coding 00 3-4 3, Walsh 0-3 14
3, Reilly 0O 1-2 1 . Totals: 25-65 26-31 76
Halftime: 35-31 & Rebounds: U - 44 (Fondak 15), B 43 (Bogle
13). Assists: U - 1 2 (Cashman 6), B • 1 5 (St. Peter, Walsh 4). Fouled
out U -Cashman, B - none.
WOMEN'S SQUASH (19-7)
February 18-20, 1994
at New Haven, Conn.
Howe Cup Competition
Bowdoin 6, Wellesley 3.
#1 - Moser (W) defeated Bogue 3-1.
•2 - Heckscher (W) defeated Titus 3-2.
#3 - Tews (W) defeated Mitchell 3-1.
#4 - Chan (B) defeated Northroy 3-0.
#5 - Steel (B) defeated Pau 3-0.
#6 - Takayama (B) defeated Lips 3-0.
#7 - Dugan (B) defeated Yen 3-0.
#8 - Ziegler (B) defeated Lee 3-0.
#9 - Klapper (B) defeated Beshong 3-0.
Bowdoin 6, Mount Holyoke 3.
•1 - Bogue (B) defeated Roh 3-2.
*2 - Collins (M) defeated Titus 3-2.
#3 - Blook (M) defeated Mitchell 3-0.
#4 - Ripley (M) defeated Chan 3-0.
85 - Steel (B) defeated Aschyensky 3-1.
#6 - Takayama (B) defeated Tlale 3-0.
#7 - Dugan (B) defeated Hechter 3-0.
#8 - Ziegler (B) defeated Yates-Roberston 3-0.
#9 - Klapper (B) defeated Hoffman 3-0.
Smith 7, Bowdoin 2.
•1 - Bogue (B) defeated Siegal 3-1.
#2 - Wing (S) defeated Titus 3-0.
#3 - Novak (S) defeated Mitchell 3-0.
•4 - Chan (S) defeated McGurn 3-0.
#5 - Wallace (S) defeated Steel 3-0.
#6 - Wienski (S) defeated Takayama 3-0.
07 - Klee (S) defeated Dugan 3-1.
#8 - Derrick (S) defeated Ziegler 3-0.
•9 - Klapper (B) defeated Knott 3-0.
Franklin A Marshall 6, Bowdoin 3.
*1 - Green (F) defeated Bogue 3-0.
#2 - MacDonald (F) defeated Titus 3-0.
•3 - Morrissey (F) defeated Mitchell 3-0.
#4 - Chan (B) defeated Grewal 3-0.
#5 - Nicholson (F) defeated Steel 3-1.
#6 - Clarke (F) defeated Takayama 3-1.
07 - Sheffer (F) defeated Dugan 3-1.
•8 - Ziegler (B) defeated Bansbaln 3-1.
•9 - Klapper (B) defeated Edwards 3-0.
Bowdoin 5, Vassar 4
•1 - Kaufman (V) defeated Bogue 3-0.
#2 - Barron (V) defeated Titus 3-0.
•3 - Griffith (V) defeated Mitchell 3-0.
#4 - Bond (V) defeated Chan 3-1.
#5 - Steele (B) defeated Seaver 3-0.
#6 - Takayama (B) defeated Feiner 3-1.
07 - Dugan (B) defeated Deutsch 3-1.
#8 - Ziegler (B) defeated Mawani 30.
#9 - Klapper (B) defeated Chaain 3-0.
February 18-20, 1994
at Brunswick, Maine
New England Division HI Championship
Williams 17785, Middlebury 844.5, Amherst 7725, Wellesley
769.0, Bowdoin 767.0, Bates 7325, Tufts 667.0, Wesleyan 598.0,
Smith 541.0, Regis 4635 (26 teams tout).
(Top three finishers earn All-New England recognition.)
200 freestyle relay: 1, Williams 1 39.93 2, Middlebury 1 :41 .14
3, Tufts 1:4232. 4, Bowdoin (Gamett, Pettijohn, Johnson, Miller)
1:41.82.
500 freestyle: 1, Sorensen (Wesleyan) 5-02.07. 2, Palmer
(Williams) 50492. 3, Merrick (Bowdoin) 509.65.
100 butterfly: 1, Sorensen (Wesleyan) 059.48. 2, Patterson
(Will Urns) 059.97. 3, Duff (Amherst) 1:00.48. 6, Church (Bowdoin)
10138.
50 breaststroke. 1, Meade (Tufts) 31.53. 2, Gerken (Smith)
31.91 . 3, Crimes (Babson) 31 .93. 4, Fey (Bowdoin) 32.42. 8, Dula
(Bowdoin) 33.33.
200 backstroke: 1, Bresztyenszky (Wesleyan) 205.86. 2.
Stuehmeier (Amherst) 207.61. 3, Truelove (Williams) 108.29. 10,
Nowak (Bowdoin) 2:1400.
50 freestyle 1, Van Oesen (Williams) 24.19. 2, Kleiner (Regis)
25.15. 3, Meade (Tufts) 25.27. 8, Johnson (Bowdoin) 25.75. 18,
Garnet t (Bowdoin) 26.01.
200 individual medley: 1, Warlow (Williams) 2:1258. 2.
Palmer (Williams) 2: 1 2.63. 3, Pettijohn (Bowdoin) 2:1353.
400 medley relay: 1, Williams 402.22. 2, Wesleyan 407.84. 3,
Bates 40938. 5, Bowdoin (Nowak, Fey, Miller, Merrick) 4,09.81
.
200 medley relay: 1, Williams 151.90. 2, Bowdoin (Nowak,
Fey, Church, Johnson) 154.24.
400 individual medley: 1, Warlow (Williams) 43853. 2,
Palmer (Williams) 438.78. 3, Duff (Amherst) 4:42.06. 8, Pettijohn
(Bowdoin) 45030.
50 butterfly: 1, Church (Bowdoin) 2750. 2. Sander (Bates)
2752. 3, Truelove (Williams) 27.67. 4 Miller (Bowdoin) 2774.
200 freestyle: 1, Von Oesen (Williams) 1 53.03 (N.E. Record). 2.
Sorensen (Wesleyan) 1:53.25. 3, Stuehmeier (Amherst) 156.25. 5,
Merrick (Bowdoin) 1:58.49. 21, Johnson (Bowdoin) 2:02.45.
100 backstroke 1, Andersson (Williams) 059.64. 2,
Bresztyenszky (Wesleyan) 059.90. 3, Kleiner (Regis) 1 00.68. 9,
Nowak (Bowdoin) 1 02.42.
100 breaststroke: 1, Gerken (Smith) 1 07.96. 2, Meade (Tufts)
108.28. 3, Storer (Williams) 1:09.00. 5, Fey (Bowdoin) 1:1071. 6,
Pettijohn (Bowdoin) 1:10.96. 11, Dula (Bowdoin) 1:1202.
1-meter diving: 1, Ruber (Smith) 37570. 2, Watson (Amherst)
351.25. 3, Kiebala 345.90. 11, Shannon (Bowdoin) 292.00.
800 freestyle relay: 1, Williams 7:46.67 (N.E. Record). 2,
Wesleyan 75851. 3, Middlebury 759.42.
100 freestyle: 1, Von Oesen (Williams) 52.40. 2, Stuehmeier
(Amherst) 54.00. 3, Waiters (UMass Dartmouth) 5433. 7, Johnson
(Bowdoin) 5571.
1,650 freestyle: 1, Merrick (Bowdoin) 17:47.80. 2, Rounds
(Williams) 1757.66. 3, Bailis (Williams) 18:03.07.
SO backstroke: 1, Andersson (Williams) 28.26. 2, Woo
(Wellesley) 28.28. 3, Bresztyenszky (Wesleyan) 28.57. 1 2, Nowak
(Bowdoin) 29.87.
200 breaststroke. 1, Storer (Williams) 2:28.43. 2, Pettijohn
(Bowdoin) 2:2856. 3, Gerken (Smith) 2:28.90. 5, Fey (Bowdoin)
23189. 8, Dula (Bowdoin) 255.33. 19, Cumming (Bowdoin)
239.18.
200 butterfly: 1, Sorensen (Wesleyan) 2.08.69. 2, Duff
(Amherst) 2:1 1 37. 3, Patterson (Williams) 2:13.86. 11, Miller
(Bowdoin) 2:1757.
100 individual medley: 1, Sander (Bates) 1.0238. 2, Fisher
(Wellesley) 102.66. 3, Grimes (Babson) 1.03.23. 9, Fey (Bowdoin)
105.46.
3-meter diving: 1, Huber (Smith) 42555. 2, Watson (Amherst)
41505. 3, Kmsey (Wesleyan) 404.85.
400 freestyle relay: 1, Williams 334.01 (N.E Record). 2.
Middlebury 339J8. 3, Wesleyan 3:40.31. 6, Bowdoin (Camett.




New England Division HI Men's Track and Field Championships
Williams 1605, Coast Guard 1 1 1, MIT 76, Tufts 52.5, Bowdoin 46,
Bates 31, Wesleyan 31, Colby 24 Westfield State 19, Eastern
Connecticut 16 (16 teams total)
(Top six finishers earn All New England recognition.)
35-pound weight: 1, Barron (Conn. College) 58-175. 2, Walker
(Williams) 53-2. 3, Welch (Bates) 53-15. 5, Dyer (Bowdoin) 49-10.
Shot put 1, Dyer (Bowdoin) 46-115. 2, Walker (Williams) 46-
975. 3, Consigli (Williams) 46 8 25.
1500 run: 1, Crain (MIT) 3:59.29. 2, Kurtz (Williams) 359.43. 3,
Sullivan (Bates) 359.75. 8, Humphrey (Bowdoin) 4:19.69.
55 high hurdles: 1, Novak (Coast Guard) 7.61 . 2, Ducharme
(Williams) 775. 3, Whynot (Westfield State) 7.86.
400 dash 1, Woelfel (William) 50.19. 2, Bakstran (Westfield
State) 5053. 3, Adams (Tufts) 50.64.
500 rum 1, MacLachlan (Bates) 1:06.25. 2, Duff (Williams)
106.26. 3, Messalle (Coast Guard) 1:06.70. 5, O'Brien (Bowdoin)
106.96.
55 dash 1, Curry (Colby) 6.43. 2, Wilson (Williams) 654. 3,
Barrett (Eastern Connecticut) 659.
Long jump: 1, Kempain (Eastern Connecticut) 6.95. 2.
Soderquist (Tufts) 6.66. 3, Epstein (Wesleyan) 6.62.
800 run: 1, Lavallee (Tufts) 1:54.28. 2, Hartley (Coast Guard)
156%. 3, Maley (Bowdoin) 157.10.
200 dash 1, Sandholm (MIT) 22.80. 2. Jahaya (Coast Guard)
2182. 3, Novak (Coast Guard) 2293.
1000 run: 1, Sanchez (Bowdoin) 2:35.61 . 2, Liess (Coast Guard)
235.72. 3, Panush (Williams) 237.23.
High jump: 1, Ugarow (MIT) 6-6.25. 2, Ducharme (WUIiams)
6-6.25. 3, Robinson (Wesleyan) 6-6.25. 11, Andrews (Bowdoin) 6-
225.
3000 run: 1, Kurtz (WUIiams) 8:44.19. 2, Crain (MIT) 8:44.23. 3,
Billo (Williams) 851.76. 8, Johnson (Bowdoin) 90630
5000 run: 1, Crowther (WUIiams) 15:0651 . 2, Samey (Bates)
15:12.24. 3, Mahoney (Wesleyan) 15:12.97. 10, Callahan (Bowdoin)
16:29.00
Pentathlon: 1, Ducharme (WiUiams) 3445 2, Di Nino (Tufts)
3384. 3, Beardsley (WPI) 3143. 5, Andrews (Bowdoin) 2846. 8,
Upton (Bowdoin) 1386.
Distance medley relay: 1, Bowdoin (Powell, Kane, Sanchez,
Maley) 1035.82. 2. WiUiams 10:4355. 3, Coast Guard 10:4436.
4x400 relay: 1, WiUiams 3:24.40. 2, Coast Guard 3:25.36. 3,
Colby 3:2553.
4x800 relay: 1, Coast Guard 8:11.71. 2. Brandeis 8:1 1.99. 3,
Williams 8:12.19.
Triple jump: 1, Epstein (Wesleyan) 13.75. 2, Di Nino (Tufts)
13.50. 3, Ugarov (MIT) 1330.
Pole vault 1, Robinson (MIT) 16-2.25. 2, Orsinger (Coast




New England Division III Women's Indoor Track and Field
Championships
WiUiams 90, Bowdoin 62, Brandeis 55, Mt. Holyoke 55, Colby 48,
Westfield State 48, Tufts 42, Wesleyan 36, Amherst 33, Coast
Guard 26, Tufts 26 (18 teams total).
(Top six finishers are named All New England.)
BOO run: 1, Barnes (WUIiams) 3:17.32. 2, Cleaves (Bowdoin)
219.12. 3, McKenna (Brandeis) 2:21.40.
4x200 relay: 1, Mt. Holyoke 1:49.61. 2. Smith 1:50.49 3,
Brandeis 151.29. 6, Bowdoin 15233.
1500 run 1, Henn (Wesleyan) 4:43.00. 2, Weiss (Amherst)
44453. 3, Patten (Brandeis) 445.15. 4, Storin (Bowdoin) 4:4538.
11, Wernig (Bowdoin) 5:063
600 run: 1, Partes (Mt Holyoke) 1:47.65. 2, Doane (UMass
Dartmouth) 1:48.25. 3, Ozbel (Bates) 1 48.70. -
Long jump: 1, Laffond (Westfield State) 552. 2, Zheiezov
(Brandeis) 5.40. 3, Aun (Worcester State) 5.13.
55 dash: 1, Daley (Mt Holyoke) 739. 2, Benjamin (Brandeis)
7.43. 3, Espie (Smith) 757.
5000 run 1, Berger (WUIiams) 175035. 2, Steinrauf (Bates)
175773. 3, Forbert (Salve Regma) 18:15.14. 4, Mulcahy (Bowdoin)
1 8: 16.83. 1 1, Wade (Bowdoin) 20:33.1.
High jump: 1, Laffond (Westfield State) 1.69. 2, Toth
(Bowdoin) 1.60. 3, Kicza (Fitchburg State) 1.60.
1000 run 1, Severance (Colby) 3:01 .41 . 2, Phelan (Trinity)
302.12. 3, Hodges (Coast Guard) 308.22
Triple jump: 1, Zheiezov (Brandeis) 11.68. 2, Giordano
(Worcester State) HOB. 3, Femado (Wesleyan) 10.84
200 dash: 1, Ricks (Smith) 27.83. 2, Gregoire (Brandeis) 28.03.
3, Homick (Smith) 2783.
3000 run 1, Berger (WUIiams) 1021 .45. 2, Harm (Wesleyan)
103075. 3, Art (Colby) 1037.4
Shot put: 1, Bell (Bowdoin) 12.03. 2. Start (Williams) 1030. 3,
Rice (Westfield State) 10.02. 3, Foster (Bowdoin) 10.02. 6, Dube
(Bowdoin) 9.99.
4x800 relay: 1, Bowdoin (Geagan, Colgan, Storm, Cleaves)
95250. 2. WUIiams 95931. 3, Coast Guard 10O1.60.





MON TUE WED THU
2/28 3/1 3/2 3/3
MMbMI
Browning 11 19 3*25. Arata 7 15 7 9 21, Whitehead 6 12 4-4
20, Kirck 3-9 2-2 10, Rowley 3-73-4 10, Chapman 3-8 1-2 9,
Whipple 1 1 2-2 4, Xanthopofous 2-4 OO 4, MaietU 00 OO 0,








Halftime: 4843 C End of regulation: 95 95 Rebounds: C 41
(Gondek 15), B - 52 (Whitehead 7). Assists: C - 23 (Casson 7\ B 22
(Rowley 7\ Fouled out C Casson, Gondek. Goodbout,











The men's basketball team, which visits Colby
tomorrow night, has not beaten the White Mules in
Waterville since February 27, 1986, when the Polar
Bears emerged victorious by a final of 80-79. The
Bears almost ended their losing streak last year,
falling only 73-68. This year the Bears hope to
prevent their eighth straight loss at Colby and
complete the season sweep of the Mules, something
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WOMEN'S TRACK
Continued from page 20.
the finals. Fosterand NicoleDube '97 finished
fourth and sixth respectively, earning Foster
All New England honors.
Mulcahy and Toth added to the Bowdoin
total score with impressive finishes in the
5000m and the high jump. Mulcahy raced to
a fourth-place overall standing in the 5000
with a time of 18:16.83. Tri-captain Toth
jumped to a second-place highjump, clearing
the 1.6m height. After failing to clear the
height once, Toth successfully jumped the
bar, clinching her second-place finish.
Wrapping up the All New England honors
was the 4x200 squad. The Bears completed
the race in 1:52.33, only 2.5 seconds behind
the race leaders from Mount Holyoke.
The women's track team will continue its
quest for NCAA and ECAC berths this
weekend at Farley Field House. Come watch
as the team hosts the Bowdoin Invitational,
starting at 1:00 p.m. on Saturday.




In theclosingweeksofthe 1993-1994 indoor
track season, the men's team has emerged as
one the top Division III squads in New
England. In the New England Division ID
Championships last weekend at Bates, the
Polar Bears finished fifth out of the 16
competing teams. Bowdoin outscored rivals
Colby and Bates by 22 and 15 points,
respectively. Wesleyan, Brandeis and
Middlebury were a few among many teams
which could not withstand the force behind
the Polar Bear attack.
TheBowdointeamnow boastsseveralNew
England Division III champions including
the likes of Scott Dyer *95, Phil Sanchez '96,
Blaine Maley '96, Logan Powell '96 and Pat
Kane '96. Sanchez ran his way to two
championship titles, firstwinning the W00m
run (2:35), and then accompanying Powell,
Kaneand Maley in theirvictoryin thedistance
medley relay. Powell led off the relayand left
the teamwith a commanding lead which they
never surrendered. Following Powell's lead,
each of the subsequent runners widened the
gap between themselves and the nearest
competition. By the end of the race Bowdoin
hadamassed an eight-second leadon runner-
up Williams College. Unfortunately, this race
was not indicative of the whole meet, as
Williams went on to win by a near 50-point
margin over the second place team. Like
Sanchez, Maley also faired well in individual
competition. After running over the
competition in his trial heat, Maley stormed
to a third-place finish in the 800m final with a
time of 1:57.
Dyer, one of die team's tri-captains and
national hopefuls, threw hisway tovictory in
theshotputHeheavedmeshota distancebi
46' 11.5" for the win and a personal record of
nearly a foot-and-a-half. Dyer also placed
fifth in the 35# weight throwwith a toss of 49'
10."Among Bowdoin'sothertopcompetitors
were Shane O'Brien *96, Hiram Andrews '97,
Dave Humphrey *94, Ryan Triffitt '97, and
Ben Beach '97. Andrews and O'Brien placed
fifth in the pentathlon and 500m run
respectively. Humphrey, Triffitt and Beach
joined O'Brien for the 3200m relay. The
foursomecamefrom behind toan impressive
fourth-place finish and accounted for one of
Bowdoin's biggest surprises in the meet
Today, the team's remaining competitors
travel to Boston University to race with the
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Master
A AQA The GE Classic MasterCard is the educated
11 11 /0 choice for students looking for smart ways
g^g koo to save lr offers one of the lowest APRs
m % I Ani you'll find on campus - 9.9%* variable APR
for the first year with a low 16.9% variable APR thereafter.
That means that even if you're only able to pay the minimum
amount due, you'll pay just 9.9% on your outstanding balance.
NO ANNUAL FEE!
While other credit cards charge annual fees of $20 or more,
the GE Classic MasterCard has no annual fee . Frankry, we




This great offer could only come from
a team like GE Card Services and
MasterCard. GE Card Services is part
of one of the leading financial services
companies in the world. And MasterCard's the credit card
more widely accepted than any other on the planet Together,
they provide you with unparalleled financial security.
STUDENT DISCOUNTS.
As a GE Classic MasterCard member, you're also entitled to
special discounts at many of your favorite stores. Through the
COLLEGE MasterValues™** program, youH enjoy savings of
up to 40% on everything from CDs to travel.
The GE Classic MasterCard. An educated choice.
Look for an application on campus or in your mail.
And get the financial aid every student needs.
apply to al> existing and new balances At any pnt your rate
(mrttrnum
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SWIMMING
Continued from page 20.
the 50-yard backstroke events. Other
swimmers qualifying for finals included Ali
Cummings '95 in the 200-yard breaststroke,
Lucy Garnett '94 in the 50-yard freestyle and
Kim Ballinger '96 in the 100-yard IM
The depth of thewomen's swimming team
lies in its talented crew of first-years, all of
whom earned topplaces in theChampionship.
First-year Emily Church's 50-yard butterfly
wasoneofthemost exciting races of the meet.
Church claimed first by a mere two-
hundredths of a second and also swam well
in the 100-yard butterfly, finishing sixth. Kate
Miller '97swaman excellent meet by claiming
fourth in the 50-yard butterfly, fifth in the
100-yard butterfly and 11th in the 200-yard
butterfly. Miller's time of 1 -.00.67 in the 100 fly
was fast enough to qualify her for NCAA "B"
Nationals. Sprint freestyler Kate Johnson '97
raced to capture seventh place in the 50-yard
freestyle and eighth place in the 100-yard
freestyle. First-year swimmers were also
instrumental in Bowdoin's relays. The 200-
yard medley relayteam ofFeyand first-years
Church,NowackandJohnson finishedsecond
behind Williams. The Bears also claimed
fourth in the 200-yard freestyle relaywith the
team ofGarnett, Pettijohn,MillerandJohnson.
The onlydiver representing Bowdoin, Jen
Shannon '97, had her best series of dives this
season, placing 11th on the one-meter board.
The Bowdoin men's swimming team will
compete in its New England Championships
today, tomorrow and Sunday, also in Farley
Fjeld House. Headlining forBowdoin will be
Conrad Stuntz '94 in the distance freestyle
events, Austin Burkett '94 in the backstroke
and individual medley races, Rich Min '95 in
the breaststroke and individual medley
events,JoshRady '95 in the breaststroke races
and Shane Cook '94 in the butterfly events.
John Mead *97 will dive for Bowdoin on the
one-meter and three-meter boards.
PREGNANT?
Michael andJoanne long to share their
hearts and home with a child. Please
contact our attorney, Margaret Hall,
collect at (603) 673-8323.
CRUISE JOBS
Students Needed!
Earn up to $2,000+ /month working for Cruise
Ship* or Land-Tour Companies. World Travel.
Summer and Full-Time employment available No




or $3,000-$6,000>/mo on fishing vessels.
Many employers provide room 4k board Jc
transportation. Over 8,000 openings. No
sgpsrl—m asfisasryl Male or Female Gel
the nrnwssary head start on next summer. Call:
(a«54S4155ert.A5D64
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^-
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Hopesfall shortfor women's squash
By Alison Burke
STAFFWRITER
Intense pressure permeated the squash
courts at the Yale Howe Cup this past
weekend.Asthe#1 seedoftheCTournament
a tot of weight rested on the Polar Bears'
shoulders. The women squashers tried to
forget their seeding during practice, but this
wasnotwholly successful. After long-fought
battles on the courts, the women finished
third in the tournament, but an impressive
15th in the nation.
The squash team showed endurance and
cohesion. "Some ofourplayers didn't play as
wellasexpected," saidcoachDanHammond,
"But I feel very good about our finish mis
weekend."TheBearsdowned abevyofteams,
including Mount Holyoke (6-3), Vassar (5-4)
andWellesley (6-3).Numberfourplayer Ellen
Chan said, "The weekend was exciting, and
we really came together as a team.*
One of the toughest moments for the team
was senior captain Jen Bogue's unfortunate
injury in the Wellesley match. Hammond
explained, "Bogue took a ball in the face. I
haveneverseen someonehitsohard.Her face
was instantly swollen." Unnerved, Bogue
found it difficult to regain composure in mis
match . The loss, however,was not felt by the
team,who beat Wellesley handty.
Mow difficult moments were to come for
me Polar Bears. The squad was outplayed by
meSmith team by a final of 7-2. "Thiscame as
adisappointmentbecausewehadbeatenthem
earlier In the season," said Hammond.
"However, we beat them with Emily Lubin
r95J, a key player who is missing in the line-
up due to study abroad."' Hammond noted
that Kelsey Ziegkr *95's toss against Smith
was her first and only loss erf the season.
AckjsematchagainstFranklinandMarshall
ended in a loss for me Bears. Hammond was
quick to note mat "F&M is undoubtedly a top
team with fierce skills on the court. I was
proud of Chan, Ziegler and (Lisa] Klapper
\'%l who pulled out tough wins against
them."F&MwentontodefeatSmith in taking
the tournament's title.
The Bowdoin women's squash team is up
for the Most Improved Team of the Year
award. "This award would say it all—just
how farwe'vecome," said Klapper.Theteam
finishes the season with an inspiring ranking
of 15th in the nation in Division 10 squash,
which far exceeds its finish last year. In a
season abundant with victory, the level of
play continued to excel mis pastweekend at
Yale.The Bearsmore thanaccomplishedwhat
they had intended: to put the end results of
their previous season far behind them.
Women's basketball wins two
Laura SchultZ '96. Netzorg/ Bowdoin Orient
By Derek Armstrong
sports editor
The women's basketball team won its two
contests lastweek after losing four straight to
fall irretrievably out of die range of reaching
.500 again by the end of the season. Despite
the fact mat they can finish no better than 10-
12, mis would be a significant improvement
on their record of last year. Furthermore, the
Bears could end die season on a high note by
avenging a tough overtime loss to the White
Mules last week when they play at Colby
tomorrow night.
Laura Schultz'96 scored 24pointsand Tracy
Mulholland '97poured in20andpulleddown
15 rebounds as Bowdoin downed a 16-7
UMaine-Presque Isle squad 70-51 last
Saturday. Allie Walsh '97 had five assists for
the Bears, who blew their opponents out in
die second half in overcoming a four-point
halftime deficit.
On Monday, birthday-girl and captain
Airami Bogle 95 threw in 19 points and had
13 rebounds in the Bears' winning effort over
the UniversityofNew England, 76-69. Schultz
scored 21 points and Mulholland had 14.
Walsh and Kristen St. Peter '96 each dished
out a team-high four assists.
Tip-off at Colby is tomorrow at 5:30 p.m.
Men ' s B a s k e t b a 1
1





In a week that featured one of the most
exciting games in recent history, the men's
basketball team also saw awards and
recognition come its way. On Sunday
afternoon, in a pre-game awards ceremony,
coach Tim Gilbride received the game ball
from his 100th career win (earned against
Connecticut College lastweek) and seniorco-
captain Elijah Whitehead was recognized for
his career at Bowdoin in his last regular-
season home game. Following the
presentations, Bowdoin managed to come
from behind to beat 14-9 Colby-Sawyer 103-
101 in overtime. Then at week's end, it was
announced that co-captain Nick Browning
'95 had been selected as the State of Maine
PlayerofdieWeekandalsohad earned a spot
on the ECAC/Holiday Inn Honor Roll.
Sunday's game in Morrell Gymnasium
started off close as the two teams battled
through the first eight minutes to a 21-19
Colby-Sawyerlead.ThendievisitingChargers
got hot, going on an 18-8 run which gave
diem a comfortable39-27advantagewith five
minutes left in the half. Browning responded,
however, with a fast break dunk that ignited
a stringof12 straightpointsbythePolarBears
to tie die score at 39. Colby-Sawyeranswered
to finish off die half, and as a result, die Polar
Bears found themselves heading to die locker
room facing a five point deficit (48-43).
Atthe startofdiesecond stanza,Whitehead
made sure that he would have an impact in
die final home game of his career. Confident
and aggressive, he spearheaded an 11-3 run
with three consecutive three-pointers. The
second ofthese shots,alongwith therebounds
he had collected in the first half, made
Whitehead a career 500-point and 200-
rebound player. His efforts put Bowdoin in
the lead by a 54-51 margin.
At thispoint, theChargersputon a shooting
display. Nine of their next 1 1 scoring chances
resulted in three pointers, five ofwhich came
from Charger top-scorer T.J. Condek, which
led to a 77-66 Colby-Sawyer lead with 11
minutes remaining in the contest. The Bears
answered the visitors' attempts to put them
away again with four three pointers of their
own, two by Jason Kirck '96 and one each by
Chad Rowley '97 and Jon Chapman '96. The
hosts also had an incredible follow-up three-
point playbyChapman,who came flying out
of nowhere to put in the rebound and get
fouled as he fell to the floor. This run pulled
Bowdoin within one (84-83) with six minutes
remaining.
The Chargers led 95-88 with only 1:45 left
on two more threes and a key follow-up of a
missed free throw. Things were not over yet
forBowdoin,however, as freethrowsbyAlex
Arata '96, a steal by Rowley and another
Whitehead three cut die lead to two with a
minute left. Colby-Sawyer missed on its next
possession, giving the Bears a chance to tie
diegame, which theydidasAratagrabbed an
offensive rebound and hit a driving jumper
with 19 seconds left.A failed final attempt by
die Chargers meantmatthe Bears were going
to overtime for die first time this season.
The first three minutes of die five-minute
overtimeconsisted offourpointsbyBrowning
sandwiched between a Colby-Sawyer three-
pointer and free throw. Rowley then hit two
free throws to give Bowdoin a 101-99 lead.
After a miss by each team, the Chargers
launched a three with 30 seconds left to try to
take the lead. The shot bounced off die iron
and Rowley, at 5'10", leaped and pulled the
rebound down away from the big men
underneath. Kirck then hit two clutch free
throws to give the Polar Bears a four-point
advantage.
AfterColby-Sawyer hita jumper, Browning
was fouled with ten seconds left and had a
chance to ice the game. He missed both shots,
however, and gave the Chargers a chance to
tieorwin theconteston their finalpossession
.
The visitors raced down court in an attempt
to put up the potential game-winner, but
Rowley dove to the floor to swipe die ball
awayfrommeopposing player'sdribblewith
just a few ticks left on die clock. Time ran out,
and Bowdoin had pulled off die dramatic
103-101 victory.
Browning (25), Arata (21), and Whitehead
(20) all scored over 20 for die Polar Bears.
Rowley chipped in ten points, seven assists
and five steals in a great all-around game.
Last Friday night, die Bears travelled to
Biddeford to play the 11-11 team from die
University of New England. Browning
attempted to carry the team to victory with
his 29-point, 10-rebound effort, but it was not
enough- The Bears were down 33-30 at the
halfandwereoutscoredbyeight in diesecond
stanza to create the 81-70 final in favor of
UNE. The Bearshad an outside shotoferasing
the deficit in the waning minutes, but a key
offensiverebound ofa missed free-throw from
a would-be three-point play, coupled with
the put-back and foul on that play, put the
game outof reach. Arata (15) and Rowley (11)
also scored in double figures in the losing
effort.
Whitehead, who has provided invaluable
defense and long-distance shooting off die
bench this season, will leave Bowdoin fourth
in career three-point percentage, fifth in
blocked shots and sixth in three-pointers
made. "Elijah really has been a very good
basketball player, but even more important
than that, he is really an outstanding
individual," said Gilbride. "He is having a
great year and it's great to see him have an
outstanding game in his last [home] game."
In receiving his pair of athletic honors for
the week of February 14-20, Browning
averaged 27 points and nine rebounds per
game while shooting 56.7 % from the floor.
He also is within 17 points of becoming only
die 12th member of the Bowdoin 1000-point
club. This is significant, seeing as how
Browning is only a junior and missed all but
seven games during his first-year season due
to a leg injury. Of Browning's play, Gilbride
said, "Nick has really stepped up his game
this year to another level. He's certainly one
of me best players in New England."
The men's basketball team finishes die
regular season tomorrow night against Colby,
a team it upset at home for the first time in
seven years earlier this season. If the Bears
can upset die Mules for the second time this
season, Gilbride feels thattheyhaveanoutside
shot at the playoffs. Tip-off is at 7:30 p.m.
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97 Maine Street. Brunswick 729-1 125
New or Used
We also have 1 Certified Honda, Toyota
and Nissan Technician.
I Call the dealer with 41 yean ofexperience
91 Main St.. Topsham
729-3369
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By Russell Dame and Dylan Swift
Just in case you've been busy lately, fear Speaking of characters, where is the
not:dipping into the Orient's lucrativesports Jamaican bobsled team? Those guys gave an
budget, we hooked up a dish to the wall of otherwise mundane sport a little flavor. We
TVs down at Sears and watched all the heard that there were qualifications this year,
Olympic events as they happened during the and they didn't cut it. What's up with that?
last two weeks. First things first: CBS has got Just because ifs meteorilogically impossible
it all wrong. When's the triple cast? At least for them to train in the land of the kind
give us Madden. A telestrator would really doesn't mean they shouldn't be able to let it
clear things up, especially with that X-country fly in Norway. Lillehammer is far too many
skiing/skeet shooting biathlon deal. Gumbel latitudinal milesnormofBrunswick to justify
SAHCKS (as they say in Haverhill), and Nantz being outside anyway, so let's check out those
should sack to kissing FreddieCouples' butt, indoor sports.
All in all we've seen some things that got da Tonya Harding is further proof that fruit
motts and some mat are right out. and cake should notbear children.HeyTonya,










favor of more freestyle events. Or at least
combine the two: giant slalom on bumps.
Screw the clock, we're looking for style. Helis
over the gates are allowed. With all respect to
TommyMoe, anyone can bust ass to getdown Capades—like twelve years ago? Two nods
the mountain. We want to see these guys to Bonnie Blair. Her third Olympics, three
shred i| up. And hey, snowboardersarepeople golds in the first two, two more to come; she's
too. Who cares if the Greeks snowboarded or primed for the Wheaties box. Gotta give itup
not. It's absolute taxation without to Dan Jansen too. He got itdone, won the big
representation to keep thosedudes out of the one and didn't settle for the mythical,
Games. sympathy, lifetime-achievementmedal in the
The ski jump nudges out the luge for our tradition of Bobby Bowden.
Bignads award. Something about mat ABC And how about Budweiser's logo on the
"agony of defeat" spot that always puts the U.S. hockey team jerseys; BUD in big letters
fear of God in us when we watch those right over the heart. Medal or not, those guys
skydivers without packs laid out parallel to arelivin'large. TheBowdoin puckteamneeds
the bigMomma a hundred and fifty feet in the a plug like this. BEAST? NATTYUGHT?
air. Not even Bodie, the god of rad, could do Unfortunately, the VS. hockey team got
this. Okay—but notwell. And where'sEddie trashed by the Fins 6-1 amican onlyhope for
the Eagle this year? Lastwe saw him he was fifth place. No problem. Well just do what
plugging those indigestible honey-roasted we've done for the past two Olympics: whip
nuts that you get free on Pan-Am flights. out the old Lake Placid video and pretend.
Tonya Harding isfurther proof











further proof mat fruit and cake should not
bear children.
The has-been award goes to Torvill and
Dean. Didn't we see you guys in the Ice
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FRANCE AUSTRALIA RUSSIA ENGLAND
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Yon will receive information on all of our international programs
Internship Programs
D London. England Paris. France
Madrid. Spain Sydney. Australia
D Moscow. Russia D Washington, DC
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of solid, shut-out hockey by goalie Sasha
Ballen '96, earning the sophomore her first
career victory in goal.
Incited by its recent wins, the Bowdoin
women's hockey team eagerly anticipates
facing Boston College in theopening round of
the BC tournament Friday night. BC has
thwarted Bowdoin 's attemptsat victory three
times already this season, but as Woodruff
Thewomen's hockey team blew into Dayton pointed out, "We still had not managed to
Arenal ike a tornado la stweekend, destroying play three periods of consistently strong
a powerless Wesleyan team 7-0 on Saturday hockey the last time the teams met. Ifwe can
and 5-0 Sunday. The Polar Bears completely continue to play the kind of hockey we have
dominated both games, holding Wesleyan in the last couple ofweeks, the odds of a win
scoreless—and almost shotless—for the are definitely in our favor."
weekend. "We knew heading into the game If all goes well, Bowdoin will face thewinner
that Wesleyan would be one of the weaker of the Middlebury-Williams game Saturday
opponents we would face mis season," said in thechampionship round of the tournament
head coach Mike Woodruff. "We just played The competition will be fierce this weekend,
at a level bom days that really overpowered but the Polar Bears have proven that they
them." possess the excellence to emerge victorious
Bowdoin pelted Wesleyan's goalie by winning seven of their last eight contests.
mercilessly with shots all weekend. Michel There is little doubt that they will rise to the
Phaneuf '96 scored a pair of goals
Saturday night, while co-captain
Jen Ahrens '94, on Saturday, and
JaneKim '96, on Sunday, worked
to increase the score by one. In
addition,defensiveplayers Brietta
Delmanzo '97and HollyShaw *97
each grabbed an unassisted goal
this weekend when firing a
slapshot from the point. "The first-
yeardefensiveplayers[Delmanzo,
Shaw, and Eliza Wilmerding '97]
skated extremely well against
Wesleyan," Woodruff
commented. "They controlled the
tempo of the games both on the
offensive blue line and in the
defensive zone with a maturity
that israrein suchyoungplayers."
The competition also gave
sophomore Nan Gorton the
opportunity to recordher seventh
and eighthhattricksoftheseason
.
With 40 goals so far this winter,
Gorton holds the record for most
goals scored by any Bowdoin
athlete in a single season. Other ^ Netzorg/Bowtt* Orient
highlights included four periods Michel Phaneuf '96 has the puck all to herself.
Center for Overseas Undergraduate
Programs




Off Campus Studies Office
Hawthorne-Longfellow
Applications are now being accepted for the Fall '94
semester and for the 1994-95 academic year.
As a COUP student you will be able to:
• Design a course of studies matching your academic needs
• Choose from offerings at the University of Paris, at
specialized Institutues, or from your own courses
•Have the option of staying with a French family or making
your own arrangements
For further information come to
Off Campus Studies Office
Hawthorne-Longfellow
on March 3, 1994 at 3:30 p.m.
J
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Loss to sub-.500 Amherst virtually rules out NCAA playoffs
Decision time: Polar
Bears put playoff picture in
perspective following an
embarassing loss to 5-12-1




In what could potentially be the worst loss
in recent memory, the men's icehockey team
was upset by the lowlyLord Jeffs ofAmherst




have been a tie for first place with Williams
College in the ECAC to fifth place. The loss
also virtually eliminated anyhopes Bowdoin




The trouble for Bowdoin seemed to start
the night before against the Norm Adams
State Mohawks, who brought a record of 4-
12-2 into Dayton Arena. The Bears (13-3-3)
were clearly the favorite team, and jumped
out to a 1-0leadona goal by Mark McCormick
'96. However, they promptly fell behind 2-1
to the sub-standard Mohawks at 7:13 of the
first period. There was little cause for alarm
when Charlie Gaffhey '95 netted two to give
the Bears the lead at the end of the first. This
slow start, though, signaled theBears' inability
to getup for a game against aweak team, and
this was to mean so much more the next day
againstAmherst. From the second period on,
Bowdoin stretched out the lead and won the
game by a final margin of 8-4. In addition to
the win, Gaffhey tied and men broke the
Bowdoin all-timerecord forassists ina career.
At 13:47 of the third Gaffney fed his brother
Joe Gaffhey '95, who in turn fed Marcello
Gentile '95 for a goal. His 100th assist was
duly recorded as his teammates surrounded
Gaffney in congratulations, and his
accomplishment was met by a standing
ovation from the Bowdoin faithful. Also on
the play, Gentile inched to within one of his
season goal-scoringrecordbyscoringhis27th
of the year. Matt Bowden '95 recorded the
win in net, stopping thirteen shots.
Amherst
Bowdoin
The next afternoon, Bowdoin hosted the
Amherst Lord Jeffs who owned an equally
unimpressive record of4-12-1 . To everyone's
shock, the Bears were unable to motivate
phenomenal as he turned back 17 Bowdoin
shots back in the period. At the two minute
mark the Bears pulled their goalie to give
mem a six on five advantage. An Amherst
penalty at 18:19 gave Bowdoin a two-man
advantage, and the Bears were able to score
17 seconds lateron a goal by Charlie Gaffhey.
With the score 4-3 and 1:24 remaining, the
Bears kept their goaltender out, but were
unable to score despite throwing everything
they had at Amherst. The resulting loss gave
Bowdoin a league record of 10-3-2, dropping
Jaclyn Mintz "94, coach Terry Meagher and
the waning minutes of the Amherst game.
themselves to take on their lesser opponent
and fell behind by a margin of 2-0 after one
period. Things seemed to turn around for the
Bears when Rich Maggiotto '96 scored his
ninth and tenth goals of the year to even the
score at two. However, Amherstadded a late
goal and took a 3-2 lead to the locker room at
the second intermission. /
Smelling blood, the Lord Jeffs had nothing
to lose and scored a goal at 1:08 of the third.
The sluggish Bowdoin team seemed scared,
with the implications of a lossbecoming more
clear to all those present. Amherst knew as
well what the upset would mean, and as a
result, their level of play rose to previously
unseen heights. The next 19 minutes of play
wereprobably the mostexciting of the season
as Bowdoin desperately tried to even things
up. The Amherst netminder's game became
Ken Netzorg/ Bowdoin Orient
Rich Maggiotto '96 look on with concern in
them into fifth place in the league.
Bowdoinnow faces a seriousdilemma. The
problem mainly rests with the NESCAC,
which forces Bowdoin to make a difficult
choice. The Polar Bears will vote as a team
whether to make themselves available for an
NCAA orECACpost-season tournamentbid
.
The NESCAC will not allow any teams to
play in the ECAC tournament and then the
NCAA championship. Instead, it forces the
team to make a choice based not on its skill
It should be kept in mind mat the winner
from the SUNY (State University of New
York) league will be chosen automatically.
This means that a very poor team could win
the tournament and make the NCAAs. The
top team in Division III Easthockey is Fredonia
State of the SUNY league, which holds a
record of 19-0-3 and will likely capture the
title with no problem. However, their next
closest rival could pull offthe upsetand make
the tourney along with Fredonia State, which
would undoubtedly be selected anyway. All
other New York and New England teams
which opt for anNCAA bid will compete for
three spots to be chosen by a selection
committee. The second team in Division III
East is Elmira College, which will also get a
bid. Salem State and Williams College are
ranked third and fourth respectively. Salem
St. will undoubtedly go to the NCAA while
Williams' future is uncertain, but at the
moment secure. Bowdoin is tied for fifth with
Plartsburgh State of theSUNY league.Any of
the following scenarios could take place over
the course of the next few days:
Scenario #1: Bowdoin loses either or both
of the games versus Holy Cross and Babson,
thus making an NCAA appearance next to
impossible. The Bears would then chose to
opt for the ECAC tourney.
Scenario #2: Bowdoin wins both games
and opts for a shot at the NCAA. They do not
get a bid and are excluded from both the
NCAA and ECAC, ending their season. This
would be the worst case scenario.
Scenario #3: Williams loses both of its
remaining games and falls from first place.
Bowdoin wins both games and moves into
first, making an NCAA bid more likely.
Scenario #4: Williams and Bowdoin both
win their games, but Williams opts for the
ECAC. Withou t misknowledgeBowdoingoes
into theECAC tourney and forfeits a possible
trip to the NCAAs.
Scenario #5: The most likely scenario is
that in Bowdoin's current position the team
The Bears must make a decision by this
Sunday, which means they must beat both Holy
Cross tonight and Babson tomorrow if they are
to have any realistic chance ofmaking the
NCAA tournament.
andperformancebutontheoutcomeofseveral
scenarios. It would seem more logical on the
part of the NESCAC to either ban all teams
from NCAA tournament play as before or let
them compete in both tournaments, thus
making the selection process a much less
stressful decision for players, coaches and
fans. The Bears must make a decision by this
Sunday, which means they must beat both
Holy Cross tonight and Babson tomorrow if
theyare tohaveany realistic chance ofmaking
the NCAA tournament.
will opt for the safety of choosing the ECAC
and not risk being shut outofany post-season
play by opting for the unlikely NCAA bid.
In actuality, there are about ten other
different scenarios, but these are the most
likely. This weekend is crucial to the Bears.
Thegame at Holy Cross will be tonight at 7:00
p.m
.,and tomorrow's Babson contest starts at
3:00 p.m. Bom games will be on 91.1 FM
WBOR for those who can't make it down to
Worcester and Wellesley.





- SPRING BREAK '94 -
Cancun, Bahamas, Jamaica, Florida & Padre!
110% Lowest Price Guarantee! Organize 15 friends
and your trip is FREE!
TAKE A BREAK STUDENT TRAVEL (800) 328-
7283.
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Coach Tim Gilbride receives the game ball of his 100th
career victory against Connecticut College from men's
basketball co-captains Elijah Whitehead '94 (left) and
Nick Browning '95 last Sunday. Whitehead achieved
several milestones in the following game against
Colby-Sawyer, the last home game of his career, and
Browning went on to be named State of Maine Player
of the Week. See story, page 17.
Bears finish 2nd at
New Englands
National aspirations: The
women's track team defies
the odds to place second
out of 20 teams at Brandeis





Although members of the women's track
team knew they had the talent to have a
successful showing at this year'sNewEngland
Division HI Women's IndoorTrack and Field
Championships, somedoubted mat theywere
going to compete to the best of their ability.
However, come competition time at Brandeis
University in Boston, the Polar Bears
undeniablyhad their bestperformance of the
year. Last Saturday, Bowdoin powered its
way to an impressive second-place finish out
of twenty teams behind this year's winner,
Williams College.
After the meet, coach Peter Slovenski said,
"We were hoping to be in the top four,butwe
surprised ourselves on Saturday. Several of
the teamswehad competed against earlier in
the year, and they had defeated us, but we
bounced back and had a great showing."
Leading the way in the dominant effort
was the 4x800 relay team, which finished in a
time 9:52.50, making them All New England
Champions. Thegroupof runners, consisting
of Laura Geagan '96, Corie Colgan '97, Darcy
Storin '96 and Rachel Cleaves '95, blew away
the rest of the nine-team field, bettering the
next closest team by seven seconds.
The relay team centered around the
performance of tri-captain and anchor
Cleaves, who finished second overall in the
individual 800m race in a time of 2:19.12,
placing her on the All New England squad.
The additional privilege of being named to
theNCAA provisional field was also given to
Cleaves. The provisional title does not
guarantee her a spot in the NCAA finals, but
assures her that she is in contention for a bid.
"I was really impressed with the team's
performance," Cleaves commented.
"Everyonecamethrough in theclutch."When
askedabouther individual efforts, sheadded,
"I set a goal for myself at the start of the
season. Iwanted tomakeNCAA provisionals,
and I did. I'm pretty excited about that."
Two of Cleaves' relay teammates, Colgan
and Storin, also added additional All New
England honors to their records in other
impressive individual performances. Colgan




England honors for the day. Storin finished
fourth in the 1500, 2.53 seconds behind the
leader from Wesleyan, making her another
Bear to receive NCAA provisional honors.
However, members ofthe 4x800 team were
not the only Polar Bears mat succeeded in
winning All New England honors. Staci Bell
'95, Barbara Foster '96, Janet Mukahy '96,
AmyToth '95 and the 4x200 relay team all will
be receiving All New England certificates in
the future. Tri-captain Bell captured the only
other first-place finish for Bowdoin by
destroying her competition in the shot put.
Bell heaved the eight-pound shot put 12.3
meters while her best competition could
musteronlya throwof10.3;two metersbehind
Bell. With mat throw, Bell was the third and
final member of the Bowdoin team to be
added to the NCAA provisional field. When
asked about the weekend's events for her
team and for herself, Bell said, "I was really
proud of our team. We are very young this
year and I am glad we could put it together.
As for me specifically, I was glad I could get
NCAA qualification out of the way. It had
been looming over my head, and not until I
decided to just go out and not mink about it
did I really throw my best." The Bears also
managed to qualifytwoother shotputters for
Please see WOMEN'S TRACK, page 16.
S w i m m i n g




In an exhilarating weekend filled with
stella r performances, the women'sswimming
and diving teams surprised the competition
by capturing fifth place out of 26 teams in the
New England Championships at Bowdoin.
In their best swim of the season, the Polar
Bears further left their mark by qualifying
three swimmers in sevenevents for theNCAA
provisional ("B" cut) Nationals and setting a
new pool record in the 1000-yard freestyle.
The Farley Field House was a madhouse
mis past Friday, Saturday and Sunday, as it
swarmed with swimmersand spectatorsfrom
all over New England in what turned out to
be one of the most closely-contested
championships to date. Williams claimed top
honors by defeating second-place
Middlebury. Finishing ahead of Bowdoin in
third and fourth places, respectively, were
Amherst and Wellesley, although a span of
only fivepoints separated Bowdoinand these
two teams. The Bears were pleased to beat
rivals Bates (sixth) and Wesleyan (eighth).
Leading the team in points scored were
Muffy Merrick '95 and Cheryl Pettijohn '96.
Former New England champion Merrick
made "B" National cuts in three events as she
captured first in the 1650-yard freestyle, third
in the 500-yard freestyle and fifth in the 200-
yard freestyle. In the process of winning the
1650-yard race, Merrick broke her old pool
record in the 1000-yard freestylebyovereight
seconds with a time of 10:40.43. Pettijohn
excelled in both the breaststroke and
individual medley races, placing second in
the 200-yard breaststroke, third in the 200-
yard IM, sixth in the 100-yard breaststroke
and eighth in the 400-yard IM. Pettijohn's
times in three oftheseevents qualifiedher for
"B" National cuts.
Breastsbrokers MollyFey '95andMaryLou
Dula '96 also earned big points for Bowdoin,
as Fey placed fourth in the 50 and fifth in the
100 and 200-yard breaststroke events, and
Dula improved her time substantially to take
eighth place in both the 50 and 200 and 11 thin
the 100-yard breaststroke races. Swimming
her best times, Maggie Nowack '97 finished
ninth in the 100, tenth in the 200 and 12th in
Ken Nctaocg/aBwIflfti Orient
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Concern over student-to-faculty ratio increases
By Emily Church
assistant news editor
1998. This expansion will outpace the faculty
expansion currently planned by the Admin-
istration, which would allow for seven new
faculty members, a 5% increase.
The Administration's unwillingness tocom-
Asclasssizesincreaseandthestudentbody mittoa 10% increase in faculty to parallel the expansion. TheCollege experienced an unex
continues to grow, the ratio of students to student body growth apparently stems from pected 50-student increase last fall, and al-
faculty at the College has become an issue of a lack of financial resources. The initial 5% though temporary hirings were made to cope
increasing concern. Members of the College increase in faculty will be financed by the with the flux, many departments are feeling
ment is perfectly reasonablebecause the solu-
tion beyond5% [increase in faculty] is reason-
ably distant," he added.
Maintaining the student-to-faculty ratio is
not just a problem relating to future College
community have become increasingly frus-
trated in recent months at the apparent diffi-
culties the College is facing in attempting to
ensure that the size of the faculty increases
proportionally to the sizeofthe studentbody.
the pressure. The Biology and Chemistry
Departments have seen huge increases in
course enrollment, resulting in large classes
at the introductory levels.
Thomas Settlemire, Chair of the Biology
revenue accrued from the increase in the stu-
dent body. At this stage, however, it is impos-
sible to predict where the funds to hire the
additional 5% will come from.
According to Richard Mersereau, Execu-
Last year the Governing Boards approved rive Assistant to the Presidentand Governing Department, has seen a jump of 395 students
a 10% expansion in the student body, to take Boards, time is an important factor. "It is an enrolled in all biology courses since the '89-
placeoverafour-yearperiodbeginninginthe open question as to me additional positions, '90 school year, but no faculty have been
fall of 1994. Under this plan, there will be a 35- how many are affordable and where the re- added to the department. A joint appoint-
student increase in each incoming first-year sources will come from to fund them," he ment with the Environmental Studies De-
class, a total expansion of 140 students by said. The reluctance to make a firm commit- partment has been made for next year, but
Settlemirebelieves mat
more must be done to
maintain thehigh qual-
ity oftheprogram."We
must look seriously at
the consequences of
staying in the position
we are in now. If we
aren't able to increase
staff and funds, there
will be consequences





problem within the sci-
ence departments, but
believes other depart-
ments must be consid-
eredas well. "Thereare
real needs for addi-
tional staffing in biol-
ogy, as well as other
departments," Beitz
said. "The CEP [Com-
mittee on Educational
Policy] will have to
weigh the range of
needs. " TheCEP is cur-
Carey Jones/ Bowdoin Orient
The ridiculous, unwieldy size of 100-level courses such as this introductory biology class, which is enrolled
at 150-plus, has been the source of consternation for students and faculty alike.
Davidson is optimistic inface ofchallenge
By Benjamin S. Beach
STAFF WRITER
As Tom Davidson's campaign for Maine
State Legislature is beginning to gain mo-
mentum, he is finding that running for office
is no easy task. Not only is he fighting an
uphill battle to get elected, but also a poten-
tially recalcitrant legislature if he wins. The
Bowdoin senior spent four hours this past
Tuesday in the back of the town clerk's office
perusing documents. The long hours and
regular frustration may well pay dividends
for both the candidate and the office-holder.
Davidson is seekingtoreplaceretiringtwo-
term incumbent Democrat Sofia Pfeiffer as
the State Representative from District 50. The
campaign, which officially got underway on
February 10, is currently focused on the June
Democratic primary.Gaining the Democratic
nomination will virtually ensure victory in
November ifpartisanvoting trends remain as
they have for some time. His Democratic
opponent, Charley Priest, is currently the
Chair of the Brunswick Town Council and a
well-known public figure.
The 22-year-old readily concedes that he is
an underdog. I've known that people were
going tobe skeptical.'' Still, things seem to be
going well in tile Davidson camp. At the
recent Democratic caucus, the candidate was
elected chairof the Democratic town commit-
tee for his municipality.
Davidson is pleased with the strong re-
sponsiveness of the gubernatorial candidates
and the press to his campaign and is "really
excited" about the level of campaign organi-
zation within the town and the College.
Pfeiffer, too, commented that she was im-
pressed with the campaign, citing Davidson
as an "extraordinarily capable man," and a
"splendid candidate."
In addition to its organization, the cam-
paign is unique in its attempt to incorporate
community service with building popular
support among the electorate. Davidson and
his staff will be working directly with local
organizations such as the Tedford Shelter,
where they will be working in booths and in
the kitchen for a fundraising activity.
The major initiative underway is the "Maine
Vision Voter Registration Drive," which will
allow unregistered Brunswick residents to
Please see CAMPAIGN, page 3.
rently accepting requests fornew facultyfrom
all departments. The hiring will take effect in
the Fall of 19%.
The potential for an increase in the student-
to-faculty ratio has raised student concern.
HoltHunter'96,Chairofthe Executive Board,
The Biology Department
has seen a jump of395 stu-
dents enrolled in all biology
courses since the '89-90
school year, but nofaculty
have been added.
is adamant tha>t this ratiobe maintained. "The
Board and'Treel that the foundation of a
liberal artseducation beginswith small classes
and close student-teacher relations," Hunter
said. "We would like to see the College maxi-
mize the use of available funds for teaching."
Hunter will be speaking on behalf of the
students about the issue at the Governing
Boa rds' meeting this weekend . The Board has
also drafted a letter to President Edwards
voicing its concern, and have circulated a
student petition.
The budgetapproved for the '93-'94 school
yearshowsa large percentageofthe College's
resources going toward academics. However,
an Institutional Research comparison of 18
New England liberal arts colleges ranks
Bowdoin first in funding for institutional sup-
port (administrators' salaries, finance, devel-
opment and public relations, security, and
legal services), but 14th in the percent of
funding going to instruction. The report was
issued on January 20, 1994, and spanned the
fiscal year '93.
Beitz was quick to point out that these
numbers are unreliable because institutions
compile theirdata differently. However, Beitz
believes the report should not be ignored.
Please see RATIO, page 4.
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Beyond the Bowdoin Bubble...
More than any time in history
mankindfaces a crossroads. One
path leads to despair and utter
hopelessness, the other to total
extinction. Letuspray that toe have
the wisdom to choose correctly.
- Woody Alien
NATO military action conducted by VS. aircraft.
In the early morning hours ofFebruary 28, U.S. F- 16 aircraft
on patrol for NATO shot down four Serbian Galeb fixed-
wing aircraft that were violating the no-fly zone near Banja
Luka, Bosnia-Herzegovina. In accordance with approved
procedures, NATO airborne early-warning aircraft issued
prompt warnings to the Serbian aircraft stating that they
would be engaged if they did not leave the no-fly zone
airspace immediately. However, the Serbian planes did not
respond, and after another warning, the F-16s received
permission from the NATO Combined Air Operations
Center to engage. Prior to the U.S. air attack, the Serbian
aircraft dropped bombs on several Bosnian villages. The
United States and other Western nations have conducted air
operations to enforce the no-fly zone since April 12, 1993.
In other recent news, Serbian forces intensified military
attacks on several fronts in Bosnia including the Muslim
enclave of Maglaj in the north as well as around Sarajevo.
Israeli soldiers disarm settlers and kill two youths.
As angry crowds of Palestinians gathered on Wednesday in
protest of the Hebron mosque massacre, Israeli soldiers
disarmed seven extremist Jewish settlers in the occupied
territories and banned them from Palestinian areas.
Furthermore, two Palestinian youths were also killed by
Israeli soldiers in the West Bank town of Jericho. Militant
Palestinians are now calling for revenge attacks for the Hebron
killings, and Israel has consequently put its embassies and citizens
abroad on alert. While Israeli Foreign Minister Shimon Peres
refuses to appease Palestinian demands for the removal ofJewish
settlements from the territories, he has acknowledged the need to
make concessions to the PLO to resume talks.
VS. economy snows unexpected strength in last year's fourth
quarter.
According to the Commerce Department, the fourth quarter Gross
Domestic Product (GDP) surged by 7.5 percent, substantially
higher than the 5.9 percent increase reported in an initial estimate
nearly a month ago. The strongest segments of the economy
included consumer spending, business investment, and housing.
Economists also expect the Federal Reserve Board to increase
interest rates by another 0.25 of a percentage point by the end of
March. The Purchasing Managers Index, which tracks
manufacturing orders, indicated that the economy grew at a
slower rate in February than in January.
Anxiety arises in El Salvador with upcoming elections.
A wave of politically motivated violence and problems in voter
registration have raised considerable concerns about the credibility
of the March 20 elections. Since the beginning of last year, up to
33 members of the Farabundo National Liberation Front
(FLMN), the former guerrilla army that became a leftist
political party, have been killed. Manyhuman rights observers
blame the assassinations on right-wing death squads who
intend to undermine the upcoming elections. The elections
will be the first since the peace accordsofJanuary 1992 which
ended a decade-long civil war.
Mexican rebels reach tentative agreement with
government.
Negotiations between government officials and rebels have
have led to the agreement of a 32-point accord which includes
democratic reforms and economic measures to help the
campesinos, or peasants, in the state of Chiapas in southern
Mexico. The campesinos have been filing legal petitions in
regional courts since the mid- 1970' s to win back their land,
but so far no current land-owners have been evicted. "We are
ready to die for our land. Ifwe die, our children will take the
land," said Martin Jimenez Navarro. Despite the tentative
agreement, the Chiapas countryside is still tense, andranchers
are indignant about the Mexican government's passivity as
their property is occupied, cattle are stolen, and homes are
ransacked.
-compiled by Seth G. Jones
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This Week's Bowdoin Orient Trivia Question:
That Close-up Mouth!
If you took the mouth of this person
and accelerated it to 99/100 the speed of
light, it would smoosh up into a skinny
little pucker- it mighthurt too (but that's
all relative). That is why the Editors of
the Orient held an emergency meeting,
whereweunanimouslydecidedNOTto
accelerate the mouth (that would be
unethical)-wejustcutitoutandenlarged
it (no acceleration- just a photocopier).
The goal at hand is to identify the
person who belongs to this mouth.
Difficult, yousay? Certainly not,because
this mouth (not detached from the
person) is presentinone ofthephotos in
this week's Orient.
ft
Be the first caller to leave amessage
on the Orient answering machine
(x3300),withthename ofthe person
partiallypictured,towina freepizza
and two sodas. Don't forget toleave
your name and number.
(Regretfully,theowner ofthemouth
is prohibited from entry into this
week's contest.)
Congratulations to Eric Reppun '96
for winning last week's contest,
"Sooooooo SEXY!" The bodacious
beauty "all made up" was Professor
of Music, Robert Greenlee. The
Orient wishes to thank Professor
Greenlee forbeingsuch a great sport!
*Win a FREE Domino's Pizza and Two Sodas*
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Debate team tries to
rekindle tradition
By Matthew K. Bunt
ORIENTCONTRIBUTOR
portof studentsand theschool, so theventure
was unsuccessful.
According to Tran, "Our goal is to leave




Operating under the American Parliamen-
Bowdoin College will once again have an taryDebateAssociauc*,theclubconcentrates
active debate team due mainly to the work of on ParliamentaryDebate. Thisform ofdebate
Cali Tran "97. Under the leadership of coach consists of arguing on a particular policy in
Erik Fuchs, sixteen members of the Bowdoin parliament form, similar to the method of
commumtyarecurrentlyinvolvedintheclub, debate found in European Parliaments
which has been revived by Tran. The charter The debate starts with the judge reading
for this "new" organization is currently in the the resolution that will be debated This is
process of being ratified. followed by the pro side speaking for the
The current team hopes to recapture the resolution and then the opposition, or con
nch tradition of debate competition that side, arguing against it. In all, there are four
reachesbackmanyyearsintoBowdoin'spast, eight-minute speeches followed by two four-
During the loWs, Bowdoin had a premier minute rebuttals. All ofthe speeches are rela-
debate team. This tradition continued into tively extemporaneous.
the 1960's until the team started to slowly die The squad this year is relatively new todown due to a lack of participation. Eventu- debate, with only fivemembershavingprevi-
ally, the debate team ceased to exist. ous experience. This first year is seen by the
In the early 1980's, therewas an attempt to team mainly as a building year. The goal is to
revive the club. However, it lacked the sup- build a foundation with core members of the
team, allowing them to learn
the skills and theory behind
debate.
However, the team will not
be inactivethis semester.They
are scheduling an on-campus
debate for after Spring Break
and are tentatively scheduled
to compete at the Yale Debate
Tournament on April 17
against other debate teams
from around New England,
including Bates, Colby,
Princeton, and Yale.
Next year, the team will be
competing on the National
Debate Circuit in tournaments
throughouttheNew England
area. Furthermore, if money
is not a problem, there is the
possibility of competing on
theInternational Circuit. This
would include tournaments
in Canada and as far away as
Australia.
The debate team meets ev-
ery Thursday at 5:30 p.m. in
Chase Bam Chamber. Offic-
ers will be elected for' next
year at the upcoming meet-
ing.
Carey Jones/ Bounhin Orient
Cali Tran "97 has big plans for the latest incarnation of
the Bowdoin debate team.






Continued from page 1.
participate in the election. Davidson points
to this as a reflection of his belief that taking
responsibility for state and local issues
"must begin at the ballotbox" The drive is
scheduled to begin within the next three
weeks.
Thecommunityhasrespondedpositively
thus far, says Davidson. "I couldn't have
asked for a better reception man we've
gotten in terms of the platform and the idea
of getting somenew blood into the legisla-
ture." The campaign has received the en-
dorsement of Arleigh Burke, a retired five-
star Admiral in the Navy, former member
of theJointChiefsofStaff,andclose advisor
to President Kennedy. Admiral Burke is a
cultural icon in the Bath and Brunswick
communities, since the entire class of De-
stroyers built at Bath Iron Works bears his
name.
Pfcaffer conducted that Davidson's opti-
mism may be justified. 1 think he's going
to give Charley Priest quite a run for his
money," she said. "But ifs a big order."
The challenge of getting elected, how-
ever, may be minor compared to the chal-
lenge of making substantive headway in
the legislature.
AlDiamon, a political columnist for three
Maine newspaperswho covered the legis-
lature in Augusta for 14 years, explained
mata strong aversion to change prevails in
the state capital. "It is difficult for reformers
to recognize mat the system up there is
designed to make life difficult," he said,
notingthaffreshmanlegislatorsdon'thave
the chance to change things."
Diamon explained that the legislature
contains what he called a "highly orga-
nized, subtle social system,"whichmustbe
mastered in order to forward an agenda.
Diamon believed mat Davidson would be
"tagged early" based on his youth, which
he described as "instant baggage."
In addition to the inherent sluggishness
of the legislature, a wave ofpoliticallyam-
bitious representatives benton forwarding
their careers have contributed to the stag-
nation and gridlock which both Davidson
and Diamon disdain.
According to Diamon, these generally
young aspiring individuals have a strong
propensity for political brinkmanship
which prevents mem from reaching com-
promise. He cites U.S. Senator Tom
Andrews, another Bowdoin graduate, as
an example of a young legislator who
learnedhow to achieveconsensus without
compromisinghisprinciples/cjuicklyearn-
ing the respect of his colleagues in office.
Despite hisyouth, Davidson isno starry-
eyed presidential hopeful. He views the
position "notas a stepping stone to run for
Congress," but as a chance to help create
the opportunity of realizing his long-term
goal of starting an educational non-profit
organization in Maine to compensate for
thecutbacks whichhave taken placein mis
area.
Davidson believes that his entrance into
theraceisimportantbecausehefeelsitwill
help focus the race on issues which are
relevant"to thecommonpeopleofMaine."
He seeshimselfas someonewhocan relate
to the members of the local electorate, as a
person faced daily with the realization that
"the Maine economy has a hard right and
men a quick left."
By the same token, the State House re-
quires people with political savvy to get
legislation through. Davidson's "Maine
Vision 1H" campaign platform revolves
around aid toeducation, empoweringand
attracting small businessesand campaign
financereform. "All of those issues are the
sortswhere small stepsare required," said
Diamon, "It will take a very skillful politi-
cian."
Davidson is confidentmathe will not be
disillusioned. "I think I havereallycome to
grips with what a legislator can do," he
said. He has visited the State House on
numerous occasions and has already es-
tablished an extensive list of contacts. Re-
cently,heattended a meeting of the educa-
tion committee meeting with Pfeiffer, as
someone with a good deal of experience
and concern in mat area.
Asa candidate and as a potential legisla-
tor, he is unshakable. "I think people will
be surprised that a lot of" their initial skep-
ticism waswrong,"he said, reiterating the
confidence in his ability to serve the
Brunswick community as a publicservant
in touch with local needs.
Hey, you students with an interest in art!!!
The Museum of Art has announced that the deadline is extended to
Monday, April 4, 1994 for Bowdoin College undergraduates from any academic
department to apply for an Andrew W. Mellon Foundation fellowship to pursue a
research project based on one or more aspects of the Museum of Art's permanent
collection. Two research fellowships are available either for the summer or the
academic year. The fellowships offer stipends of $2,700 each with $500 for
research travel support and $100 for supplies.
Applicants, either students or faculty members, should send a letter
outlining their proposal along with the name of the student or faculty member
who will be working with them, to Katharine Watson at the Museum of Art by
Monday, April 4, 1994. A fuial decision will be made by Monday, April 18
1994.
Tlie Bowdoin College Museum of Art is part of a pilot program funded
by the Andrew W. Mellon Foundation to bring campus art museum collections
into the academic curriculum For more information call 725-3276.
GOODWINCvolvo • mazoa^P
Looking for a VOLVO or a
MAZDA?
New or Used
We also have 1 Certified Honda, Toyota
and Nissan Technician.
Call the dealer with 41 years ofexperience
91 Main St.. Topsham
729-3369
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BOWDOIN COLLEGE
ALUMNI SCIENCE SYMPOSIUM
Schedule ofeventsfor Saturday, March 5, 1994
8:30 Series 214 Welcome: Charles R. Beitz, Dean for Academic Affairs
9:00 Searles 214 Heather Williams 11, "Why Learn to Sing"
9:30 Searles 207 Coffee Break
10:00 Searles 214
Searles 202
Charles M. Nicolet '80, "New Agents for Cancer Immunotherapy"
Ronald Booker 76, "Postembryonic Neurogenesis in the Segmental
Ganglia of a Moth"
10:30 Searles 214 Hilton L. Fowler '60, "The Bowdoin Experience, Staggering in
Portugal, and Broken Bones in the Blue Ridge Mountains"





J. Warren Harthome '53, "Living Better Electrically"
David A. Field '65, "Computer Aided Design, Engineering,
Manufacturing, and Mathematics"
Lee D. Rowe 70, "Finding the Cure: Towards Successful Gene
Therapy in Cystic Fibrosis"
12:00 Searles 214 Walter E. Trzcienski, Jr. '65, "A Glimpse Beneath the Appalachians"
Carey Jones/ Bowdoin Orient
A Fine Mess
Dean of the College Elizabeth Chadwick found herself without a roof over
her head last week when melting ice buildup on Hawthorne-Longfellow Hall
caused the ceiling of her office to collapse. Her office remains off-limits while
Physical Plant repairs the damage shown above.
Rain Forest Rescue: To Help Save Half Of
The Plants And Animals On Earth
In the rain forest, the sounds of fires and bulldozers are replacing
the sounds of nature.
Join The National Arbor Day Foundation and support Rain Forest
Rescue to help put a stop to the destruction, when you join, the
Foundation will preserve threatened rain forest in your name.
An area of rain forest the size of 10 city blocks is burned
every minute. Help stop the destruction. Before the
sounds of nature are replaced by the sounds of silence.
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"The comparison is cause for concern. But
over the last four to five years, a large share of
thebudgethas gone to facultyand instruction
has increased
.
I hope that it is a trend that will
continue," he said.
The Capital Campaign, although still un-
derdiscussion, may providesome of the funds
to hire new faculty. "There will be faculty
positions," said Bill Torrey, the Vice Presi-
dent for Development and Alumni Relations.
"Other factors at this point are unknown."
However, Torrey stresses that the Cam-
paign itself has not been approved by the
Governing Boards, and nothing is concrete.
"The goals of the campaign are notyet carved
in stone," Torrey said. "A large part of the
campaign is related to endowment. What-
ever money is raised will inevitably help sru-
dent-to-faculty ratio because more endow-
ment will be freed up."
Donors to the Capital Campaign can also
givefunds specifically to hirenew faculty.An
endowed professor will cost the donor $1 .5
million, and a junior faculty member $1 mil-
lion.
The Committee on Educational Policy has
also been grappling with the problems of
expansion. The committee met in September
and, according to Beitz, realized that theydid
not know enough about the situation in dif-
ferent departments to make decisions affect-
ing the hiring for the fall of '94.
The CEP will be integrally involved with
mis issue as student expansion proceeds, and
the committee will be making ongoing rec-
ommendations for new faculty as soon as
funds are available, said Beitz. "There will be
three or four positions, speaking conserva-
tively, added in the Fall of '96,and more in the
Fall of '97," he said.
"Spanning The Globe: Insights Into International Business"
-A Career Information Session-
Mark Woodsum '80, President and CEO of The Foreside Company, together with Claire
Haffey Woodsum '82, Director of Sales & Marketing, will lead an informal luncheon
discussion on exploring career options in the global marketplace on March 8, 1994 in the
Moulton Union Conference Room, 2nd floor, from 12:30 - 1:30 PM. The Foreside
Company, founded in January of 1990, is an international distributor of imported fine art,
home accessories and decorative gift items from Asia and Latin America. According to Inc.
Magazine, the Foreside Company is currently one of the fastest growing companies in the
United States - it has experienced nearly 3000% growth in the past two years! The Woodsums
will share some of their own unique experiences as entrepreneurs in the field and offer tips for
students interested in pursuing a career in international business. Brown bag it (or grab your
tray) and join us! Sign-up is requested by Monday, March 7, at 5:00 PM in OCS.
Do You Want VISA & MasterCard Credit Cards?
Now you can have two of the most recognized and
accepted credit cards In the world-Visa* and MasterCard*
credit cards.. "In your name." EVEN IFYOU ARE NEW IN
CREDIT or HAVE BEEN TURNED DOWN BEFORE!
VISA* and MasterCard* the credit cards you
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Arts Entertainment
Play portrays struggles of Bowdoin alum
By Maggie Chartier
staff writer
The struggle of a suppressed people in the
early 1800s in America is an age old fight for
liberty, incorporatingmany trulygreatpeople
along the way. Bowdoin College's Masque
and Gown, the student drama group, depicts
the struggle ofone man, the abolitionist, jour-
nalist and first Black graduate of Bowdoin,
John Brown Russwurm, in its latest produc-
tion entitled "Freedom's Journeyman."
The life of John Russwurm, played by
Nelson Rodriguez 94, began in Jamaica. At
the age of 8hewas sent away to attend school
in Canada, never to return to his roots, and
eventually received his education in Maine.
Enteringontoa split-level stage,Rodriguez
begins with a speech which sets the mood for
the remainder of the production. Speaking at
theCommencementexercisesatBowdoin,he
states Russwurm's beliefs on the rise of mi-
norities, the rights and privileges they de-
serve and the liberty which is sorely lacking
in the society ofthe time. The play shows that
the views of Russwurm were not those of a
militant scapegoat attempting to lash out at
his oppressors, but rather were those of a
rational, thinking adult who recognized the
futility of such a revolt. Seeing beyond his
rage, he expressed his views as aptly as he
could through a small Black newspaper,
Freedom's Journal, published in a rather tough
neighborhood in New York City.
As the play carefully drifts from his life as
the editor/publisher of
Freedom's Journal, to his life as
the only student of color at a
very exclusive college, to his
position as the editor and su-
perintendent of education of
the Liberia Harold, the events
and contentions Russwurm
had to deal with were phe-
nomenal. Notpermitted to re-
side on campus with the rest
of his class, he lived at the
house of a local carpenter. He
was repeatedly berated and
practically run out of New
York for his beliefs on coloni-
zation and his refusal to be-
come a militant and violent
supporter of the Black cause.
Furthermore, he stoically en-
dured censorshipofhisworks.
He built up a stubborn wall of
self-protectionwhichwasaptly
conveyed by Rodriguez. supervision ofstage managerGeorgeRussell, Ansara, a Boston playwright. This play was
Throughout Russwurm's life mere were integrates extensive lighting techniques and commissioned by Bowdoin as a part of the
many people who supported him and pro- aptly coordinated ethnic music to further the year-long Bicentennial celebration.
Jorge Santiago *94 and Nelson Rodriguez ^4 rehearse "Freedom's Journeyman." Sherid«n KeUy/ftw*'oin Orient
vided him with new opportunities and, at dramatic and symbolic mood of the story.
times, oppositions—friends and confidants
like Susan Russwurm, his foster-mother
(played by Danielle Richardson '97), his mili-
tant friend and co-worker David Walker
(played by Jorge Santiago '94), his friend and
co-editor Mattie (played by Raissa Maynard
'96) and his wife, Sarah (played by Trinace
Nichols '97).
'Freedom'sJourneyman," under the direc-























Den't mNsN>phodc^ I lectra.' next weekend, March 1 1-
12 at 7:"'' p.m.. in the t i.1 1 Q. I u keN must he picked up in
k1\ cince. and aiva\ ailable at the ML. De^k Don't missout
mi tin- nvivdiblr student performance'
Through turmoil, struggle and the violent
suppression and laborious efforts of one of
the firstBlackcollegegraduatesever inAmeri-
can history, "Freedom's Journeyman," pro-
vides a background of disturbing conflicts
and frustrations in the fight of a people strug-
gling toovercome the racial and ethnic differ-
ences which have ruled their lives.
"Freedom's Journeyman," was written by
Robert C. Johnson, Jr. 71 and Amy Merril
Tomorrow night, Friday, March 4, at 8:30
p.m . in PickardTheater, the all-studentcast of
"Freedom'sJourneyman" will take you on an
unforgettable voyage through the life and
struggles of the first Black graduate of
Bowdoin. Additional performances with be
presented in Pickard on Saturday, March 5 at
8:30 p.m. andonSunday,March 6, at 2:00 p.m.
Free tickets are required and are available
at the M.U. Info Desk. For information, call
725-3375.
Women 's Week
March 7 - 15, 1994
Monday, March 7
7:00 p.m. Lecture/Performance: Author
Margy Bums Knight '76 and Justine
Deison, folk singer, will give a lecture and
performance entitled Telling Our Stories:
Exploring Culture and Gender in
Illustrated Books. " Lancaster Lounge,
Moulton Union. Sponsored by the
women's studies program, the Women's
Resource Center, the Children's Center
and the department of education.
Wednesday, March 9
International Women's Day
11:00 ajn.—2--00 p.m. Activism: Letter-
writing and Petition Table. Moulton
Union. Sponsored by the Bowdoin
Women's Association (BWA).
7:00 p.m. Ray: "Secrets." A one-act, one-
woman play by performance artist
Larraine Brown. Lancaster Lounge,
Moulton Union.
Thursday, March 10
7:30 p.m. Reading: Author Leslea
Newman gives a reading of Fiction and
Poetry which address Lesbianism and
Judaism. Kresge Auditorium, VAC.
Sponsored by the Bisexua 1, Cay and




2.00 p.m. Workshop: Writing workshop
exclusively for women by Leslea
Newman, based on her book "Writing
from the Heart: Inspiration and Exercises
for Women who Want to Write *
Lancaster Lounge, Moulton Union.
Sponsored by B-GLAD and the BWA.
Monday, March 14
8:00 p.m . Lecture: Jean Potuchek,
coordinator of women's studies and
assistant professor of sociology at
Gettysburg College presents "He Works,
She Works: Constructing the Web of
Gender. " Kresge Auditorium, VAC
Sponsored by the women's studies
program, the Women's Resource Center
and tile departments of sociology and
anthropology.
Tuesday, March 15
7:30 p.m. Lecture/Performance: Folk
singerJudy Gorman presents The
History of Women and Musk." Gibson
101. Sponsored by the BWA and SUC.
/
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A & E WEEK IN PREVIEW
March 4
8:00 p.m. Production: "Freedom's
Journeyman." Masque and Gown's theater
piece about the life and work of John
Brown Russwurm, Bowdoin's first black
alumnus. Pickard Theater, Memorial Hall.
Free ticket required for seating available at
the Information Desk, Moulton Union. (See
related article.)
9:00 p.m. Film: True Confessions."
Sponsored by the Bowdoin Film/Video
Society.
March 5
10O0 a.m.—5:00 p.m. Sale: Book Sale at the
Museum Shop. Twenty percent off all
books (some restrictions apply). Walker
Art Building. Sponsored by the Museum of
Art.
2:30 p.m. Show: Mini Skating Show.
Dayton Arena. No admission.
8:30 p.m. Production: "Freedom's
Journeyman." See Above.
9:00 p.m. Film: "Bad Lieutenant." Kresge
Auditorium, VAC. Sponsored by the
Bowdoin Film/Video Society.
March 6
2:00 p.m. Production: "Freedom's
Journeyman." See above.
2:00 p.m.—5:00 p.m. Sale: Book sale at the
Museum Shop. See above.
2:15 p.m. Gallery Talk: "James Bowdoin
Ill's Mineral Specimens and the Cleaveland
Cabinet." Walker Art Building. Sponsored
by the Museum of Art.
March 7
7:00 p.m. Film: Tinzan (A Dance for the
Heroes)." Beam Classroom, VAC. Co-
sponsored by the department of history in
conjunction with history 242 and 267.
March 8 /
1230pjn.—lJ0^p.mM?re»entation.
"Spanning the Globe : Insight Into
International Buisness." Conference Room,
2nd floor, Moulton Union. Sponsored by
Career Services. Student should sign up by
noon, March 7, in the Office of Career
Services.
6:00 p.m. Film: "Melvm and Howard."
Smith Auditorium, Sills Hall. Sponsored by
the department of film studies.
8:00 p.m. Film: 'Les Mistons." Smith
Auditorium, Sills Hall. Sponsored by the
department of film studies.
8:30 p.m. Fifan: The 400 Blows." Smith
Auditorium, Sills Hall. Sponsored by the
department of film studies.
March 9
4:00 p.m—5:00 p.m. Bicentenn tial State
Your Future Is In Washington.
The I.i'iiif Waslihioloii University's Mill Summer Sessions
Advance Your Career. Advance to Washington This Summer.
Maximize Your Career Potential with Special
Summer Programs
• Prevention of Terrorism
• Historical Archaeology
• History in the Media
• Sport & Event Management
• Tropical Marine Biology
Spend this summer learning in the worlds most
stimulating city. The 1994 Summer Sessions at The
George Washington University offer over 500
courses covering 60 different areas of study.
Enjoy the Resources of the Notion's Capital
I>ocated just four blocks from the White House and
adjacent to the World Bank, GW's campus is within
walking distance of the U.S. State Department, the
Smithsonian, and many other prestigious institutions.
Meet the Movers and the Shakers
You'll not only learn from The George Washington
University's distinguished faculty, but will also meet
government and corporate leaders, cabinet members,
heads of government agencies, Capitol Hill staffers,
association directors, and corporate executives, who are
often seminar leaders, guest lecturers, and part-time
faculty. Opportunities for internships in prominent D.C.













Choose from a Variety of Options
at The George Washington University
Two main 6-week sessions: May 1 1 - June 22 and
June 27 - August 8. Plus sessions ranging from one-
week field sessions to 13-week seminars.
For More Information,
Call 202-994-6360
or mail or fax the
coupon below.
Jhe
My Future Is in Washington This Summer!
Please rush me the following information:
LI 1994 Summer Sessions Bulletin with course
descriptions, special programs. Study Abroad
programs, schedules, and registration information.
LI GW's Year-round Undergraduate Programs
J GW's Year-round Graduate Programs









Reran coaprcted Torn to:
The George Washington University, 1994 Summer Sessions
2121 Eye Street, NW, Washington, DC 20052
FAX (202)994-9133.
The Oorge Washington University is an equal opportunity institution.
House Reception: Remarks by Bowdoin
President Robert H. Edwards, Maine
Governor John R. McKernan Jr., Speaker of
the Maine House of Representatives Dan
Gwadosky, President of the Maine Senate
Dennis Dutremble and Chair of the
Bicentennial Merton G. Henry. Hall of
Flags, Maine State House, Augusta.
6:00 p.m. Film: "Les Mistons." See above.
&30 p.m. Flim: The 400 Blows." See above.
7:30 p.m.—930 pan. Film: "Ivan's
Childhood." In Russian with English
subtitles. Beam Classroom, Visual Arts
Center. Sponsored by the Department of
Russian.
830 p.m. Film: "Melvin and Howard." See
above.
9:00 p.m. Film: "Orlando." Sponsored by






Most of usdonotconsider children'sbooks
to be an important medium for conveying
significant themes and stimulating intellect,
but don't be fooled: children's books can be
serious, challenging and dynamic. Margy
BurnsKnight '76 introduces her child readers
todifferentculturesbyexploringareasaround
the world. Knight will present 'Telling Our
Stories: Exploring Culture and Gender in Il-
lustrated Books" on Monday, March 7, at 7:00
p.m. in Lancaster Lounge. Accompanying
Knight will be Justine Denison, a folk singer
and farmer from Bowdoinham, Maine.
Denison will perform songs from an anthol-
ogy of music she has collected to follow
Knight's "Who Belongs Here?" This presen-
tation is sponsoredbytheWomen'sResource
Center, the women's studies program,
Children's Center and the education depart-
mentas partofWomen's Week 1994,and will
be followed by a book signing with the au-
thor.
Knighthaswritten twobooks, in collabora-
tion with illustrator Anne Sibley O'Brien,
entitled "Talking Walls" and "Who Belongs
Here?" In "Talking Walls" Knight presents
different culturesby exploring walls around
the world—the Great Wall of China, a Taos
pueblo inNewMexicoand Nelson Mandela 's
prison walls in South Africa. Knight and
O'Brien depict the consequences that walls
createforpeoplewhoaredividedand unified
bymem. "Who Belongs Here?" is a presenta-
tion of the American melting pot told by the
story of a Cambodian refugee boy who faces
prejudice at school. Readers are encouraged
to examine the complex entanglement of rac-
ism, mulriculturalism and immigration quo-
tas. Knight also conveys the importance of
using one'sown life experience and heritage
in interpreting these key themes. Bydoing so,
a reader can develop self-reflective habits
and learn how to maintain his or her own
inner world. If readers are presented with
persuasive writing about such events and
ideas, they may develop abilities to draw out
implications and skills of expression.
Knight has also written activity guides to
complementeach book,whichintroduce chil-
dren to inventive ideas and resources for
building on the concepts she introduces.
Knight is presently writing her third book
Please see KNIGHT, page 7.
L
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Author Leslia Newman who will speak on Thursday. Mwy Vazquez The
HAllthor,AuthonTheCreator He*"* Inspiration and Exercises For Women
_r . i i_u 1 Who WantTo Write" on Friday, March 11, atOf a Controversial Children's 2:00 p.m. in Lancaster Lounge
book (yep, that's right) Will Newman is the author of 15 books, includ-
ing poetry, short stories, children'sbooksand
non-fiction. One of her children's books,
"Heather Has Two Mommies," has been a
source of unexpected and fierce controversy
in New York City. It was adopted into the
schools' "Children of the Rainbow" curricu-
lum which aims to raise respect and aware-
ness for minority groups. Outraged parents
protested the inclusion of the book in the
... . curriculum on the grounds that it promoted
Writer Leste, Newmanwul 1be giving a homosexuality/ and the^ debate
reading of fiction and poetry which address brou^t^ book^^ mediaJ^
^
lesbiamsmandjudaism on Thursday, March ^^^ Two Mommies« is written
), at I ) p.m m Kresge Auditonum. She is from ^^^^ of a young girl living
speak about her experiences




National poetry contest announced
The National Library of Poetry has an-
nounced that $12,000 in prizes will be
awarded this year to over 250 poets in the
North American Open Poetry Contest. The
deadline for the contest is March 31, 1994.
The contest is open to everyone and entry is
FREE.
Any poet, whether previously published
or not, can be a winner. Everypoem entered
also has a chance to be published in a deluxe,
hardbound anthology.
To enter, send ONE original poem, any
subject and any style, to The National Li-
brary of Poetry, 11419 Cronridge Dr., P.O.
Box 704-YF, Owings Mills,MD 21117. The
poem should be no more than 20 lines, and
the poet's name and address should ap-
pearon the top of the page. Entries mustbe
postmarked by March 31, 1994. A new
contest opens April 1, 1994.
SPRING BREAK- From $299 Includes:
Air, 7 nights Hotel, Transfers, Parties and
More! Nassau/Paradise Island, Cancun,
Jamaica, San Juan. Earn FREE trip plus
commissions as our campus rep! 1-800-
9-BEACH-l
with a lesbian couple and shows how she
attempts to confront some of the difficulties
facingsuch families. Newmanwrotethebook
in 1989, after shewas approached by a friend
whowanted her towrite a book her daughter
could relate to. Newman did research, but
was unable to find any children's books which
catered to theneeds of lesbian mothers After
writing "Heather Has Two Mommies," she
discovered that no publishing company
would publish the book, so she and a friend
"I thought if I have to single-
handedly prove that you can be a
writer and not have to do something
else, then that's what I'll do.
"
—Leslea Newman
published the first edition. "HeatherHasTwo
Mommies " isone of the few children's books
on tiie market which offers a positive picture
of homosexuality in America.
Newman believes that it is important for
books to validate the experiences of their
readers. As a child she felt the lack of books
which spoke about her life: "Growing up as a
Jew in the '50s and '60s, there was no book for
me," she said. She is a strong believer in
literature's power to educate. Although she
hasgained a great deal ofattention because of
the controversy surrounding "Heather," she
had established herself as a poet and novelist
of great strength long before its publication.
Newman is a prolific writer whose con-
cerns include topics as diverse as eating
disorders, Judaism and mother-daughter re-
lationships
.Oneof the mostremarkable things
about her is her determination, evident since
she was a young woman, when she first ex-
pressed her desire to be a writer. Once she
had decided that she wanted to be a writer,
she went about discrediting everyone who
told her that her aspirations were impossible.
She said, "I thought if I have to single-
handedly prove that you can be a writer and
not have to do something else, then that's
what I'll do."
"Mary and Miralda" by Zoe Amos.
Photo of the Week
KNIGHT
Continued from page 6.
and travels to schools to conduct workshops
with groups of students and teachers.
Born in Villanova, Pennsylvania, Knight
graduated from Bowdoin College in 1976.
She spent two years in the Peace Corps in
Benin, Africa, and spentan additional year in
Switzerland teaching English before moving
to Winthrop, Maine. Knight has taught social
studies and English as a Second Language;
she has accumulated more than 12 years ex-
perience in the classroom. She continues to
teach English to foreign-born students from
Cambodia, Vietnam, China, Afganistan, Po-
land and Uganda.
Knight demonstrates that children's books
are an important means of introducing con-
cepts, conveying messages and activating the
imagination. Children are not the only ones
who can learn from Knight's messages—her
perceptions of culture and socialization can
bereadilyapplied tothe"adult" world. Knight
calls upon us to "cultivate thechildwithin"—
to remember a time when the world was a
new place of exploration for us all.
WHO THE HELL IS WINGS
HAUSER AND JUST HOW
MANY MOVIES HAS HE
MADE?!
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By Sheridan Kelley and Matthew Brown
If you could "make-out" in Hawthorne




Fifth floor of the stacks next to "The Art
of Knotting and Splicing."
DAWN DEMEO '94
Durham, Connecticut
Right in that new computer lab because,
hey, what the hell else are you going to do
while you are waiting for a computer?
KIRK MATTSON '96
Arhtur's Seat, Scotland





On top of the skylight in front of the
lobby. It would attract quite a crowd
below!
r REGAN BERKLEY '97
Santa Rosa, California
Dangling from the rafters on the sixth
floor of the stacks.
BRIDGET CHRISTIANO '96
Holden, Massachusetts
On top of the photocopier so that the
memory will last and last
TED GILBERT '95
Brunswick, Maine
Underneath the Red Fossils.
JONCmOME'95
Atkinson, New Hampshire
I'd lodge myself between the magazine
racks near the "Journal of Higher
Education."
j.




Journal Entry: May 9, Cusqo, Peru t
Hostal Suecia: From the Balcony
So slow, everything drifting by- three songs ago I sat
down. Two stories up, on the balcony. Rough boards
beneath me. Iron railing around. Watching the sun on
tiled roofs. Flowingdown theirpeaks.Roundedceramics
tight set against the rain. Overlapping. Cracking with
old moss, dead in the light. Blue sky lights up swallows
spinningby. Wispsofair. Cold face.Connecting though ts
drifting. Darkened room. There arebarson thewindow.
Bars on the wall. On my face. Shadows Here come the
clouds. Settling down heavy over the hills. Swallowing
the sun. Me with it. All of the trees are gone. Lightning
stroke of an axe. Barren hills of short green. Falling
slowly inside. Straining under the weight of winter
rains...Looking below. Long stone alley. Narrow. Tight
closed with small doors locked shut. I can see over the
walls. Small red geraniums. Green leaves in terra-cotta
pots. Spilling over the sides. In the frail light, struggling
to be green. To flourish in spots not meant to have
flowers. Looping. Collapsing, over telephone wires.
Carrying everyone to someone else...Rolled up jean.
Bluedenim cuffed above the ankle. Casual amble up the
alley. Beer inhand. Sleep ahead. Stumbling slightly. The
weight of the afternoon. 339. House numbers. Black on
blue tile. Set at eye level. On cracking plaster next to the
door. A knock. Door opens. Closes. ..Another figure.
Faded khaki jacket. Brim hat. In his forties. Grey pants.
Blue shirt Thick shoes. Leather. Slow walk. Red flower
tuckedneatlyin.Face set.Lines tracingyears.IfsMothers
Day. Whole world is smiling...Blue sedan rattles up the
alley. Ignores one way sign. Backs back down. More
slowly mis time. Something dragging. Muffler? Crackle
of the radio. I can hear it. Salsa shaking the windshield.
Cracked. Silver hood ornament. A woman. Wings.
Behind the window. Dull glare of sun glasses .. The bars
are blue. So are the doors. White walls of plaster. Blue
trim. Stone steps with green plants. Glass ceiling.
Skylights are everywhere. The laundry comes. I had
forgotten. Everything wraps around. Woven together.
The bars. The wires. The lights..An old man shuffling
downhill.Tweedand wool. Grey. Nocaneyet. Years old
stability. Prideful back. Straight. Hunched at top. Small
dog. Trotting at feet.
Caused us to question...
Pictures
Scenes
Glimpses of lives not myown
To the Editor,
We areresponding to the recent rash ofprotestsbywomen
who feel theneed to declare their solidarity with the "Report
on the Status of Women at Bowdoin." Personally we are
agreed, as male students at Bowdoin, mat such experiences
are not unique to females and consequently should not be
presented as such. Forwe toohaveexperienced a series ofso-
called, uncomfortable "obstacles" at Bowdoin which at one
time caused us much aggravation and undue distress.
Assophomores,we all lived off-campus with some friends
ofourswhowere both olderand more secure than ourselves
.
We wanted very badly to be a part of their older 'clique,' so
to speak, but we always felt left out due to our age and
frequent inability to relate to our Junior and Senior
housemates.Theexperienceweareabout to recollectoccurred
repeatedly during that year and still leaves us with a bitter
taste when we look back on the otherwise quite pleasant
experiences of that year.
This experience involves ourselves and one of our older
housemates who, for the sake of anonymity, we will simply
call
"J.J.". It all began late one night after much heavy
drinking— isn't that always the case—when our friend and
housemate,
"J.J., suddenly dropped his pants, thereby
exposing himself to us and urging us to do the same. Seeing
thatwe were taken aback by both his surprising action and
unusual request, he declared matter-of-factly. "What's the
problem?" a question to which we did not know how to
respond. Notwanting to offendourolder friend,wedeclared,
for lack of a better excuse, that we were extremely tired and
simplywanted togo tobed.Tomisheresponded quizzically,
beckoning us to remain and join in the "festivities."
Normally such an action, we have all agreed, would have
caused us to immediately question the parameters of our
relationship with the other person in question. However,
havingenormous respectandadmiration for
"JJ. "wesimply
resigned ourselves to ignoring thisone isolated incidentand
proceed as we had been up to mat point. Still, the question
remained in our minds, "How should we have reacted to
such a clear violation of our personal space and emotional
well-being?" To mis question we could only respond that
due to the circumstances and the relative position of power
and influence wielded by our friend, we had no alternative
but to act as we did. Nevertheless, after this incident our
friend repeatedly, unpredictably, and moreover, soberly
accosted us inasimilarfashion,attempting to elicita reciprocal
response. Needless to say, we considered this quite a "deep
disturbance" andwouldhave said something a t the time ifnot
for the influences of peer pressure and the overwhelming
need for acceptance.
We don't write this in spite or in anger. We all agree that
such instances are not only more common in the case of
women, but also potentially more severe. Nevertheless, we
still feel theneed tomakeourown uncomfortable experiences
known in order to show that sexual harassment is not merely
a female concern, but a widespread problem affecting many






Tom Leung's essay of 1/28/94 ("Bicentennial Boxer
Shorts...") raised a basic point which needs special emphasis.
Bowdoin needs funds for a variety of projects, but the most
important category for new monies is faculty salaries in my
view. I suspect we all realize there will have to be a major
capital campaign very soon to meet Bowdoin's several needs
and it behooves the planners for such to place staff salaries
and improved faculty/student ratios at the head of the list.
Bowdoin's greatest presidents—Hyde and Sills—certainly
stressed theimportance ofteachingand dose student/ faculty
ties as theessenceof theBowdoinwhichwasTHE outstanding
liberal arts college of the first half of the century. It would be
helpful if the fund raisers for the coming century would take
their cue from those of the last century in this vital matter. Mr.
Leung's closing comment ("...(better) to have several brilliant
professors in a few overworked buildings...") brings to mind
(dare I use thisexample?) PresidentJamesGa rfield'scomment
that the greatest education came when the Williams students
of the late nineteenth century were on one end of the log and
Mark Hopkins (then a Williams President) was on the other.
Now to the business of raising $100,000,000 for the 21st
century Bowdoin!!
Sincerely,
Roland L. O'Neal '59
Ah, The Grand Month ofFebruary Views piocn iheCouch
you like a large popcorn and drink for 50 cents more?" Sure,
what's $20.50 vs $20.00 for all that extra food? I'll come back
for Turns halfway through the movie.
By Brian Sung
I wonder, every once in a while, who created the calendar.
It doesn't keep me up at night, but it's just one of those things
mat floats through my head. Until the second month of the
year rolls around. Then I begin to hate the person who came
up with this black sheep of a month. No one is motivated or
happy . Theonlygoodthing thathaseverhappened inFebruary
happened this yearwhen Wendy'sopenedupnear Wal-Mart.
It's not even a real month, it falls two, three days short.
February gets its revenge by giving us two, three days of sun
.
Even the weather hates February. The snow is dirtier, the
wind is colder, and the hail hurts mat much harder... my
country, or my column, for the head of the person who came
up with February.
There is no longer walk than the Tower to Sills hike at 7:59.
In driving sleet
One thing I've always been a sucker for is "super-size." I
mink we all know what I'm talking about- we're all helpless
in the face of it. "Super-sizing it" is getting a 64 oz. Slurpee for
only 12 more cents man a 28 oz. Slurpee. Hoo-ha! 36 more
ounces of fluid for 12 cents. I buy it, than feel like a complete
moron when I end up in the bathroom for the rest of thenight You've got to marvel the heating system on mis campus
Same concept applies at movie theater concessions. "Would during the winter. You want 30 or 90 in your room?
Could the people who designed the Farley Field House
please step forward? I'm sure Farley is one of the premier
track and field/ swimming facilities in the country, but I have
one question- how did all ofyou design a field house without
a weight room? Everyone who works out there is pleased,
though, with the converted storage room and eighteenth
century weights. I've also heard rave reviews about our
exemplary exercisebikes and stairmasters.Good thing they're
so sturdy and never break down.
Nothing is more depressing than seeing all your friends
turn 21 while you're still getting carded for tobacco products.
Ice beer. This confuses me. Brewing the beer, then freezing
it below thirty-two degrees, until ice crystals form, and then
thawing itout for the public to drink results in a better tasting
beer? Doesn't this just give you super-skunked beer? I guess
mis is the same principal as dry-brewing. "Dry-brewed so
mat there's no aftertaste." This is all above my head. Beer is
beer. There's good beer and bad beer. Don't confuse me with
"ice"and "dry." Molson, Budweiser, Labbat's. . .theirmarkering
directors are getting shiftier and shiftier. If it ain't broke, don't
fix it.
February stinks. Thank God for March.
<^K_
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"The College exercises no control over the content of the
writings contained herein, and neither it, nor thefaculty,
assumesanyrespmsMityJortheviewsexpressedherein. *
Letter Policy
The Bowdoin Orient welcomes letters from all of our readers.
Letters must be received by 6 p.m. Tuesday to be published the
same week, and must include a phone number where the author
of the letter may be reached. All letters must be signed by the
original author (s) of the piece.
Letters should address the Editor, and not a particular
individual. The Bowdoin Orient will not publish any letter the
Editors judge to be an attack on an individual's character or
personality.
The Bowdoin Orient is published weekly while classes are held
during Fall and Spring semesters by the students of Bowdoin
College, Brunswick, Maine.
The policies of The Bowdoin Orient are determined by the
Bowdoin Publishing Company and the Editors. The weekly
editorials express the views of a majority of the Editors, and are
therefore published unsigned. Individual Editors are not
necessarily responsible for, orinagreement with, the policiesand
editorials of the Bowdoin Orient.
The Bowdoin Orient reserves the right to edit any and all
articles and letters.
Address all correspondence to the Bowdoin Orient, 12
Cleaveland St, Brunswick, Maine, 0401 1. Our telephonenumber
is (207) 725 -3300
The Lessons of St. Scholastica
In the St. Scholastica's Day Riot in
1355, the students and townspeople of
Oxford rose in bloody confrontation
to settle a fundamental dispute that
revolved around the relationship of
,he University to the town. After three
aays ofrebellionresulting in thedeaths
of hundreds of rioters, the local
government issued theultimatum that
the laws and regulations of the
University are superior to those of the
town and that acts in violation of these
laws are a violation of the University's
standards. In this one act of legislation,
the Administration established the
precedent that the University and its
students were superior to the town;
that the students were deemed of
higher worth than any of the
townspeople. This line of thought, a
line based on overt intellectual
arrogance, seems to have infected the
small colleges oftoday. The intangible
wall of separation bitterly dividing
the residentfrom the student is lurking
in the "idyllic New England town"
and leads one to question the potency
ifnot overall effectiveness of the myth
of the Common Good.
Assembled in front of the State of
Maine legislature on Wednesday,
March 9th, President Edwards will
"paytribute to thehistoric tiesbetween
the College and the State of Maine."
The reception will focus primarily on
the College's role in the sphere of local
influence while at the same time




reaches out to embrace the "Common
Good." The glorious pomp and
circumstance of this ceremony takes
place inwhat is otherwise a frightening
backdrop: the homeless helplessly
wander the streets ofBrunswickwhile
theTedford Shelterhas seen a decrease
in the amount ofvolunteers. When the
B.A.C.S set up a table in the Tower to
inspire interest in community service,
very few people- signed up, while
others passed with a smirk on their
face at the prospect of voluntary
community service. The Bath
Children's home is in dire need of
volunteers, while other local Maine
organizations need all the help they
can in aiding the sick, infirmed and
elderly through the winter. While
toasting the Common Good, we pass
the opportunityforcommunityservice
with a smirk on our face and fail to
genuinely immerse ourselves in local
affairs.
In all the meetings, lectures and
interviews amongst the Governing
Board thisweekend, notone ofthem is
devoted to the town ofBrunswick. The
plight ofthe homeless, theproblems of
the Bath's Children's Home, the
decrease in volunteers at the Tedford
shelter are all being swept under the
rug as the GoverningBoards raise their
hopes in praise of two-hundred years
of the "Common Good." To whom
does this Common Good benefit? Are
we really serving theneeds ofthe local
community?Arewe fulfillingourduty
as a college and an "Institution of
Higher learning" in the quest for the
Common Good? We are, indeed,
behind thefluidcommunal interaction
of the European University system.
The joy of this system rests in the
intimate connection the College feels
to the town. Ironically, Oxford, today,
contains one of the best forms of
community-student interaction. At
Oxford, there is no official campus.
The University's "forty independent
colleges" arescatteredthroughthe city
with the libraryand laboratoriesmixed
in with the residents of the city. The
University of St. Andrews in Scotland
and the University of Bristol in
southern England all conform to this
city/university interaction that traces
the progress of one as necessarily
dependent upon the other. In
comparison to present-day Oxford, it
seems that we ultimately rest atop a
hill, secluded from the rest ofthe town
of Brunswick, labeling the term
"community" to mean only those
individuals contained within a very
small campus. . i
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hallmark anb tlje J&eto Votabnlavp
by Nicole Devarenne
Ifs the thought that counts, right? Homemade gifts are the
best, right? We were all told these things as children, usually
at mat lovely point beforewe decided that pocket moneywas
important and beforewe learned that it is necessary to give in
order to receive. I read an Enid Blyton book once about
a magical world where there was a tree with presents
growing on it and the only way you could have one of
them was to be given it by someone else. The selfish
character in the book tried to get a present for himself
and failed, humiliatingly, while all the other children
came away satisfied, oozing positive reinforcement
It is into this world of token give-and-take that
Hallmark pushes its paper-decorated pastel-colored
head. Out of touch with someone you knew once and
haven't written to in years? Out of sorts with a parent,
a sibling, a relative, a friend? Unsure of how to tell
someone you care about him/her? Eager to establish a
new relationship with someone you hardly know?
Want to express thanks, regrets, support,
congratulations? Do it with Hallmark.
In the world of the microwave and the quick fix it is
frighteningly appropriate matwe use greeting cards to
tell people how we feel about them. The greeting card
sets straight all confusions. It is unambiguous. It
expressessomethingwe'd all like tobeabletosay forourselves,
ifwe had the means, or the gall. It has a bravery all its own. It
does nothave to stand in the shadows of theheart itprofesses
itsown truth, proscribed foritbysome littlepersonsomewhere
who has become as lifeless as it is.
Our lives are swamped with clichesJs it any surprise that
after having read countless greeting cards, watched any
number of "Melrose Place" and "Beverly Hills, 90210"
episodes, listened to thousands of songlines varying so
minimally from each other, mat we hear ourselves speaking
in formulae? That we can complete our friend's sentences?
That we can predict, plan or otherwise rehearse a verbal
response to any situation in which we might find ourselves?
It is no wonder we are so numb.
Human interactions are becoming less and less sincere.
When you can say anything you need to say with words
someone elsewrote, what's thepoint in makingupyourown?
I think the problem's deeper than Hallmark. The older the
English language gets, the more we put down on paper, the
less is out there still to be said. True: language acquires more
language. New vocabularies emerge out ofnew technologies
and possibilities. We take words from other languages as we
learn them. Language multiplies, but doesn't it also
homogenize? Isn't our language becoming just a little bit like
the English of "Nineteen-eighty-four": regimented,
scientific, reductive? AfterFreudand deconstructionism
how can we -possibly find mystery in language
anymore? It has become just a puzzle to be deciphered:
a tricky riddle. Every unit stands for something: every
unit can be justified, explained, and then, cast off. Even
poetry, one ofour last great mysteries, can be treated in
this way. Honestly: do we love poets because they are
gods to us or do we love them because we feel good
whenwe can figure them out?Dowe encourage people
to hide themselves in words just so we can ferret out
their meanings? Poetry resists cliche: that is one of the
few definitions we have for it. Poetry hides itself in
newness, in the sweet originality we crave and seem to
have surrendered. But what are we doing to it? Arewe
submitting it to our own agenda? Are we preserving it
so that we can tell ourselves that there is one place left
inviolate when we have already violated it?
J.G. Ballard wrote that we are living inside an
enormous novel. The pages of this novel are the pages
of the twentieth century: two-dimensional television images,
billboards, greeting cards, newspapers, other novels. There does
not seem to be a wayout I suppose it's purely individual. Each of
usmustdowhateverheorshecandotoresisttherelent]esspn)bing,
recapture wildness, and find what originality there is.
What Constitutes Art? ByKefeiu
Last week, I went to two events during the Bicentennial
Celebration of the Arte. One was the speech of John
Frohnmeyer (former chairman of the NEA), the other the
panel discussion of a groupd artists and Frohnmeyer the
next night Neitr^hascMtvinoedmemattfwNEAdesecves
its funding of $175 million a year; neither has reasonably
justified why modem art deserves any funding at all.
Of the arts through the ages, modem art of the 20th
century is my least favorite. It is a form of art with much
originality (ifyou can call it mat), but little substance. I will
always remember the two sculptures by the French artist
Marcel Duchamp. One is called "The Fountain," mis
"sculpture" is in fact a toilet. Bought from a hard-ware
store, TheFountain" (the toilet)was then exhibited without
anydecorationorenhancement. Itsname alonewas original
enough to propel this art piece and Duchamp himself to
fame.(Themeaningof"TheFountain"isstiDuncleartome.
If I am not mistaken, it is supposed to show that an object
can perform other functions than that which accords with
itsname—i.e.the "toilet" not onlycan beusedasa toilet but
alsoasa fountain.) Duchamp'sotherfamouswork is entitled
"The Snowshovel." And it is just a regular snowshovel
boughtfromperhaps thesame store. (Ineverdid remember
the meaning of this work, but Iam sure that ithasone since
it is in almost every textbook.) Theeconomy is in recession,
the arts are receiving additional funding from the
government. Did theFrench governmentpayDuchamp for
The Fountain" and "The Snowshovel"? If it did, were the
French angry?Or maybe the French peoplehavebetter taste
than I do, and they treasured the artist as a part of their own
culture. Maybe theyaremore sophisticated than I am...
Maybe Iam not a good judge of art. Maybe I should defer
tothe fansand theexperts. Apparently,oneofFrohnmeyer's
roommatesincollegewasaKandinskyaficionado.Looking
at a print ofKandinsky, heclaimedmateverydayhewould
discover somethingnew in thecomposition.Frohnmeyer's
other roommate, men, in helping with his "liberal
education," added more fines to the poster with color
markers everyday. The first roommate suspected nothing,
only saw new magic of Kandinsky appearing before his
eyes. Frohnmeyer told this story on Wednesday night in
defense oi the contemporary arts. If Kandmsky's own fans
even misinterpret his works, how are we regular people
supposed to understand it?
Onarecentepisodeof"MurphyBrown,"MurphyBrown
takes herbaby'sdoodlingand puts it inanexpensiveframe.
She then exhibits mis "work" in a gallery along with the
works of real contemporary artists. She (ben asks two
famew artmtics for theiropiiucns. The fm^
wasm effect messy and incoherent and that hewould not
be surprised if itcame from thehandsofa chikk The second
critic, however, praises the work most lavishly. She also
disparagesthe first critic for failing to recognize the "Caribbean
form" ofartMeanwhile, this "painting" is soldfor $2,000.The
buyer says mat any work that can generate mis much debate
between these critics is worth that much.
If television tends to exaggerate and be biased, then judge
for yourself these passages from the textbook used in Art
History 101 (Read them in a stilted British accent for added
effects).Onepassagereads: "OvalForum flawlesslysynthesizes
painting and sculpture, Surrealist biomorphism and organic
abstraction, moldingofspaceand shaping mass... .(it) reduces
thenatural shapeofanegg to a timeless ideal that has thelucid
perfectionofa classicalhead,yettheelementalexpressiveness
ofthefaceofaprimitivemask." Another describesa work that
wascreated by first throwing torn bits ofpapers up in the air,
and then taping mem to a larger piece of paper "...(The
papers)werearranged 'according to the laws ofchance) ...The
artist's task, he believed, was to 'court the Muse of Chance/
eliciting from her what he called 'organic concretions'..."
How did art become so hard to understand? Art used to be
paintingsofmonarchs, religiousfigures,orcommonpeople—
and depiction's of Biblical and pastoral scenes, beautiful
landscapes and historical events. Now it is a toilet bowl or a
snowshovel, and a picture of lines and dots (sometimes not
even that Malevich's "Black Quadrilateral" is merely a black
squareon a whitepaper). Anyonewho looks at a Greek statue,
a Renaissance or an Impressionist painting will find himself
appreciating, ifhotunderstanding diework. But I suspectthat
a common man who visits tile Museum of Modern Art will
often be puzzled by the sheer esoteric simplicity and
randomness of someworks, and be offended by the sacrilege
and obscene sexuality in others. Frohnmeyer said mat art
raises people's spirits. No, not modern art. It shocks one's
spirit and debases it
Art used to be a common man's enjoyment now it is an
elite'sgame.TheregularJoedoesnotgototheMoMA because
he neither understands its art nor appreciates it. Yet he cannot
decidewherehisown taxmoney goes. That decision is leftup
to the artists' own "peers"—the so-called "artists" who
appreciate their works. One of the panelists on Thursday
nighthad not sold a painting in 25 years. I would have kicked
myself out of the business after 5 years because I would know
I am bad at it. But enough of his "peers" liked his works for
him to be funded by the NEA. His peers would not BUY his
works themselves, of course, but they would pay him with
public money.
As the artist's wife pointed out NEA's funding of $175
million a year comes out to 68 cents per person, which is not
much. But men again, if Christians' Children's Fund has it
right that in a third world country, "25 cents a day can save a
child's life."How many children will $175 million save?
3Co tlje J^eaben* \)t pomteb,
JBibtmtp Ije gutbeb,
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The men's basketball team finished off a
strong and exciting season with a tough loss
at Colby last Saturday. With the loss, the
team's record dropped to 13-9, just a couple
wins shy of earning a playoff berth.
The Polar Bears travelled to Waterville on
Saturday night to try to complete a season
sweep of the White Mules, who are the top-
ranked team in New England Division III.
The Bears fought hard to stay close early in
the contest, and when Alex Arata '96 hit a free
throw 12 minutes into the game, Bowdoin
was only down by seven (27-20). Then the
bottom fell out. Colby proceeded to finish the
half with a 23-7 run to send the Bears to the
lockerroom facing a devastating 50-27deficit.
At the beginning of the second half, the
interest of the Bowdoin fans that made the
trip switched from the game as a whole to the
scoring of co-captain Nick Browning '95.
Browning went into the game just 17 points
shy of becoming only the 1 2 th player to score
1000 points in his Bowdoin career. He had
managed nine in the first 20 minutes, leaving
him just four hoops away when the second
half began. He hit two free throws and two
reverse layups in the first three minutes of
play to bring him within two. Then, Chad
Rowley '97 stole the ball at the mid-court
stripe and passed the ball to Browning as he
cut to the hoop. Browning took one dribble,
went up and slammed the ball through the
hoop to get his 1000th point in style. He also
beat Colby junior standout Matt Gaudet to
the 1000-point mark by several points, not to
mention the half-season that Browning missed
his first-year due to injury.
The game remained in Colby's control for
most of the half. With five and a half minutes
remaining in thecontest, the WhiteMules still
led by the halftime margin of 23 (80-57).
Browning and Arata then took charge in an
attempt to pull the Bears close enough to
make things interesting. In a two minute
stretch, Arata had a three pointer and a
conventional threepointplay,whileBrowning
had three free throws, a fadeaway jumper
and another huge dunk. This dual effort
quickly brought Bowdoin to within 1 1 points
(81-70) with over three minutes remaining.
Themomentum continued in Bowdoin 's favor
as Jason Kirck '96 stole the ball, drove to the
hoopandappeared todraw the foul.However,
the officials whistled Kirck for a controversial
offensive foul which seemed to knock the
wind out of the Polar Bears's sails. The Mules
were just too tough down the stretch, hitting
another three in addition to ten straight foul
shots to finish the Bears off, 98-80.
Browning led Bowdoin with a season-high
35 points. Arata added 19, while Kirck and
Rowley each handed out five assists.
"The team hasworked extremelyhard and
we've gotten a lot ofvery good performances
from a lotofdifferentpeople," said coachTim
Cilbride in summarizing what he termed "a
very fun season." He continued, "A lot of
young players have really stepped up, and
we've gotten some outstanding leadership
from Elijah [Whitehead '94] and Nick both."
The season was especially satisfying in that it
featured a thrilling upset victory at home
against Colby and a share of the CBB title.
The Polar Bears were consistently led all
unfortumteh; this is where
people are putting
too many retirement dollars.
Every year, a lot of people make a
huge mistake on their taxes. They
don't take advantage of tax deferral and
wind up sending Uncle Sam money they
could be saving for retirement.
Fortunately, that's a mistake you can
easily avoid with TIAA-CREF SRAs.
SRAs not only ease your current tax-
bite, they ofler a remarkably easy way
to build retirement income—especially
for the "extras'* that your regular pension
and Social Security benefits may not
cover. Because your contributions are
made in before-tax dollars, you pay less
taxes now. And since all earnings on
vour SRA are tax-deferred as well, the
money you don't send to Washington
works even harder for you. Down the
road, that can make a dramatic difference
in your quality of life.
What else makes SRAs so special?
A range of allocation choices—from the
guaranteed security of TIAA to the
diversified investment accounts of
CREF's variable annuity—all backed
by the nations number one retirement
system.
Why write off the chance for a more
rewarding retirement? Call today and
learn more about how TIAA-CREF
SRAs can help you enjoy many
happy returns.
X
Benefit nowfrom tax deferral. Call our SRA hotline 1 800-842-2733, act. 8016.
Ensuring the future
for those who shape itT
CHEF crrttfualfj are oulribuleo" by TIAA-CREF litJtvumalamJ liulUutttmml Service/. For more complete mformalum. imhuhtui ebaryej ami) exfemjcj,
call I &00-842-271>, ext. SOU for a projpectuj Rent) lie projpeclus carefully before you tnvcjl ormm money y
year by the outstanding play of Browning.
His performance on the season has earned
him a spot on the American Association of
Coaches New England All-Star second team.
Browning averaged 23.4 points and 9.5
rebounds and was named State of Maine
Player of the Week once and anECAC Honor
Roll member three times.
Arata had a great year, averaging 14 points
and five rebounds per game. First-year
starting guard Rowley scored 10.1 points per
game while dishing out an average of 3.1
assists and swiping 1.9 steals per game.
Starting at the other guard position, Kirck
added 6.4 points on 41.3% shooting from
behind the three point arc. Kirck also handed
out 2.8 assists per game.
Off the bench, Bowdoin got many great
performancesbyJonChapman '96 and senior
co-captain Whitehead. They averaged 8 and
6.2 points respectively, while both also shot
well above 40% on three pointers.
While the leadership of Whitehead will be
difficult to replace, the return of Browning
and the impressive play of a great number of
first-yearsandsophomores shouldmakenext
year's team exciting to watch. So look out
Colby. .
.
the sweep isn't too faron the horizon.







The women's basketball team completed a
9-13 season with a loss to Colby lastSaturday
night. Laura Schultz '96 led the team with 13
points, Heather Allen '97 had a team-high
nine rebounds and Ailie Walsh '97 led both
teams with five assists. Colby took a 38-25
advantage in the first half and held off
Bowdoin to earn the 67-52 victory.
The Bears come off a season that saw key
injuries and a long string of road games kill
some of the momentum that the team had
builtearly on. The team is young and will not
lose any players to graduation, so next year's
squad could be one of the best in years.
With first-years Walsh and Tracy
Mulholland '97 starting thelastseveral games
and playing very effectively, the Polar Bears
will have a strong group to work with next
year. Add in veterans Schultz, Kristen St.
Peter '96 and Airami Bogle '95, who all had
good seasons, and the Bears' stock continues
to rise. With the further contributions of Jen
Flynn '96 (who spent mis season injured),
Cina Goding '96, Allen, Shannon Reilly '97
and Celeste Raynor '97, the team awaits 1994-





134 Maine SL-eet 725-8516
Bodes • Cards • UPS
PREGNANT?
Michael andJoannelong to share their
hearts and home with a child Please
contact our attorney, Margaret Hall,
collect at (603) 673-8323.
CRUISE JOBS
Students Needed!
Earn up to $2,000* /month working for Cruise
Ships or Land-Tour Companies. World Travel.
Summer and Full-Time employment available No
experience necessary. For more information call:
Cruise Employment Service*
(206) 634-0468 ex t. C5064
I




Bowdoin (15-4-3) 1 6-^T"~-4
Holy Cross (13-11-0) 1-1
HrK period: B C. Gaffnry (Sdiuh, Bowden) 133a
Second period: No scoring.
Third period: B - Meehan (Maggiotto) 12B. H - DeAngelis
(Belanger, Jemen) 539 (pp). B - Gentile (Croteau, C. Caffney)
11:39 (pp). B -0-SulUv.il (Maggiotto) 14:11.
Shots an god: B, S-9-14-31. H, 6-11-4-21.
Saves: B, Bowden 20. H, Fredericks 27.
February 26, 1994
at Babion Park. Mass.
Bowdoin (164-3) 5 2 3 -10
Babson (11-11-1) 4-4
First period: Bow Meehan (McCormick) 7:02 Bow J
Caffney (CTSulUvan) 837. Bow - Zlfcak (Lomenda) 12:13 (sh) Bow
- Poska (Zifcak) 1237. Bow - C. Caffney (O'Sullivan) 15:10.
Second period: Bow - G Caffney (O'Sullivan, Croteau) 3:17
(pp). Bow - Maggiotto (Lomenda, Zlfcak) 654 (pp).
Third period: Bow - C. Caffney (unassisted) 0:28 (sh, 3 -on-5).
Bab - Wood (Dunne, MacLeod) 1 16 (pp, 5 on 3). Bow - Gentile
(unassisted) 3:26 (pp). Bab - Wood (Savaria, MacLeod) 7:52 (pp, 5-
on 3), Bab - Ambrose (Savaria) 10.23 Bab - Napolltano (Martin,
Savaria) 14:10 (pp). Bow - Fowler (unassisted) 19:19.
Shots on goal: Bow, 24-23 20-67 Bab, 106 16







2 5 3 -10
First period: B - Fowler (Meehan, Kahler) 12:19. B - Maggiotto
(unassisted) 1814.
Second period: B - ). Caffney (C. Caffney, Gentile) 32. B -
Croteau (Fowler, Kahler) 1:55. B - C. Caffney (Gentile) 334 B -
Lomenda (Croteau, O'Sullivan) 17:14 B - ). Caffney (Gentile)
1839.
Third period: B - Lomenda (Poska. Real) 2 06. B - McCormick
(Dempsey, Maggiotto) 13:21. B - Kahler (Poska) 1438.
Shots on goal: A, 5 10-5 20. B, 13-13 1 2 38
Saves:A McConneU 12 (24 mins, 5 goals), Arddiacono 16 (36




Boston College Invitational Tournament
Bowdoin 10 2-3
Boston College 2 2 1-5
First period: BC Compson (Tieman) 1:12. Bow Spagnuolo
(unassisted) 7:29. BC - Dawson (Emma, Traynham) 1030
Second period: BC - Antes (Traynham, Emma) 935. BC -
Traynham (Emms, Antos) 1346 (pp).
Third period: Bow Gorton (Spagnuolo) 11:58. Bow -Gorton
(Wilmerding) 11:10 BC - Antos (Labnsiere) 1331.
Shots on goal: Bowdoin 19. Boston College 31.
Saves: Bow, Klein 26. BC, Cray 16
February 26, 1994
at Boston, Mass.
Boston College Invitational Tournament
Bowdoin 7 1 3 -11
Wesleyan 0-0
First period: B - Phaneuf (Gorton) 3:1 5 B Wilmerding
(Ahrens)3:44.B Shaw (Gorton) 8:26. B Ahrens (Core) 846. B
Kim (Gorton, Phaneuf) 9:20. B Gorton (Phaneuf) 11:52. B
Spagnuolo (Core) 1307.
Second period: B - Spagnuolo (unassisted) 9:1 1.
Third period: B- Ahrens (Wilmerding) 130. B - Kim (Gorton,
Phaneuf) 957. B - Hehnrath (Kim) 1 504
Shots on goal: Bowdoin 43, Wesleyan 12.






Browning 11-19 12-15 35, Arata 7-13 4-5 19, Xanthopoulos 4-5
0-1 8, Chapman 2-6 2-3 6, Rowley 2-6 1-2 5, Kirck 1-51-43,
Maietta 1 -3 0-0 2, Veztau 1 -3 0-1 2, Fontana O000 0, LeBlanc 00
OO 0, Kittredge (H) 0-0 0, Spurgeon 00 0-0 0. Totals: 29-62 19-26
80.
Colby (98)
Gaudet 9-14 8-8 30, Clark 5-9 4-6 18, McCrum 3-7 7-8 15,
Stephens 4-115-613, Walsh 3-5 2-4 10, Bergeron 2-7 0-2 5,
McLaughlin 2-6 0-0 5, Jabar 0-1 2-2 2, Hebert 0-0 0, M aines 0-0
0-0 0, Murray 0-000 0. Totals: 28-61 28-36 98.
11a lft ime: 50- 27 C. Rebounds: B 30 (Browning 5), C 41





Schultz 5-15 3-4 13, MulhoUand 3 8 6-1012, St. Peter 4-10 3-4
11, Bogle 3-7 2-2 8, Allen 1-51-2 3, Coding 1-4 1-2 3, Reilly 1-3 0O
2, Walsh 0-6 00 0. Totals: 18-58 16-24 52.
Colby (67)
Bowman 10-17 3-4 23, Kenover 5-11 2-2 12, Pooler 5-7 1-3 1 1,
Maclean 4-1 1 2-4 10, Rackliff 2-101-35, (ewers 2-8 00 4, Perry 0-
2 2-2 2, Bennett 0O0O 0, Christy 0-3 0O 0, Dix 0-1 0O 0, Pelletier
00 00 a Totals: 28-70 11-17 67.
lia lftime: 38-25 C. Rebounds: B 41 (Allen 9), C 43 (Bowman
12). Assists: B - 10 (Walsh 5), C - 20 (Pooler 11).
MEN'S SQUASH
February 24-47
at New Haven, Conn.
NISRA Team Championship
Summers Division
Quarterfinal— Bowdoin 8, Columbia 1
#1 - Holt Hunter (B) defeated Farrukh Khan 15-12, 17 14, 15-3.
#2 - Ion Cirome (B) defeated Monirul Hoque 154, 15-8, 15-9.
«3 - Tom Davidson (B) defeated Louis Berk 15-13, 15 2, 15-7.
#4 - Eliot Van Buskirk (B) defeated Pradip Ghosh 15-8, 15-12,
15-10.
#5 - Carter Burwell (C) defeated Jason Mover 14-17, 18-15, 15
12, 16-14.
#6 - Jamie Oldershaw (B) defeated Timur Yildiz 15-4, 15-8, 15
8.
#7 - Jon Winnie k (B) defeated Farhan Garib 15-4, 15-7, 15-8.
•8 - Hafeez Esmail (B) defeated Jason Boxer 12-15, 15-6, 15-12,
15-13.
•9 - Craig BridweU (B) defeated Ian Lendler 15-6, 15-12, 15-10.
Sesainnal— Bowdoin 5, Vassar 4
#1 - Rob Milton (V) defeated Holt Hunter 10-15, 10-15, 15-10,
15-1015-7.
#2 - Ben Bailea (V) defeated Jon Cirome 15 9, 15-9, 10-15, 12-
15. 15-12.
«3 - Ben Quigley (V) defeated Tom Davidson 15-4, 15-9, 15-13.
*4 - Vik Bakshi (V) defeated Eliot Van Buskirk 15 6, 15-8, 15-7.
#5 - Jason Mover (B) defeated Rob Seizas 15-1 1, 10-15, 15-9,
15-6.
#6 - Jamie Oldershaw (B) defeated Matt Culliford 14-17, 10-15,
15-12, 15-6, 15-13.
#7 - Jon Winnick (B) defeated Sam Hansen 15-10, 15-5, 15-7.
•8 - Hafeez Esmail (B) defeated Gene Chung 11-15, 15-13, 15
13, 12-15, 18-16.
#9 - Craig BridweU (B) defeated Krishna Sharma 15-9, 10-15,
10-15, 15-8, 18-15.
Championship— Bowdoin 5, Rochester 4
#1 - Richard Pandole (R) defeated Holt Hunter 15-11, 15-7, 15-
7.
•2 - Nikhil Manchharam (R) defeated Jon Cirome 16-14, 15-1 2,
15-ltt
#3 - Tom Davidson (B) defeated Nishant Bagla 15-13, 9-15, 14
16,15-8,18-16.
•4 - Salman Ahmed (R) defeated Eliot Van Buskirk 6-15, 6-15,
15-13, 15-9, 15-6.
#5 - Piet Van Leer (R) defeated Jason Mover 12-15, 15-10, 16-
18, 18-16, 18-16
#6 - Jamie Oldershaw (B) defeated Julius Ganguly 15-13, 10
15, 15-9, 15-11.
•7 - Jon Winnick (B) defeated Shakeel Peera 15-5, 15 10, 1215,
15-11.
#8 - Hafeez Esmail (B) defeated Ming Wong 15-8, 15-10, 15-8
#9 - Craig BridweU (B) defeated Gouran Rakshit 15-11, 15-3,
15-9.
ECAC MEN'S HOCKEY FINAL FOUR
ACTION SATURDAYAND SUNDAYAT
SALEM STATE COLLEGE!
Directions to Salem State:
Take Route 95 South to Route 114 East. Follow 114
East through Peabody and Salem. Salem State is located at
the junction of Routes 114 and 1A.
If you can't make it down:
You're in luck! Both games, should the Polar Bears
advance to the finals, will be broadcast on 91.1 FM WBOR.
Friday's showdown with UConn begins at 4:30 p.m., and
Saturday's finals contest begins at 7:30 p.m.
PIAYOFFS
Continued from page 16.
when the AIC goalie mishandled it and
wheeled in front for the score. The goal was
the 12th of the season for Maggiotto, whohas
been coming into his own late in the season
and has been an indispensable asset for
Bowdoin bom at full strength and especially
on penalty killing. The scoreput Bowdoin up
2-0, but left AIC within striking distance as
the first period wound down.
The Bearscame out charging in the second
asJoeGaffney'95 scored his first of two goals
just thirty-two seconds into thesecond period
on passes from linemates Charlie Gaffney'95
and MaiceHo Gentile '95. Less the 1:30 later,
Bowdoin added another goal on a blue-line
slapper from Paul Croteau '95. Taking the
face-offdraw by Kahler, Fowler skimmed it
back to Croteau, who let one fly from the left
point and found the five-hole of the AIC
goaltender.
Up 4-0, the Bears rattled off six more goals
inwhatbecamea yawner aseverybodygot in
on the act. Torey Lomenda '94 scored two
goals for Bowdoin in the second and third
periods. Kahler capped off his two-assist
performance with his first goal of the season
and the Bears tenth of the night at 14:38 of the
third. The one thing that did give the game a
late flare of excitement and fear occurred
whenGentilewentdownbehind theopposing
goal after a hit and appeared to go into
convulsions. Fearing the worst the players,
officialsand trainerssurrounded thestunned
junior. To everyone's relief, Gentile's
apparentlyserious condition wasdueonly to
his inability to breathe after a hard hit had
lodged his mouthpiece into his throat. The
blockage was soon removed, and Gentile
groggily left the ice, to return to action only
minutes later.
Though only getting off 20 shots in the
game, the Yellow Jackets tested Bowdoin
goalieMattBowden '95 several times.Bowden
was solid all night long and recorded his first
career shut-out with the win.
In otherECAC quarterfinal action, top seed
Salem Statedowned numbereight seed Holy
Cross 8-3. Number three UConn skated past
number sixColbyandnumber fiveHamilton
edgednumberfourSt Anselm in overtime 5-
4. The semi-fina Is and finals will beplayed at
Salem State this afternoon, tonight and
tomorrow evening. Bowdoin takes on the
Huskies of UConn at 4:30 p.m. Should the
Bears win, they will play the winner of the
Salem State-Hamilton game for the
championships tomorrow night at 730 p.m.
Rounding out the regular season last
weekend, the Bears defeated Holy Cross and
Babson on the road to give them an amazing
undefeated road record of9-0-2. Up 2-1 latein
the third of the Holy Cross game, Bowdoin
added two insurance goals to record their
15th overall win of the season. Bowden took
the win in net making 20 saves. The next
afternoon, Bowdoin met a weak Babson team
and took a 7-0 lead after two periods. The
Bearspumped an amazing 67 shots on net en
route toa 10-4 victory. In thisotherwise trivial
game, Gentile broke the Bowdoin record for
goals in a season thathe tied lastyearwhenhe
netted his 29th of the season at 3:26 of the
third period.
With the win over AIC, the Bears' 17-4-3
record is the best they have achieved since
1988-89, when they were 21-4. The game
against UConn can be heard on WBOR 91.1
starting at 4.30 p.m.




Stuntz leads nine men's
swimmers to 7th in N.E.
By Kris Pancburn
staff writer
Wrapping up a season plagued by small
team size, the men's swimming and diving
squad defeated 14 teams to finish seventh in
this past weekend's New England
Championships hosted by Bowdoin.
Outscored by larger teams such as first-place
Williams, second-placeTuftsand fourth-place
U.S. Coast Guard Academy, Bowdoin 's nine
swimmers held their own against familiar
rivals such as MIT, Babson, Colby and Bates.
Promptingmany toswim theirpersonal bests,
the Championship's intense competition
spurred tri-captain Conrad Stuntz '94 onto
three team records and qualification for
NCAA "B" Nationals in two events.
Bowdoin kicked off Friday's competition
by taking fifth in the 200-yard freestyle relay,
with the team of Josh Rady '95, Nick Taylor
'94, Tim Lesser '96 and Stuntz. Allowing
himselflittle time todry off, distance freestyler
Stuntz plunged into the water again to swim
the500-yard freestyle. Inan exhilaratingcome-
from-behind race, he touched out hisAmherst
opponent by two hundredths of a second to
win die event. In addition to establishing a
new College record, Stuntz's time of 4:41.37
easily qualified him for "B" National cuts.
Breaststrokers Rady and Rich Min '95 left
their mark in the 50-yard breaststroke, where
Rady placed second and Min claimed fourth.
Lucas Filler '97and tri-capta in Austin Burkett
'94 scored points for Bowdoin by finishing
11th and 15th, respectively, in the 200-yard
backstroke. Placinghigher thanhewasseeded,
Shane Cook '94 swam best times in the final
heats of the 100-yard butterfly and the 200-
yard individual medley, as did Taylor in the
50-yard freestyle. Friday was capped off by
the 400-yard medley relay team (Filler, Rady,
Min, Stuntz), which finished in sixth place at
the heels of Wesleyan
Saturday opened with a fourth place finish
for Bowdoin's 200-yard medley relay (Filler,
Rady, Min, Stuntz), which narrowlydefeated
rivals Middlebury, Wesleyan and MIT.
Breaking theteamrecord witha time of 1 :44.33,
Stuntz battled for second place in the 200-
yard freestyle, a race in which the top three
finisherswerewithin several tenths of a second
ofone another. Rady also had tocontendwith
an extremely close heat in the 100-yard
breaststroke, in which he finished sixth with
a time of 1 00.95. Min accumulated points for
the Bearsby finishing in the final heats ofboth
the 100-yard breaststroke and the 50-yard
butterfly. Cook continued to come up big for
Bowdoin by placing above his seed with his
12th place finish in the 400-yard individual
medley. Burkett made waves by claiming
tenth in the 100-yard backstroke (55.41), with
Fillercoming in at 15th. Scoring a 295.60, first-
yeardiverJohnMeadwasawarded 12th place
on the one-meter board.




The backstrokeis of New England prepare lor the moment of truth. CtreJr'««"/****•°**
seccmd-placefinishinthel650-yardfreestyle. consolationheatwouldhavebeenrastenough
Breaking the 15-year-old pool record by over to earn him fifth place in the meet (55.31). He
fiveseconds,Stuntz'stimemade"B" National went on to claim eighth in the 50-yard
cuts. Cook placed ninth in the 200-yard fly backstroke. Finally, Mead dove off the three-
(2:01.43), as did Burkett in the 100-yard meterboard to place eighth overall in his first
individual medley. Burkett's time in the year of New England competition.
FREE TRIPS AND MONEY!!
Individuals and Student Organiza-
tions wanted to promote the Hottest
Spring Break Destinations, call the
nation's leader. Inter-Campus
Programs 1-800-327-6013
Women's hockey pummels Wesleyan after
ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
Fisheries - Many earn $2,000 1 /mo in canneries
or $3,000-$6,000t/mo on fishing vessels.
Many employers provide room 4 board it
transportation. Over 8,000 openings. No
experience accessary! Male or Female. Get
the necessary head start on next summer. Call-
(206> 545-4155 ext ASQM
falling to BC
Slight letdown: The Polar
Bears cool down just a bit in
the first game of the Boston
College Invitational, but




The Bowdoin women's ice hockey team
saw the fruits ofits labor fall short as itended
its season last weekend with a third place
finish in the Boston College Invitational.
Despite a month of top-notch hockey and
stunning wins, the Polar Bears were unable to
generate their usual offensivepower against
Boston College Friday night and lost 5-3.
The BCEagles entered thegame with high
intensity, scoring their firstgoaloftheevening
a minute into the game. Bowdoin defensive
player Dee Spagnuolo '96 responded with a
powerful slapshotwhich deflected offa skate
and slipped into the goal. At mis point the
tempo of thegameappeared to be sliding into
Bowdoin's favor, until BC's LizDawson rifled
a shotpastjuniorgoalieand co-captainDagan
Klein. A valiant effort by Nan Gorton 96
resulted in two goals in the third period, but
Bowdoin was essentially forced to play
defensive hockey for the remainder of the
gameastheplayshifted toBC's favor,allowing
thehosts to scoreon threemore occasionsand
ultimately defeat the Polar Bears.
"Dagan reallyplayed a solid game for us,"
commented coach Mike Woodruff, "but our
injuries and the length of our season finally
caughtupwithusandaUowedBCtoqutskate
us." He continued by mentioning that the
team rebounded well from thelossand played
an easily-won gameagainst Wesleyan in the
consolation round the next day.
Wesleyan posed littlechallenge for thePolar
Bears, who scored their third straight shut-
outovermeCardinalsbyafinalofll-Otowin
the consolation round. *We had fun with the
game, allowing the forwards to play defense
and giving the defensive players the
opportunity to play offense," said Woodruff.
Michel Phaneuf *96, Eliza Wilmerding *97,
Holly Shaw *97, Erika Hermrath '97 and
Gorton had one goal apiece, whileJaneKim
'%and Spagnuolo each scored two. In the last
game of her college career, co-captain Jen
Ahrens '94 also scored two goals.
Despite a disappointingend to theirseason
with the BC loss, the future looks bright for
the Bowdoin women's hockey team. The
team'sonly missingcomponentisdepth. Next
year, the Polar Bears will return all but one
player, and the new first-year players will
provide the team with the size needed for
their continued success.
m addition, if mis year's assault on the
record books is any indication, the hockey
team can look back on its 1993-94 season as a
complete success. Gorton accomplished a
minor miracle in setting five records mis
season, including the record for most goals
(43) and points in a season (60), as well the
most hat tricks in a season (9> Hoton her tail,
Klein set two Bowdoin records, including
most saves in a season (452) and most career
wins (22), and jumping into second place in
fourothercategories. Sasha Ballen *96covered
meremainingrecordsforgoaltenders, gaining
recognition for the greatest length of
continuous shut-out time (147 minutes, 53
seconds) and most shut-outs in a season (3).
Prtaneuf acquired the record for most assists
in a season (25) and dosed in on Gorton's
record for points in a season, tying for third
with 45. Finally, Spagnuolo broke her own
record for the most penalty minutes in a
season with 66.
This impressive list of records justifies
Bowdoin's eager anticipation of next season.
Theadditionoffirst-yearplayers tothealready
talented team will conquer the problem of
depth and ultimately work to make the
Bowdoin women'sicehockeyteamoneof the
most formidable in the Northeast.
University ofSouthern Maine Summer Session is pleased
to announce an intriguing new program.
Criminology in Great Britain
Jury 11 -August 1,1994
Offered for six credits in conjunction with the University of Sheffield, this three-week
program will expose students to a different culture and educational system, and permit
them to see "criminology at work" in a different country and to engage in the
cross-cultural study of crime.
For more information about this program, write to:
University of Southern Maine, Office of Extended Academic Programs/Summer Session
96 Falmouth Street, Portland, Maine 04103
or call (207) 780-4076 or 1-800-800-4USM, Extension 4076.
©University of Southern Maine
r
FREE TRIPS AND MONEY!! Indi-
viduals and Student Organizations
wanted to promote the Hottest Spring
Break Destinations, call the nation's
leader. Inter-Campus Programs 1-800-
327-6013.
- SPRING BREAK f94 -
Cancun, Bahamas, Jamaica, Florida & Padre!
110% Lowest Price Guarantee! Organize 15 friends
t and your trip is FREE!
1AKE A BREAK STUDENT TRAVEL (800) 328-
7283. j
^____
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Thewomen'ssquash teamwasthesurprise
story of the winter sports season, finishing
with an 18-6 record and a third-place finish in
the C bracket of the national championship.
Spearheading this success was co-captain
and #1 playerJen Bogue '94 . Bogue,whohad
never played squash before coming to
Bowdoin, cappedhernotablefour-yearcareer
by winning the State of Maine squash
championship. Bogue was pleased but not
entirely surprised by her victory, stating,In
the tournament, I had to play against three
opponents from Colby, all of whom were
relatively weak players."
Bogue was thrust into the #1 position on
the squash team halfway through the season
when her co-captain (Emily Lubin *95) left to
study away, yet the pressures associated
with playing #1 did not faze her. "I liked the
competition and intense matches I had at #1
,
and it was satisfying to finally realize my
personal goal of becoming the #1 player on
the team," she said.
Bogue was especially pleased that she was
able to attain herpersonal goalson a winning
team. Last year's squash team, besieged by
injuries and a lack of interest, suffered through
a sub-par season and finished dead last in the
national rankings. Thisyear's team,however,
marched to a 15-4 dual-match record, a
showing which makes mem a front-runner
for the Most Improved Team of the Year
award. "After lastyear, we had nowhere togo
but up," said Bogue, "and with all the great
young talent on the team, the future of the
program looks bright"
by Tracy Boulter
Erin Sullivan/ Bowdoin Orient
Jen Bogue "94 and her coach, Dan Hammond, display the trophy Bogue won for her
outstanding play at the State of Maine championships.
She credited coach Dan Hammond as a continued successof theprogram by recruiting
major factor in the team's turnaround. "Coach good athletesfrom other sports to play squash.
Hammond knows a lot about squash, and he Bogue's outstanding squash career is only
relates to everyone well. Our practices are one of her many contributions to Bowdoin
more structured now, which makes us a better athletics. This versatile athlete has been a
team," she said. She added that Hammond two-year co-captain of the field hockey team,
has bolstered the roster and ensured the andhastwicebeenhonored as a Regional Ail-
American for that sport. Shehas seen the field
hockey team improve dramatically over her
tenure at Bowdoin, and cites her most
satisfying sports moment at Bowdoin as the
field hockey team's victory over Middlebury
and hosting of the ECAC championship this
past season.
Bogue's renowned tenacity was put to the
test when she was hit in the face by a field
hockey ball during a game this fall. Even this
gruesome injury, which required thirty
stitches, could not keep her out of the lineup.
"I played a bit hesitantly after it," she admitted,
"but since it was my last season, itwas worth
it to play in pain." Bogue is no stranger to
injury—shehasworked tirelessly toovercome
the lingering effects of back surgery, a
consequence of "too much field hockey,
squash and lacrosse."
Bogue took up the sport of lacrosse just last
spring, parlaying hard work and natural
athletic ability into a position on the varsity
team. When asked if she ever considered
taking a semester off from Bowdoin sports,
she responded without pausing, "No. Doing
a sport every semester has been such an
integral part of my life at Bowdoin mat I
would not know what to do with myself if I
took a semester off."
As for the future, Bogue plans to teach and
coach at a private school upon graduation
from Bowdoin. She especially looks forward
to continuing her involvement with sports as
a coach. "Even though I will not be playing
sports competitively anymore, I still want to
be involved with them," she said.
O'Brien, men's track shine
By Dan Sacco
STAFF WRITER
Along with O'Brien, several other team
membersperformed spectacularly. The3200m
relay, consisting of Blaine Maley '96, Phil
Sanchez '96, O'Brien and Ben Beach '97,
In their last meet of the season, several finished fourth with a 7:51 and Bowdoin's
Bowdoin men's track athletes placed well best relay finish in seven years. Sanchez and
among the top Division I talent in New Maleyboth had outstandingperformances in
England. Lastweekend, the team travelled to their individual events as well. Sanchez, who
Boston University to run in theNew England ran the 1000m run in 2:32, missed the school
Division I Championship. The team came record by only .02 seconds and missed finals
home with several personal bests, a school in tile event by one place. Maley, competing
record, and one Division I Ail-American. in the 800m, ran a 156, which placed him
The highlight of the trip was the 500m run fourth in his heat, just out of reach of the
in which Shane O'Brien '96 set a school record finals. In the shot put, Scott Dyer '95 placed
in the trials and continued on to place in the
finals. O'Brien placed second in his trial heat
with a time of 1:05.79, which demolished the
school record. In the finals he placed sixth,
winning All-American honors in the event.
ninth with an excellent throw of 45' 11 3/4"
The meet resulted inone ofBowdoin's best
showings in Division I New Englands in
years—a fitting way to end a season of much
improvement and optimism for the future.
Women's track readies for ECACs
By Ben Wolin
STAFFWRITER
Last weekend, the women's track team
hosted the Bowdoin College invitational
indoor Track and Field Meet. Although this
eventwasnota points meetand therewereno
overall standings at the end of the day, the
PolarBearsdidnot take mis meetlyingdown.
This weekend, the team travels to Smith
College to compete in the ECAC finals.
"We got to relax and have a little fun, but
weknewwehad to keep focused sinceECACs
were right around the corner," said Staci Bell
*95, who is one of 11 team members that will
be traveling to compete in the ECACs. Bell
prepared by winning the women's weight
throw and placing second in the shot put
The Bowdoin team racked up four other
first place finishes. Amy Tom '95 conquered
the 55 meter hurtles and seven other racers in
a timeof 8.96, while the second place finisher
from Colby crossed the line 14/100's of a
second later. Darcy Storin '96 destroyed the
one mile race. Storin completed the contest in
a time of 5.09.19, while her closestcompetitor
finished over nine seconds later. In a team
event, Bowdoin continued winning by
finishing the 4x400 firstby a wide margin.
The event of the day turned out to be the
500 meter run. Rachel Cleaves '95 finished
first in 1 .21.32, setting a new school record.
Cleaves said, "I was really happy with my
finish since the 500 isn't my best race." She
continued, "We finished third last year in
ECACs, but I reallyam curious to seehowwe
do, after finishing second atNew Englands. It
should be a good weekend."
«u SPRING BREAK
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Vacation packages include hotel stay, RIT airfare from boston (except
Florida prices), daily activities, all taxes, service charges and
gratuities. Rates are per person, quad occupancy & do not include
international departure taxes or airport fees.
HEW1NS I Carlson Thrvel Network
Across from Burger King at Cooks Corner (1 77 Bath Road)
Brunswick • Open M-F 8-5, Sat 9-
1
729-6261 or 1-800-370-3008
SHOW YOUR TEAM SPIRIT!
Order customized collegiate caps for
your team or club today! Caps are 100%
cotton and designed to soften with age.











Number of caps_ x $13.00 ea.
(24 minimum) Shipping +
Total =
_6J»
Please allow 4-6 weeks for delivery
Mail along with check or money order to:
New England Athletics
Box 2577 Baxter Hall
Williamstown, MA 01267
or call (413) 597-6076 or information.
Offer expires 3/31/94.
al
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Polar Bears repeat as national champions
Post-seasonjump to higher bracket does not hinder determined team
By Justin Boothby
staff writer
The Bowdoin College men's squash team
captured the Summers Division National
ChampionshipattheNationallntercollegiate
Squash Racquets Association Team
Tournament held at Yale last weekend.
Entering the tourney seeded third, the Polar
Bea rs smashedColumbia Universityandwon
close matches against Vassar College and the
Universi tyofRochester to register theirsecond
national championship victory in as many
years. The team won, despite moving up to
the third highest division after competing in
the Conroy Division, the fourth highest, last
year. Said coach Dan Hammond of the team's
performance, "It is a remarkable
accomplishment. We were not expected to
win, but we got some clutch performances
that led to upset victories."
After beating Columbia in the opening
round 8-1, the Polar Bears found themselves
facing a Vassar team that had smashed Bates
9-0. Bowdoin had to hope that Bates would
win the match, in light of the team's two wins
over the Bobcats in the regular season. "I was
worried about playing Bates again, because it
is difficult to beat a team three tomes ina row,"
said Hammond "But I was also worried after
I saw what Vassar did to Bates." To win
against Vassar, Bowdoin would have to rely
The men's squash team poses with its second
banquet last week.
on the depth that had contributed to wins all
year. "People told me that ifwe were going to
win,wehad to win thelower matches. Vassar
hastwo former Ail-Americanson their roster,
and I knew we would have some problems
with those two players," noted Hammond
Indeed, the Polar Bears conformed to this
philosophy after losing the four initial
contests, with wins from Craig Bridwell '96 at
#9, Hafeez Esmail '94at#8,Jon Winnick '95at
#7, Jamie Oldershaw '96 at #6 and Jason
Erin Sullivan/Bowdoin Orient
straight national trophy at the team
Moyer'97at#5.
On Sunday, Bowdoin played for the
championship against the University of
Rochester. "Rochester has the best player in
the country [Rishad Pandole] and the rest of
their players are very talented," said
Hammond. "On paper, merewas no waywe
should win the match." The team fell behind
earlyonce again, dropping matches at #1, #2,
and #4. After a rough regular season, captain
Tom Davidson '94 came up with a huge win
at #3. After winning the initial set against
Nashant Bagla 15-13, Davidson lost the next
two sets, 9-15, 14-16. "Tom came off the court
after the third game, down 2-1 . 1 didn't have
to say much to him, because he was aware of
the situation," said Hammond. "I just told
him one word—leadership. It was now time
for the captain to lead this team." Davidson
did just that, winning tone next set 15-8, and a
final grueling set 18-16. Again, the bottom of
the Polar Bear line-up provided the knock-
out blow with victories from Oldershaw,
Winnick, Esmail and Bridwell.
In winning, the Polar Bears became the first
team to win a national championship and
menjump to a higher division and win again.
"You couldn't have scripted it any better,"
saidHammond. "Our seniorcaptain does the
job, playing in front ofhis family afterhaving
a tough season. That is what makesTom such
a special individual—his ability to step up
and succeed in pressure situations with class.
There isnowayonpapermatyouexpectTom
towin mis match, but hecame up with one of
the best clutch efforts that I have seen."
Bowdoin concluded its fairy tale season
with a 12-6 record and its second straight
national championship. Hammond will not
reston his laurels, however. "We improved a
great deal over last year, butwe want to keep
moving forward. This teamwants tomoveup
another division next year." The forecast for
next year looks good with the team losing
only Davidson at #3 and Esmail at #6.
M en s Hoc k e 1/
#2 Bears punish AIC in first
round of ECAC playoffs
By storm: Bears sting the
Yellow Jackets en route to






Afterone of the most exciting regular seasons in its
history, the Bowdoin men's icehockey team took the
post-season by storm with a 10-0 victory over the
American International CollegeYellow Jackets in the
ECAC tournament quarterfinal round. After wins
overHoly Cross (February 25) and Babson (February
26), the Bears finished in a three-way tie for first with
Williams and Salem State. WhileBowdoinand Salem
State posted identical records of 12-3-2 for 26 points,
Williams recorded the same total with a 13-4 record.
Although the Bears finished the regular season with
an impressive 1 6-4-3 record, they opted for the safety
and certainty of an ECAC tournament appearance.
Williams, however,chosean uncertain path, making
themselvesavailable foranNCAA bidand foregoing
the ECAC tournament.
When all bids were in, Bowdoin was seeded
second in the tournament and slated to face seventh
seedAIC lastTuesday at Dayton Arena.AIC finished
die regular season with a 10-7 mark in the league
and a 14-11 record overall. In a regular season
meeting between the two teams on January 15, the
Bears came behind from a 2-0 deficit to win on the
road. Looking todefend their title, the Bears refused
to allow such a close contest mis time.
The game saw a sluggish start forboth teams, but
Bowdoin soon began toapply the pressure. At 1 2:1
9
of the first, the Bears got on the board when Mike
Kahler '94 stole the puck at the blue line and made
a perfect behind the back pass to Joe Meehan '97,
who directed it to Jason Fowler '95 breaking in on
the left wing. After a nice shot which the opposing
goalie stopped, tile puck dropped down at the feet
ofthe unsuspectingAIC netminder,andFowlerhad
only to tap it in to net the goal.*With a 1-0 lead, the
Bears played hard and had many chances, keeping
the AIC defense busy. A man down at 18:14 of the
first, Rich Magg iotto '96 gained control of tile puck
Please see PLAYOFFS, page 13.
Catty Jona/Bemdobt Orient
Bean celebrate the win which advanced them to the semifinals of the
ECAC playoffs.
Salem State to hostfinalfour
The ECAC selections committee
has announced that Salem State, the
tournament's top seed, will host the
Championship round of games
Friday and Saturday.
There was a great deal of
discussion regarding the selection
becauseSalem State will beon Spring
Break this weekend.
The committee, however, did not
feel any potential positives of
moving thetournament toBowdoin
outweighed the opportunity for the
top seed to host
Thecommitteeargued thatBowdoin
fans will makethe two-hour trip south
to Salem, and that the extensive
Bowdoin alumni fan base in the
Greater Boston area will show up in
force. Also, concerns about travel and
theweekendweather foreceastplayed
a factor in the committee's decision.
If theECAC is willing to make less
money, then I think they made the
right decision," said Craig Cheslog,
Bowdoin Sports Information Director
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College to receive record $ 14 million gift
By Meg Sullivan
STAFF WRITER
The College will receive a gift of $14 mil-
lion from Stanley F. Druckenmiller '75, an
international investor with Soros Fund Man-
agement in New York, Bowdoin officials an-
nounced last Friday. The complete sum of
money is to be obtainedby December31, 1997
as a contribution to be used for the construc-
tion of the new science facility.
The source of the donation is an account in
for Bowdoin." Druckenmiller himself ex-
plained, "Bowdoin has identified improved
science facilities as its highest priority and I
am delighted to be able to help the College
address that very important need."
Though Druckenmiller guarantees the $14
million as a minimum donation, the possibil-
ity also exists that the yield on the investment
will exceed that amount. In that case, the
College will receive the excess as well.
In addition to the construction of the new
science building, $3.5 million of renovations
are planned at Cleaveland Hall and $6.75-$7
million of improvements are scheduled atwhich Druckenmillerhas invested, andwhich
over a period of years is expected to yield a Searles. Torrey speculated that if the addi-
minimum of $14 million. Druckenmiller tional funds were available, "in all likelihood,
wanted his donation to be used to improve they will go towards additional renovations
the College in an
area seen the a s most
critical, and he felt










pected to cost be-
tween $12 million
and $14.5 million,
and should be com-
pleted by 1997.
"Words cannot express
how important his gift
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Stanley F. Druckenmiller 75, the donor of the largest gift in Bowdoin's history, accepts
the grateful handshake of President Robert H. Edwards.
lenge to have in class, with a wry sense of Besides holding positions on theAcademic
humor." Affairs Committee, the Board of Overseers,
Upon graduation, he enrolled in a Univer- the Investment Committee, the Comprehen-
sity of Michigan doctoral program, wanting sivePlanningCommittee, participating in the
to become a professor of economics. He de- BASIC alumni interviewing program,
cided later to take a position as an analyst Druckenmiller is, as Torrey described, "the
withPittsburgh National Bank becominghead personification of an excellent member of the
Thegift is the largestdonation thatBowdoin
Bill Torrey, Vice President for Develop- has received in its 200-year history. Previ-
ment and College Relations, explained that ously, a $9.4 million bequest given in 1991
Druckenmiller himself recognized the condi- from the estate of Irene Stones Pickard and
tion of the science facilities and the impor- eventually totalling $11 million,was the great-
tance of theirimprovement. "He firstcame to est amount ever bestowed upon the school
.
look at die science facilities two or three years The sum is also believed to be the largest
ago," Torrey said. "Hehad an idea ofthe state single contribution to any college in Maine,
ofthe physical facilities, and he is particularly While at Bowdoin, Druckenmiller was a
interested that Bowdoin has the facilities to dean's list student who received the 1975
attract the best faculty and students.'"
Torrey said that Druckenmiller "made it
clear toPresidentEdwardsand myself that he
wanted his gift tobeused for a priority for the
College, and he decided that this matched his
Noyes Political Economy Prize, and gradu-
ated magna cum laude with degrees in eco-
nomics and English. Professor A. Myrick
Freemanremembers Druckenmiller,who ran
a hot dog stand with a friend while in college
hopes the most to do something significant as "very bright; an excellent student; a chal-
of equity research at age 25.
In 1981, Druckenmiller left that position to
establish the Pittsburgh-based money-man-
agement firm, Duquesne Capital, and in 1989,
joined Soros Management, one of the most
successful investment firms in the world. At
only 40, he is now a managing partner at
Soros, handling investments worth a total of
$11 billion in equities, currencies, futures,
and bonds.
Although he has been described as a "whiz
kid" and "wonder boy," Druckenmiller has
nevertheless continued to maintain a lowpro-
file. Even after his success, Druckenmiller has
never forgotten the education that Bowdoin
provided him, a memory which serves as a
motivation for his desire to give something
back to the school.
governing boards."
In 1991, with a gift of $1 million, he en-
dowed the Stanley F. Druckenmiller Profes-
sor of Asian Culture. In December 1993, his
$1.5 million gift established the William D.
Shipman Professor of Economics. He also has
given $100,000 to the construction oftheDavid
Saul Smith Union.
The welfare of his alma mater continues to
be a goal for him, as he is also involved in
issues such as diversity and financial aid.
Torrey believes that this graduate with "little
ego" simply feels that "Bowdoin has given
him the type of education that allowedhim to
go on and be successful, and he wants to
return the favor. . . I think he wants to see
Bowdoin as well-positioned as it can be for
the next century."
Students raise questions about tenure
By Zebediah Rice
editor-in-chief emeritus
The College Governing Boards approved
the president'stenurerecommendations last
week. All five candidates recommended,
Sarah Dickey, David Col lings, Peter D. Lea,
Irena Makarushka, and David Carnick re-
ceived tenure. As a matter of policy, the
College refuses to comment on the particu-
lars ofany case, but they insist, in the words
of Dean for Academic Affairs Charles Beitz,
that the process is both "fair and tough-
minded "
The College also refuses to comment on
whether any candidates who had been con-
sidered at an early stage in the process failed
toappear in therecommendation to theGov-
erning Boards. Beitz said that "the president
makes only affirmative recommendations
and the Boards act only on the president's
recommendation,"
Since Dennis Sweet, visiting professor of
philosophy, failed to be appointed to a ten-
ure-track position last year, despite strong
student support, many students have begun
to question the capacity of the College to
attract and keep good professors. Beitz in-
sists that this fear is ungrounded. He ob-
served that the committee of faculty mem-
bers from outside the department recom-
mended against the appointment. Never-
theless,he stressed that the facultymembers
on the Faculty Affairs Committe (FAC) take
the student's comments "with enormous
seriousness."
"They read them carefully, usually more
than once. There isextended discussionabout
the comments on people's teaching. There is
often a conversation with the candidatehim
or herself to try to understand problems that
might have emerged."
Many students have also expressed con-
cern about the continuing quality of tenured
faculty and have questioned the need to
have tenure at all. There are always rumors
about certain long-tenured professors to
avoid because of their frustrating medioc-
rity.
Some studentsexpressed concern tha t ten-
Please see TENURE, page 4.
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Beyond the Bowdoin Bubble...
I knew that I was an
unwanted baby when I
saw that my bath toys
were a toaster and a
rauw.
_ j<mi iyvers
Congressional hearings on Whitewater are likely to be
delayed.
Robert Fiske, the special prosecutor investigating the
Whitewater affair, asked Congress to delay a Whitewater
probe until he finishes the first phase of his inquiries. The
agreement, made in meetings with congressional members
on Wednesday, is seen as a positive step by Republican
leaders who have been consistently pressing for a public
airing of questions raised about the relationship between
President and Mrs. Clinton and a failed savings and loan
association in Arkansas. Earlier thisweek, Rep. Jim Leach of
Iowa, ranking Republican on the HouseBanking Committee,
promised that hearings would expose "blockbuster"
revelations. Ten administration officials, including six top
Qinton aides,have already been ordered to answer questions
for a federal grand jury.
China policy not producing desired results
Secretary of State Warren Christopher arrives in Beijing
today for a four day conference with Chinese officials to
discuss human rights, nuclear proliferation, and trading
status. US officials are concerned that their policy of
embracing rather than isolating China has not produced the
desired change in China's human rights stance or induced
the signing of an international accord controlling
ballistic missile technology. The meeting comes in the
wakeofthe detention ofprominent political dissidents.
Most-favored-nation trading status will likely be
granted to China regardless of the meeting's outcome,
as interest groups in theUS will not permit their access
to the booming Chinese economy to be undermined.
US to approve convention on the law of the sea
After 25 years of negotiations, the US is expected to
approve a world-wide accord on the law of the sea.
The US had refused to sign the treaty, which has now
been ratified by over 60 countries, because ofconcerns
about deep sea mining rights. AUN negotiator believes
only "fine-tuning" remains to be done, and a State
Department official said he was optimistic that
differences could be settled quickly.
Israeli commission of inquiry visits HebronMosque
An official Israeli team of investigators visited the site
where Jewish settler Baruch Goldstein opened fire on
praying Palestinians last month, killing at least 30. The
team is led by Chief Justice Shamgar, of the Israeli
SupremeCourt. Initial indications are that "the security
system would have been effective if it had been applied
according to orders." Five of six guards assigned to the
mosque were not present when the massacre occurred.
Three had overslept. Goldstein was permitted to enter
the shrine despite carrying a bag of ammunition and
wearing a marksman's headset after he told an officer:
"I'm on reserve duty."
New England fishermen protest regulations
New fishing laws designed to help restore dwindling
stocks of cod, haddock, flounder and other groundfish
off New England shores are threatening the livelihood
of many in the fishing industry. The laws will cut the
rate at which fish are caught by 50% over the next five to
seven years by, among other measures, reducing the
number ofdays most fishermen will be allowed to fish to
fewer than 100. Those in the industry feel the regulations
impose unwarranted costs, and fishing communities
fear for their future. Maine fishermen planned to
participate in a Boston rally to protest the regulations,
but their bus broke down on the way.
-compiled by Seth Jones
and Josh Aronson
This Week's Bowdoin Orient Trivia Question:
Jel-lee beeeeeens- yummy!!
Carey Jones/ Bowdoin Orient
Trevor Worcester *94 at full capacity The discharge
Carey Jones/Bowdoin Orient
A two-dimensional "drawn to
scale" diagram of the Jelly
Beans used:
Mission Accomplished
Carey Jones/ Bowdoin Orient
If you're a die-hard "page
2 junky" who follows the
weekly contests like the





in these mouths. Nothing
new this week.
That is why the Bowdoin
Orient sought to find out
the maximum number of
jellybeans one could fit into




Trevor was handed 3/4
of a pound of these
flavorful treats (all of the
black ones were removed-
licorice and fruit flavors
clash, claims Trevor).
Given the time constraint
of two minutes, Trevor
would place the jelly beans
one by one into his mouth.
Chewing and swallowing
were not allowed. Choking
was left to his discretion.
How many Jelly Beans fit
inside Trevor's oral cavity?
Be the caller to leave a
message on the Orient
answering machine
(x3300), with the closest
guess, to win a free pizza
andtwosodas. (In the event
of a tie, the first caller will
be chosen). Don't forget to
leave your name and
number.
Congratulations to Pete
Moore '96 for winning last
week's contest, "ThatClose-
up Mouth!" The face
belonging to themouthwas
that ofJonathanCirome '95.
His photo can be found in
the last issue's Student
Speak.
FREE
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President Edwards is presented with the Joint Resolution in die Hall of Flags.
State House honors College
By Emily Church
assistant news editor
On Wednesday, March 9, the Maine State
Legislature presented a resolution to Presi-
dent Edwards that honored Bowdoin
College's Bicentennial and its commitment to
Maine and the Common Good.
The resolution, sponsored by Mark
Lawrence ofYork County, was passed by the
Senate and the House to "show appreciation
onbehalfofthe legislature forallmatBowdoin
has done for the State of Maine."
The reception was held in the Augusta
Capitol Building's Hall of Flags, and among
those there to congratulate Bowdoin on its
bicentennial were Governor McKernan, the
SpeakeroftileHouseDanGwadowsky, Presi-
dent of the Senate Dennis Dutremble and the
Secretary of State Bill Diamond. They spoke
of tile College's excellent reputation, its dedi-
cated faculty, inquisitive students and com-
mitmentto theMaineand theCommonGood
.
MurtHenry, theChairman ofthe Bicenten-
nialCommittee,madetheintroductions. Presi-
dentEdwardsopened with a speech stressing
the interdependent relationship between the
College and the state. "Bowdoin and Maine
have prospered together," Edwards said. "It
was the spirit of restiveness and indepen-
dence that founded us." Edwards said that
while Bowdoin had taken much from Maine,
it has also given to the nation a President, 58
members of the US. Congress, three Maine
Supreme Judicial Court members and three
members of die Maine State legislature.
According to Edwards, other ways in
which the Collegehasbecome involved in the
state of Maine is through Upward Bound, a
program which brings disadvantaged stu-
dents to Bowdoin for a summer, and the
Maine Math and Science Alliance, a $10 mil-
lion project being funded through the Na-
tional Science Foundation. The Alliance is
nowbringing challengingprograms toschools
across the state.
Speaker Gwadowsky was generous with
his praise of the College. In congratulating
the Collegeon its200thbirthday,Gwadowsky
also spoke of Bowdoin's continuing dedica-
tion to Maine. "For those of you who are
affiliated with the College, your accomplish-
ments over die last two centuries at Bowdoin
are to be commended, not just for what you
have been able to do for students, but what
youhavedoneand continuetodo for the state
ofMaine," he said. "We are indebted for your
contributions and we are honored by our
distinguished tradition."
GovernorMcKernanwrapped up in a simi-
lar fashion. He described Bowdoin as a "pin-
nacle" of Maine's reputation, and also noted
tiie importance of Bowdoin in Maine's his-
tory (theCollegewasactually founded before
the state of Maine). McKernan was also im-
pressedby Bowdoin's attitude towards Maine
students, "Bowdoin has made a strong and
lasting commitment to this stateand itsyoung
people with admissions policies and gener-
ous financial aid endowments that favor
Maine students," he said.
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Winter weather leads to
campus parking problems
By Paul C. Rohlfing
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR
A recent rash of car towings on campus
which coincided with last week's winter
storm has heightened tensions between stu-
dents and Security, and highlighted the is-
sues behind the parking problems at
Bowdoin.
SinceMarch 1 , seven carshave beentowed
by Northern Towing on Pleasant Street in
Brunswick from thecampus. Many students
complained that special parking restrictions
put in place to deal with the accumulation of
snow were not well publicized, and that
Security did not do an adequate job of in-
formingstudentswhose carshadbeen towed
.
"I found out later that signs had been
posted about the parking restrictions in the
Union and at the Tower, but not everyone
eats at those places," said Bryan R. Knepper
'97 whose car was towed on the night of
Thursday, March 3. "I am pledging a frat
and I didn't see any signs there or in my
residence hall [Coleman] . I don't think Secu-
rity did a very good job of getting the word
out."
Knepperand manyothers, especially those
who live off campus or at fraternities re-
ceived tickets or had their cars towed over
the last few weeks. The cost to reclaim a
towed car is, at minimum, $55.
Donna M. Loring, Chief of Security, de-
fended the actions that her officers have
taken over the course of this winter, "Basi-
callywe need to be concerned with keeping
the fire lanes clear. Also, the designated ar-
eas around North Campus Drive need to be
kept clear at all times to allow oil trucks in to
the Heating Plant because the college is very
low on oil."
Loring also commented that the number
ofpeoplewhowere reached byphone before
their cars had to be towed far exceeded the
number of cars that were actually towed.
Loring added that Security towed cars only
from places where signs clearly showed that
theywere in tow zones, and that all the rules
about parking are contained in the Student
Handbook.
However, Knepper and some others said
that they were not contacted either before or
after their cars had been towed.
These incidents have brought the issues
surrounding campus parking back to the
forefront of student consciousness. Loring
and Becky Janisch, a Security Administra-
tive Assistant, presented some statistics that
revealed the scope of the parking problems
at Bowdoin.
Counting spots at fraternities and apart-
ments, the College has only 1228 parking
spaces. While only about 300 students have
registered their cars with the College this
year, Security is aware of 659 student oper-
ated vehicles that are in use. In addition,
there are over 1300 employee vehicles regis-
tered with Security.
"Ifeveryone parked where they were sup-
posed to and stayed there, and there were no
visitors we would probably be okay," com-
mented Loring. With the number of visitors
on campus, especially during special events
like hockey games, Loring realizes that this
is not a realistic possibility. "Parking is defi-
nitely an issue that needs to be addressed,"
she said.
Though both Loring and Dean of the Col-
lege ElizabethChadwick agreed that most of
the problems surrounding parking this win-
ter have resulted from the foul weather, it is
clear that parking is an issue that will con-
tinue to arouse student passion.
"We try to deal with issues like alcohol
abuse and sexual harassment, but normally
this is a pretty apathetic campus, but give
somebody a ticket and you will definitely
hear from them," said Loring.
These problems will no doubt grow worse
in the years to come as the College begins its
expansion of the student body. No plans
have been made by the Administration to
deal with the inevitable increase in thenum-
ber of student cars on campus.
A number of solutions to the problem of
the amount of cars at the College have been
suggested.
One possibility is thatBowdoin might pro-
hibit first-years from having cars on campus
as many other colleges do. However, Loring
warned that this should not be done until the
ramifications on student recruitment that
might result from that decision were evalu-
ated.
Another option would be to limit students
and employees to registering only one car.
Janisch mentioned that some students have
had up to five cars registered at one time.
Janisch also mentioned that a committee
of faculty, studentsand staff is being formed
to consider the issue. Also, an appeals com-
mittee is being considered to handle student
complaints and adjudicate cases where tick-
ets are contested.
"We do know that there is a big problem
and we are trying to solve it," said Janisch.
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Continued from page 1.
many colleges and universities in the
McCarthy era in the late '40s and early
'50s, there are depressingly many ex-
amples offacultywho lost their positions
ure eliminated a professor's incentive to because they espoused unpopular
work hard. Tenure doesn't keep profes- views."
sors good. We need a little competition," Professor of English William C
argues Marc Guerrette^fromNewYork Wa tterson agrees with Beitz. There are
City. He minks that ensured job security abuses in the tenure system, but prob-
is a threat to the continuing quality of ably not enough to merit abandoning it
teaching. Like Guerrette, Soames For every 'burn-out' with tenure I know
Flowerree '94, from Chile, minks profes- mere are twenty vigorous and profes-
sors should be subject to the competitive sionally active counterparts."
pressures most other professions are The Beitz also rejected the contention that
market is the best way to ensure excel- tenure leads to mediocre performance of
lence in faculty." facultymembers. "I believemat thereare
Theirargument is acommon one and is very few tenured members of the
voicedbyotherstudentsoncampus. They Bowdoin faculty who fall into that cat-
argue that academia is more subject man egory, but it isalwaysa possibility." That
most other professions to protectionfrom is why Bowdoin places such a strong
competitive forces and the only way to emphasis on the teaching and scholar-
preserve academic excellence in instruc- ship of the candidates.
Hon and scholarship is to terminate that Even after a faculty member has been
protection. Because market forces would awarded tenure several other factors help
guarantee that they wouldn't be assured ensure that they continue to maintain the
of a place on the faculty if they didn't quality of their teaching and scholarship.
continue to perform, proponents of end- There are several different levels of pro-
ing tenure argue, professorswould be far fessorship, annual meritsalary decisions
more likely to maintain their quality of and appointments toendowed chairs, all
teaching and scholarship. of which are used to ensure the contin-
Some students reject this argument, ued excellence ofBowdoin's faculty. Beitz
AaronMorris '95,fromLimestone,Maine, emphasized that student evaluations
thinks that "tenure'sjust anothernotch in were very important in these decisions,
the system. I don't think getting tenure Other student concerns about tenure
affects teaching ability." A friend of his decisions have to do with the race, gen-
agreed. She argued that once a professor der and ethnicity of candidates. Some
has a PhD, teaching and continuing to students want to diversify the faculty
research and publish are a natural part of and others fear that a focus on mis goal
what anyone that receives tenure will do. will compromise the academic integrity
Harking back to the origins of tenure's of the College. "The College has an affir-
widespread acceptance in American uni- mative action policy but it doesnot influ-
versities and colleges after the McCarthy ence tenure decisions. The College's goal
era, Beitz forcefully rejected the argument is to ensure that women and minorities
that tenure should be eliminated. He em- arewellrepresented in the faculty through
phasized that tenurewas primarily about the process of recruitment and hiring,"
securing the academic freedom of indi- Beitz affirmed,
vidual faculty members. Tenure is an The College's capacity to attract quali-
Leigh Perry/ Bowdoin Orient
The Power and the Glory
Above, students, faculty and administrators hobnob
with members of the Governing Boards in Lancaster
Lounge last weekend. This reception and the lavish
dinner that followed were two of the many events
associated with the latest meeting of the Gov. Boards.
investment, so to speak, in the openness
of the campus to the widest possible di-
versity of ideas," said Beitz. College is
fied candidates in relationto otherschools
depends largely on the level of salaries
Bowdoin offers. It turns out that our sala-
meant to be a place where students and ries are quite competitive. "This year, for
facultycan express theirviews freely. The the first year in at least a decade,we have
educational mission of the College is to exceeded our faculty salary targets for all
preserve this freedom. faculty ranks at Bowdoin," said Beitz.
Themain rationale for tenure is to give Bowdoin compares itself to 18 other lib-
faculty members some security against eral arts colleges and its target is to equal
retaliation if they were to espouse un- the fourth, fifth and sixth place schools in
popularviews in the classroom. This may salary size for all three professorial ranks,
sound arcane to student ears in the 1990s, According to Beitz, the College isexceed-
but ifone thinks back to the experience of ing this target.
Writing program gets started
By Joe Viechnicki
contributor
Starting next year, students around cam-
pus will see the effects ofa new facultyexperi-
ment, the Bowdoin Writing Project. The peer
feedback program will create a heightened
emphasis on revision of written work and
give students the opportunity to tutor and be
tutored in the writing process.
Kathleen O'Connor, a professorofGerman
for six years here atBowdoin, is spearheading
the experimental project for its trial period
"reactions and suggestions" and then will
submit the rough draft, with comments, and
the final draft.
O'Connor emphasizes that the tutors are
not grading the papers and have no authority
over their fellow students. The tutors will
simply give ideasand advice in orderto facili-
tate more revision of studentwork before the
papers reach the professor. O'Connor sees
this peer response as "something professors
just can't give students."
The project has been talked about among
the faculty for about five years, O'Connor
says. TheCommittee on Studies in Education
and the Curriculum and Education Policyover the next three years.
The project will employ a number of stu- Committee agreed to the project. In May,
dent tutors every semester. Professorswhose 1993, the faculty voted to implement the pro-
courses require two or three written works
will request the help of the project for a cer-
tain course and each student will then be
assigned to a tutor.
gram for a three year trial period.
In the past, the general trend in schools has
been away from writing courses. Under the
assumption that the course would be con ten t-
The student will be expected to submit a free. The new project has been created after
rough draft of the written work to the tutor
one to two weeks before the due date. The
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models at Brown and Swarthmore that are
incorporated into and supplement the regu-
lar course load.
The project will not be an optional writing
centerbut rather a mandatory program for all
students in specified courses each semester.
O'Connor highlights the fact that at other
schools and hopefully at Bowdoin as well,not
only will the student's written work benefit,
but tutors will improve as well.
The selection process for the paid positions
will begin within the next few weeks.
O'Connor will be asking fornominations from
students and professors for studentswho are
interested in teaching and who arenot overly
judgemental.
The accepted applicants will enroll in a
Teaching of Writing course. The course will
focus on theories of collaborative education
as well as the writing process and, once com-
pleted, will qualify the student for the posi-
tion of writing assistant. This position will
include a stipend of about $400 per semester.
These writing assistants will tutor several
students during the training period and will
carry a full load of 15 to 18 students after the
completion of training. The assignments will
be cross-disciplinary with thepossibleexcep-
tion of terminology-specific courses such as
Physics orEconomkrsaccording toO'Connor
.
O'Connor hopes to fill approximately 15
spots next semester and begin the training in
order toimplementtheprogram in thespring
The program will "free up the professors to
address more substantial issues and to work
more closely with the students struggling
most," she said.
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Arts Entertainment
"Electra" brings Greek tragedy to the GHQ
By Nicole Devarenne
staff writer
This weekend the division of theater and
the classics department will present
Sophocles' "Electra" in theGHQTheater. The
play is directed by Genevieve Thompson '94
and Meredith English '94 and is part of an
honors project English has been working on
in which she has been comparing different
versions of "Electra." For Thompson,
"Electra" is part of an independent study in
theater. The play also features an intricate
lighting design by Ebitari Isoun '94, who is
doing an independent study in lighting. Ray
Rutan, Barbara Boyd and Mike Roderick are
the faculty advisors for the production.
The play has had an unusually long pro-
duction period. Thompson said that the stu-
dents involved had the luxury ofworking on
it since the beginning ofthe semester, and the
actors have had the chance to explore their
parts thoroughly. It is a diverse cast, includ-
ing first year students as well as seniors. She
says that the GHQ is an ideal space for mis





male a cappella group records
their interpretation of the
themesong for anational tele-
vision show.
Rutan, has imitated the
garishness of a tradi-
tional Greek set.
"Electra" promises










of the Greek text into
the production.
Electra (Thompson)




dered by his wife, Student thespians rehearse "Electa" for this weekend's performance. Sheridan Kelley/ Bowdoin Orient
Clytemnestra (English), and her lover,
Aegisthus (Andrew Boyle '94). Electra sends
her brother Orestes (Trevor Worcester '94)
away to grow strong and reach manhood so
that he can avenge the murder of his father.




When Bowdoin turned coed twenty-four
years ago, theMeddiebempsterswerealready
a campus tradition. But talented female stu-
dents also wanted a chance to sing in an a
cappella group, so in 1971, the all-woman a
cappella group, Miscellania, was formed.
When asked what the name meant, senior
JenHand replied,"Wedon't reallyevenknow
what it means, but we like the image of indi-
vidualism. That is why, atour concerts we all
dress differently, 'miscellaniously.' We all
have our own style."
So how did this talented Bowdoin group
gain national attention? "We aren'teven sure
how this all came about," Hand said. "Some-
one in the Office of Communications con-
tacted us and asked us if we would like to
record a theme song for 'CBS This Morning.'
We saidwe would love to, and here we are."
Working together, the members of
Miscellania composed their own, 22-second
version of "Oh What A Beautiful Morning,"
inspired by an instrumental version which
they all liked. Their version was then re-
corded in the basement of the Walker Art
Museum in frontofthe student art exhibitsby
the CBS affiliate from Portland.
The current members of Miscellania in-
cludeLauren Griffin '95, Lydia Midwood '94,
Heather Gaede '94, Sara Kennedy '96, Jenn
Hand '94, Laurie Huntress '94, Emily Baker
'96, KristenHand '97,Cara Bird '94and Teleza
Newkirk '97.
The spot will be aired nationallyon April 6,
and will also be used to kick off the Bicenten-
nial Environmental Institute. This is also in
recognition of tile anniversary of Admiral
Perry MacMillan's accomplishment of being
the first man to ever reach the North Pole in
1909.
"CBS This Morning" airs from 7:00 a.m. to
9:00 am. on local cable channel 12. Without
cable, it can be seen on channel 13.
English says that Sophocles' version of ing that the murders of Clytemnestra and
"Electra" lends itself very easily to produc- Aegisthus were justified.
Hon. She adds that while Euripides is more
concerned with exploring humanity, and is
interesting from that point ofview, Sophocles
"reallywants to see tilings right."Hewants to
make sure that the a udience goesawayknow -
"Electra" will be performed at 7:30 p.m. on
Friday, March 11, and Saturday, March 12.
Seating is limited and tickets are required.
They are freewith BowdoinIDat the Moulton
Union information desk.
Women 's Week to conclude
with lecture and performance
Office of Communications




Miscellania records "Oh What a Beautiful Morning" in the Walker Ait Museum.
On Monday, March 14, at
8:00 p.m., Jean Potuchek, the
coordinator of women's stud-
ies at Gettysburg College, will
give a lecture entitled, "He
Works, SheWorks: Construct-
ing the Web of Gender." The
lecture is based on her study
of 153 families from Lewiston
and Auburn, Maine, and will
focus on the ways in which
adults construct their system
of gender relations.
Potuchek is the author of
several articlesand reviews as
well as the upcoming book,
"He Works, She Works:
Breadwinning and the Social
Construction of Gender in
Dual-Earner Marriages." She
also currently holds the posi-
tion of assistant professor of
sociology at Gettysburg.
The lecture is free and open to the public,
will take place in Kresge Auditorium. A
reception will follow in tile foyer outside.
"Womenalwaysmade music," said singer-
songwriter Judy Gorman. On Tuesday,
March 15, Gorman will present her work-
shop on the history ofwomen in music. Her
program deals with the roles ofwomen and
music in prehistoric and pre-patriarchal
times; women's contributions to music and
culture in general; and outstanding women
in classical, blues, jazz, folk and pop music
history.
Gorman illustrates her points using songs
of bitter complaint such as "9 to 5," She
Works Hard for the Money," and "House of
tine Rising Sun." She also incorporates songs
about women who take power and rebel,
including "Coffee Song" and "Frankie &
Johnny."
On a positive note, she uses songs of
1 perform Tuesday in Gibson 101.
women's pride, hope and power such as
"Oncea Boathas Broken from theShore" and
"Rise Up."
Shebelieves that all songs are political, the
question lies in whether their message is
explicit or implied and what politics are
involved. Most songs about women and
men are usually written and promoted by
men, and thereforewomen (and sometimes
men) are generally protrayed in negative
stereotypes in traditional and contempo-
rary music. _
"If you came from another planet and
tried tolearn aboutwomen from these songs,
you'd have a really warped view. And it's
not nourishing to men tohave such negative
images. What does that say about them?"
remarked Gorman.
"A History of Women in Music" will be
presented in Gibson 101 on Tuesday at 7:30
p.m. This final event of Women's Week is
free and open to the public.
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Our Matt & Dave's picks:
Best Picture: Schindler's List
Best Director: Jane Campion, The
Piano
Best Actor: Liam Neeson,
Schindler's list
Best Actress: Holly Hunter, The
Piano
Best Supporting Actor: Ralph
Fiennes, Schindler's List
Best Supporting Actress: Wynona
Ryder, The Age ofInnocence
Original Screenplay: The Piano
Adapted Screenplay: Schindler's
List
Foreign Film: Farewell My
Concubine
Art Direction: The Age ofInnocence
Cinematography: Schindler's List
Costume Design: Orlando
Film Editing: Schindler's List
Documentary Short: Chicks in
White Satin (Hey, it could happen).
Music Original Score: John
Williams, Schindler's List
Matt & Dave vs. Matt & Dave
Ex-A & E editors take on the Video Gurus in
your indispensable guide to the Oscars...
By Dave "Save Me The Aisle Seat" Simmons
news editor
and Matt 'The Movieman" Brown
opinion editor
>resuiAs we get older, and pr mably wiser,
there is at least one thing in this vast crazy
universe that we have come to recognize as
the incontrovertible Truth: you can take the
editors out of the A & E section, but you just
can't take the section out of the editors (as our
heirAmy Welch will discover soon enough).
There are just certain times in a newspaper
editor's life when he (or she) really misses the
section tha tlaunched his (orher) insane, sleep-
deprived career.
The Oscar season is just such a time, as
much as we hate to admit it. We're just suck-
ers for movies. So it iswith awave ofnostalgia
for our old base of operations that we return
toA&E togive our seasoned, expert opinions,
as long-time Oscarcast junkies, on the out-
come of the celebrated and interminable an-
nual Oscar night.
Beau Jeste director completes residency
By Steve Francis
contributor
Connoisseurs ofboth theater and danceare
in for a treat March 12, as Davis Robinson,
artistic director of the Beau Jeste MovingThe-
ater, brings his four-day residency to a close
with an informal presentation of student
works. The performance will take place in
Kresge Auditorium at 7.00 p.m. and is free
and open to the public.
Currently a faculty member in the theater
department of Emerson College, Robinson
has taken his company into the spotlight as
one of New England's best known touring
groups. Theircredits include three Off-Broad-
way runs, appearances at Lincoln Center and
the International Festival of Movement The-
ater. Beau Jeste productions were selected
Best of theYea rby Boston area newspapers in
1985, 1987 and 1989.
The creation ofhis art is a serious matter for
Robinson. He explained that, during the
course of this week's workshops, "Students
will develop an awareness ofphysical theater
and its possibilities. What is the most appro-
priate way to create an image? Sometimes
dancephrasesor movementsconveyand idea
or feeling better than just talking. For me,
what is exciting is to try to help them find a
way to saywhat they want withoutimposing
my own aesthetics."
Robinson's residency was made possible
by the joint sponsorship of the division of
theater and the division of dance.
With more than 4(H) graduate and undergraduate i ww^| /tit lig over
40 academic fields. Summer Term 1994 lets. you see BostonD^Wrsity as
you've never seen it before. Join our diverse summer community of some
6,500 students. Sample our summer concert series, extensive recreational
programs, and University-sponsored extracurricular activities. Call
617/353-6000 today tor your tree 1994 Summer Term Bulletin. You'll
never look at us the same way again.
Summer Session I: May 24-July 2
Summer Session II: July 5-August 13
Registration for both sessions begins April 19, 1994.
Summer Term 19 9 4
Yes! Send me a free copy of the Boston University Summer Term '94 Bulletin.
cmr. stats, zir
Return Coupon To: Term. Rm 203
755 Commonwealth Ave., Boston, MA 02215
An equal opportunity, affirmative action institution
We are well aware, however, mat we are
not the only movie buffs in the Bowdoin-
Brunswick microcosm. Indeed, as strange as
it may seem, we are not even the only Matt&
Dave. And as hard as it is for us to believe,we
aren't even the Matt & Dave you're likely to
be familiar with
Of course, the Matt & Dave we all know
and love are those fun guys who set up shop
on downtown Maine Street to bring joy into
our bleak, overworked Bowdoin lives with
their incredibly cool collection of videos. If
any two people in Brunswick could be con-
sidered film experts, itwould be thesetwo . So
wedecided to pop on in at the Video Venture
and throwdown thegauntlet:wewould stack
our formidableknowledgeaboutHollywood
Please see OSCARS, page 8.
The other Matt & Dave's
picks:
Best Picture: Schindler's List
Best Director: Steven Spielberg,
Schindler's List
Best Actor: Daniel Day-Lewis, In
the Name ofthe Father
Best Actress: Debra Winger,
Shadowlands
Best Supporting Actor: John
Malkovich, In the Line ofFire
Best Supporting Actress: Wynona
Ryder, The Age ofInnocence
Original Screenplay: Philadelphia
Adapted Screenplay: In the Name of
the Father
Foreign Film: Belle tpoque
Art Direction: The Age ofInnocence
Cinematography: The Piano
Costume Design: The Age of
Innocence
Film Editing: Schindler's List
Special thanks to Matt & Dave for
helping us out and being such good
sports.
Native American activist to lecture Friday
By Rebecca L. Jacques
CONTRIBUTOR
Russell Means, who performed the title
role in "The Last of the Mohicans" will be
coming tocampus tospeak. Means, an Oglala
Lakota, has been a prominent activist for
NativeAmerican rights sincel97D,when he
founded the first American Indian Move-
ment (AIM) chapter in Cleveland, Ohio.
Since mat time he has moved on to acquire
the reputation of a militant and aggressive
force in his uncompromising fight for Na-
tive rights. He participated in the Trail of
Broken Treaties" in 1972. This was a march
on Washington in which AIM seized hun-
dreds of documents that revealed corrupt
dealings between the Bureau of Indian Af-
fairs and Native nations.
Means is probably best known for his
participation in the 7l-d*y reclamation of
the townofWc»undedKneefo 1973,mwhkh
AIMhoped tobring tonationalattention the
US. government's illegal violation of the
1868 treaty, impeachment hearings ofmen-
tribal leader Dick Wilson and other current
controversies. This protestcame to symbol-
ize an incredible oppression experienced by
Native Americanswhen government forces
dispatchedan extensivearrayofheavy artil-
lery, including 17 armored tanks, grenade
launchers,highexplosives, jets and helicop-
ters to oppress a few hundred demonstra-
tors with shotguns and one semiautomatic
rifle. Although Means was active through-
outme demonstration, he also helped in the
negotiations mat brought it to a dose.
Besides leading and participating in dem-
onstrations, Means isalsoknown forbeing a
diplomat and advisor for Native groups all
over the world. He founded the Interna-
tional Indian TreatyCouncilwhich works as
part of the United Nations. He's the only
Native American to run for President of the
United States. In 1988, he was recruited by
the Liberation Party to run as their candi-
date for President
Russell Mean'slecture, '"Environmentally
There Is No Hope: tha Eurocentric Mala
Has Complete Control" will be in Kresge
Auditorium on Friday, March 11, at 7:30
pjn.
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Choir goes "on tour"
By Suzanne Brady
copy editor
Portland, Maine's primary concert magnet
of highly acclaimed (and not-so-highly ac-
claimed) musical noteworthies such as Billy
Joel, Bonnie Raitt, Jackson Brown, Guns 'n'
Roses and Meatloaf (yes, Meatloaf ), proudly
announces thelong-awaited arrival of itsmost
sought-after act this year the Bowdoin Col-
lege Chamber Choir.
Many of you perhaps sensed a sarcastic
tone within mat statement. Thoseofyouwho
didaregravely mistaken. Perhapsyou should
find out foryourselvesbyfollowing thegroup
to their 7:30 p.m. performance on Monday,
March 14, at the Woodfords Congregational
Church, 202 Woodford Street, in Portland.
Monday's concert marks the first stop of the
Choir's spring tour, which also includes an
engagement at Bates on April 30, an on-cam-
pus performance May 1 in the Chapel and a
tentative concert in New Hampshire.
This year's tour is of special interest for
several reasons. In past years, the Choir has
reserved spring break for its tours of New
Orleans, Puerto Rico, New York and Europe,
to name a few. To the dismay of all parties
involved, the Choir was unable to solidify
arrangements for an overseas tour mis year,
yet kept with the tour theme by scheduling
several regional concerts in Maine. Secondly,
mis semester's repertoire focuses on the mu-
sicofliving twentieth-centuryAmericancom-
posers, including GeorgeAndoniadis, a Port-
land composer who will be present at the
performance.
Director of the Chamber Choirand Associ-
ate Professor of Music Robert Greenlee, com-
mentedmattheprogram also consistsofmusic
of the Renaissance lowlands, including selec-
tions from last semester's repertoire by six-
teenth-century Italian composer Orlande de
Lassusand fifteenth
-century French composer
Josquin Desprez. "It's a concert of extremely
varied moods, from a bawdry whorehouse
song [de Lassus' "Chi chilichi") to sublime
settings of Robert Frost poems [Andoniadis'
"Questioning Faces," "Dust of Snow" and
"Peril of Hope"]," remarked Greenlee. Jen-
niferHand '94, a music major and member of
the Chamber Choir and Orchestra, has been
working with the singers in rehearsals this
semester as part of her honors project in con-
ducting and performance study.
In addition to the vocals of the Choir,
Monday's concert will include flute perfor-
mances by Hand and fellow orchestra mem-
ber Christina Pelletier '94, as well as a perfor-
mance by organist Henry Brondshpits '97.
Brondshpits will also accompany the Choir
on several of their pieces.
The performance is sponsored by the de-
partment of music and is open to the public,
free of charge. Furthermore, directions to the
Woodfords Congregational Church can be
picked up in the music department office in
Gibson Flail. Most importantly, over half of
the compositions' lyrics are in English, so
whether you road trip it to Portland on Mon-
day, or stroll to the Chapel on May 1, you
have no excuse to miss out on the inspiring
musicality of the Bowdoin Chamber Choir.
Brown encourages her
audience to reveal secrets
Knight breaks down cultural barriers
By Alison Burke
STAFF WRITER
Margy Burns Knight opened her lecture
by asking the audience, "Do walls talk? If
they did, what would they say? Who built
them?" 'Talking Walls" is the title of her
first book, illustrated by Anne Sibley O'Brien
Her first work introduces young readers to
differentculturesbyexamining wallsaround
the world, "showing the impact of walls on
peoplewho aredivided orunifiedbymem."
Knight's work is a unique addition to the
field of children's literature because it probes
the complex present-day issues of racism,
multiculturalism and the significanceofone's
own heritage.
1 didn't wait around my whole life wait-
ing for a book of mine to be published, mis
wasn't a dream of mine, " noted Knight. "I
went to Tilbury House [Publishers] with
ideas, no written work." Knight was in-
spiredby a reading of thepoem "The Wall"
about the Vietnam Veterans Memorial, in
Washington,DC, byDougRolands, a pro-
fessor at the University of Farmington.
Knight explained, "As he read the poem,
mis whole book came to me."
Knight described the opening page of
"Talking Walls" as the "language page"
becausetheword "wall" iswritten in thirty-
six languages. Interestingly, a woman in
theaudience pointed out to Knight that the
word for wall in Arabic is spelled incor-
rectly on mis page. "This [correction] will
go in the 5th Edition, " assured Knight.
Please see KNIGHT, page 8.
By Adrienne Weiner
contributor
George Crabbe said, "Secrets with
girls, like loaded guns with boys, are
never valued till they make a noise."
Larraine Brown, who visited Bowdoin
as part ofWomen's Week, would prob-
ablyagree. She told heraudience to find
their own secrets, to give them air, so
that theymaygain color, texture,sounds
and words. Brown, a writer and perfor-
mance artist, presented herone-actplay,
"Secrets," on Wednesday night in
Lancaster Lounge. In her play, she told
two stories about kept secrets and then
paralleled these stories with the story of
the Women's Movement. At the end of
the play, she talked about finding per-
sonal secrets throug breathing, feeling
and self-conternpiating.
The first storywas aboutEliza, a poor
Irish woman who worked as a servant.
Eliza's dream was to own a restaurant
and escapepovertyand oppression. For
many years, she hid money under a
stair. When she had finally saved Unain. Brown perfornis^e^"
/BoB^" °r^'
enough money to put her dream into action, their daughters they acted miserable and dis-
she went to the stair to retrieve her savings, contented. They shared their secret with their
The money was gone. Her husband had daughters and used to create a revolution,
gambled it all away. Eliza never said a word Brown believes that secrets can change lives,
to her husband. This was her secret. Tor- minds and bodies,
mented by the silence, Eliza's husband tried The performance was powerful, because it
;
to cut his own throat.
Jeffwas a handsome and clever boy, but he
was mischievous in school and often told lies.
His father told him that he was making his
mother sick, but she was actually dying from
taught an invaluable lesson, and entertain-
ing, because it told a good story. After her
performance Brown led an audience-interac-
tive workshop, designed to "expand and ex-
ercise participants' creative muscle." Partici-
leukemia.When she died, Jeff thought hehad pants had the opportunity to explore rela-
killed her. He unknowingly carried this se-
cret with him into adulthood. He could never
let anyone close, for fear of killing them.
The Women's Movementwas a more obvi-
ous secret, shared by the world. In the second
World War,women weremade to feel impor-
tant; theyweregivenjobsand responsibilities
in their communities and in the war-effort.
After the war, they were ordered back into
the home and told to resume their domestic
tionships with colors, to use movement to
express their aspirations and to find secrets in
order to give them color, movement and
sound. Though some participants werea little
shy at first, most loosened up and had a good
time.
"Secrets," Brown's first play won the first
annual Women's Playwriting Award, given
by the Perishable Theater in Providence,
Rhode Island. William Gale of the Providence
duty. These actions implied that awomen did journal said, "Thispiecehasconsiderable reso-
not need a mind or a sense ofhumor. Women nance. It is the kind of thing that connects
collectively recoiled. Because of their histori- with you on a personal level." Maine Public
cal position, they could not be too radical. As Television isproducing a version of "Secrets"
Brown explained, they had to act like double for airing in later this year. Brown ispresently
agents. To their husbands and to the public, working on her next play entitled, "Woman
theysaidthateverythingwasfine,butaround Without A Body."
We'll give you the boot...
and a whole lot more
Semester or year at SU's Florence Center
Courses taught in English or Italian
SU credit available in pre-architecture, architecture,
liberal arts, and studio arts
Live with Italian hosts (limited apartment space
available)
Trips to Rome, Venice, Assisi, San Gimignano,
and Siena
Courses available at the University of Florence
FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE AVAILABLE
Academic scholarships and study abroad grants
Syracuse University
Division of International Programs Abroad 119 Euclid Avenue, Syracuse, New York 13244-4170
1-800-235-3472 315-443-3471
Correction
Last week the price of B.B. King tick-
ets for the general public was listed as
$20. The correct price is $17.We apolo-
gize for the confusion.
CRUISE JOBS
Students Needed!
Earn up to $2,000+ /month working for Cruise
Ships or Land-Tour Companies. World Travel.
Summer and Full-Time employment available. No
experience necessary. For more information call:
Cruise Employment Services
(206) 634-0468 ext. C5064
PREGNANT?
Michael and Joanne long to share their
hearts and home with a child. Please
contact our attorney, Margaret Hall,
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OSCARS
Continued from page 6.
against their own, and they could name their
challenge. They threw their list ofOscar picks
in our collective face with a territorial snarl,
and we knew we had a contest on our hands.
Our Oscar lists both appear on this page.
But since we're thenewspaperguys,we get to
explain our picks, a luxury they don't have,
but oh, well. Here goes:
Picture: Even they realized that itwould be
crazy to bet against "Schindler's List," the
odds-on favorite for most awards and fore-
runner this year with 12 nominations. The
irony is that this incredible film actually de-
serves to win, which in recent Oscar history
has been unusual. "Schindler's List" is no
"Dances With Wolves"; Spielberg has created
a fine film, free of his usual grandiose self-
indulgences. This is an epic that demands
yourattention,notyourpanderingP.C. praise.
Co see it.
Director That said, we don't think that
"List" will sweep the Oscars, as most Holly-
wood wonks are expecting. In this category,
we think Jane Campion, only the second
woman director in Oscar history to be nomi-
nated for the honor, will take home the tro-
phy. This will make her the firstwoman ever
to win Best Director, which will make the
Academy swell with self-importance. Don't
forget that the Academy lives for two things:
to congratulate itself and to make Spielberg
and Scorsese miserable. Hitchcock will win
this Oscar before either of these guys do.
IfCampion wins, there will be much back-
patting on Oscar night, even if she is a bit late
for the much-ballyhooed Yearof the Woman.
We give her the nod. By the way, Altman will
also never win; too many enemies in high
places. We're surprised he was even nomi-
nated, except mat the Academy thinks it's
being generous and appropriately cognizant
of genius.
Acton Hopkins blew his Oscar a few years
ago for eating someone's liver, Day-Lewis for
pickling his (a s a two-footed Irish dlinkerand
writer with a girlish name). Larry Fishbume
is a fine actor, and probably should havewon
something by now for any of the great work
mat he's done (from "Apocalypse Now" to
"Boyz 'n the Hood"), but it won't be for Ike
Turner. Tom Hanks may pull it out for play-
ing the sentimental, disease-of-the-century
favorite, but after seeing Liam Neeson fill up
the screen and carry "List" with him,we have
to give it to him.
Actress: Who isn't annoyed with Emma
Thompson bynow? Winger has a chance, but
Holly Hunter was good beyond words in
"The Piano." Plus, we're in love with her.
(Well, OK, Dave is anyway.)
SupportingActor Ralph Fienneswasout-
standing, subtle and complex in "Schindler's
List"; not at all your guttural Nazi stereotype.
We liked him a lot, butwe would not be at all
surprised if Tommy Lee Jones, one of the
greatest American character actors, snatched
it away from him.
Supporting Actress: Matt says Wynona
Ryder ("Age of Innocence") will win, so as to
prevent a "Piano" landslide, but Dave insists
on Anna Paquin, the beautiful, ethereal and
engaging little 11-year-old who capably car-
ried the weight of a very heavy movie on her
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adorable little shoulders. TheAcademy's got
to love that, but I can see Mart's point.
Foreign Language:Any film with "Concu-
bine" in its name has to be a winner.
Cinematography: The Piano" was a gor-
geous movie, but "Schindler's List" was
filmed mostly in black & white, which auto-
matically makes it more important.
Score:John Williamssurprisedeverybody
with a simple, evocative, and unobtrusive (!)
score for "List." Heartbreaking violin solos by
Itzhak Perlman. Beautiful.
Documentary Short We haven't seen it,
but the name says it all.
There you have it; the rest of the categories
we feel are self-evident, ifmere is such a tiling
at the Oscars. May the best Matt & Dave win.
And if you missed any of these great, great
movies,we'resureyou cancatchmem shortly
on video (after their extended money-mak-
ing runs in the theaters, of course). Justgo ask
KNIGHT
Continued from page 7.
"Wechosethewallsonpurpose,weworked
really hard to represent the whole world,"
commented Knight. "This is not easy to do in
forty pages." A reader can wander from the
amazing Lascaux cave with four French chil-
dren to the stones of the Western Wall in
Jerusalem where a child tucks his folded
prayer. Children are inspired to raise ques-
tions: "How far away are these walls? What
languages do we hear?"
Justine Denison, a folk singer and farmer
from Bowdoinham, Maine, performed songs
from an anthology of music collected to go
with Knight's book "Who Belongs Here?"
Knight generated her ideas for"Who Belongs
Here?" from her Cambodian students. The
book is a composite story of the Cambodian
students who encounter harassment at
school—children telling them they did not
belong in America and "to go back home."
Knight stressed that "mis singular story con-
nects with the bigger picture."
"Kids do get it. They get a lot of things, we
just need to present it properly to them,"
exclaimed Knight. "Children want to know if
mere will be peace inCambodia and ifwe can
all get alonghere in the United States."Knight
invites children toclimbon thewalls ofdiffer-
ent cultures, and to explore their own stories
and heritage. Perhaps, as adults, we should
ask ourselves: Where are there walls in our
own world?Canweimagine aworld without
walls? Whatdo our own stories and heritage
reveal?
SHOW YOUR TEAM SPIRIT!
Order customized collegiate caps for
your team or club today! Caps are 100%
cotton and designed to soften with age.











Number of caps_ x $13.00 ea. =
(24 minimum) Shipping + 6.00
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Please allow 4-6 weeks tor delivery.
Mail along with check or money order to:
New England Athletics
Box 2577 Baxter Hall
Williamstown, MA 01267
or call (413) 597-6076 or information.
Offer expires 3/31/94.
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By Erin Sullivan, Sheridan Kelley and Matthew Brown
If you could add any course to the course catalog,
what would it be?
GEORGE STRATEV '97
Bulgaria














Men 101 : the art of profound bitterness.
KENNETH LEWALLEN
Brunswick, Maine
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The Elimination of Tenure
The labyrinth ofbureaucratic red tape in a
university administration, the immense
pressure emanating from academic
departments and the shear economic value
behind the idea of tenure is vividly
portrayed in Wallace Stegner's novel,
Crossing to Safety. In a novel thatpoignantly
traces the life of a young English professor
at the University of Wisconsin through his
trials and tribulations in the world of
academia, it seems that, indeed, the holy
grail of any professor is the prospect of
tenure. As seen in the tragic undertones of
Stegner's masterwork,however, itbecomes
increasingly clear that tenure is oftentimes
achieved only at the cost of great personal
sacrifice and expense.
Themainimpetus behind achievingtenure
is both job security and the guarantee that
one will be held in a consistent position of
prominence within the department. Tenure
is, seemingly, the highest laurel in the
academicworld : it carrieshonorand respect
while at the same time rewarding years of




also carries with it massive stigmas that all
seem to find a voice in the opinions of the
student body. The most frequent complaint
amongst the students concerning tenured
professors involves the notion that, after
receiving tenure,many professors rest upon
their laurels and allow their standard of
teaching to disintegrate. Many students
complain of professor apathy, citing low
evaluation of written work and class
participation as evidence of the "tenured
attitude." While the non-tenured professor
is expected to consistently publish and
impress the Administration with their
extensive contributions to the world of
academia, the tenured professor can take
no interest in the subject matter or their
classes and still retain the status ofprofessor
at the College.
In the recent controversy over Professor
Sweet, a professor who was denied tenure
despite overwhelmingly favorable student
approval ratings, it seems that the "tenure
track" at Bowdoin is an unnecessary label
that places superfluous pressures on the
members of the faculty. Professors in each
department frantically race for the
acquisition of a position which, in theory,
should innoway alter their teachings styles
or attitude towards their students. After
achieving the coveted position of tenure,
many professors are accused of failing in
their teachings duties by students who
automatically associatetenurewith laziness.
Tenure, indeed, is a double-edged sword
that cuts both the Administration and the
students in the process.
It seems that Dean Beitz reflects the
idealistic basisoftheCollegewhenheclaims
that "tenure is an investment... in the
openness of the campus to the widest
possible diversity of ideas/' Why do we
need tenure to assure a grand diversity in
teaching styles? If anything, tenure serves
as a grand hindrance to differing styles of
teaching,causingprofessors to either imitate
previously tenured members of the
department or follow a "method" that
eventually leads to tenure. If the mission of
the College is to preserve the freedom of
ideas, why does this "freedom" have to be
inextricably bound to the confining and
oftentimes extremely competitive nature of
tenure-track positions. No longer are we
stuck in a McCarthy era in which non-
traditional professors must be protected
from governmental influence. The College
refutes this archaic form of higher learning
and, instead, embraces diversity and places
it at the heart of its teaching philosophy.
The gross stigma attached to the apparent
"laxity" of tenured professors, combined
with the contradictory nature of the tenure-
track policy (e.g. why does the
Administration place tenure as the highest
goal since, in theory, it embraces the same
ideals that are at the core of the College's
academicprogram) places thewhole notion
of tenure in question. While it may be an
effectivemeans ofhierarchicallyorganizing
the professors in each department, tenure,
for the most part, is unnecessary. Its
fundamental construction is founded on
cultural and societal factors that have
remarkably changed from the McCarthy
era
.
Intheend, itseems that the linesbetween
a tenured and non-tenured professor cross
on several issues: they can both be released
from the College for the same reason while,
for the most part, they handle the same
course load and amount ofstudents. Tenure
has become a matter of status instead of a
device necessary to protect the individual
teaching styles of different professors.
The fate of the tenured professor parallels
the final visions of Alexander the Great.
WhenAlexanderdismounted hishorseatop
a Macedonian battlefield and gazed upon
his vast domains, a tear rolled down his
cheek ashe realized that therewerenomore
lands to conquer. Even though the ultimate
fate of the tenured professor may not be as
final as Alexander's vision, it does seem
that, in the end, tenure becomes a goal that
ultimately provides, both for the students
and administrators, more harm than good.
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Reflectionsfrom a Summer's Port By Mcoie Devarenne
Someone said once ofAfrica mat theonlyway to travel it is
on foot. This much is clear about Africa: it is a continent best
seen slowly and over a long period of time. I lived mere
sixteen years and never really knew it; although I learned to
recognize the emblem vegetation and wildlife, I grew
somewhataccustomed to thelandscape. Ineverwentvery far
there on foot. The game reserveshave rules about that sort of
thing, because of a few historic and unfortunate incidents
with lions. Even in the cities walking is not advisable. I lived
in Johannesburg, which is not a friendly place, even in the
suburbs. Perhapswha 1 1 lovemostabout the townwhere I live
now in Massachusetts is that I can disappear into it for hours
in the warm season, and explore it unsparingly. It will never
captivate me as the Africa I have known does. It will never
engagemyimagination to thesame extent. But it ishomenow.
I do not have a driver's license, and being terrified of
steering wheels and brake pedals, have grown quite
sentimentally attached tomy bicycle. I bought it lastsummer
in June, before I left to go andwork on Islesboro, an island off
the coast of Maine, as a live-in baby-sitter. I don't know
anyone in my town so the time I spend on my bicycle is my
concession to anti-isolationism : mychance tobe the observer,
the traveler. It's amazing how much interaction with your
surroundings is possible, even ifyou don'tknowmem all that
well, once you've been freed of the cold unbreathing authority
of a car interior. As I passed his house a little boy called out to
me: "How old are you?"
Twenty," I said.
His dog barked. I went on.
In early July I went to Islesboro. It wasmy second summer
mere, but my first with a bicycle. Islesboro's a wonderful
place to bike. After I'd been around the island once I knew I
would always be disappointed in my little streets in
Massachusetts. There's a sort of casual splendor to much of
Maine, and Islesboro, where it is allowed to be itself, can be
quite breathtaking. It's thirteen miles long and fairly flat,with
a loop at thenorm end. Once you're off the ferry and onto the
main road the going is mostly effortless. There are one or two
big hills: the road climbs just before Christchurch, and there's
a place just after Dark Harbor where you might prefer to get
off and walk unless your bicycle has a lot of gears. But there's
an icecream shop next to the littlebay mat used to be a harbor,
and you can stop there before you attempt the hill or once
you've come down it again on your way back.
A Column of Gneens Byianstewan
Throughout mis past year there has been an increasing
amount of discussion about the lack of a sense of place or
community at Bowdoin. Certainly the events of the
Bicentennial Year, the formation of the campus wide
coalition, and efforts to reorganize the student government
have all been attempts to reconsider and recreate an active
and interesting campus. Apathy, however, remains to be a
popular and ominous word on campus, which iscommonly
used by people of different groups and areas of interest.
The problems associated with community and social
responsibility at Bowdoin largely stem from the fact that it
is by nature a rather transient community. With long
weekends, vacations, and school years we come and go for
a short four year period as students atBowdoin. As students
and faculty at Bowdoin we spend relatively small amounts
of time within mis community, throughout which we are
responsible forcarrying a full course loadorworkload. With
mis in mind we must remember that mere is only so much
extra timeone canput into organizing, planning, and taking
part in any forms of activism. I think many people would
agree that because Bowdoin is such a busy and transient
place that the process ofbringing about change has become
rather difficult. Bowdoin is not a place which empowers
students to feel as though they are involved in the creative
process of reforming or modifying an. institution. One
thought I had was that maybe the most radical thing I can do
while at Bowdoin is just to study, with the idea that I can
affectmuch greater and more serious change after doing so
and graduating from college. While talking with another
concerned individualhowever, Iwas reminded tha tperhaps
the environment in which to create change after school
becomes even more difficult. Whatwe need from Bowdoin
is a greater feeling excitement and empowerment which
makes people feel involved in a process and which in the
end brings satisfaction.
Bowdoin, as a small college,needs to considerandsupport
more ways in which we can bring together differentparts of
thecampus in a discussion for our future. We need to try and
eliminate the feeling of transience which exists. Bowdoin
hasno right to ignoreits responsibilities as a largeinstitution
only because students come and go every four years. We
need to consider ways in which we can give both faculty,
administration and students the opportunity to become
moreinvolvedincampusplanning,maintenanceandactions
without becoming overburdened.
This lack of continuity and community has become the
primary obstacle for environmental changes on campus.
Despite the fact that Bowdoin is going to be celebrating the
twentieth anniversary of having an environmental studies
department; it has yet to begin to consider its relationship
with the environment. For many years, there have been
different groups at Bowdoin trying to create change on
campus. Recycling efforts stalled and failed for years with
thecomingandgoingofstudentsuntillastyearwhena cross
campus task force was formed. Without more unified efforts
like this one, very little shall ever get done. Interesting and
exciting changes with regards to energy efficiency, waste
reduction,consumptionandmoreecologicalsounds investing
policies will not come about without a more stable process.
When President Edwards was asked recently about how he
would createa stableprocess forchanges,he said tha tstudents
should stick to the making of short-term pragmatic changes.
Following thishe said mathe would bewilling to supportany
environmental change to the Bowdoin campus as long as it
wascosteffective. Theproblem again however, ismatstudents
alonehavebeen fairly unsuccessfulofmaking small pragmatic
changes and are in need of a process.
AtpresentBowdoinhasa number ofopportunities tocreate
a greater environmental structureon campus. One important
petition which is being made by the Environmental Studies
Department and the campus Greens is that the college create
a position for a graduate environmental intern who would
work and coordinate programs and activities for the
community. Several departments such as the O.C.S. and
Admissions already employ such interns. An intern solely
dedicated to planning and organizing would aid in creating
stability. Another important proposal is for the creation of an
Environmental Student Center within the new Smith Union
which would serve as a center for environmental activities
and programs on campus. The current E.S. office is primarily
a classroom space and offices for professors, and a central
space for the environmental organizing and meetings is
needed. As well the Greens have submitted a proposal for an
Earth House which might be located in the former Chi Psi
fraternity and would offer an interesting housing alternative
to members of the Bowdoin community who would like to
pursue a more ecological living arrangement. AnotherGreen
suggestion for Bowdoin's near future is the inclusion of an
environmental section to first-year orientation and as well as
an environmental pre-orientation trip. Perhaps by beginning
the first four years of a students time at Bowdoin with an
environmental orientation,wecan promote a greater ethic on
campus. The Greens have suggested, Ecological Literacy.
written by David Orr, as a possible book title for first year
students to read as a part of orientation. Looking towards
Earth Week, the Bowdoin Greens are also planning a formal
campus environmental forum, which will be held in the
interest of hearing different members of the Bowdoin
communities vision for creating change on campus in the
future. It is the hope of the Greens mat a formal, organized
forum might lead to the beginning of a process by which
different parts of the campus might outline and clarify
environmental objectives for the future.
The timing is right for Bowdoin to support some basic
environmental initiatives on campus, and to create a more
stable process by which to bring them about With such
widespread campus support it would seem like it would be
quite simple, but as of yet it is not
Late afternoons the children of the summer families and a
few children of the year-round residents gather on tine porch
of the Dark Harbor Shop, their pockets full of penny candies,
to socialize and watch the road. Their parents gather too, in
groups far betterdefined, by class and fashion and race. Some
of them are hoping John Travolta or Kirstie Alley, who own
summer houses on the island, will come to the Dark Harbor
Shop for an ice cream. Others want nothing to do with the
cluttered and inelegant realm of American mass culture.
Both the childrenand the adultstended to makemenervous
so I would take my ice cream down to the harbor and sit and
look out at the water. On clear days you can see right past the
bay, to other islands lying like great purple whales in the
distance. Buton rainy days and cool days the bay fills upwith
mist so thick you can't see to the middle of it, and you get the
feeling there's something suspended there, in the air or the
water, something the summer people haven't even begun to
recognize.
In many places the landscape itself seems to be struggling
against the framework upper class America wants to put
around it. The gulls circling above Dark Harbor call out too
loudly and there are still touches of wildness amidst the
windowboxes ofgeraniums and the perfect clapboard houses
of the very wealthy. Predictably it is the very wealthy who
lament the loudest that cars are even allowed on the island,
and would like a return to the days when the horse-drawn
carriage was the most mechanical means of transportation.
Those who have to lug the lumber of which the summer
houses are made, ofcourse,have little use for thehorse-drawn
carriage.
And probably even less use for the bicycle.
letter* to the
Cditor
A Message From Spande's
Father
Dear Friend of Tom's,
Since January 12th, Tom has been under psychiatric
evaluation at the Clifton T. Perkins Hospital Center, of the
State of Maryland's Health and Mental Services
Department, at Jessup, Maryland in connection with the
death ofhis mother.Hewas recently charged in thatdeath.
Tom's lawyers hope that he will be released from the legal
system for psychiatric treatment in an appropriate facility.
Tom is in the maximum security section and is allowed
one twenty minute visit every day except Friday from
immediate family members only. I see Tom 3-4 times a
week usuallyand speak withTom byphone in themorning
and evening every day. At present he is taking a mild anti-
psychoticdrug called Navaneand a muscle-relaxantcalled
Cogentin Tom is now more lucid and his conversational
abilities are improving. /
He now has access to a fairly good library, and spends
much of his time reading. Of the twenty patients in
maximum security, three are artists, one is a biology and
English teacher and one is an environmental scientist so
Tom has some intellectual companionship.
As more time goes by and Tom continues to recover
from theseverepsychotic episodewhich placed him where
he is, he may be moved to the minimum security section
where he will have more privileges, such as being allowed
to wear his own clothes and have a musical instrument.
At present, Tom's lawyers prefer thatTom not write any
letters. He would, however, love to hear from you though
and can be reached at:
Clifton T. Perkins Hospital Center




Thankyou all foryourmanygoodwishesand expressions
ofsupport.The kindnessof friendshas beena greatcomfort
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Student Opinion
Counterpoint
Topic: Diversity amongst the faculty at Bowdoin.
Pro
I was asked first approached about writing this article by a member ofADAPT about a week
ago. At first I couldn't believe that there actuallyhad to be a pro and con debate regarding hiring
faculty of color. I wondered, "What the hell is the poor person who gets stuck with con side of
the argument going to say ?" And as the week wore on I kept this question in mind hoping that
I would have a rebuttal to anything they could say. Then all of a sudden it dawned on me. The
person responsible for the con argument was probably not going to say that it would be a bad
thing to have faculty of color here. Instead they would argue against the college having an
affirmative action policy because "affirmative action is a discriminatorypolicyand onlyrewards
people of color for not being good enough". Then I thought, "Maybe this person will be
"original" and argue how difficult it is to get faculty of color to come to Maine."
I guess that because I expect these arguments to come up that I should address them first.
However, note that I will do this quickly because this is not an affirmative action debate. I am
also very sick of these arguments that only tend to be a cover up for the real issue: Bowdoin's
dire need for faculty of color. First, affirmative action is not a "bad" policy for an institution to
have. In a nation where people of color are and have historically been denied a chance to
participate fully in society (do you remember segregation and that racism still exists?) perhaps
the responsibility falls on the shoulders of private institutions to change these conditions.
Second, an affirmative action policy does not mean that an institution hires unqualified
personnel. Instead, it means that qualified peopleof color are more seriously considered for a
position. It's similar to an academic institution that regards the applications of athletes or the
children of alumni more highly. Now on to whether Bowdoin can get faculty of color to come
hereornot. Myargument issimple: Williams, Batesand Colbydo soweshould be able toas well.
Since I've gotten those miscellaneous arguments out of the way on to why I believe Bowdoin
needs to recruit and hire more faculty of color. Point 1 : If Bowdoin truly desires to be as diverse
as it claims our faculty should represent this diversity. At present we have only one tenured
African-American professor. Most of the other professors of color are visiting professors who
will only be here for a year or two. Only a body of professors that represent the diversity within
America is acceptable.
Point 2: Very often professors of color do their doctoral work in non-traditional areas. So by
hiring a professor of color you would also be getting a person who could add to the curriculum
of the college (and ifyou look at the few courses offered in Africana and Latin-American studies
you can see we need help). It is disgraceful to Bowdoin that we do not have a Latin-American
studies major when Latinos comprise such a large portion of the U.S. population. By hiring
faculty of color we could kill two birds with one stone.
Point 3: Facultyofcolorcould helpkeep students ofcolor at Bowdoin. Byacting as role models
and mentors faculty ofcolorwould provide a much needed support system for students. All too
often the current faculty and administrators of color are swamped with calls for help from
students of color. They are reluctant to deny any help because they know that the students of
color feel most comfortable with them. Cases in point are Mrs. Betty Trout-Kelly and Dean
Lewallen. At one point in time Mrs. T-K (as we affectionately call her) was adviser to 3 different
student organizations. Also, from personal experience I know that the time and efforts of Mrs.
T-K and Dean Lewallen helped keep me at Bowdoin.
Point 4: If Bowdoin had more faculty of color recruiting students of color would be easier.
Students of color would be more inclined to matriculate at a college where they are assured a
community and a support system.
I have stated the benefits to Bowdoin from hiring more faculty of color and the college
Administration has admitted to me that they agree with my claims. Fortunately for us both
Bowdoin will be allowed the opportunity to hire more facultyofcolor. If the college truly intends
to keep its current student to faculty ratio then it must hire more faculty. So let's solve a large
group of problems by filling the upcoming positions in the sciences and humanities with
qualified professors of color. It couldn't possibly hurt.
By Jorge A. Santiago
Con
Is it unreasonable to ask the College to hire the MOST QUALIFIED teachers? Or is this
policy simply too logical and too reasonable to implement? Call me old-fashioned, but I
maintain that employers should hireworkers according to their qualifications, not because
they look different than the other workers. As soon as race becomes a consideration in the
employment process, inequity is inevitable,and racial tensions ensue. Whenlam hired for
a job, I like to think that I got the job based on my merits. What is it going to do for the
selfrespectofminorities iftheyknow that theirracemayhavehelped to getthem their iobs?
Nobody wants to be discriminated against; in fact, most people would probably agree
that the less discrimination in society, the better. Hiring faculty on the basis of race is
necessarily discrimination, by definition. Every time Bowdoin asks for an candidate's sex
and race on an application (regardlegs of whether the question is optional), the college is
practicing discrimination. When the College advertises employment opportunities in
magazines and journals targeted toward certain races, it is not searching for the most
qualified instructors nationwide, it is searching for the most qualified instructor within a
relativelysmall subsetof the population. Thisprocedure obviously results in a smallerpool
of qualified candidates than if the college were not concerned about the race ofcandidates.
So not only is mis college's hiring procedure potentially racist, it intends to instill
diversification at the expense of finding the best candidates, due to the college's virtual
neglect ofa vast sector ofthe populationduring its quest for diversity. Anyonewho argues
that dieconsideration ofrace in die admissions oremployment process of this college is not
discriminatory practice begins with a faulty premise, from which an unsound argument
necessarily follows. Diversifying the faculty means hiring candidates at least partially
based on the color of their skin(for example)—this is discrimination.
The typical rebuttal to this argument is as follows: since society discriminates against
minorities, something must be done to counteract the racism they encounter. Giving this
argumentsome thought will lead one to the conclusion that it is thoroughly flawed. Again,
theargument restsona false assertion,namely mat all minorities arediscriminated against,
and thatno whites are: this is indeed not the case. Todeny that discrimination existswould
be naive. In addition to race, sex, and the like, people's appearances in society—the way
they dress, walk, comb their hair, and talk, all contribute to the way they are treated by
others. Peoplehaveand always will makejudgmentsabout others. But a governing body's
intentional installation of a discriminatory policy (e.g. quotas, affirmative action, etc.) is no
logical resolution. We must all realize that the creation of an injustice, namely "reverse"
discrimination, does not counterbalance or cure another injustice, but rather multiplies
societal injustice and escalates racial conflict. Advocates of such policies are championing
the Machiavellian notion ofthe endsjustifying the means, in this case the ultimate paradox
of the attainment of equality at the expense of unequal treatment. Anyonewho is familiar
with 77k Prince knows that this philosophy has potentially catastrophic ramifications.
Most would agree that race doesn't make a good professor. If a black professor is more
qualified, has more experience, and is a better instructor man a white professor, by all
means hire him—but not because of his race. Anyone who is truly supportive of eguality
will demand that bom students and faculty are admitted to this college on the basis of
ABILITY. If a patient needs brain surgery, is he going to hire the best doctor, or the doctor
with the best color? The patient wants the doctor who is most qualified to operate; the
student should have the right to be taught by the teacher who is not merely qualified, but
most qualified . Inorder toaccomplish this goal, theAdministrationmust treat all candidates
as if they are all the same race; only men do we have any hope of true equality.
A race-blind hiring procedure will ultimately result in the recruitment of the most
outstanding instructors to teach at Bowdoin. The administration must adhere to such a
policy if it doe6 not want to compromise the guality ofinstruction at Bowdoin, and chooses
to uphold its claim that " itdoes notdiscrimfhateon the basis ofage, race, color, sex... ".(Bowdoin
catalogue, application for admission, etc.). •
By Marcus Mona
Get to the Point Views fkocv The Couch
By Brian Sung
True story.Theownerofa basketball team,oneday,walked
onto the court and watched his team practice. Now, his team
wasn't doing too well, and the coach of the club was a little
icon. He should also be recognized as a dying breed in today's to give the average person what they want to hear, promise
nothing, and act like everything's way over their wee-little
heads. To get a straight answer from a person in any sort of
world
Does this sound familiar? "We had many exceptional
applicants to our college this year and regret to inform you
thatwe are unable to accept you. . We're sure you will have an
excellent academic career at another fineacademic institution."
How about this?"Yourresumeand application are exceptional,
power is akin to getting Norm off his bar stool, or Cliff a
girlfriend.
To those who view inane rhetoric as a way of life, and to
„«».
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«««!««» fci± JlZj/ «... ./ ---T^ thosewho reject, whether it be colleges, offices, or those of thenervous when he saw the owner. After waiting for a short and^ 9enmc« has proved that you are more than JTi'.imnlpnl*. srLknlainlv and sneak the
while, the coach approached the owner. The owner smiled
pleasantly at the coach, and the coach felt a bit relieved. The
coach said "hello", and the owner said warmly, "made a
coaching change today."
In an era ofdouble talkand diplomacy, I found thisowner's
frankness to be refreshing and heartwarming. No hidden
phrases, cliches, padding, or roundabout wording. lust the
straightforward truth "Madeacoachingchangetoday "There
are those people who would view mis kind of statement as
qualified for this job. However, we regret to inform you that
we are unable to hire you at this time." Now, I know mere are
many of us who have received one of these types of letters;
and what is the standard reaction from we who have been
dissed? Don'tyou all feel, like I do, matyou would rather get
a letter sayir , "Hey, sorry, but you don't have it." All that
stuff thatcollegesand offices write to makeyou feel betterjust
ends up making you feel worse; though it probably makes
those who reject feel a bit better.
opposite sex, I give a simple plea: peak plainly p
truth. Ifa concept or policy is riot feasible, tell me it cannot be
passed and why. If I'm not good enough for your college or
job, send me a postcard that simply says, "No.", or a letter
telling me what the hell to do to get a job. It's odd matwe all
live in a society that is supposedly getting more politically
correct and more concerned about social issues, yet less is
getting done and harsher feelings are developing between
and within groups, as well as between individuals. How is
that, in becoming more concerned about not hurting one
another, mass confusion and frustration has built up. CouldBureaucracies all over the world suffer from an inordinate ...
r
harsh, but the owner was not being cold. Cold would have ^ of words ^ ^^ „^ g^p of p^pfe m^ world this be due to the proliferation of enigmatic, tautological
been, "Getoutofhere,you pig's ass, you're fired." Theowner bott^ at masking issueSf feeding Unes, ^d confusing the discourse which has situated itself as a barrier between
didn't beataround the bush and told thecoadi exactly where general public than administrators. From high school comprehensive dialogue and stylized, convoluted
he stood. For this, he should be applauded and held up as an principals to senators on the hill there is a general consensus rmscoinmurucation? God damn, I think it is.
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MENS HOCKEY (18-5-3)
Player Points PPG
Charlie Gaffney 24 41 65
Marcello Gentile 31 21 52
Joe Gaffney 19 29 48
Paul Croteau 9 28 37
Kevin Zifcak 5 17 22
Rich Maggiotto 12 8 20
Torey Lomenda 9 10 19
Tim O'Sullivan 4 15 19
Mark McCormack 10 8 18
Andrew Poska 8 7 15
Mark MacLean 6 9 15
Rich Dempsey 5 7 12
JoeMeehan 5 4 9
Peter Schuh 8 8
Tim Real 1 5 6
Mike Kan ler 2 4 6
Jason Fowler 2 2 4
Chris Ledwick 1 3 4
JanFlaska 2 2
Eric Strahura 1 1









Browning named to NABC
All-Northeast Second Team
Bowdoin men's basketball player Nick
Browning '95 hasbeennamed to the National
Association of Basketball Coaches (NABC)
All-Northeast District Second Team.
Browning averaged 23.4 points and 95
rebounds per game this season for the 13-9
Polar Bears. He was named to the Eastern
College Athletic Conference(ECAC)
NortheastHonor Roll three times this season,
and was once named the Maine Basketball
Coaches and Writers Association Player of
the Week in recognition of his high level of
performance.
"Nickhasbeenconsistentlyoutstanding all
season," said men's basketball coach Tim
Cilbride.1am delighted mathe is getting the
recognition that he deserves. But, while he is
a great player, he is an even better person.
Nick is a pleasure to coach."
Browning became the 12th Bowdoin men's
basketball player- to reach the 1,000-point
plateau in the Polar Bears' final game of the
season. Browning had 35 points in thatgame,
a 98-80 loss atColby .Henow has 1,018 career
points, placing him 1 1th in Bowdoin men's
basketball history.
ECAC East All-Star Team: FORWARDS: Steve Ervin (St. Anselm), Charlie
Gaffney (Bowdoin), Marcello Gentile (Bowdoin), Kurt Mallet (Salem State).
DEFENSEMEN: Paul Croteau (Bowdoin), Tom Menicci (St. Anselm).




Nan Gorton 43 17 60
Michel Phaneuf 20 25 45





















Brietta Delmanzo 1 4 5
Erika Helmrath 4 4




Continued from page 16.
the team is competitive and, with the young
talentofthepresentteam,willbeevenmoreso
in the future.
Yet the Bowdoin Administration has
dragged its feet in making the decision on
whether or not to allow the team to enter the
ECAC league. Without ECAC status, before
too long the team will virtually cease to exist,
or regress to a club sport, which to team
members amounts to the same thing.
By itself, the Polar Bears' 11-10 final record
looks pretty good. But when you consider
that theyovercame a near-fatal 3-8 beginning,
winning eight of their last ten contests to
finish above the .500 mark, it looks amazing.
Does the College want to reward this kind
of determination, which it should value in
any student, athleteorotherwise, with a denial
of the team's one small wish to join theECAC
league? The team's spirit could not be broken
when it lost eight of its first 11 games. But
should the College issue them a rejection
tantamount to calling for the demise of their
program, who knows if the players can
recover. Even the hard-nosed comeback kids
of the winter sports season may not be able to
thrive without their most basic structural
support: their own Administration.
EveniftheAdministrationdoesgrudgingly
honor their simple request, the question still
remains as to why women's hockey is so
much of a different program with such
different standards. Every other varsity
program at Bowdoin exists in the security of
a league.Whynotwomen's hockey, especially
considering the popularity of hockey at
Bowdoin and in Maine in general?
Questions seem to abound in this area.
Here's another: although we hate to think
that it might be, is this in fact an issue of
gender?To compare the women's program to
the men's does not seem particularly
effective—the women's program is much
newer, but besides that, it is simply unjust to
compare any team to historically the most
popular team at Bowdoin.
Still, it would seem an act of glaring
hypocrisy to deny the women's hockey team
the status granted to its male counterpart,
particularly with the current lack of strong
reasons for such a denial . The act would seem
further illogical in light of the issues raised in
the Status of Women report. If President
Edwards has dedicated himself to making
Bowdoin a place more accepting of women,
his first move should hardly be to tell these 13
hockey players that they have no business in
Dayton Arena.
The women'shockeyplayers will take their
chilly climate. They will take the frosty air
caressing their skin as they skate around the
rink. They will take the cold hard ice, which
challenges them as insistently and as
ruthlessly as the opposing team.




Continued from page 16.
against powerhouses Northeastern and the
University of New Hampshire. Watson's
concern is mat a similar situation mightoccur
for the Bowdoin team. If ECAC teams like
Northeastern andUNH prove to be virtually
invulnerable, Watson questions, "How long
will it be before the kids get discouraged by
not being able to be competitive?''
Dean of the College Elizabeth Chadwick
voiced a similar concern about the inclusion
of Division I and II schools within the ECAC.
She feels that one of the reasons students are
attracted to Bowdoin is because of the
relatively relaxed atmosphere of Division HI
athletics . Regularseasonandpostseasonplay
forthewomenwould includematchesagainst
larger schools,and Chadwick is worried that
this might change the values on which
Bowdoin's athletics are based.
However, team members point out mat
mere is no distinction between divisions in
women's fce hockey, especially since no
schools offer scholarships to female hockey
players. The students should be given the
opportunity toplay in a league," say Aniens,
since varsity status is the only component
necessary to participate in the ECAC.
Another factor Watson brought up as a
rxjssibterundrancetoBowdoin'sentranceinto
the ECAC is the ever-present problem of
limited funding.JoiningtheECAC is, in itself.
inexpensive, but the expansion of the travel
schedule would put a strain on the budget
Members of the team are also concerned
about the extra expense ECAC participation
would incur. Having been in the position
more than once of having its budget
jeopardized by increases in the budgets of
other sports, the team does not wish any
other sport to pay theprice for itsaspirations.
However, Chadwick emphatically denies
that financial considerations are the cause of
the lengthy delay in making mis decision.









medal sport in the 1998 Olympics in Nagano,
Japan. This growth is important, for it helps
lessenone ofthe concerns administratorshave
with supporting the program: mat women's
hockey is not a widespread sport, so mereare
a limited number of women who both play
hockey and meet Bowdoin's academic
standards.
The growth in popularity is also important
in that it suggests that the induction of a
NESCAC league for women's hockey, which
all involved agreewould be the best solution,
is a valid hope for the future. Watson believes
" thatas the
Why do the men belong to the










remedy mis problem, she is asking for College improve, interest in women's hockey
recommendations from past. players and
coaches, and consulting students and faculty
on the situation. Chadwick is also looking at
the history and development of the sport to
get a feel for its past and for its future.
The fact is thatwomen'shockey isgrowing
exponentiallyinpopularity,asmoreandmore
femalesbecomeinvolved with youthhockey.
A public school league has started in
will develop. However, mis is not a viable
alternative at the moment as there are
currently only five NESCAC schools with
varsity women's programs.
Difficulties may arise for the team even if
the Administration does decide to apply for
admittance into the ECAC league. The
programs from Boston College and
Middlebury have already voiced their
Minnesota, two more high schools in New intentions to join the league for the upcoming
Hampshire have added it to their programs season and, since the league generally admits
mis year,andwomen'shockeywill become a teams in pairs, Bowdoin may be leftout in the
cold. The reason for the pairing is that the
ECAC usuallyorganizes its travel schedule in
terms of pairs—for instance, one year Ithaca
and Cornell would come to play Bowdoin
and Colby, while the next year, Bowdoin and
Colbywould travel toNewYork.Theentrance
ofBC, Middleburyand Bowdoin would throw
off this balance.
Still, the women's hockey team and coach
Mike Woodruff are dedicated in their desire
to enter the league, and Watson is optimistic
about their entrance as well. I'm in favor of
it," said Watson. "I would like to have a two-
year trial period,just to see wherewe are. If at
the end of two years, we see that we are
competitive, I think it is great. I'm all for it."
Ahrenssummarized the feelingsof the team
by saying, "We realize that some of the
competition will be difficult at first, but the
team wants the challenge. We would rather
play more competitive teams than belong to
no league at all. Plus, our movement into the
ECAC will put pressure on other NESCAC
schools toimproveand implementprograms.
Ultimately, mere will be a division of the
stronger and the weaker teams, but this will
only come from within the league, and we
don't want to be left out."
The players anxiously await a decision,
especially since they initially voiced their
concerns in January. The faculty-athletic
committee convened Thursday afternoon to
make the preliminary decision, and Dean
Chadwick stated that a final decision will be
made before admission letters are sent out.
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Bell, Cleaves, Storin head for Nationals in Wisconsin
By Ben Wolin
staff writer
Many student athletes dream ofcompeting
on a national level, against the country's best
collegiate competition. Last weekend, three
ofthesedreamswere realized. Rachel Cleaves
^5, Staci Bell '95 and Darcy Storin '96 all
qualified to compete in this year's NCAA
Division III Women's Indoor Track Meet in
Oshkosh, Wisconsin, today.
To receive an invitation to travel to
Wisconsin, each athletehad to post impressive
times or distances at last weekend's ECAC
Championship at Smith College. During the
meet, all threewomen finished first or second
in their specific events, helping to boost the
team to a 36-point, fifth-place overall finish.
When asked about having one of the top five
teams out of the 35 colleges invited to
participate, coach Peter Slovenski said, "This
was a terrific team effort. The throwers and
long distance runners got us off toan excellent
start in the meet, and the 4x800 team won the
last event of the day. I was very proud of
everyone."
To win the 4x800, each member of the Polar
Bear relay team had to have the race of a
lifetime.Two weeks agoa tNew Englands the
team finished first, but against lesser
competition than it would be facing at Smith.
Storin, Laura Ceagan '96 and Corie Colgan
'97allhad their season best split times, helping
the team win its last raceof the year in 9:39.04.
The group crossed the finish line for the last
time this indoor year, one second ahead of
second-place SUNY Cortland.
However, tri-captain Cleaves, the anchor
of the team, is not yet ready to call it a season.
By placing second in the 800m race in 4:41 .47,
her personal best, she qualified for tonight's
NCAAs. "I was really impressed with the
team performance," she said. "Coach saidwe
needed to get 30 points to finish top five, and
we did." When asked about this week's
upcoming NCAAs, she said, "I was really
excited about my personal time. As for
heading off to Nationals, I'm a little nervous,
but excited. I'm just going to look around,
take it all in and hope I can run well." For
Geaves to earn All-American honors she has
to place in the top six finishers of her event.
This cut-off point applies to all events at
NCAAs. Although no Bowdoin competitor is
seeded higher than seventh, coach Slovenski
said, "Were hoping to surprise some people
and pull a few upsets."
Besides Cleaves, shotputter Bell is looking
tojump into the top six finalists in Wisconsin.
At the ECACs, Bell out-threw 15 other
competitors with a toss of 12.61 meters. This
throw notonly qualified her fornationalsand
broke her personal record by two feet, but
also smashed a ten-year-old school record.
Bell, whohas consistentlydominated the shot
put event at meets throughout the year, is
hoping to duplicate her first-place toss of last
weekend.
Joining Cleaves and Bell on the plane to
Wisconsin will be sophomore Storin. Storin
finished second out of 15 in the 1500 meter
run. Herfinal timeof4:41 .47was—like Cleaves
and Bell—herpersonal best. This finish,which
was only one second off the winning pace,
allows her too to travel to Nationals for the
first timeever.Twoweeks ago, Storin finished
a satisfactory fourth at New Englands in
4:45.38. This finish helped her receive an
NCAA provisional bid, but itwas uncertain if
this time was going to stand up to NCAA
Championship specifications. By dropping
Rachel Cleaves '95, Staci Bell '95 and Darcy
her time at ECACs by almost four seconds,
Storin made sure there was no doubt about
her invitation to NCAAs. "\ just hope I can
keep improving my times, like I have all
season," said Storin. "All in all, I would love
tohavemy best race of the season on Friday."
Tonight, Rachel Cleaves, Staci Bell and
Carey Jones/ Bowdoin Orient
Storin "96 are headed for Nationals.
Darcy Storin will all be fulfilling their dreams
of attending the NCAA championships. All
mat remains to be seen is if these dreams can
be taken one step further. By finishing in the
top six in each of their respective events,each
would take home tine prestigious honor of
1994 All-American.
ECAC East Men's Ice Hockey All-Star First ever for a defensemen.
Team
.
This isGaffney'ssecond straightseason Gaffney took the teamand leagueby storm.
as an All-Star. Croteau finished the season His 65 points led the team and the ECAC inTITLE
Continued from page 16.
napping. The Bowdoin fans' celebration was
tainted,however, by the realization thatthings
would be tied if only the goal had come 12
seconds earlier.
Down 4-3, the Bears tried desperately to tie
up the game. Unable to do so, Bowdoin was
forced to pull itsgoalie with time running out.
Salem State took advantage of this, just as
Bowdoin had done the previous night, and ——
assured themselves of thewinandECAC title ""mm^~B~"
with two empty-netters. with nine goals and 28 assists for 37 points, scoring,andbrokehisown record of64,which
Despite the unsuccessful repeat campaign, His 37 points are the second best point total he accomplished last season. His 41 assists
theBearscan be proud of the recent individual for a Bowdoin defensemen ever. Inhis career, are the second most ever in a season, falling
honors which have came Bowdoin's way. Croteau has amassed 69 points, which places one short of his record of 42 last year. In his
Paul Croteau '95, Marcello Gentile '95 and himsixthontheall-timeBowdoindefensemen career, Gaffney has 57 goals and 104 assists
Charlie Gaffney '95 were all named to the scoring list. His 19 career goals are third most forl61points.Thisisjustl2shyoftheall-time
scoring record, which is held by John
McGeough '87 at 173.
Finally, Gentile also assaulted the record
books this season. His 31 goalswere the most
Unable to [score], Bowdoin wasforced to pull its
goalie with time running out. Salem State took
advantage of this, just as Bowdoin had done the
previous night . .
.
FREE TRIPS AND MONEY!! Indi-
viduals and Student Organizations
wanted to promote the Hottest Spring
Break Destinations, call the nation's
leader. Inter-Campus Programs 1-800-
327-6013.
ever for a Polar Bear, andhe is the only player
in Bowdoin men's hockey history to ever
score more than thirty goals in a season.
Gentile's 72 career goals place him in second
all-time, trailing only McGeough (74).
Bowdoin finishes tine year with a record of
18-5-3and has a strongnucleusaroundwhich
it should improve next year. The Gaffhey-
Gentile-Gaffney line will return for its third
full season next year. Croteau and both
Bowdoin goalies will return, as will captain
and anchorman O'Sullivan. In addition, the
ever-improving talentsofRich Maggiotto '96,
JoeMeehan '97,JasonFowler '95,Kevin Zifcak
•VI, Tim Real '95, Mark McCormick '96, Pete
Schuh '96, Jan Flaska '96, Andrew Poska '97
and Rich Dempsey '96 will provide Bowdoin




should be primed to assault the ECAC next
year, and have a very good chance ofmoving




- SPRING BREAK '94 -
Cancun, Bahamas, Jamaica, Florida & Padre!
110% Lowest Price Guarantee! Organize 15 friends
and your trip is FREE!
TAKE A BREAK STUDENT TRAVEL (800) 328-
7283.
University ofSouthern Maine Summer Session
SpendYour SummerWisely
Keep moving toward your educational
goals this summer.
This summer, with 4-week, 6-week, and 7-week sessions
and numerous special institutes, USM can provide
quality academic experiences.
Registration begins April 18 and will continue through
the beginning ofeach session.
For more information contact:
University ofSouthern Maine
Office ofExtended Academic Programs/Summer Session
96 Falmouth Street, Portland, Maine 04103
or call (207) 78CV4076 or 1-800-80O4USM, Ex. 4076
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Profile: Conrad Stuntz
TheBowdoin men'sswimteamsurpassedexpectations
with its seventh place showing at last weekend's New
England Division III Swimming and Diving
Championships. Highlighting the solid team effort was
thedominating performanceof tri-captain Conrad Stun tz
'94.
Stuntz capped off an outstanding senior season by
winning the New England Championship in the 500
freestyle, and placing second in bom the 1650 freestyle
and the200 medley races. His time in each oftheseevents
set a new school record and solidified his position asone
of the bestdistance freestylers ever to swim forBowdoin.
"Setting the records was great, but I was more happy
about my times and places in the New Englands," said
Stuntz.
Stuntz's times in the 500and 1650 qualifiedhim for the
"Conrad is a great leader




NCAA Division III Swimming and Diving
Championships, to be held at Williams College next
weekend. While excited to realize his personal goal of
making the Nationals, Stuntz shied away from making
predictions about his chances there, stating, "I achieved
my goal ofqualifying for the Nationals. Ihaveno further
goals for the Nationals, except to not finish last. I will
swim better if I am relaxed and not putting pressure on
myself."
Stuntz has blossomed as a swimmer during his four
year<areer at Bowdoin. "Conrad has shown a steady
progression ofimprovement sincehecame to Bowdoin,"
said Bowdoin head swimming coach Charlie Butt. "He
improved from making the consolation final his
sophomore year to making the championship final his
junior year. Then he had a great New England meet his
senior year, setting three records and winning one
championship."
Stuntzattributed hisimprovement in partto a weight-
lifting program which he started last summer. He
explained, "I lifted weights intensively for the first time
last summer, and I found that the added strength
helped me swim better this season."
Though the men's swim team was small in numbers
this year, its accomplishments in the pool made a large
impression on the rest of New England. "Every year,
we do better than people expect us to," said Stuntz. "It
is a testament to the technical expertise of Coach Butt
and the dedication of the members of the swim team."
Stuntz felt that the small size of this year's team helped
foster a strong sense of camaraderie among team
members'. "We spent a lot of time together, and worked
"Swimming is an
individual sport, but I
enjoy being part ofa team.
a
Carey Jones/Bowdoin Orient
Conrad Stuntz "94 receives recognition for his record-setting
New Englands performance.
Alpine Skiing
well together as a team," he said. "Swimming is an
individual sport, but I really enjoy being part of a team.
I race for the team, not for myself."
Stuntz's success and leadership this year were an
inspiration to his teammates. "Conrad is a great leader
and everyone looks up to him . His swims in the pool get
us pumped up to get going," said teammate Shane
Cook '94.
As for the future, Stuntz plans to teach and coach in
a preparatory school upon graduation from Bowdoin.
He may eventually reenter the world of competitive
swimming through masters competitions, but for now
he will focus on coaching swimming. "The great thing
about swimming is that it is a lifetime sport. It is
something that I can always come back to if I want," he
said.
Bears prove ability to compete against Division I
Adaptation: Team survives
a season in Division I.
By Nate Snow
contributor
The alpine ski team finished off its first
season in Division I two weeks ago with the
Eastern Division I Championships at the
Middlebury College Snow Bowl. After much
debate regarding its Division I status and
little support from the school, the ski team
stepped up and proved beyond the shadow
of a doubt mat it does belong among the
Division I ranks.
Friday's Giant Slalom race took place in
bitterly cold and windy conditions on a course
with the consistency of Dayton Arena. The
women's team, traditionally a slalom
powerhouse, impressed in allofitsdimensions
on its way to an 1 1 th place finish out of the 20
participating schools. Cynthia Lodding '96
led the team with a 35th place out of80 racers.
Captain Tracy Boulter '94 followed her with a
48th place finish, just ahead of first-year
standoutAllisonSpringer,who finished 50th.
On the men's side, things did not start out
so well. CaptainJim Watt '94 fell within sight
GOODWINCvolvo 'mnmnj
Looking for a VOLVO or a
MAZDA?
New or Used
We also have 1 Certified Honda, Toyota
and Nissan Technician,
of the finish line on a solid run and was not
awarded a second run . Furthermore, after not
having raced much this season due to a
teaching commitment, Jeremy LaCasse '94
raced exceptionally well, only to miss the
second run by a few tenths of a second.
Therefore, the only two men to finish were
Nate Snow '95 in 47th and Terry Crikelair '96
in 50th. The team was hurt in the overall
points race by not having three finishers, but
was still in a respectable 15 th. place heading
into Saturday's slalom.
On Saturday, the wind died down a bit, the
sun came out and the Bowdoin ski team
showed up to ski. Lodding again led the
women's side with two exceptional runs
against the very strong field that placed her in
an amazing 16th and allowed her to edge out
racers from Division I powerhouse schools
like Dartmouth and the University of
Vermont. Boulter placed a great slalom finish
of39th with theprevious day'sfinish. Springer
again was close behind her in 54th. Melanie
Herald '96avengeda mishap in Friday's racing
by battling into 59th place. These four
exceptional finishes placed the team in tenth
for the slalom and tenth overall.
Spurred on by their female counterparts,
the men's team also put together some
exceptional finishes. In the final race of his
collegiate career, Watt led the team with a
43rd place finish, followed closely by Snow at
48th. LaCasse blazed a second run to finish
rightbehind him in 50th. Chris Butler '94, also
in his last race at Bowdoin, shredded the
course on his way to a 57th place finish. This
effortplaced themen'steam 14th in theslalom,
and although this was not enough to move
them out of 15th overall, theydid finish ahead
of both Colby and Harvard.
Some doubted that the Bowdoin ski team
would be able to shoulder theload of Division
I status for the 1993-94 season. They did, and
they will be back next year to do it again.
Call the dealer with 41 years ofexperience
91 Main St.. Topsham
729-3369
SPRING BREAK- From $299 Includes:
Air, 7 nights Hotel, Transfers, Parties and
More! Nassau/Paradise Island, Cancun,
Jamaica, San Juan. Earn FREE trip plus
commissions as our campus rep! 1-800-
9-BEACH-l
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Women's H o c k e y
Decision due soon on status of women's hockey
Program future: The
Administration ponders the
issue of whether or not to




Controversyover the future ofwomen's ice
hockey at Bowdoin continues as the players
attempt to persuade the Administration that
joining the ECAC league would be most
beneficial to the future of the team.
Currently, the team is not associated with
any league, a position which the players do
not feel is promising for the immediate future
of the sport at Bowdoin. As 16 out of the 20
colleges and universities on the East Coast
with varsity ice hockey programs belong to
the ECAC, the players feel that joining the
league is a step necessary for theimprovement
and, ultimately, the existence of the women's
ice hockey program at Bowdoin.
Schoolscomparable to Bowdoin in sizeand
competitiveness, such as Colby and
Middlebury, have already joined or are
planning to join the ECAC. Bowdoin co-
captain Jen Ahrens '94 explains that "these
schools will attract the best recruits because
they can offer both a more advanced level of
play and an assured future for the team." The
monopoly ECAC schools will have on these inequalities as representative of typical
players means that the standard ofplay in the
ECAC will improve beyond Bowdoin's
capabilities. Frequent Bowdoin competitors
Williams and Wesleyan decided not to join
and are decidedly lesscompetitive than teams
in the ECAC, as is evident in their games
against Bowdoin this season. Since it is
troublesome and unnecessary for teams
within the ECAC to schedule games outside
ofthe league with schools like Bowdoin, there
is beliefamong team members that Bowdoin
will regress to —___^_^_
the level of
"
Williams and We realize that some of the competition
*?T'gram ™n he *#«* *fi**, but the team
wants the challenge. We would rather
play more competitive teams than






are defined as a
v a r sa t y
program, there
are no ^^^^Z^^^HH^^^^L
opportunities available to us for postseason
play," said Ahrens. "Because of this, many of
the better teams regard us as a club team and
do not want to schedule games against us."
Difficulties have followed the women's ice
hockey team since its inception as a varsity
sport in 1 986 . In May of 1 992, the team filed a
Title IX complaint addressing problems felt
by members of the team concerning
disproportionate budgets, equipment, and
scheduling in comparison to themen'shockey
team. At that time, the players saw these
discriminatory behavior in favor of male
athletes on the part of the admissions
committee. Although the Title IX complaint
helped bring about many improvements for
the team, the issueofthecompetitive schedule
remained unadressed. So the question
rema ins:Whydo themen belong to theECAC
while the women do not?
Sid Watson, Director of Athletics, feels that
thamen's team's membership in theECAC is
a different situation. .."The bigger schools in
the men's
program are
Division I and II
schools, but they
play at a Division






^^^^^^^^^^^- and they travel
thesame aswedo . These schools areones that
we are competitive against and have been for
years."
Along these lines, there is concern that the
women will not be able to compete against
their stronger opponents in the ECAC. For
example, although this year's Colby squad
was able to comprise its first two lines of
playersnewlyrecruited to itsECACprogram,
theteam was effectivelyannihilated ingames





The much-publicized Status of Women
report released by the College has cited
"strong evidence of a very chilly climate for
women at Bowdoin" among its findings. This
"chilly climate" refers to widespread feelings
of discrimination and inferiority among
female students at Bowdoin.
However, there are a group of women on
campus who feel quite at home in their chilly
climate. The chilly climate of the ice rink, that
is.
Yet the Administration threatens to deny
them even this.
The women'shockey team has long fought
for its right to exist as a varsity sport. It has
fought to have its equipment and uniforms
upgraded to acceptable standards. It has
fought to be accepted as a serious team with
serious goals i x)th literally and figuratively)
This fight alone should convince everyone
on campus that the current group of athletes
is dedicated to ensuring the future of the
sport at Bowdoin. An 11-10 record for the
1993-94 season should convince people that
Please see CLIMATE, page 13.
Men ' s Hockey
Salem State downs Bowdoin to capture ECAC title
By Randy Steinberg
STAFF WRITER
The Bean' hopes were still alive with 1:14 remaining . .
.
Derek Armstrong/ Bowdoin Orient









Attempting to capture its second straight
ECAC championship, the men's ice hockey
team washaltedby the VikingsofSalem State
last Saturday night in the finals of the ECAC
tournament. The teams, seeded seventh and
eighth in last year's final, met again in 1994,
this time seeded number one and two. The
results,however,weredifferent. Aftergetting
by Hamilton 4-3 in the semifinal round, the
Vikings went on to defeat the Bearsby a score
of 6-3, getting two empty netters late in the
third to shore up the title.
In advancing to the finals, the Polar Bears
tookon and defeated third-seeded University
of Connecticut in the semifinal round last
Friday.Thetwoteamshad playedonceduring
theregularseason, the resultbeinga dramatic
7-7 tie. The evening started in less-than-
desirable fashion as Bowdoin fell behind 1-0,
and in the second seemed merely to be playing
catch-up hockey. Bowdoin turned it around
in the third period, though, scoring two early
goals to take a 3-1 lead.
Midway through thethird UConn gotback
within one. Afterdesperately trying toeven it
up UConn pulled its goalie and Bowdoin
exploited the Huskies' defensive gap for two
empty-net goals. The final score of 5-2 saw
Matt Bowden '95 take the victory in net and
make 32 saves in playing a fine game.
Entering the game with an impressive
record of 21-4-2, Salem State had humiliated
Bowdoinbya margin of8-2 in theironlyother
meeting of the season on January 22. Not
wanting to be embarrassed again, Bowdoin
cameoutblazing. At3:24 of the first,on a long
pass from Jason Fowler '95, Mike Kahler '94
broke in on the right side and took a shot that
got by the Salem State goalie. Just under ten
minutes later, the Vikings evened things at
one with a goal. In the second period, the
hometeam took a two-goal lead, and Bowdoin
seemed to be reeling.
The Bears came out strong in the third and
scored on a goal by Joe Gaffney '95 With the
score 3-2 in favor of Salem State, play
continued scoreless formorethan ten minutes.
The Vikings then went up 4-2 at 13:53, and
things seemed very dismal. Just 12 seconds
later, though, captainTimCSullivan '94 took
the face-off draw, skated up the ice and
uncorked a shot from just outside the blue
line which caught the Salem State goalie
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Frat melee results in officer injury, bad press
By Richard Shim
editor-in-chief
On March 12, a fight involving members of
the Kappa Delta Theta and Beta Sigma frater-
nity houses occurred, raising questions about
violence at Bowdoin and campus safety. The
fight is an accent to a recent pattern of vio-
lence that has occurred over the past aca-
demic year and has left administrators won-
deringwhat Bowdoinasa communityshould
do to end mis cycle. A forum was held in
Daggett Lounge on Thursday night to allow
the community to come and discuss how
Bowdoin should deal with the issue of vio-
lence.
The incident mat brought major attention
to violence on campus was the brawl on the
lawn of the Kappa Delta Theta house. The
details oftheconfrontation are still uncertain
.
The Dean's office, which is handling the inci-
dent, will not release any information, due to
the confidentiality of the affidavits that they
are taking.
The incident occurred on Theta property
when three members of the Beta house who
hadbeen atTheta and left, returned later with
more members of the Beta house, at which
point the brawl began. Bowdoin Security re-
quired the assistance of three local police
stations (Brunswick, Topsham, and Bath) to
control the brawl.
Officer Daniel M. Goss was the only Secu-
rity officer to sustain injuries. Goss sustained
eye injuries when a blow to his face brought
him to his knees. He also received head inju-
ries while still on his knees. Other police
officers were assaulted as well, but no one
was arrested because confirmed identifica-
tions of individuals could not be made. In
addition, two studentswere taken to the hos-
pital for treatment after the brawl.
After the fight, Dean H. Roy Partridge Jr.,
who is currently in charge of fraternity af-
fairs, and Dean Kenneth A. Lewallen were on
the scene to control the incident. Lewallen
attempted to speak with bom fraternities af-
ter the incident to discuss what had hap-
pened.
Theta called security several times to pre-
vent anything, but
Theta is not blame-
less," Lewallen said.
"They like to portray
themselves as vic-
tims, but how were
those Betas treated
initiallyandwhydid
they decide to come
back? Beta was ex-
tremely uncoopera-
tive with the whole
incident. This is the
worstcaseoffratver-
sus frat misconduct
that I have been as-
sociated with since
the fall of '85 when I
arrived."
Disciplinary ac-
tion has not been
taken, but the Ad-
ministration has de-
cided to deal with the
issue an both an in-
dividual and collec-
tive level. In either
case, the Judiciary
Board will recom-
mend action to the
class deans. Thus far
Beta has been sus-
pended indefinitely until a review of their bonisconcerned with is violence. Dean ofthe
future can be seriously considered and Theta College Elizabeth Chadwick stated, "How
has been suspended until the end of the se- the incident started is still being determined
mester. Neither house is allowed to serve but what happened is more significant. Vio- Bowdoin and their relation to the larger con-
alcohol to anyonewho is not a member of the knee is not acceptable behavior, fighting is text of student life at Bowdoin . The emphasis
nouse
- not the way to solve the problem. The recent is on the social life at Bowdoin and how it is
"We have not completed the investigation violent events are not a defining moment for related to violence. The group will be stu-
butwe are looking closely at Beta," Lewallen Bowdoin. This testspeople's ideasaboutwhat dent-run and will give students an opportu-
Bowdoin is and we need to come together as nity to take control of the community.
a community to talk about what Bowdoin Exec Board ChairHoltHunter 96 stated, "I
really is." feel confident that the students at Bowdoin
TheAdministration held a forumonThurs-
Edward Reno *97 looks on as emergency and law enforcement vehicles arrive at the scene of the Beta-Theta
brawl, prepared for the worst
tion, the Student Executive Board has set up
a four-week commission to study the various
forms of violence and destructive behavior at
said. Thisyear Beta has established a pattern
ofgroupand individual misconductand they
have been disciplined by the College. It turns
outthattheyhavefew other meaningful privi-
leges that have not already been affected by day night that was intended to allow the
College action. Because the incidentoccurred
on Theta property, Beta is suspected to be the
aggressor. Beta has made the statement that
they conceded a series of mistakes."
Beyond last month's incident at Theta, the
larger issue on campus that the Administra-
community to come together to discuss vio-
lence and what Bowdoin can and should do.
The objective was to initiate a community
have the ability to solve issues ofviolenceand
destructive behavior. And I feel the commis-
sion will be the first step in students working
to achieve that end."
The interviewing for the commission chair
problem solving session towards tine recent takes place on Saturday morning and the
violence. commission will be chosen by Sunday
In response to the call for community ac- evening.
Sen. Mitchell kicks off latest institute
Amid speculation, answers questions regardingfuture plans
By David Simmons
newseditor
Senate Majority Leader George J. Mitchell
of the Bowdoin Class of 1954 inaugurated die
third of the College's Bicentennial Institutes
Wednesday night with the keynote address
for the Gulf of Maine Environmental Insti-
tute, which will continue through Saturday,
April 9.
He arrived on the Bowdoin campus just
hours after Justice William Blackmun's an-
nouncement to step down from the Supreme
Court this summer. Newspaper reports that
Senator Mitchellsnameappearson the "short
list" of potential nominees for the Court seat
renewed speculationabout the senatorsplans
for after his Senate term is up.
Mitchell seemed in good humor Wednes-
day night, addressing a near-capacity crowd
in Pickard Theater and joking with Bowdoin
PresidentRobertEdwardsabout the possibil-
ity of taking ewer his job upon his retirement
from the Senate. 1 made a decision a long
time ago never to seek the kind of position
you hold," he said, referring to Edwards. He
said mat tenure disputes were some of the
worst battles he'd ever seen in his career.
Before beginning his speech, Mitchell pre-
sented Edwards with a framed copy of the
resolution thattheSenateunanimouslypassed
honoring Bowdoin's Bicentennial and a copy
of Mitchell's own remarks on the occasion in
the Congressional Record.
In his address, which he pared down con-
siderably from his prepared remarks, he fo-
cussed on theoceans and theGulfofMaine as
a vastand inadequatelyunderstood resource.
He urged the prevention of the pollution of
the oceans and called for more research to be
done on watersheds such as the Gulf. He
further suggested that where scientific data
Please see MITCHELL, page 3. h
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Beyond the Bowdoin Bubble...
Recipe (in its entirety)far
boiled owl:
Takefeathers off. Clean owl
and put in cooking pot with
lots ofwater. Add salt to
taste.
- The Eskimo Cookbook (1952)
Justice Bbckmun announces retirement from
Supreme Court
After serving 24 years on the nation's highest
court. Justice Harry A. Blackmun announced on
Wednesday his intention to retire at the end of the
Supreme Court's currentsession. At his resignation
ceremony, Justice Blackmun acknowledged that:
"It's not easy to step aside, but I know what the
numbers are and it's time." Blackmun was
appointed to the Supreme Court in 1970by Richard
Nixon as an individual who would be confirmed
without substantial controversy after the failure of
two earlier nominations. He departs as the Court'
s
most reliable liberal since the retirement of Justice
Thurgood Marshall. Perhaps his most significant
contribution to the Court was in Roe v. Wade, the
landmark opinion that he wrote in 1973 which
exemplified his support for abortion rights, and
where he stated that "The Court has recognized
that a right of personal privacy...does exist under
the Constitution." Such possible candidates to
replaceBlackmun include Senate Majority Leader
George J. Mitchell, Judge Jose A. Cabranes, the
chief judge of the Federal District Court in
Connecticut, Drew S. Days 3d, A Yale Law School
professor and present Solicitor General, and New
York lawyer Conrad Harper.
Presidents of 2 Central African nations killed.
President Juvenal Habyarimana of Rwanda and
President Ntaryamira of Burundi were allegedly
assassinated after the plane they were on was
downed by rocket fire. The two countries have
been plagued by civil war in past months, and
violence between the Hutus and Tutsis, rival tribes,
has claimed thousandsofrefugees into neighboring
countries. The leaders were returning from a peace
conference in Dar es Salaam, Tanzania, where
they met with other Central and East African
leaders in an attempt to devise a plan to resolve the
ethnic strife. Burundi's former president was
assassinated in October. In Rwanda, a UN
peacekeeping force of 2,500 is helping to restore
order.
Car bomb kills 8 and wounds 44 in Israel.
A Palestinian suicide bomber blew up his car on
Wednesday at a bus stop in the northern Israeli
town of Afula in one of the most serious terrorist
attacks in Israel since 1989. A substantial number
of the victims were Israeli teen-agers who were
preparing to board a bus outside of two schools
where classes hadjust let out. The mi 1 itan t Islamic
groupHamas accepted resonsibility forthe terrorist
action. Diab al-Loh, a senior official of Yasir
Arafat'sPLO faction Al Fatah, said: "Wecondemn
any attack against innocent people. As a
Palestinian, I am personally in pain for what
happened in Afula, as I am about what happened
in Jabaliya and Hebron." Indeed, the Afula attack
was indubitably a response to the massacre at
Hebron on February 25 when Baruch Goldstein
opened fire on Palestinian worshippers at the
Cave of the Patriarchs shrine, killing 29 and
wounding at least 90.
Leftists protest GATT In India.
Perhaps as many as 200,000 leftist protesters
battled police in New Delhi. Some Indians fear
that the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade
(GATT) will allow a takeover of the country's
economy by foreign investors. The protest was
organized by India's two communist parties and
affiliated labor, youth farmer's and women's
groups, who called for the government to reject
theGATT accord, which is scheduled to be signed
by 117 nations on April 15. The event turned
violent after some of the demonstrators pierced a
police barricade. The police struggled to keep the
crowd from overrunning parliament, using tear
gas, water cannons, and metal-tipped sticks.
British Government shaken by inquiry into
Iraqi sales.
Following almost 1 1 months of testimony, the
official inquiry into the Government's handling of
arms sales to Iraq has finished the majority of
hearings. While the final report will not be
completed until late in the year, thepublic hearings
have seriously tarnished the political reputation of
the ConservativeGovernmentand raised questions
concerning the sale of arms-making equipment
and weapons components to President Sadam
Hussein's Government in the years preceding the
Iraqi invasion of Kuwait in 1990. The testimonies,
including those ofPrime Minister John Major and
Lady Thatcher, have portrayed a Government so
willing to have British companies win business in
Iraq that it was willing to overlook the illegality of
such military sales.





This Week's Bowdoin Orient Contest:
The Easter Bear comes to Bowdoin
Carey Jones/Bom*** Orient
The Orient staff decorate eggs with beautiful colon. (Visual
effect lost in black and white photography).
Many of us were forced to miss out on
Easter festivities with our families because
we needed to rush back from Spring Break
to prepare for last Monday's classes. The
Orient staff is sensitive to this tragic loss,
and that is why it has decided to bring
Easter to Bowdoin, just a little bit belated.
Last night, we creatively decorated one
dozen eggs. At 5:00 a.m., we collectively
trekked out onto the quad (all wearing
Easter bonnets). In the midst of our festive
frolicking, we cleverly hid these twelve
eggs in the most obscure of locations on the
quad. Hence,wehave organized acampus-
wide Easter egg hunt!!!
To win the free pizza and sodas this
week, simply drop everything you are
doing,runoutonto thequadandbe the first
to find one of the Orient eggs. Each egg is
encoded with a four-digit serial number
and a transcript of these numbers is being
held undermaximum security in the Orient
vault. Once you have found an egg, run to
the phoneand leaveanansweronthe Orientt
answeringmachine (x3300)withyourname,
phone number, and the serial number
printed on the egg. AND- you get to keep
the egg and treasure it always (ormake egg
salad).
Congratulations to Allison Kelley '95 for
winning last issue's Orient Trivia Question,
"Jel-lee Beeeeeens, Yummy." Trevor
Worcester was able to fit 56 jelly beans into
hismouth. Allison says she was able to put
55 intohermouth, thus giving us the closest
guess of those entering the contest. That's
quite a mouth you got, Allison!!
*Win a FREE Domino's Pizza and Two Sodas*
(And an egg!)
^m
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Mitchell
Continued fran pegf 1.
en theoceans mightbe sparse, anecdotal
date from Maine fiahennen might pro-
vide insight
Alter the speech, Michel) opened the
fkx)r to question*aboutany subjectat all,
leaving the door open far inquiries into
his port-Senate aspirations- He said that
he had not yet been offered a position as
Commissioner of Major League Baseball
or the Supreme Court nomination, but
indicated that if he were offered any po-
sition, he would consider it very care-
fully.
Mitchell granted the Orient a short in-
terview after addressing more environ-
mental concerns. When asked Whether
his professed desire to spend more time
in Maine would affect any decision he
would make about his future, Mitchell
responded. It will certainly be consider-
ation, but it will notbe theonly consider-
ation."Hewas quick topointoutmat the
Supreme Court is in recess for many
months at a time, which would make
staying in Maine more feasible.
Mitchell wag optimistic about the va-
cancyhewiUbeleaving in theSenateboth
asa leading environmental advocate and
as a key airy toFree, Clinton. Along envi-
ronmental Unes, Mitchell eiqpressed con-
fidence in bis colleague Sen. Bacchus,
current chair of the Senate environment
committee, andwasahoimpressedwith
Sen, Boxer from California,who has "al-
ready begun to establish himself" as a
champion for environmental causes.
Further, Mitchell said mat he had "no
doubt* thatwhoeverreplaceshim as Ma-
jorityLeader "wiD bean effective leader"
as well as an aid to Clinton in me Con-
gress. Mitchell indicated mat Clinton has
many loyal friends in Congress who can
take up tits slack.
Mitoheflwas also confident that "a sig-
nificant portion" of the President's legis-
lative plan, the "heart" of Clinton's pro-
gram, inducting health care, gun control
andanti-crimebills, willbepassed before
Mitchell leavesCongress. Ifthishappens,
then the loss of Mitchell's leadership in
the Senate wont be a* large a factor.
Mitchell insisted mat Chilton's toss of
leverage in the Congress "won't be deci-
sive."
Finally, Mitchell commented on Rep.
Tom Andrews' bid for the Senate seat he
willbe vacating. 1 strongly supportTom
Andrews' candidacyforthisseat,"he said.
"He's done an outstanding job in the
House." Mitchell said that the first ques-
tion he was asked in Maine when he
made his announcement was about
Maine's loss of Congressional clout
"Maine wiD lose clout if we have two
Republican Senators at a time when a
Democratic president is in die White
House."
If die voters are truly concerned, they
will elect Tom Andrews," he said.
Maine will lose powerful political
voice with Mitchell's retirement
By Paul CJLohlfing
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR
Senate Majority Leader George J. Mitchell
gave the keynote address that opened this
weekend's Bicentennial Environmental In-
stitute. Thisweek, speculationescalated ona
national level over theMaine Senator's pros-
pects for future employment when 85-year-
old Supreme Court Justice Harry A.
Blackmun announced that he would step
down this summer. There is also great un-
certainty in Maine over the effect that
Mitchell's upcoming retirement from the
Senate will have on the state's ability to win
federal funds.
Mitchell,who will leaveCongress after his
term expires next year, has been rumored to
be on the "short list" of candidates to fill the
newly vacated Supreme Court position.
Mitchell also has been rumored to be one of
five candidates being considered for the job
of Major League Baseball Commissioner.
Mitchell has not yet been offered either job,
and has publicly made no commitment to
any job or future plan despite his admission
that he would strongly consider either job if
offered to him.
Mitchell, a native of Waterville, Maine,
graduated fromBowdoin in 1954 before get-
ting his law degree from Georgetown Uni-
versity. Mitchell was an employee of the
Justice Department, was active in the state
andnational DemocraticParty organizations
and served as a District Court Judge before
his appointment, in 1980, to fill the United
States Senate seat vacated by Edmund S.
Muskie. Muskie left the Senate to become
Secretary of State in the Carter Administra-
tion.
Mitchell won election in his own right to
the Senate in 1982 after coming from far
behind in the polls. He has served on the
Finance, Veterans Affairs, and Environment
and Public Works Committees in the Senate.
In 1988 Mitchell was re-elected to the Senate
for another six-year term after winning over
81% of tite votes, the largest percentage of
votes ever received by a candidate in a state-
wide election in Maine. In January 1989
Mitchell began to serve as Senate Majority
Leader after he was elected to that position
in the wake of the retirement of West Vir-
ginia Senator Robert Byrd. Byrd's shame-
lessness in his use ofthe position ofMajority
Leader to help his own state earned him the
nickname"thePorkKing." Mitchellhastwice
been re-elected to that position.
Mitchell's role as the keynote speaker at
theBicentennialEnvironmental Institutewas
fitting in light of his distinguished record of
advocacy in the area ofenvironmental regu-
lation and protection throughout his career
in the Senate.
In 1990 he led
the drive to re-
write and
strengthen the
Clean Air Act in







Mitchell is a mem-




















the point man for ^ MUcheU giving the Environmental Institute keynote addressPresident Wednesday night at Pickard Theater.
Clinton's domestic
has helped to promote the awarding of mili-
tary contracts to Bath Iron Works, Maine's
largest private employer.
"This scares the hell out of me," com-
mented Jim Mackie, a union official at BIW,
to the Maine Sunday Telegram immediately
afterMitchell announced his retirementfrom
the Senate. v-/
Mitchell was also a key player in the deci-
sion to keep thePortsmouth Naval Shipyard
agenda on Capitol Hill. It has been specu-
lated that the pressure of this rolewas one of
tiie factors that pushed Mitchell away from
seeking a third term in the Senate.
Mitchellhas used his position, as arguably
the second most powerful politician in the
Nation, to help win special treatment and
extra federal appropriations for Maine.
"When Mitchell has requested projects,
they are usually funded," wrote Steve
Campbell, a Staff Writer for the Maine Sun-
day Telegram.
In 1992 Mitchell was the driving force
behind a $714 million allocation toMaine for
transportation improvements over the next
six years. Among other things, the funding
will pay for a bypass of the Brunswick-
Topsham area on Highway 1 . The $714 mil-
lion represented a $314 million increase from
the last six year period.
Mitchell has also secured $30 million in
federal funds for the re-opening of passen-
ger rail service from Portland to Boston, and "
$70million in extended unemployment ben- **""*— —— mtmmmmm—
efits for Maine workers. In 1993, Mitchell in Kittery off the Defense Department's list
helped change some of President Clinton's of base closings. Mitchell will remain in the
proposed paper recycling regulations to al- Senate through its Fall term when the ship-
low paper mills in Brewerand Lincoln Maine yard and the Brunswick Naval Air Station
to remain open. The plantsemploy over 1000 will be considered for the 1996 list of base
"My calls get answered. My
requestsfor meetings are
granted. I have a better op-





Angus KingPatrick Quinn, Johnathan
Carter, Steve Stimpson
Come hau" K >ur iixlc|Viulcnt yulvnaU >iial auiidates debate
Economies. Education. HcoIolt \. Politics
workers.
"My calls get answered. My requests for
meetings are granted. I have a better oppor-
tunity tomake a case forMaine. .J don'twant
to sound arrogant...(but) it's accurate to say
closings.
When Senator George Mitchell retires,
Maine will lose a great deal of its national
political clout. Regardless of who is elected
to succeed him, it will take years for Maine's
in. Maine Louiilv
Sponsored b\ \C.\
that these things would not be (in the bill) if Congressional delegation to accumulate the
I were not Majority Leader," commented prestige and power that Mitchell brought to
Mitchell to the Maine SundayTelegram after the state. However, the uncertainty in the
the passage of the 1992 transportation bill. future of Mitchell's public life means that
Mitchell has also been a powerful force in Maine could benefit from his leadership at
support of Maine's defense industry Mitchell some point in the future.
|/ YES! I want to study in AUSTRALIA!
Study Abroad at
CURTIN UNIVERSITY
Countless study choices available
Australian studies, Aboriginal studies and many more
Programs to Asia June/July. Call for a brochure.
1-800-245-2575
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^Susan Kaplan named Associate Dean
By Emily Church
assistant news editor
Susan Kaplan, Associate Professor of An-
thropology, has recentlybeen named Associ-
ate Dean for Academic Affairs. She succeeds
Randy Stakeman, who begins delayed sab-
batical leave this summer. Kaplan officially
begins as Associate Dean July 1, but because
she will be in the Arctic conducting research,
she will begin orientation inJuneand takeher
post in August.
According to Dean for Academic Affairs
Chuck Beitz, Kaplan was chosen from a field
ofqualified nominees. "Therewere anumber
ofverygood people," Beitz said. "TheFaculty
Affairs Committee (used as the search com-
mittee) and I had long, searching discussions
with many of the candidates."
Kaplan's experience in both faculty and
administrative affairs on campus made her a
desirable pick. As Director of the Peary-
MacMillan Arctic Museum, shehas dealtwith
the administrative side of the College com-
munity, as well as being deeply involved in
her teaching responsibilites. Kaplan has also
served on the Curriculum and Educational
Policy Committee, the Faculty Affairs Com-
mittee and the Committee on Committees.
Kaplan believes her experience has pre-
pared her well for the appointment. "My
position since I have been here has been one-
half teaching and one-half administrative,"
she said. "I have basically gotten a view of the
College from different perspectives...I inter-
act with all constituencies and I have a sense
of the opportunities and the pressures."
Kaplan's new responsibilities as Associate
Dean for Academic Affairs will be complex.
The major task is the recruitment of new
faculty, but according to Kaplan, the job
doesn't end there. "The College has become
increasingly aware that the recruiting of fac-
ulty does not necessarily mean hiring of fac-
ulty," she said.
The next few years will be increasingly
hectic for the College as the student expan-
sion program begins. "Bowdoin is in a stage
of real academic transition," Kaplan said. " I
have myown visions and aspirations for aca-
demic programs. Given my regard for the
College, if I was going to weigh in with my
opinions, now is the time to do it."
Kaplan will give up her teaching position
for the next three years, but will retain her
position as Director of the Peary-MacMillan
Museum. According to Beitz, though, she
will "be able to reduce her time commitment
in that position as a result of changes and
reorganization in the museum staff."
Randy Stakeman, the current Associate
Dean, is enthusiastic about Kaplan's tenure.
"I think we're at an exciting stage in the
College's development," he said. "There will
be new faculty hirings, new facilities and the
Capital Campaign will open new opportuni-
ties." Despite the time pressure of the job,
Stakeman said, Kaplan will find the job re-
warding. "There are a variety of tilings you
get to work on that are challenging and keep
the job changing."
DOMINO'S PIZZA 729-5561
Hours Sun-Thurs Ham to lam; Friday & Saturday 11 am to 2 am
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Special - (No coupon necessary)
Manic Monday - On Mondays receive a medium pepperoni pizza and 2 cokes
for $5.66 + tax or a large pepperoni pizza and 4 cokes for $1033 + tax.
Lunch Special- Between 11am and 4 pm receive a medium one-topping pizza
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White many seniors arc currently envi-
sioning a career of daytims soaps on their
parents' couch, Peter Hodgin *94 has won
orw of60 Watst^ Fellowships awardedna-
tionwide
Surtedinl961 byMrs.ThomasJ. Watson,
the Watson Foundation annually honors
the the founder ofIBMby awarding these
grants for study outside the U.S. The com-
petition for the grant begins with many
proposals nationwide, every fall
AtBowdoin, theproposals thisyearwere
narrowed down to eleven candidates who
were interviewed Out of this eleven, four
candidates went to thenationwidecompe-
tition. 60grantsweregiven from thepool of
180 proposals.
Having "never been out of the country"
before, Hodgin is journeying to the newly
formed country of Eritera, which has just
recently voted in total independence from
Ethiopia. TheEriterian People's Liberation
Front has been fighting a thirty yearwar of
independence in northern Ethiopia, the
US. and the United Nations are now em-'
bracing the war-torn country and,Hodgin
hopes, the good relations will be recipro-




involvement of women ki me the war for
independence. Wconm parttetoafed in all
aspects of the struggle, including frontBne
combat Hodgin intends to live in Eritera
for his allotted yearandstudy the effectsof
peacetime on gender equality in ttns re-
buildmg nation.
Hodgin has been inyoved wfHh both
women's issues and Eritera here on cam-
pus, through work on Safe Space and in
sociology of gender classes Hodgin has
pursued the study of gender equality.
Hodgin's fatherworked in thePeaceCorps
in mis area of Africa andHodgin gathered
further interest in Eritera through classes
with Tom Killion, who now teaches at the
University of Eritera and wiB be an impor-
tant contact for Hodgin.
Another contact will be Bereket Selassie,
whoasane?q>atriateofEthk)piawhofought
with theEriterian effort Mr. Selassiewas at
Bowdoin last semester and encouraged
Hodgin to pursue this topic. Othercontacts
Mr. Selassie has givenHodgin include two
women, one in Germany and one in Hol-
land, who head die National Union of
Eriterian Women.Hodgin will spendsome




hopes to talk with Girma Esmeron, a
Bowdoin Psi Upsikm brother of Hodgin's,
about radio and propaganda involvement
in reshaping the country.
Hodgmstatesthattheshockhasnotworn
off yet and says now that he has won the
responsibOhy he feels die pressure to suc-
cessfulty complete the project The whole
experience is utterly new to me and titor-
cnifrhry mnmkiatmK/' he said.
New York scholar with two kids
would like to sublet house or garden
apartment In Brunswick or environs
during August 1994. Possibility of
exchange for Manhattan apartment




Michael andJoanne long to share their
hearts and home with a child. Please
contact our attorney, Margaret Hall,
collect at (603) 673-8323.
I
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Friday, April 8mark*Yom HaShoa,Ho-
locaust Remembrance Day, around the
world. At Bowdoin, the Bowdoin Jewish
Organization observed the day with a
week-long focusan thework of the"righ-
teoua Gentilee'*whohelped to rescueJews
from Naa genocide during Wodd WarE




saw Ghetto uprising in 1933, the day of
oomrnemorationwascreatedbythe Israeli
Knesset to recognize Jewish heroism de-
spite the devastation of Hud rule- ft has
ajsocome tohonoraS theJewish victimsof
Wodd WsrO.
On Monday, April 4, the BJO showed
one of Rotter's films, "Zegota—A Time to
Remember." It documented, through die
personal reflections of those involved, the
work of the underground Polish Zegota
organizationduringWodd Warfl. Bypro-
vidingmoney,homeB/arKl£alsedo<ximents,
mess Gentiles directly helped nearly 4000
Jews to escape the Nazi threat
RottercametoBowdoinTuesdaytoshow
anotheroneofhis films, "TheOther Side of
Faith," and to discuss the impact of its
production. This film centered onmepart
a Catholic woman played in hiding and
supporting 13 Jewish adults and children
kt her attic for twoand a half years.
After the film, his powerful lecture fo-
cusedon the tension and anxiety involved
kt filming this documentary. Rotter com-





ing mat they feel theymust tell their story
so it does riotdiewhen they do.
Sharon Fries "H a Issder of the BJO,
explained tfwt thetopkof-righteousGen-
tiles* onwhidi megrou^ decide to focus
» particuUriy relevant during this year's
Yom HaShoa. It coincides with the success
of the Stephen Spielberg film "Schincfler's
List;" which documents the work of an-
odw'righteousGentile,'' OskarSchindler,
who saved thousands ofJews from death
by allowing them to work in Ids factory.
Price said that films like Rotter's and
Spie&eig^asweUasobservances likeYom
Hsshoa,are always needed to provide in-
formation and awareness about the Holo-
caust It didn't start coming out until the
seventies," she sakL "People couldn'tdeal
with an event so horrendous, but in the
past ten years, mere has been a flow of
Bteratufttandmovies.*Shealsonotedhow
many survivors can relate to these experi-
ences and identify with Yom HaShoa.
"There areso many peoplewho have sto-
ries like mis and who are Surrounded by
people who have helped," she said, "It's
important for everyone to hear"
On Friday, April 8, at TOO p.m. in
LancasterLounge, theBJOwinbeholding
aYom HaShoa service to tenor all of the
victims ofthe Holocaust and Price invites
everyonewho is interested to attend.
Many attend forum on violence
By Rob Shaffer
editor-in-chief
A forum on violence was held yesterday
evening at 6:00 p.m. in Daggett Lounge in
response to the altercation that ensued be-
tween the two Greek organizations Beta
Sigma and Kappa Delta Theta shortly before
spring break President Edwards called the
forum to "discuss the subject of violence in
our community— how prevalent it is, the
circumstances inwhich it appears, and what
the College should dobom to prevent it and
to act against those who act violently." Pro-
fessor of Sociology Craig McEwan moder-
ated the meeting.
Over 100 students, administrators and
faculty were present to discuss the growing
prevalence of violence on our campus.
Melissa Burton '95 makes her voice heard.
In President Edward's opening remarks,
he firmly stated that he would be "a relent-
less foe of any organization or any human
being condoning violence."
Despite this, many students raised con-
cern over the College's role in dealing with
violence on campus. One student observed
mat "the law seems to be taking this more
seriously than the Administration." Neil
Golden '94remarked that"Offcampus, [these
acts of violence] would be aggravated as-
sault."
Recently,many acts ofviolence havebeen
linked to the fraternity system. "Individuals
should be punished, not the fraternities. Plac-
ing a house on probation... doesn't address
the issue," remarked one student. Others felt
differently, claiming that "house mentali-
ties" contribute to many violent actions.
Factors contributing to violencewere also
discussed. Several
students attributed




Others felt that it of-











to do wim it. This is
somethingweneed to
address." In an inter-
view held with Chief
of Security Donna
Loring prior to the fo-
rum, she expressed
her belief mat, "Vio-
lence is a symptom of
alcohol abuse. Alco-
hol abuse is the bot-
tom line. The only so-
lution to be found is
through thestudents.
Admit there is a prob-
lem and then talk
Carey Jones/ Bowdoin Orient about it."
Anne Maley '94, who spoke on behalf of
the organization BEAR,Bowdoin Educating
about Alcohol Responsibility expressed her
frustration wim the "lack of education. The
organization needs increased funding and
//
[I will be] a relentlessfoe of





However, several students questioned the
direct correlation with alcohol and violence
noting that Bowdoin has always had a his-
tory of being a "big drinking school," yet
violence is only now becoming a serious
problem.
There was great concern over what ap-
pears to be a a growing lack of social respon-
sibility among Bowdoin students. One per-
son observed that, instead of pulling their
friendsout of fights, students "joininto fights
to get their piece of it." "People don't know
where the lines of acceptable behavior are.
This must be cleared up," added another.
Rather than offer quick solutions, the
Administration remained, for the most part,
silent throughout the discussion.
However, others present at the meeting
voiced several possible methods for attack-
ing the problem. One such suggestion that
was thoroughly discussed was the need to
reviseandemphasizeBowdoin's SocialCode
.
By doing this, students would have a clear
sense of social responsibility and the conse-
quences thatwould be brought upon them if
that responsibility was violated.
Another student suggested that, due to
the gravity of the problem, classes be can-
celled for one day so that a College-wide
meeting could be held to address the issue.
When asked if the Administration had a
strategy for dealing with the growing prob-
lem of violence on campus, Dean of the
CollegeElizabethChadwick responded,"We
had this meeting. That's a start."
Kappa Sigs get rude, wet awakening
By PaulC Rohlfing
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR
On Wednesday morning at approximately
3 a.m., a sprinkler pipe on the second floor of
theAlpha Kappa Sigma houseburst ata joint.
The pipe burst in a room above tine house
kitchen that housed three people. Both the
roomand thekitchen receivedextensivedam-
age as a result of die torrent of water that
flowed for about 20 minutes.
The Brunswick Fire Department and
Bowdoin College Security were called and
quickly responded. Upon arrival, the
Brunswick Fire Department shut off both the
water in the house and the fire alarm, which
had been triggered by the disruption in the
sprinkler system. As a result of the deacti-
vated fire alarm, residents of the house were
prohibited from spending Wednesday night
in their rooms by die Fire Department, and
were forced to seek alternate accommoda-
tions. However, on Thursday night, all the
rooms in the house were able to be occupied
except for die room that was the site of the
incident.
The house kitchen will not be usable for an
indefinite amount oftimewhile anew ceiling
is installed. In the interim. Kappa Sig mem-
bers will be forced to eat at the Moulton
Union or in Wentworth Hall.
"The water was coming out at a pretty
good clip,"housevice-presidentMikeGawtry
95 reflectedon theeventsof thatnight. "There
was about four inches ofwater on the floor in
the room."
Gawtrycommended theBrunswick Fire
Department for the work they did to help
remove waterfrom die house. Gawtryalso
gratefully acknowledged Bowdoin Secu-
rity officers Chris Townsend and Michael
Lloyd for the assistance that they gave to
the house members that morning.
"They really did more than they had to
do to help us out," said Gawtry.
Gawtry described the burst as "acciden-
tal." He was unsure how much of tine
damage, which included extensivedestruc-
tion ofpersonal belongings, would be cov-
ered by insurance.
Gawtry estimated mat die floor in the
second story room would be repaired
within the next three days.
SPRING BREAK- From $299 Includes:
Air, 7 nights Hotel, Transfers, Parties and
More! Nassau/Paradise Island, Cancun,
Jamaica, San Juan. Earn FREE trip plus
commissions as our campus rep! 1-800-
9-BEACH-l
FREE TRIPS AND MONEY!! Indi-
viduals and Student Organizations
wanted to promote the Hottest Spring
Break Destinations, call the nation's
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Bowdoin in Brief
A periodic summary of events in the College community
Independent gubernatorialcandidates
will discuss issues facing Maine in a de-
bate sponsored by the Bowdoin chapterof
the National Collegiate Activists (NCA).
The debate will take place Monday, April
11, at 8:00 p.m. in Main Lounge, Moulton
Union.
The event is open to the public free of
charge.
Four of the sixannounced independent
candidates will participate: Angus King
of Brunswick, Maine Greens candidate
Jonathan Carter, Steve Stimpson, and
Patrick Quinn.
NCA members believe mat indepen-
dentcandidates willhave theopportunity
to influence and even win the race for
governor for the first time in 20 years.
"This is a very exciting time for politics
in Maine," said event organizer Maureen
Drounin '96. "Viable third parties are
emerging and independent candidates
have already received a lotofpublicatten-
tion and support. We hope this debate
will bring out differences between inde-
pendent and partisan politics, as well as
differences among these individual can-
didates."
An Admiralty style model of the S.S.
Roosevelt, the ship mat carried Robert E.
Peary of the Class of 1877 to the Arctic in
1905and 1908,hasbeencommissioned for
the Peary MacMillan Arctic Museum .
Robert (Bowdoin Class of 1960) and
Anne Blair, and Robert and Sandy
Koolowsky, have commissioned Richard
DeVynck of St. Croix, U.S. Virgin Islands,
to build the model which will contain
interior and exterior features, including
the engine room, in great detail.
Built in Bucksport, Maine, the Roosevelt
has long been considered a feat of marine
engineering. It wasan 184-footlong, steam
powered ship designed and built to with-
stand Arctic conditions. The Roosevelt had
rounded, elastic sides so that the ship
would riseand notbesqueezed ifsetupon
by ice. The ship had a sharply raking stem
and a flaredprow that let itcutthrough ice
floes. It was also fitted with powerful en-
gines and an oversized shaft and propel-
lers, and its hull was braced with massive
crossbeams. These design elements en-
abled the Roosevelt to maneuver between
fastmoving pans of ice and gave it the
strength to ram through ice rather than
dodge it.
"Not onry is Mr. DeVynck building a
beautiful, accurate, and educational
model, he is amassing a great deal of data
never before assembled in one place about
mis historic vessel," said Susan A. Kaplan,
director of Bowdoin's Peary-MacMillan Arc-
ticMuseum. Theplans ofme ship,heldby the
Smithsonian Institution in Washington, DC,
call fordouble frame construction, yet photo-
graphs of the vessel under construction show
that it was actually triple framed.
While the ship was made of white oak and
yellow pine, the model is being crafted using
hard maple and boxwood in an-inch-to-the-
foot scale. DeVynck expects to complete the
two-year project next spring, at which point
the Blairs and Koolowskys will formally
present the model to the College.
Michelle L. Goyette, of Lewiston, Maine,
has been selected to receive the Dorothy
Haythorn Collins Award for 1994 Chemistry
at Bowdoin College. The award, which is
administered by the Society of Bowdoin
Women, is given annually to the student in
the junior class to be honored for academic
and general excellence in his or her chosen
major. It was established in 1984 with funds
bequeathed to the Society of Bowdoin Women
by the estate of Dorothy Haythorn Collins
and her family. The award includes a certifi-
cateofmeritand thepurchaseof$1,000worth
ofbooks selected by Goyette with the concur-
rence of the Chemistry Department faculty.
Goyette is a graduate of Lewiston High
School. At Bowdoin, she has been a Dean's
List student during her first, sophomore, and
junior years, and a James Bowdoin Scholar
during her sophomore and junior years. She
is a member of the Outing Club and the
Bowdoin Christian Fellowship, and was the
recipient of the U.S. Chemical Rubber Com-
pany Prize during her first year.
Hey, all you Germanophiles! On Mon-
day, April 11, 7:30 ., in Smith Auditorium,
Sills Hall a great German film that is not
directed by Fritz Lang or Werner Herzog is
being shown. It's called "Divided Heaven"
("Der Geteilte Himmel") (1964). Directed by
Konrad Wolfand based on a novel by Christa
Wolf (a great EastGerman writer). InGerman
with English subtitles. Sponsor: Dept. ofGer-
man (wer derm sonst?). I hear this is actually
in 1 6 mm, which makes it extra worm seeing.
Alumni and parents of Bowdoin students
have helped the College meet the terms of a
three-to-one challenge grant offered in 1991
by the William and Flora Hewlett Founda-
tion, which awarded the College $250,000 to
supplement Bowdoin's presidential discre-
tionary fund.
Thepresidentialdiscretionaryfundendow-
mentwas established in 1983withfundsfrom
tile Hewlett Foundation and the Andrew W.
Mellon Foundation. According to tile terms
of the fund, the income is used at the discre-
tion ofthe president for institutional renewal,
primaryfacultyand curriculumdevelopment.
Attention serious writers! Allow us to
announce the first annuaL Investigative Es-
say. The Prizes are modest. But the experi-
ence is great An enterprising studentor two,
might be able to work a deal to obtain aca-
demic credits from their participating.
Believe the practical experience they will
receive from their first-hand research, could
lead to a lifetime career, or just a bit of added
insight. Either way the benefits go beyond
just the prize, to enhancing their own life.
Also the student can possibly even come up
with a powerful Essay which will benefit
others in the United States.
This Essay will be announced twice a year.
In March, and in September. The Spring an-
nouncementwill giveextendedtimetogather
information. The dateline is in NOVEMBER
21, 1994 and the Winners will be announced
on Martin Luther King Jr.'s Birthday, Jan. 15,
1995.
King fought not only for the Blacks, but for
Justice for all! Including justice for those who
are economically poor. In the 30 years since
his death, "How far have we come toward
Equal Justice?"
The presented topic is: " OUR CIVIL JUS-
TICE SYSTEM, WORKS AS WELL FOR
AMERICA'SPOOR,ASrrDOESAMERICA'S
RICH"
As with ANY Investigation we start with a
premise, then writewhatwe find. Essays can
support whichever aspect is revealed. Em-
pirical documentation, testimony, witnessed
letters, newspaper articles, courtcases should
support tiie conclusions stated in the essay.
We are looking for sponsors for the essay,
as well as sponsors for the Homeless Crisis
Hotline.
For more information or Contest Rules,
S.A.S.E. Hospitality House Inc. P.O. Box
62 HinckleyMAINE 04944, or callJan—207/
453-2986. Or ifyou can't afford the call, 1-800-
438-3890.
DONT HATEME 'CAUSE I'M BEAUTI-
FUL
SASSY LOOKS AT THE NOT-SO-PER-
FECT WORLD OF THE BEAUTIFUL GIRL
(I justknew I couldn't depriveyou twice in
a row, now! Comeon, admit it,you were
going into withdrawal. I know we all
were.)
NEWYORK—Kerry Bohm, a 15-year-
old ninth grader from New Jersey, has
faced jealousies, false vindictive rumors,
threats, and even a physical attack all
because of tileway she looks. The current
(April) issue of Sassy magazine talks to
Kerry about the misconception that ev-
erything about her life is as clear and
flawless as her unblemished complex-
ion.
Two summers ago after shedding ex-
tra weight that had made her miserable,
Kerry says she was finally happy. But
soon everything changed. Friends that
she used to play Barbies with taunted
her. Rumors flew that she was a slut.
Then came tile threats. "Ifyou go into the
bathroom,well beatyou up. We'regonna
rip your face up." She ignored them as
best shecould,but finallythe leaderofthe
movement attacked her.
Despite the anger she still harbors,
Kerryunderstandswhythosegirls treated
hersoviciously. "Isawhowpeoplewould
react to the way I looked. They think
they're not good enough to talk to me.
When I had bracesand wasn't that skinny,
people would talk to me easily."
Although Kerry has found some grati-
fication in modeling she is constantly
plagued by the treatment her looks pro-
voke. "Sometimes I think, Why can't I be
the ugliest person on earth? Only be-
cause there's so many bad things that
comewith beauty. But people don't see it
that way." But even Kerry admits that
there are worse problems than being
pretty.
"We are constantly bombarded with
the message that beauty is rewarded,"
says Sassy staffer Maureen Callahan.
"Kerry's story contadicts that. But even
she has trouble separating myth from
reality. She described one girl she's al-
ways looked up to. She seems like the
perfect person to you, always happy? I
ask. "Yes,"Kerryanswers, without think-
ing twice."
Well, I feel better now. ThankGodthey
keep sending us stuff.
Compiled by David Simmons
GOODWINCvolvo * mazoa^P
Looking for a VOLVO or a
MAZDA?
New or Used
We also have 1 Certified Honda, Toyota
and Nissan Technician.
Call the dealer with 41 years ofexperience
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Medicine and Health Policy or













Walthai^ HA §1254-91 10
(617) 736-3424 m>Afi
FAX: (417) 734-3420
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Arts Entertainment
Quilt creator brings powerful message
By Alison Burke
staff writer
"All the red ribbons, petitions, demonstra-
tions, research and funerals have not com-
pelled the leaders of our country to action,"
declared Cleve Jones at his lecture entitled
"Stories From the Quilt." Jones, themanwho
conceived the idea for the Names Project
AIDS Memorial Quilt in 1985, spoke Monday
night of his struggle to inform society about
the ever-present threat ofAIDS. Jones helped
to create the San FranciscoAIDS Foundation,
one ofmis country's firstorganizations estab-
lished in response to theAIDSepidemic .Jones
continues to fight to put lives behind the
statistics, break through die lies and hysteria
surrounding AIDS and turn quilts into pow-
erful symbols.
The Names Project AIDS Quilt was first
displayed at the Capitol Mall in Washington,
DC in 1987, an achievement for whichJones
was named "Person of the Week" by ABC
News. What began as a project to cope with
his grief for his best friend Marvin Feldman,
who had died of AIDS, has translated into
more than 26,000 memorial panels. "Making
a quilt is an odd process, it is hard to commu-
nicatewhywe love people," explained Jones.
Creating a quilt became a part of the mourn-
ingprocess, "Itwas the firsttime I could think
about Marvin without falling apart." This
backyard projecthasbecomean international
symbol with chapters throughout the United
btates and the world.
Jones isconcerned aboutthe
mechanism in the human
mind that allows for continu-
ing genocide (the AIDS cri-
sis). It seems to him a simple
equation: the sick must be
cared for and the dying must
be comforted. In addition,
Jones advocates a dual ap-
proach to confronting AIDS:
educationand research. "Edu-




tinue to practice unsafe sex
regardless of education. We
also need to cultivate leader-
ship in research."
"What is happening in a
small village inYolanda ispart
of our lives. We are all linked
and sharea verysmallplanet,"
saidJones.Heemphasized tile
importance of placing the
symbol of the quilt in a global
Cleve Jones pauses during an emotional moment Monday evening.
Carey Jones/ Bowdoin Orient
What is happening in a small
village in Yolanda is part ofour
lives. We are all linked and share a
very small planet.
context and encouraged the audience to un-
derstand the largerworld scene intermsof its
meaning for the life of individualAmericans.
He continued, "For me, the quilt is a mon-
strous thing A horrible burden of truth, beauty
and love. It is a pieceofevidence ofour failure
as a society." The reality of Jones' words hit
Consequently, "women need to be able to
freely discuss sexuality."
Jones has been subject of a "60 Minutes"
segment in which he revealed that he is HIV-
hard, for each piece of fabric represents a positive, and has been since 1978. AIDS is a
person who has died of AIDS.
Jones' mesmerizing character made it clear
that societyneedstobecomemoreopen about
discussing sex. "Bring candor to this situa-
tion, goget testedand talk aboutthe process,"
urged Jones. He explained that women are
the fastest growing population hit by AIDS.
matter he has come to know intimately, and
hismain goalnow is to stay alive long enough
to see the quilt finished and to put it away. Of
most importance to Jones is "making this the
struggle of all humanity." Only then, per-
haps, willwe see the diminution of grief, pain
and death due to the AIDS epidemic.
Sexual Assault Awareness Week
April 11-13, 1994
Monday, April 11
fcOOpjrcLectuie/Pflm: Katie Ikee1r« and ti^
documenting herexperience wife date capo. Kc^etrwr is currently a senior at the
College of William and Mary who dedicate* much of her personal time to assault
awarerwisBraiame, by speaJdrig cm college carnp
assualtpobcies. Kresge Auditorium,VAC Sponsored by SafeSpaox, the Women's
Resource Center and the women's srudje* program. Fr«l»«ff»dt<r«4.
Tta*by. April 12
WW pan. Lectere/Flka: MaggieHadteigh-West and the documentary, "War Zone."
Trte film ckxonr^ts meo^alitiw
ocmrronttng menwho harassed her on trie street. The c»rigmal version of the film and
the current version havebeen teen at acraenu^ acioasmecountry, aixlHadkrigh-
Westhas appeared on nurnerouariewBpioe^am^fuchas ^c<iay"arid"EyetoEye
with ConitwOiung," and mirtanypub^
Kresge Auditoriunv VAC. Sponsored by SeieSpace, the Women's Resource Center and
the women's studies program Trrr, bnt ticketed.
Wednesday, April 13
730 pjn. Lecture: "Gender Discrimination and Sexual Harassment in the FBI," by
Suzane Doucette. Doucette is currently suing the FBI for sexual harassment,
discrimination and retaliation. After five years erf fighting, Doucette attempted to
resign from tile FBI, but her superiors refused to accept lier resignation and forced her
dismissal instead. Doucette has since devoted part of her time to testifying before
Congress in favor of the Federal Employee Fairness Act. This is her first public
appearance on a college campus. Kresge Auditorium, VAC. Sponsored by the Dean of
the College, the Women's Resource Centerand the women's studies program. Free,
bmt ticketed.
Friday, April 15
8K» pjn. Candlelight Vigil: Vigil for the victims of sexual assault Steps of the Walker
Art Museum.
Don't be blue: get your B.B.
King tickets before it's too late
By Amy E. Welch
ARTS Sc ENTERTAINMENT EDITOR
Tickets for blues great B.B. King are nearly
sold out. With less than a week until his
appearanceon campus, fans from all over are
vying for the chance to see this legend in
action.
B.B. King was born Riley B. King on Sep-
tember 16, 1925, in Itta Bene, Mississippi. He
boughthis first guitar(whowould latercome
to be known as Lucille) with $30 borrowed
from his boss on the plantation where he
lived;heordered his music lessonsfrom Sears,
Roebuck; and the first song he ever learned
was "OMyDarlingClementine." Despite these
somewhat inauspicious beginnings, when he
hitchhiked to Memphis at age 23 to start his
career, it took only a year forhis firstbigbreak
to come.
That break came at radio stationKWEM in
West Memphis. That performance led to
steady engagements and even his own radio
spot, on a Black staffed and managed station,
entitled "King's Sport." Needing a catchy ra-
dioname,hecalledhimself"BealeStreet Blues
Boy," then "Blues Boy King," which was fi-
nally shortened to the present "B.B. King."
His first number one hit was 1951 's "Three
O'clock Blues/ followed closely by 1952s
"You Don'tKnow Me." These hits marked the
start of his touring days, and today, King
performsan average of 245 concerts per year.
He has toured with the Rolling Stones, Ike
and Tina Turner and U2 and played at major
festivals, including the Montreux Jazz Festi-
val in 1967, and the Newport Folk Festival in
1968. In the 1970s, he toured Ghana, Lagos,
Chad and Liberia as an ambassador for the
United Nations. In the 1980s he traveled to
Australia, New Zealand, Japan, France, West
Germany, Holland and Ireland as the special
guestof U2 and appeared on their "Rattleand
Hum" album.
King has won five Grammy awards, the
Grammy"LifetimeAchievementAward," the
Songwriter's Hall of Fame Lifetime Achieve-
ment Award, and the Orville H. Gibson (of
Gibson guitars) Lifetime AchievementAward
He is a member ofboth the Blues Foundation
Hall of Fame and the Rock and Roll Hall of
Fame. A founding member of the John F.
Kennedy Performing Arts Center, he also
holds four honorary degrees.
King's style is a mixtureoftraditional blues,
jazz swing, mainstream pop and jump. His
technique of rock guitar playing is the model
for many of today's rock guitarists. He has
influenced the likes of Eric Clapton, Jimi
Hendrix, Otis Rush, BuddyGuy,Johnny win-
terandmany others, and he counts among his
manyinfluences greats suchasCharlesBrown,
ElmoreJames, BlindLemonJefferson, T-Bone
Walker and his cousin Bukka White.
King came full circle and returned to the
club scene in 1991,whenheopened B.B. King's
BluesClub inMemphis.He said thathe would
also like to write a book and take blues to
Black high school and college campuses. "I
want to sit down with the students, play a
little, and explainwhat this music is all about,
"
he said.
Fans can see what this music is all about
Thursday evening at 8:00 p.m. King and the
Shaboo Allstars will be in Morrell Gymna-
sium. Tickets are $17 for the public/$12 with
a Bowdoin I.D. and are available locally atthe
Moulton Union Information Desk and





At Your New England
Ford Dealer
Thunderbird
Bronco Escort Mustang F-150
And Get 5400 lb Use As Cash Back Or A Down Payment.
Plus Pre-Approved Credit For Qualified College Graduates.
You took endless tests and endured more all-nighters than
you can count to finally get to graduation day. Your Ford
Dealer understands how hard you've worked and thinks
you've earned a very special distinction. . .big savings on the
new Ford car or truck ofyour choice.
Right now, you can receive a MOO
cash rebate on all new 1 993 or 1 994
Ford cars or trucks in addition to
most other incentives being offered.
Qualified graduates could have no
down payment on vehicles less than
1
1 8,000 MSRR You can even defer
MEWENGLAN|)
FORD DEALERS
your first payment up to 1 20 days.
This offer is available to college graduates, grad-school
graduates and grad-school students graduating between
January 1 , 1 994 and September 30,
1
994.
So hurry in to your New England
Ford Dealer and see how your new
degree can earn you big savings on a
new Ford car or truck. You may even be
eligible for pre-approved financing. The
Ford College Graduate Purchase
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CAR in the fast lane toward alternative success
By Dan Pearson
contributor
No state, per square mile, has more beer-
bellied, guitar-store hero, 38 Special cover
bands and part time boogie-woogie lounge
could-have-beens than Maine. Despite all the
beauty and culture ofMaine, there has never
been a legitimatenew music sceneto speak of
here in the vacation state. But, with an in-
creased interest in new music created by re-
cent mainstream acceptance, Portland is
quicklybecoming one of the livelier locations
for music in New England. Due to its young
and enthusiastic population, a slew of re-
spectableguitarand record storesand agroup
of clubs willing to offer new talent a chance,
Portland is beginning to play host to a much
overdue independent musical renaissance.
At the forefront of mis significant move-
ment is the locally-based three-piece Car.
Combining influencesas differentas theDead
Kennedys and the Beach Boys, Car has
emerged onto a faceless musical scene with a
powerful and original mix of fuzzbox pop
reminiscent of BuffaloTom,R.E.M., the Feelies
and Husker Du. Car's recent independently-
produced five-song E P , Still, is beginning to
get noticed byclubowners and radio stations
all along theeast coast. Consisting of guitarist
Colin Decker, bassist Alec Thibodeau and
drummerRyan Toppan, Car is carving outan
original identity in a businesswhere original-
ity is many times a detriment. But, as Decker
said, Carhas a very simplephilosophy about
the creation of music that carries over to the
listener.
"There are recent trends that have obliter-
ated 'alternative music' as it was defined. But
mere willalwaysbemusicwith integrity. We'
re happy as long as we do the type of music
we want to do for the right reasons.... It ' s
boring writing ABC 'Rock Babe' songs."
As Still's fivepop gems indicate, the reason
seems tobethe simpledesire topayreverence
to a history ofpowerful and original rockand
roll while still preserving enough individual-
ity tomake music apersonal expression.From
"Today* and "Sugarliff to "Magic Moun-
tain," Still resonates with a youthful energy,
but lyrical maturitymatportends greatpossi-
bilities. Today" and "Walking Backwards,"
for example, straddle the line between 60s
saccharinejanglepop and 80s SST-stylepunk
by unpredictably switching from harmoni-
CAR rocks the pub in their pre-break performance. Sheridan Kelley/ Bowdoin Orient
ous moments of musical repose to frantic
moments of tension reminiscent of Nirvana
or the Who.
"Sugarlift" and "Magic Mountain," on the
other hand, with their unabashed pure pop
intentions,warmlyhearken back to an earlier
period in music when bands like the dB's,
Let's Active and the Plimsouls traversed the
southern countryside playing Big Star and





Beatles records in their vans in an attempt to
preserve the sacred nature of rock music. In
comparison to themanydollarconsciousrock
clones who clutter the radio airwaves, Car's
musical sincerity is a refreshing reminder of
the vitality of original music.
Fortunately, Portland is beginning to rec-
ognize the vitality of mis music as well. As
Car pointed out emphatically, "Since there is
a limited scene, we can't justwalk up to some
club owner, we have to function on a fairly
professional level before we can do anything
which is fine. But, it seems that the clubs are
starting to be run by people that earnestly
seem to want to lower prices and have more
all-ages shows and basically make Portland a
place that could foster a real scene."
Car's professional level of musicianship
presents itself just as strongly live as it does
on record as recently manifested by a perfor-
mance at Zootz club in Portland, where Car
won over another audience with a tight and
energetic performance. Shows like mis are
beginning toearn Car the respect thatno local
band has received in years. The variety ana
depth of their music, more importantly, is
earning them the diverse fan base that will
help them establish themselves as Maine's
premier rock and roll band.
Sighting their admiration for the initial
progress made by previous like minded inde-
pendent hands such as Zsa Zsa's Love Crisis
and Slamhound ("We're an amalgamation of
the stuff that's been happening for the last
four years around here that no one really
knows about") Car is, nevertheless, progress-
ing to a point never imagined by these bands.
Although in the meantime they are content to
"justmakerecords/'Car's talent, intelligence,
and ambition are propelling them to bigger
and greater things. Indeed, from this humble
Maine trio may spring America's next great
Rock and Roll savior.
"We're just deeply grateful to the people
who have had the bravery to come and see us
and all theother bandswho have played here
in the last four years. We really appreciate






Works by Bach, Barber, Debussy,
Macdowell, Scriabin and Stravinsky will
be brought to life by the nimble fingers of
pianistWilliamDoppmann. He will present
theseworksduringanopen recitalonMon-
day, April 11, at 7:30 p.m. in Room 101 of
Gibson Hall.
Growing up in Louisville, Kentucky,
Doppmann received his firstpiano lessons
at the age of five. He continued his studies
throughout high school at the Cincinnati
Conservatory of Musk, and was the vet-
eran ofover 500 performances by the time
he entered college. His debut performance
was with the Cincinnati Symphony when
he was 10 years old.
Doppmann is a former winner of the
Naumburg, Leventritt and Michaels Inter-
national Competitions. He has performed
with orchestras worldwide, including the
Chicago, Detroit, Seattle, Cincinnati, Hous-
ton, Kansas City, Honoluluand Tokyo sym-
phonies. His recordings have appeared on
Columbia, Nonesuch and Delos labels.
Recordings-in-progress include the 1981
song cycle "Spring Songs," "Distances" and
"Dance Variations."
A composer as well as a performer,
Doppman was a 1987Guggenheim Fellow
and a 1988 recipient of the University of
Michigan's Citation of Merit.
Monday night's program begins with
"Chromatic Fantasy and Fugue" by )S.
Bach. This will be followed by "Sonata No.
2 in G minor Ermca Op. 50" by Edward
Macdowell which tells the story, through
music, of King Arthur Theslow first move-
ment represents Arthur, himself, while the
following two movements represent Mer-
lin the magician (scherzo) and Queen
Guinevere (slow movement). The last
movement, "fiercery, very fast" represents
thecataclysmic final battle betweenArthur
and his son Mordred After a short inter-
mission, the program concludes with
"Three Etudes" by Debussy, Scriabin and
Stravinsky,and "Sonata, Op. 26 (1 949)" by
Samuel Barber.
Monday's concert is free and open to the
public. For more information, contact Bar-
bara Whitepine at 725-3747.
10% DISCOUNT







Sizes to Fit All Foreign Makes
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VOLKSWAGON






175 Pleasant St. Brunswick. Me,





(3 College Credits / 14 Day Programs)
The Mariners:
Marine Education Sea Apprenticeship
aboard the schooner "Harvey Gamage"






Expedition Planning, Rock/Rope Climbing)
Franklin Pierce College
Rindgc, New Hampshire
For information call: 1-800-8M-3223
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A & E Week in Preview
Friday, April 8
9:00 a.m.-12:00 p.m. Panel Discussion:
"Economics of Resource Use and
Sustainability in the Gulf." Moderator: A.
Myrick Freeman TEL, William D. Shipman.
Panelists include Nancy E. Bockstael, James
M. Broadus, Thomas H. Tietenberg and
James A. Wilson. Kresge Auditorium, VAC.
Sponsored by the Bicentennial
Environmental Institute.
1:30 p.m.-2.-00 p.m. Storytelling: "Stories
from the Gulf" by Jackson Gillman. Kresge
Auditorium, VAC. Sponsored by the
Bicentennial Office, in conjunction with the
Bicentennial Environmental Institute.
2:00 p.m. -4:00 p.m. Panel Discussion:
"Governmental Approaches to Managing
the Gulf." Moderator: Alison Tieser.
Panelists are David Colson and Blair
Hankey. Kresge Auditorium, VAC
Sponsored by the Bicentennial
Environmental Institute.
7:00 p.m. Service: Yom HaShoa, Holocaust
Day service. Lancaster Lounge, Moulton
Union. Sponsored by the Bowdoin Jewish
Organization.
7:30 p.m. Lecture: "As the Gulf of Maine
Goes..." by Maurice F. Strong. Pickard
Theater, Memorial Hall. Free, but ticketed.
Sponsored by the Bicentennial
Environmental Institute.
9:00 pjn. Film: "Enchanted April."
Sponsored by the Bowdoin Film/Video
Society.
Saturday, April 9
9:00 am -12:00 p.m. Panel Discussion:
"Visions for the Future." Moderated by
Lawrence H. Simon. Panelists include















Brunswick- Schooner Fare plays for a
Topsham Land Trust. Pickard Theater,
Memorial Hall. Tickets $12.00, public/$8.00
with Bowdoin I.D. Tickets available at
MacBeans Music in Brunswick, Amadeus
Music in Portland's Old Port and the
Moulton Union Information Desk.
9:00 pjn. Film: "Outlaw Josey Wales."
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UNFOKTUNATEL^ TfflS IS WHERE
PEOPLE ARE PUTTING
TOO MANY RETIREMENT DOLLARS.
Every year, a lot of people make a
huge mistake on their taxes. They
don't take advantage of tax deferral and
wind up sending Uncle Sam money they
could be saving for retirement.
Fortunately, that's a mistake you can
easily avoid with TIAA-CREF SRAs.
SRAs not only ease your current tax-
bite, they offer a remarkably easy way
to build retirement income—especially
for the "extras" that your regular pension
and Social Security benefits may not
cover. Because your contributions are
made in before-tax dollars, you pay less
taxes now. And since all earnings on
your SRA are tax-deferred as well, the
money you don't send to Washington
works even harder for you. Down the
road, that can make a dramatic difference
in your quality of life.
What else makes SRAs so special?
A range of allocation choices—from the
guaranteed security of TIAA to the
diversified investment accounts of
CREF's variable annuity—all backed
by the nations number one retirement
system.
Why write off the chance for a more
rewarding retirement? Call today and
learn more about how TIAA-CREF
SRAs can help you enjoy many
happy returns.
Benefit nowfront tax deferral. CjOI our SKA hotline 1 800-842-2733, ext. 8016.
Ensuring the future
for those who shape itT
CRt.F ierttfuatu art JutriiuttJ by TIAA-CREF litAviJual *m) In/IUutumal Stnuu. Ftrmm cmmfUti tmftmtttttt. utctrnJimf eimrftJ mmi txftnju,
call 1 800-M42-27JJ, ad. tOlifar aMMM RcaJ tie prtjfcctiu carefully tefare yau unejt tr ttmi <i V
Sunday, April 10
2:15 pjn. Gallery Talk: Michael K.
Mansour '95 talks about his work. Walker
Art Building. Sponsored by the Museum of
Art in conjunction with the exhibition




7:30 pan. Recital: William Doppmann,
pianist. Gibson 101. Free and open to the
public. See related article.
Thursday, April 14
BR pan. Concert B.B. King, with the
Shaboo AUstars. Morrell Gym. Tickets $17,
public/$12, with I.D. Tickets available at
the Moulton Union Information Desk. See
related article.
Coming to Bowdoin April 2Nth:
Arrested
Development
Get your tickets now—only
$11.50 with a Bowdoin I.D.!
Available at the M.U. Desk.
CRUISE JOBS
Students Needed!
Earn up to $2,000+/month working for Cruise
Ship* or Land-Tour Companies. World Travel.
Summer and Full-Time employment available. No
experience necessary. For more information call:
Cruise Employment Services
(206) 634-0468 ext C5064
SHOW YOUR TEAM SPIRIT!
Order customized collegiate caps for
your team or club today! Caps are 100%
cotton and designed to soften with age.










Number of caps_ x $13.00 ea. =
(24 minimum) Shipping + 600
ToW =
Please allow 4-6 weeks for delivery.
Mail along with check or money order to:
New England Athletics
Box 2577 Baxter Had
Williamstown, MA 01267
or call (413) 597-6076 or information.
Offer expires 3/31/94.
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Boxeis are the work of the devil, but I
wear them to the doctor's office.
THE ORIENT
12 cueaveland street








That's an interesting question, Matty. It is
a little known fact that the word "briefs"
come from the ancient Greek word
brephilitis, meaning "constricting torture
mechanism for the Trojans." Needless to
say, the Trojans got even with a smaller,
more ribbed device.
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tudent Opinio
Hettersf to the Cditor
The Role of Leadership
To the Editor,
I have just returned from the forum on violence, and would
like to say a few words concerning how I feel and what I think
about tonight's meeting. One issue mat was raised tonight
that I mink is worth addressing to a greater extent is the issue
of leadership. Leadership is a skill that takes many forms.
Violence, one could argue, is a form ofleadership—one well-
laden with poor judgment.
As members of a liberal arts community, we are all quite
refined when itcomes to the skills of deliberation, discussion,
and choice. We can discuss topics, raise issues, and agree
upon pointsofcentral concern to thecommunity. Theseare all
necessary skills of leadership—the ability to listen to each
other and come up with some resolutions. However, there is
one critical area of leadership in specific which Bowdoin
lacks: Action.
Asa junior, I have witnessed some changes on this campus,
but it is the lack ofchange in the level of student apathy that
concerns me the most. Many feel that the $100,000 price tag is
reason enough to have our problems solved for us. Most take
for granted the privilege to be attending an institution such as
Bowdoin and what is done by this institution for our benefit:
the commitment by all faculty and staff to provide a
comfortable, safe, and solid atmosphere upon which to grow
academically and personally.
But there is a time when we must take control over our
future and lives, and that time is now. We must take action
now. It is not in thepower of the Administration to change the
student body, but it is the student body which has the power
tochange the administration. We are here becausewe want to
be here. This is our place . We constitute the greatestpa rtofthe
community, and in the end, we govern ourselves.
Some took action tonight by showing up and voicing their
opinion; thesepeopleshowed individual leadership. However,
as a community, we must be concerned with our collective
leadership and whatwe will do on a level to stop violence and
anything else that goes against our fundamental beliefs. We
have established a Social Code, but we need to enforce it.
Upon matriculation, we are required to be at least aware that
wehave such a Code. As mature individuals,wemustassume
responsibility to know by what rules we agree to live. Since
those rules have already been established, the next step is to
enforce them. We need to stop sending the message that
violent acts are acceptable and mat mis kind of behavior will
be tolerated.
The sooner we infuse this attitude and sense of personal
leadership into the individual members of the community,
the sooner such acts will cease. We need to champion our
beliefs and make known what is allowable and what is not.
We can only do mis by taking action beyond the discussion
group.We must assume responsibility and commit ourselves
to our goals.
Itwas suggested in the meeting, as it was in the President's
memo, that violence is a "social ill," and, that as young,
intelligent members ofa community,weare poised to resolve
this issue on campus. Well, in the real world, there is a justice
system at work. Here, in our bubble, we have the skeleton of
such a system, but what lacks is the muscle to implement it. It
is our duty to assess ourselves and the standardsby which we
conduct our daily lives and to determine what role we want
to take.
I leave you with an observation made by William James:






In reading the student opinion (editorial, February 18)
regarding the Report on the Status of Women at Bowdoin I
was happily surprised to discover that someone at Bowdoin
still forms opinions that have some basis in reality. Alice J.
Belisle's "Counterpoint" was right on target. The previously
published "Report on tine Status of Women at Bowdoin" by
theCommitteeon theStatusofWomenwasanembarrassment.
The report includes the following hysterical conclusion that
there is "strong evidence of a very chilly climate at Bowdoin.
Fear, distrust, and the perception of vulnerability are ofsuch
magnitude within every level of the institution mat [it urges]
immediate action." This conclusion is mysteriously drawn
from the supporting information mat an accurate study was
not possible due to both a lack of resources and a lack of
commitmenton thepart of the Administration and thestudent
body. Did I miss something? Even more troubling was
President Edward's timid response. Outside the Bowdoin
communitysuchan unsubstantiated, illogicaland ill-prepared
report would be blasted. Its end result would not be
"awareness" or "action," but rather the loss of its preparers'
jobs.
As a Bowdoin student, I found my female classmates to be
opinionated, open, and unafraid to confront real issues. They
would be surprised to learn that they were "fearful,"
"distrustful"and "vulnerable." Such baseless conclusions are
offensive. Bowdoin is fortunate to attract so many strong,
intelligentwomen. I would hope the independent thinkers of
Bowdoin will reject false characterizations by paranoid, self-
serving "Committees. " Or better yet, simply ignore their calls
to arms and await the inevitable cries of "Apathy!"
Sincerely,
Brendan Ryan '91
The logic eluded me...
To the Editor,
I read with interest Alice J. Belisle's response to the report
on the Committee on the Status of Women at Bowdoin [The
Orient, 2/18/941 but I must confess that the logic therein
eluded me.
I was particularly interested in the evidence which she
offered to counter the possibility of a "harsh environment for
women" at Bowdoin, namely that students from women's
colleges continue togo to Bowdoinon exchange. To quote, "If
Bowdoin['s] climate does foster vulnerability for
women
.
Female students atwomen's collegeswould not find
Bowdoinan attractiveenvironment foranexchangeprogram."
By usingwomen fromwomen's colleges as a lightning rod for
sexism and discrimination against women at Bowdoin, a
great disservice is being done to both. To suggest thatwomen
would not, and should not, voluntarilyplace themselves in an
environment that is not "female friendly" is naive at best and
offensive at worst.
Women attend schools like Wellesley because of, among
other reasons, its excellent academic reputation, and go on
exchange to schools like Bowdoin for the same reason. At
Wellesley, we are not taught to only go where the men will
show appropriate decorum and sensitivity to tine female
cause. We are not taught here to shun all places where other
women have complained of sexism and discrimination. The
use of the presence of students from women's colleges at
Bowdoin to prove that investigations such as the one that
resulted in this report are needless is circumstantial evidence
at best, and if used as evidence, can only result in a wrongful
neglect of the complaints ofwomen at Bowdoin.
Sincerely,
Soffa T. Romero '94
Editor in Chief The Wellesley News
A Defense of Art
To the Editor:
Iwould like to respond to Kefei Li's article What Constitutes
Art in last week's Orient. In the piece, he denounces art and
argues for the liquidation of all public funding of it. Not only
do I find the tone of his article narrow-minded but also his
interpretation of art history flawed. Kefei presents himself in
the role of the outsider unable to accept tine creative efforts
that exist around him: "How did art become so hard to
understand? Art used to be paintings of monarchs, religious
figures, or common people- and depictions of Biblical and
pastoral scenes, beautiful landscapes and historical events."
From a myopic, European standpoint this is true, but what
Kefei fails to realize is that American art of the twentieth
century has derived inspiration from the creativity of non
Western cultures in Africa, South America, and Asia whose
history precludes illusionist artby tens of thousands of years.
Demanding the limited standard of art as a pretty picture is
a tactic of exclusion that simply didn't exist in societies of the
Pre-Columbian era, for instance. Yet this attitude has
unfortunately remained as backlash to modern and
contemporary art in our present culture. Does Kefei know
that many of tine Impressionist art he enjoys was deemed
obscene by defenders of the status quo during the late
nineteenth century? Vincentvan Gogh sold onlyone painting
in his lifetime-for four dollars. The alternative would have
been Kefei's line of reasoning: "I would have kicked myself
out of the business after 5 years because I would know I am
bad at it"
Art is initially a process. The abstract artists of this century
tried to demonstrate this by making painting and sculpture
less confusing. By eliminating the notion ofa picture window,
artists like Helen Frankenthaler saw themselves as more
clearly addressing the physical shape and color of paint
marks. I'm convinced that Kefei's lack of tolerance for such
work stems from his apparent unwillingness to learn about
art. Has he ever picked up a paint brush or examined art
outside the context ofan Art History 101 book or theMuseum
of Modem Art?
Kefei generalizes that present day art "shocks one's spirit
and debases it." I counter this statement with "Art is the
definition of art," said by Joseph Kosuth twenty five years
ago
.







Some of you may have been wondering about tine large
groupofyoung studentsyousaw touring tineBowdoin College
campus on Sunday March 6, 1994. The students are in eighth
grade at the Woodrow Wilson Middle School in Dorchester,
Massachusetts. Theyweretouring thecampus at the invitatibn
of the Bowdoin Club of Boston in order to see the play
Freedom's Tourneymanand to learn aboutcollegeand college
life. Formanyof the students itwas their firstvisit to a college
campus, much less a college campus in Maine. They were
quite impressed!
The invitationwasextended to tine students asanoutgrowth
of the relationship that the Bowdoin Club of Boston has
established with tine Woodrow Wilson Middle School. The
volunteerprogram, which focuses on decision-making, high-
school, college, and careers, was forged three years ago in
response to a recommendation of tine Alumni Council that all
of Bowdoin's alumni clubs implement a community service
project in honor of die Bicentennial.
The resultshavebeen tremendousboth for the studentsand
for the volunteers. Each week, between twenty and thirty
dedicated alumni and friends participate as volunteers in the
program. Many have been weekly volunteers since its
inception and many more participate either as career speakers
or program advisors. Although the volunteers differ in terms
of age, career, and background, they all share an underlying
devotion and commitment to the students. Thisyear, through
the extensive efforts of many people, we have developed an
excellent program and we have established a great synergy
between tine students and the volunteers.
The visit to Bowdoin was enhanced enormously by the
impromptu presentation that was given after the play by Bob
Johnson, Jorge Santiago, Ernie Levroney, Natasha Padilla,
Trinace Nichols andHerlandeRosemond . Theeighth graders
were quite affected by the personal stories of the panel
members. In fact, one of the students wrote, "When we were
talking to tine students, they made me changemy mind about
going to college." Another wrote, "After the play we went to
a reception and I met some college students. All of them had
positive tilings to say. I met a man named Jorge. He is doing
things I want to do. He is an entertainer and in college. By
meeting him I know I can be anything I want"
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This iswhatifs allabout -sparking thenotion thateverything
is possible. This occasion was made possible through the
efforts of a number of people. A special thanks to Heather
Kenvin Hietala, Director of the Alumni Office, the staffof the
Alumni Office, the student panel. Bob Johnson, and the food
service for helping to make mis trip so great. Ourprogram is
open to everyone who lives in the Boston area and we need
your participation. For those of you who will be living
elsewhere, we encourage you to get involved in your
communitiesandwearehappy to serveas a resource forother




Marijane Benner Browne '82
I was assaulted...
To the Editor,
Last September, I was assaulted by a Bowdoin student in a
random act ofviolence that leftme with a broken nose. Many
of you will remember mis incident and the editorial debate
aboutviolence at Bowdoinmat followed. In light of the recent
violence on campus, I would like to relate the manner in
which this assault was handled.
The first stepwas a judicialboard hearing to determine the
consequences ofmy assailant's breach of the SocialCode. The
Judicialboard, consistingofthreeelected students,concluded
thatmyassailant(whoplead innocent) "accidentally" injured
meand disciplinary action came in the form of suspension for
five weekends. I felt betrayed by the school's response to this
incidentofviolence, and decided togoone step further. I filed
a criminal suit for assault with the Brunswick Police
Department immediately after the Judicial board decision.
Myassailant(whomenplead guilty) waschargedwith criminal
assault, and sentenced to a jail sentence (suspended), and
probation for six months, during which he was ordered to
refrain from the consumption of alcohol (he is under the age
oftwenty one). The College took no further steps in the matter.
The disparity between the response of Bowdoin College
and the Policedepartment clearlyshows that there is something
wrong with Bowdoin's policy and commitment to stopping
violence on campus. I felt like I had been brushed aside by the
"Boys will Be Boys" (or should I say Traternities will be
Fraternities') excuse to violent behavior.
This random act of violence was just the first in a series of
incidents of violence and vandalism mat seem to have
overcome thecampus this year. Having just received theletter
to the college community from Elizabeth Chadwick which
states that "Bowdoin College regards the issue of violent and
uncontrolled behavior with the utmost seriousness," I am a
bit skeptical. It is my belief that had the college pursued my
assault and others before mis with any degree of utmost
seriousness, they would have sent out a stronger message to
students concerning the consequences of violent behavior,
and would have avoided altogether incidents like that which
occurred on March 13.
Now that Bowdoin College has earned itself a name as a
violent school full ofdefenders of Assholism, I mink it is time
theAdministration reviewed their judicialprocedure toward
violence. Studentswho violate the social code and the law by
being violent buttheads should be asked to leave the college
community. Whathappens in the nextweek or so will test the
Administration and the judicial board though it is my






As Chair of the Student Executive Board I was interested
and concerned about the editorial in the in the February 25,
1994 issue of the Bowdoin Orient for several reasons.
The first reason for concern is related to the various
inaccurate facts mat the editorial presented . The Board is not
composed of "all male representatives with similar
backgrounds and interest." Although the numbers are less
than desirable, in terms of diversity, with 13 men and 2
women, and an ethnic make-up of the Board consisting of 2
Asians, 12 Caucasians, and 1 Latino, there are male and
female members on the Board with varied backgrounds and
different interests.
The editorial also cited that the Board is a "group of self
elected individuals who carry no established agenda into
their meetings other than the ability to express their own self
interests." Any individual who comes to the open meetings
that are held every Monday evening at 7:00 on the sixteenth
floor of Coles Tower would realize that not only is there a
weekly agenda but it is based on a larger agenda that was
established at the beginning of this semester. So far this
semester the Board has addressed issues concerning the
Committeeon the Status ofWomen Report; creating a student
commission to examine violence and destructive behavior on
campus; increasing awareness about student faculty ratio
and presenting the student body's concerns to the
Administration and the Governing Boards and investigating
the notion of making the results of Judiciary Board hearings
more public while maintaining the anonymity of those
involved. The final issue on the agenda concerns the status
and the purpose of the Executive Board. I shall let those that
read misdetermine whether misagenda is a listbased on "self
interest" or whether it encompasses and represents a wide
spectrum of student concerns.
Although the editorial makes some factual errors, it does
address one of the key areas of concern for the Board this
semester the Constitution. The editorial states that the
"Executive Board has been tried and it has failed. Student
disinterest combined with the failed charter [constitution]
hinders the Board from effectively voicing its opinion as a
veritable student government." The Board does not feel that
it has failed. In fact the Board feels that it has been successful
so far mis year.
However, there is a sense of frustration on the part of the
Board members because the constitution is very constrictive.
The constitution as it is presently written is more like a rule
book than the document that it should be which binds the
institution of government together in a flexible way in order
to allow foreffectivegovernance. Consequently the members
ofthe Board areexamining the micro and macro issues effects
of amending the Constitution of the Executive Board.
The Board encourages members of the College community
to make suggestions abouthow to make student government
more effective. If you have suggestions about the
aforementioned subject or would like to make some general
suggestions about other issues please leave a note in the
StudentExecutive Board suggestion box across from the front
desk in the Moulton Union.
Sincerely,
Holt Hunter 96
Chair of the Student Executive Board
Faculty to student ratios
examined
To the Editor
I read with great interest your front page article "Concern
over student-to-faculty ratio increases. " (Orient March 4,
1994) I hope that your assessment of the sentimentsoncampus
is correct.
The student-to-faculty ratio isan important measure ofour
ability todeliveron ourpromises ofa qualityeducation . After
the elimination of several "soft-money" positions in the last
few years our ratio is already about 11.5/1 Increasing the
student bodyand faculty by the same percentagewould yield
the same ratio; increasing the student body by 10 percent to
1575 FTE students and faculty by 7 bodies would yield a 12/
1 ratio. For comparison, USN&WR's 1994 college guide lists
Swarthmore's student-to-faculty ratio as 8/1, Amherst's,
Williams's, and Pomona's as 9/1, Wellesley's, Middlebury's,
and Bates's as 10/1, Haverford's and Colby's as 11/1. (Our
ratio is listed as 1 1 / 1 .) Given these numbers it does not come
as a surprise that we are ranked a deplorable 14th in the
percent of funding going to instruction. I am sure that we are
ranked even more poorly in funding going to research.
The author of your article says, "The Administration's
unwillingness to commit to a 10% increase in faculty to
parallel the student body growth apparently stems from a
lack of financial resources." By putting things this way, your
writer has accepted the Administration's rhetoric that the
growth in faculty positions is a residual, to be financed only
after other things have duly been taken care of. Not so! Here,
as in other issues, the College has a choice. It has for example
a choice between more instructors and fewer administrators.
In fact, as your writer points out correctly, administrative
corpulence is an obvious candidate. Bowdoin, after all, is still
theundisputedchampionofspendingon institutional support,
i.e., expenditures forexecutive-level activitiesconcernedwith
managementandlong-rangeplanning, examples being senior
staff offices, development, accounting, human resources,
security, institutional research, and legal services.
The Administration's Office of Institutional Research has
recently suggested that the reason for our problem is not too
many administrators. In a 21 January 1994 memorandum,we
are told that "the percentageof institutional dollars composed
of pay is only 49%, just about average. In other words,
although Bowdoin appears to be high in terms of total
institutional support expenditures, it is not because it spends
an unusually largepercentageof those dollarson institutional
support pay." The logic of the argument warrants a closer
look. If I spend 150 dollars in total while everyone else spends
an average of 100 dollars, then the fact that I spend the same
percentage on chocolate cake as everyone else (say, 49 %)
implies that I spend about 25 dollars more on chocolate cake
than everyone else does. The simple fact of the matter is that
sincewe spend a record percentage ofourabove averageE&C
expenditurespercapita on institutional support,weoverspend
/ significantly on support pay, contrary to what the
Administration's / Office of Institutional Research tries to
suggest.
It certainly seems worth while trying to figure out why we
spend moreman others do. We need, in otherwords, a serious
effort atbenchmarking. Unless the Administration engages in
suchan effort (instead ofdefensiveand self-serving statements
about the difficulties of such comparisons),we should not let
it get away with its misleading suggestion that financial
restraints force itshand. If it cannotcommit at mispoint to the
mode of expansion recommended by faculty and students (a
10% increase in faculty to parallel the student body growth),
then the Administration should not go ahead with the








The first known survey of the long-term effects on men of
infant circumcision is being studied by NORHARMM, a
project of the National Organization of Circumcision
Information Resource Centers (NOCIRC), a non-profit
educational resource center organized in 1986 by physicians,
nurses and parents. NOCIRC will also convene the Third
International Symposium on Circumcision, May 22-25, 1994,
near Washington DC. welcomes participation by university
students, minorities, health care professionals and lawyers in
both the harm documentation survey and the symposium.
SurveyCoordinatorTimHammod states, "Themale foreskin
isanormal and beneficial organproviding 1 1 felong protection,
lubrication and pleasure. Amputating an infant's healthy
foreskin has as yet unstudied long-term physical, sexual,
emotional and psychological consequences. A lot of men are
living with these effects and are either not aware they were
caused by circumcision or are too embarrassed to talk about it."
Hammond says some of the harmful effects being reported
by men include prominent scarring, skin tone variance, skin
tags and bridges, tight painful erections, and sexual
dysfunction, as well as feelings of violation, mutilation or
betrayal by parents.
"
The U.S. is the only remaining nation to circumcise the
majority (60%) of its malenewborns fornon-religious reasons.
Over 3,300 baby boys daily are subjected to the procedure,
1.25 million infants each year, at an annual cost to the health
care system of over 200 million .
Sincerely,
The National Organization of Circumcision
Information Resource Centers
V.
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The Bowdoin Orient welcomes letters from all of our readers.
Letters must be received by 6 p.m. Tuesday to be published the
same week, and must include a phone number where the author
of the letter may be reached. All letters must be signed by the
original author (s) of the piece.
Letters should address the Editor, and not a particular
individual. The Bowdoin Orient will not publish any letter the
Editors judge to be an attack on an individual's character or
personality.
The Bowdoin Orient is published weekly while classes are held
during Fall and Spring semesters by the students of Bowdoin
College, Brunswick, Maine.
The policies of The Bowdoin Orient are determined by the
Bowdoin Publishing Company and the Editors. The weekly
editorials express the views of a majority of the Editors, and are
therefore published unsigned. Individual Editors are not
necessarily responsible for, or in agreement with, the policiesand
editorials of the Bowdoin Orient.
The Bowdoin Orient reserves the right to edit any and all
articles and letters.
Address all correspondence to the Bowdoin Orient, 12
Cleaveland St., Brunswick, Maine, 04011. Our telephone number
is (207) 725 -3300.
Donning the Armor of the Crowd
After two related assaults against
members oftheBowdoincommunity, first-
year student Benjamin Chaset was asked
by the Administration to leave the College.
His deplorable acts of violence, combined
with his simultaneous abuse of alcohol led
the Administration to demand for his
expulsion. The Administration's handling
of Chaset should represent the fate of all
students whose malicious actions violate
the Bowdoin social code: violence against
other students leads to expulsion and
possible criminal charges. Why, then, does
the Administration, when dealing with
groups of quarreling students rather than
individuals, assume they can diffuse the
punishment throughout the group, hitting
the guilty partywith little more than a slap
on thewrist?Whyaregroups ofindividuals
whocommitviciousand premeditated acts
of violence let off with little or no
punishment? The Administration's
inconsistent policy regarding student
violence, expellingonewho attacked other
students, yet lightly reprimanding a
student who pled guilty in a Brunswick
court of law to charges of assault, leads
manyto questionwhat the Administration
can do to effectively curb violence on
campus and punish those individuals or
groups of individuals who deserve
condemnation.
In the forum on violence, President
Edwards poignantly expressed that
violence has no place on Bowdoin's
campus. Representing the stance of the
Administration,Edwardssaid thatviolence
is "expected" in the real world, but at an
institution of higher learning, it cannot be
tolerated. A whirlwind of differing
perspectives flew around the forum as
studentsraisedissuesandconcernsranging
from the possibility of an admissions
screening process to the role alcohol abuse
plays in initiatingstudentviolence. Resting
at the heart of several questions was the
delicate distinctionbetween an individual
and an individual acting as amember ofan
organization. One student claimed that he
should notbe responsible for the actions of
a "memberofhishouse [fraternity]" ifhe is
notinvolved inthe activity. Others felt that
their organizations were involved only as
a consequence of the violent actions of
others. The Administration's policy
towards violence parallels the confusion
amongstthe students: theyare inconsistent
indealingwithand distinguishingbetween
"individual" and "group" acts ofviolence.
The hazy distinction between an
individual and an individual acting as a
member ofagroup isnota freshoccurrence.
In academics, several members of
Bowdoin's ice hockey team were caught
cheating on an exam. Despite the obvious
infraction ofthe Bowdoin social and honor
code, the students were allowed to stay in
school. If one individual acting out of pure
self-promotionhadbeencaughtin thesame
situation, would the Administration have
been as lenient? This leniency is further
seen in a fight earlier this year that left one
student with a broken nose. Even though
one individual involved in the incident
was charged in a civil court of law with
counts of criminal assault, the College did
little or nothing to reprimand the student,
"whisking" it away as a fraternal quarrel
instead of an individual act of aggression.
In this instance, the Administration's
flawed and inconsistent policy is clear: one
student violently assaulted another as an
act of pure violence, pleaded guilty in a
court of law, assumed criminal charges
and, somehow, avoided the fate of Ben
Chaset.WouldtheAdministrationhadbeen
as understanding if the quarrel had taken
place on the quad between two
independents? Many students continue to
wonder.
Fear of negative publicity and financial
loss could somewhat account for the
Administration's hesitancy is expelling
largegroupsofstudents. In its Bicentennial,
the College does not want to be nationally
recognized for expelling ten students for
premeditated assault nor does it want to
lose thousands of dollars in the middle of
construction for the new student center.
Theexpulsionofanentiregroupofstudents
carries with it alumni support that could
cripple the College's annual fund raising
drives.
One thing was made clear at the forum:
no one knows why there has been an
exponential increaseinviolenceoncampus.
Factors ranging from alcohol abuse to lack
of a better social atmosphere have all been
cited as viable excuses for the increase. The
only certainty is that violence has no place
on this campus. Individuals or groups of
individuals should be punished to the full
extent of the law, both academic and
judicial, despite their affiliations. If ten
students are guilty of assault, than ten
students should be expelled, no matter if
theyareamemberofa fraternityora sports
organization. The Administration must
enforceawell-defined andconsistentpolicy
towards punishing violence before
anything can be done to curb it's
catastrophic effects.
J




It dangled heavily from the rafters, attached by only a
[nail A dear plastic bag, about the size for carrying goldfish,
[
full of water. Leaning back in my creaky chair, I tilted my
first to one aide, then to the other, eying the ceiling
emyhead. I could seeothers. In fact, therewere rows of
|
these water-ADed bags, hanging from the rafters.
I had asked once, in the mesa hall of an Ecuadorian
| shrimpfarm,aboutthepurposebehind these'decorations.*
orthefliea'thefcwenxanhadaxplaiiMid'Yousee,
»a« scared oftheirrefi^ctkimand thebagsactMmirrow
I If you hang themm the right spots, the flies will leave the
Iroom." Ihad never been sure whether this expUmaoon said
J
more about the habits of the* or the effectof heaton people
' t^Tw^ptgs<|tie»|ii|iwa leiWwt inlhaldSrtaaghattmfar-
ffEcuador nor in this restauranton Easter Island, did any
The wiltma eetin lliet self jes fiiuil uf iih, ItiiimuilitiiL mji
gay/ thesaid wrmasmi^^srklnf herhead toward* a table
at*wfionto?meirjosn,"H«ff>ea^
* And h«Tl probably buy you a beer/ she finished with a
I left my seat by the bar and crossed the room, passing
ipty tables. The restaurant was empty except for myself
I and theman Iwas about tomeet. I reachedan unsteady table
|incomer,puIledcHitachair/ and$atdown.lrK>tk^theeyes
first Bloodshot and unblinking. His curly hair was greasy
andunoorofeed,cappingthftqu^
askedan evenlypitched voice. •Sure* I said nodding, a little
wary. A long pause followed. "You areAmerican?" he said,
hie question sounding more of a statement "I am from
Norway." Gazing out the screenlesa window, he began to
roll a cigarettefrom the makings of black tobacco and paper
[that sat on the table. "Ahh... Norwegian tobacco, the best in
[
the world/' he said with a chuckle. The broad blades of the
ceilingfan turned slowly Theplasticbagsswayed slightly in
|thebiwz«-(>irbe«rsamved.Trvecamc)nlyslighUycDld,the




if I stop drinking, they will arrest me." I laughed with him
land raised my glass in salute, "forhow long areyou here?"
[he asked, his eyes drifting from mine to the view m the
I
window. "About two more hours." I told him. My flight to
left that afternoon. "I am sad for you." he said
t quietly, his gaze returning to me. "Iam staying until May. I
want to stay forever." The fan aboveuscontinued to turn.A
fryentered thrwighmewmdow.Itexitedquickly,frig^
no doubt, by what it had seen in the rows of makeshift





His storywasiumbled, at times incoherent, as his English
land excitement betrayed him. "There was a tight, a bright
fight twaa very hot Suddenly allaround me were strange
beings. I was underground They were Phorwiciaru They
IshowedmetookartdarnaringjnadraeeJ
J
ofEaster Island. They told me everything. lam theonlyone
who knows. Tonight I- 1 minklam going back"
.
I eiiwyd from the reatawent about an hour later and
[alter si backwards glanceat the ramshackle buikting, began
[my walk home. I took the dirt road, theone thatparalleled
IteteporiatfofioftiworigkioftrwMoai. "Youthmkl'm crazy
[dorvt fou?* hehad asked abruptlyand withoutwaiting for
an answer corrtmued,hisvoir* ileady^AhhJwaaarUppie
ftfeeyou once. Ihad longhair and a ptimus stove I traveled
[across Asia and the United States by myself. Do you know
Red Rocks? That was my favorite. Out in the desert. The
[moon was amazing."
I stopped my slow walk back to the house. I paused to
trh the lurga of ins ire inrl minrrl si the ilories hs hni
I toldme^ ofciiscrosiingmeoceana^moef^jiieiuumdepths
Iofa freighter,ofcampingm thedesert ofUtah, stopping for
mcnightmcedertoadmmtthesiiioomwaahofwmdan^
I sand I didn't nclknro his talso of cirrrs and tilcnrrt itinn of
[ihrmfJciana Bringbeneath me surface of the Earth I didn't
[befievebutldkt begin to wonder about mismanwho lived
I through experiences less real man imagmed. Moreover, I
wondered what had brought him to me. What fate had
Ibroughtme togetherwithan insaneman whohadonce lived
J
experiences so similar to myown?
Reflecting back from the safety of my room I wonder
I again. Should I accept thememory ofhim forhis wondrous
I tales or should I run from it, like the fly before its reflet
frightened ofwhet I might become?
A Day in The Camkkean
by Nicole Devarenne
It is quiet. Except for some sound I feel ratherman hear: my
own heartbeat; the waves, faint, rhythmic. The sea floor is
very flat and pale: the sand is the color of something that has
never seen the sun. Rock grows in patches like rough dark
grass, hiding all kinds of living things 1 haven't begun to
recognize.Hugh beckons to me. Hismovements are natural,
familiar with the water and with its peculiar lightness He
has grown up in this sea.
The mask doesn't feel as strange as I'd expected. The









































he can see it. It
means, that was beautiful. I think perhaps hehas understood.
Then I am not sure.
We surface.
"Anemone," he says. I smile and take a deep breath,
forgetting again that it is unnecessary. The snorkel is my
connection to the air, clear and lit by the sun, but I am not
aware of it. There is nothing above me. Thewater is dark, for
blue; it is not like the water of swimming pools, precise,
unequivocal. It is sheltering. My breathing slows, I begin to
listen to the water again.
There are somany fish. Ihavenever seen these colors: they
do not exist anywhere else, not even in neon. The sun does
notrecognizemem. There isyellow, with a meniscusofsilver
(everything is mixed with silver): the fish wear it in great
stripes. These fish are large; their mouths are greedy. There
is something a little uglyabout them. Hugh points to a thing,
like a plant, bulbous. We surface.
"Sponge," he says. "Be careful if you touch it. It'll make
your hands black."
He dives. I watch, then follow, pulling my weight
downwards. The sponge feels soft, unremarkable.
We are almost back to the ship, anchored far out from the
beach. Some of the tourists have stayed on it. I ask Hugh
about the time. He shows me his watch, waterproof, hardy,
compact. An hour has passed.
On deckwe eatour lunch, barbecueand riceand coleslaw.
Alcohol here is as cheap as salt. They give it away. It is as if
theyare trying to get us all drunk . ButHugh says ifyou drink
beforeyou snorkel,you drinkwhileyou snorkel. And we are
going to see a shipwreck after lunch.
Hugh was born on Aruba, and grew up on Trinidad. He's
comeback here to live. Trinidad is beautiful and there's more
todo, more to see, but he'd ratherbe here. He says he lives by
the moment. It is the way everyone should live. He tells me
he stayed in New York City for a while, and studied business,
but after the third monthhe started partying and realized that
he didn't want to do business anyway. He doesn't have to be
a businessman to live as he wants to. Aruba takes care of him.
But there is something wistful in his tone. He says he enjoyed
business school and was good at it. 1 don't quite understand.
The crew tells all thirty or so of us (the Mi Dushi is large,
seventy-six feet long) that the Antilia is the largest wreck in
the Caribbean. It sank during World War II. It was a German
shipand the Captainwasdetermined not to let the Dutchhave
it. But who knows how
much money the island
(which is still Dutch)




waves are very rough
out here. I am out of
bream. The little roll of
white bread I have
saved from lunch is
becoming a wet rag in
myhand . I forcemyway
around the ship, to the
other side, where the
current will drive me
back to the Mi Dushi
rather than into the hull
of the Antilia. I am
afraid and I keep my
head above water too
much. Hugh appears,
motions for me to
watch, takes a piece of
bread, which I have
been trying to feed to
the fish as if they were
tame pigeons, and lets
it fall from his fingers. I
look away. He points
downward. There is a
spiral of fish below me.
They have been mere
all this time, taking the
threads of bread which
I have discarded into
their mouths.
I begin to breathe
more steadily.
Occasionally a wave
moves over my snorkel and it fills with water and I must
return to the surface. Iam close to the surface but 1 cannot feel
tiie sun on my back and legs which will show up later as a
sunburn. The water is much darker here; it is sixty-five feet to
thebottom . Hugh has toldme hecan reach the floorand make
it up again, without diving equipment. The pressure changes
every two feet. Hehasshown mehow to equalize the pressure
in my ears. But I doubt I will need the knowledge.
On thisside theship isonly a hill, uncontoured,orangewith
age. I follow Hugh back to the other side of the ship, keeping
my eyes underwater. The waves are noisy. But I am startled.
The wreck is a landscape of caverns, coloring die water shade
by shade; azure and indigo and midnight blue. The shadows
are intricate. Old light drifts from them.
Before us thereare ropes, frayed and twisted, fibrous. Hugh
dives, I swim between them. I think of pirates. He really can
reach the bottom. I bump into another tourist, and surface to
apologize. He seems put out, bullied by the waves. He is
holding an underwater disposable camera. I see my brother,
too; he threatens to take my picture. I tell him I have learned
to dive and I show him, blowing the water from my snorkel
like a whale when I get to the top. He seems impressed. But
I'm not: I hide in the water again, looking for things I haven't
seen yet. I don't have much time.
I dive. Theship is stili there, ancient, covered in life. The fish
areeverywhere: there are moreof thegreedy yellow ones, and
others, marked deep blue and black in stripes. Then I see
another one, one I haven't seen before. She is lined in violet
along theedges. She stares atme for a second, quivering in the
light wind of this world.
Something draws me away. To my left there is an upward
trail of tiny figures like tinydancing fish. I sta re a t one of them,
looking for fins. But it is only my breath, fluttering in bubbles
to the surface. It is time to go.
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Student Oj3inioM~t
In Defense ofFundingfor the Arts
By
Aaron Olmstead
Kefei Li, in his essay, What Constitutes Art?, makes
dangerous generalizations about his vague term "modern
art," saying that all Twentieth-Century art is "with little
substance," from his observations of a handful of pieces not
representative of "modem art" as a whole. Because of this,
becausehe doesn't likea few works,hesaysmatcontemporary
art doesn't deserve "any funding at all," and he argues that
mere are more worthwhile destinations for the funding man
the National Endowment for the Arts.
Kefei says "Anyone who looks at a Greek statue, a
Renaissance or an Impressionist paint will find himself
appreciating, ifnot understanding thework." Kefei presumes
to,butcannot, sayhow/will react toanypieceofart, andwhat
I will appreciate or understand. No one can say how another
person will be affected by any art. Kefei says that modem art
is despicable because it depicts "sacrilege and obscene
sexuality," and compares it with his ideal of ancient Creek
statuary. I wonder how many ancient Greek Black- and Red-
figuredvasepamtmgshehaslook^at;thesec>ftender^
debauchery, sodomy, and other such presumably offensive acts.
Kefei says "Artused tobeacommon man'senjoyment,now it is
an elite's game." Well, I wonder how many "common men"
were allowed in the private galleries of the rich art patrons of
the Renaissance? How many bums off the street were invited
into magnificent, expensive places of religious gathering, for
example, the Sistine Chapel, to see works like Michelangelo's
Creation? Much art never has been and never will be intended
for the "common man," but, if anything, it is now more
accessible than ever to anyone, because of the technological
ability to distribute photographs and music recordings on a
large scale, and because of the proliferation ofmuseums with
low or no entrance fees, which enable just about anyone to
walk in and experience the artworks contained. Cutting
spending on the arts will only force national museums, like
the National Gallery in Washington, DC, toshutdown,making
it more difficult for the"common man" to seeworksofart first-
hand.
Kefei asks "were the French angry?" for funding Michel
Duchamp. But wouldn't one also feel stupid and angry for
refusing to fund a work which was later regarded as one of
genius? Nicola i Rubens tern, upon firsthearing Tchaikovsky's
Piano Concerto, said it was not worth listening to. After the
premier of Tchaikovsky's Violin Concerto a critic wrote "are
thereperhaps works ofmusic soawful matyou can hearthem
sunk?" Both concertos have sincebecome important standards
of the classical repertoire. You don't have to look at, or listen
to, works of art you don't like. You may not have a choice
about where the funding goes, but isn'i it better to take a
chance mat a nationally funded artist might make something
you don't like, than to ensure that mere are no nationally
funded artists, no potential Michelangelos, Mozarts, or
Monets?





everyday objects. These are
Twentieth Century "modern"
works ofart yet I do notfind
them ugly...or "obscene."
art doesn't raise people's spirits]. It shocks one's spirit and
debases it." He is stereotyping— and trying to speak for me,
and how I must react to a piece of art — by grouping all
modern art together. But, for me, Aaron Copland's Fanfarefor
the Common Man, a Twentieth Century piece of music, a work
of "modem art," raises my spirit. Works of Salvador Dali and
PabloPicassopresent interestingnew perspectives,newways
of viewing everyday objects. These are Twentieth Century,
"modern" works of art, yet I do not find them ugly,
"sacrilegious," or "obscene." I wonderhow much Twentieth
Century a rt Kefei has actually seen, and ifhewould denounce
Picasso or Ansel Adams as being "obscene." I'd rather be
fundingworks likethese,orthephotographsofAlfred Stieglitz,
or Georgia CKeeffe's abstract paintings, man havingmy tax
dollars go to building ofnuclearweapons, orS&L bailouts,or
grain subsidies, paying a farmer not to sell produce, when
mere are millions ofstarvingpeopleon theplanet. Idon'thave
any say about how much of my tax money goes to those,
either. But I think funding the arts is much more worthwhile
Art tries to change or influence, for at least a moment, your
perceptionoftheworld and certain objects in it. The artist tries
to communicate the way he or she sees some event, object,
person, place, or thing, and, perhaps, let the viewer of the
artwork see itinanew light.Newwaysofpresentingsomething
are bound to seem odd, and be different from what's come
before. Didn't cubism seem odd in the early part of this
century, or Impressionism in tile last? Didn't photography
seem odd in the 1840's?
Why dowe need the NEA? Well, artists need someone who
will fund them, and buy their works so that they can afford to
makenew ones, and so thatpeople other than the idle richcan
be artists. Works thatmay laterbe seen as those ofgeniusmay
be i 11-received, and not marketable, in the artist's lifetime,and
so not be able to support the artist. Marketable "art" these
days is Madonna music-videos, Beavis and Butthead, and
velvet Elvises. With a program of national funding an artist
can, to some degree, simply express, without being forced to
conform to the desires of die market or particular patrons.
Onepurposeofarthasalwaysbeen tochaJengeconventional
ideas about how to experience the world. In the late 19th
Century theImpressionists, Eduard Manet in particular,were
ridiculed for their outrageous new ideas, which went against
tine grain and tradition of the Academies. New forms or ideas
in art have rarely been instantly recognized for works of
genius.Ofcourse, theremaybe a lotof"bad" artistswho don't
appeal to you for every "good" one who does, but why,
instead of taking a chance that someone or some people will
come alongwho will influenceyour life with their daringnew
ideas, make sure that no one will come along by killing the
NEA, denouncing all contemporary and future art? Societies,
like the ancientGreeksand Egyptians, areremembered forthe
art they produce. What do you think when you hear "the
Renaissance?" Probably, theMono Lisa, or David, or the Sistine
Chapel.How will oursocietyberemembered, ifwe say that art
is not worth 68*. per person?
Tenure Defended
To the Editor,
Iwasastoundedbythe ignorance expressed in theMarch 1
1
editorial "The Elimination of Tenure. " Because tine piece
began with a sound description of what life is like for an
untenured professor, i.e. uncomfortable, unsettling, and
downright frightening; it seemed strange to me that the
writers of the editorial would then advocate keeping all
professors in this limbo for their entire careers. An untenured
professor is in constant fear of losing her job. This does not
encourage her to make better lesson plans, to prepare more
gripping lectures, or to write more comments on papers, so
much as itencourages her tosay the "proper" thing toparents,
other facultymembers,and mostimportantly administrators.
The reason for this, which the writers of this piece completely
failed to see, is that teachers and professors are not hired,
rehired, and tenured on the basis of their teaching abilities.
Oh, I am sure that there is some school, somewhere where
such a practice is held, but I sure have not been there. For this
reason, if there were no tenure, a teacher or professorwould
have to spend his entire career terrified at saying the wrong
thing to the wrong person, for no matterhow good a teacher
he may be, an irate administrator could "let him go. "
I thought it was very curious that the authors brought up
the Sweet tragedy in this piece, for if anything, the denial of
the tenure tract position for Professor Sweet is the ultimate
reason for not eliminating tenure. Sweet, with his two time
unanimous student approval, and his one time unanimous
faculty approval and second time near unanimous faculty
approval, was clearly a good teacher. I would venture to say
that hewasBowdoin's finest in his passion for knowledgeand
interest in students. What kept Sweet from the tenure tract
position, we will never know. It may have been that he dared
to go to school in tine Midwest instead of the east coast; it may
have been that he had an "improper attitude" towards Dean
Beitz. But one thing is dear, it was not because he was not a
good teacher. And for this reason, eliminating tenure would
not force teachers to keep on their toes, for good teaching is
about tine last thing administrators seem to care about. What
itwould ensure is that teachers continuallyrefuse tospeakout
against tine administration on any point.
And this brings me to my next point, which is against the
editors' assumption that this isno longer tine McCarthy era. In
high school I saw a female teacher denied tenure because she
asked why coaches of girls sports made half the salary of
coaches of boys sports. Criticizing school-boards,
superintendents, and deans are all ways of ensuring one will
not get tenure. Do we want to attend schools where all the
professors are terrified of the administrators?
The editorial, also, made tine claim that tenured teachers
became lazy when they knew they no longer had to impress
anyone. Coming from a home where both my parents were
teachers I can tell you that tinedaymy parents got tenure they
did not come home shouting, "Whoooeee, I can slack off
now." Instead they looked forward to really getting to know
their academic community,no longer fearing that theywould
have to leave it in a year. They looked forward to working
with theircolleagues at bettering the education facilities,now
that they no longer feared tine high school superintendents
and college presidents. I understand why many people in
today's societymight think teacherswould slack offonce they
werepromised job security. In this modern capitalistic world
we are told over and over that tine only reason for doing a job
well is to earn more money. Why on earth would someone
work hard when they already had the job and tine highest
attainable salary? But, people do not go into academia for the
money,anyonewho does certainlydoesn't know much about
teachers' salaries. People go into academia because they love
knowledge, and they love teaching that knowledge to others.
They do their work, not out of hope for tenure and more
money, but out of enjoyment of tine intrinsic pleasure of
learning and helping others leam. When a professor gets
tenure, sheknows that she can continue learning and helping
others leam, without fear of being laid off. She can finally
concentrate on her true love.
I know there are bad teachers with tenure. There are some
who have grown old and tired of looking at blank faces
everyday, tired of gradingpapers obviously written tine night
before, tiredoffailed leviesandconservativesuperintendents.
Some of these genuinely no longer like teaching, and this is
unfortunate; but this is not the fault of tenure, but the fault of
tine lack of respect they are given. Some of these still love to
teach, but no longer do the tap dance they did in younger
years. These teachers stillhavemuch to teach, if their students
will stop expecting a MTV version of Aristotle and take on
some of tine responsibility of learning. And then there are the
teachers who never liked to teach, and have no passion for
knowledge. I know they are out there,and Ido notknowhow
to get rid ofthem . But Idoknow thateliminating tenure is not
the answer.
Tenure is tine goal ofeverywould-beprofessor, notbecause
it marks a time to slack off and start doing a shabby job, but
because it marks a timewhen one can finally getdown to the
business oflearning and sharing whatonehasleamed, without
fear ofbeing uprootedbecauseone thinks tine girls' volleyball



















Multiple Hitter*: NJT Barra 2. Blta. 2. Glynn 2, Zepiel 2
Bow Gibson 3, McCormick 3, Meehan 3, Flaherty 1IMi
N]T rUrra, Glynn (4) arei Bli*». Bow Ryan, Coggin* (7),
Dempaey (9X andC Gaffney.W - Ryan 1-0. L - Barm 0-1.HR -
NJT Camibba. Bow none
March 22, 1994
at Hollywood, Ha
East Stroudsburg 000 043 101 - 9 18 6
201 023 100 1 - 10 15 3
MulnpW hitter* f5 King 3. Taylor 3, Beaver 2, Hauber 2,
Hoey 2, Yenzer 2, Wineburg 2. Bow - McCormick 3, Palmer 3,
Gibaon X Maigmf 2. iattelie* ES - Staviaky, Mead (A\ WHnhold
(8) and Pent Taylor (4). Bow - d'Entremont. Coggin* (5),














Multiple hitter*: WCSU Balducd 4. Guinipero 4, Lacey 4,
Ml 2, Pagel 2. Bow - J. Gaffney 3, McCormick 2. Batterie*: WCSU
Kirsock, Borio (4) and Porzio. Bow Ryan, Jenkins (4).
Chadderdon (6) and Kelley. W Bono. I Ryan (1-1) HR; WCSU









040 9 13 2
040 7 10 3
Multiple hitter*: Bow Gfbaon 3, J. Gaffney 2, McCormick
2, CTSullfvan 2 MIT Pendleton 3, Gas* 2.1atterie*: Bow
Coggin*, Demp»ey(8X and Kelley. MIT Voyle, Mendell (6),













MuMpb hitter*: FM Munoz 3, deFranaaco 2. Hooke. 2.
Bow Kelley 3, Margraf 3, Flaherty 2 Batteri**: FM Mul, Perez
(6) and deFrana»co. Bow d'Entremont, Jen kin* (5) and Kelley W








010 - 3 S 6
12x - 15 19 2
Multiple hitter*: KP - Gunther 3. Bow - McCormkk
i
Gibson 3, Margraf 3, C Gaffney 2, Meehan 2, Palmer 2 Batteries:
KP Scofield, Missouri (3X Shick <7\ and Harm., Mueller (7). Bow
Ryan, Coggin* (6X Dempaey (8), and C. Gaffney W Ryan (21).
L Scofield. HRKP none. Bow Meehan (1)
SOFTBALL (0-2)
April 1,1994
at M iddletown. Conn.
Bowdoin (0-1) 003 043 00 - 10 14 3
Wesleyan(20) 010 710 11 - 11 11 4
MuWpW hitter*: Bow - Bowdoin 4, Vorto 2. We*
Conceiaon 3, Faria 2, Ueb 2, Sanders 2. Batteries: Bow
Strohmeyer, Collins (5) and Schuler. Wes - Clouis, Ng (5) and
Mason.W -Ng (1-0). L - Coffin* (0-1). 2Bc Bow - Amaneae,
Bowdoin (2), Spagnuolo, Ziegler Wea - Conceiaon, Sander* (2)
3Be none. HR: none.
MEN'S LACROSSE (1-2)
March 21, 1994
at Tampa Bay, FU.
Bowdoin(O-l) 1 2 3 -6
Wiffiama(l-0) 4 111-7
Goal*: Bow - Schuetz 2, Featherman, Huke, Small, Sheehy.
WO - Buck, FrenL Gillespie, Govemall, Jones, Newirth, Todd.
Goaltending: Bow - White 19 save*. WU • McDonald 12 saves.
Man-up: Bowdoin 1 for 10. WUliams 2 for 6
March 25, 1994
at Tampa Bay, Fla.
Bowdoin (1-1) 2 3 2 3 10
St Lawrence (01) 4 12 0-7
Goal*: Bow - Newirk 3, Featherman 2, Schuetz 2. Flasks.
Rand, Wood. St.L - MacLean 3, Kent 2, Napolinato, Sinkson.
Goa Mending: Bow White 17 save*. St.L Tarmer 15 saves Man-
up: Bowdoin for 7. St Lawrence 1 for 2
April 6, 1994
at Springfield, Mass.
Bowdoin (1-2) 3 12 0-6
Springfield (5-1)347418
Goa Is: Bow - Rand 2, Schuetz 2, C rocco, Huke. Spr - Smith
4. Daley 3, Pokte 3. Savastano 3, Cetrone 2, Anastas, Gromby,
Felt Goaltending: Bow - White 18 saves. Hunt 4 saves. Spr -
Quirk 13 saves, Arnold 1 save. Man-up: Bowdoin 1 for 6.








Goals: Bow Mitchell 3, Hill 2, Poor 2. Trees 2, Ahrens,








Goals: Bow - Mitchell 4. Poor 2, Gorton 1, WUmrdfog 1.
CC n/a. Goaltending: Bow - BaUen 16 saves. CC -n/a.
April 6, 1994
at Brunswick, Maine
New England College (1-1) 1-1
Bowdoin (2 1) 11 7 IS
Goaav NEC -Gulestrian. Bow - Mitchell 4, Poor 4, Daversa
2, Gorton 2, Titus 2, Ahrens, Christie l.Frekkol, Trees 1.
I NEC - Merkiliner IS save*. Bow - Ballen 2 saves.
MENS TENNIS (6-2-1)
March 21, 1994
at Hilton Head, S.C.
Calvin 6, Bowdoin 3.
Singles
#1 - Knoester (C) def. Ghafy 4-6, 6-4, 6-4
f2 - Sytsma (C) def. Pastel 4-6, 6-2, 6-4
«3 - DeWeerd fC) def. Hindle 6-i 2-6, 6-4
#4 Norlander (Q def. KiUoran 7-5, 6-1
45 - Shaw (B) def. Meester 6-3, 6-2
•6 - Vanderark (C) def. Grzymski 6-1. 6-4
Double*
#1 - Ghaly/Slusar (B) def. Knoester/DeWeerd 7-5, 5-7, 64
#2 - Grzymski/Hindle (B) def. Meester/ Norlander 4-6, 6-2, 7-5
•3 - Sytsma/Yeazel (C) def. Davidson/Pastel 7-6, 6-1
March 22, 1994
at Hilton Head, &C
Doubles
41 -Ghaly/Slusar (Bow) del Randolph/Wordeul 6-1, 6-2
•2 - Pastel/ Hind le (Bow) def. Kowalik/Morgan 4-6, 6-3, 6-3
S3
- Crzymski/KUloran (Bow) def. Micheletri/Thomson 7-5, 6-4
March 23, 1994
at Hilton Head, S.C
Bowdoin 7, Carleton 2.
Singles
#1 -Chary (B) def. Wartman 6-2, 6-3
#2 - Pastel (B) def. Morris 6-2, 6-4
43 - Kirk (C) def. Slusar 7-5, 6-3
•4 - Copenhauer (C) def. Hindle 6-i 3-6, 7-6
#5 - Davidson (B) def. Avery 6-i 7-6
#6 • KiUoran (B) def. PribiU 6-2, 6-1
Doubles
•1 - Ghaly/Slusar (B) def. Konop/Morri* 6-i 6-2
*2 - Hindle/Pastel (B) def. Crow/ Fiege 3-6, 6-3, 6-2
49 - Grzymski/ Davidson (B) def. Wortman/Colbum 7-5, 7-5
March 25, 1994
atHiltonHead.SC
Bowdoin 9, Ed inboro 0.
Singles
#1 - Pastel (B) def. Skrok 6-2, 6-2
•2 - Slusar (B) def. Robison 6-3, 6-0
•3 - Davidson (B) def. Widger 6-2, 6-2
•4 - Killoran (B) def. Costello 6-0, 6-1
•5 - Keyes-Grevelis (B) def. Bhally 6-1, 6-1
•6 - Pratt (B) def. Coffman 6-3, 6-1
Doubles
•1 - Chary/Slusar (B) def. Skrok/ Robison 6-3, 6-0
•2 - Hind le/ Pastel (B) def. Widger/Costello 6-2, 6-1
«3 - Davidson/Crzymski (B) def. Coffman/Hunink 6-4, 6-1
April 1, 1994
at Brunswick, Maine
Bowdoin 7, Babson 2
Singles
•1 - Bauer (Bab) def. Pastel 7-5, 6-4
•2 - Chary (Bow) def. Lararus 6-2, 6-0
•3 - Hindle (Bow) def. Saurier 6-i 3-6, 6 2
•4 - Killoran (Bow) def. Saurez 7-6, 6-3
#5 - Igiesas (Bab) def. Davidson 6-1, 6-2
#6 - Keyes-Grevelis (Bow) def. Coles 6-0, 6-2
Doubles
•1 - Ghaly/Slusar (Bow) def. Lazarus/Saurtsier 8-6
•2 - Hindle/ Pastel (Bow) def. Bauer/lgiesias 8-2
S3 - Grzymski/Davidson (Bow) def. Saurer/Coles 8-2
April 2, 1994
at Brunswick, Maine
Bov- loin 6, Hamilton 3.
Single.
41 - Chary (B) def. Okie 6-i 6-4
52 - Pastel (B) def Hobson 6-4, 3-6. 6-4
13 - Slusar (B) def. Hills 4-6, 6-0, 6-1
•4 - Hindle (B) def. Pickers 6-i 6-2
#5 Walker (H) def. Killoran 7 6, 6 2
•6 - GiangoU (H) def. Keyes-Grevelis 6-2, 6-1
Doubles
SI - Okie/Hobson (H) def. Ghaly/Slusar 9-8
#2 - Hills/Pickels (H) def. Pastel/ Hindel 8-5
53 - Grzymski/ Davidson (B) def. Giangola /Silbersher 8-5
April 2, 1994
at Lrwiston, Maine
Bates 7, Bowdoin 2.
Singles
SI - Chary (Bow) def. Poieshek 6-i 6-3
»2 - EreUi (Bat) def. Patel 6-0, 6-1
S3 - Steam* (Bat) def. Slusar 6-i 6-4
#4 - Seider (Bat) def. Hindle 4-6, 6-3, 6-4
55 - Zink (Bat) def. Davidson 6-1, 6-3
56 - Grzymski (Bow) def. Marvel 6-1, 6-3
Doubles
SI - Poieshek/ Steams (Bat) def. Ghaly/Slusar 8-6
#2 - GreUi/Zink (Bat) def. Pastel/ Hindle 8-4






Afterreturning from a successful preseason
trip to Florida, the men's lacrosse team lost its
opening game against a strong Springfield
team. Adam Rand '95 and captain Justin
Schuetz *94 led the Bears in their losing effort
with two goals apiece. Brian Crocco '97 and
Zadi Huke "97 also had goals in Wednesday
afternoon's 18-6 loss to Springfield.
Bowdoin stayed with Springfield through
the first period carriedby goals from Crocco
and Rand. Yet this house of cards quickly
began to fall as Springfield outscored the
Bears 15-3 over the remainder of the game.
Theonlypoints oflight left for Bowdoin came
asSchuetzandHukecombined for three goals
in the later periods. Yet this effort could not
match Springfield's overpowering attack.
The reason-opening loss fortheteamcomes
aftera seemingly successfulpreseason,which
started back in October with captain's
practices and culminated with the team trip
to Florida overSpringBreak. While inTampa
the team played St. Lawrence and Williams
and finished 1-1 respectively. Yet the Bears'
playedmuch betterthan this record indicates.
RaHying from a five-goal deficittowithinone
goal of a strong Williams team, the Bowdoin
teamshowedsignsofunityandunselfishness
by splitting the six goals amongst five men.
Schuetz tedBowdoin with two goalsand one
assist. Goalie Erin White ^4 also put forth a
strong effort, recording 19 saves.
A brighter moment on the trip came when
the Polar Beats defeated St Lawrence 10-7.
Led by first-year Judd Newkirk with three
goals and one assist, Bowdoin once again
seemed toplay unified, unselfish ball, dividing
ten goals between six different players.
The men's team has shown a great deal of
promise so far this year. As the season
progresses, thisgroupwill pull togethermore
andtheresultswillimpftjveaccordingly .Look
for the talented group of first-years on this
team to make a huge contribution as they
adjust to collegiate athletics. This weekend
the team heads to Connecticut College for
what looks to be a good game.
Athletic Outlook
FRI SAT SUN MON TUE WED THU
Home games shaded 4/3 4/9 4/10 4/11 4/12 4/13 4/14
April2.1W4 Bowdoin 7, Baker 2
at M iddletown. Com.
Singles
Bowdoin (0-2) 000 200 -2 4 4 #1 - Pastel (Bow) def. Worsdell 6-3, 6-1










19 - Slusa r (Bow) def. Keen 6-3, 6-2
Multiple hitters: none. Batteries: Bow - Strohmeyer, #4 - Micheletti (Bak) def. Hindle 2 6, 7-6, 6-4
Collins (5) and Schuler. We* Sarmuk and Turner. W Sarmuk (1 #5 - Kowalik (Bak) def. Grzymski 6-3, 6-4













Although the women's lacrosse te.am
recorded an impressive feat in scoring 18
goals againts New Engl«and College on
Wednesday .afternoon, the Be«ars' offensive
output Wias not a te.am record for go«als
scored in a gjame. This honor belongs to the
1986 squad, which powered «an «am«azing 26
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Arkansas Shmarkansas, pool predictors
March Madrvea* is a term iiaed to describe
the agony that is experienced every year in
office* acrosa (hecountry. Die-hard executive
BaU-headflplanandpkrteverymovefrom the
Gnat Alaska Shoot-Out in November until
thatsecondSundayin Marchwhen theNCM
announces the couples for stageoneof the Big
Dance. These round-ball psychopaths men
carefully choose their picks for the annual
office pool. Inevitably, however, it is Murray
(Fly) Lugnutz, the executive staple manager,
the Rick Moranis look-alike, who watches
one or twofootball games a year,who throws
in hisfivebucks, and picks themostheinously
unrealistic upsets— and they happen.
Who can honestly say they didn't have
California in atleast theSweet 16?Jason Kidd
and his boys from Berkeleycame up small in
the tourney, buthey, at leastyou11 be getting
paid to lose for the Mavs next year, right Jas?
And Carolina? They were a lock to make the
Final Four. Once they did mat, any crank
could have read the bracket sheet and seen
that the final four was being played in
Charlotte, on thesame tobaccoroadmat runs




as national champs. But once again the
University ofMichaelJordan came upempty
against tie state of Massachusetts, litis time
it was not the Slate University but a little
Jesuitschoolmat i»notorious forupsets (right,
Irish?). In the seemingly endless battle
betweenCatholicsand Protestants,chalkone
up for the Pope's team as they outplayed
Protestant Dean's Disciples in the second
round. Though St Ignatius couldn't guide
mem to Charlotte, B. C. provided coach Jim
C Brien withsomemuch-neededjob security.
In addition to the upsets, the tournament
provides a forum for incredible individual
performances by unheralded talent, and
forgettable showings by household names.
Perhaps the best one we saw was Syracuse's
Adrian Autrydropping 31 second halfpoints
on Missouri in a losing effort. It was like
seeingPearl Washingtonrun the break for the
Orangemen all over again. If he was truly a
floor general, though, he'd do something
about Lawrence Moten's knee-high socks.
LawMo looks likeenextra fans. "The White
Shadow" out there. Craig Brown of Florida
singlehandedly killed fcC.% Cinderella bid
by takingoverthe game's flrudminutesman
effort mat ensured heft hear his name called
on draft day. And how Txntt Al Dfllard of
ArkarisasTr«guywa»rairungmminy footers
like Lamar Mundane in the old Reebok ads.
Conversely, Dillard's teammate, Clint
McDanieL was seen kicking an unidentified
GeorgetownHoya likea little girlon national
TV. Hey, Clint, sweep the leg, sweep the teg!
Then mere was Donyell Marshall ofUConn,
everybody'sAil-American, missingtwofrom
the charity stripe in the final seconds against
the Gators. Rumeal Robinson he's not. He
cost theHuskies a Final Four berth, and Spot
75 big ones in the household pool. Can't say
we blame him, though. Who wouldn't be a
little nervous with Dametri Hill staring him
down from the block? D'Meamook took a
wrong turn somewhere in Gainesville and
missed the football stadium. Anyone need a
CHANNEL ZERO
by RnflBcU Dame tad Dylan Swift
noesguard? Gknn Robinson needs to work
on thefundamentals erfpassing. Yo, Big Dog,
give up the roeki You had like four Blue
Devilson you. Not toworry,Gtem, there's a
thing called illegal defense in me pros.
Surprisingly, it was another team from
Norm Carolina thatdanced the finalnumber.
Riding the inspiration of a hilarious ad
featuring their coach (don'tmake us spell it),
merSueDevibranmtoaforcethattranscends
treys and triple teams: Political Power. Hey
Bui, didn't you go to Georgetown? Sefl-out.
ButifuSere'sc^emmgwetearnedfrpmTricky
Dick ifs never bet against thi President, he'll
findawaytobeatyou.Totheircredit, though,
the Blue Devils did hold their own against
dinton'sboys. In theend,however, itwasthe
depth and athleticism of Arkansas that
oven-odetheonemanshow oftheBlue Devils.
Some say Coach K made his sandwich with
too much Wonder Bread, Tune in nextweek
to find outwhether Bill buys the Razorbacks
a tax-free plot of land in his former stomping
ground. The IRS won't find out, will they,
Slick?
Potent offense overcomes pitching woes for baseball
By Todd Shaw
STAFF WRITER
TheBowdoin baseball team camebackfrom
its annual spring break trip to Florida with a
solid 4-2 record. While in thesunnySoutheast,
the team's solid hittingoutweighed their weak
pitching to lead them to this positive mark.
The Bears opened the trip on March 20 in
Hollywood, Florida againstNewJerseyTech.
Five runs in the fourth inning and four in the
eighth propelled thePolarBears toanopening
game 13-8 victory. Jeremy Gibson '95 (3 hits,
4 RBI), Mark McCormick '96 (3 hits, 3 RBI),
and JoeMeehan '97 (3 hits) led the team's 13-
hit attack. Pat Ryan '96 went six innings,
giving up five runs to notch the "W" for the
Bears.
Bowdoin next played East Stroudsburg on
Tuesday the 22nd, also in Hollywood. First-
year first baseman David Palmer singled in
Gibson with two outs in the bottom of the
tenth inning to give Bowdoin the 10-9 victory
and a 2-0 start to the season. McCormick (3
hits, 3 RBI) and Palmer (3 hits) led theway for
the Polar Bears, who had 15 hits on the day.
Rich Dempsey '96 came in to pitch the final
three innings to record the victory whileonly
surrendering a single run on three hits.
The team could not keep up its winning
ways two days later against Western
Connecticut State, however. Polar Bear
pitching got hit hard— 24 runs on 19 hits—
in a game that was called after eight innings.
McCormick andGibson each had two RBIs in
the 24-7 loss.
The team men moved on to Miami to play
the MIT Engineers. Five runs in the fifth and
four more in the eighth gave the Bears all the
offense they needed as they held off MIT 9-7
to move to 3-1 on the trip. Junior pitcherJohn
Coggins only allowed three runs in seven
innings to record the win. Gibson had a three
hitgame whileMcCormickandMike Flaherty
'96 each had two RBIs to spark Bowdoin's
offense.
Back in Hollywood on the 26th, the Polar
Bear pitchers had another rough outing.
Florida Memorial scored eight times in the
first inning and never looked back as it went
on to beat Bowdoin 16-7. Mike Kelly '96 and
Chris Margraf '95 each had three hits for the
Bears in the losing effort
Theteam turned thingsaroundagainbefore
headingback toMaine,however.On the 29th,
the Polar Bears pounded out 19 hits as they
trounced King's Point 15-3 to move to their
current mark of 4-2. Ryan bettered his record
to 2-1 on the year as he allowed only two runs
in five innings. Meehanhomeredandknocked
in four runs for Bowdoin, while McCormick
(4 hits), Gibson (3 hits), and Margraf (3 hits)
all had exceptional hitting games as well.
For the trip, the Bearsperformedextremely
well offensively. They hit for a team batting
average of .345, including three players above
.500 (Margraf-.643; Joe Gaffney '95-.556;
McCormick-.517). The pitchers had a bit
roughertimeof it.The staff'scombinedearned
run average is 7.81, as the team surrendered
an average of over 1 1 runs per game.
The baseball team plays five games over
theweekendandoneonWednesday. Today's
homegame against St. Joseph's begins at 3:30
p.m
., while the Bears host UMass-Boston for
a doubleheaderSunday afternoon at 1:00p.m.
BOSTON
UMVL-.kSI I Y
With more than 4(M) graduate and undergraduat cf""e^aa^^_ g over
40 academic fields, Summer Term 1994 lets you see Boston^^Pwsity as
you've never seen it before. Join our diverse summer community of some
6,*)(M) students. Sample our summer concert series, extensive recreational
programs, and University-sponsored extracurricular activities. Call
617/353-6000 today for your free 1994 Summer Term Bulletin. You'll
never look at us the same way a^ain.
Summer Session I: May 24-July 2
Summer Session II: July 5-August 13
Registration for both sessions begins April 19, 1994.
summer lerm i y y i





< ITY STATt /IP
Return Coupon To: Boston University Summer Term. Rm. 203
755"Commonwealth Ave., Boston, MA 02215
/
An equal opportunity, affirmative action institution
SOFTBALL
Continued from page 20.
Colleen Sanders to tie the game at ten.
Wesleyan's Michelle Conceison,who torched
the Bears for three hits and three RBIs, knocked
in the winning run the next inning.
A day later against Trinity, errors plagued
the Bears' defense en route to a 5-2 loss.
Trinity took advantage of two errors in the
first to score four runs, and then held off the
Bears for the rest of the game. Strohmeyer
drewhersecond straight startandhad another
successful outing, giving up two earned runs
on only two hits. However, her defense did
nothold up as well, resulting in the five runs.
Collins came in to relieve the first-year,
holding Trinity hitless for the remainder of
the game.
While theBowdoin pitchingwasdominant,
Trinity starter Patty Sarmuk one-upped her
opponents by not allowing an earned run to
cross the plate in seven innings of work. The
Bears, who had trouble on offense, managed
only two runs in the fourth inning on three
Trinity errors. Sarmuk finished the game by
pitching three scoreless innings, limiting the
Bears to an unproductive game of four hits
and one walk.
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Men's tennis improves to 6-2-1 on USM shutout
1?icirtrr #Tk 4-llA nr/^9C1An> Havi^cnn nu-antain Mark <iliiMr '0>i anH
Nick Keyes-G revel is '97 returns a backhand
STORM
Continued from page 20.
The home team peppered New England
College goalie Julie Merkiliner with shots
over the first ten minutes of the first half,
amassing an eight-goal lead and putting the
game out of reach. The Bears held a
commanding 11-0 lead at halftime and went
on to add another seven goals to close the
door on the visitors.
The Bears split two well-played games in
Orlando, Florida overSpring Break. TheBears
managed a five-goal victory over Hamilton,
Carey Jones/ Bowdoin Orient
against the University of Southern Maine.
11-6, on March 22,while Connecticut College
eked out a 10-8 win against Bowdoin three
days later. Poor netted two goals in each
game, while newcomers Sarah Hill '97 and
Wendy Trees 97 had two each against
Hamilton. Ballen's performances were
impressive as well. The sophomore goalie
turned away 20 shots in the first game and
saved 16 in the loss.
The impressiveness of the two Polar Bear
wins, coupled with the closeness of theironly
loss, lends an optimistic feel to the early part
of this 1994 season. The women's lacrosse
team next does battle tomorrow at Williams





Stonecoast offers an opportunity to work with some ofthe
nations leading authors, editors, and agents.
New Location: University ofSouthern Maine's Stone House at Wolfe's Neck
Farm, by the sea, in Freeport, Maine; evening readings and residence hall
accommodations are at Bowdoin College.
Credit or noneredit workshops in short fiction, creatrw non-fiction, novd, genre
vvriring, and poetry. Also lectures, puids, readuigs and receptions.
Tuition: $395 plus room and board
Applications will be acceptedMarch I
-July 1, 1994. Stonecoast follows a
rolling admissions policy so it is advisable to apply early.
For more information and applications, contact:
University ofSouthern Maine, Office ofExtended Academic Programs
96 Falmouth Street, Portland, ME 04103
(207)780-4076 or 1-800-800-4USM, extension 4076
©Un iversity ofSouthern Maine
Rising to the occasion:




Bolstered by the strong play of the most
talentedgroupof first-years in recentmemory,
the men's tennis team has raced to a 6-2-1
start. The team began its season by traveling
to Hilton Head Island, South Carolina over
Spring Break for practice and matches. The
Polar Bears sent out the message that they
will be a strong contender for the 1994
NESCAC title by rolling over their Southern
competition on the way to a 3-1-1 record.
Afterdropping a 6-3decision to a toughCalvin
team, Bowdoin went undefeated, tying Tufts
and recording victories over Baker, Carleton,
and Edinboro.
"The trip to South Carolina was very much
a success," said men's tennis coach Dan
Hammond. "We played well against good
teams." Team co-captain Tom Davidson '94
added, "The trip to South Carolina provided
the perfect time for us to bond on and off the
courts."
The Polar Bears continued to play
outstanding tennis after returning to Maine,
scoring back-to-back wins over NESCAC
rivals Babson and Hamilton before having
their six-match undefeated streak stopped by
a powerful Bates team. The victory over
Hamilton raised the team's win total to five,
the samenumber of matches the team won all
last season. The Bears recorded their sixth
victoryyesterdayafternoon, thrashing aweak
Southern Maine team 9-0.
The talented corpsof firstyears isledbytop
player Mike Chaly, who has compiled a 6-1
record at the #1 singles position. "Mike is
playing great tennis," said Hammond. "It is a
bonus to be doing so well at #1." First years
DavePasteland Paul Hindlehavecon tributed
five victories apiece playing at #2 and #4,
respectively,and NickKeyes-Grevelis '97has
a winning record at #6. "The first years are
tough. They have come up big for us this
season," said Hammond.
Davidson, co-captain Mark Slusar '95, and
Joe Grzymski '94 add leadership and
experience to the team. Returning letter-
winners Chris Colclasure '95, Tim Killoran
'96 and Aaron Pratt '96 complete die lineup.
Hammond believes the play of the team
veterans will be the key to the season. "Our
seniors are capable ofstepping up likeJoe did
at Bates," said Hammond. "We need our
seniors to step up for this team to reach its full
potential." Davidson responded, "After
playing at the top of the ladder last year, the
trouble Joe and I have had winning matches
at #5 and #6 is disturbing. We feel the need to
lead this young team off the court and with
our play, and recognize thatwe must step up
our play."
Hammond is pleased with the depth of the
team, noting that several different players
havecontributedvictories a tthe #5-#8 singles
positions. Hammond has not yet solidified
the order of the players at the bottom of the
lineup, as challenge matches are still in
progress. Traditionally, Bowdoin has won its
matchesbysweeping thebottom of the singles
lineup, but this season the top of the lineup
has sparked the team to victory as Ghaly (6-
1), Pastel (4-3), and Slusar (5-2) have
dominated their competition at first, second
and third singles. "I am surprised because I
expected the bottom of the lineup to be our
strength, but it has been the top of the lineup
that has been winning," said Hammond.
The team has also performed well in
doubles. Ghaly and Slusar's 6-2 record at #1
doubles is highlighted by their upset of the
fifth-rankeddoubles team in the nation. First-
year sensations Pastel and Hindle have
volleyed their way to five victories at #2
doubles,and seniorsDavidsonandGrzymski
are 5-2 at #3 doubles. /
The men's tennis team has a busy Week
ahead. It will play at home against Colby-
Sawyer College today, athome against Clark
tomorrow and away at Colby on Tuesday.
Hammond is excited about the prospects
for the season. "We are young and deep, and
if the seniors step up, we should do very
well,"he said. Co-captain Slusarechoed these
sentiments, stating, "This is die best team we
haveeverhad. We should finishwith ourbest
record ever, and qualify for the nationals."
Colby to host Woodsmen 's Meet
Colby College will host the 48th Annual
Intercollegiate Invitational Spring
Woodsmen's Meet on April 22 and 23. Men's,
women's, and lade 4c Jill" mixed teams from
northern New England, eastern Canada and
Idaho will arrive Friday morning, April 22,
forax-throwing,pole-climbing, buck-sawing,
pulp-throwing and canoe-portaging contests,
to name just a few of the events.
Rule one from the official rules for the 1994
meet states: "Everybody must have fun." The
rules allow a school (or alumni group) that
shows up with too few woodsmen to pick up
strays from other teams as needed to form a
full six-person team. Arm-wrestling matches
or tobacco-spitting contestshavebeen known
tobreak ties in the wood and canoeing events
Friday will begin with a captains' meeting
at 8 a.m. Events should be underwayby 9 a.m.
each day. The competition beginsFridaywith
canoe events—singles, doubles and portage.
Other Fridays events include team cross-cut.
swede saw, pulp pit and packboard/
firebuilding.On Saturdayteams willcompete
in the chop/split combination, and singles
events will include the ax throw, pole climb,
disk stack, superswede, singlesbucksawand
chain throw. Doubles events are the vertical
chop, cross-cut to death and log-roll & deck.
All events have roots in skills and activities
thatarepart of traditional logging operations.
Canoeing and canoe-portaging events will
be held on and around Johnson Pond on
Colby's 714-acre campus overlooking
Wa terville. Lumberjack events will be on tile
woodsmen'sfieldandmerearlawnofRoberts
Union, locatedonWashington Streetbetween
the pond and the Alfond Athletic Center.
Visiting woodsmen and women, including
Maine-based teams from the University of
Maine and Unity College, will camp near
Colby's baseball field and outdoor shell.
Spectators are welcome. For information,
call 872-3549.
- SPRING BREAK '94 -
Cancun, Bahamas, Jamaica, Florida & Padre!
110% Lowest Price Guarantee! Organize 15 frien<
and your trip is FREE!
TAKE A BREAK STUDENT TRAVEL (800) 328-
7283.
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W o m e n 's L a c r o s s a
Polar Bears storm past New England College
In the pouring rain:
Women's lacrosse climbs to





The Bowdoin women's lacrosse team
exploded onto the home scene this past week
in setting down New England College by a
crushing 17-goal margin, 18-1. The Bears
raised their record to 2-1 following the victory,
which dropped the visitors to 1 -1 for the 1994
campaign Both teams and a smattering of
fans braved Wednesday's rains to watch the
lacrosse team in its first home game of the
season.
Leading the Bears in scoring for the third
straight game was Maggie Mitchell '95, who
netted four goals after previous scoring
outputs of four and three in the team's first
two games. Sarah Poor 95 also had four goals
against New England College, while Aileen
Daversa '94, Nan Gorton '96 and Sarah Titus
'97 each contributed two goals to the Polar
Bear effort. Sasha Ballen '96 made two saves
in limited offensive action by the visitors.
Please see STORM, page 00. Nan Gorton '96 weaves through traffic to put one past the New England College goalie.
Outdoor Track & Field 19 9 4 Previa w


















The Bowdoin men'soutdoortrack and field
team is looking to improve upon last season's
3-8 regular season record and seventh-place
finish in the NESCAC Championship meet.
Eight letterwinners return for 1994, and they
will be joined by 15 first-year competitors.
"I think thatwe could be one of the top five
teams in our league this spring," said coach
Peter Slovenski.
Tri-captains Scott Dyer '95, Peter Nye '94,
and Bryn Upton '94 will lead the Polar Bears
this season.
Dyer is coming off a successful indoor
season mat saw him claim the New England
Division III Championship in the shot put.
Slovenski feels that Dyer has the potential to
be one of the top throwers in Bowdoin history
"I expect Scott to set one or more Bowdoin
throwing records thisseason," said Slovenski
.
Nye, a two-time outdoor letterwinner, is
serving as a tri-captain for the third time this
academicyearand iscoming offofa successful
indoorcampaign "Peter should provide some
scoring in the sprints, and I expect to use him
on our 4x100 relay team," said Slovenski.
Upton, a two-timeoutdoor letterwinner, is
a strong multi-event performer. "Bryn leads
what appears to be a strong group of
decathletes," said Slovenski. Upton will be
asked tohelpHiramAndrews '97and Michael
Barrett '97 develop as the season progresses.
JamesJohnson '97wasan All-NewEngland
performer in cross country last fall. Slovenski
expects that Johnson will emerge as "one of
the top 10,000meter runners inNewEngland"
this spring.
Blaine Maley '96 earned All-New England
recognition in the 800 meter run for indoor
track. Slovenski will be asking Maley to take
over more of the middle distance
responsibilities during the outdoor season.
Logan Powell '96 was oneof the top middle
distance runners in New England last year,
including a second-place finish in 800 meter
runduring theNESCAC Championship meet.
Powell continues to recover from an injury,
and as a result Slovenski will have Powell
concentrate on the 400 meter dash.
Phil Sanchez '96 is Bowdoin's top
steeplechase performer, and Slovenski feels
that he "has an excellent chance to break the
Polar Bear record" in that event.
Theteamwasscheduled tohavea thrower's
meet this past Wednesday, but inclimate
weather forced its cancellation.
While eleven letterwinners from the 1993
NESCAC Champion Bowdoin women's
outdoor track and field team return, the loss
of four-time letterwinners Eileen Hunt '93
and Erin O'Neill '93 to graduation means that
the Polar Bearshave somequestions toanswer
The Polar Bears will be led mis season by
tri-capta ins Staci Bell '95, Rachael Cleaves '95,
and Amy Toth '95.
Bell is coming off an extremely successful
indoor season in which she was Bowdoin's
leading scorer. She is the Bowdoin record
holder in thehammer throw and the defending
NESCAC Champion in the shot put. "Staci is
one of the best throwers that we have ever
had at Bowdoin," said Slovenski.
Cleaves finished the indoor season with a
fifth-place finish in the 800 meter run at the
1994 NCAA Division ID Indoor Track and
Field Championship, earning her All-
American recognition in that event. "Rachael
is one of the top 800 runners in our region,"
said Slovenski.
Last year, Toth was the second-leading
scorer during the outdoor season. Toth also
holds the Bowdoin outdoor record in the 100-
meter hurdles. "Amy had some injuries that
hampered her performance indoors," said
Slovenski. "She is hopefully healthy again
and ready to have a great season."
Airami Bogle '95 was fifth in New England
last year in the high jump. Slovenski ishoping
for consistent scoring from her and Amy
Croteau '97. Barbara Foster '96 and Tracy
Mu lholland '97 have shown the potential to
be scoring threats in the shot put, whileMoya
Gibson '96 has looked very strong in the
hammer during the preseason.
Janet Mulcahy '96 leads the long distance
runners, and Darcy Storin '96 finished her
indoor season with a fourth-place finish in
the 1,500-meter run during the 1994 NCAA
Division III Indoor Track and Field
Championship meet, which places her in a
strong position to have an impact outdoors.






TheBowdoin Softball season started out on
a sour note last weekend as the women
dropped a pair of decisions to Wesleyan and
Trinity.
Leading by one net in the bottom of the
seventh inning in Middktowrc Connecticut,
the Polar Bears only needed one more out to
slam the door on Wesleyan last Friday.
However, the Cardinals (2-0) rallied to tie the
game. An inning later, the Cardinals scored
again to tend Bowdoin toan 11-10 defeat.
Jen Bowdom '96 led the Bowdom effort
with four hits, including two doubles, and
had onerun batted inas well. The Bears, who
had 14 hits in all, started outon the right foot
by jumping out to a 3-1 lead in the top of the
third. Wesleyan countered with a seven-run
fourth, however. In her first college
appearance.Donna Strohmeyer *97managed
to shutdown the Cardinals for three innings,
but ended up having mom difficulty after
that
m thenexttwo innings, Bowdoinanswered
with seven runs of theirown and wereon the
vergeof taking thegame. Erin Collins *% had
silenced Wesleyan up to mat point by only
allowing one run to cross theplate in the fifth
and sixth inruhgs, butsheand the Bearscould
not stop Jenny Lieb from singling home
riease see SOFTBALL, page IS.
BOWDOINmORIENT
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Rash of Nazi graffiti at Colby
i
provokes student outcry
By Paul C Rohlfing
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR
Colby College became the focus of an in-
vestigation by the Maine State Attorney
Genral's office this week after a number of
crude swastika drawings had been found on
walls in public places around the campus,
including one professor's office door. The
culprit or culprits have not yet been identi-
fied.
Student outcry over the incidents has
prompted the Colby's administration to take
anumber ofsteps to prevent further incidents
and to help reaffirm that the College is a place
where students can feel safe, regardless of
their racial, cultural or religious backgrounds.
The incidents began in February when a
swastika was fashioned out of masking tape
and placed on the wall ofa house after a party
there. Three Jewish students were among
those who lived in the house.
After this incident,which occurred off-cam-
pus, therehavebeennineotherswastika draw-
ings discovered on thecampus itself. The first
of these drawings was found on March 30,
and the most recent drawing was discovered
on April 7. The swastikas have been discov-
ered in classroom buildings and in the stu-
dent center. They were apparently drawn
quickly with a black or dark blue pen. Ac-
cording to the Colby College Office of Com-
munications there have been no drawings
discovered in any residence halls.
Professor Joseph Roisman, a professor in
the classics department at Colby had placed a
number of Stars of David on his office door
along with some written material to protest
some ofthe earlierincidents ofvandalism .On
Thursday evening, April 7, between 11 p.m.
and midnight, a swastika drawn in the middle
of one of the Stars of David was discovered.
Rob Shaffer/fioiMbn'n Orient
This swastika, inscribed on a Star of David that adorns an Israeli professor's door, is an
example of the increasingly personal acts of anti-semitic vandalism at Colby.
No swastikashavebeen discovered since that
night.
In all of the cases, local police in Waterville
were informed, along with the Maine State
Attorney General's Office and the local chap-
ter of the Anti-Defamation League. No leads
havecome up to indicatewhetherone person
or a number of people are responsible for the
graffiti. It is also unclear whether those re-
personal and public," said Laura Pavlenko, a
Colby student and the editor of Colby's stu-
dent newspaper. "It could be anyone," she
added.
Student response to the drawings has been
"overwhelming," according to Sally Baker,
the Director of Communications at Colby.
"The students have been theones that have
demanded the immediate response," said
sponsible are students, members of the col- Matthew Medwick, a Colby student who is
lege community or intruders from outside
the college. The State Attorney General's Of-
fice islooking intowhethersome similarsym-
bols discovered in Portland and in Lewiston,
near Bates College, are in any way related to
the drawings at Colby.
"At first they [the swastikas] were incon-
spicuous, but now they have become more
involved with theCampusCommunityCom-
mittee at the college. "The college has been
willing to do whatever the students asked
them to do," added Medwick.
In the lastweek, the administration atColby
College has responded in a number of ways
Please see SWASTIKAS, page 4.
Institute inspired thought and discussion
By Benjamin S. Beach
STAFF WRITER
As the last remnants of snow departed
from campus last week, Bowdoin welcomed
a series of renowned experts from various
professions to the Bicentennial Environmen-
tal Institute. The institute focused on the envi-
ronmental management issues surrounding
the Gulf of Maine. Panelists and speakers
discussed die implications of current prac-
tices and policies affecting the Gulf and also
introduced approaches conducive to sustain-
able management of the nearby watershed.
SenateMajorityLeaderandBowdoinalum-
nus George Mitchell opened the institute on
Wednesday evening with a policy-oriented
keynote address before a capacity crowd at
Pickard Theater. The address outlined gen-
eral environmental problems, and reflected
Mitchell'sdeep interest in the issue, which his
legislative career reflects. "Our knowledge of
the environment is still in its infancy," he
said, but expressed confidence that "the de-
mands of human beings can be as sympa-
thetic to the environment as nesting falcons."
The three days that followed offered an
impressive spectrum of analysis in the areas
Mitchell introduced. Government professor
Allen Springer explained that the multi-disci-
plined nature of the institute was adopted to
expose the Bowdoin community to an array
of ideas and paradigms stemming from often
esoteric and isolated disciplines. In addition,
he noted that events such as the institute,
where collaborative approaches are adopted,
promote the emerging trend in environmen-
tal policy-making in which a more inclusive
and multi-faceted approach is taken.
Mitchell's address echoed this recognition
of the importance of inclusiveness. He noted
the recent protests of east coast fisherman to
newly adopted government restrictions on
fisheries, and the failure of government offi-
cials to include their interests in the legisla-
tive process. He also mentioned the similar
failures of the government in repealing the
Clean Water Act. After asking the audience
for a show ofhands in opposition to the act, he
noted pointedly, "the reason no one raised
their hand is that Ronald Reagan isn't here."
Aside from the need for incorporation of
constituencies, one major theme clearly
emerged from the institute: the depletion of





By Amy E. Welch
ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT EDITOR
Katie Koestner's second appearance at
Bowdoin was no less controversial than her
first. Speaking to a capacity crowd in Kresge
Auditorium on Monday evening, Koestner
presented a casual question-and-answer ses-
sion and discussed her experiences in at-
tempting to prosecute a sexual assault case,
her experiences at Bowdoin's fraternities, and
what she believes campuses should do with
their sexual assault policies.
Koestner started the evening with a screen-
ing of a madefor-cable film entitled "No Vis-
ible Bruises" which details her story. A recre-
ation of the events surrounding her attack,
she and the film received a great deal of
negative publicity at the College of William
and Mary, where the incident occurred. Over
1, 000 people signed a petition attempting to
prevent the film's release, and Koestner was
voted the "Most Dangerous Man on Cam-
pus."
Alistofpersonal reflection on hertwodays
at Bowdoin followed the film. Many of these
reflections came from spending Sunday af-
ternoon visiting nearly all of Bowdoin s fra-
ternities and doing outreaches to members.
"Itwas really traumatic for me, " she said. She
said she feared for fraternity members be-
cause of the difference between men's and
women 's interpretation of "scooping . " Men
claimed that emotions don't figure into a
scoop, whilewomen felt that they do. Shealso
Please see KOESTNER, page 3.
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Beyond the Bowdoin Bubble...
A cap ofgood acid costsfive dollars and
for that you can Hear the Universal
Symphony with God singing solo attdthe
Holy Ghost on drums- Though one should
be prepared to vomit ratherfrequently
and disport with pink elephants and
assorted grotesqueries while trying, often
unsuccessfully to make one's way to the
t0^'
-Hunter& Thompson
More than 20 dead in Iraq from "friendly fire."
Two U.S. helicopters were mistakenly shotdown yesterday
morning by American F-15 fighter jets enforcing the "no
fly zone" in northern Iraq. According to initial reports, the
twohelicopterswereerroneously identified as Iraqi "Hind"
helicopters. President Clinton extended condolences to the
families and loved ones of the victims, and stated that:
"...we should join together in terrible sorrow, and also in
honoring the high purpose for which these individuals
served and in which they lost their lives." Clinton has
ordered a full inquiry into the situation led by Secretary of
Defense William Perry and General John Shalikashvili,
chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff.
Tensions increase in Bosnia.
The past week has witnessed substantial action in Bosnia,
highlighted by the April 10 and 11 U.S. air strikes against
Serbian forces in Gorazde, Bosnia-Herzegovina. On April
10, in response to heavy and sustained Serbian tank and
artillery fire, U.S. F-16 aircraft from NATO Allied Force
Southern Europe (AFSOUTH) attacked Bosnian-Serb
targets. The following day, with renewed Serbian heavy
weapons fire, U.S. F/A-18 aircraft from AFSOUTH again
attacked Serbian targets which had been firing on Gorazde.
On April 13, Russian special envoy Vitaly Churkin
acknowledged that Bosnian-Serb leaders had assured him
that they would terminate their offensive against Gorazde:
"I think I've got a commitment from the Serbs that it is not
their intention to resume fighting." In response to the
airstrikes, the Serbs have retaliated by encircling a French
base in the Sarajevo suburb of Rajlovac and by surrounding
U.N. soldiers at three collection points around Sarajevo
where Serbian heavy weaponry is being stored by U.N.
troops.
Domestic instability still prevalent in South Africa.
On Wednesday, the mutilated and decapitated bodies of
eight men who had been distributing nonpartisan voter
pamphlets were discovered in the province of Natal.
Independent sources estimate that as may as 190 people
mayhavebeen killed sincePresident F.W.deKlerkdeployed
troops in the province on March 31 . Indeed, much of the
fighting in South Africa has been attributed to political and
economic warfare between the Inkatha Freedom Party and
the African National Congress (ANC). With the upcoming
multiracial elections on April 27 and 28, a mediation team
led by former U.S. Secretary of State Henry Kissinger and
Bri tain'sLord Carringtonarrived in South Africa onTuesday
to help resolve the tense situation.
Rwanda descends into anarchy.
A week of ethnic warfare in Rwanda has left an estimated
20,000 dead as hundreds of thousands flee the country,
seeking safety in Zaire, Burundi, Tanzania and Uganda.
Fighting between the Hutu majority and theTutsi minority,
a centuries old feud, is expected to intensify as the two sides
battle for control of Kigali, the country's besieged capital.
Undisciplined, drunken troops marauded the city,
terrorizing citizens with knives, spears, and automatic
weapons. Bulldozers cleared bodies which lined thestreets,
depositing them in mass graves. The fighting began after
the country's Hutu president was assassinated, prompting
a retaliation by government troops against the alleged Tutsi
perpetrators, members of the rebel Rwanda Patriotic Front.
Uruguay Round of GATT signed today.
At the Ministerial Meeting of the General Agreement on
Tariffs and Trade in Marrakesh, Morocco, representatives
from the US and over 100 other countries will sign the
GATT'sUmguay Round. TheGATT, generally, discourages
protectionism and encourages the free flow of trade and
investment. The Uruguay Round covers international
investment, intellectual property, insurance, banking,
telecommunications, and some agricultural subsidy issues.
The signing is the culmination of a seven year process of
negotiation which began in Punta del Este, Uruguay. In the
U.S., theUruguayRound mustnow beimplemented through
Congressional legislation.
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This Week's Bowdoin Orient Trivia Question:
A BEAUTYBATH
Carey Jon«/ Bowdoin Orient
As most students are aware,
dozens of "class gifts" lurk about
the Bowdoin campus. The fountain
pictured to the left is just one
example of the many treasures we
take for granted on a daily basis.
And, if you are fortunate to catch
this fountain at midnight during a
lunar eclipse wearing a blindfold,
you can see it squirt water. -
Ooooooooh. The questionposed to
you, the reader, is this: What
Bowdoin GraduatingClass donated
this fountain? (optional: and has
the warranty expired?)
Be the first student to leave a
message on the Orient answering
machine (x3300) with the correct
year, to win a free pizza and two
sodas. Don't forget to leave your
name and number.
Congratulations to Ellen Chan
'97 for winning last week's Easter
egg hunt. She found four of the
twelve eggs. Despite the fact, she
still only wins one pizza. (It was a
nice try though, Ellen). To date,
four of the eggs are still
unaccounted for. That's an
omelette just waiting to happen.
*Win a FREE Domino's Pizza and Two Sodas*
J
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Tis the Season (Part One)
Pat Callahan '95 takes advantage of the wave of warm
weather that hit yesterday by stretching out on the quad
to study. While you're inside doing your taxes today
(don't forget! Midnight tonight!), keep in mind that
highs hit the mid-70s today.
KOESTNER
Continued from page 1.
expressed fear for anywomen unaware of the
"2:30 a.m. rule," evidently the belief that any
woman alone at a frat party after 2:3f>a.m. is
there for only one reason— sex.
Koestner also said that many women told
her they do not feel respected by the men in
their houses, after hearing stories about the
frequent viewing of pornography, peepholes
in rooms and the secret filming of sexual
relations. She witnessed firsthand some of
the men belittling their "sisters. " "One house
bordered on being defiant, rude, rowdy and
uncooperative," she recalled .
As another outreach exercise, Koestner
asked both the men and the women of each
over the country, urging them to make sexual
violence education a mandatory part of first-
year orientation. For Bowdoin, she suggested
that students hold a campus-wide forum to
discuss possibilities for a new policy and use
other schools ' policies as models.
She suggested that colleges are resistant for
several reasons including the chance of bad
publicity and "confusion over what kind of
stance they should take. " Sometimes the best
efforts at policies fail miserably. "I know
many women who have sued their schools
for millions of dollars and won," said
Koestner. "I haveshook [sic] handswith them,
I have hugged them, I have cried with them."
Koestner, a Phi Beta Kappa senior at the
ENVIRONMENT
Continued from page 1.
the marine resources in the Gulf of Maine
presents a grave threat to future resource:'.
extraction. Indeed, as Mitchell pointedout,
the FAO has described ai! 200 of the worlds
fisheries as "exploited," and one third of
them as^overexpioited."According tomar-
ketanalysis, as fisheries' stocks aredepleted
,
the price of fish to the consumer would
increase, forcing reduced consumption and
allowing the fish to replenish themselves.
This is the thinking, it would appear, in
the minds of the Massachusetts fishermen
whom Mitchell mentioned. Such
"draconian" measures will prove difficult
to enforce. James Wilson, a professor of ag-
ricultural economics at the University of
Maine, spoke to thisendon Fridaymorning
when he pointed out that fisherman are far
more capable of eluding regulations than
lawmakers are capable of producing an in-
fallible statute
Although,as Mitchell pointed out,Canada
has had some success with an extensive
quota system, they are operating in a more
state-oriented economy, the pressing real-
ity,however, suggests mat steps to limit the
in takeof the fisheriesneed to beundertaken
before the market would "naturally" do so.
This combination of circumstances was
clearly recognized by the panel of econo-
mist on Friday morning whose proposals
for fisheries management revolved around
creating market incentivesand disincentives
for certain behaviors.
Theexparwaon of the tourist industrywas
suggested as a means of providing addi-
t tonal incentives not to overfish. Processor
Tietenberg from Colby College said mat
marine tourists and recreational fishermen
require**mm-depletedenvtronmenttomake
misindustry viable. The amountofrevenue
currently accrued from these sources, he
noted, is extremely impressive.
Resource ownership was also cited by
different pajteltsts as a means of reducing
fish intake,fames Broadusfrom WoodsHoJe
Oceamjgraphic Institute pointed out that
the fish represent a free access, common
property resourcewhich may beconsumed
on a first come, first serve basis. Individual
Transferable Quotas for fisheries were dis-
cussed as a way to both limit entry and to
provide some sense of ownership over the
resource. This ownership entails an incen-
tivenot todeplete,and allows thefishermen
to operate as though they were the real
owners of the fish.
FridayAfternoon, a paneld iscussionmod-
erated by law professor Alison Rieser from
the UniversityofMaineexamined the Mari-
timeBoundarybetween trreUS.andCanacla
which divides the Gulf of Maine, in an ex-
ploration of governmental approaches to
resource management The panel's mem-
bership, including David Colsonof the U.S.
State Department and Blair Hankey of the
CanadianD^artmentofForeignAffairsand
International Trade, provided an insightful
look at the delimitation proceedings and at
the implications ofabandoning a Joint man-
agement strategy in the Gulf. The twopan-
elistshad served asdeputy counsels for their
respectivecountries in the del im i ta tion ca se
Overshadowing the institute, however,
was thearrival of Maurice Strong, a figureof
tremendous stature in the international en-
vironmental community. Mr. Strong served
as secretary general at the 1972 Stockholm
and 1992 Rio de Janeiro United Nations en-
viron mental conferences. Delivering; the
Kenneth V. Santagata Memorial Lecture
entitled "As theGulf of Maine Goes.../ Mr,
Strong highlightedanumberof international
efforts in thearea ofen v ironmen ta 1 manage-
ment. He touched extensively on his recent
experience us CEO of Ontario Hydro,
Canada's largest powercompany. He cited
estimates of a Canadian energy committee
which indicated mat the VS. and Canada
could reduce energy use by fifty-five per-
cent without a significant alteration of the
lifestyles of their citizens.
Despitesuch optimistic find ings, Strong's
underlyingmessagewas clea rwhenhecited
the President of Volkswagen's statement at
the Rio conference that "ourpresent indus-
trial society is not viable."
Those who attended the institute came
awaywith similarconclusions.LauraStanton
"97 explained that "the speakers forced me
to examine theconsequences ofourcurrent
lifestyles." Whatever conclusions were
drawn, me institutedearly provideda valu-
a bleandengagingdiscussionofissueswhich
apply directly to the Bowdoin community,
as well as to the global community.
house to define terms such as "foreplay" and CollegeofWilliam and Mary, said that speak-
'kiss. " Again, the difference was amazing.
Women defined a kiss as "passionate," "sen-
sual" and "romantic," whilemen defined it as
"an introduction, " "progress" and "indica-
tive of something to come after. " As a sur-
prising contrast to this, Koestner said that she
believes co-ed fraternities are better than
single-sex fraternities because they encour-
age communication between the sexes.
"You have to take a proactive stance, " she
said regarding how Administrators should
ing at collegecampuses around thecountry is
her way of "branching out ... feeling like I'm
not alone." After graduation, she plans to
attend law school and eventually open a law
firm specializing in women's and minority
rights. She also plans to incorporate social
workers, psychologists and doctors in order
to create a community for people in need of
many types of services.
Groups demand action on policy
By Amy E. Welch
ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT EDITOR
SafeSpace and the National Collegiate Ac-
tivists (NCA) have demanded that the Ad-
ministration pass the proposed sexual assault
policy known as Draft C by April 25, 1994.
An off-hand comment by Koestner got a These demands are the latest in a three-year
laugh from the crowd, but also struck at some
approach formulating a policy. She believes of the deeper issues associated with Sexual
that education is the key, but the education
process needs to be taken "one day at a time.
" Koestner has spoken to Administrators all
Assault Awareness Week. "Who's here to-
night? A lot ofwomen, a lot of more sensitive
men. Who's not here? We all know."
Syracuse University
Division of International Programs Abroad
119 Euclid Avenue







Something to write home about!
• Programs in Africa, Australia, Belgium, Czech Republic, England,
France, Germany, Hungary, Israel, Italy, Poland, and Spain
• Prior foreign language not always necessary
•SU credit
• Field trips/traveling seminars
• Internships
• Study for a semester, a year, or a summer
• Home or limited apartment placements
Applications still being accepted
battle between SafeSpace and the Adminis-
tration to pass a new, more comprehensive
policy.
SafeSpaceand NCA have created a plan for
the Administration which incorporates their
demands concerning passage of the policy
and a deadline for
each demand. They
outlined this plan in a







Still in step one of
the plan, the Admin-
istration has sent










and local hospitals. The plan requests that the
contact points read and comment on Draft C,
then return their comments to Chadwick.
Some contact points missed theoriginal April
11 deadline, delaying the next step.
According to SafeSpace member Claudine
Solin '94, Chadwick has proposed forming a
committee to sort through the comments and
find common themes in the criticisms. This
leads to the second step proposed in theorigi-
nal letter, sending Draft C and the comments
to a larger body of readers.
Finally, SafeSpace and NCA demand an
open forum to discuss the draft, the contact
points' comments and the criticisms of the
second reader group.
Concerns with the current policy include
the fact that there are no definitions of "rape,"
"assault," and "consent," and that the com-
position and procedures of the Sexual
Harrassment Board are not clearly defined.
Neither DraftC or the current policy outlines
minimum punishments for rape, assault or
harassment.
Solin worries that the policy will not pass,
even by summer. She has seen other dead-
lines and demands ignored by the Adminis-
tration in thepast few years. Lyla Kuriyan '94,
another SafeSpace member, speculated that
theAdministration'spriorresistancetoimple-
menting a policy stems from a desire to "do it
right the first time," but there could be other,
negative reasons. Both Kuriyan and Solin
stressed that student demands were neces-
sary to push Administrators to take action,
suggesting that, as Solin said, "People in
power are not living up to their responsibili-
ties."





Last Monday night Bowdoin caught a
glimpse of part of a nationwide trend in poli-
tics as the National Collegiate Activists chap-
ter on campus hosted a debate between the
independent candidates for governor of
Maine. Boasting coffers free of corporate and
special interest donations, four candidates,
Angus King, Patrick Quinn, Stephen
Stimpson, and Jonathon Carter, all spoke of
recapturing control of the government for the
common people.
Maine Lounge saw a small gathering of
curious students and citizens from around
the area as the candidates traded their ideas
on the pressing issues in the upcoming elec-
tion: economy, environment, education and
party independence.
For those ofyou ... who would
like to see afuture in the busi-
ness ofhemp paper and me-
dicinal marijuana, [Quinn] is
your candidate.
The debate was light-hearted and a far cry
from the usual Republican-Democrat mud-
slinging fest. The focus was on the indepen-
dent party, as each candidate voiced the pros
and cons of being a politician with an
ungreased palm. The debate concentrated on
environmental issues and thevaried histories
of the four candidates in environmental fields.
The candidates were given a chance to
answer each of the four questions on the key
issues, asked by the moderator Marsha Cleve-
land. The most interesting question of the
night was regarding the independent party.
The candidates all voiced the need to break
the two party oppositional stalemate that
reigns in the current political hierarchy. Each
candidate said that any governor elected
would receive their continued support and
feedback. A refreshing air of cooperation and
sincere political concern came from the four.
Fourofthesixindependentcandidateswere
present and the small debate format gave
each a chance to show the variety within the
party thataims to wrestpowerfrom theDemo-
crats and Republicans. Here is a brief sum-
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mary of the candidates and the crucial points
of their platforms:
Brunswick's own Angus King voiced the
need for "a long term plan for strategic
growth" that the capital in Augusta has never
had. He emphasized sweetening the condi-
tions for prospective businesses in Maine by
restructuring the permit system, alleviating
the burden of worker's compensation and
keeping taxes at the current rate. King at-
tacked current environmental efforts that
spend "thousands ofhours and thousands of
dollars to keep standards where they are."
Jonathon Carter, a graduate of Williams
who now teaches at UMaine Orono, is the
"Greens" party candidate. Carter singled out
big business and "vulture capitalism," saying
that Maine must fight against the
"Walmartizing" of business and focus on
small companies. He emphasized the paper
industry's deforestation and exportation of
thenorthern Mainewoods and said that Maine
resources must remain in Maine.
Patrick Quinn of Winterport, Maine claims
to be "the social worker in the lot." As gover-
nor, Quinn proposes to abolish property tax
and income tax with small increases in sales
tax to cover the financial void left by such a
restructuring. A recurring theme in Mr.
Quinn's speecheswas theever-popularhemp
plant. Yes, the hemp plant. For those of you
with experience in this particular agricultural
field who would like to see a future in the
business of hemp paper and medicinal mari-
juana, this is your candidate. Quinn's hemp
plant poses a viable alternative to the current
destructive practices of the paper mills and
would significantly strengthen the farming
industry in Maine.
Stephen Stimpson claims to be the candi-
date for the working class. He is a truck driver
by trade and repeatedly emphasized the siz-
able paycut he would be willing to take in the
governor's salary, if elected. Stimpson fo-
cused heavily on the fishery resources of
Maine as he hopes to increase restocking pro-
grams in both fresh and salt water and create
a fish export industry in Maine.
The election is in November and certainly
the six candidates will offer the voters of
Maine viable alternatives to the present party
system. One concern expressed by an
anonomous observer after the debate was the
lack of a primary for these candidates. With
six independent candidates running against
the party nominees in November, the inde-
pendent vote will be severly weakened and
chances for change signifcantly lessened.
However, this a problem the new party
must work out within itself. For now, the
"Perot" idea of an outside participant in the
two party system remains refreshing for those
disenchanted with politics today.
CRUISE JOBS
Students Needed!
Earn up to $2,000* /month working for Cruise
Ships or Land-Tour Companies. World Travel.
Summer and Full-Time employment available. No
experience necessary. For more information call:
Cruise Employment Services
(206) 634-0468 ext. C5064
PREGNANT?
Michael andJoanne long to share their
hearts and home with a child. Please
contact our attorney, Margaret Hall,
collect at (603) 673-8323.
New York scholar with two kids
would like to sublet house or garden
apartment in Brunswick or environs
during August 1994. Possibility of
exchange for Manhattan apartment.




Tis the Season (PartTwo)
Spring also brings a fresh batch of prospective students
(that's "sub-frosh" to you) to check out the campus.
Above, the Orient's own Copy Editor Suzanne Brady '97
meets prospective Abigail Joyce from Sherbin, Mass.
Prospectives will be out in force for this weekend's
Bowdoin Experience and in the coming weeks, in re-
sponse to the 1095 acceptance letters mailed out April 4.
SWASTIKAS
Continued from page 1.
to the incidents and the vocal response by
the student body. Colby has hired addi-
tional security personnel in order to increase
the visibility or authorityon campusand in
hopes of catching any rutureacts of vandal-
ism as they occur.
The college has also brought in Steven
Wessler, an Assistant Attorney General in
Maine who specializes in the investigation
and die prosecution of peoplewho commit
hale crimes, to speak at the college, in his
presentation, Wessler commented on the
actions that his office takes in response to
hate crimes. Wessler seeks Injunctions to
protect victims ofhate crimes. Persons con-
victed of committing hate crimes are subject
to serious penalties.
"Penalties fur hate crimes are very stiff.
They include jail time, fines and the pay'
ment of the costs of investigation/' said
Wessler in a telephone interview with the
Orient yesterday. "Maine is no different
from any other part of the country. Hate
crimes are as much aproblem here as any-
where else/' added Wessler.
Today there was a student organized
Take Back Our Campus" rally at Colby to
publiclycondemn the actsofvandalismand
to show support for those targeted by the
acts.
Tonight the college has rented out a the**
ater in Waterville that is showing Steven
Spielberg's Oscar winning film *"Shmdler's
list." The film depicts some of the events of
the Holocaust which occurred under Nazi
Germany. Students will be able to see the
film for only one dollar because Colby has
paid to subsidize the remaining cost of ad-
mission. Over seven million lews were
among those who were systematically ex-
ecuted bythe Nazi regime in death camps
located throughout occupied Europe up
through the Allied victory in 1945.
ColbyCollege'sGoverning Boardhas also
issued a statement that strongly condemns
the incidents.
"Our main concern is that our students,
especially ourJewish students, are comfort-
able her* atCo&y," said Baker. T think the
college has donewhat It could do to deal
with this/' she added.
These events at Colby, along with the
recentanti-gay ordinance passed in Lewistcm
and recent violence here atBowdoin will all
have an Inevitable effect on the ability of
colleges in Maine to further diversify their
facultiesand studen tbodies. Vandalismsuch
as mis has the ability to scar more than just




Persons to work and care for children with disabilities and provide
care relief for families. Become a certified RESPITE CARE PRO-
VIDER (free training) through the American Red Cross and Bureau
of Children with Special Needs. Flexible work schedule.
Reimburesement commensurate with experience and level of train-
ing. There with be a training in Damariscotta from April 23 to May
24. For both trainings, classes will be held from 6:00 to 9:00 on
Tuesday and Thursday evenings and on three full Saturdays. Call
729-6779 for a registration and information packet.
T""~
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Arts Entertainment
Polar Bears get the blues...B.B.King style
A review of the concert that filled Morrell Gym, plus an exclusive interview with the legend, himself.
By Amy E. Welch
ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT EDITOR
"Being black and playing the blues is like
being black twice. If you're white and play
blues, you got a chance to see what it's like to
be black once," announced B.B. King to the
close to two thousand people at last night's
sold-out performance.
Kingstartedofftheconcertwithwhatseems
to be his traditional concert kick-off, "Let the
Good Times Roll." And roll they did. King,
his Blues Boys and Lucille spent the next
hour-and-a-half, or so, regaling fans with
music straight from the heart.
The legend of B.B. King encompasses more
than justan incredible guitar talent. He knows
his audiences and knows what they like.
Watching him on stage, audiences tend to
forget that this man isnearly sixty-eightyears
old. He dances on stage, leans off the stage to
give his guitar picks to children and tirelessly
signs autographs during and after the con-
cert. Backstage looked like a musical Lourdes
as approximately half a dozen Gibson guitar
ownerswaited for the miracleofhis signature
on their personal versions of "Lucille." (Inci-
dentally, he signs every guitar people bring
him.)
While King left the audience with "The
Thrill isGone," fans know that the thrill is still
there, and will always be there, as long as the
King of Blues is around to take the stage.
Thefollowing is a briefin terview conducted late
Thursday evening, after B.B. King's performance.
AW: Do you find playing forcollege audi-
ences different than playing for other audi-
B.B. King relaxes after Thursday's sell-out concert.
ences?
BB: Yes, generally college audiences are
usually more aware of what's going on in
the music. They're more aware of music by
various people at most colleges I've played.
AW: What is your favorite song, out of the
thousands that you've played and written?
B.B.: My favorite song is actually a song
from the 60s called "Mother's Love," and I
don't think anyone bought it except me. It's
about the caring of mothers. It's definitely the
fa vorite I've done. "Always on My Mind," the
Willie Nelson version, is my favorite song of
all time.
AW: Do you have any advice for aspiring
musicians, blues or otherwise?
B.B.: I'm glad you phrased it that way. For
musicians: We all have idols; hardly anyone
doesn't idolize someone. Idolize him, play as
yourself. If somebody wanted to listen to
Sheridan KeWey / Bowdoin Orient
someone who sounded like that person, they
would pick that person. Practice hard, learn
the rudiments, get a teacher to make slire
you're on the right track. If you're not on the
right track, it's trial and error. With all that
trying, you lose a lot of time. A tencher will
start you on the right track and you'll learn
faster. Someoneaskeda musician once,I think
itwaslsaac Stem, 'Howdoyou get to Carnegie
Hall?' 'Practice, son.'"
Wainwright represents a




LWIII is a little upset 'cause B.B. sold more tickets than he did. Help him out, OK?
The acidly witty Loudon Wainwright III
will be performing with acoustic guitar in
hand at Bowdoin on Friday, April 15, at 8:30
p.m. in Kresge Auditorium.
While his name resembles that of a distin-
guished college founder (complete with the
suffix "the third"), Wainwright is anything
but conservative and pompous. Over his 44
years, he has crooned wry and brash lyrics
dispersed throughout thirteen various
Grammy-nominated albums. Ensconced in
the folk music grind, Wainwright shame-
lessly vocalizes thoughts on pissing in the
sink, babyshampooand unwaxed dental floss,
coming in your cummerbund and even that
goddamn waitress.
Career Moves, his latest release and second
live album, contains an expected randomness
of songs with an acidic twist. In the opening
song, "Road Ode," Wainwright perversely
pokes fun at Willie Nelson and sums up his
own moodiness with, "Outon the road, you're
Willy Loman and Tom Joad, Vladimir and
Estragon, Kerouac, Genghis Khan." Wain-
wright continues to amuse the listener with
ballads spoofing his country-club upbring-
ing ("Westchester County") yet transcends
the wisecracks when he philosophizes the
machismo of men ('The Man Who Couldn't
Cry"). In the title song of the album, Wain-
wright explains his experiences in show busi-
ness by simultaneously becoming confes-
sional and deceitful.
As a folkie and a non-pretentious version
of Livingston Taylor, Wainwright gave his
puny dreams of popdom the boot, emerging
from Bob Dylan's shadow in the early 70s as
a refreshing comic satirist during a genre of
Wainwright shamelessly
vocalizes thoughts on
pissing in the sink, baby
shampoo and unwaxed
dentalfloss...
hackneyed lamentations and poetic soul-
searching. Over the years, Wainwright's con-
fessional candor has matured in depth and
poignancy, yet the quirkiness of his work
continues. In his last album History, the sub-
ject of family, childrearing and death pre-
vailed as he made a final salute to his father's
death in 1988.
During a Loudon Wainwrightperformance,
the listener becomes enraptured with his
clever tales. He creates a detailed vision rang-
ing from prep-school adventures to career
crisis that transcend the threshold of mere
sound waves reverberating against your tym-
panic membrane.
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A cappella acts spring




Ah, the glorious signs of spring : blue skies,
singing birds, tanned legs and the annual
Spring Jam. This Saturday, April 16, at 8 00
p.m
., the a cappella sounds ofM iscellanu and
theMeddiebempsters willshake(hewallsof
Pickard Theater. Each year, these two sing-
ing groups invite various a cappella groups
from other schools to accompany them in
their biggest show.
A women's group from Dartmouth and a
coed group front Tufts known as the Amal-
gamates will travel to Bowdoin and add to
the sweet harmonies of the Meddies and
Miscellanta.
These two guest groups have great repu-
tations,so both MisceUania and theMeddtes
are quite anxious for the Bowdoin commu-
nity to hear other a cappella ensembles.
This entertaining evening will include
singing performances by each of the four
groups, as well as interspersed jokes and
skits. In addition to theirwell-known favor-
ites, Miscellania will debut three new songs.
The upbeat, fun mood of the Spring Jam
packed a fullhousein Pickard last year, and
thesame is anticipated for this year. There-
fore, it is suggested that tickets be pur-
chased in advance at the Moulton Union
InformaHon Desk, as tickets at thedoormay
be limited.
General admission for the Spring Jam is
$5.00, and $1 .00 with a Bowdoin ID, so get
set to |am. For more information, call 725-
3375.
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On April 21, 1994, Marion Roach 95 and
Cara Janko '95 will open a show entitled US:
An exhibition of Spindleworks Art and a celebra-
tion of community at the Johnson House (256
Main Street).
Spindleworks is a non-profit organization
of independent artists located in downtown
Brunswick. The twenty-two artistswho work
for the cooperative all have developmental
disabilities, but as the organization's mission
statement reads, they are "skilled weavers
and artistswhoproduceworkworthyofhang-
ing in galleries and museums." There will be
two galleries housing approximately thirty-
five works including tapestry weavings,
paintings, poetry and paper mache masks.
The exhibition will also provide a host of
educational materials to further acquaintvisi-
tors to the mission of both the exhibition and
Spindleworks. Included among these educa-
tional tools are informational brochures as
well as a fully functional small scale loom.
Furthermore, thosewho attend theexhibition
on opening night will have the opportunity to
meet the artists and the director of
Spindleworks; this will be a wonderful occa-
sion to ask first-hand about the art and the
cooperative. On opening night only, visitors
will beable to purchase variousSpindleworks
items (jackets, scarves, hats, etc.) at the gift
shop in conjunction with the exhibition.
Everyone is invited to come share in this
unique experience which is intended to en-
rich students' and professors' understanding
of the efforts and contributions of the
Spindleworkers in the community . Not only
have Spindleworkers proven themselves as
gifted artists, they are also volunteers and
part-time employees at a number of local
businesses, such as the Brunswick Animal
Shelter, Good Will and the Theater Project.
Please join them in celebration of community
and beautiful art!
EXHIBITION TIMES: THURSDAY APRIL
21 (OPENING NIGHT) 6:00 p.m.-9:00 p.m.
APRIL 22-25, 9:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. APRIL 26,
2:00 p.m.-6:00 p.m. Parking available in the
lot adjacent to Johnson House and along the
street. For more information, call Marion
Roach at 729-0168 or Cara Janko at 721-5319.








8:00 p.m -12:00 a.m. Dance: Gay Pride Dance, Maine Lounge, Moulton Union.
Party to follow at Delta Sigma.
Tuesday, April 19
7:00 p.m. Lecture: Pat Peard, head of the Maine Lesbian & Gay Political Alliance
speaks on legal and national legal issues affecting the gay community. Lancaster
Lounge, Moulton Union.
Wednesday, April 20
First Annual Bowdoin College Gay and Lesbian Film Festival
7:00 p.m. Flim: "Law of Desire," starring Antonio Banderas and Carmen Maura.
Kresge Auditorium, VAC.
Thursday, April 21
First Annual Bowdoin College Gay and Lesbian Film Festival continues
7:00 p.m. Short Films: "Billy Turner's Secret," "Came Out, It Rained, Went In,"
"Rosebud," "Thank God I'm a Lesbian" and "The Disco Years." Kresge
Auditorium, VAC.
Friday, April 22
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Former FBI agent tells her
tale of sexual harassment
By Meg Sullivan
staff writer /
On Wednesday night in Kresge Audito-
rium, formerFBI agentSuzaneDoucettespoke
about her fight against sexual harassment
within the bureau. The lecture, "Gender Dis-
crimination and Sexual Harassment in the
FBI," was sponsored by the Dean of the Col-
lege, the Women's Resource Center and the
women's studies program as part of Sexual
Assault Awareness Week.
Doucette's career at the FBI has been ru-
ined because of her attempts to bring the FBI
to justice after she complained of sexual ha-
rassment by a supervisor in 1988. While the
agency has tried to discredit her, she has
received numerousawards for her work, both
before she worked at the FBI and while she
was employed as an agent.
While a student at Arizona State Univer-
sity, she was a single parentwho worked her
way through school as a police officer. In
1984, when she graduated magna cum laude,
she was named the University's College of
Public Programs' "Outstanding Graduate."
Within two months, she was recruited by the
FBI, where she attained the rank "excep-
he [the supervisor]
informed Doucette that
he was "above re-
proach"; the agency
had previously spent
five million dollars de-
fending him in a similar
case.
tional"—thehighest possiblecommendation.
From 1984 until 1993 , when she left the
agency, Doucette received numerous com-
mendations for her work in California with
robbery, kidnapping and drug cases, and for
her undercover counter-terrorism work in
New York and Phoenix.
Itwas in the Phoenix office where Doucette
claims to have encountered sexual harass-
ment by a "high-ranking" superior. Although
she could not reveal many ofthe details of the
abuse becauseher case is waiting togo to trial,
Doucette described the discrimination which
she and other female agents experienced at
the FBI.
After complaining to a colleague about the
harassment, she said that the supervisorwho
was allegedly responsible became aware of
herprotests.As a result,he informed Doucette
that he was "above reproach"; the agencyhad
previously spent five million dollars defend-
ing him in a similar case. The colleague to
whom she had initially confided in told her
that formal charges would result in his pun-
ishment, as well as in the disciplineofDoucette
and a witness to the harassment.
"How can an agency
so bigoted possibly be
charged with protecting
the rights of others?"
She began to understand this power of
retribution after she applied for a position in
the career development program. Doucette
explained that she made nine attempts to
gain entry into the program, which is re-
quired for agents to reach management level.
She was denied access, even though male
agents with lower credentials were accepted
into the program. She was told, however, that
her chances might improve if she "let the guys
get to know [her] ."
Doucette's experiences with harassment
and the glass ceiling are not unique. The FBI
has employed women agents for nearly
twenty-five years, yet they currently com-
prise only 11% of employees. She said that
SWIFT (Special Agent Women Interested in
Fair Treatment), an organization within the
bureau which remains secretbecauseofmem-
bers' fear of losing their jobs, has reported
that 84% of female agents believe gender
discrimination is a serious issue forwomen in
the FBI. One often-cited case involves male
agents placing a video camera undeneath the
desk of a female agent.
Doucette also explained that the denial of
desirable positions to women is widespread
within the bureau. She cited the example of
the "stationary desk position," popular be-
cause an agent of that rank is not required to
leave home; of one thousand agents in that
position, only twenty-threearewomen. "This
is the agency charged with civil rights," she
said. "How can an agency so bigoted possibly
be charged with protecting the rights of oth-
ers?"
The obstacles Doucette encountered per-
sisted. She filed an Equal Employment Op-
portunity (EEO) complaint with the Justice
Department on April 9, 1992. She explained
mat only eight days before, she had been
given the rating of "exceptional," making her
'highly recommended" for the promotion
she sought. Fourdays after thecomplaint was











Internship programs in Law.
Medicine and Health Policy or
Public Service and Social Analysis
l-june<Huly8
Session II— Jury ti- ll
• Small classes taught by
Brandeis faculty
• Competitive tuition
• Easy access from Rtes.
124795/90
• Free
Information, catalog and application:
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Special, aM Continuing Studies
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FAX: (417) 734-3420 ***
However, she was recommended for a psy-
chological evaluation, a suggestion she finds
ironic because that is the same intimidation
used by theCommunistgovernmentsaga inst
which she had worked at the FBI. "1 learned
retaliation the hard way," she said.
While her complaint was examined in
record time (27 months), by law it must be
investigated by theagency itself, an act which
Doucette seesasa conflict of interest. Doucette
said that the two informal mottos of the FBI
are "Don't embarrass the bureau," and "Ad-
mit nothing, deny everything, and make
counter obligations." She feels that the bu-
reau followed these principles in investigat-
ing her EEO complaint and that it was not
motivated by a desire to identify harassment.
Doucette testified before the Senate Gov-
ernmental Affairs Committee in May, 1993,
and described her experiences. The responsi-
bilities of this committee, headed by Senator
John Glenn, include attempting to create a
law requiring that investigation ofcomplaints
like Doucette's be conducted independently.
After testifying, Doucette learned that she
was the subject of an FBI investigation which
could have resulted in the charge of espio-
nage and life imprisonment. When she re-
turned to the Phoenix office, she discovered
that male agents "were playing a tape of my
testimony. I was shunned and treated like a
pariah."
Doucette said that after that incident, "1
volunteered to go on less desirable assign-
"/ learned retaliation




ments, but it seemed that no matter what I
did, there was no way out ... they would
transfer other people, but not me." Eventu-
ally, she took administrative leave after being
diagnosed as suffering from internal bleed-
ing. In October, 1993, Doucette travelled to
Washington to rum in her badge, where su-
periors told her tha t shewas still an employee
of the bureau. Early this year, the bureau
informed her that she was being fired due to
"insubordination .
"
Doucette will continue her fight even
though sheno 1works for the FBI . She has filed
a harassment suit with Arizona's Federal Dis-
trict Court. Doucette expressed sorrow that
she can no longer participate in the work she
trained for and which she loves. She said, "1
don't think that the FBI can defend itself, but
that doesn't mean I can't spend the next ten








Talk of a piano duo most likely con-
juresupimagesof Michelle Pfeiffer slid-
ing along Jeff Bridges* baby grand in
The Fabulous Baker Boys." Or maybe
one immediately visualizes Donald and
Daffy Duck jamming in the unforget-
tablebar scenefrom "WhoFramed Roger
Rabbit?" However, those duos are
merely fictitious symbols of an institu-
tion that has carved a niche for itself in
American cul hire. On Sunday, A pri 1 17,
at3 :00 p.m.,,Bowdoin will hosta real life
pianoteam, theaward-winningKathryn
Lewis and Martin Perry.
Lewi?, a native of Washington D.C.,
studied piano as an undergrad at the
Untversi tyofMaryland beforeearning a
Masters of Music degree from the Uni-
versity of Illinois. She has served on the
staffs of the San Francisco Opera The*
ater. Greater Miami Opera, Minnesota
Opera,WashingtonOperaand the Santa
Fe Opera . Inaddition, she has toured the
United States and japan as a vocal ac-
companist and soloist
Perry studied inCaHfomia befbrecom-
ing East to receive an undergraduate
degreefrom theJulliard School ofMusic
inNewYork. Whilea student,heworked
as the musical director for several ofi-
Broadwayproductions. Perryhas taught
as a member of the piano faculty of
Bowdoin College since 1966 and has
performed extensively throughoutNew
England
The two officially formed the duo




theirNewYork recital debuta tCarnegie
Hall,
The duo, which has been praised for
their "confidentviruosity* and "bounti-




Lew isand Perry'sperformance isopen
to the public Tickets are $10 for adults,
$8 for senior citizens and free with a
Bowdoin ID Tickets are available at the
Information Desk at theMouitonUnion
.





Looking for a VOLVO or a
MAZDA?
New or Used
We also have 1 Certified Honda, Toyota
and Nissan Technician.
I Call the dealer with 41 years ofexperience





At Your New England
Ford Dealer
Thunderbird
Bronco Escort Mustang F-150
And Get $400 To Use As Cash Back Or A Down Payment.
Plus Pre-Approved Credit For Qualified College Graduates.
You took endless tests and endured more all-nighters than
you can count to finally get to graduation day. Your Ford
Dealer understands how hard you've worked and thinks
you've earned a very special distinction. . .big savings on the
new Ford car or truck ofyour choice.
Right now, you can receive a $4O0
cash rebate on all new 1993 or 1994
Ford cars or trucks in addition to
most other incentives being offered.
Qualified graduates could have no
down payment on vehicles less than
$
1 8,000 MSRR You can even defer
MEW ENGLAND,
FORD DEALERS
your first payment up to 1 20 days.
This offer is available to college graduates, grad-school
graduates and grad-school students graduating between
January 1, 1 994 and September 30, 1994.
So hurry in to your New England
Ford Dealer and see how your new
degree can earn you big savings on a
new Ford caror truck. You may even be
eligible for pre-approved financing. The
Ford College Graduate Purchase
Program. For more information call:
I -800-321 -1 536
FORD
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By Sheridan Kelley and Erin Sullivan
Should the College increase the student/
faculty ratio?
Background: Over the next five years, the College plans to increase the student body by 10%
while creating only four new positions in the faculty. As the Administration continues to pride itself
on the "small College in Maine" image, many wonder about the future quality of a Bowdoin education




Increasing the student faculty ratio
directly reduces the quality of
education. The Faculty voted not to
increase the ratio and I hope the





I share the strong view expressed by the
Faculty in a vote last year that the student/
faculty ratio should not be permitted to








It's all well and good as long as no one





I think it's going backwards and not
forward. I prefer smaller classes. You
know, more chance of brown-nosing.
FABRICIO VALVERDE
Guayaquil, Ecuador
Compared to other schools, the actual
ratio is very good but if things are
changing, changes should be for the better
not for the worse.
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To order a subscription, call (207) 725-3053
or contact the Orient through internet at
Orienl@Bowdoin.edu. A lull year
subscription costs US$25 and a one semester
subscription costs US$18. You may begin to
subscribe at any point during the year,
and you will only be charged for
those issues you receive.
Published by







"The College exercises no control over the content of the
writings con tained herein, and neither it, nor thefaculty,




The Bowdoin Orjent welcomes letters from all of our readers.
Letters must be received by 6 p.m. Tuesday to be published the
same week, and must include a phone number where the author
of the letter may be reached. All letters must be signed by the
original author (s) of the piece.
Letters should address the Editor, and not a particular
individual. The Bowdoin Orient will not publish any letter the
Editors judge to be an attack on an individual's character or
personality.
The Bowdoin Orient is published weekly while classes are held
during Fall and Spring semesters by the students of Bowdoin
College, Brunswick, Maine.
The policies of The Bowdoin Orient are determined by the
Bowdoin Publishing Company and the Editors. The weekly
editorials express the views of a majority of the Editors, and are
therefore published unsigned. Individual Editors are not
necessarily responsible for, or in agreement with, the policiesand
editorials of the Bowdoin Orient.
The Bowdoin Orient reserves the right to edit any and all
articles and letters.
Address all correspondence to the Bowdoin Orient, 12
Cleaveland St., Brunswick, Maine, 04011. Our telephone number
is (207) 725 -3300.
A Restructuring of Priorities
Amherst, Williams and Cornell all
have Sexual Assault policies in excess
of 20 pages. Created in a coalition
between students and faculty
members, these policies explicitly
detailwhat constitutes sexual assault,
sexual misconduct and rape.
Currently, the Bowdoin Sexual
Assault policy is five-pages in length,
occasionally referring to the
possibility of sexual harassment. As
Katie Koestner pointed out in a lecture
honoring Sexual Assault Awareness
Week, no institution can be content in
having such a short and
underdeveloped policy for such a
horrifically realproblem. The students
in several organizations across
campus (e.g. Safe Space, B.W.A, and
ADA.P.T) have gone toextraordinary
lengths to produce a policy that is
both comprehensive and supportive
of survivors who have been sexually
assaulted. While this policy enters
into the "Draft C" stages, the
Administration must admit that its
safety-pin sexual assault policy is
insensitive and contrived out of
falsities.
In light of Koestner's lecture, Ben
Smith's letter to the editor in last
week's issue, the Status of Women
report and numerous isolated
incidences, it is clear that sexual
violence and harassment exists and is
a problem which calls for immediate
action. The establishment of a sexual
assault policy will not cure all the
problems of sexual violence, but it
will at least standardize the way in
which the College defines sexual
harassment, discipline the guiltyparty
and give thesurvivorsupportthrough
the security ofa concrete policy. In the
spring of 1991, the Administration
began a review of the current policy;
a review that led to the uncovering of
its inadequacy. Three years later, we
are still operating under the same
policy. It seems that the College has
placed the creation of a new sexual
harassment policy at thebottom of its
agenda. Only after pressure from
SafeSpace and other student
organizations did the Administration
begin to revise the deficient policy.
Where lie the priorities of the College
when an issue that Koestner labels
the "greatest concern" is placed at the
bottom of the agenda? Why has it
taken three years for the
Administration to take action upon
the inadequate policy? In this
scenario, the five-page policy serves
as nothing more than an
Administrative safety-pin: they have
delayed the issue and are now forced
to re-examine the issue in the face of
student pressure.
Stemming from the seemingly ill-
constructed nature of the current
policy, many organizations now feel
that the Administration neglects the
existence of females on campus. In
order to change this current system of
neglect and bureaucracy, the
Administration, in coalition with
campus groups, must adapt a sexual
harassmentpolicy that clearly defines
rape and harassment. Williams and
Amherst and other peer universities
policies devote pages of their
documents to merely defining the
terms of sexual assault. For example,
their notions of sexual harassment
seem to be identified as any situation
in which one individual feels
uncomfortable, asks the aggressor to
stop and he does not.
Draft C, oranyother formofa Sexual
Assault Policy drafted by concerned
campusorganizationsmustbepassed
.
Assuming mutual complacency, the
Administration has been forced to
take actionon the issuebythe students
themselves. Student organizations
have taken action to create a well-
defined and thorough sexual assault
policy. It is time forthe Administration
to peel offthe thinverneer ofunreality
and comprehend the seriousness of
constructing a comprehensive sexual
assault policy. Everyday we go
without a new sexual harassment
policy is a day we could leave a
another survivor helpless.
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Hetter* to the Cditor
Violence Examined
To the Editor,
I was pleased the other day to receive a letter inmymailbox
from Holt Hunter, Chair of the Executive Board, concerning
the recent epidemic of violence that has struck our campus. I
was reassured to discover that the executive board is creating
a commission to probe into the deeper concerns manifested
physicallyin theformofcampus violence. Thinking itbeneficial
to makemyown investigation, as well, I organized a meeting
between my roommates and myself to commence our own
apartmental query into the issue. We decided to meet each
morning before we drank our daily heaping glasses of
grapefruit juice in hopes of coming to some solid conclusions
about the problem of brutality here at Bowdoin. At our first
meeting on Monday morning I was, however, the only one to
attend because my roommates were busy doing other things.
I was not deterred, however, from the days proceedings and
commenced the meeting on my own even throwing tradition
to the wind by drinking my daily heaping glass of grapefruit
juice without the presence of my roommates.
After taking roll call, I commenced the meeting by asking
myself what violence was. If I was going to find out whether
violence was a problem here at Bowdoin or not, I thought it
was in the best interest of our commission to clearly define
violence. To make this definition, I suggested we create a
committee separate from the commission to seek out the
meaning of violence. I suggested, as well, mat this committee
ought to have a chairperson and a secretary to report its
findings hack to the head commission situated for the time
being in the really uncomfortable campus issued love-seat in
our living room. Being the only member present at this
particular meeting, I took it upon myself to work on this
committee. Taking a vote, I was elected chairperson-and
secretary. Wanting to waste no time in my duties, I set out to
define violence.
Opting for an empirical approach, and since my own
rcx)mmateswerepreoccupied,I went to my next dix>r neighbor
Coggins to see ifhecould helpme out. After explaining to him
the intent of the committee's newly formed commission, he
ingeniously suggested that I would better understand what
violence was if actual violence were inflicted upon myself.
Eager to make progress, I asked if he would then help the
commission's investigation by promptly beating the hell out
of me. After some hesitation as to the means of achieving mis,
we agreed upon the method used by masters like Steven
Seagal, in which one individualpunchesanother inthestomach
and then proceeds to vehemently kick this individual in the
teeth while they are hunched over in excruciating pain. My
neighbor was skillfully precise in his punches and kicks, so in
a matter of seconds, I found myself rolling on the ground in
enlightened agony. After composing myselfenough to thank
my neighbor on behalf of the Commission, I was able to come
to the conclusion that violence hurts. There more, as I later
told the head committee, "it is a problem here at Bowdoin."
Thinking my findings valuable enough to present to the
Executive Board, I ran over to their meeting only to find that
I had just missed them and that they were momentarily out to
lunch. But, restless with the freehme mis absence afforded to
me, 1 found myselfreflecting upon thedeeperissuescontained
within the issue of violence itself. In my beaten response, it
occurred to me that intelligentand ambitious studentsshould
know less violentwaysof lettingout theirfrustrations, whether
academic, sexual, or mental, than the violent ways they had
lately been venting them. I, however, found myself just as
confused as ever in trying to find an answer to this problem
and decided to return to my living room to wait for the next
meeting.
Onmywalkhome,however, as Iwaspassingtheplayground
of the elementary school, I came upon two boys engaged in
fisticuffs under the shade of the schoolyard's pine trees.
Seeing these twoboys as incipient versionsof Bowdoin 'sown
ruffians, I broke up their brawl and interrogated them in
hopes of discovering answers to the commission's questions.
Stepping in between them, they immediately turned their
belligerence upon me and then found unification in laughing
at the cuts and bruises on my face suffered from my previous
experimentswithmyneighbor. Iwas,however,abletodeduce,
upon questioning, mat the two second grade boys were
fighting over the fact that one had stolen the other's Kudos
Granola Bar. I looked around for a playground assistant to
render these young men to the principal but found no one of
adult stature, so I left them and let them resume their battle
having gained all the information I could from their infantile
reasoning.
But, it wasn't until the commission's meeting just this
morning, of which I was the only attending member again,
that it finallydawned uponmehow clearly didactic this entire
playground scenario was. Indeed, Bowdoin College and the
Executive Board wonder why we have violence at this
institution when everything in this school that we find
threatening we analyze and analyze and never act upon out
of a predetermined expectation of failure and futility. People
desire assurances and constancy for where there is constancy
there is security. But where is constancy on this campus?
Where does expectation meet realization? Where is there
unity?
Students on this campus destroy other student's art with
impunity and solidarity against this destruction is reduced to
a clique. Bowdoin promises a complete and progressive
education but students find its faculty incomplete in social
representation and vitality. Students cheat and fight and rape
and continually break the honor code which is a forceful as a
feather anyway since these honor code offenders suffer, at
best, thirteen lashes with a dry tortellini or- maybe a brief
exemption from Bowdoin's only true unifying forum; the
campus wideparty. Indeed, it issometimes in hazy recollection
around the keg only that people find solutions. There is no
constancy or consistency here-with what is expected by
students: Deering ice cream is vacant, Grand City has moved,
Wal-Martand Denny'shavecome in predictable prefabrication
and offense,Administrators get shuffled, dealt, and sometimes
returned, ideas and learning and a Bowdoin degree account
for less than they ought to, and yetwe still scratch our heads
at thecommittee's meeting and wonderwhy there is violence.
Nothing is certain. It is as if Bowdoin College were one huge
blinding gray area of apathy and indifference. Resorting to
violence in a situation like this does not surprise me at all,
however; What could be more definite than a punch in the
mouth? What could be easier than hate and pain in opposition
tocomplex thoughts, confused desires, and gradual solutions?
But, I, personally, have no respect for anyone who resorts to
violence to assuage their own personal problems. How vain
for someone to want to spread their pain to the rest of the
world in assumption that they have a surplus and no one else
does.
Frustration is inevitable in any academic situation, but one
cannot rely on external forces or institutions to insure what
one expects. This school may elect as many committees and
commissionsas it likes to address theproblems ofthiscampus,
but solutions will only come when students put confidence
and pride in themselves, their ideas, and their learning. How
can anyone, after all, accomplish anything in society if one
cannot change something here at Bowdoin? But, if an
individual chooses violence as their solution in the real world-
the real world will throw this individual in jail. Ifan individual
chooses indifference or selfish condemnation as a solution,
then society will walk all over them. The greatest violence an
individual does to themselves at Bowdoin College, after all, is
to not make the most out of the opportunity they have here to
learn and to pass this learning on to others and to prevent
ignorant-acts of violence like the ones recently committed
here at Bowdoin. Part of this privileged learning opportunity
is being surrounded by diverse, interesting, and intelligent
people who transfer their own learning to each other. From
this point of view, punching someone else in the face seems
likea badway tomake the mostoutofan academic investment.




Daniel A. Pearson '94
OUTWEEK
To the Editor:
It has been about a year since we made our way out of the
closet In our high school years, coming out spelled certain
death. Our lives were surrounded by a cloud of fear and
shame. We felt like strangers in our own homes, impostors
amongst our friends. Straight life was breathlessly confining.
Sincewechose to liveopenly asgay people,wehavemanaged
to erase this guilt from our lives and have reached a level of
personal happiness and self-acceptance which we never
experienced before. Living in a homophobic society can
sometimes be difficult, but we have found a supportive
network of friends and family.
Our purpose in writing this is not to elicit sympathy from
the Bowdoin community. We do not need straights to deem
our lives acceptable. Respect towards gay and lesbian people,
however, stems from basic human dignity and should be a
given. We are pleased to know that there are many students
and faculty members here who support us and our cause. Yet
we are very troubled to find that there is still very little gay
culture to be found on the Bowdoin campus.
In writing this piece we risk being identified solely on the
basis of our homosexuality by those who fa il to recognize that
sexual preference is only part of a person's character. Our
sexuality is really nobody's business, though we have no
problem being visible gay students. We would rather not
have to go to this far an extreme to cause change on campus.
But what else can we do, considering that in many ways
Bowdoin is an insulated, interpersonal wasteland where
drunken brawlsqualifyashighcultureamongstcerta in sectors
of the population?
After experiencing Bowdoin from an "out" perspective for
some time now, we realize that it will take extreme measures
to bring change to this very stifling environment for gays and
lesbians. Until more students and faculty members join usout
of the closet, we will never experience a thriving gay culture
in our time here. As OUTWEEK commences, we write this
hoping people will realize that gay culture can in fact exist at
Bowdoin, and that being a visible gay person on this campus
is not as threatening as it might seem.
We are everywhere, but this overwhelmingly heterosexist
campus will not change until the gay community realizes
solidarity. We encourage all gays and lesbians at Bowdoin to
come out and make this struggle for change all the less
difficult. \
Sincerely,
Sarah E. Heck '96
Steve Blair '96
The Darkness
Why should 9 staym theshadows
Should the warmth ofthe light not touch ma start
9 to crave the sun and it's warmth
Darkness holds nothingforme besides protection
Protection protection from who
My loved ones, my friends, thepeople9 admire
Would they hurtme, refectme. ordisownme
Not ifthey lovemeor care forme
Why shouidn't9be happy
Are you saying 9 shouldn't love myself
Or are you saying 9 shouldn't love
9 can'tdo that that's not the kindofperson 9am
9 love, and9am loved ifby no one butmyself
9fyou can'tunderstand thatthen maybe
9don'tneedyou
Maybe you aren'tmy friend
Maybe 9 shouldn't admireyou
What is it aboutme thatscares you
9know 9don tfityour stereotype ofwhat
9shouldbe
Bstkatit
9 have to tellyou thatwecome in all shapes.
sizes, and colors
9haventdmeanything tomake you afratd
9fyou areafraidofme then obviously youdmt
knowme
9 can'tstand the colddarkness anymore
9need0tesun
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The Threat to Theater Arts
Will Masque and Gown survive the academic reformation?
by Nicole Devarenne
One of Bowdoin's greatest assets as a liberal arts college is
the Masque and Gown It was founded in 1903 and is one of
Bowdoin'soldest traditions: theposterson the walls ofPickard
theater are evidence enough of its history. In its lifetime it has
come into a comfortable partnership with the Division of
theater. Masque and Gown began as an independent
organization and thedepartmentoftheaterwascreatedaround
it. Pickard theater was built in 1955 for the use of the Masque
and Gown. Masque and Gown now functions as a part of the
department of theater, which has two divisions: the Division
of Dance, and the Division of theater. The Board of the
Masque and Gown is entirely made up of students, elected
from the body of Masque and Gown members. Membership
in the Masque and Gown is open to anyone who has
participated in two productions at Bowdoin. The Board of the
Masque and Gown acts as the advisory board for the
department of theater.
Masque and Gown as an organization does not have its
own budget. College funds directed towards the theater are
administered by the theater department and a large sum goes
straight into the production of plays at Bowdoin. These plays
are chosen and produced by Masque and Gown. In fact the
Board acts as more than just an advisory board to the
department of theater. With the exception of the student
written plays, which are
produced once a year and
chosen by members of the
Faculty, Staff and
Administration invited by
Masque and Gown to act as
reading and performance
judges, Masque and Gown is
wholly responsible for
deciding what productions
go on at Bowdoin. The Board
reads submissionsand selects
plays (including the musical)
and directors. Anyone can
direct a play at Bowdoin,
excepton themain stage: with
___^^_____^_^^__
the exception of set and lighting design and directing on the
main stage, students do not need to have taken a class in the
theater department to play a part, even an important part, in
theater at Bowdoin.
Besides selecting what plays are produced at Bowdoin and
who directs them, the Board of the Masque and Gown is also
responsible for all the necessary behind-the-scenes work: it
handles publicity, runs auditions and production meetings
(with the help of the theater faculty), and recruits students to Masque and Gown's status as an organization. It has been
impossible for the student body to oppose the decision, if it is
found to have negative implications for Masque and Gown,
the theater department, and the College community.
What we do know is that these recommendations involve
changing the focus of the theater Arts program to something
moreacademic. According to the proposal, less of the theater's
money will go into building sets for productions, and more of
it will be spent on bringing in people to teach within the
department of theater. It is hoped that these adjunct faculty
members will enhance the Bowdoin student's knowledgeand
appreciation of theater, and make it accessible to him/her on
a deeper level. The philosophy is that more "informal"
productions and fewer "formal" productions should be put
on at Bowdoin. The practical translation of an "formal" and
"informal" production seems to be a production that takes
place in Pickard theater and a production that doesn't take
place in Pickard theater, respectively.
One of the elements behind this proposal is, of course,
money. Mainstage productions are expensive. But they are
also the productions most widely attended by the College
community. Alternative spaces, even within Pickard theater,
are often too small to accommodate the sort of audience
drawn by theater productions at Bowdoin. The GHQ, the













the main stage, is an
important and
necessary location for
Masque and Gown needs to
remain an organization run
by the students, for the
students, independent of the
academic curriculum.
theater productions.
In thepast Masque andGown hasputon an averageof three
main stage productions a year (including the musical), and
four to fiveGHQ productions. One main stage production has
been scheduled for next year, and fourGHQproductions. The
main stage production for next year is a drama. No musical is
scheduled.
Another source of concern is the proposed changes in
work backstage. Inevitably, Masque and Gown runs the
typical Bowdoin production. The department of theater is
responsible for designing and constructing sets (sets are built
by students hired by the theater department to work in the
work study program, which has, in the past few years,
experienced a substantial decline in funds), but Masque and
Gown does almost everything else.
Masque andGown functions asan organization which is an
integral part of the theater department but independent of the
academic curriculum. The advantage of the situation as such
is that the informal atmosphere of Pickard theater and of
Masque and Gown allows anyone to participate in theater.
Students from a wide variety of backgrounds can take part in
theater productions at Bowdoin: often students who have no
background in theater at all, and might otherwise not have
participated in it at all, become very involved in it. It is vital
that this sort ofexperiencecontinue to beava ilable atBowdoin,
where the emphasis is otherwise so heavily academic.
The problem is that the role ofMasque and Gown seems to
beabout tochange.A theaterArtsCommittee, underRandolph
Stakeman, has come up with some recommendations to
change the focus of theater at Bowdoin. There are at the
moment two students on the theater Arts Committee,who are
on the Board of the Masque and Gown. Unfortunately these
recommendations, because they are at this moment only
recommendations, and because they involve a discussion of
faculty positions within the theater department, are
confidential, and are not available to the Board of the Masque
and Gown and to the College community.
Stakeman hopes that these recommendations will be made
this semester. But a final decision on the matter has been
postponed until the summer, and some people I have spoken
proposed that Masque and Gown be severed from the theater
department, and become like any other student organization,
drawing its funds directly from the StudentUnion Committee
(which grants all new student organizations $50.00 in their
first year). The remainder of the money necessary for the
production of plays in the coming years would be supplied to
Masque and Gown by the College, supposedly at the same
level as it is now, until Masque and Gown is financially able
to support itself. The fear is, of course, that this will not prove
true, that Masque and Gown will find itself cut off from the
theater and handicapped financially. And the disadvantage
of separating Masque and Gown from the theaterdepartment
is that, if at any stage a theater major at Bowdoin does come
into existence (at this stage only a theater minor is proposed)
productions at Bowdoin will become a forum in which the
academic focus takes priority. Parts will go to theater majors
and much of the value of the organization as it exists now will
be lost.
Changes do need to be made within the theater program.
But I don't believe that these are the changes that need to be
made. It is disturbing that Masque and Gown does not have
access to the recommendations which will be determining its
future. It is disturbing that there is only one main stage
production scheduled for next year. It is all very well to
recommend that Masque and Gown make use of alternative
space to puton "informal" productions, butremovingMasque
and Gown from Pickard theater or reducing its access to
Pickard theater limits student access to theater at Bowdoin.
Masque and Gown is dedicated to providing the broadest
possible theater experience for the Bowdoin student. It is one
of the more powerful organizations on campus, because it is
so much an organization run by the students, for the students.
to have suggested that the resolutions might already be in It needs to remain so, and it needs to preserve its strength as
place by the fall semester of this year, although they will not an organization. To do so I believe it should remain
begin to take effect until 1995. This would make it virtually independent of the academic curriculum.
"Where WilfYou Be?"
Boots are being polished
Trumpeters clean their horns
Chains and locks forged
The crusade has begun.
Once again the flags of Christ
are unfurled in the dawn and
the cries of the soul saviors sing
apocalyptic on air waves.
Citizens, good citizens all
parade into voting booths
and in self-righteous sanctity
X away our right to life.
I do not believe as some
that the vote is the end,
I fear even more
It is just the beginning.
So I must make assessment
Look to you and ask:
Where will you be when they come?
They will not come a mob rolling
Through the streets, but quickly
and quietly move into our homes
and remove the evil, the queemess,
the faggotry, the perverseness from
their midst. They will not come clothed
in brown and swastikas, or bearing
chest heavy with gleaming crosses.
The time and need for ruses are over.
They will come in business suits to buy
our homes and bring bodies to fill your
jobs. They will come in robes to rehabilitate
and white coats to subjugate and where
will you be when they come?
Where will we all be when they come?
And they will come- they will come because we are
defined as opposite perverse and we are perverse.
Every time we watched a queer
hassled in the Streets and said nothing
It was an act of perversion.
Everytime we lied about the boyfriend
of girlfriend at coffee break
It was an act of perversion.
Every time we heard, "I don't mind gays
but why must they be blatant?"
and said nothing It was an act of perversion.
Everytime we let a lesbian mother lose
her child and did not fill the courtrooms
It was an act of perversion.
Everytime we let straights make
out in our bars while we couldn't touch
because of laws
It was an act of perversion.
Everytime we heard "Who I go to
bed with is my personal choice- It's not political"
and said nothing
It was an act of perversion.
Every time we let straight relatives
bury our dead and push our lovers away
It was an act of perversion.
And they will come.
They will come for the perverts
& it won't matter if you' re homosexual,
not a faggot lesbian, not a dike gay, not
queer It won't matter it you own your
business have a good job or are on S.S.I.
It won't matter if you're Black Chicane
Native American Asian or White
It won't matter if you're from New York
or Los Angeles Galveston or Sioux Falls
It won't matter if you're Butch, or Fern









They will come to the cities and to the
land to your front rooms and in your closets.
They will come for the perverts and
where will you be
When they come? By Pat Parker















Multiple hitters: S - Owen 3, Knox 2, McNally 2, Ogilvie 2.
B - OSullivan 3, Palmer 2. Batteries: S - Nadeau, Therrien (2),
Fullerton (5), Quintal (6), Cloutier (9) and Simmons. B - Coggins, f
Dempsey (3), Ryan (8) and C. Gaffney. W - QuinUl (1 -0). L - Ryan
(2-2). SV - Cloutier (1 ). 2B - S - QuinUl (2), Desjardins, Owen. B -












Multiple hitters: B none. T - Cash. Batteries: B -
d'Entremont and Kelley. T - Soolman and Sholds. W - Soolman. L








- 2 3 6
- 15 9
Multiple hitters: B - none. T - Cash. Daly. Batteries: B -
Jenkins. Ryan (3), Chadderdon (4) andC Gaffney. T - Taglienti.
Dickens (6) and Sholds W-Taglienti I- Jenkins (0 1). 2B-B





UMFarmington 002 001 -352
Bowdoin 000 002 -231
Multiple hitters: UMF - Sanborn 2. B none. Batteries:
UMF - Vaughn and Sanborn. B - Strohmeyer and Schuler W -
Vaughn (1-0). L - Strohmeyer (0-2). 2B: UMF - Brown, Sanborn. B -






Multiple hitters: UMF Meyer 4, Adkins 2, Connolly 2.
Sanborn 2. B - Aselton 2. Batteries: UMF - Vaughn and Sanborn. B
- Collins and Schuler. W - Vaughn (2-0). L - Collins (0 2). 2B: UMF









Multiple hitters: Bat Tuohez 2. Bow Coyne 2, Walsh 2.
Batteries: Bat - Walsh and Turner. Bow - Strohmeyer and Schuler.












Multiple hitters: C - none. B - Bowdoin 2. Batteries: C -
Ackley and Apollon. B - Collins and Schuler. W - Collins (1 -2). L -





Husson 000 010 02 - 3 9 1
Bowdoin 001 000 03 - 4 6 6
One out when winning run scored.
Multiple hitters: H Keene 2, Schier 2. B Aselton 3.
Batteries: H - Mensch and Longtin. B - Strohmeyer and Schuler.
W - Strohmeyer (2-2). L - Mensch. 2B - H none. B - Bowdoin. 3B -
none. HR - none.
Game #2
Husson 340 001 11 10 10 1
Bowdoin 200 061 02 - 11 17 3
One out when winning run scored.
Multiple hitters: H - Longtin 2, Moody 2. B Strohmeyer 5,
Aselton 3, Albanese 2, Bowdoin 2, Coyne 2. Batteries: H -
Pomerleau and Lampart. B - Collins, Strohmeyer (7) and Schuler.
W - Strohmeyer (3 2). 1. - Pomerleau 2B: H - none. B Albanese,
Aselton, Bowdoin. 3B: H - Lampart'. B - none. HR - none.
MENS LACROSSE (1-4)
April 9, 1994
at New London, Conn.
Bowdoin (1-3) 2 1 3 6
Connecticut College (2-4) 3 4 2 2 - 11
Goals: B - Newkirk 3, Crocco, Huke, Sheehy. C -
Dunworth 2, Nichols 2, Roaney 2, Marston, Seabolt, Thorpe.
Goaltending: B - White 19 saves. C - Hudner 14 saves, Man-up:
Bowdoin 3 for 10. Connecticut College for 6.
April 12, 1994
at Med ford, Mass.
Bowdoin (1-4) 12 3 2 8
Tufts (7-1) 5 1 2 4 - 12
Goals: B - Newkirk 5, Schuetz 2, Haley. T Hartford 3,
Perry 3, Gould ing, Norwood, Tober, Trafalet. Goaltending: B -
White 21 saves. T - Chiu 20 saves. Man-up: Bowdoin 1 for 10.







Goals: Bow - Gorton 3, Mitchell 3, Poor 2, Daversa.
Goaltending: Bow - Ballen 11 saves.
April 12, 1994
atMedford, Mass.
Bowdoin (3-2) 4 6 10
Tufts (3-2) 4 7 11
BY
\V11=K
VflsH*H \NteWMt5rHi ?o«r mEiPtHi 6**-°^ s-u
Goals: B - Wilmerding 4, Poor 3, Gorton, Kim, Mitchell. T
Doykos 5, Black 3, Soule 2, Queen. Goaltending: B Ballen 18
saves. - Donaldson 22 saves. >T\a'
v-
1 pom THINK Y°U QPttPLCtCCf
GKrxO* T\£ £ERW>V)£.NF££
of o^ «T\)KWN\ CM-£&...
Bowdoin 8, Colby-Sawyer 1
>^ dm ?£& V
Singles
#1 - Killroan (B) def. Ellis 6-4, 6-3
#2 - Pastel (B) def Barbier 6 2, 6-0
#3 - Slusar (B) def. Librot 6-3, 6-2
N - Hindle (B) def. Uttamont 6-0, 6-0
#5 - Davidson (B) def. Morcom 6-0, 6-0
#6 - Grzymski (B) def. Manning 6-0, 6-1
Doubles
#1 - Ellis/Barbier (C) def. Ghaly/Slusar 6-4, 7-5
#2 - Hindle/Pastel (B) def. O'Neil/Morcom 6-1, 6-1





#1 Chaly (B) def Pouche 6-2, 6-0
#2 Slusar (B) def. Gates 6-0, 7-6
#3 - Davidson (B) def. Chaman 7-5, 6-2
#4 - Grzymski (B) def. Orfrancesca 6-2, 6-2
#5 - Killoran (B) def. Foote 6-1, 6-0
#6 Keyes-Grevelis (B) def. Carfi 6-1, 6-0
Doubles
#1 - Ghaly/Slusar (B) def. Pouche/Gates 6-1, 6-2
#2 Hindle/Pastel (B) def Chaman/Defrancesca 64, 6-3
#3 - Colclasure/ Pratt (C) def. Foote/Carfi 6-2, 6-2
April 12, 1994
at Waterville, Maine
Colby 5, Bowdoin 4
Singles
»1 - Perenz (C) del Chaly 7 6, 6-3
#2 - Pastel (B) def. Bown 6-2, 6-1
*3 - Ramirez (C) def. Slusar 7-6, 6-4
*4 - Hindle (B) def. McGowan 6-1, 6-3
#5 Quinby (C) def. Davidson 6-4, 7 5
#6 Grzymski (B) def. Lapides 6-2. 6-4
Doubles
»1 - Perenz/ Ramirez (C) def. Ghaly/Slusar 6-4, 6-4
*2 McGowan/ Lapides (C) def Hindle/Pastel 6-1, 6-4





Softball pitcher Donna Strohmeyer '97 had an
extremely productive afternoon in the Polar Bears'
doubleheader sweep over Husson yesterday.
Strohmeyer not only picked up the victory on the
mound in both games, but also had six hits—
including five in the second game of the twinbill.
Those five hits ties the Bowdoin record that was
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Spring season: Don't blink, or you might miss it
The Game Considered
?y Derek Armstrong
Spring sports at the collegiate level are,
well, a bit suspect, especially here in Maine.
Not only does it take weeks for the fields to
finally dry out, but once they do, every other
game is postponed due to rain, snow (see the
spring of 1993), hail, sleet, m|ud, ice, and
whatever else Mother Nature thinks of
throwing the players' way. It often ends up
that the baseball team is forced into a triple-
header against Husson on a Monday morning
and that the lacrosse team plays half of its
games at Phillips ExeterAcademy or on Cape
Cod, Massachusetts. Not to mention the fact
that men's tennis, which is supposed to play
on the outdoor clay, is lucky if it ventures out
of Farley Field House for the last match of the
year.
Okay, this is an exaggeration. But is there
anything out there quirkier than a spring
sports athletic schedule? If there is, someone
tell me.
Let's start with men's lacrosse, which has
yet to have its home opener and won't have it
for another four days. The only four home
games the team has all season are jam-packed
into a short week-and-a-half starting this
Tuesday and ending April 30, barring a home
play-off appearance, which looks unlikely at
the present. So if you happen to have a really
hellish academic week or are on that second
spring break we all covet right about now,
you won't see men's lacrosse in 1994.
Track is perhaps a weirder story. The men's
and women's outdoor track and field teams
have a nice facility out at Whittier Field, but
when you come right down to it, they only
use it in competition one time a year. They
were supposed to have two home meets this
spring, but last Wednesday's rain canceled
the thrower's meet scheduled for that day.
And who's to say that the April showers will
not be doing their thing next Saturday and
Monday, when the men host the Roger Castle
Decathlon and the women host the Aloha
Is there anything out there
quirkier than a spring
sports athletic schedule?
Relays? If these meets are postponed, who's
to say that Roger Castle will be able to make
it back at some later date (I hear he's a busy
man), and who's to say the Aloha people
won't stay in Hawaii, where it's sunny and
warm?
Most of the other teams have a relatively
normal schedule, but how normal can any
schedule be which requires the baseball team
to play half its games in Florida in frontof fans
who say "Bowd-o-win? Is that a community
college?" and against teams with names like
East Stroudsburg and Dade North and King's
Point? Meanwhile, the baseball team's
pitching rotation is routinely stretched to its
limit with as many as five games per weekend
due to previous cancellations. In fact, theonly
thing that has allowed team pitchers any sort
of rest at all is the fact that the rains have kept
the cycle of postponements going.
Pitching problems have not plagued the
softball team, since the throwing motion in
Softball allows starters to start often with little
rest, but this team has been plagued by the
fact that it did not have a chance to playdown
South
.
These players havehad less time to get
to know each other on the field, and the
team's rustinessshowed in its first fourgames
of the season.
If spring sports areweird and unpredictable
at Bowdoin, one can only imagine how they
are at other schools. Most schools get out for
the summer much earlier than Bowdoin. So
what do they do, especially when they are at
a sameor similar latitude to Brunswick7 Bates
is farther North than Bowdoin, so unless the
Bobcats have figured out some faster way of
evaporating snow than the Polar Bears, a
shorter spring season would seem necessary
to go along with their shorter academic year.
And what about a place like the University
of Michigan, where final exams will be
beginning at about the time that the Bowdoin
men's lacrosse firstplays in front of thehome
crowd? Do schools like this just keep their
athletes around into May to play in front of a
home crowd of Ann Arbor locals? Do their
student would-be spectators get to see
anything in the spring other than the first
tufts of grass growing outside their dorm
window? And how does a playoff system fit
into this whole thing?
Questions, questions. Changes, updates.
Rain, snow, locusts, earthquakes. Yet the
spring sports seasons go on, somehow, with
players scratching plans at a moment's notice
for a surprise game.
Just imagine if they held winter sports
outdoors!
Women's lacrosse splits with Williams, Tufts
By Derek Armstrong
sports editor
The women's lacrosse team stayed above
.500 at 3-2 for the season in splitting games
last week with Williams and Tufts. The Bears
scored an unexpected and encouraging 10-8
victory at Williams last Saturday, following
that up with a narrow 11-10 road loss at the
hands the Tufts Jumbos on Tuesday.
Nan Gorton '96 and Maggie Mitchell '95
led the Bears on offense against Williams,
each netting three goals in the winning effort.
Sarah Poor '95 also notched two goals, while
co-captain Aileen Daversa '94 was responsible
for the remaining goal. Mitchell continued to
pad her already-impressive career and season
stats with her team-leading performance.
Sasha Ballen '96 made 1 1 saves in goal for the
Bears.
Although the Bears lost their Tuesday
contest to Tufts (3-2), the team fell short by
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only one goal, and several players had their
best outings of the year. Eliza Wilmerding '97
stepped to the forefront for the Bowdoin
offense, scoring four goals in by far the best
outingofheryoung careerand one of the best
single-player performancesofthe season. Poor
also had one of her best games, netting three
goals. The teams were knotted at four at
halftime,butTuftsslightlyoutplayed theBears
in the second half, scoring seven goals to
Bowdoin's six. Ballen had 18 saves in net for
the Bears.
The women's lacrosse team continues its
quest to remain above .500 tomorrow at
Wesleyan at 12:00 p.m. The team's nexthome
contest will be April 23, when the Bears host
Bates.
REBOUND
Continued from page 1$.
The visitors were buoyed by the strong early
pitching ofAmanda Pomerleau as well.
In trw&ftfth inning,however, theBearsstaged
enough of a comeback to retake (he lead by
one run. Coyne had two hits in the inning,
and Albanese doubled in three runs as the
Bears sent 12 batters to the plate. The inning
also featured two hit batters, as Pomerleau
began to lose her edge.
After a couple more runs, the game went
into extra innings with the clubs tied at 9-9.
Again the tie-breaking procedure allowed
bom teams to score in the eighth, and again
Bowdoin managed one more run than the
visitors. Albanese knocked in her fourth and
fifthrunsof the afternoon, scoring Strohmeyer,
who had singled and stolen second, and
Walsh, who was pinch running for Schuler
Strohmeyer (3-2) picked uphersecondwin
of the afternoon in relief of Collins, who
pitched six-plus innings.
the softball team hopes to continue its
recent upswing when it hosts Wheaton for
two games tomorrow afternoon at 1 .-00 p.m.
Continued from page 16.
Amherst today in what promises to be a
difficult match. Amherst, a new addition to
the schedule, has won the NESCAC title the
pastthree yea rs, and is currently ranked sixth
nationally in Division 83. Next Saturday,
Bowdoin will visit Middlebury, a perennial
NESCAC tennis powerhouse. Truss Bears are
confident about their chances against
Middlebury this year, however, because
MiddleburylosttoTufts, a team thatBowdoin
tiedmSouthCarolina . The Bears will then try
to avenge a 2-7 defeat when they play a
rematch against Bates at home on April 27.
The NISCAC Championshipswill beheld
April 29-May 1 at Williams. In me NESCAC,
a team's season record only matters for the
individual seeding in the NESCAC
championships Therefore, theequal standing
Of all teams a t the sta rt of thechampionships
makes surprises and disappointments
commonplace. Traditionally, Bowdoin has
lesponded well to the pressure of the New
EnglandChampionships, placing higherthan
expected. The determination, talent and
success of mis year's team makes Bowdoin
one of the favorites to capture the 1994
NESCAC title. According to Davidson, This
is the best team Bowdoin has ever had, and
we always do well at the NESCAC
Championships. As a matter of a fact, I am
confident mat we can come away with our
firstNESCAC title."
-j
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Me n ' s Track
Team gets 1994 season underway with a 3-1 start
On the right foot: Bears





The Bowdoin men's track team season-
opener was a display of depth not recently
seen in the Bowdoin track program. This
depth and fortitude resulted inan earlyseason
record of 3-1 for the team, with victories over
Amherst, Westfield State and Norwich
Academy. The Polar Bears were edged by
Middlebury 78-75.
Several team members overcame difficult
opponents and a wind which whipped,
severely at times, over Amherst's track, to
bring home victories. Bowdoin's leading
scorers werejunior tri-captain Scott Dyerand
Blaine Maley '96, who combined for 30 of the
team's 75 points. Dyerwon thejavelin (180'3")
and placed second in the shot put (43'8"),
hammer throw (161'4"), and discus (146'7").
Dyer's mark in the javelin surpassed the
runner-up by more than 14 feet. Maley
appeared to coast through the 1500m (4:10),
defeating his nearest opponent by five
seconds. He then came back to win the 800m
with a time of 1 :58, just edging Middlebury's
top man. Maley also anchored Bowdoin's
1600m relay, which finished fourth. Dave
Humphrey '94 rounded out the scoring
positions in the 1500m, coming in fifth with a
time of 4:18.
Two other spectacular victories came in the
3000m steeplechase and the 5000m run. Phil
Sanchez '96 led the steeplechase from wire to
wire and amassed a
53-second margin









Johnson ran to a
nearly unchallenged
victory in the 5000.
Johnson took thelead
in the 12.5-lap race
after two laps and
never relinquished
his position. He won
the 3.1 -mile race in
15:37. Also scoring in
that event was Pat
Callahan '97, who
came from the back
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Bob Dunn '95 stays just a hair ahead of a determined Bryn Upton '94 in hurdles practice.
Andrews tied for first in the high jump,
clearing 6'4", and placed fifth in the longjump
(19'10"). Along with Dyer and Andrews were
several other team members who took
advantage of scoring opportunities in the
in the hammer with his fifth place toss, thus
making him the team's third, out of a possible
five, scorer in the event. Tremblay also scored
a fifth place finish, winging the discus 1 10'3".
Tri-captain Pete Nye '94, Pat Kane '96 and
their respective field events. Mike Johnson John Stuhlman '96 were also multiple scorers
'95, Bryn Upton '94 and Mike Tremblay '95 for the team. Nye placed fifth in the 200m
placed third in the triple jump, pole vault and (:23.6) and joined Kane, Upton and new-comer
hammer throw, respectively. Larry Karlin '97 Nate Chandler '97 in the 400m relay, which
only accentuated the Polar Bears' dominance finished second, only .4 seconds behind
Middlebury's team. Kane, along with his400m
relay appearance, finished fourth in the 400m
(:52.9) and ran on the 1600m relay team.
Stuhlman joined Maley, Nye and Kane in the
1600m relay and finished fifth in both the
110m and 400m hurdles.
The team hopes to follow up this successful
performance with a dual win over long-time
rivals Colby and Bates Colleges tomorrow at
Colby.
Baseball struggles in Tufts doubleheade\
By Todd Shaw
staff writer
Last Friday, the fields finally dried up to
the point that the Bowdoin baseball team
could try to follow up on a strong Spring
Break Florida trip with some games in the
North. Unfortunately, the team dropped all
three games that it played this past week.
The Polar Bears played their home opener
last Friday against St. Joseph's College at
Pickard Field. As was the trend in Florida, the
team featured a potent offense and a weak
defense. After having leads of 5-0 after two
innings, 11 -7 after seven,and 12-10 aftereight,
the Bears gave up three unearned runs in the
ninth inning to lose the heartbreaker, 13-12.
With a 12-10 lead, one out and nobody on
base in the ninth, it looked as if Bowdoin was
going to move to 5-2. Then St. Joe's got a
baserunner, thanks to a Bowdoin error,which
was followed by a walk by pitcher Pat Ryan
'%. Afterthenext batter struck out, thevisitors
loaded the bases with a single. St. Joseph's
men cleared the bases with what turned out
to be the game-winning double.
Tim O'Sull ivan '95 (3hits)and DavidPalmer
'97 (2 hits) eachhad multiplehits forBowdoin,
while Chris Margraf '95 and Joe Gaffney '95
each had 2 RBIs.
Saturday morning, the team headed to
Medford, Massachusetts to play two games
against Tufts. The good news from the first
game was that the team got a solid pitching
performance from Jeff d'Entremont '96, who
allowed only four runs in the game. The bad
news is that the team's offense finally stalled
out and was only able to muster one run on
one hit. As a result, the first of two seven-
inning contests went to the Jumbos, 4-1
.
The second game started off on a more
positive note as the Polar Bears scored two
runs in the top of the first. They would have
had a third, as well, had CSullivan not been
called out on a controversial call at the plate.
The umpires squeezed Bowdoin pitching all
day, and the call at the plate was just one of
several instances in which the Bears were
frustrated with the officiating. After the first,
theywereagain flustered by the Tuftspitching
staff and could get only one more hit the rest
of they way. In the third, the home team
scored eight times and never looked back,
running away with a 15-2 victory.
The three losses dropped the baseball team
to an overall record of 4-5 on the season.
Weatherpermitting, theteam plays fivetimes
in the next week. The Bears start out today at
arch-rivalColbyCollege. Saturday they travel
to Bangor to play a double-header with
Husson. Then nextTuesdayand Wednesday,
they have home contests against Southern
Maine and Westbrook, respectively.
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Men's lacrosse ends tough week:
By John Anderson
staff writer
Wednesday's game at Tufts marked the
end of another tough week for the men's
lacrosseteam, whoserecord drops to 1-4 The
Polar Bears lost both games this week. On
Saturday, Bowdoin losttoCormectkutCollege
11*6, while Wednesday's 11-8 defeat came at
the hands of the Jumhos
Conn College 11
Bowdoin
Last Saturday, the Polar Bears travelled to
Connecticut College for a game that would
prove to be another rough outing for the
men's team. The Camels took an early 2*0
lead in the first period, but behind the sewing
power of Judd Newkirk '97, the Polar Bears
ended the first period trailing only 3-2. Yet
early in the second period, the flood gates
opened forConnecticut- Pourgoals in the first
nine minutes left the PolarrWssrunrted and
trailingbyfive,and bothteams werescoreles*
for the remainder of the period.
Newkirk again opened the third period
wtth a man-up goal, off the assist from Brian
CroccolP. YettheCatnelsfintshed tfceperiod,
scoringHenmon*before itended. The fourth
Tufts
Bowdoin
goal just :47 into the game. Yet mis illusion
was quickly shattered, as thejumbos finished
off the period by scoring five goals.
The Bears began their comeback in the
second period, outscoring Tufts 2-1 behind
goals from co<apta in Justin Sehuetz '94 and,
onceagain,Newkirk.Thegamebeganhearing
up in the third as Newkirk and co-captain
Eric Haley '94 combined for three goals to
bring the Bears within two of the Jumbos as
the period ended.
Thecontestcamedown to the fourthperiod
tobe decided. Sehuetzopened the scoring off
an assistbyHuke. Sixm inutes later, Newkirk
tied thegame at eightashecutacross thegoal
and putagood shot past the Tufts goalie. The




game remained deadlocked for 45 more
seconds d& tensions on theJumbo squad ran
high. At one point the Jumbos became so
frustrated that a Tufts defenseman openly
insulted one of the Bowdoin players.
Yet the Jumbos soon regained their
e&k^k t^nyj s5w«£Mfc. Aft^-^^tfM^.
wmm
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Polar Bears rebound with four straight wins
Five alive: Donna
Strohmeyer '97 had five hits
and Kelsey Albanese '95
knocked in five as the







Afterstartingouttheseason 0-4, the softball
team (4-4) has bounced back to win four
games in a row against Husson and in-state
rivals Bates and Colby.
Dropping both ends of a doubleheader to
the University of Maine at Farmington last
Friday, the Bears saw their winless streak
extended to four consecutive games. The next
day, the team tried to put its early-season
troubles behind it against Bates. The Bears
finally found themselves in the win columrf
for the first time this year, dominating the
Bobcats (1-1) en route to a 5-2 victory.
Unlike in the first four games of the season,
the revived Bowdoin squad managed to be
the first team to put runs on the board. After
leading off the game with a single to
centerfield, second baseman Allie Walsh '97
advanced to third on a throwing error by the
pitcher, who could not handle the bunt
attempt by Kelsey Ziegler '95. This miscue
placed runners at first and third.
Up stepped Jenn Bowdoin '96, who at the
time led all starters with a batting average of
.409, hoping to get thegame offon a good note
and to continue her two-game hitting streak.
However, Bowdoin's ball did not roll much
mmm
Amy Aselton '94 makes a great stop at third
further than a few feet in front of the catcher,
surprising everybody and allowing Bowdoin
to reach first base. Ziegler advanced on the
play, loading the bases. Third baseman and
co-captain Amy Aselton '94 followed with an
infield hit, plating Walsh and giving the Bears
a lead they would never relinquish. Two
batters later, Camy Schuler '94 walked with
the bases still loaded, bringing home another
run, and Sam Coyne '96 singled in Aselton for
a 3-0 lead. The Bears added another run in the
second and one in the third to secure the
victory.
Donna Strohmeyer '97 pitched her first
complete game of the year, giving up two
earned runs on four hits.
Two days later, the Bears came back from a
base against Bates.
Ken Netzorg/Boiwtoin Orient
two-run deficit and won a thrilling game
against Colby (5-6), 3-2, at Pickard Field.
Having been one-hit until the bottom of the
fifth inning, the Bears finally got on the board
when first baseman Jen Fortin '96 singled to
right-center, scoring pinch runner Jen
Shannon '97. An inning later, with the score 2-
1 in favor of Colby, Jenn Bowdoin started
things off with a double to left. Bowdoin,who
leads the team with three doubles in the first
six games, scored two outs later, when DH
Kelsey Albanese '95 singled to left field. It
was Bowdoin who came through once again
for the Polar Bears with the bases loaded in
the bottom of the seventh. After a bunt single
and back-to-back walks, Bowdoin slapped a
single to center, driving in Walsh with the
winning run.
Erin Collins '96, who led the team at the
time with a 1.45 ERA, upped her record to 1-
2 by holding the White Mules to only one
earned run in seven complete innings.
Yesterday's Husson doubleheader
undoubtedlybrought the most exciting action
of this young season, as the Bears notched
two more inspirational victories and raised
moraleeven further. The Bea rs emerged from
two competitive, extra-inning games by
defeating the visitors 4-3 and 11-10.
The first game featured a pitching duel
between Strohmeyer and Husson starter
Trisha Mensch. Each team managed only one
run through the regulation seven innings.
The offense broke things open a bit in the
eighth, however, taking advantageofan extra-
inning regulation which places the lead-off
batter on second base to start the inning to
quicken theoutcome of the game. Husson got
to Strohmeyer in the top of the inning for two
runs, and with Mensch still throwing well,
the outcome looked pessimistic for the home
team.
The Bears did not fold, however, and scored
three times in the bottom of the inning to grab
the victory. With Ziegleron second, Bowdoin
walked and Aselton singled to left to load the
bases. Co-captain Angela Merryman '94
walked to plate the first run, and Schuler hit
a sacrifice fly to center, allowing the second
run to cross. Strohmeyer followed with a
ground ball to the shortstop, who was forced
to throw to the plate to keep the winning run
from scoring. Aselton scored under the tag,
however, to seal an impressive and
exhilarating win.
The second game was less of a pitching
masterpiece, featuringsome excitingoffensive
rallies and several lead changes. Husson
seemed well on its way to taking vengeance
as it jumped to a 7-2 lead after two innings.
Please see REBOUND, page 14.
Men's tennis seems poised to contendfor the NESCAC title
By Tracy Boulter
assistant sports editor
The Bowdoin men's tennis team continued
its winning ways last weekend, crushing
Colby Sawyer 8-1 and Clark 9-0 to improve
their record to 8-3-1 on the season. 'It was
good to give everyone a chance to play in
those matches," said head men's tennis coach
Dan Hammond. The depth of the Bowdoin
team was apparent during these matches as
#8 player Tim Killoran '96 picked up a win at
#1 singles againstColby-Sawyer, and thenew
doubles team of Chris Colclasure '95 and
Aaron Pratt '96 gave up only four games in
beating Clark's #3 doubles team.
The team's powerful lineup of first-years
and veteranshavecome together as Bowdoin
has rolled over its NESCAC competition. The
overall success of the team has been
highlighted by many outstanding individual
efforts.Hammondcommended first-yearPaul
Hindle, saying, "Hindle is a great player and
a classy kid. Even though hewon his match 6-
0, 6-0 against Colby-Sawyer, he didn't rub it
in. He had fun and made the kid feel special."
Hindle's doubles partner and fellow first-
year, Dave Pastel, has also played well,
compiling a 6-3 record at the #2 singles
position. Veteran Joe Grzymski '94 has
provided valuable leadership for the team
team found its focus, Colby had scored a 5-4
upset victory.
Reflecting on the loss, Hammond said, "It
was really disappointing. Colby came out
strong,andwedid notplaywithanyemotion."
"We have three NESCAC matches left, and
they are all important. Ifwe can regroup [after
the Colby loss], we will have a solid shot.
"
— Coach Dan Hammond
and is undefeated in singles and doubles
since coming back from South Carolina.
Confident in their play and riding a three-
match win streak, Bowdoin travelled upstate
lastTuesday todo battle with theWhiteMules
of Colby, a team traditionally not recognized
as ' a tennis powerhouse. The Bears,
anticipating an easy match, were surprised
by the inspired play of Colby. By the time the
Co-captainTom Davidson '94 agreed that the
team was outplayed, but added, "The Colby
match was an absolute joke. I don't think that
anyone on the team is disappointed by the
loss. We are shocked, but not angry. It was a
fluke." Davidson pointed to the unusual
format of the match as a reason for the loss.
"We decided to play singles first instead of
doubles, so the mentality was let's get mis
match over with and get out of here.'"
Unfortunately, this strategy backfired as
Colby pulled out close victories at #1, #3, and
#5 singles to even the score going into the
doublesmatches. Excitedby theirunexpected
singles success, the Colby players parlayed
their emotion into the clinching doubles
victories. "I looked down the courts during
my singlesmatch andsaw all theColbyplayers
yelling and screaming and pumping their
fists, and I knew we were in trouble,"
commented co-captain Mark Slusar '95.
Hammond believes that the three easy
matches prior to Colby, the tirednessofmany
team members, and the mistake of taking
Colby for granted all factored into the loss.
Though the defeat lowered the team's
standing in the NESCAC rankings, Bowdoin
still has a good shot at the title. "We have
three NESCAC matches left, and they are all
important. If we can regroup, we will have a
solid shot," said Hammond.
After a hard week of practice, the team has
regrouped and is ready for its most important
two weeks of the season. Bowdoin plays at
Please see TENNIS, page 14.
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Bias-Incident Group
condemns vandalism
By Paul C. Rohlfing
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR
Posters put up to publicize this year's
"Outweek" have been torn down and de-
faced over the last week and a half. In addi-
tion, three swastika drawings have been dis-
covered on campus since last Saturday night.
These events come at a time when Bowdoin
has been grappling with the issues of violence
and intolerance on its own campus, as well as
similar events that have occurred at other
college campuses.
Coming just weeks after the melee in front
of Kappa Delta Theta in which a College
Security officer was injured, and in the wake
of similar Anti-Semitic graffiti at both Colby
College and Bates College, these events have
left many students with a sense of shock over
the climate of fear, hate and violence they see
around them.
Members of Bowdoin's Bisexual-Gay and
Lesbian Alliance for Diversity put up posters
displaying information about "Outweek"
events on Tuesday, April 12. The next day,
most of these posters, which had been placed
on bulletin boards in dorms and in the
Moulton Union, had been ripped down or
destroyed.
Members of B-GLAD filed a report with
College Security and the College's Bias-Inci-
dent Group was also informed. B-GLAD
members also requested that Security send an
officer to their group's dance that Saturday
night. "We felt threatened by these hateful
acts," commented Sarah Heck '96, a B-GLAD
member.
On Thursday, April 14, a swastika was
discovered at 12:35 p.m. painted on the con-
crete retaining wall which surrounds the
Walker Art Building. The swastika was pho-
tographed for documentation and was re-
moved by Physical Plant personnel.
OnFriday, April 15, theBias-IncidentGroup
sent out a letter to the College Community
condemning the destruction of the B-GLAD
posters. "We deplore acts such as these that
are prejudiced or indifferent to the feelings of
others, and that a redesigned to silence them,"
stated the committee in its letter. The commit-
tee was not brought in to respond to the
swastika until the following Monday.
"We were pleased with the prompt reac-
tion of the committee in this letter," said
Heck, "but we wished that the letter had
addressed the issue of homophobia directly."
On Sunday, April 1 7 B-GLAD put up more
posters, some of which depicted men or
women embracing, in order to publicize up-
coming "Outweek" events and to force stu-
dents to face the issue of homosexuality.
Later that evening at 11:24 p.m., another
swastika was discovered in a phone booth on
the second floor of Coles Tower. Once again,
Security was informed and the swastika was
removed.
The following day it was discovered that
some of the new B-GLAD posters had been
destroyed or defaced with epithets. One stu-
dent was reported to the Administration, in
connection with a defaced poster in Winthrop
Hall. That student's name has been given to
the Sexual Assault Committee and to the
Dean's office for disciplinary action. The stu-
dent, a resident of Maine Hall, was not iden-
tified by Security.
On the night of Monday, April 18, mem-
bers of B-GLAD, members of Safe Space and
other concerned students wrote chalk mes-
sages on walkways all over the campus to
show solidarity in the face of these incidents,
and to send a message of "love and accep-
tance," said Heck. Many prospective students
wereon campus thisweek in connection with
a number of Admissions events. While some
students were offended by some of the post-
ers and the chalk messages, Heck defended
the actions of the group. "Chalking is a neces-
sary evil here at Bowdoin. People have to
realize that they have gay friends, gay room-
mates and gay fraternity brothers and sis-
ters." Usually, B-GLAD chalks messages on
campus walks during Parents' Weekend, but
Carey Jones/ Bowdoin Orient
Earth Week activities: Ethan Winter '95 and Andrew
Hartsig '95 distribute Earth Week information to a
group in front of the Chapel. Details on the report of the
Northern Forest Lands Council appear on page 3.
the group did not feel compelled to do so this
year.
On Tuesday, April 19, a third swastika was
discovered at 4:07 p.m. in a Coles Tower
elevator. Again the swastika was photo-
graphed and removed.
ThisMonday night theBias-IncidentGroup
met and decided to publish a letter condemn-
ing the swastikas in this week's Orient. The
swastikas were also reported to the Maine
State Attorney General's Office and to the
Anti-Defamation League.
On Tuesday, Dean Doug Ebeling held his
weekly meeting with the College's proctors.
During the meeting it was suggested that all
proctors organize some type of event on their
floor to raise awareness about the incidents
and the issues surrounding them. Many proc-
tors are planning discussions or other kinds
of presentations, as well as bulletin board
displays.
"You have to confront the situation," said
Fumio Sugihara '96, a proctor in Coleman
Hall. "By being prudent or shrugging this off
you allow the issues to fester." Sugihara plans
a discussion on his floor in the next week or
so. "What I am going to be searching for is
open discussion. I don't want to violate other
people's personal space, but I want people to
express themselves without having to be of-
fensive."
On Wednesday night the Bowdoin Jewish
Organization held an informal meeting and
invited two members of B-GLAD and Dean
Elizabeth Chadwick to attend. Chadwick in-
formed those present of the intended actions
of the College, stating that no campus-wide
forum had been planned. The Administra-
tion has no other plans, aside from the letter
from the Bias-Incident Group and the proctor
presentations. She cited the general uncer-
tainty over who or what is responsible for
these incidents as the reason for the
Administration's current prudence.
"There is such a thing as hate, but there is
also such a thing as stupid people doing
stupid things," said Chadwick.
She suggested that concerned students
Please see BIAS, page 3.
Capital Campaign to raise $110 million
By Emily Church
assistant news editor
When the Governing Boards convene in
May, they will approve the most ambitious
Capital Campaign that the College has ever
embarked upon. The Campaign, now ex-
pected to raise SI 10 million, is relying upon
17 individual gifts of $1 million, and will
bring much needed monetary relief in areas
from construction and renovation to financial
aid, faculty hirings and endowment expan-
sion.
Theplanning for theCampaign has been an
arduous three year process, but it is now in its
final stages The College has come up with a
breakdown of anticipated Campaign goals,
and discussion sessions have been held for
Governing Board members to allow for feed-
back. Bill Torrey, Vice President for Develop-
ment and Alumni Relations, is optimistic. "I
have discussed the Campaign goals with the
Boards, the Student Executive Board and Fac-
ulty, and I haven't heard much. It has been
planned well enough that people feel the
goals are realistic."
Once the Campaign is approved, a silent
phase will begin, lasting one-and-a -half years,
with the major solicitation of funds occurs
during this time. The College hopes to secure
gifts of $100,000 and above in order to meet
the $40 million mark that needs to be raised
before the Campaign officially goes public in
the Fall of 1995. A Campaign Steering Com-
mittee, including faculty members and possi-
bly students, is now being recruited. It is
being chaired J&y^Frederick G P Thorne '57.
The CommUtee will be integrally involved
with planning the fund raising. According to
Torrey, the gifts are already 10-2()°i. ahead of
last year, and Stan Druckenmiller's gift of SI 4
million will take care of one-half of the reno-
vations planned for science facilities.
The Campaign will solicit funds through
1997, but money will continue to come in
through 2002 because donors are given three
to five years to pay the pledge. This gives the
College a good deal of leeway in planning.
"Over the next 10 years things will evolve,"
Torrey said. The College will be involved in
short term financing, and the interest on the
endowment will also be used to pay off debts.
According to Kent Chabotar, Vice President
Please see CAMPAIGN, page 5.
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Beyond the Bowdoin Bubble...
I'd rather have a
free bottle infront of
me than a prefrontal
lobotomy.
-Tom Waits
Clinton calls for renewed NATO strikes.
In response to persistent Serbian attacks
throughout Bosnia, President Clinton has
appealed to the American public and
European allies to endorse his plan for a
significant expansion of NATO's military
role in the conflict. Clinton stated that the
United States has proposed three initiatives:
to respond to heavy-weapon fire around
the respective "safe areas" with NATO
attacks; to implement tighter sanctions on
Serbia through strict enforcement; and to
take further steps "to relieve suffering and
support the peace process," including an
increase in U.N. peacekeepers. On
Wednesday, Serb nationalist forcesbombed
refugee centers, the city hospital, and an
adjacent apartment building in the "safe
area" of Gorazde. Aid workers reported 44
dead and over 137 wounded. Indeed, the
city of Gorazde, which has been under
attack by Serbian forces since March 30, is
strategically located between the main road
linking Serbia with Serb-held territory in
southern Bosnia.
Former President Nixonremains in critical
condition after stroke.
Richard M. Nixon, President of the United
States from 1969 until his resignation in
1974, suffered a stroke on Monday which
left his vision blurred, his speech impaired,
and the right side of his body paralyzed.
Nixon's life is now threatened by swelling
ofhisbrain, which isa result of fluid leaking
from damaged arteries into cerebral tissue.
Swelling usually subsides within 96 hours,
after which time doctors are more able to
assess the extent of brain damage. Nixon
remains in intensive care. While doctors
hoped for some improvement in his
neurological condition, recovery is
uncertain. The former president is 81 years
old.
Inkatha Freedom Party ends vote boycott.
South Africa's Zulu dominated Inkatha
Freedom Party will participate in the
country's April 26-28 vote, its leader
Mangosuthu Buthelezi announced.
President F. W. de Klerk and African
National Congress leader Nelson Mandela
welcomed the change in position. The
move came as a result of a negotiated deal
which will grant constitutional recognition
to a Zulu kingship in part ofNatal province.
Inkatha's participation halted the country's
downward economic spiral, stabilizing the
Rand and boosting theJohannesburg Stock
Exchange. Hopes that the move would
also ease violence faded as at least five
people died and dozens were injured in a
Tuesday rift. The Inkatha Freedom Party
trails theANC considerably in polls. While
Inkatha participation has eased fears that a
post-election civil war would break out,
some worry that an election loss might
prompt Buthelezi to cry foul and incite
rebellion.
Hopes for settlement fade in Rwanda.
As the death toll climbed to over 30,000 at
the beginning of a third week of fighting in
Rwanda, the prospect of reaching an
agreement to form a new government and
end the violence was greatly diminished.
Bloody attacks by both Hutu troops and
members of the Tutsi dominated rebel
Rwanda Patriotic Front continued as 40
died and 170 were injured in a shelling at
Kigali's national stadium,where thousands
of displaced civilians had sought refuge.
The fighting has been sparked partly by
hard-line Hutu who do not approve of an
integrated Hutu-Tutsi government. The
Tutsi Rwanda Patriotic Front now seeks a
degree of political representation that far
exceedsits 15% ofthe country's population;
Hutus make up most of the remaining 85%.
As the fighting intensified the United
Nations Security Council was expected to
withdraw remaining members of a
peacekeeping force: one third have already
left. In addition to the dead, it is estimated
that 2 million Rwandans have been forced
to leave their homes.
-Compiled by Seth G. Jones and Josh Aronson
NONSEQIITUR BY
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This Week's Bowdoin Orient Trivia Question:
An Ode to Domino 's
JOHNNY, I HARDLY KNEW YE
While going the road to sweet Athy,
" Hurroo! hurroo!
While going to the road to sweet Athy,
Hurroo! hurroo!
While going to the road to sweet Athy,
A stick in my hand and a drop in my eye,
Atloleful damsel I heard cry:
"Och, Johnny, I hardly knew ye!
With drums and guns, and guns
and drums,
The enemy nearly slew ye;
My darling dear, you look so queer,
Och, Johnny, I hardly knew ye!
-Anonymous (but not by us!)
This week's contest is plain
and simple. And best of all,
we are allowing the liberty of
personal creativity to enter
the realm of the sacred
contest. <s(^$p
To win a large pizza and
two sodas, give us a call
(x3300) and give us a
dramatic reading of the
eloquent literaturepresented
to the left.
A panel of judges will rate
your recitation on thebasis of
emotion, humor, and
/ *Win a FREE Domino's Pizza
creativity.
Only students are eligible
for the contest and only one
entryperperson isallowable
.
All calls must be received by
5:00 p.m. Sunday. Please
don't forget to leave your
name and phone number.
Congratulations to
Herlande Rosemond '97 for
winning last week's contest.
The fountain in the
photograph was a gift
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Buchanan finds support at Bowdoin
By Benjamin S. Beach
STAFF WRITER
"Every element of American society is be-
ing ripped apart by the liberal media!," yells
Ned Leadley '97, a self-described political
"moderate," at his dorm room television. Mr.
Leadley was not among the forty-odd indi-
viduals who ventured to Dagget Lounge on
Tuesdaynight to hearAngela "Bay"Buchanan
deliver a lectureon what she calls "the culture
war," but he, like many other Bowdoin stu-
dents, might well have found solace in at least
one facet of her critical remarks.
Alice J. Belisle, President of the Bowdoin
College Republicans, who sponsored the lec-
ture, expressed her mild disappointment at
the size of the audience, which included no
professors and only one outspoken critic of
the speaker. Belisle was among others who
cited Buchanan's credentials and notoriety as
an expected attraction to students. Buchanan
is currentlyPresidentofThe American Cause,
a conservativeeducational and political orga-
nization. She has also served as chair for her
brother Pat Buchanan'scampaign in 1992 and
was appointed Treasurer of the United States
in 1981 by President Reagan.
The low attendance, however, may speak
to something larger which might please any
Bowdoin Republican. Buchanan noted after
her speech that conservatives at Bowdoin
were much more comfortable with their set-
ting than at other colleges. She described
Bowdoin as a "much more relaxed atmo-
sphere," where conservatives did not feel as
compelled to speak out against a perceived
"PC" majority. Belisle agreed, saying "I don't
think that a 'PC environment exists at
Bowdoin per se," but she did feel that a full
spectrum of views are not always presented.
Still, compared to other schools where she
receives teeming hoards of "stifled" conser-
vatives, Buchanan perceived a clear differ-
ence.
"I would say that Bowdoin is not a really
right wing school," commented Professor
Daniel Levine, chair of the history depart-
ment, "but it is not a center of activism in any
direction."
Activism during the sixties and the ensu-
ing results are exactly what Buchanan sees as
theenemy in the "culture war."She explained
that the breakdown of America began with
the War on Poverty. "Welfare took away
people's self respect," she stated, adding that
the children on welfare "have never known a
father." She declared the next destructive
event took place when "school prayer came
out." "Just look what's happened to schools
today," she fumed. "You cannot have a secu-
lar right and wrong." Lastly, she attributed
the legalization of abortion to the removal of
"respect for life," which she, in turn, attrib-
uted to the rising number of violent youth
crimes.
Where Buchanan's remarks struck a chord
among audience members, however, was in
her discussion of education. She expressed
her belief that American education fails to
produce the reverence that she felt for na-
tional and local heroes, because it focuses on
Buchanan claims that
the constituency which
is callingfor a return to
traditional values con-
stitutes, without ques-
tion, a majority of
Americans.
whatshecalled "mistakes." Shedescribed the
horror with which she received her young
son's question after school of "Why did
Jefferson and Washington have slaves?," re-
marking that "We are a great nation and they
are attempting to tear us down," instead of
"teaching them the greatness ofour founding
fathers."
This elicited a response. "Is it responsible to
noteducateAmericansaboutproblemsinthe
U.S.?" one student posed. Buchanan re-
sponded that we should "focus on the posi-
tive, because it is great." The "positive" ap-
pears to include "Shakespeare," but abso-
lutely does not include a "rainbow curricu-
lum." "In thiscountry," she stated adamantly,
"parents are opposed to teaching homosexu-
ality." In reference to this topic, she further
stated that "certain things are wrong," and
that "this nation is based on Judeo-Christian
values."
Buchanan's army in this "war" appears to
revolve around the apparently analogous
notion of "traditional values," which she later
clarified to mean "Western values," which
derive from "Western culture." In expanding
on the meaning of the latter term, she ex-
plained, quitewithout reservation, tha t "West-
em culture originates in Western Europe."
Her definition of culture focuses on Ameri-
can laws and government, but extends to





"art, language and religion." This despite the
fact that people of Western European descent
clearly do not constitute a majority of the
American population.
Yet, Buchanan claims that the constituency
which is calling for a return to "traditional
values" constitutes "without question, a ma-
jority of Americans." She describes her "cul-
ture war" army as "a Reagan coalition" of
"good, solid traditional value families," in-
cluding members of both political parties.
She later noted privately that "inner city"
blacks fall into this coalition, citing a black
woman who "helped" in the Buchanan home
and brought in a large degree of spirituality,
as well as the black school principal Bishop
Knox, who was fired for allowing prayer in
his school.
She may, in fact, have a valid case.
Four Bowdoin students emerged from the
lecture, filling the lively night air with their
thoughts. "Her emphasis on Judeo-Christian
values is irresponsible in a pluralistic soci-
ety," said one, his words hard-edged. His
thoughts are echoed, but one, a visible racial
minority, disagrees. He does not understand
his comrades' opposition to the speaker. He is
told "Don't you understand that people like
you will be squashed if people like her are in
power?" He does not.
A Bates graduate complains after the lec-
ture that he only received "the left end of the
spectrum" in college, a perspective which he
claims differs from that held by "ninety-five
percent of the work-force." He reiterates
Buchanan's point that the media and the uni-
versities in America are "overwhelmingly
liberal." But what about the remainder of
Americans?
"There is no question the American people
want school prayer introduced," states
Buchanan flatly, noting the eight local legisla-
tures in Mississippi that are allowing it.
Indeed, it appears that many Americans
have already embraced the call for "tradi-
tional values," which politicians like Pat
Buchanan and David Duke have used to rally
massive support in recent years. Professor
Levine noted that "in some ways we are far
more right wing than most Western Euro-
pean countries." He noted that those coun-
tries have, in some cases, had national health
care and welfare systems for a century.
Bowdoin students may reflect that conser-
vatism in their failure to attend Bay
Buchanan's lecture. Sowhile theNed Leadleys
at Bowdoin are brimming with frustration
over the "liberal" forces to which they are
daily subjected, the call for "Western values"
can expect to find acceptance in areas nor-





Last month, a report entitled "Finding
Common Ground: The Draft Recommen-
ds tions oftheNorthernForestLandsCoun-
cil" was released to the public. The report
presents an overview of the forces shaping
the forested regions ofNew York, Vermont,
New Hampshire and Maine, and goeson to
make 33 recommendations which address
these forces. The council examined taxes,
development, jobs, biodiversity, recreation,
funding, and a host of other issues in an
attempt to understand and eventually
change in the region.
The Northern Forest Lands Council
(NFLC) was created by Congress in 1990. It
has seventeen memberswho represent "for-
estlandowners,environmenta 1gmups, state
conservation agencies, and local communi-
ties." The Council attempted to find ways
to sustain both economic opportunity and
natural resources in the forests ofNew York
and New England.
The NFLC has been unable to move pro-
gressively but this can be explained in part
by the Council's pledge to maintain "tradi-
tional patterns of land ownership and use"
in the four-state area. While this may help
theCounciltorecommendagainstconsum-
ing the forests, it works to silence viable
alternatives to the destructive patterns at
work today in the northern forests.
For example, the Council suggests that
forest practices be examined objectively by
the states involved . I f theyare notadequate,
they should be changed. This only states
the obvious. The recommendation makes
no mention of alternative logging practices
.
It does not suggest that plants other than
trees might be used for paper production.
The useofherbicides isbrushedoverlightly
.
In short, the recommendations on forest
practices show none of the specificity that
the recommendation on tax policy show,
and for that reason, they have little sub-
stance. TheNFLC report fails short in other
areas. Mast noticeable among them are a
weak stanceon public land acquisitionand
a failure to underline the bottom-line im-
portance of ecological principles.
The NFLC wants to hear reactions from
the public, because the recommendations
may still be added toand changed. They are
having a series of public hearings and are
acceptingwritten comments untilMay 1 6th.
There is a copyof thereport in theESCenter
in Hatch Library. The NFLC has allowed
the public to have a voice, let's use it.
# WE AHE NOW KiNiING TO STUDENTS WHO APPRECIATE UUIET *
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Fraternity debate draws a crowd to Main Lounge
By Meg Sullivan
staff writer
On Tuesday night in Main Lounge, the
Bowdoin College Parliamentary Debate Team
presented its first public debate at Bowdoin.
The debaters and many of the 60 audience
members argued whether Bowdoin College
should abolish fraternities.
The debate opened with eight-minute intro-
ductory speeches supporting abolition by Dave
Occasio '97, Prime Minister, and Kate O'Neil
'96, Member of the Government. These were
followed by addresses against the proposal by
Cali Tran '97, Leader of the Opposition, and
Bill Samuels '97, Member of the Opposition.
However, the positions of the participants
were assigned, and did not necessarily reflect
their personal beliefs In keeping with British
parliamentary style, after statements were
made both hy the government and opposition,
members of the audience, or the House, had
the opportunity to make speeches opposing or
supporting the statement.
Although the positions of the debaters were
not voluntary, their arguments were signifi-
cant because they seemed to reflect the vary-
ing opinions concerning the presence of frater-
nities held by Bowdoin students. Because the
debate followed the parliamentary style, stu-
dents could voice their support ordisapproval
with points and argumentsby responding with
hisses, boos, cheers, and comments. Through-
out the debate, the students expressed their
feelings,and itseemed thatsupportwasequally
divided between both sides.
During the opening arguments, the govern-
ment side explained the merits of the abolition
of fraternities, arguments against the institu-
tion centered on fraternities as barriers which
inhibit the academic, residential, and social
life at the College. Occasio argued that histori-
cally, the fraternity system established a pat-
tern for discrimination, a tradition which con-
tinues today. O'Neil later contended that the
school should not feel obligated to keep the
fraternities themselves simply because they,
too, are a tradition. She explained "It's been
proven that we can change tradition," refer-
ring to the College's once being all-male and
all-white; she also demonstrated legal prece-
dent for the abolition of the fraternity system.
After financial concerns were raised, O'Neil
added that other colleges like Williams and
Colby had banned fraternitiesand were able to
co[5e with the situation financially.
Academically, Occasio argued that the
houses "look down upon individual thought"
and "stifle education" as a result of the hazing
process, and O'Neil explained that the frater-
nities "limit the diversity of people" by forcing
them to live in their respective houses. Occasio
also argued that the fraternities create "artifi-
cial rivalries" and instill fear on campus, be-
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as a separate entity form the College and there-
fore people go and feel they can do whatever
they choose there." She concluded her remarks
by explaining, "There are inherent flaws [in
the system] because members are not chosen
on the basis of character, but depending on
who your father was, what team you play on,
and what you look like."
In their speeches, the opposition argued
that the fraternities are an important and valu-
able tradition at Bowdoin,and that they should
remain because they provide most of the social
opportunities on campus. Fraternities, Tran
said, carry on the strong tradition at Bowdoin
and provide alumni with motivation todonate
money to their alma mater. Samuels argued
that "rich traditions stay, and poor traditions
go away—the fraternity tradition is rich, but
bigotry goes away."
Samuels also explained that "unless some-
one is in a fraternity, you can't comprehend
fully the idea of brotherhood or sisterhood."
He also added that fraternities actually help
the academic environment because members
can go to older brothers and sisters and ask
them advice about classes and majors. Fur-
thermore, he argued that if the fraternities
were taken away, it would make them stron-
ger because they function as a family; remov-
ing them from their house will not necessarily
disband them. He said that this feeling is espe-
cially important for first-years because "there
is a big group who will accept you; you feel a
lot more confidence."
Tran argued that the fraternities could not
create an intimidating social atmosphere be-
cause "individuals at Bowdoin decide them-
selves to join fraternities. . .we should give
them the right. If they don'twant to, they don't
have to." He alsoexplained that "fraternity life
is the social life on the Bowdoin campus," and
the fraternities provide students with a social
opportunity which the College does not have
uV financial resources to render.
While the statements were being argued,
the audience, which seemed equally divided
between supporters and opposers to fraterni-
ties, responded. The students were then given
the opportunity to make one minute speeches.
The issue of rape and sexual assault in fra-
ternities was addressed by the audience. Al-
though many passionately voiced concerns
with the occurrences of rapes in fraternity
houses, Jenna Burton, a former fraternity presi-
dent and co-director of Safe Space, responded
in saying, "Fraternities are not the cause of
rape, alcohol is."
Support for the government was voiced by
Gerry Digiusto who said that although "we all
have a right to associate with whoever we
want," fraternities actually eliminate some of
that opportunity by removing many students
form the campus social life by requiring mem-
bers to eat meals in the houses. DiGiusto's
comments earned him the door prize,
Nietzsche's Beyond Good and Evil, for the best
floor speech.
The audience voted and the resolution was
not approved. The mock measure to abolish
fraternities was defeated. The debate team's
goal for this debate was to make the debate
team a part ofcampus life. The team will travel
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Michael andJoanne long to share their
hearts and home with a child. Please
contact our attorney, Margaret Hall,
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exchange for Manhattan apartment
Call PrisdUa Stone, work: 2 1 2-66 1 -
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1095 letters of acceptance sent out by Admissions
By Josh Dorfman
contributor
Over the last several months the Bowdoin
College Office of Admissions has been re-
viewing several thousand applications for the
Class of 1998. On April 4th ( 3221 Regular
Admission letters went out to .eager high
school seniors. Of the 3651 applications re-
ceived this year, Dean of Admissions Richard
E. Steele and his staff were only able to offer
acceptances to 1095 students.
Dean Steele explained that his office
"hope[s] to be at430 enrolled students in mid-
May." He expects that at that time some ac-
cepted students will ask for permission to
postpone their education to travel, while oth-
ers will getoff the waiting listsatother schools.
In the end, the target is to have 415 enrolled
students for the Class of 1998. Also, Dean
Steele explained that "in contrast to the past
three years, we have been totally need blind"
in awarding financial aid up to this point.
However, it is not clear whether that will be
the case when using the Waiting List.
Dean Steele explained that over the past
"two consecutive years there has been a 9%
increase in applications." Thus, the Admis-
sions Office, literally inundated with applica-
tions, has had to work much more diligently
to read all of the students' material. Although
the staff had wanted to send out acceptances
on April 1st, the larger number of qualified
applicants greatly complicated matters and
necessitated a further review of accepted ap-
plicants.
When asked to characterize this class, Dean
Steele said that "they were very well quali-
fied," but that it would be difficult to classify
the Class of 1998. He went on to say that
"without a doubt it was one of the most inter-
esting groups that we have seen." Within the
group of accepted students. Dean Steele
pointed out that a greatnumber had travelled,
lived, or worked in foreign countries. Also, a
few, as high school students had already been
awarded research grants by various founda-
tions. Overall, 58%of the class ranks in the top
5% of their high school class and 83% rank in
the top 10% or better. Additionally, 65 were
rated by the music department as very quali-
fied musicians, 37 were rated by the art de-
partment as outstanding, and 14 rated in pho-
tography. The largest figure however, the 215
applicants rated by coaches. Thus, Dean Steele
is very pleased that not only are all of these
numbers up, but that the new class "certainly
has academic talent" as well as many diverse
interests.
In regard to the geographic makeup of the
Class of 1998, the accepted students come
from 47states, Washington D.C.,Guam, Puerto
Rico, and 21 countries. Dean Steele is very
proud that this group is "significantly more
diverse" and encompasses "a broader mix
than we have seen before." Additionally, Dean
Steele is "pleased with the progress" of diver-
sity and stated that "it is a primary target."
This is reflected in a 22% increase in admis-
sions of students of color. This year 32 accep-
tances were offered to African Americans, 106
Japanese, 47 Latinos, 8 Native Americans, and
4 to the new biracial category. All acceptance
figures increased this year, except that of Af-
rican Americans. Dean Steele believes that the
increase in diversity was encouraged by a
"greater number ofearly visits" by students to
Bowdoin. Also, the second round of Early
Decision helps students who live outside the
New England area.
Active marketing also led to the increase in
multicultural applications. During a three
week trip to Asia, Dean Steele along with
admissions representatives from several other
nationally recognized colleges and universi-
ties visited eight countries. Bowdoin received
applications from all of the countries that
were visited. Steele is "very pleased" with the
trip and was particularly impressed with the
"significant interest from Japan." A trip to
Europe also produced similar results. Thus,
Dean Steele was " a little surprised that a pilot
venture would produce results" so quickly.
Although letters went out almost twoweeks
ago, Dean Steele explained that there has still
been a great deal of work to do. For instance,
last weekend, April 14-17, the Admissions
Office sponsored The Bowdoin Experience.
This program, designed for students of color,
addressed social, athletic, and academic op-
portunities and issues that face minorities.
This is the first of three such yield events that
the Office of Admissions sponsors during the
time between acceptances and the date to
enroll. Dean Steele stated that these events are
the "next steps" in creating the Class of 1998
Bowdoin College Blood Drive
Wednesday, April 27, 1994
3:00 p.m. to 8:00 p.m.
In Sargent Gym
Call Jamie McKeown at 1-800-482-0743
to schedule an appointment or to get more info.
BIAS
Continued from page 1.
should take the next steps in taking or pro-
posing action to condemn these events and
prevent future incidents. Chadwick agreed to
pass along a student request for increased
Security on campus. Students at the meeting
also suggested tha t faculty members take time
in their classes to have discussions about the
pertinent issues. Chadwick suggested that
such a request to faculty members should
come from students and not from the Admin-
istration.
Chief of Security Donna Loring echoed the
need for in-class discussions in an interview
with the Orient yesterday, "If there was a
forum where these feelings could be brought
out it could help diffuse things. The best
possible forum would be in the classroom."
While Chadwick was cautious to avoid
linking the destruction of the B-GLAD post-
ers and the swastikas, others saw a clear
connection.
"It's all hate. Whether you call it anti-
Semitism, or homophobia or whatever," said
Heck.
"I hope that people look at this in the con-
textofourcampus climate," said Sharon Price
'94, the Coordinator of the Bowdoin Jewish
Organization. "I do not want this behavior to
be ignored or accepted here at Bowdoin."
"I think a lot of awareness has been raised
over the last two weeks [Sexual Assault
Awareness Week and Outweek]," said Steve
Blair '96. "We have to put faces behind these
issues. I have great faith in the majority of
people on this campus," he added.
"Just not defacing a poster or not drawing
a swastika does not exclude you from blame,"
said Matthew K. Bunt '97. "Unless you stand
up to becounted with thosewho opposewhat
is going on, you are part of the problem."
CAMPAIGN
Continued from page 1.
for Finance and Administration and Trea-
surer of the College, there will not be any
immediate budgetary relief. "There will be a
year or two before there is any return on the
investment [endowmentJ," Chabotar said.
"We will know that the money is coming,
and we may buy things knowing there will
be a cushion."
The funding priorities are heavily
weighted towards the endowment: 60% of
the $110 million will go towards expanding
the endowment, and 40% is slated for build-
ings and renovations. The academic priori-
ties are broken into four categories, includ-
ing construction in the sciences, library and
information technology, instructional and
special programs and arts facilities. Finan-
cial aid is also a priority, and $30 million of
the Campaign monies will go towards bring-
ing the College towards a need-blind admis-
sions policy
Construction of the biology building has
been paid for by Druckenmiller's gift, but
there are plans for the renovation of Searles
and Cleaveland Hall. TheCollegeownsprop-
erty on Orr's Island, and a coastal study
center with seminar space and hiking trails
will bedeveloped there. Torrey is enthusias-
tic about this project. "This will not be just
for science students," he said. "The students
will love it, clubs will be able to rent space,
and hopefully the Outing Club will be in-
volved in planning hiking trails."
Under the current goals, $4 million will go
towards upgrading the computer system
and the technology fund, $16 million to-
wards endowed faculty positions and $1
million towards a new writing program.
Torrey sees little deviation from these goals.
"It is important thatwe stick to our guns, " he
said. "We will continue with the goals, we
won't be diverted. ..it will have to be some-
thing very, very important to deviate." Al-
though donors will be able to give specifi-
cally, the College tries to solicit funds for
certain areas. "We have a well documented
and refined list of needs to share with
people," Torrey explained. "The most suc-
cessful campaigns are ones which priorities
and needs are well defined so donors feei
comfortable giving to what you need."
The College is depending heavily on indi-
vidual gifts. Approximately90%of the funds
are expected from such gifts, and Torrey
$4 million will go to-
wards upgrading the
computer system and the
technologyfund, $16
million towards endowed
faculty positions and $1
million towards a new
writing program.
sees less than 20% coming from foundations
and corporations. The College has also an-
nounced that it has matched the $750,000
National Science Foundation grant to reno-
vate Cleaveland Hall.
Richard Mersereau, Executive Assistant
to the President and Governing Boards, is
hoping that the Campaign will make
Bowdoin more competitive. "The name of
the game is to raise as much capital as pos-
sible. Bowdoin, relative to prime competi-
tion, is undercapitalized. We need to take a
bite out of that gap."
GOODWINC
Looking for a VOLVO or a
MAZDA?
New or Used
We also have 1 Certified Honda, Toyota
and Nissan Technician.
Call the dealer with 41 years ofexperience











Internship programs in: Law,
Medicine and Health Policy or
Public Service and Social Analysis
Session I — June 6-July 8
Session II — July ll-August 12
• Small classes taught by
Brandeis faculty
• Competitive tuition
• Easy access from Rtes.
128/95/90
• Free parking
Information, catalog and application:
Summer Program Office
Rabb School of Simmer,
Special, and Continuing Studies
Brandeis University
P.O. Box tl 10
Waltham. MA 022S4-9 I 10
(017) 730-3424 4^d>
FAX: (0 1 7) 730-3420 » * •
<*
*An open forum sponsored
by the Student Executive
Board will be held on
Monday, the 25th of April
at 8 p.m. in the Daggett
Lounge to discuss the
student-faculty ratio at
Bowdoin.
Opening remarks will be given by Robert
Edwards, President of the College, Jerry
Boothby, Assistant V.P. for Finance and
Administration and Director ofBudgets,
Charles Beitz, DeanforAcademic Affairs, &
Holt Hunter '96, Chair ofthe Student
Executive Board
All members of the Bowdoin Community are
encouraged to attend.
i
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Arts Entertainment
Dance department presents "The Big Show"
"and lifting first one leg, then the other. . . she laughed and stamped the ground a little harder and rose afew inches above the
pavement, pulling the others along with her, and before long not one ofthem was touching the ground, they were taking two steps
in place and one stepforward without touching the ground, yes. . . and theyfloated on, lifting first one leg, then the other.
"
- Milan Kundera
77k Book of Laughter and Forgetting
By Dawn DeMeo
CONTRIBUTOR
Activities in Pickard Theater this Friday
and Saturday at 8:00 p.m. should inspire you
to lift a foot or two and prance on over to
witness thecombined efforts of eight talented
choreographers and almost fifty energetic
Bowdoin dancers, as they present the 23rd
Annual Spring Dance Performance. "The Big
Show," as some are wont to call it, differs in
presentation from its predecessor, the infor-
mal Fall Showcase, which ran last December.
This weekend's show will be enhanced by a
professional lighting design, a dedicated stage
crew, and promises to feature more flannel
than any other dance performance here at
Bowdoin. The event is being sponsored by
the dance department, which held its first
performance 23 years ago when it was only a
dance group and held classes and rehearsals
in Daggett Lounge. As thedance program has
grown and developed, sohave its shows. This
spring's performance will certainly be evi-
dence of that fact.
Although program founder Professor June
Vail is away in Sweden this semester and will
be unable to attend the exhibition, the show
will teahirepiecescreated by twoofBowdoin 's
professional dancers/ teachers /choreogra-
phers and two dances that are outgrowths of
previous choreography classes. Paul Sarvis'
introductory modern dance class will per-
form "Nocturne," a dance in celebration of
sleepless nights (hence, some flannel) with
An unidentified Bowdoin dancer prepares for the spring show.
bhendan Kelley/ bowdoin unent
music by Ray Orbison and Tom Waits.
"They're just fantastic!" said Sarvis of his
dancers. "They really understand the spirit of
the piece, the class and the music. And some
of the best parts of that dance are the parts
they invented." Sarvis went on to comment
that many of the students in his class (made
senting a dance choreographed by Gwyneth
Jones, entitled, "Milky White Way," which is
a response to gospel and religious music.
The dance program has always encour-
aged diversity and this spring show is a pri-
mary example of the intriguing variety that
infuses every level of itspresentation. Among
up of first-years through seniors) have never the ten pieces to be shown are eight which
danced before and added, "It's exciting to see have been choreographed by the students,
them when they realize what it is like to be The works range from solos to large group
part of [their] first public performance." The pieces with 20-25 dancers; the music runs
intermediate modern dance class will be pre- from classical to technotronic and the atti-
tudes/subjects of the pieces can be "seduc-
tive, yet subtle" or more serious, like the
interpretation of a poem written by a young
girl who was a concentration camp victim.
The diversified performances are a reflection
of the various talents and perspectives of the
dancers involved. One group that has par-
ticularly added to these dimensions is
VAGUE.
VAGUE is a student-run dance group that
was born outof the Afro-Am in 1990, founded
by Vincent Jacks '91, and has continued to
serve as a resource for student dancers and
choreographers alike. Senior member,
Natasha Padilla, commented, "We have cer-
tainly moved up from a 'Very Ambitious
Group Under Experiment.'" But, as the
group's secretary, Aaron Morris '95, noted,
"We still need more men!" VAGUE is per-
forming two large group pieces, "The All-
Nighter" (more flannel) and "Cry To Me,"
choreographed by Aixa Kidd '94, and a
smaller group piece, "Don't You Want Me,"
designedby first-yearCarina Van Vliet. "What
I have always liked about VAGUE is that it
gives peoplewhohaveno experience in dance
the opportunity to do so and with others who
are at such different ability levels," said sopho-
more, Natasha Bissell. VAGUE is pleased to
note that they will be opening the show this
spring. In response to their location in the
program, co-founder and co-coordinator,
Romelia Leach '94 announced, "We have ar-
rived!"
Please see DANCE, page 8.
Arrest your development next Thursday
night with some original "life music"
Don't you dare wait Three
Years, Five Months and Two




Arrested Development, a self-proclaimed
culturally active group that focuses on the
Blackcommunity with a message thatnudges
them in thedirection offreedomand spiritual
evolution, will be performing at Bowdoin on
Thursday, April 28, at 8:00 pm in Morrell
Gym.
Speech, the writer and producer for the
group observes, "Too many Black youth have
taken on a destructive mentality. Sheer mate-
rialism, low self-esteem, individualism, a lack
of respect for elders and life in general have
plagued the 20th-century African in his/her
community." They portray awareness and
equality in their music. For instance, instead
of focusing on the "pimp/ho" approach to
male/ female relations, Speech writes
"Blackman, everytimeyou call your sister the
V word, you tighten the grip of oppression.
Ask the sister what she wants to hear: some
mess about her big booty or some sincere
words of interest?"
Self-defined as "20th century Africans,"
Arrested Development respects women and
promotes family values and "male responsi-
bility.'' Speech thinks of the group's work as
"cultural-southern-hip-hop-folk-ethnic-
funk," aka "life music."
The title of Arrested Development's debut
album, Three Years, Five Months and Two Days
in theLifeof..., refers to theamount of time that
passed between the formation of the group
and the signing of their recording agreement
with Chrysalis. With lyrics such as, 'Take me
to another place, take me to another land,
make me forget all that hurts me, let me
understand your plan," in "Tennessee," the
group's first single and video is an open letter
to God.
Not shying away from any brazen topics,
"People Everyday" is revamped dance hall-
reggae version of Sly Stone's "Everyday
People" that lays out the chilling details of a
confrontation between a "nigger and an Afri-
can." Arrested Development humanizes the
"bums" on America's streets in "Mr. Wendel,"
while "Mama's Always Onstage" tackles the
problem of black teen parenthood.
Based outside of Atlanta, the group con-
sists of Speech; Headliner, the group's oldest
member at 26; Aerie Taree ("Early Ta-Ree"),
Speech's cousin who raps, sings background
vocals and designs their clothing; Montsho
Eshe ("Ee-She"), thechoreographer;Rasa Don,
the newest member, who dances, sings and
plays percussion; and Baba Oje ("O.J."), their
spiritual adviser.
Outside of music, members continue to
reachout toAfrican Americans. Speech,along
with a college buddy, have a column entitled Sheba Turner
"20th Century African." A well-publicized The members of Arrested Development relax before bringing their "hip hop ethnic
Please see DEVELOPMENT, page 8. folk/funk" sound into Morrell Gym on Thursday.
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Alum donates print collection












to the Bowdoin Col-
lege Museum of Art
by David P. Becker





I've tried to add to
the museum's
strengths while also
filling some gaps in
theprintcollection,"






As a collector, I de-





A Mameluke of the Imperial Guard Defending a Wounded Trumpeter
from a Cossack, by Theodore Gericault
with the hope that future students would find
the same excitement, knowledge, and inspi-
ration that I found."
Becker's gift represents one-half of hisown
print collection and increases the Bowdoin
print collection, acquired over 183 years, by
ten percent, including what is now the earli-
est print in the Bowdoin collection, an anony-
mous German work titled The Martyrdom of
the Two Saints, created in 1471. Other high-
lights of the gift include a set of 50 etchings by
Jacques Callot titled The Caprices (Capricci
di varie figure); a set of ten lithographs titled
The Temptation of St. Anthony by Odilon
Redon; a lithograph byEdouard Manet (titled
Civil War; an etching titled The Schoolmaster
by Rembrandt van Rijn ; and 77 prints by
Honore" Daumier.
The gift also includes a rare lithograph by
Theodore Gericault titled A Mameluke of the
ImperialGuard Defending a Wounded Trum-
peter from a Cossack. Printed in 1818, just 22
years after lithographywas invented, it isone
of only 10 to 15 known impressions in the
world. The largest part of the gift are 19th
century French prints, but it also contains a
number of 17th century prints, 16th century
ornament partem designs and Dutch land-
scapes.
Becker wants students to be able to experi-
ence the prints first-hand—to feel what he
calls "the magic of holding the sheet in your
hands."
"Many of the prints are very, very small,"
he said . "The Rembrandt is only an inch byan
inch and a half. It's a whole different thing
when a student sees the original instead of a
greatly enlarged photograph or a slide pro-
jected on a screen and realizes its actual scale."
Becker has held various positions at insti-
tutions such as the Houghton Library at
Harvard University (1975-1980), the Depart-
ment of Prints and Photographs at the Metro-
politan Museum of Art in New York City
(1980-1981), the Department of Prints, Draw-
ings, and Photographs at the Museum ofFine
Arts in Boston (1982 to 1986) and the Fogg
Museum at Harvard (1987-1989).
DEVELOPMENT
Continued from page 7.
column that has receivednational attention,
"20th Century African'' addresses issues
similar to what they rap about.
Having broken into the music business,
Arrested Development describes their
progress as "the dawn of the dreads" mat
will continue to be a force in "this music
evolution thing."
Tickets are available at the M.U. Info Desk
and are only $11.50 with a Bowdoin W.
Other locations include the Activities Of-
ficesat Batesand Colby; Bull MooseRecords,
Brunswick and North Windham;
Strawberry's, South Portland;Play It Again,
Yarmouth; Record Connection, Waterville.
For more information call 725-3375.
COMING SOON:
• Mrs. Douhtfire -4/26
• A Perfect World - 5/4
Remains of the Day - 5/4
•Adriums I amil\ Values - 5/11
• The Piano - 5/25 and, for the more
discriminating, Krnest Rides Again on 4/27
Matt& Video
Dam's VENTURE
97 Maine Street. Brunswick 729-1125
Honors art presentation scheduled for Wednesday
By Elizabeth Dahm
CONTRIBUTOR
It may look interesting... but whatdoes it
mean? On April 26, 1 994, Elizabeth Dahm
'94 will give a speech at 4:05 p.m. in Beam
Classroom concerning her studio art hon-
ors project.
The project currently hanging on the
left- hand side of the Visual Arts Center
Rshbowl, is conceived as an envisioning of
Utopia. It contains work that describes the
language, philosophy and religion ofUto-
pia. In order to convey many the many
aspects of mis culture, the basis for some of
theseworks relies inpartonmaterial learned
from other disciplines including computer
science and mam.
In her speech, mat will be followed by a
question-and-answer period, Dahm will in-
vestigate some of the problems inherent to
completing an honors project and will de-
scribe the rationale behind her paintings.
She will also raise issues such as whether or
not art must contain a deeper meaning in
order to be considered relevant.
Chorus and concert
band perform on Sunday
By Amy E. Welch
ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT EDITOR
Sunday, April 24, appears to have been
designated as an unofficial "Day of Music."
First, at 3:00 p.m., the Bowdoin Chorus will
perform in the Chapel. Later, at 7:30 p.m.,
the Bowdoin Concert Band will present its
spring performance in Pickard Theater.
The chorus' program, entitled, "Mystical
and Miracle Music" includes pieces such as
"O Miraculous Wonder" by Vasily Titov,
"Valiant-for-Truth" and "Five Mystical
Songs" by Vaughn Williams and Sergei
Rachmaninoff's "Choral Concerto in G mi-
— «
nor.
The 65-member chorus, comprised of stu-
dents and community members, is directed
by Anthony Antolini, a specialist in Russian
Choral Music. Accompanying the chorus on
piano will be Debbie Ikeda '96, and Dan
Hershey is the featured soloist in "Five Mys-
tical Songs."
A repeat performance of this concert will
be presented on May 1, at the State Street
Church in Portland, 159 State Street, at 4:00
p.m. For more information, call 725-3347.
The Concert Band, under the direction of
John Morneau, will perform a widely varied
selection of music. Beginning with
Mendelssohn's "Overture in C," composed
when he was only 16, they will follow with
20th century pieces such as "Fantasia inG" by
Timothy Mahr, "Variations on a Shaker
Melody" byAaronCoplandand "Third Suite"
by Robert Jager. The concert concludes with





The concert band rehearses for your listening pleasure. Sheridan Kelley/ Bowdoin Orient
DANCE
Continued from page 7.
While spirits are nigh and toes are a-
tappin', many of the dancers are approach-
ing this show with a bittersweet feeling. As
Sarvis pointed out, "This particular group
of students, from Gwyneth's class and in
VAGUE, have been committed dancers for
four years and mat shows in the quality of
their performances." Twelve seniors are
performing in this show and all expressed
mixed emotions about participating in an
event that is a culmination of a semester of
hard work and their final, formal perfor-
mance at Bowdoin. "Shadows" will be
danced, on Saturday night only, by Kidd,
Calee Lucht '94 and Genevieve Thompson
'94. Kidd, who choreographed three pieces
for the show, said, "I will miss dance at
Bowdoin. I will miss Gwyneth Jones. She
has influenced my dancing style more than
any dance professor I have ever known."
Lucht created a dance in her choreography
class as a part of her honors project for
French on the contemporary French author
Marguerite Duras. Her piece, "Pas-De-
Duras," is an expression of words and mo-
tifs characteristic of such Duras novels as
"The Lover." It is encouraging to see the arts
becoming combined with academics and
considered a valid representation of ideas.
When asked to comment about the dance
portion of her honors project, Lucht re-
sponded, "I would like to quote Isadora
Duncanwho said, IfIcould say it, Iwouldn't
have to dance it.'"
GAIN VALUABLE EXPIERENCE
WHILE WORKING
Persons to work and care for children with disabilities and provide
care relief for families. Become a certified RESPITE CARE PRO-
VIDER (free training) through the American Red Cross and Bureau
of Children with Special Needs. Flexible work schedule.
Reimbursement commensurate with experience and level of train-
ing. There with be a training in Damariscotta from April 23 to May
24. For both trainings, classes will be held from 6:00 to 9:00 on
Tuesday and Thursday evenings and on three full Saturdays. Call
729-6779 for a registration and information packet.
wmm
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A & E Week in Preview
Friday, April 22
8:00 p.m. Coffeehouse: Earth Day
Coffeehouse, Main Lounge, Moulton
Union. Putt Smith, guitar and vocals.
8:00 p.m. Performance: Twenty-third
Annual Spring Performance by the
Bowdoin Dance Group. Pickard Theater,
Memorial Hall. Sponsored by the division
of dance and department of theater arts. See
related article.
9:00 p.m. Dance: Earth Day Video Dance.
Daggett Lounge, Wentworth Hall.
Sponsored by SUC.
9:00 p.m. Film: "The African Queen."
Sponsored by the Bowdoin Film/Video
Society.
Saturday, April 23
8:00 p.m. Performance: 23rd Annual Spring
Performance by the Bowdoin Dance Group.
See above.
9:00 p.m. Film: "White Hunter, Black
Heart." Sponsored by the Bowdoin Film/
Video Society.
9:00 p.m. Dance: Contra Dance, Daggett
Lounge, Wentworth Hall. Sponsoredby
SUC.
Sunday, April 24
3:00 p.m. Concert: "Mystical and Miracle
Music" performed by the Bowdoin Chorus.
Chapel. Sponsored by the department of
music. See related article.
7:30 p.m. Concert: Spring performance by
the Bowdoin Concert Band. Pickard
Theater, Memorial Hall. Sponsored by the
department of music. See related article.
7:30 Lecture: "Socialist Realism and
Architecture," by Milka Bliznakov,
professor of architecture and urban design.
Beam Classroom, VAC. Sponsored by the
department of Russian.
Tuesday, April 26
4:00 p.m. Lecture: "The Mutant Message,"
by Chouteau Chapin. Faculty Room,
Massachusetts Hall. Sponsored by the
department of religion.
6:00 p.m. Film: "Do the Right Thing." Smith
Auditorium, Sills Hall. Sponsored by the
department of film studies.
8:30 p.m. Film: "Aguirre, Wrath of God."
Smith Auditorium, Sills Hall. Sponsored by
the department of film studies.
Wednesday, April 27
3:00 p.m.-8:00 p.m. Blood Drive. Sargent
Gym. Sponsored by BACS (Bowdoin Active
in Community Service).
6:00 p.m. Film: "Aguirre, Wrath of God."
Smith Auditorium, Sills Hall. Sponsored by
the department of film studies.
7:00 p.m. FUm: "The Nasty Girl." Kresge
Auditorium, VAC. In German with English
subtitles. Sponsored by the department of
government.
7:30 p.m. Slides: "Art of Stalin Era-
Renewal of Interest." Beam Classroom,
VAC. Sponsored by the department of
Russian.



























at M.U. Information Desk, Activities Offices
at Bates and Colby Colleges; Bull Moose
Records, Brunswick and North Windham;
Strawberry's, South Portland; Play it Again,
Yarmouth, Record Connection, Waterville.
$16.50/public and $11.50/ Bowdoin I.D. For
more information, call 725-3375. Sponsored
by SUC. See related article.
APRIL
Campus Paperback Bestsellers
1. THE CLIENT, by John Gnsham (IslanoVDell. $6 99
)
Young boy is pnvy to a lawyer's deadly seciet
2. The Pelican Brief, by John Gnsham (Dell. $6 99 ) law student
finds hersett on the run from killers ol two Supreme Court justices
3. Schindter* Lift, by Thomas Keneally (Touchstone. $12 00
)
Nazi party member rescues Jews in Poland during WW II
4. Jedi Search, by Kevin J Anderson (Spectra/Bantam. $5 99
Part one ol the "Star Wars" saga
5. Winter Moon, by Dean Kooniz (Ballantjne. $6 99 ) Violence in
L. A and Montana leads to a confrontation with something unearthly
6. The Talisman ol Shannara, by Terry Brooks (Del Rey. $5 99
)
Conclusion to'The Hentage of Shannara" series
7. The Tao ol Pooh, by Beniamin Hotl (Penguin. $9 00
)
Taoism as seen through A A Milne s characters
8. The Te ol Piglet, by Beniamin Hofl (Penguin $10 00)
Aspects of Taoist philosophy through the eyes ol pioJet
9. The Way Thing* Ought To Be. by Rush bmbaugh
(PocKet Star. $6 50 ) Controversial issues that s Limbaugh territory
10. Young Men and Fire, by Norman Maclean (University ol Chicago.
$10 95 ) Story ct the catastrophic Montana lores! fire m 1949
w& Recommended
La Maravilla, by Alfiedo Vea. Jr. (Plume. $9 95 )
Largely autobiographical tale of lite in a squatter s community in the
desert outside Phoenix in the 1 950s
Living Out Loud, by Anna Quindlen (Fawcett. $12 00 )
Collection of her columns integrating memories ol her childhood and
observations of adulthood
Did my Mama Like to Dance?, by Geeta Kothan Ed (Avon,
$10 00 ) Bittersweet and deeply moving stories about the most mys
tenous and complex ot relationships a mother and and her daughter
ASSOCUkTXMC* AMtMCAM PUailSHCRSMATIOHAi. ASSOCIA HON O* ClX-lXG* STQfltS
/
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Elections for 9 spots on the
1994-95 Student Executive
Board will held on Friday the
29th of April.
Petitions are available at the MU desk.
An openforumfor candidate speeches will
be held on Wednesday, the 27th ofApril in
Lancaster Lounge.
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By Sheridan Kelley and Matthew Brown
Do you consider Bowdoin a "Green Campus?"
Background: In celebration of Earth Day, we have asked students to comment upon whether or
not Bowdoin is an environmentally sound campus that promotes, among other things, recycling
conservation and reduction of waste. Correction from last week: Over the nextfive years, there will
be seven, notfour, newfaculty added to the staff. Sorry, I was counting in dog years.
IAN STEWART 96
Seattle, Washington
The trees are, the grass is, but we've got
a long way to go.
GARY MEYERS '96
Helena, Montana
Yes, of course. And we have oranges,
purples, mauves and reds here, too.
ANDREW MORGENS '94
Atlanta,Georgia
Bowdoin seems to be concerned, but I
can't think of too many who would be
willing to take a stand.
DAVID OCASIO 97
Miami Beach, Florida
Well, I guess so. It's not easy being green.
THE BEAR
La Maison du Nord
The question should be, does green exist in the
external world or is it merely a projection ofour
own internal consciousness?How do I know




No. ..I consider it a shitty campus.
A BriefHistory of Earth Day By Ian Stewart
Although it is obvious that the roots of environmentalism go back almost as far as modern history, the first Earth Day held
on April 22nd, 1970, which was celebrated by more than 20 million Americans all over the country, has been considered
the official beginning of the modern environmental movement. In the eyes of one of its chief organizers, Gayloird Nelson,
the U.S. senator fromWisconsin, Earth Day was the first major attemptby this nation toshow the Washingtonestablishment
that a movement concerned with the welfare of the environment did exist. By the late 1960's, human presence and
irresponsibility had begun to exhibit obvious effects upon the air and water quality, natural lands and wildlife of this
country. Americans were ready to speak out. People came out in all parts of the country to attend eco-fairs, "teach-ins/'
"trash-ins/' and in New York City, Fifth Avenue was even closed down. Since that time, Earth Day has increased in
popularity and played an important educational role.
In 1990, Earth Day turned twenty-years-old and called for a renewed spirit in the environmental movement, as well as
for an analysis of how far we have come. Earth Day has become a time when environmental organizations and interest
groups from all over America come together to reconsider the present state of our earth, and to plan for the future.
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Student Oj>
betters; to the Cditor
with sexual harassment
To the Editor,
It seems that the editors of the Orient have never heard the
old rhetorical adage, "Would you jump off a bridge just
because your friend would?" If they had, they wouldn't be
filling the paperwithsilly statistics such as "Amherst, Williams,
and Cornell all have Sexual Assault policies in excess of 20
pages" while "the Bowdoin Sexual Assault policy is five
pages in length, occasionally referring to the possibility of
sexual harassment," which supposedly shows the great
deficiency of our own sexual assault policy. By token of such
profound logic, if we could only add sixteen pages to our
policy, and perhaps a few more references to lascivious
catcalls and tasteless tongue wagging, we could then say to
this perfectlyP.C. trifecta, "Na, Na, a' Boo, Boo, we have more
pages than you." I mean, seriously, if Amherst had held an
Open Forum on the perils of cow tipping, some people at
Bowdoin would probably do the same.
Moreover, I have problems with the use of the word
"survival" with regard to the nebulous phrase "sexual
harassment." Thenotion of surviving connotes living through
something life threatening. Having someone pat your fanny,
however traumatizing this might be for the individual in
question, is certainly not life threatening. If indeed the term
"survivor" is used herein to specifically signify rape victims,
then this should be explicitly stated. Otherwise, this is yet
another case of employing inappropriate hyperbole to
emphasize one's otherwise tenuous argument.
Finally, I cannot fathom this great concern with sexual
harassment policies when there are so many more important
issues to worry about. Yes, there ARE more important issues
around than worrying about how "comfortable" a particular
individual, male or female, feels at a particular campus-wide.
There isa European Civil War,drugabuse, innercityviolence,
crime, unemployment, illiteracy, racism, anti-Semitism,AIDS,
insufficient health care, and a president in the midst of a major
scandal. We do not need to spend this much time and effort
focusing on increasing the number of pages in our sexual
harassment policy. If we want to spend our time seeking
parity with Amherst and Williams, why not decrease our
student: faculty ratio first. And speaking of ratios, we all hear
the same litany of questionable statistics: one in four women
are raped at college, there is a rape committed every six
minutes, etc. etc. I might not be a math major, but if so many
rapes supposedly go unreported, than how can one possibly
arrive at any kind of representative statistics.
Short of a written contract, we can never legislate what
happens between two people engaged in conjugal relations
within the privacy of their own bedroom. Our government
has already defined sexual assault and arrived at specific
punishments for these offenders. If someone has a problem
with the present law, then they should vote for someone who
wants to change it. Outside of that, one cannot legislate
romance. Relationships revolve around trust, not legal
contracts. No matter how many pages we add to our sexual
assault policy, we will never arrive at an infallible method of
preventing sexual assault. Those most likely tocommitsexual
assault, like those most likely to commit murder, are also the
people least likely to bedeterred by arcane codicils in a college
guidebook. In the end, consenting adults should be taught to
trust their own better judgment, not the preventive power of






We are writing on behalf of Safe Space in order to thank the
Bowdoin community for supporting Sexual Assault
Awareness Week.
Safe Space members dedicate extensive time and energy to
awareness raising, support for survivors, and prevention of
sexual assault at Bowdoin. This year, Safe Space ishonored to
be the recipient of an annual award, given by the Midcoast
Sexual Assault Support Center to a group which has
contributed to their success.
Thanks to unprecedented interest and participation by
members of thecommunity, each ofour events (three lectures,
a banner contest, and a candlelight vigil) were extremely
successful this year. Education on sexual violence is very
important, and we hope that the attention given to the issue
last week will continue to affect the Bowdoin community for
as long as possible.
Again, thank you to everyone who participated in Sexual
Assault Awareness Week; your concern means a great deal to





Coordinators of Safe Space.
Some of the ironies
To the Editor,
Some of the ironies that exist among us here at Bowdoin
College are fascinating. Unfortunately, like everyone else I
have too much work to discuss them at length. I would
however, like to take a minute to relate to the Bowdoin
community one such irony that has recently affected me
personally.
About a week ago ! returned to my room in Maine Hall
wherel am a proctoronly to find that someonehad vandalized
my door. My cork board, which contains pictures that 1 had
put on it, had been marked up with anti-gay slurs. The
statements "two fags," and "excuse me, four fags" were
written with arrows as if to say that the people in the pictures
(myself and my three best friends) are homosexuals.
Just yesterday I discovered a note left on my door from a
woman who will remain anonymous in this letter but, who I
am told, is one of the more active members of B-GLAD. In the
note she lectured me about the insensitive nature of the
statements on my door, and reprimanded me for having
written them there. She said I should be ashamed of these
statements not only because they are ignorant and insensitive
but because as a proctor I was promoting ignorance on my
floor. She then went on to tell me that she was going to inform
thedean about me and that if I should ever seek to be a proctor
again in the future, she would "campaign vigorously for my
dismissal." She has since contacted the dean and I was
compelled to explain the situation to him. The letter reads
To Mr. Sanchez,
I am writing in response to the graffiti on your door
which says "twofags" and "excuse me, fourfags." While you
may have thought these comment werefunny, they are in
actuality hate-filled words which condone and perpetuate bigotry
and violence against gays and lesbians on this campus. Part ofB-
GLAD's mission at Bowdoin is to provide a safe and supportive
environment on campus for gay and lesbian students to come out
and live openly. Your words have, however, made it impossible or
at least very difficult for any gay or lesbian who reads them to feel
comfortable with his/her sexuality. It is deeply disgraceful that
you, as a proctor, have chosen to promote such appalling hatred
on yourfloor. In fact, Ifully intend to contact Doug Ebling and
Ray Partridge today about what you have done. I am sure neither
one of them will appreciate it much. Also, if I ever learn that you
intend to become or are selected to be a proctor again, I will
campaign vigorouslyfor your dismissal, because this type of
unsensitivity which you have shown is completely unacceptable
for someone in your position.
Sincerely,
XXX
There are many aspects of this letter that are distressing.
The firstand mostobvious that comes to mind is that one must
certainly question the mentality and critical thinking skills of
XXX in mis matter. What motivation would I have to vandalize
my own door? Why would anyone, whether homosexual or
heterosexual, want to refer to both himself/herself and his/
her friends as "fags?" If any one can answer that one I would
appreciate them giving me a call. Secondly, how does one
arrive at the decision to write such a note when one is entirely
unfamiliar with the people and events that that note plans to
discuss? Theanswer is very simple. Such a person would have
to be ignorant, irrational, and immature. Its at this point that
one can see the irony. B-GLAD is a very active group on
campus. One of its most overt qualities is the interesting ways
in which it tries to expose the ignorance that people have
towards homosexuals. It is constantly trying to get people to
be open minded, rational, and receptive to Gay issues. Why
then is one of its staunchiest members embodying qualities
that are completely polar to those the organization claims to
endorse?
The fact that I have had to endure the insult of this letter and
the serious and false accusation that came with it, is not the
real issuehere. What is most distressing is thatXXX represents
a very important and active organization on this campus. If
the members of an organization behave in an ignorant and
hypocritical manner, then the integrity of that organization
and the values that it strives to uphold are put in jeopardy. B-
GLAD has created a stir in the past. Their approach which
seems to be "any publicity is good publicity," is questioned by
many peopleon campus. IfB-CLAD, and other organizations
like it, truly care about the issues that they address then they
should be more conscious of who is representing them. If
more attention is all that B-GLAD is interested in then that's
fine, the last member I met made quite a memorable first
impression. As for XXX herself, all I can say is-careful that you
don't become that which you abhor.
Sincerely,




"At Buchenwald, there was a big field, about fifty to a
hundred feet long. Atone place was a pile of bricks, in another
a pile of stones. About fifty men were divided, twenty-five on
this side, twenty-five on that. Twenty-five took the bricks and
moved them to the place of the stones. And the other twenty-
five took the stones to the bricks. All day long If you stopped
for a second, you got a beating. Every time you came back, you
had to report. 'Four injured and three dead.' In Auschwitz,
they made no secret that they were exterminating. The
crematonum was working all day and night All day you saw
the smoke and fire. I saw transports, people coming, Sunday.
Everybody had to go out from the barracks and they made a
selection, a check-up with a doctor. Anytime anyone had a
small scratch, they put down your number and the next day
the Kapo didn't let you out for work detail You went to the
oven." (Living Testimonies)
This is what the Nazi emblem of the swastika represents. It
is a hideous symbol which is a horrendous reminder of the
pain some of our ancestors had to endure. The fact is that this
could have happened to anyone. Although it is fact that when
the Nazi regime finally collapsed in defeat, between five and
six million Jews (approximately one-third of world Jewry)
had perished in the Holocaust, it is not a symbol which effects
only the Jewish population. A nearly equal number of non-
Jews were also murdered by the Nazis: over three million
Russian prisoners of war, the mentally ill, the Gypsies, the
Polish intelligentsia, political opponents and resisters,
homosexuals and others defined as "asocials," numerous
slave laborers in unlivable conditions, and countless victims
especially Russians, Poles, and Yugoslavs. These people died
helpless and abandoned, terrorized by fear. Can the person
(or group) that drew the symbols which live on to memorialize
these deaths actually consider themselves exempt from the
persecution if it were to arise in the United States? The fact is
that anti-seminitic speech is being heard all across college
campuses and you could be a victim just as easily as I could.
Is this theway you would like to die, simply becauseyou have
brown hair, or blond hair, or black hair?
What is simply a symbol to someone is the cause of great
fear and terror to someone else. The swastika has a meaning
and the meaning is personalized by many of us on this
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"The College exercises no control over the content of the
writings contained herein, and neither it, nor thefaculty,
assumesany responsibilityfor the viervs expressed herein."
Letter Policy
The Bowdoin Orient welcomes letters from all of our readers.
Letters must be received by 6 p.m. Tuesday to be published the
same week, and must include a phone number where the author
of the letter may be reached. All letters must be signed by the
onginal author (s) of the piece.
Letters should address the Editor, and not a particular
individual The Bowdoin Orient will not publish any letter the
Editors judge to be an attack on an individual's character or
personality.
The Bowdoin Orient is published weekly while classes are held
during Fall and Spring semesters by the students of Bowdoin
College, Brunswick, Maine
The policies of The Bowdoin Orient are determined by the
Bowdoin Publishing Company and the Editors. The weekly
editorials express the views of a majority of the Editors, and are
therefore published unsigned. Individual Editors are not
necessarily responsible for, or in agreement with, the policies and
editorials of the Bowdoin Orient.
The Bowdoin Orient reserves the right to edit any and all
articles and letters.
Address all correspondence to the Bowdoin Orient, 12
Cleaveland St., Brunswick, Maine, 04011. Our telephone number
is (207) 725 - 3300.
Edito
What are we afraid of?
In the final moments of the film My
Beautiful Laundrette, a work that explores
the homosexual love between a Pakistani
immigrantand a rebellious English youth,
the two protagonists are viciously beaten
by a gang of ruffians for their sexual
orientation. By flashing the image of the
two lovers, unconscious and bleeding in
the gutter, the directorexposes the societal
prejudicesand struggleshomosexuals are
forced to constantly endure. Many claim
that this fading picture is a sensationalized
"screen depiction" of the cruelty towards
homosexuals in society today.
Unfortunately, the extreme prejudice
displayed towards homosexuals in My
Beautiful Laundrettepoignantly reflects the
social atmosphere at Bowdoin. While it
may not be as visible, while the acts of
retribution may not be as fierce,
homophobia lurks among the halls of the
fraternities, the stairwells of the dorms
and pours its cruel stench into the offices
of the Administration.
What are we afraid of? After B-GLAD
posted signs to announce the events of
"Outweek," many were torn down while
others were peppered with anti-
homosexual slogans. While the Bias
Incident Committee met to discuss the
implications ofthebutchered signs, many
students walked to class, expressing both
shock and dissatisfactionwith the chalking
of the quad. Thetindeniable reality lying
at the root of these actions is homophobia.
In a harmless attempt to increase
awareness and interest, B-GLADwas met
with a vicious assault from the Bowdoin
community. What are we afraid of? As
seen in the work, Inside /Out , a collection
ofGay and Lesbian theories, it seems that
society is both scared and threatened by
public outpourings ofsexuality . The social
body denies that homosexuality is part of
its construction and attempts to push it
back into the proverbial closet.
Conforming to tradition means to engage
in heterosexual relationships in the dark
privacy of your own home. As seen with
the destruction of the signs last week, the
shattering of this traditional mode of
behavior in the public sphere is regarded
as a both a threat and an indecency to the
community. In any academic or social
setting, homophobia perpetuates an
atmosphere of fear in which gays and
lesbians are made to feel uncomfortable
about theirown sexuality. The simple fact
is,however, that the individualswho scoff
at the slogans inscribed in chalk are the
oneswho posses a fear of expressing their
own sexuality.
Why should it matter? The "ideal" college
community would be a community that
wouldn't have to chalk the quad in order
to draw attention to the fact that there are
gay and lesbian students. They would
simply be embraced as part of the social
body and not labeled, stigmatized or
punished for their sexual orientation. This
distinct form of prejudice tends to enlarge
an aspect of one person's character as
necessarily indicative oftheir entirebeing,
reducing a sensitive, passionate and
complex individual to a "gay" or a
"lesbian." Academia is founded on the
notion of exposing every facet of a certain
piece of literature, art or experiment . Why
then should it matter how an individual
expresses their sexual orientation when,
within themselves, multitudes are
contained?Why do somecondemn others
based on one aspect of their personality?
Modern homophobia parallels the 18th
century witch hunts: it is an irrational
societal fear that destroys the innocent for
possessing qualities and fears that are
inherent to their composition as a human
being. The prejudices, much like their
origins, reverberate into infinity.
Society would like to think that it has
madeprogress since the Inquisition, when,
during a three hundred year period, as
many as 9 million people were burned at
the stake for heresy.Today ,we understand,
analyze and classify the irrationality of
those fears, and yet we still hunt down
those who deviate from traditional forms
of sexuality. Have we made progress?
In Nazi Germany, millions of Jews were
put to death for their religious and ethnic
heritage. By practicing a lifestyle that they
believed in without infringing upon the
rights of others, they were condemned by
the Nazi party. Forced to flee or go into
hiding, the Jews lived in constant fear of
being discovered. The parallels between
the Nazi party and homophobics are
frightening similar. Many estimate that
10% of the population is gay or bisexual.
This simple statistic asserts theraw notion
that millions of people live their lives in
secrecy and constant fear; they fear they
will be shut out by their families, rejected
by their loved ones and fired from their
jobs.
Advocates ofhomophobia hope to keep
the closet door closed.






I step onto the bus. Bodies packed tight. Hot sun. Exhaust.
Looking around I see a sea of faces eyeing mine, that of the
only gringo on the bus. An inward smile. A silent question,
"How did I end up here?" Each day, I take the forty minute
bus ride home from the center of Santiago. Each day, the full
spectrum of Chilean life passes before me, starting with
wealthy businessmen and ending in the dangerous streets of
my barrio. Each day, I am made aware of the significance of
being here, of the uniqueness ofpassing my days in a different
culture rather than a crowded classroom.
I dig intomy pocketand find the cientodiez pesos for the fare,
hnnding the two coins ahead to be passed up to the driver. I
am in the back. My money returns as an orange and white
ticket, passed overhead on a progression of hands until it
reaches mine. I take it, slipping it intomy pocket then reaching
for the overhead bar aswe approach the end of the block. The
laws of physics seem to have a special affinity for crowded
buses, something apparently notcommon knowledgeamong
the drivers. Our bus, with more than sixty passengers packed
inside, makes the right angle turn while traveling at nearly
fifty miles per hour. Brakes and tires squeal. A crush of
bodies. Leaning.
We shoot down Santa Domingo, the driver slipping the bus
in and out of the flow of traffic. A liquid flow. A giving and
taking of space as waves of cars flood through narrow streets
with tight corners. The lights change and we move forward
through the intersection with Avenida Bandera. The white
office of the carabineros sits on one corner, a used American
clothes store on the other. This is always a busy crossing of
streets. A guard with a machine gun appears in the arched
doorway of the police station. Inside, stern faced officers are
quoting laws. Outside in the intersection, the traffic signals
are working, changing their colors as required. Like so many
things however, this isnotgood enough for the policta Officers
stand outamongst the cars, preferring the personalized power
of a white-gloved hand.
Avenida Brasil. Lined with small stores marketing mufflers,
brake lights, tires, seat belts, fuses and every other part
needed to make a car complete. Storefronts are crowded with
signs for Fiat or Honda. This is the import section. Salesmen
crowd the sidewalk, one arm clutching wiper blades, the
other gesturing firmly as they cry the virtues of their wares.
A row of palm trees set in grass-filled planters divides the
streetdown the middle. Grey splitbygreen. Teenage students
lean against the trees, smoking Lucky Strikes, watching the
traffic, watching me. ^Slick black hair, dark eyes, typical
uniforms of navy blue and white. The bus slows and comes
to a stop...traffic is backed up. The tight 19th century streets
ofSantiagowerenotmeant forthe rush ofmodern automobiles.
Our driver leans from his window and beckons to a man on
the corner. A burst of Spanish. The spectator flashes eight
fingers, indicating I suppose, thenumberof minutes since the
last bus. Our driver nods, tosses him a few pesos, and leans
back in his seat. Smoking.
The frame of the bus shudders, then jerks ahead as we begin
to pull onto Avenida O'Higgins. Cutting off small cars and
other buses, we accelerate down the eight lane road that flows
through the heart of Santiago. I elbow my way through the
narrow aisle and slip into a just-vacated seat. Sunglasses glare
in the light as the driver lifts his head and eyes me in his
mirror, "Blah blah blahflaco blah blah" 1 hear, the words lost in
thebackground ofhumming tires, horns, and brakes. I should
stand; there are people older than I crowded in the aisle. The
metal ceiling of the bus however, is less than six feet away
from the floor. I am six foot three from head to toe. I sit.
We fly down the street, our driver skillfully threading the
bus through knots of traffic and the forever present clouds of
black exhaust. Pop music blares from a speaker above his
head. The center park of the avenue races by outside my
window. On an island of day-old cut grass, small red flowers
are blooming. Green-leafed trees stand tall; shading with
their branches, lovers that occupy wooden benches.
We turn onto RepUWicfl. VivaAllende" is painted red across
a cement wall. A pool hall sits high above the right corner. At
night, fluorescent lights filter through the brightly painted
windows. Flat colors in a pale light. My friend Gonzalo
worked here for two years and has told me stories of la te night
fiestas, beer flowing freely while couples danced. I always
mean to stop and go inside.
Crowds blur outside the window as we speed by the ieria,
the open air market that operates streetside in this section of
town. The curb is crowded with old carts and wagons, some
drawn by horse, others by strong-muscled men. The wooden
crates of vegetables, the upturned faces, the cars, the streets,
all blurring together as we speed down this last straight
section of road. An older woman, accompanied by woven
shopping bags and two uniformed schoolgirls, places herself
next to the driver. The bus thunders to a halt. The doors fly
open and the woman, her parcels, and the school children are
gone. We leave them behind in the sun, on the flat grey of the
sidewalk.
Someone once asked me how I ended up in Santiago. "I got
off the bus" I told them. This was true. I had wearied of the
travel, ofwatching oneperson afteranotherdisembark without
ever knowing where I was going. I had wanted a place to
unpack, to stretch my legs after so much walking. My bus
from the north of the country had pulled into that huge,
bustling city and rather than transferring as planned... I
stepped off and walked away.
What if I hadn't changed my mind?
Where would I be?
Who would I be?
How many times might I lay awake dreaming of the places
I might have gone,wishing forwhat could have been, forwhat
might have been?
The world is full of chances not taken, of wishes unfulfilled
.
There is nothing sadder.
FOR THE CHILDREN




ofeverything, going up, .
up, as we all
go down
In the next century
or the one beyond that,
they say, /
are valleys, pastures,
we can meet there in peace
ifwe make it.
To climb these coming crests
one word to you, to





Woodsmoke by Sheridan Kelley
Earth Week 1994
"We lack strength because our roots are in the Earth, and our roots are also in
community and in our connectedness with each other. We've cut ourselves off from
that." - Susan Griffin
"There are two things we can do. One is to create alternatives, to experiment, to
create groups and organizations mat are like laboratories for trying new ways of
organizing ourselves... The other is to mount really powerful, sustained resistance
to the destruction." - Starhawk /
Changes
By Nicole Devarenne
Rob Hoar and I were friends in Matric, our last year of
school in South Africa. We met through a mutual friend,
Jane Kirby, who invited us both to her house one Saturday
afternoon I had been there about ten minutes when he
arrived. He vaulted over the security gate, and when I
turned and saw him for the first time, landing on the grass,
a look on his face as if the exhiliration of the movement had
taken him by surprise, he seemed graceful and a little
foolish at the same time, very much the schoolboy. Rob
immediately seemed like the sort of person who didn't take
anything seriously: the sort of person who would have
talked in prep and made his friends late for lessons, might
even have skipped school on occasion or smoked behind
the sports block
We talked on the telephone mostly, Rob and I, because
there wasn't much time left in the school year and Matric
exams were just beginning, and to be honest, I didn't want
to be making friends this close to the end. 1 knew I would be
leaving in two months, and 1 was practical about preparing
myself for going. 1 did not expect Rob to come into the future
with me, in much thesamewaytha 1 1 didnotexpectSouth Africa
tocome into the futurewith me. In the school log at theend ofthe
year 1 wrote: "Roedean has been an essential part of my South
African experience", as if I could have discarded it like that. And
Rob was just a goofy friend who hadn't been a friend very long.
AtBowdoin, ayearor soafterleavingSouthAfrica, Igot a letter
from him whichwasvery different from theothers. It frightened
me. There were no jokes in it No Rob jokesanyway . Only adul'
,
desperate jokes about Australian men and sheep, and then a
remark aboutthedeath tolland whiteSouth Africans having the
best security systems in the world. Rob's house had been
burglarized again, and therewas something a little prophetic in
that, as if the rise in the crime rate was indicative of some even
greater social disruption occurring. But Rob sounded as of he
would almost rather havedone without the security system.
Thatwas a tone I started tohear in his letters, the sad, helpless
tone ofsomeonewhohadcometoapointwherehewould rather
have been a victim than a member of a raceof perpetrators. It's a
positionnoperson will take explicitlyand aloud. But itwaseven
in his jokesnow, a sort of oldness, not exactly agebut something
that had nothing to do with the irresponsible schoolboy. He got
himself arrested for participating in demonstrations. It was the
only thinghe could beproud of.He came toAmerica once, and
told me stories about the South Africa I no longer knew. I felt as
ifsomeonehad suddenlybrough tmy worlds together.And then
hewas goneand things went back to normal
.
And men today Igot a letterfrom him again, the first in a long
time. He:says he's depressed and he needs to talk to someone So
he writesa letter to a friend overseas, a journalistic sort of letter
"Yesterday about 35peopledied inJHB,roughly more people
diem South Africa than in any other war zone (including Bosnia
—excludingAngola).About150 inthelast 12days! Thisnowever
is not the point, tragic as it is death is commonplace in South
Africa,and toSouthAfricans irrelevant. '6 peopledied last night,
and the Dow Jones dropped 10 points... blab; blab blab...' The
death toll is an indicator, nothing more than that
"





Springs, pools and gullies.
Arroyos, creeks, watersheds.
Pacific. Atlantic. Mediterranean.
Indian. Caribbean. Chins Sea.
(Lying. Dreaming on slmllow shores.)
Arctic. Antarctic. Baltic.
Mississippi. Atnazon. Columbia. Nile.
Thames. Sacramento. Snake (Undulant woman river.)
Seine. Rio Grande. Willamette. McKenzie. Ohio.
Hudson. Po. Rhine. Rhone.
Rain. After a lifetime of drought.
That finally cleanses the air.
The sootfrom our eyes.
The dingy windows of our western home.
The rooftops and branches.
The wings of birds.
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Baseball
Team splits a pair of20-run games against USM, Westbrook
By Todd Shaw
staff writer
After splitting a pair of close games over
the weekend, the Bowdoin baseball team went
one up, one down in a pair of mid-week
blowouts this past week. The 2-2 mark moved
the Bears' record to 6-7 on the season.
Last Friday, the Polar Bears travelled to
Waterville to play the rival White Mules of
Colby Bowdoin grabbed an early 1-0 lead
when first-year third baseman David Palmer
put a 1-1 pitch over the fence for a solo
homerun. Colby struck next, scoring three in
the fifth to take their first lead at 3-1. In the
next inning, however, the Colby pitchers
helped Bowdoin out by walking six batters
while the Bears also got two singles to score
five times and to regain the lead 6-3 That
score held as pitcher Jeff d'Entremont '96 (1-
2) shut out the Mules the rest of the way to
record his first win oftheyearand to lower his
team-leading ERA to 4.70.
Mark McCormick '96 also had an
outstanding game for Bowdoin as he went 3
for 3 with an RBI
On Saturday, the team made the trek up
Route 95 for a scheduled double-header
against Husson College. Mother Nature saw
to it that they only got one game in, however.
That seven-inning contest was a tight one.
After falling behind 4-2 after three innings,
the Polar Bears tied it up with single runs in
the fourth and fifth. But after the Braves took
back the advantage 5-4 with a sacrifice fly in
the bottom of the fifth, neither team could
muster up any more offense. Pat Ryan '96 (2-
3) pitched well as only three of Husson 's runs
wereeamed in the tough-luck, complete-game
5-4 loss
When the Huskies of the University of
Southern Maine came to Pickard Field on
Tuesday, the home team faced the daunting
challenge of having to do battle with a team
that won the Division III National
Championship two years ago. Unfortunately,
there was going to be no huge upset. The
Bears gave up 21 runs on 25 hits and 8 errors
as the visitors rolled to a 21-1 drubbing of the
Polar Bears.
Despite the rough outcome, McCormick
had yet another great day at the plate as he
went 3 for 4 with two singles and a double.
The team rapped up their action of the last
week by turning the tables aga inst Westbrook
College. Bowdoin scored in every inning
except the first as it ran away with the 21-5
victory to move its record to its current mark
of 6-7.
d'Entremont (2-2) pitched five scoreless
and hitless innings for the win, while Charlie
Gaffney '95, Joe Meehan '97 and Palmer each
had two of Bowdoin's 14 hits.
The Polar Bears play this afternoon at
Babson before returning home to play




Mark McCormick - .460
Chris Margraf - .448
Jeremy Gibson - 327
RBIs
Mark McCormick - 17
Jeremy Gibson - 12
Joe Meehan - 11
Stolen Bases
Mike Flaherty - 7
Chris Seeley - 5
Two tied at 4
MEN'S LAX
Continued from page 16.
won its first home game.
"We played very well in the first period—
that definitely made the difference, "said coach
Tom McCabe of Tuesday's game. In their
previous losses, the Bears seemed always to
be down early and having to play catch-up.
This Saturday, Middlebury comes to town
with lots of recent success in its wake. The
visitingPanthersshouldprovea real challenge
to the young Polar Bears. Says McCabe of the
upcoming challenge, "I think we can play
right with them." Players and fans alike will
hope he's right as the men head into a tough
game coming off a big win.
Women's lax slips to .500 with Wesleyan loss
By James Lazarus
staff writer
It was a rough Saturday in Connecticut for
the women's lacrosse team, which fell back to
.500 on the season with an 11-6 loss to
Wesleyan. Wesleyan (3-3) began the game
strong, scoring five straight goals against the
Bears (3-3) in the first quarter. Thereafter, the
two teams traded off goals, two at a time.
Maggie Mitchell '95 scored both of
Bowdoin's first half goals, with assists by
Nan Gorton '96 and Eliza Wilmerding '97.
Mitchell continues to have an impressive
season, leading the team with 1 7 goals. In the
second half, Gorton and Alison Titus '97 each
netted an unassisted goal, while Jane Kim '96
scored twice unassisted. All 11 of Wesleyan's
goals passed through the net unassisted.
Goaltender Sasha Ballen '96 had eleven saves
for the Bears.
Head coach Maureen Flaherty noted that
the Bears' earlier win against Williams (a first
for any of the players on this year's team) and
the close loss to a formidable Tufts (11-10)
may have contributed to the team's less-
inspired performanceagainst Wesleyan. "We
were notonehundred percent ready mentally
for the game at the beginning," she said. "It's
easier to get psyched for the big game. In this
league, absolutely anything can happen. I
give complete credit to Wesleyan."
The women's lacrosse team will have an
opportunity to redeem itself tomorrow and
move above .500 again, when the Bears face
Bates at 11:00 a.m. at Pickard Field. Coach
Flaherty saw Bates play recently and
commented, "They were crisp, clean, smart
and on attack." Bowdoin lost to Bates 11-10
last season in a close overtime match at Bates.
Coach Flaherty anticipates a close game
tomorrow, and remarked, "We hadsomegood
practices this week—we'll be ready." On
Tuesday, the Polar Bears will travel to Babson
College to take on the Beavers.
Men's track preparesfor the annual rivalries of State ofMaine meet
By Dan Sacco
staff writer
In a preview of tomorrow's BBC
championship, last Saturday the Polar Bears
fell to Colby 78-70 and crushed Bates College
by a 39-point margin. The somewhat down
mood after the race was only accentuated by
the horrendous weather which prevailed all
day. The down-pour let up rarely the whole
day and the wind was enough to slow times
by as much as 20 seconds. Although theoverall
effort only resulted in one win and one loss
SHOW YOUR TEAM SPIRIT!
Order customized collegiate caps for
your team or club today! Caps are 100%
cotton and designed to soften with age.











Number of caps_ x $13.00 ea. =
(24 minimum) Shipping + 6.00
Total
Please allow 4-6 weeks for delivery.
Mail along with check or money order to:
New England Athletics
Box 2577 Baxter Hall
Williamstown. MA 01267
or call (413) 597-6076 or information.
Offer expires 3/31/94.
split, several Bowdoin athletes had
outstanding performances.
Four of Bowdoin's most consistent athletes
continued in doing what they do best
—
winning that is Tri-captain Scott Dyer won
both the javelin (50.54m) and the shotput (42)
and came in second in the hammer throw
(160'7). Like Dyer, Blaine Maley '96, Hiram
Andrews '97 and James Johnson '97 won one
or moreof their respective events. Alsojoining
the ranks of the victorious this week was Ed
Poku '97, who won the triple jump with a
distance of 11.94m. Poku also placed in the
long jump, coming in fourth with a jump of
5.32m). Maley once again seemed to play the
field in the 1500m. Waiting in the wings, until
the last lap, Maley then charged to the front
and stormed through the final quarter to a
first-place finish. He won the event with a
time of 4:07.94, beating out Bates standout Pat
Sullivan. Andrews came away with a solo
victory in the high jump (6'4") after his tie for
first last week. He also placed fourth in the
triple jump (11.74m) and third in the long
jump (5. 55m). Andrews was joined by Nate
Chandler '97 in the high jump. Chandler
jumped to a third place finish with a height of
5'8". Johnson made a successful transition
from the 5000m to the 3000m steeplechase
this week as he came away with the victory.
Johnson was joined by PhU Sanchez '96, who
placed third in the event.
Even without Johnson at the helm, the
Bowdoin distance boys managed to rack up
the points in the 5000m. Pat Callahan '95,
Tom Eng '95 and Dan Sacco '96 ran to second-
(16:35), third- (16:37) and fourth- (16:45) place
finishes, respectively. Some of the regular
Bowdoin contributors continued performing
as usual, regardless of the pitiful conditions.
Pat Kane '96 finished fourth in the 400m in
52.64 seconds. Dyerwasjoined in thehammer
throw and javelin by Mike Tremblay '95 and
Bryn Upton '94. Tremblay and Upton had
fourth place finishes with throws of 119'9"
and 34.19m, respectively. Bowdoin also scored
two runners in the 1 10m high hurdles. John
Stuhlman '96 and Bob Dunn '95 finished
second and fourth, respectively, with times of
16.6 seconds and 17.9 seconds. Mike Johnson
'95 continued Bowdoin's scoring reign in the
triple jump, finishing second (11.93m) along
with Poku's first and Andrews' fourth. Senior
tri-captain Pete Nye scored in both the 100m
and 200m dashes, finishing fourth (:12.08)
and third (:23.62), respectively.
Tomorrow the men's track team heads back
to Colby to compete in the State of Maine
Championship, where they Bears hope to
avenge last week's loss.
Come and Volunteer at the
Special Olympics Track meet




There is a very important meeting to
train volunteers, the night before the
meet on April 25th at 7 p.m. in the
Monlton Union














Multiple hitters: B - McConnick 3, Palmer 2. C -
Dehsaw 3. Batteries: B - d'Entremont and Kelley. C -
Shaheen, Kidwell (6) and Rygalski. W - d'Entremont (1-
2). L - Shaheen (1-3). 2B: B - none. C - Rygalski. 3B: none.









Multiple hitters: B - none. H - McBride 2.
Batteries: B - Ryan and C Gaffney. H - Pete and Bean W
- Pete. L - Ryan (L 2-3). 2B: B - C Gaffney. H - McBride,
McQuaig. 3B: none. HR: B - none. H - Swift
April 19, 1994
at Brunswick, Maine
Southern Maine 264 220 131 -21 25 2
Bowdoin 000 000 100 - 1 7 8
Multiple hitters: U - Carpenter 4, Balzano 3,
DiMillo 3, Lariviere 3, Miner 3, Ackerman 2, Evans 2,
George 2, White 2. B - McConnick. Batteries: U - Devlin,
Sullivan (7), Lewis (8), Giroux (9) and Balzano. B-
Coggins, Jenkins (4), Chadderdon (7), Naspo (9), and C
Gaffney, Taylor (7). W - Devlin. L - Coggins (1-1). 2B: U -
Paradie. B - McConnick. 3B: U - Lariviere 2, Ackerman,




Westbrook 000 000 050 - 5 6 7
Bowdoin 033 241 53x - 21 14 3
Multiple hitters: W - Stone. B - C. Gaffney 2,
Meehan 2, Palmer 2. Batteries:W - Lodes, Lennon (6),
Webber (8) and Skahan. B - d'Entremont, Dempsey (6),
Palmer (7), Chadderdon (8), Ryan (9) and C Gaffney,
Kelley (6), Taylor (8). W - d'Entremont (2-2). L - Lodes.




Southern Maine 002 101 - 4 10 3
Bowdoin 501 000 x - 6 10 5
Multiple hitters: U - Bailey 3, McCobb 2. B -
Albanese 2, Walsh 2, Ziegler 2. Batteries: U - Kelly-
Tibbetts and Roukey. B - Strohmeyer and Schuler. W -





Bowdoin 3 2 2 1-8
Wesleyan 5 6 3 1 - 15
Goals: B - Newkirk 4, Schuetz 3, Small 1. W -
Buttles 4, Rutkowski 3, Roy 2, Brewster 1, Coleman 1,
Dohan 1, Gaylor 1, Sack 1, Stone 1. Contending: B -
White 20 saves. W - Narvaez 16 saves. Man-up
situations: Bowdoin 3 for 14. Wesleyan 7 for 8.
April 19, 1994
at Brunswick, Maine
Plymouth State 2 4 3 1 -10
Bowdoin 8 7 4 5 -24
Goals: P - Hawkes 3, Stone 3, Sullivan 3,
Armstrong 1. B - Newkirk 6, Bland 3, Huke 3, Rand 3,
Schuetz 3, Sheehy 2, Crocco 1, Fitzgerald 1, Flaska 1,
Wysor 1. Contending: P - Binder (9 saves, 19 goals
against, 45 minutes), Fichera (2 saves, 5 goals against, 15
minutes). B - White (9 saves, 9 goals against, 50
minutes). Hunt (1 save, 1 goal against, 10 minutes).











The Bowdoin men's tennis team dropped
an 8-1 decision to a tough Amherst squad last
Friday. Despite the lopsided final score, many
of the matches were closely contested as the
Polar Bears offered their nationally-ranked
opponents a challenge. First-year sensations
Paul Hindle and Dave Pastel highlighted the
team's solid effort with their 6-4, 6-7, 7-5
upset victory at #2 doubles. "We were a bit
downa fterlosing the second set in a tiebreaker,
but then we recovered our concentration and
played well in the final set," explained Hindle.
"The victorywas a real confidence builder for
us." According to head men's tennis coach
DanHammond/'ItwasahugewinforHindle
and Pastel. The first-years have carried this
team all season. We now need the leaders to
step it up."
The play of the first years has been
complemented by the steady play of veteran
JoeGrzymski '94. Grzymski continued to play
outstanding tennis, extending his opponent
to three sets before succumbing 6-3, 3-6, 6-3 at
#6 singles. "Joe is playing great," said
Hammond, "He is really making the most of
his senior year."
Co-captain Mark Slusar '95, recovering from
an illness, is rapidly regaining his usual
dominance at the #3 singles position. After
losing the first set 6-1, Slusar rebounded to
force his Amherst opponent into a tiebreaker.
If the first-years continue to carry the team,
and the leaders do their part as well, the team
has a good chance of placing well at the
NESCAC championships. "I think if we can
pull together, we can win the NESCAC
championships," said #1 player Mike Ghaly
'97. Coach Hammond believes that the team
is playing well, and that upcoming matches
against rivals Middlebury and Bates will help
keep their competitive fire at a high level.
"Amherst is the best team we have seen so
far, and we performed well against them. If
the leaders step up more than they have in the




Goals: B - Kim 2, Mitchell 2, Gorton, Titus. W -
Kearney 2, Shilepski 2, White 2, Beattie, Leighton, Geha,





Amherst 8, Bowdoin 1.
Singles
#1 - Gerstein (A) def. Ghaly 6-3, 6-1.
#2 - Jacobs (A) def. Pastel 6-3, 7-5.
#3 - Leng (A) def. Slusar 6-1, 7-6.
#4 - Hutchins (A) def. Hindle 6-0, 7-5.
#5 - Kimsky (A) def. Davidson 6-1, 6-4.
#6 - Hoffman (A) def. Grzymski 6-3, 3-6, 6-3.
Doubles
#1 - Leng/Hutchins (A) def. Ghaly/Slusar 6-0, 7-5.
#2 - Hindle/Pastel (B) def. Jacobs/Krinsky 6-4, 6-7, 7-5.
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Rotisserie baseball: Ah, the simple pleasures ofownership
The Game Considered
>y Derek Armstrong
In the late 1970s, a bunch of baseball fans
somewheredecided that theyweren't satisfied
with merely being Fans of the Game, and
discovered they needed a new dimension to
theirenjoymen t ofAmerica's favoritepa stime
.
Those more focused on a specific team found
they needed something to keep them
interested once their team had, inevitably,
fallen out of contention (Red Sox fans know
the feeling). Others simply liked the idea of
gambling on rookies coining up through the
farmsystem, old-timerspoisedforacomeback
year, and everyone else in between.
Hence, rotisserie baseball was bom.
Rotisserie baseball, otherwise known as
"fantasy baseball," refers to an imaginary
professional league once or twice removed
from real life,andcreatedbyaverageschmoes
like you and me. The way it works is that
anyone interested will act asgenefal manager/
ownerofa majorleaguebaseball team of their
own creation, comprised of actual major
league baseball players purchased in a pre-
season draft or auction. Each GM assembles
his or her team by filling a pre-determined
number of slots at each field position, while
not exceeding a -$260 funny-money salary
cap. From there on, each GM follows his or
herplayers' stats throughout the major league big money and where to sneak in a sleeper
season, deactivating one playerwho is cold bargain. TheGM then either revels in glee as
or injured, trading anotherwho boastsa short- $12 Jeff Kent hits eight homeruns in the first
lived prime, releasing a third who's ERA 13 games, or seethes in agony as $36 John
resembles the temperature in thedogdays of Wetteland limps onto the disabled list for at
August. All transactions aim toward least four weeks with a pulled hamstring,
improving the team's position in the And trades? What power to be able to say
standings, which are determined by four you can trade Barry Bonds! (Although you'd
hitting categories (batting average,homeruns, probably have to get Bobby Bonilla, Mark





are common, but not
necessary.
Isn't this a dream
come true for most
Sometimes, a would-be steal
becomes a has-been bustfaster
than you can say "Oops.
"
pitching staff for it
tobeworthit).No
GM tires of trade
talk. No GM tires
of throwing out
names as if they
were goods in the
ma rketplace,
baseball fans? For the fan whose mouth waters while hoping to finagle a major steal, a la
at the prospect ofFred McGriff, Barry Bonds Larry Anderson forjeff Bagwell (that actually
and David Justice in the meat of his order?
For the fan who loves Len Dykstra and loves
Ozzie Smith but can't figure out which team
to root for when the Phillies play the




somewhere along the line.
Consequently,however, everyonecomesinto
the whole process with unrealistic
expectations. When a trade finallydoesoccur,
are going towin it all and so figures he might it often ends up being Bill Chump for John
as well find some reason to root for them? Player-to-Be-Named-Later, forneitherowner
A person's imagination could run wild, wants to part with even the most uncertain
envisioning theways to organize the perfect potential talent for fear of getting BURNED,
team. Rotisserie baseball allows the GM to Everyseasoned rotisserieowner remembers
put his or her business savvy 'to the test by that painful day, which each has experienced
tackling the challenge of where to spend the at one pointor another, when he or she traded
the future batting champion for a guy who
proceeded toblow hisarm out fifteen minutes
after the deal had been consummated.
Sometimes, a would-be steal becomes a has-
been bust faster than you can say "Oops."
Last year, who would have thought that
Moises Alou would have gone for the dirt-
cheap price of Chris Hammond and Kevin
Roberson, a losing pitcher and a .220 power
hitter?Somehow, however, the baseball gods
saved the foolhardy GM who parted with
Alou by breaking Alou's leg just days after
the trade. In rotisserie, hindsight is still,
painfully, 20/20, while, as in real life, theguy
who seems to have screwed up laughs
nervously all the way to the bank.
But that's what makes the whole thing fun.
The uncertainty. The risk-taking. The
knowledge that if thisdeal doesn'tblow up in
your face, it will win you the championship.
There are softball leagues all around the
country for those who were never good
enough to play in the pros. But what about
thosewhowerenevergoodenough to manage
in the pros? Where do they go?
Now—across thecountryand since the late
1970s—there is an answer.
"Hi,myname isDerek Armstrong, general
manager of tine Battering StrongArms. I need
some speed and maybe a few saves. I've got
David Justice to offer in return.
"Shall we talk trade?"
.}




Team wins fifth Straight Bears explode in home opener
over Southern Maine, 6-4
Chalk up another W: The
softball team keeps its
season heading in the right
direction with a victory




The Bowdoin women's softball team (5-4)
has gelled. After opening up the season with
four consecutive losses, the Polar Bears
sparked a five-game winning streak on April
9 in its game against Bates. Over a week-and-
a-half later, in a home game against the
University ofSouthern Maine (2-1 2), the Bears
scored five runs in the first inning on the way
to their 6-4 win. When asked to contrast the
first four games of the season with the
following fiveACO-captain Camy Schuler '94
said, "All the games, even the losses have
Leigh Perry/ Bowdoin Orient
Jenn Bowdoin '96 beats the USM
baserunner to the bag.
been close. But our luck has changes and we
have started to come together."
The game, once again, belonged to first-
year standout Donna Strohmeyer. Pitching
the entire seven-inning game, Strohmeyer
yielded only two earned runs on ten hits.
With a 6-3 lead going into the top half of the
sixth inning, Bowdoin allowed one run to
score on a throw error and a single. Two outs
later, with runners on first and second and
USM threatening to close thegap, Strohmeyer
clamped down and forced the opponent's
cleanup hitter to pop out to first baseman AH
Kelly '95 in foul territory.
With the bleeding stopped, Strohmeyer
continued on to the last inning and slammed
the door on USM, marking their twelfth loss
of the season . Her battery ma te Schuler noted,
"Donna really shows a lot of confidence on
the mound and definitely knows how to
pitch." With the win, Strohmeyer increased
her overall record to 4-2 with an ERA of 3.41
.
Confident that Strohmeyer could hold her
opponents to a limited number of scoring
opportunities, thePolarBears'offense revved
itself into high gear at the start of the game.
Allie Walsh '97, the catalyst of the Bowdoin
lineup, started off the game with a single to
left. Following Walsh, Kelsey Ziegler '95, who
finished the day with a batting average of
.280, walked for only the second time all
season. Jenn Bowdoin '96, who raised her
average to .382and increased herhitting streak
to six games, loaded the bases with a single to
left.
Sensing an onslaught of runs, the USM
team successfully fielded two consecutive
groundballs, but was forced to opt for a
fielder's choice on each play, yielding two
runsbut recording onlyone out. With a chance
to get out of the inning with relatively little
damage, USM had to face Schuler, who has
been struggling thus far this season. Schuler
responded in the clutch by singling to left,
bringing home Bowdoin and reloading the
bases. The Bears continued to score as Schuler
rounded the bases after a single, a fielder's
choice, and a passed ball. With the score 4-0,
Jen Fortin '96 finished up the inning with a
base hit up the middle that brought home
Sam Coyne '96 for her fourth RBI of the year.
judd Newkirk -97 darts away from the Plymouth State defense. Carey J ™*/***"* '" 0~*





offense was just too powerful, scoring four
goals in the second half.
Tuesday's first home game was quite a
different story. Facing the 5-1 Plymouth State
team,everyBowdoin fanhad his orherdoubts.
Yet these were quickly erased as the Polar
Bears opened up a quick 6-0 lead in the first
period. Newkirk had three of these goals,
each off an assist from Zach Huke '97. Adam
The men's lacrosse team improved its Rand '95 and Schuetz added the other three.
record to 2-5 on Tuesday, handily defeating Plymouth scored a pair before the end of the
Plymouth State 24-10 in its firsthomegame of first, but so did the Bears, courtesy of Huke
the season. This important win for the Polar and Newkirk.
Bearscameaftera tough 15-8 losson Saturday The second period saw a host of Bowdoin
to Wesleyan. players put points on the board as the flood
The week began with disappointment for gates opened for the Polar Bears. Aside from
the Polar Bears as they travelled to the regulars, Brian Crocco '97, Nat Wysor '97
Middletown, Connecticut for Saturday's
game. Wesleyan took control of the game
early with four opening period goals. Co-
captain Justin Schuetz '94 and Judd Newkirk
'97 answered with one goal apiece to reduce
to the Polar Bear deficit to two, and both
teams scored one more goal before the period
expired. Wesleyan again opened the second
period with three quick goals. Schuetz
managed to get off two goals for the Bears,
only to see Wesleyan come back with two
more before the period ended.
The second half of the game seemed
strikingly familiar to pastgames for the Bears.
The team managed to put three goals in the
and T.J. Sheehy '96 each had one, while Rich
Bland '95 had two as the Polar Bear lead
jumped to 15-6.
The onslaught continued in thesecond half
as Sheehy, Newkirk, Huke and Schuetz each
had one goal. Plymouth counteredwith three,
but the Bears were still up by ten goals as the
third ended with the score 19-9. In the fourth
for Bowdoin, the bench again came up big
withTim Fitzgerald '97, Bland, andJan Flaska
'96 each netting goals. The game ended 24-10
in favor of the Polar Bears, and there was
much rejoicing as the men's lacrosse team
Please see MEN'S LAX, page 14.
Women's Track




again tested last Saturday, as the women's
track teams from these schools competed at
Colby College. It was a victorious day for the
Polar Bears as they defeated both teams en
route to a first-place finish.
Bowdoin was led by tri-captains Staci Bell
'95 andAmy Toth '95 Bell, whose skills in the
throwing events earned her a position at the
National Division DJ Indoor Track meet last
winter, captured firstplacein both thehammer
and shot put. Her throw in the hammer of
139.7 feetwas nine feet away from her closest
competitor and her score in the shot put (39.5
feet) was four feet ahead of the second place
finisher. Toth easily won the 100 meter dash
with a time of 13.90 seconds and the high
jump with a score of 5'1 ", and she tied for first
place in the 100 meter hurdles with a student
from Bates.
Janet Mulcahy '96, one of Bowdoin's
strongest runners, won the 5000 meter run
with a timeof 19:19. First-year Kristen Adams
not only displayed her talents as a runner but
also established herself as an athlete to be
watching in the future as she finished second
in the 5000 meter run, 30 seconds behind
Mulcahy. Sophomore Danielle Young, who
had been nursing an injured Achilles tendon
last winter, started her outdoor season with a
strong performance, finishing first in the 200
meter dash with a time of 28.13 seconds.
Bowdoin was alsodominant in the highjump
competition, as the Polar Bears took three of
the top five places. The 100 meter relay was
won by the Bears, whose relay time of 53.24
secondswas almost a complete second ahead
of second-place Bates.
The first-year students on the team were
one of the important forces driving the team.
In addition to Adams' second-place finish,
seven other first-year students placed in the
top five positions in theirevents. Alison Wade
took fourth in tile 5000 meter run, Nicole
Robillard earned fourth place by running the
1500 meter racewith a timeof5:17,and Andrea
Vogl snagged second place in the 100 meter
dash. Jennifer Hannon was fourth in the 400
meter dash, Jennifer Connor was the third
place finisher in the 400 meter hurdles, and
April Wernig's time of 1 1 :14 placed her third
in the 3000 meter run.
The women's track team will be in action
tomorrow, competing in the Aloha Relays
held here at Whittier Field. The first event
gets underway at 11:30 a.m.
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The Judiciary Board, working under the
current guidelines outlined in the Student
Handbook, has decided to publish a general
list of the past year's honor and social code
violations and sanctions. The decision was
made in response to increasing student con-
cern about the Board's activities and respon-
sibilities as a disciplinary system.
The report will be published each fall to
allow lag time over thesummerand diminish
the ability to match violations to certain stu-
dents. There will be no specific information
released about the cases themselves or those
involved.
"The report will include cases of the last
year in a very general sense," explained Ken
Drew '94, co-chair of the Judiciary Board.
"The format will be, for example, 'the J Board
has heard five honor code cases, sanctions
range from blank to blank.' It gives people a
good idea of the sanctions, without being too
specific."
In a number ofcourt cases in recent months
student journalists have sued their universi-
ties to release information on the proceedings
of their judiciary boards. These journalists
have questioned whether the private nature
of college disciplinary procedures is simply a
device to shield the institutions from bad
publicityand unequal treatment ofoffenders.
Prior to the spring 1993 revisions, the
College's policy contained no provisions for
publication of any Judiciary Board activities,
and as of yet the Board has not taken advan-
tage of the new statute. According to the
revised version ofthe StudentHandbook, the
Board now has the ability to "compile and
print aggregate data regarding cases in the
publications of its choice." The only stipula-
tions in publishing information is that no
specific individuals be mentioned
The publication of student disciplinary
records has sparked controversy on college
campuses around the country. According to a
recent article in the Chronicle ofHigher Educa-
tion, opening up all proceedings to public
inquiry "fails to consider ... that the nature
and purposes of disciplinary proceedings on
campus are quite different from those in the
criminal system. ... Campus disciplinary sys-
tems are intended to be educational, rather
than punitive, as the criminal justice system
is. Campus proceedings are intended to pro-
vide a means for accused students, except in
the most serious cases, to remain part of the
college community while they learn from
their mistakes." Colleges are required by law
to inform victimsofcrimesoncampus of their
right to pursue criminal action in addition to
on-campus procedures.
TheJ Board is intenton keeping its hearings
confidential, while also reassuring the stu-
dent body of the effectiveness of their activi-
ties.
The J Board's lack of communication with
the College community has been one of the
factors in the decision to begin publishing the
violations. The Student Executive Board has
played an integral role in the policy change.
"The Exec. Board, under Holt Hunter, initi-
ated the concern that people don't under-
stand the social and honor codes, or the re-
sponsibilitiesoftheJBoard," saidEllen Brown
'95, a member of the Executive Boardwho has
done research into the J Board. Drew believes
that much of the campus is out of touch with
the disciplinary system. "Everyone expects
you to know (about the J Board), but no one is
told," Drew said. "We need to be telling the
campus what we do as much as possible."
According to Dean of the College Elizabeth
Chadwick, the students do not trust the sys-
tem. "The students don't have confidence in
what is happening," Chadwick said. "People
are asking for reassurance as to what is going
on." Chadwick reiterated the importance that
Carey Jones/ Bowdoin Orient
When the sun comes out, so do the fans.
Stiff winds and cool temperatures didn't deter Bowdoin
lacrosse fans yesterday, who even dragged a couch to
the sidelines to enjoy the sun and the game. After over-
coming an early 0-1 deficit, the Polar Bears rolled over
Bates to score an easy 17-7 win. Story on page 15.
the campus not view the Judiciary Board as a
court system. "We are an educational institu-
tion," she said. "We educate people to be
responsible for their actions. People believe
we need a good system ofjudgement because
wehave higher expectations forour students.
The way we respond (to incidences of honor
and social code violations) has to be educa-
tional for all involved."
In order to avoid being viewed as a legal
system, the Board disregards precedent. Each
case is looked at independently, and the cir-
cumstances surrounding the violation are
considered when giving sanctions. This is
why violations are not published with the
subsequent sanctions. "Under different cir-
cumstances, mandatorypunishmentdoes not
work well," Dean Kenneth Lewallen ex-
plained. "There needs to be an educational
response to misconduct. Without the facts
people don't understand circumstances, and
the system is viewed as being unfair."
The greatest fear in publishing any of the
proceedings is that people's privacy will be
violated. "It is very important the cases be
keptconfidential/'Lewallan explained. "This
is a small campus, and violations can benailed
down to an individual."
Drew believes that one of the major ob-
stacles that the Judiciary Board faces is the
ignorance of incoming classes. "It seems as
though a lot of people don't understand the
honor and social codes," Drew said. "In most
cases when freshmen sign the book they
haven't read them [thecodes]." Nextyearthe
J Board hopes to work with the incoming
class through proctors because they are often
"used as resources" by first-years, according
to Drew. The Board also hopes to work more
closely with Security and the Administration
to effectively educate the student body about
the Board's responsibilities, and the expecta-
tions placed on students.
Theaterprogram may be restructured
By Nicole Devarenne
staff writer
Major changes in the theater arts depart-
ment, including a restructuring of funding
for Masque & Gown productions, new fac-
ulty hirings, and restrictions on Pickard The-
ater productions may make the future of pro-
ductions more uncertain, according to a re-
port released last week by the Theater Arts
Committee.
The report is being submitted to the Cur-
riculum and Educational Policy Committee,
and contains a number of recommendations
for alterations to the Theater Arts Program at
Bowdoin. If the recommendations are ac-
cepted they will go into effect in 1995.
The report attempts to redefine the mis-
sion of theater at Bowdoin, andmakes recom-
mendations concerning the fulfillment of that
mission. According to the report, the theater
division should "encourage a deeper under-
standing of the human condition, offer in-
sight into the values of a society and provide
an experiential learning opportunity for stu-
dents."
The report recommends that the theater
curriculum be expanded in order to accom-
plish this objective, but does not recommend
that a major in theater be offered at this time.
The department should begin to move to-
wards offering a minor, however, perhaps an
interdisciplinary minorwhich would include
courses in drama currently offered by the
classics, English and French departments.
The report suggests that without expan-
sion of the budget, the changes in the theater
curriculum can best be accomplished by
spending less moneyon production and more
on personnel. The position of the director of
theater would become a tenure-track posi-
tion. The money not spent on production
costswould go tohiring adjunct faculty mem-
bers to teach courses not currently available
in the theater department.
The reduction of funds for production
would result in a significant decrease in the
number of main stage productions put on by
the theaterdepartmentevery year. Mainstage
productions accommodate a larger degree of
student participation in production, but are
Please see THEATER ARTS, page 6.
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Men Lacrosse
Team wins fifth straight
over Southern Maine, 6-4
Chalk up another W: The
softball team keeps its
season heading in the right
direction with a victory




The Bowdoin women's softball team (5-4)
has gelled. After opening up the season with
four consecutive losses, the Polar Bears
sparked a five-game winning streak on April
9 in its game against Bates. Over a week-and-
a-half later, in a home game against the
University ofSouthern Maine(2-12), the Bears
scored five runs in the first inning on the way
to their 6-4 win. When asked to contrast the
first four games of the season with the
following five, co-captain Camy Schuler '94
said, "All the games, even the losses have
.•<> .,
Leigh Perry/ Bowdoin Orient
Jenn Bowdoin '96 beats the USM
baserunner to the bag.
been close. But our luck has changes and we
have started to come together."
The game, once again, belonged to first-
year standout Donna Strohmeyer. Pitching
the entire seven-inning game, Strohmeyer
yielded only two earned runs on ten hits.
With a 6-3 lead going into the top half of the
sixth inning, Bowdoin allowed one run to
score on a throw error and a single. Two outs
later, with runners on first and second and
USM threatening to close the gap, Strohmeyer
clamped down and forced the opponent's
cleanup hitter to pop out to first baseman Ali
Kelly '95 in foul territory.
With the bleeding stopped, Strohmeyer
continued on to the last inning and slammed
the door on USM, marking their twelfth loss
of the season . Her ba ttery mate Schuler noted,
"Donna really shows a lot of confidence on
the mound and definitely knows how to
pitch." With the win, Strohmeyer increased
her overall record to 4-2 with an ERA of 3.41
.
Confident that Strohmeyer could hold her
opponents to a limited number of scoring
opportunities, the Polar Bears'offense revved
itself into high gear at the start of the game.
Allie Walsh '97, the catalyst of the Bowdoin
lineup, started off the game with a single to
left. Following Walsh, Kelsey Ziegler '95, who
finished the day with a batting average of
.280, walked for only the second time all
season Jenn Bowdoin '96, who raised her
average to .382and increased herhitting streak
to six games, loaded the bases with a single to
left.
Sensing an onslaught of runs, the USM
team successfully fielded two consecutive
groundballs, but was forced to opt for a
fielder's choice on each play, yielding two
runs but recording onlyone out. With a chance
to get out of the inning with relatively little
damage, USM had to face Schuler, who has
been struggling thus far this season. Schuler
responded in the clutch by singling to left,
bringing home Bowdoin and reloading the
bases. The Bears continued to score as Schuler
rounded the bases after a single, a fielder's
choice, and a passed ball. With the score 4-0,
Jen Fortin '96 finished up the inning with a
base hit up the middle that brought home
Sam Coyne '96 for her fourth RBI of the year.
Bears explode in home opener
Judd Newkirk "97 darts away from the Plymouth State defense. °"9 1™**/*™*°™ °™<
; net, courtesy of Newkirk, but the Wesleyan
By John Anderson
staff writer
offense was just too powerful, scoring four
goals in the second half.
Tuesday's first home game was quite a
different story. Facing the 5-1 Plymouth State
team, everyBowdoin fanhad his orherdoubts.
Yet these were quickly erased as the Polar
Bears opened up a quick 6-0 lead in the first
period. Newkirk had three of these goals,
each off an assist from Zach Huke '97. Adam
The men's lacrosse team improved its Rand '95 and Schuetz added the other three.
record to 2-5 on Tuesday, handily defeating Plymouth scored a pair before the end of the
Plymouth State24-10in its firsthome game of first, but so did the Bears, courtesy of Huke
the season. This important win for the Polar and Newkirk.
Bearscame after a tough 15-8 lossonSaturday The second period saw a host of Bowdoin
to Wesleyan. players put points on the board as the flood
The week began with disappointment for gates opened for the Polar Bears. Aside from
the Polar Bears as they travelled to the regulars, Brian Crocco '97, Nat Wysor '97
Middletown, Connecticut for Saturday's and T.J. Sheehy '96 each had one, while Rich
game. Wesleyan took control of the game Bland '95 had two as the Polar Bear lead
early with four opening period goals. Co- jumped to 15-6.
captain Justin Schuetz '94 and Judd Newkirk The onslaughtcontinued in the second half
'97 answered with one goal apiece to reduce as Sheehy, Newkirk, Huke and Schuetz each
to the Polar Bear deficit to two, and both
teams scored one more goal before the period
expired. Wesleyan again opened the second
period with three quick goals. Schuetz
managed to get off two goals for the Bears,
only to see Wesleyan come back with two
more before the period ended.
The second half of the game seemed
strikingly familiar to pastgames for the Bears.
The team managed to put three goals in the
had one goal. Plymouth countered with three,
but the Bears were still up by ten goals as the
third ended with the score 19-9. In the fourth
for Bowdoin, the bench again came up big
withTim Fitzgerald '97, Bland, andJan Flaska
'96 each netting goals. The game ended 24-10
in favor of the Polar Bears, and there was
much rejoicing as the men's lacrosse team
Please see MEN'S LAX, page 14.
Women's Track




again tested last Saturday, as the women's
track teams from these schools competed at
Colby College It was a victorious day for the
Polar Bears as they defeated both teams en
route to a first-place finish.
Bowdoin was led by tri-captains Staci Bell
'95 andAmyToth '95 . Bell, whose skills in the
throwing events earned her a position at the
National Division III Indoor Track meet last
winter, captured firstplace in both thehammer
and shot put. Her throw in the hammer of
139.7 feetwas nine feet away from her closest
competitor and her score in the shot put (39.5
feet) was four feet ahead of the second place
finisher. Toth easily won the 100 meter dash
with a time of 13.90 seconds and the high
jump with a score of 5'1 ", and she tied for first
place in the 100 meter hurdles with a student
from Bates.
Janet Mulcahy '96, one of Bowdoin's
strongest runners, won the 5000 meter run
with a timeof 19:1 9. First-year Kristen Adams
not only displayed her talents as a runner but
also established herself as an athlete to be
watching in the future as she finished second
in the 5000 meter run, 30 seconds behind
Mulcahy. Sophomore Danielle Young, who
had been nursing an injured Achilles tendon
last winter, started her outdoor season with a
strong performance, finishing first in the 200
meter dash with a time of 28.13 seconds.
Bowdoin was alsodominant in the highjump
competition, as the Polar Bears took three of
the top five places. The 100 meter relay was
won by the Bears, whose relay time of 53.24
secondswas almost a complete second ahead
of second-place Bates.
The first-year students on the team were
one of the important forces driving the team.
In addition to Adams' second-place finish,
seven other first-year students placed in the
top five positions in theirevents. Alison Wade
took fourth in the 5000 meter run, Nicole
Robillard earned fourth place by running the
1500meter racewith a timeof5:17,and Andrea
Vogl snagged second place in the 100 meter
dash. Jennifer Harmon was fourth in the 400
meter dash, Jennifer Connor was the third
place finisher in the 400 meter hurdles, and
April Wemig's time of 1 1 :14 placed her third
in the 3000 meter run.
The women's track team will be in action
tomorrow, competing in the Aloha Relays
held here at Whittier Field. The first event
gets underway at 11:30 a.m.
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The Judiciary Board, working under the
current guidelines outlined in the Student
Handbook, has decided to publish a general
list of the past year's honor and social code
violations and sanctions. The decision was
made in response to increasing student con-
cern about the Board's activities and respon-
sibilities as a disciplinary system.
The report will be published each fall to
allow lag time over thesummerand diminish
the ability to match violations to certain stu-
dents. There will be no specific information
released about the cases themselves or those
involved.
"The report will include cases of the last
year in a very general sense," explained Ken
Drew 94, co-chair of the Judiciary Board.
'The format will be, for example, 'the J Board
has heard five honor code cases, sanctions
range from blank to blank.' It gives people a
good idea of the sanctions, without being too
specific."
In a number ofcourt cases in recent months
student journalists have sued their universi-
ties to release information on the proceedings
of their judiciary boards. These journalists
have questioned whether the private nature
of college disciplinary procedures is simply a
device to shield the institutions from bad
publicityand unequal treatment ofoffenders.
Prior to the spring 1993 revisions, the
College's policy contained no provisions for
publication of any Judiciary Board activities,
and as of yet the Board has not taken advan-
tage of the new statute. According to the
revised version of the StudentHandbook, the
Board now has the ability to "compile and
print aggregate data regarding cases in the
publications of its choice." The only stipula-
tions in publishing information is that no
specific individuals be mentioned.
The publication of student disciplinary
records has sparked controversy on college
campuses around the country. According to a
recent article in the Chronicle ofHigher Educa-
tion, opening up all proceedings to public
inquiry "fails fe LuiuiUgrmha^thje nature^
and purposes of disciplinary proceedings on
campus are quite different from those in the
criminal system. ... Campus disciplinary sys-
tems are intended to be educational, rather
than punitive, as the criminal justice system
is. Campus proceedings are intended to pro-
vide a means for accused students, except in
the most serious cases, to remain part of the
college community while they learn from
their mistakes." Colleges are required by law
to inform victims ofcrimeson campus of their
right to pursue criminal action in addition to
on-campus procedures.
The J Board is intenton keeping its hearings
confidential, while also reassuring the stu-
dent body of the effectiveness of their activi-
ties.
The J Board's lack of communication with
the College community has been one of the
factors in the decision to begin publishing the
violations. The Student Executive Board has
played an integral role in the policy change.
"The Exec. Board, under Holt Hunter, initi-
ated the concern that people don't under-
stand the social and honor codes, or the re-
sponsibilities oftheJ Board," saidEllen Brown
'95, a member of the Executive Board who has
done research into the J Board. Drew believes
that much of the campus is out of touch with
the disciplinary system. "Everyone expects
you toknow (about the J Board), but no one is
told," Drew said. "We need to be telling the
campus what we do as much as possible."
According to Dean of the College Elizabeth
Chadwick, the students do not trust the sys-
tem. "The students don't have confidence in
what is happening," Chadwick said. "People
are asking for reassurance as to what is going
on." Chadwick reiterated theimportance that
Stiff winds and cool temperatures didn't deter Bowdoin
lacrosse fans yesterday, who even dragged a couch to
the sidelines to enjoy the sun and the game. After over-
coming an early 0-1 deficit, the Polar Bears rolled over
Bates to score an easy 17-7 win. Story on page 15.
the campus not view the Judiciary Board as a
court system. "We are an educational institu-
tion," she said. "We educate people to be
responsible for their actions. People believe
weneed a good system ofjudgement because
wehave higher expectations for ou r students
.
The way we respond (to incidences of honor
and social code violations) has to be educa-
tional for all involved."
In order to avoid being viewed as a legal
system, the Board disregardsprecedent. Each
case is looked at independently, and the cir-
cumstances surrounding the violation are
considered when giving sanctions. This is
why violations are not published with the
subsequent sanctions. "Under different cir-
cumstances, mandatorypunishmentdoes not
work well," Dean Kenneth Lewallen ex-
plained. "There needs to be an educational
response to misconduct. Without the facts
people don't understand circumstances, and
the system is viewed as being unfair."
The greatest fear in publishing any of the
proceedings is that people's privacy will be
violated. "It is very important the cases be
keptconfidential,"Lewallanexplained."This
is a sma 11 campus, and violations can be nailed
down to an individual."
Drew believes that one of the major ob-
stacles that the Judiciary Board faces is the
ignorance of incoming classes. "It seems as
though a lot of people don't understand the
honor and social codes," Drew said. "In most
cases when freshmen sign the book they
haven't read them [the codes)."Next year the
J Board hopes to work with the incoming
class through proctors because they a re often
"used as resources" by first-years, according
to Drew. The Board also hopes to work more
closely with Security and the Administration
to effectively educate the student body about
the Board's responsibilities, and the expecta-
tions placed on students.
Theaterprogram may be restructured
By Nicole Devarenne
STAFF WRITER
Major changes in the theater arts depart-
ment, including a restructuring of funding
for Masque k. Gown productions, new fac-
ulty hirings, and restrictions on Pickard The-
ater productions may make the future of pro-
ductions more uncertain, according to a re-
port released last week by the Theater Arts
Committee.
The report is being submitted to the Cur-
riculum and Educational Policy Committee,
and contains a number of recommendations
for alterations to the Theater Arts Program at
Bowdoin. If the recommendations are ac-
cepted they will go into effect in 1995.
The report attempts to redefine the mis-
sion of theater at Bowdoin, and makes recom-
mendations concerning the fulfillment of that
mission. According to the report, the theater
division should "encourage a deeper under-
standing of the human condition, offer in-
sight into the values of a society and provide
an experiential learning opportunity for stu-
dents."
The report recommends that the theater
curriculum be expanded in order to accom-
plish this objective, but does not recommend
that a major in theater be offered at this time.
The department should begin to move to-
wards offering a minor, however, perhaps an
interdisciplinary minor which would include
courses in drama currently offered by the
classics, English and French departments.
The report suggests that without expan-
sion of the budget, the changes in the theater
curriculum can best be accomplished by
spending less moneyon production and more
on personnel. The position of the director of
theater would become a tenure-track posi-
tion. The money not spent on production
costswould go tohiring adjunct facultymem-
bers to teach courses not currently available
in the theater department.
The reduction of funds for production
would result in a significant decrease in the
number of main stage productions put on by
the theaterdepartment everyyear. Mainstage
productions accommodate a larger degree of
student participation in production, but are
Please see THEATER ARTS, page 6.
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Richard Nixon dead at 81.
Former President Richard Nixon died on Friday, April 22, of
complications from a stroke. In a moving eulogy at a
Wednesday funeral, Nixon's Secretary of State Henry
Kissinger praised the former President's determination,
leadership in foreign affairs, and devotion to family. Among
Nixon's accomplishments while in office were detente with
the Soviet Union, opening of relations to Communist China,
creation of the Environmental Protection Agency, adoption
of the Clean Water and Clean Air Acts, the initiation of a
Middle Fast peace process, and efforts to end US involvement
in the Vietnam War. President Clinton declared Wednesday
a day of national mourning. Nixon's operatives broke into
Democratic headquarters at the Watergate complex during
the 1972 election campaign. For his role in obstructing the
subsequent investigation, Nixon resigned. After his departure
fromoffice, he continued to play a role in international affairs
as a foreign policy strategist and informal presidential adviser.
Elections in South Africa.
Millions ofSouth Africans have mobbed 9,000 voting stations
over the last three days in the nation's first ever democratic
elections. With blacks finally able to vote, the last redoubt of
white political privilege on the African continent has
been eradicated. After casting his vote on Wednesday,
Nelson Mandela, believed to be South Africa's next
president, acknowledged that: "We have moved from an
era of pessimism, division, limited opportunity and
turmoil. We are starting a new era of hope, of
reconciliation, of nation-building." However, the
elections have certainly not signified an end to violence.
The South African police have announced the arrest of
31 white rightists suspected of killing 21 people in
recent bombing attacks. The major political parties
vying for control include (from Reuters):
•African National Congress: Led by Nelson Mandela,
the ANC was founded in 1912 as the South African
Native NationalCongress and is Africa'soldest liberation
movement. It favors free enterprise with some state
involvement in key sectors of the economy.
•National Party: The party created and institutionalized
apartheid and has ruled South Africa since 1948. Under
F.W. de Klerk, itnow presents itself as anon-racial party
with the experience to lead South Africa into the post-
apartheid.
•Pan Africanist Congress: Formed in 1959 by a
breakaway faction of the ANC. Police accused its guerrilla
wing of racially motivated attacks on whites. Led by
Clarence Makwetu, it wants land returned to dispossessed
blacks and greater state control of the economy.
•Democratic Party: Formed in 1989 from the Progressive
Federal Party (PFP), the Independent Party and the
National Democratic Movement. The DP has laid claim to
the PFP's anti-apartheid mantle. Led by Zach de Beer, the
largely white liberal group favors strong individual rights
and a free-market economy.
•Freedom Front: Formedby a former army chief, General
Constand Viljoen, who broke ranks with hard-line white
rightists boycotting the elections and demanding an
Afrikaner homeland. The Front also wants a white
homeland, but doesn't believe this can be achieved by
boycotting the election.
•Inkatha Freedom Party: Led by Mangosuthu G.
Buthelezi, Inkatha is the ANC's main power rival. Its
power base is among the Zulus, South Africa's biggest
tribal group. It is pro-business with federalist leanings.
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This Week's Bowdoin Orient Trivia Question:
He's on a roll!!
Sheridan Kelley/ Bowdoin Orient
"All finished.... Counting," exclaims Steven Francis '94
How many sheets of toilet paper
are there on a standard issue "Soft
Blend" Bowdoin College roll? This
was a question posed by one of our
Editors as we sat around late one
Thursday evening discussing the fact
that it seemed as if we had to bother
our RA's every other day, because
the rolls just don't last.
500 two-ply sheets is boasted on the
packaging, but we decided to send
our Chief Executive Bowdoin Orient
Consumer Protection Editor, Steven
Francis '94, tomakesure thatBowdoin
is getting its money's worth (The
budget is so tight these days). Much
to our surprise, Bowdoin is actually
getting more than its money's worth
by using Scott's "Soft Blend" toilet
tissue,because there are actuallymore
sheets per roll than advertised.
Be the first caller to guess the
number of sheets we found on our
roll of toilet paper (other rolls may
vary) to win a free large Domino's
pizzaand two sodas. Leave amessage
on our answering machine (x3300)
with your name, phone number, and
estimate. In the event that no one
guesses correctly, the student with
the closest guess will claim the prize.
Congratulations to Samantha
Kitzmiller for winning last week's
contest by giving her oh so clever
rendition of "Johnny, I Hardly Knew
Ye."
Win a FREE Domino's Pizza and Two Sodas*
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Commission on Violence seeks solutions and understanding
By Josh Dorfman
contributor
Since the week of April 10-14, the Student
Commission on Violence and Destructive
Behavior has been meeting with many differ-
ent campus constituencies to understand the
reasons behind the increase in student vio-
lence this year. The commission was formed
in response to an altercation between mem-
bers of the Kappa Delta Theta and Beta Sigma
houses on the morning of March 13.
This incident served as the climax in a cycle
of violence that has occurred at Bowdoin.
However, since the group's formation,
Bowdoin has experienced another wave of
intolerance and hatred. Posters publicizing
"Outweek" were defaced and torn down on
April 12, and April 17, and swastikas were
painted on the Walker Art Museum, and
etched in Coles Tower on April 14 and 17.
The concept of a committee on violence
was introduced to students in an April 4 letter
to students from Holt Hunter '96, Chair of the
Executive Board. It was his belief that "stu-
dents needed to address the issue of vio-
lence," not just the Administration. On April
7, a forum attended by students, faculty, and
administrators sought to deal with the factors
that have led to violence at Bowdoin.
The Executive Board voted unanimously
to establish the Commission on Violence and
Destructive Behavior. The group was to be
assembled for a four-week time period, inde-
pendent of the board, and would submit a
report of its findings to the Executive Board.
During the weekend of April 8-10, members
of the Board read over fifteen applications
and selected six students to run the commis-
sion. The group consists of a wide range of
students, including both independents and
fraternity members. Themembers of the com-
mission are Michael Sullivan '94, Christopher
Butler '94, Harold Silverman '95, Kersten
Stannard '95, Jennifer Clifford '96 and Emily
Church '97.
In its numerous meetings, the Commission
Studentfaculty ratio still causes
concern for much of the College
By Emily Church
assistant news editor
The strong turnout at the April 23
studentfaculty ratio forum was a clear indica-
tor ofwhere the Bowdoin community feels the
priorities of the College lie. The forum, spon-
sored by the Student Executive Board, was
attended by President Edwards, Dean of Aca-
demic Affairs Charles Beitz, Professor of En-
glish William Watterson and approximately
75 members of the College community.
After President Edwards opened the torum,
Holt Hunter '96, Chair of the Student Execu-
tive Board, voiced his concern as to what kind
of administrative priority is put on the
studentfaculty ratio. "The Student Executive
Board is disappointed and we do not support
the Administration's stand," he said. He cited
the lack of response to the petition that was
distributed to the Governing Boards in March
with 700 signatures of students and faculty
members. Hunter was adamant that the ratio,
"the heart of a liberal arts education," be kept
a top priority during the current Capital Cam-
paign.
Beitz began his remarks with a defense of
die College's ranking among 18 small liberal
arts colleges. He pointed out that many other
colleges' student:faculty ratios are skewed due
to the internal gaging because there is no stan-
dardized way to calculate the ratio. He added
that it is important "to keep the numbers in
perspective."
Watterson stressed that the
ratio is only one ofa num-
ber ofacademic indicators.
"We should dwell more on
what constitutes an unac-
ceptable/ large class.
Professor Watterson makes a point at the forum Monday night.
Carey Jones/ Bowdoin Orient
be," he stressed that "the average class size is
plus or minus 20 students, and the enrollment
in many classes is at 7 or 8. We pay [in the
introductory level classes] to have smaller
classes (at the more advanced levels]." Beitz
should dwell more on what constitutes an
unacceptably large class."
After the floor was opened for questions, a
number of students asked for clarifications on
points raised, and also made it evident that
alsoexplained that thenumberoffacultymem- they consider the studentfaculty a top prior-
bers in separate departments has a profound ity . One student asked about long-term plans,
effect on class size. "We are playing a lagging
game," he said. "We often don't see the evi-
dence of increases in certain areas. Even with
a low studentfaculty ratio, you can still have a
class size problem if there is a mismatch of
students and faculty."
In response to the 5% increase in faculty,
who makes the major decisions and where
studentopinion factors in. Edwards responded
that students sit on both the Budget Commit-
tee and the Strategic Planning Task Force,
"which addresses the more complicated prob-
lems including studentfaculty ratio and fi-
nancial aid." Edwards also stated that the
//
However, he did concede that the compari-
sons compiled by US News and World Report
use an American Association of University
Professors standardized formula. According
to Beitz, Bowdoin is "honest" in its calcula-
tions. "We count the number of faculty mem-
bers actually teaching classes, and the actual
numberofstudents enrol led atBowdoin," Beitz
explained. Using these statistics, the
srudentfacuity ratio at Bowdoin is 1 1 .6 or 1 1 .7
to 1, putting us in the bottom of the middle
one-third ofthe 18Colleges towhichBowdoin
compares itself.
When it comes to the introductory courses,
those courses that have enrollments up to 200
students, Beitz believes a trade-off must be
made. Although Beitz agrees mat classes such
as Biology 104 and Organic Chemistry are
"bigger than any classes at Bowdoin ought to
which does not parallel the 10% studentbody student:facultyratiowillcontinuetobe tracked,
expansion, Beitz explained that the current Professor Watterson commented that stu-
budget allows for a minimum of seven tenure dents need to look at the way they use the
track positions. "The ratio would go up by .4, resourcesoftheCollege. "Askyourselfwhether
and the average class size would increase by you are unhappy with the model (of educa-
less than one student. This increase is not tion]," he said. He pressed students to take
going to turn Bowdoin into Berkeley," he said
.
advantage of what they have, and to be more
Beitz is optimistic that more faculty mem- aggressive in the classroom environment,
bers will be hired in the future, but it is depen- The tone of the forum was well encapsu-
dent upon how much the College can afford, lated in the applauded statement of Gerry
"We will continue to take a hard look at [fund- DiCiusto '96, who demanded that the
ing for] institutional support," he said . "I don't
believe that the process is over yet. I think we
are likely to be successful, but nobody is fool-
ish enough to give guarantees."
Professor Watterson called for the College
to keep the expected increase in the
studentfaculty ratio in perspective "beyond
the vacillation of a few decimal points." He
stressed that the ratio is only one of a number
studentfaculty ratio be maintained or low-
ered, not allowed to increase incrementally.
"We are asking for a commitment from the
Administration that funds from the Capital
Campaign go towards studentfaculty ratio,"
he said.
President Edwards was clearly impressed
with the turnout, and the determination of the
student body to make student: faculty ratio a
of academic indicators, and although it is of priority. Hunter agreed. "I feel the forum had
great importance, "it is not alarming if the an impact on Dean Beitz and President
classes increase by one-half of a student ... we Edwards, " he said.
has met with Chief ofSecurity Donna Loring,
Director of the Moulton Union Bill Fruth,
President Edwards, the Deans and Professor
McEwen of the sociology department and has
also toured the new David Saul Smith Union.
The group has been focusing on not only
the incidents of student violence, but has
broadened the scope of its investigation to
include the changing dimension of social life,
the Greek system and the role of social tradi-
tions at Bowdoin. There is also thequestion of
whether student violence is increasing, or the
community perspective and outrage at vio-
lence is changing.
The committee is not seeking to blame any
one group or individual. Instead, they are
seeking to understand the underlying rea-
sons for these acts of violence, the changing
social dynamics, and to develop ways that the
entire Bowdoin College community can ad-
dress these needs. The main goals are to un-
derstand why frustration has shown itself in
the form of violence and hatred, present a
forum wheredialoguecanoccur, and attempt
to make changes that will make Bowdoin a
safer place.
Sullivan says that the time frame for the
existence of the Commission on Violence and
Destructive Behavior, "is not realistic," and
that it will meet throughthe one month dead-
line, and work until the end of the academic
year. He expects that the report will be re-
One memberfeels that
there was an "appearance
that we were collectively
losing control/' and speaks
of a "breakdown of indi-
vidual responsibility.
"
leased to the Executive Board in mid-May.
Although recommendations to the Executive
Board are three weeks way, members of the
Commission on Violence and Hunter have
said that there is the possibility that a perma-
nent committee may be recommended.
Although the commission is in the midst of
conducting research, interviews, and consid-
ering possible recommendations, some
themes have emerged. The committee is very
interested with how students relate to each
other within the community.
Sullivan believes that there is "not enough
interaction" between different groups of stu-
dents. This also includes how the entire com-
munity, students, faculty, and Administra-
tion communicate. Sullivan explains that he
was "outraged at the severity of the incident
[Beta-Theta]" and feels that there was an "ap-
pearance thatwewere collectivelylosing con-
trol".
Sullivan also believes thata"lotofprogress"
has been made and that a true dialogue is
occurring. He maintains that the Commis-
sion on Violence was not initiated only be-
cause of the brawl between Theta and Beta,
but that therehasbeen a progression ofevents
and a "breakdown of individual responsibil-
ity".
One of the most interesting preliminary
findings of the commission is that the change
in Bowdoin's social lifecv?r thelastfew years
may be contributing to the violence. In the
past, the campus-wide party at fraternities
has been tradition. Such gatherings bring the
entire community together and friendships
between groups that usuallydo not associate
occur. Such events give students a common
identity and mayhelp to decrease intolerance
and hatred between individuals. These large
scale parties provided a forum for interaction
and communication.
Silverman agreed that the fraternity alter-
Please see COMMISSION, page 4.
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Quite possibly, nature's perfect food.
Sheridan Kelley/Bowdoin Orient
Despite the goosebump-inducing coastal breezes yester-
day, Regan Berkley '97 takes a banana break and gets
acquainted with that venerable Bowdoin tradition called
"take all your books outside and pretend to study on the
quad." Luckily for Regan, she gets three more springs to
perfect the art.
COMMISSION
Continued from page 3.
cation should not be viewed as the sole
reason for the creation of the committee,
but rather, a culmination of events. "Iworry
that there was a misinterpretation,"
Silverman said.He said that asbotha mem-
ber of theBowdoincommunity and a mem-
ber of Beta, he had not seen violence here
before, and is frustrated by it.
He went on to explain that in the past,
Ivies Weekend, this year May 6 and 7, has
meant parties at many of the fraternities. "I
don't know what to expect [this yearj," he
said. Itappears thatthesocial lifeatBowdoin
is changing from the traditional fraternity
campus-wide to many smaller parties.
Therefore, the number of times each aca-
demicyear that theentirecommunitymeets
is much smaller, and may lead to a greater
sense of isolation, hatred, frustration and
stereotyping.
One possible solution is the creation of
new traditions and places atBowdoinwhere
large groups of students can relax and
congregate. A facility that could accom-
plish mis is the new David Saul Smith
Union which is slated for completion by
the winter of 1995. This studentunion wilt
provide a great deal of space and the flex-
ibility toaccommodateevents that the cur-
rent Moulton Union lacks. Silverman has
also brought up the idea that the fraterni-
ties might be able to sponsor events at the
new union. The commission hopes that
such innovativeideaswill fostera renewed
sense of reconciliation and community.
These themes will be addressed at a
forum, organized by the Commission, to
be heldon Wednesday,May4 , 7:00 p.m. in
Kresge Auditorium. The commission will
nothave a full report until May, but itmay
be that Bowdoin is entering a different
social era. It is clear that there needs to be
greatereducationand interactionbetween
students, faculty, and the Administration
on all matters of campus life. Recent vio-
lence and intolerance has shown what oc-
curs when this doesn't happen.
Maximize Your Scores:











Last Saturday, students around the coun-
try subjected themselves to the rigors of the
Medical College Admissions Test (MCAT).
As the competition heats up again this year
for that elusive brass ticket to medical school,
candidates eagerly await the glory of accep-
tance, or fearfully dread the grim reality of
potential rejection.
Medical schoolseverywhereare faced with
a larger and larger applicant pool. Conse-
quently, the selection process has become
more difficult and the focus of the selection
committees has changed. Sue Livesay ofCa-
reer Services, here at Bowdoin, says the pool
of would-be med students has jumped from
26,721 applicants in 1988 to last year's num-
ber of 42,808.
This rise in medical school interest has
flooded entry level science courses in col-
leges around the country, making the pro-
cess even more difficult. She cites an ap-
proximate 60% increase in the number of
applications from year to year, and points
out that the average nationwide chance of
applicants being accepted into at least one
school is around 40%. She continues on to
say, "Of course, here at Bowdoin, we're do-
ing much better than that" and doesn't rec-
ommend a Princeton Review or Kaplan
course for preparation for the test.
This year, about 1 7,000 positions are avail-
able for people whose credentials are strong
and who score well on this difficult test.
Because the pool is so large for so few spots,
selection committees are forced to look at
different criterion for accepting students. Of
course grades and test scores are important,
now more than ever, but med-schools are
now looking at what Livesay calls the "hu-
man side" of the applicant, the side which a
review course doesn't emphasize, but a
school like Bowdoin does. Resumes with
actual medical experience and community
service not only prepare the student for a
medical career, but also for an emphasis on
the human behind the patient.
Helen Counts '94, took the MCATs three
times during her career here at Bowdoin,
and has been accepted Early Decision to the
University of Virginia. She is a native of
Virginia and cites both the financial benefits
of a school in her home state and the strong
department in family medicine at UVA.
Counts took a Kaplan study course before
one of her attempts at theMCATs,and points
out that this course's focus is on memoriza-
tion and she recommends only a textbook
like the Flowers Workbook. She sees a defi-
nite change in the MCAT test since she first
took it. In the new MCAT "the emphasis has
gone away from the MCAT" and the new
essay section looks for someone who can do
more than just memorize. Counts also points
out two keys to her success: her volunteer
work, both here at the Brunswick Hospital
and in an inner-city hospital program in
Hartford, both ofwhich sheheard of through
Career Services.
Mike Turmelle '94, also a senior, took the
MCATs last year and will attend John's
Hopkins in the fall. He was accepted to all
but two of the eleven schools he applied to.
While he did not take a review course, he
bought a review textbook, and said that the
test was like what he had expected it to be.
Aside from his excitement over taking the
summer off, Turmelle makes it very clear
how helpful everyone at Bowdoin was with
recommendations and career guidance.
Bill Stansfield '95 took the test on Saturday
and said it was more ofa conceptual test than
his Princeton Review Course had prepared
him for. The test made assimilation of all
types of knowledge essential and pre-test
cramming useless. Stansfield pointed out
the difficulty that entry level science courses
at Bowdoin really don't prepare the student
for the test, specifically the entry-level phys-
ics course. However, he plans to apply to 10-
1 5 schools and anxiously awaits the return of
his scores.
Livesay says that more than half of pro-
spective med-students are taking at least one
year off after college. This career move, she
states, is crucial unless you know without a
doubt that you want to go to medical school.
Whatever your process for getting there,
admission into medical schools is more dif-
ficult than ever to achieve and is, as Helen
Counts puts it, admissions officers are "look-
ing for more than just science majors with
good test scores."








a great place to stay
BEGINNING IN THE FALL SEMESTER WE WILL OFFER:
4 LARGE ROOMS * $340/ MONTH
1 SMALL ROOM f $320/ MONTH
1 SMALL ROOM FOR ASSISTANT MANAGER « S160/ MONTH
* ROOMS ARE FURNISHED 4 INCLUDE ALL UTILITIES
THE SAMUAL NEWMAN HOUSE
* IS CLOSE TO CAMPOS (BEHIND COLES TONER I
* IS A HANDSOME 1821 FEDERAL STYLE HOUSE
* BUILT BY HAWTHORN 4 LONGFELLOW'S ENGLISH PROF
* WILL HAVE A FACULTY MEMBER IN RESIDENCE
IF INTERESTED: CALL DAVE AT THE INN t (207) 7 29-6959
OR: PROF ROSE • (313) 971-4754; FAX: 313-971-4562
(THE INN WILL FUNCTION AS | B 4 B ONLY PORING SUMMER MONTHS )
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Arts Entertainment
Bowdoin rocks with "life music"
By Amy E. Welch







These are just three of the numbers Ar-
rested Development hipped and hopped out
Thursday night to an interesting and sweaty
blend of Bowdoin students and mall-rats.
Theopening groups weren't quitewhat the
crowd expected, but they served their pur-
pose of wiring the the audience and prepar-
ing them for the spectacle to come. Reg E.
Gains, either a poetwho wants to be a rapper
or a rapper who wants to be a poet, made a
strong statement, but the crowd wanted a
slightly more upbeat, less "gangsta-esque"
attitude. Nefertiti, on the other hand, ap-
peared angry that the crowd wasn't there
expressly to see her. Oh well.
Arrested Development performed mostly
familiar songs, but showed off a few pieces
from theirnewalbum, "Zingalamaduni,"due
in June. The title means "beehive of culture"
in Swahili, and represents a continued effort
to produce "life music" and promote African
culture.
Thursday afternoon gave band members,
and founders, Speech and Headliner their
















it, I tell them
if I want
something to








the layouts and stuff, (looking at the album
cover) Wow this is great...
Speech speaks out.
How did the group form? Did you know
each other beforehand or were you brought






























and I met the person who'snow in the group,
Headliner. I used to be a DJ, and I had just
started rhymin', so I wanted to get a DJ, so me
and him hooked up, and he was a DJ. So that's
how it really started . And then from there,we
started todo music likewhat they call 'gangsta
music' ... and we got inspired from our cul-
ture. We got inspiration from groups like
Ken Netzorg/ Bowdoin Orient
Public Enemy and a group called the Jungle
Brothers. They gave us cultural inspiration
and made us think about African culture.
And as mat started to happen, the lyrics sta rted
to change from talkingabout bitches and stuff
They [Public Enemy
and the Jungle Broth-
ers] gave us cultural
inspiration and made us
think about African
culture.
to talking about liberation and talking about
freedom and things of that nature. So as that
happened, we started to call our music 'life
music,' 'cause it was talking about death,
doing somewhat the gangsta stuff, and we
changed it to life music, and that's what we
have now. And as far as the members, it just
happened over the years; it really wasn't any-
thing really put together. We were on our
journeys in different places and we met and
we realized their talents—it's still happening
actually, we just got three new members.
Please see ARRESTED, page 7.
Documentary on Black
history to air on May 5
"Anchor Of the Soul" in- Methodist Episcopal Zion Church, the only
African American Institution in Maine.
"Anchor of the Soul" premieres next Thursday.
vestigates the history of Af-
rican American life in Maine




On Thursday night a film entitled "Anchor of
the Soul" will be shown. The film is narrated by
Barbara Jordan, the former Texas congress-
woman. It is co-produced by amateur historian
and Portland newspaper reporter Shoshana
Hoose. It tells the story of the African American
community in Maine, whichhasexistedformore
than threehundred years, but received very little
attention from historians and journalists.
Information on the subject is scarce, and scat-
tered. "There isn't any one library or historical
society that has a significant amount of informa-
tion. We are pulling pieces together from here
and there," Hoose said during the researching
process.
Hoose felt she had found a story that needed
to be investigated. "As a journalist, when you
come across a story like that and you can help
play a role in telling it, it's a wonderful experi-
ence," she says.
Hoose has done extensive research at the
Maine Historical Society, and has contacted sev-
eral historical societies across the nation.
The film deals with African American com-
munity of the state as a whole, but focusses on
Portland's historic Green Memorial African
The showing of the film on Thursday will
be introduced bv Bowdoin Professor
There isn 't any one
library or historical
society that has a sig-
nificant amount of in-
formation. We are pull-
ing pieces togetherfrom
here and there.
Randolph Stakeman, director of Africana
Studies and associate professor of history.
Stakeman has been studying the lives of Afri-
can Americans in Maine since he moved here
sixteen years ago. Stakeman acted as the main
historical advisor on the project, and actually
appears in the film. Hoose met him in 1991
while she was working on a story about a
black family that had lived in Maine for gen-
erations.
"Anchor of the Soul" will be shown in
Beam Classroom, Visual Arts Center, on
Thursday, May 5, at 7:30. The showing is
open to the public free of charge.
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Chamber choir performs




The Bowdoin College Chamber Choifwill
make its final on-campus appearance oi the
year this Sunday, May 1, at 3:00 p.m. in fh*-^
Chapel. The choir will perform "Music of
Contemporary America," a program which
will include music by Maine composers
George Andoniadis and Harold Stover.
Also included in the program is a chamber
piece by Professor of music Elliott Schwartz,
which will feature flutists Jennifer Hand '94
and Christina Pelletier '94, Professor of biol-
ogy William Steinhart (oboe), Kristin Caruso
'96 (clarinet), Ben Green '97 (horn) and John
Humenik '97 (bassoon). The ensembles will
be directed by Professor of music Robert
Greenlee, who will be assisted by Jennifer
Hand '94. Hand, who is completing an Hon-
ors project in conducting, will direct the choir
in the singing of three pieces by Andoniadis,
and three very challenging works by Emma
,_Lou Diemer. Other composers whose work
will be included in the program include Kirke
Mechem, Marshall Bialosky and Ann
MacOonald Diers.
The choir will have a final (but important)
tuneup, participating in a festival of contem-
porary music on Saturday, April 30 at 7:00
p.m. in Bates College's Olin Arts Center,
Lewiston.
Several of the composers whose music will
be performed will be present, providing in-
centive for the choir to put on a good show.
Sheridan Kelley/ Bowdoin Orient
The cast of "Juicio Final," directed by Ric
Pino, takes a break from rehearsing for their
Friday and Saturdaynightperformances. Also
showingwillbeJorge Santiago's "Black Light."
The performances are at 7:30 p.m. in the
Chapel.
Rain Forest Rescue: To Help Save
The Birds Outside Your Window %
If the destruction of the rain forests continues, the birds in -iW*
your yard may not return. Righl now you can help put a
Mop to this destruction by joining The National Arbor
Day Foundation and supporting Rain Forest Rescue.
When vmi join, the Foundation will preserve
threatened rain foresl in vour name.
lit contribute to Kain Forest Result call
I-800-222-531
2




Persons to work and care for children with disabilities and provide
care relief for families. Become a certified RESPITE CARE PRO-
VIDER (free training) through the American Red Cross and Bureau
of Children with Special Needs. Flexible work schedule.
Reimburesement commensurate with experience and level of train-
ing. There with be a training in Damariscotta from April 23 to May
24. For both trainings, classes will be held from 6:00 to 9:00 on
Tuesday and Thursday evenings and on three full Saturdays. Call
729-6779 for a registration and information packet.
Russian Choir to perform Saturday
By Umbreen Khalidi
staff writer
The Middlebury Russian Choir will be
performing Saturday, April 30 in Lancaster
Lounge. Clad in traditional Russian folk
attire, the 20-member group sings both li-
turgical and authentic folk music. Begun in
1983 and directed by Kevin Moss, the choir
consists of primarily Middlebury College
students who study Russian. The
Middlebury Russian Choir is unique in the
fact that its members include bom men and
women, and traditional folk music sung
was frowned upon by the Soviet govern-
ment until three or four years ago. Since
1986, the choir has had the rare opportunity
to work with the Dmitry Pbkrovsky folk
ensemble and to perform with them on sev-
eral occasions in Russia and America. The
Middlebury Russian Choir performed in
churchesand concert halls throughoutRus-
sia in 1993, including the American Em-
bassy, the Church of the Intercession at Fili
(Moscow), theKazan Cathedral (Petersburg)
and the Kostroma Conservatory. The choir
has alsoappeared on television in theUn ited
States several times ranging from spots on
MiddleburyCommunityTelevision to a live
segment on the "Today Show." The choir
prides itself on the authenticity of the ar-
rangements and their singing styles. Ac-
cording to Kevin Moss, This is not a folk
repertoire that was presented as Russian in
the days of stagnation, but the real thing,
which is often bawdyand always entertain-
ing." Various folk rituals such as gadalki
and koliadki as well as Russian dances form
the choir's repertoire. Throughout their per-
formances, the authenticity of Middlebury
isunquestioned according to director, Moss,
who stated, "Everywhere {we have per-
formed] we were assumed by our listeners
to be a Soviet group."
THEATER ARTS
Continued from page 1.
significantly more expensive than produc-
tions in the GHQ, the small experimental
theater downstairs in Pickard.
The report proposes that the reduction in
the number of main stage productions be
balanced by an increase in the use of alterna-
tive spaces. Aside from the GHQ, possibili-
ties for production spaces other than the main
stage include Kresge Auditorium, Adams
Hall, Sargent Gymnasium, Curtis Pool and
Chase Barn Chamber. These spaces would
need to be renovated to accommodate the
needs of the theater and dance programs.
Part of this recommendation is the separa-
tion of the Masque and Gown from the The-
ater department. At this time the Masque and
Gown is part of the Theater department, re-
ceiving its funds directly from the theater. If
the recommendations made by the Theater
Arts Committee are accepted, the Masque
and Gown will become a student organiza-
tion like all other studentorganizations,draw-
"the most important part of




ing its funds from theSAFC Because funding
for new student organizations is very low in
the first year, the Collegewill provideMasque
& Gown with the rest of the moneyneeded to
maintain the budget at its current level. This
will continue until the budget of the Masque
and Gown is large enough to sustain itself.
The Theater Arts Committee, originally
formed in the 1989-1990 academic year when
the Theater Arts Program first came under
INTERNATIONALEMPLOYMENT
Make up to $2,000-K.«.<V, pti morth teaching
b»$k conversational EiigliM. abroad. Japan.
Taiwan, and S. Kotn Many tnipiey-ir*
provide loorr & board + other b«-et-ts. Me
teaching background or AjaM i*H. *€"
required' For toi« infomaftM call.
(206) 632-1146 exL J5064
review, began meeting in the spring of 1992.
In February 1993 Professor Raymond Rutan,
who was at the time Director of Theater at
Bowdoin, announced his retirement from the
position, prompting morevigorous consider-
ation of the issue. The Theater Arts Commit-
tee was restructured.
Currently chaired by Professor Randolph
Stakeman, the Committee is now made up of
six professors and two students, who are
members of the Masque and Gown Board.
Stakeman says that "the concern of everyone
on theCommittee was to improve the oppor-
tunities for students to leam about and par-
ticipate in theater." He emphasizes that the
report has been "a joint faculty-student ef-
fort."
In compiling its recommendations, the
Theater Arts Committee has visited Bates,
Brown and Carleton to compare the theater
programs at those colleges with Bawdoin's.
In addition members of the Committee have
spoken with people involved in theater at
several other colleges. They have researched
those theater programs and the program at
Bowdoin.
On Tuesday night a meeting was held to
discuss the Report. It was attended by mem-
bers oftheCurriculumand Educational Policy
Committee, members of the Theater Arts
Committee, and by members of the Masque
and Gown and the Masque and Gown Board.
Emily Johnson '96, a member both of the
Masque and Gown Board and of the Theater
Arts Committee, said that she thought the
meeting had gone very well. Johnson added
that "the most important part of these nego-
tiations to me is that the Administration un-
derstand bom the need for greater commit-
ment by the College and the need to balance
a strong academic program with a strong
performance program."
Michael Roderick, technical director of the
theater, expressed his reservations about the
report, on the grounds that it does not accu-
rately reflect the number of faculty positions
required to sustain the sort of theater pro-
gram it proposes. "I acknowledge the consid-
ered efforts of the Theater Arts Committee
but am in general disappointed that their
proposal does not support the data which
they collected from other institutions about
theater programs", he says.
CRUISE JO as
Students Needed
Earn up to >2,000+/nc working for
Cruise Ship* cr land-Tour CbBlpaattJ
World Travel SMttMf and ful -Time
employment ava.iable No experience
necessary For more iaaxiMtiMi r*:. ;
(206, 634-0468 ent I5QS4
ATTENTION
Ex-managers from College Pro,
Student Painters, etc. .. Our firm has
a serious postgraduate position for
you. For recruiting info, call: 1-800-
TO CHECK. (1-800-862-4325)
Alaska Summer Employment
Earn up to $8,000+ in two months.
Room and Board! Transportation!
Male or Female. No experience
necessary. For more information call:
(206) 545-4155 ext J5064
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A & E Week in Preview
Friday, April 29
5:30 p.m. Service: Bowdoin Jewish
Organization candlelighting Johnson
House.
7:30 p.m. Plays: A night of one-act plays.
Independent study projects, "Black Light,"
written and directed by Jorge Santiago '94
and "Juicio Final," directed and performed
in Spanish by Ricardo Pino '94. Chapel.
9:00 p.m. Performance: "Blue Suede." Elvis
impersonator, Steve Connolly. Main
Lounge, MU. Sponsored by SUC.
9:00 p.m. Film: "Paris, Texas." Sponsored
by the Bowdoin Film/Video Society.
Saturday, April 30
7:30 p.m. Performance: Middlebury
Russian Choir. Lancaster Lounge, MU.
Sponsored by the department of Russian,
the Russian Club and the Lectures and
Concerts Committee.
9:00 p.m. Film: "Unforgiven." Sponsored
by the Bowdoin Film/Video Society.
Sunday, May 1
3:00 p.m. Performance: Bowdoin Chamber
Choir, directed by Robert K. Greenlee,
accompanied by members of the Bowdoin
Symphony Orchestra. Featuring works by
George Andoniadis and Harold Stover.
Chapel.
Monday, May 2
8:00 p.m. Lecture: "Literature and Identity
in Puerto Rico Today," by Rosario Ferre.
Daggett Lounge. Sponsored by the
departments of history, romance languages,
Latin American studies and LASO.
8:00 p.m. Forum: Open forum sponsored by
ADAPT on Diversity of the Curriculum.
Lancaster Lounge, MU.
9:00 p.m. Film: "Like~Water for Chocolate.'
Sponsored by the Bowdoin Film/Video
Society.
Friday, May 6
12:45 p.m. Performance: Museum Pieces
XIV, directed by Paul Sarvis. Walker Art




6:00 p.m. Film: "The Deer Hunter." Smith
Auditorium, Sills Hall. Sponsored by the
department of film studies.
9:30 p.m. Film: "Days of Heaven." Smith
Auditorium, Sills Hall. Sponsored by the
department of film studies.
Wednesday, May 4
7:30 p.m. Class: International Folk Dancing.
Main Lounge, MU. Sponsored by SUC and
the Brunswick Folk Dance Group.
7:30 p.m. Film: "Komissar." Russian with
English subtitles. Beam Classroom, VAC.
Sponsored by the department of Russian.
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Schindsr's List, by Thomas Kenea«y nouchstone. $12 00
)
Nan party member rescues Jews m Poland duringWW II
2. The CHant by John Gnsham (Island/Del $699)
Young boy is pnvy lo a lawyer's deadly secret
3. Can of the Soul, by Thomas Moore (Harper Perennial $12 00 )
Guide lor spirituality in everyday lite
4. The Pelican Briet. by John Gnsham IDeli $6 99.) Law student
finds herset on the run from killers ol two Supreme Court justices
5. The Ta of Piglet, by Beniamm Holt (Penguin $10 00)
Aspects o> Taoisl philosophy through the eyes of piglei
6 The House of the Spirits, by Isabel Allende (Bantam $5 99)
Sweeping tamiry saga taking place in South America
7. Lord of Raven a Peak, by Catherine Coulter (Jove. $6 99 )
Viking adventure m 10th-century Br it, in i
S. Ths Teo ot Pooh, by Beniamm Holt (Penguin $9 00)
Taoism as seen through A A Mane s characters
9. Jadi Search, by Kevin J Anderson (Spectra/Bantam $5 99
Part one ot (he "Star Wars' saga
10. Degree ol Guilt, by Richard North Patterson (BaHanbne
$5 99 j Dramatic and psychologically compelling courtroom thriller
New G Recommended
So Far From God, by Ana Castillo (Plume. $9 95 )
Story ot a remarkable woman and her tour daughters living m New
Mexico
Monster, by Sanyika Shakur a k a Monster Kody Scon
(Penguin, $9 95.) Autobiography ol an L A gang member and the
shocking chionicle ol lile on the streets ol South Central
Her Own Place, by Don Sanders (Fawcert. $9 00 I Mae Lee Barnes
matures Irom a rural South Carolina teenager lu an abandoned
mother ol live whose tierce reserves and constant humor help her
tamiry to prosper
uiocutoiof la—caa w an—eaea—at association o* cotxiu stoms
ARRESTED
Continued from page 5.
So you just hear them sing, and mink
"Oh, they ' re cool?" and they're in the group?
We hear them sing or dance or play drums
or whatever they do, and we get along. You
know, first we become friends ...
7 think our statement
is just getting out.
Is there a specific target audience that you
try to reach with your music?
The music—we try to reach everyone; the
music comes from the African American per-
spective, though,and thafsimportant toknow
... but it reaches and we found that out on our
first album which we only expected to sell
about 150,000 copies. It turned out to sell
four-and-a-half million.
What do you feel is the most powerful
statement you've made in your music and
has created the most widespread influence?
I really couldn't say what I think is the most
powerful; I guess the people would have to
sortofdefine that... What's the mostpowerful
statementwould probablybe ...wegotsigned
to a label and got our music out there. I guess
it's important to know we have been a group
for four years prior to being signed, so for us
as a group I think our statement is just gettin'
out. You know, we said it on the beginning of
our first album, we said on this song called
"Man'sFinal Frontier," "Younever thought it
would happen, but here's Arrested Develop-
ment," and it'sjustbasically sayin' that it took
us so long to get out and we were just happy
to come out.
What was it like playing Lollapalooza?
That was good play in' Lollapalooza be-
cause, first of all, it was outside gigs which is,
you know being outside and doin' a perfor-
mance adds a whole 'nother spiritual aspect
to the performance because it's just outside.
//
PREGNANT?
Michael andJoanne long to share their
hearts and home with a child. Please
contact our attorney, Margaret Hall,
collect at (603) 673-8323.
what I define as a
r
nigger" is one who
understands he or she is
oppressed, but wallows
in that oppression.
You feel freer, and the whole vibe is just more
beautiful, especially if it's good weather. So
that was really great. We were playing in the
midst of canyons and mountains and stuff
which added a whole 'nother spiritual thing.
Sometimes [in] some of the Native American
reservation areas we got to meet a lot of
indigenous people, which was really special.
So, it was a real good thing. Plus we got to
perform with Fishbone, which was a group
that we always liked so all of that together
you know made it a real cool thing ...
Do you feel sometimes that you may of-
fend some people by doing things such as
your remix of "People Everyday"? There's a
lyric in there where you're confronting an
African American and a "nigger." How ex-
actly, when you say these things, do you
expect your audience to respond?
...words are very
clumsy. They are pi-
geon-toed ... cross-eyed
with pimples.
I guess we really don't think about how
they're going to react. But we do think about
what we're sayin'. In other words, in that
song, the word "nigger" is used in specific
text, you know in specific context, and what I
define as a nigger is onewho understand that
he or she is oppressed but wallows in that
oppression. That's what a "nigger" is. An
African in that same song in the context used
is a person who understands that he or she is
also oppressed, but is in a constant struggle to
overcome that oppression . So, that's what we
mean by those two terms. It's almost self-
explanatory when you listen to the way the
words are used. We weren't just slingin' the
word "nigger" out...
You keeptalkingabouthow spiritualyour
music is,do you have a hard time translating
what you feel into words?
Definitely, words are very clumsy. They're
pigeon-toed, you know, cross-eyed with
pimples. Words are very hard .. sometime's
you just can't express things in words. We
always ask people to come out to the show,
that's why we do so much touring, cause we
want people to seewhere we're coming from.
So then you can feel where we're coming
from, more so than just even hearing ... So we
call our shows "celebrations" and ask people
to come to the celebrations.
Any plans forthe future besidesyournew
album?
Well, to continue to do some more touring.
We wanted to do a college tour purposely;we
wanted to try to reach back into the college
scene. The college audience was the first
people that really embraced our music, so we
wanted to make sure we didn't ignore our
audienceand getback toour so-called "roots"
in a sense. In the future, we want to do some
soundtrack material and do some stuff for
some movies ... and there's a documentaryon
PBS they're doing and it's about conscious
hip-hop music and we're one of the main
groups there, and Public Enemy is in it, KRS-
1 is in it, there's a number of other groups...
We're look in' forward to that too.
Guess What?
You could have a beau-
tiful future with the
Orient!
We're looking for
assisstant editors for next
semester; if interested in
any section, call and leave a
message at \33
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By Sheridan Kelley and Carey Jones *~
So, what the hell are you doing next year?
MELISSA BOWKER '94
Fredonia, New York
Hopefully I will be working in a lab in
Indianapolis, but, if not, I will go home




I'm either going to be a) a famous artist,
b) a successful anthropologist, or, if I'm
really lucky c) a life insurance agent. But

























effects of, "Cheaposity, a theory in
context."
I would wipe it off with a gerbil and then





I would retaliate with stale Munchkin
donut holes.
can
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* J betters; to the €d i to r ^ *
I was shocked...
To the Editor,
I was shocked upon arriving at the end of last week' s letter
to the editor, "I can't fathom this concern with sexual
harassment" to leam that its author was Eric Kurlander, '94.
Is this not the same Mr. Kurlander along with Thomas J.
Sullivan '94, who wrote another letter to the editor for the
March 4 Orient, in which they came forward with their own
"series of uncomfortableobstacles"whichcaused them "much
aggravation and undue stress?" It seems to me to be quite
obvious that thesetwomen werevictimsofsexualharassment,
and is mind-boggling to read that Mr. Kurlander can not
"fathom" the concern on over sexual harassment on this
campus and the installation of a fair and comprehensive
sexual harassment and assault policy, when he himself is a
survivor of such behavior.
Mr. Kurlander' s article was troubling for many reasons,
however, I only intend to address hisbewilderment as to why
we need a better sexual harassment and assault policy when
there are far "more important issues to worry about."
Sexualharassmentand assaultaredetrimental to the mission
of Bowdoin College. That mission, on its most fundamental
level is to allow the free exchange of ideas for the purposes of
intellectual stimulation and development. Sexual harassment,
sexual assault, racism, homophobia, and physical violence
impede upon that mission by forcing fear, prejudice, and at
the very least undeserved insecurities into the classroom, and
every aspect of life.
Lastweek I attended a debate on the future of fraternities at
Bowdoin. A woman in the crowd made a statement in favor
of abolishing the Greek institutions. In response to this
comment, a male debater asked her if she has ever dated at
Bowdoin, implying thatwith her attirudehewouldbe shocked
ifshe had.Hecompletely sidesteppedand ignored herquestion
and her ideas as irrelevant, or, as I suspect, probably too
difficult for his obviously minuscule cerebral faculties to
develop a coherent and thoughtful reply. Instead he invaded
her personal life and dating habits with the intention of
humiliating her and thereby discrediting her ideas. This type
of sexual harassment prevents useful discussion and hinders
the intellectual growth ofboth parties involved. What is most
outrageous is that it is prevalent in all areas and all
environmentswithin the College. Sexual harassment, orbeing
made to feel uncomfortable as Mr. Kurlanderprobablywould
put it, in one's private or social life affects one's academic or
work performance. This is especially true given the smallness
of the Bowdoin community, when the victim and perpetrator
are often in the same class, work for the same department, or
wind up at the same parties. This should not be such a difficult
concept to "fathom" for an educated, soon-to-be Bowdoin
alumnus.
Mr. Kurlander also said that he and Mr. Sullivan struggled
with how they should react to J.J.'s harassment. He admits
that due to the forces of peer acceptance and respect for J.J.
they did nothing about it. He does not suggest any
consideration ofany alternative action. However, if Bowdoin
College had a complete and thorough sexual misconduct
policy, Mr. Kurlander and Mr. Sullivan might have opted to
do something "official" about these incidents. And, I would
suggest, that itwas the fact mat Bowdoin did not provide any
other option for mem, and many others, mat mis was a more
uncomfortable, indeedmore traumatizing, experiencebecause
they did not feel that they could do anything about or even
stop J.J.'s unsolicited repeated advances. This is why mere is
a sense of urgency about the policy, mat Mr. Kurlander can
not fathom, because we as a community need to provide an
alternative to quiet acceptance of this behavior, and therefore
tacit condemnation for those who are survivors. We need a
policy to regulate and establish a set of procedures for the
Sexual Misconduct Board, so that it can treat each case with
fairness and equality.
As the male-student member of the Sexual Misconduct
Board, I know the confusion and problems that arise from an
incomplete policy that is in some ways vague and in other
ways dependent upon interpretation. A complete, thorough,
and fairpolicy isnecessary, ifweasan institution,wish to give
our members the same right of due process that our
governmentgivesus as citizens The pol icywould standardize
the procedures of the Board and how it would handle each
and every case brought before it. It would also make a clear
statement, both to the students and the society in general that
we feel this isan important issue, much more so than the token
sentimentwehave seen so farfrom those in theadministration.
Mr. Kurlander is correct, however, that the policy will not
prevent sexual assault and harassment. Education and
heightened awareness are the means to that end. A complete
policy, however, will allow the school to deal with instances
of sexual harassment and assault with the full severity that
they deserve. A complete policy will enable any survivor to
feel more comfortable coming forward with their experience
because there will be something solid and established tocome
forward to. The world is full of atrocities, as Mr. Kurlander
points out. If we can not or do not correct those within the
Bowdoin Bubble,how can we expect to have any impact in the
Balkan civil war or the genocide in Rwanda?
Sincerely,




If nothing else, it is the responsibility of this school to
educate its students. So, why isn't it doing so? '"94" was
written next to Eric Kurlander's name in last weeks Orient. I
believe this means he has been at this school for four years and
is about to graduate. If this is the case then why did he write
this unfathomably ignorant letter? His letter exemplifies an
inexcusable failure on the part of this school to educate its
students on the most fundamental issues facing the world
today. They didn't even teach him good manners! If I had
written a letter which displayed such a frightening lack of
respect for women my Southern, conservative, Republican
father would have called me a "God Damn Yankee!" and
filled my butt full o' rock salt as I dashed across the cotton
field. Where are the priorities of this school? Well, let's see.
Eric Kurlander has been here for four years so they must have
taught him to have the same priorities they have. Let's read
through his letter and see ifwe can find what he considers to
be important. Ahh, here we go- "more important issues to
worry about" than violence against women. He writes,
"European Civil War, drug abuse, inner city violence, crime,
unemployment, illiteracy, racism, anti-Semitism, AIDS,
insufficient health-care, and a president in the midst of a
major scandal." Well, there isn't a single issue here that
doesn't have its roots in the oppression of women by men.
That's odd? If Bowdoin has taught this young man that these
are important issues, then why doesn'the know this?Hmmm.
Maybe Bowdoin hasn't taught Eric to have the same priorities
it does. Maybe, in order to promote Bowdoin's priorities
Bowdoin has to send Eric Kurlander out into the world
flailing in ignorance.
So what are Bowdoin's priorities? Let's see if we can figure
that out byexamining which of the chalkings on campus were
erased by the school and which were not. Well, they erased
numerousanti-Nazistatementslike"Nazi'raus(Nazi'sout)!"
and the Star of David, so they don't seem too interested in
condemning racism . Theyerased anti-homophobic statements,
so theymustnotbe too interested incondemninghomophobia
.
On the walkway going into the Admissions Office it said, "If
you think 'no' sometimes means 'yes' then turn around... get
back in your car... and go home." Well, I would think the
admissions office wouldn't want a student who didn't know
that "no" always means "no," but apparently I am highly
mistaken. The Admissions Office had this statement erased!
Obviously, thestatementhoped todiscourage potential rapists
from attending Bowdoin. By erasing the statement, the
Admissions Office declared that it did in fact want potential
rapists to come to Bowdoin. Well, obviously, the school
doesn'twant topromote rights fornon-Aryans, gays, lesbians,
bisexuals, or women (excuse me for not discussing all the
other groups whose rights the school isn't interested in
promoting,but I can ' t write forever. Iwould ask mat someone
else please write in and discuss these groups). What does it
want to promote?
Let's look at something they didn't erase. Right above the
"Ifyou mink..." statementsomeonehad written, "TheBowdoin
Hockeyand Football Teams: Membership has its privileges!"
Obviously, mis was a sarcastic statement referring to the fact
that ifyou areonone of these school teams then you can cheat
on tests and/or beat people with little or no consequences.
This statementwas leftwhile the otherwaserased. The school
apparently wanted potential new hockey and football players
to know that they would have these special privileges.
So, it appears Bowdoin's top priority is the promotion of the
white, middle class, heterosexual, male. The school hasn't
failed to educate Eric Kurlander. Educating him was never
their goal. Their goal was to make him another gear in the
giant American machine designed to keep non-white, non-






Iam writing in concern to a disturbing incident thatoccurred
last Friday morning. On Thursday night, in order to welcome
Earth Day 1994, a group of students slept out on the quad. At
about 5:30 a.m., these students were awoken by Security and
told to leave the quad. The grounds staff, it seems, had a
different way of welcoming Earth Day. They were going to
spray a pesticide on the elm trees in the quad.
The creation of Earth Day was in response to the increasing
awareness of environmental degradation. This day is set
aside not only to celebrate the Earth, but to recognize that the
Earth needs our help. Spraying trees with pesticide on Earth
Day is ironic. However, waking up and dismissing the people
who chose to observe Earth Day in order to spray those trees
is blatantly insensitive.
With the publication of Rachel Carson's Silent Spring in
1962, the harmful side-effects of pesticide use were brought to
public attention. I can think of few things as symbolic as
pesticide use to represent the sickening of the planet.
Physical Plant has been very cooperative this year in trying
to make Bowdoin a "greener" campus, especially in concern
to the new recycling program. Because of this, it is surprising
that they chose to exercise such poor judgment in concern to
spraying the trees.A scheduleofEarth Week events, including
the announcement of the traditional "sleep out on the quad,"
was sent to many departments, including Physical Plant.
This action was unfortunate because it sent a message to the
environmentally concerned students of the campus that their
voices are a small factor in the decisions of the College. People
like to present a environmentally-friendly image, but actions
speak louder than words and waking up students to spray
pesticides on trees on Earth Day is a direct statement that the
College really doesn't care.
Sincerely,
Maureen Drouin '96




I am pleased to report that contributions from members of
the Bowdoin community to the Open Society Scholars Fund
toward our goal of $6,000 have reached $3,930. This response,
will, for the eighth year, help support two black South African
students. This year the South African Scholars are Constance
Dyongo, studying at theUniversityofCapeTown, and Riyaad
Gamieldien,-studying at the University of Western Cape.
They, and I, are most grateful for contributions from




Correction: In last week's issue of the Orient, a letter
from the Bias Incident Committee was, mistakenly, not
included in the "Letters to the Editor" section. We
sincerely apologize both to the Administration and to the
student body for mis unintentional deletion. The letter
was later distributed to all students through Campus
Mail. We, again, apologize to the Bias Incident
Committee for the omission.
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"The College exercises no control over the content of the
writings contained herein, and neither it, nor thefaculty,
assumesany responsibilityfor theviewsexpressed herein .
"
Letter Policy
The Bowdoin Orient welcomes letters from all of our readers.
Letters must be received by 6 p.m. Tuesday to be published the
same week, and must include a phone number where the author
of the letter may be reached. All letters must be signed by the
original author (s) of the piece.
Letters should address the Editor, and not a particular
individual. The Bowdoin Orient will not publish any letter the
Editors judge to be an attack on an individual's character or
personality.
The Bowdoin Orient is published weekly while classes are held
during Fall and Spring semesters by the students of Bowdoin
College, Brunswick, Maine.
The policies of The Bowdoin Orient are determined by the
Bowdoin Publishing Company and the Editors. The weekly
editorials express the views of a majority of the Editors, and are
therefore published unsigned. Individual Editors are not
necessarily responsible for, or in agreement with, the policies and
editorials of the Bowdoin Orient.
The Bowdoin Orient reserves the right to edit any and all
article* and letters.
Address all correspondence to the Bowdoin Orient, 12
Geaveland St., Brunswick, Maine, 0401 1 . Our telephone number
is (207) 725 - 3300.
The Legacy of Blood River
Amandla!Awethu!Amandla!Awethu!
In the Battle of Blood River fought
in 1838, the Boer frontiersman
viciously slaughtered the Zulu
warriors in an engagement that led
to the downfall ofDingaan the Zulu
leader. Soldiers from the field of
battle reflected that the carnage ran
so fierce that the river flowed blood
red. To the Boers, the river
represented a "Covenant" between
the Afrikaner race and God with
the interior of South Africa as the
promised land. This Covenant
between God and the Afrikaners, a
doctrine which established the
"whites" as the superior race,
became the backbone of the
apartheid philosophy; an ideology
that saturates the current political
climate. While many feel the recent
political changes involving free-
party elections will bring about an
immediate and inexorable march
towards equality in South Africa,
the deeply entrenched institution
of "ideological apartheid" will scar
the country for generations to come.
The man commonly called the
engineer of modern apartheid,
HendrikVerwoerd,began to design
his party's vision of separate
development in the 1950's. The
policy did not acquire its name and
political ramifications until this
time. The word "apartheid" is
Afrikaans for separateness, and uses
for itsjustification theargument that
the races need to be kept apart in
order to preserve their separate
cultures and heritages. In the
doctrine ofapartheid, thewhite race
is entrusted withpower and control
over the black races. It was used as
an excuse for forced removals, like
that of Sophiatown in the Cape,
which was a "black spot" on land
designated for white occupation.
One of the children of Verwoerd's
designwas petty apartheid. Similar
to the South in the first-half of the
20th century, the notion of petty
apartheid created "black faucet"/
"white faucet" to enforce
segregation down to the smallest
detail. Racism has become so
engrained in the structure of South
African society that the recent
elections bringing in a majority
government will struggle to untie
these cultural tags of apartheid.
The obstacles thenew government
will be forced to overcome include
poverty, education and
redistribution of wealth. The
citizens of the new South Africa are
members of a poverty stricken,
underclass thatbitterly resentsyears
of suppression and social
degradation. They are the heirs to
the new South Africa. The political
changes being made are significant
while at the same time obscuring
the magnanimity of the task of
removing apartheid.
Itmustberemembered that politics
are only one image of an entire
nation. The complexities ofthe social
structure, the balance of power in ^
the economic systemand the means
of control in the judicial force all
weigh heavily in the fate of South
Africa. At this stage, the political
transition is more of a symbolic
move towards an improved
situation in South Africa than solid
ground for celebration. There is so
much more that needs to be done to
remove the vestiges of petty
apartheid that the world must look
cautiously upon this fragile
accomplishment.
We cannot afford to neglect South
Africa now that free-elections have
been granted. Strengthand support
must come from the International
Community, especially in the form
ofeconomic investments. The battle
to overturnapartheid hasbeenwon,
but the battle to erase its effects is
just beginning.
X
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Three-Hundred Years Set Right
By Nicole Devarenne
I know it's on everyone's mind right now: I suspect
Americans in general have a hard time understanding
how so great an accomplishment, so great a battle
won, could be commensurate with so great a disaster.
So many people have died in South Africa, and what
seems so senseless is that they have died not only in
opposition to the government, but also amongst
themselves, in the horrible factional fighting which
has been going on in earnest since 1989. The ANC and
lnkatha, two groups which are so confused in their
history, having been founded by people who were
perhaps not sodifferentafterall, havebecome defined
along the most reductiveand simplistic oflines, feeding
thestupid and continuing conviction thatSouth African
blacks are still "tribal" by nature, an idea many white
South Africans and white Americans cling to in an
attitude of moral superiority. Andnow South Africa is
facing another threat from the white separatists who
would rather destroy the country than hand it over
willingly to black rule.
The bombings which have marred the advent of the
election process were supposedly carried out with the
intention of frightening South Africansaway from the
polls. And they have done more than frighten South
Africans: the photograph on the cover of the New
York Times on Monday of this week, a shot of
Johannesburg after Sunday's bomb blast near ANC
headquarters, looked Apocalyptic to me. I suppose it had
something to do with the ink, in color, perhaps, the image
would have been less devastating. Instead it was timeless,
absolute: a picture of a wasted city.
One of my friends asked me to explain the forces behind
this newest violence in South Africa: I said it seemed that the
powers working against South Africa's thirst for peace and
freedom had become almost metaphysical. The odds against
her now appear insurmountable. She is divided everywhere
within herself, most of her population is poverty-sticken and
uneducated, and she is doubtless finding herself in the
immensely difficult position of a country which for a long
time has been the wealthiest nation on the continent and is
now being scrutinized to see if she will survive the power
transition economically or politically, when so many people,
on both sides of her borders, expect her to fail.
And in spiteofeverything, in spiteoftheexodusof frightened
whites (bearing with them a significant portion of the country's
wealth and technical expertise), in spite of the calls for an
Afrikaner Volkstate and a Zulu homeland (which threaten to
resuscitate the apartheid tradition just when South
Africa is beginning to win her war against it), in spite
of the bombings and the death toll and the terror and
the disbelief on every side, South Africans went to the
polls this week and voted. The newspapers show
pictures of middle aged women carrying the old and
sick and crippled to the voting booths, tell stories of
white employers showing up at the voting areas with
their black employees and waiting with them to cast
their votes. Rural laborers who had worked so hard all
their lives they couldn't be fingerprinted because the
work had worn the prints off their fingers voted,
jubilant that their voices would be heard in a country
that is their own and which has denied them since Jan
van Riebeeck first struck the Cape more than three
hundred years ago.
There is no underestimating the struggle laid before
South Africa now. But there is no underestimating the
enormity of this occasion: this moment in the
anticipation of which people have lived and died, this
moment which was surely umimaginable ten, even
five years ago. Right now it does not seem to be
important that this moment should have come long
ago, that the tragedy which has set the stage for it
should never have happened: at this moment, at this
wonderful time when a hope which is uniquely South
African trembles on the brink between the old South Africa
and the new, between Die Stem and Nkosi Sikelel' Afrika,
South Africa is truly free. People can speak of healing and
believe in it. The world can look at the invinciblity of the
human spirit in the face of the black South African who voted
for the first time this week, and believe that the world is good.
Hetterg to the
Cditor
(Continued from page 9)
The New Athletics
To the Editor,
In the past few weeks there as been a growing movement
to bring the quality of the College's general exercise facilities
up to the high standards of the school's academic reputation.
It is with the greatest reluctance that I publicly add my voice
to this movement as I am sure that my status as a varsity
athlete and member of the athletic committee will provide
fodder for those would seek to polarize the issue into a battle
between the athletic department and the rest of the school for
limited resources.
There are many who would argue that Farley Field house
was designed specifically to meet this purpose, and that any
other available money should be directed towards the
expansionand enhancement of the academic and non-athletic
needs of the College. This is my sentiment exactly, which is
why I feel it is all the more imperative that this situation be set
right.
While much of the support to upgrade the status of our
exercise facilities has come from those on athletic teams, the
fitness needs of the College are in no way limited to the those
who participate in varsity athletics. It is just this perception
which has contributed to the current state of affairs. What is
needed is not just more weights, but a complete re-focusing of
the College's attitude and commitment towards providing
opportunities for keeping in shape.
The current attitude of equating working out with playing
a physical sport is reflected in theenvironmentwhichwenow
have at Farley. The weightroom is used almostexclusivelyby
male athletes. The environment created isone of intimidation
foranyonewho does not see themselves in the samecompany
of those who currently do use the weight room. This is
especially true for most female students who feel
uncomfortable due to the perceived atmosphere and the
general lack of space and alternative equipment
This school is in its third decade of co-education, and the
facilities should reflect this in their usability and design.
Anything that perpetuates the image of a sweaty locker room
atmosphere with some rusty weights is out of place with the
needs of this College community.
What is needed is an environment where students from all
walks of college life can be comfortable and interact socially
while working out. The ideal location for creating such an
environment can be found in what is now the Curtis Pool.
While many other interest groups would like this facility for
their own uses due to it's central location, why not turn it into
something the whole school can and will use? It would be the
perfect complement to our new student union and would
certainlydraw more of a crowd to the union than people going
to get their mail.
The irony of the situation is that the people who are most
aware of how badly we need this facility aren't even here.
They haveopted instead to got to schools like Middleburyand
Colby. Thesecolleges a re luringaway someofourprospective
students by showing that they are committed to enhancing
the overall quality of life on their campuses.
For a school with an uncertain social future as far as
fraternities are concerned, we would be well advised to take
steps to ensure that the College will be able to provide an
atmosphere which truly serves the needs of all its students.
Merely shifting the source of alcohol and unhealthy food from
fraternities to a new student union will not completely meet
these needs, and may not be the healthiest solution to the
problem.
These schools offer what we should already have. A full-
fledged fitness facility along the linesofwhat Middleburyand
Colby have would benefit Bowdoin in many ways. The sense
of community provided by a place which facilitates healthy
social interaction and alternatives among the students would
be a needed and invaluable asset to the school.
Taking steps to improve the current situation by expanding
available facilities is a low-cost solution which will benefit
those who already use the current facilities. Turning Curtis
Pool, with its central campus location (read non-athletic) into
a well used complement to the Smith Union would be the best
use of that space, and would be beneficial to all students.
Please sign the petitions and show your support for what
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The Orient may not have a
casement, but you can see
sunrise after sunrise after
sunrise when you become an
Assistant Editor. Positions are
now available for the Fall of
1994. Call X33Q0 if interested.
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The 1994 BoSox: They'll grab the wild card spot, if they're lucky
by Russell Dame and Dylan Swift
Ahhh...Spring. For Bowdoin students it Gone is Tony Pena and his .185 batting 30+ times a season for 'em anyway, or
means blowing off class and partying on the average. Tony, we know you brought the Bagwell 's NL RookieO' the year trophy. Has
roof, for Red Sox fans it represents the eternal intangibles to the game and were a pitcher's anyone seen Burks' numbers this spring? The
hope that this could indeed be the year. This
spring marks the inaugural season of Major
League Baseball's latest slap in the face to
baseball purists: the new and improved (?)
three division format in the American and
National leagues For Red Sox fans this is an








move up at least
two spots in the
standings this
year. Granted,
they might still be
in the cellar, but in —i^^^^^^^^^^
thenowfiveteamALEast,that'sconsiderablly
better than their seventh place finish last year.
Oh yeah, it was 1992 that they finished last.
Bad years just seem to blend together, I guess.
Anyway, here's a look at what to expect from*
Butch Hobson's boys in the coming months.
In what is fast becoming an April tradition,
the Sox burst out of the gates quickly again
this year. But what makes this club different
from the one thatfadedsoquickly last season?
catcher, but it got painful to watch you swing
Since Rich Gedman was busy announcing his the thin air in the Rockies, and leading theN L
retirement, Boston acquired Dave Valle, in virtually every category. Luckily, with
whose power numbers will soar now that Gorman gone, it looks like Mo Vaughn and
he's out of the spacious Kingdom and within Trot Nixon will stay in the organization a few
the friendly confines of Fenway. Gone is Jeff more years. His replacement, Dan Duquette,
Rocket. Is he done? Will he bounce back and
win theCy? It says here that the season to date
means nothing, and Clemens will regain the
This spring marks the
inaugural season of
Major League Baseball's
















Carlos Quintana. Carlos no longer weilded a
big stick, and when the BigQ no longer stood
for Quality, it was time for he and the team to
part company.
Unfortunately, also gone are Phil Planner,
Ellis Burks and Jeff Bagwell, recent Red Sox
"can't miss" prospects. Former GM Lou
Gorman had an uncanny ability to tradeaway
young stars and get nothing in return. But the
Sox probably didn't need Plan tier to go deep
guy is Willie Mays reincarnated. He's lovin' form that made him the most dominating
pitcher in baseball from '86 to '92. Now, if
Frankie V can just come up big this year, and
Aaron Sele avoids the sophomore jinx, the
team might have the best staff in the league.
Will this be the year that we avoid the
^^^^~^~"^^^~" Curse
Former GM Lou Gorman
had an uncanny ability
to trade away young
stars and get nothing in
return.
has one of the '
brightest minds












Otis Nixon will —^—^————
—
provide an influx of much needed speed at
the top of the order. Last year the Sox ran less
than FDR. He'll fit right in with Boston 'cuz
coming from the Braves, he's proven he can
lose in the post-season, which is nice. Now, if
he can just stay off the blow we're in business.
Andre Dawson will only see spot duty in
right, but his bat in the DH slot is invaluable.
At WEEI in Boston, the phone lines are
jammed, and they all want to talk about the
of the
Bambino? Hard to
say. It looks like the
Sox can at least be
in the race down
the stretch, butwe
think the Yanks,
O's and Blue Jays
will prove to be too




^^^^^^—^^^^^— sign Ronnie Gant
and he can play by August, they might sneak
into the playoffs in the wild card spot now
open this year.
Undoubtedly, though, the biggestquestion
on the minds of Bowdoin's BoSox fans is
which intoxicated senior will pull the Pete
Rose into second base during Senior Week
this year. Come on fellas, it only cost Bobby
Matthews a night in jail and a trip to the
courthouse.
NBA Jam: Surpassing the limitations of the human body
The Game Considered
end a dozen times before exploding the ball superhuman, the hyper-adrenahzed and the
by Derek Armstrong
I have an illness. Its name is NBA Jam.
Ever since the Moulton Union game room
acquired NBA Jam, the highly-popular and
highly-addictive two-on-twobasketball video
game, I have made almost a daily practice of
shoveling in my five quarters for 12 minutes
of athletic hyperbole Fifty cents for the first
three-minute period, twenty-five more for
each installment of three after that. If the
quarter (as in George Washington) to quarter
(as in 1 /4 of a basketball game) ratio were 1 :1,
things would be much easier
—
you would
only have to change one bill rather than
changing two and having 75 cents left over.
But some places around the country charge
$2.00 per game, so I can't afford to complain.
Besides, you need to have a few quarters
hanging around in case of overtime.
So what is it that keeps this from being just
another sports video game? It's bestdescribed
in images rather than words. Charles Barkley
taking off from the foul lineand completing a
monstrous helicopter dunk. David Robinson
howling like Tarzan and propelling himself
20 feet in the air beforebreaking thebackboard
with his one-handed jam. Patrick Ewing
slamming one home after spinning through
the air like a cannonball, flipping end over
through the net.
Thegame isn'tonlyonedunk afteranother,
either. ChrisMullin rains 30-foot three-pointer
after 30-foot three-pointer, getting "on fire"
and not missing a single trifecta with his
flaming rock. Danny Manning tosses a shot
above-and-beyond in athletics. It's gotten to
the point that sports lose their interest for us
unless they highlight the extreme in physical
prowess.NBAJam feedson the kind ofquick-
paced editing of the MTV multi-media
experience, selling such supernatural athletic
an
up from what would be out ofbounds behind explosiveness in a slick and inviting package
the net artd swishes it through. Dan Majerle which the increasingly-commercial sports
consumer marketcan




and the harder they
fall the better.
The NBA has
picked up on this
Stunning visuals, Neanderthal
yells, aggressive play, intense
action . . .it 's easy to see why
NBA Jam is a hit.
flips up
improbable scoop
shot which arcs eight




possible in NBA Jam.
And that's why we
are so addicted to it. Even little Scott Skiles
can thunderhome a soa ring reversejam, while
Shaquille O'Neal might easily go 11-17 from
three-pointland.Half-timestatsappraiseeach
NBAduoofits first-half success, from ceiling-
scraping rejections to full-courtassists to steals
which propel the opponent fifteen feet out of clinking coin has signified the start of a new
the way. The announcer yells "Get that out of game seems to sum up what peoplewan t out
here!" and "He's on fire!" and "OH MY!!!" as of the ideal professional sport: "NBA Jam-
impossible feats of athleticism light up the Altitude with an Attitude!"
video screen. The combination of altitude and attitude
Stunning visuals, Neanderthal yells, turned players such as Charles Barkley and
aggressive play, intense action . . . it's easy to Dennis Rodman into stars. To jump higher
see why NBA Jam is a hit. We live in a sports man your opponent, to knock him down, to
culturewhichdemands theotherworldly, the get in his face and talk trash to him after such
powerful commercial trend more than any
other professional sports league. Basketball
in general has recognized the importance of
the Mean, the Lean, the Huge and the Dirty to
its image, and has acted accordingly. The first
thing the NBA Jam announcer yells once the
a conquest . . . these are the elements of
basketball that sell to a public eager to be
wowed and eager to be pumped full of
adrenaline.
That's what NBA Jam does. It wows. It
pumps full of adrenaline. It goes above and
beyond.
The extremities at the core of NBA Jam
have crept into other areas of the commercial
market. Two different beverage companies
have now adopted basketball in this
athletically-mutated form. All-Sport thirst
quencher advertises the science fiction future
of the game, with 20-foot baskets, 300-point
games and 100-yard courts, not to mention
refereeswho levitateabove the courtwith the
help of rocket-fueled packs strapped to their
backs. The implication is that ordinary
humans need machinery to keep up with the
physical ability endowed to the new breed of
ballplayer. Mountain Dew's commercials are
less technologically slick,but theyalsodisplay
unnatural featsofbasketball-dunking ability.
In these ads, street pick-up players hurtle
through the air toward a distant chain net
with the energy bestowed by a can of soda.
My guess is that saleshavegoneup forboth
of these drinks. After all, the profits made by
Konami on its two-on-two basketball giant
have gone through the roof.
Like I said, I have an illness. I am hooked. I
am defenseless against thevicariouspowerof
The Dunk.
GOODWINCvolvo mazoa^P
Looking for a VOLVO or a
MAZDA?
New or Used
We also have 1 Certified Honda, Toyota
s and Nissan Technician.
Call the dealer with 41 years ofexperience











Internship programs in: Law,
Medicine and Health Policy or
Public Service and Social Analysis
I— June 6-juiy *
«- July II- 12
• Small classes taught by
Brandeis faculty
• Competitive tuition
• Easy ace—i from Reus.
I28/9S/9©
• Free
Information, catalog and application:
Ra*fcSckMl«r Summer.




(617) 736-3424 m irAlt
FAX: (417) 736-3420
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BASEBALL (8-9)
April 22, 1994
at Babson Park, Mass.
Bowdoin 001 000 110 10 -4 14 8
Babson 000 100 020 11 -5 7 5
Two out when winning run scored.
Multiple hitters: Bow - Flaherty 3, Seeley 3,
Gibson 2, Margraf 2. Bab - Casta. Batteries: Bow - Ryan,
Dempsey (8) and C. Gaffney. Bab - Rountree, Smith (5),
Siderwicz (8), DiCangi (9) and Foster. W - DiGangi. L -




Brandeis 202 010 302 -10 12
Bowdoin 100 010 000 - 2 11 2
Multiple hitters: Bran - Moreau 3, Curley 2,
Fallona 2, Martin 2. Bow - Gibson 2, McCormick 2,
Meehan 2. Batteries: Bran - Figuroa, Mahoney (8),
Pishon (9) and Hall. Bow - d'Entremont, Coggins (8) and
Kelley, Taylor (9). W - Figuroa. L - d'Entremont. 2B:
Bran - Fallona, Graham. Bow - Margraf. 3B: none. HR:
Bran - Curley, Moreau. Bow - none.
April 24, 1994
at Brunswick, Maine
UMass-Boston 000 010 020 -3 11 2
Bowdoin 303 032 02x -13 14 2
Multiple hitters: U - Johnson, LaVangie, Patti,
Tenaglia. B - O'Sullivan 3, Seeley 3, Gibson 2, Meehan 2.
Batteries: U - Commesso, Powers (5) and Johnson. B -
Jenkins, Palmer (8) and C. Gaffney, Taylor (8). W -
Jenkins. L - Commesso. 2B: U - none. B - Meehan. 3B: U




Bowdoin 002 040 134 - 14 13 5
Bates 000 601 022 - 11 16 6
Multiple hitters: Bow - Palmer 3, Flaherty 2, C.
Gaffney 2, Margraf 2, McCormick 2, O'Sullivan 2. Bat -
Batchellor 3, Edwards 3, Friedland 2, Morrissey 2.
Batteries: Bat - Hanley, Garvey (7), Smith (9) and
Batchellor. Bow - Ryan, Demspey (6), Palmer (8) and C
Gaffney. W - Dempsey (2-1). L - Garvey. SV - Palmer (1).
2B: Bow - Flaherty 2, Meehan 2, C. Gaffney, Seeley. Bat -
Edwards 2, Batchellor, Friedland, MacKnik. 3B: none.
HR: Bow - C. Gaffney. Bat - none.
SOFTBALL (7-5)
April 22, 1994
at Babson Park, Mass.
Bowdoin 001 000 110 10 -4 14 8
Babson 000 100 020 11 -5 7 5
Two out when winning run scored.
Multiple hitters: Bow - Flaherty 3, Seeley 3,
Gibson 2, Margraf 2. Bab - Casta. Batteries: Bow - Ryan,
Dempsey (8) and C. Gaffney. Bab - Rountree, Smith (5),
Siderwicz (8), DiGangi (9) and Foster. W - DiGangi. L -






Bowdoin 700 211 4 - 15 12 2
Thomas 213 000 - 6 7 5
Multiple hitters: B - Walsh 3, Albanese 2, Aselton
2, Bowdoin 2. T - Smith 2, Vanasse 2. Batteries: B -
Collins and Schuler. T - Peters and Carter. W - Collins
(2-2). L - Peters (1-10). 2B: B - Merryman. T - Smith. 3B:
none. HR: B - Aselton (1), Bowdoin (1). T - none.
I
Game H2
Bowdoin 305 142 -15 12 1
Thomas 030 020 - 5 9 3
Game called after six innings because o/10-run rule.
Multiple hitters: B - Albansese 3, Spagnuolo 2,
Strohmeyer 2. T - Smith 2. Batteries: B - Strohmeyer and
Schuler. T - Peters and Smith. W - Strohmeyer (5-2). L -
Peters (1-11). 2B: B - Albanese, Aselton. T - Connolly,




Bowdoin 012 000 - 3 5 3
Bates 100 120 x - 4 5
Multiple hitters: Bow - none. Bat - Tuohey.
Batteries: Bow - Strohmeyer and Schuler. Bat - Walsh
and Turner. W - Walsh. L - Strohmeyer (5-3). 2B: Bow





Middlebury 4 1 5 3 - 13
Bowdoin 15 12 - 9
Goals: M - Whinery 4, Swann 3, McKinnon 2,
Kocaj, Martini, Meade, Mebel. B - Schuetz 3, Crocco,
Fitzgerald, Huke, Newkirk, Rand, Wood. Assists: M -
Corrigan, Hodde, Meade, Whinery. B - Huke 3, D'Arci,




Bates 13 2 1-7
Bowdoin 5 4 4 4-7
Coals: Bat - Kokoruda 4, Jones 1, Ingram 1,
Toomey 1. Bow - Rand 3, Schuetz 3, Haley 2, Wysor 2,
Bland, Crocco, Fitzgerald, Huke, Newkirk, Schuh,
Wood. Assists: Bat - Toomey 2, Kokoruda. Bow -
Fitzgerald 2, Huke 2, Newkirk 2, Schuetz 2, Rand,
Wysor, Wood. Coaltending: Bat - Arsenauit 12 saves.
Bow - Erin White 10 saves (52 minutes, 6 goals against),






Coals: Bat - Crane-Stern 3, Kophe, Mcraver,
Williams. Bow - Wilmerding 2, Ahrens, Gorton, Hill,
Kim, Mitchell, Poor. Assists: Bat - Bared. Bow - Gorton
2, Wilmerding 2, DiCaetano, Mitchell Coaltending: Bat
- Neubert 13 saves. Bow - Ballen 12 saves.
April 26, 1994
at Babson Park, Mass.
Bowdoin 12 9 -21
Babson 2 2-4
Coals: Bow - Mitchell 6, Gorton 4, Poor 3, Trees 3,
Daversa 2, Frekko, Hill, Kim. Bab - deary 2, Zoltak,
Kidd. Assists: Bow - Doran, Gorton, Hill, Kim, Poor,
Titus. Bab - none. Coaltending: Bow - Ballen 6 saves.
JSowdo'm Sports Trivia
Jenn Bowdoin '96 became the first player in
Polar Bear Softball history to hit a home run in
consecutive games this past week. The shortstop
hit a homerun in both wins over Thomas last
Saturday, and then added another round-tripper
against Bates on Thursday. Bowdoin's three
home runs this season also tie her for the Polar





Middlebury 8, Bowdoin 1
Singles
»1 - Polatek (M) def. Pastel 6-4, 7-5
#2 - Coldsnow (M) def. Ghaly 6-», 4-6, 6-4
#3 - Tsao (M) def Slusar 6-2, 6-1
#4 - Sloan (M) def Hindle 7-5, 6-4
#5 - Butler (M) def. Davidson 6-4, 2-6, 6-4
#6 - Schatz (M) def Grzymski 2-6, 6-2, 6-4
Doubles
#1 - Pozatek/Coldsnow (M) def. Ghaly/Grzymski 6-4,
6-4
#2 - Hindle/Pastel (B) def. Sloan/Butler 6-7, 7-6, 7-6








It was not just a day of luaus and hula
dancing as the women's track team hosted its
annual Aloha Relays lastSaturdayatWhittier
Held. The women had a strong performance
at thecompetitionand finished secondamong
four participating teams.
The Bears were led by tri-captains Amy
Toth *95andStaci Bell^.Toth haddominant
finishes in all of her events. Her distance of
15'11" in the long jump earned her second
place, and she dominated the field in rh*» TOO
meter hurdles. TQth placed first in the semi-
final with a time of 16.0 seconds, and in the
finals, she blew away the competition with a
time of 15.6 seconds.
Bell, Bowdoin's top thrower, set a college
record at the relays with her performance in
the hammer. Her throw of 46.88 meters
surpassed the best efforts of all hammer
throwers in Bowdoin history, and, not
surprisingly, was a convincing first place.
Bell also took first place in the shot put with a
throw of 38'1 1 * and third in the discus with a
score of 99'8".
Kristin Adams '97 continued to have a
strong season as she won the 5000 meter run
with a time of 18:59. Teammate Alexandra
Moore "96was rightbehind her with a timeof
19:00. Tri-captain Rachel Cleaves '95 was
second in the 800 meter dash, and Janet
Mulcahy '96 took second place in the 3000




In the 100th running of the State of Maine
Championship, the Bowdoin men's track team
wasdealta crushing blow by arch-rival Colby
College but were able to subdue Bates. After
being edged by Colby two weeks ago, the
Polar Bears were poised for revenge, but this
attempt was thwarted by an apparently new-
found depth on the part of the White Mules.
Although the meet ended with the Polar
Bears trailing by 25 points, there were several
excellent personalaccomplishments.The most
noteworthy of these honors went tojunior tri-
captain Scott Dyer, who won the Fred Tootell
award for the most outstanding field event
competitor in the meet. In achieving this
honor, Dyer beat the winner from the two
previous seasons, Bates standout Joe Welch.
Dyer won the discus (152'2") and javelin
(174'10") and placed second in both the
hammer throw (181 "1') and the shot put
(44'5"). Also scoring in the throwing events
were Bryn Upton '94, who finished fourth in
the javelin, and Mike Tremblay '95 and Larry
Karlin '97 in the discus. Tremblay and Karlin
finished third and fourth, respectively.
On the track, first-yearJamesJohnson kept
his winning streak alive. Johnson stepped up
to the 10,000 meter run for the first time this
season and walked away withhis third victory
in three meets. Johnson shut down on of
Colby's best distance runners in his victory,
winning by over a minute. He was less than
20 seconds off the school record. Tom Eng '95
joined Johnson in the 10,000 and finished the
event in third place (34.36). Phil Sanchez '96
returned to the winner'scircle with his second
steeplechase victory of the season. Sanchez
was content to follow the leaders in an
obviously well-planned race un til thelast lap
when he surged past the other competition
with a tremendous kick. Mike Thwing V7
finished fourth in that event.
Like Johnson, first-year Hiram Andrews
pulled off his third straight victory. Andrews
won the high jump, clearing 6'4". He also
placed fourth in both the pole vault and long
jump. Also placing in the long jump was first-
year Nate Chandler. Chandler finished third
with a jump of 19'1". Bowdoin jumpers also
claimed two of the top four places in the triple
jump. Mike Johnson '95 and Ed Poku '97
finished second and fourth in the event with
jumps of 39'11" and 39'1" respectively.
The men's track team travels to Williams
tomorrow for the NESCAC championship
where they will have another chance to
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SOFTBALL
Continued from page 16.
lead to two, bringing Jen Fortin '96 home
along with her. Unfortunately, this shining
moment would be the Bears' last for the
remainder of the game.
In the bottom of the fourth, Bates utilized a
wild pitch and a sacrificial fly to bring the
score within one. However, the worst was yet
to come. One inning later, Bates scored two
runs to snatch the lead, and eventually, the
win from the visiting Polar Bears. After
walking the first batter, Bates attempted to
sacrifice the runner into scoring position.
Luckily for Bates, the Bears could not hold
onto he ball, thuscommiting a throwing error
that allowed the runner on first to score, and
advanced the batter to third. With the score
tied, Sharon Jacobsen sacrificed the winning
home run
Nonetheless, the week was not a complete
disappointment, as Bowdoin swept both ends
ofadoubleheaderagainstThomasCollege(l-
ll)fourdaysbeforelosingtoBates. In the first
game, first-year Allie Walsh led the way,
going th ree forfourhits with two RBIs. Aselton
also contributed two hits and five RBIs, and
the Bea rs ruled the firstgame 15-6. Erin Collins
'96 (2-2) had a strong outing and pitched the
complete game, giving up only six earned
runs on seven hits.
Game two was a repeat of the first, as the
Bears wrapped up theday witha 15-5 victory.
The game was cut short one inning, as the
slaughter rule was enacted for the first time
this season for the Bears. This time, everyone
was in on the action, as 15 of the 22 players on
the roster received playing time. Heading up
the slaughter was Albanese, who went three
for three, with one double and three RBIs.
Jenn Bowdoin and Dee Spagnuolo '96 added
to the assault, as Bowdoin hit her second
homerun of the afternoon, while Spagnuolo
added another dinger in the top of the sixth to
solidify the ten run rule. On the mound,
Strohmeyer pitched all nine innings, giving
up fiveearnedrunsonninehits, while striking
out five.
Today, the Polar Bears meet the meet the
University of New England at home at 4:00
p.m.
went down in a 10-2 defeat McCormick,
Gibson and Meehan all had two hits in the
losing effort.
Due to the vast number of early season
postponements, the team was forced to play
in the next half inning, the Beavers scored the Sunday for a third straight day, against
gamewinnerwithout the ben ifit ofa hit (error, UMass-Boston. First-yearpitcherBen Jenkins
SLUGFEST














Needing an insurance run to seal
up the victory, Bowdoin again
turned to Gaffney. Gaffney again
stroked the ball to left, this time












for 4 with 3
RBIs),
Meehan '97 (2 for 3), Jeremy Gibson "95 (2 for OSullivan (3 for 4), Gibson (2 for 5) and
3), and Margraf (2 for 4) allhad quality hitting Meehan (2 for 5) led Bowdoin's 1 4-hit attack,
games in the loss. The team plays Colby today at 3.30 p.m.
After the heartbreaker on Friday, the Bears here at Pickard Field. They then travel to
came home to do battle with Brandeis on UMaine-Farmington for a Sunday
Saturday. Despite putting 1 1 hits in the book, doubleheader and to St. Joseph's for a single
Bowdoin was only able to platetwo runs as it game on Tuesday.
HOW TO CRAM FOR SUMMER.
Student 4-Month Special
May through August $90
(5x5 unit size)
• You don't have to pack!
• Auto storage also avai!abie
You store it You look it
You keep the key.










Continued from page 16.
setter to the Rolex Tournament champion at
#1 singles, #4 player Hindle foughtback from
a 4-0 deficit to claim the second set before
losing the third in a tiebreaker, and co-captain
and #5 playerTom Davidson '94 also extended
his opponent to three sets.
Having such a competitiveshowing against
Bates, one of the top teams in the NESCAC,
should give Bowdoin confidence for this
weekend's NESCAC championships at
Williams. Bowdoin's #2 doubles team of
Hindle and Pastel, who have a team-best
record of 10-3, have received the third seed in
the #2 doubles draw in the NESCAC
championships . "Thoseguys arejustso tough
.
They always play a great match," said
Hammond. Hammond pointed to their
victory at Middlebury, when they fought off
11 match points to record Bowdoin's only
victory, as typifying their mental toughness.
Hammond is cautiously optimistic about
his team's chances in the NESCAC
championship. "We have played well as a
team lately, and have several players in the
position to have strong individual showings.
However, there are only eleven teams in the
tournament and all of them are strong, so we
will need to have a consistent effort from
everyone," he said.
The Polar Bears ended the season with a
record of 8-6, but they could surprise people
at theNESCAC championships. AsGrzymski
said, "We do not think we are very good, but
we are very good."
SHOW YOUR TEAM SPIRIT!
Order customized collegiate caps for
your team or club today! Caps are 100%
cotton and designed to soften with age.














Number of caps_ x $13.00 ea. =
(24 minimum) Shipping + 6.00
Total =
Please allow 4-6 weeks for delivery.
Mail along with check or money order to:
New England Athletics
Box 2577 Baxter Hall
Williamstown, MA 01267
or call (413) 597-6076 or information.
Offer expires 3/31/94.
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Men's Lacrosse
Polar Bear Profile: Justin Schuetz
' 3V ¥ - •' " *>
Very few student-athletes have made the the level of the seniors we lost last year."
type of impact on Bowdoin athletics and Schuetz' own efforts on the lacrosse field
academics thatJustin Schuetz '94has. Schuetz wererecognizedlastyearwhenhewasnamed
is a four-year starter on the men's soccer and to the 1993 Second Team District I Academic
lacrosse teams, and also a highest honors All-America lacrosse team. His still-growing
biology-studio art double major. "Justin is a career totals of 85 goals, 38 assists and 123
true Renaissance Man," said Tom McCabe, points place him near the top ofthe standings
head men's
lacrosse coach.
It is hard to miss
Schuetz on the
playing field, ashe













with 8 goals and 5
assists for a total of ™""~"™™~™^^^^^^
21 points. This fall, as co-captain, he led the
team with 4 goals and 10 points. "Statistics
don't matter to me," said Schuetz. "I justwant
the team to do well."
Thisyear, Schuetzhas captained twoyoung
teams. Though neither team has been as
successful aswashoped, Schuetz has enjoyed
the challenge of continuing the tradition of
strong leaders and captains. "I look to the
past captains for inspiration and follow their
example," said Scheutz. Scheutz has been
especially impressed with the play of the
first-years on this year's lacrosse team. "They
are playing really well, and in time will be at
"Justin is a great leader
by example. There is no
nonsense about him. He
always comes ready to





in all of these
categories. "Justin











career comes to an




to look back on. Of
^^^^^^^^^^—
all the athletic
triumphs he has been a part of, he values the
1993 lacrosse team's ECAC championship
the most. "It was not just winning the
tournament which was so memorable, but
the chance to be around a great group of
guys," he said.
After his collegiate athletic career ends,
Schuetz will focus his considerable eneigyon
his academic talents by spending a year
helping a graduate student do research in a
rainforest in Cameroon. From the athletic
field to the tropical rainforest, it seems that
there is nothing Justin Schuetz can not do
well. by Tracy Boulter Justin Schuetz '94 relaxes after Thursday's win against Bates.
Carey Jones/ Bowdoin Orient
Men's lacrosse cruises against Bates, 17-7
By John Anderson
staff writer
From watching the men's lacrosse team
playMiddleburyon Saturday,onehas to lend
new credibility to the old saying, 'Tacts are
the enemy of truth." The facts are that the
Polar Bears lost to the Panthers at home on
Saturdayafternoon 1 3-9. Yet the truth is much
different. The Polar Bears, led by Justin
Schuetz '94, played a great game against a
strong Middlebury team.
The Polar Bears opened the scoring early
with a goal from Schuetz. Yet Middlebury
answered with four goals to end the period at
4-1
. The Panthers had not heard the last of the
Polar Bears, however. Early in the second it
was Schuetz again, followed by a goal from
Tim Fitzgerald '97. Middlebury answered
with one goal to keep the Polar Bear deficit at
two with less than a minute to play in the half.
The men's team again made a miraculous
comeback, spurred on by a last-minute goal
byGregWood '97and a goal byJudd Newkirk
'97 with only :04 left in the half. Polar Bear
fans went wild as their team left the field for
halftime tied 5-5 with the prominent
Middlebury team.
In the second half the Panthers again
jumped ahead with two quick goals. Brian
Crocco '97 added the only Bowdoin goal of
the period. Middleburywenton to score three
more before the end of the period. The Polar
Bears were again down going into the fourth,
yet this time around they just couldn't match
the potent offense of the Panthers. Schuetz
and Huke each added a goal in the final
period, as Middlebury outscored them again
with four goals in the fourth.
Yesterday the Bears again faced off athome
against Bates. A much brighter game, the
team was down early 1-0, yet from there it
was the Bears all the way. The men went on a
9-0 run spurred on by
goals from captain Eric
Haley '94, Nat Wysor
'97, Schuetz, Crocco,
Huke, Adam Rand '95,
Newkirk and Wood.
The Bowdoin defense
allowed only five more
goals as the Polar Bears
won it easily, 17-7.
"We played with
much more intensity
this week than we have
before—we really
showed what we are
capable of," said Coach
Tom McCabe.
Hopefully the Bears can
keep up this level of
intensity as Amherst
comes to town on
Saturday.
Women 's lax looks ahead




Sue and the Crew are hack. .
.
Enjoy panoramic views of Casco Bay, great seafood, and some of the
.





i) miles down Route 24 from Cooks Corner, Brunswick
7 days a week for Lunch and Dinner
The women's lacrosse team won team both of its games this
week, defeating Bates 8-6 and Babson 21-4. The Bears entered the
week at .500 and have demonstrated their determination to see
post-season play. The team had exemplary showings on both
sidesof the field this week. After losing toWesleyan lastweek, the
team mayhaveprovided itselfwith the confidence needed to face
an undefeated Middlebury squad tomorrow.
Head Coach Maureen Flahertycommended the team's play at
its home game against Bates last Saturday. "Everyone played a
complete game," she said. "They put it all together from offense
to defense." Flahertywas especially pleased with thedistribution
of points among a variety of players, which exhibits the team's
overall progress. Those netting one goal each included Sara Poor
'95, Sarah Hill '97, Jane Kim ' 96, Jen Ahrens '94, Maggie Mitchell
'95 and Nan Gorton '96. Eliza Wilmerding '97 scored two goals
and had two assists. Sasha Ballen '96 had 12 saves for the Bears.
The Bears' rout of Babson told a lot about the team's offensive
skills, butwas actually a verydefensivegame. Ballen had 1 3 saves
in goal and Babson's goaliehad 12 saves. Bowdoin back-up goalie
GenieArnot *97played eightminutes in goal Coach Flahertywas
quite pleased with her play, and the team's overall performance.
"Genieplayed great; the teamput itall togetherwith great passes,
tight defense and great movement of the ball on the attack."
Flaherty noted that Kristin DiGaetano '95, Steph Ward '94, Holly
Shaw '97, Alison Titus "97, Sonig Doran *96 and Ahrens played
exceptionally vigorous defense against Babsonand havedoneso
throughout the season.
The Bears' hard-working defense will be especially necessary
tomorrow at 11:00 a.m. at Pickard Field. The Bears face an
undefeated Middlebury squad, butCoachFlaherty isnotdaunted.
"Well prepare as well as we can and go in playing our game—
they're certainly not unbeatable"
The women's lacrosse team will also host Plymouth State on
Sunday at 1:00 pjm, "There are fhre big games left" Flaherty
stated. "If we continue to play as well as we have been we have
a chance at postseason play. Well take it one game at a time."
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B o iv d o in vs. Bates
Mark McCormick '96 takes a cut at one of his two hits against Bates. Derek Armstrong/ Bowdoin Orient
C. Gaffney (HR, 6 RBI) leads





Catcher Charlie Gaffney '95 is known best
for his ability to score in a hockey arena, but
it was his outstanding day on the baseball
diamond that helped Bowdoin come up with
a bigwin over rival BatesCollegeon Thursday
.
This 14-11 win capped another 2-2 week for
the 8-9 Polar Bear baseball team.
In Lewiston, the Bears fell behind 6-2 after
four innings and were in danger of dropping
their 10th gameoftheseason. Then, following
a single by Mike Flaherty '96 and an RBI
single by Mark McCormick '96, Gaffney
stepped up to the plate and belted a two-run
homer over the left field fence. An additional
run was added in the inning to tie the game
up at 6-6.
After a Bates run in the sixth and a Bowdoin
run in the seventh, the two teams headed into
the eighth knotted at 7-7. Then the Bears took
the lead for good 10-7 by scoring three times
on two hits, a walk and an error. The Bobcats
countered with two runs of their own to pull
within one, 10-9.
Needing some insurance runs to seal up the
victory, Bowdoin again turned to Gaffney.
With two outs and the bases loaded in the top
of the ninth, Gaffney again stroked the ball to
left, this time for a base-clearing double. After
another run came in on a David Palmer '97
double, the Polar Bears had a commanding
14-9 lead with three outs to go. Palmer then
closed out the game on the- mound by only
allowing two runs to complete the 14-11
victory.
Gaffney's 6 RBIson two hitsled theBowdoin
attack. Palmer (3 hits), Flaherty (2 hits),
McCormick (2 hits), Tim O'Sullivan '95 (2
hits), and Chris Margraf '95 (2 hits) all also
had multiple hit games for the Bears.
The team started off the week's action by
traveling down to Massachusetts to play the
Beavers of Babson College. After the
regulation nine innings, the two teams found
themselves in a 3-3 deadlock. Bowdoin scored
once on twowalks and a Flaherty single in the
top of the tenth to take the advantage. Babson
then plated one of theirown to further extend
the contest. After the Bearswentdownquietly
Please see SLUGFEST, page 14.
Men's tennis edged out ofan upset ofBobcats, 5-4
By Tracy Boulter
assistant sports editor
After three away matches in a row, the
Bowdoin men's tennis team returned home
Wednesday for a rematch against Bates, a
team which had defeated them 7-2 earlier in
the season. Determined to parlay the home-
court advantage and the desire for revenge
intoa victory, the Polar Bears cameout playing
inspired tennis. An hour into the match,
Bowdoin was dominating all three doubles
matchesand the possibility ofan upsetvictory
loomed large. However, the Bates players
soon adjusted to the clay courts and began to
stage a comeback.
Bates' #3 doubles pair sparked the
turnaround byclawing back from a 5-7deficit
to squeak out a 9-7 victory. Bowdoin's #2
doubles team of Paul Hindle '97 and Dave
Pastel '97, who have a season record of 10-3,
hung on for a crucial 8-5 win at #2 doubles to
even the score. Then the #1 doubles team
from Batescompleted thedramatic comeback,
"J was glad tofinally get the
chance to play a match outside.
"
—Joe Grzymski '94
reeling off six straight games from 3-7 down
to win 9-7. Co-captain Mark Slusar '95
characterized his play in this match as "the
largestchoke in the historyofmediocre college
tennis."
Though the Polar Bears fought valiantly
during the singles portion of the competition,
theywerenotable to recover theirmomentum
and lost the match by the final score of 5-4.
Despite this heartbreaking loss, men's tennis
coach Dan Hammond was pleased with his
team's effort, stating, "We did some great
things out there. We battled well and sent the
message to them that we can win. We scared
them."
Pastel, Slusar, and Joe Grzymski '94 "turned
in stellar singles performances in the losing
effort. Pastel was totally dominant at #2
singles, steam roll ing his opponent 6-2, 6-3. In
perhaps the most exciting match of the day,
Slusa r's brilliantvolleysand quicknessearned
him a hard-fought 6-3, 7-6 victory over his
opponent at #3 singles. Grzymski ended his
successful careerwith a 6-1, 6-3 triumph at #6
singles. Reflectingon his win, Grzymski said,
"I was glad to finally get the chance to play a
match outside."
The closeness of the match was further
illustrated by the scores of Bowdoin's singles
losses,. Mike Ghaly '97 lost a tough three-






On April 9th at Pickard Field, the Bowdoin
softball team toppled Bates 5-2, marking the
Bears' first victory of the season, and Bates'
only loss this year. Three weeks later, in
Lewiston, Maine, the Polar Bears met Bates
again, this time with a seven game winning
streak on the line. Thirsty for revenge for its
previous loss to the Bears, Bates (8-1) ended
Bowdoin's (7-5) undefeated run, winning 4-3.
As in their first meeting, the intra-state
rivalry came down to a pitching duel, each
pitcher matching the other, allowing only
five hits the entire game. Donna Strohmeyer
'97 (5-3), Bowdoin's ace, pitched a fabulous
game, yetwas plagued by walks and errors in
the field. Pitching six complete innings,
Strohmeyerallowed sixwalks, givingup only
one earned run, but three errors gave Bates
theopportunitytostealthegame. Bates pitcher
Molly Walsh pitched seven innings, giving
up three runs, all of which were earned.
After retiring the first two batters of the
game, Strohmeyer yielded a single to Aliscia
Tuohey. Not in scoring position, Tuochey
surprised the Bearsbyquickly reachinghome
on a ground hit that proved hard to field.
Down 1-0, Bowdoin responded in the next
inning with an equally strange method of
bringing a runner home. After Amy Aselton
'94 had walked and stolen second, Kelsey
Albanese '96 hit a fly ball to right, which
seemed destined todrop in for a hit. However,
the Bates fielder managed to make a driving
catch tomark the out . Nevertheless, she could
not permit Bowdoin from recording a run, for
Aselton tagged upn from second, and crossed
the plate just ahead of the throw.
An inning later, with the score now tied at
one,Jenn Bowdoin '96 became theonlyplayer
in Bowdoin history to hit homeruns in three
consecutive games. Bowdoin used the third
ofheronlyhomerunsofthe season to raisethe
Please see SOFTBALL, page 14.
,' Carey Jones/ Bowdoin Orient
Joe Grzymski '94 dives for the forehand.
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Racial slur sparks confrontation
By Benjamin S. Beach
STAFF WRITER
Early Saturday morning, an incident took
place in front of Alpha Kappa Sigma during
which Troy Woodson '94, a student of color,
was the target of racial slander from an un-
named Bowdoin student. The slander fell
within the context of an evening marked by
a series of both verbal and physical confron-
tations. The details of the incident are uncer-
tain, and the College is not at liberty to
release them in accordance with the Buckley
Amendment which bars colleges from re-
leasing information about individual stu-
dents without their consent.
Senior Class Dean Kenneth Lewallen ex-
plained that the Administration is "very
unsure of the details," at this point, but did
confirm that Mr. Woodson was called a
"mooley," and that punches were alleged to
have been thrown. Bowdoin Security be-
came involved in the latter stages of the
incident, and the individuals involved were
questioned. The number of individuals in-
volved remains unclear. "We are still re-
viewing thecircumstances," Lewallennoted.
"We are still examining the alternatives, in
"When someonefrom... mainstream white society uses a term
like that, it's an attempt at verbal disempowerment.
"
order to develop, with the individuals in-
volved, the best educational response."
The issue, with all its ambiguity, is far
from simple. "If it was just a cut and dry
racial incident then itwould be easier," Chief
of Security Donna Loring said. "I think it
would be different if Troy could have held
his temper, but reacting in a violent way just
made things worse." She commented that
from a "law enforcement" perspective, the
incident involved verbal harassment by one
party, and assault by the other.
Woodson sees things differently.
'"Mooley' is a synonym for 'nigger,'" he
explained. "It is an extremely hurtful term
and it runs a lot deeper than a lot of people
think." He recounted his long experience
with similar terms, which began at the age of
seven when a white classmate spit on him
and called him 'nigger.' "I went to a school
that was predominantly Italian and Irish,
and that racially divisive term was used to
slander people of color, particularly bla :ks."
Thus, he views the situation as more than
mere "verbal harassment."
"I can understand the anger and the hurt,"
said Lewallen, noting that he himself is black,
"but there are ways you simply don't react.
Even being called certain names does not
justify any reaction."
Woodson admits that his response to the
slander was "questionable," butnotes, "lam
not a proponent of violence, but I think in
some instances, a person, a human being,
reaches the limit where it's very difficult to
just 'forget it.' When someone from the pre-
dominant socioeconomic bracket, which is
essentially mainstream white society, uses a
term like that, it's an attempt at verbal
disempowerment."
The case is still being reviewed by Secu-
rity, the Deans and the parties involved, and
may be resolved in a number of different
ways. "I think this is a case which may
benefit from mediation as well as College
action," said Lewallen, expressing his confi-
dence that a just and appropriate resolution
will be arrived at. "When you have someone
who is victimized, we try to put as much
control in the hands of that alleged victim,"
he explained.
Woodson shares Lewallen's optimism,
noting that the Administration has "been
very supportive." He stated expressly that at
no point was he told to ignore the incident,
as he had been in situations which arose
earlier in his life. Some students, however,
have advised him to "chalk it up and forget
it," suggesting that the individuals involved
had no racist intent. "It's hard for me to
believe that," he admits.
"He's got to understand that he's going to
get called that again and he can't keep react-
ing like that," states Loring, "It's the real
world." The case brings the latter fact to
light, both through its complexity and de-
structiveness. With its resolution, the Col-
lege may demonstrate its ability or inability
to deal with issues which extend far beyond
its walls. In the meantime, Woodson hopes
for a time when institutions of higher educa-
tion like Bowdoin are exempt from racial
strife and violence.
Lewallen to leave Bowdoin
after nearly a decade as Dean
By David Simmons
news editor
Umbreen Khalidi/ Bowdoin Orient
Dean Lewallen relaxes in his office under a super-cool picture of Malcolm X.
Senior Class Dean Kenneth A Lewallen will
be ending his tenure at Bowdoin this summer,
after serving as Dean of Students for nearly a
decade. One of the most respected, influential
and recognizable personalities at the College,
Lewallen will be missed by the colleagues and
studentswho worked with him closelyand knew
him well.
"I've really enjoyed working with [Lewallen],"
said Dean of the College Elizabeth Chadwick,
who despite her own recent arrival at Bowdoin
has found Lewallen's years of experience help-
ful in easing the transition to a new model for the
Dean of Students office. "He's been a very posi-
tive influence on things we've been trying to do
in the Dean's office," she said.
Ana Brown, who now works for a community
college in Portland, Oregon, and who worked
with Lewallen for six years both as Assistant and
Associate Dean ofStudents, also has fond memo-
ries of him. Lewallen, she recalls, "was always
supportive, and allowed his staff to take off with
new ideas, to give birth to new ideas. I don't
think I'll ever work for a better person."
"It will be a real loss for Bowdoin," Brown
said. "He's done a lot to bring people together
whocommunicate, building partnershipsamong
the faculty and staff."
Govenrment professor Allen Springer agreed
.
"I think he's done a great job in one of the most
difficult jobs on campus," he said. "As a fac-
ulty member, it's been great to have Ken to
call to get good answers [about things per-
taining to students] quickly. It's not some-
thing everyone can do."
Springer was Dean of Students from 1980
to 1982 and was a part of the committee that
hired Lewallen. "What impresses me is how
long he's been able to maintain the enthusi-
asm and genuine interest he has for students,"
Please see LEWALLEN, page 4.
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Beyond the Bowdoin Bubble...
Mandela and the ANC celebrate triumph.
African National Congress (ANC) leader Nelson Mandela
claimed victory earlier this week in South Africa's first all-race
elections. Standingbefore an ecstatic crowd onMonday,Mandela
hailed an overwhelming triumph for his party. With the Rev.
Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.'s widow, Coretta Scott King, at his
side, Mandela addressed the crowd: "You have shown such a
calm, patient determination to reclaim this county as your own,
and joy that you can loudly proclaim from the rooftops: free at
last!" Some concern has surfaced in the volatile Zulu heartland
of Natal where a tight race has developed between the ANC and
the Inkatha Freedom Party.. All votes have still notbeen counted,
and officials from both parties have accused each other of
widespread cheating and voting fraud.
Canada considers banning handguns, U.S. votes to ban some
assault rifles.
In response to several acts of random violence, Canadian
lawmakers are considering the outlaw of handguns. Also being
discussed is a proposal to ban all guns in Canadian cities.
Canada's present gun control legislation requires a written test,
several permits, a 28 day waiting period,and police background
checks. By a two vote margin, the U.S. House of Representatives
passed a bill yesterday to ban the future production and sales of
19 types of semi-automatic assault rifles. While neither side
predicts the measure will have real effect on crime, it is viewed
as a blow to the gun lobby which will open the door to
more restrictive legislation.
Israel and the P.L.O. sign accord on Jericho and Gaza
Strip.
Israeli Prime Minister Yitzhak Rabin and Palestinian
Liberation Organization (P.L.O.)chairmanYasir Arafat
signed an agreement in Cairo on Wednesday which
formally begins Israel's withdrawal from the Gaza
Strip and the West Bank town ofJericho within the next
three weeks. Other major points of the accord include
a five-year interim period for negotiating a final solution
on the fate of the occupied territories; the creation of a
Palestinian police force; Israeli retention of authority
over the Jewish settlements, a military base along the
Egyptian border, and external security; the release by
Israel of approximately 5,000 Palestinian prisoners
within a period of five weeks; a safe passage for
Palestinians between the Gaza Strip and Jericho; and a
temporary international presence of400 observers. The
present accord follows up an agreement signed in
Washington in September.
Delay of base closings.
The Defense Department is seeking to delay decisions
on a final round of base closings. While the Joint Chiefs
ofStafffavor announcement next year,Defense Secretary
William Perryand Deputy DefenseSecretaryJohn Deutch
will recommend the delay of some decisions until after
the 1996 presidential and congressional elections. Base
closings can have severe impact on surrounding
communities,causingtremendouseconomic dislocation.
Faced with a shrinking budget, the Joint Chiefs of Staff
favor early closings as part of their strategy to cut costs
while maintaining an ability to pay for future weapons,
training and troop salaries. The Defense Department's
plan to postpone the decisions is backed by the President
and several members of Congress who fear the political
repercussions of base closings, especially in electorally
important states like Texas, California, and Florida. The
Brunswick Naval Air Station isamong those bases which
may be closed.
Death toll in Rwanda rises to 200, 000.
International Red Cross estimates put the number dead
in fourweeks ofethnic fighting in Rwanda at a minimum
of 200, 000. Fighting between the Hutu-dominated
Rwandan Army and the Tutsi-led Rwanda Patriotic
Frontbecame more intense as the sides battled for control
of Kigali, the nation's capital. As many as 2 million
Rwandans have fled the war, seeking refuge in
neighboring Uganda and Tanzania. The U.N. reduced
its2500 member peacekeeping force stationed in Rwanda
to 500 troops shortly after the fighting broke out. U.N.
Secretary General- Boutros Boutros-Ghali called upon
the Organization of African Unity to work towards
resolving the conflict.
Struggle continues between Azeris and Armenians.
The six-yearwarbetween Christian Armenia and Muslim
Azerbaijan, both former Soviet republics, over the
mountainous region of Nagorno-Karabakh appears to
be intensifying. Russian attempts to end the war have
largely proven futile, and the International Committee
of the Red Cross estimates that several hundred have
died and over 50,000 left homeless after heavy fighting
in the last three weeks.
-compiled by Josh Aronson and Seth G. Jones
Ifwe see the light at the end of the tunnel
It's the light ofan oncoming train.
-Robert Lowell
Congratulations to last week's contest
winner, Dan Sacco '96. His estimate was
536 sheets of toilet paper per roll. The
actual number of sheets is 506 sheets per
roll Congratulationsto allofour winners
this semester!
Congratulations, Phi Beta Kappanslf
Shelby E. Baker '94
Rockville, Maryland
Double major in biochemistry
and German.
Derek J. Benner '94
Friendship, Maine
Double major in computer
science and economics.
El izabeth S. DeBrita '94
Baldwin, New York
Double major in art history and
German.









Valerie R. Romoser '94
Eliot, Maine
Double major in biology and
German.
Joseph P. Sawyer '94
Braintree, Massachusetts
Double major in English and history.
Minor in romance languages.
Karin E Stawarky '94
Trumbull, Connecticut
Double major in economics
and history.
NOT PICTURED:
R. JaSOn Rand '94, Plymouth, New Hampshire. Double major in anthropology andAsianStudies.
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This year's room draw
yields housing to spare
By Meg Sullivan
assistant news editor-elect
LastSunday, Monday, andTuesday nights,
Main Lounge was the setting for the room
draw of rising seniors, juniors, and sopho-
mores. Unlike last year, however, students
were relatively satisfied with the results
—
there was enough space to house all students
who chose to live on campus.
Lastyear, at theend ofroom draw, 23 rising HarpswellApartments instead selectedquads
sophomores were left with no campus hous- in Coles Tower and Brunswick Apartments,
ing, and the waiting list nearly doubled over This year, this trend did not hold true—the
thesummerbecausestudentswhowereplan- rising seniors overwhelmingly chose Pine
ning to live off-campus changed their minds Street and Harpswell Apartments and the
about their housing. While the students were senior houses, leaving room in the Tower for
as an international house, Copeland is the
Asian Studies house, and 30 College Street is
for WATCH., the Women's Action Topics
Community House. This new group will fo-
cus on women's issues, and will concentrate
on a different topic each month. In addition,
10 more spots were available in Brunswick
Apartments because some former residents
moved out. In all, 55 more spaces were avail-
able this year.
Another problem last year was that seniors
who usually elect to live at Pine Street and
Carey Jones/ Bowdoin Orient
This year's rising sophomores weren't half as stressed about housing as last year's.
apartments.
Those with the higher numbers seemed to
myself my sophomore year, so I came here
and waited out room draw." Bill Samuels '97,
eventually accommodated by the College, more juniors and space in Brunswick Apart- prefer Appleton, Hyde, and Coleman for bearer of number 1386, thought that he'd
somewere forced to wait until mid-August to ments for sophomores,
know their fate,and merewas concernamong After the seniors selected their rooms on
students that the pattern would be repeated Sunday night, 18 quads in the Tower and the
again this year. majorityofBrunswickand MayflowerApa rt-
However, the Administration seemed to ments remained for thejuniors,who snatched
take these concerns into account. To provide Up these rooms in the Tower and some of the
additional housing, the College leased both Brunswick Apartments,
theBowdlnn and 7 Boody Street, formerlythe
Chi Psi fraternityhouse.DougEbeling, sopho-
more class deanwho directed room draw mis
year said, "the College really took action and
made additional housing available. . . The
College took it seriously and looked for ways
to respond."
Healso explained tha ttherearemoretheme
houses available this year. Besides Wellness
House, the Bowdlnn will be an Earth House
fortheGreens, 7BoodyStreetwill servemainly
dorms, yet by theend ofroom draw, after two "probably be living off-campus" because he
and a half hours, there were almost thirty would prefer not to live in a dorm again,
spaces remaining. Ebeling explained thatthese Betsy Sta rr '97 believed that "the system could
rooms will be possibly filled with either first- use some change. . . I think that ifsomeonegot
year or transfer students. a bad lottery number that they should some-
Although the only waiting list which exists how be compensated next year." Jude Kelley
this year is for students who could not choose '97 added, "I was considering getting a
When it came time for the sophomores to their first choice housing, as always, there Winnebago and parking it in front of the
choose their housing, a surprising number of were sophomores who were discontented Union."
apartments, 41, remained. These apartments because of their high numbers. As the night
were available to students with higher num- dragged on, those remaining seemed to bond
bers than in years past. Brunswick Apart- in their misfortunewith theotherswho shared
ments lasted until almost number 100, while their plight.
the Mayflower Apartments were filled 50 MattNathan'97wasoneofthestalwarts."I
numbers later. The availability of the apart- was dismayed to find out that I got a lottery College looks to grow, we're going to need
ments also proved to be a result of the popu- number of 1313. 1 contemplated getting off- more spaces." However, he commented that
larity of 7 Boody Street and Baxter House, campus housing but I couldn't find any and 1 this year, "I'm veryhappy
—
people got hous-
which some sophomores preferred over the didn't like the prospect of living in a single by ing and could all find space."
Although there were those who were dis-
satisfied with their choice ofhousing, Ebeling
was very satisfied because everyone who
wanted College housing was able to find
space. In the future, he realizes that "as the
Exec. Board election(s) signal
a changing of the guard
By Paul C. Rohlfing
NEWS EDITOR-ELECT
Nine of the fifteen members of the 1994-
1995 Student Executive Board were elected
this Monday. The electionhad originallybeen
scheduled for last Friday, April 29, but a low
turnout and mistakes in the procedures for
the Friday election prompted members of the
Student Life Committee to reschedule the
election for Monday. The election unseated
an unprecedented four incumbent members
and swept a surprising number of first-year
students and fraternity members into office.
The nine winners of the election were Ellen
Brown '95, Andres Gentry '96, Hiram
Hamilton '97, Julie Johnson '97, David Mo-
rales '97, Allison Springer '97,Fumio Sugihara
'96,Thomas Talbot '96and Kalidas Vanezuela
'97. Brown and Gentry are the only incum-
bents out of the six that ran who were re-
elected. The winners included five first-years
and six fraternity members
"I was pleased with the good representa-
tion from thefirst-year class," said HoltHunter
'96, this year's Exec Board Chair. "There also
seems to be keen interest in the Exec Board
among fraternity members. These first nine
Please see ELECTIONS, page 6.
Assault policy awaits feedback
By Emily Church
news editor-elect
The new sexual assault policy is finally
available for student feedback. For three
years the changes in policy have caused
tensions between student groups and the
Administration, cumulating in March with
a list of demanded progress dates for ad-
about rape and its consequences.
Members of Safe Space are happy with
the current policy, but are still angered at
the length of time it took to get it out. Brian
Sung '95, a member of Safe Space, believes
that the new policy was made top priority
because of student pressure. "My biggest
frustration has been the fact that for a year
this policy didn't go anywhere," Sung ad-
mitted. "The students are doing the
Administration's job for them."
Last spring the Administration madeministrative action.
The twenty-two page document will be promises only after Fox 51 news was called
on reserve in Hawthorne-Longfellow Li- to a Candlelight Vigil and mentioned that
brary for any student interested in reading Safe Space was having a difficult time mov-
it over and making suggestions. The final ing on the policy. This year student groups,
draft will be printed in the student hand- including Safe Space, BWA and ADAPT
Carey Jones/Bowdoin Orient
A clerical error might have allowed some students to vote early and often last Friday. _
book next fall.
The policy is bro-
ken into six clear sec-









tion and purpose of ~
the Sexual Miscon-
duct Board, community education and, fi-
nally, the more complicated procedures of
the Misconduct Board.
Dean of the College Elizabeth Chadwick
has been working with the policy all year,
and believes that a clear, concise statement
of policy is the most important step in fos-
tering understanding and trust among the
College community. "The four most impor-
tant things for an effective policy - clear
definitions, statement of policy, an under-
standing of procedure and an educational
component - are all included," Chadwick
explained. The area which is the most lack-
ing in the current policy is the clarity of
definitions; there is not a clear statement
"My biggest frustration has
been thefact thatfor a year
this policy didn't go any-
where. The students are
doing the Administration s
jobfor them."




made until a num-
ber of groups sent
outa letterdemand-
ing that the policy





come so involved in
the issue, and has been working closely
with students as the final revisions are be-
ing made. "It is right to keep the heat on,"
Chadwick said. "A lot of empetus should
come from the students so there is some
sense of ownership. The Administration
should support and move with the stu-
dents." However, she believes that the stu-
dent demands made in March were unreal-
istic. "It [the demands] sets us back. It
makes people believe that we don't have a
policy. We have all been working on this in
a good faith way."
President Edwards defended the current
Please see POLICY, page 6.
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LEWALLEN
Continued from page 1.
he said "Ken has been able to gooutamong the
studentsand reallyworkwith them . Hehas the
kind of personality that lets him do that."
Springer also admired Lewallen's endurance.
"I did [the job] for two years and I was ex-
hausted at the end," he said. "I'm sorry he's
leaving," Springer concluded
"Ken Lewallen's departure is a great loss for
Bowdoin,''agreesprofessorofgovernmentjean
Yarborough. "Hewaswisecounselorand friend
to so many students and faculty. We should
have moved heaven and earth to keep him."
History professor Paul Nyhus is another
faculty member who has appreciated
Lewallen's presence in the Dean of Students
office. Nyhus worked with Lewallen when
served a s Dean of the College forone semester
in the fall of 1987. "I think he's been a superb
dean here," he said. "He's been willing to take
on very difficult problems [and has] been a
very reliable center."
Nyhusalso referred to Lewallen'sbreadth of
knowledge about the students he advised.
"When you wonder what's happening in a
student's life," he said, "you pick up thephone
and call Ken." Nyhus also praised Lewallen's
"very strong sense of the educational purpose
of the College."
Jane Jervis, who was Dean of the College
between 1988 and 1992, recalls Lewallen as
"bright, committed to students, and funny."
"He had students' best interests at heart," she
said, whether he was doling out discipline or
giving emotional support. "I enjoyed working
with Ken. I'm sorry you're losing him. He was
a good person for the students at Bowdoin."
Despite his other obvious abilities, though,
Lewallen will probably best be remembered
for his interactions with the students he ad-
vised. Brown said that Lewallen "cares about
education and liberal arts, and I think he in-
stilled that in a lot of students. He's a good
listener, andbecause of thathehelped students
make decisions that would be best for them in
the long run. He has a real knack for that."
Brown also cited his honestyand "high level
of integrity" as qualities that make students
trust him. "He's had to do some hard things,
but he's always looked out for the good of the
institution and the good of the students," she
said.
Lewallen started at Bowdoin as Dean of
Students in 1985, after serving for four years as
Assistant Dean of the College. He graduated
from Texas A&M University with a degree in
secondary education in 1969, among the first
African American students to do so after the
universitydesegregated. HereceivedhisPh.D.
in American History in 1972 from Kansas State
University, where he also taught in the history
Ken Lewallen has a knack for connecting with students.
Erin Sullivan/ Bowdoin Orient
departmentand served in a variety of student-
service-oriented staff positions.
Lewallen remembers that the biggest issues
facing him during his years at Bowdoin were
fraternity-related. "A big part of my job was
fraternity involvement," he said, pointing out
that the College was "obsessed with fraternity
behavior." The College, he said, "started pay-
ing moreattention tobehaviorbecause ofresis-
tancetocoeducation,"and that "nationalnorms
of tolerance had changed."
"At that time, fraternities took up time way
out of proportion to their numbers," he said.
But he did see other issues a rise out of what he
called the "wars of attrition" surrounding fra-
ternity issues. Two of the most positive, he
said, are the creation of women's groups on
campus such as SafeSpace and the Bowdoin
Women's Association.
Looking back on his legacy, Lewallen re-
marked, "If anything, I have settled the office
somewhat." Furthermore, "due in part to the
quality of the interaction [between deans and
students]," I don't think studentsview going to
the Dean's office in the same negative terms
they might have previously," he said. He also
felt that he has left "a legacy of fairness, objec-
tivity, compassion and education."
It is his dealings with students that he en-
joyed the most. The letters he continues to get
from former students thanking him for the
advice that he gave them, he said, makes it all
worth it.
His students certainly appreciated him.
Marcie Bell Gagner '94, who has enjoyed a
closerelationshipwith Lewallen sinceshecame
to Bowdoin, said, "He's really wonderful; I
can't say enough good things about him. He's
really made a difference in my life. He's the
reason why I stayed here at Bowdoin.He gave
mea lotof supportwhen Ineeded it. He's really
a good friend."
Gagner pointed out that instead of merely
doing his job, Lewallen goes above and be-
yond, because of his deep concern about stu-
dents.
This concern also made a lasting imression
on Maggie Butler '87. '1 met Ken during my
junior year at Bowdoin; since then he has con-
tinued to be a source of wise counsel and
friendship for me," she said. "He is an indi-
vidual whose strong principles ofvision, integ-
rity and human relations form the foundations
of his leadership. Ken Lewallen's meaningful
voice will be missed at Bowdoin. I wish him
well-deserved success."
In the future, Lewallen sees the Dean of
Students office designed tobemore responsive
to the individual. He said that deans are be-
coming specialists who are professionally
trained to deal with major issues facing stu-
dents today, such as substance abuse.
Lewallen suspects that "students will expect
more faculty involvement." The two big issues
of the coming century, he said, will be how to
get faculty more involved in students' lives
without an appropriate reward structure, and
vice-versa.
As for his own plans for after he leaves,
Lewallen said they are "indefinite." He con-
cluded with some reflections about what
Bowdoin has meant to him:
"Bowdoin has been an indispensable part of
my personal and professional development, it
has built upon my earlier life experiences, and
without my nine years here, I would not feel as
positively about myself and any impact I may
have had on others."
"Ofthe six schools I haveattended orworked
at, Bowdoin is far the superior as far as the
sophistication of its students, dedication of its
faculty, and the concern of its administrators






The following changes in the Bowdoin Ori-
ent staff win take effect next faU semester:
Rob Shaffer "95 and RickShim '95wiU both
step down after their laudable service as Edi-
tors-in-Chief this spring. They will be sue*
ceeded by the equally capable and lovable
teamofAmyWelch '96and DerekArmstrong
•95.
Welch,, a resident of Mexico (Maine), has
three semesters ofexperienceas a memberof
the Ortcntstaff,rrtost recently asArts&Enter-
tainment Editor. An activist at heart, Welch
has been co-coordinator of ADAPT, and a
member of the Bowdoin Women's Associa-
tion. She also plays in the Bowdoin Concert
Band. A Dean's List student and James
Bowdoin Scholar, Welch is majoring in En*
glish and musk.
Armstrong, equally experienced, has put
intwo sohd semesters as ourSports Editor. A
native of Lexington, Massachusetts,
Armstrong isanEnglish majorand a Masque
& Gown thespian. In his spare timehe proc-
tors. Assistant Sports Editor Ben Wotin "97
will fill Armstrong's sizable shoes next fall.
A brand new face at 12 Cleaveland Street
nextsemesterwillbeMelissa Burton *9S,who
takes over Opinion for Matt Brown. Brown
will be away in Edinborough perfecting his
Sean Connery. Burton comes from Akron,
Ohio, and is an active member of both
A.D.A.P.T. and die African American Soci-
ety. She is majoring in English and Africana
Studies.
Emily Church W and Paul Rohlfing "97
willdrop the "Assistant" from boththeir titles
when they become the News Editors in the
fall.Church is a wicked fast swimmerwithan
eye on Atlanta in 96, and does crew in die
spring to stay in shape. Rohlfing is an active
Minnesotan fromSt Paulwhoplans to major
in government and history and keep adding
components to his entertainment center.
Former News Editor Dave Simmons '96 will
be sent on special assignment to cover the
elections in Germany in the fall, or at least
that's what they tell him.
N;co|e Devarenne "95 will takeup Welch's
mantle as A&E Editor. Devarenne's home-
town is Boxford,Massachusetts. She is major-
ing in English and German and has been
involved in Masque & Gown and the Quill,
making her especially well-suited for the sec-
tion. CurrentCopy EditorSuzanneBrady '97
will become Devarenne's assistant editor.
Brady is no stranger to culture herself; she
sings in the Chamber Choir.
Good luck in the fall! Das war's?
WE AWE NOW HKNVING TO STUDENTS WHO APPRECIATE QUIET *
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that the main actors, which are Russia and
theUnited States, have decided to play, to act
and react, within the frameworkoftheUnited
Nations. And this is an important element.
On March 23, Shaheen Ayubi, professor of **"? maY ask whY? l My because on a
government, spenttheafternoon in theUnited Purely historical basis, this brings back the
Nations (UN) headquarters in New York, alliance that created the United Nations in
specifically in the office of Boutros Boutros- 1945 The ****y was due to an alliance
Ghali, the Secretary-General of the UN. between the three main powers, Russia, Great
Ayubi has met Boutros-Ghali before, and Britain and me United States TW added
described the Secretary-General as "very later France, and Chiang Kai-shek's China,
open, very easy to communicate with and so ** fact tnat they finished the Cold War, in
very dedicated to his work." She praised a certain way *ey returned to the old ap-
Boutros-Chali on his efforts to make theUN Proach*« 8ave birth to *• United Nations,
more responsive to global issues.
~^e second explanation: that the two main
Ayubi stated mat the purpose of her visit actors, whichareRussiaandtheUnitedStates,
'
was "to write an op-ed piece and ultimately a inside theUnited Nations system have a kind
journal article about the changing role of the of equality. Both of them have the right to
Secretary-General in the 1990s." Ayubi sees vet°/ so Jt is in their interest to maintain this,
theSecretary-Generalbecoming moredirectly
involved in global politics in this decade. S -A - What role should the major powers,
Her questions probed to find out how and in particular the United States, play in
Boutros-Ghali "wastryingtodeal with a broad achieving global peace? What role should
range of issues in world politics. And, [sec- the U.S. have in your view,
ondly,] to see if he had any specific agenda B.B-G. You cannot say, what role should
besides his well-known 'Agenda for Peace'." the U. S. have or Great Britain or what role
Ayubi believes that "the Secretary- Pakistan or India must have. We are asking
General'sagenda iscomprehensive."She said, for peacekeeping forces from members who
"He looks at issues in a holistic sense," espe- arewilling to send peacekeepingforces.Those
dally on the issues of "peace-keeping, peace- who are (willing] to send peacekeepingforces
making and peace-building... . He's trying to would be welcome. We are asking for finan-
make the UN more responsive to global is- rial support—whoever is ready to give us
sues—likewomen [rights], the environment, financial support would be welcome. Who
etc. besides peace and security." will ask for logistics to transport troops will
be welcome. This morning I received the
Minister of Foreign Affairs from Switzer-
The following is the text of the interview: land. I mentioned that Switzerland had been
helping us very
^^^mmmm^ m^mm^ ^^^ m^_^m^^m^^^^_mmmmmm much through the
Red Cross. So we
S.A. The first They mayfind Otherforums, I must be very flex-
question is a very fo^ knm But fyr fhe time beinR ible. We have 184
general question.
,, ,, r ,, members; we ac-
With the demise of the™ « *> Otherforum SO the ceptwhattheywill
Communism in the United Nations Will be more and offer us because
Soviet Union and more mvolved in different mob- their assistance in
Eastern Europe and ,
rtftu M giving, in the case
the consequent re- lems °J ttiewom - ofpeacekeeping, is
duction in Super-^————^^^^^^^^^^— on a voluntary ba-
power tension, sis.
which had ham-
strung the United Nations since its found- S.A. At yourinduction speech to the Gen-
ing after World War II, the world body now eral Assembly in December 1991, you
is in a position for the first time to play a spelled outsome ofthe priorities you would
dominant role in settling international dis- seek as Secretary-General. You indicated
putes and turning back future acts of ag- that it was necesssary to strive for interna-
gression. In November 1991, you were tional economic development and discussed
quoted by the London Observer as saying theneed fornarrowing the gap between the
that the United Nations was limited in its rich North and poor South. All this you
operation (due to East-West tensions), but, stated would include 'tackling the crip-
after the end of the Cold War, the organiza- pling problem of international debt and
Hon has a special position. addressing issues of environment and de-
How would you describe that "special velopment."
position?" Would you describe the current status of
B.B-G. I would just say that you are doing the latter issues?
the classic confusion by saying that the United B.B-G. We have been successful through
Nations is an independent body. The United the Rio Summit meeting. We have been suc-
Nations is the addition of the political will of cessful through the Commission on Sustain-
the member states. So, yes, the end of the ableDevelopment.Weareworkingverywell.
Cold War has opened a new opportunity to We are preparing another Summit Meeting
the United Nations to play a role, but unless which will be on Social Development, which
the member states will be interested in this is another way to approach the relation be-
role, the United Nations will not be able to tween the Norm and the South through so-
play a role. And what is new is not the fact rial development. We will have at Beijing a
that the ColdWar ended, what is new is that meeting on the problems of women in Sep-
the member states of the Great Four have temberl995.WewillhavethisyearaSummit
decided to use the United Nations because Meeting on the problems of population and
they could have decided to create a new birthcontroland theproblems offamily plan-
organization. They could have derided to ning, and we are doing the maximum deal-
work throughNATO, but they have decided ing with the problems of South/North eco-
to work through the United Nations. So, in nomic cooperation, et cetra.
fact, this isnew. The Cold War certainly is the What is new is that there is a [misconcep-
first step, but the second step, which is even tion], provoked by the media, where they
more important than the end of Cold War, pay more attention to peacekeeping opera-
tions, mainly Bosnia, Somalia andnow Haiti,
and then the image. The perception in the
public opinion, is that the United Nations is
doingonly peacekeepingoperations,which
is not true. Because, in terms of budgets, in
terms of number of hours, in terms of num-
bers of experts working in the field of social,
economic, political, cooperation, legislation,
codification of international law, protection
of human rights, you would find that again
very [sadly], we have no precise statistics
—
60 percent of our
activitity is tha twe are
dealing with this, and
only 30 percent of our
activity is dealing
with peacekeeping.
S.A. Apart from at-
taining global peace,
what are the other pri-
orities, if any, on the
United Nations
agenda for the 1990s
in addition to what
we discussed?
B.B-G. I will pub-
lish in the next few
weeks an agenda for
development, and
you will receive a
copy, and you will see
than three operations; now we have seven-
teen operations. I don't remember the article
published in an international survey about
Japanand Germany, but Iwas in contactwith
bothJapanandGermany toobtainfrom them
the participation ofpeacekeeping forces, and
I was able to obtain from Japan forces in
Cambodia and officers in Mozambique, as I
have obtained German forces in Somalia. So,
it will take time,andmy message is that (I just
returned from Argentina) and I give thesame
Umbreen Khalidi / Bowdmn OrientProfessor Shaheen Ayubi
that we are trying to have a comprehensive message to every group of major countries. I
approach. There is a relationship between was last year in India and Pakistan and Indo-
peace and development, and a relationship nesia. There is a group of major countries
between development and democracy, and a which must play a greater role in the activi-
relationship between development and en- ties of the United Nations, if they want to
vironment. All those elements are intercon- reinforce theUnited Nations. Furthermore, if
nected. You cannot have development with- they will play a greater role in the United
out peace, but development is, in a way, a Nations, they will contribute to the
prerequisite to peace, and if you want sus-
tainable development, you will have more
than development and peace, you will need
the participation of public opinion, or the
participation of the population, and this is
democracy and protection of human rights.
So we are to have a kind of global approach
and an anticipatory approach where we will
try to tackle the problem ofdevelopment not
only through a verylimited angle, but through
a global approach.
S.A. In recent years there has been more
committment to human rights and efforts
are being made in the direction of improv-
ing human rights globally. Given thatsome
Third World states (e.g. China, countries in
Latin America and the Midde East) do not
share Western views on human rights,what
can the United Nations do to advance ef-
forts to protect human rights?
democratisation of the United Nations. But it
means participation.
S.A. What are the long-term prospects for
peace in the Middle East and Bosnia? What
additional steps can the United Nations
take in bringing about peace in these two
regions?
B.B-G.Without entering into details, to
solve international disputes it takes years of
hard work. The public, because of the new
education have lost the capacity of patience.
You will not be able to solve a dispute in one
year. You want to have a degree; that will
take you six years through education. Driv-
ing a car, you have an accident; you can
spend four years in hospital. You want to
build a building, it can take five years. To
solve an international dispute takes years of
hard work, and you are back to square one
and must continue. For both Yugoslavia and
B.B-G. The meeting which was held in the Mideast, it will not be an easy operation;
Vienna last year, found in spite of [the fact] it will take years of hard work. It needs
that each country or region has their own perseverance.
specificity, there is a kind of common de-
nominator among all the countries concern-
ing certain basic liberty and concerning cer-
tain basic human rights. In our role, we have
just appointed a newHighCommissioner for
Human Rights, who will be a kind of go-
S.A. How do you see the global political
climate a decade from now?
B.B-G. It isa veryacademic questionwhich
is not easy to answer. Iam afraid tha t you will
have, because of the interconnection of the
different parts of the world, you are becom-
between, educator, diplomat who will just ing a kind of small village, you will have
give the message as a first step abouthow the more and more global problems, i.e. prob-
protection of human rights, how the promo- lems that cannot be solved by one or two
tion of democracy is important for develop-
ment and peace.
S.A. Since 1988 the United Nations has
created many peacekeeping operations in
four years as it did in the previous four
decades. In 1992, it experienced a four-fold
increase in the number of troops deployed,
as well as in the total cost. The result has
been that the United Nations has been
stretched to the limit in terms of resources.
Under such circumstances, you suggested
in an article published in the journal World
Today that it would be helpful if additional globalization of business; globalization of
states, such as Germany and Japan, were to terrorism; globalization of disease;
provide the organization with human re- globalization of traffic of drugs. Sowe will be
sources to conduct its operations. more and more involved. The United Na-
How have member-states responded to tions being the only forum, the United Na-
this proposal? tions more and more involved. They may
B.B-G. First of all, to give you a figure of find other forums, I don't know. But for the
the budget that the peacekeeping forces was time being there is no other forum so the
three years ago $600 million. Now have United Nations will be more and more in-
reached $3,600 million.We then had nomore volved in different problems of the world.
countries and need an international forum to
be solved. Take the case of terrorism—taken
in international dimension. Take the case of
AIDS; take the case of environment; what
happens shall havean impact on theworld as
a whole. So we are more and more intercon-
nected, so in the next ten years, the work,
because of the technological revolution...
Twenty years ago, you had nothing. [Now
you have] CNN, which is 24-hours news.
The market of Tokyo has a direct impact on
the market ofNew York. The price of certain
materials are decided by... There is a
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he said. "Ken has been able togooutamong the
studentsand reallyworkwith them . Hehas the
kind of personality that lets him do mat."
Springer also admired Lewallen's endurance.
"I did [the job] for two years and I was ex-
hausted at the end," he said. "I'm sorry he's
leaving," Springer concluded.
"Ken Lewallen's departure is a great loss for
Bowdom/' agreesprofessorofgovernmentjean
Yarborough. "Hewaswisecounselorand friend
to so many students and faculty. We should
have moved heaven and earfh to keep him."
History professor Paul Nyhus is another
faculty member who has appreciated
Lewallen's presence in the Dean of Students
office. Nyhus worked with Lewallen when
served as Dean of the College forone semester
in the fall of 1987. "I think he's been a superb
dean here/' he said. "He's been willing to take
on very difficult problems [and has] been a
very reliable center."
Nyhusalso referred toLewallen'sbreadth of
knowledge about th^srudents he advised.
"When you wonder what's happening in a
student's life," he said, "you pick up the phone
and call Ken." Nyhus also praised Lewallen's
"very strong sense of the educational purpose
of the College."
Jane Jervis, who was Dean of the College
between 1988 and 1992, recalls Lewallen as
"bright, committed to students, and funny."
"He had students' best interests at heart," she
said, whether he was doling out discipline or
giving emotional support. "I enjoyed working
with Ken. I'm sorry you're losing him. He was
a good person for the students at Bowdoin."
Despite his other obvious abilities, though,
Lewallen will probably best be remembered
for his interactions with the students he ad-
vised. Brown said that Lewallen "cares about
education and liberal arts, and I think he in-
stilled that in a lot of students. He's a good
listener,andbecauseofthathehelped students
make decisions that would be best for them in
the long run. He has a real knack for that."
Brown also cited his honestyand "high level
of integrity" as qualities that make students
trust him. "He's had to do some hard things,
but he's always looked out for the good of the
institution and the good of the students," she
said.
Lewallen started at Bowdoin as Dean of
Students in 1985, after serving for four years as
Assistant Dean of the College. He graduated
from Texas A&M University with a degree in
secondary education in 1969, among the first
African American students to do so after the
universitydesegregated. HereceivedhisPh.D.
in American History in 1972 from Kansas State
University, where he also taught in the history
Ken Lewallen has a knack for connecting with students.
Erin Sullivan/ Bowdoin Orient
departmentand served in a variety of student-
service-oriented staff positions.
Lewallen remembers that the biggest issues
facing him during his years at Bowdoin were
fraternity-related. "A big part of my job was
fraternity involvement," he said, pointing out
that the College was "obsessed with fraternity
behavior." The College, he said, "started pay-
ing moreattention tobehaviorbecauseof resis-
tancetocoeducation,"and that "national norms
of tolerance had changed."
"At that time, fraternities took up time way
out of proportion to their numbers," he said.
But he did see other issues arise out of what he
called the "wars of attrition" surrounding fra-
ternity issues. Two of the most positive, he
said, are the creation of women's groups on
campus such as SafeSpace and the Bowdoin
Women's Association.
Looking back on his legacy, Lewallen re-
marked, "If anything, I have settled the office
somewhat." Furthermore, "due in part to the
quality of the interaction [between deans and
students]," I don't think studentsview going to
the Dean's office in the same negative terms
they might have previously," he said. He also
felt that he has left "a legacy of fairness, objec-
tivity, compassion and education."
It is his dealings with students that he en-
joyed the most. The letters he continues to get
from former students thanking him for the
advice that he gave them, he said, makes it all
worth it.
His students certainly appreciated him.
Marcie Bell Gagner '94, who has enjoyed a
close relationshipwith Lewallen sinceshe came
to Bowdoin, said, "He's really wonderful; I
can't say enough good things about him. He's
really made a difference in my life. He's the
reason why I stayed here at Bowdoin.He gave
mea lotofsupportwhen Ineeded it. He's really






Gagner pointed out that instead of merely
doing his job, Lewallen goes above and be-
yond, because of his deep concern about stu-
dents.
This concern also made a lasting imression
on Maggie Butler 87. "I met Ken during my
junior year at Bowdoin; since then he has con-
tinued to be a source of wise counsel and
friendship for me," she said. "He is an indi-
vidual whose strongprinciples ofvision, integ-
rity and human relations form the foundations
of his leadership. Ken Lewallen's meaningful
voice will be missed at Bowdoin. I wish him
well-deserved success."
In the future, Lewallen sees the Dean of
Students officedesigned tobemore responsive
to the individual. He said that deans are be-
coming specialists who are professionally
trained to deal with major issues facing stu-
dents today, such as substance abuse.
Lewallen suspects that "students will expect
more faculty involvement." The two big issues
of the coming century, he said, will be how to
get faculty more involved in students' lives
without an appropriate reward structure, and
vice-versa.
As for his own plans for after he leaves,
Lewallen said they are "indefinite." He con-
cluded with some reflections about what
Bowdoin has meant to him:
"Bowdoin has been an indispensable part of
my personal and professional development, it
has built upon my earlier life experiences, and
without my nine years here, Iwould not feel as
positively about myself and any impact I may
have had on others."
"Ofthesixschoolslhaveattendedorworked
at, Bowdoin is far the superior as far as the
sophistication of its students, dedication of its
faculty, and tine concern of its administrators
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By David Simmons
news editor
The foQowing changes in the Bowdoin Ori-
ent staff will take effect next fall semester:
Rob Shaffer "95 and Rick Shim 95 wiU both
step down after their laudable service as Edi-
tors-in-Chief this spring. They will be sue*
ceeded by the equally capable and lovable
team ofAmyWelch '96andDerekArmstrong
•95.
Welch, a resident of Mexico (Maine), has
threesemestersofexperienceasamemberof
the Orient staff,most recently asArts& Enter-
tainment Editor. An activist at heart, Welch
has been co-coordinator of AD.APT. and a
member of the Bowdoin Women's Associa-
tion. She also plays in the Bowdoin Concert
Band. A Dean's List student and James
Bowdoin Scholar, Welch is majoring in En-
glish and musk.
Armstrong, equally experienced, has put
in two solid semesters as our Sports Editor. A
native of Lexington, Massachusetts,,
Armstrong is an English majorand a Masque
& Gown thespian. In his spare time he proc-
tors. Assistant Sports Editor Ben Wotin "97
will fill Armstrong's sizable shoes next fall.
A brand new face at 12 Cleaveland Street
next semester willbeMelissa Burton *9S,who
takes over Opinion for Matt Brown. Brown
will be away in Edinborough perfecting his
Sean Connery. Burton comes from Akron,
Ohio, and is an active member of both
AD.A.P.T. and the African American Soci-
ety. She is majoring in English and Africana
Studies.
Emily Church "97 and Paul RoWfing *97
willdrop the "Assistant" from both their titles
when they become the News Editors in the
fall.Church is a wicked fast swimmerwithan
eye on Atlanta in '96, and does crew in the
spring to stay in shape. Rohlfmg is an active
Minnesotan fromSt Paulwhoplans to major
in government and history and keep adding
components to his entertainment center.
Former News Editor Dave Simmons '96 wi 11
be sent on special assignment to cover the
elections in Germany in the fall, or at least
that's what they tell him.
Nicole Devarenne 95 will takeup Welch's
mantle as A&E Editor. Devarenne's home-
town is Boxford, Massachusetts. She ismajor-
ing in English and German and has been
involved in Masque k Gown and the Quill,
making her especially well-suited for thesec-
tion. CurrentCopy EditorSuzanneBrady '97
will become Devarenne's assistant editor.
Brady is no stranger to culture herself; she
sings in the Chamber Choir.
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On March 23, Shaheen Ayubi, professor of
government, spenttheaftemoon in theUnited
Nations (UN) headquarters in New York,
specifically in the office of Boutros Boutros-
Ghali, the Secretary-General of the UN.
Ayubi has met Boutros-Ghali before, and
described the Secretary-General as "very
that the main actors, which are Russia and
theUnited States, have decided to play, to act
and react, within the frameworkoftheUnited
Nations. And this is an important element.
They may ask why? I say because on a
purely historical basis, this brings back the
alliance that created the United Nations in
1945. The victory was due to an alliance
between the threemain powers, Russia, Great
Britain and the United States. They added
later France, and Chiang Kai-shek's China,
so the fact that they finished the Cold War, inopen, very easy to communicate with and
very dedicated to his work." She praised a certain way they returned to the old ap-
Boutros-Chali on his efforts to make the UN Proach mat 8ave birth to me United Nations
more responsive to global issues.
Ayubi stated that the purpose of her visit
was "to write an op-ed piece and ultimately a
journal article about the changing role of the
Secretary-General in the 1990s." Ayubi sees
theSecretary-Generalbecoming more directly
involved in global politics in this decade.
Her questions probed to find out how and in particular the United States, play in
The second explanation: that the two main
actors,which are Russia and theUnited States,
inside theUnited Nations system have a kind
of equality. Both of them have the right to
veto, so it is in their interest to maintain this.
S.A. What role should the major powers,
tions, mainly Bosnia, Somalia and now Haiti,
and then the image. The perception in the
public opinion, is that the United Nations is
doingonlypeacekeepingoperations, which
is not true. Because, in terms of budgets, in
terms of number of hours, in terms of num-
bers of experts working in the field of social,
economic, political, cooperation, legislation,
codification of international law, protection
of human rights, you would find that again
very [sadly], we have no precise statistics
—
60 percent of our
activitity is thatweare
dealing with this, and
only 30 percent of our
activity is dealing
with peacekeeping.
S.A. Apart from at-
taining global peace,
whatare the other pri-
orities, if any, on the
United Nations
agenda for the 1990s
in addition to what
we discussed?
B.B-G. I will pub-
lish in the next few
weeks an agenda for
development, and
you will receive a
copy, and you will see
than three operations; now we have seven-
teen operations. I don't remember the article
published in an international survey about
Japanand Germany, but Iwas in contactwith
bothJapan andGermany toobtainfrom them
the participation of peacekeeping forces, and
I was able to obtain from Japan forces in
Cambodia and officers in Mozambique, as I
have obtained German forces in Somalia. So,
it will take time, and my message is that (I just
returned from Argentina) and I give thesame
Umbreen Khali di / Bowdoin Orient
Boutros-Ghali "was trying todeal with a broad
range of issues in world politics. And, [sec-
ondly,] to see if he had any specific agenda
besides his well-known 'Agenda for Peace'."
Ayubi believes that "the Secretary-
achieving global peace? What role should
the U.S. have in your view.
B.B-G. You cannot say, what role should
the U. S. have or Great Britain or what role
Pakistan or India must have. We are asking
Professor Shaheen Ayubi
that we are trying to have a comprehensive message to every group of major countries. I
approach. There is a relationship between was last year in India and Pakistan and Indo-
peace and development, and a relationship nesia. There is a group of major countries
betweendevelopment and democracy, and a which must play a greater role in the activi-
relationship between development and en- ties of the United Nations, if they want to
General'sagenda is comprehensive."She said, for peacekeeping forces from members who
"He looks at issues in a holistic sense," espe- arewillingtosendpeacekeepingforces.Those
daily on the issues of "peace-keeping, peace- who are [willing] to send peacekeeping forces
making and peace-building... He's trying to would be welcome. We are asking for finan-
make the UN more responsive to global is- cial support—whoever is ready to give us
sues—likewomen [rights], the environment, financial support would be welcome. Who
etc. besides peace and security."
The following is the text of the interview:
will ask for logistics to transport troops will
be welcome. This morning I received the
Minister of Foreign Affairs from Switzer-
land. I mentioned that Switzerland had been
helping us very
m_m^^^^^^^^_mm_mm much through the
Red Cross. So we
must be very flex-





giving, in the case
ofpeacekeeping, is
on a voluntary ba-
sis.
They mayfind otherforums, I
don't know. Butfor the time being
there is no otherforum so the
United Nations will be more and
more involved in different prob-
lems of the world.
S.A. The first
question is a very
general question.





duction in Super- —
power tension,
which had ham-
strung the United Nations since its found-
ing after World War II, the world body now
is in a position for the first time to play a
dominant role in settling international dis-
putes and turning back future acts of ag-
gression. In November 1991, you were
quoted by the London Observer as saying
that the United Nations was limited in its
operation (due to East-West tensions), but,
after the end of the Cold War, the organiza-
tion has a special position.
How would you describe that "special
position?"
B.B-G. I would just say that you are doing
the classic confusionby saying that theUnited
Nations is an independent body. The United the Rio Summit meeting. We have been suc-
Nations is the addition of the political will of cessful through the Commission on Sustain-
the member states. So, yes, the end of the ableDevelopment.Weareworkingverywell.
Cold War has opened a new opportunity to We are preparing another Summit Meeting
the United Nations to play a role, but unless which will be on Social Development, which
the member states will be interested in mis is another way to approach the relation be-
role, the United Nations will not be able to tween the North and the South through so-
play a role. And what is new is not the fact cial development. We will have at Beijing a
that the Cold War ended, what is new is that meeting on the problems of women in Sep-
the member states of the Great Four have temberl995.WewillhavethisyearaSummit
decided to use the United Nations because Meeting on the problems of population and
they could have decided to create a new birthcontrolandtheproblemsoffamilyplan-
organization. They could have decided to rung, and we are doing the maximum deal-
work throughNATO, but theyhave decided ing with the problems of South/North eco-
to work through the United Nations. So, in nomic cooperation, et cetra.
fact, this isnew. TheCold Warcertainly is the What is new is that there is a [misconcep-
first step, but the second step, which is even tion], provoked by the media, where they
more important than the end of Cold War, pay more attention to peacekeeping opera-
S.A. At yourinduction speech to the Gen-
eral Assembly in December 1991, you
spelled outsome of the priorities you would
seek as Secretary-General. You indicated
that it was necesssary to strive for interna-
tional economic development and discussed
the need for narrow ing the gap between the
rich North and poor South. All this you
stated would include "tackling the crip-
pling problem of international debt and
addressing issues of environment and de-
velopment."
Would you describe the current status of
the latter issues?
B.B-G. We have been successful through
vironment. All those elements are intercon-
nected. You cannot have development with-
out peace, but development is, in a way, a
prerequisite to peace, and if you want sus-
tainable development, you will have more
than development and peace, you will need
the participation of public opinion, or the
participation of the population, and this is
democracy and protection of human rights.
So we are to have a kind of global approach
and an anticipatory approach where we will
try to tackle the problem ofdevelopment not
only through a verylimited angle, butthrough
a global approach.
S.A. In recent years there has been more
committment to human rights and efforts
are being made in the direction of improv-
ing human rights globally. Given thatsome
Third World states (e.g. China, countries in
Latin America and the Midde East) do not
share Western views on human rights,what
can the United Nations do to advance ef-
forts to protect human rights?
B.B-G. The meeting which was held in the Mideast, it will not be an easy operation;
Vienna last year, found in spite of [the fact] it will take years of hard work. It needs
that each country or region has their own perseverance.
specificity, there is a kind of common de- S.A. How do you see the global political
nominator among all the countries concern- climate a decade from now?
ing certain basic liberty and concerning cer- B.B-G. Itisa very academic questionwhich
tain basic human rights. In our role, we have is not easy to answer. Iam afraid that you will
justappointedanewHighCommissionerfor have, because of the interconnection of the
Human Rights, who will be a kind of go- different parts of the world, you are becom-
between, educator, diplomat who will just ing a kind of small village, you will have
give the message as a first step abouthow the more and more global problems, i.e. prob-
protection of human rights, how the promo- lems that cannot be solved by one or two
countries and need an international forum to
be solved. Take the case of terrorism—taken
in international dimension. Take the case of
AIDS; take the case of environment; what
reinforce theUnited Nations. Furthermore, if
they will play a greater role in the United
Nations, they will contribute to the
democratisation of the United Nations. But it
means participation.
S.A. What are the long-term prospects for
peace in the Middle East and Bosnia? What
additional steps can the United Nations
take in bringing about peace in these two
regions?
B.B-G.Without entering into details, to
solve international disputes it takes years of
hard work. The public, because of the new
education have lost the capacity of patience.
You will not be able to solve a dispute in one
year. You want to have a degree; that will
take you six years through education. Driv-
ing a car, you have an accident; you can
spend four years in hospital. You want to
build a building, it can take five years. To
solve an international dispute takes years of
hard work, and you are back to square one
and must continue. For both Yugoslavia and
tion of democracy is important for develop-
ment and peace.
S.A. Since 1988 the United Nations has
created many peacekeeping operations in happens shall havean impact on theworld as
four years as it did in the previous four a whole. So we are more and more intercon-
decades. In 1992, it experienced a four-fold nected, so in the next ten years, the work,
increase in the number of troops deployed,
as well as in the total cost. The result has
been that the United Nations has been
stretched to the limit in terms of resources.
Under such circumstances, you suggested
in an article published in the journal World
Today that itwould be helpful ifadditional
states, such as Germany and Japan, were to
provide the organization with human re-
sources to conduct its operations.
How have member-states responded to
this proposal?
B.B-G. First of all, to give you a figure of
because of the technological revolution...
Twenty years ago, you had nothing. [Now
you have] CNN, which is 24-hours news.
The market of Tokyo has a direct impact on
the market of New York. The price of certain
materials are decided by... There is a
globalization of business; globalization of
terrorism; globalization of disease;
globalization of traffic of drugs. Sowe will be
more and more involved. THe United Na-
tions being the only forum, the United Na-
tions more and more involved. They may
find other forums, I don't know. But for the
the budget that the peacekeeping forces was time being there is no other forum so the
three years ago $600 million. Now have United Nations will be more and more in-
reached $3,600 million.We then had no more volved in different problems of the world
.
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ELECTIONS
Continued fram page 3.
Board members will bring improved
diversity in terms of gender and
ethnicity to next year's Board/ added
Hunter. Although Hunter did not run
this spring, he has not ruled out run-
ning next fail when the final sixmem-
bers areelected toroundout the Board.
LastFridaymorning theStudent Life
Committee began to collect ballots in
the lobby of the Moulton Union at
10:30. Turnout for the election was
very light during the day, and esti-
mates placed the portion of the stu-
dent body that voted at less than 10
percentAmember of the Student Life
Committee failed to shoWnp for an
afternoon shift towork the polling table
and the election was stopped as a re-
sult at 2:00 p.m. Itwas also discovered
that foran unknown period during the
day students who voted were not
checked off by Committee members.
"It wasjusta lastminutething. Itjust
happened," said Catherine Brawn '95,
amember of the Student LifeCommit-
tee, when asked to explain how these
mistakes had occurred.
Anumber ofcandidatesapproached
Bill Fruth, the Student ActivitiesCoor-
dinator and Director of the Moulton
Union, after the end of the election to
express their concern about the con-
duct of the election.
After being informed of these con-
cerns, the Student Life Committee's
student membersdecided to hold a re-
votethisMonday. AccordingtoBrawn,
the student members conferred with
Fruth before making the decision, but
were free to choose what course of
action to take. "The students made all
of the decisions," said Brawn.
"We made two big banners and we
called all ofthecandidates," said Brawn
of the steps taken by theCommittee to
inform the studentbody oftheresched-
uled election.
OnMonday thesecond electionwent
off without a hitch.
"It was best that the elections were
re-run," said Hunter. Hunter said that
next year's Chair would be selected
next Monday ata meeting ofthe Board.
Unlike previous years, the Chair
elected in the spring will serve for the
entire next year. Hunterexplained that
this would allow the Chair and the
Board to set an agenda early and pre-
vent delays in the fall.
Sugihara, one of the newly elected
members, predicted that next year's
Board could be more of an activist
group. "I think that the people on the
Exec Board next year won't candy-
coat and will address the issues head-
on." One of Sugihara's priorities is to
make the Board more accessible to the
student body. "Iwould like to see the
meetings moved down from the six-
teenth floor ofColes Tower to a more
central and visible location," he said.
Commission finds no easy answers
Rain Forest Ri.mii':
To Help Save The
Birds Oitside
Yoi r Window
Support Rain Forest J
Rescue Help put a stop to
the destruction of thi
planet's rain iorest>
To contribute to




At an open forum on Wednesday evening,
the Commission on Violence and Destructive
Behavior sought to publicly address the is-
sues surrounding the increasing incidence of
violence at Bowdoin. The forum was devel-
oped to be an evening where individuals in
our community could express their reactions,
comments and solutions to the acts of vio-
lence that have occurred on the campus this
year. The gathering also showed thattheCom-
mission on Violence is not simply 'another
committee' on campus and is an approach-
ablegroup that enthusia sticallysupportscom-
munity participation.
Unlike the first forum on violence on April
9, last night's forum had a specific format.
After an audience member's question or com-
ment, the group tried to answer or elaborate.
There was an attempt to direct the discussion
and address specific issues. The six-member
Commission on Violence was arranged on
stage with professor of sociology Craig
McEwen, Emily Flanigan '94 of the Judiciary
Board and Jenna Burton '94, President of the
Greek Council.
Opening remarks by Harold Silverman '94
expressed the committee's belief that the fo-
rum wasan "information session" and sought
to create an environment with greater toler-
ance. The issues of a loss of community, loss
of tradition, breakdown of communication
between the faculty, students and Adminis-
tration and a lack of personal responsibility
were discussed.
Flanigan discussed thenewJudiciary Board
policy of publishing a summary of offenses.
The policy is an attempt to let the community
know what responses have been in the past,
protect the confidentiality of the individuals
involved and end what Flanigan called the
"hush-hush" existence that the J Board now
operates in. There will also be an emphasis to
educate incoming students about theserious-
ness and implications of signing the Honor
Code. Also, theJudiciary Board would like to
change the ways in which many incidents are
handled. Presently, many things do not get
the attention of the J Board and are dealt with
by the deans and faculty. It appears as if all
cases are not handled in a consistent manner.
Burton explained that the council does not
condone the actions that took place between
theKappa Delta Theta and Beta Sigma houses
on the morning of March 13. She said that
there is a forum where the houses can work
out differences. Burton said that fraternities
do contribute to the violence, but was ada-
mant in her belief that they "are not the root
of the problem."
When the forum was opened up to the
audience, one student commented that alco-
hol should not be blamed for causing the
violence, and felt alcohol was being stressed
too much. With the rarity of campus-wide
parties, one audience member felt that the
volume of alcohol consumed is decreasing.
He went on to say that there is "no integra-
tion between houses" and that such an atmo-
The sense ofcommunity that
was prevalent 20 years ago
cannot be resurrected. At
that time Bowdoin was all
white and all male.
sphere leads to feelings of hatred. These feel-
ings are expressed in the form of violence
when combined with alcohol. Many mem-
bers of the audience discussed the belief that
if the Administration reduces the number of
campus-wide parties, groups of students will
no longer socialize together. Therefore, it be-
comes easier to label and stereotype other
students and fraternities. Everyone agreed
that in place of campus-wides, there is a des-
perate need for new social outlets for stu-
dents.
McEwen said that while many would like
to recreate the past, when campus-wideswere
very common, that would be very difficult if
not impossible in 1 994. He said tha t the chang-
ing patterns of society and the law will not
allow a duplication of that era. The College
must find new campus events that attract
students.
One staff member present at the forum
discussed his disappointment at the student
turnout. "The panel almost outnumbers the
audience," he said. Some students expressed
a feeling of disenfranchisement with the Ad-
ministration. Many dated this back to the
divisive issue of single sex fraternities and the
change of grading systems a few years ago.
There is a feeling that even if students express
their opinions, the Administration will act on
its own, regardless of student sentiment.
President Edwards commented that while
Bowdoin still has a sense of community, the
sense of community that was prevalent 20
years ago cannot be resurrected. At that time
Bowdoin was all white and all male. There
was great homogeneity and a sense of com-
munity. Today, the school is larger, coeduca-
tional and much more diverse. He went on to
say that Bowdoin "doesn't bear the mark of
Cain" and that we are still a healthy and safe
community.
As the Commission on Violence begins to
considerwhat recommendations it will ma ke,
it is clear that tougher regulations and a new
consistency of policy will be addressed. As
last night's forum demonstrated, there are a
number ofdisenfranchised students who feel
that the Administration does not care what
student opinion is.
Also, there seems to be a consensus that
while the campus-wide has been the major
social event in the past, its significance is
dwindling. New traditions and events that
bring all groups of the diverse Bowdoin com-
munity together are needed. Although the
new Smith Union will aid that goal, individu-
als must come forward to give suggestions as
to its use. Throughout the forum, all agreed
that a building is not going to solve the prob-
lems ofhatred and violence. Instead, students
must take responsibility for themselves and
create an environment which does not toler-
ate intolerance.
The Commission strongly believes that
there needs to be a dedicated weekly time
where crises can be discussed, lectures can be
held, and socializing can occur. Such an insti-
tution would allow faculty, students, staff,
and Administration to interact and voice con-
cerns. These ideas seek to create an atmo-
sphere that condemns intolerance, allows
communication between constituencies and
reestablishes a sense of community at
Bowdoin.
POLICY
Continued from page 3.
policy, but he was still unsure as to why the
new policy has taken so long. "I'm not clearas
towhy it has taken as long as ithas," Edwards
said. "It has come out of a tremendous pro-
cess of review, and we also have a policy that
we could have used. It is better to have a
policy that the new Dean has a strong hand in
because she will be the one administering it."
Safe Space and the Bowdoin Women's As-
sociation have been integral in pushing the
Administration for quick action The last year
hasbeen especially frustrating. The Adminis-
tration agreed to have a policy ready in Janu-
ary, but showed no signs of progress during
the fall semester. Much of this can be attrib-
uted to the turn-over rate of the Deans, mak-
ing consistent work difficult. Claudine Solin
'94, President ofSafe Space, has been working
with the policy for three years. "A lot of the
problems are because of the changes in the
Deans," Solin said . "AnnaBrownbegan work-
ing with us, but she left and Dean Ward went
back to the Math department, and it took
Dean Chadwick time to adjust. There hasn't
been a consistent person to see the whole
thing through." Solin agrees, however, that it
should have been a bigger administrative
priority. 'It's sad that it has taken so long. The
Administration could have found someone
to work with the policy."
President Edwards and Chadwick de-
fended the slow progress in the fall as a result
of an adjustment period for the new Dean. "I
was getting to know Bowdoin," Chadwick
said. "I wanted to know what the issues are
and how the College deals with them."
All groups involved agree that drafting a
new sexual assault policy is also a long pro-
cess, especially when considering new Maine
state and national laws. "The legal situation
hasbecomeeven tougher," PresidentEdwards
said. "We have to be absolutely clear in our
definitions." Anne Kelsey '95, a member of
Safe Space, has been integrally involved in
the new policy and spent last summer here
working on a draft. "It is a timely policy, and
an issue that is being dealt with in colleges
across the country. The whole campus com-
munity should work on any of these projects.
It is important that the process occurs."
Chadwick is still optimistic that such a
thorough policy is out, one in which the stu-
dents had an important part in producing. "I
just hope that we can get this thing done and















Persons to work and care for children with disabilities and provide
care relief for families. Become a certified RESPITE CARE PRO-
VIDER (free training) through the American Red Cross and Bureau
of Children with Special Needs. Flexible work schedule.
Reimburesement commensurate with experience and level of train-
ing. There with be a training in Damariscotta from April 23 to May
24. For both trainings, classes will be held from 6:00 to 9:00 on
Tuesday and Thursday evenings and on three full Saturdays. Call
729-6779 for a registration and information packet.
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Bicentennial year ends with a bang
The Bowdoin Memorial will honor
WWII. Korea and Vietnam veteran?
Carey Jones/ Bowdoin Orient
The Bowdoin Memorial is currently under construction outside Hubbard Hall. The
monument should be ready for dedication this June. It will contain the names of
Bowdoin graduates who served and gave their lives in the Second World War, the
Korean Conflict and in Vietnam.
For several years, a committee of
Bowdoin alumni, faculty, and staff has
been pursuing a vision—the placement of
a memorial on the campus, in addition to
Memorial Hall (Bowdoin's Civil War me-
morial) and the World War I Memorial
Flagpole, to extend recognition to alumni
who served and died in the conflicts of the
pasthalf-century. In October 1992, theGov-
erning Boards endorsed the committee's
plans and authorized a special fund-rais-
ing effort to secure this new campus me-
morial.
The Bowdoin Memorial will honor
alumni ofthe Collegewho served in World
War II, the Korean conflict, and the Viet-
nam War— and, especially, alumni who
gave their iivesduring thoseengagements.
Placed adjacent to the Memorial Flagpole,
in a landscaped area beside Hubbard Hall
and across from the Gibson Hall of Music,
thisnew Memorial is envisioned as a place
of rest and reflection, a place to "heal the
wounds" left from past losses.
The Memorial will be a simple rectangu-
lar area bordered on three sides by low
granite walls, surrounded by plantings of
juniperand a grouping ofwhite birch trees.
The interior space will be paved with gran-
ite blocks, and the fourth side will feature
a low granite bench aligned with the exist-
ing walkway from the Quadrangle to the
Hawthorne-Longfellow Library. On the
walls will be inscribed the names of those
who died during the conflicts as well as
quotations from the works of Henry
Wadsworth Longfellow oftheClassof 1825
and Joshua Lawrence Chamberlain of the
Class of 1852.
Built of Maine granite, simple in design
and meaningful in message, the new Me-
morial will form a lasting tribute to those
who served and thosewho gave their lives,
for our country, so that colleges such as
Bowdoin might continue to flourish for
future generations of young people.
It is anticipated that the Memorial will
bededicated a t theconclusion ofBowdoin 's
Bicentennial Celebration,atReunion Week-
end injune of 1994.
Common Good Awards to
recognize four graduates
Established on the occasion of the Bicen-
tennial, the Common Good Award honors
those alumni who have demonstrated an
extroadinary, profound, and sustained com-
mitment to the common good, in the interest
of society, with conspicuous disregard for
personal gain in wealth or status. At theInau-
gural Convocation in October 1993,Common
GoodAwardswere presented to Dr. Albert L.
Babcock '48, Geoffrey Canada 74 and Bar-
bara E. Hendrie '80. At the Finale Convoca-
tion in June, the Awards will be presented to
Ellen Baxter 75, William Y. Christie Jr. 70,
WilliamHolmes 77, andThomasW. Roulston
'68.
Ellen Baxter, director ofprogram develop-
ment in supported housing for the Commu-
nity Service Society in New York city, has
committed herself to the long-term needs of
the homeless. Since 1991, she has established
permanent housing for over 220 people, with
operational costs at half the level of govern-
ment shelters in the city.
Willima Y. Christie, Jr, a Massachusetts
attorney, has served the common good
through his advocacy for the education of
minority youth, an active member of BASIC,
Bill has provided signficant support to mi-
nority students at Bowdoin, from matricula-
tion through their subsequent careers.
William Holmes has committed his life to
serving young people as a consultant to edu-
cational, recreational, and outreach programs
for youth in the Bronx, as a substance abuse
counselor, and through his involvement with
churchyouth programs. Hesupports thePrep
for Prep Program, and after-school
learningexperience at the Trinity School in
NewYork to help increasetheaspirations and
educational opportunities forminorityyouth
Thomas W. Roulston, founder and presi-
dent of City Stage company, Boston, has fo-
cused his life's work on the arts with empha-
sis on the use of theater to promoted racial
and ethnic tolerance andtostrengthen the per-
sonal abilitiesand ambitionsofyoung people
in inner-city Boston.
Finale symposium to
consider the future of
undergraduate education
A distinguished group of Bowdoin alumni, faculty, staff, and parents will gather for a series
of in-depth discussions on the future of the liberal arts and undergraduate education as the
21st century approaches and Bowdoin begins its third century.
The last in the series of bicentennial institutes and symposia, the Bicentennial Finale
Symposium will focus on issues concerning social and economic access to education, the
curriculum, forms of literacy, and the fundamental nature of teaching and the learning
process.




An Edith Lansing Koon Sills Lecture sponsored by the Society of Bowdoin Women, founded
1922.
Visiting Fellow at the Brookings Institution in Washington DC, Diane S. Ravitch will talk
about the value of the liberal arts in a world where the liberal arts have no cash value. Ravitch
served as Asistant Secretary of education in the Office of Educational Research and Improve-
ment under the Bush administration and is the autho^-of five books and numerous articles on
American education. Before entering government service, she was an adjunct professor of
history and education at Teachers College, Columbia University. Ravitch graduated from
Wellesley College and earned her Ph.D. in history from Columbia University's Graduate
School or Arts and Sciences.
3:00 p.m. -5:30 p.m.
Kresge Auditorium, Visual Arts Center
Panel Discussion:
Who Will Have Access to Higher Education in the 21st Century?
An exploration of the academic, cultural, demographic, and economic factors affecting
access to the undergraduate liberal arts experience.
Moderator: Helen E. Pelletier '81, director, Bowdoin College Upward Bound.
Panelists: Maurice A. Butler 74, chair. Humanities Department, Roosevelt High School;
Ann Coles, executive director of the Massachusetts Higher Education Information Center and
senior vice president of the Education Resources Institute; Ludger H. Duplessis 79, associate
director of financial aid, Colby College; Betty Trout-Kelly, assistant to the president for
multicultural programs, Bowdoin College.
The panel discussion will be followed by a reception at the Bowdoin CollegeMusuem of Art.
Friday, June 3, 1994
9:30 a.m.-12:00 noon
Kresge Auditorium, Visual Arts Center
Panel Discussion:
What Will Students Learn?
An examination of three challenges to the current understanding and practice of a liberal
arts education and liberal arts institutions: the challenges of content, structure, and practical-
ity.
ModeratorLawrence H. Simon, associate professor of philosophy, Bowdoin College.
Panelists: Charles R. Beitz, dean foracademic affairs, Bowdoin College; Robert B. Binswanger
H'90, P'88, professor of education, Dartmouth college; Dennis J. Hutchinson '69, master of the
New Collegiate Division and associate dean of the college, University of Chicago; Susan E.
Wegner, associate professor of art, Bowdoin College.
2:00 p.m.-4:30 p.m.
Kresge Auditorium, Visual Arts Center
Panel Discussion:
How Will They Be Taught?
A discussion of the use of technology in teaching and learning, and the fundamental nature
of the teaching and learning process of itself.
Moderator. Allen B. Tucker, Jr., professor of computer science, Bowdoin College.
Panelists: Sherrie S. Bergman, librarian, Bowdoin College; T. Penny Martin, assistant
professor of education, Bowdoin College; Catherine A. Roberts '87, professor of mathematics,
University of Rhode Island.
The panel will break into small groups for tours and demonstrations at the Hawthome-
Longfellow Library and the mathematics and computer science facilities in Adams Hall.
The panel will be followed by a reception with President Robert H. Edwards, Blythe Bickel
Edwards, and reunion at the Cleaveland House, 75 Federal Street.





President Robert H. Edwards
Bowdoin and "The Future State of Society"
Robert H. Edwards is the thirteenth president of Bowdoin College. Prior to coming to
Bowdoin in 1990, Edwards served for five years as head ofthe Department of Health,
Education, and Housing for the Secretariat of the Aga Khan. He was president of Carleton
College from 1977-1986, following several years of work with the Ford Foundation's
Middle East and African office. Edwards graduated from Princeton University and
received a B.A. and M.A. from Corpus Christi College, Cambridge University. He earned
his LL.B. from Harvard University and was admitted to the federal bar.
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Arts Entertainment
Student plays performed this weekend
Right: Life in


















This year the Masque and Gown
celebrates its 90th anniversary, and
presents the 57th Annual Student
Written One Act Playwriting Con-
test. The four plays are unusually
diverse and, together, make for an
exciting experience in the GHQ.
"Common Good"
The first play, "Common Good," written
and directed by Natasha Mieszkowski '94, is
an unflinching critique of Bowdoin as an
academic and "artistic" community. The first
scene launches the play into a rapid, disori-
enting flight of action and dialogue, distanc-
ing the audience immediately and establish-
ing the work as an uncompromising accusa-
tion against an- institution which it sees as
hostile to art and to the artistic impulse.
This is not a comfortable play. It makes its
statements with honesty and bravery, and a
refusal tobe silenced. It attacks the hypocrisy
of a community which claims to support the
arts but instead suppresses them, subjugat-
ing them to the academic, and sanctioning
only those forms of art which it can sell in
order to improve its status as a for-profit
institution in a profit-driven society. Nothing
in the play goes uninterrogated. It attacks the
sort of academic pretensiousness that flour-
ishes in this community, as well as the vio-
lence and ignorance and soulless commer-
cialism that poisons its members.
On the issue of commercialism, the play
claims a wider subject matter than the situa-
tion at Bowdoin: at times it seems to be mak-
ing a pronouncement on our society as a
whole. The play is haunted by the suspicion
mat we live in a global community, which in
its tireless obedience to the established order
subverts those vehicles of social conscious-
ness which genuinely attempt to challenge it.
It speaks out against the sort of conformity
and complacency that allow mis form of to-
talitarianism to continue. Even art itself is
suspect. At the one moment where it seems
that something pure comes into the play (at
the entrance of a Muse figure) the audience
sees that even this is corrupt and empty.
"Figure it out for yourselves, suckers."
"A Bachelor's Padding"
The second play is entitled "A Bachelor's
Padding" and is written by Brian Dunphey
'94 and directed by Christy Cappeto '94. In the
first scene the yuppie bachelor, Dave
(Dunphey), invites his girlfriend Liz (Jamie
Reif '94) to dinner, hinting that he has some-
thing in particular that he'd like to ask her.
She jumps to conclusions, assuming that he's
going to propose to her, and is bitterly disap-
pointed when he gives her a key to his new
apartment instead. She threatens to leave, but
relents when he suggests that they give the
sofabed "one last try."
The play gains some momentum in the
second scene with the entrance of Danielle
Richardson '97 as Sally Jesse Raphael, who,
complete with red-rimmed glasses, is con-
ducting an afternoon foray into the selected
topic "Men Who Can't Commit." She pro-
ceeds to interrogate the bewildered (and by
now traumatized Dave)whowakes up in bed
next to his girlfriend, with a microphone in
his face. The intrusion of the public into the
private here is effective as a dramatic strat-
egy, and in this scene the playwright is at his
comic best. The scene is accented by a muted
but particularly funny performance byEmily
Cohen 96 as Dave's mother, Maggie.
Although the play makes a half-hearted
attempt at parodying the modern bachelor,
itstone ispredominantly anti-feminist,and at
times, borderson misogyny. This is evident at
the very least in the heavy outnumbering of
the male characters by the female characters:
Dave and his friend Paul are the cornered
men, trapped in therealm of femalepower(as
administered by the host and judge, Sally
Jesse Raphael) and restrained by the all-pow-
erful PC. movement and by "feminazism".
On the whole the play does nothing new
with an old subject. In spite of good perfor-
mances, it is undermined by some unwieldy
dialogue and a certain pettiness. It allows
itself to be controlled by an irrational male
fear of theempowered woman Unfortunately
it shows itself unwilling to confront the real-
ity of the gender stereotypes it enforces.
"Jumping"
The third play, "Jumping," written by
Lauren Griffin '95 and directed by Rebecca
Steiner '96, stars RichieDiamond '95and Ellen
Cowan '96. At the beginning of the playRoger
and Ana, an old married couple, are sitting on
a park bench. They talk about their daughter,
who is going through a divorce, and inevita-
bly, memory draws them in. As the play
progresses they move backwards through
their lives, through moments spent at the
same parkbench.
The script has the quality of something
taken entirely from story, from the mytholo-
gies that people create of their pasts as they
relive them. Thedialogue is charmingand the
situations are vivid; sometimes poignant,
sometimes funny. Here and there the script is
a little too obviously telling its own story, but
on the whole the play is delightful: calm,
compassionate and grave, confronting old
age and sadness and death with a real hon-
esty and lack of condescension.
Diamond and Cowan are very good, giv-
ing compelling performances, especially in
the firstand last scenes Cowan's performance
is quiet and subtle, and her features have a
timeless quality which adds to the ambience
of the play. Diamond is entirely natural, a
welcome presence in the GHQ.
"Tea Time"
The fourth play, "Tea Time," is a farce with
a flair for the camivalesque. Written byHank
Jenkins '96 and directed by Trevor Worcester
'94, it is a hilarious excursion into the "pri-
vate" world of three English women, played
by Griffin, Sarah Murphy '96 and MattBrown
'96. Some of Bowdoin 's best comic talents
come together in this play, and under
Worcester's direction, the effect is explosive.
The costumes are remarkable, entirely out-
rageous, and perfectly in keeping with the
mood of the play. In this setting almost any-
thing can happen, and what's remarkable is
that it does: the actors get away with the
incredible. The circus atmosphere ofthepiece
is heightened by the pace of the dialogue,
which centers almost entirely around the
shape, design and function of bras.
Of course the theme of three women get-
ting together to talk about things they would
never say in front ofa man (when George, the
husband ofone of the women, comes in, they
switch their conversation topic to the
weather), is entirely subverted by the
audience's knowledge that one ofthewomen
is, in actuality, a man.
Brown is probably one of the best transves-
tites Bowdoin has ever seen. Griffin and
Murphy are also wonderful, having shown
their comic competence time and again on
Bowdoin stage. Even a momentary appear-



















Satan and Adam are the headlining band for
By Liz Kelton
contributor
Each year since 1 988, Psi Upsilon has hosted
an event called BearAlDS to benefit the
Brunswick-based Merrymeeting AIDS Sup-
port Service (MASS). MASS is a non-profit
organization which provides counseling to
members of the community who have been
afflicted with HIV, and educates others about
HIV and AIDS. In the past, this day-long
festival ofbands has raised thousands of dol-
lars through the sale of raffle tickets, T-shirts
and fundraising benefits prior to the event,
which is held on the main quad of the cam-
pus.
Talent Consultants International Ltd.
Saturday's BearAlDS festival.
This year, Psi U, working in conjunction
with SUC and other campus organizations,
will host Satan and Adam, a blues duo who
began their career performing on the streets
of New York City, as the headlining band. In
addition, eleven other collegeand local bands
are scheduled to perform, including
Brunswick's own CAR, 8 Way Santa, the
Sweatermen, Helen Counts, Some Pig, the
Watermen, Rosecrucian, Glass Onion Blues,
McButter,TractorandBumtSienna. BearAlDS
will begin at 10:00 a.m. on Saturday, May 7,
and end with Jimmy Cox's performance in
the Bear Necessity Pub, located in the base-
ment of the Moulton Union, Saturday night.
































Raffle Drawing. Prizes include 5 pizzas from Pizza Hut, 20 Subway
coupons, a night for 2 at the Inn at Bath and gift certificates
from Richard's Restaurant, Wild Oats, TCBY and others.
Note: Times subject to change without notice.
Baroque trio performs Monday
By Maggie Chartier
staff writer
The English Baroque period spans from
1585 to 1775. Out of mis time came a type of
music that can only be described as "har-
monic inventiveness"; to the unseasoned
musical ear this means a series of bold chords
and progressions that create an exciting mu-
sical experience that in no way resembles the
all too familiar classical music associated with
the England of the past.
Bowdoin's Baroque Trio consists of Henry
Brondspits '97, Eliza Moore '97 and Anya
Schoenegge '97. These three talented
musicains were brought together last semes-
terby theGibson Consort. As three of the five
membersofthis musical group, theybranched
off and started their own Baroque group.
Brondshpits, originallyfrom Connecticut,was
the major insigator for this move, and he
describes this type of music as "the most
intuitively appealing" to him. For the concert
on May 9, he will be playing the harpsichord,
his favorite instrument, as well as the organ
and bass viol. Moore, originally from Ver-
mont, will beplaying soprano and violin, and
Schoenegge, from Massachusetts will beplay-
ing three different size recorders; tenor, alto
and soprano.
Getting back to The Baroque Trio who will
be playing the Music of Baroque England on
May 9, 1994, in the Chapel at 7:30 p.m. (with
free admission). With a wide range of com-
posers like Gibbons, Playford, Purcell and
Stanely, they will be covering various facets
ofEnglish life form the Church and the Court
to Country as well. So come experience this
fasicna ting time period with Henry, Eliza and
Anya, as they take us back through the annals
of history to Baroque England.




Reading from a twenty-five page per-
sonal bibliography, Professor Viviana
Plotnik had a difficult time introducing the
internationally-celebrated author Rosario
Ferre. "She's a novelist, literary critic, pro-
fessor and poet," said Plotnik. Fene has
published poetry/ novels and collections of
short stories as well as essays and literary
criticism. Her work, translated to several
languages, deals withwomenand colonial-
ism in Puerto Rico, and withwomen's rela-
tionships to the literary canon. Herwritings
challengethe traditionalpositionsofwomen
in a machismo society through textual re-
venge. Ferre' possesses a powerful and cre-
ative command of both Spanish and En-
glish to build strong literary images.
Ferrers lecture, entitled ""Literature and
Identity in Puerto Rico," focused on Puerto
Rico's environment, which serves as a in-
spiration to many contemporary writers.
She utilized Puerto Rican literature to ex-
plore the question, "How safe isourAmeri-
can citizenship?" According to Fern*, the
American passport means economic stabil-
ity, civil liberties and democracy for Puerto
Rico. A lack of national identity, however,
is a price Puerto Rico pays for its patriotism.
The search for self-identity creates a rich
environment for writers to explore status
issues. Ferrt cited authors who utilize the




said Ferre. "We used to eat food that was
muchmoreincommonwithoursistercoun-
tries, but now we eat processed potatoes,
steaks, apples, melons, etc." (All foods that
are imported from the mainland.) La gran
famUia ("the big family") has ateo changed,
along with the barrios ("neighborhoods").
Family life used to be intertwined with
community. "Now, immediate family ties
arenot as strong ... although theyare stillan
important part of our national identity,"
explained Ferre. "The future for the family
is not bleak.
Ferredoes not foresee stateindependence
for Puerto Rko's future. "Only 5% of the
vote wants independence," she said. She
desires for her people a more complete
awareness of what it means to be Puerto
Rican. This entails "making use of English
to our best ability. Why limit ourselves to
oneperspective, one language? Being bilin-
gual is an enriching way of life—to be able
to dominate two worlds."
Her most recent book is entitled La batalla
de las mrgenes (1993). The book deals with
something dynamic: a battle between two
fanatical religious followings. Throughout
"Why limit ourselves to one
perspective, one language?
Being bilingual is an enrich-
ing way of life — to be able to
dominate two worlds.
"
thework, she alters traditional myth to chal-
lenge societal norms.
Ferry's fiction combines issues of Puerto
Rican identity with a feminist awareness.
She closed by explaining how women writ-
ers give an important perspective to litera-
ture. "Womenhave a greater ability to build
bridges in a culture.Theybringchildren into
the world, understanding that each person
has a right to be heard. We don't have an
either/ or mentality like men—we under-
tartd the truth of history is made up of a
thousand threads." Weaving these threads
into a tapestry, Ferre believes, can save Puerto
Rico.
Ferre skillfullydemonstrated that a coun-
try in turmoil can create meaningful litera-
ture. Puerto Rico is a land in constant trans-
formation, its people's sense of identity is
rendered problematic. Her writings expose
bitterness and pain, while challenging es-
tablished notions of hierarchy, gender and
class. Ferre leaves no stone unturned.
Carey Jones/ Bowdoin Orient
It's musical chairs—with a twist—as the
Bowdoin Dance Group prepares for Museum
Pieces XIV.
The VAGUE show scheduled for Tues-
Mfsva titfsiii
apologize for the inconvenience.
See vou next year!
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We're pissed off.
As students on this campus, we are angered and frustrated by what we
have seen and experienced during our time here. This is only a partial list
of occurrences which drive us to action. We're pissed off because:
• students are intolerant of different people and different lifestyles.
• students can get away with making racial slurs, drawing swastikas,
and tearing down signs supporting gay pride.
• it took a report on the status of women at Bowdoin to make known
the status of women at Bowdoin.
• the Governing Boards make decisions concerning students after
the students have left following finals .
• student voices are stifled—as when certain phrases chalked near
the Admissions office were erased.
• Bowdoin's sexual assault policy—3 years and counting.
• alcohol is used as an excuse to do stupid things.
• the Administration has told students who have experienced
incidents such as racial slurs and sexual harassment to "just forget
about it."
• many people don't believe these problems exist.
• many peoplejust don't care.
If you're not part of the solution, you're part of the problem.
Signed,
The members ofADAPT
(Appreciation of Differences Among People Today)
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A & E Week in Preview
Friday, May 6
12:45 p.m. Performance: Museum Pieces
XTV, directed by Paul Sarvis and performed
by the Bowdoin Dance Group. Walker Art
Building and the Quad. Sponsored by the
Museum of Art and the Bowdoin Dance
Group.
9:00 p.m. Dance: Spring Fling, Ivies
Weekend ball. Sargent Gym. Admission
$5.00. Sponsored by SUC.
9:00 p.m. Film: "Body Heat." Sponsored by
the Bowdoin Film/Video Society.
Saturday, May 7
10:00 a.m. - Dusk. Concert: BearAIDS
festival to benefit Merrymeeting AIDS
Support Services. See related article.
10:00 a.m.-l:00 p.m. Sale: Mother's Day sale
at the Bookstore. Save on selected books,
clothing, jewelry and other gifts.
10:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. Sale: Mother's Day
Sale at the Museum Shop. 20% off all
jewelry and boxed notecards. Walker Art
Museum.
9:00 p.m. Film: "Rambling Rose."
Sponsored by the Bowdoin Film/Video
Society.
Sunday, May 8
2:00 p.m.-5KK) p.m. Sale: Mother's Day Sale
at the Museum Shop. See above for details.
2:15 p.m. Gallery Talk: "Revisions: New
Photographs from Antique Processes," by
Justin G. Scheutz '94, Andrew W. Mellon
Foundation Research Fellow. Walker Art
Building. Sponsored by the Museum of Art,
in conjunction with an exhibit of the same
title.
3:00 p.m. Concert: Bowdoin Symphony
Orchestra, directed by Robert K. Greenlee.
Includes works by Faur£, Bizet, Stephen M.
Francis '94 and Elliot Schwartz, professor of
music. Chapel. Sponsored by the
department of music.
Monday, May 9
7:30 p.m. Concert: "Music of Baroque
England from the Church, the Court and
the Tavern." The Baroque Trio, including
Henry Q. Brondshpits '97, Eliza J. Moore
'97 and Anya Schoenegge '97. Chapel.
Sponsored by the department of music.
Student 4-Month Special
May through August *90
(5x5 unit size)
• You don't have to pack!
• Auto storage also available.
You store it You look It









Last Day of Classes
Solar Eclipse: First Contact at
approximately 12:00 p.m. Maximum
Eclipse, 1:42 p.m. Last Contact, 3:24 p.m.




10:00 a.m. -5:00 p.m. Sale: Museum Shop
Sale. 20% off all books (some restrictions
apply
—
go figure). Walker Art Museum.
Sponsored by the Museum of Art.
9:00 p.m. Film: "The Crying Came."
Sponsored by the Bowdoin Film/Video
Society.
-Thursday, May 12
10:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. Sale: Museum Shop
Sale. See above for details.
3:30 p.m.-5:00 p.m. Open House: David
Saul Smith Union open house. Come see
how construction is progressing.
9:00 p.m. Dance: BWA Dance Party. Main
Lounge, Moulton Union. Sponsored by the
BWA.
Friday, May 13
10:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. Sale: Museum Shop
Sale. See above for details.
7:00 p.m. Concert: Spring Sing, featuring
Miscellania. Foyer, Hubbard Hall.
Sponsored by Miscellania.
9:00 p.m. Film: "Bull Durham." Sponsored
by the Bowdoin Film/Video Society.
Saturday, May 14
10:00 a.m.-5.00 p.m. Sale: Museum Shop
Sale. See above for details.
9:00 p.m. Film: "Honeymoon in Vegas."




12:00 a.m. Primal Scream. Quad.
10:00 a.m. and 4:30 p.m. Service: Mass.
Chapel.
Alaska Summer Employment
Earn up to $8,000+ in rwo months
Room and Beard! Transportation'
Male or FeDialt No experience
necessary. For morv mronmuoi! call:
(206) 545-4155 ext J 5064 j
INTERNATIONAL-EMPLOYMENT
Make up lo S2,000-H,CS.O-. per morth teaching
btsk conversational EiigiiM. jjtntt. JafMa,
Taiwan, and S K.or»s Many employ?!*
provide roorr A board - «. 'Jier b-i-eMs \r
teaching background cr /.Mar. ifcPK'UUfe*
required' For toi« inivruV'ii .-*!:.
(206) 632-1 146 exL J506J
CRUISE J o » s |
Students Needed!
Earn up to 52,000+/ nc trarWing for
Cruue Ship? cr land-lout CbStpaai**
World Travel Sun;.T.?r and ful--.:tnt
empIoyn'>er\t ava.iabU No experience
necessary r-^ - mr>:e i:\:o LW.or. "*.. :
(206» 634-046$ e*t IS0S4
ATTENTION
Ex-managers from College Pro,
Student Painters, etc. .. Our firm has
a serious postgraduate position for
you. For recruiting info, call: 1-800-
TO CHECK. ( 1 -800-862^325)
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Sin Saber can be translated as meaning "without knowing."
It was without knowing that I set out across parts of South
America; it was without knowing that I arrived at Bowdoin
College several years ago. Just as I guided myself across
South American countries with information gleaned from
a travel handbook, I had guided myself to Bowdoin based
upon the pages of the Bowdoin Viewbook.
While traveling through Peru, Bolivia, and Chile,
thoughts of Bowdoin often crossed my mind. I
contemplated the varied opportunities which the school
offered through classes and activities. I was eager to
return to Maine and begin to make use of the vaunted
resources ofwhich I had read so much as an entering student.
I returned, but thesparkwithinmegrew cold, theenvironment
simply didn't seem to match the glowing phrases of the
viewbook.
The events of last Friday, the twenty-ninth of April, served
to cap my growing feelings of disappointment in Bowdoin
College. In an attempt to explain myself, I have recounted a
few of the events of the evening. I would like to emphasize
that while the first incident is absolutely true, those which
follow it are excerpts from a dream.
It all started at about ten in the evening when I arrived at a
large party with my friend DanPearson. A band was playing.
People were dancing. I grew thirsty and went in search of
something to drink. A bad move. On my way to grab a beer,
I was accosted and then insulted by a student I did not know.
Over the course of the next two hours, a group of students
with whom I was not acquainted, repeatedly insulted me
with such phrases as"HeyPussy,you got a fuckin'problem?",
"Nicefuckin"haircut."and"Thisfag'sgotafuckingproblem."
all while crowding around me, "bumping" into me, and
"hassling" me. I didn't understand the reason behind this
harassment but assumed that the treatment I was receiving
was meant to intimidatemeand possibly culminate in a fight.
As the evening progressed, I assessed the situation as going
from bad to worse. I was faced with superiornumbers (6 to 1)
and superior brawn; my newfound friends were members of
the Theta Delta Chi fraternity. Eventually, after an extended
period of such niceties, the situation was resolved when the
students finally told me that they believed that I had been
"hitting" on the girlfriend of a fraternity brother. After
discussing with this student the relevant facts that (a) I did not
know his girlfriend very well (b) mat I certainly hadn't flirted
with her and (c) that I held no romantic intentions towards
her, I tried to rejoin the festivities butwas unable to reconjure
my feelings ofjoy and excitement. I left the party angry and
annoyed, wandering home while wondering aloud ...
Why hadn't this "rocket scientist" simply asked me if I was
hitting on his girlfriend?
Why hadn't he just talked to his girlfriend?
Justwhat type ofenvironment is being offered byBowdoin
college when the manner in which students solve a problem
is to try and beat it to death 7
After spending some time pacing the pavement of College
street, I returned to my room in Coles Tower and fell into a
troubled sleep. It was at this point mat my dream began,
seemingly picking up right after I had left the party. I found
myself back out on the street, puzzled and annoyed by the
turn which the evening had taken. In fact, I was so disturbed
that I stopped by the house of President Edwards to discuss
it with him. I knocked on the door and rang the ornate brass
doorbell several times, but there was no answer. I pointed my
feet towards downtown Brunswick and before long found
myself sitting in the front room of the abandoned Deering
restaurant, longing for a cup of coffee. I heard someone
approaching and leaned into the shadows until I saw who it
was. ..my favorite professorof all time, the manwhoknew too
muchand sohadbeen forced to leave thehallowed hallsof the
Bowdoin Philosophy department. "Professor Sweet." I said
happily. "Wow! How are you doing? How's the new job?
What are you doing in my dream?"
"Hi, Mike" he replied, taking off his tweed coat and
planting his new Levis on the plastic seat across from me,
"First things first, don't you have some questions for me?"
So my evening began anew, a search for Truth in what had
seemed a night so deceitful. Upon learning of my
disappointment with this College, Prof. Sweet reprimanded
me and said that I was overly bitter and negative. He
continued to say that if I would just relax a little and try to see
the inherent good in all things... I would be much happier.
"But Prof. Sweet" I said, "that's just what my friend Dan
Pearson saysand I've tried but itjust doesn'twork. There'sno
Bowdoin College like they say there is. It's just a myth, a
bundleof lies. " and with that Igrabbed a Bowdoin Viewbook
thatwas lyingon a nearby table. "Look"I said "I'll showyou."
Togetherwepaged through the peaceful pictures of sunny
days on the quad, of students engaging in lively banter over
a meal in the Tower, of a small class held spellbound by die
lecture of their Nobel prize winning professor. We flipped
hurriedly through the sections on academics and the honor
code... the sports section was waiting. Ahhh, there it was,
thirtytwoanda thirdpagesdevoted to the impressiveexploits
Saber
by Mike Johnson
of Bowdoin's athletic elite. I tried to reminisce at the smiling
unity which graced so many pages, for I had once longed to
experience that intoxicating happiness of being part of the
community of scholars which is Bowdoin College. At that
glorious moment, it seemed tome thatmylifehereat Bowdoin
had coincided almost exactly with the Utopian description
provided within the viewbook.
I awoke abruptly, shaking off the stupor into which I had
fallen, and placed a clothes pin upon my nose for protection
from the flowery-sweet smell of the viewbook. Seizing an
opportunity, I asked Prof. Sweet to address some of my
doubts about Bowdoin College. He agreed and so we began,
returning to page one of the viewbook.
"Bowdoin resides in the peaceful community of Brunswick, a
tranquility reflected in the easygoing nature of the student
body....Bowdoin students are selectedfor their intellectual promise,
character, And their desire to be part ofa community..."
My new professor replied that this was an easy matter to
answer and when addressed with the proper pearsonesque
outlook on life, would doubtlessly result in a positive
conclusion. He refused to parrot the official party line that
incidentsofvandalism and violence rarelyhappen atBowdoin,
that we are such an embracing and understanding student
body that hate-filled acts such as homophobic and anti-
Semitic graffiti as well as basement brawls are something out
of the ordinary. Instead, he used my recent unfortunate
confrontation with the TD fraternity brothers to answer the
question.
'Too often college students are criticized for 'living in a
bubble' and being out of touch with the 'real world' he said.
"Bowdoin College isdoing i tsbest to address theseaccusaaons
.
By allowing situations of violence, such as your near brawl
this evening, to continue unchecked, Bowdoin is actually
contributing to your education. Every student will learnhow
to take a punch in the kidneys and develop a strong stoicism
for enduring insults. Just as some students are accepted to the
school for their ability to paint or play the piano, some are
being accepted for their ability to raise havoc, to teach you a
little something which you can't get in a book, as well as for
their ability to pay twenty five thousand dollars a year." He
took a breathmen continued"No longerwill Bowdoin students
be exempt from the hate crimes and violence which plague
everyday citizens. No longer willyou feel safeand comfortable
in the surroundings of this campus, believing wrongly that
the students of Bowdoin are in favor of using the voice before
the fist. Bowdoin isenrollingyou in a course focused upon the
real world to insure thatyou will know how to deal with these
non-academic problems." he concluded, his voice ringing out
in righteousness.
At this point I realized the error of my ways. If I had
originally viewed the confrontation at the party with the
perspective advocated by Professor Sweet, I would have
easily seen its value. I realized that I shouldhaveextended my
hand to the students who had wished to bludgeon me and
said "Thank you for trying to make me a better person." and
that I should now extend my hand to the Administration of
this College, which has allowed situations such as this to
flourish on our campus, and mat I should say "Thank you for
allowing me to enjoy the privileged learning environment
that is Bowdoin College."
We both sat in silence, the town kids in the parking lot the
only sound in the silent night. "Do you really believe that?"
Iaskedhim finally. "Hell no,"hechuckled bitterly "but it sure
would make life nicer." I stood, tucked the viewbook under
my arm, and made my way to the door. I turned to thank
Professor Sweet but faced an empty room, already he was
gone. He'd never felt very welcome in Brunswick.
The night seemed even darker than before as I started the
walk back to the campus, pushing myway through the wind
while pondering some of my remaining doubts. I thought
back to some of my experiences here at the College,
concentrating upon the ones which troubled me most. What
is the role of the professor at this school? I asked myself. Why
are the same "gut" classes offered every year by the same
teacherswhen it is common knowledge that they are popular
only because of their lack of difficulty? Why are so many
decisions made without apparently taking into account the
needsof the students? Whyareadmissions standardslowered
to such a degree for students whose "special talent" usually
consistsofhittingsomething? Why is there suchan intolerance
for differences? How can we have a "community of scholars"
when for example, the majority of the teachers in the English
department don't even bother to pick up or much less read,
the school newspaper? How can we even be a community
when the student body is so strongly divided into
homogenized groups by the fraternities?
With these questions swirling in my head, I failed to
watch where I was going and soon became lost in the
darkness. I stopped and looked around but was unable to
penetrate the depths ofblack night. I raised myhandy pocket
torch and cast it about, looking for anything, anyone. I knew
I was near to campus but... There! A house on the left of the
street! I approached from the downhill side, moving against
the wind to conceal my scent, and pressed the door buzzer,
sending electronicchimes echoingthrough theemptyvastness
of the house. After a minute or two, the dooropened and a tall
form materialized beforemy eyes. After a quick introduction,
he invited me into one of the many sitting rooms and we sat,
sipping hot chocolate from white cups that appeared quite
similar to those used by the Bowdoin dining service. I asked
himwhyhewas awakeand he said something about notbeing
able to fall asleep at night. "I'm not surprised" I muttered
"seeing what goes on at this College" and read to him from a
page in the viewbook.
"An exceptional faculty, generously available to students who
seekcollegiality, makes afirst-rate education possible. ...theapproaches
to learning are those we have developed over nearly two centuries.
"
"Don't tell me you swallow all of that" I said half-laughing,
"There are definitely some great teachers here but I'd say the
emphasis was much more on the qualifications of a professor
rather than upon teaching ability. What's worse is that mere
are so many knowledgeable and interesting professors who
simply don't have one of the most vital teaching skills, the
ability to lecture. You have to admit as well that Bowdoin
would rather hire a recent graduate from the Ivy League man
a skilled and experienced professorwho attended a school of
less renown."
He turned a great ostrich-like neck and grey head in my
direction and with a smile on his face murmured "of course
wewould" men continued"you see, the actual teaching ability
of the professor simply isn't that important. Bowdoin wants
professorswith extensiveresumesand impressivereputations.
The school wants professors that are doing theirown research
and publishing it."
Hepaused at the puzzled look on my face and said "Letme
explain. Ifyouweretaking a courseon the Mexican Revolution
and the teacher did an excellent job of preparing lectures,
presentingthematerial inan organizedand interestingmanner
etc, you wouldn't have to do anything. However, ifyou were
to take a course in Caribbean forms of government or Islamic
politics,and itwasextremelycrowded due to the'powderpuff
'
nature of the material and the corresponding 'gut' label
attached to it, wouldn'tyou be frustrated and go to the library
and do thelearning on your own? The role of the professor is
exaggerated" he said. "Bowdoin needs professors with
resumes that can be shown to impress people who want to
donate large sums of money. Sometimes we hire professors
who have great resumes and are talented teachers but if not,
the students here at Bowdoin are bright and if given a course
outline, they are more man capable of doing the learning
independently of the professor."
I sat in a stunned silence, grasping for something to say, and
managed to blurt out "Oh yeah, well what about the lack of a
creative writing program at a school with such distinguished
authors as alumni?"
He chuckled softly as if I amused him and men answered
"of course we don't have a creative writing program. We do
however, offer a classon writing every two years to pacify the
troublemakers. What need do we have for such a program?
We teachmore literatureclasses thanyou couldname authors.
Hawthorne and Longfellow weren't taught how to write, no
one sat down and said 'Name her Hester Prynne!' They
learned from experience. If it was good enough for mem, it is
certainly good enough for you."
I leaned back in my chair and sipped at my hot chocolate,
wishing for something stronger so that I could swallow what
he was saying. The silence dragged on. I didn't know what
to say. Finally the tall grey-headed figure leaned forward and
said "Look, it is my job. What we bom see as a school and as
a community, I see first as a business."
"So ifs all money" I said softly, realizing the enormity of
what had just been said. "I hate to put it in those terms" he
answered, "but yes, it is. Even if we wanted to stiffen the
punishments of theJ-Board or eliminate the special admissions
standards for athletes, we really couldn'tdo much because the
school counts upon the tuition money paid by those students
and thefunds donated by boosters ofthose athleticprograms."
Please see SIN SABER, page 19
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Computing Center move frustrates many
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Winter* Weekend '94: Broomstick hockey on the quad.
Erin Sullivan/ Bowdoin Orient
Carey Jones/ Bowdoin Orient
Knsten Ekman '95 with balloon headdress at Casino Night.
•Oh What a Beautiful Morning" it was with M isceMania on CBS. Erin Sullivan/ Bowdoin Orient
Ren Netzorg/ Bofmioin Orient
Amy Aselton '94 makes a great out at third in a recent Softball victory.
Umbreen Khalidi/ Bowdoin Orient
Bowdoin's Bicentennial was a celebration for all ages.
College receives recor
Ken Netzorg/ Bowdoin Orient
Nick Browning '95 sinks top-ranked Colby,
Brunswick hosts world premier of Gettysburg
.
Erin Sullivan/ Bowdoin Orient
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Carey Jones/ Bowdoin Orient
Charlie Gaffncy '95 celebrates as his goal brings the Bears closer to another victory.
d $14 million donation from alumnus Dnickenmiller.
Office of Communications
Sheridan Kelley/ Bowdoin Orient
WyntonMarsalis brings jazz to the Bowdoin campus
«.._'_
_.. . .t.^t •_ Carey Jones/Bowdoin Orient
Mike Gawtry 95 limbos at soutwestem night during rush
,
ar Bear Mascot embraces four Bowdoin students Umbreen Khalidi/
Bowdoin Orient
iviaya Kl\un / omvilom Unent
Women's Soccer Repeat: Polar Bears capture second consecutive ECAC championship.
J
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Ottice "ot Lommurucaltons
Top-scorer Emily LeVan '95 leads her team to the playoffs.
i
Supporters of the artists whose work was destroyed





letter to the €d i to r * *
Kurlander responds
To the Editor,
I have never been one to take offense at a difference of
opinion. Mr. Allen's letter was both fair and well put. Still, I
would like to clarifytwo minor points. Firstof all,myand Mr.
Sullivan's March 4th letter was not written to emphasize the
need for a moredetailed sexual misconduct policy, butsimply
to show mat instances of sexual harassment, contrary to
popular belief, do occur to members of the male gender.
Second of all, it is self-evident mat sexual harassment is
detrimental to the college community. I never said that it was
not. Yet due to the relative scarcity of such instances, both
with in and without the Bowdoin community— one reported
rape in all of Brunswick over the past year and none at
Bowdoin— it seems silly to forge needless addendums to an
already seldom used policy. Besides these two small
misinterpretations, however, I feel mat Mr. Allen's letter
displayed an equanimity, lucidity, and facility for language
rarely seen within the generally laughable discourse of the
more rabid liberals on campus, which brings us to the
regrettable letter of Mr. Dewey McWhirter.
Mr. McWhirter's letter displays that predictable tone of
overblown indigence, intellectual arrogance, and bad irony
which has become so typical of Bowdoin's student body
duringmy four years here. He begins with a personal attack,
assuming that I have failed to gain a suitable education and
am in fact "flailing in ignorance" due to my inability to
comprehend "the most fundamental issues facing the world
today7' such as sexual harassment. Sorry, Dewey. I must
apologize for my ignorance, incapable as I am at recognizing
the "roots" of such problems as Civil War, drug abuse, inner-
city violence, crime, unemployment, illiteracy, racism, anti-
Semitism, AIDS, insufficient health care, and presidential
scandals "in the oppression ofwomen by men." Perhaps Mr.
McWhirter is capabie of linking the hole in the ozone layer to
"the oppression of women by men" as well. After all, isn't it
obvious that men forcewomen to use thehairspray, deodorant,
and other aerosol products which cause mat nasty hole. I'm
sure a genius likeMr McWhirtermight also explain to ushow
"men's oppression ofwomen" caused Viet Nam, Watergate,
and the Cold War.
What is more amusing man Mr. McWhirter's political
rhetoric, however, is his ironic condemnation of Bowdoin
College, an institution which has become so bloated by
politically correct B.S. that ithas ceased to providethediverse,
provocative intellectual community which one would expect
from an institutionofhigher learning.Forwithin theparanoid
recesses of Mr. McWhirter's deluded psyche, he actually
believes that Bowdoin College somehow remains a right-
wing institution, despite the fact that the Administration has
banned single-sex fraternities (and pursues co-eds), pours
millionsofdollars into 'interest' houses,promotes a "greener"
campus, toleratesany kindofinane graffiti, repeatedlysounds
the mantra of diversity, and supports so many "God knows
what" weeksmatthey all begin to overlap (e.g. GayWeek and
Earth Week). Finally, Mr. McWhirter reasons thatbywashing
the sidewalks Bowdoin is purposely trying to attract white,
Anglo-Saxon, anti-Semi tic,homophobic, sociopa thic students
who playhockey and cheaton tests. All I can say is how in the
hell did he get in?
In conclusion, Mr. McWhirter states mat "Bowdoin's top
priority is the promotion of the white, middle-class,
heterosexual, male." Of course, most Bowdoin students are
notmiddle-class. Middle-class studentsdo notown theirown
Volvos, BMW's, or Chevy Blazers. Their parents are not
doctors, lawyers,and CEO's. Middle-class kidsdon'tsummer
in the Poconos and they don't own three hundred thousand
dollar houses in towns named after London suburbs. Like it
or not, Mr. McWhirter, with his sprawling plantation,
conservative southern values, and a name like McWhirter, is
probablya "white, middle-class, heterosexual male" himself.
Thus it would seem mat Mr. McWhirter truly represents
Bowdoin quite well. And just like Bowdoin, he is desperate to
purvey the most doctrinaire of politically correct twaddle in
order to cover up his soft, WASP-ish underbelly, even when
his and others' hypocritical diatribes only corrode the
intellectual foundations of our nation, neutering our
speech, warping our logic, and destroying the very impetus
for provocative thought towards which every college should
strive. Instead of merelydisagreeing with my opinion, as Mr.
Allen did, Mr. McWhirter seeks to make me an example.
Nevertheless, in doing so, he only makes an example of
himself. For Mr. McWhirter represents all that is wrong with
Bowdoin, and ultimately, all that is wrong with the intellectual
atmosphere throughout our country. Rather than critique my
argument,heengages in thepersonal attacksand diversionary
tactics so typical of contemporary liberals. By resorting to
such blatant exercises in baseless polemics and predictable
sloganeering Mr. McWhirterunwittinglypresents uswith the






We are writing in response to Eric Kudander's letter in two
week's past Orient. First of all, Bowdoin does not need a
longersexual assault policy in order tocompetewithAmherst,
Williams, and Cornell, but because the current policy is
incomplete and must cover many more points—such as
consent, proceedings, rape and assault—in as many pages as
it takes. Until these crucial areas are dealt with, our policy will
not be adequate. Our policy must provide clear and judicious
ways forwomen to feel comfortable speaking out against the
crimes that occur on this campus.
Moreover,harassment and assault should notbe ignored
—
nor should they be demeaned. By characterizing harassment
as a "pat on the fanny," Mr. Kurlander not only fails to
recognize the true seriousness of sexual violence, but also
belittles the whole nature of sexual harassment. Sexual
harassment is destructiveand threatening because it indicates
a complete lack of respect for individuals based on their sex
and also carries the threat of rape. Harassment, assault, and
rape all stemfrom thesameparadigm of fearanddomination
a power structure which is linked to the "more important
issues" that Kurlander identified as "drug abuse, inner city
violence, crime, unemployment, illiteracy, racism, anti-
Semitism," etc. These are all important problems and should
all be dealt with; they are not mutually exclusive and
addressing oneonly helps address the others. In short, it is not
necessary to suppress important efforts which confront one
cause, in the name of some "higher, more important" cause.
In addition, to clear up Mr. Kurlander's confusion about
where the "one in four women are raped" representative
statisticscomesfrom—theseareprovidedbyrapecrisiscenters
and hotlines which have access to data and actual cases.
Mr. Kurlander then argues that "one cannot legislate
romance," because "relationships revolve around trust, not
legal contracts." Where does sexual violence fit into this
definition of "romance?" If trust actually characterizes all
relationships,how does Mr. Kurlander explain rape? The hint
of legislation should notbe threatening to relationshipswhich
truly are regulated by trust and mutual affection because
these legislations simply insure a minimum guarantee of
justice. It is for the benefit of those in relationships that do not
meet this ideal that protective measures are necessary. Far
from stripping relationships of their virtues and pleasures,
certain legislations ensure mat trust will prevail.
We would also like to address Mr. Kurlander's statement
that, "Those most likely to commit sexual assault, like those
most likely to commit murder, are also the least likely to be
deterred by arcane codicils in a college guidebook." This
societal myth—that sexual assault is a rare occurrence that
happens to a tiny number of women by a small group of
deviant, abnormal men—is proven falsebynumerous clinical
studies and statistics. Furthermore, mostwomen know their
assailants and sexual assault happens to a far greaternumber
of women man previously known. (It is also important to
acknowledge that murder is not exempt from this
misconception since one of the leading causes of female
deaths is domestic violence.) Education, awareness raising
and a strong policy will only help address this problem.
In conclusion, we would like to register annoyance at Mr.
Kurlander's method of playing on popular misconceptions
about sexual assault awareness. Such writings only serve to







When our son departed for Bowdoin, late in the summer of
1993,we understoodand acknowledged hisdeepcommitment
to participating in a rigorous and, hopefully, rewarding
academic program. At the same time, we recognized that the
Bowdoin experiencewould notbelimited toscholarly pursuits,
especially in light of the rich diversity that contributes
significantly to defining the Bowdoin community. All of us
who are Bowdoin parents become a part of the same
community, in thatoursons and daughtershave, inescapably,
brought some part ofwhowe are with them. While we would
like to believe that we are not burdened by the issues of
prejudice, bias, and justplain ignorance, clearly, such is rarely
the case. And when, on occasion, we do make the often
difficult effort to see ourselves vis a vis such issues, the
emergence of related behaviors, such as gay bashing, racist
slogan^, and desecration of Jewish symbols is more easily
understood. While such behaviors are rationalized and/or
redefined as prankishness, such is not the case. And it should
not be. Such behaviors are malicious and not only destructive
for those targeted individuals and groups, but also the entire
Bowdoin community. As parents and community members,
we deplore such acts and call upon the Bowdoin family to
bring them to an end with a quickness and finality that leaves
no doubt but that Bowdoin is a physically, intellectually and
emotionally safe place to explore and embrace its own
diversity.
Sincerely,




The past three weeks have seen a shameful spate of hate
crimes on the Bowdoin College campus. We condemn the
defacement of B-GLAD posters and the swastika graffiti
found on campus buildings. These hate crimes are absolutely
unacceptable in an environment intended for the thoughtful
and open discussion of issues. The anonymity of the
perpetrators is troubling and the fact that some of them are
Bowdoin students is profoundly disturbing. It is the
responsibility of Bowdoin College to make every effort to
ensure that each member ofourcommunity is able to live their
life free of intimidation and fear. These acts of hatred should
give pause to all of us and upon reflection our resolution to
make Bowdoin a more open campus must be strengthened.
We as students must take a more active role in the Bowdoin
communityand soweapplaud theforum thispastWednesday
in Kresge Auditorium and the role the student initiated
Commissionon Violenceand Destructive Behaviorhasplayed
in addressing these issues. Not only must organizations and
committees provide leadership for the College, but every one
of us must exercise our leadership potential and cease to be a
part of the silent mass which averts its eyes at what is wrong
in our community.
Sincerely,
The Student Executive Board
The Student Admissions Volunteer Organization (SAVO)
would like to extend a HUGE thank you to all of the students
who generously shared their time and enthusiasm in
introducing prospective students to Bowdoin this past year.
SAVO conducted many successful outreaches, including
return tohigh school visits,writing personal letters towelcome
accepted early decision applicants, the Bowdoin Experience
Weekend, and, most recently, the three accepted students'
Yield Days.
Interaction with current students is an integral part of the
college decision-making process. We greatly appreciate all of
your help this past year, and look forward to welcoming the
class of 1998 in the fall.
/
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Student Ojpi
Past, Present and the Polar Bear By Daniel A.
Pearson
An alumni once told me that I would never have truly
graduated from Bowdoin College until I had spoken with the
Polar Bear. Being a seniorand having figured I'd gonethrough
every rite of passage possible, I asked him to inform me of
what he meant. According to him, it was a little known
Bowdoin fact that if you spent one entire night seated at the
feet of the Polar Bear statue in front of the gymnasium that at
dawn the Polar Bear would momentarily come to life and tell
you your destiny. As anxious as any senior as to my future in
society, I decided immediately, therefore, to spend a night of
verbal or telepathic communication with Bowdoin's friendly
phallic mascot.
Aswouldbe expected with any story so fantastic, I spent the
first part of my night with the Polar Bear feeling similar to
Linus in the pumpkin patch on Halloween as students and
Security walked by with looks of confusion and disbelief.
Nonetheless, I persevered through the evening imagining
what future this Delphic creature could portend. Part of me
dreamed that the clairvoyant bear would bestow me with
honors of untold greatness as an author, an athlete, or a
humanitarian. Part of me feared that the bear would lerch its
concretehead inmydirection only to whisper, with restrained
laughter; "Stay golden, Pony Boy." But, most of me wished
that the bear would remain silent to let me live out my days in
constant expectation. By the fifth time Security had flashed its
lights on myweary frame, somewhere after two a.m., I mostly
just wanted dawn to come so I could get a couple of hours of
sleep before my first class. *
But, as I sat there as vigilantly as possible, shivering in the
chill spring latenight ofsouthern Maine,mymind,nonetheless,
began to wander back over my four years spent in Brunswick
here at Bowdoin College with nostalgia and vestiges of regret.
Conversations, facts, and faces all began to cloudmy memory
as one shapeless and colorless nebula of interchangeable
instances and reactions. Looking out across the campus from
Sills Hall to the Tower, Bowdoin College itself evaporated
into an unconscious mist as fine as any of the purest air I ever
remembered breathing. Forgetting about my appointment
with AdmiralPeary'sconcrete ArcticPetatmy side, Brunswick,
asa town, presented itselfmore clearly in my mind than it-had
ever before. From the dead-end dirt trails along the
Androscoggin to Sam the Florist's florist shop, every inch of
pavementand every crack in the sidewalk appeared to mebut
an extension of my own body. Engines revved, skateboards
crashed, someone lit a cigarette, and, for a second, 1 almost
thought I felt Bob the barber take a bit off of the side; But I
opened my eyes only to find myself alone in front of the gym
staring at the bear's frozen expression of indifference. But, I
wondered, since my eyes had been closed, if maybe itwas the
bear itself who had created those rattlings in my head.
Nonetheless, in this instant, Bowdoin, as well, became clear
in my mind. Imagining all the times that the echo of my heels
in Bowdoin's vacuous academic halls had drowned out
reflections of another place, Brunswick's significance
reappeared before me. There I was thinking that four years of
Bowdoin College had molded the four corners of my mind
into something of expansive spherical circumference, when,
in fact, every instant I sat there I realized, more than ever, that
I truly knew nothing except for Brunswick itself. There I was,
The Gadfly- "All is not Well " ByTom Leung
I believe Bowdoin College is slowly descending along a
subtle but genuine downward institutional slide. I be!ive this
deteriorationwill beunrecoverableaslongaswesimplyapplaud
at every Bicentennial gala celebration, content with our
noteworthy past and possibilities ofa distant future, whilewe
blindly ignorewhere Bowdoin stands today. The future ofmis
College is inextricably linked with that ofour presentcondition
- a condition mat is unacceptable for any first-rate liberal arts
institution.
IbeUevethatacademicallywearefastonthewaytobecoming
nothing more than a Dartmouth safety, comparing ourselves
more and more with the likes of Colby and Bates. I do not
believe the D.SS. Student Union will magically transform
Brunswick into Boston and render fraternities obsolete. I
believe students perceive a top-down command control
Administration whose priorities are markedly divergent from
those of the general will. Bicentennial year or not, Bowdoin is
treading on thin ice.
In terms of academics, one must wonder why Bowdoin
tolerates classes enrolling over 150 students while
simultaneouslytouting thebenefitsofsmall freshman seminars
in its glossy viewbook. One must wonder why Williams
spends $1 1,259.00 per student annually on faculty costs while
Bowdoin spends only $8,814.00 per studenton its faculty. One
must wonder why Bowdoin needs to spend $7,924,000.00
annually on its Administration while a school like MtHoryoke,
(with a 34% forger enrollment) has administrative costs that are
actuaBy2miBiondoIlarsfess. Isacademkmstnictionahighprjoriry
at Bowdoin? CXo-cornparative position vis-a-vis all the big three
(WiHiamstAirlierst^wartr^^
AAUPcomputed faculty-studentratto,ms^^
student budgetary portion directed to actruction, etc. (Data
collected from the March 3, 1994 (FY93) report to the Coveming
BoardsbytheOfficeofmstitutional Research.]
Statistics aside, ask any student if he's satisfied with Bowdoin
academics.Hewiflonh/grveahike-warm"^
problems with course entry, class size, and an embarrassingly
shaltow curriculum have thus fargone unheeded. Certainly, the
situationhas farfromimproved in the past 2 years.
Socially, despite tteposturing onboth sides, theCreeksand the
Adaurtistra1ic«bomknowfrater^
NeverlneiesB,itisdifficuitto^
to the D5.S. on a Saturday night to rage in thenew lounge, no
matterhow aestheticallypleasing itmaybe. There is a certain
re sais que* about fraternity life that is chf^
any student center TheGreek system boastsa membership
ofalmosthalf fl* CoOegw, and Bowdoin has historkaHy been
significantlyGreek forone reason: formany, they offer a variety
of unique communal atmospheres that one big shiny student
centersimplycannot provide. Regardlessof whetheryou think
all fraternities are dens of iniquity or your home away from
home, the factofthe matter is theyhave a right to existhere and
serve much of the College in a multitude of capacities. Ifoneis
faced with a choice between (X) options and (X-8) options, he
should always choose the situation with the most alternatives,
regardless ofwhether he actually uses all of them or not. When
Bowdoin fraternities are gone, mere will be 8 fewer places to
live, eat, party, visitor«wjomsu2ct asan occasional social outlet
Lastly, the general communityspiritatBowdoinhasbecome
unnecesarily adversarial much because of the aforementioned
academic and social issues the College faces, and the manner in
which it deals with them. There seems to be a widening gulf
between students and Administration on the philosophy of
College governance. One side wants to act as bom full time
students and full time administrators while the other side tries to
manageBowdoinfrom abovewithoutanyidea aboutthedaytoday
affairs, trials, or priorities ofJoe and Jane Bowdoin. Resulting is a
stalemate where the most that ever gets accomplished in terms of
consensus governance is a few show committees and forums
whoseefficacyatprcxiucing realresultsoncampus isquestionable.
Students at Bowdoin are apathetic, but part of the reason is
because they feel as though they have absolutely no influence on
theffownColk^e'saffaire(i.e.changestogra
offraternities,growmgthesizeofmecolk^,prkjritiesofthecapital
campaign, etc.) Dissension within the Bowdoin community may
have been around as long as Mass Hall; nevertheless, given the
irnpressrvetelfintarritinysizeofm^
able to govern itself through at least quasi-democratic and not
command controlmanagement.
Bowdoin is a great school, but it has imniediateprohtemsthat
need to be addressed test they slowly rot away what was once a
premier liberal arts institution. The classes are too bigand there
is no selection; the social scene will only become more limited
withtteabditianoffraterruties;andtte
to students in College decision making breeds unnecessary
apathy and distrust.
As Bowdoin closes out her Bicentennial year she looks with
ambitious eyes into the 21st century. My question is while
everyone isclapping and cheering for the great Bowdoin ofdie
past and speculates about the Utopian Bowdoin of the distant
future, is anyone concerned about the Bowdoin of today? The
College must rectify its most pressing problems at once;
ultimately, ifthese areasdon't getany better, theywiOonly get
worse. Arid if they do get worse, sowiDBowdom College.
face to face with the Polar Bear, temporarily hibernating in his
frigid realm recounting in my winter slumber the infinite
places that education had allowed my mind to travel to, when,
in reality, my head had never moved a mile beyond the faded
grass where the skating rink resided in the winter on the
village green. Four years of rooming with Shakespeare,
Napoleon, and Martin Luther King had given me quite a
cataloguing of human nature. But, again, there beneath the
imposing shadow of the Polar Bear, all words, numbers, and
facts meshed into mud.
But as the night grew darker, faces began to finally emerge
before my eyes. There was Rocky, the third shift waiter at
Deering,whohad toldmeover hotchocolateone slowTuesday
night of all the undiscovered sledding hills he knew of from
Brunswick to Mexico, Maine. There, as well, were Brunswick's
skateboarders smoking cigaretteson the tra in tracks nervously
pulling on their chins hoping to spontaneously generate a
goatee. As if within arm's distance, someone appeared
motioning to me to pass the mustard to put on a steamed
Danny's hotdog. Little kids in last minuteHalloween costumes
holding hands in pairs were parading by the farmer's market
to the smiles ofpatronsand parents in the process ofpurchasing
cider and peppers. Someone in the gazebo cut a coupon for
soap while someone somewhere else honked their hom at
two kids playing street hockey. Imagining the sunset over
Grand City as it cast its long shadow right up to the tip of my
toes, for a second, all I could smell was Rosita's.
Finally, the Bowdoin senior class crystallized before me
wearing graduation gowns and talking knowingly not of the
future or of books, but of people they had never met in places
they had never seen.
At that moment, 1 awoke to find that it was dawn. As I had
intended, Ihad spenttheentirenightawaitingmydestiny tobe told
by the Polar Bear. Ashad been predictedby mat optimistic alumni,
the Polar Bearhad indeed spoken to me. For the first time, I felt that
IhadtrulyattendedBowdoinCollegeinBrunswick,Maine. Elevating
myselfoff of theworn pine bench which had supported me for the
night, I retraced the steps back home.
SIN SABER (Continued from 12)
Unable to stand the conversation any longer, I rose to my
feet, thanked this mysterious man for his time and the hot
chocolate, and made my way out the door. I stood for a
moment on the front stoop and breathed a bit of the chilly
air, holding it in to clear my head. I stepped down off the
stairs, into the darkness, and began striding home, confused
anda bit bewildered by all thathad happened. I understood
why students who have started brawls, pulled knives,
threatened, sexuallyassaulted, intimidated, been convicted
of assault, and cheated openly on tests have not been
expelled from our fair College. I also realized that upon
graduation day, these students will take the stand and I, if
I do not pay that parking ticket I received as a sophomore,
will not. According to Bowdoin policy, a diploma will not
be awarded if the student possesses outstanding parking
tickets. You can break the honor code. You can ignore the
Judiciary board. You cannot ignore your parking tickets. I
continued walking, searching for a glimmer of light in the
darkness. Then suddenly, I spied the lights of the Tower
rising in front of me, a beacon to guide me home. 1 homed
in on this point of light in the easing darkness, less bitter
than before but still not content. I recognized that the fault
lay within myself. I had arrived at Bowdoin with an
idealized concept of the college experience. I had forgotten
that the same rules that apply in the real world, apply as
well in the world of higher education. I recognized that
Bowdoin was indeed an amazing institution of higher
learning, that it was much better than the majority of
schools in the world, that an identical situation probably
existed at other schools. I was no longer angry at the state
of Bowdoin College but instead disappointed that it failed
so badly to live up to the standards it had set, becoming
instead a parody of what it claimed to represent.
"Some editors are failed
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"The College exercises no control over the content of the
writings con tained herein, and neither it, nor thefaculty,
assumesany responsibilityfor the views expressed herein.
"
Letter Policy
The Bowdoin Orient welcomes letters from all of our readers.
Letters must be received by 6 p.m. Tuesday to be published the
same week, and must include a phone number where the author
of the letter may be reached. All letters must be signed by the
original author (s) of the piece.
Letters should address the Editor, and not a particular
individual. The Bowdoin Orient will not publish any letter the
Editors judge to be an attack on an individual's character or
personality.
The Bowdoin Orient ispublished weekly while classes are held
during Fall and Spring semesters by the students of Bowdoin
College, Brunswick, Maine.
The policies of The Bowdoin Orient are determined by the
Bowdoin Publishing Company and the Editors. The weekly
editorials express the views of a majority of the Editors, and are
therefore published unsigned. Individual Editors are not
necessarily responsible for, or in agreement with, the policies and
editorials of the Bowdoin Orient.
The Bowdoin Orient reserves the right to edit any and all
articles and letters.
Address all correspondence to the Bowdoin Orient, 12
Cleaveland St., Brunswick, Maine, 0401 1. Our telephone number
is (207) 725 - 3300.
Edito
A Subversive Fashion
Kresge was packed. People were
flowing inand out of the backdoors,
tripping over spectators squeezed
onto the steps while professors
stumbled to find their seats next to
students dressed in blazersand ties.
After a few introductory remarks,
the show began. The music
pounded out of the speakers while
models dressed in everything from
chicken wire to iron cast hats
gallantly skipped, loped, pranced,
jumped, marched, flowed, and
skated across the stage. Of all honors
projects, this one was, by far, the
most exceptional. It was
marvelouslysubversivewith a twist
of the elegant; it showed that
aesthetics could assume any form;
it was a simple, straightforward
presentation with no airs or
pretensions. What made the
ceremony glorious, however, was
the fact that it was, as it's host
pointed out, extremely well-
attended.
The images in the fashion show
are all wound up in one glorious
rejection of sterility, stoicism and
dullness: the L.L. Bean uniform of
the gray hiking boots, plaid shirts
and white baseball caps were all,
for one precious night, abandoned
for barbered wire and velvet. The
heterosexual rules governing
clothing were blasted as men
walked out on stage in elegant ball
gowns and flowing dresses. People
peeled off their wool sweaters and
embraced the bodily, the carnal, in
a mode of Saturnalia that thumbed
its nose at traditional forms of
academia.
For many, the evening was one
shock after another: the models, the
clothes, the music were, in terms of
an Honors Project, unprecedented.
While many produce papers or
artworks contained within the
traditional confines of an honors
thesis (e.g. form paintings, literary
interpretations, etc.), Rebecca Fields
dared to produce and thrive upon
the object of her passions- clothing.
Is her marked break from tradition
a sign of the "new academia" or,
rather, an indication of what the
Honors Project should be- a
courageous and ambitious project
that not only explores into the
depths of unorthodox territory, but
also runs the risk of failing? Projects
like the fashion show and the art
work on the quad should be the
ultimate goal of the liberal arts
institution. An expression that
hasn't been made before, a feeling
that has never been conveyed, a
sentiment that has never been
tapped should be the roots of an
Honors Project. The noticeable
paucity ofprojects like Fields' seems
to suggest that, at a liberal arts
institution, students are afraid to
take chances, due to the prospect of
failure. Grades have overshadowed
risk in the quest for knowledge.
What lacks most in the "everyday
life" of a small College in Maine is
subversive and inverted behavior
that breaks from the "get your tray
for a Tower dinner" and seeks an
existence that radiates with the
shear magnificence of living. This
subversion stems not from some
beer-frolicking, group bonding,
animalistic rite-of-passage, but
rather from the individuals'
willingness to look at something
differently and to see the "canker in
the heart of every rose." The power
behind Rebecca Field's presentation
was the awesome magnanimity of
the performance. It reveled in the
glories of academia while at the
same time stripping traditional
Honors Projects of their previously
unshakable stability.
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The Making ofa Greenworld
I've always hated this time of year. When the warmth
begins in earnest it means something's about to end. In South
Africa school finished for us in December, which was the
onset of the summer. You knew it was really the end of the
year when the boarders packed their trunks and brought
them out to Bear's Gate, whichwas the gate up by the hospital
and the street where someone had once said you could get
drugs if you tried hard enough.
We rarely left the school during the school day (and if we
did it was in buses) so few of us ventured out that far. The
gates were large and metal and spiked but I don't think we
ever thought we were in a cage. At any rate, by the time we
were inMa trie theworld had become a thing whichwas larger
than our ability to imagine.
At that time the failure rate for first year university students
at Wits, where most of my friends would be going, was fifty
percent. Thehorizonhad suddenlyexpanded and theobstacles
were daunting: we were so used to this place where we could
be whatwe wanted tobe ifwe put in the effort. We were ready
to go, but we didn't necessarily like where we were going.
The thing about Roedean was the flowers. It was what had
drawn me to it when I was nine and changing schools: those
wonderful passageways and their habit of turning suddenly
into alcoves, into courtyards with ponds and statues and
harem lilies. Down by the Junior School there was lavender,
loved by the bees, and in the Senior School we dawdled in the
rose garden, walled on one side by classrooms and a plaque
which said something about the dangers of going places too
quickly.
Now mat I'm gone I even miss the classrooms, and the
Library, and the books we read in English lessons that always
By Nicole Devarenne
dragged on too long before lunch. I hated it when adults told
me I would look on these days as the best days of my life:
The Best of the Best of Opinion
Best Answer to a Student Speak Ouestion-
Gold Medal- Q. Do you sleep naked?
A. Brooke Mohnkern-"I do more things naked in one
day than most people do in their entire lives! !"
Silver Medal- Q. Do you sleep naked?
A. Kate Kloosterman-"There's an easy way to find out."
Bronze Medal- Q. If you could be any piece of sporting equipment
in the Winter Olympic Games, what would you be?
A. Kevin Munnelly- I'd like to be Nancy Kerrigan's
sports bra because I'd like to give her my support
in Lillehammer.
Honorable Mentions- Q. Where's Waldo?
A. Aixa Kidd-Waldo Who?
A. Calee Lucht- Waldo? II est dans tes reves, cheri.
Q. Do you sleep naked?
A. Lisa May Giles- ABSOLUTELY.
Best Roommate who brings Hostess Apple Pies to starving Opinion Editor at 3:00 in the mornine-
Robert Williams Ellis.
/
Best Line From a Column-
"The snorkel is my connection to the air, clear and lit by the sun, but I am not aware of it."
Nicole Devarenne, A Day in the Caribbean
Best Quote from a Copy Editor on Opinion Editor's Wall ofFame-
"I'm as photogenic as a tree stump." 4/14/94, 1 1 :43 p.m.
Suzanne Brady
Best Last Line From an Editorial-
"The choice is done: it is better to have loved as long as you can
embrace the power of loss." A Crisis ofHope
anything had to beat doing geometry every night at ten
o'clock when I only wanted to go to bed . Why couldn't we just
take algebra and forget trying to figure out the intricacies of
triangles? And then there were Matric exams and students
across the country were so riddled with anxiety that some of
them even killed themselves.
About a year before Matric I had gotten to know Daniel on
a political awareness weekend at a school on the outskirts of
Johannesburg. We wrote to each other for a while afterwards.
He lived in Hillbrow, in the city (almost everyone I knew lived
in the suburbs) and went to political rallies (which everyone
I knew was too frightened to do). He told me once he knew
that the government had been opening his letters ever since
he'd been involved with the Mamelodi Comrades. His letters
stopped coming in February. When he finally wrote to me
again he said he'd dropped out of Matric to hitchhike around
the Cape for a few months. I was filled with admiration for
someone who could defy the established order like that:
dropping out of Matric was like refusing your future.
But he disappeared into his future and I found one that was
just as safe as the one I'd come from. I have an English
professorwho says that small collegecommunities these days
aregreenworlds, green for their beautyand green for the color
of the money people pay to send their children there, to be
indulged as consumer-students, kept young longer by over-
adequate nourishment and an utter ignorance of life's
hardships.
And sometimes I'm foolish enough to wonder if it's really
all that bad out there after all.
S3 last look at ©urer
3ff once a man inbulge* fnm*elf in
murber, uerp soon be comes to tljink
little of robbing; anb from robbing fye
next comes bringing anb ^abbatfi-
breabing, anb from that to mnuilitp
anb procrastination.
Cliomas Be (Qntncep
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Hetterg to the €d i to r (Continuedfrom page 17)
Beta Apologizes to
Edwards
(Editor's note: Sections of this letter have been ommitted due
to spatial constraints.)
Dear President Edwards,
I writeyou today representing and on behalfof, themembers
of Beta Sigma.
Although this letter has been a long time in coming, we
have been given a considerable amount of time to reexamine
ourselvesin termsofhow wewantBeta Sigma tobe represented
in the future. It is evident to all of us that Beta is at a crossroads
of sorts. The unfortunate and inexcusable incident involving
a group of our members and theTheta House on March 12 is
admittedly a part of this situation. Since that day, coupled
with incidents of the past, there has been a growing tangible,
common concern about the future of our House.
On April 6, 1 received a letter from the Office of the Class
Deans, care of H. Roy Partridge, informing me of where the
College stands in terms of the fate of Beta Sigma along with
several guidelines to be followed from that time until the end
of the semester. I called a general House Meeting for Sunday
the 10th in order to immediately respond to the conditions of
the letter. Starring with guideline (5) which required the
appointment of a "community service representative" we
named Brandon Lynch '95 and Andrew Boyle '94 to this task.
Along with the Theta representative, Mary Zierak '97, they
have been working with Ann Pierson, theCommunityService
Advisor for Bowdoin College, in regards to integrating an
Inter - Fraternity Community Service Organization with the
existing Community Service Program at Bowdoin College...
Nick Browning '95, Sara Michelmore '95, and Brian Wedge '97
were named and subsequently met with Dean Partridge.
After a discussion of different concepts and activities, Dean
Partridge excused them until after he could meet with a
similar representative group from Theta. Ultimately this is
going to be a collective effort between Beta Sigma and Theta
to make the College and the Brunswick Community aware of
the abuse of alcohol and the types of remedies needed to help
curb this rather tragic act of young adults which has
encompassed College and University campuses across the
United States. As of now, our representatives are awaiting
further contact from Dean Partridge. Condition (3) spoke to
the proscription of any kind of party sponsored by Beta
through the end of the year. We agree to this condition, and to
the concept included in item (2) that any new violation of the
College's Social Code by one of our members will establish
grounds for the College's immediate revocation of its
recognition of Beta Sigma.
Item (1) of the letter I received from the Office of the Class
Deans is the main motivation behind this letter. It calls for a
discussion between the College and the undergraduate
leadership regarding establishment of grounds for the
College's revocation of its recognition of the fraternity. On
Wednesday the 13th, we met as an entire House again, this
time with several alumni attending...
The overall result of the meeting of the 13th was as follows:
we agreed that the incident involving the Thetas was
inexcusable, and as such any individuals involved had to be
sanctioned by the House. We fought, frankly, over the nature
of these sanctions. There was a strong sentiment towards the
concept that one does not respond to a negative with a
negative. Hence, a punitive responsewould be - inappropriate.
This led to a lengthy discussion of community involvement
and volunteerism, from which we all agreed could be
accomplished. We agreed to commit to a higher degree of
community involvement through the end of the year which
would also extend intonext year. . .Thekey idea which evolved
from this meeting was the agreement that there has long
existed a need for the membership to monitor and manage its
own affairs both appropriate and inappropriate, and that this
time was upon us.
We met again the following Sunday night, April 17. At this
meeting it was decided that the 16 members involved in the
Theta incident were to be suspended from the House for the
remainder of the year. Regardless of their "level of
participation," all involved were sanctioned in this manner.
This suspension included the transformation of their board
bills on Tuesday, April 19 after undertaking to confirm that
the kitchen budget could sustain this action. Additionally,we
created an informal- meaning that anyone with interest and
time was welcome - committee to develop some sort of
framework by which we could undertake to manage ourown
affairs in a mature and responsible way.
This committee has met three times as of today, and I am
rather pleased to inform you of our determinations. We have
come to believe that a major part of the problem here is that,
since our affiliation with the national fraternity Beta Theta Pi
was severed in 1989 because it was recognized that females
were part ofour membership, therehasbeen no real statement
of principle and values which reflect what the Beta Sigma
House represents and aspires to be. This lack of a foundation
has afforded a few- and I would like to stress few- the room to
act in manners detrimental to the many without serious
concern for recourse...
Ultimately,wewishtodraftaformalCharterorConstination.
This document will reflect the values and principles upon
which to base our corporation. It will do a number of things:
first and foremost, it will empower an "Executive Board".
This seven person body will be comprised of two members
from each ofthe sophomore, junior, and senior classes and the
President of the House. Each class will elect its own
representatives, and there will be one male and one female
from each class. This body will exist primarily to enforce the
Disciplinary Code, an aspect of the Constitution that will
address inappropriate actions on the part of members, both
internal and external.
The past is behind us, we can only press forward. We hope
that there is a future for Beta Sigma at Bowdoin College. We
feel that we have much more to offer that will benefit the
College, the Brunswick community, and especially ourselves







I enclose a copy of the letter given thisweek to the president
of the Beta Sigma fraternity as a final step in the process of
responding to the fight which occurred before Spring Break.
I take the unusual step of making this letter public in order to
be perfectly clear about the conditions laid down for all
fraternities at Bowdoin College. As the letter emphasizes,
students who are members of fraternities are expected to be
part of the College and to live by the same Academic Honor
and Social Codes that all Bowdoin students have agreed to
follow. I have every expectation that members of Beta will
live up to their responsibilities.
I have taken the additional step of placing on reserve, in the
H-L Library, a binder marked "Fraternity Papers." In that
binder, anyone interested will find thecomplete set ofsanctions
applied to Beta by the Dean's Office this year, as well as other
materials from Beta. There is also a copy of a recent letter sent
to Kappa Delta Theta, since it is clear that it takes two sides to
have a fight, and since standards set forone fraternity must be
consistently applied to all. These materials do not include
correspondence or records concerning individuals.
For the record, both fraternities have been sanctioned and
two students have been subject to J-Board hearings under the
Social Code. Under the terms of the Code, such proceedings
must guarantee fundamental fairness for students whose
conduct is under review. One result of this reasonable
provision is thatJ-Board review takes timeand is confidential.
The letter you see is a result of careful dealings over the last
month with students, alumni representatives, and with the
judicial process. What remains is for those studentswhowere
part of the fight to demonstrate a sense of responsibility for
their actions and for Bowdoin community life.
I urge all students to take heart from the recent intense
discussions on campus among students, with faculty, in
meetings and forums, andon the editorial pages of the Orient.
Bowdoin is alive with concerns, ideasand opinions right now,
on the eve of final exams. That's as it should be at the close of
a busy Bicentennial year. We will work hard - and we are
counting on your help - to see that this momentum is not lost.
Sincerely,
Elizabeth Chadwick
Dean of the College
The Letter to Beta:
I am writing to summarize recent actions of the Beta Sigma
fraternity and their effects on the College, and to setforth conditions
that will determine thefuture of thefraternity at Bowdoin College. I
do so in response to a broadening pattern ofindividual and corporate
misbehavior by Beta Sigma involving vandalism, physical violence
and open disregard ofthe College's alcoholand residence hall policies.
lalso thank youfor your letter ofApril 29 to the President. Its tone
and content are encouraging. My colleagues and I have read it with
care and hope that it will lead to future cooperation. But you will
understand that the actions ofBeta, which are summarized below, have
shattered trust,and it unll taketimeandfurtheractions to rebuild that trust.
Beta Sigma, because ofits members' past violations ofCollege policies,
has been under deanly review and sanction since November 2, 1993.
Individual members of thefraternity have also been sanctioned by the
deans. More recently, in the early morning of March 13, a large
number of Beta Sigma members participated in a violent altercation
with members of the Kappa Delta Theta fraternity on the lawn at
Theta. Bowdoin Security and ultimately policefrom Brunswick and
Topsham intervened in the melee, during which a Bowdoin Security
officer was struckand injured and otherstuden ts wereassaulted. This
group and individual behavior constitutes aflagrant violation of the
College's Social Code which specifically forbids "physical abuse . .
.
and/or other conduct which threatens, instills fear, or endangers the
health or safety ofany person." (Student Handbook, p. 32).
Responding to apparently clear violations of the Social Code,
Securityand the class deans sought information concerning students
involvedimmediatelyfollowing thiseven t. Cooperation wasgrudging.
Given limited information from uncooperative students, the ]-
Board has adjudicated only two cases involving combatants. At
hearings on April 18 and 20 Bowdoin students who had earlier
witnessed misconduct either refused to testify or recanted their own
written testimony. College officials have reason to believe that
witnesses were induced not to testifyandevenfeared reprisals by some
members ofBeta. This behavior, apartfrom the violence displayed on
the lawn at Theta, has subverted Bowdoin's Social Code, which
"requires theactivecommitmentcftheCollegecommunity"inpreventing
and responding to possible violations. (Student Handbook.p. 31).
In summary, Beta has been involved in a pattern ofmisbehavior which
has led to a series ofsanctions in 1 993-94, culminating in March. The
violent acts of a significant portion of its membership have created
apprehension and disruption on campus and damaged the College's
public reputation. More recently and most serious ofall, by refusing
to accept or admit responsibilityfor violation of the Social Code, and
by actions affecting J-Board hearings, members ofthefraternity have
actedsoas to obstruct its enforcement. Theseareactions whichgravely
injure Bowdoin as an academic institution. Because they indicate that
a portion ofBeta's membershipstands in opposition to the values ofthe
Collegeandisprepared tofloutandsubvert the rules to which Bowdoin
students subscribe, these actions bring into question the right ofBeta to
existfurtherat the College.
TheCxJilegetherefbrerequires thefbllounngactionsoftheBetafrateniity:
-Members ofthefraternity who participated in theMarch 13 melee will
make themselvesknown to their class deans and will ifappropriate appear
before the J-Board to testify honestly andforthrighuy about their actions;
they will receive sanctions as appropriate;
- Members of the fraternity with knowledge of the actions of Beta
metnbersatmemeleewflgwefbrmrighttestimonyabm
members;
- Members of Beta who participated actively in the melee will be
disdplinedby thefraternity. Given thegravity of this case, exclusion from
membership is an appropriate sanction.
- IfBeta'sofficersandmembersdomtgizvfullmidfvrthrightcooperahon
in the manner outlined aboir, the College will infer from this behavior that
Betaand its members refuse to take responsibilityfbr theiractionsunderthe
Social Code. In this case, the College will conclude that Beta hasforfeited
its membership in the Bowdoin College community. The College wUl
withdraw its recognition and, working with members of the alumni
corporation, immediatdybeginproceedingsfbrthedosureofthefraternity.
- IfBeta'safficersandmembersgjvefuUandjbrthrightcoopm
Dean's Officeand theJ-Board in the manneroutlinedabove, thefraternity
wUl remainfor the period 1994-95 on the terms ofprobation imposed on
AprH6,1994. During thispenod Beta wtlldezelopandutilizea system fiyr
disciplining house members and insuring conduct by members mat is
consistent with the valuesand rules ofBowdoin. I)'probation is violated or
thefraternityfails to take disciplinary responsibilityfbr its members, the
College gives notice here ofits intention to proceed with closure.
Theaboveconditions represent both a challengeand an opportunityfor
Beta. I ask that you consult with the membershipand with youralumni
representatives and arrange to meet with Dean Partridge beforeMay
10 to report on the course ofaction thefraternity willfollow.
Sincerely,
Elizabeth Chadwick




Colby 000 000 001 -16 2
Bowdoin 060 141 22x - 10 12 1
Repeat hitters: C - Rygalski 2. B - Flaherty 2,
CGaffney 2, McCormick 2, Palmer 2. Batteries: C -
Frasier, Panio (7) and Rygalski. B - d'Entremont and C.
Caffney. W - d'Entremont (3-3). L - Frasier (2-6). 2B: C -




Bowdoin 000 102 200 - 5 6 3
St Joseph's 000 000 312 - 6 11 3
Repeat hitters: B - none. S - Ogilvie 3, Kearney 2,
Mayo 2. W - Northrup. L - Ryan. 2B: B - none. S -




Bowdoin 004 112 333 - 17 19 2
UMaine-Farmington 004 000 000 - 4 13 3
Repeat hitters: B - McCormick 3, Seeley 3, J.
Caffney 2, Gibson 2, Margraf 2, Meehan 2, Palmer 2. U -
Drinkwater 4, Campbell 3, Marden 2. W - Coggins. L •
Chambers. 2B: B - C. Caffney, Margraf. U - Hammond,




Bowdoin 300 300 0-6 82
University of New England 002 221 x- 7 12 4
Repeat hitters: B - Schuler 2. U - Hansen 3,
Harakall 3. Batteries: B - Collins, Strohmeyer (6) and
Schuler. U - Jancezk and Cord. W - Jancezk. L -













Repeat hitters: B - Aselton 2 T - Arruda 3, Lima 2,
Pedersen 2. Batteries: B - Strohmeyer and Schuler. T -
Lashvey and Arruda. W - Lashvey. L - Strohmeyer. 2B: B
- Coyne. T - Lima 2, Pedersen. 3B: none HR: none.
Game #2
Bowdoin 021 010 -4 9 5
Tufts 002 008 x -10 9 1
Repeat hitters: B - none. T - Arruda 3, Lima 2.
Batteries: B - Collins and Schuler. T - Lima and Arruda.
W - Lima. L - Collins. 2B: B - Aselton, Merryman,














Repeat hitters: S - Rodgers 2, Kamszik 2. B -
Ziegler. Batteries: S - Waterman and Bernier. B -
Strohmeyer and Schuler. W - Waterman. L -
Strohmeyer. 2B: S - Kamszik 2, Rodgers. B - none. 3B:
none. HR: none.
Game #2
St. Joseph's 000 301 3 -7 12 4
Bowdoin 101 111 -5 6 3
Repeat hitters: S - Burns 3, Bernier 2, Kamszik 2,
Smith 2. B - Bowdoin 4, Walsh 2. Batteries: S - Zanfagna,
Kamszik (7) and Bernier. B - Collins and Schuler. W -
Zanfagna. L - Collins. SV - Kamszik. 2B: S - Buotte. B -




Bates 13 2 1-7
Bowdoin 5 4 4 4 - 17
Goals: Bat - Kokoruda 4, Jones 1, Ingram 1,
Toomey 1. Bow - Schuetz 3, Rand 3, Wysor 2, Haley 2,
Fitzgerald 1, Newkirk 1, Huke 1, Wood 1, Bland 1,
Crocco 1, Schuh 1. Assists: Bat - Toomey 2, Kokoruda 1.
Bow - Schuetz 2, Fitzgerald 2, Newkirk 2, Huke 2, rand
1, Wood 1. Goaltending: Bat - Arsenault 12 saves. Bow -
White 10 saves (6 goals against, 52 minutes). Hunt 1 (1
goal against, 8 minutes-played).
April 30, 1994
at Brunswick, Maine
Amherst 3 2 13-9
Bowdoin 5 1 4 2 - 12
Goab: A - Battaglia 4, Carr 1, Gibbon 1, Burling 1,
Fitzpatrick 1, Thomas 1. B - Newkirk 5, Huke 3,
Fitzgerald 1, Schuetz 1, Sheehy 1, Rand 1. Assists: Carr
1, Gibbon 1, Vratos 1. B - Huke 2, Fitzgerald 1, Schuetz
1, Sheehy 1. Goaltending: A - Schoyer 5 (30 minutes, 6




Bowdoin 2 4 2 3 - 11
Colby 17 4 1 -13
Goals: B - Schuetz 3, Newkirk 2, Rand 2, Wysor 2,
Crocco 1, Fitzgerald 1. C- Bush 5, McLean 5, Sanley 2.
Assists: B - Huke 1, Rand 1, Schuetz 1. C - Bush 3,
McLean 1, Smith 1, Higgins 1. Goaltending: B- White




Middlebury 8 8 - 16
Bowdoin 4 5-9
Goals: M - Morbeck 8, DiAdamo 3, Kassissieh 3,
Hefner 2. B - Mitchell 4, Wilmerding4, Daversea 1.
Assists: M - DiAdamo 4, Morbeck 2, Kassissieh 1. B -
Mitchell 3, Gorton 2, Daversea 1, Frekko 1, Poor 1.
Goaltending: M - Gipson 14 saves. B - Ballen 15 saves.
May 1, 1994
at Brunswick, Maine
Plymouth State 2 3 -5
Bowdoin 10 8 -18
Goals: P - Kendra 1, McCauley 1, Meservey 1,
Shepard 1, Walker IB- Poor 5, Daversea 2, Gorton 2,
Sowdo'm Sports Trivia
At the NESCAC championships last weekend,
first-year track sensation James Johnson ran
the most impressive 10,000 meters by a
Bowdoin athlete ever. Johnson's time of 31:19
shattered the old school record of 31:52 set by
Nord Samuelson 79. Ironically, the
competition was so strong in the meet at
Williams that Johnson's performance was only
good enough for second place.
Hill 2, Mitchell 2, Trees 2, Ahrens 1, Buchanan 1,
DiGaetano 1. Assists: P - Shepard IB- Ahrens 2,
Daversea 1, DiGaetano 1, Gorton 1, Kim 1, Poor 1, Ward
1. Goaltending: P - Whilhite 10 saves. B - Ballen 10 (4
goals against, 56 minutes played), Arnot (1 goal








Goals: C - Sullivan 2, Amstutz 1, Matzkin 1,
Sicchitano IB- Gorton 3, Poor 2, Ahrens 1, Mitchell 1.
Assists: C - May 1 II Gorton 1, Poor 1. Goaltending: C
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The vague reluctance ofbeing a Red Soxfan by Dan Pearson
New England sports fans are obsessed with
tradition.
From John Havilcek to Steve Grogan to
Larry Bird to Terry O'Reilly, Boston sports
fans revel in the comfort of familiar faces and
familiar forums. Yet, as much as Iam a stickler
for dedication to hometown traditions, the
Red Sox sense of tradition has left me feeling
empty. No matter how many incredible
momentsofRed Sox brilliancel've witnessed,
no matter how many Fenway Franks I've
purchased, and no matterhow hard I've tried
to give myself wholehea rtedly to the Red Sox
institution, I have always been repelled by an
underlying sense of stagnation inherent to
the Red Sox name.
Deep down I have always wanted to be a
Red Sox fan, but something has prevented me
from ever making the conversion. Whether it
has been the racism previously synonymous
with the Red Sox organization, the inability of
the team to retain key players once they have
acquired them (see Carlton Fisk, Fred Lynn,
Dennis Eckersley, etc. )or the inevitable hubris
and obstinanceRed Sox fans displaywhenever
waxing dogmatic about their beloved BoSox,
something has always stepped between me
and what I imagine is my baseball destiny.
The incentives for crossing over the Red
Sox camp are overwhelming—the Red Sox
and Fenway Park symbolize a baseball
tradition nearly unparalleled in professional
sports. From Babe Ruth to Ted Williams to
natural grass to the thick Medford accents of
the beer vendors, everything about Fenway
Park represents pure baseball, as timeless
and classic as Mr. Doubleday intended it.
Even the Red Sox simple uniforms represent
aNew England Puritan austerity thatl admire.
Unfortunately, the numerous organizational
blunders, the new executive boxes behind
home plate, the departure of Dick Stockton
from theannouncer'sbooth in the early 1 980s,
and Wade Boggs' infidelity and all around
repulsive personality have all tainted an
otherwise ideal baseball team.
But in reflecting on the history of the Red
Sox, inmy lifetime alone, these negatives fade
into oblivion in comparison to the positive
images and events that consume my
imagination in the incipient days of this 1994
baseball season. Indeed, all Bostonian baseball
blemishes fade as I recall a pudgy Carlton







thousands of fans let
out a collective sigh,
knowing that Yaz
could finally retire his
wearyframeand allow
some young blood to
figure out the left field
corner. Even Bill
Buckner's infamous
error, imprinted in my mind as clearly as my
ABC's, dissipates into a hazy recollection as I
survey the faces of the long lost Red Sox that
I have grown up with. It is with admiration
that I remember George Scott, for example,
whose coral necklace, batting helmet in the
field and acrobatic splits at first base brought
me never ending joy before he was traded to
the Yankees in 1979. It is with air-brushed
nostalgia that I recall MikeTorrez consistently
stepping to the mound only to walk in run
after run. It is with similarpleasant frustration
that I recount in my head the number of times
IwatchedJim Riceground into inning-ending
double plays due to his lack of velocity down
the base paths. Running the history of Red
Sox line-ups in my mind I have to pause to
remember Luis Tiant, whose 360-degree
pitching motion provided hours of worthy
imitation on the whiffle ball field in front of
my friend Hunter's house. Indeed, the Red
Soxhaveemployed a castofcharactersworthy
of every drop of ink every sportswriter has
put to paper in praise, confusion or
condemnation. Still, something has always
preventedmefrom becoming a Red Sox fan
—
something unclear, something intangibleand
non-descript.
But there is something new about the Sox
that is forcing me




of old Red Sox brass
has left the
organization, paving
the way for new
general manager Dan
Duquette toput theold
agenda aside in order
to get talented players
with speed and
charisma. For, in all
honesty, the Red Sox farm system has never
been a hot bed for talent as evidenced by the
underwhelming mediocrity of players like
Gary Allenson, Dick Drago and Glenn
Hoffman (for whom no one could even think
of a better nickname than "Hoffy"). Maybe
my enthusiasm is because Wade Boggs has
gone to the Yankees, taking with him his
infinityofchicken recipesand the two ton ego
that has made him so little inmy eyes despite
his obvious hitting talent. Maybe my new
interestisrelated to thehiring ofLeslie Sterling
as the Red Sox new PA announcer, a job held
by only one other woman in professional
baseball. In these changes, there is a new
vitality which has carried onto the field and is
evidenced most clearly by a Red Sox victory
last week sparked by Billy Hatcher's stealing
ofhome, an act formerly unthinkablewith the
lumbering limbs of past Sox line-ups. More
likely, though, theRed Sox new-found charm
has something to do with the fact that Big Mo
Vaughn has raised himself back out of the
minors to become one of the premier players
in the league, not to mention one of the most
active athletes in the Boston community with
charity and inner-city groups. Players like
Vaughn, Otis Nixon, Frank Viola and a
revitalized Mike Greenwell are giving the
Red Sox a new look on and off the field.
Whereas in the past, talented players like
Roger Clemens, Fred Lynn and Wade Boggs
always perpetuated the stereotype of the self-
involved and greedy modern baseball player,
the new Red Sox, under Dan Duquette, are
tying to assume the identity of a team that the
community can respect, win or lose. The Red
Sox are tying to create a team that reflects the
tradition embodied in the steel and pine of
Fenway Park, while simultaneously not letting
this strong sense of tradition stifle necessary
attempts at revitalization. The new Red Sox,
in otherwords, have notonly tradition, which
has often been their only way of bringing
people into the ballpark, but speed, power,
character and savvy. With a little stronger
pitching theRedSoxcould become a complete
baseball team. Now that Butch Hobson is
getting the protruding belly worthy of a
professional manager, maybe the Red Sox
can continue their recent winning trend to
show that victoryand class aresimultaneously
possible.
Moreover, if George Mitchell is selected as
baseball commissioner, maybe his
intelligence, virtue and love of the game,
combined with the Red Sox new-found
character, may seta precedent that will finally
reform baseball before capitalism and greed
put it to rest. In this case, New England sports
traditionalism will not, for once, be a
stagnation, but a living monument to
America's pastime.
YEAR
Continued from page 28.
managing to overshadow the fact that their
male counterparts were not so successful.
The football team tied Colby in a thrilling
season finale to create the first-ever two-way
BBC tie on the grid iron. After the season,
however, several players were arrested for
stealingChristmaswreathsoffofneighboring
homes.The fieldhockey team foughtvaliantly
toward another attempt at playoff victory,
only to be foiled by a lone goal with less than
30 seconds remaining in the first half of the
semifinal game. The crew team held a 24-
hour ergathon to raise team spiritand money
for the team—unfortunately, the money was
necessary in part because vandals had
ruthlessly damaged team equipment.
The winter season saw a similar blend of
ups and downs. The men's hockey team
proved dominantand impressive once again,
seeing its offensive line break record after
record, yet the players' efforts fell just short
against Salem State in the ECAC final.
Furthermore, a section of fans was ejected
from Dayton Arena after throwing grilled
cheese on the ice and several students were
injured in brawling which occurred between
Bowdoin and Colby students in a 6-1 Polar
Bear victory. The women's hockey team
The Bowdoin Orient would like to wish the
spring sports teams good luck in the playoffs
this reading and finals period. And to the
average, but aspiring athlete out there . .
.
PLAYHARD OVER THE SUMMER!
GOODWINCvolvo • mazoa^P
Looking for a VOLVO or a
MAZDA?
New or Used
We also have 1 Certified Honda, Toyota
and Nissan Technician.
Call the dealer with 41 years ofexperience
91 Main St.. Topsham
729-3369
fought to enter the ECAC ice hockey Boguewas smacked in thehead at close range
conferenceand backed its aspirationswith an by a field hockey ball, escaping serious injury
inspirational season turnaround. However, only by a lucky twist of fate. This time fans
the ECAC's acceptance of Bowdoin left the breathed a collective sigh of relief—this time,
players without what they had been looking Because that's really the important thing,
for: more convenient scheduling. The men's Beyond the big game, it's thewell-being of the
basketball team
overcame Colby for
the first time in six
years, yet still fell a








get the job done late
in the season. The
women's track team





experience is made up of

















teams all year long.
MikeTurmelle,who
was honored for his
contributions to
footbalias well ashis
postseason policy enacted by NESCAC. contributions to the classroom. Katie Gould,
Unfortunately, more teams could not take
advantage of this change of NESCAC rules.
Things continued in very much the same
vein for spring sports. The story of the season
was the softball team, which strung together
seven straight victories to wipe out an 0-4
start. However, the team soon reverted to its
early-season ways by dropping the next six
contests. Men's tennis showed flashes of
greatness, but lost easy contests to the likes of
Colby. Women's lacrosse improved upon its
whose clutch game-winning shot earned
women's soccer its second straight
championship. The line of Gaffney-Gaffney-
Gentile,who still haveoneyear left despite all
they've accomplished. Chris Seeley, who
overcame a serious football injury to captain
thebaseball team. Nick Browning, whohelped
end a six-year curse against the Colby
basketball team. Staci Bell, Rachel Cleaves
and Darcy Storin, who represented Bowdoin
track in national competition and fulfilled
previous season, but men'slacrossestruggled their dreams. Pete Nye, whose dreams may
to maintain its championship form, no longer still lie ahead in a career in the NFL.
drawing the likesofGeorgeBush to itsplaying Everyone who played in the black and
field. white this year did it for one reason: because
The past year also saw some of the scariest they wanted to. There was no scholarship
injuries or potential injuries to befall a involved. There was no—or very little
—
Bowdoin athlete. Fans jumped to their feet in prospect of making a career off of athletics. It
shock as theywatched Marcello Gentile drop was the pure love of playing, the pure love of
to the ice in convulsions, finding out only sweat and effort.
later mat the star forward was choking on his That's what makes every year of Bowdoin
mouthguard rather than having a seizure.Jen sports unique.
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Women's Lacrosse
Two out of three late-season wins aim Bears toward playoffs
ECAC berth?Team hopes




Two out of three isn't bad, especially when
the Polar Bears' one loss came from the 12-0
Middlebury Panthers. "They're strong,
extremely talented and have confidence,"
remarked Maureen Flaherty, head coach of
the women's lacrosse team. The Polar Bears
lost Saturday's game 16-9, but went on to
pound Plymouth State 1 8-5 the next day, and
defeat Colby 7-5 on Wednesday.
Middlebury and Bowdoin played a hard
fought gam£ against each other on Saturday.
The Middlebury goalie had 14 saves and
Bowdoin 's Sasha Ballen '96 had 15. But,
Middlebury seemed to hold the lead against
the Bears throughout the afternoon. The Bears
tied the score at 22:51 in the first half with a
goalbyco-captain Aileen Daversa '94,assisted
by Maggie Mitchell '95. Mitchell netted the
Bears' first three goals, with assists by Ann
Frekko '96, Nan Gorton '96, and Daversa. In
the second half, Eliza Wilmerding '97 scored
the Bears' first four goals, with two assists by
Mitchell, and one each by Sarah Poor '95 and
Gorton. "Eliza Wilmerding and Maggie
Mitchell had their best games ever against
Middlebury," noted Coach Flaherty. After
Mitchell scored Bowdoin's last goal at 18:11
in the second, the Panthers called a time out,
and subsequently netted five straight goals.
The Polar Bears didn't let Saturday's tough
losskeep themdown thefollowingaftemoon.
The team had a great showing against the
women of Plymouth State, calling on theirJV
players to share in the win "Ittook usa while,
but once we got into the flow, some nice
things happened," Flaherty commented. "It
was a nice team effort." Kristin DiGaetano '95
played a strong defensive game against
Middlebury and Plymouth State. Among
thosewho scored for the Bears were Poor (5),
Daversa (2), Gorton (2), Sarah Hill '97 (2),
Mitchell (2), Wendy Trees '97 (2), Jen Ahrens
'94 (1), DiGaetano (1) and Sarah Buchanan '95
(1). Ballen had ten saves for the Bears.
Coach Flaherty observed thatWednesday's
home game against Colby seemed strange.
"We didn't look

















moved to 7-4, Aileen Daversa ^4 maneuvers the ball.
with two games left in the regular season.
This means theyhave fulfilled the prerequisite
of having a minimum record of .500 in order
to be considered for one of the six ECAC
division playoff spots. Asked about the team's
chances of securing one of those positions,
Flaherty responded, "The league isextremely
competitive; it's too early to tell. Right now
we're just focusing on each game as it comes.
"
Carey Jones/ Bowdoin Orient
Flaherty will be notified on Monday as to if
the team has been invited to play in the post-
season.
This weekend, the Bears face their last two
competitors of the regular season. On
Saturday they travel to Hartford to faceTrinity
College, and then Springfield College on
Sunday. These last two games could seal the
women's fate for post-season play.
Men's Tennis


















5/7 2:00Marc Erelli (Bat)
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Marc Erelli (Bat)
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Continued from page 28.
tennis for 33 years (1937-70). Each NESCAC
coach maynominateoneplayer for the award,
and the recipient is selected by NESCAC
coaches and team members.
Davidson is the first Bowdoin men's tennis
player to win the Chaffee
Award. Previouswinners
of the Chaffee Award
have included : 1985 -Ca rl
Soane (Connecticut
College), 1986 - Chris
Clarey and Tim Petersen
(Williams), 1987 - Ram
Davidson. Prudencio (Middlebury),
1988 - Paul Gastonguay
(Bates), 1989 - Doug Hall (Amherst), 1990 -
Smith (Connecticut College), 1991 - Kishor
Malavade (Wesleyan), 1992 - John Hosbein
(Middlebury) and Lee VanBlerkom
(Amherst), 1993 - Blake Inouye (Tufts).
"Winning the Chaffee Award was quite a
surprise," said Davidson. "I have respected
the previous award winners a great deal. The
award isalso special forme becausemy father
played for Coach Chaffee during his career at
Williams."
Davidson was the captain of the Bowdoin
men's tennis and squash teams during his
junior and senior years. He was a member of
two national championship men's squash
teams and will be competing for the Maine
State Singles Men's Tennis Championship
from May 6-7.
Davidson holds a double major in Africana
studies and history with a minor in
government. He is a dean's list and high
honors student, and has been recognized as a
James Bowdoin Scholar twice.
Davidson has served as the editor-in-chief
of the student newspaper The Bowdoin Orient
and the student yearbook The Bowdoin Bugle.
In 1993, Davidson was awarded the Samuel
A. Ladd Tennis trophy, given to the "member
ofthe varsity team who, by his sportsmanship,
cooperative spirit, and character, has done
the most for tennis at Bowdoin during the
year." He was awarded the Paul Andrew
Walker Prize his sophomore year, given to "a
member of the Bowdoin Orient staff whose
ability and hard work are deemed worthy by
the Award Committee chosen by the dean of
the College."
Bears place sixth in NESCAC championship tournament
By Tracy Boulter
assistant sports editor
Semifinal performances from co-captain
Mark Slusar '95 in singles and Dave Pastel '97
and Paul Hindle '97 in doubles led the
Bowdoin men's tennis team to a sixth place
finish in the 1994 NESCAC championships.
"Wewere seeded ninth or tenth, so mis was a
good resultfor us," said coachDanHammond.
The PolarBearsgained anadditional measure
of satisfaction by finishing a half-pointahead
of Bates, a team which had defeated them
twice this season.
Bowdoin's success was further recognized
when co-captain Tom Davidson '94 was
selected as the winner of the prestigious
Clarence Chaffee Sportsmanship Award for
1994. This award, presented annually at the
New Englands, honors a senior who best
exemplifies the combination of fair play and
competitiveness. Davidson, a four-yearletter-
winner and two-year captain of the tennis
team, became the first Bowdoin tennis player finally stopped in the quarterfinals by Rich
to win this award. Yung of Williams.
The play of #3 Slusar and #4 Hindle The first-year doubles team of Hindle and
highlighted Bowdoin's singles effort. Slusar Pastel capped an outstanding season by
advanced all the way to the semifinals of the advancing to the semifinals of the B doubles

















Trinity, Middlebury, and Tufts before falling
to #1 seed Kenny Leng of Amherst. Hindle
made a big impact at his first New Englands
in the#4 singlesdraw. Hindlescoredan upset
victoryover Carl Hutchins of Amherst in the
first round, then defeated Dylan Steams of














team, proving that theirregular-seasonvictory
over this pair was no fluke. Unfortunately,
the excellent play of the two first-years was
not enough to overcome the #2 doubles team
from Tufts in the semifinals.
Seniors Davidson andJoeGrzymski ended
their careers on a positive note by advancing
to the quarterfinals of the #3 doubles draw. In
the first round, they won a tough three-setter
7-5, 6-7, 6-4 against the #3 team from
Connecticut College. The seniors played
competitively in their quarterfinal match, but
succumbed 7-6, 6-3.
The 1994 season was a successful one for
the men's tennis team. Their season record of
8-6 was not indicative of the overall
competitiveness of the team, as several of the
team's losses came in close matches against
very strong teams. Finishing with a winning
record and a sixth place finish in the New
Englands with such a young team is a great
accomplishment. Though he will be hard-
pressed to replace the leadership of Davidson
and Grzymski, CoachHammond believes that
the outlook for next year's team is positive.
"We will have four top players back: Pastel,
Slusar, Hindle, and Clem Dobbins '97, who
missed mis season due to a knee injury.
Additionally, players like Tim Killoran '96
and Nick Keyes-Grevelis '97 are capable of
stepping up and playing well for us. We
should be tough," said Hammond.
/
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Softba 11
Bears slip toward disappointing finish
By Ben Wolin
assistant sports editor
Carey Jones/ Bowdoin Orient
C amy Schuler '94 swings for the fences.
With one game left in the season, the
Bowdoin softball team has a current record of
7-10. While on paper the season might seem
disappointing, a closer look at the year tells a
different story.
The season was highlighted by a seven-
game winning streak, which began after a
thrilling 5-2 victory at home against Bates
College. As for the 10 losses, seven of them
wereby two or less runs, and all of them were
games that could have gone either way.
Therefore, one might conclude that labeling
the season a failure would be unjustified.
With their last game against Colby right
around the corner, the Bears hope toend their
current six-game losing streak and finish the
season on a high note.
On an individual level, the teamwasguided
by a group of quality performers. The three
seniors on the squad were Amy Aselton and
co-captains Angela Merryman and Camy
Schuler. Merryman, a three year letter-winner
from Lynn, Massachusetts, played left field
for all but three games of the entire season.
She finished up her softball career with a
batting average of .229 and tied for second in
doubles.
Schuler, who hails from Buckheld, Maine,
caught all 17 games, an imperative leader
behind the plate. Finishing with 12 RBIs,
secondon the team, she alsohad an impressive
defensive year, allowing only four passed
balls and committing only six errors.
Aselton, another senior from Maine
(Milbridge), had a fantastic year at the plate.
Second only to Jenn Bowdoin '96, Aselton
batted .352 with three doubles and 10 RBIs.
Playing all 17 games at third base, she also
dominated the field, finishing the seasonwith
a fielding percentage of .902.
Whileeach seniorled theteam with fielding,
offensive production, and leadership, Jenn
Bowdoin stole the show when it came to
hitting. Bowdoin, who also played every
inning of the entire season at shortstop,
finished the year with a batting average of
.387 to go along with her 14 RBIs and five
doubles, all first among active players. She
also managed to strike out only twice in 62 at-
bats and score 15 runs—two more categories
in which she finished first. Nonetheless,
Bowdoin's most impressive featcame during
a three- game span, in which she hit a home
run in each game. Bowdoin became the first
player in school history to accomplish this.
On themound, the Bearswere led byDonna
Strohmeyer '97 and Erin Collins '96.
Strohmeyer (5-6),who alsobatted .306, pitched
65 innings, giving up 33 earned runs on 74
hits. Strohmeyer dominated her opponents
with a minuscule 3.55ERA in 1 2 appearances.
Collins (2-4), pitched 49.33 innings, while
giving up 26 earned runs on 70 hits. Since the
Bears' two pitchers are only a first-year and a
sophomore, Bowdoin can expect quality
pitching from these two starters in many
seasons to come.
If the softball team can defeat Colby today,
the season will not only end with an
enthusiastic finale, but die Bears" will finish
the year 3-1 against their interstate rivals,
Batesand Colby. Regardless of the final result
on Friday, this young team should be eager to
prove itself next year with a season of
experience under its collective belt.
Men 's track hits skids in NESCACs
By Dan Sacco
staff writer
On Saturday, the men's track team
competed in the 1994 NESCAC Track and
Field Championship and, despite a decent
regular season, performed at a level not
representative of its past competitions. The
Polar Bears' 40 point total just surpassed
Wesleyan's 36 points to finish seventh out of
the 11 competing teams. The Bears also
finished ahead of Amherst, Hamilton and
Connecticut College.
Despite the team's unimpressive overall
performance, there were several outstanding
personal achievements.On the firstday of the
two-day event, first-year James Johnson ran
his way into the Bowdoin College record
books with a phenomenal race in the 10,000
meter run. Johnson's time of 31.19 broke the
old record (31 .52), which was held by Nord
Samuelson '79, by more than 30 seconds. His
effort placed him second in the event. In
another distance event, Phil Sanchez '96
performed incredibly. Sanchez placed third
in the grueling 3000m steeplechase after
running an extremely tactical race. Heavoided
being seduced into a fast pace early in the
race, thus making it possible forhim to come
back strong in the last 800m of the contest,
using both his impressivespeed and hurdling
ability to help him. Sanchez' time, 9:49, was
ten seconds better than his previous best time
of the season. Another great performance
cameas a resultoftheever-improving running
of junior Pat Callahan. Callahan ran his best
time of the season, 16:02, and missed placing
in the stacked field by a mere three seconds.
Bowdoin's only first-place finish was by
tri-captain Scott Dyer '95 in the javelin. Dyer,
who has yet to be beaten in the javelin this
season, won the event with a throw of 180' 8".
Alongwith his spectacular finish in thejavelin,
Dyer finished fourth among an impressive
field in the shot put. Dyer hurled the shot 44'
5
". Like Dyer, Hiram Andrews '97 continued
on a string of excellent performances in last
weekend's meet. Andrews placed third in the
high jump, clearing 6' 3". His third place
finish marks his lowest finish in the high
jump in any of the team's meets this season.
The men's track team's best athletes travel
to Worcester Polytechnic Institute this
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Men's lacrosse splits on the week
No repeal: Playoffhopes «^Adamft^'ssThefeiai w*si2-9,poiar
disappear lor 1995 champs.
By John Anderson
STAFPWRTTER
The men's lacrosse team ended the week
with a 500recordin twogames afterdefeating
Amherstathomeon Saturday,butlosing toa




The Polar Bears meed off against the Lord
Jeffs on Saturday afternoon for what would
prove to be a strong performance for the
home team. The Bears opened the scoring
with five firstperiod goals.Tim Fitzgerald *97
scored to begin the Bears streak just 1 :31 into
the firstperiod.Fourgoalswerequicklyadded
byJudd Newkirk '97andZachHuke *97,who
had two apiece. Amherstansweredwith three
goals before the period ended. In the second,
Newkirk scored the only Bowdoin goal at
2:45. Amherst netted two before the half
expired. In the second half, Bowdoin again
wentona run,scoringfourgoals toAmherst's
one. Goals were provided by captain Justin
Schuetz 'H Huke, Newkirk, and TJ. Sheeny
'96. The Bears finished it off in the fourth as
they scored two goals courtesy of Newkirk
The scene was not as bright at Colby on
WednesdayafternoonastheBearswereedged
outby the White Mules. Bowdoinopened the
game early with goals by Schuetz and Rand.
The Bears' defense held the Mules to one as
the period ended with the Bears on top. Yet
Colby had much more to come. The Mutes
opened the scoring in the second with two
quick goals. Bowdoin countered with four
from Newkirk, Nat Wysor '97, Schuetz, and
BrianQocco '97,butitwasn'tenough to stop
the powerful Colby attack that ended the
period with six goals. The third period saw
the Bears score two more from Wysor and
Crocco, yet the Bearswere again outscoredby
Colby, which netted three goals.
The Bears almost caught the Mules in the
fourth with a huge effort. Schuetz, Rand, and
Fitzgerald each added a goal in the catch-up
attempt, yet itwas notenoughas Colbyadded
a final goal before the game ended and sent
the Bears to the 13-10 loss.
At thispoint in theseason, themen'slacrosse
team's chances of making the ECACs are
bleak at best. With anoverall record of4-7, the
best the Bearscan hope for is toend the season
with a win on Saturday at Trinity, and to
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[Chris] came to every
practice and helped out at
the games. He had the
character to stick with it.
—Howard Vandersea
Chris Seeley '94 has been important to both football and baseball.
Carey Jones/ Rowdoin Orient
One of the most inspirational athletic stones
of the year has been Chris Seeley '94.
Last summer, Seeley, a standout football
and baseball player, was diagnosed as having
a degenerative hip disorder and was advised
not to play football. For many athletes, being
sidelined for their final season would be a
devastating blow, ^^^=^==
but Seeley made











helpful for me to ^~'^^~"~~,~^~~~
work with the coaches and learn jbout
strategy as I will be coaching next year."
Head football coach Howard Vandersea
described the extent of 56616/5 commitment
to the football team, saying, "Despite his
injury, he came to every practice and helped
us out at the games. He had the character to
stick with it. He served as a great role model
for other players by showing that even if you
can't play,you can still contribute to the team,"
he said.
Seeley's selfless devotion to athletics
extends to baseball as well. Seeley worked
tirelessly on his physical therapy throughout
the fall and winter so he would be able to
captain the baseball team this spring. He has
had a successful season offensively, with a
.305 batting average, an on-base-percentage
of .431, and seven stolen bases. He prides
himself most, however, on his defense. "I
think defense is the best part ofmygame. This
is a team that has struggled defensively, so I
//
have tried to show the importance of playing
good defenseby example," he said . In addition
to his solid offenseand a irtightdefense, Seeley
has brought intangibles to the team like
leadership and experience. "Chris does all I
ask him to and more," said head baseball
coach Harvey Shapiro. "He is truly a team














year. We have played some great games, but
made costly mistakes in other games. If we
are able to stay focused, we should reach our
goal of finishing the season with a winning
record," said Seeley.
Seeley has contributed his talents to many
activities at Bowdoin. He has been a three-
year member of the Meddiebempsters, a
proctor, and an honors student in religion.
Next year, Seeley will teach religion at the
Groton School, where he will also coach
football, basketball, and baseball.
Seeley has valued the role sports has played
in his life at Bowdoin. "Athletics have been a
great complement to my academic and
extracurricular activities at Bowdoin. I am
glad I went to a school like Bowdoin, where 1
could play two sports," he said.
The impact that Chris Seeley has made at
Bowdoin will not soon be forgotten. "I don't
think there is a better person on this campus
than Chris Seeley," said Shapiro.
d'Entremont mastery of Colby highlights 2- 1 week
Season sweep: Dave
Palmer '97 and Joe Meehan
'97 also homer as Bears
down Mules again, 10-1.
By Todd Shaw
staff writer
A dominating performance by sophomore
pitcherJeffd'Entremont led thebaseball team
to a convincing win over the rival Colby
White Mules last Friday. Thiswin highlighted
a week that also saw the team blowout
UMaine-Farmington and lose a heartbreaker
to St. Joseph's.
d'Entremont had no problem picking up
his third win of the season as he allowed only
six hits and one run in a complete game 10-1
gem against the Mules. He struck out three
while walking none, and the lone blotch on
his record didn't come until there were two
out in the ninth. In addition, in five of the nine
innings, he sat the Colby batters down in
order, 1-2-3.
Offensively, Bowdoin was also frustrated
for the first 3-2/3 innings. Then First Year
shortstop Joe Meehan stepped up to the plate
and put a 1-0 pitch over the left field fence to
give the Polar Bears the lead for good, 1-0. In
Sue and the Crew are back . .
Enjoy panoramic views of Casco Bay, great seafood, and some of the
.






13 miles down Route 24 from Cooks Corner, Brunswick
7 days a week for Lunch and Dinner
the next inning, the Bears proceeded to run
away with the game. Following a single and
a walk, Tim O'Sullivan '95 pulled a two-run
double down the left field line and David
Palmer '97 drilled a homer to put the team up
5-0 after five. One run in the sixth and two
each in the seventh and eighth finished off the
scoring for thehome team to complete the 10-
1 romp.
Mike Flaherty '96, Mark McCormick '96,
Charlie Gaffney '95, and Palmer all had two
hits to lead the 12 hit Bowdoin attack.
The Polar Bears traveled to St. Joseph's on
Tuesday to try to continue their dominance.
For the first six and a half innings they did, as
strong pitching by Ben Jenkins '97 and some
timely hitting led
the team to a 5-0
advantage. Then
three St. Joe's runs
in the seventh and
one in the eighth
pulled the home
team within one
going into the last
stanza. With Pat






t and a single put the
/ winning runs on
base with no outs.
Then a ground ball
to O'Sullivan
appeared to be the first out of the inning as he
threw to third to cut down the lead runner.
Butwhen the throw skipped by third baseman
MikeTreat '97 both runners were able to cross
the plate to hand the Bears the tough luck 6-
5 loss.
When the team headed to Farmington the
nextday todo battle with the Beavers ofUMF,
they bounced back in a big way. Getting 19
hits and scoring in each of the last seven
innings, thePolar Bears ran all over the Beavers
17-4.
Junior pitcher John Coggins had a solid
outing to up his record to 2-1 . In seven and a
third innings he scattered eleven UMF hits to
allow only four runs. Palmer then came on in
relief to shut down a late Beaver threat and
proceeded to pitch 1-2/3 shutout innings.
Meanwhile, Captain Chris Seeley '94, and
McCormick were each 3 for 3 to lead the Bears
on their offensive rampage.
The 2-1 week has moved the team's record
for the season back to the .500 mark at 10-10.
They have been able to stay around this mark
thanks in large part to some great offensive
output from a lot of players. Five of these
hitters are batting for averages above the
magical mark of .300, while twoare amazingly
well above .400. These top five consist of
Seeley (.305), Palmer (.306), Jeremy Gibson
'95 (.373), Chris Margraf '95 (.420), and
McCormick (.443).
Bowdoin finishes off its season this week
with four home games. They face Wesleyan
in a double header on Saturday, Trinity for a
single game on Sunday, and Bates for the
season finale on Tuesday.
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Women's Track
Bears sprint past slew of NESCAC
rivals in conference championships
Three times the leadership:





It was another successful day for the
Bowdoin women's track team, which
competed at the NESCAC meet last Saturday
at Williams College. The Bears' performances
earned them a second-place finish behind the
dominant home team. The Bears did finish
ahead of in-state rivals Colby College and
Bates College as well as TrinityCollege, Tufts
University, Hamilton College, Middlebury
College and Connecticut College.
Bowdoin was led by junior tri-captains
Rachel Cleaves, Amy Toth and Staci Bell.
Cleaves,one ofthestrongest800 meterrunners
in the league, placed second in the event with
a timeof2:19. Toth continued to lead the team
with herhigh ranking performances in diverse
events. She placed second in the 100 meter
hurdles and fifth in the 100 meter dash with a
time of 13.6 seconds. Toth also placed second
in the high jump with a jump of 5'1".
Bell, who has been distinguishing herself
as one of the best throwers in the history of
Jennifer Connor '97 dean another one in recent practice.
Bowdoin track and field, was again one of the
team's leading scorers. She easily won the
shot put with a throw of 39' 6.75" and surged
ahead of the competition to win the hammer.
She also placed fourth in the discus with a
throw of 100' 3".
Kristen Adams '97 continued to have a
strong debut season as she placed fourth in
the 5000 meter run with a time of 18:54.39,
only 18 seconds behind the winner, Michelle
Severance of Colby. Bowdoin had a strong
showing in that event, as Janet Mulcahy '96
placed ninthand DarcieMcHwee '95 finished
12th.
Darcy Storin '96 ran two good races during
theNESCAC competition asshefinished both
the 800 meter and
1500 meter runs with
a good showing.
Storin easilywon the
first heat of the 800
with a time of 2 :25 .49
and placed second in
the 1500 meter run
with a timeof4:49.45.
First-year Jennifer
Connor ran a strong
race in the 400 meter
hurdles and placed
fourth.
For many of the
athletes, the 1994
outdoor track and
field season is over.
However, for those
successful enough to







meet will be held at
Tufts University in
M e d f o r d
,
Massachusetts this





In breaking with the age-old tradition of
leaving the post of sports editor after one
semester, I am likewise perhaps the most
qualified of any Bowdoin Orient sports editor
to reflect on the year gone by. So here I go.
Like in any year, wehave seen thehighlights
and the low lights in the 1993-94 academic
year. There were moments of exhilaration
and moments ofhorror. Therewere moments
of confidence and moments of doubt. There
werewinsand therewere losses,and ofcourse,
therewas every kind ofcommentary, ranging
from the profound to the stupid, in between.
The women's soccer team brightened our
fall with their repeat ECAC championship,
Please see YEAR, page 24.
Davidson wins
Chaffee award
Bowdoin College men's tennis player Tom
Davidson '94 was awarded the Clarence
ChaffeeAward during thel994New England
Small College Athletic Conference(NESCAC)
Men's Tennis Championships held at
Williams College.
"It is a realhonor forTom towin theChaffee
Award," said tennis coach Dan Hammond.
"Tom is well-liked and respected throughout
our league, and it is a nice recognition of all
that he has done on and off the court."
The Clarence Chaffee Award is awarded
annually to a member of a NESCAC men's
tennis team whose sportsmanship, character,
and leadership best exemplify the
extraordinary combination of fair play and
competitiveness set by Clarence Chaffee
during his tenureas coachof WilliamsCollege
Please see AWARD, page 25.
Women's Hockey
ECAC invites women's hockey as a provisional member
Bittersweet triumph:
Team faces new challenges
now that its most
formidable task is over.
By Craig Cheslog
sports information director
The Eastern College Athletic Conference
(ECAC) Women's Ice Hockey League has
invited Bowdoin College, Boston College, and
Middlebury College to become provisional
members for the 1994-95 season.
The members of the Bowdoin women's ice
hockey team asked the Athletics Committee
for permission to join theECAC league. After
considerable discussion, the Athletics and
Faculty AffairsCommittees recommended to
President Robert Edwards in late March that
the College should seek membership for the
women's icehockey team in theECAC league.
President Edwards accepted that
recommendation based on the understanding
that Bowdoin and New England Small College
Athletic Conference (NESCAC) rules
regarding travel and number ofgameswould
be strictly adhered to after joining the league.
It was hoped that membership in the ECAC
Women's Ice Hockey League would make
scheduling easier whileproviding for a higher
level of competition.
The ECAC, however, has left scheduling
fornextseason up to theprovisional members.'
Bowdoin, Boston College, and Middlebury
must scheduleeach ofthe 1 2 original members
of theECAC Women's Ice Hockey League by
June 1 in order to gain membership. At the
time of publication, Bowdoin has been able to
schedulegames with Colby, Cornell, Harvard,
New Hampshire, Rochester Institute of
Technology, and Yale. Bowdoin still needs to
schedule games with Brown, Dartmouth,
Northeastern, Princeton, Providence, and St.
Lawrence.
Bowdoin is stillcommitted to gainingECAC
membership for thewomen's icehockey team
despite the fact that one of the major reasons
for joining — easier scheduling — did not
materialize for the 1994-95 season. The 12
original members of the ECAC Women's Ice
Hockey league signed contracts for home-
and-home series over two years. The ECAC
was unwilling to make changes in that
scheduling agreement with one year
remaining in it, and as a result Bowdoin,
Boston College, and Middlebury have been
forced to try and schedulegameswhen the 12
original members have open dates.
If Bowdoin or the other provisional
members arenot able to schedule the required
games by theJune 1 deadline, the ECAC may
intervene and work out a solution mat is
equitable to the institutions involved.
As a provisional member, Bowdoin (along
with Boston College and Middlebury) will
notbe eligible for theECAC playoffs following
the 1994-95 season. The one year provisional
period is standard in theECAC (for example,
Buffalo State was not eligible for the State
University of Ne\v York tournament in men's
ice hockey mis season, and Amherst and
Trinity were not eligible for the ECAC East
men's ice hockey tournament during their
first seasons in the league).
Bowdoin players will be eligible forweekly
player and rookie of the week awards, post-
season all-star teams and end of season
awards.
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